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...AND ANOTHER

PRESIDENT GOES TO SEA!
|

LATEST AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES luxur

liner to be launched is the stately

new President Wilson. With her

sister ship, the President Cleveland,

American President Lines will soon

offer trans-Pacific passenger and '

express cargo service of a quality
j

even better than before.
|

SWIFT, COMFORTABLE AND MODERN to tl

nth degree, the Presidents Wilson
,

and Cleveland will add a new high!

to the grovdng tradition of the

American Merchant Marine.
I

For full information on sailing dates

of ships now available, consult

American President Lines,

311 California Street, San Francisco

Douglas 6000.

For 76 years America's link with the Orient]

l^r^ ^



Returned veteran-newcomer to Tubb;

erganiiation, "Orv" Wright operate

ing reeler and matter.

For nearly a century, the nanne Tubbs

has stood for a rope product that de-

livered Exfra value and service.

\'^"n TcVi*///''^/'^^'"'^
'

Behind this fact is a reason. It is a com-

bination of MEN and ROPE that has nnade the Tubbs trademark the

accepted leader in its field.

When the finest Manila fibers

ore once more available,

look for this famous rope

trademork.

This Men and Rope combination means just this . . . men skilled in the

art of fine rope making operate the finest rope making machinery . . . work

with the world's best fiber ... to produce a product worthy to carry on

the Tubbs heritage of quality.

Today new faces and new names mingle with old time rope makers —
absorbing their fine art — so that the combination of MEN and ROPE

may continue to bring rope "plus values" when you specify the Tubbs

trademark.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPAN
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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THE old adage about Beautv being onlv skin deep is

not true of COLUMBIAN Tape-]\iarlced PURE
MANILA ROPE. For here's a Balanced Rope—a Rope

that keeps its sense of values ail the way. It has the kind

of Appearance that counts most with men who work with

Rope—with men who know Rope! It has a ship-shape, work-
manlike look that wins the friendship of every man who uses

Rope in his daily work.

We'll readily admit that you can buy "prettier" Rope.
But what you gain in handsome, bland coloring—you lose in

Waterproofing. And if your Rope isn't thoroughly Waterproofed—it will

soon lose its Flexibility, then its Strength—it'll have no Endurance! That's
what we mean by Balance. We sacrifice no quality to gain another.

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 Genesee St., Auburn 'The Cordoge C/fy," N. Y,

STRENGTH

WATERPROOFING

ENDURANCE

FLEXIBILITY
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Back to Ships!

By T. Douglas MacMuIlen

Thousands of Pacific Marine Review readers are actual

shippers of freight. They include shipbuilders, whole-

salers, retailers, and manufacturers of ship supplies and

equipment; exporters and importers in large numbers;

and the ship operators, themselves. To you, who are in-

cluded in the above group, this message is addressed.

We urge that you get back to shipping by water.

Your business success is definitely linked to the ship-

ping industry on the Pacific Coast. You are a part of it.

Without you, there could be no shipping industry. Con-

versely, without shipping, there would be a serious void

in your business. The interests of all of us have a certain

unity. In fact, this unity of interest extends to all types

of business on the Pacific Coast, especially in the port

cities.

During the war, the intercoastal and coastwise move-

ment of freight was exclusively by rail or truck. The

shipping lines, yours and mine, were at war. They deserve

at least as much from their country as their competitors.

They deserve at least the opportunity to recover. They

deserve it from the government departments, from civic

and trafiic groups, and fro^n shippers.

There is more involved in water shipping than a few

cents in the freight rates. The entire existence of certain

industries depends on water service. Fruits, for instance,

from California, Oregon and Washington, could scarcely

compete in the eastern market if they were shipped at

rail rates. Not the presently depressed rail rates, which

the railroads maintain to keep the ships out, but the full

scale non-exception tariffs. These are the rates that are

now applied to rail shipments to points that do not have

water service.

You need your ships; your city needs your ships; your

back country needs your ships; the West needs your ships.

Use them! Keep them sailing! Encourage the develop-

ment of the merchant marine against your own and your

country's future emergencies!

The Planners Behind the Scenes

By A. J. Dickie

In all great industrial achievements an analysis reveals

many workers behind the scenes whose combined efforts

make possible the sensational successes. A correspondent

pays his respects to such workers in the great shipbuild-

ing effort of World War II. In this connection Philip J.

Duff writes an eloquent tribute to these planners in the

form of a letter to Pacific Marine Review.

"In the October issue of this journal a statement was

quoted from the New York Times which is again repro-

duced for reference. When Japan lost a ship she could

not replace it. Our losses were many times replaced by

new and better vessels. The war at sea was won in United

States shipyards.'

"It is true that the mass production of ships in these

United States did very materially help to win the war,

even to the extent of being a possible major factor, and

great credit is due the shipbuilders of this country, old-

timers and newcomers.

"However, little recognition, if any at all, has ever been

given to the men behind the scenes, the shipyard plan-

ning engineers, constructors, purchasing agents and ex-

pediters, who did such a marvelous job, and who inde-

fatigably worked day and night, to accomplish the

extension of existing shipyard facilities, and design and

construct new ones, to make possible this stupendous

production on the part of shipbuilders. To these men
should go the credit of doing a job well done, in spite of

inevitable postwar criticisms.

"It may not be common knowledge, and possibly is

known to but few, that this country has been fortunate

in the foresight shown, by which studies had been made
of shipyards and ship production for some years.

"This article is written, however, as a tribute solely to

the engineers, constructors, and collaborators, who by

their energies, and resourcefulness, and in incredibly

short time, gave to the shipbuilder the wherewithal and

opportunity to contribute his share in winning the war,

and this tribute is well deserved and a long time overdue."

Our Sincere Thanks for the fDany Hind Expressions of Season's Greetings
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Bethlehem Launches

The President lUilson

SS President Wilson, about to be launched at Bethlehem-

Alameda shipyard. Right background nnay be seen stern

end of her sistership, SS President Cleveland, which was
launched June 23. 1946.

THE PRESIDENT WILSON, second of the giant pas-

senger liners to be launched since the war for the

American President Lines, went down the ways at the

Bethlehem-Alameda yard Sunday morning, November
24. She was sponsored by Mrs. E. Russell Lutz, wife of

the executive vice president of the Line.

Laid down on November 27, 1944, as a Navy P-2 type

transport, the ship was built up to altered plans for peace-

time passenger use. She has a length overall of 610 feet,

a beam of 75 feet, and a load displacement of 22,574 tons.

The hull is of combined riveted and welded steel con-

struction with a curved stem, a cruiser stern, and with

three complete decks and a partial deck, designated A,

B, C, and D. Above these are: an upper deck extending

from the stem to frame 168; a boat deck covering the
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midship house; and a navigating bridge deck. The mid-

ship house above the boat deck is of riveted aluminum

construction which saves some 75 tons in weight at a

position where weight saving is important. This use of

aluminum is new in merchant ship construction although

the U. S. Navy has used this metal on the superstructures

of destroyers and cruisers with very satisfactory service

results.

Provisions for air conditioning and ventilation are very

complete. Air conditioning is provided: for all cabin

and tourist class passenger staterooms; for a number of

ship's ofificers' staterooms and offices; for all mess rooms;

for tourist and cabin class dining rooms; the library,

writing room and shops; and for tourist, cabin and offi-

cers' lounge rooms. Mechanical ventilation is provided

for practically all the enclosed spaces on the ship. In

general, the specification calls for the air supply to all

uncooled spaces to be 30 cubic feet per minute for each

occupant. Joiner and sheet metal work is being performed

by Aetna Marine Corporation. The complete air condi-

tioning, heating and refrigeration system was described

in an article by J. W. Markert, chief of "Ventilation &
Heating Branch, Technical Division, U. S. Maritime

Commission, in the August 1946 issue of PACIFIC Ma-
rine Review.

The total capacity of the vessel's lifeboats is 934, or

more than enough to take care of the full complement

of 890 passengers and crew.

An interesting advance in the design of cargo handling

machinery is the side port loading-discharging crane for

hatch No. 4 which tops on "A" deck. Two bridges each

carrying one trolley and each capable of handling 2^2

tons safely are installed for athwartship travel.

The pilothouse, navigating bridges and pilothouse top

are equipped with all the most modern devices for mak-

ing navigation simple and safe.

Gyrocompass system includes one Sperry Mark XIV
master gyrocompass and eight repeaters.

An echo depth sounder provides visual and recorder

reading of the depth of water under keel. This instru-

ment has a range of from three fathoms up and its read-

ings are accurate within 2 per cent.

Complete equipment for Raytheon radar navigation

will be installed so that regardless of visibility the naviga-

tion officer will be able to detect any approaching vessel

or other large floating object and any landfall in ample

time to make any necessary alterations to the vessel's

course.

The ship's radio telegraph and telephone installation

will consist of four radio telegraph transmitters of

various frequencies and four receivers of various fre-

quencies covering all the regular and emergency require-

ments of a passenger liner radio service. A harbor type

radio telephone transmitter receiver takes care of ship-

to-shore conversations in or near harbors. Each motor

lifeboat is equipped with a radio telegraph transmitter

and with a storage battery of sufficient capacity to oper-

ate this transmitter receiver continuously for at least six

hours.

Electric Galleys

There as three Hotpoint electric galleys on the "B"

deck which, in combination with dumb waiter service

and pantries, provide food for the passengers, the officers

and the crew. These galleys are equipped with the most

up-to-date electric ranges, charcoal broilers, coffee urns,

baking ovens, mixing machines.

An indication of the many facilities which will be

provided for the comfort and entertainment of the pas-

senger is seen in plans for two swimming pools—both

cabin and tourist—libraries, sound motion picture facili-

ties, massage rooms, barber and beauty shops and gym-

nasium. Photographs, oil murals and framed pictures will

adorn the walls of the lounges and dining rooms. Kennels

are even provided for transporting dogs.

Propulsion Machinery

Boilers: Two Combustion Engineering steam genera-

tors; steam at 600 psi and 825° F. at super-heater outlet.

Engines: Two General Electric turbo-electric genera-

tor sets; at normal operation on 590 psi and 815° F. with

ell Luti. wife of Eiecufn

sidenf Lines, about to c

Wilson.
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28%" of vacuum at condenser, each set produces 7650

kw at 3715 rpm; two 3-phase 60 cycle ac propulsion

motors rated 10,500 shp at 3500 volts for maximum

continuous duty; at 9000 shp, each of two propellers

turns 124 rpm.

Shp normal: 18,000

Shp maximum: 20.500

Speed, cruising: 190

Speed, maximum: 21.0

Fuel capacity, tons: 4342

Estimated design cruising range: 17.600 nautical

miles ( approx.

)

Scheduled delivery date—July I, 1947.

Refrigerated Cargo and Passenger Capacity

Passengers, total 550

Cabin class: 182

Tourist class: 144

Third class: 224

Crew .-- - 338

Refrigerated cargo, tons 621

The Launching Procedure

Release of the 610' liner down the 655-foot ways was

accomplished by means of two mechanical launching

triggers tripped by an electrical solenoid controlled from

the control house underneath the vessel on the port side.

The launching triggers were designed in Bethlehem's

Fore River Yard in Massachusetts for launching battle-

ships. This mechanism was diagrammed and explained

in connection with the launching of the President Cleve-

land in the August Pacific Marine Review,

GREHSE HRD CHHIH DRAGS

10 LHUnCHIDG PRESIDEDT

When the block-and-a-half long ship became water-

borne for the first time, its motion was held in check

by means of 350 tons of chain drag, divided into 8 piles

and attached to the vessel with IW diameter drag wires.

( See following article on chain and grease.

)

The U. S. Coast Guard cleared Alameda Estuary of all

water traffic not only during the launching itself but for

a period before and after.

Several days before the President Wilson went down

the ways, the launching area was searched for underwater

obstructions, wreckage and shoals, as well as the under-

water portion of the groundway.

At the time of launching the liner weighed approxi-

mately 8300 long tons, including cradle, the heaviest

commercial vessel ever to be launched on the Coast.

Eight tons of grease was used on the launching ways,

and a launching crew of 165 men helped to launch the

President Wilson.

The Yard

Late in 1941 Bethlehem Steel Company was notified

by the U. S. Government, represented by U. S. Maritime

Commission, it wanted to build 10 troopships. In accord-

ance with this request, a subsidiary of Bethlehem Steel

Company was formed and incorporated in March, 1942

as Bethlehem-Alameda Shipyard, Inc. Keel for first troop-

ship laid December 10, 1942. Seven of these troopships

( each with a total troop carrying capacity of approxi-

mately 5000) were delivered to the Navy during the

war. The eighth was commissionel last Fall, and all have

now been converted to U. S. Army transport ships for

use in the Pacific. The remaining two vessels are the

President Cleveland and the President Wilson, fast trans-

Pacific luxury liners for the American President Lines.

UlllSOO

LAUNCHING IS A TIME OF ANXIETY to those

responsible, and the anxiety and responsibility in-

crease with the size of the vessel. They further increase

as the space available for the launch decreases. In the

case of the President Wilson the width of the Oakland

Estuary, only 900 feet, is but 290 feet longer than the

ship so that obviously some arrangements had to be made

to check the ship after she entered the water.

While sliding down the ways and until entry into the

water, two forces are acting on the ship and cradle, the

weight which gives a component acting down the ways

and the force of friction acting in the reverse direction.

Close-up of Starboard forward poppet.
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The Chain Drags

in Operation

The piles of chain, lower left and right in

above picture, are two of the six piles used

to slow up the ship.

Nicely calculated was the amount of chain

needed to stop the ship. Picture shows the

dust settling after the chain piles had dis-

appeared.

In order for the ship to start down'ttie ways the weight

component must be greater than the force of friction and

to insure this being so, the sliding surfaces are coated

with grease or a similar lubricant. For the President Wil-

son the grease used totaled 16,000 pounds.

The grease is applied in two separate operations. First

a grease is applied hot to the ground ways which, when

cooled and hardened, will produce a smooth sliding sur-

face free from humps and hollows and able to withstand

high pressures. Then a grease, similar to automobile

grease, is applied to give the proper lubrication between

the sliding and ground ways. For the President Wilson

the base coat was Paragon Stearine and the lubricating

grease Keystone Slipcoat.

As soon as the ship enters the water a third force, that

of water resistance, begins to retard its velocity and limu

its travel. After the ship leaves the ways she comes to

rest when the kinetic energy is entirely dissipated by the

water resistance alone, or if the space is limited, by the

addition of further resisting forces.

In the past, many methods have been tried to limit the

run of a ship after leaving the launching ways. These

vary from masks constructed across the stern of the ship,

the simple dropping of an anchor or elaborately con-

structed brakes to chain drags. The method of checking

a ship by drags lends itself most readily to direct calcula-

tion, is relatively easy to install and does not require any

manual control for operation.

For the President Wilson six groups of chain piles,

three on each side, having a total weight of 300 tons
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were used for checking. Each group consisted of two

piles of chain each arranged in the shape of a horseshoe

with the open end toward the water. This arrangement

is used to ease the shock as the load comes on the ship

since each pile must pull through before becoming fully

effective as a drag. The shock is further eased by having

a small amount of slack in the cables connecting the two

chain piles in each group.

The chain drags are connected to the ship by three

sets of heavy wire ropes so arranged that the groups near-

est the water are the first to become effective and do so as

the ship leaves the ways. In a properly calculated launch-

ing the last group of drags should just pull through as the

ship reaches the desired position in the water from the

way ends.

The launching weight of the President Wilson includ-

ing cradle was 8520 tons and she was successfully checked

2.^ seconds after the chain drags took hold with the bow

153 feet from the way ends. The total travel was 857

feet in 59 seconds.
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Your Olercbant IDarine Pays Off

By ADMIRAL W. W. SMITH, U. S. N. (Retired).

Chairman U. S. Maritime Commission

IF OPPORTUNITY HAS EVER KNOCKED on the

door of the Maritime industry, it is beating a tattoo

at the present time.

During the war our American merchant fleet, greatest

in the world, carried the products of American farms and

factories to ever)' fighting front of the United Nations.

Our great ports saw the flags of the United Nations in

their common task of winning a war. Those same flags

still enter our ports to carry on the commercial business

of a world at peace, as our American ships continue to

carry our products to every country.

The ships of the Merchant Marine know the ports; do

the export shippers of the United States know the facili-

ties we offer for delivering their goods to the world?

In war this country developed a great spirit of com-

petition in getting the job done. Competition and incen-

tive built for us the greatest Merchant Marine the world

has ever known. They built the things we needed to win

a war. We must keep those incentives and that spirit of

American competition alive, growing and healthy, in

order that our postwar future and the future of the Amer-

ican Merchant Marine may be assured.

In November I visited the city of New Orleans during

International Week. New Orleans and the South, with

open doors, welcomed representatives from all the Amer-

icas and made it clear that New Orleans serves as the

great outlet for the Mississippi Valley. They were build-

ing good will for American products and for American

shipping. Other ports also must lead the way, tell the

world, about their outlets for the products of their states

and spread the news far and wide to the inland manu-

facturing plants of the nation. If you have cargoes dock-

side, the American Merchant Marine was never in a

better position to move them swiftly and surely to their

appointed destinations. American shippers have at their

disposal the finest, fastest ships in any merchant fleet,

with well-trained and efficient crews. Ashore the Mer-

chant Marine industry has the "know-how" which can

bring success to this program.

There is and will continue to be a world market for

American goods. In shipping, foreign competition is

growing and will be keen.

I would like to preach the principle of shipping Ameri-

can goods in American bottoms, for 1 believe in that

principle. But we know from experience that merchants

will ship by the quickest route and the cheapest carrier.

Our operating costs are high. But we can meet foreign

competition without fear, through reliability of service

and efficiency of American operation.

As for the future: According to the best estimates of

the Commission's statistical researchers, world sea-borne

commerce for the year 1950 should amount to between

275 million and 307 million long tons.

This would be about 2 per cent higher than the ton-

nage for 1929, the largest previous year on record, and

some 19 per cent higher than last peacetime year of 19-t7.

If world conditions improve, economically and politi-

cally, the world tonnage of ocean commerce should ap-

proach or even exceed the top figure of 307 million long

tons. However, should the world remain in its present

unsettled state the lower figure cr 275 million is a more

nearly accurate estimate.

Although we believe these figures as accurate as it is

possible to make them, I should point out that they are

dependent upon a number of imponderables which are

difficult to foresee and evaluate.

Historically the percentage of ocean-borne commerce

carried by American flag vessels has declined from 49 per

cent in 1921 to 38 per cent in 1929, to 33 per cent in

1933, and to a low of 22 per cent in 1939.

I sincerely hope that we will not let history repeat
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itself. Certainly with the production of America at its

peak, supplying world markets, our own ships should

move a larger share of world trade. The Merchant Marine
Act of 1936 says we should move a "substantial portion"

and I for one do not consider 22 per cent substantial.

The Maritime Commission believes that the extension

of reciprocal trade agreements and the revision of tariffs

will make a busy two-way street of international trade.

The formation of an international shipping advisory

group, either within or without the structure of the

United Nations, will go far in solving many common
problems in the industry. Experience has shown us the

way and I believe we have the "horse sense" to follow

through.

Many were keenly aware of the great shipbuilding

program of World War I. Hog Island, with its 100 ways
delivered ships too late to serve the nation's war need.

Our men and materials traveled in foreign flag vessels.

We know the results of that war and its effect on our

Merchant fleet. Great hulks of steel ships remained at

anchor when they should have been carrying American
products to the world and returning to America with the

things that we need to develop our national economy and
human welfare.

That same thing can happen again. We must see that

it does not. We will have a well preserved reserve fleet,

as directed by Congress, sufliicient to meet any national

emergency.

The Merchant Marine Act of 19.36 gave us a clear

directive. The United States needs and must have a

Merchant Marine. Our importers and exporters must be
assured of prompt and satisfactory American flag ocean
services when and where the need arises. For the first

time in a hundred years we can offer that vital service

between producers and consumers wherever they may be.

The world knows American products and we must keep
that knowledge alive.

As you saw war cargoes loaded you probably realized

how vital those cargoes and the ships that carried them
were to success on the battlefront in defense of our coun-
try. I can tell you from personal experience while on
duty in the far Pacific that the loss of a single fleet oiler

in the early months of war might have required that our
Navy Task Force return to Pearl Harbor for refueling.

We were thousands of miles from our fuel supply. Had
that one tanker, the only one near, been sunk, we would
have lost our contact with the enemy and might never
have' been able to regain that advantage. One tanker!

And she tvas sunk at Coral Sea, but fortunately after we
had sucked her dry. One tanker! In the Pacific in 1945,
thanks to our shipbuilding proclivities, we had more than

500 of these tankers in the pipe line serving our Fleet and
our far-flung bases, and we were yelling for more. It may
well be said that our shipbuilding shortened the war by
at least one year. With the experience of two world wars,

I do not believe the people of this nation desire to be

caught unawares in any future national emergency.

Coastal and Intercoastal

I should like to pay tribute at this time to the men, the

ships and the shoreside personnel of our coastal and inter-

coastal shipping services for the great part they played

in the early days of the war. Prewar, more than 70 per

cent of our shipping was in these trades and it was upon
them we called for ships to start the war. Without their

ships and men the story might have been different. Most
of our people were too far from the coastline to have

seen our tankers burning off shore. The men and the

ships came back for more and delivered the cargoes

vitally needed.

The Commission has appealed to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for a re-examination and revision of

coastwise and intercoastal rates. We want this vital and

economic service restored on a going, self-supporting

basis. We need it in our economic welfare and in assur-

ing our national security. Right now, we are putting

additional government ships in these services to move
vitally needed housing materials and other products of

the forests and processing plants from one section of our

country to another. Private operators are not interested,

because the freight does not pay its way.

During the war the government was in the shipping

business of necessity. We are still in that business, but

are getting out as quickly as private owners can and will

take over. By law we must cease to operate as of Feb-

ruary 28 next, when government vessels will be with-

drawn and the entire operation of our merchant fleet

returned to the private owners and operators. We of the

Maritime Commission are directed to support such a

program, and are desirous of doing so. The Maritime

Commission is proud of the reconversion of the mer-

chant fleet to peacetime pursuits.

Our first job when the war was over was the return of

American troops and American property from foreign

lands. This was accomplished in record time and unlike

our previous experiences, was accomplished with vessels

flying the American flag.

Our next task was the return of the Merchant fleet to

private operation, and to aid those countries which have

suffered most at the hand of the aggressor. These two

jobs were done at one and the same time. Private ships,

with few exceptions, have been returned to their owners;

government-owned vessels have been chartered out to

private operators. Other government ships under gen-

eral agency agreements have operated at a profit to the

government.

We now have chartered out some 1 145 ships. After

December 31, 1947, the law permits no further charter-

ing and all ships not sold, domestic or foreign, will be
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sent to the reserve fleet. We have operating under general

agents 830 ships. Such operations must cease February 28

next because on that date accumulated profits in the re-

volving fund go directly to Treasury receipts, leaving the

Commission no funds to pay operating expenses.

Government operation of ships since V-J Day has not

been at taxpayers' expense. Currently, our receipts from

charter and general agency operation are running at

approximately 20 million dollars per month. I cite these

figures as evidence that there is profit to be made in the

shipping business. We prefer to sell ships, but in the

present market, receipts from charter hire pay for a ship

in less than three years.

Other receipts for the Treasury:

ESSENTIAL UNITED STATES
Trade
Route U. S. COASTAL AREA FOREIGN AREA

1 Atlantic East Coast of South America
2 Atlantic West Coast of South America
3 Atlantic - .. East Coast Mexico

•4 Atlantic . Caribbean
5 North Atlantic United Kingdom i Eire

6 North Atlantic Scandinavia S Baltic Sea
7-8 North Atlantic Antwerpen/Hamburq Range
9 North Atlantic Atlantic France & Spain (Vigo to Bilbao)
10 North Atlantic Mediterranean. Black Sea, Portugal.

Spain (South of Portugal) S. Morocco
11 South Atlantic United Kingdom. Bordeaux/Hamburg

Scandinavia & Baltic Sea
12 Atlantic Far East
13 Gulf & Atlantic Mediterranean, Black Sea, Portugal

& Atlantic Spain
14 Atlantic & Gulf __ _ _ West Coast of Africa
ISA Atlantic _ ....South & East Africa & Madagascar
158 Gulf - .- South & East Africa i Madagascar
li Atlantic & Gulf - Australasia

* Caribbean trade route not shown due to limited space

$2,100,000 per month for British use of ships formerly

lend-leased for operation under British flag.

About one billion dollars eventually in payment for

ships already sold or in process for sale.

$86,347,200 for disposal of surplus marine material

and property.

$35,189,500 from sale by Maritime Commission of

2600 small vessels.

Millions of dollars through renegotiation of war con-

tracts.

The Future

So much for the past. We hope the future holds a

bright picture. For the next year we will continue to sell

iPleaie turn to page 150)

FOREIGN AREA
ment, Netherlands East Indies

India, Persian Gulf i Red Sea
ribbean & East Coast Mexico
East Coast of South America
gdom, Bordeaux & Hamburg,

Scandinavia « Baltic Sea
Far East

;aribbean i East Coast Mexico
East Coast South America
West Coast South America.
Central America i Mexico

United Kingdom
burg. Scandinavia S Baltic Sea

Pacific - Australasia

Pacific Straits SeHlement, Netherlands East Indies

California Far East

Washington/Oregon . Far East

Gulf West Coast South America

FOREIGN TRADE ROLITES
Trad.

e U . S. COASTAL AREA
17 Atlan tic & Gulf Straits Settle

18 Aflanitic S Gulf
•19 Gulf Cd
20 Gulf
21 Gulf United Kir

22 Gulf
*23 Pacific

24 Pacific

25 Pacific

2iA Pacific

26B Pacific



Matson liners Lurllne and Monterey undergoing reconversion af United Engineering Company, Alameda, Calif.

Matson's Plans For 17
By HUGH GALLAGHER, Vice President, Matson Navigation Co.

w

Hugh Gallaghe

Matson Navigation

Company.
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THE YEAR 1947 is expected to see the reconversion

of all major phases of the Matson Navigation Com-

pany to peacetime operation. Upon completion of this

program, Matson will be in position to offer travelers

and shippers between the United States, Hawaii, New
Zealand and Australia one of America's most complete

transportation services.

Surface

Surface transportation will be maintained by approxi-

mately thirty ships. Comprising this fleet will be three

luxury liners, sixteen new C-3 freighters, four C-2 freight-

ers, three Liberty ships and four freighters retained from

Matson's prewar fleet. The maintenance of these vessels

will be part of the work of the Matson-owned United
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Engineering Co. in Alameda and San Francisco. In San

Francisco, Seattle-Tacoma, Portland and Los Angeles,

cargo operations of this fleet will be handled by Matson

Terminals, Inc.

Air
Matson's air transportation will continue under the

company's Air Transport Diision on a non-scheduled

basis between the West Coast and Hawaii, pending CAB
approval for a scheduled Matson air service. The Matson

Aviation Maintenance Co. is extending its services to

Honolulu. There, as in Oakland where it now functions

on a large scale, it will undertake the maintenance, repair,

conversion, and overhaul of commercial planes.

1947 will also be marked by the reopening of the

Matson's Royal Hawaiian Hotel at Waikiki Beach, com-

pletion of a new 7-story wing to the San Francisco offices,

and the placing in operation of new bulk sugar loading

facilities in Hilo, Hawaii.

Flagship of the surface fleet will be the 26,000-ton

passenger liner Lurline, which along with her sister ships,

the Mariposa and Monterey, are presently being rebuilt

and completely modernized. This project has been under-

taken by the United Engineering Company. Moderniza-

tion of these three luxury ships constitutes one of the

largest merchant ship reconversion projects in U. S.

maritime history.

Passenger Fleet

Matson's Hawaiian passenger ship service will, as in

prewar days, offer weekly sailings in each direction be-

tween California and Hawaii. The Lurline, Mariposa and

Monterey wiU be used in this service, calling at San Fran-

cisco, Los Angeles Harbor and Honolulu. Matson's sub-

sidiary Oceanic route to New Zealand and Australia (via

Honolulu, Pago Pago, Samoa, and Suva, Fiji) will be

maintained by the same three ships. Here they will pro-

vide a sailing every five weeks in each direction and make
ten or eleven round trip voyages yearly to the Antipodes.

Each of the three ships will be employed in this route on

a rotational basis after several shuttle runs between the

two California ports and Hawaii. Until full passenger

service is restored by this trio of liners Matson will con-

tinue its present interim service between San Francisco,

Los Angeles and Honolulu with the Matsonia.

C-3's

Serving Hawaii exclusively, will be 16 C-3 freighters.

constituting the largest unit of the postwar Matson fleet.

Fifteen of these, to date, have been allocated by the Mari-

time Commission to Matson for purchase. The C-3's

will be converted for the handling of the specialized

cargoes peculiar to the Hawaiian trade. On ships of this

type assigned to routes between the West Coast and

Hawaii, particular attention will be paid to refrigerated

cargo, for which 60,000 cubic feet is being made avail-

able on each vessel. The most advanced type of equip-

ment for this service will be installed, providing a sus-

tained temperature of ten degrees below zero. Deep tanks

on each of these vessels will be altered to accommodate

2,700 short tons of molasses, loaded and discharged by

special pumps capable of handling 250 tons per hour.

Extensive alteration in hold arrangement, including per-

manent sheathing, will also be made to accommodate

bulk sugar consignments. Topping lift winches will be

added at all hatches.

With the availability of the new freighter fleet, Matson

will offer the following express cargo service to Hawaii

over four routes;

1. Direct weekly sailings from San Francisco.

2. Direct weekly sailings from Los'Angeles.

3. Direct fortnightly sailings from Seattle-Tacoma and

Portland.

4. Weekly sailings ( in conjunction with Isthmian

Steamship Co. ) between Atlantic Coast ports, in-

cluding regular calls at Gulf ports and Hawaii.

Libertys

The Pacific Northwest-Hawaii C-3 service will be aug-

mented by three Liberty ships which Matson has already

purchased, and which will afford frequent sailings from

that area with lumber, sulphates and other cargoes.

In transit time, these postwar freighter services will

offer approximately a 30 per cent increase in speed over

the prewar freighter fleet. The C-3's will make the run

between California ports and Hawaii in 5! 2 days; be-

tween Pacific Northwest ports and Hawaii in six days,

as compared with seven to eleven days required before

the war. Almost a full fortnight will be cut from the

Hawaii-East Coast service, where the transit time will be

reduced from thirty days to seventeen. Utilizing the C-3

and Liberty ships to fullest advantage, with fast and fre-

THE TURBINES
The Lurline, Monterey and Mariposa

were built at the Bethlehem Quincy

Yard in the late twenties for transpacific

service, and the turbines are being re-

turned to Quincy for rebuilding and

overhaul. New casing will be made for

the intermediate pressure engines and a

change made from cast iron to cast steel

in material used for foundry work. Re-

building will include reboring and re-

blading, in which work Quincy has a

staff of experts.

Each ship has six engines: low pres-

sure, intermediate pressure, and high

pressure, operating three to a propeller

shaft on twin screws. The high pressure

engines have withstood service and
won't be rebuilt.

^
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S.S. LURLINE, flagship of the Matson fleet

At right: Master of the Lurline is Commodore C. A. Berndtson who was made

Commodore of the Matjon Fleet in 1937. He first sailed with Matson in 1916,

as a Quartermaster SBil the Manoa. and commanded the Lurline since 1932.

quent sailings, Matson will offer a service surpassing

anything ever before attempted on the Hawaiian route.

C-2's

In addition to the express general and refrigerated

cargo service which the 21 -knot Lurline, Mariposa and

Monterey will provide on the Oceanic route, four C-2

freighters will be assigned to this run. These freighters

will service all major U. S. Pacific Coast ports and will

call as cargo offers at such ports as Auckland and Wel-
lington in New Zealand; and Sydney, Melbourne, Bris-

bane and Adelaide in Australia. However, final schedules

and ports-of-call for this cargo service are srilj being

formulated. Negotiations for purchase of the four C-2's

are currently under way with the Maritime Commission.

When delivery is made, they will be modified with par-

ticular attention to the carriage of lumber, bulk lube oil.

and to suit other requirements of Oceanic's trade routes.

Because of material shortages and labor disturbances the

conversion of these C-2's as well as the C-3 s has dropped

behind schedule, but it is hoped that most major modi-

fications will be completed during the year.

The balance of Matson's surface fleet will be four or

five of the prewar freighters which will be retained

S.S. MONTEREY
At left: Captain Elis R. Johanson joined Matson in 1920, as Master of the

Mohenlcis, and has had command of the Monterey since 1934. His Santa Elena

rescue is believed the largest in history.



S.S. MATSONIA
Captain Frank A. Johnson, with Matson'si'nce 1923, has

since 1935. While he served as Port Captain for 15 w

^i^BBiaJSillesple took over the ship.

anded the Matsonia

moft^s. Captain hi. R.

mainly for use as replacements and to handle peak loads.

No scheduled services have been set for these vessels.

Material Handling
To help offset the rising costs of cargo operation,

Matson Lines, in common with most steamship organi-

zations, is constantly seeking more efficient methods of

materials handling. One such development—the ship-

ment of sugar in bulk from Hawaii to the mainland

—

was described in the August, 1946, Pacific Marine
Review. In addition to reducing handling costs, bulk

shipment materially increases ship efficiency in stepping

up turn-around time. So successful has the new bulk

operation proved, that Matson plans to extend its use.

At the present time, the port of Kahului has this facility

and sometime during the coming year, at cost of approxi-

mately 51,000,000, Matson will complete construction of

a plant for the storage and shipment of bulk sugar at

Hilo, Hawaii. Present plans call for eventual construc-

tion of similar plants at two other Hawaiian ports. In

accordance with this long-range program, all but a small

(Please turn to. page 152.1

S.S. MARIPOSA
At right: Captain William R. Meyer has been Master of the Mariposa s

1932. When commanding the Ventura his dramatic rescue of passengers

c^ew of the stricken Tahiti aroused world-wide interest.

i
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3rge A. Pope. ,

iidenf of Pope

Talbot.

Charles L Wheeler, ^
Executive Vice Presi-

dent.

Pacific-llrgentine-Brazil Line

Restored by Pope & Talbot

POPE & TALBOT, INC., is resuming liner operations

between Pacific Coast ports and the east coast of

South America with the re-establishment of its Pacific-

Argentine-Brazil Line (West Indies Service) early in

February. This direct service via Panama and Puerto Rico

to the important ports of the east coast of South America

marks the resumption of a 1 6-year freight and passenger

service pioneered by Pope & Talbot immediately follow-

ing World War I, which was necessarily terminated prior

to World War II.

The action of Pope & Talbot, Inc., follows a recent

extensive tour and survey of the 17,200 mile trade route

by President George A. Pope, Jr., and submission of his

report to the directors of his company showing that there

is an urgent need for additional service between the

Pacific Coast and East Coast South America ports. The

company will also resume its pre-war status in the exist-

ing conferences of steamship associations covering this

route.

"Prospects for West Coast trade expansion into South

America were never better," states Mr. Pope. "The tre-

mendous increase in industrialization of the west coast
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of the United States has a counterpart in the great cities

of the east coast of Brazil and Argentina, with corre-

sponding increases in population and economic prosperi-

ty. There is a new appreciation by both hemispheres of

the necessity for an expanded, free-flowing commerce to

fill and satisfy the needs of both."

Modern, fast vessels of the Pope & Talbot Lines fleet

will be allocated to the Pacific-Argentine-Brazil Line with

the St. Cloud Victory scheduled to sail on February 12.

PAB Line ships will sail from British Columbia, Puget

Sound, Columbia River, San Francisco Bay Area and Los

Angeles ports to Puerto Rico, British West Indies, the

Brazilian ports of Rio de Janeiro and Santos, Buenos

Aires in Argentina and Montevideo, Uruguay.

In announcing plans of his company, Charles L.Wheel-

er, executive vice president, points out that West Coast

exporters and importers seeking the products of those

countries, will have the benefit of experienced personnel

at all ports along the line. Most of their former agents

will resume with them and include: Juan J. Reynal of

Buenos Aires; Federal Express Company of Brazil; Chris-

tophersen & Cia of Uruguay; Rafael Del Castillo & Co.,
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of Colombia; Curacao Trading Company of Dutch West
Indies; W. Andrews & Co., of Panama Canal Zone. The
company has its own office at San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Kingsley Navigation Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. will con-

tinue as British Columbia representative.

"This means complete familiarity with the needs of

their country," stated Wheeler, "as well as experience in

the kind of service American exporters and importers

desire. The resumption of this vital service benveen

Pacific Coast ports and the countries of the Caribbean

and east coast of South America, should be an important

factor in the expansion program for industry, and the

development of foreign trade at all our ports of call. Not

to be overlooked is the fact that Pope & Talbot, Inc., is a

wholly owned and operated Pacific Coast company, hence

the same viewpoint and desire for building the economic;

stability of the West that motivates western industry

throughout. Prior to the inauguration of the Pacific-

Argentine-Brazil Line in 1926, the only water trans-

portation between the east coast of South America and

Pacific Coast ports was to be obtained from tramp line

service."

The Pacific-Argentine-Brazil Line offers West Coast

shippers and importers a splendid opportunity to stimu-

late foreign trade. This direct service is widely regarded

as having been instrumental in the great development of

the Pacific Coast as a coffee and chocolate center, as well

as for less publicized products such as wax, nuts, spices,

drugs, bones and fertilizers. As an outlet for Pacific

Coast products, the route was important in developing

markets for rice, lumber, paper and hundreds of other

manufactured products.

In re - establishing the Pacific-Argentine-Brazil Line,

Pope & Talbot is carrying forward the tradition of

pioneering which began with the establishment of the

company on the Pacific Coast in 1849, and which has

carried the American fiag and American commerce to all

parts of the world. Pope & Talbot Lines also operate

Pacific Coastwise Service, Pacific Ports to the Caribbean,

and Intercoastal service between Atlantic and Pacific

Ports.

Pacific Shipping Prospects

And Problems

By A. W. GATDV,

Secretary, Pacific American Steamship Ass'n.

EXPANDING THE THOUGHT THAT THE PROS-
PERITY of Pacific Coast shipping is tied to our

general national economy, it is axiomatic that As Goes

the Worlds Business, So Will Go Shipping. Transporta-

tion, existing as it does as a means to an end, rather than

as a separate entity, is obviously supersensitive to indus-

trial trends, and being an instrument of national policy,

it is affected by this country's position in the world politi-

cal scene.

Considering the persistent tendency toward forecasting

gloom on the part of some of our heavy-duty economists,

it has not been without considerable courage that Pacific

Coast ship operators have embarked on large-scale pro-

grams for keeping U. S. Flag shipping in a dominant

position. Recognizing that only the relatively immediate

future permits ver)' much in the way of prophecy, while

shipping is substantially a long-term risk, considerable of

this courage has perhaps been fostered by hope and

speculation, but hope or speculation by experienced ship-

ing men is something to tie to.

Even a trial balance at this time of the known debits

and credits is affected by so many unknown factors that

it would be folly to suggest what lies very far in the

future for shipping. But this year looks brighter for some
trades—uncertain for others.

It is encouraging to note that Pacific Coast operators

are retooling, expanding and implementing plans for a

resurgence of the Pacific trades with American tonnage.

On the credit side, and through the circumstances of

the war, a substantial fleet of newer, faster, and moie
economical ships has been made available in some of the

Pacific trades. Much enthusiasm arises from the elimina-

tion of the once important Japanese merchant fleet. The
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major trade routes of the Pacific will be dotted with a

preponderance of American ships. And American ships

are American assets in more ways than one! First, they

operate from American ports, and carry American goods

and American crews. Second, their major repairs must

be made in American shipyards. Third, insurance on

ships and cargo will be largely American, and so will

financing. Finally, raw material imports will reach Ameri-

can factories when world supplies are short.

In all Pacific trades there is the vast interim tonnage

occasioned by war-created demand for practically the

whole range of exportable commodities. This demand is

likely to continue far into the future. Wherever American

servicemen have been, American goods have become

known.

In the domestic and non-contiguous routes, there is a

strong demand for reconversion goods, long denied pro-

duction and distribution in our wartime economy.

Though by no means a healthy situation, the intercoastal

and coastwise trades are finding considerable additional

support by virtue of the rail car shortage.

On the other side of the ledger we must not lose sight

of the fact that we have no exclusive rights in our Pacific

foreign trades. The traditionally strong maritime nations

are making come-backs. In addition to Great Britain and

the Scandinavian countries, China and Russia may emerge

as strong contenders for Pacific tonnage.

In some quarters there is expressed the opinion that

the almost legendary "Pacific Boom" has been over-sold,

and that the possibilities and attractions it offers have

been more than met by the rush of prospecting foreign

operators drawing off tonnage from other routes and

tramp services.

Though it is assumed that currency fluctuations, for-

eign loan difficulties, and credit problems may within a

reasonable time attain a semblance of stability, they have

been discouraging drawbacks to promotional exporting.

Perhaps short-sightedly, many manufacturers and dis-

tributors neglected their export field in the face of an

unprecedented domestic demand. To capitalize by taking

the initiative, England, for example, has pursued a long-

range export policy in spite of domestic shortages, many

of which are of a far more serious naaire than anything

encountered in this country. As a result of this policy, we

now find England far above her prewar export averages,

and the results are quite evident when this is translated to

shipping terms. The vital importance of world trade to

shipping suggests that organized importation efforts be

made by steamship companies with the same careful

planning that they exert for passenger business. As nor-

mal price levels are reached, however, import volume will

grow naturally.

On the operating side, of prime importance is the

competitive position of U. S. Flag shipping in respect to

costs. The total labor costs of an American -crewed

Liberty-type ship amount to $11,480 per month, against

a British crew for the same vessel at $4,300 per month,

and substantially the same disparity for Dutch, Swedish,

Norwegian and Greek vessels.

In the domestic trades, where rate structures are inevi-

tably tied to those of other forms of transportation, the

situation regarding cost increases is even more grave.

The laborious process of adjusting postwar rates and

practices to postwar costs and conditions has given the

domestic carriers little encouragement on which to base

definite plans for resumption on a private basis.

In a report submitted to the M. C. by its Postwar

Planning Committee, it is pointed out that in 1939 we
had a total of a little over two and a quarter million

deadweight tons of dry-cargo shipping engaged in foreign

trades. On the basis that our foreign trade increases fifty

per cent by weight, and that we handle at least half of

our export traffic, the Committee estimated that off-shore

trades could support jour viillion deadweight tons. Our
volume increase is already rising rapidly.

In 1939. the domestic coastwise and intercoastal routes

each supported roughly one million three hundred thou-

sand deadweight tons. Even with the best of conditions

traffic-wise and rate-wise, optimistic estimates are that

these trades could currently support a maximum of one

million tons each. In the non-contiguous trades, the 1939

figure of slightly over four hundred thousand tons is

expected to be increased to a little over a half-million

tons. Whether there will be a realization of a merchant

marine of a size envisioned by the Maritime Commis-

sion's Postwar Planning Committee, remains to be seen.

In any event, the industry finds itself at this time with at

least the basic ingredients for success—modern fleets and

trained personnel. But there are other factors. The enor-

mously increased population of the West, with a conse-

quent increase in the shuttling of freight and passengers;

the industrial expansion of the West; the apparently in-

creased attention to shipping problems by government

agencies.

Notwithstanding the governmental and public interest

in a wartime merchant marine, there is too little realiza-

tion of the peacetime functions of shipping, and what a

strategic part it plays in the every-day life of our nation.

The announced intention of Congress, which has been

repeatedly stated in successive merchant marine acts, is

that there shall be fostered and encouraged, a privately

owned merchant marine in domestic and foreign com-

merce, adequate for carrying a proper share of the com-

merce of this nation.

Shipping's big job is to stimulate widespread interest,

and to improve public knowledge of our stake in a first-

class merchant marine. The objective is to make our

national merchant marine policy a statement of fact,

rather than a mere statement for the records.
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Transpacific Shipping

Dn Estimate
By THOMAS E. CUFFE.

vice president and general manager, Pacific Far East Line. Inc.

THE CURRENT AND FUTURE PICTURE of trans-

pacific shipping generally is favorable. It appears,

however, that until the return of normal trade conditions

—still some time in the future—the interim period will

be spasmodic and marked by occasional slumps.

As well as can be judged today, transpacific shipping

will be excellent when normalcy returns. The reconstruc-

tion programs for both China and the Philippines

scarcely have been started. There is a very great backlog

to be met for materials of all kinds—rebuilding old in-

dustries and construction of new ones; new docks, ter-

minals, warehouses, and transportation facilities, includ-

ing railroads and trucks.

The immediate outbound shipping picture is satis-

factory, with a relatively heavy movement of all types of

commodities. Qualifying this is the periodic congested

terminal situation in many major Oriental ports. Accord-

ing to latest advices from the Philippines, Manila wiU

again be congested with the arrival there of vessels now

en route. Cause of the congestion is lack of terminal and

shoreside facilities. No permanent relief can be expected

until these facilities are provided.

Homebound cargoes from the Orient are scarce and,

with the exception of copra, are not in any volume. An

improvement is hard to forecast because it is contingent

on so many political and economic factors in the Far East.

Present indications point to very keen competition

between steamship lines, foreign as well as American.

The prewar list of transpacific companies has been

augmented by many newcomers so that the gap left by

the elimination of Japanese shipping is being well filled.

Pacific Far East Line's part in transpacific shipping

at present embraces the operation of a fleet of twenty-

four vessels in a regular California-Orient service, in-

cluding nine fully refrigerated vessels. This fleet provides

frequent service with rapid transit time.
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Future plans also include operation of five C-2 vessels

recently purchased—the Midnight, Sirocco, Tyrell, Star,

and Towner, as well as purchase of at least three of the

fully refrigerated vessels currently under charter. The

Midnight went into service mid-December. She will be

followed by the Sirocco mid-Januar)' and the otliers as

their reconversion is completed. These ships are full

scantling type, 10,800 deadweight tons, 15!/2 knots, with

deep tank facilities and refrigeration space. The regular

berth service and refrigerator schedule will be augmented

with calls at North China and outports throughout the

Far East, handling largely bulk cargoes.

Granted that shipping prospects may not be overly

optimistic for the immediate future, we are confident

nevertheless that over the long range the handicaps to

expanded trade will be overcome and that shipping in

the Pacific will play a dominant part in world economy.
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Hew Ships for the Pacific

Hnd ^Round-the-IUorid Ea
By EUGENE F. HOFFMAN, Director of Public Relations, American President Lines

' u g e n e F. Hoffman

ALMOST DAILY WE ARE BOMBARDED with such

question as, "What will your new transpacific liners

be like?" "How will they compare with the late luxury

liners President Hoover and President Coolidge?" "What
about your Round-World cruise ships?" "Will you oper-

ate the same type of equipment and over the same route

as prewar?"

Insofar as American President Lines is concerned its

two main trade routes— transpacific and Round-the-

World—will be serviced by a fleet of fine new luxury

liners and combination passenger-cargo ships which,

from the standpoint of passenger comforts and safety and

modern cargo facilities, will be second to no ships in

the world.

To quote the designers of these vessels, "There may
be bigger ships afloat, but certainly none finer or more
modern. The new President liners represent the epitome

of present-day knowledge in the shipbuilding crafts.

They combine engineering skill and efficiency with all

the luxuries of ocean-going transportation."

Rapidly nearing completion at Bethlehem Shipyards,

Alameda, California, are the two largest commercial ships

ever constructed on the Pacific Coast. They are the SS

President Cleveland and the SS President Wilson, or-

dered by the Maritime Commission specially for Ameri-

can President Lines' transpacific service.
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Launched June 23, last, the President Cleveland is

currently scheduled for delivery April of next year. The
President Wilson was launched November 24, and is

tentatively scheduled for delivery July 1, 1947.

Combining the latest design in passenger accommo-

dations with the most modern machinery and equipment

obtainable, these two 22,900-ton luxury liners will each

carry 552 cabin and tourist passengers and a crew of 338,

in addition to mail, refrigerator and express-package

cargo.

The ships are 610 feet in length and 75 feet wide.

Their 20,000 horsepower turbo-electric motors will pro-

pel them at a maximum speed of 21 knots.

Both vessels were originally laid down as Navy P-2

type troop transports, but with war's end, the Maritime

Commission ordered them constructed according to

American President Lines' specifications for the latter's

fast-growing transpacific passenger and express-cargo

trade.

The Presidents Cleveland and Wilson will boast two

swimming pools—one each for cabin and tourist passen-

gers—libraries, sound motion picture facilities, massage

rooms, barber and beauty shops and gymnasium. All

cabins and public rooms will be air conditioned. There

will even be steam-heated kennels for dogs and other pets.

These new luxury liners will ply between the Cali-

fornia ports of Los Angeles and San Francisco and Manila

via Honolulu, Japanese ports (when opened), Shanghai

and Hong Kong.

In the meantime American President Lines is meet-

ing the heavy demands of postwar emergency trade and

travel with a fleet of ships chartered from the United

States Government plus two vessels of its prewar fleet

which were turned back by the Navy, and six new C-3

type freighters recently built for the President Lines by

the U. S. Maritime Commission. These latter are modern

17-knot cargo ships with luxurious stateroom accommo-

dations for a maximum of 12 passengers. They operate

transpacific.

Principal transpacific passenger carriers in the Com-

pany's emergency or interim fleet are the SSs General M.

C. Meigs and General W. H. Gordon, former Navy

troop transports which were given limited conversion to
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accommodate 1500 commercial passengers each, and the

SS Marine Lynx, a C-4 t)'pe troop transport converted

to accommodate 1000 passengers.

In the Round-World service are the newly converted

passenger liners. President Polk and President Monroe,

each with luxurious accommodations for 97 passengers.

Nine other ships temporarily scheduled in the Round-

World fleet are all C-4 type freighters, with the usual

commodious quarters for a limited number of passengers.

As soon as the President Cleveland is available for

service next spring, one of the "General" ships will be

placed in dry dock and given a complete reconversion

job that will qualify her to serve as part of President

Lines' permanent trans-Pacific passenger fleet. Later, when

the President Wilson enters service (mid 1947 > the

other "General" will be given similar total reconversion.

Thus, eventually American President Lines will have a

well-balanced fleet of four large de luxe passenger liners

in fast trans-Pacific service, providing total recommenda-

tions for more than 2200 passengers.

The Company's popular Round-World service is being

resumed with two virtually new passenger liners—the

afore-mentioned President Polk and President Monroe

—

plus the nine freighters with limited passenger accom-

modations. The President Polk is so new that it is only

now completing its Maiden 'Voyage, commenced Decem-

ber 7, 1941, and then halted by the Japanese attack on

Pearl Harbor. After a tour of war duty, the Polk was

reconverted to commercial use, then sailed again ( from

San Francisco August 21, 1946) to conclude the Maiden

Voyage started nearly five years before.

A sistership, the President Monroe, likewise, after a

tour of duty as a Navy combat trooper, was given a com-

plete restoration to commercial use and is now being

readied to take her place in the Round-World schedule.

These ships are 492 feet over-all, 70 foot beam, and

have a cruising speed of 17 knots. They displace 16,716

tons and gross 9,260 tons. Although just prior to the

war seven such vessels were designed and built especially

for American President Lines' Round-World service, it

is now indicated that somewhat larger ships will be re-

quired to meet adequately the expanding postwar de-

mands of this popular global trade route, which has been

certified as one of the essential American flag services.

As a result of these observations the Maritime Com-
mission and American President Lines are working on

plans for an entirely new type of vessel for the Com-
pany's new Round-World fleet. Technically known as

the "V-2000" type, as distinguished from the C-3-P

design, the proposed new globe-girdler will practically

double the passenger accommodations of the Polk-Mon-

roe type (189 as against 97;, and carry considerably

more freight ( gross tonnage 1 1,250 against 9,260 )

.

The new '"V-2000" would be 536 feet over-all, which

is 44 feet longer than the Polk-Monroe type; 73 feet

wide and maintains a cruising speed of 19 knots. Its

deadweight would be 11,660 tons. This ship will be the

last word in sea-going elegance and efficiency.

If approved by the Maritime Commission a total of

five such de luxe liners would be constructed to replace

the interim C-4 freighters and operate in a seven-ship

schedule with the Presidents Polk and Monroe.

The Company's well-established itinerary westward

Round-the-World, over which for almost a quarter of a

century President liners have been calling at twenty-

three fascinating ports in fourteen countries, will be

(Please turn to page 154.1

50 HPL Ships in 60 Days

One of the largest peacetime

steamship operations in Ameri-

can maritime history was out-

lined on December 20 by M. J.

Buckley, vice president in charge

of freight traffic for American

President Lines.

Calling attention to the Presi-

dent Line schedule for December

and January, Mr. Buckley point-

ed out that a total of thirty-two

Company vessels were on berth

this month at Atlantic and West
Coast ports destined for China

and the Philippines, and that thus

far eighteen sailings are sched-

uled for January.

He explained that this heavy

schedule was not to be construed

as a normal APL operation, but

resulted from congestion caused

by the maritime strike plus the

unusually heavy demand overseas

for American cargoes.

"I do feel, however, " said Mr.

Buckley, "that it is quite an

achievement when our Company
handles in stride an operation of

this magnitude—more than fifty

large off-shore vessels within a

period of sixty days.

"You don't have t o worry

too much about your American

Merchant Marine when one of its

member units can turn in a per-

formance like that.

"

M. J. Buckley

ce President — Freight Traffic
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First Dollaradio station built at Mussel Rock

in 1928. Communication was maintained be-

tween this radio station and the S. S. Presi-

dent Taft of the Dollar Steamship Line on its

voyages across the Pacific. Also nightly con-

tact was made with the Admiral Byrd expe-

dition at Little America.

Globe lUireless Station KTK

Restores IDarine Service

Close up view ot Mussel Kock Transmitting Statii

Ltd., located 15 miles south of San Francisco. Hei
powered transmitters used in trans.nacific comi

of Globe Wireless

are housed the high

Paq 3 50

j 'ALLING ALL SHIPS AT SEA—KTK, the Globe

\J Wireless Marine Station at Mussel Rock, is back

on the air with 24-hour service to all ships at sea." This

message was cracked over the airlanes of the sea on

December 7, 1946, the fifth anniversary of Pearl Harbor

Day, and sent by Globe's President, R. Stanley Dollar.

From the time Captain Robert Dollar first visualized

a vast communications system linking all of his offices

and ships at sea, until the transmitters were silenced

on December 7, 1941, the log of Station KTK was filled

with accounts of romance, adventure and stark tragedy

on the high seas.

As the five-year silence ends it is recalled that the

operators on duty at KTK on that ill-fated Sunday morn-

ing (December 7, 1941) heard what was probably the

first overt act of the war, inasmuch as it occurred prior

to the planes at Pearl Harbor. A frenzied call came from

the Matson steamship Lurline, which had just sailed

from Honolulu, saying it had intercepted this distress

call from the freighter Cynthia Olson, "SSSS Am being

attacked by submarine. " The astounded operators called

the Navy immediately and placed the matter in their

hands.

A few minutes later the Globe Wireless marine station

at Honolulu reported that Pearl Harbor was under attack

and such on the scene observations as "planes overhead,

ground shaking from bombs," etc., followed.

Then came the important task of notifying all shif)S at

sea of the attack and requesting them to place in opera-

tion prearranged Navy Department plans.

During that never-to-be-forgotten Sunday, the oper-

ators at KTK listened to word by word accounts of the

(Please turn tn page 152)
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Swedish motorships Boogabilla and Barranduna at CPR Pier A af Vancouver, B. C. represented
on the Pacific Coast by General Stcarrship Corporation, Ltd.

General Steamship-

Fast Pace Set by Agency Lines^

By H. S. SCOTT. President, General Steamship Corp., Ltd.

Harry S. Scott,

General Steam-
ship Corp., Ltd.

president.

THE PROGRAM OF THE GENERAL STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION for the coming year wiU be di-

rected toward the further re-establishment of the various

lines which it represents on the Pacific Coast and will

mark a continuance of reconversion to a peacetime com-

mercial basis of operations, which is now well under

way. Acquisition of tonnage to replace war losses suf-

fered by most of our lines is proceeding satisfactorily.

During 1946, we have welcomed the return of the

French Line to the Pacific Coast, and in 1947 this com-

pany will be able to give a service with frequency of

sailings comparable to prewar. This will be maintained

primarily with Liberty- ships which have been purchased

from the American Government and which, in turn, will

be replaced by rapid and more up-to-date vessels now
contracted for in French and other European yards.

In the South American trade, the Westfal-Larsen Com-
pany Line, which suffered heavily from the war casual-

ties, will be back in operation on a normal basis. This

has been made possible through the acquisition of a

i Please turn to page 15-4i
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Ulitb the Oaval Hrchitects

& marine Engineers

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY of

Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, held Novem-
ber 14 and 15, 1946, at New York, brought out eight

very interesting papers. Two of these papers treated

marine engineering subjects, two were general, four were

on naval architecture. Of the eleven authors, seven are

in design and research, three are in executive engineer-

ing positions and one is a retired U. S. Coast Guard

Engineer-in-Chief.

A brief summary of each paper is presented herewith.

Design of Stacks to minimize Smoke Huisance

By Robert W. Nolan

The author is in the Engineering Technical Division

of Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
and bases his paper on research carried out on ship

models and stack models in a wind tunnel. Models of

such ships as USS America, Talamanca, and California

were used as well as some models of proposed new ships.

The smoke problem is a comparatively recent problem

due to the use by designers of large low stacks for stream-

lined appearance. The old thin tall natural draft stacks

lifted the smoke sufficiently to avoid any smoke nuisance

on deck or in quarters.

This research led the author to conclude: that forming

an annulus between inner and outer stacks so aS'-.io pro-

duce a high velocity air jet surrounding the smoke is very

beneficial; that the ratio smoke velocity divided by wind

velocity should always be above unity and preferably

much higher; that the ratio of stack height to height of

fidley should approximate 1.75; that the top of stack

should be designed to keep the diameter "as small as

possible and reduce the unused area" to a minimum; and

finally that "complete elimination of all smoke nuisance

at all times is probably impossible with stack heights that

would be acceptable to the public."

The paper and the further research into this subject

promised by the author should be of great interest to

designing naval architects.

Turning and Course Keeping Qualities

By Dr. Kenneth S. Ai. Davidson and

Dr. Leonard M. Schiff

These authors are respectively: Professor of Mechani-

cal Engineering and Director of Towing Tank, Stevens

Institute, Hoboken, New Jersey, and Associate Professor

of Physics, University of Pennsylvania. The paper is in

STACK CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL VESSELS

Smoke
Number Fidley Stack velocity

of stacks height height Stack -h wind
Length Approx. above above height Smoke veloc-

Horse- Gross b.p Speed, outer slack ac- water. water. above Ratio Ratio velocity ity."'
tern Ship Date power tons (i), ft knots section, ft total tive */ Its fidley hsIL hsjhf (5). fps SIW
1 Deutscbla nd

Mongolia
1900
1904

30,000
10,000

16,500
13,600

063
600

23.5
16

4
1

4
1

39
42

84
94

45
52

0.127
0.157

2.15
2.24 12.3 OA-,ll!75X i5!25

3 Lusiiania 1907 70,000 30,800 760 25.5 16.6 X23.6 4 4 53 117 64 0.154 2.21 9.3 0.22
4
5

Imperator
Aquitania

1912
1914

62,000
56.000

52,200
45,600

884
869

22
23.5

3
4

2
4

80
66

150
126

71)

60
0.170
0.145

1.88
1.91 S.l o!2017'.5 "X24"

6 California 1928 17.000 20,200 575 18 19 X24 1 57 98 41 0.170 1.72 7.4 Cl.24
7 Europe 1928 90,000 49,700 890 26.25 20 X47.5 2 85 114 29 0.128 1.34 11.2 0.25
S Talamanca 1931 11,000 7,000 415 17.5 12 X 17 T 1 37 79 42 0.191 2.13 10.5 0.35
9 Lurline 1932 22,000 18,(X)0 COS 20.5 17.5 X25.5 62 102 40 0.169 1.64 8.7 0.25
10 Queen Mary 1936 200,000 81,200 975 30 20 X35 3 3 86 142 56 0.146 1.1,5 17.3 0.34
11
12 President Mon-

roe (C-3 type

1940 34,000 26,500 664 22.75 20.5 X42 1 65 113 48 0.170 1.74 28. G 0.74

ship) 1940 .S,.'WO 9,300 405 10.5 l.^i X 35 1 1 49 76 27 0. 163 1..55 13.4 0.4S
13 Liberty ships 1941 2,000 7,200 417 11.5 X 1

1

1 1 33 53 20 0.127 1.60 15.6 0.8<}
14 "Victory ships 1943 6,000 7.000 437 15.5 9.S3X 12 1 1 34 (i2 28 0.142 1.82 15.4 0.59
» Assuming wind vvlocily 11' to be equal to ship speed n feet per second.
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three parts: ( \) Broad Considerations Applicable to

Free Bodies in General, ( 2 ) Seagoing Ships, ( 3 ) A
Formal Analysis.

Turning ability has a well recognized index—the nu-

merical ratio (D e) min. between the minimum turning

diameter with rudders hard over in quiet fluid, and the

length of the body. Ease of steering has no similar

numerical index recognized by the profession. The

authors work out such an index for dynamic stability

and propose its use in theoretical design. This index p,

is negative for dynamic stabilit)' and positive for dynamic

unstability. For seagoing ships of average size this index

should be in the range of -0.3 to -0.4 and the range of

-0.15 to -0.6 would cover the normal range of sizes of

seagoing craft. The negative value of p may be less for

the larger ships and generally must increase for smaller

size vessels. For any vessel the curves of total moment
with rudder amidships have a marked correspondence

with p. If these curves at origin have a positive slope

then p will be positive (unstable) and the vessel un-

satisfactory from the steering viewpoint.

This paper is essentially a second progress report on a

broad program of research sponsored by the U. S. Navy

and carried on at the Stevens Institute Experimental

Towing Tank. While the results are still largely mathe-

matical, this research promises some very interesting

practical results in design.

German lilartime Technical Developments

By Commodore Henry A. Schade. U.S.N.

Commodore Schade is the director of the Naval Re-

search Laboratory at Washington, D. C, and this paper

is a "synthesis of information contained" in the report of

the U. S. Naval Technical Mission in Europe. Design fea-

tures and construction of submarines and surface vessels

for the German Navy, turbines and gears, diesel engines,

and the Hamburg Model Basin are the general subjects

covered.

Of turbines the author states, "As compared with

American machinery, the following statements seem well

substantiated;

( 1 ) Overall fuel consumption rates are higher.

(2) Turbine heat and steam rates are higher.

( 3 ) Reduction gear efficiencies are poorer.

(4) Weights per unit output are greater.

( 5 ) Space requirements per unit output are greater.

(6) Accessibility is far poorer.

(7) Reliabilit}' is probably poorer.

(8) Difficulty of production is greater.

(9) Large scale production is definitely more diffi-

cult."

Notwithstanding these adverse comparisons the author

believes that the Walter submarine turbine plant de-

signed to run on CO^ and water vapor, can "equal or

exceed anything produced in this country so far for

powering a ship." The 2500 hp unit used in the sub-

marine t)'pe XVII is a 14 stage single flow reaction rotor

turning 14,000 rpm with a first orthodox helical gear

reduction to 3770 rpm and a further planetary gear re-

duction to 580 rpm. This gear weighs 0.83 lbs per shp

as compared with approximately 5.5 lbs shp for our most

comparable unit. The nozzle operating fluid condition

is 412 psi and 1022° F total temperature, with 7 lbs

gage exhaust pressure. Those who are interested can get

full details of the facts found in Europe by the Navy

Technical Commission through the Publications Board
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(John Green) Department of Commerce, Washington,

D. C.

A survey of the work of the Hamburg Model Basin

doses with this rather sad paragraph:

"With the occupation of Hamburg by British troops

in May, 1945, the activities of the Hamburg Model Basin

came to an end. German personnel were evicted and the

two cavitation tunnels were dismantled and shipped to

England. In the latter months of 1945, the model basin

walls were blasted and the tanks were filled with brick

and stone rubble from the littered streets of Hamburg."

HIternating Current for Huxiliaries

On merchant Vessels

By BenjiJDiin Fox and Hurry C. Coleman

The authors of this paper are respectively: Superin-

tendent, Engineering and Design, Central Technical

Dept., Bethlehem Steel Company. Shipbuilding Division;

and Manager, Marine and Aviation Division, Westing-

house Electric Corporation.

A very interesting comparative analysis of the electric

auxiliary plants in ships which leads to these conclusions.

Alternating-current drives have been applied success-

fully to practically all important marine auxiliaries. The

outstanding exception is the cargo winch. For this serv-

ice the application of alternating current is now under

intensive development but, until satisfactory test and

service experience is available, direct current drives will

be practically universal.

The principal considerations that should govern the

selection of alternating curent or direct current for mer-

chant vessels are:

( 1 ) When the total electrical capacity required is

quite smaU, and particularly when there are only a few

small motors, the direct current system will be preferred

for simplicity and low cost.

( 2 ) For larger plants, the alternating curent system

offers important advantages which increase rapidly with

the capacity of the plant and the number and rating of

the motors.

( 3 ) Maximum advantage is obtained, in these larger

plants, when substantially all the equipment is alternat-

ing current. This of course does not preclude the use

of direct current, by motor-generator set, for minor serv-

Table 1.

—

Ships with Alternating-Current Auxiliaries

( Other than Navy and Coast Guard

)

Item Total

No. number Name or class Year
1 1 Chestnut Hill 1918
2 4 LaBrea 1919
3 2 Daniel Webster 1919
4 A J.L. Luckenbach 1923
5 1 T. U". Robinson 1925

6 1 Carl D. Bradley 192 7

7 2 City of Saginaw 1929

8 4 Seatrain Havana 1932
9 1 Wuppertal Ham- 1937

burg American)

10 1 Patria (Hamburg- 1938
South American)

Type
Tanker
Tanker
Cargo
Cargo
Bulk cargo

Bulk cargo

Car ferry

Car ferry

Cargo

Passenger-

cargo

Displace-

ment,

tons

10,800

n.ooo
11.953
About
18,000

24,000

9 ;. ir. Van Dyke 193.S Tanker

12 36 C/'warron-Platte 1939
13 488 M. C. class T2-SE- 1942-

Al 1945

14 44 M. C. class T2-SE- 1942-
A2 1945

15 10 M. C. class P2-SE2- 1944
Rl

16 64 M. C. class S4-SE2- 1944
BEl and BDl

Tanker
Tanker

Tanker

SHP
(single or

twin)

2400 S

3000 S

5000 T
3000 S

Type
propulsion

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Turbine a-c

electric

16,460
498 ft

long

4200 S Turbine a-c

electric

"200 T Turbine a-c

electric

8000 S Geared-turbine

6800 S Diesel a-c

electric

20,100 1 5,000 S Diesel a-c

electric

23 900 5000 S Turbine a-c

electric

24,800 13,500 T Geared-turbine

21,880 6600 S Turbine a-c

electric

21.880 9900 S Turbine a-c

electric

8 troopships 22.5~5 18,000 T Turbine a-c

2 passenger electric

vessels

Troopships 6,900 6600 T Turbine a-c

electric

Auxiliary generators

No. and rating

2—100kva230va-c
2—200 kw a-c

2— 100 kw 230 V a-c

2—250 kw 220 V a-c

1—250kw 120/240 V

d-c

1—120/240 V d-c

1—250 kw 120/240 V

d-c

1—520kva220va-c
120/240 V d-c

2—250 kva 240 v a-c

380 V a-c

2—I20kw
3—a-c/d-c M-G sets

2—a-c/d-c light M-G
sets

380 V a-c

2—150 kw
3—a-c/d-c M-G sets

2—350 kw 440 v a-c

20 kw 120 V d-c

2—400 kw 230 V a-c

2—400 kw 450 v a-c

"5 or UOkw 120 V d-c

Tandem
2—400 kw 450 V a-c

75 kw 120 V d-c

Tandem
4—500 kw 450 v a-c

200 kw 240 V d-c

Tandem
2—250 kw 450 V a-c

2—lOOkw 120/240 V

d-c

Drive
Geared-turbine
Geared-turbine
Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Synchronous
motors

Geared-turbine

Synchronous
motor and
turbine

Synchronous
motor and
turbine

Geared-turbine

Diesel

Motor
Motor

Diesel

Motor
Synchronous

motor and
turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine

Geared-turbine
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ices of small capacity where the special characteristics of

direct current are vital.

(4) For ships having cargo winches, it is necessary,

for the present, to provide direct current generators.

When the total winch load is a major fraction of the

capacity of the electric plant, the whole system should

be direct current, for simplicity and low cost. When

this winch load is a small fraction of the total electric

plant, as on passenger-cargo vessels, it usually will be

advantageous to provide a combination system in which

direct current is supplied to the winches and other

selected applications and alternating current to the re-

mainder of the equipment; and the advantage will in-

crease rapidly as the total capacity of the electric plant

increases.

The field for application of alternating current systems

will be extended greatly if and when satisfactory alter-

nating current winch drives are available.

Development of Propulsion Turbines

For Combatant Ships

By G. B. Warren

A designing engineer, of the Turbine-Generator En-

gineering Division, General Electric Co. Mr. Warren,

since 1921, has been very actively engaged in the im-

provement of steam turbines. He relates in this paper

the development of marine propulsion steam turbines for

the U. S. Navy, beginning with the first excursion of the

Navy into higher pressure and temperature ranges and

ending with the present Navy standard of 600 psi and

825° F boiler drum gage. These turbine designs have

become so standardized that 95 per cent of the U. S.

Navy combatant ships produced in the past four years

Fig. I. Reduction of bearing span and dimensions of the high-

pressure turbine as compared to older turbine designs with

single-reduction gearing.
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Composite of fuel rate curves on DD-364 and DD-381 Cla

AAA. and those on previous ships with single-reduction

cross-compound turbines of older design, B6B.

are served by turbines in only four ratings, i.e., 25,000,

.iO,000, 37,500, and 53,000 shp per propeller shaft. A
very high degree of standardization and interchangeability

exists between the various parts of the two smaller

ratings.

One experimental plant of two cross-compound tur-

bines operating at 1200 psi and 900° F boiler drum,

installed on the old destroyer Dahlgren has had several

years of successful operation and indicates that these
,

steam conditions are practicable for the Navy. All the

operating functions and the details of design are covered

in the paper. The author concludes: "It is quite possible

that appreciable gains can be made in overall operating

economy by even greater attention to the arrangement of

auxiliaries" especially in the "split plant" where each

boiler room and turbine room are isolated from each
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I-Corbon Moly Sieel

D-Carbon Steel

Comparisons between piping for different steam conditions.
Cross-sections of steam piping for higher and lower steam

conditions at the same overall power.

Other but operate together. "Under these conditions at

low propeller powers the steam turbine driven auxiliaries

are operating very much under loaded and hence very

inefficiently." This may indicate a greater use of electric

drive at cruising speeds. Also "studies are being made
as to a possible reduction in overall weight by increasing

the condenser back pressure from 1 1 4 psi absolute to 2

or 2V2 psi absolute."

"The steam turbine power plant, together with its

associated equipment, has been carried to a high degree

of development in the equipment described in the preced-

ing paragraphs. It is reliable, light in weight, economical,

relatively easy to manufacture and probably more flexible

in operation than any other power plant which has been

developed. This does not mean that it has reached the

end of its development. It still lacks much in simplicity,

economy and lightness of weight. Progress being made

in metallurgy and in competitive power plants will aid,

stimulate and supplement the development of the steam

power plant. It is difficult indeed to foresee all that the

future may hold in its further evolution."

Aspects of Large Passenger Liner Design

By James L. Bates and Iran J. Wan/ess

These authors are respectively: Director of the Tech-

nical Division; and Chief of Preliminary Design, U. S.

Maritime Commission.
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The paper represents a tremendous amount of work

and undoubtedly will be of considerable use to many

naval architects.

It compares the general characteristics, machinery, in-

stallations, interior arrangement, structural design, sub-

division, stability, crew accommodations, and many other

details of four European vessels, two American vessels,

and one proposed American design: the German liner,

Europa; the French liner, Normandie; the Italian liners

Rex and Conte di Savoia; American liners, Manhattan

and America; and Maritime Commission proposed design

P3-S2-DA1. One wonders why the Queens Mary and

Elizabeth are omitted.

The comparisons result in a vindication of the

Profile of the Ameri
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General Characteristics

Year built

Length overall

Length bemeen perpen-

diculars

Beam molded
Depth strength deck

Depth bulkhead deck

Draft molded
Displacement, tons

Designed speed

Designed shp
No. of passengers,

First

Second
Tourist

Third
Total

Cubic capacity for cargo,

cu ft

Europa
1930

936'-9"

888'-2"

lOI'-S!/^"
79' -4 34"
45'-7i/4"

33'-6"

55,500
27

105,000

800
500
200
600
2100

35,880

Manhattan Conte di Savoia

1932 1932
705'-3" 814'-8"

666'-0"
86'-0"

75'-0"

47'.0"

30'-6"

33,250
20

30,000

567

461
196

1224

778'-9"

95'9"

79'- 1 01/2"

45 '-I'/^"

30'-6"

40,000
2614

100,000

500
366
412
922
2200

"2,000

Rex
1932

880'-0"

817'.3"

96'-9"

79'-9"

43'- 11"

33'-0"

45 800
27

120,000

408
358
410
866

2042

106,700

NormauJie
1935

1029'-4"

962'-0"

117'-9"

91'-10"

iA'-lYs"
36'-7"

68,350
291/2

160,000

864

654
454
1972

133,300

A merica

1940
723'-0"

660'-63/4"

93'-3"

73'-5"

45'-5i/2"

32'-6"

35.440
22

34,000

543

418
241
1202

300,000

P3S2-DA1
projected

1949
731'-6"

67r-0"
70'-6"

56'-6"

38'-6"

29'-6"

23,500
27

60,500

470

80
550

thesis that American standards of construction and equip-

ment have resulted in the safest ships afloat. "Because

of this, it is our hope that the basic facts contained herein

will receive sufficient publicity so that all of th'e traveling

public is informed of the conditions as they have existed,

with particular emphasis on the defects where construc-

tion has not been in accordance with the practices advo-

cated herein. Finally, we believe that improvements

dealing with increased safety should be regulated on an

international basis so that not only those traveling on

American vessels have the benefits of safe transport but

that operators will be permitted to reduce expenses by

recognition, through the insurance societies, of the value

of the safeguards involved."

Machinery Data

Shp
No. shafts

Main boilers

Pressure, psi

Temperature, deg F
Auxiliary boilers

Type
Pressure, psi

Generators
Rating
Type

Emergency genera-

tors

Rating
Circulators

per condenser

Fire pumps

Total

Flooding pumps
Bilge

Ballast

Europa
1930

105 000
4
24
330
700
None

500 kw
Diesel

100 kw
Steam engine

35,000 gpm

1 -motor driven

880 gpm
2 -steam

880 gpm
2640

6-steara

530 gpm
2-submersible

220 gpm

2-steam

11 00 gpm

Manhattan
1932

30,000
7

6
400
670
None

500 kw
Turbo.

1

75 kw
Scoops

18,000 gpm
pumps

2-motor driven

400 gpm
1 -steam

400 gpm
1200

1 -motor driven
500 gpm

2-motor driven

475 gpm
1 -steam

400 gpm
2-motor driven

i"5 gpm

Conte di Savoia Normandie
1932 1936

100,000 160,000
4 4
10 29
450 400
725 • 662
3 4

Scotch Scotch

180 sat. 145 sat.

6 6
850 k-w 2200 kw

4-Turbo, 2-DieseI Turbo.

2 2

100 kw 150 kw
Turbine Motor

26,000 gpm 2-28,000 gpm

2-motor driven 3-motor driven

800 gpm 1200 gpm

1600 3600

1 submersible 3-motor-driven

600 gpm 1 200 gpm
1 -submersible

1200 gpm

4-motor driven 2-motor driven

1000 gpm 2000 gpm

Total capacity 5820

JANUARY • 1947

4600

1941

34,000
2

6
425
725
None

600 kw
Turbo.

1

150 kw
Scoops

18,000 gpm
pumps
2-motor
driven

500 gpm
1 -steam

500 gpm
1500

1 -submersible

900 gpm
1 -motor
driven

900 gpm
2-steam

450 gpm
1 -motor
driven

300 gpm
2-steam

450 gpm
3900

P3-S2-DAI
projected

1949

60,500
2

4
850
900
None

4
1250 kw
Turbo.

1

150kw
Scoops

29,000 gpm
pumps
-(-motor

driven

400 gpm

1600

-submersible

1050 gpm

.•) -motor
driven

1050 gpm

5250
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H Pattern for Research in Daval Architecture

By Commander E. A. Wright

"This paper considers scientific research in the fields

intimately related to naval architecture. The text develops

around four principal points represented by the following

key words:

I. The Projects Basic

II. The Procedure Systematic

III. The Facilities Functional

IV. The Personnel Scientific"

Its author now at Charleston Naval Shipyard was for-

merly Deputy Technical Director, Hydro-mechanics Di-

vision, David W. Taylor Model Basin, Washington, D. C.

In the United States basic research in naval architec-

ture is "continually deferred" because the model basins

equipped to make such research are kept busy on "con-

ventional tests of immediate importance." Ship designers

"as yet have no clear plan, no general organization for

basic research." The demands of the future indicate that

"merchant shipbuilding should take its place alongside

of naval construction as a partner in basic research to

keep our nation foremost on the seas."

Europe just prior to World War II had nine model

basin establishments "actively engaged in self-propelled

tests on ship models"; Japan had 3; United States had

one operated by the Navy.

The author recommends the following projects:

A. Extend cooperative research on plasticity in steel

and strain in ship structures.

B. Observe the dynamic loads imposed by Nature on

ships at sea, and the response to these loads.

C. Study the mechanics of boundary layers, gravity

waves, and potential flow patterns around moving in a

water surface and immediately below it.

D. Intensify research on the resistance, propulsion,

seagoing qualities, maneuverability, route stability, and

control of high-speed surface and subsurface bodies.

E. Investigate comprehensively propeller—excited vi-

bration, and all possible forms of propulsion in water.

F. Initiate basic research on cavitation, compression

waves, bubbles and vorticity in water.

Development of Ice Breaking Vessels

For U. %. Coast Guard

By Rear Admiral Harvey F. Johnson, U.S.C.G.

(Retired)

This is one of those monumental papers. It presents

in very compact form the history of the development of

the ice-breaking art and the fundamental ideas of hull

design and power requirements for vessels devoted to

that purpose. It was written (to use the words of the

author) in the hope "that the material presented—will

stimulate interest in the design of ice-breaking vessels,

to the end that ice-breaking characteristics will be in-

corporated, at least moderately, in certain vessels that

operate in areas subject to ice, so that they may proceed

unassisted when occasion demands."

The text and the illustrations of this paper would fur-

nish any competent naval architect with the basic ideas

and fundamental data to fulfill this hope. The author

was for many years Engineer-in-Chief of the U. S. Coast

Guard.

FLEET OF TUGBOATS CHURN THE WATERS OF NEW YORK HARBOR AS THEY BERTH THE QUEEN ELIZABETH,

WORLD'S LARGEST PASSENGER LINER.



Selection of

marine Diesel Drives

By SAUL BELILDVE, Enterprise Engine S. Foundry Company

S
J ELECTION OF SUITABLE DRIVE for sea -going

f vessels demands consideration of the following char-

acteristics:

Reliability Required skill of operating personnel

Fuel economy Variable torque conversion

Overall initial cost Weight

Maintenance cost Size

Torsional vibrations Flexibility of installation

Noise Maneuverability

It is'unlikely that any two ship operators would rank

the aforementioned factors in the same order. Even for

a given type of operation, and where operations differ,

other variables are encountered.

First cost of machinery is important from an invest-

ment standpoint, but plays an inferior role in operating

costs. Fuel costs are far more important. Analysis of

machinery operating cost, made for a tramp motorship,

operating 250 days per year, is as follows:

Per cent of

total cost

Fuel at sea 51

Engine-room crew—food and wages 24

Repairs 10

Fuel in port 2

Freight of machinery 4

First cost 9

Total 100

Diesels are used because of their thermal efficiency

which is the highest of any heat engine that we have

yet developed.

Also diesel unit efficiency remains fairly high for small

as well as large engines. Thus, in competing with the

steam engine in smaller size and smaller powered vessels,

a simple compact diesel engine can be used.

'Presented before the Northern California Section of the

Society of Naval Architects & Marine Engineers, November 7,

1946.

Again diesels are used because their maintenance cost

has been reasonable. Both maintenance costs and relia-

bility have been improving consistently year after year.

The fact is that the modern diesel engines are extremely

reasonable in both these respects, and are improving.

Direct Drive

The predominant application of engines having large

horsepower is the direct drive. Direct - drive engines,

operating at low speeds, enjoy low specific fuel con-

sumptions. These engines are reliable, quiet and have

low maximum firing pressures and wear rates. The instal-

lation is simple, straightforward, easy to inspect and easy

to operate; and, the developments of diesel engine design

over the past few years has affected considerably and

favorably the use of engines connected directly to the

propeller.

Increase in allowable loading, accomplished by the

turbo-charging of four-stroke diesels and more effective

scavenging and supercharging of two-stroke cycle diesels,

has increased the direct-connected engine's compeutive

position. These advances have enabled engines identical

in size to ones in previous use, to deliver more than pre-

vious ratings. Since the speed does not increase, these

greater horsepowers can be used without sacrificing pro-

peller efficiency.

However, the direct-drive engine is large in size (de-

tracting from payload space and adversely influencing

vessel design), heavy (detracting from payload displace-

ment), expensive and cumbersome to install and main-

tain. It is inflexible from the standpoint of adjustment

to the various operating conditions of the vessel, and, in

some instances, neither offers the necessarily wide speed

range required nor the speed of maneuvering that is

desired.

Modern diesel engines have been improved to the

point where they operate reliably at much higher speeds

than did their ten-year-old brothers. Greater general

design experience; greater precision in production; new

and better functions for lubricating oils; new and better

materials for valves, pistons and bearings; precision, local-

ized hardening techniques; surface treatments of liners.
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rings and pistons; better piston cooling—all these have

contributed to this development.

The Geared Drive

The reduction gear drive has had only indifferent suc-

cess in the long years since its inception. Although higher-

speed engines can be used for geared applications, with

a consequent reduction in weight and size and cost of

the engine itself, the overall equipment may very well

cost the same or more than the direct drive. Gears for

heavy equipment of this kind, manufactured in small

quantities, have been disproportionately costly.

As engine speeds increase, noise and maximum cylin-

der pressures become greater, and, despite improved

design, wear increases, complexity increases, and over-

all fuel consumption increases. With slow-speed engines

and irregularity of power transmission, hammering of

the gears can be expected. Mechanical, torsionally flexible

couplings have been an inconsistent remedy.

Diesel-electric Drive

The other marine transmission in appreciable prewar

use was the electric drive, using direct current. With this

type of drive two or more engine generating units are

electrically connected to one or more propulsion motors,

which are either directly, or through gears, coupled to

the propeller. The diesel generating units can be in-

stalled at any convenient point, and the propulsion motors

can be located in the after-hold, thus requiring only a

minimum amount of shafting. This flexibility of ma-

chinery arrangement. allows more emphasis to be given to

hull efficiency considerations.

Electricity is a flexible medium; thus, diesels generat-

ing,electricity open up possibilities for using their power

for purposes other than propulsion. One possibility is

auxiliary service during vessel operation at sea. Another

is its use for operating cargo-handling machinery in port.

Direct-current electrical drive can, from the standpoint

of operating performance and flexibility, out-perform all

other types of marine equipment. Reversing and a com-

plete range of operating speeds from zero to maximum
are accomplished electrically, allowing very rapid and

smooth action.

In marine propulsion, as the propeller speed decreases,

the load on the engine decreases as the square of the

speed. For example, at a propeller speed one-half of full

speed the load on the engine is only one-quarter of full

load; and, the specific fuel consumption has increased

appreciably. Therefore a single, direct-drive diesel will

operate unfavorably for an appreciable proportion of the

time. With multiple power plants, either geared or elec-

tric, a portion of the plant may be shut down during low

power periods allowing the remainder to deliver the

requirements at a relatively high load factor.

Also \\ nil electrical direct-current drive the maximum
power I • he supplied for several different conditions of

operatit

Direct-current electric drive, like the geared drive, has

the advantages that the equipment is smaller and lighter

than the direct drive; can be serviced and installed more

conveniently and economically; and can offer greater

reliability, the vessel being able to continue operation

even when one engine is forced out of commission.

The applications where these advantages are important

are not so extensive and the advantages themselves are

counterbalanced by serious disadvantages.

Direct-current diesel-electric equipment costs close to

50 per cent above the cost of direct or geared drives.

There is a loss of approximately 15 per cent in the

electrical equipment, a major factor in comparing fuel

costs. Electrical equipment is large in size and requires

special techniques for operation, maintenance, and repair.

Controls are extensive and complicated.

Direct-current generating units operate at moderate

speeds ( 500-850 revolutions per minute ) , so that diesel-

electric plants require more room than a geared diesel

plant.

There is increased noise, maximum firing pressures and

wear.

Direct -current diesel-electric propulsion equipment

cannot be used for shipboard auxiliary purposes, because

it operates on a variable voltage.

New Developments

The aforementioned types constitute the present basic

diesel marine drive. Direct-drive units are far and away

the most popular. Engine manufacturers have learned to

build praiseworthy reliability into their equipment, and,

as a result, there are actually many makes of diesels, of

various horsepower ranges, which can offer continuous,

reliable, close-to-full-load operation for many days or

weeks at a time without respite. With this dependability

available, and with the excellent fuel economy of direct-

drive units, their continued popularity is understandable.

However, new developments are bound to exert pressure

from the standpoint of less weight, less space, greater

overall vessel reliability, and, possibly, less initial cost.

Alternating Current

One promising new development is the use of alter-

nating current rather than direct current. It is lighter,

cheaper, can be run faster and is much more rugged and

cheaper to maintain than direct-current equipment. Its

efficiency, however, is not much better than direct-current

and in maneuverability characteristics it is complicated,

slow, and in general, is not even as good as the direct-

reversible diesel. Also, it is inflexible from the stand-

point of supplying maximum power for various operating

conditions, and it cannot vary its torque conversion prop-

erties at all. This means that it acts identically as a fixed

ratio reduction gear and, where hull resistance changes,

the machinery cannot change to suit.

Alternating-current equipment, however, can be useful
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in multiple generating sets for large powers, in cases

where maneuverability and variable torque conversion is

not important, and where the overall vessel requirements

preclude mechanical coupling of the engines to the pro-

peller. It also can offer large amounts of power in port,

without the necessity of special or extra-sized auxiliary

units for that purpose alone. However, since the main

propulsion equipment is operating on variable frequency

its electrical power is not suitable for auxiliary purposes

at sea, except for limited periods and particular appli-

cations; but one or two of the main generating units

could be operated on constant frequency as auxiliary

units, thereby effecting a uniformity of major power

units on the vessel.

The Bowes Drive

A highly interesting variant of the alternating-current,

variable-frequency drive, now attracting attention, is the

Bowes Drive, an ingenious electrical device which effec-

tively combines an alternator and a synchronous motor

into one piece of equipment. There are three major ele-

ments composing the equipment: (1) an engine element

with field winding, attached to the engine crankshaft and

rotating with it, ( 2 ) a doughnut-shaped secondar)' ele-

ment outside of the engine element, with windings on

both the inner and outer circumferences and mounted on

either the propeller or the pinion shaft, and ( .t ) a sta-

tionary element, concentric with the other rotating pieces

and outside them, with field windings on its inner circum-

ference.

The advantage of this drive is that it transmits a great

deal of its torque by reaction exactly as does the electrical

coupling. The balance is transmitted electrically just as

any alternator-synchronous motor combination. Because

some of the power (depending on the gear ratio) is

transmitted by reaction, the efficiency is high and actually

can be higher than 95 per cent. Also, there is available

a design for electrical reversing.

The advantages claimed are: (1) a disconnectable

coupling, (

2

) speed reduction from engine to propeller

shaft, (3) elimination of torsional vibrations, (4) elec-

trical reversing, ( 5 ) electrical power available at the dock

by braking the propeller shaft, and ( 6 ) electrical power

at sea under certain conditions.

It has, of course, the operating disadvantages of alter-

nating current—no variable torque conversion, and slow

electrical maneuvering operation. However, as a single

engine, moderate ratio, electrical reduction gear, it is far

better than anything else available. For this function, and

perhaps with the use of a rectifying unit to obtain a

useful auxiliary voltage, it will have applications .and

should be watched.

The Controllable Pitch Propeller

A further new development which will find popularity

for some applications, particularly as a competitor for

the variable torque conversion features of the direct

current electric drive, is the controllable pitch propeller.

A large number of patrol vessels, built during this past

war, were equipped with controllable pitch propellers,

driven by radial diesel engines, mounted with crank-

shafts vertical, through a right-angle gear drive.

Advantages are:

1. Variable torque conversion without loss of effi-

ciency.

2. Reversibilit)', smoothly and speedily, eliminating

the need for the engine reversing mechanism.

3. Smooth speed regulation from full speed to zero.

4. Better adjustment of the engine load factor for all

operating conditions.

Hydraulic Drive

One of the most promising power transmission me-

diums of the future is the hydraulic equipment of the

rotary, pump-and-motor combination type. This hydrau-

lic equipment can compete closely in efficiency, weight

and size with electrical equipment; has as good, if not

better, torque conversion and maneuvering properties;

and has the additional attractiveness of being completely

mechanical. In cost, too, it should be competitive with

marine electrical equipment, particularly since its con-

trols are very simple.

War Developments in Geared Diesels

Even before the war, the problem of gear pounding

was brought under control successfully by importations

from Europe—electric and hydraulic couplings. A large

number of ships have been built in the United States

with this equipment during the war. The coupling,

either electric or hydraulic, is installed between the engine
'

and the gear and isolates engine speed pulsations from

the reduction gear, thus allowing smooth transmission of

power; serves as a disconnecting coupling, allowing in-

stantaneous disengagement should one of the engines

become disabled; and in the case of towboats allows one
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of the engines to run "Ahead" and the other "Astern,

"

which with coupling manipulation, gives excellent ma-

neuvering characteristics.

Couplings add to cost and decrease efficiency ( 2 to 3

per cent) but they eliminate one of the major problems

of geared equipment.

Experience shows that the gears themselves are reliable.

It might reasonably be concluded that the geared diesel

drive will enjoy an increase in popularity.

Applications to Various Types of Ships

Towboitti. The harbor tug requires low propeller

speed for maximum thrust at low vessel speeds. Full

torque conversion for all types of tows and rapid ma-

neuverability for speeding up the docking operation are

definitely desirable. These requirements may best be

filled by the direct-current electric drive, although the

problems of cost and complication are difficult hurdles.

Installation of electrical drives on seagoing tugs, where

rapid maneuverabilit)' is not often required, is not equally

justified.

Ferries. In general, the direct drive, direct reversible

diesel has been most popular for ferryboat installations.

It is to be expected that this type engine and the geared

diesel will continue in popularity. However, for runs

where ability to maneuver may be an appreciable factor

in overall operating time, direct current diesel electric

drive may be useful.

Cargo Vessels. Low fuel consumption and high reli-

ability are the major requirements of the cargo vessel.

Low - speed, direct - drive, or multiple, medium - speed,

geared diesels answer these requirements.

The major auxiliary load for cargo vessels occurs at

the dock during winch operation. Therefore, diesel-

electric propulsion machinery, which can handle this

auxiliary load at the dock and thereby fill a dual purpose,

has an attractive first-glance argument. The penalty, how-

ever, of electric propulsion losses at sea, as well as first

cost, is a distinct disadvantage.

Furthermore, with tendency for carrying refrigerated

cargo and air-conditioning equipment, which can con-

stitute an appreciable sea-load, there is additional reason

for separate auxiliary power.

Tankers. The direct drive or geared diesel seems, for

the same reasons as for cargo vessels, most suitable for

tankers. However, like cargo vessels, tankers need appre-

ciable power at the dock for loading and unloading.

Nevertheless, the penalt)' of electrical propulsion losses

and first cost is high.

Dredges, in general, have an appreciable power load

besides the main pumps. Cutting equipment, jet pumps
and swinging machinery all require appreciable amounts

of flexible power. There is good reason, therefore, for

careful study of a diesel-electric installation. Indeed, the

flexibility required is so great that many installations

have used se\eral independent generators driven by a

single engine.

When the dredge is self-propelled, there is additional

reason for a diesel-electric installation. The power re-

quired by the main pumps and the power required for

propulsion are both appreciable and, since peak pumping
and propulsion loads occur alternately, and practically

never simultaneously, one set of prime movers is sufficient

for both functions, thereby saving appreciable space and

weight.

Yachts. Reliable, light, and compact machinery is re-

quired for yachting service. Medium-speed direct-drive

or probably geared diesels are particularly applicable for

this service.

Ice-Breakers, Survey Boats. Coast Guard Cutters and

Salvage Vessels. Electric drive's torque conversion, ma-

neuvering and operating capabilities have particular use-

fulness in such vessels. The versatility of the direct-

current power plant in performing the various assigned

duties is an expensive but generally useful feature.

Fishing Trawlers and Seiners. Reliability and simplic-

ity are the dominating requirements for all kinds of fish-

ing vessels.

Since auxiliary loads are periodic and moderate, the

use of electric drive appears to have the important advan-

tages of being able to accomplish a dual function. How-
ever, the necessity of simplicity and low first cost explains

the direct drive's continuing popularity. It is to be

expected, however, that geared units will enter the field.

The torque conversion quality of electrical equipment

is advantageous when towing nets, thus making electrical

equipment desirable for more reason than its ability to

supply power to the winches. A careful study may show

it sufficiently valuable to warrant an introductory instal-

lation.

Technical progress has made available engines which,

while operating at much higher speeds, have retained the

dominant feature of reliabilit)'. This technical progress

cannot be ignored. The higher speeds require either the

use of indirect drives, or the acceptance of a lower pro-

peller efficiency, at least until further developments are

made by the propeller designers.

Although the indirect drive will find more and more

consideration in the future, it is hoped that the low fuel

consumption and extreme simplicity of the direct drive

will be retained to as great a degree as possible.

A logical corollary to low fuel consumption is the use

of low-cost fuels. Too much emphasis can hardly be

placed on the importance of this single item on the over-

all cost of power production in many applications. In

this connection, choice of engine speeds for indirect drive

should take into account the use of low-cost fuels.

Finally, it is suggested that motorship operators give

consideration to the establishment of a cost analysis con-

sumer organization similar to the Diesel Engine Users'

Association which has operated for many years to the

great benefit of stationary plant operators and engine

builders. The returns should be well worth the relatively

small expenditure required.
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Selection of

Dlarine Diesel Drives
Discussion of Preceding Paper

By W. EDGAR MARTIN*

MR. BELILOVE has written an excellent paper on this

subject and it should stimulate considerable good

thinking amongst those interested in using diesel engines

in various forms for marine propulsion.

With particular reference to the diesel electric drive,

the author mentions cost as the first disadvantage. I think

this should be mentioned as a consideration rather than

a disadvantage. This additional cost, which may be as

low in some cases as 20 per cent, brings certain advan-

tages which may more than offset it.

The second objection concerns efficiency. On large

installations the combined motor and generator efficiency

may be as high as 90 per cent for direct current and up

to 95 per cent for alternating current. This loss would

not be all loss in view of the fact that with the electric

drive a much more efficient propeller could be used than

with the direct drive. Of course, with geared drive, the

low speed propeller efficiency could be maintained and

in this case only about 2 per cent loss in the gear would

obtain plus the loss in the electric coupling if one were

used.

The third disadvantage of diesel electric drive is special

technique to operate and maintain it. In the case of direct

current which has been used in most cases to date, the

motors and generators are no more complicated than the

ordinary auxiliary generator with which the chief engi-

neer or electrician on the ship would be familiar. The
control ordinarily used on the variable voltage type is

equally simple and on installations of the type, operation,

maintenance and repair has been very successful and has

not required any specialists.

As to diesel electric plants requiring more room than a

geared diesel plant, in some instances the propelling

motor can be located completely aft and in addition to

giving better trim to the vessel, it has made the engine

room length in some cases even shorter than geared drive

with electric couplings.

Regarding the author's diesel electric disadvantage as

to the main propulsion equipment not being used for

auxiliary purposes because of variable voltage, this of

course would apply to direct current. Some alternating

current installations have been made which would permit

taking auxiliary power from the main generators. This,

however, might be limited in certain applications where

constant frequency was necessary. However, on T-2 tank-

ers the cargo pumps are run from the propulsion gen-

erator over a range of 45 to 63 cycles.

The author mentions the possibility of conversion of

part of the ac current to direct current for winch motors.

Mr. Martin vas invited to co nment on the pi ececling pape
its presentat on before the No rthern California Section, Na
tects & Mar ne Engineers.

W. Edgar M
of Westingh.

Electric Corp

It may be of interest to mention here that at least one

electrical manufacturer has developed and is installing an

alternating current operated winch. As the use of ac

deck machinery becomes more prevalent, it may change

the picture considerably as to selection of ac or dc equip-

ment both for propulsion and auxiliary power.

We note no mention of using electric drive on tuna

clippers. This type of vessel offers a splendid opportunity

to apply electric drive successfully. Using alternating

current, the main power plant can consist of two or three

main diesel generator sets, operation on each being at

full load the number of units involved depending upon

the speed of the vessel and other auxiliary requirements.

The large refrigeration load on this type of vessel makes

it particularly desirable to use the same generators for

auxiliary power as main propulsion. At times maximum
auxiliary load would be required to get temperatures of

refrigerator compartments down, after which the power

could be utilized to give the vessel maximum speed in

coming back to port with a load of fish. Other advan-

tages would seem apparent by use of the main generators

in parallel for both propulsion and auxiliary load.

Two large installations of diesel electric drive have

proved very successful.

The Navy, in 1942, placed in service a twin screw

12,000 shp vessel using alternating current. Each 6000

hp 140 rpm motor derived its power from four 1150 kw
diesel generator sets operating at 750 rpm. The gen-

erators operated in parallel and it was found that gener-

ators could be added and taken off the main bus quite

easily. Speed control through the engines gave a variable

frequency system which worked out very well.

A more recent installation is that of some direct current

diesel electric ice breakers for the U. S. Coast Guard. An
interesting feature of this installation is the bow pro-

peller driven by a .3300 hp dc motor. Twin screw astern

motors are e.ich 5000 shp. Six generator sets supply the

power.
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Bet. U. S. Ptt. Off.

By T. Douglas MacMullen

mi Outlook for UJorld Trade

By ALVm C. EICHHOLZ. Manager World Trade Ilept,

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

THE COMING YEAR will probably again see a large

volume of exports from the United States and also

for the Pacific Coast. The fa\orable factors that have

been responsible for the ten billion dollar volume of

exports during 1946, continue operative, namely, supplies

of exchange are still available in many countries in con-

siderable volume, the pentup demand for most products

still exists. American manufacturers and exporters and

those of other countries have not been supplying the

needs of the foreign countries as rapidly as was expected

early in 1946 or as was hoped for by the importers in

foreign countries. Furthermore, a number of the coun-

tries, especially in Europe, that were not export markets

in 1946, have made remarkable recovery and will be

important purchasers during 1947.

However, the year 1947 will probably be the most
crucial year in the history of American foreign trade in

so far as the long term picture is concerned. During
1947 we will mold America's foreign commercial policy

which will determine the volume of our foreign trade

for many years to come. Early in the year, our govern-

ment will carry on negotiations first with 18 specific

countries for the conclusion of new broad reciprocal trade

agreements, which will obtain further reductions in tar-

iffs, removal of trade barriers, enlargement of quotas, and

non-discriminatory treatment on granting of exchange
that will mean opening new markets and enlarging old

ones. Later on in the year, further negotiations with a

larger group of countries should make further advances

in unclogging the channels uf world trade for all coun-

tries. Secondly, there will be carried on the important

meetings to perfect the International Trade Organization.

Alvin Eichhol;

The preliminary meeting held in London at the end of

1946 was productive of encouraging results. Matters

which appeared to be major stumbling blocks were

quickly adjusted and there was general agreement by all

delegates on all of the important topics designed to recon-

cile the divergent commercial policies. Furthermore, the

expected tendencies toward nationalism with consequent

protective tariff systems on the part of a number of coun-

tries failed to materialize to any great extent. A second

preliminary meeting with a larger number of countries

will be held about the middle of the year. In the early

fall it is anticipated to hold a meeting of all of the United

Nations with a view to perfecting the structure of the

international trade organization. If these meetings are

successful in accomplishing the objectives desired, then

the United States and the countries of the world will
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have created a favorable economic climate in which world

trade and world employment can expand. The World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, which began

to function toward the end of the year, will make their

contributions toward stabilizing currencies and economic

conditions in the various war-torn countries. Should the

reciprocal trade agreement negotiations and the efforts to

perfect the international trade organization prove unsuc-

cessful, then 1947 may well be a fateful year for the

future of American foreign trade.

Imports

In these major efforts being made by our government

to make possible a greater volume of world trade, Amer-

ican industry, agriculture, producers, exporters and im-

porters must view with a different attitude the impor-

tance of imports in the future of American life. With
the world poor in financial resources and exchange, the

only certain way of assuring the establishment of export

markets expanding for the years ahead is the develop-

ment of a larger volume of imports into the United

States. The two projects referred to above are funda-

mental to increasing our imports.

It is little realized that the United States normally is

the best customer for nearly one hundred foreign coun-

tries. If we are to anticipate re-establishment of their

economies, we must think in terms of increasing our

purchases from them. Our purchases from overseas will

be large when our economy at home is operating on a full

capacity basis. Thus, it is evident that a prosperous

United States is the greatest assurance for larger markets

for the products of other countries.

Not only must we think in terms of increasing our

purchases of various raw materials from other countries,

but we must consider purchases of greater quantities of

their manufactures. It is through larger purchases of

manufactured items that greater employment openings

will be supplied in foreign countries, their standards of

living re-established, and the purchasing power provided

to pay for American manufactures export. We cannot

continue to make loans to countries to pay for our ex-

ports. We should have learned a good lesson from this

practice after World War I.

Credits

Extensions of credits and loans should and will be

made for the purpose of reconstruction and rehabilita-

tion, with a view to restoring markets that existed prior

to World War II. However, the most satisfactory way

of assisting foreign countries re-establish their economies

is for us to increase our purchases from them. It is gen-

erally believed that this can be done without harm to our

existing industry and agriculture.

Asia

We should now consider a review of the regional situa-

tions and their bearing upon the possible volume of 1947

trade. In the Pacific Area, we find various conditions,

some favorable, some unfavorable. The boom purchases

of China and the Philippine Islands were to be expected

in view of the shortages of products and the tremendous

volume of dollars available with which to pay. The sat-

uration point has been reached for many consumer items,

and the volume of these will decline considerably. Basic

conditions in the Philippine Islands are now reaching a

point where their economy will settle down and as indus-

try and business are re-established their purchases will

take the form of building materials, machinery, tools and

equipment rather than consumer goods. The progress

made thus far in restoring Philippine production and

export of native products is most encouraging for the

future.

The Chinese situation is more confused than ever at

the turn of the year, and it is quite apparent that the boom
proportions of the Chinese market so widely heralded

may not develop for years. A great deal needs to be done

by China herself to establish political unity, and carry

out needed financial reforms and reorganization. China's

new customs regulations have already precluded large

shipments of luxury products and consumer goods in

view of the developing shortage of exchange. We may
hope for, although there is no assurance of, early efforts

to settle the confused currency and exchange situation.

Progress, however, will be made although at a slower

rate on some of the basic projects for the restoration of

China's transportation and communication facilities, in-

dustries and other business enterprises. Recent word

from our State Department is that private business will

not open in Japan until toward the end of 1947. How-
ever, there is some hope that this may take place earlier.

In Southeastern Asia there is some encouragement re-

garding the situation with the formation of the Nether-

lands-Indonesian Union, which should bring about a

solution of the political differences there. Good progress

politically and otherwise is being made in Siam and

British Malaya and we can anticipate some business with

these regions during 1947. The French Indo-China situa-

tion still needs solution. Already there are some encour-

aging developments with regard to Australia, New Zea-

land, British India, British Malaya and Hong Kong. The
availability of exchange in these territories should im-

prove steadily, and by September, on the anniversary of

the approval of the British loan, we can look for steps to

be taken to dissolve the sterling pool and modify im-

perial preference.

Latin America
Looking now at Latin America, we are overlooking

substantial opportunities there in the failure of our man-

ufacturers and exporters to seriously study these markets

and meet their specific requirements and conditions.

All of these countries still have large stocks of exchange

and they are protecting these by regulations in order to

conserve them for the purchase of machinery, tools,

equipment and industrial materials in order that they can

further their efforts toward industrialization. Our manu-

facturers of all goods and materials, other than consumer

goods, should lose no further time in getting their prod-
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ucts introduced in Latin American countries. The great-

est assurance to expanding Latin American purchases in

the United States is for us to increase our purchases from

them.

Europe

Looking at the European market, we can find a num-

ber of specific signs there which are particularly encour-

aging to the Pacific Coast. With our impending large

agricultural and food production, the Pacific Coast States

will need foreign markets commencing in 1947 more

than ever in their history. The current interest on the

part of a number of European countries now being shown

in dried fruits and other foodstuffs, which augurs well for

the future. Particularly noteworthy in the restoration of

the European markets for our foodstuffs is the rehabilita-

tion work done in the past year in Norway, the Nether-

lands and Belgium all of which are showing new interest

in West Coast foodstuflfs. France has not made the

progress in rehabilitation expected of her, but she will

become an increasingly important factor in Western food

business. Increases in quantities and numbers of the

British import token list, has permitted the importation
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of large quantities of foodstuffs. This seems to indicate a

steady improvement of basic conditions that may well

mean larger British purchases of West Coast foodstuffs.

Of course, Sweden and Switzerland, which suffered little

from the war, will continue to enjoy a good business and

should both increase their purchases from the West Coast.

These countries along with the Low Countries expect to

increase their sales to us during 1947.

The Central European situation is not very encourag-

ing and will be dependent upon the conclusion of the

peace treaties and other factors. The business people in

several of these countries, notably Poland, Czechoslo-

vakia and some of the Balkans are anxious to get their

commerce restored, but political and other factors are

holding up these developments.

U. S. Industries

Our manufacturers must lose no further time in con-

sidering their policy regarding exports. Our most im-

portant manufacturing industries such as automative,

industrial machinery, agricultural machinery, electrical

equipment and apparatus, machine tools and so forth,

will find themselves, possibly before the middle of the

year faced with the fact that they have supplied a major

part of the backlog of the domestic market demand and

will have to develop foreign markets to enable them to

keep up their volume of production. We believe that

at the turn of this year all manufacturers should review

their company policies with regard to their participation

in exports. More and more, those now endeavoring to

enter foreign markets are finding that manufacturers and

exporters of other countries are getting well established

in the Latin American and Far Eastern markets particu-

larly, and by the end of 1947, they may find highly com-

petitive conditions in most foreign markets for their

products.

Shipping

1947 may well be a year in which shippers and the

shipping industry could work closer together to further

the interests of the American Merchant Marine and

American import and export trade. It is not the volume

of our commerce in 1947 that concerns us so much as

what the years after hold for us as a trading and shipping

nation. We must shape the pattern in 194"^ so that the

future will be assured.

International Postal llloney Order

Service Renewed to Certain Countries

The U. S. Postal Bulletin for December 3. 1946, an-

nounced the renewal of international postal money order

service with a number of foreign countries, the service

having been discontinued during the war. These coun-

tries are Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France,

Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, and Yugoslavia, as well

as with the places for which they act as intermediary.

Other places and countries to which monev orders can
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again be sent through the intermediary of other countries

are Gibraltar, British Somaliland, the Azores, Madeira,

Mozambique, and Angola, but they cannot now be sent

to Borneo, Burma, and the Channel Islands.

Money-order service with the British Solomon Islands

is conducted through the intermediary of New South

Wales, but the only post office at which United States

international money orders can be paid there now is

Haniara, Guadalcanal. At the present time there is no

provision for the payment of orders in Istria.

The countries with which the United States has an

exchange of money orders at the present time on the

international basis are the following:

Argentina.

Australia (Commonwealth

of) consisting of

—

New South Wales.

Queensland.

South Australia.

Tasmania.

Victoria.

Western Australia.

Belgium.

Brazil.

Chile.

Colombia.

Costa Rica.

Czechoslovakia.

Finland.

France.

Great Britain and Northern

Ireland.

Greece.

Guatemala.

Honduras.

Hungary.

Iceland.

Ireland (Eire).

Lebanon.

Luxembourg.

Mexico.

New Zealand.

Palestine.

Peru.

Salvador.

Surinam.

Syria.

Union of South Africa

consisting of

—

Cape of Good Hope.

Natal and Zululand.

Orange Free State.

The Transvaal.

Uruguay.

Yugoslavia.

The maximum amount for which a single money order

may be drawn is SI 00, but more than one order for that

amount can be purchased on the same day. However,

the limit for a single order payable in Honduras is SIO,

and only one order for that amount may be purchased

on any one day by one remitter in favor of the same

payee.

S. F. Foreign Trade llssociation

Elects 1947 Officers

Fred B. Galbreath, manager. Pacific Department, Ma-

rine Office of America, has been elected 1947 president

of the Foreign Trade Association of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce.

W. B. Gribble, assistant manager. Export Department,

W. P. Fuller and Company, is first vice president; W. J.

Gilstrap, assistant vice president. Wells Fargo Bank &
Union Trust Company, is second vice president; and G.

A. Gumbrecht, resident partner, Henry W. Peabody &
Company of California, is third vice president.

Treasurer for the coming year is J. S. Curran, vice

president, Anglo California National Bank of San Fran-

cisco, while Alvin C. Eichholz, manager World Trade

Department, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, is

re-named secretary.

Elected to the Board of Directors are; Ralph V. Dewey,

Harry C. Dunlap, B. S. Pong, James C. Morrison, Daniel

Polak, J. H. Rogers, Austin H. Roy, David Mann Taylor

and Richard S. Turner. Directors re-elected include:

Frank Cook, A. Gemperle, R. H. Kahman, E. Russell

Lutz, H. A. Magnuson, George H. Mahoney, M. J. Mc-
Carthy, R. J. Roesling and Harry R. Sims.

Dew Officers for Oakland Foreign Trade Club

At the December meeting of the Oakland Foreign

Trade and Harbor Club, the following officers and direc-

tors were elected to serve for the 1947 year: President,

M. D. McCarl of the Port of Oakland; Vice President,

Wallace B. Worswick of Galen Company; Treasurer,

Frank McCarthy of Central Bank: and Secretary, Lyford

M. Morris of the Oakland Chamber of Commerce. Two
new directors were elected to serve for two years on the

Board of Directors; they are, Richard H. Steuben of Cut-

ter Laboratories, and William J. Gleason of Kaiser Export

Division.
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Promoting Ulorld Trade

Through Education

By E. GEORGE DAVIS

MUCH OF THE BUSINESS of San Francisco has to

do with international commerce, which includes

shipping, aviation, importing, exporting, marine insur-

ance, communications, advertising, banking and other

activities. It has been estimated that one-third of the

business of a community like Metropolitan San Francisco

is either directly or indirectly connected with the inter-

national exchange of goods and services.

While the various colleges and universities of the Bay

Region have for many years included many courses of

study in such subjects as international economics, politi-

cal science, history, and foreign languages, very little

importance has been given to foreign commerce as a

specialized field of study. This has been due, in part, to

the fact that before the war, many business firms pre-

ferred high school graduates to college-trained men.

Although this was not the case in the East, it was as far

as the West is concerned. There are several universities

in the East that have colleges of foreign service or for-

eign commerce affiliated with them, which has provided

the larger eastern firms with men who are adequately

trained to handle the many different activities that have

to do with international commerce. As a matter of fact,

many of the executives of different companies engaged

in world trade in the west received their college training

in an eastern university.

In the Bay Region, there are several specialized col-

leges in law, medicine, dentistry and teachers' training.

But in spite of the fact that world trade is the most

irnportant activity in this community, we do not have a

specialized college of world trade, which would provide

the many firms engaged in that type of endeavor with the

kind of trained personnel that is required for their local

offices and foreign branches.

As a result of the war, there has been a substantial

increase in population in the San Francisco Bay area.

The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce states that in

1940 the total population of the Bay Region was 1,734,-

308, while in 1946 it was 2,543,100, or an increase of

about 45 per cent. As a result of this increase in popula-

tion, augmented by four years' accumulated demand for

college training by returned service men, all of the edu-

cational facilities of the Bay Area, including those of

higher learning, are overtaxed. For instance, the Univer-

sity of California in Berkeley has an enrollment this

semester of 22,000 students, which is twice the number

that the campus is supposed to handle. Other local col-

leges and universities are experiencing the same thing,

which is another reason why a College of World Business

in downtown San Francisco would be most desirable for

the present and future.

The proposed San Francisco College of World Business

would be a regular day time school, open to students who
have completed two years of undergraduate work in an

American college or university or have the equivalent

academic background from a foreign university. It would

be a three-year course, with the last year being supple-

mented by a certain amount of on-the-job training, or

interneship, in the offices of local steamship companies,

airlines, foreign departments of banks, freight-forwarding

offices, travel agencies, import-export houses, communi-

cation companies, or marine insurance agencies. After

having successfully completed three years of training,

the graduates would receive a degree, say of Bachelor of

Science in World Business.

In addition to the American students in attendance,

encouragement would be given to the training of foreign

students, particularly from the countries of the Far East,

South Pacific and Latin America, who might come here

on scholarships to learn American business methods.

During the war many students of engineering were

brought to this country from the Far East and Latin

America under the auspices of the International Train-

ing Administration, to learn something about United

States production and transportation methods. Here in

San Francisco we played host to a large number of Chi-

nese students who were returning to China. Such a

school as this proposed College of World Business would
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be an opportunity for business firms to promote their

foreign business by awarding scholarships to foreign

students of business, who might be the sons or nephews

of men with whom they do business abroad.

As time goes on, it will be possible to arrange orien-

tation classes for these foreign students in their own
language. In addition to giving certain training to these

foreign students in their own languages, these classes

would provide an opportunity for English-speaking stu-

dents who are desirous of perfecting their existing knowl-

edge of the particular foreign language, to hear lectures

in those languages.

Also, in addition to those activities related to the im-

porting and exporting of merchandise, there are many
other activities in the field of world business, all of which

will be more and more important to San Francisco.

Overseas advertising, tourist travel, foreign investment,

and newspaper reporting are a few examples. The gov-

ernment is now recruiting people trained in civil affairs,

information and publicity or agriculture, for foreign

assignments in Europe and the Far East.

A college such as this could serve a very useful purpose,

in supplementing existing educational facilities, in train-

ing men for service with agencies of the United States

Government, the United Nations organization or even

for specialized service for foreign governments. The
writer, for instance, has worked for two Latin American

governments.

Alvin C. Eichholz, in his booklet "Opportunities for

Employment in World Trade and Foreign Service," says

that in many instances, an individual with special indus-

trial, technical or professional knowledge can take a lim-

ited number of courses in the field of international rela-

tions to acquire special knowledge of the country or

region to which he plans to go. The application of his

special knowledge in the terms of a new race, a different

language and a different environment may be an im-

portant factor in assuring his success.

Before the war, many complaints were heard from stu-

dents of local colleges to the effect that the courses offered

in world trade were too theoretical. The following were

some of the complaints that were heard from business

men: Students graduating from our local universities are

incapable, due to the inadequacies of their college train-

ing, to assume greater responsibilities in a business office

than high school graduates; many of them know nothing

of salesmanship and a large percentage cannot write a

good business letter in the English language, let alone

in a foreign language, as far as knowing the mechanics of

the foreign department of a bank, the import section of

a department store, or the traffic department of a steam-

ship company are concerned; college graduates usually

did not possess any more ability than high school grad-

uates and therefore, as far as employers were concerned,

were not worth any more money.

These complaints were largely justified, because here-

tofore, the local universities had not felt that the need

for more practical "down-to-earth" training in the field

of world business was in sufficient demand. The war has

brought about a changed attitude in this regard, due
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primarily to the fact that so many veterans now going

to college seem to be interested in how they can earn

a living quickly, while at the same time, employers,

instead of seeking untrained people who will require

several years of close supervision, prefer people to whom

they can delegate responsibility within a comparatively

short period of time.

While a certain amount of knowledge of such subjects

as philosophy, psychology, literature and mathematics is

entirely desirable, and a person going into foreign service,

either for the government or a private firm, should have

a background of economics, political science and history,

a college training program can be so balanced that a

student can complete all of the different courses he will

require to earn a living, while at the same time have

enough cultural background to give him that personality

he should have to make a good impression on people

with whom he comes in contact, either at home or

abroad.

Experience has shown that practical men oftentimes

make very good instructors of the subjects in which

they specialize. As a result of the World Trade Institute,

which was held in San Francisco during the early part

of last year, hundreds of favorable comments have been

heard. At that Institute all of the speakers and members

of the panels were practical men in business or govern-

ment service. As a result of that conference, night classes

in foreign trade subjects were started at the University

of California Extension and the results have been very

satisfactory.

Therefore, by having the proposed College of World

Business located in downtown San Francisco, moving to

the World Trade Center when that most worthwhile

project is completed, teaching talents can be drawn from

the offices of the import-export houses, banks and ship-

ping companies. Many executives of foreign trade or-

ganizations or similar types of firms, in addition to know-

ing their own specialized field, have university degrees

and happen to have teaching talent. Arrangements could

be made with these men and their firms for them to give

a one-hour lecture two or three times a week during

the daytime. Full-time professors and instructors would

also be used, particularly for teaching the more highly
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academic and theoretic subjects. If there is sufficient

demand for night classes, they could be arranged for.

The San Francisco College of World Business should

be affiliated with one of the local universities, in order

to give it the necessary prestige and academic standing,

but would be administered by the parent institution,

which would be advised by a board of directors, in a

manner similar to the way the Hastings College of the

Law operated as an affiliated branch of the University of

California. The Dean would have to be a man with an

outstanding reputation in world affairs and one who
would be acceptable to both the parent institution and

the board of directors. All activities connected with

world business would be represented on the board of

directors. For instance, the board would be composed

of an outstanding steamship executive, banker, marine

insurance broker, importer, exporter, publisher, and ad-

vertising executive. Such organizations as the Institute

of Pacific Relations, the San Francisco Bay Area Council,

the World Trade Association and World Trade Center

might be represented. In that way, both the parent in-

stitution and the business men would be able to work

together in carrying out matters of policy, selection of

faculty, and in deciding which courses should be given

and in what manner.

To give an idea of what kinds of courses of instruction

might be offered at this proposed San Francisco College

of World Business, it has been suggested that courses

include the following subjects, which are considered

pertinent to any study of present and future interna-

tional commercial relationships;

World Trade and Shipping

Foreign Market Analysis

Theory of International Trade

Principles and Practices of Exporting

Principles and Practices of Importing

Financing Imports and Exports

Technique of Export Salesmanship and Advertising

Technique of Foreign Buying ^
Controlling World Trade by Private and Government Monop-

olies

World Trade Promotion by Foreign Business and Goveinments

Marine Insurance

Doing Business in Latin America

Air Transportation

Inland Transportation

Ocean Transportation

Technique of Overseas Advertising

Traffic Management
Custom House Brokerage

Staple Commodities of World Trade

Foreign Trade Education ( How to Develop Public Opinion in

Favor of World Trade)

How to Teach World Trade ( For Teachers of the Subject)

Travel Agency Management
International Communications

Economics and Political Science

Comparative Government

American Government and Institutions

Principles of Economics

Political Science

World Economic Development

Money, Banking and Foreign Exchange

International Economic Policy

Business Finance and Organization

Industrial Relations (Personnel Management)

World Trade and World Organization

Marketing

Statistics

Accounting

Seminar, Comparative Governments of Latin America

Seminar, Comparative Governments of the Far East

Regional Geography and History

Economic Geography of Latin America

Economic Geography of the Far East and South Pacific

Economic Geography of Europe, Africa and the Near East

History of the United States ( Economic and Political

)

History of Latin America (Economic and Political)

History of Europe and the Near East (Economic and Political)

Seminar in Current Inter-American Affairs

Seminar in Current Far Eastern Affairs

Law and Diplomacy
American Foreign Policy and Foreign Service

Commercial Law (Contracts, Negotiable Instruments, etc.)

Foreign and Domestic Corporation and Income Tax Laws

Diplomatic and Consular Practice

Structure and Function of International Organizations

Latin Ametican Law-

Far Eastern Law
Admiralrj' Law

Miscellaneous Subjects of Importance

Foreign Languages

Salesmanship and Public Speaking

Foreign Customs and Religions

Journalism and Foreign Correspondence

Public Relations
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Launching of U. S.

Coast Guard Lightship

Diamond. The Pollock

awaits her turn for the

ducl(ing. Both vessels

were launched at Defoe

Shipbuilding Company,
Bay City. Michigan.

October 14.

Coast Guard

Photo.

Two Oew Ulelded

Diesel Lightships

THE LIGHTSHIPS DIAMOND AND POLLOCK
are the first light vessels to be designed and built by

the Coast Guard since the amalgamation of the Light-

house Service with the Coast Guard in 1939. They were

launched at the Defoe Shipbuilding Company, Bay City,

Michigan, on October 16, 1946.

The vessels are also the first all-welded lightships ever

constructed, and first to have alternating current through-

out. They have a higher degree of subdivision than pre-

vious vessels of their type, and have more than suflScient

power to maintain station during weather approaching

hurricane force.

The vessels, when commissioned and manned, will take

station at Diamond Shoal, North Carolina, and Pollock

Rip, Massachusetts.

In the all-welded steel frame and shell design, a special

efifort was made to minimize the possibility of sinking in

the event of collision. Watertight transverse bulkheads
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have been carried up to the weather deck. Sufficient trans-

verse bulkheads have been provided so that flotation can

be maintained with two adjacent compartments flooded.

The hawsepipe is carried up to the weather deck before

leaching to the chain locker.

The main deck of each vessel is continuous. There are

two tubular steel masts, one for the light and the other

for radio apparatus. The mainmast is fitted for the use of

spanker sails.

The vessels are constructed entirely of fireproof and

fire-resistant material.

The complement of each lightship is: 1 commissioned

ofiicer, 2 chief petty officers, and 14 enlisted men of ap-

propriate ratings. Accommodations are provided for a

larger crew than the authorized complement.

The vessels are single screw, each with a General

Motors Model 6-278A diesel engine, with clutch reverse,

and reduction gearing. This is a six-cylinder air-starting
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engine cooled by a closed type fresh water system. It will

provide 500 shaft horsepower at 650 engine rpms.

Each ship is fitted with three auxiliary diesel-electric

generators, each of 60 kw capacity. A fire tube heating

boiler, using diesel fuel, supplies heat for all compart-

ments, and for a single effect evaporator. The evaporator,

operating on a 5-pound steam pressure, has a service

capacity of "50 gallons per day with a salinity not ex-

ceeding one-half grain.

Pertinent specifications of the lightships Diamond and

Pollock are as follows:

Length over-all 128 feet

Length on load water line 112 feet

Beam, molded at second deck 30 feet

Depth, molded main deck at side amid-

ships.- 21 feet 6 inches

Mean draft H ^e"

Height of light above water line 57 feet

Candlepower of light 15,000 candlepower

Displacement 630 tons (about)

Shaft horsepower 500 at 240 rpm of shaft

BAA^^MMM

l^j^^p >ooyii.t

Inboard and outboard profile view! of the first liqlitship. I. bo dosiq-.ed and builtnd built by the Coast Guard since 1121.
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Ulashington Digest
Editor's note: Voluminous data on most of these items is on file in

our office, and added details will be furnished by mail, on request.

flcheson Reveals Details of

Proposed Shipping Body

Details of the recommendations of the United Mari-

time Consultative Council made at the meeting of the

international shipping group which closed October 30,

1946, were revealed when Congressional maritime and

foreign affairs leaders received from Dean Acheson, Act-

ing Secreary of State, copies of the UMCC recommenda-

tions, of a draft convention for a permanent Inter-Gov-

ernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, and a

draft of an agreement for a Provisional Maritime Con-

sultative Council to bridge the gap until the participating

Governments ratify the proposed agreement for a per-

manent organization.

Scope and putpose of the proposed permanent organi-

zation were set forth in the draft convention, as follows:

"1. To provide machinery for cooperation among Gov-

ernments in the field of Governmental regulation and

practices relating to technical matters of all kinds affect-

ing shipping engaged in international trade, and to en-

courage the general adoption of the highest practicable

standards in matters concerning maritime safety and effi-

ciency of navigation; 2. To encourage the removal of all

forms of discriminatory action and unnecessary restric-

tions by Governments affecting shipping engaged in

international trade so as to promote the availability of

shipping services to the commerce of the world without

discrimination; 3. To provide for the consideration by

the Organization of any shipping problems of an inter-

national charactet involving matters of general principle

that may be referred to the Organization by the United

Nations. Matters which are suitable for settlement

through the normal processes of international shipping

business are not within the scope of the Organization;

4. To provide for the exchange of information among
Governments on matters under consideration by the Or-

ganization."

ijew United States Trade-IDark law

The Lanham Trade-Mark Act which will be the Trade-

Mark Law of the land beginning July 5, 1947, has been

summarized in layman language in a pamphlet issued by

the New York Patent Law Association. The law is of

direct interest to a good many exporters, and importers

should be generally familiar with the new statute, par-

ticularly Section 44, which is summarized as follows by

Lyford M. Morris of the Oakland Chamber of Commerce.

"Foreign nationals and residents of convention coun-

tries are entitled to the same benefits undet the new Act

as citizens and residents of the United States provided

they have home registrations or have used their marks

in commerce with the United States. If applications for

registrations are filed by this class of persons within six

months of the basic foreign applications, United States

applications will be accorded the same force and effect

as though filed on the same date as the basic foreign

applications, but rights acquired by third parties in this

country before the foreign applications were filed will

not be affected."

The New York Patent Law Association has a limited

number of copies available at 25 cents each. Those inter-

ested should contact the Secretary, Elmer R. Helferich,

6 East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Export-Import OPfl Control Off

Almost unnoticed in the flurry over junking of OPA
price controls was the fact that those applying to exports

and imports went out the window, too. The effect of the

removal of price controls from export is to eliminate

checking of prices in connection with the issuance of

licenses to export. In the case of imports, the removal

means that importers can now compete in buying in

world markets and pay world competitive prices for the

goods and products they wish to buy. Other government

controls over exports and imports, however, are not af-

fected, such as licensing, priority ratings and allocations.

California Sales Tax on Exports Invalid

On November 25, the Supreme Court in Washington

declared invalid the California 3 per cent sales tax when

levied against oil sold for export. Validity of the tax

was challenged by the Richfield Oil Corporation of Los

Angeles in a suit to recover $1515 paid under protest

as a 3 per cent sales tax on a cargo of fuel oil sold to the

New Zealand Government. According to the United
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Press release from Washington, Justice Douglas said:

We concluded that the tax which California has exacted

from ( Richfield ) is an impost upon an export . . . and is

therefore unconstitutional. " Richfield had contended that

the tax was illegal because it violated the ban in the State

Constitution against State taxes on exports. The State of

California had maintained that deliveries of the oil to

foreign governments was unconstitutional within the bor-

ders of the State, and consequently the tax was on inter-

state sales, not exports. It is understood that about S2,-

500,000 in taxes, interest, and penalties are involved in

similar suits by other companies now pending in Cali-

fornia courts.

Texaco Charts at

Boat Show
Largest single booth on the third floor of Grand Cen-

tral Palace, the Texaco exhibit at the 1947 National

Motor Boat Show offers an interesting display of the com-

pany's outstanding special services to boat owners and the

large and varied line of Texaco marine lubricants and

fuels.

The exhibit covering 800 square feet of floor space

occupies booths 77 to 84, directly opposite the north

bank of elevators, the same location used by Texaco in

prewar years. Comfortable chairs and settees are arranged

around the display for the comfort of foot-weary show

visitors.

Texaco Waterways Service is well represented at the

exhibit and information about the waterways may be

obtained for the asking.

Texaco Cruising Charts

The 1947 Texaco Cruising Charts are now being pre-

pared and will be available for distribution in April. The

new charts, completely redrawn and containing consider-

ably more detail than the prewar issues, may be ordered

at the Boat Show and will be mailed as soon as they come

off the press. Although not intended as a substitute for

Government publications they are an invaluable aid in

planning cruises. Principal lights and buoys, tide tables,

distances between ports, refueling points and many other

items of interest to the cruising yachtsman are shown.

large Stern Fender by C. J, Hendry

This is a large stern fender for Standard Oil tug, Despatch =9,
made by the C. J. Hendry Co. of San Francisco. The center heart

is of chain surrounded by a pudding of hennp fibre which Is all

enclosed In a new mesh of VAi: sisal rope. All rooe products
are by the Columbian Rope Company. The fender Is 24" manimum
diameter and 27 feet in length, tapered to suit. The total weight
is approximately 3000 pounds.

Two other bow fenders of somewhat similar type and construction,

but tailored to the hull, are also In process of manufacture.

The list of 1947 Texaco Cruising Charts, obtainable

without cost, follows:

( 1 ) Eastport to Block Island

( 2 ) Long Island and Long Island Sound

( 3 ) Staten Island to Cape May

( 4 ) Delaware and Chesapeake Bays

( 5 ) Cape Henry to Key West

(6) Gulf Coast

( 7 ) Hudson River and Lake Champlain

( 8 ) Great Lakes and Illinois Waterway

A third edition of Texacos famous "Cruising With

Safety" has been prepared and is ready for distribution.

Tens of thousands of copies of the second edition were

used during the war for instruction purposes by the

armed services and U. S. Power Squadrons, and the new

book, while retaining many of the basic features of the

previous issue, has been brought up to date to meet

modern developments.

Murals depicting the company's modern marinas and

special services decorate the booth and a mural of Miss

Great Lakes which, fueled and lubricated with Texaco

products, broke every Gold Cup class record in winning

the President's Cup Regatta at Washington, D. C, illus-

trates the company's postwar interest in the development

of racing craft.
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Stability Problem of

Tuna Clippers
By DAVID W. DICKIE

MOST STABILITY DIFFICULTIES can be ascribed ro

carelessness. Probably the only exception to this is

the tuna clipper and in that case the complications arise

out of the fact the tuna clipper is a tanker that is being

loaded at sea.

The tuna boats that fish close to shore and pack the

catch in ice give very little trouble from a stability point

of view provided the design is intrinsically stable in the

first instance. The tuna clippers are perfectly stable in

all conditions when the fish are stowed either wholly or

in part. It is during some of the operations between

times that all of the trouble has occurred.

The tuna clippers are divided into three general classes:

(a) Boats under 90 feet long overall with a flush deck

extending the full length or a flush deck extending to the

middle of the house with a raised deck 2 to 3 feet high

extending from the middle of the house to the bow.

(b) Boats from 85 feet to 110 feet long with a flush

deck extending the full length and a boat deck 7 .feet

above the main deck extending from the forward end

of the bait boxes to the bow.

(c) Boats over 100 feet total length, the same as type

(b) but with a house on the boat deck for the crew's

quarters.

The ict boats are practically obsolete except in the
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smaller sizes. They have bins in the hold to stow the fish

in ice—a layer of crushed ice—then a layer of fish

—

alternately until they are loaded. This type of boat is

now fitted with refrigeration to keep the ice from

melting.

The brine boats have bulkheads subdividing the hold

into wells having a sea water capacity of from 15 to 24

tons each along both sides, and an alleyway down the

center for the piping and refrigeration control equip-

ment.

The refrigeration equipment is governed by the size

of the largest pair of wells—the stability is affected by

the free surfaces of four wells, two port and two star-

board, and the loading is affected by the number of wells.

Several of the boats have had to be altered dividing one

or more of the wells to facilitate loading. Ninety-foot

boats should have 4 wells on each side of the alley; 100

to 115-foot boats, 5 wells on each side; 125 to 140 feet,

6 wells on each side; 140 to 150 feet, 7 wells on each

side.

All of the tuna clippers are fitted with bait boxes on

the after deck for live bait and with some of the wells in

the hold also fitted to carry live bait.

The fuel capacity is divided so part is in tanks for the

voyage home—part is carried in steel wells which are

cleaned for stowing fish and in some instances fuel is
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carried is one or two of the bait boxes for the outbound

voyage.

The stability problem consists in making a calculation

that:

1. Will take into account furnishing flowing water to

all compartments that are used for live bait.

2. Permit fuel to be used from wells, bait boxes and

tanks in proper sequence.

3. Permit cooling water for refrigerating the fish to be

fiUed and discharged as the varying temperatures and

procedure dictates.

4. Provide for lish on deck in the interim between

catching and stowing them.

5. Provide for the contingency of water coming over

the rail to flood the deck.

6. Provide a margin of safety to cover complete

changes of fishing procedure. It does not occur to the

fishermen to ask in advance what effect an operation

will have on the stability of the boat.

The disconcerting phases of the problem are the ones

on which it is most diflicult to obtain even approximate

data. Fishing is done where the depth of water ranges

in the neighborhood of 50 fathoms. The wave period

from crest to crest is reported to be about 8 seconds.

If the rolling period of the boat is 8 seconds, the boat

and wave periods will synchronize. Water will come over

the rail flooding the deck and the angle of roll will

increase until the vessel overturns.

The wood boats are from 15" to 24" thick from the

outside of the planking to the inside of the well. The

bulwark is at least 12" thick; so the moment of inertia

of the free surface of the water tends to be less than

that of the waterplane of the vessel itself, thereby pro-

viding some margin of safety.

The steel vessels are only 1" thick in way of the wells

and the moment of inertia of some of the deck spaces is

the same as the outside of the hull. This has added a

new complication to an already difficult problem.

William Lambie calculated cross curves of stability

by hand and the writer made them with the integrator

for some of the vessels, but beyond finding that the van-

ishing angle was approximately 40 to 50 degrees not a

great deal was learned from them.

The effect of free surfaces of liquids in the tanks was

calculated for every possible combination of tanks and

the loss of metacentric height very seldom exceeded 3".

However, it is important to keep the volume of the

individual double bottom spaces in the steel boats as

small as possible on account of the oscillation of the fuel

oil therein when it is being transferred elsewhere and

consequently has a free surface effect. In other words,

in addition to the static effect, if the weight of the fuel

oil in any space having free surface is of sufficient mag-

nitude so its dynamic moment progressively increases

the angle of roll of the vessel, she will overturn. A later

article will discuss the rolling of the vessels.

If the boat is to carry a full load of fish the relationship

between the salt water capacity and the fish capacity has

to be kept in mind. The weight of fish in any given

space is 82 per cent of the salt water that formerly occu-

pied the space.

Therefore, if the boat is loaded with fish to a proper

draft, she is going to be loaded with the deck under water

if the same spaces are full of salt water. Consequently,

certain spaces equal to the difference, or 18 per cent of

the space, must be left empty while fishing and salt water

is carried in the remaining space.

These considerations left only two other reasons for

the vessels overturning—some weights were omitted or

moved without being accounted for—or—the metacen-

tric calculation had an error in it somewhere.

Metacentric Calculation

The table. Figure 1, is the form designed by the writer

to investigate the metacentric calculation. Tchebycheff's

rule is used longitudinally and Simpson's rule vertically.

Each waterline is treated as a separate entity and is di-

vided longitudinally into Tchebycheff's spacing using the

three ordinate rule. The actual length of the waterline

is used in each case so the waterlines of the table are

short in the lower body and long in the upper body.

This uncovered one of the errors and at the same time

eliminated the problem of correcting for the piece at the

end that either extended beyond, or did not extend to,

the proper ordinate of the rule used.

Occasionally it is advantageous to plot the curve of

Tons per Foot Immersion and integrate it on the adding

machine by means of the trapezoidal rule using intervals

one foot apart to get the displacement. By making a

second integration of the displacement curve from the

first tape of the machine the vertical moment is obtained.

At the time of making the inclinations there are sev-

eral cases where the vessel is not floating at the trim

used when making the Curves of Form. One of the

advantages of this table is that the observed waterline

can be put on the lines. If as sometimes happens it

approximately coincides with waterline 7 aft and water-

line 4 forward, it is possible to take from the table the

cubes or ordinates (Column C) for parts of waterlines 7,

6, 5 and 4 and make an approximation for BM right

on the job. This would not be possible if corrections

had to be made for change of form and length at the ends.

The table shows ( Column C ) cubes of ordinates for

alternate waterlines only, but for these vessels the work

must be performed for all the waterlines, in fact on some

of the boats it had to be done for intermediate water-

lines between to get the curves to come fair.

The tuna boats change trim as much as 8 feet from

the Light Ship condition to the "Condition where the

First Catch is made." In other words the change of trim

is 10 per cent or more of the overall length of the vessel.

The waterline length changes from 8 feet to 20 feet due

to trim alone depending on the size and model of the

boat and it was found that the change of trim no longer
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took place about the Center of Gravity or Center of

Flotation of any mathematically known Waterplane.

A separate calculation was made at the actual Light

Ship" trim and an attempt was made to develop a rule

that would correlate it with the calculation made at what

might be called the mean trim, but it did not work out

very well. The reason is inherent in the model of the boat.

The builders have made an effort to correct the excessive

change of trim by forming the model about a semi-

ellipsoid. The segment is placed with the longitudinal

axis low at the forward end and high at the after end.

The after deadwood is built on below the segment and

the flare of the bow is built on above it at the forward

end. The additions complicate the mathematics of the

problem to such an extent that it becomes impractical

to use commercially on account of the time necessary to

take all the factors into account.

The custom in the beginning was to put the vessel in

the Light Ship condition, find the Center of Gravity of the

vessel Itself by an Inclining Experiment and add the other

weights to it. Unless a separate complete calculation is

made for the Light Ship condition there will be an error

of from 6 to 8 inches in the height of the Metacenter

above base and consequently in the height of the Center

of Gravity of the vessel above base, because the height of

the Center of Gravity of the vessel is found by deducting

the "GM" or Metacentric Height from the "KM" or

Metacenter above base.

A change in procedure was made so Inclining Experi-

ment No. 1 is performed with the fuel and water piit'

aboard the ship through a meter into the ship's tanks.

Each pair of wells is filled in sequence and the draft

taken and each bait box filled and the draft taken. When
the vessel is in approximate fishing condition Inclining

Experiment No. 2 is made. Then one pair of wells is

filled half full of cooling water and Inclination No. 3 is

made. A separate calculation for "KM" minus "GM"
is made for Inclinations No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3, and the

weights aboard deducted. The greatest error of "KG" to

date is found to be 0.13 feet.

When the three Inclinations were made and the data

for "KM" taken from the regular Curves of Form, the

errors in "KG" ranged from a minimum of 0.50 feet to

1.62 feet. The curves of form were correct, but in each

case were made for one trim only as usual. The change

of trim of the vessel taken in conjunction with inac-

curacies in capacity of the tanks accounted for the errors.

Later it was found prudent to incline the vessel at

various conditions of loading covering the whole range

amounting in all to 6 or more inclinations.

Practically all the offices collaborating In the stability

work have had trouble missing some of the weights to

go aboard as the boats have had to sail without some

important weights due to the war effort.

Refrigeration

In the November 1939 issue of the Pacific Marine
Review the writer published the Refrigeration Loads of

the Tuna Clipper. An extensive series of experiments

covering the methods of removing the heat from the fish

was made by Dr. O. W. Lang, Research Associate of the

University of California, Hooper Foundation, which de-

veloped the following procedure and certain precautions

have to be taken to make sure the vessel has adequate

stability to be seaworthy while each step of the procedure

is carried out:

1. A catch is made when the school of fish is found.

Anywhere from 2 to 20 tons of fish are brought on deck,

depending on the size of the boat.

2. A well on each side is filled either half full or en-

tirely full with water which has been cooled to receive

the fish.

3. As the fish are dropped in, the water rises or over-

flows out through the deck valve until fish and water

reach the top of the well.

4. Some of the cooling water is pumped overboard and

more fish are added. This is called repacking.

5. If the vessel has coolers to supply fresh chilled sea

water, some of the cooling water can be pumped over-

board again and more fish added. The second repacking

is attended with some risk of spoiling the fish already in

the well, especially if there are no coolers to supply fresh

chilled water.

6. It is customary to add salt to the sea water to form

brine for a final wet freezing, but salt cannot be used

throughout without it penetrating the fish.

7. When the temperature of the fish stowed in the

well is brought down to 30 degrees the cooling water is

pumped overboard and the fish are chiUed dry until the

temperature falls to zero.

8. The weight of the fish remaining in the well is from

80 to 82 per cent of the sea water required to fill the well.

There is some difference of opinion about how the

coils should be fitted in the wells. The coils are spaced

about 8" centers of 1]V pipe galvanized outside. Garnet

Wallace Stevens maintains that the coils should be at-

tached directly to the sides of the wells to absorb the

heat coming from the outside. The coils gather a triangle

of frost which is a maximum at the coil and tapers oft"

to nothing half way between adjoining coils. Ralph E.

Manns of the company of the same name advocated

keeping the coils 1" away from the wall. By this method

the coils can be installed closer than 8" centers, but some

space otherwise available for stowage of fish has to be

sacrificed.

The worst condition that has to be contended with is

at the fishing banks just after making the first catch.

Taking account of the weights:

1. The steel wells are full of fuel.

2. Some wells are full of flowing sea water containing

live bait.

3. At least two of the bait boxes are full of flowing sea

water containing live bait.

4. All the fuel'"tanks of the ship are- full, the fuel for

the outbound voyage having been used from a bait tank

on deck.
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5. The fresh water tanks are three-quarters full pro-

viding free surface.

6. About 15 tons of fish are on deck which are fluid

providing free surface.

7. Two wells are either full, reducing the freeboard.

or are half full, providing free surface.

8. The stern is down so the deck is as close to the

water as safety permits to avoid the effort required to

heave the fish over the rail.

In the above condition the vessel must have sufficient

freeboard and metacentric height to be seaworthy.

The membership of the China- American Council.

which was organized in October, 1943. now comprises

approximately 450 companies representing a cross-

section of American industry interested in trade with the

Pacific areas

The Oeptune
A new all-steel welded combination purse seiner and

tuna boat, the 82-foot Neptune I has been launched by

the Heo Boat Company of Oakland, and is now fishing

out of San Pedro. The Neptune I was designed as a

year-round fishing boat and has many new features of

design and equipment.

The boat is owned by K. Hovden of Monterey. H. E.

Ottenbreit. W. C. Crittenden, and A. Simmon of San

Francisco.

The boat has an 82-foot length. 21' 6" beam, and
10' 6" draft. She carries 175 tons of pay-load and has

an 18.000 mile cruising range at better than II knots.

Generous use of high tension corrosion resistant steel

has resulted in a saving of weight and is expected to

reduce the maintenance expense due to rust. The gen-

eral construction is along dreadnaught lines with a bul-

bous bow. a raised pilothouse, and a flying bridge. Be-

Prov. »ie» of Neptune I.

sides the saving in weight, the steel construction has

other advantages in that more space is obtained in the lish

hold when brine tanks are used due to the fact that the

tanks can be built out to the wall without an air space as

is customary, to avoid dry rot, in wood construction.

There are ballast tanks aft which are used to trim the

ship allowing the stern to be lowered while working with

the nets, regardless of the load in the hold. Wing tanks

in the side of the vessel provide control of the list which

is very helpful during brailing operations. The use of

these wing tanks also eliminate the center line spreader

board which is normally used to keep the load from

shifting.

There is a capacity on board the 7000 gallons of water

and 18,000 gallons of fuel, and the fuel is transferred by

an electric transfer pump to a 400 gallon dry tank. There

is also a 250 gallon lube oil tank.

The Neptune I is powered with a General Motors

twin diesel engine comprised of a matched pair of Series

71, 2-cycle, 6-cylinder diesel engines mounted on a com-

mon steel sub-base and geared to one 5" propeller shaft.

Each engine is coupled to its driving pinion through a

clutch which allows either engine to be cut in or out of

operation while running, thereby imparting a degree of

security not to be found in more conventional propul-
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sion units. Either engine can drive the ship at about

two-thirds speed.

The engines are fresh water cooled by built-in heat

exchangers, and they are fully protected by an alarm sys-

tem against low oil pressure or high water temperature.

Adel hydraulic controls make operation from the en-

gine room, crows nest, wheelhouse, or bridge equally

convenient.

This twin engine, supplied by Bay Cities Equipment

Company, GM distributor at Oakland, is rated at 330 hp.

With the present reduction gear, a 63" propeller is

turned at 320 revolutions. The boat is soon to be pow-

ered with a General Motors Quad engine consisting of

four 6-cylinder engines driving a common shaft through

a 4: 1 reduction gear. This will double the horsepower to

660, and is expected to turn the same propeller 400 revo-

lutions per minute. Trial riins indicate a speed of over

1 1 knots will be used for cruising.

The compact arrangement of these 2-cycle diesel en-

gines has eliminated much of the weight and bulk usually

found in engines of this horsepower class, and has re-

sulted in many worthwhile features, among which is the

saving of from 8 to 10 feet of hold capacity and of about

9 tons in weight!

The ease with which this engine was installed, the

process requiring but one hour, using the ship's own

boom, is typical of the careful planning that has gone

into this design toward reducing maintenance expense.

In a matter of hours, replacement engines may be in-

stalled and the old ones reworked at leisure under most

favorable conditions, thereby avoiding the costly tieups

at major overhaul periods.

The deckhouse is luxuriously paneled in hardwood

and equipped for a twelve-man crew. It is completely

insulated with fibre glass. More than the usual number

of flood lights are provided for working the nets at night.

All wiring to lights and various electrical units are on

independent circuits in leaded and armoured cable.

Modern equipment aboard includes the following:

Sperry Gyro magnetic compass and power steering: Kaar

40-watt, 2-way radio phone and direction hnJer: Sub-

marine Signal Company fathometer; one 3" electric bilge

pump and a 2" electric fire pump built by the Pacific

Pump Company; 25 hp electric winch as well .is the 5 hp

electric anchor windlass, built by the Heo Boat Works
and are supplied by a 50 kw Westinghouse Generator

driven by a 6-71 General Motors diesel engine supplying

120 volts dc throughout the ship. All units are push-

button control.

The propeller shaft is 5" diameter, Tobm Bronze, run-

ning in a Goodrich Gutless bearing, and the propeller is

a bronze Doran type "D." The rudder provides for

counter steering and is supported on thrust bearings on

both top and bottom. Both the wheel and rudder can

be changed at sea. The engine room is protected by a

Walter Kidde COv equipment. The galley has a Lang

oil range and a Frigidaire. Both fresh water and sanitary

pumps as well as the bilge pump can be cross connected

and used for fire pumps. Engines are silenced by Maxim
Silencers.

Neptune I

under way.
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UarJne Insurance

Reinsurance

The lay mind does not readily visualize the immense

capacity of the ordinary freight steamer. Into its im-

mense holds are stowed carload after carload of valuable

merchandise. When the loading is completed, many
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of goods, as well

as phe value of the ship and its freight, are at risk in a

single adventure. An underwriter doing a large and

varied business cannot control, except in a very limited

way by restricting the maximum amount insured under

each policy, the aggregate amount which he may have

at risk in any one adventure.

This condition necessitates reinsurance by which the

underwriter shares his risk with other underwriters. This

is done in a variety of ways by sharing on a percentage

basis each individual item making up the aggregate

amount, by reinsuring all in excess of a given retention,

say $100,000, or by reinsuring any loss which he may
suffer in excess of a named amount, say 550,000.

Whatever the method, the result desired is to arrange,

so far as is practicable, to have average lines on all insured

adventures and thus conform to the basic theory of insur-

ance. All of the principles of marine insurance that apply

between owner and underwriter apply with equal, if not

greater force, in the reinsuring of interests by under-

writer with underwriter. Marine insurance, being inter-

national in its scope, sees an interchange of reinsurance

between the nationals of various countries. With this

interchange passes information of a commercial namre,

vital to the interest of foreign nations. Not a few of

the large German reinsurance companies were sources of

vital commercial information to the German Government

prior to and during the World War.

It is therefore of the greatest importance that, in so far

as possible, reinsurance of export overseas risks should

find lodgment in the United States.

—J. D. Winter, president

Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.

Published by Insurance Society of N. Y.

London Letter

ii/ar Risk Underwriting by ID. C. Stopped

Effective December 31, 1946, the United States Mari-

time Commission discontinued underwriting marine and

war risk insurance under authofifies that were granted

the War SJnipping Administ'rat-i.onsiuiing>war,ye4^s.

Page 82

By Our British Marine

Insurance Correspondent

Ulelded Ship Warranty

During the past year or two, a lot has been written

regarding the disasters which have overtaken about six

out of some 3,000 American war-built welded ships. The
few broke up afloat, for no apparent cause. The latest

interest in these few losses centers around the wording

of a warranty. Attention has been called to certain risks

which are being placed on American-built welded ships

with the policy conditions "Warranted strengthened or

. . . additional premium."

Underwriters writing the risks and the brokers placing

them are satisfied with the wording of the warranty, but,

according to an opinion expressed in technical quarters,

the wording may lead to controversy, if not litigation.

The discussion which is proceeding gets on to the

difficult and technical question of "crack arresters" and

"rounded inset plates," and the difference of opinion

seems to resolve itself into one of "adaptation" as against

"strengthening."

In development of this marine insurance shipbuilding

problem, the effect of the Marine Insurance Act on the

question of "Warranted Strengthened" is given as fol-

lows: A ship is insured with the warranty and the risk

goes forward at the rate of the slip without the addi-

tional premium. She is lost by a peril insured against,

stranding, fire, collision, foundering, it does not matter

what. The adjuster of claims to the leading underwriter

observes the warranty and, very properly, asked whether

it had been complied with. It transpires that the ship

has been "adapted," that the crack-arrestors have been

fitted, that the holes have been drilled in the bilge keels,

and so forth.

If the loss were by stranding, fire or collision, the

claims adjuster would raise no further point, but suppose

that the ship had foundered after breaking up from no

apparent cause? The underwriters would have what ap-

pears to be a cast-iron case for rejecting the claim. They

would contend that the warranty that the ship had been

strengthened had not been complied with. If the matter

were taken to law, the court would only be concerned

with that precise issue.
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If ir could be proved that the process carried out had.

in fact, strengthened the ship, then the under^-riters

would be liable. If it could only be proved that the

process had improved the risk but had not strengthened

the ship, it would be of no avail. This defence, in the

view of one authority, would be opened to underwriters

in the event of a loss from any peril insured against, but

it is not thought they would take advantage of a tech-

nicality if the loss was from any cause that could not be

associated with the feared weakness or defect which

caused the warranty to be inserted in the policy.

Hew [Daster Cover
News has reached London marine insurance circles

that discussions are now being held in Holland about the

various aspects of an insurance scheme, so as to simplify

its application for everyday use as much as possible. The
scheme referred to is the so-called master cover for goods

imported from the United States. It is stated, says a

Dutch informant, that import licenses, which include a

currency license for the import of goods from the United

States, are not granted by the official organization for

import and export, unless the importer binds himself to

declare the goods upon this cover. This cover stipulates

a maximum of 58,000,000 per any one steamer and a

location clause of 150 per cent. The further contents are

practically confined to the fixation of the limit of each

underwriter participating in this cover. Twenty-five per

cent have been placed in New York with five American

companies, and the balance has been split up between

the ArHsterdam and Rotterdam underwriters, each for

371/2 per cent. At Amsterdam 43 firms are to be engaged

in this business, and at Rotterdam 22.

The correspondent continues;

"The master cover leaves the fixing of conditions and

rates to the negotiations between importer and first under-

writing firm at Amsterdam and Rotterdam. For this pur-

pose, however, it is obligatory for them to make use.

directly or indirectly, of an insurance broker at the Amster-

dam and /or the Rotterdam exchange, at their own option,

provided, of course, that the broker is in possession of a

special license of the Netherlands Bank for an insurance

account in foreign currency'. Brokers in the provinces are

obliged to make use of the intermediary of an exchange

broker. Premiums and claims are payable in United States

dollars."

ymiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DQBBS
of San Francisco Bar

lien Holder Seeks Direct

Action Hgainst Insurance Company

It is a common practice for plaintiffs in state court

civil actions to attach assets of the defendants wherever

they may be found so that, in the event of judgment,

satisfaction can be easily accomplished. State courts

permit attachments of almost any type of asset provided

the grounds for attachment are in existence. The situa-

tion is slightly different, however, in admiralty and the

rule is better and more clearly understood by the facts

and decision of the case of the Donald T. Wright, 1940

A. M. C. 291, U. S. D. C, Western Disc of Ken. The

libelant in this proceeding brought an action in admir-

alty against the SS Donald T. Wright in rem and against

her owner, the Sewell Transportation Coriipany, in per-

ionam for claims arising our of labor performed on the

boat and for goods and merchandise furnished for the

use of the boat at the request of the owner.

The Boston Insurance Company was made a party

respondent, the libel alleging that it had issued a policy

of marine insurance in the amount of S^.OOO protecting

the steamboat Donald T. Wrighr against loss by fire, and

that the steamboat had been destroyed by fire while the

policy was in full force and effect, and asking that the

insurance company be required to pay inro court the

sum which was owing to the Sewell Transportation Com-
pany by reason of this loss under its policy. The Boston

Insurance Company filed exceptions to the libel on the

ground that it stated no cause of action against it and

that the libelant could not impress a lien by substitution

upon the proceeds of rhe insurance.

The respondents, steamboat Donald T. Wright and

the Sewell Transportation Company, filed an answer to

the libel and by separate paragraph made it a cross libel

against the Boston Insurance Company, setting out the

issuance of the insurance policy, the loss of the steamboat

by fire while the insurance was in full force and effect,

and asking that the Boston Insurance Company be re-

quired to pay into the registry of the court the proceeds

due the Sewell Transportation Company by reason of its

loss under the policy. The Boston Insurance Company
filed exceptions on the ground that it set up new and

distinct matters not involved in the issues raised by the

original libel, and that the question of liability under the

policy of insurance was in dispute and was being liti-

gated in a declaratorv judgment suit filed in the Federal
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Court by the Boston Insurance Company prior to the

filing of the cross libel.

The case arises before the Federal District Court upon

exceptions by Boston Insurance Company to both the

libel and the cross libel. The court said it is unquestioned

that the libelants have an action in rem in admiralty

against the steamboat Donald T. Wright for the value

of the labor and materials furnished by them to the boat,

and it is also true that they have an action in personam

against the Sewell Transportation Company who con-

tracted with them for the furnishing of the labor and

materials in question. But they have no action in per-

sonmn against the Boston Insurance Company and any

liability which the insurance company has by reason of

its policy of insurance covering the steamboat Donald

T. Wright is to the Sewell Transportation Company, its

insured. The only way in which the libelant could prop-

erly bring the insurance company into the action would

be to substitute for their lien against the steamboat the

proceeds from the insurance covering the steamboat. The

libelant claims that this is permissible under Admiralty

Law and relies upon the decisions of the Supreme Court

in the cases of Sheppard rs. Taylor. 30 U. S. 675, and

O'Brien I's. Miller, 168 U. S. 287, as supporting their

position. The Boston Insurance Company relies upon

the case of the City of Nortvich. 118 U. S. 468, and sub-

sequent decisions following the rule expressed in that

case, in support of its contention that the lien against

the boat cannot be extended to cover the insurance pro-

ceeds. The cases referred to, and their respective rul-

ings, are not in conflict. In the case of Sheppard is.

Taylor, supra, the King of Spain seized the vessel War-

ren, imprisoned the crew and condemned the vessel and

its cargo. Subsequently the crew was permitted to return

to the United States and the King ordered the proceeds

to be repaid to the owners. The seamen proceeded against

the owners by libel for their wages and were permitted

to have their lien against the boat attach to the proceeds

which had been paid to the owners as compensation for

the illegal seizure of the boat. In that case the court said

"the lien will follow the ship and its proceeds into

whosoever hands they may come by title or purchase from

the owner." In the case of O'Brien vs. Miller, the steam-

boat Johnson was required to put into port for repairs.

The master executed a Bottomry bond to meet the ex-

penses of the repairs, which bound the boat, its cargo

and freight. The Johnson collided at sea with a British

vessel and was sunk with a total loss. The owners of the

Johnson libeled the British vessel and recovered judg-

ment for the value of the vessel. The consignors and the

consignees of the original cargo of the Johnson filed an

action to recover from the owners of the Johnson their

share of the sum paid on the Bottomry bond, and the

court held that the owners of the Johnson, to the extent

of the damages paid on account of the collision, were

liable to the libelants as creditors of the ship. In both

of these cases the owners of the ship had a claim against

others arising out of the operation of the ship and

wrongful acts done to it. In such cases a creditor's lien

against the ship attaches to the proceeds which are re-

covered by reason of such a claim for damages. In the

case of the City of Norwich, the vessel took rire and sank

with loss of cargo but was subsequently raised and re-

paired. The owners of her cargo filed a libel against the

boat and against the owner. The owner claimed limita-

tion of liability to the value of his interest in the ship

and freight as provided under the Act of 1851, 9 Stat.

6.35, which permitted the owner of any vessel to limit

his liability for damages to the value of his interest in

the vessel and her freight then pending. The libelants

claimed that in order for the owner to take advantage

of this statute he must surrender the insurance which he

collected from the insurance company by reason of the

sinking of the vessel. The court held that insurance

placed by the owner was no part of the owner's interest

in the ship or freight within the meaning of the law,

and that the owner did not have to surrender the proceeds

of such insurance in order to take advantage of the limi-

tation of liability. The opinion pointed out that the

proceeds from the insurance was by reason of an inde-

pendent contract and was a matter entirely collateral to

the owner's interest in the vessel, the owner's interest

in the vessel remained the same regardless of whether

insurance had been taken out or not, and that taking of

insurance was optional with the owner as additional pro-

tection. This ruling was followed by many cases.

The court, using the foregoing authorities as a basis

for ics opinion, held that the lien of the libel against the

SS Donald T. Wright did not attach to the proceeds of

insurance which might be payable by the Boston Insur-

ance Company to the Sewell Transportation Company.

The court also disposed of the additional question of

pleading under Rule 56 which did not aftect the decision

of the point explained above.

Revised Coast Guard

manuals Hvailable

The Merchant Marine Personnel Division, at Coast

Guard Headquarters, Washington, D. C, recently an-

nounced the revision of two booklets of interest to active

members of the merchant marine: "Specimen Examina-

tions for Merchant Marine Deck Officers," and "Manual

for Lifeboatmen and Able Seamen." The revision date of

each pamphlet is June, 1946. The booklets are now

available upon request to the Commandant, U. S. Coast

Guard, Washington, or any Coast Guard field Marine

Inspection Office.
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"The Chief's" department welcomes questions

—

Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

The IDarine Steam Boiler

I. Historical Development

In a steam plant the center of operations—the heart

of the process—is the boiler or steam generator. If the

boiler can supply steam continuously at the proper con-

ditions there is seldom any trouble with the prime mover.

This is increasingly true in modern steam plants where

the pressures and temperatures are relatively high and

the prime mover is a turbine.

Boiler design was one of the "headaches" of the engi-

neers w ho in the early days sought to apply steam to ship

propulsion. Our illustration shows some of these early

efforts. It IS an interesting side light that the "digester"

of Denys 'Dioniseus) Papin { 1680) is designed on ex-

actly the same principle as "The 20th Century Pressure

Cooker" which is now engaging the admiring attention

of so many American housewives.

Denys was a professor of Physics in the Sorbonne,

Paris. In his time the butcher shops of the poorer quar-

ters of Paris sold horse meat collected from battlefields

or from carcasses of worn-out old farm or delivery horses.

Much disease and death resulted from this practice and

Denys Papin invented his "digester" to cook this meat

at higher temperature and so make it more palatable and

safer for human consumption. Many of these heavy cast

iron pressure cookers with clamped covers and weight-

loaded safer)' valves may be found in the kitchens of

France to this day. Incidentally, Papin was the inventor

of the safety valve.

Later, in Hesse, Germany, Papin applied this boiler

successfully to the rowing of the state barge on the river

Fulda. However, he found a "goon squad" from the

GRB ( Guild of River Boatmen ) waiting for him around

the bend. These toughs beat up the inventor, dumped
his boiler and engine into the river and rowed the state

barge back in triumph to its boat house. Papin escaped
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to England where he wrote a book describing his inven-

tion and telling of his research into steam as a powerr

producer.

A century later steam began to take serious hold on the

imagination of inventors in many parts of the world,

particularly in Great Britain and in America. In America

it is interesting to note that most of the early marine

boilers were of the water tube variety. This was true of

the early boilers patented by Fitch, Stevens, and others,

during the last quarter of the 18th century. The French-

man Carnot had already demonstrated mathematically

that higher pressures and temperatures were the keys to

fuel economy, but the practical application of his prin-

ciples had to wait for three-quarters of a century.

That canny Glasgow Scotsman James Watt had added

greatly to the economy and performance of steam engines

by designing an external condenser and making the cyl-

inder double-acting. All his life he opposed pressures

above 10 psi. Did this opposition rise from the fact that

at such low pressures more power was obtainable from

the use of Watt's condenser than from the action of the

steam on the piston?

The first description of a multitubular fire box boiler

is contained in the patent issued by U. S. Patent Office to

Nathan Read in 1788. This shows a vertical boiler very

similar to the coal burning donkey boilers used for many
years by sailing vessels and cargo steamers for working

cargo in port.

Fire tube boilers gradually evolved into the familiar

cylindrical "scotch " marine boiler which was a very serv-

iceable and fairly efficient steam generator and on which

practically all the refinements of steam generation and

combustion control were applied and tested. Air pre-

heaters in the uptakes, induced and forced draft systems,

various rypes of superheaters, various systems of inducing

circulation—the old "scotch" boiler has used them all and

before the end of the 19th century it had with its com-
panion the vertical triple expansion engine pushed steam

navigation into every port and every river on the earth.

By 1900 marine steam plants were almost unanimously

"scotch" marine boilers of 100-260 psi working pressure

feeding steam to triple expansion steam engines. These

boilers were single or double coders with from two to

four coal burning furnaces in each end and made in

dimensions ranging up to 24 feet in length and 18 feet

in diameter. The larger sizes of these boilers would have

a weight with their mountings of 100 to 110 long tons

and would take 50 to 60 long tons of water.

Since 1900 the trend has been definitely to water-tube

boilers and higher pressures and temperatures.

In all of the literature on the subject of marine power

plants up to very recent years credit is given to the engine

for fuel economy records. Thus the introduction of com-

pound expansion reciprocating engines about 1850 and of

triple-expansion engines in 1881 brought about very

marked improvements in fuel consumption per horse-

power hour.

Since 1850 the fuel economy has been improved from

3.5 to 4 lbs. of coal per shp hour to about 0.75 lbs. of

oil or about 1 lb. of coal per shp hour; thus showing a

reduction in fuel consumption of approximately 75 per

cent.

While it is true that this remarkable improvement

could not have been made without a great improvement

in the steam rates of prime movers, it is equally true that

the boiler must generate the necessary steam with the

economy of fuel required.

In modern plants the boiler and its accessories require

intelligent supervision and should have attention from

the engineers on watch at least equal to that given the

prime mover and its auxiliaries. If the engineer can

adjust the boiler installation to continuously provide the

necessary quantity of steam at the proper conditions then

( barring emergencies ) the prime mover will produce the

required horsepower with efficient smoothness.

It is very important, therefore, that the engineer should

thoroughly understand: the theory of boiler design and

construction; the maintenance of boilers; the theory and

practice of feed water treatment; the importance of clean

heat exchange surfaces m boilers; and the nature and

heat content of fuels.

It will be the purpose of this series of articles to treat

some or all of these subjects in a simple practical manner
and it is hoped that any reader who has a question or a

criticism will submit same in writing addressed to The
"Chief," Pacific Marine Review, 500 Sansome Street, San

Francisco.

Bactericidal Efficiency of Low

Pressure Double Effect Distilling Plants

By William W. Payne

iContinued from December)

Feed Water Preheated

In this series the plant was operated as previously ex-

cept that auxiliary steam was supplied to the combined

sterilizing feed heater and air ejector condenser. This

steam supply was regulated either by a hand operated

valve or a thermostatically controlled valve so that the

feed water entering the first effect shell would be main-

tained at a fixed temperature. This temperature was

maintained at either 165" F. or 175° F. The rate of feed

varied for the different runs, and this in effect varied the

length of time the water was maintained at the given

temperature.

This portion of the study was included to determine

the effectiveness of heating the feed water to kill coliform

bacteria in the event a plant required this adjunct to insure

a safe water. Any possible effect of evaporation on the

I Please turn lo page 144)
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THE SEHflilT
Chapter IX

The Sextant and Coastal navigation

The sextant is of the greatest value when in sight of

land because by measuring the angular height of a light-

house or .a mountain ( or any object of which the height

is known), the distance off may be found. This opera-

tion is known as taking a "vertical sextant angle. " With
the distance ofT known, as well as the bearing of the

object, a "fix" can be fairly well determined.

A ship's position can also be fairly well fixed by meas-

uring with a sextant the angle between three or more

points of land. This operation is known as taking a

horizontal sextant angle."

Taking a Vertical Sextant Angle
Set the index arm of the sextant at zero. Use either

the star telescope or just the plain blank tube. Look

directly at the object, and by moving the index arm bring

the reflection of the upper part of the object ( seen in

the silvered half of the horizon glass ) down to the level

of the lower part of the object ( seen through the plain

glass half of the horizon glass)—generally the horizon.

When observing the sextant angle of a lighthouse, it

must be borne in mind that it is the center of the glass

lamp that must be reflected down to the sea ( high water

mark to be strictly accurate) and not the top of the

lighthouse, as illustrated in Fig. 19-

In practice no allowance is made for height of tide or

height of eye, as by ignoring these the observer is led to

believe that he is closer to the object than he really is

and therefore, in most cases, is given an added margin

of safety. As very small angles are being observed and

as accuracy is desired, always take the mean of the read-

ings both "on and off" the arc. This eliminates any sex-

tant index error. The height of lighthouse and headlands

—above high water—are shown on charts and in light

lists.

Position by Vertical Sextant Angle
For the benefit of those who are not familiar with this

method of fixing a ship's position, it should be explained

that if the height of any object is known, its distance

may at once be found in the daytime by taking a vertical

sextant angle of it. If at the same time the bearing of

the object is taken by compass the ship's position is

determined. This gives a fairly accurate fix and should,

when practicable, be used in preference to other methods

when in tidal waters, as it gives the ship's position with-

out delay, and without the possibility of error which may
occur when using the four point and other running fixes.

In modern navigation whenever possible, in the daytime,

especially when passing abeam of an object (i e., 90°

from ship's course), always fix the ship's position by

taking a vertical sextant angle of the object.

In practical navigation Tables 9 and 10 in Bowditch

are used. Table 9 is used when the distance off is esti-

D

Fig. 19, Taking the v

seitant angle.
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mated to be less than 5 miles, and Table 10 when the

distance off is estimated to be more than 5 miles. These

tables are simply a series of columns under headings for

various heights of objects on shore. In each column

under the heading for the height of the object will be

found a series of sextant angles, and at the outer edge

of the table will be found the distance off comparing to

the sextant angle. In many cases some mental interpola-

tion is necessary, but as a rule the distance off can be

found in using these tables without the use of pencil

and paper.

In practice, if you have no tables, an excellent rough

method is: Multiply the height of the object by 0.565,

convert the sextant angle into minutes, and divide. The

result wiU be the distance off in miles and tenths of

miles. This rough method is practicable only to to five

miles, but it is very simple.

The Vertical Danger Angle

To avoid sunken rocks and shoals, or other dangerous

obstructions which are marked on the chart, the naviga-

tor may use what is known as a danger angle. The verti-

cal danger angle requires a well-charted object the height

of which is known. The angle which is to be used must

be obtained before entering the dangerous area. Use of

the vertical danger angle is shown in Figure 20.

Assume the ship to be on a course XY, and that the

navigator wants to pass between shoal areas I and II,

and in doing so must keep clear of both shoals. Light A
is shown on the chart to be 100 feet in height. By

measuring the distance from the base of Light A to clear

shoal area I, it is found to be one mile. By entering

Table 9 ( Bowditch ) the sextant angle necessary to keep

the ship one mile from Light A is found to be 0° 57'.

The navigator then measures the distance from the base

of Light A to clear shoal area II, which is found to be

one and one-half miles. The sextant angle necessary to

keep the ship one and one-half miles from Light A is

found to be 0" 38'. Therefore, just as long as his sextant

angle does not become greater than 57', or less than

0° 38', he will keep clear of both shoals.

The Horizontal Sextant Angle
To determine position by means of the horizontal

sextant angle three objects are required, which are plainly

marked on the chart and the horizontal angle measured

between the center object and the object on either side.

To take the horizontal sextant angle between two objects,

hold the sextant horizontally (flat), mirrors upwards,

and bring the reflection of the right-hand object directly

below the left-hand object, when the left-hand object is

seen through the plain portion of the horizon glass. To
pick up the reflection of the right-hand object the index

arm should be set at zero. The observer looks directly

towards the left-hand object, and by moving the index

arm to the center of the arc gradually brings the right-

hand object to the point where it will be superimposed

on the object to the left. The angle is then read.

Perhaps the best method in plotting horizontal sextant

angles is to use a three-armed protractor. Select three

objects whose positions are accurately given on the chart.

With a sextant measure the angles between the center

object and the objects to the right and left. The pro-

tractor should be placed on the chart with the fixed arm

away from the navigator, the right movable arm set for

the right angle and the left movable arm for the left

angle. Verify the settings and clamp the arms. Place the

protractor on the chart with its center about the estimated

position of the ship, with the straight edge of the fixed

arm passing through the plotted position of the center

object. Move the protractor about until the straight edges

of the right and left arms pass through the plotted posi-

tions of the right and left objects. The center of the

protractor is now right over the position of the ship at

the time the sextant angles were taken. Mark this posi-

tion on the chart.

The three-armed protractor has the advantage of giv-

ing chart positions which are independent of compass

errors. Figure 21 illustrates the method of determining

{Please turn to page 1 44

1
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SHIPS in THe nriRKinG

Pacific Coast Shipbuilding

The casual reader of the press

these days is very apt to conclude as

he did in 1920 that shipbuilding is

dead. In fact this assumption is

more or less common even in the

industrial departments of our Cham-

bers of Commerce. This assumption

is very far from the fact for ship-

building is not dead but is going

through a period of adjustment and

in that period is fairly busy as com-

pared with normal prewar ship-

building.

On the Pacific Coast a casual sur-

vey of the shipyards indicates as of

December 1, 1946, the following

partial list of contracts. under way:

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Alameda Shipyard

2 Passenger Liners

5-.V X -5' 6" X 43' 6"

Turbo-Electnc 20,500 shp
American President Lines

(both launched J

Gross tons

Total 30,900

Bellingham Iron Works 14 Steel Purse Seiners
~6' 6" X 22' X 10' 11"

250 shp diesel

U. S. Treasury Department

5 Wood Purse Seiners

Total 1,610

same dimensions

U. S. Treasury Department Total 5"'5

Consolidated Steel Corp. 2 Steel Tuna Clippers
115' X 28' X 14' 6"

900 shp diesel Total 680

Northwest Marine Iron
Works

1 Stern Wheel Tow Boat
186' X 42' X 9'

Steam reciprocating

1625 shp Total "50

Oregon Shipbuilding
Corporation

3 Passenger and Cargo Steamers
436' 6" X 62' X 38'

U.S.M.C.-Alcoa Steamship Co. Total 24,600

Pacific Bo.^tbuilding Co. 5 Steel Purse Seiners
78' 9%" X 22' X U' 2"

240 shp diesel

U. S. Treasury Department Total 600

3 Wood Purse Seiners Total 330

Tacoma Boatbuilding Co. 5 Steel Purse Seiners

same as above Total 600

4 Wood Purse Seiners Total 440

United Concrete Pipe Co. 2 Tuna Clippers

840 shp diesel Total 685

Bjrchi ield Boiler Works 4 Tuna Clippers

Diesel engine Total 1 ,300

GuNDERsoN Bros. Engineering
Corp.. Portland, Oregon

1 Kelp Harvester Total 250

Total Vessels 51 T< tal tons 6x320

This compilation does not include

every fishing vessel under construc-

tion nor does it indicate any of the

naval work in progress.
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An interesting feature of the pres-

ent situation is noticed in the report

of the California Labor Commis-

sioner which shows that during No-

vember employment in the privately

operated shipyards of the San Fran-

cisco Bay district increased 4 per

cent or 400 men. That indicates

10,000 employees still busy in the

privately owned shipyards of this

district, and means that including

the Navy shipyard establishments

on the Pacific Coast there are from

.^5,000 to 40,000 employees still

working in shipyards on the West
Coast.

Those who knew the lean years

prior to 19.t9 will agree that such

figures indicate a continuing ship-

yard activity far in excess of what

was then considered normal. With
careful planning by management
and the cooperation of labor, there

should be a very respectable ship

construction, ship repair, ship con-

version, and ship scrapping indus-

try on the Pacific Coast, and this in-

dustry should have a healthy growth

as Pacific world trade develops.

Barges Delivered

Ahead of Schedule

Use of an assembly line designed

specifically for the construction of

harbor craft enabled Bethlehem Steel

Company's Staten Island Yard to de-

liver two of four barges being built

for M. & J. Tracy Company, De-

cember 12, or eight days earlier than

the original schedule date. Keels

for the barges were laid less than

one month ago.

Immediately after launching of

the first two units, keels for the sec-

ond two barges will be laid on the

same building ways. It is expected

that these craft will be ready for

delivery a month later.

These four barges are of the

hopper-type for coal and incorporate

new features, including an improved

method of bottom framing on which

a Bethlehem patent is now pending.

They are 146 feet long, .^8 feet

beam and 1 7 feet 6 inches deep,

with a capacity of 2,050 long tons.

Two barges of the same type also
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lie dredge Papoose, owned by the Hydraulic
:alifornia. on the drydock at Bethlehem's San
of the 50-foot section in her dredging ladde
dredge for new berthing facilities at the Sa

yard at Hunter's Point.

Dredging Company of
Francisco yard for re-

r in preparation for a

will be built for the Berwind-White

Coal Mining Company. In addition,

two dump scows with a length of

223 feet 6 inches, beam of 44 feet,

depth of 15 feet and capacity of

1,500 cubic yards, are scheduled to

be built for the Great Lakes Dredge

& Dock Company.

Fam&us Liner Sold

To Portugese

American President Lines during

December sold the veteran trans-

pacific and Round-the-World pas-

senger-cargo liner President Johnson

to Portuguese interests who have ar-

ranged to operate the vessel under

Panama registry in an immigration

service from Portugal and Mediter-

ranean ports to Brazil and Argen-

tina.

Bids were called for recondition-

ing and conversion of the vessel re-

sulting in a low bid from General

Engineering and Dry Dock Com-
pany. At this writing contract had

not been let. Cost will be in the

neighborhood of §400,000.

President Johnson, a troop carrier

in two world wars, is the former Pa-

cific Mail liner Manchuria. Built at

the New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany yard, Camden, New Jersey, in

1904, she has a length of 600 feet

b.p., a beam of 65' 3", a molded

depth of 43' 4", a gross measure-

ment of 16,111 tons, and is pro-

pelled by twin screws each driven

by a quadruple expansion steam en-

gine with cylinder diameters 30"-

43"-63"-89" and a stroke of 60".

From 1904 to 1914 Manchuria

was operated in the transpacific

service of the old Pacific Mail and

became one of the most popular

liners in that service. Transferred

to the International Mercantile Ma-

rine, she was operated by them as a

transport throughout World War L

After that war, she operated in the

New York-Hamburg service and

later was transferred to the Panama
Pacific line in the intercoastal pas-

senger and cargo service. New York-

San Francisco. In 1929, Manchuria

was acquired by the Dollar interests

who changed her name to President

Johnson and placed her in their

Round-the-World Service.

The President Johnson was one

of the few vessels which served

through two world wars. Her serv-

ice in World War II was particu-

larly distinguished. In January,

1941, she was loaded with 18,000

tons of cargo destined for the Bur-

ma Road via Rangoon. She re-

turned by way of Straits Settlements,

Manila and Hong Kong, Baltimore

and New York, with a full load of

desperately needed rubber, tin and

other strategic materials. She was

then chartered by the British Minis-

try of Ships for a voyage to India

via Capetown, bring home another

full cargo of critical raw materials

from the Straits Settlements and

Manila to the East Coast.

In November, 1941, the President

Johnson was chartered by the Unit-

ed States Army Transport Service

and after proper conversion, she

sailed from San Francisco Decem-

ber 5, 1941 (two days before Pearl

Harbor) for Manila loaded with

Army personnel. From then on she

continued to operate throughout

World War II as a troop transport

in the Pacific, during which service

she transported more than 30,000

troops to battle zones overseas.

sold to the Portugese.
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Queen Elizabeth

Serviced Prior

to Sailing

A Texaco iruc't supplies lubri-

catinq oil fo the R.M.S. Queen
Elizabeth at her dock at South-
hampton, England, prior to her
maiden voyage as a passenger
ship. Tc«aco Regal Oil

closl

the

ely in

of the

Bethlehem's Busy San Francisco Yard

The veritable forest of ships' masts, etched against a background of

cranes floating drydocks" and other shipyard facilities, part of which
is shown in our illustration, indicates the diversification and extent of

ship repair activity now going on at Bethlehem Steel Company's San
Francisco Yard.
At the left, in drydock No. I. is the SS Fort Moultrie, a T-3 tanker
operated by the Keystone Shipping Co., which is being restored to

service from layup. In the center, on drydock No. 4. is the M V Carrick

Bend freighter undergoing routine drydocking and painting. Moored to

the wharf at the right of the Carrick Bend is SS W. H. Berg, tanker

owned and operated by the Standard Oil Company, which came to

Bethlehem for drydocking and voyage repairs. Behind the W. H. Berg,

with lifeboats visible, is the SS tvlarine Phoenix, which is being converted
from a trooper to a passenger vessel to be operated by Matson Naviga-
tion Co. in service to Australia.

Not shown in the photograph, but also at Bethlehem's San fn
for repairs, are nine other vessels.

Yard
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' Cunard-White Star

enger cargo liner

Media

hwi Cunard

White Star Liner

sponsored by Mrs. Alfred Barnes,

wife of the British Minister of

Transport, the Media was launched

in John Brown's Shipyard, Clyde-

bank, Scotland, at approximately

2:40 p. m., December 12.

Media is built to comfortably
accommodate about 250 passengers

in one class. She is 540 feet in

length, has a breadth of 70 feet, a

gross tonnage of 14,000, and is the

second new liner to be launched

under the Cunard White Star Line's

postwar building program, and will

enter transatlantic service in the

summer of 1947.

On the promenade deck a lounge,

smoking room, writing room and

cocktail bar are provided for passen-

gers. The lounge is two decks in

height and is equipped with a full-

size stage and screen for showing

motion pictures. The dining room,

located on "B " deck, extends the full

width of the ship. Air conditioning

covers all the public rooms.

Offering considerable space for

passenger recreation and relaxation,

the ship has a glass-enclosed prome-

nade deck, and open sports and

bridge decks. Her cabins are all

equipped with baths or showers.

Special attention has been given

to providing comfortable accommo-
dations for the officers and crew of

the ship. The entire boat deck has

been set aside as Officer's Country,

and the crew is quartered on a lower

deck in cabins of two to five berths.

Lounges and recreation space are

available for all the ship's company.

Media will carry general cargo

amounting to about 7,000 tons, in-

cluding refrigerated freight in spe-

cial insulated compartments.

Propelled by two sets of double

reduction geared turbines, she will

have a service speed of 17 knots.

Her auxiliary machinery is almost

entirely driven by electricity, sup-

plied by four diesel generators.

Media is the first Cunard White
Star vessel built by John Brown Ltd.

since Queen Elizabeth was launched

from the same yard in 1938. A sis-

ter to the Media is presently under

construction at Harland and Wolff's,

Belfast.

Launching of the

President Wilson

Mrs. E. Russell Lutz, wife of executive vice president

of American President Lines, at the launching of the

SS President Wilson, November 24, IM4.
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Eights
UJHO'S UJHO

RFLOflT nno

ASHORE
Edifed by B. H. Boynfon

The Cddct-Midshlp-

men held their for-

mal dance of 1946.

This dance was
sponsored by the

Propeller Club, Stu-

dent Port of the

U. S. Merchant Ma-
rine Cadet School

San Mateo, and was

held in Matson Hal

on the Cadet Schcc

grounds.

San niateo Cadet-IDidshipmen

Have Resumed Studies Mter Holidays

Cadet-Midshipmen of the U. S.

Merchant Marine Cadet School, San

Mateo, California, fresh from holi-

day leave, have settled down once

again to the rigorous routine of

training to become ship's officers in

the U. S. Merchant Marine. How-

ever, after study hours, many tall

holiday yarns of the 225 Cadets have

JANUARY • 1947

been swapped among the caprai.is-

to-be of the future.

Christmas Eve was moved up to

the evening of December 19 as far

as the Cadet-Midshipmen were con-

cerned. On that evening the annual

Christmas party was held at the

school, with Santa and all on hand

round the huge Christmas Tree. At

this time the newly formed Glee

Club of Cadet-Midshipmen made

their appearance with appropriate

carols. The Cadet School orchestra

rounded out the musical portion of

the evening party.

The start of holiday leave was

December 20. One hundred thirty

Cadet-Midshipmen from homes in

Eastern cities chartered five planes

for their transcontinental flight and

were home in short order. They

were not required to report back to

the station until late January 1 and

all reports received by Captain Ar-

thur O. Brady. USMS, superintend-

ent, indicate that everyone enjoyed

his holiday to the utmost.
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At the N. A.M.E.
Left to right: Wil-
liam S. Newell.
pres ident of the So-
:iet,' of Naval Ar.
:hite!CtS and Marine
Enqineer s, and Vice
Adrrliral E. L. Coch-
rane

. U S N
,

pres;-

den t-clect.

Society of Haval Hrchitects

and IHarine [ngineers

Vice Admiral Edward L. Coch-

rane, U.S.N., chief of the Bureau of

Ships of the Navy during the war

period, and now chief of the Office

of Materiel, was elected President

of The Societ)' of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers at the 54th

Annual Meeting of the Society at

the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

William S. Newell, president of

the Society for the past two years

and president of Bath Iron Works
Corporation, was elected an Honor-

ary Member of the Society for life.

Captain Wilbur N. Landers, U.S.

N., who was attached to the New
York Navy Yard during the war,

was elected Secretary of the Society'

for a one-year term.

J. H. King, secretary of the So-

ciety for many years and vice presi-

dent of the Babcock and Wilcox
Company, was elected treasurer for

a one-year term.

Four vice presidents were elected

for the term ending December 31.

1949, as follows: Arthur B. Homer,

president, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany; John E. Burkhardt, technical

manager, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, Shipbuilding Division; Wal-

ter C. Hemmingway, vice president

and general manager, Federal Ship-

building and Dr)' Dock Company,

and J.
Lewis Luckenbach, president

of the American Bureau of Ship-

ping.

William Francis Gibbs was award-

ed the David W. Taylor Medal

which is awarded by the Societ)^ for

notable achievement in Naval Ar-

chitecture and Marine Engineering.

Mr. Gibbs has had a long and dis-

tinguished career as a designer of

naval and merchant vessels.

The Linnard Prize was awarded
jointly to Harold F. Robinson, naval

architect. Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, Shipbuilding Division, and

Eugene P. Worthen, chief engineer

of the same company, for their

paper presented at the Annual Meet-

ing of the Society in 1945 entitled:

"The Ore Carrier S. S. Venore."

A new award recently established

and presented for the first time this

year designated, "The President's

Award," went to Dr. K. S. M. Da-

vidson, Professor of Mechanical En-

gineering and Director of the Ex-

perimental Towing Tank, Stevens

Institute of Technology, for his pa-

per entitled: "Seaworthiness with

Special Reference to Bilge Keels,"

presented before a meeting of the

local Philadelphia Section of the So-

ciet)- in 1945.

Fift)' - year Membership Scrolls

were presented to: Clinton H.

Crane, famous yachtsman, and presi-

dent of the St. Joseph Lead Com-
pany; Charles F. Bailey, Engineer-

ing Director ( Ret. ) , Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com-

pany; James A. Thompson, of San

Francisco, for many years superin-

tendent of the U. S. Army Transport

docks. Fort Mason, San Francisco,-

and Miguel Rebolledo, naval archi-

tesf, Mexican Navy.

Representing members and asso-

ciate members of the Society, the fol-

lowing council members were elect-

ed for the term ending December

31, 1949: Vice Admir'al Earle W.
Mills, U.S.N., recently appointed

Chief of the Bureau of Ships of the

United States Nav-i,-; 'VX'illiam E.

Blewett, Jr., vice president. New-
port News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company; James L. Bates,

director of Technical Division. Unit-

ed States Maritime Commission;

John W. Hudson, naval architect.

Sun Shipbuilding and Dr\' Dock
Company; Roy S. Campbell, presi-

dent and general manager. New
York Shipbuilding Corporation; and

Richard H. Tingey. assistant techni-

cal manager, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, Shipbuilding Division.

Council members representing as-

sociate members of the Society, who
were elected for the term ending

December 31, 1949. were: Major

General John M. Franklin, presi-

dent. L'nited States Lines; Alton B.

Sharp, president, Eastern Steamship

Lines; and David W. Niven, for-

merly head of the Federal and Ma-
rine Division, General Electric Com-
pany, now retired.

O. B. Whitaker. head of the Ma-
rine Division. Sperry Gyroscope

Company, was elected Assistant

Treasurer of the Society, and Arlo

Wilson was re-elected as Assistant

Secretary of the organization.
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The Port of San Francisco, Pro-

peller Club of the United States,

nominating committee, appointed

by the club's president, Joseph J.

Geary, and consisting of Messrs. Jo-

seph A. Moore, Jr., chairman, Fred

L. Doelker, Hugh Gallagher, A. B.

Poole and Chas. L. Wheeler, have

proposed the following for officers

and new board members to serve

the club during the year 1947:

For President; W. Miller Laughton

1st Vice President: Lewis Lapham

2nd Vice President: J. J.
Coney

3rd Vice President: Edward H.

Harms
Secretary - Treasurer: Eugene F.

Hoffman

Asst. Secty.-Treas. : Carl McDowell

For Board of Governors for the

next three years: Joseph J. Geary,

C M. LeCount, D. N. Lillevand,

Vincent P. McMurdo, and Hamilton

B. Perrin. Holdover Governors in-

clude: E. H. Harms, Earl Living-

ston, E. Russell Lutz, Joseph A.

Moore, Jr., George E. Swett, Dear-

born Clark,
J. J. Coney, Gregory

Harrison, W. Miller Laughton and

K. C. Tripp.

The annual meeting, election and

installation of officers was held Jan-

uary 15, 1947.

W. M. Laughton, district manager

of Bethlehem's West Coast Yards,

has been associated with Bethlehem

organization for more than 20 years,

having begun as a machinist's helper

Proposed Dew Officers of the

Port of San Francisco

Propeller Club

W. M. Laughton. district manager
Bethlehem's V/est Coast Yards, n

president of Propeller Club. San Fr,

Lewis A. Lapham, assistant to the
President, American - Hawaiian Steam-
ship Company, and new first vice presi-

dent of Propeller Club, San Francisco.

in the Company's steel plant at Spar-

rows Point, Md. He has served in

various capacities in the Moore plant

in Elizabethport. N. J.,
the ship-

building office of the Company in

Bethlehem, Pa., and in the ship-

building yard in Quincy, Mass.

In 1936 Mr. Laughton was trans-

ferred to the San Francisco shipyard

and on June 22, 1937, he was made

general superintendent. On Oct. 23,

1939, he was appointed assistant

general manager of the West Coast

yards, and on February 9, 1944,

manager of the San Francisco yard.

On February 9, 1944, Mr. Laughton

was made general manager of the

associated company, Bethlehem-Ala-

meda Shipyard, Inc., at whose yard

in Alameda are now being turned

out the largest commercial vessels

built on the Coast.

On December 1, 1944, Mr. Laugh-

ton was appointed general manager

of San Francisco, Bethlehem - Ala-

meda Shipyard, Inc., and San Pedro

yards of its Shipbuilding Division.

NATIONAL OFFICERS OF THE PROPELLER CLUB OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR \1At-\9A1

At the 20th Annual Convention held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York the

above were elected officers of the National Propeller Club. Left to right: Com-
mander Harold J. Harding, USNR, National Secretary; Lewis D. Parmelec, president,

Atlantic, Gulf i West Indies Steamship Co., National President; LI. Comdr. Arthur

M. Tode. USN (Ret.), Honorary President; Joseph H. Godwin. The Texas Company,
Natic al Tr.
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General [lectric Hward Civen

George Barr in San Francisco

George Barr, widely known General Electric marine

superintendent, has been given the company's highest

recognition, the Charles A. Coffin Award, for his out-

standing work during World War II in supervising

installation and repair of turbines and gears in both

Navy and marine ships that were built in or came to

the Bay Area for repairs. Allan G. Jones, Pacific District

manager of the Apparatus Department, in presenting the

award on behalf of the company, commended Mr. Barr

for his selfless devotion in keeping uppermost the welfare

of his country at all times.

The San Francisco engineering division faced the

largest supervision of installation jobs in its history back

in July '41—namely, the installation of the main pro-

pulsion turbines, gears, rurbo-generator sets, and motors

and auxiliary turbo-generator sets for U. S. Naval vessels

and U. S. Maritime Commission vessels undergoing con-

struction in Bay Area shipyards. As marine superintend-

ent, Barr was responsible for this work.

The shortage of engineers required training a non-

technical crew but, because of Barr's ability and prestige,

he was able to attract able and competent men. His

selection and training of a group of 25 speaks for itself

in the accomplishments made— /'. e., the installation of

main propulsion equipment aggregating a total of 2,603,-

500 hp on a total of 320 ships. In addition, they super-

vised the installation of auxiliary turbo-generator sets

aggregating 134,350 kw.

As the tempo of Pacific warfare increased, the Bay

Area became the home port of a great fleet. The job of

making untold repairs on many and varied ships in record

time presented a major problem. George Barr sensed

that the repair load would become greater and greater,

and laid plans. He trained his instaUation supervisors as

repair supervisors, so that they in turn could supervise

repairs, reconditioning, alterations and additions to all

classes of naval and merchant vessels. In 1942, repairs

were supervised on four ships—in 1945, 377 were put

back on the seas. The maximum load was reached in

June '45 when 51 vessels were supervised. And Barr

constantly developed new and better methods for in-

stalling equipment quickly and correctly.

Mr. Barr won the admiration, respect and gratitude of

high officials in the U. S. Navy, U.S.M.S.. W.S.A., and

Allan S. Jones (left). Pacific District manager of the General

Electric Apparatus Dept.. congratulates George Barr of the Marine

Section, who received the Chas. A. Coffin Award for outstanding

services in marine installations in the Bay Area.

many shipyards, both Navy and private, in the Bay Area,

the ship operators, and—by no means the least—the

respect and affection of his own installation and repair

supervisors.

Rear Admiral G. C. Klein, Commander of the Mare

Island Shipyard, wrote: "Mr. Barr, throughout the entire

war and the demobilization period . . . has exhibited the

greatest interest in our problems and has rendered sound

engineering advice which has saved us valuable time and

manpower in accomplishing our mission. . . . We could

count on him regardless of the time or the day. . . . The

Navy can pay no higher compliment than to express to

Mr. Barr its gratitude and state that we consider he has

earned a Navy Well Done.
"

Born in Paisley, Scotland, he had his first training in a

technical academy there in steam and applied mechanics.

After seven years of drafting and machine shop appren-

ticeship, he was marine engineer with the British India

Steam Navigation Company. In 1907 he came to Gen-

eral Electric in Schenectady where he started as a ma-

chinist. For the past 28 years, he has been with the

company in the San Francisco engineering division as

turbine supervisor and marine superintendent. Recently,

he became part of the Federal Marine section as contact

man for the marine fraternity. He lives at 1285 Hamilton

Avenue, Palo Alto, California.
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Building exterior or

Harrison Street.

nordberg's Dew Pacific Coast Headquarters

The Nordberg-^anufacturiri^ Company recently

opened new headquarters at 674 Harrison Street, San
Francisco, from which will be served the Pacific Coast

and Alaskan territory, including the dealers in Hawaii,

the Philippines, and the Orient.

The building covers an area of 11,000 square feet and
houses the Administration offices, and facilities for the

staff to handle sales, service and spare parts. The stock

housed here consists of all parts required for emergency
replacements, as well as regular spare parts used in the

maintenance of the various classes of Nordberg engines.

operating in the different types of ships in Pacific waters.

Space is also available for storage of similar spare parts

and complete engines of the new line of smaller Nord-

berg four-cycle units.

The office will provide headquarters for the Pacific

Coast dealer organization which will market the new small

engine line, and render service to the users of this new

type equipment.

Charles G. Cox is in charge of all Pacific Coast terri-

tory, and George Lienhard is chief installation and service

engineer.

Charles G. Cox, Pacific

Coast manager.

George Lienhard, in-

stallation and service
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Columbia Steel Buys

Consolidated's Rssets

William A. Ross, president of

Columbia Steel Company, the Pa-

cific Coast subsidiary of United

States Steel Corporation, announces

that Columbia Steel had concluded

an arrangement to purchase the

principal fixed assets and inven-

tories and work in process of Con-

solidated Steel Corporation, a Cali-

fornia Corporation, subject to ap-

proval of this sale by the stock-

holders of Consolidated Steel Cor-

poration. The announced price was

58,293,319.

Consolidated Steel Corporation is

engaged in the fabrication and erec-

tion of structural steel, plate and

sheet products, its major plants be-

ing located in the Los Angeles and

San Francisco areas.

The fabricating operations of

Consolidated on the West Coast

should provide a market for a con-

siderable tonnage of plates, sheets

and structural steel to be produced

at the steel plant at Geneva, Utah,

recently purchased from the Gov-

ernment by United States Steel Cor-

poration. This should be helpful in

enabling the Geneva Plant to be

continued in operation as a peace-

time project. Large plate and struc-

tural steel capacities, in excess of

those called for by the normal needs

of the Far West, were installed ini-

tially at Geneva by the Govern-

ment to meet the requirements of its

wartime shipbuilding programs on

the Pacific Coast. One of the peace-

time problems of the Geneva Plant

is how to utilize advantageously

these large capacities.

Alden G. Roach,

Consolidated Ste

At the present time United States

Steel Corporation has no steel fabri-

cating operations on the Pacific

Coast, other than the drum and con-

tainer plants of United States Steel

Products Company at Los Angeles

and Alameda. Calif'^rnia.

President A. G. Roach, for Con-

solidated, makes a similar announce-

ment, adding that if the sale goes

through Consolidated will be dis-

solved and liquidated.

Personalities in the

Shipping World

The Inferior Design Division of George G.
Sharp is honored to have in ifs ranlcs fhe

first woman to be elected to the Society

of Naval Architects and Marine Engi-

neers. Miss Jo Anne Steane ha% worked
with color, paints, fabrics and other

phases of marine interior design under the

expert direction of Jack hfcancy. She

was notified that she had been elected to

the status of a Junior Member shortly

after her return from the Ingalls Yards at

Pascagoula, Mississippi, where she inspect-

ed the interiors of the Sharp - Designed
S.S. Del Norte, a luxurious, completely
postwar passenger cargo vessel which has

|ust been delivered to the Mississippi Ship-

ping Company of New Orleans.
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Donald Helson and Hlaverick Speak

flt L. R. Foreign Trade Meeting
"We can't be prosperous and we

can't have world peace without

world trade, " said Donald Nelson

last month to 200 Los Angeles ship-

ping people and traders; and Maury

Maverick, whom he introduced at

the annual banquet of the Junior

Foreign Trade Association of South-

ern California, expressed the same

belief. And they might well have

said, with equal conviction, "We
can't have shipping without world

trade!

"

Committeeman Ja
Loudon, Jr., of Ja
Loudon & Co., (

left: C. F.Yen-
ley (left),

manager, T
rransportati

spac
Co.,

ith S. M.
Campbell, F. de
Berna, Stanley Lindo
W. D. Rogers, H. J.

Hayes, all of Trans-
pacific except Mr.
Lindo, who is an ex-

porter.

Los Angele
offices w e

sented by, left
right: E. R. Gordon.
J. S. Vernay, Jr., and
faul W. Carter; Fred
E. Laughlin was also

repre-

James Brodie, Pacific Coast Representative of the

Stan Line of London (center) guest of its Southern
' California Agency, Transmarine Navigation Corp.
Left is Max Under, president, and right is R. C.
Stevens, executive vice president.

At left. Guest Speaker Donald Nelson and Max
Linder, Jr., president of Junior Foreign Trade

Association of Southern California.

The Coast will have as part of its

development the development of

world trade, for the Pacific coun-

tries are our natural customers, said

Nelson, and we should seek "nat-

ural" business arrangements with

these countries to develop their in-

dustry and resources for more trade

and improved living standards for

ourselves.

Maury Maverick, apologizing for

the political nature of the subject,

pointed out the pressure that will

be in and on the new Congress to

abolish the International Trade Or-

ganization and return to the protec-

tive tariff.

The speakers were introduced by

President Max Linder, Jr., and toast-

master Russell Goode at the first

postwar banquet of the Association.

This group was active before the

war, and is now embarked on an

aggressive postwar program. Others

responsible for the success of the

event were James Louden, Jr., Wil-

liam Ziegler, Brae Loveless, Frans

Benson, and Harry Lawrence.



Shoreside Personalities

WILLIAM F. SCHORN, of 198

Broadway, New York City, was re-

cently a visitor in San Francisco in

connection with the interior design

of the P-2 liners for the American

President Lines.

Schorn was formerly Chief of the

Marine Interior Design Section of

the U. S. Maritime Commission.

Prior to that he was engaged in

private practice as an architect on

interior design.

He is responsible for the interior

design on many of the passenger

ships of recent construction in the

United States, and is currently en-

gaged on the Uruguay, Brazil, Ar-

gentina and the Washington. The

design of the interiors on the six

reconverted C-.Vs being completed

in the Federal Yard at Kearny for

the American South African Line

are also from his board.

» * *

MARINE INSTRUMENT
CHANGE: The Marine Instrument

Company of 1539 Folsom Street,

San Francisco, is now being oper-

ated by Charles H. Peabody. Joe

Benoit has severed his connection

with the firm.

* * *

PACIFIC COAST ENGINEER-
ING COMPANY, of Alameda, CaH-

fornia, C. H. Ramsden, president,

has announced the appointment of

Bodon Company, Pasadena, as South-

ern California representative. The

Bodon Company, headed by R. F.

Hurt and D. C. Gafney, will handle

the complete line of Pacific Coast

Engineering Company standard

products and will promote the en-

gineering design and manufactur-

ing services of the company to all

industry in the area.

* # *

MARINE SALES MANAGER
FOR GENERAL PETROLEUM

Appointment of Ragnar "Rags"

Giske, as manager of marine sales

for the Washington Division of the

General Petroleum Corporation is

announced by Clarence S. Beese-

myer, vice-president in charge of

marketing.

Mr. Giske succeeds Carl J. Waage,

who passed away in Seattle on No-

vember 17.

The new marine sales chief, a

graduate of the University of Wash-

ington, where he majored in for-

eign trade and water transportation,

joined General Petroleum in 1934

as a clerk at Tacoma. Subsequently

he specialized in lubrication sales

and joined the marine sales depart-

ment as a salesman in 1939. AH of

his service has been in the north-

west except for the period from

1944 to 1946 when he was sta-

tioned in Los Angeles.

Ragnar Giske.
of Washingto

CARGOCAIRE ENGINEERING
CORPORATION recently opened

an office at 726 Jackson Place N.W.,

Washington, D. C, under the di-

rection of James W. Speer, as was

announced in the December issue

of Pacific Marine Review. In

addition to Cargocaire, Mr. Speer

will also represent the divisions of

Cargocaire, Carswell Marine Asso-

ciates and The Landley Company,

in the Washington district.

Obituary

JACK YOUNG PASSES: Jack

Young, regional manager of the

Portland area of the Repair and

Maintenance Department for the

War Shipping Administration,

passed away on November 22. Be-

fore going to that city in March of

1945, he was assistant to the man-

ager of the similar department of

the WSA in San Francisco.

Born in England, 68 years ago, he

came to the U. S. A. when 1 5 years

of age, and spent most of his life

in the maritime industry on the Pa-

cific Coast. At different periods of

his career he served as chief engi-

neer of the Matson Company ves-

sels, port engineer for the Nelson

Line, and also with the Struthers

and Barry Company.

He was a fine fellow and held in

the highest esteem by all who knew

him.
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Captain Ulinser (Danages

niackay Radio's IDarine Station

The appointment of Captain Lind-

ley Winser, U.S.N.R., as manager of

WSL, key coastal marine radiotele-

graph station of the Mackay Radio

and Telegraph Company is an-

nounced by E. H. Price, vice presi-

dent and general manager of the

Marine Division of Mackay Radio,

WSL. This station, one of Mackay

Radio's most powerful links in its

shore-to-ship communications oper-

ations, is located at Amagansett,

Long Island.

Captain Winser, Navy veteran of

World War I, was called to active

duty in June, 1940, and served as

Communications Officer on the U. S.

S. Utah until it was sunk at Pearl

Harbor in December, 1941. Follow-

ing Pearl Harbor he was stationed

successively at Tutuila, Samoa, Gua-

dalcanal, and the Eleventh Naval

District at San Diego, California.

Upon his release from the Navy in

October, 1945, Captain Winser
served as district manager for Mac-

kay Radio and Telegraph in Los An-

geles for twelve months. Prior to

entering Naval service in 1940, he

had been associated with Mackay

Radio and Telegraph, and its prede-

cessor, the Federal Telegraph Com-
pany, in Los Angeles for eighteen

years.

Mackay Radio and Telegaph is an

operating unit in the American Ca-

ble & Radio Corporation system,

which is affiliated with the world-

wide International Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation.

H British Expert on

Cargo Stowage

Sidney J. Duly, world famous

British authority on the stowage of

ships' cargoes, left recently for Eng-

land after two months in this coun-

Sydney J. Duty

try observing shipping practices in

the handling and storage of cargo.

He was quite impressed during his

survey with the great strides made
in this field since his last visit.

After graduating with honors
from Cambridge University and the

University of Berlin, Mr. Duly was

engaged as a consultant by British

shipping interests and designed and

operated the general physics, chem-

istry and microscopy laboratories

that were erected by the City of Lon-

don College

Awarded the Mitchell Research

FeUowship in 1926 to investigate

moisture damage aboard merchant

vessels, he won the Royal Society of

Arts Silver Medal for his discov-

eries. In 1937, he was appointed to

the Leverhulme Fellowship for the

investigation of storage conditions

aboard ships.

During the war, Mr. Duly served

as a technical advisor to the Royal

Air Force from 1940 until 1945.

While in this country, Mr. Duly

collaborated with O. D. Colvin,

president of the Cargocaire Engi-

neering Corporation, on a technical

paper entitled "Control of Humidity

in Cargo Spaces on Board Ship."

that will be presented in February

1947 before the North East Coast

Institute of Engineers and Shipown-

ers at Newcastle on Tyne, England.

He is a Director of Cargocaire

Ltd., a British company formed ear-

ly in 1946 for the manufacture of

Cargocaire dehumidification equip-

ment in Great Britain. Since the

formation of this company, three

major British shipping lines, Blue

Star, Ltd., Furness Withy & Co.,

Ltd., and the Peninsular and Orien-

tal Steam Navigation Co. have con-

tracted for the installation of Cargo-

caire in many of their vessels now
under construction.

Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel

Public Relations Head

Willard S. Briscoe has been made man-
ager of Publications, in charge of a

newly created Public Relations Depart-
ment of Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel

Corp.
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Detroit Diesel Engine

Appointments

The appointment of John C.

Campbell as manager of industrial

engine sales and of James W. Brown

as advertising manager was an-

nounced recently by V. C. Genn.

general sales manager for the De-

troit Diesel Engine Division of Gen-

eral Motors. The appointments were

made by Mr. Genn at a sales con-

ference held recently in Detroit

where plans were laid for activities

during 1947.

Mr. Campbell, who will now di-

rect industrial sales of the GM Se-

ries 71 diesel engine through De-

troit Diesel's distributors and deal-

ers, brings to his new job a wide ex-

perience in many phases of the

business. Following his graduation

from the University of Detroit with

an engineering degree, he spent sev-

eral years with the Wright Austin

Company and with the Frigidaire

Division of General Motors. He
joined Detroit Diesel in 1942 as a

member of the Sales Department,

studying the wide uses of the GM
Series 71 engine in industrial appli-

cations. Since 1945, Mr. Campbell

has been in charge of Advertising

and Sales Promotion activities f ^r

the company.

Mr. Brown, who now takes over

as advertising manager, has been

Left to right: J

W. B
J. C. Campbell
Detroit Dies I

Engine Divisi(

of General M
tors.

nd

directly connected with advertising

and publication work since his grad-

uation from Yale in 1927. He spent

several years on the advertising

staffs of leading publications in

Cleveland, Memphis, and Dallas,

and for the past year has held the

position of product news manager

for Detroit Diesel. Mr. Brown, who
is well known as the author of

"What Do GM Diesels Do? ", will

continue to be in charge of product

news for the company.

niouiton and Buist Ramed

Turco Sales Chiefs

Appointment of L. H. Moulton to

the post of national sales director

and D. T. Buist, assistant national

sales director, was announced re-

Left to right: Lou Moulton and Dan Buist. chiefs of Turco Sales Div

cently by Ray Sanders, vice presi-

dent and general manager, Turco

Products, Inc. Their headquarters

will be the firm's main offices in Los

Angeles.

Fifteen years' experience in the

selling of Turco's broad chemical

line gives Lou Moulton excellent

qualifications to direct the nation-

wide sales-service staff.

Dan Buist, assistant national sales

director, joined Turco in 1936 as a

specialist with 20 years' experience

in the automotive field. Trans-

ferred to the Aviation Division in

19.39, he was promoted to district

sales manager in 1943, and Western

Zone sales manager in 1944.

During the past two decades

Turco has established four factories

in Los Angeles, Houston, and Chi-

cago. Selling direct to the indus-

trial consumer, Turco maintains 65

warehouses and sales offices staffed

with trained technical service men.

Southern California Office

of George S. tacy Company

The George S. Lacy Company of

San Francisco recently announced

the opening of their Southern Cali-

fornia office at 526 South San Pedro

Street, Los Angeles. Clarence F.

Herrmann, former sales director of

Wiicox Crittenden & Company, Inc.,

for 20 years, is in charge of this new
office. The company represents F. S.

Getty & Company, Inc., of Philadel-

phia, makers of five marine joiner

hardware.
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San Francisco Cadet-IDidshipmen

lit 1). S. merchant IDarine Academy,

Kings Point, Hew York

At right: Cadet-Midshipman Carl H. Swadell pays tribute to Kings

Point war dead.

Below, left: Cadet-Midshipman B. J. Ronneberg plots a course in

navigation at the Academy, Below right: The old sailing ship, the

Emery Rice, serves as a reminder of the past when skill on a ship

was determined by ability to scale the rigging, to the three S. F.

Cadets, H. J. Bihier, J. E. Collins, and W. R. O'Brien.

At bottom, left: Cadet Frederick Gross MacGurn, engineer candi-

date, works on a lathe in the Academy machine shop.

Engineer candidates receive instruction in steam, electrical and
diesel engineering, machine shop and other subjects related to

marine engineering.



n [ ID S FLASHES

c,y, srORPION (C-3) TO BE CONVERTED AT SAN FRANCISCO.
SEA SCOKFiUW (^ oj

Francisco will take delivery this month
Pacific Transport Lines, Inc., of San

^^^^J^"° freighters recent-

of the steamers Sea Quail and Sea Scorpion two of three C 3 tYPe
J-

g
^^^

ly purchased for its transpacific service at a jost of
^^°-^ JJ'^ ; ^^^ .e^.^ound

Sea Quail has been completely
^^'^^"^^f

^^ f^^^f' ^^^3 beinltaken over by the com-

*****

NEW TERMINAL COMPANY—SEATTLE ^oIIoH

".he west waterway Bock Corporation has
-^Z^;--

^
--^e^I^Ie^^Prerifeif

Todd Plant NO. 3. which was an -rf w va^J
"^^est

^^^ ^J^^^^^^^ 3,,p^,,,3.
of the --/-" -/^;/- Tester ;f he MacLean Construction Company. The yard will

Vice President is Howe S. Foster °^
vessels and later will be developed

be used for mooring and storage of deep-sea vessels,

into an ocean shipping terminal.
*****

TWO ALL-ALUMINUM ^^^^^^^
J°J°f^^^^^^ ,3 ,3^,,,,, ,, ,^ ^.^nning construction of two

The Aluminum Company of A">erica
^^^

P
carrying bauxite from Dutch

all-aluminum freight ships
^^^^/^^f^/^^rg^^il/.^L transferred to deep-draft car-

Guiana to Trinidad, at which P°^f f^^^^^° ^^ ,33, .derail, beam 60 and 54 feet,

riers. The proposed v-se s wi b and^348^f^^
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^

and maximum draft 20 and ly leei..

in thp wpieht of the hulls.in ^he^w-f;^^
^^^^^ 3^,p3 ,,,, fi,,t discussed about a year ago.

*****

COLUMBIA STEEL OFFERS TO BUY CONSOLIDATED
, ,i noAfi

S^r" fe-s S::^t^Ler.r"rst!:;fo?^e.= : *s.,. = . n„t run, »o„t.«ne. .v Co.,-

solidated, are not included in the deal.

*****
OPERATING-DIFFEREN AL

^^^^ ^^ ^^^p,,,,, 3,,3r the nation entered World War
Operating-differential subsidies, su

p^^^^^ ^^,,,,^, steamship companies.
II, are being

^^^^^^^^J^^^^,^^/;,,', Ihe Merchant Marine Act of 1936 to enable Amer-
These subsidies are authorized ^^aer

^.^^ foreign vessels
lean operators to compete on essential foreign traae ro

whose operating costs are lower.
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PHILIPPINE CONSOLIDATED SHIPYARDS FORMED

Several interests, connected with Consolidated Steel Corporation, have formed
the Philippine Consolidated Shipyards to engage in ship repair operations in the
Philippines. In addition to Consolidated Steel, they are the following: Philip-
pine Industrial Equipment Company; K. D. Dawson; Andres Soriano; S. D. Bechtel ;

A. K. Bechtel ; John R. McCone ; Morrison-Knudsen Company. Managers in Manila will be

C. W. Lee and George S. Colley.

*****
DATE FOR OPENING BIDS TO BUY USS HARRIS IS POSTPONED

Date for the opening of bids for the purchase of the USS Harris (ex-President
Grant) has been postponed by the Maritime Commission from December 11, 1946, to Jan-
uary 13, 1947. The ship, offered for operation in domestic trades only, is a twin
screw passenger-cargo vessel with an overall length of 535 feet, beam 72 feet, depth
50 feet, and draft 30 feet 7 inches. She is of 14,119 gross tons, 8,405 net tons,
and 11,952 deadweight tons. She is driven by two steam turbines having a total of

12,000 shp, and her reported speed is 18 knots.

*****
CONSOLIDATED STEEL GETS BIG PIPE ORDER

A contract for the fabrication of 100 miles of 26 inch O.D. welded steel pipe
for delivery during 1947 has been awarded by the El Paso Natural Gas Company to Con-
solidated Steel Corporation. This is part of a natural gas pipeline project now
under construction from Texas to Southern California. Last September, Consolidated
was awarded a contract for 214 miles of 30 inch pipe by the Southern California Gas
Company, for the western end of the line.

*****
MARITIME COMMISSION REORGANIZES

Effective January 1, the work of the Maritime Commission will be performed by
five departments. They will be: Legal, financial, purchase and sales, operations,
and technical. A detailed outline of the functions of each department is available
for readers who need it.

*****
LOS ANGELES TO HAVE BOAT SHOW

Plans for an outdoor boat show and marine exposition to be held in the Los
Angeles Coliseum from May 30 to June 8 are announced by California National Boat
Shows, Inc., 6367 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles.

*****
EX-GERMAN MERCHANT SHIPS TO BE SOLD

Until 2:30 p.m. EST, January 15, the Maritime Commission will receive bids for
the purchase of 11 former German merchant ships, now anchored in the Hudson River
Reserve Fleet Basin, New York. The ships are part of the reparations awarded to the
United States. Bid opening date has been postponed from January 3.

OLD PASSENGER-CARGO SHIPS FOR SALE

Until 2:15 p.m., January 17, bids will be received by the Maritime Commission
for the purchase of the USS Neville (ex-City of Norfolk, ex-Independence). The ship
was built in 1918 by Bethlehem-Alameda, California, and is offered without opera-
tional restrictions. She is 507 feet long, and was used by the Navy as a transport.
Machinery was renewed in 1931.
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RESERVE FLEET STATUS .... .v.

Although 96 vessels were withdrawn, 121 merchant ships were added to the

jnited States Maritime Commission's Reserve Fleet during the month ending December

5 raising the total moored at the nine fleet sites on that day to 1.742 Many of

lie vessels withdrawn were sold under the Merchant Marine Act of 1946, under whxch

iore than 700 war-built ships have been sold. The status of the Reserve Fleet sites

December 15 was:
Sites

James River, Lee Hall, Va.

Suisun Bay, Martinez, Calif.

Mobile River, Mobile, Ala.

Astoria, Oregon

Olympia, Wash.

Beaumont , Texas

Hudson River, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Wilmington, N. C.

Brunswick, Ga. —
4. + „

j

Eight of the vessels placed in sanctuary during the month were constructed

prior to 1940. All others were war-built,

Entered Withdrawn Total

37 663

13 8 396

15 19 231

47 2 104

1 1 96'

3 4 42

• • 24 127

31 1 64

11 19

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA EXPANDING

Following is a list of some

Cisco Bay Area as of January 1:

of the big industries expanding in the San Fran-

Columbia Steel Company

Fibreboard Products Company

Johns-Manville
Paraffine Companies

Campbell Soup Company

American Radiator & Standard

Sanitary

Green Industries

Shell Chemical

Blakes of Berkeley (Frozen

pre-cooked meals)

United Air Lines

Tide Water Associated Oil Co.

Leslie Salt Co.

Marchant Calculator Co.

H. J. Heinz Co.

General Electric Co.

Blaw-Knox Company

SHIP CHARTERS END FOR ALLIES JUNE 30

Under the wartime arrangements by wh

ocean-going cargo ships that Britain has u

States, and any ships similarly chartered

or returned to the United States within si

of hostilities. The deadline is June 30.

;

chase. The chartered ships are managed fo

' British shipowners and many of the latter

I understood shipowners can expect to receiv

within the next few days and that in most

$25,

24,

7,

4,

4,

3,

3:

3:

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

000,000
000,000
000,000
500,000
500,000
500,000

,000,000

,500,000
,000,000

,000,000

,500,000
,075,000
,500,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000

Butler Packing Company 1,000,000

Pacific Can Company 1,000,000

Colgate, Palmolive-Peet Co. 1,000,000

International Mineral & 1,000,000

Chemical Co.

Rainier Brewing Company 1,000,000

Westinghouse Electric 1,000,000

Corporation
Sperry Flour Company 2,000,000

Beechnut Packing Company 800,000

Coca-Cola 1,000,000

Gar Wood Industries 750,000

Woolridge Manufacturing Co. 400,000

Standard Oil Company 7,000,000

Eastman Tag and Label Co. 400,000

U. S. Envelope 500,000

Schlage Lock Company 450,000

JANUARY 947

ich they were chartered, all of the 229

nder "bare boat" charter from the United

by other Allies, must be bought outright

x months of the declaration of the end

More important is the question of pur-

r the Ministry of Transport by various

have put in bids for ships. It is

e the Treasury decision on these bids

cases the decision will be affirmative.
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ALASKA RATE HEARINGS POSTPONED

The Maritime Commission's rate hearings, covering places in Alaska and also to

terminal rate increases at Puget Sound ports, have been postponed to January 20 and

22 at the Olympic Hotel, Seattle.

*****
C-2 AND C-3 CONVERSIONS FOR LYKES BROTHERS

Until 12:15 p.m., January 15, the Maritime Commission will receive bids for

the reconditioning of the C-2 vessels Dyson Lykes and Red Gauntlet ; also the C-3

vessels Almeria Lykes and Lipscomb Lykes.

*****
CARL FLESHER TO CONDENSER SERVICE CO.

Carl W. Flesher, Pacific Coast regional director of construction for the U. S.

Maritime Commission from 1942 to 1946, has become sales manager of the Condenser

Service & Engineering Co., Inc., Hoboken, New Jersey. Mr. Flesher will make his

headquarters in Hoboken, and will have charge of all the company's sales activities.

*****
LLOYD SHIPPING COMPANY JOINS CONFERENCE

Lloyd Shipping Company, San Francisco, operating cargo, refrigerator and pas-

senger service between California, Mexico, Central America, and Panama, has been

admitted to membership in the Pacific Coastwise Conference.

PARRY NAVIGATION COMPANY JOINS CONFERENCE

The Parry Navigation Company, newest entry into transpacific trade, has been

admitted to membership in the Pacific Westbound Conference.

INDUSTRIAL EXPANSIONS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

New industries, and expansion in Southern California during November totaled

more than $28,000,000, bringing the total of new factories built during the year to

245 at $64,000,000, and expansions to 348 at |85,000,000. New industrial jobs were

created for about 30,000. Included among the new industries are: Magna Box; Uni-

versal Match Corporation; Miracold of California; Sun Harbor Packing Company; Swed-

low Plastics Company; M & L Tool and Die Manufacturing Company.

Current expansions include: Union Oil Company; General Petroleum; National

Lead Company; U. S. Rubber Company; Pacific States Lacquer Corporation; Summers

Gyroscope Company ; Joslyn Company.

*****

YOKOHAMA SERVICE RESUMED

American President Lines has rescheduled Yokohama, Japan, as a regular port of

call on its transpacific passenger service itinerary. Included also in the new

schedule, as a regular port of call, is Honolulu, which had been by-passed by the

big passenger carriers on their postwar emergency runs between California and the

Orient. The first passenger vessel to call at Yokohama will be the General W. H.

Gordon, sailing from San Francisco January 31 via Seattle, thence to Japan, arriving

at Yokohama February 14, and continuing over the regular route to Shanghai, Hong

Kong and Manila.
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s^nmsHip
DIRECTORY

Ship Owners, Ship Operators and Their Agents with Offices on

the Pacific Coast - Listed hy Cities

CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES
AGwaiNES, mc.

See, INTEBOCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION
See, W. R. GRACE S CO., Agents

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.
See, CONSOLIDATED S. S. COMPANY,
Agents

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.
See, PARRY NAVIGATION CO. INC.
Agents

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN S. S. CO.
530 West 6th St. TUcker 8181

F. A. Hooper, Dist. Mgr.
S. S. Harlow, Asst. Dist. Mgr.
Berth 175, Wilmington Wilmington 4-4541
T. C. Swanson, Pier Supt.

W. A. Wahlgren, Port Engineer

J. F. Walsh, Chief Clerk

AMERICAN LIBERTY S. S. CORP.
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

AMERICAN MAIL LINES. LTD.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND 5 CO., Agents

AMERICAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
541 S. Spring Michigan 7412

H. H. Birkholm, President
Eugene Overton, Vice President 6. Secretary
Delmon M. White, Controller

G. E. Phillips, Asst. to Pres.

R. E. Morrell, Oper, Mgr.
Martin Faerber, Insurance
R. O. Lippens, Marine Supt.
P. V. Gaudin, Supt. Engineer

R. J. Armour, Port Capt.

M. O. Barnett, Port Steward & Purchasing
Agt.

R. R. Campbell, Asst. Supt. Engineer
G. W. Curran, Asst. Supt. Engineer
H. Dreggors, Port Engineer
C. Duggan, Port Engineer
T. T. Overton, Port Engineer
G. G. Gulvin, Port Engineer

AMERICAN PIONEER LINE
715 W. 7lh TRinity 8261

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
510 W. 6th Mutual 4321

Edgar M. Wilson, General Agent
R. M. DeLong, Gen. Pass. Agt.
R. G. Dinwoodie, Dist. Pass. Agt.

S. J. Hindle, Asst. to General Agent
L. A. Menning, Dist. Freight Agent
I. D. Anderson, Chief Clerk
G. W. Schreader, Chief Accountant

Agents for;

JAMES GRIFFITHS & SONS
LYKES BROS. STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

ARROW LINE
See, SUDDEN S CHRISTIANSON, INC.

LTD. AGENTS
TRinity 9051

BALFOUR GUTHRIE & CO.,
530 W. 6th

J. A. Sullivan, Dist. Mgr.
Lines:

DONALDSON LINE
BEN LINE
Service to U. K.

BEN LINE
See. BALFOUR GUTHRIE & CO., Agents

BERNUTH LEMBCKE CO.
See, POPE 5 TALBOT, INC., Agents

BLUE FUNNEL LINE
See, FUNCH, EYDE & CO., INC., Agents

BLUE STAR LINE, INC.
See, MARINE AGENCIES, LTD., Agents

BURNS STEAMSHIP COMPANY
727 W. 7lh TRinity 1061

Also: 809 N. Avalon Blvd., Wilmington,
Calii.

L. G. Burns, President
Vol Larsen, Vice President

H. Neergaard, Marine Supt.

Capt. M. E. Christensen, Port Captain
H. Neergaard, Port Engineer

Agents For:

W. R. CHAMBERLIN & CO.

Service To:

All California, Oregon and Washing-
ton (Puget Sound including Canadian) '

ports. Present operation covers all

world ports under W.S.A.

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE
CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIP LINES
210 W. 7th VAndike 9890

T. A. Dickson, Dist. Freight Agent
Service To:

Vancouver to Pacific Ports

CHAMBERLIN, W. R., 4 CO.
See, BURNS S. S. CO.

COASTWISE LINE
715 W. 7th TRinity 8261
T. G. Maddox, District Manager

CONSOLIDATED S. S. COMPANY
Pier 1, Municipal Docks Phone 64996

I. H. Fay
Agents For:

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.

CUNARD-WHITE STAR LINE
WHITE STAR LINE

Michigan 9478

W. H. Hanniven, Mgr.
Agents For:

DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE
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LOS ANGELES—

DECONHH. SHIPPING CO.
305 N. Avalon Blvd. TErminal 4-7281

Wilmington, CaUf.

Agents For:

HILLCONE STEAMSHIP CO.

DE LA RAMA STEAMSHIP CO., INC., THE
S30 W. 6th TUcker 5103

Ralph M. Hyllon, Dist. Mgr.

R. D. Kingsbury. Asst. Dist. Mgr.

L. S. Copelomd, Port Supt.

Sherman W. Elliott, Asst. Purch. Agt.

Lines:

DE LA RAMA LINES
THE SWEDISH EAST ASIATIC CO.

Service To:

Philippines & China

' DICHMANN, WRIGHT & PUGH, INC.

i
See, PARRY NAVIGATION CO., INC.,

Agents

DODWELL & CO., LTD. AGENTS
111 W. 7th VAndike 3102

[ G. R. Bower. Manager
Agents For:

I

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE

' DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE

I

See, CUNARD WHITE STAR LINE, Agent

I
DONALDSON LINE

1 See, BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., LTD.,

Agents

FRED OLSEN LINE
530 W. 6lh Mutual 7323

FRENCH LINE
541 S. Spring Michigan 7412

' See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

FBUTT EXPRESS LINE
See, DODWELL & CO., LTD., Agents

FUNCH, EYDE & CO., INC.
Ill W. 7th

I. W. Zundel, Dist. Mgr.
Agents For:

BLUE FUNNEL LINE

FURNESS (PACfflC) LIMITED AGENTS
108 W. 6th TRinity8111
R. V. Ross, Manager
Agents For:

HOLLAND AMERICA LINE
ROYAL MAIL LINE
PRINCE LINE, LIMITED

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
OF CALIF. Mutual 0171

Hlggins Bldg.. 108 W. 2Bd St.

S. J. Dickey, President

J. M. Jesson, Secretary
H. Pew, Marine Buyer
R. C. Jones, Supt. Engineer
A. O. Woll, Manager Marine Dept.

Box A. Terminal Island TErminal 2-8311

Service To:

TANKER

GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.
541 South Spring AGENTS
OCEAN TERMINALS
Berth 230G, Terminal Island

W. B. Bryant, Dist. Mgr.
H. Reese, Terminal Supt.

W. W. Wynn, Chief Accountant
H. P. Wynn, Dist. Passenger Agent
Cox Birkholm. Traffic Dept.

Operating Dept. (San Pedro):

365 W. 7th St. TErminal 3-0151
R. H, Hannah, Local Manager

Agents For:

FRENCH LINE
INDEPENDENCE LINES
KERR STEAMSHIP CO.
PACIFIC AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINE
PACIFIC ISLANDS TRANSPORT LINE
PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE
PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
WESTFAL-LARSEN CO. LINE
SILVER LINE
SILVER-JAVA PACIFIC LINE

GRACE. W. R., 4 CO.
523 W. 6th Michigan 7811

Wm. A. St. Amont, Manager
J. E. McLaughlin, Marine Supt.

D. Cutler, Traffic Mgr.

Agents For:

GRACE LINE
JOHNSON LINE
ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION
J. H. WINCHESTER & CO., INC.

Service To:

Mexico, Central America, Panama,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile

GRACE LINE

See, W. R. GRACE & CO., Agents

GRIFFITHS, JAMES, & SONS
See AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES,
Agents

HOLLAND AMERICA LINES
See, FURNESS LINES, Agents

HILLCONE STEAMSHIP CO.
See, DECONHIL SHIPPING CO.

INDEPENDENCE LINES
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.
See, POPE 6 TALBOT, INC., Agents

INTERNATIONAL TERMINALS, INC.

215 W. 6th SL AGENTS
Max G. Linder, President & Gen. Manager
Roland C. Stevens, Vice President

A. Malone, Superintendent

INTEROCEAN LINE
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP. AGENTS
111 W. 7th TUcker 3111

W. F. Wilkinson, District Manager
W. J. Sweeney, Traffic Mgr. & Purch. Agent

J. Robert Gaffney, Operating Manager
C. F. Staples, Customs & Claims Dept.

266 W. 7th Street, San Pedro

Lines:

INTEROCEAN LINE
KNUTSEN LINE
PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE
WEYERHAEUSER LINE
AGWILINES INC.

SALEN LINE
AMERICAN LIBERTY S.S. CORP.

ISTHMIAN LINE
510 W. 6th TRinlly 7921

W. C. Fulton, Manager
J. Eilze, Pier Agent

Service To:

Inlercoastal; North Atlantic, Gulf.

Transpacific; United Kingdom

—LOS ANGELES

JAVA PACmC LINE
INDIES TERMINAL CO.
R. R. Bennett, Marine Supt.

Berth 230-B HArbor 6466

Terminal Island, California

See, TRANSPACIFIC TRANS. CO., Agents

JOHNSON LINE
See, W. R. GRACE & CO., Agents

KERR STEAMSHIP CO.
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., Agents

KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
See, W. H. WICKERSHAM S CO., Agents

KLAVENESS LINE
See, SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON OVER-
SEAS CORP., Agent

KNUTSEN LINE
Los Angeles, California

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

LA LINIA DE VAPORES
See, RED ANCHOR DOCK & S. S. CO.,

Agents

LAMBERT BROS., LTD.
See, TRANSMARINE TRANSP. CORP.,

Agents

LAURITZEN LINE (P. F. Soto Shipping Co.)

704 S. Spring VAndike 6666

LLOYD SHIPPING CO.
530 W. 6th Michigan 8497

R. O. Vernon, Manager
Service To:

Mexico, Central America and Panama

LUCKENBACH GULF STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO,, INC.

621 S. Hope THinity 7881

E. A. MacMahon, District Manager
B. J. Callighhn, Asst. Dist. Mgr.

L. J. Miller, Terminal Supt.

LYKES BROS. STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

See, AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES,

Agents

MARINE AGENCIES, LTD.

815 Preble Ave., Box 365 TErminal 4-7227

Wilmington, California

E. W. Horsman, Owner
0. W. Pearson, Manager
W. R. Dial, Asst. Manager
Agents For:

BLUE STAR LINE
Service To:

Pacific Coast—U. K.

Passengers—Refrigerator and General

Cargo

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
Freight Offices. 550 So. Grand

VAndike 2421

R. I. Chandler, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

1. B. Banning, Jr., Asst. Frt. Traffic Mgr.

McCORMICK S. S. CO.
See POPE & TALBOT, INC.

MOORE-McCORMACK LINES. INC.

530 W. 6th

A. P. Smith, Manager
R. R. Abbott, Frt. Agt.

E. M. Salter, Oper. Dept.

NORTON LILLY & CO.
210 W. 7th

OCEANIC S. S. CO.
550 So. Grand

TRinity 7171

TRinity 3044

VAndike 2421
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LOS ANGELES—

OLIVER I. OLSON & CO.
106 East "F" St. TErminal 4-2694

Wilmington. California

Service;

Coastwise Lumber Carriers

PACIFIC ATIANTIC S. S. CO.
606 So. Hill MAdison 7787

W. C. Ricks, Dist. Mgr.

J. D. Teague, Terminal Supt.

Agents For:

QUAKER PACIFIC LINE
Service To;

Intercoastal

PACIFIC AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINES

See. GENERAL S. S. CORP.. LTD., Agents

PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE

See. INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP.. Agents

PACIFIC ISLANDS TRANSPORT LINE

541 S. Spring Michigan 7412

Service To:

South Seas and New Caledonia
See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

PACmC MEDITERRANEAN LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PACIFIC TRANSPORT LINES

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND <S CO., Agents

PANAMA PACIFIC LINE

See: UNITED STATES LINES CO.,
Agents

PARRY LINES

See, PARRY NAVIGATION CO., INC.,
Agents

PARRY NAVIGATION COMPANY, INC.

Rm. 216. 510 W. 6th MAdison 6-2037

Wm. ]. Sweeney, District Manager
Agents For;

PARRY LINES
AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.
DICHMANN, WRIGHT & PUGH, INC.

PHILIPPINE-DE LA RAMA
530 W. 6th TUcker 5103

POLARIS STEAMSHIP CO.
See, POPE 6, TALBOT, INC., Agents

POPE & TALBOT, INC.

McCormick Steamship Division

714 W. Olympic Blvd. PRospect 8231

W. Kenneth Pope, Vice President
Geo. H. Bushnell, District Manager
Berth 146, Wibnington TErminal 4-2531
Capt. C. E. Larson, Dist. Op. Manager
J. R. Waters, Dock Superintendent

Agents For;

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.
INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.
PRUDENTIAL STEAMSHIP CO.
POLARIS STEAMSHIP CO.
SMITH & JOHNSON
SPRAGUE STEAMSHIP CO.
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STOCKARD STEAMSHIP CORP.
U. S. NAVIGATION CO.
BERNUTH LEMBCKE CO.
WESSEL DUVAL & CO.

Service To:

World Ports, Intercoastal, and Puerto

Rico

PRINCE LINE, LTD.

See, FURNESS LINE, Agents

108 W. 6th TRinity 8111

PRUDENTIAL STEAMSHIP CO.

See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

QUAKER PACIFIC LINE
See, PACIFIC ATLANTIC S. S. CO. &
STATES STEAMSHIP CO., Agents

RED ANCHOR DOCK & S. S. CO.

P. O. Box 345 Long Beach 639-00

Long Beach, Calilomia

D. A. Linthicum, President

C. I. Chodzko, secretary

Agents For:

STOCKTON-LONG BEACH S. S. CO.
RED ANCHOR S. S. LINES
LA LINIA DE VAPORES
Handle all lumber lines discharging
at Red Anchor Docks.

RED ANCHOR S. S. LINES

See, RED ANCHOR DOCK & S. S. CO.,
Agents

RICHFIELD on. CORPOHAHON
555 S. Flower TRinity 2231

P. C. Lamb, Manager Marine Department
W. H. Wilder, Port Capt.
C. G. Reed, Port Engineer

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD. (FREIGHT)

108 W. 6th TRinity 8111

See, FURNESS LINE, Agents

SALEN LINE

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

SILVER-JAVA PACIFIC LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., and

TRANSPACIFIC TRANS. CO., Agents

SILVER LINE

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

SMITH & JOHNSON
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

SPRAGUE STEAMSHIP CO.

See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
P. O. Box 910

Harbor Blvd.. San Pedro

Capt. T. W. Peters, Marine Supt.

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
606 So. Hill

W. C. Ricks, Manager
J. D. Teague, Terminal Supt.

Agents For:

QUAKER PACIFIC LINE

STOCKARD STEAMSH'P CORP.
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

MAdison 7787

—LOS ANGELES

STOCKTON-LONG BEACH S. S. COMPANY
See, RED ANCHOR DOCK & S. S. CO.,

Agents

SUDDEN 4 CHRISTENSON, INC.

Ill W. 7lh TRinity 8844

Agents For:

ARROW LINE
WATERMAN S. S. CO.

SUDDEN 4 CHRISTENSON OVERSEAS
CORP.

Ill West 7th TRinity 8844

Agents For:

BARBER LINE
BARBER WILHELMSON LINE
KLAVENESS
FERN LINE

SWEDISH EAST ASIATIC CO.

See, DE LA RAMA S. S. CO., INC., Agents

TRinity 9271

TEXAS COMPANY, THE

929 S. Broadway

Berth 172

Wilmington, Calif. TErminal 41181, 2

Long Beach, Calif. Long Beach 71 122

Daniel Dobler, Marine Supt.

W. C. Clayton, Terminal Supt.

Clarence Victor Peterson, Port Engineer

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED Ott CO.

Box 227, Wilmington Rd.

San Pedro, Calif.

G. A. Reeve, Marine Supervisor

G. H. Hayter, Asst. Purchasing Agt.

Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles

TRANSATLANTIC S. S. CO., LTD.

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION COR-

PORATION AGENTS
215 W. 6th St. TRinity 5534

Max G. Linder, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Roland C. Stevens, Vice Pres.

A. Malone, Superintendent
Agents For:

LAMBERT BROTHERS, LTD.
WALLEN & CO.
AGENT ASSOCIATIONS THROUGH-
OUT THE WORLD.

Terminals:

Pier A Long Beach 66261
Long Beach 2, California

Berth 228-D TErminal 3-2741

Terminal Island, California

Terminal Operators, Ship Operators,
Ship Agents, Freight Forwarders,
Bunkering Agents, Chartering Brokers.

TRANSPACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CO.
530 W. 6th AGENTS

TUcker 2511

C. F. Yenney, District Manager
Lines:

SILVER-JAVA PACIFIC LINE
JAVA PACIFIC LINE
INDIES TERMINAL COMPANY

Service To:

Freight and Passenger—Philippine
Islands, Netherlands Indies, Straits

Settlements, British India, Persian Gulf,
South and East African Ports
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LOS ANGELES—SAN DIEGO

UNION Oa CO. OF CALIFORNIA

817 W. 7th TUcker 7211

Reese H. Tayioi, Presiaent

W. L. Stewart, Jr., Exec. Vice President

Ronald D. Gibbs, Vice Pres.

J. B. Stene, Mgr., Marine Oper.

A. E. Morrison, Insurance Off.

L. L. Lishman, Port Capt.

R. H. Cyrus, Port Engineer

Wenzel Peck, Port Steward

E. H. Weaver, Purch. Agt.

H. W. Sanders, Secretary-Treasurer

Service To;

Coastwise and Hawaiian Trading

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
Pier 147 TEiminol 4-2631

Wilmington. Caliiomia

L. D. Burk'r.ar;, Res. I.lgr.

UNITED STATES LINES CO.

(Panama Pacific Line)

71S W. 7lh St. THinity 8261

T. G. Maddox, District Manager
C. F. Downey, Terminal Supt.

Service To: Coastwise

-SAN FRANCISCO

O. S. NAVIGATION CO.

See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

WALLEN & CO.

See, TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION
CORP,. Agents

WATERMAN STEAMSHIP CO.

See, SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, INC.,

Agents

WEST COAST LINE OF COMPANIA MER-

CANTE DE LA COSTA OBESTE SA

714 W. Olympic PRospect 3937

A. C. Penburthy, President

Captain O. ]. Olsen, Port Captain

WESSEL DUVAL & CO.
See, POPE i TALBOT, INC., Agents

WESTFAL-LAHSEN CO. LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

WEYERHAEUSER LINE

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

WHITE STAR LINE

606 S. HiU TUcker 5208

WILLIAMS, DIMOND 4 CO.

609 So. Grand TUcker 8181

L. C. Munson, Vice President

Guy C. Reynolds, Dist. Freight Agt.

C. A. Jones, Pier Supt., So. Calif.

(Berth 228-E, Terminal Island, Calif.

Dock—Berth 228-E,)

Agents For:

AMERICAN MAIL LINE
AMERICAN REPUBLICS CORP.
A. H. BULL & CO., INC.

BLACK DIAMOND STEAMSHIP CORP.
BOLAND & CORNELIUS
COMMERCIAL MOLASSES CORP.
EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.

MARINE TRANSPORT LINES, INC.

MORAN TOWING & TRANSPORTA-
TION CO., INC.

PACIFIC TRANSPORT LINES
SEAS SHIPPING CO., INC,

SOUTH ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP LINE

TANKERS COMPANY, INC.

UNION STEAMSHIP CO. OF NEW
ZEALAND, LTD.

WILMORE STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

Service To:

Transpacific: Shanghai, Hong Kong,

Manila to Los Angeles & San Francisco.

AMERICAN MAIL from Seattle to

Shanghai & Manila, Vancouver, Seattle,

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Tahiti,

New Zealand and Australia

WILMINGTON TRANSPORTATION CO.

Catalina Terminal, Box 847 TErminal 4-5241

Wilmington. California

D. P. Fleming, Chairman of the Board

Philip K. Wrigley, President

C. F. Fennema, Vice Pres. S Gen. Mgr.

C. F. Fennema, Insurance

D. P. Fleming, Secretary

L. H. Connor, Operating Mgr., Wilmington
W. L. Scott, Port Eng., Wilmington

J. N. Crowell, Purch. Agent, Wilmington
W. H. Leisk. Manager, Tugboat Dept.,

J. J. Parker, Freight Agt.

Service To:

Tugboat Service — Los Angeles, Long
Beach Harbors
Steamer Service — Wilmington to Ava-
lon, Santa Catalina Island. California

WINCHESTER, J. H. & CO., INC.

See, GRACE LINE, Agents

SAN DIEGO

ALASKA S. S. CO
See, W. P. ELLIOT, Agents

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN S. S. CO.

CRESCENT WHARF & WAREHOUSE CO.,

Agents

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES

See, W. P. ELLIOT, Agents

ELLIOT, W. P. AGENT

336 C Street FRankUn 6581

Agents For:

ALASKA S. S. CO.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES

GRACE LINES

1030 W. Broadway

OCEANIC S. S. CO.

213 Broadway

FRankUn 0453

FRankUn 4722

SAN FRANCISCO

AGWILDJES. INC.

See, INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.,

Agents

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION
111 CaUfomia GArfield 7360

A. K. Tichenor, President

C. A. Iversen, Vice President

A. C. Mott, Secretary-Treasurer

R. A. Stack, Asst. Secretary

R. E. Astrup, Marine Superintendent & Port

Eng.

M. E. Wall, Asst. Marine Superintendent

H. B. Adams, Oper. Manager
Oscar Sundby, Port Steward

B. P. Thornton, Purchasing Agent

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.
See, OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO., INC.,

Agents

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

420 Market Street EXbrook 4695

Harry Huff, Traffic Rep.

See, POPE S TALBOT, INC., Agents

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.

233 Post St. GArfield 7556

Frank E. Short, District Representative

Service To:

Mediterranean, Near East, India, Black

Sea, Red Sea from East Coast

AMERICAN-HAWAHAN STEAMSHIP CO.

215 Market Street SUtter 5841

Edw. P. Farley, Chairman of the Board

I, E. Gushing, President

Louis A. Lapham, Asst. to the President

T. G. Plant, Vice President

W. Dearborn Clark, V. P. & Traffic Mgr.

C. M. Fedderman, Treasurer

A. E. Stow, Pacific Oper. Manager
G. V. Cooley, Pacific Coast Traffic Mgr.

L. Formosa, Asst. Traffic Mgr.

E. M. Slevin, Pacific Purchasing Agent

Capt. N. J. Kane, Marine Supt.

F. P. Ritchie, Superintending Engineer

J. M. Pruner, Purchasing Agent

E. E. Voellings, Port Steward
Wilmer C. Webb, Pacific Insurance & Claim

Agent
Sailings every ten days from Boston, Phil-

adelphia, New York: to Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda,
Portland, Seattle and Tacoma, and from

Tacoma, Seattle, Portland, Stockton,

Oakland, Alameda; San Francisco and
Los Angeles to New York, Philadelphia

and Boston

Service from Baltimore, Norfolk, Charles-

ton and Savannah to San Diego, Los

Angeles, San Frcmcisco, Oakland, Ala-

meda, Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
and from Tacoma, Seattle, Portland,

Stockton, Oakland, Alameda, San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles to Jacksonville,

Savannah, Charleston, Wilmington

(N. C), Norfolk and Baltimore; east-

bound service to Puerto Rico.
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SAN FRANCISCO-

AMERICAN MAIL LINE

369 Pine Street EXbrook 1468

B. E. Watson, Manager (Miss Barbara)

Frank W. Smith, Port Engineer
O. D. Higgins, Port Engineer

AMERICAN MANCHURIAN LINE
See. NORTON, LILLY & CO., Agents

AMERICAN-PACiFIC STEAMSHIP CO.. INC.

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORPORA-
TION, Agents

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES

311 California Street DOuglas 6000

Henry F. Grady, President
E. Russell Lutz, Executive Vice President
A. B. Poole, Vice Pres. & Treasurer
M. J. Buckley, Vice Pres (Freight Traffic)

Hugh Mackenzie, Vice Pres. (Passenger
Traffic)

Paul H. Bordwell, Vice President, Orient
(Shanghai)

E. D. Flaherty. Secretary
T. J. Cokely, Operating Manager
A. A. Alexander, General Manager Eastern

Territory (NYC)
E. F. Hoffman, Director, Public Relations
W. H. Sharon, Director, Industrial Relations
W. K. Varcoe, Freight Traffic Manager
W. J. Johnstone, Passenger Traffic Manager
W. G. Pearch, Marine Superintendent
Carl Nordling, Port Superintendent
J. Jacobsen, Port Engineer
Harry Young, Port Captain
T. Mullen. Catering Superintendent
F. L. Morgan, General Purchasing Agent
Reginald S. Laughlin, General Counsel

Service To:

(Transpacific and Round-Vl^orld Passen-
ger and Freight Service) New York,
Boston, Havana, Cristobal, Balboa, Los
Angeles. San Francisco, Honolulu, Yo-
kohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo,
Bombay, Suez. Port Said, Alexandria,
Naples, Genoa, Marseilles

AMERICAN REPUBLICS CORP.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND S CO., Agents

AMERICAN SOUTH AFRICAN LINE
See, NORTON, LILLY & CO., Agents

AMERICAN TRADING CO.
311 California Street YUkon G-0344

John N. Raymond, President
J. J. Geary, Vice President
Ian Armstrong, Secretary-Treasurer

Service to be resumed later.

ARROW LINE

See. SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, Agents

AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE
See. J. I. MOORE & CO., Agents

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO.. LTD. AGENTS
351 California Street SUtter 6423
L. P. Bailey, Mgr. S. S. Dept.
David Lindquist

Lines:

DONALDSON LINE
Service To:

Pacific Coast Ports to London, Liver-
pool, Glasgow.
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BANK LINE TRANSPORT & TRADING CO.
260 California Street DOuglas 0442
Captain Walter Gay, President

W. H. Chick, Secretary
P. F. Brown, Manager

Service To:

Los Angeles and San Francisco to

Manila, Hong Kong and Shanghai.

BARBER ASPHALT CO.
See, DECONHIL SHIPPING COMPANY,
Agents

BARBER S. S. LINES, INC.
See, SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON OVER-
SEAS CORP.. Agents

BAY CITIES TRANSPORTATION CO.
Pier 5 SUtter 3933
I Webster St., Oakland GLencorl 3277
W. G. Westman, General Manager
R. W. Dyer, Operating Manager
C. R. Escher, Traffic Manager

Service To:

San Francisco - Oakland - Alameda -

Emeryville - Berkeley - Richmond -

and River Points.

BLACK DIAMOND STEAMSHIP CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.. Agents

BLUE FUNNEL LINE
See, FUNCH, EYDE & CO., INC., Agents

BLUE STAR LINE, INC.
465 California Street EXbrook 1580
J. Van Meurs, Calif. District Mgr.
Agents For:

BLUE STAR LINE, LTD.
London, England

Service To:

Liverpool, Glasgow, London, Newcas-
tle, Hull.

BOARD OF STATE HARBOR COMMIS-
SIONERS. PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO

Ferry Building GArfield 8800
Thomas Coakley, President
William G. Welt, Commissioner
R. Loyall McLaren, Commissioner
M. H. Gates, Secretary
General R. H. Wiley, USA, Manager
Carl M. Smith, Asst. Secretary
Frank G. White, Chief Engineer
W. A. Geary, Chief Wharfinger
R. K. Hunter, Port Traffic Manager
Thos. E. Twohig, Rental Manager
Joseph V. Nardini, Supt. State Belt Railroad

BROCKLEBANK, T & J., LTD.
See, CUNARD WHITE STAR LIMITED,
Agents

A. H. BULL & CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

BURNS STEAMSHIP COMPANY
615 Hearst Bldg. YUkon 6-1001

CALMAR LINES
Pier 48, Shed B SUtter 6920

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE
675 Market Street DOuglas 0134
S. E. Corbin, General Agt. Passenger Dept.
A. E. Walker, District Freight Agent
681 Market Street GArfield 5185
San Francisco, California

CANADIAN NATIONAL STEAMSHIPS
681 Market Street (Freight Dept.) SUtter 5091

Service To:

Vancouver, B. C, Powell River. Ocean
Falls, Prince Rupert. B. C; Ketchikan,
Alaska

—SAN FRANCISCO

CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIPS. LTD.
152 Geary Street SUtter 1585
Agents For;

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE

CIA, MARITIMA DEL NERVION, BILBAO
See, KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY, INC.,
Agents

CHAMBERLIN, W. R., & CO.
465 California Street YUkon 6-0543

W. R. Chamberlin, President
W. R. Chamberlin, Jr., Vice President
Jos. A. Lunny, Operating Manager
I. J. Lamping, Secretary
W. R. Chamberlin, General Manager
George T. Rowse, Insurance
L. H. Beckendorf, Purchasing Agent
T. L. Tomlinson, Marine Superintendent
F. M. Graham, Port Captain
J. G. Kelly, Port Engineer
Arnold Hughes, Port Steward
John R. King, Comptroller

Service To:

World wide

COASTWISE LINE

See, UNITED STATES LINES CO.. Agents

COASTWISE (PACIFIC FAR EAST) LINE
222 Sansome Street DOuglas 8680
Partners:

K. D. Dawson
W. D. Sexton

B. H. Parkinson, General Manager
R. S. Kimberk, Executive Asst.
W. T. Sexton, Jr., Executive Asst.
D. J. Seid, Insurance Official

E. A. Gardner, Purchasing Agent
A. G. Safholm, Marine Supt.
D. Flint, Port Captain
V. Foel. Port Engineer
F. O. Ingham, Port Steward
J. A. Borthrop, Freight Agent

CONSOLIDATED S. S. CO.
64 Pine Street DOuglas 0880

J. C. Strittmatter, General Manager
David Gregory, Mgr. of Operations & Traffic
Pier 16 DOuglas 7207

Terminal Operators and Contracting
Stevedoring

CROWLEY LAUNCH 4 TUGBOAT CO.
Pier 14 EXbrook 1743

CUNARD WHITE STAR LIMITED
210 Post Street EXbrook 1307

H. G. DeGolia, San Francisco Manager
Agents For:

T. & J. BROCKLEBANK, LTD
PORT LINE LIMITED
PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL LINE
DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE

DECONHIL SHIPPING COMPANY
311 California Street EXbrook 2365

J. J. Coney, President
C. A. Ames, Vice President
Stanley Hiller, Vice President
E. B. DeGolia, Vice President
L. R. Kerdell, Secretary-Treasurer
Fred H. Cordes, Marine Superintendent
Lloyd Richardson, Superintending Engineer
M. C. Wright, Port Engineer

Agents For:

BARBER ASPHALT CO.
STANDARD FRUIT & S. S. CO.
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DE LA RAMA STEAMSHIP CO., INC., THE

230 California SUeet EXbrook 8560

Hugh Middleton, Pacific Coast Mgr.

Carl C. Bland, Executive Assistant

James E. Black, Asst. Oper. Mgr.

James A. Riemers, Port Engineer

P. F. Baker, Port Steward
W. D. Hampshire, Purch. Agent

Agents For:

DE LA RAMA LINE
THE-SWEDISH E. A. CO.

Service To:

Philippines, China

AGENTS
GArfield 8047

DODWELL & CO., LTD.

465 California Street

Norman Hardie, Manager
Lines:

BARBER LINE

DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE

See, CUNARD-WHITE STAR, LTD., Agents

DaNAI,DSON LINE, LTD.

(Donofason Bros. & Black, Ltd.—Glasgow
Scotland)

L. P. Bailey, Manager
David Lindstedt, Operating Manager

J. L. Brainerd, Traffic Manager

See, BALFOUR GUTHRIE S CO., LTD.,

Agents

EAST ASIATIC CO., INC.

433 California Street EXbrook 7324

Rasmus Hansen, President

Mogens Bildsoe, Vice Pres.

K. G. Rasmussen, Sec.-Treas.

Guomund Laugesen, Operating Mgr.

J. H. Ollerdessen, Traffic Mgr.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

ELLERMAN & BUCKNALL S. S. CO.. LTD.

See, NORTON, LILLY & CO., Agents

FXOOD LINES, INC.
177 Post Street GArfield 9178

FRENCH LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., Agents

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE
(Sigurd Herlofson & Co.—AIs, Oslo,

Norway)
See, DODWELL cS CO., LTD., Agents

FUNCH, EYDE & CO., INC. AGENTS
260 California Street DOuglas 5373

H. N. Middleton, Pacific Coast Mgr.

I. D. Kriel, Assistant Manager

Agents For:

BLUE FUNNEL LINE
Service To

Far East

FURNESS (PACIFIC) LIMITED AGENTS
231 California St. GArfield 8711

James West, Pacific Coast Manager
G. Salt, Financial Manager, Insurance

G. R. Nowlin, Traffic Manager
C. Pryor, Operating Manager
Capt. C. E. Holland, Marine Supt.

Lines:

PRINCE LINE
FURNESS LINE

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
417 Montgomer/ Street EXbrook 6411

A. O. "vV'oil, Director 6c Mgr. Marine Depl.

L. J. Moore, Asst. Mgr. Marine Dept.

B. F. Ball, Resident Mgr. Sales Dept,
Clark G. Walker, Asst. Division Mgr. Sales

Dept.

C. E. Dole, Mgr. Marine Dept., San Francisco
Mrs. S. M. Butler, Marine Dept., San

Francisco
Agents For:

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO., INC.
STANDARD VACUUM OIL CO.

Service To:

Coastwise, Worldwide

GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.
465 California SUeet AGENTS

EXbrook 4100
(Steamship Agents - Operators Brokers

and Charterers)

Harry S. Scott, President
Drew Chidester, Executive Vice President

R. V. Winquist, Vice Pres. in charge of

Traffic

G. B. Schirraer, Vice Pres. in charge of

Terminal Operations
A. K, Hulme, Vice Pres. in charge of

Operations and Charters
Operations & Charters:

, A. K. Hulme, Vice Pres.

Peter Curtis, Asst.

John Keast, Asst.

John R. Bertolani, Operating Mgr.
K. A. Hulme, Asst.

P. C. Sears, Operating Dept.

E. Weidel, Operating Dept.

Lawrence M. Ammon, Purchasing
Agent & Port Steward

W. Plunket, Port Purser

J. M. Michaelsen, Insurance Claims &
Reports

Traffic Dept.:

R. V. Winquist, Vice Pres.

C. A. Reali, General Traffic Mgr.
A. E. Johnson, Asst. Mgr., South Seas &

So. American Depts.

V. Johansson, Asst. Mgr., Central

American Dept.

L. I. McKim, General Freight Agent
John Cummings, Asst.

Morse Frazier, Mgr. Australian 5.

Oriental Dept.

J. R. Page, Mgr. European Dept.

R. W. King, Passenger Traffic Mgr.
L. M. Cerruti, District Passenger Agent
H. Walmsley, Mgr., Claims Dept.

W. E. Bunker, Mgr. Terminal Operations
(Pier No. 41)

Agents For:

AMERICAN-PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
FRENCH LINE
INDEPENDENCE LINE
PACIFIC-AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINE
PACIFIC ISLANDS TRANSPORT LINE
PACIFIC-MEDITERRANEAN LINE
PACIFIC-ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
WESTFAL-LARSEN CO. LINE

GIRDWOOD SHIPPING COMPANY
See, LLOYD SHIPPING COMPANY,

Agents

GRACE LINE (W. R. Grace & Co.)

2 Pine Street SUtler 3800

F. L. Doelker, Vice President

D. N. Lillevand, Oper. Manager
Harry Thompson, Traffic Manager
R, E. Pyke, Asst. Traffic Mgr.

F. L. Hardy, Asst. Traffic Manager
G. T. Littlejohn, Steamship Acct.

—SAN FRANCISCO

Capt. P. H. Gallagher, Port Captain
E. J. Graff, Port Engineer
G. F. Williams, Asst. Oper. Manager
A. C. Browmlie. Asst. Claim Agent
C. A. Nelson, Auditor

R. C. Rose, Purch. Agent
E. T. Senter, Marine Supt.

A. Cobbett, Port Steward
A. C. Holsten, Stevedore Superintendent

Agents For:

JOHNSON LINE
Pacific Coast-European
Scandinavian Service

Service To:

Mexico, Central America, Panama.
C. Z., Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,

Chile

GRACE, W. R.. & CO.
2 Pine Street SUtler 3700

H. S. Parsons, Vice President

W. V. Lynch, Asst. Mgr.
W. E. Rodgers, Asst. Mgr.

G. H. Mahoney Asst. Mgr.

HAMMOND SHIPPING CO.. LTD.

417 Montgomery Street AGENTS
DOuglas 3388

L. G. Hammond, President

R. G. Robinson, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

S. L. Rea, Secretary

G. B. McLeod, Vice Pres.

P. B. Babcock, Port Steward
Kenneth Huntington, Purchasing Agent

,

Wm. Meriwether, Port Capt.

A. T. Jones, Port Engineer

General Agents For:

U. S. MARITIME COMMISSION

HILLCONE S. S. CO., LTD.

311 California Street EXbrook 2365

Stanley Hiller, President

Joseph J. Coney, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
E. B. DeGolia, Vice President

C. A. Ames, Vice Pres S Operating Mgr.
L. R. Kerdell, Secretary & Treasurer

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE
233 California Street DOuglas 7510

E. F. R. de Lanoy, Pacific Coast Manager
W. Klaasen, Asst. Pacific Coast Manager
D. de Vries, Asst. Traffic Manager
T. P. Guerin, Pacific Coast Pass. Agent
H. Th. Page. Accountant
E. Daniels, Dock Superintendent

Agents For:

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD.

Service To:

U. K. & Continent

HOLWAY STEAMSHIP CO.
465 California Street EXbrook 7534

P. M. Holway, President

Pacific Coast Agents For:

MOSVOLD LINE

INDEPENDENCE LINE
See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.
See. POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.
311 California Street AGENTS

DOuglas 7729

Harry Brown, President

Erik Krag, Exec. Vice Pres.

R. W. Cabell, Vice Pres.
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INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.
Continued

R. G. Thomas, Treas. S Comptroller
E. Berlund, Secretary

S. F. Alioto, Traffic Mgr. European
H. B. Godwin, Traffic Mgr. Oriental
E. Walker, Traffic Mgr. Intercoastal and

South America
J. F. Litz, Operating Mgr.
S. A. Hess, Operating Dept.
W. E. Morris, Operating Dept.
C. J. Hunt, Asst. Controller

C. M. Noble, Intercoastal Dept.

J. F. Gisler, Marine Supt.

R. I. Jacobs, Purch. Agent
Chas. J. Keller, Port Steward

Lines:

INTEROCEAN LINE
KNUTSEN LINE
WEYERHAEUSER LINE
PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE
SALEN LINE
AGWILINES, INC.
AMERICAN LIBERTY STEAMSHIP
CORP.

U. S. MARITIME COMMISSION

INTEROCEAN LINE
(Westial-Larsen & Co. A/S—Bergen,
Norway)
See, INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

ISTHMIAN S. S. CO.
215 Market Street YUkon 0562
A. E. Blake, Mgr., Pacific Division
R. G. Sullivan, Oper. Mgr., Pacific Div.

J. J. Jacobs, Traffic Mgr., Pacific Div.
Capt. E. Lucas, Asst. Marine Supt.
H. M. Gaither, Asst. Supt. Eng.
J. Priele, Port Steward
W. H. Yost, Asst. Operations Mgr.

Service To:

Intercoastal, Philippines, China, Neth-
erlands East Indies, French Indo-China,
Straits Settlements (Malaya), Hawaiian
Islands, India, Ceylon, Burma, Persian
Gulf, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Red Sea.

IVARIAN LINE
See, C. F. SHARP, Agents

JOHNSON LINE
(Rederiaktiebologet Nordstjeman

—

Stockholm, Sweden)
See, GRACE LINE, Agents

KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY, INC.
324 Sansome Street YUkon 6-0943
E. Wright, Vice President
A. L. Wise, Traffic Manager
R. H. Anderson, Marine Supt.

Agents For:

SILVER LINE, LTD., LONDON
SILVER-JAVA PACIFIC LINE
SILVER ROUND WORLD SERVICE
LEIF HOEGH, OSLO
CIA, MARITIMA DE NERVION, BILBAO
NAVIERA AZNAR, S. A., BILBAO

Service To:

Philippine Islands, China, Netherlands
East Indies, Straits Settlements, Burma,
India, Ceylon, Iraq, Iran (Persian Gulf),
South and East Africa Red Sea, Medi-
terranexr. and Spanish Ports.

KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
See, THORLt & PITT, Agents

KINGSLEY CO. OF CALIF.
(Kingsley Navigation Co.)
260 California Street SUller 8156
R, J. Deremer, Manager
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Service To:

CALIFORNIA-BRITISH COLUMBIA
KLAVENESS LINE

See, SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, Agents
Christian Blom, Pacific Coast Representative

To: PACIFIC COAST-ASIATIC SERVICE

KNUTSEN LINE
(Knut Knutsen. O.A.S.—Hougesund, Norway)

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP.

LATINAMERICA LINE
See, J, J. MOORE 5 CO., INC., Agents

LAURITZEN LINE
(I. Lauritzen—Copenhagen, Denmark)

See. LLOYD SHIPPING CO., Agents

LEIF HOEGH, OSLO
See, KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY, INC.,
Agents

LLOYD SHIPPING COMPANY AGENTS
206 Sansome Street GArfield 1973
Eugene C. Lloyd, President
Guy E, M. Steacy, Freight Agent
Agents For:

GIRDWOOD SHIPPING CO.
LAURITZEN LINES
LLOYD LINE

Service To:

Mexico, Central America, Panama

LUCKENBACH GULF STEAMSHIP CO., INC.
100 Bush Street SUtter 8711

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO., INC.
100 Bush Street SUtter 8711
V. P. McMurdo, Acting Pacific Coast Mgr.
W. G. Perow, Pacific Coast Marine Supt.
Ira Head Asst. Pacific Coast Marine Supt.
H. F. Clifford, Pacific Coast Auditor
J. T. Bolts, Pacific Coast Purchasing Agent
D. R. O'Neill, Pacific Coast Port Steward
W. H. Conradi, Pier Superintendent
J. H. Weller, Stevedoring Superintendent

Service To:

North Atlantic Service from Seattle,
Portland, Stockton, Oakland - Alameda,
San Francisco, Los Angeles Harbor to
New York, Philadelphia and Boston.
Gulf Service between Seattle, Portland,
Stockton (Eastbound), San Francisco
and Los Angeles Harbor—New Or-
leans, Houston, Mobile and Tampa
via Panama Canal

MARINE TRANSPORT LINES, INC.
510 Battery Street DOuglas 1366
K. F. Watterworth, General Manager
L. Vansistine, Purchasing Agent
Capt. Otto Davis, Port Captain
Fred D. Deckard, Port Engineer
Thomas L. Seale, Port Steward
Agents For:

POLARIS STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Service To:

World-wide Service
Tankers, Freighters

MARTIN, C. U.
465 California Street

AGENT
EXbrook 7140

MOORE-McCORMACK LINES, INC.
(Pacific Republics Line)

140 California Street GArfield 7121
K. C. Tripp, Pacific Coast Manager
H. Martin, Port Engineer
R. E. Moon, Port Captain
A. J. Gartland, Purchasing Agent
I. Hartry, Port Steward
R. M. Despommler, Auditor

—SAN FRANCISCO

H. K. Grady, Western Freight Traffic Mgr.
H. R, Cawsey, Passenger Agent

Service To:

East Coast South America

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
215 Market Street DOuglas 5233
Frazer A. Bailey, President
Hugh Gallagher, Vice President
G. K. Nichols, Vice Pres. in chg. of Construc-

tion & Repair Dept.
S. G. Walton, Vice President
R. P. Hasenauer, Treasurer
H, B. Perrin, Secretary

J. P. Thompson, Manager, Construction &
Repair

M. Price, Manager, Insurance Dept.
A. M. McKelligon, Purchasing Agent
Paul Hodges, Manager, Public Relations
A. J. Haring, Service Manager
Commodore C. A. Berndtson, Marine Supt.
Capt. M. C. Stone, Port Captain
R. H. Sample, Port Engineer
R. DeGorog, Catering Supt.
M. F. Cropley, Freight Traffic Manager
G. F. Hansen, Passenger Traffic Manager
A. B. Tichenor, Industrial Relations Manager
J. H, Jansen, Terminals Manager

McCOHMICK STEAMSHIP CO.
(Pacific Republics Line)

See, POPE cS TALBOT, INC.

MOORE, I. I., & CO. AGENTS
451 Montgomery Street GArfield 7480

H. B. Adams, Vice Pres. and Oper. Mgr.
J. C. Morrison, Exec. Vice President
A. O. Snaider, Freight Traffic Mgr.
Agents For:

LATIN-AMERICAN LINE
(West Coast of South America)

SOUTH AFRICAN DISPATCH LINE
(South Africa)

AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE
(Australia)

MOSVOLD LINE
See, HOLWAY S. S. CO., Agents

NAVIERA AZNAR, S.A., BILBAO
See, KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY. INC.,
Agents

NICOL, R. A.. & CO., INC.
See, DE LA RAMA STEAMSHIP CO

INC., THE, Agents

NORTON, LaLY & CO. AGENTS
230 California Street SUtter 3600

Lines:

AMERICAN MANCHURIAN LINE
ELLERMAN & BUCKNALL S.S. CO LTD
AMERICAN SOUTH AFRICAN LINE
UNION SULPHR CO., LTD
FOSS LAUNCH i TUG CO.

NORWEGIAN AMERICA LINE AGCY., INC.
323 Geary Street

OCEAN AGENCIES, LTD. AGENTS
465 California Street EXbrook 1321
H. E. Pickering, President
L. J. Pepperell, Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
Agents For:

W, H. WICKERSHAM & CO., INC.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
215 Market Street DOuglas 5233

See, MATSON NAVIGATION CO., Agents
To:

Hawaii, Samoa, Fiji, New Zealand,
Austraha.
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OLSEN. FRED. LINE AGENCY, LTD.

241 California Street EXbrook 2261

Harold MuUer, President

Jens Feragen, Vice Pres.-General Mgr.

M. S. Bannatyne, Secretary-Traffic Mgr.

OLSON. OLIVER J., 4 CO.. INC.

260 Caliiornia Street DOuglas 0915

E. Whitney Olson, President

George L. Olson, Exec. Vice President

L. E. Phillips, Vice Pres. (Portland)

Oliver J. Olson, Jr., Secretary

John Pettebone, Office Manager
A. C. Musante, Insurance Official

F. A. Stromberg, Purchasing Agent

Jack C. V\/inlers, Port Engineer

Ray E. Baker, Asst. Port Engineer

F. A. Stromberg, Port Steward

Agents For:

U. S. MARITIME COMMISSION
Service To:

Pacific Coastwise Lumber carriers only

OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO.. INC.

64 Pine Street DOuglas 0880

J. C. Slrittmatter, Exec. Vice Pres.

D. M. Gregory, Director for Traffic

E. H. Johannsen, General Freight Agent

John Berg, Dist. Operating Mgr.

M. A. Johnston, Port Engineer

D. R. McGath, Purchasing Agent

Wm. Gleason, Port Purser

Geo. Stephens, Port Steward

Agents For;

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.

COASTAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Service To:

Complete Pacific Coastwise Service

PACIFIC AMERICAN SHIPOWNERS
ASSOCIATION EXbrook 3913

405 Montgomery Street

J. B. Bryan, President

W. L. C. Brown, Secretary

PACIFIC AMERICAN STEAMSHIP ASSN.

405 Montgomery Street EXbrook 3913

E. Russell Lutz, President

Hugh Gallagher, Vice Pres.

W. Dearborn Clark, Vice Pres.

Ralph J. Candler, Vice Pres. at Los Angeles

Hillman Lueddemann, Vice Pres. at Portland

A. R. Linlner, Vice Pres. at Seattle

Henrietta T. Smith, Secretary-Treasurer

Albert V/. Gatov, Executive Director

PACIFIC-ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP CO.

214 Front at California Street EXbrook 3414

Agents For:

QUAKER LINE

PACIFIC-AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINE

(Transatlantic Rederi A/B—Gothenburg

Sweden)
See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,

Agents
Service:

Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide

PACIFIC FAR EAST LINE, INC.

256 Montgomery Street EXbrook 7605

W. T. Sexton, President

Thomas E. Cuffe, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

E. V. Nevin, Secty-Treas.

J. I. Presser, Purchasing Agent

W. T. Lion, Port Captain

V. J. Bahorich, Supt. Engineer

V. R. Andrus, Port Steward

J. R. Wagner, Traffic Mgr.

A. F. Maze, Passenger Agent
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PACIFIC ISLANDS TRANSPORT LINE
(Aktieselskabet Thor Dahl. Sandeliord.

Norway)

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

Service:

South Seas and New Caledonia

PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE
(Weyerhaeuser S. S. Co.—Newark, N.I.)

See, INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
311 Caliiornia Street EXbrook 8454

R. H. Andersen, President

R. Stanley Dollar, Vice President

J. M. Fisher, Secretary-Treasurer

E. E. Daniels, Marine Supt.

PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.,

Agents

PACIFIC REPUBLICS LINE

140 California Street GArfield 7121

PACIFIC TANKERS. INC.

433 California Street DOuglas 8616

K. D. Dawson, President

W. T. Sexton, Vice President

Allen Cameron, General Manager
Arthur A. Layne, Secretary-Treasurer

H. E. Hsdrick, Asst. Sec.-Treas.

Chester E. McKay, Superintending Engineer

Capt. Frank J. Morrison, General Supt.

Earl Hoffman, Purch. Agent

I. Malcolm Baird, Personnel Manager

C. M. Cox, Traffic Manager
H. O. Faber, Port Captain

Joseph ladrich. Port Steward

PACIFIC TRANSPORT LINES, INC.

244 California Street DOuglas 8174

Richard A. McLaren, President

Jesse B. McCargar, Vice President

James L. Adams, Traffic Manager
Hiram V. Walker, Traffic Manager
James O. McManus, Operating Manager

Ray A. Johanson, Insurance Official

Paul B. Babcock, Purchasing Agent

A. J. Ederer, Port Engineer

Paul B. Babcock, Port Steward

Paul H. Matson, Freight Agent

Service To:

Shanghai, Hong Kong, Philippines

PARRY NAVIGATION C, INC.

112 Pine Street SUtter 2852

Chas. A. Perkes, Pacific Coast Manager

Carleton F. Lester, Assistant Manager

Capt. J. M. Mortenson, Port Captain

William M. Gough, Port Engineer

Thomas J. Taylor, Port Steward

Paul F. Mott, Purchasing Agent

Charles J. Moroney, Port Purser

Anthony L. Weicher, Insurance & Claims

Kenneth Griffin, Accountant

Agents For:

PARRY LINES, INC.

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.

DICHMANN, WRIGHT & PUGH, INC.

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL LINE

See, CUNARD WHITE STAR LIMITED,

Agents
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PIONEER LINE
Pier 5 suiter 3934

W. G. Westman, Operating Manager
C. R. Escher, Traffic Manager

Service:

San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda,

Mare Island Navy Yard, So. Vallejo,

Oleum, Selby, Crockett, and other Bay
and River Points.

POLARIS STEAMSHIP CO.
See, MARINE TRANSPORT LINES, INC.,

Agents

POPE & TALBOT, INC.

320 California Street DOuglas 2S61

Geo. A. Pope, Jr., President

Chas. L. Wheeler, Exec. Vice Pres.

F. C. Talbot, Vice President

E. N. W. Hunter, Acting Gen. Mgr.

Jos. L. Paiva, Controller

R. F. Burley, Freight Traffic Mgr.

T. F. Luedtke, Asst. Frgt. Traffic Mgr.

H. T. Dupont, Asst. Secretary

M. C. Darr, Auditor

E. C. Elwood, Purch. Agent (Pier 40)

W. S. Lewis, Claims & Insurance

Harry Slrittmatter, Terminal Agent (Pier 40)

John Clerico, Port Engineer (Pier 40)

Capt. B, H. Tietjen, Port Captain (Pier 40)

E. H. Harms, Oper. Manager
E. M. Blank, Port Steward

Agents For:

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.
INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.
PRUDENTIAL STEAMSHIP CO.
SMITH & JOHNSON
J. T. STEVENSON & CO., INC.

STOCKARD STEAMSHIP CO.
UNITED STATES NAVIGATION CO.
WESSAL DUVAL CO.

Presently operating intercoastal service

for USMC, with sailings approximately

every 18 days. Westbound scdllngs

from Chester and Philadelphia, Bal-

timore, Norfolk. Eastbound service to

Baltimore for general merchandise; al-

so Newark, N. J., and Brooklyn for lum-

ber

Presently operating monthly sailings from

Pacific Coast to Puerto Rico for USMC
Weekly sailings coastwise for USMC

PORT LINE LIMITED
See, CUNARD WHITE STAR LIMITED,

Agents

PRINCE LINE
See, FURNESS (PAC.) LTD., Agents

PRINCE-SILVER ROUND WORLD SERVICE
See, KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY, INC.,

Agents

PRUDENTIAL STEAMSHIP CO.
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

QUAKER LINE
See, PACIFIC-ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP

CO., STATES STEAMSHIP CO.

RIVER LINES. THE
Pier 3 SUtter 3880

N. A. Fay, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

J. H. Anderson, Traffic Mgr.

R. M. Clare, Operating Manager

RICHFIELD OIL CORPORAnON
333 Montgomery Street DOuglas 2815

Lee B. Johnstone, Mgr. Marine Sales

ROYAL MAIL LINES
See, HOLLAND-AMERICAN LINES, Agts.
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SALEN LINE
See, INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
P'ef 7 DOuglas 5436

SEAS SHIPPING CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND <S CO., Agents

SHARP, C. F., & CO., INC. AGENTS
230 California Street YUlcon 61654
Chester F. Sharp, Chairman
A. V. Rocha, President
A. S. Lonnberg, Manager

Agents For:

IVARIAN LINES
WATERMAN STEAMSHIP CORP.

Service To:

Far East

SHEPARD STEAMSHIP CO.
369 Pine Street EXbrook 6974
F. C. Ninnis, District Manager (Calif.)

J. W. Dopp, Port Captain
C. Bronford, Port Engineer
C. Martin, Port Steward
H. Bostwick, Purchasing Agent

SHIPOWNERS ASSOCIATION OF THE
PACIFIC COAST

Ralph W. Meyers, President
George Olsen, Secretary

SILVER-JAVA PACmC LINE
(Stanley & John Thompson, Ltd.—London &

N.Y.; Stoomvaart Maot-choppy— Neder-
land, Rotterdam)

See, KERR STEAMSHIP CO., INC and
TRANSPACIFIC TRANSPORTATION
CO., Agents

SILVER LINE, LTD.
See, KERR STEAMSHIP CO., INC. and
FURNESS (Pacific), LTD., Agents

SMITH & JOHNSON
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

STANDARD OH. COMPANY OF CALIF.
225 Bush Street SUfter 7700
R. G. Follis, President
J. H. MacGaregill, Vice President
E. I. McClanahan, Vice President
J. E. Black, Manager For. Tr. Depot
J. L. Hanna, Vice Pres. in Chg. Mar. Affairs
I. H. McEachem, Mgr. Marine Dept.
W. C. Lane, Asst. Manager For. Tr. Depot
E. J. Macfarlane, Assistant to Manager
A. E. Kihn, Asst. Mgr. Marine Dept.
B. A. Young, Superintending Engineer
M. H. Jaehne, Naval Architect
Copt. J. A. Rumsey, Mar. Supt., Richmond
Capt. A. C. Nelson, Mar. Supt, Eatero Boy
Capt T. W. Peters, Mar. Supt., San Pedro-

El Segundo
L. Simonson, Marine Supt., Point Wells,
Washington
Service:

Pacific Coastwrise, Alaska, Hawaiian
Islands and Offshore (Private Carriers)

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
214 Front St. at CaUfomia St. EXbrook 3414
Agents For:

OUAKER LINE

STEVENSON, J. T., & CO., INC
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC.' Agents

STOCKAHD STEAMSHIP CO
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

SOOTH AFRICAN DISPATCH LINE
See, J. J. MOORE S CO., Agents

SOUTH ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO. Agents

SWEDISH AMERICAN LINE
760 Market Street GArfield 2811
Herbert Seebohm, District Manager
Agents Fok
GOTA CANAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Service To;

New York—Gothenburg
Canal Passage—Gothenburg—Stock-
holm

SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, INC. AGENTS
310 Sansome Street GArfield 2846
Capt. R. O. Demarest, Oper. Manager
Louis Depemann, Port Engineer
C. Olson, Port Captain

Lines:

ARROW LINE
KLAVENESS LINE
ARROW STEVEDORE CO.

SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON OVERSEAS
CORP.

310 Sansome St. GArfield 2846
Agents For:

BARBER S. S. LINES

TEXAS COMPANY, THE
Hearst Building GArfield 0728

THORNLEY & PITT
520 Battery Street GArfield 3536
C. J. Madsen
N. C. Unfug
Geo. H. Pitt

Agents For:

KEYSTONE SHIPPING CO.
ATLANTIC REFINING CO.

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OH. CO.
79 New Montgomery Street EXbrook 4800
William F. Humphrey, Chairman & Pres.
H. B. Haney, Manager of Transportation
H. J. Wilson, Manager, Marine Department
O. Lundin, Asst. Mgr., Marine Department
H. C. Ruf, Chief Engineer
D. L. Rlgden, Port Engineer
S. H. Harrison, Asst. Port EngineerWE. Kammerer, Office Mgr. and Vessel
Dispatcher

H. Shapiro, Asst. Vessel Dispatcher
F. R. Starrs, Port Steward

TRANSATLANTIC STEAMSHIP CO.
See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

TRANSPACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CO.
149 California Street AGENTS
„ ,. , YUkon 0786
Cornelius Winkler, President
E. L. Bargones, Vice Pres. & Gen Mgr
Harold Taft, Traffic Manager

Lines:

SILVER-JAVA PACIFIC LINE
UNION on. CO. OF CALIFORNIA
425 First Street sUtter 1400

UNION STEAM SHIP CO. OF NEW ZEA
LAND, LTD.

230 CaUfomia Street YUkon 1866
S. B. Pilcher, Manager

Service To:

New Zealand, Australia & South Seas
UNITED FRUIT CO. AGENTmi Fourth Street GArfield 4040
0. D. Daswell, Pacific Coast Manager
H. P. Champlain, Marine Superintendent
1. T. O'Neill, Purch. Agent
Frank Cook, Freight Agent

—PORTLAND
UNITED STATES LINES CO.
222 Sansome Street DOuglas 8680
K. D. Dawson, Vice President
W. T. Sexton, Pacific Coast Manager
J. A. Barthrob, Pac. Coast Freight Traffic

Mgr.
Agent For:

COASTWISE LINE
AMERICAN PIONEER LINE
PANAMA PACIFIC LINE

Service;

Intercoastal and European, Australia
Far East

UNITED STATES NAVIGATION CO
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents
AMERICAN PIONEER LINE
PANAMA PACIFIC LINE

WATERMAN STEAMSHIP CORP
See, C. F. SHARP & CO., INC.. Agents

WESSAL DUVAL CO.
See, POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

WEST COAST LINE
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

WESTFAL-LAHSEN CO. LINE
See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

Service:

Between Pacific Coast and East Coast
of South America.

WEYERHAEUSER LINE
(Pacific Coast Direct Line, Inc.; Weyer-
haeuser S. S. Co.—Newark, N. J.)
See, INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP
Agents

W. H. WICKEHSHAM & CO. INC
See, OCEAN AGENCIES, LTD., Agents

WIUIAMS, DIMOND & CO.
260 California Street sutler 0525
t. J. McCormick, President
F. J. Kugelberg, Vice President
H. W. Poett, Secretary
Agents For:

SEAS SHIPPING CO
A. H. BULL & CO.
SOUTH ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP CO
EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO INC '

BLACK DIAMOND STEAMSHIP COWILMORE STEAMSHIP CO
AMERICAN REPUBLICS CORP
WEST COAST LINE

WILMORE STEAMSHIP CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

ORECOW

PORTLAND
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AFRICA-ASIA LINE
See, GRIFFITH TRANSPORT CO., Agents

AGWILINES, me.
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION
See, J. J. MOORE & CO., Agents

ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.
See, LIDELL & CLARKE, Agents

PACIFIC MARINEREVIEW
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ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD.,

Agents

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.

S=p POPE & TALBOT, INC., Agents

ALEXANDER & BALDWIN. LTD. AGENTS
327 S. W. Pine ATwater 4386

R. L. Kingsbury, Manager
Lines:

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
OCEANIC S. S. CO.
(New Zealand & Australian Service)

INTER-ISLAND STEAM NAVIGATION
CO.

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN S. S. CO.

Railway Exchange Building ATwater 8536

F. N. Mills, District Manager
H. L. Hamilton, Shipping Master

E. L. Graham, Asst. to Dist. Mgr.

W. D. Anderson, Asst. to Dist. Mgr.

AMERICAN LIBERTY S. S. CORP.
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

AMERICAN-PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP..

Agents

AMERICAN MAE. LINE AGENTS
S20 Pacific Building BRoadway 5447

W. L. Williams, Manager
W. E. Ferrari, Purchasing Agent

D. G. Page, Dist. Operating

C. R. Toole, Port Engineer

H. C. Ashton, Freight Agent

Agents For:

LYKES BROS. S. S. CO.
HAMMOND SHIPPING CO.
ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.
NORTHLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

Service To:

Philipine Islands, China and Japan

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES, LTD.

1788 Front Avenue

ARROW LINE
Henry Building ATwater 3316

AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE

See. I. J. MOORE <S CO., Agents

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO. LTD.

733 S. W. Oak AGENTS
ATwater 9441

D. W. L. MacGregor, Vice President

G. C. Fortune, Vice Pres.

R. F. Shepherd, Mgr. Import Dept.

D. S. Cameron, Mgr. S. S. Dept.

James A. Dick, Mgr. Marine Insurance Dept.

Lines:

DONALDSON LINE

BARBER STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.

See, COASTWISE (PAC. FAR EAST) LINE.

Agents

BLACK DIAMOND STEAMSHIP COR-
PORATION
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

BULL, A. H., & CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC. AGENTS
Board of Trade Building ATwater 9501

V/. D. Hazen, Portland Mcmager
Lines:

FURNESS LINE
{Fumess (Pacific) Limited)

EAST ASIATIC CO., INC.

JAVA PACIFIC LINE
UNION S. S. CO. OF N. Z., LTD.

JANUARY • 1947

Service To:

China, Europe, United Kingdom, Philip-

pine Islands, Straits Settlements, Neth-

erlands East Indies, India, Persian Gulf,

South Africa, East Africa, New Zealand,

Australia.

CANADLRN AUSTRALASIAN LINE

626 S. W, Broadway MAin 0637

CANADIAN PACIFIC S. S. CO.
626 S. W. Broadway BRoadway 0637

E. I. Dahlberg, City Passenger Agent

C. W. Laird, District Freight Agent

626 S. W. Broadway

CHAMBERLIN, W. H., & CO.
Booid of Trade Building BRoadway 0406

COASTWISE (PACIFIC FAR EAST) LINE

1788 N. W. Front Avenue BRoadway 7301

Agents For:

BARBER STEAMSHIP LINES INC.

DECONHH. SHIPPING CO.
Board oi Trade Building

DONALDSON LINE
See, BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., LTD.,

Agents

EAST ASIATIC CO., INC.

See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

FRENCH LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE
See, PAGE BROTHERS, INC., Agents .

FURNESS (PACIFIC) LIMITED
See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP.
P.O. Box 6118 UNiversity 1605

Portland 9. Oregon
M. H. Schmokel, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

Lew Barnes, Purchasing Agent

D. A. Younger, Superintendent

J. P. Dillon, Yard Foreman

GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP., LTD.

Lewis Building AGENTS
ATwater 7214

V. -A. DriscoU, District Manager
E. E. Anderson, District Passenger Agent

E. G. Carlson, Traffic Dept. Manager

W. B. Smith, Traffic Dept.

Spencer Gorham, Documentation and Claims

Agents For:

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE

KERR-SILVER LINES
PACIFIC-AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINE

PACIFIC ISLANDS TRANSPORT LINE

AMERICAN-PACIFIC S. S. CO., INC.

WESTFAL-LARSEN LINE

INDEPENDENCE LINE
PACIFIC-MEDITERRANEAN LINE
.FRENCH LINE

Service To:

Shanghai, Tsingtao, Taku Bar and Other

North China Ports; Philippines, Straits

Settlements, Dutch East Indies, India,

Persian Gulf, South African Ports; Aus-

tralia and New Zealand Ports; West

and East Coasts of South America;

Central America, Panama, Colombia

and South America; Pacific Coast to

Mediterranean Ports; Pacific Ctoast to

French and North European Pors.

—PORTLAND

GRACE LINE
See, LIDELL & CLARK, Agents

GRIFFITH TRANSPORT COMPANY
709 Dekum Building AGENTS

ATwater 9486

E. ]. Griifiih, President

W. A. Allen, Secretary

R. E. Tetherow, Treasurer

-Agents For:

AFRICA-ASIA LINE

STAN LINE
Service To:

South Africa, India and Oriental Ports.

HAMMOND SHIPPING CO.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD.,

Agents

HILLCONE STEAMSHIP CO.

Board ol Trade Building

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE

See, NORPAC SHIPPING CO., INC.,

Agents

INDEPENDENCE LINE

See. GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

INTER-ISLAND STEAM NAVIGATION CO.

See, ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, LTD.,

Agents

INTEROCEAN LINK

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

INTEROCEAN STEAMSHIP CORP.

Board ol Trade Building AGENTS
BEacon 4174

A. C. Nielsen, Dist. Mgr.

R. G. Jubitz, Traffic Mgr.

G. H. Riggs, Operations

Agents For:

INTEROCEAN LINE
KNUTSEN LINE
SALEN LINE
PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE

WEYERHAEUSER S. S. CO.
AGWILINES INC.

AMERICAN LIBERTY S. S. CORP.
Service To:

Havre, Rotterdam, Manila, Shanghai,

Hong Kong, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

Norfolk.

ISTHMIAN S. S. CO.
1117 Board of Trade Bldg. BEacon 3126

S. E. Shields, Dist. Mgr.

G. P. Abingdon, Pier Agent
Service To:

World-wide.

JAVA PACIFIC LINE

See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

lOHNSON LINE
See: LIDELL & CLARK, Agents

KERR-SILVER LINES

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
Board of Trade Building

KLAVENESS LINE

Henry Building ATwater 3316

KNUTSEN LINE (S. A. SERVICE)

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

LATIN-AMERICAN LINE

See, I. I. MOORE & CO., Agents
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LIDELL & CLAHK AGENTS
Board oi Trade Building ATwaler 8508

Geo. G. Clarke, President
Roy Albers, Traffic Manager

Lines:

JOHNSON LINE
ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.
GRACE LINE

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO., INC.
1201 Public Service Building ATwaler 8371
Also: Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Co., Inc.

R. E. Piper, District Manager
A. M. Hendrickson, Dist. Claim Agent
H. C. Chadbourne, Cashier
R. R. Steele, Marine Supt.

Service To:

North Atlantic— New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Providence
Gulf—New Orleans, Mobile, Houston,
Tampa

LYKES BROS. S. S. CO.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD., Agents

MARINE TRANSPORT LINES, INC.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
See, ALEXANDER S BALDWIN, LTD.,
Agents

MOORE, J. J., & CO. AGENTS
918 Board of Trade Bldg. ATwater 8201

Capt. H. C. Neilson, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.
H. H. Wood, Traffic Manager
Agents For:

LATIN-AMERICAN LINE
SOUTH AMERICAN DISPATCH LINE
AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE
ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION

Service To:

West Coast of South America, South
Africa, Australia.

MOORE McCORMACK LINES, INC.
Behnke-WaUcer Building ATwater 7241
E. F. Sweeney, Manager
R. Ornduff, Jr., Operating Manager
A. J. Gartland, Purchasing Agent

MOHAN TOWING 4 TRANSPORTATION
CO.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

NORPAC SHIPPING CO., INC.
Lewis Building AGENTS

BEacon 6207
James McDonald, President
A. H. Gattie, Vice Pes. & Gen. Mgr.
H. B. Beckett, Secretary
E. W. Basye, Asst. Secretary
C. E. Hodges, Superintendent

Agents For;

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD
HOLLAND AMERICA LINE

Service To:

United Kingdom and Continent

NORTHLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD., Agents

NORTON LILLY & CO.
Board of Trade Bldg. BRoadway 0683

OCEANIC S. S. Co.
(New Zealand and Australia Service)

See, ALEXANDER f. BALDWIN, LTD.,
Agents
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OLSON, OLIVER J., & CO.
1020 N. W. Front

PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.
See, PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO
VANCOUVER, WASH.

PACIFIC-AUSTRALIA DIRECT LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

PACIFIC-MEDITERRANEAN LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PAGE BROTHERS, INC. AGENTS
224-226 Board of Trade Bldg. BEacon 4811
Harald Carl, President
Norman Lauritz. Vice President
Agents For:

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE
Service To

United Kingdom, Continent and Scan-
dinavia.

POPE AND TALBOT, INC.
618 N. W. Front ATwaler 9161
H. Lueddemann, Vice Pres. & No'west Mgr.
Cyrus T. Walker, Asst. to Vice Preo.
C. E. Collins, Dist. Manager
W. E. Whitcomb, Gen'l Frt. Agent
B. E. Hearn, Dist. Purch. Agent

Agents For:

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY

Services:

Pacific Coastwise, Intercoastal, Puerto
Rico

PARRY NAVIGATION CO.
See, TRANSOCEAN SHIPPING CO.,
Agents

RICHFIELD OIL CORPORATION
Linnton

ROBIN LINE (Seas Shipping Co.)
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

ROUNTREE, W. J., CO., INC.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD.
See, NORPAC SHIPPING CO., INC.,
Agents

SALEN LINE
See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

SEAS SHIPPING CO. (Robin Line)
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

SHEPARD STEAMSHIP CO.
Builders Exchange Bldg. ATwater 9378
J. T. Cornell, Pac. Coast Mgr.
Earl Sanders, N. W. Operating Manager

SOUTH AFRICAN DISPATCH LINE
See, J. J. MOORE & CO., Agents

SOUTH ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP LINE
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

STAN LINE
See, GRIFFITH TRANSPORT CO.,
Agents

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
See, Under Vancouver, Wash.

STEEB, I. T., & CO., INC. AGENTS
Board of Trade Building

—SEATTLE

SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, INC.
Henry Building ATwater 3316

TEXAS COMPANY, THE
3640 N. W. St. Helens

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL CO.
Pittock Block
C. R. Clark, Dist. Sales Mgr.
Terminal—Linnton
F. Kelly, Plant Supt.

TRANSATLANTIC S. S. CO., LTD.
Lewis Building ATwaler 7214

TRANSOCEAN SHIPPING CO.
Lewis Bldg. BRoadway 1322
Agents For:

PARRY NAVIGATION CO., INC.

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
Yeon Building

UNION STEAMSHIP CO. OF NEW ZEA-
LAND, LTD.
See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
See, POPE & TALBOT, Agents

WESTFAL-LARSEN LINE
See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

WEYERHAEUSER LINE
See, INTEROCEAN 3. S. CORP., Agents

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.
Railway Exchange Building ATwaler 8536

F. N. Mills, District Manager
W. D. Anderson, Asst. to District Mgr.
E. L. Graham, Asst. to District Mgr.
H. L. Hamilton, Shipping Master
E. F. Weiss, Stevedore Superintendent
Agents For:

BLACK DIAMOND STEAMSHIP CORP.
A. H. BULL & CO.
EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC.
MARINE TRANSPORT LINES, INC.
MORAN TOWING & TRANSPORTA-
TION CO.

ROUNTREE, W. J., CO., INC.
SEAS SHIPPING CO. (Robin Line)
SOUTH ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP LINE
WILMORE STEAMSHIP CO.

WILMORE STEAMSHIP CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

IVASHI^CTOK

SEATTLE
AGWILINES, INC.

See, INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION
See, J. I. MOORE & CO.. Agents

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
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ALASKA STEAMSmP CO.
Piers 50 and 51 MAin 4530

G. W. Skinner, President

Lawrence Bogle, 1st Vice President

L. W. Baker, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

J. W. Killingsworth, Secretary

W. P. McCarthy, Auditor (Insurance Official)

C. O. Nelson, Purchasing Agent

J. Fred Zumdieck, Marine Supt.

R. A. Johnson, Port Captain

M. W. Felton, Port Engineer

W. C. Hubbard, Port Steward
H. N. Peterson, Pass. Traffic Mgr.

I. D. Nelson, Freight Traffic Mgr.

W. E. Brown, General Frt. & Pass. Agent
Service To:

All Alaska Ports: Ketchikan, Juneau,

Cordova, Valdez, Seward, Seldovia, Ko-

diak, Nome.

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.
Pier 58 MAin 7477

J. A. Talbot, President

Norton Clapp. 1st V. P. & Secty.

S. J. Swanson, 2nd V. P. & Gen. Mgr.

E. W. Hundley, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

George Guerin, Purchasing Agent

D. Ethier, Port Captain

J. H. Hearing, Port Engineer

Agents For:

U. S. MARITIME COMMISSION
Service To:

Ketchikan, Juneau, Haines, Pelican,

Skagway, Sitka, and Other Ports.

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.
See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, LTD. AGENTS
814 Second Avenue MAin 3677

Melville McKinstry, Seattle Manager
E. T. Collins, Port Captain

H. R. Farwell, Freight Agent
C. J. Stettin, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
Service To:

Hawaii.

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTl.

Agents

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP CO.
1305 Vance Building AGENTS

ELiot 8120

H. M. Burke, District Manager
Dick Streets, Port Engineer

O. L. Brownell, Asst. Dist. Mgr.

Agents For:

U. S. M. C. AND OWN VESSELS
Service To:

Intercoastal. North Atlantic: New York,

Philadelphia, Boston. South Atlantic:

Puerto Rico, Jacksonville, Savannah,
Charleston, Wilmington, N. C, Norfolk,

Baltimore.

AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD. AGENTS
740 Stuart Building SEneca 4400

A. R. Lintner, President

R. J. Reynolds, Earl D. Doran, Ross Mclntyre,

Vice Presidents

S. L. Barnes, Secretary

R. B. Bush, Treasurer

G. J. Ackerman, Operating Manager
S. E. Fleming, Purchasing Agent
A. F. Raynaud, Port Captain

F. H. Howard, Port Engineer
William Klontz, Port Steward

H. T. Krull, Traffic Manager
William Ross, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

LYKES BROS. S. S. CO., INC.
HAMMOND SHIPPING CO., LTD.
AMERICAN EXPORT LINES, INC.

ALASKA TRANSPORTATION CO.
NORTHLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
DECHMANN WRIGHT & PUGH

Service To:

China, Hong Kong and Philippines.

AMERICAN-PACIFIC S. S. CO.

See, GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.,
Agents

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES, LTD.

See, COASTWISE LINE, Agents

AMERICAN REPUBLICS LINE

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

AMERICAN-WEST AFRICAN LINE

See, COASTWISE LINE, Agents

ANGLO CANADIAN SHIPPING CO.. LTD.

See, INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

INC., Agents

ARROW LINE

See, SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, INC.,

Agents

AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE

See, I. J. MOORE & CO., Agents

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., LTD. AGENTS
Dexter Horton Building ELiot 1464

Lines:

DONALDSON LINE
KNUTSEN LINE (S. A. Service)

BERGER TRANSPORTATION CO.
66 Marion Street MAin 6340

Heinie Berger, President & Gen. Mgr.

Fred Bianco, Vice President

J, Lael Simmons, Secretary

H. A. Schurman, Seattle Agent
Service To:

Seattle to Cook Inlet Ports and Anchor-

age, Alaska.

BLACK DIAMOND S. S. CO.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

BLIDBERG-ROTHCHaD CO., INC.

See, INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

INC., Agents

BLUE FUNNEL LINE

S=e, DODV/ELL & CO., Agents

BLUE STAR LINE AGENTS
1801 Northern Life Tower SEneca 1050

E. A. Gilbert, General Manager
S. C. Cramb, Marine Supt.

C. E. Greene, Gen. Freight Agent

C. W. Eshom, Traffic Manager
Agents For:

STAN LINE OF LONDON
Service To:

Orient, United Kingdom and Continent.

BORDER LINE TRANSPORTATION CO..

THE
See, DODWELL, LTD., Agents

BULL, A. H. & CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., .'Vgents

—SEATTLE

BORCHARD & FISKEN, INC. AGENTS
2103 Exchange Bldg. MAin 7419

H. W. Burchard, President

L. J. Kenevan, General Manager
S. W. Husseman, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.
E. H. Gordon, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

CUNARD WHITE STAR LTD.
DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE
EAST ASIATIC CO. INC.

FURNESS, WITHY & CO., LTD.
JAVA PACIFIC LINE
PRINCE LINE, LTD.

Service To:

United Kingdom and Continental Ports,

China, Philippines, Straits Settlements.

Dutch East Indies, India. Persian Gulf,

South and East Africa.

BURNS STEAMSHIP CO.
See, OLYMPIC S. S. C Agents

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE
See, CANADIAN PAC. 3. .3. CO., Agents

CANADIAN NATIONAL S. S. CO., LTD.
1329 Fourth Avenue MAin 4906

O. K. Daly, General Agent, Frt. Dept.

Malcolm J, Woods, Gen. Agt., Pass. Dept.

Service To:

Westview, B. C. (Powell River, B. C),

Ocean Falls, B. C, Prince Rupert, B. C,
Ketchikan, Alaska.

CANADIAN PACIFIC S. S. CO.
1320-4th Avenue MAin 627S
A. J. Mahon, Gen. Agt., Passenger Dept.

E. M. Phelps, District Freight Agent
562 Stewart Building

Agents For:

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE

CARPENTER LINE
See, INTEROCEAN Agents

COASTWISE LINE AND
COASTWISE (PACIFIC FAR EAST) LINE

Pier 24 AGENTS
ELiot 1924

C. L. Dodd, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

Miss M. L. Clement, Purchasing Agent

J. A. Ederer, Port Engineer

R. M. Costigan, Freight A.gent

Miss L. P. Christensen, Pass. A.gent

Agents For:

UNITED STATES LINES CO.
AMERICAN WEST AFRICAN LINE
PACIFIC TANKERS INC.

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
PACIFIC FAR EAST LINE, INC.

Service To:

Coastwise (Freight), Far East (Freight),

Intercoastal, including Havana (Freight),

North Atlantic (Freight & Passenger).

COASTWISE STEAMSHIP & BARGE CO.
INC.

See, JAMES GRIFFITH,;, i .'^ONS, INC.,

Agents

COASTWISE STEAMSHIP 4 BARGE CO.,

LTD.

See, JAMES GRIFFITHS & SONS, INC.,

Agents

CUNARD WHITE STAR LTD.
See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

DECHMANN WRIGHT & PUGH
See, AMERICAN MAIL LiME LTD., Agents
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DECONHH. SHIPPING COMPANY
See. I. T. STEEB & CO., INC., Agents

DODWELL & CO. LTD. AGENTS
427 Colman Building ELiol 0145

R. A. Tinling, General Manager
G. H. Baldwin, Ass't Manager
Agents For:

DODWELL-HERLOFSON LINE
THE BLUE FUNNEL LINE
THE BORDER LINE TRANSPORTATION
CO.

Service To:

Orient.

DODWELL-HERLOFSON LINE

See, DODWELL & CO. LTD., Agents

DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE

See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

DONALDSON LINE

See, BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., Agents

EAST ASIATIC CO. INC.

See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

EASTERN S. S. LINES

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE

See, INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC COAST
CORP., Agents

FRENCH LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

FURNESS, WITHY & CO., LTD.

See, BURCHARD & FISKEN, INC., Agents

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP. OF CALIF.

(a Socony Vacuum Company)
Dexler-Horlon Building

Service: Coastwise, Worldwide

GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORPORATION,
LTD. AGENTS

553 Stuart Building MAin 4701

D. M. Dysart, Vice Pres. and Northwest Mgr.

R. K. Brown, Jr., Local Manager
E. M. Gall, Operating Manager
D. H. McChesney and

James O- PauU, Traffic Department
Agents for:

AMERICAN-PACIFIC S. S. CO.
TRANSATLANTIC S. S. CO. LTD.
WESTFAL-LARSEN COMPANY LINE
INDEPENDENCE LINE
PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
KERR S. S. CO. INC.
FRENCH LINE
PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE
PACIFIC ISLAND TRANSPORT LINE

Service To:

Australia, East Coast S. America, Cen-
tral America, North China, Orient, Phil-

ippine Islands, Dutch E. Indies, India,

Straits Settlements, Persian Gulf, South
Africa, Europe, Italy, Greece, South
Seas.

GIHDWOOD SHIPPING CO. AGENTS
Northern Lile Towrer ELiot 1972

Line:

LAURITZEN LINE
Service To:

Casablanca, Marseille, Tunis, Alex-

andria, Haifa.

GRACE, W. R. & CO. AGENTS
408 White Building SEneca 4300

W. D. Vanderbilt, General Manager
O. Benson, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

T. O. Todd, Purchasing Agent
George Roberts, Port Captain

W. C. Angus, Port Engineer

P. DeMaio, Port Steward
D. W. Lawrence, Freight Agent
Helen Mjelva, Passenger Agent
Agents For:

GRACE LINE, INC.

JOHNSON LINE
Service to South America and Sweden.

GRIFFITHS, JAMES & SONS, INC.

914 Second Avenue MAin 3340

James F. Griffiths, Exec. Vice Pres.

F. J. McDowell, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

J. D. McMasters, Secretary

J. L. Sweetin, Marine Superintendent

E. L. Moltley, Asst. Secty.

J. E. Copeland, Mgr., Claims and Insurance

H. R. Davis, Executive Assistant

L. Wuthenow, Purchasing Agent

J. W. Tellgren, Poll Steward

Agents For:

COASTWISE STEAMSHIP & BARGE
CO., INC.

GRIFFITHS STEAMSHIP CO.
COASTWISE STEAMSHIP & BARGE

CO., LTD.

Service To:

Pacific Coastwise and Offshore Ports

GRIFFITHS STEAMSHIP COMPANY
See JAMES GRIFFITHS & SONS, INC.,

Agents

HAMMOND SHIPPING CO., LTD.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD., Agents

HILLCONE STEAMSHIP CO.

See J. T. STEEB & CO., INC., Agents

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE

See, ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD., Agents

INDEPENDENCE LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.

See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC COAST CORP.
Skinner Building AGENTS

SEneca 2992
Lines:

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO. INC.
714 Arctic Building AGENTS

SEneca 1676

A. W. Kinney, President & Gen. Mgr.
D. R. Girdwood, Vice President
F. B. Hancock, Secretary & Purch Agent
F. I. Nystrom, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.
R. J. Lamont, Freight Agent

Agents For:

FRED OLSEN LINE
ANGLO CANADIAN SHIPPING CO.
PACIFIC ATLANTIC S. S. CO.
NORTH PACIFIC SHIPPING CO.
J. H. WINCHESTER & CO.
BLIDBERG-ROTHCHILD CO.

—SEAniE

INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP. AGENTS
Dexter Horton Building ELiot 7014

C. Damon, Manager

Lines:

U.S.A. WAR SHIPPING ADMINISTRA-
TION

INTEROCEAN LINE
KNUTSEN LINE
WEYERHAEUSER LINE
PACIFIC COAST DIRECT LINE
CARPENTER LINE
AGWILINES, INC.

ISTHMIAN S. S. CO.
White BIdg.

W. .J. Schreter, Mgr.
M. M. Corbit, Traf. Mgr.

Service To:

Intercoastal, Philippines, China, Neth-

erlands East Indies, French Indo-China,

Straits Settlements (Malaya), Hawaiian
Islands, India, Celon, Burma, Persian

Gulf, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Red Sea

JAVA PACIFIC LINE

See BURCHARD & FISKEN, Agents

JOHNSON LINE

See W. R. GRACE & CO., Agents

KERR S. S. CO. INC.

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
See J. T. STEEB & COMPANY, INC.,

Agents

KLAVENESS LINE

See SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON, INC., Ag-
ents

KNUTSEN LINE (S. A. Service)

See BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., Agents
and INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

LATIN-AMERICAN LINE

See, J. J. MOORE & CO., Agents

LAURITZEN LINE

See GIRDWOOD SHIPPING CO., Agents

LUCKENBACH GULF S. S. CO., INC.

2902 Smith Tower ELiot 1208

LUCKENBACH S. S. CO., INC.

H. E. Rhoda, Dist. Mgr.

R. C. Elander, Ass't Dist. Mgr.

E. S. Ramey, Mgr. Eng. Dept.

A. J. Morrill, Dist. Marine Supt.

W. Guthrie, Wharfinger
E. Basel, Cashier

Service To: (Luckenbach Gulf)

Houston, New Orleans, Mobile, Tampa
Service To: (Luckenbach S. S.)

Boston, Camden, Philadelphia, Brook-

lyn

LYKES BROS. S. S. CO., INC.

See, AMERICAN MAIL LINE, LTD., Agents

MARINE TRANSPORT LINES

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., .Agents

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.

See, ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, LTD.,

Agents
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MOORE. I. I. & CO., INC. AGENTS
914 Second Ave. ELiot 0930

Aaents For:

\ATIN-AMERICAN LINE

50UTH AFRICAN DISPATCH LINE

AUSTRALIAN DISPATCH LINE

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION

Service To:

"•Vest Coast of South American, South

Africa, Australia.

MOORE-McCORMACK LINES. INC.

Dexter Horton Building ELiot 2732

C. J. Gravesen, Manager
D. C. Buckingham, Oper. Mgr.

W. P. Lyman, Traffic Manager
C. F. Ramey, Purchasing Agent

F. W. Bury, Freight Agent

M. L. Murie, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

PACIFIC REPUBLICS LINE

ALL SOVIET FLAG VESSELS

Service To:

East Coast of South America and Carib-

bean Seaports.

MOHAN TOWING & TRANSPORTATION
CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

NORTHLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

Pier 56 MAin 4600

NORTH PACIFIC SHIPPING CO., LTD.

See INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

INC., Agents

NORTON LILLY & CO.

Smith Tower ELiot 6840

FRED OLSEN LINE

See INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

INC., Agents

OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

Pier 57 MAin 4520

E. C. Bentzen, President

M. M. Stewart, Executive Assistant

G. R. Seefeldt, Operating Manager
G. S. Cleverdon, Comptroller & Asst. Treas.

Capt. C. E, Gannon, Marine Supt.

Merle A. Johnston, Port Engineer

A. R. Palmer, Port Steward

I. Henningsen, Mgr., Qaims & Insurance

F. L Ewers, Asst. Freight Traf. Manager
Agents For:

BURNS S. S. CO.
SHEPARD S. S. CO.

PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.

See INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

INC. Agents

PACmC COAST DIRECT LINE

See INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP., Agents

PACIFIC FAR EAST LINE, INC.

3ee, COASTWISE LINE, Agents

PACIFIC ISLAND TRANSPORT LINE

See GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agents

PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., Agents

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE

See GENERAL S. S. CORP., Agents

JANUARY • 1947

PACIFIC REPUBLICS LINE

See, MOORE-McCORMACK LINES, Agents

PACIFIC TANKERS INC.

See, COASTWISE LINE, Agents

PARRY NAVIGATION CO.
653 Dexter Horton Bldg. Eliot 7332

Kenneth W. GUmore, Dist. Mgr.

Leo J. Cummings, Asst. Dist. Mgr.

POPE & TALBOT LINES AGENTS

Pier 48 ELiot 4630

E. J. Harrington, General Manager
Capt. ]. C. Lass, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

E. G. Harrison, Purchasing Agent

J. C. Harper, Freight Agent

Agents For:

ALCOA STEAMSHIP CO.
INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTING CORP.
SMITH & JOHNSON
WESSEL DUVAL CO.
PRUDENTIAL S. S. CORP.
SPRAGUE S. S. CO.
STOCKARD S. S. CO. -

Service To:

California Ports, Atlantic Coast Ports,

Puerto Rico.

PRINCE LINE

See BURCHARD & FISKEN, Agents

PRUDENTIAL S. S. CORP.

See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

PU6ET SOUND FREIGHT LINES

Canadian National Dock • ELiot 1600

Clarence H. Coriander, President

George Foss, Vice President

Edith R. Lovejoy, Secretary-Treasurer

RICHFIELD on. CORPORATION MAin 3010

Division Office, 217 Pine Street Eliol 3071

Marine Terminal, Harbor Island, West
Waterway

Seattle; Washington

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD.

1731 Exchange Building ELiot 4944

C, W. Varney, Pacific Coast Manager

K. K. Barker, Traffic Manager
S. H. Jarvis, Purchasing Agent

J. Donnell, Freight Agent
Service To:

North Pacific Coast Ports to United

Kingdom and Holland

Agents Fon
HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE

SANTA ANA STEAMSHIP CO.
Colman Building MAin 0583

SEAS SHIPPING CO.
See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

SMITH & JOHNSON
See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

SOUTH AFRICAN DISPATCH LINE

See, J. J. MOORE & CO., Agents

SOUTH ATLANTIC S. S. CO.

See, WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Agents

SPRAGUE S. S. CO.
See. POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

STAN LINE OF LONDON
See, BLUE STAR LINE, Agents

STANDARD OIL CO.

Richmond Beach. Wash.

L. Simonson, Marine Supt.

STEEB, I. T., & CO.. INC. AGENTS

410 Insurance Building ELIOT 1891

AgeiTts For:

DECONHIL SHIPPING CO.
HILLCONE STEAMSHIP CO.
KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
W. H. WICKERSHAM 5. CO.

STOCKARD S. S. CO.

See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

SUDDEN & CHBISTENSON, INC.

Arctic Building AGENTS
MAin 1194

S. H. Guenther, Dist. Mgr.

H. B. Blair, Operating Mgr.

R. W. Love, Office Mgr.

Lines:

ARROW LINE
KLAVENESS LINE

SWEDISH AMERICAN LINE
While Building MAin 5640

TEXAS COMPANY, THE
Republic Building

TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OIL CO.

1733 So. Alaskan Way
J. D. Cardoza, Dist. Sales Mgr.

A. E. Sykes, Plant Supt.

TRANSATLANTIC S. S. CO.. LTD.

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., LTD., Agen:?

UNION on. CO. OF CALIFORNIA

2901 Western

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
1053 Empire Building

J. C. Hickey, Manager

UNITED STATES LINES CO.
See, COAST^//ISE LINE, Agents

U.S.SJt. VESSELS
See, MOORE-McCORMACK LINES, Agents

WESSEL DUVAL CO.
See, POPE & TALBOT LINES, Agents

WESTFAL-LARSEN CO. LINE

See, GENERAL S. S. CORP., Agents

WEYERHAEUSER LINE

Agents:

INTEROCEAN S. S. CORP.

Dexter Horton Bldg. EUot 7014

WICKERSHAM & CO.. W. H.

Agents:

J. T. STEEB & CO, INC.

410 Insurance Bldg. ELiot 1891

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.
Vance Building ELiot 8120

H. M. Burke, District Manager
Dick Streets, Port Engineer

O. L. Brownell, Asst. Dist. Mgr.

Agents For:

SEAS SHIPPING CO.
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WILLIAMS. DIMOND & CO.

Agents For:

MARINE TRANSPORT LINES
A. H. BULL & CO.
MORAN TOWING & TRANSPORTA-
TION CO.

SOUTH ATLANTIC S. S. CO.
EASTERN S. S. LINES
WILMORE S. S. CO.
BLACK DIAMOND S. S. CO.
AMERICAN REPUBLICS LINE

t^ervice To:

World Ports

WILMORE S. S. CO.
See. WILLIAMS. DIMOND & CO., Agents

WINCHESTER. J. H. & CO.
See, INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CO.,

IMC, Agents

VANCOUVER. WASH.

CALIFORNIA-EASTERN LINE, INC.

1010 Washington ATwaler 1361

PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.
1010 Washington St. ATwaler 1361

S. P. Fleming. Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

W. D. Brennan, Vice Pres. & Traf. Mgr.

Kenneth Robertson. Secretary

A. J. Chalmers, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

C. H. Crockett, Insurance Official

R. K. McClelland, Purchasing Agent
H. C. Dyer, Port Captain

L. A. Vallet, Port Engineer

F. L. Pearson, Port Steward

STATES STEAMSHIP COMPANY
1010 Washington Street ATwater 1361

Thomas W. Dant. President

S. P. Fleming, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Kenneth Robertson, Secretary

A. I. Chalmers, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.

C. H. Crockett, Insurance Official

R. K, McClelland, Purchasing Agent
H. C. Dyer. Port Captain

L. A. Vallet, Port Engineer

F. L. Pearson. Port Steward
W. D. Brennan, Traffic Mgr.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.

See: CANADIAN BLUE STAR LINE, LTD.,
Agents

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN S. S. CO.
See: CANADA ShMPPlNG CO., LTD., Ag-

ents

AMERICAN MAa LINK

See: CANADIAN BLU.L ; ''.XR LINE, LTD.,

Agents

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES

See: CANADIAN BLUE STAR LINE, LTD.,

Agents

ANCHOR LINE

See: CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIPS,
LTD., Agents

ANGLO CANADIAN SHIPPING CO., LTD.

Marine Building AGENTS
MArine 4221

A. B. Graham
L. S. Richardson

Service:

General chartering and berth service to

world ports as inducement offers.

AUSTRALIA-BRITISH COLUMBIA LINE

Managers:
CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO., LTD.

B. C. STEAMSHIPS, LTD.
See: BRITISH COLUMBIA STEAMSHIP

LTD.

BALFOUR. GUTHRIE & CO. (Cemada). LTD.
744 W. Hastings AGENTS

MArine 0211
Harold S. Cove, President

Gordon S. Jones, Mgr., Steamship Dept.
D. C. Hutton, General Freight Agent
R. Lorimer, Mgr., Billing Dept.
L. P. Winckler, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

DONALDSON LINE
KLAVENESS LINE
MOORE-McCORMACK LINES
PACIFIC REPUBLIC LINE

Service To:

United Kingdom, Orient and Philippine
Islands, Caribbean and East Coast of

South America.

BERVIN S. S. CO.
325 Howe PAcific 2921

C. D. Vincent, Manager

BLUE FUNNEL LINE

See: DODWELL & CO., LTD.. Agents

BLUE STAR LINE. INC.

See: PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S.S. CO., Agents
See: DODWELL S CO., LTD.. Agents

BOBDER LINE TRANSPORTATION CO.
See: DODWELL & CO., LTD., Agents

BRITISH COLUMBIA STEAMSHIPS LTD.
1007 Roger Building AGENTS

MArine 2578
E, B. Clark, President

G. Davis, Secretary

Capt. H. I. C. Terry, Gen'l Manager
Alexander Wood, Purch. Agt. & Frt. Agent
Capt. William Strutt, Port Captain

Agents For:

NORTHERN STEAMSHIPS LTD.
Service To:

British Columbia Coast and South
Eastern Alaskan Ports.

BRITISH COLUMBIA-UNITED KINGDOM
LINE

Managers:
CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO., LTD.

BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAV. CO.. LTD.
See, CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE,

LTD., Agents

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BURNS STEAMSHIP CO.
See, KINGSLEY NAVIGATION CO LTD.,

Agents

CANADA SHIPPING CO., LTD.
1119 Marine Building PAciiic 0131

E. F. Riddle. President

K. M. Montgomery, Ass!. General Manager
J. S. Crawford, District Oper. Mgr.
W. H. Steele. Insurance Official

A. S. Gait, Marine Supt.

Agents For:

INTEROCEAN LINE
KNUTSEN LINE
SALEN LINE

I. S. WEBSTER & SONS
WESTERN CANADA STEAMSHIPS

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE, LTD.
999 W. HasUngs PAciHc 3271

D. C. Coleman, President

J. N. Greenland, Vice President

T. W. Brawn, Secretary

P. B. Cooke, Gen. Mgr.
Agents For:

UNION S. S. CO. OF N. Z. LTD.

BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAV. CO. LTD.

EASTERN & AUSTR.ALIAN S. S. CO.,

LTD.

Service To:

New Zealand. Australia, South Sea
Islands.

CANADIAN BLUE STAR LINE (1940) LTD.

355 Burrard PAci&c 2157

Geo. F. Wales, British Columbia Dist. Mgr.

Agents For:

BLUE STAR LINE, LTD. (LONDON)
AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
AMERICAN MAIL LINE
ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO.

Service To:

Round the World and For East, Orient,

Alaska, United Kingdom, Continent,

South America.

CANADIAN NATIONAL STEAMSHIPS
Foot oi Main MArine 9112

R. C. Vaughan, Preside.-:

W. R. Devenish, Vice Preside.-.:

W. H. Hobbs, Secretary

W. C. Owens. General Manager
W. T. Moodie. General Supt.

H. L. Taylor. Purchasing Agent
G. A. MacMillan. Superintendent
W. E. Baillie, Ass't Engineer
H. Tennant, Port Steward
W. Hately, Gen. Freight Agent
K. E. McLeod, Gen. Passenger Agent

Service To:

Between Vancouver Prince Rupert and
Ketchikan, Alaska.

CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIPS. LTD.
Pier BC PAciBc 2212

J. J. Forster, General Passenger Agent
Agents For:

ANCHOR LINE

CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO.. LTD.
837 W. Hastings PAciEc 351

1

H. A. Stevenson, Managing Director

- A. L. Palmer, Assistant Manager
J. C. Cunningham, Marine Superintendent
Managers For:

VANCOUVER-WEST INDIES LINE
To Trinidad, Barbados and other W. I.

ports.
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VANCOUVER, B. C—
CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO.. LTD.

Managers For:

VANCOUVER-ST. LAWRENCE LINE

To: Between British Columbia and East-

ern Canadian ports.

AUSTRALIA - BRITISH COLUMBIA
To: Between British Columbia and Aus-

tralia.

BRITISH COLUMBIA - UNITED KING-

DOM
To: From Pacific Coast ports to United

Kingdom.

CAPPER. ALEXANDER & CO.

See, FURNESS (PAC.) LTD., Agents

CARPENTER LINE

See: W. R. CARPENTER OVERSEAS
SHIPPING, LTD.

CARPENTER W. R. OVERSEAS SHIPPING,

LTD.

Fool oi Dunlevy HAstings 4177

Agent:
W. R. CARPENTER (CANADA) LTD.

E. R. Palireyman, Manager

Service To:

Australia, New Zealand and Pacific

Islands.

COASTWISE S. S. & BARGE CO.. LTD.

510 W. Hastings MArine 0731

P. A. Curry, Manager

COMPAGNIE DU BOLEO
See, KINGSLEY NAVIGATION CO. LTD.,

Agents

CUNARD WHITE STAR LINE, LTD.

626 W. Pender MArine 2842

C. A. VV'hitelock, Manager
Mrs. C. B. Colwell, Asst. Mgr.

Agents For:

CUNARD WHITE STAR, LIMITED
DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE

Service To:

From Montreal, New York, Boston, Hali-

fax, St. Mm, to United Kingdom ports.

DE LA RAMA STEAMSHIP CO., INC.

SEE: PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.,

Agents

DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD. AGENTS
486 Howe Street PAcilic 3235

F. J. Pickett, Manager
Agents For:

SWAYNE & HOYT, LTD.

OCEANIC & ORIENTAL NAVIG. CO.
SILVER JAVA PACIFIC LINE
SUN SHIPPING CO.
WALTER RUNCIMAN 6, CO., LTD.

REARDON-SMITH LINE

DODWELL & CO., LTD.

Marine Building PAcilic 9242

Guy F. Dodwell, Asst. Gen. Mgr. (Seattle)

J. Henry Davidson, Asst. Mgr.

Agents For:

BLUE FUNNEL LINE
BORDER LINE TRANSPORTATION CO.

DONALDSON ATLANTIC LINE
See: CUNARD WHITE STAR LINE, LTD.,

Agents

DONALDSON LINE
See: BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO.,

(CANADA) LTD., Agents
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EAST ASIATIC CO.

See, JOHNSON, WALTON STEAMSHIPS,
Agents

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN S. S. CO. LTD.

See, CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE,

LTD., Agents

ELLEHMAN & BUCKNAIL STEAMSHIPS

See, B. W. GREER & SON, Agents

EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., LTD. AGENTS

966 W Hastings PAcilic 7121

F. H. Clendenning, President

F. C. Garde, Vice President

E. T. Clendenning, Secretary and Gen. Mgr.

Capt. M. McLean, Marine Supt. and Port

Captain
Miss D. Ally, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

TRANSATLANTC STEAMSHIP LINE
PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
WESTFAL-LARSEN LINE
LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO.
INDEPENDENCE LINE
GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.
FRENCH LINE
PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE

Service To:

Australia. Shanghai, North Chinese

Ports, South America, Atlantic and Pa-

cific Coast Ports U, S. A., Central

America, Panama, Buena Ventura,

France and Continent, Mediterranean

Ports.

FRENCH LINE

See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE

See: B. W. GREER & SON, LTD., Agents

FURNESS (PACIFIC) LTD. AGENTS

Marine Building PAcilic 6I4I

P. V. O. Evans, Manager
Capt. C. E. Holland, Marine Supt.

Mrs. E. C. Timleck, Passenger Agent

Agents For:

FURNESS, WITHY & ASSOC,
COMPANIES
HAIN STEAMSHIP CO, LTD.

CAPPER, ALEXANDER & CO.
HALDIN 5, PHILIPPS LTD.

Service To:

Canadian and U. S. Pacific Coast

Ports to United Kingdom

GENERAL STEAMSHIP CORP.

See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

GRACE LINE

See: C. GARDNER JOHNSON, LTD.,

Agents

B. W. GREER & SON LTD. AGENTS

602 West Hastings Street MArine 1341

B. W. Greer, President

J. A. Barker, Vice President

W. B. Davidson, Secretary

Agents For:

ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP CO.

FRUIT EXPRESS LINE

ELLERMAN & BUCKNALL STEAMSHIPS
VANCOUVER-ORIENTAL LINE LTD.

Service To:

United Kingdom, Continent, Japan,

China and Manila

—VAUNCOUVER, B. C.

GRIFFITHS. lAMES & SONS

See: PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.,

Agents

HAIN STEAMSHIP CO. LTD.

See, FURNESS (PAC.) LTD., Agents

HALDIN & PHILIPPS LTD.

See, FURNESS (PAC.) LTD., Agents

HOLLAND AMERICA LINE

See: ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD., Agents

INDEPENDENCE LINE

See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

INTEROCEAN LINE

Marine Building PAciiic 0131

ISTHMIAN S. S. LINE

See: B. W. GREER cS SON. LTD., Agents

JOHNSON, WALTON STEAMSHIPS LTD.

Marine Building AGENTS
PAcilic 4331

Capt. B. L. Johnson, President

C. C. Busch, Managing Director

H. W. Clyne, Secretary

Agents For:

EAST ASIATIC CO. LTD.

Service to: World Wide.

JOHNSON, C. GARDNER. LTD. AGENTS

991 Hastings St., West PAcific 7271

Hon. H. H. Stevens, M.P., Pres.-Director

R. E. Borchgrevink, Vice Pres.-Dlrector

James K. Cavers, Secr.-Treas .-Director

Harry McT. Elliott, Oper. Mgr.-Direclor

Hercules Worsoe, Mgr. Insurance Dept.

Agents For:

GRACE LINE

JOHNSON LINE

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIF.

General Insurance:

Specializing in Aviation, Marine, Casu-

alty, Automobile and Fire.

JOHNSON LINE

See: C. GARDNER JOHNSON, LTD.,

Agents

KINGSLEY NAVIGATION CO. LTD.

602 Pacific Building AGENTS
MArine 0321

J. C. Cassidy. President

F. W. Harvie, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

F. McNicholl, Secretary & Frt. & Opr. Mgr.

R. W. Wilkie, Purchasing Agent

J. Blain, Marine Superintendent

Agents For:

POPE & TALBOT LINES

OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO.

COMPAGNIE DU BOLEO
BURNS STEAMSHIP CO.

Service To:

U. S. Inlercoastal, Transpacific, Can-

ada, Mexico, U. S. Coastwise.

KLAVENESS LINE

See: BALFOUR. GUTHRIE & CO.

(CANADA) LTD., Agents
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VAUNCOUVER. B. C—
KNUTSEN LINE
3SS Burrard PAcific 0131

Pacific Coast-European Service

Agents:

BALFOWR, GUTHRIE & CO. (CANADA),
LTD.

LAURITZEN LINE

See: NORTH PACIFIC SHIPPING CO..

LTD., Agents

LUCKENBACH S. S. CO.
See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Aqents

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
355 Burrard PAcific 0131

MOORE-McCOP.MACK LINES, INC.

See: BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO.,

(CANADA), Agents

NORTH PACIFIC SfflPPING CO., LTD.

966 W. Hastings MArine 8231

]. Maclnnes, Manager
E. Coltart, Secretary-Treasurer

Agents Fon
LAURITZEN LINE

PARRY NAVIGATION CO.
Service To:

South African Ports, Portuguese East

Africa

NORTHERN STEAMSHIPS, LTD.
See: British Columbia Steamships, Ltd.

OCEANIC & ORIENTAL NAVIGATION CO.
See: DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD.,

Agents:

OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO.
See, KINGSLEY NAVIGATION CO. LTD.,

Agents

PACIFIC ISLAND TRANSPORT LINE
966 W. Hastings PAciBc 7121

PACIFIC MEDITERRANEAN LINE
See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

PACIFIC ORIENT EXPRESS LINE
See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

PACIFIC REPUBLIC LINE

See, BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO. (CAN-
ADA), Agents

PARRY NAVIGATION CO.

See, NORTH PACIFIC SHIPPING CO.,
LTD., Agents

POPE & TALBOT LINES

See, KINGSLEY NAVIGATION CO. LTD.,

Agents

QUAKER LINE

See: PACIFIC-ATLANTIC S. S. CO.,

Agents

REARDON SMITH LINE

See: DINGWALL COTTS 6, CO., LTD.,

Agents:

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD., THE
Marine Building PAcific 3484

E. Cunningham, Manager
J. L. Hovirell, Asst. Mgr.

Agents For:

ROYAL MAIL LINES, LTD.
HOLLAND AMERICA LINES

Service To:

United Kingdom & Continental ports.

RUNCIMAN, WALTER. & CO., LTD.

See; DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD.,

Agents;

SEABOARD SHIPPING COMPANY LTD.
823 Marine Building PAcific 6311

J. A. Humbird, President

C. H. Grinnell, Vice President

W. L. Hurford, Secretary & Gen. Mgr.
H. E. SoUoway, Oper. (Dist.) Mgr.
R. L. Spratley, Insurance Official

C. H. Bennett, Marine Supt.

R. G. Witts, Port Captain
G. D. Cameron, Port Stev/ard

Service To:

United Kingdom, South Africa, Aus-
tralia, Mediterranean, China, West In-

dies.

SaVEH-IAVA PACIFIC LINE

See: DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD.,

Agents:

SUN SHIPPING CO.

See: DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD.,

Agents:

SWAYNE & HOYT, LTD.

See: DINGWALL COTTS & CO., LTD.,

Agents:

TRANSATLANTIC S. S. LINE

See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
See: C. GARDNER JOHNSON, LTD.,

Agents:

UNION STEAM SHIP CO. OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA, LTD., THE

Foot of Carrall PAcific 3411

Gordon Farrell, President

UNION STEAM SHIP CO. OF NEW ZEA-

LAND, LTD.

See: CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN LINE,

Agents

VANCOUVER-ORIENTAL LINE LTD.

See, B. W. GREER & SON, Agents

VANCOUVER - ST. LAWRENCE LINE

Managers:

CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO., LTD.

VANCOUVER - WEST INDIES LINE
Managers:

CANADIAN TRANSPORT CO., LTD.

WEBSTER LINE

See: CANADA SHIPPING CO., LTD.,

Agents

WESTFAL-LARSEN LINE

See, EMPIRE SHIPPING CO., Agents

mRHlOE IO$Uiil\IC[ DIRECTOIiY
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL MARINE
AGENCY
San Francisco

340 Pine Street DOuglas 5414

W. T. Sullivan President

L. B. Mortimer, Vice President

H. W. Gould, Secretary & Treasurer

Representing;

National Union Fire Insurance Co.

New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co.

Pacific National Fire Insurance Co.

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Branch Offices:

Seattle 1

564 Stuart Building

Los Angeles 13

541 South Spring Street

ATLANTIC MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANY

CENTENNIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Pacific Division

San Francisco 4

361 California Street SUtler 8930

Miles F. York, Vice President

Herriot Small, Vice President

H. Gordon Beesley, Marine Underwriter

James J. Walsh. Claims Superintendent

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles 14

James E. Crilly, Jr., Manager
510 West Sixth Street

Michigan 9665

THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
and

THE STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Pacific Marine Department
San Francisco, California

220 Montgomery Street GArfield 2626

K. L. Daniels, Manager
H. R. Cleaveland, Assistant Manager
S. P. Gist, Underwriter

C. V. McAuliffe, Special Agent

Branch Offices

Southern California Marine Office

Los Angeles, California

810 South Spring Street

E. L. Benson, Manager
J. W. Odin, Underwriter

H. F. Gibson, Special Agent
Chas. A. Anderson, State Agent
Northwest State Agent
Seattle, Washington
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THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.

Dexter Horton Building

D. V/. Coultas, Jr., State Agent

BALFOUR. GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED

San Francisco 4, California

Baliour Building

341 California Street EXbrook 3310

riyde A. Nelson, Manager
C. Girdleslone, Claims

D. Morris, Accounting

;:: resenting;

.American & Foreign Insurance Co.

The British & Foreign Marine Insurance

Co., Ltd.

jnion Insurance Society of Canton, Ltd.

Home Fire & Marine Insurance Com-

pany
The Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co.

(Marine Dept.)

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles 14, California

G. E. Hampshire, Manager
530 West Sixth Street

Portland, Oregon
'.A. Dick, Manager
Park and Oak Streets

Seattle 4, Washington
B. B. Pelly. Vice President and Manager
Dex'er Hortcn Bldg.

W. B. BRANDT & CO., INC.

Son Francisco, California

254 Bush Street EXbrook 4787

W. B. Brandt, President

B. C. Turnbell, Vice President in chg.

Ocean Marine Dept.

Representing (for Ocean Marine Insur-

ance):

Providence Washington Insurance Co.

Atlas Assurance Co., Ltd.

Anchor Insurance Co.

Old Colony Insurance Co.

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

L. L. Brandt, Vice President

548 South Spring Street

CALIFORNIA AGENCIES
WORLD FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY OF
NEW YORK
San Francisco. California

114 Sansome Street DOuglas 6800

W. L. Dawes, Vice President

L, Parks, Underwriter

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles. California

208 West 8th Street

Frank F. Nelson. Ir., Supt. Marine De-

partment

\ ]zidan, Under-.'/riter

CENTENNIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
See: ATLANTIC MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANY

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE CO.,

LTD.
Pacific Marine Branch
San Francisco, Califomicf

315 Montgomery Street DOuglas 0170

R. T. '.Vatkins, Marine Secretary

CRAVENS, DARGAN & COMPANY
Son Francisco. California

60 Sansome Street DOuglas 8414

/alcolm Cravens, General Manager
Harry Struthers, Marine Manager
Frank McKeon. Marine Underwriter

Representing:
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London and Lancashire Ins. Co., Ltd.

Camden Fire Insurance Association

Royal Exchange Assurance
Fulton Fire Insurance Company
Lloyd's of London

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

Fred Lee, Marine Underwriter

548 So. Spring Street

Portland, Oregon
Lumberman's Building

Seattle, Washington
Stuart Building

Spokane, Washington
Sherwood Building

FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
San Francisco, California

425 Montgomery Street GAriield 6514

William M. Houston, Secretary-Manager

Donald E. Moodie, Marine Manager
Representing:

Reliance Insurance Company
Lumbermen's Insurance Company
Philadelphia National Insurance Com-
pany

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

548 South Spring Street

Portland, Oregon
Board of Trade Building

Seattle, Washington
Dexier Horton Building

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
San Francisco 20, California

401 California Street SUtter 7000

James F. Crafts, President

George Jordan, Vice President in chg.

Marine
Marine Underwriters:

Gilbert N. Weeks, Asst. Marine Secre-

tary

Woodward Melone, Cargo

Jack Lubbock, Inland Marine

D. E. Libbey. P. & I.

Webster Jones, Hull

Representing:

Home Fire & Marine Insurance Co. of

California

Western National Insurance Company
Branch Offices:

Seattle 1, Washington
Richard T. Saunders, Manager
Pacific Northwest Marine Branch

460 Stuart Building

Portland 4, Oregon
E. A. Valentine, Manager
900 Board of Trade Building

Los Angeles 13. California

Leonard T. Backus, Manager
Southern California Marine Department

548 South Spring Street

FOUNDERS' FIRE 4 MARINE INSURANCE
CO.
(HOME OFFICE)

Los Angeles 14, California

523 West Sixth Street MAdison 1321

Victor H. Rossetti, Chairman of the Board

Preston Hotchkis, President

Allen H. Talmage, Vice President

Ralph P. Cousins, Vice President and Sec-

retary

Hamilton Thacher, Jr., Marine Secretary

Roy B. Luce, Chief Examiner

A. H. Hall, Comptroller

Miss Jonne Vickers, Assistant to Mr.

Thaf.her

FOUNDERS' FIRE 6 MARINE INSURANCE
CO.
Branc'.i Offices:

San Diego
Fresno
Sacramento
SAN FRANCISCO 200 Bush Street

GRaystone 2391

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
and

HARTFORD ACCIDENT AND INDEMNITY
COMPANY
San Francisco, California

Hartford Building

720 California Street SUtter 7680

Pacific Deportment::

Addison C. Posey, Manager
A. H. Schaeffer, Assistant Manager

R. V. Fulton, Assistant Manager

H. E. Diem, Assistant Manager

G. L. West, Superintendent, Marine

Dept.

Metropolitan Department:

San Francisco 4, California

441 California Street SUtter 7680

Charles F. Bailey, Superintendent

Metropolitan Marine Department

Branch Offices:

Oakland 12, California

L. L. George, Special Agent

1021 Central Bank Building

14th & Broadway GLencourt 5076

Los Angeles 13, California

Roy O. Elmore, Supt. Marine Dept.

548 South Spring Street MAdison 1471

Portland 4, Oregon
John M. Benedict, Special Agent

1120 Spalding Building

319 S. W. Washington Street

ATv/ater 8653

Seattle 4, Washington
Forest Guptill. Special Agent

711 Dexter Horton Building ELliott 4025

HINCHMANROLPH & LANDIS
In Association with

CHAPMAN & CO.
Insurance Underwriters
(Marine-Fire-Automobile-Casually)

San Francisco, California

345 Sansome Street DOuglas 8080

Partners:

James Rolph III

Philip F. Landis

F. J. Pelletier

George M. Parrish

G. A. O'SuUivan

Joe Ghirardelli, Associate General Agent

A. W. Lidgate, Asst. Marine Underwriter

Representing:

American Eagle Fire Insurance Com-

pany
American Equitable Assurance Com-

pany
The Continental Insurance Company of

New York

The Commonwealth Insurance Com-

pany of New York

Branch Offices:

Seattle, Washington
G. A. O'SuUivan, Manager
1411 -4th Avenue Building

Los Angeles. California

James W. Scanlon, Manager
548 South Spring Street

Portland, Oregon
Fred Brennan, Manager
American Bank Building
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HOME INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW
YORK
San Frcmcisco. California

341 Montgomery Street EXbrook 5600
Clayton E. Roberts, Marine Manager

A. Martinez. Jr., Marine Manager
Representing:

Franklin Fire Insurance Company of

Philadelphia

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles 14, California

639 South Spring Street

Seattle 4, Washington
J. C. Selz, Jr., Marine Manager
814 Dexter Horlon Building

Portland 4. Oregon
Thomas W. Shepard, Marine Supervisor
520 Lumbermen's Building
Denver 2. Colorado
406 Tramway Building

A. B. KNOWLES 4 CO., INC.
Marine Insurance Under-writers

San Francisco 4, California

114 Sansome Street SUtter 5268
A. B. Knowles. President

C. H. Preston. Vice President
Frank I. Ford. Treasurer
Joseph C. Miller, Secretary
Donald B. Porter, Assistant Secretary
Peyton Y. Alverson, Supt. of Agencies
Representing:

Utah Home Fire Insurance Company
Millers National Insurance Company

Branches:

Los Angeles, California
F. N. Farrell, Manager
412 West Sixth Street

Seattle, Washington
264 Cclman Building

MARINE OFFICE OF AMERICA
Pacific Department
San Francisco 4. California

340 Pine Street GArfield 7939
F. B. Galbreath, Manager
E. E. Cummings, Assistant Manager
Representing:

American Insurance Company
Glens Falls Insurance Company
Firemen's Insurance Company
Hanover Fire Insurance Company
Continental Insurance Company
American Eagle Fire Insurance Com-
pany

Fidelity-Phenix Fire Insurance Com-
pany

Niagara Fire Insurance Company
Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California
Neil Dunning. Manager
F. L. Walter. Manager
Stockton, California

George Dienst, Manager
Seattle, Washington
P. A. Carew, Manager

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
Marine Underwriters
San Francisco. California
200 Bush Street SUtter 2970
Sidney A. Livingston
F. A. Jansen, Ocean Marine
R. H. Law;, Inland Marine
A. Seabury, Claims
A. J. Marshall, Accounting
Representing;

Aetna Insurance Co.
Oueen Insurance Co.
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Maritime Insurance Co., Ltd.

Fidelity-Phenix Fire Insurance Co.
Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

R. Thornton, Manager
111 West 7th Street

Seattle, Washington
W, J. Shackelford, Manager
Colman Building

WM. H. McGEE CO.
San Francisco, California

300 California Street EXbrook 7304
Chas. Brockmiller, Vice President
Chas. LaBare, Assistant Secretary
Representing:

Sun Insurance Office, Ltd. of London
Northern Assurance Co., Ltd.

Sun Underv/riters Ins. Co. of New York
Patriotic Insurance Co. of America
Reliable Fire Insurance Co. of Dayton
Royal Exchange Assurance
Indemnity Marine Assurance Co., Ltd.

Security Insurance Co. of New Haven
East and West Insurance Co.
Phoenix Insurance Co. of Hartford
Equitable Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
Camden Fire Insurance Association

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

Claude B. Moss, Manager
548 South Spring Street

H. M. NEWHALL & COMPANY
San Francisco, California

260 California Street SUtter 3161
Edgar H. Lion, Vice President
H. M. Coffey, Assistant Secretary
Representing:

The Ocean Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.

of London
The London Assurance
Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd. of London
Detroit Fire and Marine Insurance
Company

American Alliance Insurance Company

NORTH AMERICA COMPANIES
Pacific Coast Department
San Francisco 4, California

222 Sansome Street EXbrook 5900
F. F. Owen, General Manager
T. K. Hannum, Manager Marine Dept.
W. V. Hall, Manager, Ocean Marine
L. E. Brame, Inland Marine
V. A, Newman, Jr., Loss Superintendent
Representing:

Insurance Company of North America
Alliance Insurance Company
Philadelphia Fire & Marine Insurance
Company

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles 14, California
A, L. Sullivan, Manager
Wm. C. Stephen, Loss Department
621 South Spring Street

Seattle 4, Washington
P. E. Jacoby, Manager
Seattle Service Office

(Services Washington, Oregon, Mon-
tana, Idaho Panhandle)

508 Colman Building

PACIFIC MARINE INSURANCE AGENCY.
INC.

San Francisco 4, California

E. C. Evans Agencies, Managers
520 California Street SUtter 4114
E. C. Evans, Jr.

H. L. Evans

PACIFIC MARINE INSURANCE AGENCY.
INC.

W. J. Jansen
Representing:

Westchester Fire Insurance Company
United States Fire Insurance Company
Agricultural Insurance Company
The North River Insurance Company
Western Assurance Company
Seaboard Fire & Marine Insurance
Company

The Century Insurance Company,
Limited

The Pacific Coast Fire Insurance Com-
pany

Empire State Insurance Company
The British America Assurance Com-
pany

Representing Underwriters at Lloyd's,

London

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California
• R. S. Swanson, Manager
530 West Sixth Street

PARROTT & COMPANY
San Francisco, California

231 Sansome Street DOuglas 2400

Carl A. Jones, Manager
Representing:

North British & Mercantile Insurance
Co,. Ltd.

Northwestern National Insurance Com-
pany

Agents:

San Diego, California

Stewart C. Kendall
343 Spreckels Building

Portland, Oregon
Walter J. Pearson
442 Pittock Block Building

Seattle, Washington
Swett & Crawford
1065 Stuart Building

Vancouver, B. C.

Bell-Irving Insurance Agencies, Ltd.

989 West Hastings Street

RATHBONE, KING & SEELEY
General Agents
San Francisco 4, California

114 Sansome Street GArfield 3900

Partners:

E. T. King
Charles Seeley

D. A. Ayling, Ocean Marine Underwrit-
ing

E. G. Taggart, Claims

Representing:

Chubb & Son
Federal Insurance Company
The Sea Insurance Company, Ltd.

The Marine Insurance Company, Ltd.

The Century Insurance Company, Ltd.

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

L. C. Carleton, Manager
F. M. Hurd, Underwriter
650 South Spring Street VAndike 5107
Portland, Oregon
M. B. Waterbury, Manager
310 S. W. Fourth Street BEacon 7297

RHODE ISLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
San Francisco 4. California

155 Sansome Street EXbrook 6193

George N. Arnold, Manager Marine Dept.
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LOUIS ROSENTHAL AGENCY
Marine rnsurance

Son Francisco 4, Caliiornia

231 Sansome Street EXrook 1076

Charles E. Pinkham, Manager

Gerald Schoenfeld, Assistant Manager

Representing:

Switzerland General Insurance Com-
pany, Ltd.

Thames & Mersey Marine Insurance

Company, Ltd.

The Liverpool & London & Globe Insur-

ance Co., Ltd. (Marine Dept.)

Hartford Fire Insurance Company
(Marine Dept.)

ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD.

San Francisco, Caliiornia

201 Sansome Street DOuglos 5855

G. H. Bunyan, Manager Marine Dept.

Representing:

Newark Fire Insurance Co.

ST. PAUL FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Pacific Department
San Francisco 4, California

Mills Building SUlter 4022

E. B. Barry, Marine Secretary

H. E. Castle, Marine Dept. Manager

THE STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE COM-
PANY
See: THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF HARTFORD, CONN.

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY OF
NEW YORK
See: CALIFORNIA AGENCIES

STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO.,
LTD.
Swett & Crawford
Pacific Coast General Agents
San Francisco, California

100 Sansome Street SUtter 4400

R. J. Lutich, Manager Pacific Coast

Marine Dept.

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, California

621 So. Hope Street

Portland, Oregon
1515 Yeon Building

Seattle, Washington
1065 Stuart Building

TALBOT. BIRD & COMPANY
San Francisco, California

114 Scmsome Street DOuglas 5107

Harry W. Browne, Vice President

Louis M. HoTve, Underwriter

Jack T. Hayes, Claims Department
Representing:

Eagle Star Insurance Co., Ltd. (United

States Managers)
Universal Insurance Co. (General Man-

agers)

Globe & Rutgers Fire Insurance Co.

(Marine General Agents)

Branch Offices;

Los Angeles, California

R. A. Kanzee, Manager
1 1 1 West Seventh Street

Seattle, Washington
Morsman Condit, Manager
Douglas Building

M. THOMPSON & CO. INC.

Ocean Marine General Agents
Son Francisco, CaUiomia
311 California Street SUtter 3641

Mitchell Thompson, President

Ralph M. Thompson, Vice President

Walter P. Thompson, Vice President

John Hozack, Marine Department

James F. Fayen, Asst. Manager Marine
Department

Representing:

Boston Insurance Company
Old Coloony Insurance Company
The Connecticut Fire Insurance Com-
pany

Great American Insurance Company
Branch Offices:

Los Angeles 13, California

Ouentin M. Thompson. Resident Man-
ager

541 South Spring Street

UNION INSURANCE SOCIETY OF
CANTON, LTD.

San Francisco, California

Pacific Coast Control Branch

340 Pine Street EXbrook 3154

T. B. Dean, Manager
Branch Offices:

Seattle, Washington
F. W. Perry, Manager
Colman Building MAin 5723

Vancouver, B. C.

W. R. Brydon, Manager
Yorkshire Building MArine 3331

UNION MARINE & GENERAL INSURANCE
CO., LTD.

Son Francisco, California

114 Sansome Street DOuglas 6313

Geo. H. Ismon, Underwriter

Representing:

Phoenix Assurance Company, Ltd. of

London
Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society, Ltd.

Columbia Insurance Co.

WORLD FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY
See: CALIFORNIA AGENCIES

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Aetna Insurance Co.

Agricultural Insurance Company

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd., of London
Alliance Insurance Company
American Alliance Insurance Company
American Eagle Fire Insurance Company

American Equitable Assurance Company
American Insurance Company
Americcm & Foreign Insurance Co.

Anchor Insurance Co.

Atlas Assurance Co., Ltd.

Boston Insurance Company
British-America Assurance Company, The
British & Foreign Marine Insurance Co., Ltd., The

Camden Fire Insurance Association

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Century Insurance Company, Ltd., The

Chubb & Son
Columbia Insurance Co.

Connecticut Fire Insurance Company, The
Commonwealth Insurance Company of New York

Continental Insurance Company
Continental Insurance Company of New York, The

Detroit Fire and Marine Insurance Company
Eagle Star Insurance Co., Ltd.

East and West Insurance Co.

Equitable Fire & Marine Insurance Co.

Empire State Insurance Company
Federal Insurance Company
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AGENTS
Mathews & Livingston

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Edward Brown & Sons
H. M. Newhall & Company
North America Companies
H. M. Newhall & Company
Hinchman-Rolph & Landis in Association with Chapman & Co.

Marine Office of America
Hinchman-Rolph & Landis in Association with Chapman & Co.

Marine Office of America
Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Limited

W. B. Brandt & Co., Inc.

W. B. Brandt & Co., Inc.

M. Thompson & Co., Inc.

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Limited

Cravens, Dargan & Company
Wm. H. McGee Co.

American International Marine Agency
Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Rathbone, King & Seeley

Rathbone, King & Seeley

Union Marine & General Insurance Co., Ltd.

M. Thompson & Co., Inc.

Hinchman-Rolph & Landis in Association with Chapman & Co.

Marine Office of America
Hinchman-Rolph & Landis in Association with Chapman & Co.

H. M. Newhall & Company
Talbot, Bird & Company (U. S. Managers)

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Rathbone, King S Seeley
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MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Fidelity-Phenix Fire Insurance Company

Firemen's Insurance Company
Franklin Fire Insurance Company of Philadelphia

Fulton Fire Insurance Company
General Insurance Co. of America

Glens Falls Insurance Company
Globe & Rutgers Fire Insurance Co.

Great American Insurance Company
Hanover Fire Insurance Company
Hartford Fire Insurance Company (Marine Dept.)

Home Fire & Marine Insurance Company
Home Fire & Marine Insurance Co. of California

Indemnity Marine Assurance Co., Ltd.

Insurance Company of North America

Liverpool & London & Globe Insurance Co., Ltd. (Marine Dept.)

Lloyd's of London

London Assurance, The
London and Lancashire Ins. Co., Ltd.

Lumbermen's Insurance Company
Marine Insurance Company, Ltd., The

Maritime Insurance Co., Ltd.

Millers National Insurance Company
National Union Fire Insurance Co.

Nev/ark Fire Insurance Co.

New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co.

Niagara Fire Insurance Company
North British & Mercantile Insurance Co., Ltd.

North River Insurance Company, The
Northern Assurance Co., Ltd.

Northwestern National Insurance Company
Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society, Ltd.

Ocean Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. of London, The
Old Colony Insurance Co.

Pacific Coast Fire Insurance Company, The
Pacific National Fire Insurance Co.

Patriotic Insurance Co. of America
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. (Marine Dept.)

Philadelphia Fire & Marine Insurance Company
Philadelphia National Insurance Company
Phoenix Assurance Company, Ltd. of London
Phoenix Insurance Co. of Hartford

Providence Washington Insurance Co.

Queen Insurance Co.

Reliable Fire Insurance Co. of Dayton

Reliance Insurance Company
Royal Exchange Assurance

Sea Insurance Company, Ltd., The

Seaboard Fire & Marine Insurance Company
Security Insurance Co. of New Haven
Sun Insurance Office, Ltd. of London
Sun Underwriters Ins. Co. of New York

Switzerland General Insurance Company, Ltd.

Thames & Mersey Marine Insurance Company, Ltd.

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ltd.

United States Fire Insurance Company
Universal Insurance Co.

Utah Home Fire Insurance Company
Westchester Fire Insurance Company
Western Assurance Company
Western National Insurance Company

AGENTS (ConUnued)
Marine Office of America
Mathews S Livingston

Marine Office of America
Home Insurance Company of New York
Cravens, Dargan & Company
Talbot, Bird & Company (Marine Managers)
Marine Office of America
Talbot, Bird & Company (Marine General Agents)
M. Thompson & Co., Inc.

Marine Office of America
Louis Rosenthal Agency
Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Limited

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
Wm. H. McGee Co.

North America Companies
Louis Rosenthal Agency
Cravens, Dargan & Company
Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

(Representing Underwriters)

H. M. Newhall & Company
Cravens, Dargan & Company
Fire Association of Philadelphia

Rathbone, King & Seeley
Mathews and Livingston

A. B. Knowles & Co., Inc.

American International Marine Agency
Royal Insurance Company, Ltd.

American International Marine Agency
Marine Office of America
Parrott & Company
Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Parrott & Company
Union Marine & General Insurance Co., Ltd.

H. M. Newhall 6 Company
W. B. Brandt & Co., Inc.

M. Thompson & Co., Inc.

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

American International Marine Agency
Wm. H. McGee Co.

Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Limited

North America Companies
Fire Association of Philadelphia

Union Marine & General Insurance Co., Ltd.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

W. B. Brandt & Co., Inc.

Mathev/s & Livingston

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Fire Association of Philadelphia

Cravens, Dargan & Company
Wm. H. McGee Co.

Rathbone, King & Seeley

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Wm. H. McGee Co.

Louis Rosenthal Agency
Louis Rosenthal Agency
Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Limited

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Talbot, Bird & Company (General Managers)
A. B. Knowles & Co., Inc.

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Pacific Marine Insurance Agency, Inc.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
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h\\ [ntrance

[xaminations to

King's Point
Entrance examinations for ap-

pointment in the next class of cadet-

midshipmen of the U. S. Merchant

Marine Cadet Corps and its Acad-

emy at Kings Point, New York, will

be held on April 4, 1947, it was

armounced by Commander E. G.

McDonald, USMS, District Super-

visor, 1000 Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco, California.

Excellent opportunity to obtain,

at no cost, a combined technical

training and college education lead-

ing to a career as ship's officer at

sea and, after sea experience, posi-

tions in the shipping industry and

its allied activities are offered to

qualified candidates. Cadet-midship-

men receive at least S65 monthly

pay and quarters and subsistence

besides a free college course.

High school seniors 16'/i to 21

years of age scheduled to graduate

in May or June, 1947, may apply.

To enable them to complete high

school and receive diplomas, suc-

cessful candidates will not be as-

signed until July, 1947.

Academy graduates qualify for

commissions as Ensign, U. S. Mari-

time Service, and Ensign, U. S.

Naval Reserve as well as licenses as

ship's officers in the deck or engine

department.

Commander McDonald urges in-

terested candidates to apply early as

many applicants failed to qualify

for the last entrance examination

because applications arrived too late

to be properly reviewed. Write or

wire; Supervisor, U. S. Merchant

Marine Cadet Corps, Training Or-

ganization, 'Washington 25, D. C.

plans for the first class of qualified

seamen to begin annual training

duty at the station on January 2,

1947. The course is to provide all

unlicensed merchant marine person-

nel with the basic trade knowledge

to become better qualified seamen,

to promote safe and economical

practices and to assist trainees to

qualify for advancement.

The course of training for un-

licensed seamen is four weeks dur-

ing which trainees will receive pay

and subsistence. Ten types of train-

mmi [NGiiER mm

ern developments. Pay and sub-

sistence will be available for train-

ees in all types of refresher courses.

Applicants should apply at the

U. S. Maritime Service Enrolling

Office, 1000 Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco, California.

Seamen s Training Courses

Captain Malcolm E. Crossman,

USMS, Superintendent of the U. S.

Maritime Service Training Station,

Alameda, California, has completed

"Piccadilly Apts.. Combustion Engineer's

Office. Mr. Murphy's secretary speakin'."

Cartoon courtesy oi

American Hoist & Derrick Co.

ing wiU be offered in this new pro-

gram for which there will be week-

ly quotas. Unlicensed merchant sea-

men already enrolled in the U. S.

Maritime Service or eligible for en-

rollment may apply for the training

provided they have served for eight

months at sea aboard vessels of the

U. S. Merchant Marine during the

twelve months prior to enrollment.

Twelve types of training will also

be offered to officers of the U. S.

Merchant Marine in the refresher

courses effective January 2, 1947,

to be held at the U. S. Maritime

Service Training Station, Sheeps-

head Bay, New York. This will be

to provide licensed officers with a

course of instruction designed to

keep them abreast of the latest mod-

Merchant Marine

Training at Seattle

With the addition of an engineer-

ing course to the navigation and

radio program, a complete mer-

chant marine officer training course

will be offered Puget Sound seamen

by the 'Washington Technical insti-

tute at the YMCA, 909 4th Avenue,

Seattle.

The engineer's school will be con-

ducted by Perry E. Foy, who was

an instructor at the former U. S.

Maritime Upgrading School in Se-

attle. He will teach candidates try-

ing for either original or raise in

grade tickets.

Experienced officers of the Navy

or Coast Guard are eligible for mer-

chant marine training. Unlicensed

personnel in the Navy, Coast Guard

or Merchant Marine service, with

18 months experience on deck or

engine room, may take advantage

of this new service.

The navigation school for masters

and deck officers is headed by Cap-

tain Harold Kildall and Captain Jo-

seph M. Kildall, who, for the past

21 years, have graduated thousands

of licensed personnel.

Graduates of this school have

made an excellent showing in the

Merchant Marine, Navy and Coast

Guard during the war. Seven of

them received Distinguished Serv-

ice medals in the line of duty.

The radio school which offers

training in servicing and operating,

handles Merchant Marine candi-

dates and commercial operators.

Heading this section is A. Lehnhoff.

More information on these schools

may be had by writing or calling

'Wayne Gardner at the Central YM
CA, 909 4th Avenue, Seattle, Wash-

ington.
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h-Enlisted IDen Hlay Be

Commissioned for Haval

Reserve Service

The Navy is offering commissions

to qualified ex-enlisted men who

wish to return to active duty in the

Volunteer Naval Reserve. The pro-

gram, which will remain open in-

definitely, is established to qualify

men who through lack of service or

opportunity, were not eligible for

advancement to commissioned rank

during the war. Those who are qual-

ified for a commission and who wish

to take an active part in the peace-

time reserve, may now apply.

To qualify, the applicant must

have served honorably in the Navy,

Naval Reserve, Coast Guard or

Coast Guard Reserve in World War
II. Age limits are 19 to 30 years.

Qualifications and information may
be obtained from the Office of Naval

Officer Procurement, Ferry Build-

ing, San Francisco.

Shoreside Personalities

WILFRED A. (Bill) SECHRIST,
who has been in sales promotion

work with some of the country's

leading industries, has been ap-

pointed Director of Marketing for

Ellinwood Industries, Los Angeles.

Wilfred A. Sechrist of Ellinwood

Industries. Inc.

He will handle marketing activities

for their farm equipment, marine

and aircraft, and office equipment

divisions, in addition to continu-

ing as sales manager of their elec-

tronics division.

* « *

FAGEOL PRODUCTS COM-
PANY OF KENT, OHIO, engine

manufacturers, have recently en-

tered the marine field, marketing

two Fageol marine engines, desig-

nated FM200 and FM225, to be

introduced at the January Motor

Boating Show in New York.

L. G. Fageol, who is president of

Twin Coach Company and is na-

tionally recognized as an authority

on engine design, is also widely

known for his trophy-winning boat-

ing activities. It is expected that

the Fageol marine engines will

arouse much interest among boat

manufacturers and owners.

HEADS RESEARCH OF
AMERICAN PIER FACILITIES:

To make exhaustive studies of

American pier and harbor facilities

and to submit recommendations for

their improvements, William Miley.

president of the Independent Pier

Company, is head of the recently-

created Economics and Statistical

Division of the U. S. Maritime Com-

CAPTAIN FRIED HAS RE-

TIRED FROM THE SEA: After

18 years service in the Navy, Mer-

chant Marine and other govern-

ment services. Captain George Fried.

one of the nation's outstanding ship-

masters, has retired. He is known
to have coined the famous phrase

while master of the SS American

Legion going to the rescue of an

Italian ship in a North Atlantic gale,

"We will not abandon you" and

which phrase was the subject for a

marine painting.

In recent years. Captain Fried

has been Marine Inspection Officer

for the U. S. Coast Guard. He has

been decorated 13 times by half a

dozen nations for seamanship and

exploits at sea.

Wheeler Corp.

PELL W. FOSTER, JR., vice

president and director of the Foster

Wheeler Corporation, has been ap-

pomted vice president in charge of

production. He has been associated

with the company for 11 years, was

elected a vice president in 1942 and

a member of the board of directors

in 1938.

United Seamen's Service

To Continue as Permanent

Seamen's lllelfare Agency

The continuation of the United

Seamen's Service, wartime agency,

as a permanent postwar welfare

agency for American merchant sea-

men has been approved by its exec-

utive committee which consists of

leading representatives of the ship-

ping industry, maritime unions and

the public, it is announced by Otho

J.
Hicks, executive director.

The president is William S. New-
ell, who is also president of the Bath

Iron Works, Bath, Me., and of the

Society of Naval Architects and Ma-

rine Engineers.

The U.S.S. was organized by

Admiral Land in September, 1942,

to provide emergency war services

for merchant seamen on American

flag ships, who had no Red Cross or

USO to turn to at a time when Nazi

submarines were taking a heavy toll

of American shipping and lives.
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REMIRS^ BETHLEHEM

5
Rebuilding of the after-section of the 92-

ton crankshaft of the Motorship Poelau

Laut is a typical example of why so many

shipping operators prefer Bethlehem for

ill tvpes of ship repairs.

Powered by one of the largest Diesel

motors afloat, the 535-foot Poelau Laut

developed crankshaft trouble while ply-

ing the Pacific. Knowing that Bethlehem

was the only privately-operated organiza-

tion on the West Coast with facilities to

handle efficiently the big repair job that

was necessary, her operators sent her to

Bethlehem's San Pedro Yard.

The enormous 53-foot shaft was re-

moved from the combination freight and

passenger vessel with minimum disturb-

mce to existing bulkheads through the

ingenious use of skids. Examination dis-

ard half of the shaft 1^ SHlPiclosed that the forward half of the shaft

would have to be replaced, but that the

after half could be rebuilt.

The rebuilding job included replace-

ment of five of the huge journal pins. The

fact that the shaft was designed to have

each crankpin and its web in one solid

forging and the journal pins shrunk in

the crankwebs presented no complica-

tions for Bethlehem's skilled craftsmen.

When the job was completed, the after

section was joined to a spare forward

halfand the entire crankshaft reassembled

and replaced.

Today, the Poelau Laut is back in serv-

ice again, with her 8,000 hp Diesel per-

forming to the complete satisfaction of

her owners—a success story that is the

usual result of Repairs By Bethlehem.

SHIPBUILDING YARDS

OUINCY YARD
Quincy. Mass.

STATEN ISLAND YARD
Staten Island. N. Y.

BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT
SHIPYARD, INC.

Sparrows Point, Md.
SAN FRANCISCO YARD

San Francisco. Calif.

SHIP ItePAIR YARDS

BOSTON HARBOR
Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklvn 27th Strcrt Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hobokcn Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard

SHIPBUILDING ... SHIP C N V E R S I NS . . . SH I P REPAIRS

NAVAL ARCHITECTS and MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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Ulestinghouse Hames

Hew manager

Joseph R. McGilvray, associated

with Westinghouse for 22 years, has

been named manager of the West-

inghouse Electric Corporation's

Manufacturing and Repair Depart-

ment, Pacific Coast District.

He will head activities of his de-

partment throughout an area com-

prising all or parts of nine western

states, Alaska and Hawaii. In addi-

tion to the district headquarters

plant at Emeryville, four other

plants are located in the area—at

Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and

Salt Lake City.

A native of Quincy, Mass., where

he completed his formal education

in 1906, Mr. McGilvray served in

various capacities at the Fore River

Plant of the Bethlehem Steel Com-

pany's Shipbuilding Division until

1921, when he joined the New York

naval architect firm of Gibbs and

Cox as a marine electrical engineer,

helping with the major job of re-

conditioning "World War I ships

for peacetime use. He resigned that

YOUNG c.

THiYOUNGco.
MARINE SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

201 FIRST STREET • SUTTER 1671

SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

JOSEPH R. McGILVRAY

connection in late 1924 to become

a service engineer for Westinghouse

at New York City.

In mid-1927 he was transferred

to Boston as a marine-repair spe-

cialist for Westinghouse, and late

the following year was made elec-

trical superintendent for the entire

New England District of the com-

pany's Manufacturing and Repair

Department. In October, 1934, he

was made manager for the depart-

ment's New England District, a post

he held until his recent transfer.

Mr. McGilvray is among the few

holders of the coveted Westing-

house Order of Merit, highest com-

pany award to its men for out-

standing service. He received this

award in late November, 1943, for

"his ability to build an efficient and

co-operative organization; for his

clear understanding and fairness in

dealing with personnel problems;

and for the confidence and good
will he inspires in Westinghouse

customers."

The new Manufacturing and Re-

pair Department manager is a mem-
ber of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, the Engineers'

Club of Boston, and other technical

and professional societies.

Ed was limping badly. "What's

up?" asked Bill, "Hurt yourself.'"

"No, got a nail in my foot, " re-

plied Ed.

"Why don't you take it out? " re-

plied Bill.

"What! On my lunch hour!
"
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Marine Paintings Contest

A contest for the best marine
paintings in water color or oil is

being conducted by the Seamen's

Church Institute of New York, 25

South Street, through its Artists and

Writers Club for the Merchant

Marine.

Active merchant seamen of all

ratings and nationalities are eligible

and may enter as many works as

they choose. Deadline for entries is

March 1, 1947. There will be first,

second, and third prizes carrying

S25, $15 and SIO. All paintings

submitted will be on exhibition

from March 1 to April 1 in the

Janet Roper Room, 25 South Street.

Visitors and critics will be asked

to cast their vote for the best paint-

ings.

Entries should be addressed to:

Secretary, Artists and Writers Club,

25 South Street, New York 4, N. Y.

M. J. Gigy to

Cargocaire at S. F.

The Cargocaire Engineering Corp.

has announced the appointment of

M. J. Gigy as West Coast district

manager with offices at 417 Market

Street, San Francisco, California.

In addition to Cargocaire, Mr.

Gigy will also represent the various

divisions of Cargocaire, Carswell

Marine Associates and The Landley

Company for the West Coast area.

In making this announcement, J. S.

Carswell, executive vice president of

Cargocaire stated that "Mr. Gigy's

appointment as our West Coast

Manager is in line with our post-

war policy of establishing a sales and

service organization in each of the

big shipping ports of the United

States."

Prior to his association with Car-

gocaire, Mr. Gigy was Chief Engi-

neer of the Lake Washington Ship-

yards in Houghton, Washington.

He has also been associated in the

past with W. C. Nickum & Sons in

Seattle and in the Western Division

of the Worthington Pump and Ma-
chinery Corp. For the past several

years, particularly during the tre-

mendous shipbuilding program for

World War II, Mr. Gigy did con-

siderable work in the development,

design and construction of marine

power plant equipment. He is a

member of the Society of Naval Ar-

chitects and Marine Engineers, the

American Societ)' of Naval Engi-

neers, and the Propeller Club of the

United States.

RMS QUEEN ELIZABETH Photo Courtesy Derek Me.

During the war, when speed and know-how were paramount.

Western Ship Service cleaned and camouflage-painted the

entire hull and superstructure of the transport Queen Elizabeth

—in record time!

SHIP OPERATORS AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANIES
ARE INVITED TO CONSULT WESTERN ON
THEIR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEMS.

WESTERN
SHIP SERVICE CDMPAIVY

Established 1922

178 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

SUITER 86.^2

Marine Terminal

Foot of Ferro St., Oakland
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Ularren to Commerce Dept.

John J. Judge, San Francisco Re-

gional Director for the United

Stares Department of Commerce,

nounced recently the appointment

of Walter Warren as chief of the

Department's regional business and

economic information staff.

Warren was business editor for

the Associated Press in San Fran-

cisco. He will help carry out the

Department's information and coun-

seling programs, designed to report

to the public and businessman the

business services and technical ma-

terials the Commerce Department

has on hand. The San Francisco of-

fice serves Northern California and

Nevada.

Before joining the Associated

Press 20 years ago, Warren worked

on several Northern California news-

papers in capacities ranging from

cub reporter to city editor. He is a

Stanford graduate, receiving a Mas-

l^^
^^he ProductsandSertrices

afihese Well-Xnown
Manufacturers

jl^r^ available to

^Western Industry
throu£[ft JiarwoocL

mm

^^^^^-^Z'
Asheville

Mica
Products

ARMATURE COIL
EQUIPMENT, INC.

MarWooo
i__ I i\^ I -r- EZ iziD L^

SEAHLE . PORTLAND • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

WALTER WARREN

ter of Arts degree there in Econom-

ics. He served in the 364th Infan-

n World War I.try

Changes in S. \. Regional Office

Of U. 8. maritime Commission

Organizational changes in various

departments of the San Francisco

regional offices of the U. S. Mari-

time Commission were announced

by L. E. Fleming, Pacific Coast di-

rector.

Effective immediately. Royal W.
Cutler is designated acting traffic

manager, replacing E. E. Ferrari,

who resigned to accept the position

as Assistant Director of the Port of

Stockton,

Howard A. Pellon has been named
assistant to Fleming. He_ was for-

merly in charge of Recruitment and

Manning, which oflice in future will

be in charge of Ruth H. Kynock.

Effective December 14, E. T.

Joste will assume charge of the

Ship Delivery and Charter Unit vice

Lloyd M. Mauk, who resigned to

become associated with the Pacific

Far East Line.

William Mann has been named

Acting District Counsel, succeeding

William Ball, resigned, and R. F.

Travillian is now District Food

Control Representative for the Com-

mission, replacing Leroy Morrow,

resigned, Fleming announced.
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Keep Posted

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

Electronic Tachometer

By General Electric

A new electronic tachometer de-

signed for measuring rotating speeds

from 300 to 50,000 rpm has been

announced by the Special Products

Division of the General Electric

Company. Weighing only 19 lb.,

the new tachometer is useful for the

production testing of equipment in-

stantaneously without the necessity

for any permanent attachments. It

can be used to indicate the speeds

of electric motors, machine tools,

automotive and aircraft engines,

pumps, fans, blowers and other

types of rotating equipment.

Hutomatic Cylinder Release

illechanism by Kidde

Development of an automatic cyl-

inder release mechanism for use

with the vertical flood valve on ma-

rine carbon dioxide systems is an-

nounced by Walter Kidde & Com-

pany, Inc., of Belleville, N. J.

The new release, incorporating a

diaphragm type spring-loaded valve,

permits either automatic operation

of the system when actuated by a

rate-of-temperature-rise detector or

manual operation from either a re-

mote or local pull handle.

The Kidde marine system oper-

ates even in the event of failure of

the boat's power or electrical sys-

tems, since it is an independent in-

stallation working wholly from self-

expelling, cylinder - stored carbon

dioxide. It is simple to maintain,

easy to inspect and its discharge

leaves no messy after-use residue.
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|0 assure you of prompt delivery, we

maintain a large stock of standard fit-

tings made to A.S.A. and A.P.I, require-

ments Call your dealer for stock list.

STEEL CASTINGS

. . for more than 40 years we have

been specialists in Carbon and Alloy

Steel Castings. Our production and

metallurgical experts will gladly give

you prompt and accurate information

without obligation. Inquires are invited

on any production problem.

2^

Nikeladium

is not jusl sleel,

but a standard

of quolily. Accept

nothing less.

vos^^Gtu?.

FITTINGS SOLD TV'ROUGH DEALERS ONLY
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MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO., LTD.

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

200 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO
Offices af: Colman BIdg., Seattle '111 West 7th St.. Los Angeles

Hot Off The Press

DUDGEON BOILER TUBE
EXPANDERS, is the title of an in-

formative circular covering the full

line of Richard Dudgeon Inc. of

New York City, water tube expand-

ers and accessories.

Left Pages Better Than
Right, Summary Proves
New York—One of advertising's

oldest arguments got what looked

like a clincher this week. For

years media men have been pains-

takingly telling space buyers that

a left-hand page was just as well

read as a right-hand page, and

now they have statistics to support

them.
The recently-released report of

the 100-study summary of the

Continuing Study of Newspaper
Reading by the Bureau of Adver-
tising, American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association, shows that

left-hand pages lead right-hand

pages by a narrow margin.

The bureau's figures show that

on 3,002 pages, men and women
saw 1,504 left pages, 1,498 right

pages; on 1,451 pages with general

news and advertising, men and
women saw 728 right pages, 723

left pages. The men's median is

5 percentage points higher for left

over right; the women's percentage

is 3 i>oints higher for left than
right.

NEW LESLIE BULLETIN ON
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVES;

Bulletin 461, 20 pages completely

illustrated in color, giving engineer-

ing, operating and maintenance data

on pressure reducing valves, differ-

ential valves and overilow valves for

steam, air or gas services, has just

been issued by the Leslie Co., of

Lyndhurst, New Jersey, manufactur-

ers of regulators, controllers, strain-

ers and whistles.

HIGH - PRESSURE CONDEN-
SATE RETURN SYSTEM: The

Cochrane C - B (for Condensate-

Booster) high - pressure condensate

return pump has been redesigned

for greater operating freedom. A
new larger pump driven by a 25 hp

motor has been added to handle ca-

pacities previously impossible with

smaller horsepower units. Other

features have been made and are ex-

plained in detail in publication No.

.t250 published by the Cochrane

Corporation of Philadelphia, Pa.

* * *

THE FRANCE PACKING
COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
has just issued an illustrated folder,

describing various types of metal

packings. This folder, entitled In-

dustrial Packing, tell of metal pack-

ing most frequently used. The de-

sirability of packings made to fit

standard stuffing boxes is obvious

when their advantages are under-

stood as described in this folder.

* # *

NEW RADIOMARINE RA-
DIOTELEPHONE FOLDER; Ra-

diomarine Corporation of America

of New York has just issued a new

two-color folder which describes in

detail their 75-watt ship-to-shore

radiotelephone model ET-8012-D.

Certain to be of interest to commer-

cial vessel and large yacht owners,

the folder includes the technical and

mechanical specifications of the

equipment, dimensions and weights,

power supply requirements, features

of construction and performance.
* * *

PERSSON SAFETY DIE JACK;
The Persson Mfg. Company of

Bloomfield, New Jersey, has an-

nounced their safety die jack, a new
simple tool for separating and as-

sembling die sets. It is a compact

tool that fits easily into a tool box

or bench drawer.

ALNOR THERMOCOUPLES,
protection tubes, wire and accesso-

ries is Bulletin No. 4181 put out by

the Illinois Testing Laboratories,

Inc., of Chicago, Illinois. The bulle-

tin treats the subject of "Alnor"

Thermocouples.

FITLER
LUBRICORE

There is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubricaf!ng Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

''Green Yarn Center"

Insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't

accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE", the Self-Lubrl-

catlng Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The Edwin H. Fitter Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY

ROPE SINCE 1804

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN MACHINE GAS CUTTING
processes are discussed in the new
informative pamphlet by Air Re-

duction Sales Co., New York, called

Special Oxyacetylene Machine Cut-

ting Applications by R. F. Helm-

kamp. The author is an outstanding

specialist in machine gas cutting

processes and describes the economi-

cal and time-saving uses of the much
discussed Electronic Tracing device

recently introduced to the industry

by Air Reduction.

SMITH-RICE COMPANY Established 1904

DERRICK BARGES & SALVORS
Special AHenf ion to Heavy Lifts Day or Night: Immediate Salvage Service to Distressed Vessels and Emergencies

ALL TYPES PUMPS DIVERS COMPLETE SALVAGE GEAR
PIER 16 DAY OR NIGHT PHONE: EXBROOK 0416
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Marine Speeialisf s in PUMP and CONDENSER PACKINGS |

OFFERING
U. S. AJAX - UGASCO Boiler and Fla nge Gaskets 1

Ce eron Pmup lings - Ce eron Pump Valves - Sure-Tite |

Co ndenser Pac king - Be tolife Lead Sea Compound
Experts on Gasket Repairs.

C H A S. E. LOWE c o.
185 Steuprt street • San Francisco 5, Californta

Telephone s: DOuqIas 8477 ond DOuglo s 8479

nOlJGH & EGBERT CO.
Ill West Seventh Street. San Pedro, Colifernta

SEocon 03SI

Consulfing Engineers and Marine Surveyors

Surveys, Valuations and Specifications for All Classes

of Marine Repairs.

NEW CATALOG ON AUTO-
MATIC FLOW RESPONSIVE
EQUIPMENT and methods is con-

rained in Bulletin #1200, entitled

Treat - O - Control, just issued by

%Proportioneers, Inc.^, well-

known manufacturers of automatic

proportioning equipment. This is

a handy reference book con-

taining a wealth of material

dealing with automatic flow

responsive equipment and

methods in continuous pro-

operation. The company's

method is clearly explained

and the operation is demon-

strated by diagrams. For the

first time, this catalog per-

mits the purchaser to select and size

equipment for most treating, sam-

pling, blending and diluting ap-

plications.

A GENERAL GASKET CATA-
LOG FOR INDUSTRIAL AND
MARINE APPLICATIONS is

anounced by the United States Gas-

ket Company of Camden, New Jer-

sey. It gives a complete illustrated

description of the entire line of

"U. S." gaskets, both standard and

special in various types of construc-

tion and of different materials and

metals. These "U. S." gaskets cover

all temperature and pressure re-

quirement which are encountered in

the industrial field. In addition,

handy gasket engineering reference

tables show comprehensive data on

sizes, shapes and temperature con-

version together with other per-

tinent gasket information.

RADIOMARINE RADIOTELE-
PHONE FOLDER— A new two-

color folder which describes in de-

tail their 25-watt ship-to-shore ra-

diotelephone Model ET-8027 has

just been published by the Radio-

marine Corporation of America.

Certain to be of interest to pleasure

craft and work - boat owners, the

folder is designed to answer many
questions about the equipment in-

MORRIS GURALNICK
Transport Building, Foot >f Missi

Phone:

>n Street, San Fronci*

LAndseape 5-1328

MARINE SURVEYOR - NAVAL ARCHITECT
MARINE ENGINEER

eluding technical and mechanical

specifications, dimensions and
weights, power supply, antenna and

ground requirements, quality fea-

tures of construction and perform-

ance, typical installations and the

history behind the product.

REYNOLDS PUBLISHES MAN-
UAL ON MACHINING ALUMI-
NUM ALLOYS: To answer re-

quests for recommendations on ma-

chining the aluminum alloys, engi-

neers of Reynolds Metals Company
have prepared a 124-page manual on

machining aluminum alloys. An out-

standing feature is the section con-

taining eight charts which make
available compact easily usable rec-

ommendations for eight of the most

important machining operations.

Each chart occupies a 2-page spread

and gives detailed data on recom-

mended tooling, speeds and feeds

for that particular type of machin-

ing operation.

The book, approximately 6x9
inches, is spiral bound for easy

opening. It is available from Reyn-

olds Metals Company, Department

47, 2500 So. Third St., Louisville,

Ky. Price $1.00.

G-E ARC -WELDING ELEC-

TRODES is the title of General

Electric's catalog on arc welding. A
wealth of information is

contained in over 100 pages

of this attractively illustrat-

ed catalog. Victor Equip-

ment Company of San Fran-

cisco is one of the distribut-

ors for G-E's catalog. The

electrode manual represents

the joint efforts of the G-E
Company and its welding

distributors. It has been compiled

from data obtained by this company

in one of the finest electrode devel-

opmental laboratories in the world;

data which have been tested by

G-E's welding distributors in col-

laboration with users.

DIRECT CURRENT REMOTE
INDICATION & CONTROL SYS-

TEMS: Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. of

Milwaukee, Wis., have just issued a

12-page engineering bulletin. No.

14B6641, explaining remote indi-

cating and control systems, what

they are and what they accomplish.

According to the bulletin, the firm's

d.c. remote indication systems have

been used with complete success in

a great variety of applications in the

oil, metal, power, marine and other

industries. Although basically a di-

rect current device, the system is

extremely flexible in application be-

cause it can be easily operated on

alternating current by the addition

of a small rectifier unit.

PAUL W. HILLER
315 N. Avalon Blvd. • Phone Terminal 4-4538 • Wiiminqton, Calif

.

KIDDE FIRE EQUIPMENT CO, REFILLS

PITOMETER LOG ELLINWOOD CONTROLS
PILOT MARINE CORP. EQUIPMENT
WASHINGTON & INGLE RANGES

Herb L. Soiithworth Co.
Representing

KINGSBURY MACHINE WORKS THRUST AND JOURNAL
BEARINGS • 9-P TELEMOTOR PACKING

.225 Steuart St., San Francisco Phone DOuglas 2443
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Reefer Space Insulation

Cold Water Pipe Insulation

Sound Deodening Insulotio

Electrical Insulation

Replaceable

ireproof Decorat
for portieres on

Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may
be sure that today, wherever ships are built ... or repaired
... or reconditioned

. . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and
mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sails the Seven Seas in

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulation

Electrical Panel Boards

Lagging Cloth and Tap
• Filters

At join- Regu/ar Dealers . . . or call •%?

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD,
OlSmiBUTOHS ' CNGINCIRS • CONTRACTORS

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant Street
'I; sutler 5967

OAKLAND
S26 3rd Street
TWinoaks 34SS
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Radio Directii

del AR-07a2-A.

Radio Direction Finder

For Commercial Craft

A new compact radio direction

finder engineered to the same high

standards as ocean-going merchant

ship models and operating from its

own source of power has been de-

signed by Radiomarine Corporation

of America of New York, for use

aboard yachts and small craft where

limited space requirements make in-

stallation of larger types of direction

finders impractical. Known as Model

AR-8702-A, the unit is strictly a

high grade and accurate navigating

instrument and does not incorporate

a radio broadcast receiver.

Housed in a corrosion-resistant,

baked laquer-finished cabinet meas-

uring 14 inches wide, 7 inches high

and 12 inches deep, is a highly sen-

sitive and selective six-tube super-

heterodyne receiver. The main full-

vision dial, connected to a three

gang condenser, is calibrated in

kilocycles. The tuning range is 270

to 520 kilocycles which includes the

Coast Guard beacon band. The set

is supplied with a telephone head-

set, a battery box complete with one

6 volt storage battery and two 45

volt dry cell batteries as well as a

battery charger, and an 18-gauge

watertight copper loop for outside

installation. A drum type Azimuth

scale with indicating pointer is

mounted directly above the receiver

housing. On the receiver panel are

movnted an on-off switch, pilot

light, continuous wave signal switch,

volume control, balancer control

with provision for sense determina-

tion and phone jack.

The inside loop installation is de-

signed for use aboard wooden ves-

sels or where a minimum of metallic

structures are in the vicinity of the

direction finder loop. When the di-

rection finder is to be installed in a

steel enclosed wheelhouse an out-

side loop is always used. The out-

side diameter of the loop is \?

inches, the inside diameter 9 inches.

The loop drive tube has sufficient

length to accommodate a ceiling

height of 84 inches and a deck thick-

ness of .T inches. The maximum

height of the loop above the outside

of the upper deck is 18 inches.

Ferrex, (lew Turco Product

A new, low-cost, non-inflammable

hot tank cleaner that effectively re-

moves carbon and paint—as well as

grime, grease, gums, heat hardened

resins and heavy dirt—from steel

and other ferrous metals without the

necessity of scraping and other man-

ual methods, has recently been in-

troduced by Turco Products, Inc.,

Los Angeles.

Marketed under the name of Fer-

rex, it is claimed that the superior

carbon and paint stripping qualities

of this new product result from a

combination of two cleaning agents,

Ferrex B, an alkaline solid, and Fer-

rex C, a direct action liquid solvent.

Specifically designed for use on

steel, cast iron, bronze, copper and

red brass—on all but the reactive

metals—Ferrex utilizes a water solu-

tion and a simple hot tank, prefer-

ably with air agitation, to penetrate

and "wet out" carbon smut and lead

deposits, emulsify petroleum residue

KEEP POSTED
The details of new euqipment or the

new literature announced in this

department will be furnished

without obligation on youi

part. For quick service

please use this

coupon.

and saponify animal and vegetable

oils.

The manufacturer points out that

Ferrex not only requires no expen-

sive equipment, an ordinary steel

hot tank being sufficient with an

air agitation installation optional;

but that further economies are ef-

fected because of its high "buffer

index" that permits the solution to

be used over and over again with

little depletion of strength.

Ferrex is recommended as a fast,

safe, economical and effective chem-

ical agent for hot tank cleaning op-

erations, not only in automotive

motor reconditioning, but in clean-

ing petroleurp, railroad, diesel and

farm equipment and tools as well.

Further information may be ob-

tained by w^ing the manufacturer.

Cut me out

and send me in

PACIFIC

MARINE REVIEW

500 Sansome Street - San Francisco

Send me descriptive data of the following new

equipment or literature as reviewed in
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Serving on4he Seven Seas

LuNiitNtitiMtil VALVES
The Lunkenheimer line is complefe—valves of bronze, iron and

steel, for all pressures and temperatures. Available from estab-

lished distributors in the nation's shipping centers.

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY CINCINNATI 14. OHIO

mniTTr?: 71TTTT
BRONZE, IRON, STEEl AND CORROSION RESISTANT AllOY VAIVES, US TO 2500 LB S P

BOILER MOUNTINGS, LUBRICATING DEVICES, AIRCRAFT FITTINGS

MS-2 temperature
regulator.

Leslie Co. Hnnounces Class

of Temperature Regulators

A new type of self-contained, di-

rect operated temperature regulator

for gas control to process heating,

designated as Class MG-2, has been

announced by LESLIE CO., Lynd-

hursr, N.
J., manufacturers of regu-

. lators, controllers, strainers and

whistles.

Supplied with screwed ends in

Ys, Vi and %" sizes, these bronze

body temperature regulators operate

over standard temperature ranges

from 20° to 600° F, at inlet pres-

sures up to 25 psi maximum. They
are designed specifically for coffee

and water urns, deep fat fryers, dish-

washers, hot water heaters, oil treat-

ers, industrial baking ovens, cookers,

drying ovens, steam tables and sim-

ilar equipment where accurate gas-

fired control is desired, and where
product quality is dependent on
temperature control and economy of

operation is important.

All trim is bronze, with renew-

able valve disc and steam assembly.

Various bulb and bulb casing mate-

rials are available and the rugged

liquid expansion t)'pe thermostatic

element has a piston guided bellows.

A free moving valve stem has yield-

ing springs which prevent over-

stressing of bellows at "over range"

temperatures. An unexposed pres-

sure sealed stuffing box prevents un-

authorized tampering with the regu-

lator, and costly over-rides in tem-

perature are eliminated by adjust-

ment of the pilot flame to the lowest

point the burner permits.
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PA CKED
with POWER
Handling heavy tows and balky barges calls for

plenty of power . . . power to spare!

That's why General Construction Company of

Seattle selected a Washington Direct Reversing

300 hp. Diesel Engine to do the job—the third

Washington Diesel put into operation by the

General Construction Company.

Fleet owners who once install Washington Diesel

Engines invariably follow up with several more

—

they know from experience that wherever depend-
able slow speed power is needed, that's the place

for Washington Diesels.

THE FIRST WASHINGTON DIESEL BUILT

IS STILL IN COMMERCIAL OPERATION.

WASHI NGTON
IRON WO RKS

Since 1922. H. S. GeHy & Co.. Inc.. has supplied fine

marine joiner hardware for shipping all over the world. We
are proud to report also that marine hardware for most of

the ship construction during the war years for the U-. S.

Navy. U. S. Maritime Commission and the U. S. War De-

partment bears the name of Getty. Our products are made
to no less exacting specifications, no lower standards of

quality. In the years of peace.

What we show here are but a fe

of the complete Getty line of fine

We have been called upon many ti

cate special items to meet unusual conditions

the opportunity to do so again in the future.

representative samples

narine joiner hardware.

es in the past to fabri-

elcome

SItllled craftsmen, with the sure knowledge born of experi-

ence, uphold the Getty traditions of exactness, reliability

and integrity unmatched in marine hardware. Such Is the

heritage of the products which we are proud to present

here. Only the best is good enough to bear the name of

Getty; only the best is good enough to withstand the rigors

of marine service.

5

J -

u -

' V, -

ii^- - .V* J

3

Seattle 4, Washington

GETTY BUTT HINGES. A full line of Loose-pin and Tight-pin

hinges with ball tip or flat button tip. Available in a wide

variety of sizes and sections; extruded from solid bronze.

Extrusion assures a greater density of structure and freedom

from pits or porosity often found in sand castings. All are

template drilled and come in standard finishes.

H. S. GETTY & CO., Inc.

3350 N. lOTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 40, PA.

Representatives:

R. R. Cunningham ... 73 Columbio St., Seattie 4, Wash.

G. S. Lacy ... 16 California St.. Son Fronciscc II, Cal.
52« S. Son Pedro St., Los Angeles 13. California
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NEW COMMERCIAL LINK

WITH THE ORIENT

A regular dry-cargo

and refrigerator

service maintained

with fast, modern

vessels to Japan,

China, Philippines,

French Indo-China.

egnlarly on request

256 MONTGOMERY STREET

Cable Address: PACFAREAST

SAN FRANCISCO 4, CALIFORNIA

Telephone; EXbrook 7605

Designers of iilarine Hardware

For Boat Owners

Design Engineering Company
(Desenco), of Pasadena, manufac-
ture marine hardware and fittings

for the boat owner and racing sailor

who wants only the best equipment
obtainable on his craft. Designed
and engineered for quality and de-

pendability, their fittings are thor-

oughly modern and completely prac-

tical.

Parts for the DESENCO light

weight single sheave, becket, and
fiddle blocks are stamped or turned
from rolled stock and are available
in brass, chrome plated brass or
stainless steel. All blocks have a

Design Engineering Company fittings.

high resistance to corrosion and may
be changed from a front to side

shackle by simply changing the

clevis pin. Large, free running phe-
nolic impregnated canvas laminated
plastic sheaves are capable of han-

dling V4" or ^" line.

The turnbuckles for j^", i/g" or

rfo" wire have no projecting parts

or locking wire to foul running rig-

ging and should be mounted above
deck, thus insuring a watertight

chainplate installation and excellent

accessibility. Machined with ex-
treme accuracy, the non-fouling
turnbuckle reduces the points of
wear and the brass construction re-

duces all corrosion to a minimum.
Available in polished brass or heavy
chrome finish.

Small, but important fittings such
as shackles, pad eyes, fairlead slides

and others are formed from rolled

stock, assuring uniform material and
pleasing appearance not usually
found in the common run of cast
fitting.

fllinwood's Dew "li" Control

A self-contained hydraulic remote
control designed to handle loads up
to 1200 inch pounds torque has
been released for sale to the marine
industry by the Marine Equipment

NEW CONTROL FOR HIGH SPEED
ENGINES. A new, self-contained re-
mote control, designed to liandle loads
up to 1200 inch pounds torque is now
being produced by Ellinwood Indus-
tries. Los Angeles. It gives boat owners
a simple, dependable, easy way to

operate their vessels.

Division, Ellinwood Industries, Los
Angeles.

The new control, known as the
Model "A," will handle the remote
clutch shifting lever on marine
clutches on most high speed gaso-
line engines up to 200 horsepower
and medium speed gasoline and die-

sel engines up to about 100 hp, ac-

cording to Orrin Broberg, division

manager.

Located on the flying bridge or
in the wheelhouse, the overall Mod-
el "A" design precludes the neces-
sity for an enclosing hood or special

pedestal, thereby reducing the in-

itial investment in equipment and
resulting in a saving of space.

The operating unit always pre-
cisely follows the remote unit. The
simple, dependable designed Com-
pensator unit automatically takes
care of expansion and contraction
of the hydraulic fluid without affect-

ing the synchronism between the
master and the slave.

Flintkote's Dew Hnti-Siip

Plastic Coating

The Flintkote Company of New
York has developed a new syn-

thetic plastic non-slip floor coating,

FLINTDEK. This coating, available

in three colors, red, green and slate,

can be used efl^ectively on all types

of floor surfaces which might other-

wise present danger when wet, or

greasy. It is especially useful on
steel decks and floors, around ma-
chinery, on steps and ladder treads,

and many other places where sure

footing is essential.
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m EXPERIENCE

^ TO BACK UP

GREENBERG

TITE-TEST
BRONZE

VALVES
For "ASSURED

RESULTS"!

Now available

through YOUR JOBBERS

. . . from Vancouver to

San Diego. ..the name

GREENBERG is your

Assurance of Quality!

CAT. No. 1776

100 lb. NAVY SPEC.45V5

FOR STANDARD AND
EXTRA HEAVY PRESSURES

Check Valves l'/2"tol0"

Gate Valves IVi'MolO"

Globe, Angle and
Cross Valves l'/2"to 8"

Hose Valves 1 'A" to 6"

•HP
CAT No 766

ISOIb.REGRINDING

Into this can

go the finest

of ingredients

plus years of

experience in

the making of

marine paints

to withstand

every weather

condition . . .

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.

LOS ANGELES
1922 E. Gage Ave. • Phone Kimball 6214

SAN FRANCISCO
201 First Street e Phone EXbrook 3092

WILMINGTON
225 W. Avalon Blvd. • Phone TErminal 43251

GALVESTON, TEX.
Galveston Ship Supply Company

HOUSTON, TEX.
Galveston Ship Supply Company

MOBILE, ALA.
Seaboard Supply Company
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Gult Engineering Co., Inc.

SEATTLE
Maritime Pacific Supply

1917 First Ave. • Phone Eliot 14«1
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WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service io Cafalina Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Packing Company
Ray Roshong

Lonn nifg. Co/s Giant

(Hater Saver

Capable of delivering 198 gallons

of water per minute at 40 lbs. pres-

sure, the new Giant Water Saver

nozzle is especially designed for fill-

ing tanks in steamships, tugs, tank

cars or locomotives. The Giant

Water Saver is made in two mod-

els — regular for full open flow;

tapered for concentrated stream.

These Giant Water Savers, while

capable of delivering large quanti-

ties of water or other liquids with

ease and safety, employ the patented

Lonn Piston Principle which means

positive leakproof closing without

waste. Lonn Piston Valves employ

no packing, screws, push-buttons,

springs or levers. There are only

uarterd at the ^Jwarbof I

^
WIRE ROPES

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On Deck and Below"

LtiLIt UU.
j ••x^on" Whistles

ATL^S MARINE PAINTS

MARINE ELECTROLYSIS ELIMINATOR
CORP.

NEW YORK BELTING and PACKING
CO.—Air, Fire, Water and Steam
Hose

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT CO.
TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
ALLENITE Soot Eradlcator

ALLENCOTE Refractory Coating

KOMUL Anti-Corrosive Coating

DESCALING CHEMICALS and
SOLVENTS

PAXTON MITCHELL Metallic Packing

ENSIGN Products

J. M. CosTEtto Um\ Co.
MARINE SPECIALTIES
221 No. Avalon Blvd.. Wilmington, Calif. Phone Terminal 47291

Lonn Manufacturing Co.'

water savers.

three working parts, which require

no adjustment.

Giant Water Savers are operated

by light pressure on the flexible noz-

zle, which regulates the flow from

a mere trickle to full, open stream.

If a hose is dropped, the flow in-

stantly, automatically and complete-

ly stops.

Both the regular and tapered

models are fitted with brass connec-

tions for l'/2" I- P- threads. They

are made by the Lonn Manufactur-

ing Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.

Cas Porosity in Steel

New Process Solves

H^1" r^ vV ^
7

_ < * •--

"^li^ .

. ".-
i

i" hi^ JPHh'HF^ii
The specimen on k t* .h.:i.^ me re-

sultant pockets of porosity that may
develop when dissolved hydrogen is

not permitted to escape from steel
while being cast. Such pockets can
easily ruin an entire heat of steel.
Application of a flushing process,
developed by AIR REDUCTION Sales
Company engineers, by which dry
nitrogen or argon is bubbled through
the metal, eliminates the dissolved
hydrogen efficiently and at a reason-
able cost. The specimen on the right
clearly shows the results obtained
when the Airco flushing process is
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Spedfy QUAKER
for PACKING ECONOMY

EBONITE

SHEET PACKING

Nonporous . . . withstands highest steam pressures. Will not

melt, harden or carboniie . . . resists ammonia, air, oils,

gases and acids. EBONITE will retain its life and flexibility

after ordinary sheet packings have broken down. Quaker is

the sole manufacturer of EBONITE.

SERVING ALL THE WEST
168 Second St.

San Francisco
EXbrook 3880

Factory: Quaker Rubber

2036 Santa Fe Ave.

Los Angeles
Kimball 2201

ation, Philadelphia. Pa.

fOR

TOP EFFICIENCY
IN THE BOILER ROOM!

• You can count on Todd Oil Burners

to increase cruising range, minimize

operating costs and insure trouble-

free operation!

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT DIVISION

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
601 West 26th St., New York 1, N. Y.

NEW YORK BROOKLYN ROCHESTER HOBOKEN NEWARK

PHILADELPHIA CHARLESTON, S. C. CHICAGO BOSTON

SPRINGFIELD. MASS. BALTIMORE WASHINGTON DETROIT

GRAND RAPIDS TAMPA GALVESTON NEW ORLEANS
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TAKE THE HAZARDS
AND MYSTERY OUT
OF TANK GAUGING

\^ hcrever fuel, water or other liquid must

be measured, LIQUIDOMETER can provide a

dependable gauge. These rugged, precision-built

remote indicators have proven themselves by

years of reliable performance in many exacting

marine, railroad, aircraft and industrial appli-

cations. Remember these gauge essentials:

• Dependable performance • Simple operation

• Rugged construction • Easy installation

• Instant reading • Minimum maintenance

If you have a liquid measuring problem write:

THE LIOUIDOMETER CORP.
AAarine Division

41-52 37th ST.. LONG ISLAND CITY 1. N. Y.

Steady h You Go

THE SEXTANT continued from page 88

a ship's position by use of horizontal sextant angles and

the three-armed protractor just discussed.

The Horizontal Danger Angle
The horizontal danger angle is used to keep clear of

shoals and obstructions much similar to the manner in

which the vertical danger angle is used. The horizontal

danger angle requires two prominent objects on shore

whose positions are well known and charted. Its use is

shown in Figure 22.

Assume the ship to be on a course XY, and that the

1^

A;

fl-P©MNITE
Patenti Apolied Fo

DISTRESS
SIGNAL

1,500,000 NOW BEING MADE FOR ARMED FORCES

M all

-A- STANDARD — U.S. Novy ond

U. S. Novol Air Forci.

if STANDARD — U. S. Moiina Corpi.

if APPROVID by the U. S. Coail Cuord

(or ships lifeboots and life roHs.

if APPROVED by the Civil Aeronoutict

Administration as replocemool for

Very pistol and cartridges.

if SPECIFIED by Air Tronspott Associo-

lion for oil inflotoble Ufa roHs

if OBSERVED from oiiiraft in Offitial

U.S. Coost Guord test -33 miles.

if OBSOLETES pistol -projetttd, Boatjgg

and roflion-iandle type signals.

Hondl^eld.Safe.Dependobl..

brigitt orong. day '"""'• '"°^^P,„
„.,„>! would

container. Can b
^°V' " ' '

signols. Av.il.W. ..

obscure pistol or --'-''j:.;;^.' ,L,. « ..fc.""'"-scure pisiu' — ,

dERiei Prooucis, inc., m[rro.

Flq 22. Hori2ontal danqe

navigator wants to stay clear of island D. Shown on the

chart are two prominent objects, A and B on shore. In

order to pass safely offshore the island { D ) , draw a

circle around (D) the required distance off necessary

to clear it safely. Next transcribe a circle tangent to the

offshore side of the first circle. From the point of tan-

gency C draw lines AC and CB, forming angle C. Meas-

ure angle C with a protractor and set this angle on the

sextant. As the ship proceeds along the coast on track

XY, continue to take horizontal sextant angles between

A and B. As long as the angle measured does not be-

come greater than angle C, the ship is well clear of the

island. If, however, the horizontal angle becomes greater

than angle C, it will be then necessary to haul offshore

at once to avoid danger.

iThe final article on the Sexlani uill appear in an early issue.:

Your Problems Answered

BACTERICIDAL EFFICIENCY

continued from page 86

bacteria was eliminated by collecting the samples before

the feed water entered the first effect shell.

Even though the feed water before heating had an

average most probable number of coliform bacteria equal

to almost 500,000 per 100 ml., only one sample of the

feed water heated to 165" F. or 175 F. was positive for

coliforms, and the most probable number was reduced to

less than 3.6. The total bacterial content as given by the
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MARINE AUXILIARIES
<?^ LIP6ERWOOP

For over 72 years LIDGERWOOD marine equipmeni his

provided reliable, truly economical service on all types of

Goxernnicnt and merchant ships.

STEERING MACHINERY • CAPSTANS

DECK MACHINERY • WINDLASSES

TOWING MACHINERY • WINCHES

TIDGERWOOn
fl ESTABLISHED 1873 ^B^

Ma^ui^nctktm^ C»m/f^^
7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. J

NOETHWEST MAUmE
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JOSEPH GREBE • GEO. GREBE • HARRY MENDENHAll

24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK

2 516 N. W. 29th AVENUE
ATwater 8222

PORTLAN D, O REGO N

These Overseas Services

Are Available To You

TRAVEL—Specialists ready at all times to serve

you vTa water, air, and rail to all parts of the

world.

CHARTER — Helpful counsel as to

world markets trends, prevailing freight rates,

ships and cargoes available. Brokers for purchase

and sale. Agents for chartered vessels.

TRAFFIC—Liner serv-

ice to principal ports on all the seven seas.

TRADE
A trade promotion department which cooperates

to bring importers and exporters together at home

and abroad.

General Steamship Corporation, Ltd,

465 Califor]\i.\ St., San Francisco

Lewis Bldg. Stuakt Bldg. Spring Arcade Bldg. Empire House

Portland Seatde Los Angeles Vancouver

Lnow

MARINE
DECKING

• MAGNESITE
• GRIP DECK
• TRIMITE

• KOROSEALTILE

• RUBBER TILE

• ASPHALT TILE

• LINOLEUM
• CARPETS

• APPROVED UNDERLAYMENTS

RECONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Experienced estimators to give complete quotations

from cleanings of the deck to finished deck coverings

Completely Equipped Trained Workmen

LORENTZEN CO.
2207 MARKET ST. OAKLAND 12

TEmplebor 5613

ALLIED FLOORS CO.
56 HAWTHORNE SAN FRANCISCO

YUkon 0316



BACTERICIDAL EFFICIENCY
(Continued from page 14-H

plate count at 37° C. was reduced from an average of

50,000 per ml. to an average of 1 3 per ml. There was no

discernible difference in either the coliforms or plate

count between samples heated to 165° F. and those

heated to 175' F. Neither was there any apparent differ-

ence in the number of coliforms or the plate count when

the rate of feed was increased. It should be pointed out

that the temperature was not high enough to make the

water sterile, since the plate count was never zero. Also,

spore forming bacilli were not eliminated. This was

evidenced by the fact that a large number of gas-formers

were observed, which, upon cultivation and miscroscopic

examination, were found to be spore formers.

There was no chemical change in the water due to the

preheating.

Vapor Separators Removed

After 46 runs had been made, it was decided to remove

the separators from the first effect so that ( 1 ) it could

be determined if the separators are responsible for the

elimination of bacteria from the distillate and ( 2 ) to

make it possible to operate the plant so that water having

a salinity from 0.5 grain per gallon to 10.0 grains per

gallon could be produced. In this condition there were

no bafHes nor any device to prevent droplets of water

from passing through the opening from the shell into

the vapor feed heater, which collects the vapor produced

in the first effect. With the separators removed it was

found that water having a salinity of less than about one

grain per gallon could not be produced. Consequently,

the lower half of the separator opening was covered with

sheet metal to reduce the number of droplets entering

the vapor heater. This made it possible to produce water

haying a salinit)' from one grain per gallon to 0.6 grain

per gallon.

Sixteen runs were made with the separators removed.

Three of these were made with the sterilizing feed heater

in opration at 165° F. The partial tabulation in Table II

is representative of the bacteriological results of this

series.

TABLE II

Bacterial Content
Conform

Distillate Density Plate Count
Salinity M.P.N. at 37° C.

Run No. Sample No. Reading Per 100 ml. Per ml.

5V2 577 4.- 16.0 5

5Vi 591 5.0 1.1 29

3V2 594 4.4 5.2 22

31/2 626 1.3 1.1' 70

4 540 2.5 9.2 2

4 568 1." 1.1 10

4 569 1." 1.1' 16

4 587 1.8 1.1 36

4 637 0.82 2.2* 60

4 638 0.73 2.2* 55

4 640 0.66 2.2* 47

5 528 1.6 5.2 32

5 563 1.2 1.1- 1

5 564 1.3 1.1
•

11

5 5"9 0.98 1.1* 11

5 580 0.90 0.69 15

5 581 0.70 1.1 13

5 582 0.67 1.1* 12

5 631 1.0 2.2* 130

5... 632 0.83 2.2* 100

'Indicateii less than. (See Footnote Table I).

It will be observed from this tabulation that:

(1) the plate count at 37° C. was at no time zero.

(2) when the salinity of the distillate exceeded 1.5

grains per gallon, coliform organisms were usu-

ally present.

(3) when the salinity was less than 1.5 grains {>er

gallon, there were fewer samples positive for

coliforms.

Conclusions

The results of this study show that water produced by

the plant under consideration complies with the U. S.

Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards when
the plant is operated so that the saliniry of the distillate

does not exceed I4 grain per gallon. This salinity con-

trol is of no value if the plant is being operated on fresh

or brackish water.

Although the results show that the distillate is free of

coliform bacteria and the number of other bacteria is in-

consequential even when highly polluted feed water is

used, it is recommended that operation in harbors and

other contaminated areas be avoided. There is always

the danger of a coil in the vapor feed heater, distiller

condenser, or distillate cooler leaking and allowing pol-

ulted water to enter the distillate. In any distillation

process the danger from a mechanical failure or human
negligence is greater in a harbor than when the ship is

operating in water relatively free from contamination.

The fact that some bacteria were carried over into the

distillate when the separators were removed and the

saliniry exceeded the usual I4 grain per gallon indicates

the need for efficient separators or eliminators in all low

pressure plants. In cases where the eliminators are not

known to be effective in keeping the saliniry consistently

below I4 grain per gallon other means must be provided

for killing the harmful bacteria.

If heat is used to kill bacteria, a minimum temperature

of 165° F. is satisfactory. It was found that this tempera-

ture was sufficient to kill aU coliforms, but not the other

more heat resistant bacteria. In other words, a tempera-

ture of 165° F. will not produce sterile water, but appar-

ently it is sufficient to kill the intestinal pathogenic

bacteria. It is believed impractical to rely on the heating

of feed water to make the water safe to drink because

of certain operating difficulties. For example, it seems

impractical to prevent any feed water that is not heated

to 165° F. from entering the first effect shell. It appears

that the heating of the distillate can be accomplished

satisfactorily and may be deemed necessary for a plant

that is not known to maintain the salinit)' consistently

below 1 4 grain per gallon.

It has been demonstrated that any ammonia in the feed

water will be carried over into the distillate. Therefore,

due allowance must be made whenever water produced

by distillation is chlorinated. If ammonia is present in

the water, any chlorine that is applied will react with the

ammonia to form chloramines. Chlorine in this form

requires a much longer contact time with the water to

kill bacteria than is necessary if the chlorine is in the

"free" state.

Any substances, for example oil, that volatilize at the

same, or lower, temperature than water will be carried over

into the distillate, if present in the feed water. This may
cause the water to be unpalatable even if it is safe and
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KOMUL is a well-proved

itiiig for marine service.

Application to damp sur-
faces first recommended i I

for use in spaces subject

to condensation of moisture. Its continuous film and re-

sistance to chemicals recommended it for use on steel

decks underniagnesite. Simplicity ofapplication has made
marine men want it for hard-to-get-at spaces.

Technically, KO>Il"L is an irreversible emulsion of coal-

tar-pitch, retaining all the protective characteristics of

pitch in an easily-used form.
An illustrated folder and a sample on a steel panel . . .

for the asking. The panel you can twist or bend as you
will and you can dig at the Coating to prove KOMUL's
adhesion and toughness. apobess wquiries to dept. 105

SELBY, BATTERSBY & COMPANY
Willom Bldj.. 33rd ind Arch Streets. PHILADELPHIA 4. PA.

J. H. CORDES, 200 Dayi. SIrcel, San Francisco 11, Calif.

J M COSTEILO SUPPLY CO., 221 Norlh Ayalon Blvd., Wilmington, Colli.

TOURTEILOTTE k BRADLEY, 401 While BIdo., Seallle 1, Woih.

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
— REPRESENTING —
AMERICAN HAMMERED PISTON RING
DIVISION • KOPPERS CO.

Piston rings for diesei, steam, and gas engines,

valves, compressors, etc. Diameters from I to

120 inches — separately cast and made to

order.

NATIONAL TRANSIT PUMP AND
MACHINE CO.

Reciprocating and rotary pumps tor marine,

industrial and refinery services.

THE MAXIM SILENCER CO.
All types of silencers and spark arresters for

diesei and gas engines and compressors. Also,

Waste Heat Boilers for exhaust heat recovery.

RED HAND COMPOSITIONS CO.
Marine Bottom Paints.

SIMS PUMP VALVE CO.
Special patented Inclined Port Rotating Valves

for liquid ends of any reciprocating pumps.

"Simsite" Graphitic snap ring packing for

liquid ends.

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
15 Drumm St., San Francisco, 11

Phone DOuglas 2714
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Bactericidal Efficiency

iCoiilhiiied from page 146)

is, therefore, an additional reason for avoiding distillation

in harbors.

The most reliable control on the operation of a low

pressure plant appears to be the salinity content of the

distillate. For this reason, it is recommended that every

low pressure plant be equipped with a low range salinity

indicator with alarm and a salinity operated flow diver-

sion valve to divert the distillate from the drinking water

system when the salinity exceeds I4 grain per gallon.

This valve should be controlled in such a way that the

water will be diverted regardless of the position of the

selector switch on the salinity indicator panel.

The proper use of an automatic flow diversion valve

should replace the too common practice of diverting

the distillate from the boiler water tanks to the drinking

water tanks when the salinity exceeds 0.3 grain per gallon

but is less than 5.0 grains per gallon. It is believed that

this practice could result in the delivery of non-potable

water to the drinking water tanks and could be the cause

of intestinal outbreaks on vessels equipped with low

pressure evaporators.

Builder or llJrecker?

I watched them tearing a building down,

A gang of men in a busy town,

With a ho-heave-ho and a lusty yell

They swung a beam and a side wall fell.

I asked the foreman, "Are these men skilled,

As the men you'd hire if you had to build?"

He gave a laugh and said, "No, indeed!

Just common labor is all I need.

"I can easily wreck in a day or two

What Builders have taken a year to do."

I thought to myself as I went my way.

Which of these roles have I tried to play?

Am I shaping my deeds to a well made plan.

Patiently doing the best I can?

Or am I a wrecker who walks the town.

Content with the labor of tearing down?
—From the San Francisco Datagram, bulletin of Araer.

Soc. Refrig, Engineers.

Hordberg s Hew Series

IDarine Gasoline Engines
Nordberg Manufacturing Company announces a series

of six-cylinder marine gasoline engines, each having a

wide range of speed and power, and available for direct

or reduction gear drive. Reduction ratios from 2.6 to

4.33 to 1 are available, making the models applicable to

a wide range of service—from the high speed 17' run-

abouts to twin screw medium cruisers up to 80' in length,

and to work boats up to 50' in length.

The model 230 is rated at 52 bhp at 1600 rpm and 88

bhp at 3000 rpm; model 320-70 bhp at 1600 rpm and

102 bhp at 2400 rpm; and model 340-74 bhp at 1600

rpm and 130 bhp at 3000 rpm.

The Nordberg reverse and reduction gear assembly is

designed as an integral part of the engine, forming a

compact and efficient unit. All three models of Nord-

berg Gasoline Engines use the same in-line planetary

type reverse gear and reduction gears.

The new series of Nordberg Marine Gasoline Engines

will be exhibited at the National Motor Boat Show, in

New York, January 10-18, 1947.

The Nordberg engines offer many design features of

special interest to the marine field, and provide a com-

pact, dependable unit of outstanding performance. The
engines incorporate such features as:

1. Helical timing geats, providing separate drive for

water pumps and generator.

2. Self priming water pump with oil-lubricated shaft

seals—no packing required.

3. Four-point engine suspension.

4. Large removable crankcase cover plates providing

accessibility for inspection.

5. Auxiliary drive available, operating at approximate-

ly U 2 engine speed.

6. Combined intake and exhaust manifold—water

jacketed for heat control.

7. Control valve provides means of regulating engine

and intake manifold temperature, so that under any

operating condition most efficient operating tem-

perature may be obtained.

8. Provision for attaching a drive pulley or twin disc

clutch power take off on the forward or flywheel end.

9. Reverse adjustment with automatic spring loaded

take-up.

10. Generator of ample capacity to meet electrical re-

quirements when the engine is operated at ex-

tremely low speeds.

These engines, manufactured by Nordberg Manufac-

turing Company, 3103 So. Chase Ave., Milwaukee, Wis-

consin, incorporate the experience gained in over twenty

years manufacturing internal combustion engines.
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Your merchant IDarine Pays Off

iCoiilhiued from page 59)

and charter merchant vessels from the government-owned

fleet in order that the merchant fleet of the United States

may assume its proper role in world commerce. We must

on December 51, 1947, meet the goal of placing all ships

not sold, or whose charter agreements have expired, in

the statutory reserve fleet of the United States pending

such national emergencies as might demand the service of

these vessels.

Our United States merchant fleet, despite its wartime

construction record, is short certain types of vessels badly

jieeded to maintain and continue essential services

throughout the world. The Commission has determined

and filled 31 trade routes essential to the economic wel-

fare of our country. On some of these routes our present

fleet cannot oflFer the type of service which it will meet

in foreign competition. It is essential that the govern-

ment and the private maritime industry foster services

which will equal that of any other nation—continuing to

build new, faster, and more efficient types.

Most pressing among these problems is the need for

high speed, economical passenger liners. Every passenger

vessel of our fleet, worthy of the name, was converted to

the use of our armed services at the outbreak of war.

Some of these were lost. Others would be uneconomical

to reconvert and the end result is a critical shortage of

this type for our postwar fleet.

For many reasons, the Maritime Commission had to set

aside, temporarily, its plans for the construction of such

vessels. However, I firmly believe that with the help of

private operators we can and should go forward with

plans to meet the present fleet deficits.

In a public speech recently at New York I stated that

we paid the Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth a million

dollars per voyage to carry our troops in the Atlantic. For

this I was criticized by London periodicals and my atten-

tion called to the fact that this cost was credited to Re-
verse Lend-Lease. Quite true. My purpose in mentioning

the subject was not intended as criticism. We were

indeed happy that our Ally could furnish this much
needed service which we were incapable of performing.

I wished then and I wish now only to bring home to the

American public the critical need in time of emergency
for fast and efficient passenger vessels, available to meet
the demands of National Defense.

We believe that Americans will travel as never before.

We, as a nation, have become world-minded, even though

it took a war to make us so. I do not believe we need

fear, too greatly, the competition of air travel. For the

past five or six years this nation has heard nothing but

rush and speed. I believe the people as a whole desire to

settle down and slow our tempo of living. We need a

little time to relax. Ocean steamships offer an opportu-

nity to do that in a most pleasant form of leisure travel,

in excellent companionship, with the best of service and

the finest food. This we hope to offer, for under the

American flag our laws require that we have the safest

ships afloat.

We of the Commission believe that the future of the

Merchant Marine is as much in your hands as it is in ours.

We will gladly lead the way, but we cannot go far with-

out your loyal and undivided support. If you believe,

as we do, that the American Merchant Marine is essential

to the economic welfare of this great country, we cannot

fail to support it together.

In closing, I should like to bring the Merchant Marine

home to the kitchen of every householder in the United

States. Even though I dislike returning to the war for

illustration, it best points up some facts about our Mer-

chant Marine. I am sure w-e haven't forgotten, even though

it's past, the rationing of our coffee. This country lacked

a merchant fleet of sufficient size to meet its domestic

requirements. Foreign flag vessels had been withdrawn

to serve this country's needs and we didn't get our coffee.

The same story was true for rubber, tin, and essential

ores, for prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor we could

not stockpile these vital materials because of a lack of

ships. It's been a long time since ample supplies of such

things as sliced pineapple rested on the kitchen shelves

of America. It takes pineapple, sugar, tin, and ships to

get it there.

Now we have the ships, we have the men, and we have

the "know-how, ' but without a unit)' of effort on the part

of labor, the elements that go to make up management,

and the government, the American Merchant Marine

cannot long prosper. When I say unity I mean it in the

fullest sense of the word. It should include all branches

of our industry—shipbuilders, ship operators, labor, bank-

ers, shippers and the people. To succeed we must start

at home. United we can express most strongly our firm

belief in the future of the Merchant Marine industry.

Together, we can recapture in spirit those glorious days

of 100 years ago when America's own Merchant Fleet

carried 90 per cent of her world trade and carried the

Stars and Stripes of the United States into every port on

the Seven Seas.

IDovie Hvailable for Use
National Federation of American Shipping announced

that it had completed the first all-inclusive motion picture

in sound and color which tells the complete story of the

American Merchant Marine and its importance to the

nation.

Titled America Sails the Seas, the 16-millimeter film

runs 32 minutes and is complete with dramatic charac-

terizations, narration, and set to thematic music.

The Federation said the film will be distributed without

charge to schools, colleges, civic organizations, fraternal

groups, and to a limited extent in some theaters. Dis-

tribution date is January 15, 1947.

"The primary purpose of America Sails the Seas is to

show the importance of shipping to every segment of

American agriculture and industry," the Federation said.

"The picture tells the necessity for an adequate American

Merchant Marine; how it operates; where it goes; what it

carries; why it is vital for national defense and indispen-

sable to peacetime commerce."
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I
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Recent National Pump Survey Shows:

VIKING TOPS
ROTMCf PUMP FIELD

In A recent national survey. Viking Ro-

tary Pumps led the rotary pump field in

popularity and widespread use. Vikings

topped the field, being encountered 29.1%

of the time among 17 makes ol rotary

pumps listed.

There is a reason for this popularity Vi-

kings place first because of their extremely

simple design, . . their rugged construction

. . their record of dependable performance.

Thus throughout the years they have
earned their place as leader in the rotary

pump field.

For iplefe informo^'on

obouf Viking Rotary Pumps,

write today for bulletin series

46$. It will be ieni to you free

by return mail.

mM
2040 5. Santa h

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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niatson's Plans for \1
< Continued from page 43)

amount of Hawaiian sugar will eventually reach West

Coast ports in bulk.

Port Accessories

In San Francisco, the coming year will see full resump-

tion of peacetime activities at the Matson Port Acces-

sories Building. This operation, located near the com-

pany's piers, is unique among the ship-servicing work of

any U. S. steamship organization. Here, Matson is fully

equipped to handle ship's laundry, drycleaning, furniture

repair; to disinfect and clean pillows and mattresses; to

store a ship with everything from efficiently prefabricated

meat cuts to canned goods, glass, silver and chinaware.

All these and many other servicing functions are carried

on through the Port Accessories facility with maximum
effectiveness during a ship's brief stay in port.

Hotels
With full resumption of passenger service in 1947,

Matson will again offer luxury facilities to tourists and

commercial travelers both to Hawaii, Samoa, Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. On February 1, 1947, after a

thorough redecoration program costing approximately

S 1,000,000, the Royal Hawaiian Hotel will be ready to

receive tourists. This world-famed luxury hotel, under

lease from Matson to the Navy during the war, served

for four years as a rehabilitation center for service per-

sonnel. The nearby Moana Hotel, another property of

Matson's Hawaiian Hotels Division at 'Waikiki Beach,

will continue in operation as a popular tourist resort

center.

During the spring of 1947 a seven-story wing now-

being added to the Matson Building in San Francisco, is

scheduled for completion.

Clobe lilireless Station KTH
I Continued from page 50

1

attack on Midway and Guam transmitted by the Pan
American Airways operators. Later it was learned that

passenger vessels and freighters in the Southwest Pacific

received all up-to-the-minute war reports from station

KTK.

As darkness came over the Pacific that Sunday night,

for security reasons, all marine stations were silenced, and

KTK went off the air.

In 1929 when the Mussel Rock station was a mere
infant housed in a little shack 20 feet square, one of the

nightly duties of the operator was to contact the first

Byrd Antarctic Polar Expedition in Little America and

copy the reports of Admiral Richard E. Byrd for relay

to the New York Times for publication in the morning
newspaper. Although Byrd's radio station was located

,50 feet below the snow, marvelous communication was
carried on w-ith KTK.

That same year, R. Stanley Dollar, on board the SS.

President Taft, two days out of Honolulu en route to the

Orient, was the first San Franciscan to establish contact

with the Graf Zeppelin on its round the world flight.

Mr. Dollar wirelessed the Commander, Dr. Hugo Eck-

ener, "Welcome to the Pacific." Then for eight minutes

Mr. Dollar, with the aid of the radio operator on the Taft,

and Dr. Eckener chatted back and forth through the ether.

The Graf's commander reported "everything going well,"

thanked Dollar for his welcoming message and said he

would answer it later in a more extended radiogram.

During the entire trip to the Orient, the President

Taft was in constant communication with KTK.
One of the traditions of the sea is for the ears of radio

operators to be constantly attuned to 500 kc, the distress

frequency, and if an SOS is heard, immediately relay a

call for aid to all ships in the vicinity.

On September 29, 1932, word was flashed that the

freighter Nevada had gone aground off the Aleutians.

With her radio partially disabled and heavy breakers

hammering at her hull, the radio operator sent out a

feeble distress call that said she was sinking. The Dollar

liner President Madison, bound from Kobe, Japan, to

Seattle, preceded under forced draft to the stricken ves-

sel's assistance.

Then, after .36 hours of silence, to KTK came the first

message from Captain R. J. Healy:

"Have rescued three only survivors of Nevada. Now
hoisting boats. Details later.

"

As the rescue ship pushed through the night toward

Victoria, B. C, a second message followed:

"Three men rescued, " it repeated. It gave the names of

the survivors, and continued: "Rest of crew drowned.

The rescue work of our officers was magnificent. Healy."

That was all. A terse report in the abrupt language of

the sea. But, for a statement by a taciturn veteran sea

dog, it spoke volumes. Thus ended a tragic saga of the

northern seas with the death of 34 men.

In announcing the reopening of KTK, R. Stanley

Dollar, president of Globe Wireless, Ltd., commented:

"During the five years our station was silent it has been

thoroughly modernized with the very latest equipment

to give added protection to all ships at sea. As we resume

service the ears of our operators will be constantly attuned

to the wave lengths used by ships, either for distress calls

or for receiving regular ship-to-shore messages.

"On the first two expeditions that Admiral Richard E.

Byrd headed to the South Pole our station at Mussel

Rock was in almost constant communication with his

base in Little America. Since reading the announcement

of his forthcoming third expedition to the Antarctic, we
have communicated with Admiral Byrd advising him
that our Globe Wireless station again stands ready to

offer every possible assistance to him and his parry of

explorers.

"

Today the tiny shack at Mussel Rock, where the Dol-

laradio system was born, has been replaced with a modern

brick station housing powerful transmitters for the ma-

rine service and the three Globe transpacific circuits to

Honolulu, Manila and Shanghai.

The company is incorporated as Globe Wireless, Ltd..

with R. Stanley Dollar as president, and his son, R. Stan-

ley Dollar, Jr., assistant to the President and a member of

the Board of Directors. Brigadier General W. P. Boat-

wright is Vice President and is directly in charge of

operations.

Offices are located in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New
York, Washington, D. C, Honolulu, Manila and

Shanghai.
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(lew Ships for the Pacific

end Round-the-Ulorld

[Continued froni page 49)

maintained on regular fortnightly schedules. Starting

from New York and Boston, the regular ports of call

include Havana, Cristobal, Balboa, Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong,

Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Bombay, Suez, Port

Said, Alexandria, Naples, Genoa, Marseilles, thence back

to New York.

Thus it will be seen there is no lack of forward think-

ing, planning and action on the part of American Presi-

dent Lines to provide, as speedily as possible, a type of

equipment and service which will justify the fondest

expectation of travelers and shippers everywhere and be

second to none in the world.

At war's end, American President Lines was faced with

the necessity of acquiring virtually a whole new fleet

with which to carry on its global services. Although a

temporary handicap, this situation was recognized as a

long range advantage because it gave the Company an

opportunity to build or acquire vessels specially styled

and designed to suit the Company's rapidly expanding

and discriminating trade requirements. A large part of

this new replacement tonnage should be in operation

by the end of this year.

General Steamship—
[Continued from page 51

1

fleet of C-l-A type motorships which are now going into

operation. Shippers to the Argentine will thus be afforded

regular and dependable monthly sailings (via Straits of

Magellan ) while importers of coffee and other commodi-

ties from the River Plate and Brazil will have this service

placed at their disposal on the northbound run, where

the vessels return to the Pacific Coast via the Panama

Canal.

In the Latin American trade, we also will have the

Independence Line in full operation during the coming

year; this service taking care of the trade with Buenaven-

tura, with calls at intermediate Central American ports.

The third vessel in this newly created line will be enter-

ing that service shortly after the first of the year.

Tonnage is also being acquired from the American

government for the operation of the Pacific Mediter-

ranean Line, enabling this service to further improve its

schedule. This line was established shortly after termina-

tion of the war and will be expanded in the coming year.

The Pacific Australia Direct Line, which was operated

as an important link between the Pacific Coast and Aus-

tralia throughout the war, has continued not only with

the fine fleet of vessels which it previously had available,

but also with the addition of fast, efficient ships that

were built in Sweden during the war. This also applies

in the case of the Pacific Orient Express Line, which was

inaugurated during the past year with Swedish and Nor-

wegian ships. New construction is also being undertaken

for this service, which has already been established in

the China-Philippine trade and will be extended to in-

clude Japan as soon as commercial operations in that

sector are possible.

Despite the many problems involved, we feel very en-

couraged over the strides that have been made toward a

resumption of free commercial enterprise in the field of

international trade and shipping. We join our many
friends in the foreign trade community in looking for-

ward to substantial further progress in that direction

during 1947.
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United's full-scope facilities, including

two drydocks, make available "complete,

uninterrupted service for the over-all job."

Among other definite advantages, this all-

inclusive service speeds the job by eliminat-

ing time loss in moving the ship from one

yard to another.

United's Alameda Yard, strategically

situated on San Francisco Bay, is available

with complete modern facilities for all types

of ships. Extensive San Francisco waterfront

shops and pier operations afford time-saving

repair service on vessels while berthed.

Ship operators interested in new high

standard efficiency, economy and speed in

work performance will find it advantageous

to consult United on their requirements.

Moin Office & Repair Strops: 500 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 5

IShiovord: FOOT OF MAIN STREET, ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA



Oldtimer Steve Albgn beside a

spinning machine in the Tubbs

Mills.

Watch for this famous trade-

mark when the required quan-

tities and grade of Manila

fiber are once more available.

To the average user, all rope may look alike. Then just what does make one

rope better — more dependable — than another would seem a logical

question.

In the case of Tubbs rope, one of the important reasons for superiority

is MEN. It is men skilled for many years in the fine art of making good

rope that assure perfection in each stage of manufacture — from the very

selection of the fiber to the exacting tests which each coil of Tubbs rope

must meet.

For nearly a century, this combination of men and rope has made the rope

trademarks of the Tubbs Cordage Company outstanding leaders. For

extra rope value— for extra dependability — specify Tubbs to your

supplier. It will pay dividends in longer wear, greater safety, more rope

value.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCI
LOS ANGELES

SCO
CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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Red
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Blue

WATERPROOFING

ENDURANCE

FLEXIBILITY

APPEARANCE

Ĉ̂̂QUAL emphasis upon all five vital qualities makes

^_^^ Columbian Tape-Marked Pure Manila Rope a balanced rope!

^^^^ In a good rope none of these qualities should predominate,

for the accenting of one quality is at the cost of the others.

STRENGTH . . . The test for breaking strain alone does not make
quality! The minimum point established by the United States Bureau
of Standards is one which Columbian Manila Rope has considered a
minimum for years. Our standards were so high we had to make no
change to meet government requirements. But strength alone is not

enough. COLUMBIAN Balanced Manila ROPE has equal emphasis

on all five!

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400r90 Genesee St., Auburn, "The Cordage City," N. Y.

'/(US^f MARKED PURE MANILA ROPE
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Don't Let Down the Guard!

As WITH OUR RELIGION, or our doctor, we are

often inclined to forget our defenses until a time of

emergency.

Just now there is a tendency toward relaxing and even

floundering in our attitude toward the MERCHANT
MARINE.

The Merchant Marine cannot afford this floundering

attitude. Its fleets were completely absorbed into the war

effort, its public following was lost, its selfish-purposed

critics were given full reign.

It should not be necessary for the industry to keep

pounding on the doors of Government Departments in

order to regain the very things to which it is entitled by

law. And a well-planned trend of the industry may be

stopped short by an arbitrary order. The shipping indus-

try is not being fairly treated.

It has been said that there is no problem of the Marine

Industry that could not be solved by the stroke of a pen.

There must, of course, be a willingness to use the pen,

and to use it without unseemly delays.

When, after World War I, the railroads were faced

with operating losses, Congress and the ICC acted with

great promptness and liberality. Under a limited guaran-

tee of income provided by Congress, the Government
paid the rails $536,000,000, and before the guarantee

expired the ICC granted rate increases of $1,500,000,000

additional annual revenue. The domestic shipping lines

which saved the war but lost their business, are not ask-

ing subsidies; they just want depressed rail rates to port

cities eliminated.

And they want action on their vital needs. Delays on
requests for hearings are inexcusable. An air line appli-

cation by Waterman Steamship Company has dragged

for 6 years, but the British Commonwealth Pacific Air-

lines' application for air service between Sydney and

San Francisco via Honolulu was heard within twenty-

jour hours. And this airline is owned by Australian Steam-

ship Companies. A Matson application filed in September

1943 was heard in twelve months and denied in 33
months.

The freight rate cases, rail competition, air applica-

tions, Alaska services, subsidies, the ship construction

program, are delayed, delayed, delayed.

The stroke of a pen, in the right hands, is needed.

Our Guard has been down too long!

H Challenge that illust he IDet-

AMERICA IS PRESENTLY BUILDING for private

shipping firms, in seagoing vessels of over 1000 gross

measurement tons, 33 ships with a combined gross

measurement of 246,819 tons and a combined total pro-

pulsion power of 290,750 shp.

Dividing this total power into the types of machinery

by which it is generated and applied to the shaft we find

that 85.3 /( is generated in steam boilers and applied

through turbines and double reduction mechanical gear-

ing; 14.1% is generated in steam boilers and applied

through steam turbines and electric speed reduction; and

0.6% is generated and applied through diesel engines.

The shipbuilding nations of the world are now build-

ing, or have on order, approximately three and a half

million gross tons of sea going vessels of 1000 gross tons

and over. Lloyds Register reports for the quarter ending

December 31, 1946, that vessels powered with diesel

engines composed 55.4% of world shipbuilding tonnage

and this percentage is on the increase.

Great Britain is resimiing her traditional status as

world shipbuilder and during the quarter under review,

was building 52% of the world total. Great Britain has

under construction or on order, nearly a million tons of

motor ships.

Since European motor ships in the decade following

World War I helped drive our cargo steamers out of

international trade, and since the competitive position

(so far as wages, costs of construction, and manning
scales are concerned ) is more unfavorable today than it

was then, the question naturally arises "What can Ameri-

ca do to stay in the overseas shipping business.

"

Evidently a very radical change is needed in our ap-

proach to the problem. If we assume that the American

standard of living ashore must be maintained on Ameri-

can flag ships afloat, our problem must be solved by the

development of techniques whereby a ship can be oper-

ated by greatly reduced personnel and whereby the cost

of longshore operations can be largely eliminated.

This will require much first-class engineering applied

to the design of piers and ports and ships. It will require

a wholehearted cooperation btween politicians, operators,

designing engineers, and organized labor.

The designing end is well within the capacity of

American naval architects, marine engineers, and mater-

ial handling engineers. Will America meet the challenge?
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rresielehf Cleveland and President Wilson nearing completion at the
Bethlehem-Alameda yard. These two ships are the largest to be constructed
since the war. Both are for the American President Lines' run to the Orient



Intercoastal Shipping Services-

The Oational Economy and

The national Defense

By LEWIS A. LAPHAM. Assistant to the President,

American-Hawaiian Steamship Company

fRYSTAL BALL GAZING IS DIFFICULT „d „„-

\7 certain at best, and so far as the intercoastal trade is

concerned he is a foolhardy man who at the moment even

approaches the ball.

It is surprising how little appreciation there is gener-

ally as to the vital importance of the domestic merchant

marine in connection with the national economy and the

national defense. Shipping in the domestic trade lacks

the glamor and public appeal of the foreign trade. There

is a common misapprehension that foreign trade opera-

tions dominate the American Merchant Marine. Actually,

the situation is the reverse, for more than two-thirds

of our American shipping is normally engaged in the

domestic trade.

If shipping were merely another industry with its own
special ailments, the problem while serious, would not

present the critical aspects with which we are confronted

here. But shipping is more than an industry. It is a vital

link in the country's network of transportation; it is an

instrument of national policy; and it is an indispensable

part of the country's facilities for defense.

Vital though it is to maintain American flag tonnage

in the foreign trades, vessels engaged in the domestic

trade are a first line of defense in national emergencies.

The immediate availability of such vessels and their free-

dom from seizure or internment by foreign governments

enhances their importance in the national defense picture.

Facilities

No less necessary than the physical equipment for the

transportation of men and supplies are the fund of man-

agerial knowledge, the pool of seagoing personnel and the

available facilities for shipbuilding, drydocking, repairs.

An intensive study is being made of the

comparison between prewar and postwar
operating costs and it is hoped that publica-

tion will be possible in our next issue.

—

Editor.

stevedoring and terminal facilities necessarily maintained

to operate and support the domestic trades. Physical

plant is not in itself sufficient; machines must be operat-

ed and serviced, and experienced management must be

available. In a recent hearing before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, Major General Leavey, the Army's

chief of transportation, expressed the War Department's

position as follows: 'The War Department is appearing

in this hearing because it considers that a live, going

and adequate Merchant Marine is an absolute essential in

the national defense.

"

The Navy's views were presented following those of

General Leavey by Rear Admiral Callaghan, "The Navy
is very much interested in the condition of the Merchant

Marine at all times. It is one of the important pillars

which form the foundation of our sea power. Without

it, sea power as we know it simply does not exist.

"

The successful outcome of each (5f the last two wars

certainly was largely due to the fact that we were able

to provide merchant vessel tonnage which gave the neces-

sary logistical support.

It is important to remember that with only 1,002

merchant ships flying the United States flag in 1939,

70 per cent of the total tonnage of our merchant marine

was engaged in the intercoastal, or coastwise trade, and

ships so engaged were the principal source from which

the armed forces were able to draw.

The Merchant Marine employed in our domestic trade

should be given the right to live and prosper.

It is fallacious to argue that a large number of ships

constitute a merchant marine. An active merchant marine

consists of modern ships, manned by trained men, men
with years of seagoing experience to serve as their offi-

cers and crews. It consists of shipyards with their dry-
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docks and ship repair facilities, it consists of ports with

the requisite port facilities, it consists of ocean terminals,

docks, warehouses, trained stevedore personnel, ship

chandlers and the many other activities and personnel

associated with shipping. If our merchant marine is al-

lowed to disintegrate these supporting services, so im-

portant in wartime, disintegrate in almost direct pro-

portion.

The record during the past 15 months under govern-

ment operations in the intercoastal trade has left a

gloomy financial result; even though the ships have been

for the most part running full, and cargo offerings have

been consistently heavy.

Two factors are paramount among the problems that

beset the trade:

( 1 ) Depressed rate structure.

(2) Increased operating costs.

The intercoastal rate structure has been tied from time

immemorial to the transportation railway and always will

be, for the primary justification of the intercoastal trade

has been its ability to provide a more economical form of

transportation from coast to coast.

The rail rates today are admittedly below what they

should be for the long haul business and this differential

is a bill that the short haul shippers are paying. Until the

rails see their way clear to raising the long haul rates, the

intercoastal carrier is not going to be able to raise its

rates; and until the intercoastal carrier can raise its rates,

it cannot hope to exist economically in the face of the

increased operating costs of the past 6 years.

Those costs have been rising steadily since the early

1930's for the labor disturbances of that decade brought

increasing wage bills on the one hand and decreased effi-

ciency on the other. The effects were slowly but increas-

ingly felt and the war put the finishing touches to the

overall picture. Today, five years later, the intercoastal

operator finds that his operating costs in every category

have risen at least 100 per cent and in some cases twice

that much. Efficiency is certainly no better, and in some

cases is actually a little worse. The results lead to the

gloom of the financial record of the past 1 5 months.

The government originally proposed to abandon its

intercoastal operation of some 55 ships on December 31.

The operation has been extended, however, through Feb-

ruary, and in a message from the White House in mid

January, the President requested that the Maritime Com-
mission extend its operation through June 30 of this

year, clearly recognizing the difficulties and the problems

affecting the trade.

The almost certain alternative to the President's sug-

gestion is the abandonment of the trade, at least as far

as general cargo is concerned, for no operator so far as

is known could hope to carry on in the trade today with

his own ships and on his own money.

What the future holds remains to be seen, but at the

present writing it does not seem to hold much that is

good.

IFS

There is, of course, an "IF " in the picture, or rather

several "IFS".

7/ the Interstate Commerce Commission, now charged

with the development and maintenance of the country's

water transportation, reviews the intercoastal rate struc-

ture and comes up with some realistic decisions, and

// the transcontinental rail lines revise their present

long haul practices, and

// the Maritime Unions will cooperate in a return to

some reasonable degree of efficiency, then the trade would

have a fair shot at the future and there are some who
will be back in it with their own ships and their own
money.

The Victory Ship—War-bulll fype which has be Trying the built of the intercoastal traffic for the past year
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No. 4 basin at Hunter's Point Dry Dock.

Adjustable Vane

Dry Dock Pumps
By J. D. SCDVILLE and V. CHESTER SMITH

I HE ADJUSTABLE VANE axial flow pump provided

with means of changing the pitch of the impeller

vanes while operating, offers certain advantages for un-

watermg dry docks. Two large docks, using such pumps,

were completed and placed in operation for the U. S.

Nav\-. Since these docks were suitable for the largest

ships, relatively large pumping capacity was required to

unwater them in a reasonable length of time. The flexi-

bility of the adjustable pitch t)'pe suggested the feasibilit)'

of a few large units. Studies made by the Bureau of Yards

and Docks resulted in the selection of four 1250 hp

pumps for Pearl Harbor Dry Dock No. 4 and three 1 500

hp pumps for the San Francisco Naval Shipyard at Hunt-

ers Point Dry Dock No. 4, all of which were of the adjust-

able vane type. There were many interesting problems

involved in the selection of these particular pumps, in

the design of the water passages to and from them and

in the construction of the Dry Docks. It is intended that

this article shall deal only with the pumping equipment.

The two dry docks were practically duplicates in size.

There is a slight difference in volume because of varia-

tions of water levels but the total amount of water to be

handled was approximately 60 million gallons in each

dock. This had to be removed in 160 minutes which

corresponds to an average pump discharge of 375,000

gpm throughout the full range of head.

The maximum depth of water is about 47 feet, but due

to friction loss in the intake and discharge piping, the

head varied from approximately 15 feet to 55 feet, based

on design estimates by the engineers of the Bureau of

Yards and Docks. Actually the head was slightly less,

because of smaller friction losses than expected.

The extreme variation of head, and the large quantity

of water involved necessitated a careful study of the type,

size and speed of, the pumping equipment. Cavitation

and vibration present a distinct problem for fixed vane

axial flow pumps for heads of this magnitude. The use

of the mixed flow type of pump involves a greater cost

because of its slower speed. The discharge of the adjust-

able vane type can be readily controlled within the limits
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Fig. I. Model Test Pump in cavitation te$t stand.



of the motor capacity without the use of throttling de-

vices or speed change. Flexibility, from the standpoint

of operation, is the outstanding feature of the adjustable

vane pump.

At the time this installation was being considered no

pump of this type had been previously used for heads as

high as 55 feet, nor for dry dock service. Therefore, the

Bureau of Yards and Docks of the U. S. Navy Depart-

ment felt the desirability of building and testing a

model under full head conditions and with the same

impeller submergence as on the prototype, or field instal-

lation.

Such a model was constructed by and tested in the

H)'draulic Laboratory of the S. Morgan Smith Company
in York, Pennsylvania. Tests were first, for efficiency

and capacity at about 30 feet head, and second for cavi-

tation performance at prototype head. The model im-

peller was 9 inches in diameter and the set up including

the pump intake, pump proper, and discharge piping, is

shown in Fig. 1.

In addition to the usual cavitation tests, four points

were run on the model at 15, 25, .37 and 55 feet head

with the proper sigma, or impeller submergence, and at

the vane angle to meet the discharges specified. Per-

formance as computed is shown on the curves herewith.

A power variation of about 600 to 2300 hp occurs for

the range of conditions cited. Advantage is taken of this

in the use of 1500 hp motors on the pumps for Hunters

Point Dr)' Dock. Fig. 2 shows that at 55 feet head the

vane angle is about 12^ for 1 500 hp and greater than 20 ^

for 15 feet head. This represents the variation in pitch

required, in order to use the full capacit)' of the motor at

all dock water levels.

Cavitation tests were then required to decide if this

particular pump could be run at 12" pitch angle at 55

feet head and 22^ with 15 feet head and at other inter-

mediate positions, with the dock water level correspond-

ing to each head, and operate without excessive vibration

and with satisfactory efficiency at the intended impeller

submergence. Fig. 3 shows the curves for 15, 25, 37 and

55 feet head and effect on discharge and efficiency of

varying impeller submergence, each at a vane angle which

corresponds to at least 1250 hp on the prototype. The

cavitation limit is the point where the efficiency', or dis-

Vlew of flow to pump intakes at low dock water level.

charge or both, start to drop, if the suction water level

is further reduced. For instance, at 15 ft. head, if the

water level above the center of the impeller is reduced

so that the submergence is less than 23 ft., cavitation

will occur. This is shown by a decided drop in discharge

and a slight drop in efficiency. At 55 ft. head a drop in

efficiency shows that it is undesirable to operate the pump
if the impeUer is more than 1.5 ft. above the dock water

level. This drop in efficiency caused by cavitation may
be accompanied by pitting and vibration severe enough

to prevent operation. A safety margin of submergence

should be allowed. On Fig. 3 it will be seen that there

is a safety margin of 28 feet against cavitation. Since at

55 ft. head the safety margin is 3 ft., it is evident that

the high head conditions control the elevation of the

pump impeller. The advisability of reducing the pump
discharge still further when the water depth is low in

the drydock increases the safety against cavitation at the

highest heads. This reduction of How is desirable to pre-

vent the pump sucking air from the over-fall of water

into the suction pits. The flexibilit)' of the adjustable

Fig. 3. Cavitation limits of adjustable blade Fig. 2. Performance of adjustable blade Fig. 4. Comparative performance of adjust-

pump from model tests. > pump computed from model test 15-55 feet able and fixed blade pumps of the same
head, at 600 rpm. diameter and speed.
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Fig. 5. Sectional elevation through adjustable blade

vane pump permits operation at a safe capacity in the

event that such disturbances, in the intake and elsewhere,

cause vibration of the unit.

All of the preliminary studies were made on the basis

of four 1250 hp units for the Pearl Harbor dock for

which orders for the pumping equipment were already

placed. About the time laboratory testing had been com-

pleted the Bureau of Yards and Docks had made their

decision to use the adjustable vane pumps on the Hunter's

Point Dock also.

After study of the cavitation performance of the model,

it was decided to lower the pump impeller 3 feet for

Hunters Point and use 1500 hp motors. The increased

discharge made possible the elimination of one pumping
unit and still permit unwatering within the required 160

minute period. This resulted in a substantial saving in

cost as only the motor capacity had to be increased. The
same size and design of pumps were used without change

for both jobs.

The Laboratory tests showed that 12° vane angle

would not produce objectionable cavitation at Hunters

Point and that fixed vane 'pumps of such characteristics

could be used. It will therefore be interesting to com-

pare this performance with the curves for "A" and "B."

Curves "A" on Fig. 4 are for the 1250 hp adjustable

vane pumps for Pearl Harbor and curve "B " corresponds

to the same pumps using 1500 hp motors for Hunters

Point. Curve "C" is for the same diameter impeller but

with the vanes fixed at a 12° angle. It will be seen that

this pump has the same capacity at 55 ft. head as does

the adjustable vane pump "B" but that at 15 ft. head its

discharge is only 111,000 gpm whereas the adjustable

vane pump can handle 172,000 gpm. The reason for this

is evident from the power curves. The adjustable vane

pump utilizes the full 1500 hp over its entire range of

operation whereas the fixed vane pump can only absorb

about 800 hp at the low head. With this diameter of

fixed vane pump at 600 rpm a substantially longer un-

watering time would be required. To obtain the required

rate would necessitate the use of a larger impeller, a more

powerful motor and a slower speed. The motor would

only be used at its full capacity at the highest head. A
mixed flow type of pump used for such service can be

designed to use almost constant power input over this

range but would operate at about 300 rpm and would not

have the range of discharge as does the adjustable vane

pump.

Near the end of the pumping period neither the fixed

vane impeller nor the mixed flow pump can control the

discharges as readily as can the adjustable vane type. The
fixed vane type would have to be shut down one at a time

as the depth reaches a level where the water flowing

down the dock can no longer keep up with the pump
discharge. Eventually the point is reached where the

capacity of one pump is too great and the final volume

must be removed by small capacity drainage pumps. The
adjustable vane pump can control the flow until the floor

of the dock is practically dry.

The maximum head on the installations described is

55 feet, the speed 600 rpm, and the discharge 84,000 to

172,000 gpm for the entire range of head for the Dry-

dock at Hunters Point. Were it not for the adjustable

vane features the shut-off head of such a pump would be

as high as 165 feet and the torque against a closed valve

more than double the full load torque of the motor.

Relays are installed which will prevent the pump motor

being started unless the impeller vanes are feathered.

Under this condition the maximum head which can be

produced is 37 feet and the torque required by the pump
2900 ft. lbs. This head is less than the maximum oper-

ating pressure and is therefore safe. The torque is only

22 per cent of the normal full load value for the motor.

Because of the low pull in torque required, synchro-

nous motors were used with a very substantial saving in

cost. In fact this saving together with the higher speed

made the overall cost of the adjustable vane pumps and

motors less than that of competing mixed flow or fixed

vane axial flow pumps. The current characteristics for

both docks were 2300 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycle.

Figs. 5 and 6 are the general arrangement drawings of
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the three 1500 hp units for Hunters Point Drydock

No. 4. For reasons of simplicity, a flaring suction bell

of cast iron was used, rather than the elbow type of

intake. The impeller has four vanes.

The vane pitch is changed by axial motion of the

operating rod in the shaft, which transmits the required

force to levers on the vane shanks, through links. This

mechanism is contained in the impeUer hub, and is im-

mersed in oil for lubrication. Force to move the vanes

is applied to the draw rod by an oil operated servo-motor

in the pump shaft. Oil is admitted through two co-axial

pipes through the motor shaft, the center pipe connecting

to the area below the piston, and the outer one to the

space above the piston. The flow of oil is regulated by

means of a vane control valve which is located on top of

the motor. The position of the control valve is deter-

mined by a frictional hp motor which in turn is actuated

from the main control board in the pump room. Oil to

actuate the servo-motor is furnished by a pumping unit

which automatically maintains the required pressure.

Above the impeller is located the diffuser section, the

purpose of which is twofold. First it collects the water

from the impeller, straightens it out and discharges it in

an axial direction. Second, the guide vanes act as a sup-

port for the lower guide bearing of the pump.

This bearing, and the other two, are babbitt lined.

Sufficient fresh water is forced into them to prevent the

ingress of foreign material.

The flaring discharge tube is formed in the concrete

except for the elbow section, which is of welded steel

construction, embedded in concrete.

The shaft is covered with a coat of Bitumastic paint

except where it passes through the bearings, where it is

protected by a stainless steel sleeve.

To maintain constant power input, an automatic watt-

metric control reduces the pitch of the vanes as the water

level in the dock is lowered. The discharge of the dock

at Hunters Point is below low tide with a check valve in

the line as well as a protective sluice gate, and the pump

motors cannot start until the sluice gates are wide open,

neither can they be started unless the impeller vanes are

feathered. These conditions being satisfied, operation of

the motor switch will start the motor, accelerate and

synchronize it. The next step is to open the vanes by

a manual control switch to a position corresponding to

about 10 per cent capacity of the pump. This switch is

then thrown over to the automatic position and the unit

passes to control by the wattmetric device, which in-

creases the vane angle by energizing the opening circuit

of the vane control motor until the vanes have reached

their proper position. As the water is pumped from the

dock the head increases, which would naturally increase

the power required by the pump if the vane pitch re-

mained unchanged. The wattmetric control compensates

for this by decreasing the vane angle to maintain a con-

stant motor load regardless of the head on the pump,

until the water approaches about two feet in depth in

the dock. At this point, the vanes are automatically re-

moved from wattmetric control and brought to a flat

position. They are then controlled manually until all of

the water is removed from the dock.

Both docks have been in use for several years. With no

ship in the Hunters Point Drydock the unwatering time

I Please turn lo page 96)

Fig. 6.

Plan of Pump house.
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le Proposed C-3

RE-DESIGN OF ITS STANDARD C3 cargo ship for

increased speed, carrying capacity and economy of

operation is announced by the United States Maritime

Commission as a step in its plans to improve the com-

petitive position of the American Merchant Mairne in

postwar international trade.

Plans and specifications have been completed, and

invitations for bids will be issued upon receipt of ap-

Vice Adrnir 1 W. W. Smith USN, (R etired). ch airman of the U s

Maritime C >mmission is be ng shown the important fea ^urc by use of

topping wi cties. rec oinng only a single va g for ea ch bo >m.

James L Bates. mar aging director. Technical Departme nl of the

Maritime Cc mmis ion isexp aining de :reased tim e regu red for sel up
and the labo saved inc dent to r gging for cargo handling-

fOB

(S)TWIIIMHKMCS- SOLID UWC ®OtB jTYU HUTCH- OOTTtB IIME

plications from shipping lines for purchase of the new

model.

The new design, designated C3-S-DB3, will have more

horsepower, and a speed of about 18% knots compared

to the I6V2 knots of the present C3. It will also feature

re-arrangement of the hull structure and cargo gear for

more economical handling and stowage of cargo. Six

holds will be provided instead of five as in the present

design, and the midship holds will have twin hatches

side by side for quicker and easier placement of cargo.

Basically the new design is the same as the present

C3 as to cargo capacity and stowage, the Commission ex-

plained. The standard "C" ships were all designed as

shelter deck type and the new C3-S-DB3 conforms to

this practice, meeting the high standards for subdivision

that has featured Maritime Commission vessels. Its scant-

lings and structural design will, however, permit utiliza-

tion as a full scantling type vessel, thereby obtaining

minimum freeboard and maximum draft under load

line requirements, and a consequent increase of cargo

deadweight of about 1900 tons.

Provision of the sixth hold permits equalization of

cargo cubic per unit of cargo handling gear, it was ex-

plained. With the additional length of the vessel it has

been possible to maintain an adequate length of holds.

The twin hatches of the midship holds will reduce cargo

handling time by permitting more direct placement of

loads in proper stowage space. This is accomplished

partly by an increase of 50 per cent of area of holds and

'tween decks directly open for loading, and by great

reduction of distance over which cargo must be dragged

for stowage at the sides.

Operating experience with C3's especially during the

war, greatly influenced modification of cargo gear de-

sign for greater efficiency in breaking out booms, setting

them in position, buttoning and returning the gear to

stowed position on completion of cargo handling. The

principal feature of the newly designed gear is the use

of a double topping lift arrangement and topping lift

winches. This arrangement requires only a single vang

for each boom, which decreases the time required for
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set-up and the labor incident to rigging for cargo hand-

ling.

In general appearance the C3-S-DB3 will be the same

as the present C3. She will also carry 12 passengers, as

does the present design.

Comparative specifications of the modified and pres-

ent design follow

:

Length between C3-S-DB3 C3
perpendiculars 489' 0" 465' 0"

Beam 70' 0" 69' 6"

Draft, designed

(shelter deck) 29' 6" 28' 6"

Draft, maximum
(full scantling) 32' 0" . . *

Depth, molded 45' 0" 42' 6"

Normal horsepower 12,500 8,500

Bale capacity 730,000 cu. ft. 725,000 cu. f

Estimated cargo dead-

weight, Full bunkers

( shelter deck

)

10,000 tons 10,000 tons

Estimated cargo dead-

weight, Full bunkers

(full scantling) 11,900 tons . .*

Shelter deck type:

Gross tonnage 8,000 est. 7,800

Net tonnage 4,800 est. 4,600

Full scantling type:

Gross tonnage 10,000 est. . .*

Net tonnage 6,500 est. . .»

Cargo gear on present C-3 fype. Simplified gear on

proposed vessel is shown on other cuts herewith.

*Full scantling figures do not apply to the C3.

This model illustrates the

improved cargo handling

gear with which the U. S.

Ma
'ill be

of

C3-S-OB3 V

equipped. Operating e

perience with C3"s, esp

cially during the war, I

fluenced modificati

cargo gear design in thi;

new C-type. with the ain-

of greater efficiency ir

breaking out booms, set

ting them in position, bur

toning and returning the

gear to stowage position.

U. S. Maritime
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Occident Prevention in

Pacific Coast IDarine Operations

By JOSEPH H. TRAVER5

ORGANIZED ACCIDENT PREVENTION WORK
in the Pacific:' Coast Marine Industry has come of age.

This month, the Accident Prevention Bureau of the

Waterfront Employers Association of the Pacific Coast

starts on its 21st year of activity. The accident preven-

tion program of this industry is outstanding in the

On-shore Stevedoring Trophy presented by Pacific Marine Re

to winner Portland Stevedoring Company.

United States. Not only because it embraces the entire

industry, but also because of the scope of the program.

So far as is known, the Pacific Coast Waterfront Em-
ployers are the only group whose A-ssociation program

provides an inspection and consultation service of train-

ed safety engineers who are available to the individual

companies for help in solving their problems. Associa-

tions in other industries have confined their efforts to

furnishing their members with such help as safety post-

ers and statistical material.

Admittedly, mounting insurance costs through the

middle and late twenties provided the incentive which

prompted the leaders of the Pacific Coast Marine Indus-

try to make some effort to curb the number of accidents

which were occurring in the longshore industry. They

realized that, to be effective, their efforts must be or-

ganized on an industry-wide basis and in February 1927

under the sponsorship of the Pacific American Steam-

ship Association, the Shipowners Association of the

Pacific Coast and the Waterfront Employers Union, the

Accident Prevention Bureau was established in San

Francisco as the agency which would head up the work.

In 1929 Columbia River and Los Angeles joined in

the movement. In 1936, Seattle, which first started ac-

cident prevention work in 1924, joined in, thus making

the movement coastwide in scope.

The program which the Accident Prevention Bureau

offers to employers is designed to aid in the continued

reduction of accidents by improving the working places,



We are very glad to present this article outlining the history and present position of the work
of organized Accident Prevention carried on for the past 2 1 years by the Marine Industry of the

Pacific Coast.

Pacific Marine Review has been prominently identified with this work since its inception and
has through the efforts of its editorial staff and its publication of preliminary safety codes, con-

tributed largely to the success of the effort.

The safety codes issued under the aegis of the Accident Prevention Bureau were pioneer

codes for the American Marine Industry. They were worked out by industry-wide committees rep-

resenting all phases of the industry and all classes concerned. These codes became practical work-
ing models for codes evolved on the Atlantic Coast and in foreign countries, and they form an
everlasting monument to the farsighted safety statesmanship of the late Byron Pickard, who for 20
years and up to the day preceding his death, was the active head of the Accident Prevention

Bureau.

correcting the unsafe methods used and eliminating the

unsafe practices of the men. The success of the program

depends on the hard work and cooperation of all con-

cerned. Management must continue to accept its respon-

sibilities for providing safe working places and safe

methods of operations. Labor must do its share by edu-

cating its men to work safely and to correct their unsafe

habits.

Services which the Bureau offers can be segregated

into four phases:

1. Statistical, including the investigation of accidents

and analysis of accident reports. By means of statistical

studies, a picture is obtained of the progress which is

being made. Accidents are investigated strictly from an

accident prevention viewpoint,
—

"What can be learned

from this accident that will aid in preventing another

one like it.'" The accidents are not investigated from

an injury-claim standpoint nor are the results of the

investigation turned over to the claims departments.

The Bureau's concern is solely with the prevention of

accidents and the results of their investigations are made
available to the operating department in the form of

recommendations.

2. INSPECTIONS. The Bureau's supervisors are con-

stantly inspecting stevedoring operations both afloat

and ashore. Unsafe gear, accident-producing conditions

of working places such as poor housekeeping, improperly

covered hatches, ladders and gangplanks in poor con-

dition, or improperly rigged, are sought out and if found,

brought to the attention of the ship's officers or stevedor-

ing company representatives, or both. The Accident

Prevention Supervisor cannot correct the conditions he

finds. He cannot require that they be corrected. All he

can do, and all he should do, is report them to those in

charge of operations, for safety is and must rernain a

part of operations.

Thus far, only physical conditions have been discussed.

( Please turn to page 85
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mineral Fiber Insulations and

Textiles for lllarine Service =

By GAYLE B. DUTTDN of Western Fiherglas Supply, Ltd.

MINERAL FIBER INSULATIONS AND TEXTILES,

consisting of rock wool and glass wool insulating

blankets or shapes, and asbestos fiber or glass fiber tex-

tiles or combination asbestos glass textiles, have within

the past ten years increased their importance many fold

to the naval architect.

Prior to preparations in the late thirties to augment

this country's battle fleet and to sharply increase our mer-

chant tonnage, textiles of asbestos fiber were the only

( Paper presented to the Northern California Section of

The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers)

group of the subject products which possessed any real

history in marine usage. These products, consisting of

cloths with asbestos contents ranging from 80 per cent

to 95 per cent, and with weights per square yard ranging

from 20 oz. to 40 oz., were used primarily as fireproof

lagging over insulation in boiler and fire room spaces.

With the increased naval building activity, the demand

for items of the subject group of products became very

great. There were five principal reasons for their speci-

fication: ( 1 ) increased production of these materials was

available or was made available, ( 2 ) the lightness in

weight of these materials was desirable, ( 3 ) the lifetime

thermal efficiency of the products was excellent, (4) the

fire rating of the products was "Incombustible," (5) con-

struction and repair man-hours were saved with these

materials.

To evaluate the worth of the present end uses of these

materials, it is best to examine the individual require-

ments which arose for their use.

Quarters Insulation

One of the fiist major end uses of these products which

displaced previously specified materials was as insulation

for refrigerated spaces and about quarters and machin-

ery spaces. In 1938 naval architects for private steamship

companies were specifying the use of mineral or glass

wool bats as reefer insulation primarily for reasons 2

through 5 above. Likewise the United States Navy had

specified the use of glass wool as quarters insulation on

horizontal surfaces and as refrigerated space insulation on

some types of fighting ships.

Products of the type mentioned last above which were

available for Maritime Commission use included fibrous

glass bats without binder and fibrous glass and mineral

wool bats with resinous or asphaltic type binders. There

products were already available commercially and were

adapted easily to marine requirements. The use of these

bats as quarters, galley, or machinery space insulation

Applying asphalt as a vapor barrier on the bulkhead separat-

ing the hold and the combined galley and forecastle. The

Fiberglas insulation, already in place, Is concealed by the

vapor barrier which Is nailed to the studs, leaving about 2

inches of «ir space between the insulation and the vapor

barrier. Two-inch planking will be nailed to the studs, over

the vapor barrier.
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Above \i the ratchet nail method ot assembly, using Fiberglas

Insulation, Type TW-MC.

To the right is shown the stud weld method, the fastest and

most widely accepted method of attaching Fiberglas Insula-

tion, Type TW-MC.

Typical "hair-pin" clip made of strap iron used to attach

Fiberglas Insulation, Type TW-MC. to plating.

where a metal sheathing is used as finish has varied little

since their introduction.

Products for this same type for U. S. Navy use have

been modified. The use of some products for refrigerated

spaces at such installed densities as 1 V2 lbs. per cubic foot

has been changed to densities of 3 lbs. per cubic foot for

better efficienc)' for the temperature differential obtain-

ing.

For Navy requirements for hull insulation, a number

of factors brought about a radical change in the t)'pe of

insulation to be used. Shortages of aluminum, plus short-

ages in manpower for installing metal sheathing de-

manded consideration of a more rigid material with an

integral non-metallic, fireproof finish. To meet these

requirements, which were multiplied many fold from a

quantity angle after disastrous post - engagement fires

caused corkboard to be elminated from combat craft, a

rigid board of bonded fibrous glass with a fine weave

glass cloth facing one side was developed. This material

was designed for application by cement to the ship's

plates, and for finishing the exposed surface with glass

tape over joints. Later, ship production schedules as well

as service records brought about an application method

using stud-welded pins and studs.

Sound Absorption

Other uses for mineral fiber blankets have included

those in connection with sound absorption. The high

sound absorbing or attenuating qualities of these prod-

ucts (especially efficient for sounds of low frequency)

have caused their adoption in such places as machinery

space intercommunication booths, sound detection rooms,

radar rooms, control center rooms, and as liners in the

ventilating ducts aboard ship.

Reasons, 2 through 5 listed above, again were respon-

sible for the increased use of mineral fiber sheets and

Cutting the Fiberglas insulation to fit the space between the

studs of the bulkhead separating the hold and the combined

galley and forecastle.

blankets as thermal insulation on ventilating ducts. Large

sheets, light in weight, and possessing high insulating

efficiency so minimum thicknesses could be used, were

well received.

The increased use of high pressure steam, and the

resulting large quantities of flanged fittings to insulate,

demanded prefabricated removable flanged fitting covers.

Through the use of a felted fibrous amosite asbestos mat,

these covers were made with speed and possessed excel-

lent service efficiency. This felted mat also was valuable

as a filler for insulating blankets about mrbine casings,

pumps, and other irregular objects.

Mineral fiber textiles proved to be of tremendous aid

to many phases of ship construction and operation.

Naval Uses

For those fighting ships where weight was of first im-

portance, light weight textiles were first accepted. In

some cases the substitution for lagging cloth of thin

fibrous glass cloth over previously used heavier weight

cloths, together with the amount of paint saved by reason

of non-absorption by the glass fibers, resulted in an esti-

mated saving of six tons in the weight of a cruiser type
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vessel. Since these hbrous glass cloths and tapes in 6 to

10 mil thicknesses had breaking strengths in the range

450 to 500 lbs. per inch widths, they could be woven into

thin tapes in widths from 2" to 6" and used as a spiral

lagging about the insulated pipes and fittings. In other

cases, the light weight fibrous glass cloth was substituted

for asbestos cloth for finish on the insulation about

breechings, and over large pieces of heated equipment.

It was also substituted as a smoke-pipe cover in some

cases.

A completely fireproof gray-colored glass cloth portiere

was adapted instead of doors for fighting ships. This

material saved weight and was not subject to "jamming."

It was also used as porthole curtain material ,and was

adapted in some cases for covers over officers' bunks and

other flammable furniture.

Electrical Uses

The uses of asbestos and fibrous glass textiles in elec-

trical apparatus aboard ship were many. Fibrous glass

cloth coated with vinyl resin compounds was found to

be extremely resistant to moisture penetration when used

as a membrane in electrical cable splices. In general, the

use of fibrous glass textiles as electrical insulation allowed

the use of smaller size, lighter equipment to do the work

of larger, heavier units, and at the same time failures by

reason of moisture or operating temperature conditions

were practically eliminated.

Fibrous glass cloth used as a reinforcing medium in a

laminated plastic sheet proved of very great service as

an electrical panelboard material on shipboard. The com-

bination of Fiberglas cloth and melamine resin was found

to result in a board possessing tensile, compressive, and

impact strengths over three times as great as linen-base

phenolic materials previously used, and also possessing

considerably better arc resistance.

Since all of the materials included in this discussion

are inorganic in nature and possess diameters running

from .00005" to .00090", they are of such shapes and

weights that once lodged they may remain in position

against the skin and cause a sensation similar to that

caused by hair down one's neck after a visit to the barber.

Although a number of plants producing these fibers have

exceptional health records and medical research records

show there is no health danger to workers using the

fibrous glass textiles or mineral fiber insulation, the psy-

chological attitude toward the material by many workers

has necessitated the maintenance of above average fresh

air and temperature conditions in spaces aboard ship

where these materials are being installed. Also many
demands have been made for premium pay for installing

these materials. In this latter respect, records kept where

large numbers of workers are handling these materials

indicate claims much below the average of other crafts.

Application Techniques

At the present time, mineral fiber insulations are in-

stalled as quarters insulation in bat form by impaling

the sheets over welded studs, or studs attached to the

plates by means of cement-bonding to a mesh or screen

base attached to the studs. This method can be used by

' Please ti/ni lo page 9Sl

Fitting the Fiberglas in-

sulation between the

studs of the bulkhead

separating the hold and

the combined galley and

forecastle.
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Frank W. Smith, president of

of Port Engineers of San Fr<

eph F. Gisler. a founder and first

sident, Society of Port Engineers of

San Francisco.

With the Port Engineers

The editor of the Pacific Marine Review has

been notified of the desire of the Society of Port

Engineers of San Francisco that the broad cover-

age of the Marine Industry of the West provided

by this publication be made available to the So-

ciety, and that its meetings and other activities

be reported herein. This we have arranged to do.

THE SOCIETY OF PORT ENGINEERS of San

Francisco, which has been holding a series of advance

meetings during the past year, was officially organized last

month and has filed its articles of incorporation with

the Secretary of State at Sacramento.

Most important among the objectives of the Society

are the investigation and discussion of problems of the

industry, and aid in their solution; and the development

of cooperation and friendship among the members.

It is expected that the society will eventually estab-

lish and maintain its own club rooms and library.

The first regular election of officers was held at the

January meeting with Frank W. Smith, American Mail

Line, being chosen president; Louis Deppman, Sudden

& Christenson, vice president; and James A. Riemers,

States Steamship Company, secretary treasurer. The
powers of the corporation will be exercised and cen-

trolled by a Board of Governors consisting of twelve

members. Elected to be Chairman of the Board is

Joseph F. Gisler, Interocean Steamship Company with

the following constituting the full Board:

Joseph F. Gisler, Interocean Steamship Company,
Harold Wrigley, Weyerhaeuser Steamship Company,
A. D. Higgins, American Mail Line, M. C. Wright, De-
conhill Shipping Company, Fred Deckard, Marine
Transport Lines, M. T. J. Garlinger, Army Transport

Service, John Laine, Williams Dimond & Company,
Robert Streiff, Coastwise Lines, Ray Sample, Matson
Navigation Company, Chester McKay, Pacific Tanker,

E. I. Graff, Grace Lines, Robert E. Murphy, J. H. Win-
chester & Company.

Committee Chaiimen for the ensuing year are Joe Gis-

ler, Entertainment & Publicity; Harry Martin, Education;

Chester McKay, Program; R. E. Murphy, Welfare.

Among the new members of the society is George
Barr of General Electric Company who made the prin-

cipal address at the first regular program meeting Feb-

ruary 4th at the Palace Hotel. His subject was "Care

and Upkeep of Steam Turbines." Mr. Barr's address will

be fully reported in the March Pacific Marine Review.
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Members of

Board of Governors u

of Port Engineers

of San Francisco

At left: M. C. Wright. Decon-

hill Shipping Company; Joe

Gisler. chairman. Interocean

Steamship Corporation; M. T.

J. Garlinger. United Stales

Army Transport Service; and R.

H. Sample. Matson Navigation

Company.

Below, left: Robert Streiff,

Coastwise (Pacific Far East)

and United States Line; Ed J.

Graff. Grace Line; F. W.
Smith. American Mail Line;

J. Riemers. Pacific Atlantic

Steamship Company; Hugh D.

Higgins. American tvtail Line;

Chester McKay. Pacific Tankers

Line; and Robert Murphy, J. H.

Winchester & Company.

R Valuable Report On California Ports

Need for additional coastal harbors and inland water-

way marinas for light draft vessels in the State, particu-

larly for fishing and recreational craft, is among the

findings presented in a report on California ports and

harbors just issued by the State Reconstruction and Re-

employment Commission.

It was pointed out by A. Earl Washburn, State Di-

rector of Reconstruction and Re-employment, that addi-

tional harbors for fishing craft are of vital importance

to California because a recent survey shows that the

Pacific Coast States are producing half of the tonnage

and almost half of the total value of fish taken in ocean

and inland waters in the United States.

The report recommends that, because of many dupli-

cations, inconsistencies and ambiguities in the State

Harbor and Navigation Code, a revision commission

be designated to clarify and simplify this code.

Other highlights of the report are:

1. The Public Resources Code seems inadequate be-

cause no State agency, for example, is given power to

prevent one city or county possessing tideland, from

building structures which might cause damage to ad-

joining communities.

2. It is recommended that the State, through a desig-

nated agency, actively participate with the U. S. Army
Engineers in studies and surveys of the entire coast of

the State.

3. It is recommended that the State investigate the

desirability of unification of port terminals in Califor-

nia's major harbors similar to the New York Port Author-

ity. It is pointed out that among the advantages of such

unification would be:

A. Elimination of needless movement of ships from

one terminal to another.

B. Greater efficiency in handling freight and passen-

ger traffic.

C. Less duplication of effort and expense in terminal

operations.

D. Pooling of facilities would save new construction

unless and until needed.

E. Aid in long-run planning of terminals and high-

way approaches.
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Bsc. V. S. Pat. Off

By T. Douglas MacMullen

The IDorld Trade Center Ht San Francisco

THE GREAT WORLD TRADE CENTER project to

cover from 9 to 20 square blocks in the shipping dis-

trict of San Francisco, and which has been featured in a

number of issues of the Pacific Marine Review during

the last several years, is definitely under way. As a con-

struction project it compares with Radio City in New

York, and as a means of concentrating the World Trade

of the Pacific if not of the entire country in San Francis-

co, the program will be watched with great interest by

shipping people and traders the world around.

After several years of spade work, sparked by Olaf

Hansen of Frazar & Hansen, and an earnest group of busi-

Air view of shipping district of San Fran
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ness leaders, the California Legislature last year requested

the State Board of Harbor Commissioners to investigate

and report at the 1947 session. The Board appointed Dr.

Tadeusz B. Spitzer to conduct the survey, and now in

a 200 page volume replete with tables, charts and maps

the Board reports to the Legislature the result of the in-

vestigation. In its judgment such a World Trade Center

at San Francisco is both desirable and feasible and in its

letter of transmittal submits the following:

1. Desirability

The project is desirable for the reasons that:

(a) It will provide, in a single, readily accessible loca-

tion, close to San Francisco's harbor facilities, its business

and financial districts, a center, in and around which will

be concentrated more efficiently and effectively, the activ-

ities of those persons, firms and agencies, both private

and governmental, whose efforts and functions are con-

cerned primarily with foreign trade.

(b) Such a project will materially facilitate and stimu-

late trade between the United States and other nations

of the world, particularly those nations bordering the

Pacific Ocean.

( c ) Such a project will contribute, substantially, to-

ward, and will speed, the development of the economy

of California and of the entire western area of the United

States.

(d) This increased development and foreign trade

will inevitably create greater opportunities for employ-

ment.

( e ) Employment will also be provided for a great

many persons in producing and fabricating the materials

to be used in the construction of the buildings compris-

ing the center and for an additional large number of

persons in the actual construction of the project.

2. Feasibility

( a ) The project is feasible for much the same reason

that make it desirable.

( b ) The many persons with whom the project has

been discussed have expressed themselves emphatically

that the project is both desirable and feasible. A partial

list includes representatives of foreign governments, firms

engaged in import and export business, steamship com-

panies, manufacturers eng.iged or interested in engaging

in foreign trade, and a large and diversified list of per-

sons and firms engaged in business or professions serving

persons and firms engaged in foreign trade. Virtually all

of them have expressed a readiness to make such a center

the headquarters of their foreign trade activities.

(c) The project can and should be self-supporting.

It is intended that the material gathered for this re-

port will be analyzed and quoted from time to time in

the Pacific Marine Review. One of the chapters (Chap-

ter 9) and two of the tables are given herewith:

FOREIGN TRADE ROUTES SERVED BY
SAN FRANCISCO

Some analytical thought should be given to routes

served by the San Francisco Port in world trade.

The following table is a tabulation of trade routes,

radiating from and agglomerating in San Francisco in

10-year periods from 1900 to 19.i9.

FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
CUSTOMS DISTRICT FROM 1900 TO 1939

By Trade Routes

Total Exports Per

in 40 years Centage

Northern Europe $ 283,801,000 '6.457c

Scandinavia 84,177,000 1.91

United Kingdom and Ireland.. 829.530,000 18.87

Mediterranean Basin 24,879,000 .57

West Coast Africa 4,026,000 .09

South Africa 15,543,000 .35

East Coast Africa 3,736,000 .08

Red Sea and Indian Ocean 97,862,000 2.22

Far Eastern Asia 1,865,609,000 42.43

Oceania 592,262,000 13.47

Canada and Labrador 163,645,000 3.72

Central America and Mexico.. 234,394,000 5.33

West Coast of South America.. 89,472,000 2.03

Caribbean Sea 68,192,000 1.55

East Coast of South America.. 28,754,000 .65

Noncontiguous shipments which

could not be successfully

eliminated—1900 only 12,442,000 .28

TOTAL 4,398,324,000 100.00%

FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
CUSTOMS DISTRICT FROM 1900 TO 1939

By Trade Routes

Total Imports Per

in 40 years Centage

Northern Europe $ 196,343,000 4.62%
Scandinavia 36.946,000 .87

United Kingdom and Ireland.. 105,923,000 2.49

Mediterranean Basin 94,451,000 2.22

West Coast Africa 737,000 .02

South Africa 334,000 .01

East Coast Africa 2,265,000 .05

Red Sea and Indian Ocean 400,111,000 9.43

Far Eastern Asia 2,395,651,000 56.40

Oceania 2.36,276,000 5.56

Canada and Labrador 85,587,000 2.02

Central America and Mexico.. 321,222,000 7.56

West Coast of South America.. 83,495,000 1.97

Caribbean Sea 148,240,000 3.49

East Coast of South America.. 128,572,000 3.03

Noncontiguous shipments which

could not be successfully

eliminated— 1900 only 11,169,000 .26

TOTAL 4,247,322,000 100.00%
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Doctor Tadeusz B. Spitzer, who conducted this nionuniental

investigation and prepared the report, is an economist of wide

reputation who has specialized in industrial and public works

programs in many parts of the world for 30 years. Born in Poland

and educated in Poland and Austria, he has owned and operated

many large plants in Europe, and since coming to the West Coast,

has been working on shipbuilding, railroads, machinery and other

industrial developments, as well as on public utility projects. The

World Trade Center report is a model of completeness and pains-

taking accuracy.

Dr. Spitzer is director of research on World Trade Center,

Board of State Harbor Commissioners, San Francisco.

A. EXPORTS
The highest or largest ranking customer of San Fran-

cisco's foreign trade during the whole 40-year period

was Far Eastern Asia, exports to countries of the Far

East reaching an average of the total percentage of

about 42.5 per cent.

Second largest were the United Kingdom and Ireland,

prominent buyers of our vegetable food products, which

countries took about 19 per cent of our total export

average over the same 40-year period.

Third, comes Oceania with its 40-year total average

reaching 13.5 per cent.

Fourth in importance is Northern Europe, rising from

1.82 per cent in the first decade of this century to 11.21

per cent of San Francisco Bay region's total export in the

last decade, or during the whole 40-year period the

average percentage for Northern Europe being 6.45 per

cent. This, in particular, is an important factor and needs

to be strongly emphasized so as to prove that the claims,

regarding the impossibility for West Coast products to be

hauled to Europe, do not agree with the actual facts. An
even higher ratio in the exports increase in the 40-year

period, and therefore a still more persuasive argument,

is to be observed in the rise of San Francisco's exports to

Scandinavia from 0.03 per cent in the decade between

1900-1910 to 2.60 per cent in the 1930-1939 decade.

B. IMPORTS

This harbor's imports from the Far East reach an

average of well-nigh 56 per cent of its total import. Con-

sequently, we partially finaflce the whole of the Far

East's business with us, and probably with some other

countries as well, which is the natural function of highly-

industrialized countries in foreign trade and which from

the general standpoint is a sound investment of long

range.

Strong on the import side of our trade is the region

of the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, as in the 40-year aver-

age our total imports from that area reached 9.43 per

cent.

Next in importance is the area of Central America and

Mexico, our imports from these countries totaling an

average of 7.56 per cent over the same four decades.

From Oceania our imports totaled only 55 per cent,

not nearly balancing our exports which totaled an aver-

age of 135 per cent in the whole 40-year period. Mani-

festly, Australia buys mainly oil products from us which

purchases we cannot offset by any considerable amount
of imports from her.

Imports from Northern Europe total only about 70

per cent of San Francisco's exports to that area, but

imports from Scandinavia in the last decade come very

close to exports (2.17 per cent import and 2.60 per cent

export ) , a very encouraging factor.

England and Ireland at the present time are not large

vendors to the San Francisco Bay region, our imports

from them totaling an average of only 2.5 per cent

through this harbor during the 40-year period, thus

placing these countries in eighth rank in our table.

The foregoing analyses encourage the conclusion that

the trade of San Francisco Bay's area with the countries

of the Indian Ocean, Central America, Mexico, and in

a certain degree Oceania, marks the trend for the future

development of both export and import in a balanced

increase of our prominent trade with the Far East.
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lining Ship, Dan-

about to swing

\e pier at San

Danish Training Ship

The recent arrival in San Francisco of the Danish State

Training Ship Danmark, which left Copenhagen in Sep-

tember on its annual training cruise with cadets from the

Danish Merchant Marine was commemorated by a series

of civic programs sponsored by the Chamber of Com-
merce, Marine Exchange, United Seamens Service and

others. Featured were trips to the Maritime Schools about

the bay and visits to Stanford and the University of

California. She arrived in San Francisco on January 6,

to remain for a period of five days. The Commander is

Captain Knud L. Hansen, who is assisted by 10 officers

and 6 noncommissioned officers. On board there are 115

cadets who are being trained in practical stemanship and

navigation. According to Danish law a seaman's educa-

tion shall partly take place on board sailing ships, and

Danmark is built for this purpose.

When Denmark, on April 9, 1940, was occupied by

of the 5000 American cadets who received their training

training ship Danmark when the vessel was unde r United

States control during the war.
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the Germans the Training Ship Danmark was lying in

Jacksonville, Florida. The Captain immediately wired

to the Danish Minister in Washington, Henrik Kauft-

mann, that he joined the free Danish movement and did,

therefore, not return to Denmark. At the time of the

United States' entry into the war he and his crew placed

themselves at the disposal of the American Government

"in our joint fight for victory and liberty." The ship

thereafter was used by the U. S. Coast Guard as a train-

ing ship, and during the war not less than 5000 American

cadets received their training on board. In these years

the ship was stationed in New London, Connecticut,

which city will be visited on Danmark "s return trip to

Denmark. The contribution to the war effort from the

ship and its Captain was highly appreciated by the

American authorities. In September 1945 Danmark was

handed over to the Danish Government.

The three-masted Danmark was built in Nakskov

Shipyard, Denmark, in 193.^, and has a length of 189

feet. She measures 777 tons gross, and is provided with

a 250 horsepower motor.

8. F. lUorld Trade Delegation IDeets Danmark

Top row. Ie«: Standing on the pier alongside the Danmark are: John Parker, vice president of Marine Eichange. and president of American
Marine Paint Company; M. A. Cremer. manager. Marine Eichange; Henry B. King, president. Junior Chamber of Commerce; Alvln C. Elchholl.
manager World Trade Department. San Francisco Chamber of Commerce; Fred B. Galbreath, president. San Francisco Foreign Trade Association
and manager Marine Office of America. At right: Colonel S. M. Montesinos. USA. representing the Sixth Army Fred B. Galbreath. Commander
E. J. McDonald. USMS. District Supervisor. U.S. Merchant Marine Cadet Corps. lOOO Geary Street San Francisco- Captain Malcom E. Crossman,
superintendent. U. S. Maritime Service Training Station. Alameda; and Master of the Danmark. Captain Knud L. Hansen.

The bottom row. left: Shipbuilders together! Left to right: T. C. Ingersoll. Bethlehem Steel Co.; Robert E. Christie. United Engineering i Dry
Dock Co.; Harvard P. Stewart. Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco Yard- and Joseph A. Moore, Jr.. president Moore Dry Dock Company.
At right: left to right: Alvln C. Elchholl. Henry B. King. Sooran Fi-dler. Danish Consul-General at San Francisco; L. B. Lundborg. general
manager. San Francisco Chamber of Commerce; Captain Knud L. Hansen, and William Montgomery, manager Far East American Council,
San Francisco.
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Foreign Olarket is Vital

American firms must allocate a definite share of their

production to the foreign market even before domestic

needs are filled or "someone else will have the business,"

says R. W. Giflord, chairman of the board of Borg-War-

ner International Corp. and vice president of Borg-War-

ner's Norge Division.

Because "the pent-up demand in the world for our

merchandise is beyond belief, Mr. Gifford predicted that

America ultimately will reach an export volume of more

than 14 billion doUars annually. The new desire abroad

for a higher standard of living indicates that our great-

est foreign trade will lie in manufactured products, he

added, and urged advertisers to make careful analysis of

the foreign markets for their products and to study the

psychology of their consumers overseas.

"The American advertiser," Mr. Gifford said, "must

make foreign customers want his products and want

them more than they would that of any foreign producer."

The extent of our foreign trade may determine whether

or not the country prospers, Mr. Giflord said, "because

in our nation's business just as in private business, it is

generally the last 10 or 15 per cent that determines the

profit or loss.

"Those who were doing business abroad before the war

have just as definite an obligation to their foreign dis-

tributors as they have to their domestic distributors.

Those who wish to develop these foreign markets for

the first time cannot afford to wait until the domestic

market is supplied.

"As other countries with lower wages improve their

relative industrial efficiency, they will become more diffi-

cult competition."

Mr. Gifford found the foreign trade picture shadowed

by international bickering.

While "every country in the world is crying for mer-

chandise and raw materials of every kind," Mr. Gifford

said, "the world is engaged in the greatest political fight

it ever has seen."

England, he observed, is fighting desperately to uphold

the world trade inHuence of the British Empire "while

we argue with the Russians." He pointed out that Eng-

land is withholdii'^ all luxuries from her own people

Page 58

R. W. Gifford

in order to regain her trading position abroad through

exports. J

"England is doing a good job," Mr. Gifford said, "and

she has no intention of making concessions that will be

to our special benefit. She is now making trade agree-

ments in all parts of the world while we talk about what

we hope to do. Other countries also are striving for a

place in the foreign trade sun."

Mr. Gifford does not look for Russia itself to be a

serious commercial threat outside her own trade sphere

for many years, though this sphere is being widened to

include much of Eastern Europe.

Expressing the belief that "almost all wars are eco-

nomic wars," Mr. Gifford added that: "Unless we can

find ways and means of solving our international trade

problems, and at the same time learn the relationship of

trade problems to political problems, we will stand little

chance of achieving our goal of a lasting world peace.

"Unfortunately, some departments in the government

seem determined to put every possible obstacle in the

way of those who wish to do business abroad.

"You will remember that early in the New Deal period,

the President almost eliminated the one and only de-

partment of our government then devoted to foreign

trade because it had been built up by the former Presi-

dent Hoover. I refer to the Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce Department of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce. I have only the best to say for this department.

They have tried to the best of their abilit)' but with very

limited funds. Of Course, during the war everyone had

a finger in the pie, and at present the work is divided be-

tween the State and Commerce Departments. I am glad

to say that considerable effort is being made to rebuild

suitable staffs."

The closest cooperation between sales, advertising and

service, Mr. Gifford concluded, will enable American
(Please turn to page 100)
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Pacific Hmerican S. S. Hssn. Elects

Hnd Takes Stand for lUorld Trade

Officers for the Pacific American Steamship Associa-

tion, oldest trade association comprising the majority of

American lines on the Pacific Coast, were elected at the

annual meeting in San Francisco, January 30.

President is E. Russell Lutz, executive vice president

of the American President Lines.

Executive Director is A. W. Gatov.

Vice Presidents include A. R. Lintner, president,

American Mail Lines; H. Lueddemann, vice president,

Pope & Talbot, Inc.; R. J. Chandler, vice president. Mat-

son Navigation Company; Donald Watson, manager,

Weyerhaeuser Steamship Company; K. C. Tripp, Pacific

Coast manager, Moore-McCormack Lines.

Secretary-Treasurer is Henriette T. Smith.

The Association went on record against any broad pro-

gram of tariff increases such as "shut us out of world

markets ' following the enactment of the Smoot-Hawley

Bill in 1930. Albert W. Gatov, re-elected Executive Di-

rector of the group of American lines was authorized to

work closely with interested civic and commercial groups

now preparmg briefs for presentation at State Depart-

ment hearings in San Francisco on March 10.

The State Department hearings, being held simul-

taneously in six major cities, are for the purpose of re-

ceiving public opinion on the highly controversial tariff

question and other trade matters. Following these hear-

ings, American delegates to the International Trade Or-

ganization (ITO) meeting at Geneva, Switzerland, in

April will negotiate with 17 other countries for the gen-

eral lowering of world import duties, and removal of the

other trade barriers.

But for Amarican delegates to have authority in Gen-

eva, the 80th Congress must leave undisturbed the pres-

ent Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act. This Federal Law,

first enacted in 1934 and renewed in 1945, passes to the

President the power to lower American import duties

on foreign made products. While it is now on the books

to June 1, 1948, several bills have been introduced in

the 80th Congress to restrict or eliminate the Chief Exe-

cutives tariff adjusting powers.

In adopting a world trade promotion policy, the As-

sociation recognized that a thorough study by the State

Department will show the need for guarding against

drastic tariff reductions which might be ruinous to

American economy. "We support the general philosophy

of freer world trade," Gatov said, "as an essential to our

domestic prosperity in the years to come. If we raise

our duties across the board, we'll get the same treatment

from the rest of the world. This was our experience in

the Smoot-Hawley days, when 71 countries shut us out

of their markets.

"Based on normal prewar figures, 10 per cent of

American industrial and agricultural products are export-

ed and such exports for many businesses mean the differ-

ence between profit and loss. Exports alone will create

two million jobs in the United States, and port cities

have an even greater stake in world trade."

LINKIi THE m] WITH THE PRESENT

The newly acquired
Swedish consulate-gen-

eral in San Francisco.

the former Matson
mansion. A coincidence

of note: Captain Will-

iam Matson was the

first Swedish consul in

San Francisco.
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Marine Insurance

London Letter

Pilferage

By Our British Marine

Insurance Correspondent

THE FACT THAT, in the United States of America,

the theft and pilferage bureau has been revived, has

been noted here with interest, as the theft and pilferage

evil continues to be a real one. Pilferage froin the Liver-

pool Docks, for example, has come under discussion at a

meeting of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. J. H.

Brooks, chairman of the Canned Goods Trade Section,

read the following extracts from a letter written by R.

J.
Hodges, general manager and secretary of the Mersey

Docks and Harbor Board:

"The pilferage situation is still unsatisfactory and every

effort is being made towards improvement. A series of

meetings has taken place with representatives of the

Liverpool Steam Ship Owners' Association, the Liverpool

Master Porters' and Master Stevedores' Association, the

police and the Food Ministry.

"The general question of the necessity for an improve-

ment being effected has been impressed on all parties.

In addition, the matter has been brought to the attention

of the Transport and General Workers' Union through

the Dock Labour Joint Committee, and I am' sure that

the unions are taking a very serious view of the matter

and are prepared to do whatever they can to help. They

are dealing with it through their various branch com-

mittees so that the men themselves will be reached and

the serious reactions on the port as a whole as the result

of the continuance of dock thieving made clear to them.

"Apart from this, the board have also taken the matter

up with the Mersey Shiprepairers' Federation and the

Liverpool Cart and Motor Owners' Association, as cover-

ing two important sections of labour on the docks, asking

thefti for their co-operation. The board also intends to

discuss the position with the representatives of the appro-

priate Trade Unions so that both sides of these bodies

will be aware of the importance of the position being

improved. The board have also detailed an official to

investigate this question and he has been given the widest

terms of reference. He has already made contact with

the various parties connected with the handling of cargo,

and his independent reports are being considered not

only by the board but also by the Liverpool Master

Porters' and Master Stevedores' Association, and the

police, to whom copies are being sent.

"It is not the Board's intention to relax the efforts

being made, though the primary responsibility for pro-

tection against loss and damage rests, of course, with the

master porters, and they are being encouraged in their

efforts to combat this position. The board themselves

are doing everything possible to improve the conditions

of the dock sheds, many of which are in a damaged

state, but here there are unfortunately restrictive limita-

tions which make rapid progress impossible.

"

The foregoing illustrates the active steps which are

being taken in the Liverpool area to combat what is, in

effect, a worldwide evil in this untidy postwar world.

British Government Enters Fire Prevention

Activity

Considerable interest is being taken in the formation

in Britain of a new Fire Research Organization by the

Government, through the Department of Scientific and

Industrial Research ( D.S.I.R. ) , jointly with the Fire

Offices Committee. The board is fully representative of

insurance companies and makers of fire-fighting appli-

ances, etc., and a well-known Lloyd's Register of Ship-

ping personality ( Dr. S. F. Dorey ) is also on the board.

The board is regarded as a very strong one, containing

as it does representatives from all the interests involved.

Dr. Dorey 's inclusion is taken to mean that fire on ship-

board will have the consideration it deserves.

Any step to reduce losses by fire will naturally have the

wholehearted support of the marine insurance market,

as such losses in the past have been both numerous and

disastrous. While the Fire Offices Committee are very

well represented on the new Board—as indeed, they

should be—there is surprise, in view of the importance of

this subject to their industry, that there are no comparable

representatives from the marine insurance compaines or

from Lloyd's, ( i.e., Lloyd's of London, the group of under-

writers). As, however, the Board is still in its first stages,

it is more than likely that steps will be taken to take

evidence from those who have the knowledge, so that

the views of the marine insurance market may receive

full attention.

The Fire Research Organization is something entirely

new in relations between Government and industry. It

is a joint organization, in which an industry and the

Government are partners. The cost is shared equally be-

tween them. The organization will be responsible for

the conduct of research on all aspects of the prevention

and extinction of fires, on the safety of life in fires and

the mitigation of damage, except that, on the fire resis-

tance of buildings, the organization will collaborate with

the Buildings Research organization of D.S.I.R., where

much research on this subject has already been done. A
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fire research station will be jointly established. The capi-

tal cost is likely to be of the order of £75,000 to £1 00,000,

and the ultimate annual cost running up to £50,000, both

shared equally between the D.S.I.R. and the Fire Offices

Committee. As part of their contribution to the capital

cost, the F.O.C. will transfer their fire testing station at

Elstree to the Government.

The board subjects on which research will be under-

taken are: ( 1 ) Research on fire prevention, i. e., research

on methods of preventing the occurrence of fires. (2)

Research on fire fighting, i. e., research on methods of

extinguishing fires and on equipment. (3) Research on

fire protection of buildings, i. e., on the fire resistance of

buildings, properties of building materials and elements

of structure, safety of life in fires, e. g., means of escape,

the prevention of the spread of fire within buildings and

from building to building. (4) Research on other fire

hazards, e. g., ships, aircraft, special industrial hazards.

Admiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DOBBS

of San Francisco Bar

Duty on Ship Repairs in Foreign Ports

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED that many of the regular

readers of the Pacific Marine Review are interested in

some of the unusual statutes and decisions that exist

under the customs law of the United States. From time

to time I will brief the important decisions that hold

particular appeal to the shipping industry.

Many know, and probably an equal numfcer do not,

that the Federal Statute, 19 U.S.C.A. 257, requires that

the customs officers of the United States collect a duty

on equipment or repair parts for vessels made in a for-

eign country upon a vessel documented under the laws

of the United States. The Statute provides as follows:

"The equipments, or any part thereof, including

boats, purchased for, or the repair parts or materials

to be used, or the expenses of repairs made in a

foreign country upon a vessel documented under the

laws of the United States to engage in the foreign

or coasting trade, or a vessel intended to be employed

in such trade, shall, on the first arrival of such vessel

in any port of the United States, be liable to entry

and the payment of an ad volorem duty of 50 per

centum on the cost thereof in such foreign country;

aiid if the owner or master of such vessel shall will-

fully and knowingly neglect or fail to report, make

entry, and pay duties as herein required, such vessel,

with her tackle, apparel, and furniture, shall be

seized and forfeited. For the purposes of this sec-

tion, compensation paid to members of the regular

crew of such vessel in connection with the installa-

tion of any such equipments or any part thereof, or

the making of repairs, in a foreign country, shall not

be included in the cost of such equipment or part

thereof, or of such repairs."

In United States vs. Admiral Oriental Line, 18 CC.P.A.

137, the court held that equipment for a vessel is ordi-

narily limited to portable things while the hull and fit-

tings constitute things of permanent character and, there-

fore, the permanent installation of a steel swimming tank,

which necessarily becomes attached to the hull of an

American registered vessel while in a foreign port, is not

equipment nor repair and, therefore, the cost of installa-

tion is not dutiable as such. The reason for the rule or

the theory behind the statute is certainly obvious.

Cheaper labor and cheaper materials provided by foreign

countries in their ports of repair would give the Ameri-

can shipowner a decided advantage if he were able to

arrange and schedule repairs and the furnishing of new
equipment at foreign ports instead of the vessel's home
port or other American ports. The duty is equal to 50

per cent of the cost of repair or equipment which again

is theoretically equivalent to the difference between the

actual cost of the repairs or equipment if completed at

American ports or with American labor and material.

Many cases have attempted to define the meaning of

the word "repairs" as it is used in the aforesaid statute.

In E. E. Kelly & Company vs. U. S., the court held that re-

pairs in a foreign country within the statute include

"maintenance painting". In Anieriean Mail Line vs. U. S.,

50 per cent ad valorem duty was held to be properly

assessed under the act on the expenses of certain painting

done in a foreign port, in part on the exterior and in part

on the interior of the ship by a foreign contractor, the

paint itself being purchased in the United States.

While fuel and ship's stores may be retained on board

vessels arriving in the United States from foreign ports

without payment of duty, a part of a manifest cargo of

oil pumped into the bunker tanks of the importing vessel

after its arrival in the port of entry, not included in the

ship's stores list, is not exempt from duty as fuel supplies.

Sinclair Refining Co., etc., vs. U. S.

19 U.S.C.A. 258 provides an exception to the rule ex-

pressed under the duty statute where, if the owner or

master of the vessel furnishes sufficient evidence that the

vessel during the course of its voyage was compelled by

stress of weather or other casualty to put into a foreign

port and purchase equipment or make repairs to secure

the safety or seaworthiness of the vessel that would in

turn permit her to reach her port of destination, or if the

equipment or parts thereof or repair parts or the materials

were manufactured or produced in the United States and

the labor necessary to install the equipment or make the

repairs was performed by a resident of the United States

or by members of the regular crew of the vessel, then the

Secretary of the Treasury may remit or refund the duty.
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Huto-Passenger Liner

Puget Sound Navigation Company, the largest inland

water shipping firm operating on the Pacific Coast, is

now demonstrating again the carefully progressive man-

agement that has characterized their executives for many

years. They have ordered and now have under construc-

tion at the Seattle yard of the Todd Shipyards Corpora-

tion, a motorship for the Seattle-Port Townsend-Port

Angeles- Victoria overnight run that will be the most

modern and most lavishly equipped vessel for automobile-

passenger service yet built in Am.erica.

Designed by the well-known firm of naval architects,

Gibbs & Cox, Inc. of New York, she is described by Wil-

liam Francis Gibbs, senior partner of the firm, as "The

Queen Elizabeth of the Inland Seas." The table herewith

gives her principal characteristics.

Keel for this ship was laid December 17, 1946 at

Artist's sketch of new auto-passenger liner for Puget Sound Navigation Company. SeaMle-Victorii
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el-laylnq for the ne»

Shipyard Corpor,

el aula passenger liner, at the Todd
Plant A. Seattle, Washington.

Todd's Plant A, Harbor Island, Seattle. She is scheduled

for launching April 18 and for delivery June 1.

The steel hull is designed for maximum safety and the

arrangement of watertight bulkheads makes her a two

compartment hull, "which means that three compart-

ments must be flooded before a sinking condition could

occur. " All combustible materials used in construction

or outfitting are being completely fireproofed. Adequate

fire extinguishing systems covering accommodations,

machinery spaces, and automobile deck will be installed.

The most up-to-date navigation devices, including radar,

will be installed on bridge and in pilothouse. Ship-to-

shore telephones will be a feature.

Propulsion power is provided by four General Motors

diesel engines each rated 1500 shp and each driving a

525 volt electric generator. Each generator is electrically

coupled through suitable controls to a 1200 shp electric

motor. The motors work in pairs, each pair driving one

of the propellar shafts through reduction gears. In ordi-

nary weather this plant will drive the hull easily at 18

knots. For au.viliary power and lights there are installed

2—200 kw diesel engine drive generating sets. Twin

rudders are fitted at the stern to give great maneuverabil-

ity which is much needed on this run, especially in the

harbor of Victoria. An unusual color scheme is being

used in the engine room. Bulkheads and ceilings are to

be aluminum and engines and other machinery are to

be white.

Accommodations for passengers will be spacious and
luxurious. Large lounges, smoking room and writing

room, together with a covered glass-enclosed promenade
take up most of the space on the promenade deck. The
public rooms are air conditioned and lighted with fluores-

cent lamps. Dining room facilities are installed on the

boat deck aft. The main room seats 100 or more at

tables. This room is surrounded by large windows, giving

an uninterrupted vista of the natural beauties of Puget

Sound and the Straights of Juan De Fuca. A modern
electric galley will serve these dining facilities. A coffee

shop is installed for short orders.

One hundred and four sleeping rooms are to be in-

stalled in three classes,—cabin, de luxe, and super de

luxe. Each room is furnished with twin beds so that the

sleeping capacity is 208 total. Each room is fitted for air

Characteristics

Length O. A 312 -2"

Length W. L BOO'-O"
Beam Molded 53 -0"

Beam Overall 62'-6"

Depth to Main Deck 20-0"
Draft Loaded 13'-0"

Auto. Capacity 100 cars

Passenger Capacity 900 persons
Propulsion Two screws

Propulsion Power Total 4800 shp
Service Speed 18.5 knots

conditioning and is equipped with Combolet lavatories,

supplied with hot and cold running fresh water, and cold

salt water.

A clever arrangement of the automobile or main deck

allows high central clearance for very heavily loaded

trucks. The engine room trunk is made very narrow with

a truck lane on each side. Above these truck lanes is a

clerestory running up to the second deck above and giving

a net clearance of 16 feet. On each side of this clerestory

is a platform deck reducing the clearance to a net of

seven feet. Under this clearance, port and starboard, there

are two lanes for automobiles. On the platform deck on

each side are cabin class bedrooms with a four foot pas-

sageway running along the inboard margin giving access

to the rooms.

When placed in commission this ship will make daily

trips—leaving Seattle evety night and arriving at Vic-

toria, with stops at Port Townsend and Port Angeles en

route, early the next morning. During the summer she

will make a trip to Port Angeles and return in the early

(Please turn to page lOOi
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"The Chief's" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

The marine Ooiler

II—Modern Boiler Design

IN OUR FIRST INSTALLMENT OF THIS SERIES

on the marine boiler we traced rather sketchily the

development of this steam generator down to the famous

cylindrical fire-tube boiler, known as "Scotch." The upper

pressure limit of this boiler in large sizes is for practical

marine purposes approximately 300 psi and most en-

gineers would prefer it to be 225 psi. The more modern

type water tube boiler, perfectly adaptable to very much
higher pressures, is now available for shore plants in

specially designed types up to 3000 psi and has been

installed in marine plants up to 1400 psi, and at tempera-

tures up to 900° F.

Since these higher pressures and temperatures offer

great inducements in the way of saving in fuel the trend

is upward. In America the pressure range of 450-600

with a temperature of 750°-800°F. has become standard

for medium powered steam plants of 2,500 to 10,000

shp on one propeller shaft. Well designed boilers in con-

junction with double reduction geared turbines running

at these temperatures and pressures have produced a

shaft horsepower on trials at a fuel consumption rate

as low as 0.54 lbs. of oil per hour.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the

"Scotch" fire tube boiler as compared with the water

tube boiler have been discussed pro and con in technical

literature to such an extend that many volumes can be

found devoted to that topic. Briefly Scotch boilers are;

easily accessible for maintenance and repairs and are un-

derstood by marine mechanics at every port in the world;

they are reasonably economical; they can be operated with

sea water or impure fresh water; and they do not require

any high degree of skill in their operation. Conversely

Scotch boilers; are very heavy and bulky due to the large

water content; are slow to meet rapid changes in steam

demands; are slow to raise steam in starting; are ex-

tremely dangerous in the event of explosion; and are

subject to tremendous stresses caused by unequal expan-

sion of parts.

Water tube boilers; allow a much more flexible design

and are 25 to 50 per cent lighter and 10 to 30 per cent

less bulky for a given capacity; have much higher rates

of evaporation; have ability to raise steam much more

quickly in starting. In a well designed water tube boiler

with oil fires steam has been raised to 200 psi in 10

minutes. Usual practice is to take an hour. With large

double end Scotch boilers usual practice is to start fires

15 hours ahead of scheduled start of voyage.

In modern, closed feed water cycle, water-tube boiler

turbine combinations, the transformation of heat and

pressure into dynamic energy is extremely rapid. Steam

leaves the boiler at a pressure of say 600 psi gage and at

a temperature hot enough to set fire to a stick of dry

pine wood and 0.05 of a second later leaves the turbine

and drops into the condenser at a temperature too cool

for a comfortably warm bath and at a pressure of approx-

imately 0.7 pounds absolute or 28.5 inches Hg vacuum.

The modern steam turbine deserves great credit for its

economy in turning the energy of the steam into motion.

The double reduction gears also deserve great credit for

the efficiency with which they transform the very high

and economical rotative speed of the turbine into the

comparatively very low efficient speed of the screw pro-

peller. However, the design of the boiler and its auxiliary

equipment must be such that the necessary steam at the

right pressure and temperature may be delivered at the

turbine nozzles at a fuel consumption rate within the

guarantee for the ship or she will not make her economy

record. Therefore it is up to the engineer on watch to

see that his boilers and their auxiliaries are functioning

properly. If he does this the turbine and the gears will

usually take care of themselves barring emergencies.

In the great majority of modern American steamers

under 12,000 shp the engine and boiler rooms are com-

bined. This obviously has the advantage of very short

steam connections and an overall saving of valuable cargo

space. However, to the mind of the writer its chief
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advantage is in the fact that the engineer on watch can

more easily and without getting away from his station

keep a watchful eye on boiler performance.

Standard Marine Boiler

Out of the great shipbuilding program of World War
II there emerges a somewhat standardized water tube

boiler design for the long range Maritime Commission

vessels. This is the D type fitted with economizer, air

heater, and superheater and built with water tube furnace

walls.

Illustrations show this design as manufactured for

the U. S. Maritime Commission by three of the principal

marine boiler manufacturers of the United States. For

the Liberty type steamer the design shown in Fig. 4 was

chosen and nine American manufacturers built these

boilers for the Liberty ships that form the bulk of the

lew American merchant fleet. This boiler design is

ibsolutely standardized and is interchangeable regardless

of ship or manufacturer.

For the D design there are numerous small differences

between the boilers coming from different factories and

also between the boilers specified for different types of

ships. In general the D is specified and installed two

boilers to each set of turbines and of such capacity that

each of the boilers is able to supply steam for the normal

rating of the turbine for a considerable period of time,

if not continuously. This capacity to handle large over-

loads is a very valuable characteristic of this type of

steam generator.

The care and maintenance of this equipment is very

important, and is reflected in the overall performance of

the vessel by evidence that is readily recognized by the

ator equipped with superheater,
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port engineer and the operating manager. Cleanliness is

all important and there are certain fittings built into the

boiler and certain instruments supplied by its manufac-

turer that, if properly used, go a long way toward keeping

the boiler clean inside and out.

An engineer coming onto the staff of a ship should as

promptly as possible get a copy of the instruction book

issued by the manufacturer of the boilers installed on

that ship. He should thoroughly inform himself about

all the details of that boiler and follow carefully the in-

structions given for starting or putting the boiler in serv-

ice and for taking it out of service. He should inspect the

tools and spares to see that everything needed is there

and is in order for use. He should inspect the fittings

and equipment of the boiler itself and of the apparatus

for feed water and for flue gas analysis.

Many operation engineers do not fully appreciate the

importance of keeping the heat transfer surfaces of a

boiler clean. As an example take the inner and outer

surface of a tube in a water tube boiler. The inner suf-

face is subject to deposits of scale from the feed water.

The outer surface is subject to deposits of soot from the

products of combustion in the furnace.

Scale

Boiler inspection reports to insurance companies show

that more than Vi of all the boiler troubles are due to

overheating of metal caused by scale deposits. It is a

characteristic of most scale that it becomes more danger-

ous as the boiler is forced to keep up steam. Since a thin

layer of this material will cause a loss of 10 to 12 per

cent in steaming capacity, its very presence on the tubes

induces forcing of the boiler to maintain the steaming

rate. This forcing dries out the scale next to the tube

surface and makes it a better insulator and the tube be-

comes overheated and breaks down. This effect is shown

very graphically for various scales in the diagram ( Fig. 5)

herewith, taken from a publication of the Cochrane Cor-

poration. The coefficients of transmission of heat were

( Please turn to page 97

;
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COURSE TO ROunncEmEnT

by "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

Cockeyed Vessel

The cartoon illustrating this page and reproduced

from "Zenith" the magazine published by the Alumnae

Association of the U. S. Merchant Marine Cadet Corps

represents two deck officers evidencing their interest in

ship development.

Prompted by this drawing we are here presenting

some of the strange fancies of inventors with regard to

ship hulls and marine propulsion. Inland inventors who
know nothing about the sea are bringing out these ideas

constantly and it may be assumed without much danger

of successful refutation that their ancestors were a nui-

sance to old Noah while he was building the Ark.

The story is told of Moran, the great New York tug

boat operator that, after listening patiently to the long

story of such an inventor who had a new revolutionary

form of huU, he said, "Thanks my friend for showing

me this very interesting model; now all you have to do

is to go home and invent a new form of ocean on which

this boat will run."

One of the strangest of fancies regarding ships and

ship propulsion is the jointed hull. Our illustration of

this type of monstrosity is from a drawing in an Illus-

trated London News issue of the 1850's. The article says

that such a vessel was actually built in a Spanish ship-

yard and had a successful trial trip wherein the inventor

proved mathematically that she ran 4 knots faster than

a stiff hull of the same dimensions would run with the

same power. Of course, in order to do this or show any

gain at all she would have to have waves made to order

and arranged so that their crests were perpendicular to

the line of her desired course, and of the correct dis-

tance apart to suit the length of the sections of the hull.

This same idea was revived and patented by- an American

inventor (an engineer and bridge builder of some note)

just after the first world war. He added to the joints

an interrupted gear arrangement whereby the motion

of the joints was changed into continuous rotation of a

shaft driving an electric generator that produced electric

power to drive a propulsion motor. However, the prin-

cipal claim of this engineer's patent specifications, des-

cribed the use of his invention as a floating power
plant used to generate electric power for shore pur-

poses. He was forming a nonprofit organization which
would rent the right to use this invention off continen-

tal coast lines and would use the proceeds to take care of

widows and orphans of World War I. So far as we know,

nothing was ever done with this one.

Many curious schemes for improving marine trans-

portation were presented to the U. S. Shipping Board

during and after the first world war and caused much
mental disturbance to that political body. The natural

light-weight metals they're trying out!'

Cartoon courtesy of 'Zenith'
Alumni Association of the U.
Merchant Marine Cadet Corp
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method by which an inventor in any State approaches

the Federal Government is through a congressman from

his district. The congressman, if the invention is nauti-

cal, naturally refers him to the Shipping Board or, as

it is now, the Maritime Commission. The Shipping

Board writes him a nice letter letting him down as easy

as they can. The would-be inventor complains to the

Congressman who, knowing nothing about the merits

and caring less, writes a hot letter to the Commission

telling them to try this idea out or else. A copy of this

letter sent to the inventor keeps the electorate at home
keyed up to the belief that their individual problems

are well taken care of by their representative in Wash-
ington.

Here is a copy of a letter sent to the Shipping Board

and illustrative of many such:

Personal and Private

Esq.,

Chairman, U. S. Shipping Board,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

As you are now the executive head of the shipping

business of the Country, I present to you a plan to bet-

ter sea transportation. Up to this time I have kept my
ideas secret, as I knew the heartless capitalists would rob

me of them. But now. Sir, I feel safe in telling you a

way by which the tremendous costs of fuel may be

eliminated.

If the U. S. Shipping Board takes advantage of this

offer of mine, and after the War is over a grateful gov-

ernment should present me with a part of the millions

of dollars saved, I shall not have thought and planned
in vain.

Briefly, my system is this:—Everyone know the great

heat generated by electricity. My invention arranges to

pass a current of electricity through the furnaces and
tubes of the present boilers of a steamer. This would
make steam that would operate the propelling engines

as well as a dynamo to generate more electric heat for

the boilers. Thus the cycle would repeat itself and we
would have a self-propelled vessel, with all fuel costs

cut out. As a lack of capital has prevented me perfecting

the plan, I present it to you as above stated. Will say

that I have never operated either a steam engine or an

electric machine, but have read about them both. Of
course you will see the simplicity of the idea.

Please advise me promptly as to the date I am to re-

port to you to take charge of the building of the first

unit.

Yours very truly,

Sam Scoville.

After every major wreck at sea there are always a

flood of patents on such equipment as lifeboats, life

rafts, releasing gears, davits, etc., practically all from

would-be mechanical experts who may never have seen

a ship. Some of the patentable new ideas on deck gear

and hull forms should be the object of study by qualified

deck officers of ^e merchant marine. In the past most of

the improvements in navigational mathematics and in ob-

serving instruments have come through deck officers of

the Navy or the merchant marine. Examples are Captain

T. H. Sumner, Admiral Marcq St. Hilair, Nathaniel Bow-
ditch, and P. V. H. Weems. Any mathematically or

mechanically inclined deck officer can and should think

up improvements in the equipment he is using or

supervising every day.

Fortunately we have the Bureau of Marine Inspection

of the U. S. Coast Guard who must approve all equip-

ment before it can legally be used on an American ves-

sel and license all officers before they can serve under

the U. S. flag. So the American Merchant Marine is pro-

tected against the crop of would-be inventors and is

kept conservative in its engineering safety, and naviga-

tional fittings. The wonderful safety record at sea over

the years is largely due to the conservative practice of

this bureau, formerly the U. S. Steamboat Inspection

Service.
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Jew Construction — Reconditioning — Repairs

Radar Demonstrated on

San Francisco Bay

The first commercial demonstra-

tion of radar navigation in the Bay

Area was shown to newsmen Janu-

ary 30, by officials and engineers of

the General Electric Co. on the

Southern Pacific's ferryboat Sacra-

mento.

The electronic navigator, a "pack-

aged unit," designed specifically for

maritime service, provides the mari-

ner with an instrument to plot a

safe course any time, day or night,

even though his normal visibility is

strongly limited by darkness, fog or

rain.

The navigator consists of two

main parts: ( 1 ) the rotating an-

tenna which is located on top of the

ship's pilothouse; ( 2 ) the viewing

console on which the radar picture

is presented is in the wheelhouse.

The rotating antenna sends out

powerful radio micro-waves, capa-

ble of penetrating any atmospheric

condition such as thick fog, and

traveling with the speed of light.

These waves bounce off any solid

object and scatter, some returning

to the antenna during the time in-

tervals between outgoing pulses.

Amplified, these "echoes" appear as

bright spots on the face of a cath-

ode ray tube which is similar to a

television screen tube.

Fixed electronic marker - circles

on the face of the screen indicate

the distance of objects from the

ship. These' markers are calibrated

in three ranges: two miles for very

close work in crowded areas; six

miles for coastwise, and 30 miles for

open sea. Since the measure of dis-

tance to an object is given with ex-

treme accuracy by the marker cir-

cles, the system must be able to

measure time down to 1/100 mil-

lionth of a second.

The radar unit demonstrated on
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the Sacramento is the same as that

for the luxury liners, SS President

Cleveland and SS President Wilson.

A direct-reading instrument, it is

extremely simple to operate and

untrained persons can master it

readily. It is unaffected by static or

interference from the ship's electri-

cal equipment. A 115 volt alternat-

ing current is used and power con-

sumption is less than that for an or-

dinary electric toaster.

General Electrics factory in Syra-

cuse, N. Y., is shipping electronic

navigators on a 60 to 90 day deliv-

ery basis with manufacture now on

a full production schedule.

Dominat ng th e picture is the Sa n Franci CO

Oakland Bay bridge. The dot i n the exac

center i s the "Sacra nento • wh ch has us

passed under the b idge and past Ye rb

Buena 1 land, midway betw een Sa n Franc sc

and Oa land. Every white speck is obsta cl

of some kind. The la ger o nes are ships, th

sma Iler o les buo ys or small boats.

The Radar rotating
(whirling eye^^)

antenna on top of

the Southern Pacific

ferryboat Sacra-
mento. The rotat-

ogous to a rotat-

ing searchlight in

that it sends out

radio beams to lo-

cate obstacles in

the ship^s path.

the ferryboat dur-

ing demonstration
run on San Fran-

cisco Bay held
Thursday morning,
January 30, l?47,and
Captain Charles F.

Heath (right), as-

sistant supt.. West-
ern Division, in

charge of Southern
Pacific's ferryboat
operations, look on
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An old familiar ferryboat. Sierra Nev
pany's Alameda Repair Yard, now e

two Coast Guard cutters, the Cahoor
going tug, hull inspection, painting

ida, in for repairs at Bethlehem-Alameda Repair Yard. At the right
nploys close to 100 men. Left to right: A U. S. Army Transport S

e and Pulaski, being decommissioned; - - "-

-

" '

and voyage repairs; and the Sierra N
masts of the North Bend, steam lur

Bethlehem Steel Com.
_ .,_ _ __ J 45-ton derrick barge;

3000-ton floating dry dock, the ATR59, a sea-
Behind the floating drydock can be seen the

Ferry Boat Conversion

Proof that not all of the old rail-

road passenger ferries, which for

many years plied between San Fran-

cisco and Oakland, have outlived

their usefulness on San Francisco

Bay is seen at Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany's Alameda Repair Yard. Here

the former Edward T. Jeffery, now
the SS Sierra Nevada, is being con-

verted to a combination vehicle and

passenger ferry for the Richmond-

San Rafael Auto Ferries, and will

go into service in May, completely

renovated wifh a capacity of 400

passengers and 35 autos, plus a mod-
ernized restaurant to seat approxi-

mately 40 persons.

The SS Sierra Nevada was built in

Oakland in 1913 by the Moore &
Scott Iron Works for the Western

Pacific R. R. and christened Edward
T. Jeffery. She has an overall length

of 218 feet, an overhang guard-to-

guard beam of 63' 8" and a gross

tonnage of 1578. She is powered by

a Moore & Scott double compound
reciprocating engine and has double

end screws for four water tube boil-

ers. Her name was afterward
changed to Feather River and later,

when bought by the Southern Pacific

Co., to Sierra Nevada.

During World War II the ferry

was taken over by the U. S. Maritime

Commission from the Southern Pa-

cific and operated by the U. S. Coast

Guard between San Francisco and

the Richmond Shipyards. Work now

being done includes removing all

passenger seats from the lower deck

to make room for three lanes of

autos; removing the sliding doors

at both ends of the vessel for free

openings; installing steel racking

plates for added support of the deck

above; and relocating two life boats

and stanchions from the outboard

end to saloon deck level. The exist-

ing cigar stand and washroom will

be removed from the main deck to

permit free access by automobiles.

Four frames two on each side of

main deck, are to be altered to give

overhead and lateral clearance for

autos and trucks.

She will be drydocked, cleaned, in-

spected, and painted white from the

main deck up to and including the

pilothouse. Both tailshafts will be

drawn for examination, and two new
propellers will be installed. Both

rudders will be checked for clear-

ance of gudgeons and pintles.

All main and auxiliary machinery

is being inspected, boilers tested, and

both fire alarm and fire extinguish-

ing systems will be put in top oper-

ating condition.

Richmond-San Rafael Auto Ferry

operates steamers every 22 minutes

between Richmond and Point San

Quentin. With the addition of the

SS Sierra Nevada the ferry company
will have four steel ferry steamers,

which with the new ferry pier ex-

tending 1000 feet out into the Bay

at Richmond will materially shorten

travel time.

Giant Crane at

Hunter's Point

The world's largest overhead
traveling crane, capable of lifting

battleship gun turrets and other

huge sections weighing as much as

450 long tons is being erected by U.

S. Steel's American Bridge Company
in the San Francisco Naval Ship-

yard at Hunter's Point, California.

Completion of the giant lift will

make Uncle Sam fastest on the draw

among the nations in the replacing

of battleship guns.

Swifter repair service for fighting

ships also will be made possible by

the twin cranes that will operate

singly or in tandem atop the bridge

type runway 207 feet high. Airway

obstruction lights will shine from

the top of the structure, which will

be accessible by an elevator in one

of the four steel towers that are its

supports. The structure is designed

to resist earthquake shocks and high

wind loads. It was fabricated at

plants of the American Bridge Com-

pany in Ambridge, Pennsylvania,

and Gary, Indiana.

The 730-foot runway spans a pier

405 feet wide, extending 162 Ve feet

over the water on each side. The

cranes, which have a 142-foot span,

thus will run out over the bay, where

they can operate their main hooks

through a vertical range of 185 feet,
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World's largest overhead traveling crane being erected
San Francisco Naval Shipyard at Hunter's Point.

The Panama Liner Cristobal in dry dock at Todd Shipyards Coi
ration's Brooklyn Division undergoing final stages of reconveri

from 25 feet below to 160 feet above

water level.

Besides a main hook having a

rated capacity of 225 long tons or

250 short tons at a hoisting speed of

10 feet a minute, each crane has an

auxiliar)- hook with a rated capacity

of 50 long tons lifted at 30 feet a

minute. Loads in excess of 225 long

tons will be lifted by coupling the

two cranes together. They will then

use an equalizer beam which gives

them a combined rated hoisting ca-

pacity of 450 long tons at 10 feet

a minute. Automatic electric

switches by lighting red or green

lights will indicate whether or not

the two separate cranes are lifting

in unison.

A total of 8,400 tons of steel went

into the runway structure and cranes,

according to E. E. McKeen, project

engineer of U. S. Steels American

Bridge Company.

Cristobal Re-enters

Panama Run

The 10-000-ton liner Cristobal of

the Panama Line after reconversion

at Todd Shipyards Corporation's

Brooklyn division, has returned to

service between New York and the

Canal Zone.

She will have accommodations

for 202 passengers, all one class, and

will be the second of the Panama

Line's modern ships to re-enter serv-

ice, her sister, the Panama having

resumed last September.

Every piece of machinery in the

entire ship was taken down for

overhaul and repair or replacement

of parts. This included a total of

290 electric motors 186 of which

were placed in the shops, cleaned

and balanced and given new bear-

ings and fittings. Hundreds of "cus-

tom-made" fittings—even locks

—

were turned out for the Cristobal

by the machine shops in the yard.

Sand-blasting to remove old paint

and scale, was used on all external

surfaces, from the top of the funnel

to the keel. Special tubular steel por-

table staging, was used throughout

the operations.

Some 2,200 troop bunks were re-

A MODERN ARK
>al barge, »<ith a coal-carrying capacity of 2050 long tons,

of four, the largest of their type ever built for harbor

s. Constructed by Bethlehem Steel Company's Staten

Yard for the M. & J. Tracy Company. The all-steel craft

is 144' long, 3B' beam and I7'6" in depth.

THE 50th S. F. BUILT DESTROYER
USS William C. Lawe, 2200 ton vessel built at Bethlehem Steel'!

San Francisco Yard and recently commissioned.
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moved and the cabins and public

rooms stripped of their wartime fit-

tings, the "degaussing" system taken

out, and 1,100 tons of cobblestone

ballast removed.

New protex glass was installed in

doors and windows of the public

rooms; blackout partitioning and

sheating was dismantled; a new

club room bar installed; and new

magnesite and tile decking laid in

many sections of the ship.

The swimming pool on the boat

deck, which had been used as an

adjunct to the troop quarters, is be-

ing restored with new tiling, cement,

piping, lighting and mesh safety net.

Ventilating, refrigerating, fire-

alarm and telegraph systems were

repaired and overhauled. Lifeboats

and davits were removed and over-

hauled, and eight new king posts

for cargo-handling, constructed in

the yard, were put in the ship. The

main engines were opened for in-

spection and boilers, condensers, tur-

bines and generators were taken

down for repairs and renewals, and

one of the ship's twenty-ton, forty-

two foot tail shafts was replaced.

Anti-corrosive and anti-fouling

cold plastic paints were used on the

hull, from keel to deep load-line.

Hmerican Shipbuilding

The table herewith reproduced

from the current issue of The Bulle-

tin," American Bureau of Shipping

shows at a glance the contracts for

new construction existing in Ameri-

can Shipyards as of January 1, 1947.

It will be noted in the recap at bot-

tom of table that the self propelled

craft included a total of 179 with a

gross tonnage of 428,150.

A careful study of the contracts

included in this table shows that

58 vessels with total gross tonnage

of 60,180 (all self propelled) are

building in Pacific Coast yards. This

means that approximately 33 per

cent by number and 1 5 per cent by

gross tonnage of the self propelled

vessels building in American yards

are in Pacific Coast yards. Among
these are the two largest vessels

building in America.

Practically all of the shipbuilding

represented here will be completed

before the end of the year.

Of the totals shown, 33 vessels

with an individual gross measure-

ment of over 1000 tons and i com-

bined gross measurement of 246,-

819 tons are building for private

American interests. These figures in-

clude all vessels receiving a govern-

ment construction-differential subsi-

dy. The 33 ships have a combined

total horsepower of 290,750, of

which 247,400 shp is generated

through steam turbines in 29 ves-

sels; 41,000 shp is generated through

steam turbo-electric in 2 vessels; and

2,350 shp is generated by diesel in

2 vessels.

The six cargo vessels with 40,080

total horsepower listed in the table

as diesel powered are building in an

American yard for the French gov-

ernment.

RECAPrrUlATION OF SHIPBUILDING CONTRACTS IN EXISTENCE JANUARY 1st, 1947

AS TO TYPE AND PROPELLING POWER

No.
Gross Tons

(Bst.)

Reciprocating Turbine Turbo-Electric Intemal-Comb. Diesel Electric
Type

No. H.P. No. H.P. No. H.P. No. H.P. No. H.P.

Cargo Ship 36 224,591 - - 30 227,400 — - 6 40,080 -

Cargo-Refrig. 12 63,900 - - 12 89,100 - - - - - -
Passenger—Cargo 8 83,184 - - 6 53,350 2 41,000 - - - -
Tanker 2 24,450 - - 2 18,900 - - - - - -
Coastal & Harbor Tanker 4 4,105 - - — - - - 4 3,029 - -

Cargo-Coaster - — - - — - - - - - - -
Trawler-Steel 37 5,886 — — - - - - 37 13,063 - -

Trawler-Wood 12 1,345 - - - - - - 12 2,990 - -
Tug-Steel 7 1,549 - - - - - - 4 3,200 3 3,600

Ferryboat 2 1,395 - - — - — - 1 1,600 1 1,628

Towboat 12 5,505 1 1,625 - - — - 11 16,000 - -
Tank Barge 38 26,000 - - - - - - - - -
Hopper Barge 73 37,335 - - — - - - — - — -
Derrick & Drill Barge 13 3,105 - - — - - — 12 1,920 - -
Cargo Barge 50 18,175 - - — — — - 26 12,660 - -
Dredge 3 6,640 - - — - - - - - - -
Yacht—Launch—Aux. 9 960 - - - - - - 8 3,970 1 600

Totals 318 508,125 1 1,625 50 388,750 2 41,000 121 98,512 5 5,828

Self-Propelled Vessels — 179 — 428,150 gross tons — 535,715 horsepower.

Non-Propelled Vessels — 139 — 79,975 gross tons.
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Passenger Offices Reaching

Oew Heights of Attractiveness

LOOKING FORWARD to a greatly expanded volume

of overseas passenger steamship travel, with Southern

California the point where much of this business will

originate, the American President Lines has opened its

magnificient new passenger offices at 514 West Sixth

FEBRUARY«I947

Street, Los Angeles, in the heart of "Transportation

Row."

Designed by Walter Dorwin Teague, celebrated in-

dustrial designer, whose staff has been at work on the

premises for the past eight months, the ultra-modern,
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streamlined offices were officially opened to the public

Friday morning, January 24. Many new and novel re-

finements for the comfort and convenience of patrons

and for the display of information concerning President

Line ships and services are features of the new ground

floor ticket offices.

One feature of the office, is the "viewers" set into the

counter, in which colored slides can be inserted, display-

ing scenes on ship and shore in various parts along the

Round-the-World route.

Ronald M. DeLong, American President Lines' gen-

eral passenger agent for the Southern California district,

will be in charge of the new location. Edgar M. Wilson,

the company's General Agent in Southern California,

will maintain his headquarters on the third floor of the

same building.

In announcing the passenger office opening. President

Henry F. Grady said:

"We are trying to anticipate the expected heavy de-

mand for de luxe passenger steamer service to the Orient

and around-the-world as soon as the postwar emergency

travel subsides and we have our new fleet of luxury

passenger liners.

"The first of these large transpacific vessels, the S. S.

President Cleveland, now nearing completion at Bethle-

hem-Alameda Shipyards, will probably be ready for serv-

ice in June of this year. Her sistership, the President

Wilson, is scheduled for delivery in early fall.

"In addition we expect eventually to have a fine well-

balanced fleet of smaller luxury liners in the Round-the-

World service, two of which, the President Polk and

President Monroe, are now in operation."

Dr. Grady announced further that American President

Lines would open a similar passenger office, also designed

by Walter Dorwin Teague, in San Francisco at 152 Geary

Street, just off Union Square, on or about February 15,

WUB

American President Lines' pas-

senger department staff, left

to right: Bingham F. Muller,

Everett Nicholson, Ronald M.

Oe Long (general passenger

agent, in charge of the new

office): Matilda Weinstein;

Hugh Mackenzie (vice presi-

dent, passenger traffic, who
came from San Francisco head-

quarters for the opening cere-

monies); Robert G. Dlnwoodie

(district passenger agent)

;

George L. Crow; Tom Jones.
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The pleased smile

on Tom Short (left)

retiring prexy of

Mariners Club, is

over the Chronom-

eter given him by

club members when

he turned the gavel

over to Fletcher

Monson (right) gen-

eral sales manager

of General Engi-

neering & Drydock

Co., who was re-

cently elected pres-

ident.

1947 OKicers of IDariners

Club, San Francisco

^^ :::-=::;

< Jb/n ^Ol Tbomas 1. snori,
hAjJ^^ , A^raflld»nt. 1945 t 1946
'

i rA jitarlnsro Club - - - -

^?
I CluO ooogratulst

;h€ Clu; for

ila of tb« good ship llarlnor". ^Jr

Cbrouonatsr, a anall tokan of our eataem, V*
lu of ttaa many tiappy boura apent with our , ^'

,:^^^ii^r^^yrKtM4iJ <4^

^^5^^
Ly. f'^ ^7^L..^A)£;^ JhjU- ^ggi:^^^

Above: Charles Rice; Rear Admiral J. A. Alger. USCG (retired);
Stanley Allen; Fletcher Monson, new master of the SS Mariner;
Tom bnort, retiring president; Felix Billig, and Capt. Al Berry.

At left: Jack Clark, Lou Deppman, Ed Whittemore, John E. Ega
At right: A. M. Chriistianer, Fred Archbold, George L. Crow

George Barr, "Dad" Le Count, David Neilson.
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Executives of C. C. Moore & Company

Left to right: H. H. Smith, president of C. C
vice president of C. C. M " '^^ *"""'

. _ _ & Co., Engine
i Co., Engineers and D. P. Vail, comi

in Los Angeles.

S. Curr
Mce pr

Hew President of

United Engineering

Election of Commodore Lisle F.

Small, U.S.N, retired, as president

of United Engineering Company is

announced by Raymond P. Hasen-

auer, who retires from that office to

resume his duties as treasurer of the

Matson Navigation Company.

Comm.odore Small joined United

last fall as executive vice president.

He had previously been Comman-
dant of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard.

Hasenauer, who has been on leave

of absence from Matson, will con-

tinue to take direct interest in

United as a member of the com-

pany's Board of Directors.

IDorris Guralnick

Establishes in S. F.

Morris Guralnick announces the

opening of his office to practice

marine surveyiiiR, naval architecture,

and marine engineering. He is

located in the Transport Building at

the foot of Mission Street.

Mr. Guralnick has been connected

with the marine industry continu-

ously since 1933 when he was gradu-

ated from the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology with a degree

in naval architecture and marine en-

gineering. He went to sea for a year

to round out his training and obtain

an engineer's license. Recently he has

been Chief Estimator of Ship Repair

all, president, United Engineering Co. and Raymond P. Ha
his duties as treasurer of Matson Navigation Company.

for the Kaiser Richmond Shipyards,

retaining the responsibility of the

position during the change from

"cost-plus" to firm price contracts.

Following the decline of ship re-

pair activities at Richmond, Mr.

Guralnick demonstrated his versatil-

ity by supervising the preparation of

contract plans and specifications for

converting a Victory ship to a self-

unloading bulk carrier using the

Leathern D. Smith system of unload-

ing.

In former years, Guralnick was

connected with Gibbs and Cox of

New York and the Cramp Ship-

building Company of Philadelphia

in both ship design and estimating.

He brings a well rounded back-

ground of training and experience

to the assistance of ship operators

and prospective owners on the West
Coast. He is a member of the So-

ciety of Naval Architects and Marine

Engineers and the U. S. Naval In-

stitute, and is a contributor to sev-

eral trade publications.

Shoreside Personalities

THOMAS W. SMITH, marine

surveyor of many years' standing in

San Francisco is now established in

his own office at 109 Clay Street.
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fllcLean of HIameda Retires

Fredric McLean, 69, Piedmont,

assistant to the manager at Bethle-

hem-Alameda Shipyard, Inc., in

Alameda, retired on January 1 after

28 years of service with the com-

pany.

Mr. McLean, who was born in

Blackburn Luncastershire, England,

came to the United States in 1907.

He starred co work for Bethlehem as

a draftsman in 1917 at what was

then the Union Iron Works Plant,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion, Ltd., in San Francisco. Later

that year he was placed in charge of

an engineering drafting department

at the Alameda Yard of Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd. In

1919 he was made assistant manager

at this Yard, a position he held until

1924 when he was made assistant

superintendent at the Yard. From

1925 to 1940 Mr McLean was gen-

era! superintendent at Bethlehem's

Alameda Repair Yard.

Two years later, and up until

1944, he was managei of both Beth-

lehem-Alameda Shipyard, Inc., and

Bethlehem Steel Company's Ala-

meda Repair Yard. He was ap-

pointed to the position held at his

retirement in August of 1945.

Mr. McLean is married and has a

daughter and a son who is principal

surveyor for the American Bureau

of Shipping in Portland. He plans

to spend the first year of his retire-

ment seeing the United States in his

automobile, with a trip to his native

Erigh-nd contemplated in the not too

distant future.

Frederlcli McLean

W. Miller Laughlon
presides at the first

meeting of th

year at the ban
Francisco Propeller
Club. Left to right:

Robert H. Wylie
(Brigadier General.
USA, retired) newly
appointed manag

the
Board; E. Russell

Luti {behind the
bell): Mayor Roger
Lapham; J. J.

prexy; Wm. Laugh
ton. new prexy: and
Joseph Moore, Jr.

rbo

Hllis-Chalmers Field

Organization Changes

W. C. Johnson, vice president in

charge of the general machinery

division of Allis-Chalmers Manufac-

turing Company of Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, announced an important

change in the division's field organi-

zation, a change aimed at furthering

customer service.

District offices will be grouped

under the direction of regional

managers who will each have a staff

of specialists, and the regions will

operate as self-contained field units.

The first regional managers, who
will act as a nucleus for building

the first four regional organizations

are:

W. F. Taylor who will supervise

the New England area, who for-

merly was manager of the Allis-

Chalmers district office in Boston,

Massachusetts. D. S. Kerr will handle

the Southeast. He was manager of

the Atlanta, Ga., district office and

at one time was connected with the

district office at Knox\'ille, Tenn.

The Southwest will be supervised

by J. L. Pratt, who has been manager

of the Dallas, Texas office, while A.

J. Schmitz will continue to direct

operations in "-he Pacific Coast area.

Before assuming the regional post,

Schmitz was in charge of the com-

pany'; operations in Havana, Cuba,

and he also has been in charge of

the district offices in Portand, Ore-

gon, and Seattle, Washington.
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The flew Fuller-nason

Industrial Division

Establishment of the new Fuller-

Nason Industrial Division of W. P.

Fuller & Co., combining the spe-

cialized industrial finishes depart-

ments of two pioneer Western paint

companies, has been announced by

President A. H. Brawner.

Effective February 1, the new

division brings together the indus-

trial finishes sections of W. P. Fuller

& Co., oldest and largest Western

paint firm, and R. N. Nason & Co.,

also a pioneer company and a leader

in the development of many modern

industrial finishing products and

techniques.

Outside the field of industrial

finishes, the two companies will con-

tinue their independent operations.

Construction of a $1,000,000

plant specially designed to provide

the most modern production, control

and research facilities for all of the

many types of specialized industrial

finishes has been started at Fuller's

South San Francisco factory.

President D. J. Tight of R. N.

Nason & Co., enters the Fuller or-

ganization as Industrial Advisor. His

place in the Nason organization will

be taken by W. W. Holt, for many

years a co-worker with Mr. Tight in

direction of that company's affairs.

W. P. FULLER, SEATTLE
BRANCH MANAGER is Byron

W. Butler to succeed George W.
Feldmann.
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William F. (Pop) Schuerbrock, (center) San Francisco, has retired

after serving 40 years with the Army marine transportation service.

35 of them at sea as a marine engineer. William C. Blake. Chief
of Engineer Branch. Superintending Marine Engineer Office. SFPE.
and Mr. P. H, Thearle. the Port's Superintending Marine Engineer.

one of America's greatest shipbuild-

ing geniuses who started life as a

riverter in the Pusey & Jones yard in

Wilmington, Del., Herbert Todd

brings with him a tradition of jobs

"well done" that span the past 31

years.

J. Herbert Todd

J. Herbert Todd h\i

lUith Staten Island Firm

J. Herbert Todd, formerly vice

president and director of Todd Ship-

yards Corporation and one of the

leading figures in the shipbuiding

and ship repair industries of the

country, has allied himself with the

Brewer Dry Dock Co., Mariners

Harbor, Staten Island, in the capacit)'

of vice president.

Son of the late William H. Todd,

Hayes manufacturing Buys

Hmerican Engineering

It has just been officiaOy an-

nounced that effective October 1,

1946, the Hayes Manufacturing Cor-

poration of Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan, became owner of the American

Engineering Company and its sub-

sidiaries. The American Engineer-

ing Company retains its corporate

identity as it will not be merged

with Hayes.

AMERICA EXPORTS MEMORIAL BELL

Pop Schuerbrock Retires

William F. Schuerbrock, "Pop " to

most of San Francisco s maritime in-

dustry, began an uneasy retirement

January 6 after 40 years of Army
marine engineering at sea and

ashore.

"Pop " came to work for the Army
transportation service in the spring

of 1907 as third assistant engineer

aboard the Logan. For the next 35

years he served on such old-time

troop carriers as the Thomas, Meigs

and Grant. He was chief engineer

of the Grant for 12 years prior to

coming ashore in 1941 when the

Navy took over that veteran trans-

port.

During the war he was placed in

charge of fire prevention aboird all

Army owned or allocated ships dur-

ing their stay in S. F. Port of Em-

barkation. So well did he do the

job that there was not a single seri-

ous fire aboard any Army vessel dur-

ing the war, or in the equally busy

demobilization period which fol-

lowed.

The men and women of the office

of Superintending Marine Engineer

P. H. TKearle of Port Water Divi-

sion, on learning of Pop's retirement

plans, are buying an easy chair in

which to take that well-deserved

To < ommem orate the 4 C)eck and Engine
Officers lost through e emy action
pany vessels dur ng th > w r, the A Tierican

Export Lines was preset! ted with a m emorial
bell by the Brotherhoo d o Marine Officers

durir g cere nonie s Jan uary li at c jmpany
offic >s. 25 Broadway. N Cork City. Capt.
Ceci D. Davies made the presenta ion to

J. E Slater, exec utive v ice president. Ameri-
can Export Lines Lett to right are J. F.

Geh. n vice pres! dent; I . S. Andrews. operat-
ing Tianager Mr. Slater Ca pt. Davies Henry
K. Urion. Brothsrhood attorney, and E. F.

Far
.

Bro therho od secretary.
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Accident Prevention Conference

SAFETY TROPHIES AWARDED
PACIFIC COAST WATERFRONT CONCERNS

H. Gade. supt.. San Francis
Stevedoring Company; C. G
low, supt.. San Francisco St(

adoring Company; Capt. J,

Gade. general manager a

pres.; A. M. Ramsay,
surveyor and safety engineer,
Fireman's Fund Insurance Com-
pany; J. Olsen. supt.. San
Francisco Stevedoring Com-

pany.

At right: Gordon Woods, rep
resentative of East Bay Term
inals Assn.; A. Scharff, Fore
man, Howard Terminals; Petei

Howard, supt. of operations
Howard Terminals; Captair
Cyril Meeks, traffic manager
Jones Stevedoring Company
W. Mellor supt. Jones S-

doring; W. E. Jones, Sr., p

dent, Jones Stevedoring; F. C
Wagener, general manager, C

J. Hendry Company.

Above, top: Lary Miller, chiel

safety engineer of the Pacific

Employers Insurance Company
presents the Pacific Employers
trophy to R. S. Gray, asst. gen
supt. of the Matson Navigatior
Company. Below: T. W. Buch
holz, operating manager, Met
ropolltan Stevedoring C

pany, presents Bilge Club Safety
Trophy to Charles Bayly, pr

dent, Crescent Wharf & W,
house Company.

Left: Captain O. W. Peason.
v.p.. Marine Terminals; C. J.

Chodzko. operating supt.. Long
Beach Terminals; T. R. Karlson.
operation supt.. Seaboard Ste-

vedoring Company; J. H. Trav-
ers. mgr. of the Accident I,

Prevention Bureau. Waterfront
Employers Association of the
Pacific Coast; and Walter
Martinell, operating supt.. As-
sociated-Banning Company.

Right: Larry Powers, stevedor-
ing supt., Matson Navigation
Company; Capt. H. H. Gill-

espie, operating supt., Matson
Navigation Company; Larry
Sulli' - ' -

Neal, forema
gett, foreman
asst. general

Navigatl<

He Ha
and R. S. Gr

Matson
I Company.

At bottom left: Larry Powers, stevedoring supt.,

Matson; T. W. Buchholz, operating mgr.. Metropolitan
Stevedoring Company; J. H. Travers. Jack Waters,
operating supt.. Pope i Talbot and chairman of the
Southern California District Accident Prevention Com-
mittee, and J."V Rer-v ^sst. oen. mgr.. Outer Harbor

Dock S Wharf Company.

At right: Frank P. Foisie,

Assn. of the Pacific Coasi
General Steamship Corp
operating supt.. Matson

pres. Waterfront Employers
; William Bryant, dist. mgr..

.; Captain H. H. Gillespie,
Navigation and William R.

District Waterfront Employ-
Assn.
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Pioneer Hardwood Firm

In 1872 the San Francisco waterfront was a forest of

masts. Sailing vessels were the backbone of ocean com-

merce. This sight was typical of all the great ports of

the world. Most of these vessels were built of wood and

a great deal of hardwood was required for fenders, stems,

sterns, stern posts, rudder stocks, rails and deck houses.

Foreign ships, British, Norwegian, Danish and German,

were seen, together with a number of the fine old New
England built clipper ships, such as, Sovereign of the

Seas, Glory of the Seas and many others of the famous

old time craft.

Practically everything was built of wood and to cater

to this demand, in 1872 Peter and Asa L. White entered

the hardwood business.

In those days most of the hardwoods were brought

around the Horn by sailing vessels from the eastern

producing centers of Maine, Vermont and New Jersey.

Every type of vessel coming into the Port of San Fran-

cisco required for its carpenter stock alone, a very con-

siderable amount of oak and ash, making up in the

aggregate quite a business. There was also considerable

shipbuilding around the Bay of San Francisco. Shipyards

like Middlemass and Boole at Hunters Point, Charles

White at North Beach and many others were active in

building sailing vessels, and later on, steam schooners,

which were used in the Oregon Pine and Redwood lum-

ber carrying trade from the northern mills. All these

vessels used hardwood in various parts of their struc-

tures.

It was the custom in the early days, when a sailing

vessel or a steam schooner was built, to secure the money

Present plant at 5th and Br. Streets. San Fr,

Early day view of original White Bros, plant in San Franc
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by selling shares in the vessel. This was divided into

128ths, 64ths, 32nds, and so on. Merchants supplying

material for a vessel to be constructed were brought in

to take shares, usually for the amount of their material

which went into the finished vessel. The operating owner,

of course, usually invested much more than the lumber

dealers, ship chandlers and other merchant suppliers. The

small steam schooners of the early days usually took about

$6,000 worth of hardwoods. The founders of White

Brothers were part of this method of building ships, and

had considerable money invested in this manner. The

returns, in the early days, were very good,—sometimes

the entire amount invested being paid back in five or six

years.

As time went on, steel vessels replaced the wooden

vessels and the demand for hardwoods changed in the

uses to which the lumber was put. As fine yachts were

built finer woods were required and White Brothers

furnished the hardwoods for many of the finest and most

famous yachts built on the Pacific Coast. They still spe-

cialize in hardwoods such as oak, ash, ironbark, plywoods,

—in fact, everything for the shipbuilding and boatbuild-

ing industry.

The founders, Asa L. White and Peter White, have

been gone from the scene for many years and for the

last forty years the business has been under the manage-

ment of W. T. and C. H. White. Now the younger men,

William T. Meyer, Keith McLellan, Don F. White and

Charles B. White, have taken hold. All these gentlemen

have had years of experience in the hardwood industry

with White Brothers—all of them brought up in the

business from boyhood. Thus the basis remains for the

continuation of White Brothers as Hardwood Headquar-

ters for another 75 years.
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. . BENDIX-SCINTILLA
FUEL INJECTION
EQUIPMENT

Means Dependable Performance for Diesel Engines

Around the world, wherever American Diesels are in

operation, Bendix-Scintilla* Fuel Injection equipment

provides reliable performance under even the most

difficult conditions. In frigid Greenland, in stationary

engines in Russian oil fields, in the South Sea tropics, on

African railways, and on ships of all types, Bendix-

Scintilla spells extra performance and dependability.

Specify Bendix-Scintilla— the name that is known for

reliability the world over! 'ih.de h.«k

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of

SIDNEY, N. Y. AVIATION eORfORATIOH
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n E Ul S FLASHES

TWO VICTORYS TO BE CONVERTED FOR BELGIUM

The Victory ships Pomona Victory and Westminster Victory, now on the Pa-

cific, will be given temporary conversion so as to carry crews of 100 and 170

passengers each between the Belgian Congo and Antwerp. The work will probably

be done in a Pacific Coast yard. Owner is Compaguie Maritime Beige SA Antwerp.
+ + * * *

BETHLEHEM LOW BIDDER ON THREE SHIPS

Conversion work on three APA vessels to cargo design C3-S-2A for Pope &

Talbot, Isthmian Line, and Matson Line has been awarded to Bethlehem's Boston
yard on its low bid to the Maritime Commission.

*****
RECONVERSION OF SEVENTY-ONE VESSELS UNDER WAY

Now in progress is reconversion of 71 merchant vessels which served as

naval auxiliaries. They are mostly of C2 and C3 design but include the Argen-
tina, Brazil and Uruguay. The work is being handled in 26 shipyards.

*****
MATSON-OCEANIC GETS FIRST OPERATING SUBSIDIES

First granting since before World War II of Government financial aid to

enable a United States steamship operator to meet foreign competition was an-
nounced January 3 by the Maritime Commission. The recipient of the new operat-
ing-differential subsidy is the Oceanic Steamship Co., of San Francisco, sub-
sidiary of the Matson Navigation Co. and one of six lines which last summer
sought new or modified subsidies on transpacific services.

*****
ARMY RELEASING TWELVE TROOPSHIPS

Brigadier General N. H. McKay, commanding S. F. Port of Embarkation, is

releasing 12 troopships to the Maritime Commission. Most of these are Victorys,
11 of the vessels will be decommissioned on the West Coast, 1 in Seattle and 10

at San Francisco.
*****

PERMANENT ARMY FLEET
The San Francisco Port of Embarkation in addition to 16 Maritime Commis-

sion vessels has 27 Army transports and 5 freighters which form the nucleus of

the permanent peacetime fleet operating out of San Francisco.
*****

MARITIME COMMISSION ANNOUNCES NEW C3 DESIGN
Re-design of its standard C3 cargo ship for increased speed, carrying ca-

pacity and economy of operation was announced by the United States Maritime Com-
mission as a step in its plans to improve the competitive position of the Ameri-
can Merchant Marine in postwar international trade.

Plans and specifications have been completed, and invitations for bids
will be issued upon receipt of applications from shipping lines for purchase of

the new model.
The new design, designated C3-S-DB3, will have more horsepower, and a
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speed of about 18^ knots compared to the IS'i knots of the present C3. It will
also feature rearrangement of the hull structure and cargo gear for more econom-
ical handling and stowage of cargo. Six holds will be provided instead of five

as in the present design, and the midship holds will have twin hatches side by

side for quicker and easier placement of cargo.
* V * *

SENATE SHIPPING COMMITTEE
Senator White of Maine will be chairman of the Senate Interstate and For-

eign Commerce Committee during the 80th Congress. Other members of the Commit-
tee are Tobey, Reed, Brewster, Hawkes, Moore, Capehart , Johnson, Stewart, McFar-
land, Magnuson, Fulbright, Myers, McMahon.

*****
PREWAR SHIPS NEARLY ALL RETURNED

Of 900 merchant vessels which were requisitioned for war service only 25

remained to be redelivered to their owners. The ships already returned include
460 dry cargo carriers, 341 tankers, 36 passenger ships, 34 colliers, three
barges and one cable ship. Still to be redelivered are 20 passenger ships and
5 dry cargo vessels.

*****
SOUTH AMERICA TRADE EMPLOYS 300 U. S. SHIPS

Almost 300 American merchant ships are engaged in trade between the U. S.

and South American ports. This fleet is almost five times the number of vessels
that postwar surveys indicated would be necessary.

*****
FORD TO HOLD PURCHASE EXHIBIT IN SAN FRANCISCO

The Ford Motor Company will hold a gigantic parts purchasing exhibit in

San Francisco February 17 and 18 and intend to purchase their requirements for
2600 different automobile and truck parts from California manufacturers. It is

expected that purchases will be in excess of $50,000,000 annually. The exhibit
will be at the Fairmont Hotel.

*****
THE RICHMOND SHIPYARDS

Evaluation of the Government-owned Richmond Shipyard will take place
shortly. George H. Thomas of San Francisco and R. W. Kittrellie of Oakland have
been selected to appraise the properties which cost the Government $26 million.
Completion of the appraisal by about the end of March was anticipated. Informa-
tion on real estate at the shipyards may be obtained from the WAA Office of Real
Property Disposal at Room 212, 1182 Market Street, San Francisco.

WAA now has custody of Yard 2 (largest of the former Kaiser war plants in

Richmond), the Pre-Fabrication plant. Warehouse A and Hopeman Brothers ware-
house. The firm of LeBoeuf and Dougherty, Inc., has been awarded a contract for
protection and maintenance of the shipyards in WAA custody.

*****
Thermador Electrical Mfg. Co. has purchased the Rotom Mfg. Co., Alhambra,

Calif. This will be operated as a Thermador unit, making fractional horsepower
electric motors.

*****
WOULD INCLUDE RADIOMEN WITHIN DEFINITION OF OFFICERS

Senator Morse, Oregon, on January 6, introduced a bill (S.75) to amend the
definition of vessels of the United States and officers, contained in the Re-
vised Statutes (46 U.S.C. 221), so as to include chief radio-telegraph operators
and assistant radio-telegraph operators within the term "officers". The measure
was referred for consideration to the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
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MARITIME COMMISSION STATISTICS

Ships built by U. S. Maritime Commission 1939 to No-

vember 1, 1946
Merchant Fleet owned by U. S. Gov't and U. S. Citizens

October 1

Includes dry cargo 1,000 gross tons and over and

tankers of 1,600 gross tons and over

U. S. owned ships under Maritime Commission control

148 allocated to carry UNRRA cargo, 283 to carry
International Programs cargo, 76 troop ships

Lend-lease and bareboat chartered to foreign
governments

Army
Navy
Reserve Fleet (includes 3 dry cargo and 24 tankers

incomplete)
Vessels returned, sold or chartered to U. S. private

companies
Number of men in U. S. Merchant Marine Labor Force

(Sept. 1946) (Includes shore reserve)
Long tons of cargo shipped from U. S. on all flag vessels

during 1945

5,860

5,756

57,106,038 dwt

57,406,300

1,504 15,938,800

442 4 002 900
285 2 242 800
418 3 682 900

1 ,563 15 862 700

1 ,544 15 ,676

197

200

000

83 469 000

^i

*****
HALE PROPOSES EXTENSION OF U. S. ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

Extension of the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States
to include all cases of damage or injury, to person or property, caused by a ves-

sel on navigable water, notwithstanding that such damage or injury be done or
consummated on land, was proposed January 3, 1947, in a bill (H.R. 238), intro-
duced in the House by Representative Hale, Maine. The measure, which was re-
ferred for consideration to the House Judiciary Committee, also would provide
that "in any such case suit may be brought in rem or in personam according to

the principles of law and the rules of practice obtaining in cases where the in-

jury or damage has been done and consummated on navigable water".

IDetals Congress at

Oakland in IDarch

Plans for the American Society for Metals Congress,

with affiliate organizations—to be held in Oakland in

March—are completed. Sixteen organizations have

agreed to go "all-out" in cooperation with the parent

group's show.

The Congress and Exposition, expected to attract

55,000 persons from all over the nation during the

period from March 19 to 29, is one of the largest con-

ventions to be held in the nation, and is the largest show

of its kind in the world.

Tied in with the Congress will be the American Metals

Conference of representatives of the following groups:

The American Chemical Society, American Foundry-

men's Association, American Industrial Radium and

X-Ray Society, American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical En-

gineers, American Society of Tool Engineers, American

Welding Society, Society of Automotive Engineers,

American Petroleum Institute, Mining Association of

California, Northwest Electric Light & Power Associa-

tion, Pacific Coast Electrical Association, 'Western Oil

& Gas Association, and Purchasing Agents Association

of Northern California.

The Congress, popularly known as the Western Metals

Congress, last was held in Oakland in 1931. Such exposi-

tions were not held during the war. Now, getting back

into the pattern of postwar development, it is a bigger

event than ever before, and both exposition buildings

are completely sold out.
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kcident Prevention in

Pacific Coast Marine Operations

[Continued jrom page 47)

Now poor or unsafe physical conditions actually are re-

sponsible for only about 25 per cent of all longshore

accidents. Why then this seeming preoccupation with

conditions? Only this. They are much more obvious than

unsafe work methods or unsafe acts of men. If an unsafe

physical condition exists it is rather difficult to interest

the workman in his own unsafe acts. On the other hand

if management will clean up on the physical conditions

under its control, then it can more successfully and with

a greater hope of obtaining cooperative action, appeal to

the men to correct their unsafe habits.

The Bureau's Supervisors are also on the look-out for

unsafe or accident-producing methods of work and where

they are found, recommendations for safer methods are

made to those in charge. The unsafe acts of an individ-

ual workman, ( what he actually does with his hands

and his feer, how and where he places his body), con-

tribute to many of the accidents. In about 16 per cent

of all stevedoring accidents, the unsafe act is the sole

cause of the man being injured. However, in 95 per

cent of all accidents, not only are there unsafe acts but

also unsafe conditions ( 25 per cent ) , and unsafe methods

( 59 per cent ) . Here a correction of any one of the three

—^physical conditions, methods of work, or acts of

workmen would undoubtedly prevent an accident.

3. The third part of the program is EDUCATION,
perhaps "training" would be a better word. Training is

needed all along the line. Training of management to

accept its responsibilities for providing and adminis-

tering an accident prevention program; training for

supervisors to enable them to properly and efficiently

carry on their work of supervising and instructing their

personnel; and training of longshoremen in the safe

and proper way of performing their work.

During the 20 years the accident prevention program

has been under way, various means of accomplishing

this training have been used. For management, com-

mittee meetings, statistical material, bulletins, all have

been used, and successfully, for accident prevention

work is now accepted and practiced by far more of our

managements than was the case 20 years ago.

Training for supervisors has been carried on through

foremen's dinner meetings, through first aid courses, and

during the war years, by courses in foremanship. Some
progress has been made, but much yet remains to be

accomplished and it is expected that more and more

time and effort will be spent on training in the imme-

diate future.

Training of the longshoremen themselves has been

given plenty of thought over the years, but not much has

actually been done. First aid courses have been given

and during the war years training programs for winch

drivers and lift truck drivers were put on. However,

so far that has been the extent of the training. It is hoped

in the future that, with the cooperation of the Union,

more can be done along training lines for here lies the

greatest opportunity for reducing the number of acci-

dents.

4. CONSULTATION. By consultations with manage-

ment, the Bureau is often able to aid in the solution of

the various accident prevention problems with which

the industry is confronted.

The program has been successful. The number of

accidents has been reduced as evidenced by a 70 per cent

reduction in injury frequencies for last year over the 1927

experience. How many lives have been saved and how
many men are today working on the various Pacific

Coast waterfronts with arms and legs intact, who might

not be had there not been an accident prevention pro-

gram, cannot be known accurately, but they must run

into the hundreds.

It has been especially gratifying that during the war

years, despite the influx of new men, the handling of

new types of cargos, and the strain that was inevitably

present in those days,—nevertheless, despite all these

handicaps, year by year the injury frequency was re-

duced. Who or what was responsible for this continued

decline? The knowledge by management that accidents

could be prevented and their determination that they

would be on their own individual jobs, is the answer

to that. By continued interest and follow-up in their

own companies, the rate was kept down. Some com-

panies were more successful than others but on the

whole, each company's record reflected the degree of

determination of that company to reduce accidents.

While the industry can take credit unto itself for the

good it has done, it must not be satisfied to rest on its

laurels, for there is still much work to be done. Stevedor-

ing is still well up in the list of hazardous occupations

and it is only by continued effort that its relative posi-

tion can be lowered.

The interest and participation of the member com-

panies in this program is not based on altruistic motives

alone, but rather on an enlightened self-interest which,

after all, is the best possible basis for sustained effort.

The companies benefit through a reduction in costs, re-

sulting from a decreased number of accidents. Compen-

sation insurance premiums are reduced. Losses due to

breakage of gear and damage to cargo are reduced. Last

but by no means least, are the benefits to the longshore-

men themselves. To them there are two types of bene-

fits; first, the financial one, for without injury their abili-

ty to earn remains unchanged; second, the incalculable

benefit of freedom from pain and suffering and loss of

life.

From the beginning this entire program has been a

voluntary one on the part of the companies. There has

been no compulsion by State or Federal agencies re-

quiring participation. The control has been vested sole-

(Ptease turn to page 91

1
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Keep Posted
New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

Zurn T Strainer

A "Y" Strainer, manufactured by

the
J. A. Zurn Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.,

has been designed which has the

perforated strainer sleeve snugly fit-

ted into the body. This enables the

FITLER
LUBRICORE

There is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubricaf!ng Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

"Green Yarn Center"

insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't
accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE", the Self-Lubri-

cating Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The Edwin H. Filler Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
ROPE SINCE 1804

strainer to be installed in close quar-

ters where space is limited, in addi-

tion to preventing the sleeve from

getting out of place or vibrating.

The strainers, by cleansing liquids

and steam of solids, afford protec-

tion for pipe line equipment such

as valves, pumps, traps and other

mechanical apparatus. All units are

hydrostatically tested according to

service conditions under which they

are required to operate.

Available with or without plug at

cleanout, and a magnetized strainer

plug for intercepting ferrous par-

ticles too small to be retained by a

strainer sleeve. Made of cast bronze,

brass, cast iron and cast steel, and

with flanged, threaded or butt-weld

connections.

Dearborn Diesel Cooling

Ulater Comparator

How diesel engine cooling system

can be safeguarded with Dearborn

cooling water comparator plus Dear-

born treatment is described in a

recent bulletin issued by the Marine

Division of the Dearborn Chemical

Company. This pamphlet is avail-

able through their various marine

offices and is used in conjunction

with Dearborn Engineering Service.

The comparator illustrated here

and also in the bulletin is a compact

duplex unit containing chromate

and pH standards calibrated for use

with the standard types of Dearborn

diesel cooling water treatment.

Frequent checking of the jacket

water with this visual unit gives an

accurate indication of the treatment

adjustment required to keep the sys-

tem both corrosion- and scale-free.

Davy Direction Finding

Equipment for Civilian

Davigation

The Lear Radio Direction Finder

(Model DBD), developed for the

Navy Department during the war,

and now released for private and
commercial navigation, is basically

a highly sensitive radio receiver,

using superheterodyne circuit in

combination with certain other cir-

cuits necessary for radio compass
operation.

The equipment is designed for

remote control operation, with pro-

vision for either single or dual con-

trol. Shock mounted, the remote
control units are of special design

which facilitates ease and accuracy

for the four methods of operation:

(1) automatic compass; (2)
matched line indicator; (3) sense

antenna (non - directional recep-

tion); and (4) loop antenna (di-

rectional reception).

The complete radio direction
finder equipment is operated di-

rectly from the usual 115 volt, 60
cycle ac power lines through a ro-

tary type frequency changer which
supplies the type of current re-

quired for the specialized radio

compass circuits. No batteries of

any kind are used. A total of 24

vacuum tubes are employed.

For complete data, write Lear,

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Marine Dl
ly of thes

'navigVtio

ect
th

on-Fi

. All

deve

ding System
mpact units,

the benefi
oped under

with
s o
U. S

are now a com
srcial and pn vale avigation.
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Rebuilt E. J. eiock

Fitted with MU Blocks

From our old friend E. E. "Doc"

Eyman, Manager of Marine Sales,

National Malleable and Steel Cast-

ings Co., Cleveland, Ohio, we learn

that the 552-foot ore carrier E. J.

BLOCK, owned by Inland Steel

Company and featured in the De-

cember Pacific Marine Review, is

equipped with 180 fathoms of

NACO cast steel stud link chain two

inches in diameter for use on the

^^3

NACO-J cast steel stud link-chain.

two main bower anchors; and also

45 fathoms of 1-5/8" NACO cast

steel stud link chain for her stream

anchor.

Two Simple Inventions Offer

Savings in Condenser Operation

W. B. Kennedy, president of Con-

denser Service & Engineering Co.,

Inc., Hoboken. N. ]., recently an-

nounced two new inveotions: the

new Fiberclad Flowrite tube inserts,

which stops condenser tube end ero-

sion, seals tube leaks, prolongs life

FIBRE SLEEVE

TUBE SHEET N TUBE

ad Flowrites can be used with

type of tube joint.

of old tubes and reduces water fric-

tion up to 80 per cent; and the new
Detectaleak rube tester which in-
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FLOWRITE MADE OF
SAME METAL AS TUBES

THIN FIBRE

SLEEVE

MADE IN

ANY LENGTH

TO SUIT CONDITION
OF TUBES

Cross section of Fibreclad Flowrite showing
new fibre sleeve feature.

stantly locates leaking tubes without

necessity of dismantling condenser.

Flowrites, the metal belled-end

tube inserts, have been used success-

fully to protect condenser tube inlet

ends against erosion and to elimi-

nate expensive shutdowns for tube

replacements for over 20 years. Now
the new type insert, called Fibreclad

Flowrite, offers many important ad-

vantages over other types previously

available. The Fibreclad tube con-

sists of an unbreakable metal tube,

similar to the old Flowrite, with a

very thin fibre sleeve shrunk on the

outside. The installation is simple,

requires no cement and no special

care. After installation, the fibre

swells when in contact with water.

producing a very tight seal which

prevents leakage. These Fibreclad

Flowrites are available for any size

tube, in length to suit the erosion

problem of the particular unit for

which they are ordered.

Detectaleak Tube Tester

The newly invented simple tool

called Detectaleak tube tester is a

handy tool in detecting leaking tubes

instantly without dismantling the

condenser. The tube tester consists

of a rubber body, one end of which

is conical to fit into the tube, and

the other end is a thin-walled bulb.

An air passage connects the bulb

with the conical end. A knurled

metal sleeve surrounds the body to

provide a grip for the hand.

The illustrations show the simple,

effective operation of the Detecta-

leak tube tester.

Plug one end c

tubes with fibr
plugs.

Insert Detectal.
Tube Testers in c

er end of tubes.

,

If Detectaleak bulb
is sucked in, tube
leaks. Each pene-
trated tube is lo.

cated quickly, pos- r^
Cut me out and send me
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Brlckseal eoatea

BRICK

M/7 Tes/
yourse/f

Brickseal penetrates
the pores and joints
of firebrick and
forms a highly glaz-
ed ceramic coating
many times harder
than the brick.

Tough and semi-plastic under heat, it

prevents cracking and spalling re-

gardless of temperature change—heat
the sample and douse in cold water
any number of times.

Brickseal resists
abrasion. Force the
sample brick, either
hot or cold, against
an emery wheel and
see the dilTercnce on
the coated and un-
coated sides. El^ Brickseal is a su-

perior mortar for
fire walls. Try to

pull the sample
bricks apart after
they are heated to
2200°.

Write today for a free sample. No
obligation, of course.

Brickseal
REFRACTORY COATING

5800 So. Hoover Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

1029 Clinton Street, T^oboken, New Jersey

Lyman King, of

King - Knight Co.

and Captain Rufus

G. Thayer, USN
(Retired) now asso-

ciated with King-

Knight Co.

Thayer Joins king -Knight

Captain Rufus G. Thayer, USN
recently retired, is now with King-

Knight Company.

His service record is as follows:

Appointed to the U.S. Naval

Academy from San Francisco in

1917. Served on various battleships

and destroyers in the Pacific and

Asiatic fleets. After two years at

Mare Island Navy Yard foUowed

two years as Assistant Fleet Main-

tenance Officer on the stafi of Com-
mander Base Force; 1931 at the

Naval Academy and University of

California, and fleet engineering

posts until 19.37; 1937 to 1939 on

the 12th Naval District staflf.

In 1939 in charge of structural

and metalsmith shops in fleet repair

ship Vestal. In 1941 went to the staff

of Commander Base Force as Force

Material Ofiicer with direct supervi-

sion over all fleet repair ships. Was
in Pearl Harbor in this capacity'

when the Japs struck on December

7. 1941. Received a promotion and

awarded Bronze Star medal for ac-

complishments in minimizing dam-

age and prompt start of salvage work

during and after the surprise attack.

In 1943, to Ellice, Gilbert and Mar-

shall Islands in charge of ship main-

tenance and repair activities in that

area.

In 1944 went to the Naval War
College in Newport, Rhode Island,

for the command course, followed

by a tour in the Navy Department

at Washington in the material sec-

tion of the office of Chief of Naval

Operations. Left this assignment to

take command of USS General
Breckenbridge, a transport of the

P-Z class, which he commanded
until he retired recently to join

King-Knight Company.

PROHTABLE OPPORTUNITY for

distributor or agent on Pacific Coast to

rcprc.'cnt manufacturer ot marine en-

gine replacement part?. Long estab-

lished manufacturer now making
prompt dehvery from Pacific Coast
factory. For interview with Division
Manager in your office, write to Box
2H. Pacific Marine Review, 500 San-
some Street, San Francisco H, Calif.

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

Sfeamer Service fo Caialina Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBO.^T OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catahna Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45: Long Beach 7-3802
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Harang Represents

Thomas C. Wilson, Inc.

Thomas C. Wilson, Inc., Long

Island City, N. Y., manufacturer of

mechanical rube cleaners is pleased

to announce the appointment of the

Harang Engineering Company, 840

Lake Street. San Francisco, Califor-

nia, as its representative in the

Northern California area.

Edward A. Harang, who heads the

company bearing his name, is a

graduate of the University of Mich-

igan with a B. S. degree in chemical

and mechanical engineering. For the

past ten years he has been closely

allied with the power industries.

During the war Mr. Harang, as a

Lieutenant in the USNR, was as-

signed to the Bureau of Ships. His

•,.ork entailed the handling and solu-

tion of propulsion and associated de-

sign problems. His experience and

intimate knowledge of the problems

encountered in the marine and sta-

tionary power iield will prove help-

ful to all concerned.

NEW LOS ANGELES OFFICE
FOR BABCOCK & WILCOX: The

Babcock & Wilcox Tube Company
announces that its Los Angeles Of-

fice has moved from its headquar-

ters in the Banks Huntley Building

on South Spring Street to: Petro-

leum Building, Rooms 750 and 751.

714 West Olympic Blvd., Los An-

geles 1 5, California. The telephone

is Richmond 7-3849 and 3850.

Shoreside Personalities

COMMANDER D. B. Mc-

MICHAEL, USMS, was transferred

from his position as Officer-in-

Charge, U. S. Maritime Service Cen-

ter. 1000 Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco to become executive officer at

the U. S. Maritime Service Training

Station, Sheepshead Bay, New York.
« * *

CARSWELL MARINE ASSO-

CIATES: M. J.
Gigy, Pacific Coast

manager of Carswell Marine Asso-

ciates. Division of Cargocaire En-

gineering Corporation, announces

that Harry W. Parsons, formerly

president of Harry W. Parsons, Inc.,

is now associated with the firm.

Pacific Coast headquarters of Cars-

well Marine Associates is at 417

Market street, San Francisco.

UNITED ENGINEERING AP-

POINTMENT: Jack Massenberg

was recently appointed manager of

Engineering. Estimating and Plan-

ning, of the United Engineering

Company, San Francisco.

A familiar figure in the engine room

These Atlas Imperial main propulsion Diesels are equipped with

Alnor Exhaust Pyrometers—a fan\iliar item of equipment in

motorship engine rooms throughout the world. Alnor Pyrom-

eters provide for an eeisy, accurate

check of exhaust temperatures —the

dependable guide to efficient engine

operation, maintenance and adjust-

ment. Alnor Pyrometers are built in a

complete range of types and sizes to

meet the needs of any engine installa-

tion, large or small. Write for bulletins

with complete data.

ILLINOIS TESTING LABCRATORIES.INC.

TYPE BZ PYROMETER 420 N. LA SALLE STREET . CHICAGO 10, lU
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Pope & Talbot in Dew Home

New headquarters and consoli-

dated offices for all divisions of Pope

& Talbot, Inc., pioneer West Coast

shipping and lumber firm, were oc-

cupied in mid-January at 320 Cali-

fornia Street, San Francisco 4, where

a large portion of the first floor and

the entire second floor is devoted to

the Lumber Division, Steamship

Division and executive headquar-

ters. Executive ofiices have hereto-

fore been in the Russ Building, and

general ofiices at 461 Market Street.

Fifteen hundred square feet on

the street floor of the new class A
building just erected at this historic

corner of California and Battery

Streets is devoted to the Traffic and

Claims Deparnnents of the Steam-

ship Division. On the second floor

are the offices of President George

A. Pope, Jr., and other executives,

all of which face on the California.

Battery and Halleck Street sides of

the structure. General offices and

staff are in the large central working

ANOTHER RECOKVERSIOI

President Mm\

SOPRCSHIPmHinTHCECO.
1168 Battery Street • Phone SU 5890

SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA

Specialists in boiler cleaning . . . tank cleaning and
reconversion . . . sand blasting . . . interior and exterior

painting . . . scaling and all types of chemical cleaning.

George B. Plant, Ownei
Bill Harris. %a\t% Mgr.

Operoffons Mgr.
!n, Cfiemicof Eng.

area. A comfortable and well-ap-

pointed reception room faces the

elevators on the second floor.

The most modern thought in of-

fice arrangement, lighting, acoustic

control and color planning has been

employed throughout. Easy-on-the-

eyes pastel shades of green and tan

have been adopted for the color

scheme. Lighting is of the shielded

fluorescent type and ceilings are en-

tirely covered with sound-absorbing

material.

Only personnel not affected by

the move are those located at Pier

40 is the company's Purchasing De-

Pope & Talbot Line coastal and in-

tercoastal vessels, and to be the

terminal of the company's re-estab-

lished Pacific Argentine Brazil Line

which will resume direct service

with the east coast of South America

in February. Also remaining at Pier

40 is the Company's Purchasing De-

partment.

Other Pacific Coast terminals and

offices of Pope & Talbot, Inc., are

maintained at Seattle. Tacoma, Port-

land, Oakland, Stockton, Los Angeles

and San Diego.

The first Pope & Talbot office was

the cabin of Capt. W. C. Talbot and

his partner A. J. Pope on board the

sailing vessel which brought them

to San Francisco in 1849. Experi-

enced in both shipping and lumber,

the partners remained on the Pacific

Coast to establish lumber mills in

the Pacific Northwest and a ship-

ping service that has carried the

American flag and Pacific Coast

products to all parts of the world.

l\lordberg Acquires

Busch-Sulzer

Nordberg Manufacturing Company
of Milwaukee, Wis. and Busch-Sul-

zer Bros. Diesel Engine Company of

St. Louis, Mo. announced that Nord-

berg had acquired certain manufac-

turing assets from Busch-Sulzer, and

proposes to continue its diesel en-

gine business as a division of the

Nordberg Mfg. Co.

Nordberg is a nationally known
manufacturer of heavy machinery

including diesel engines, and Busch-

Sulzer is engaged in the production

of diesel engines. The Busch-Sulzer

Bros.-Diesel Engine Co. was found-

ed in 1901 by Adolphus Busch.
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Shippers tell us it is the "unlistefl values" . . . the things that never

show on the sailing schedule or shipping documents . . . that make
Pope & Talhot Lines" service more valualile.

They mean such factors as dependajjility . . . experienced per-

sonnel ... a wide-flung organization of men capable and anxious

to assist shippers in solving marketing and transportation prob-

lems.

The "listed facts" are important too ... a fleet of fast, modern
ships . . . regular schedules . . . improved dockside facilities . . .

stowage and adaptability . . . safe handling. Put your problem up

to Pope & Talbot men. Write for Sailing Schedule.

POPE 8.TALBDT LINES fl£|
PACIFIC COASTWISE SERVICE

PUERTO RICO SERVICE FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS
INTERCOASTAL SERVICE BETWEEN ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC PORTS

POPE & TALBOT, INC.

Offices and Terminals
SEATTLE
TACOMA

PORTLAND 9

SAN FRANCISCO 4
OAKLAND 7

STOCKTON
LOS ANGELES 15

SAN DIEGO
NEW YORK 6

PITTSBURGH 2 2

DETROIT 2

PHILADELPHIA 6

BALTIMORE 2

NORFOLK
SAN JUAN, P. R. 18

Rccident Prevention in Pacific Coast

Ularine Operation

(Continued from page 85

1

ly in management. To keep it so is eminently desirable.

But to insure its remaining so, will require that the in-

dustry better its already enviable record. Federal and

State governments and the unions are taking an in-

creasingly greater interest in safety activities and where

management lags in its efforts, they have shown an in-

creasing willingness to move in and take over.

If governmental agencies, or the unions, are permitted

to have the controlling voice on safety matters, then

it becomes exceedingly difficult to keep them out of other

operating problems. The entering wedge, for control

of the stevedoring industry by others than the manage-

ment of the company, can well be the assumption of

responsibility for enforcement of the safety program by

agencies other than management.

True safety is not something that can be enforced

from the outside. It must come from within and must

be an integral part of operations. Management and su-

pervisors must realize this and must include it in their

planning. Safety is one thing from which all parties bene-

fit and they benefit just to the extent that they make it

truly effective.

With the end of the war and resumption of peace-

time operations, the industry is entering upon a new

phase and the resolve on the part of all to make water-

front operations accident free, if followed sincerely, can

make future progress much greater than the notable

strides which the Marine Industry has made in the past.

TWO NEW, UNUSED iOO HP AT 277 RPM

WASHINGTON DIESEL ENGINES
(With Attached .Accessories)

PORT AND STARBOARD

Built in 1944

In OriEinal Crates

IMMEOMTELT AVAILABLE
Readily Convertible for Use in Power Plants,

Pumping Stations and Auiiliory

Field Units

Marine Diesel engines as manufactured bv
Washington Iron Works. Model 8-R-18. 600
HP. 277 RPM. S-c>Tinder. 4-c>cle. U'/."
bore X 18" stroke, prs. right- and left-hand
rotation, direct reversible, air starting.
Height (over-all). I20<,": width (over-all).
67'.^": length (over-all). 295'/,". Net weight
each (approx.), 80.000 lb. Price for the
two SCO. 000. on. f.o.b. cars Jeffersonville.
Indiana, .\ddress: P. O. Box .>10, JefTerson-
^ille. Indiana.

A REAL FINE ENGINE READY TO SERVE YOU
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Hordberg Hnnounces Its

flew Diesel Engine

fORDBERG MANUFACTURING COMPANY takes

pleasure in announcing the addition of a 9" x iV/z"

series of marine and stationary diesel engines to its pres-

ent line of engines. By this expansion, the Nordberg

Manufacturing Company, well known as builders of qual-

ity diesels for a period of 35 years, is now able to offer

the same quality type engines in smaller sizes to serve the

ever increasing diesel field.

This advanced type diesel series is a four cycle, solid

injection engine, having a 9" bore and llVi" stroke,

and is available in 6, 7 and 8 cylinder models, super-

charged or non-supercharged. It is a fully enclosed, heavy

duty engine for operation at medium speeds and offers

many outstanding design features. Its modern design,

simplicity, sturdy construction and accessibility means

dependability—the key note of all Nordberg diesel en-

gines.

The engines are available for marine propulsion, ma-

rine auxiliary service and stationary installations.

Standard marine engine rating is 50 hp per cylinder

at 720 rpm for non-supercharged engines, and 75 hp

per cylinder at 720 rpm for supercharged engines. All

supercharged models employ the EUiott-Buchi system of

turbo-charging.

Marine Engines

The marine diesel models are direct reversing and the

entire series especially designed for application to a wide

range of craft. All models are available in port or star-

board arrangement and for direct or reduction gear drive.

For marine propulsion, engine speeds of 600 or 720 rpm
are recommended. In-line reduction gears are available

in ratios from 2.71 to 4.0 to 1. The reduction gears used

on Nordberg engines represent an outstanding develop-

9"» tl ," MARINE DIESEL

CROSS SiCnON

ment in reduction gear design. They are the In-line plane-

tary type resulting in a compact unit of maximum effi-

ciency, and permitting a lower installation of the engine.

A sailing clutch is available to permit operation of the

engine for driving of auxiliary equipment through a for-

ward power take-off when the propeller shaft is dis-

AU of the marine models are designed with connec-

tions for pilothouse control. The controls are designed

to meet the varied requirements of the marine field.

Marine Auxiliary Diesel Generator Sets

For this class of service, the engine and generator are

mounted on a common steel fabricated sub-base forming

(Please turn to page 94)

Approximate Overall Dimensions and Weights of Nordberg 9" x 111/2 Marine Engines

Direct Drive Reduction Gear Dr.

No. of Length Weight Length Weight

Model Cycls. Height Width Lbs. Lbs.

FMD-96 6 6' 8" 4' 3" H' UW 20,000 13' IOI/2" 20,500

FMD-97 7 6' 8" 4' 3" 13' %" 23,000 15' 0" 23,500

FMD-98 8 6' 8" 4' 3" 13' 2V4" 26,000 16' II/2" 26,500

FMD-96-SC 6 6' 8" 4' 3" H' IUh" 21,000 13' IO1/2" 21,500

FMD-97-SC 7 6' 8" 4' 3" 13' Va" 24,000 15' 0" 24,500

FMD-98-SC 8 6' 8" 4' 3" 14' 2W 27,000 16' I'V' 27,500

Many outstanding design features have been incorporated in the new series of engines and the Nordberg Manufacturing Company

in adding this series of units to its present line is now in position to serve the smaller engine field and offer a unit of outstanding per-

formance and dependability in keeping with its present line of quality engines.
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tjlleHte^ Xea^et^hip
Quality material, superior workmanship and over 30 years

experience are the components of every Chief Sandusky
Centrifugal Casting.

Ship owners and operators realize the added value of

years of experience and specify "Sandusky" on their new
construction and repair contracts.

Sandusky has a complete nonferrous centrifugal foundry

and machine shop for producing propeller shaft sleeves,

stern tube bushings, rudder stock sleeves and pump liners

from 3" to 46" In diameter and in lengths up to 347".

Specify Chief Sandusky Centrifugal Castings on
your next application.

~JOSAM
MARINE PRODUCT...

INVERTED VENT
CHECK VALVE!

lor venting supply tanks of

gasoline or other expanding

type fluids.

Float bail prevents water

from entering line. Internal

screen of fine mesh and heavy

external screen, provide

protection against flame

and clogging by paint

or debris.

Stocked regularly,

semi-steel galvanized,

threaded. Can also fur-

nish block finish. Flanged

or welded connections

on order.
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Dordberg Announces Its

Hew Diesel Engine

{Continued from page 92

1

a compact unit readily adaptable to a wide range of

applications for both ac and dc power generation.

Construction and Design Features

The engine bedplate is a one-piece casting of fine grain

high tensile iron extending the length of the engine and

serves as the lower half of the crankcase. Heavily ribbed

and transverse sections provide rigid support for the

crankshaft and bearings. Broad flanges and bosses along

the sides provide a rigid means for bolting and securing

engine to foundation.

The engine frame is a single casting of alloy iron serv-

ing as the upper crankcase and enblock cylinder housing

combined, forming a sturdy structure for the mounting

of accessories and assuring permanent alignment—the

key to dependability. The engine frame is held securely

to the bedplate by means of tie rods anchored in the base

on either side and below each main bearing and extend-

ing to the upper portion of the frame. The tie rods

relieve the frame and bedplate of tension stresses set up

during the operation of the engine. Large cored areas in

the engine frame provide for efficient jacketing and cir-

culation of cooling water. Removable wet type cylinder

liners of fine grain cast iron, precision finished, are pro-

vided. Neoprene seal rings insure water tight fitting in

the engine frame.

Individual cylinder heads cast from heat resisting gray

iron alloy are secured to the engine frame with four

studs. Combustion chamber is of the open type resulting

in efficient combustion and smooth operation. Each cyl-

inder has one intake and one exhaust valve which seat

directly in the cylinder head without inserts or cages with

resultant improved cooling of the valve seat area. The

intake and exhaust valves are of heat resisting and non-

corrosive steel with stems chrome plated to provide long

life and the top of the valve stem faced with stellite to

resist wear. Intake and exhaust valves are identical and

interchangeable.

Individual valve lever housings cast from fine grain

iron are secured to the cylinder heads by means of studs,

and contain the valve lever shaft and rocker arm assem-

blies. Cast aluminum covers are provided fully enclosing

the valve lever mechanism and permitting ready access.

Crankshaft is forged from high grade carbon steel with

bearing surfaces precision finished and polished and

drilled for pressure lubrication from the main to the

crankpin journals. Oil holes are located in the minimum
pressure zone of the crankpin circumference.

The camshaft is of high carbon steel precision ground

and polished with valve and fuel operating cams secured

to the shaft and located by keys. Cams are case hardened

to provide long life. All timing gears are located at the

flywheel end of the engine eliminating undue torsional

stress and wear of the camshaft. The camshaft is sup-

ported in bearings of cast aluminum alloy secured to the

engine frame and pressure lubricated by means of drilled

passages from the oil header within the engine frame.

The push rods actuating the valve levers are enclosed in

a tubular steel casing which fit into the cylinder block.

One push rod guide is provided each cylinder and is

bolted to the engine frame and so arranged as to serve as

a guide for the three individual cam roller crossheads

actuating the fuel injection pumps inlet and exhaust

valves, respectively. The crosshead assemblies are pres-

sure lubricated through drilled passages from the main

engine system.

Individual fuel injection pumps are provided each

cylinder. Fuel lines leading to the fuel injectors are

short and of uniform length.

The engine is started by compressed air and each cyl-

inder provided with an air starting valve pneumatically

opened and closed by an air starting distributor driven

from the camshaft. A header connection supplies com-

pressed air to each starting, valve. An air starting valve

cage is bolted to the side of each cylinder head.

The marine engines, being direct reversing, are

equipped with a double set of cams for ahead and astern

rotation. During the maneuvering q'cle, the cam rollers

are automatically lifted from the cams and the camshaft

shifted into operating position corresponding to the de-

sired ahead and astern rotation.

Lubrication System

Two lubricating oil pumps of the Tuthill internal gear

type are mounted at the forward end of the engine and

direct gear driven from the crankshaft. The pumps oper-

ate with equal efficiency in either direction. Lubricating

oil from the pressure pump is delivered to a lube oil

manifold and then to an internal lube oil header which

supplies oil to the various parts of the pressure lubrica-

tion system. The use of drilled passages from the internal

lube oil header reduces the number of oil lines and fit-

tings to a minimum. A special system of rifle drilling of

the crankshaft permits continuous lubrication of the main

and crankpin bearings without oil grooves in the high

pressure area. The reduction gear assembly is also lubri-

( Please turn to page 96)
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Seventeen lllore Vessels Chartered

To Philippines

Chartering of additional vessels as an aid to the Philip-

pine Islands' rehabilitation and re-establishment of the

interisland trades has been given final approval by the

Maritime Commission December 16. Action was taken

under the provisions of the Philippine Rehabilitation

Act.

Seventeen vessels are included in the present plan.

Five Cl-M-AVl and three N3-S-AI type coastal vessels

already under Philippine registry were included as well

as three additional N3 s not yet transferred. These war-

built vessels are to be chartered at 10 per cent per an-

num of the unadjusted statutory sales price or floor price,

whichever is the higher.

The SS Esther Johnson, a prewar vessel, will be

chartered at the same rate, based on an estimated value

established by the Maritime Commission.

To facilitate bunker fuel oil operations in Manila, the

Commission approved the chartering and transferring to

Philippine registry of a motor barge and four tankers,

all non-war built. The tankers are now laid up in the

Islands and will be used only for storage purposes in

Manila Bay. This action is expected to speed up the

turn-around tankers serving the Bay to expedite the

servicing of ships requiring fuel oil, and to aid in the

distribution of commercial fuel oil to island industries.

It will also reduce the cost of the Navy-maintained serv-

ice now in effect and relieve the Commission of the ex-

pense of caretaking and maintenance of the tankers. The

charter rate will be 10 per cent per annum based on an

established value.

BILGE CLUB
>)nnounces . . .

THE NINETEENTH ANNUAL
BILGE CLUB BANQUET

Saturday Evening • From 6:30 P. M.

FEBRUARY 22, 1947

at

Biitmore Hotel * Los Angeles

Dinner af Seven-Thirfy

Followed by Sfage Show

Liquid Refreshments Before and After

Admission $7.00 Formal

A. F. BORO
President

Raytheon "Pathfinder'

On $.8. Bmerica

Representing the most modern commercial electronic

radar equipment aboard ship, this equipment supplied

and installed by the Marine Division of the Mackay

Radio and Telegraph Company provides the S. S.

America, Queen of the American Merchant Marine, with

instantaneous navigational information. Known as "Mar-

iners Pathfinder Radar," this radar installation incorpo-

rates all the features of the famous surface-search gear

which proved invaluable to the United States Navy dur-

ing the war. The equipment is designed for minimum
range, simplicity of operation and low maintenance es-

sential to merchant marine service. From the scope in

the indicator regardless of weather conditions, day or

night, objects may be delineated at a range from fifty

miles down to a minimum effective range of one hundred

yards from the antenna. Arrangement is made within

the radar equipment to utilize a feed from the gyro

compass system which enables instantaneous position of

all objects on the scope to be determined, thereby elimi-

nating the necessity for converting from relative to true

bearing. Mackay Radio, an operating subsidiary of the

American Cable & Radio Corporation, acts as an author-

ized sales and service organization within the United

States for "Mariners Pathfinder Radar," which is manu-

factured by the Raytheon Manufacturing Company.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE WANTED: Thirty-five

year old manufacturer of marine and industrial equip-

ment wants to secure services of established individual

or tirm as sales agent for Pacific Coast. Profitable line

for anyone familiar with marine trade. Please write to

Box 210, Pacific Marine Review. 500 Sansome Street,

San Francisco 11, California.
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Hordberg Hew Diesel Engine

cated by a branch line from the engine pressure lubrica-

tion system.

The piston is cast from heat and wear resisting alloy

iron and provided with three compression and two oil

control rings. The connecting rod is a high carbon heat

treated steel forging designed as an "H" section for uni-

form column stress in both planes. Rifle drilling provides

pressure lubrication to the piston pin of heat treated

alloy steel and supplies oil to the jet for oil cooling of

the piston.

Cooling Water System

Either reciprocating or centrifugal type sea and fresh

water pumps can be provided. The pumps are mounted

at the forward end of the engine.

fldjustabJe Vane

Dry Dock Pumps

(Continued from page 43)

was 147 minutes on test, or 8 per cent less time than the

160 minutes called for by the contract.

During a pumping period, as a ship settles on the keel

blocks, the discharge may be reduced to as low a rate as

desired with all pumps in operation, by using the manual

vane control. After the ship is seated on the chocks,

changing to automatic control increases the pumping
rate to full capacity again.

When the water is lowered to about two feet above

the dock floor, all pumps are kept in operation, but the

rate is automatically reduced, so as not to draw the water

into the intake faster than it can flow from the upper end

of the dock. Toward the last, the vane position is main-

tained so that the level in the suction pits is about two

feet below the floor of the dock. This level can be held

with ease and the water is fed to the pumps by the sub-

surface drainage system. The pumps can be kept in oper-

ation long enough to pump the floor practically dry,

without drawing air into them intermittently and causing

excessive vibration.

These two installations present a new approach to the

proolem of pumping large quantities of water under

extreme variation of head. The adjustable vane pump
can benefit from the large submergence at the start of

the pumping period and discharge more water when the

head is low by opening the impeller vanes. It can over-

come the cavitation difficulty at the end of the pumping
period when the head is high by reducing the vane pitch.

By changing the vane position, the further advantage is

realized of maintaining a constant load on the motor and

therefore using it to full capacity over the entire range.

While this was not the first adjustable vane pump and

many more have been built since this installation was

made, there were new problems involved in connection

with the design of the motors and their controls, the solu-

tion of which was successfully accomplished by the Engi-

neers of the General Electric Company working in close

cooperation with the S. Morgan Smith Company.

Book Review

AMERICAN MERCHANT SEAMAN'S MANUAL,
by Felix M. Cornell and Allan C. Hoffman, 834 pages

with numerous tables, diagrams, drawings and illustra-

tions, bound in navy blue buckram with gold stampings.

Published by Cornell Maritime Press, New York. Price

$4.50 net.

This is a fourth revised and enlarged edition of the

hand-book that is used as a standard text in all Maritime

Service Training Schools.

By the use of this book, the sailor can prepare himself

for his A. B. and Lifeboat certificates, and continue his

studies in navigation stability, first aid and other sub-

jects until he is ready for his mate's license.

Main pump motor room

at Hunter's Point Dry

Dock No. 4.
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MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO., LTD.

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

200 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO
OHices at: Colman BIdg., Seattle '111 West 7th St., Los Angeles

The IDarine Boiler

[Continued from page 66*

from clean metal surface to water, 166; from scale coat-

ing No. 2 to water, 67; and from scale coating No. 3 to

water, 31.

To keep tubes clean the principal cure is treatment of

feed water to remove or alter scale forming dissolved

solids or suspended matter. This treatment will be given

thorough overhaul in future installments in this series.

To remove scale coatings already formed, any one of

several commercial tube cleaners should be used and the

best practice is to completely clean all the inner surfaces

of the boiler, economizer, and superheater tubes, at least

twice in the first year of service and once a year there-

after. Tube cleaners are of two types ( 1 ) hammer and

( 2 ) cutter. The former works by a series of rapid blows

on the scale, the latter cuts or wire brushes the scale off

the tube surface. Commercial types are available with

compressed air, steam or water drives. A rise in stack

gas temperatures is usually an indication of scale or soot

deposits.

in service. This is a prime necessity even when there is

perfect combustion.

Tests on a new and perfectly clean boiler installation

at a large electric plant show the uptake temperatures on

the first day of operation averaging 550 'F. and on the

fifth day rising to an average of 650°F. all due to soot

deposit. This meant an increase of 5 per cent in fuel

consumption. Other experiments have shown that a

Effect of interval between soot blowings.

Soot

The term soot as used in reference to boiler room

practice is not confined to "lamp black" or carbon de-

posits. In a modern water tube boiler almost any deposit

of fine material on the outside of the tubes is known as

soot. Hence tubes do not have to be black to be sooty.

The deposit may range from gray, green, red, and brown

to white.

Soot deposits are formed in all boiler installations no

matter what fuel is used and the majority of marine

boilers are now installed with soot blowers built in and

connected to the steam lines so that a very simple adjust-

ment and a few minutes operation of the blowers cleans

the deposit off the tubes and sends it up the stack. This

operation should be done at least once daily on a boiler

change from blowing once in 24 hours to blowing every

six hours resulted in lowering fuel consumption by 4 per

cent.

A very important point to keep in mind when using

the mechanical soot blowers installed in the boiler is that

the steam line to each blower should be thoroughly

drained before using the blower. Moisture cakes the soot

deposits and makes them cling to the tubes to be baked

on and thus form a very efficient and hard to remove

insulator.

Failure to properly use soot blowers will rapidly bring

the boiler tubes to a condition where complete break-

down may be expected.

iTo be continued)

hille:
315 N. Avalon Blvd. • Phone Terminal 4-4538 • Wilminqton. Calif.

KIDDE FIRE EQUIPMENT CO, REFILLS

PITOMETER LOG ELLINWOOD CONTROLS
PILOT MARINE CORP. EQUIPMENT
WASHINGTON & INGLE RANGES

RAILWAY DRY DOCKS FLOATING DRY DOCKS
BASIN DRY DOCKS

Investigations Reports Design Supervision

CRANDALL DRY DOCK ENGINEERS, INC.

238 Main Street. Cambridge, Massachusetts

HOUGH& EGBERT €0.
Ill West Seventh Street, San Pedro, California

Eacoa 03(1

Consulfing Engineers and Marine Surveyors

Surveys, Valuations and Specificafions for All Classes

of Marine Repairs.

Herb L. Soiithu'orth
Repreiemi'ing

Co.
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mineral Fiber Insulation and

Textiles for IDarine Service

[Cotititiued from page 50)

reason of the light weight of the insulation plus the fact

that the fibrous nature of the insulation allows it to be

punctured—the result provides a satisfactory installation

at low cost; the flexibility of the bat assures close fitting

to the plate surface.

For machinery space and quarters insulation without

a metal sheathing finish, present practice is as follows:

Studs are welded to the ship plates in patterns to coincide

with the size of the insulation sheets. Next, rustproofing

coating is applied over welded surfaces and then, with

back cemented and edges buttered, the rigid fibrous glass

sheet with hardened cloth facing is impaled over the

studs and then fastening clips or washers are set in place.

Seams, when necessary, are caulked with fireproof cement

and the joints are taped with fibrous glass tape prior to

any finish paint coat.

The specification described last above eliminates most

of the difficulties previously encountered in the applica-

tion and service life of a glass cloth-faced marine insulat-

ing board. Previous difficulties with shoring of cemented

sheets are eliminated; chances of rusting of stud welds

and of poor welds are practically eliminated; puncture of

the exposed cloth facing is minimized; denting of the

insulation sheet with subsequent exposed surface defor-

mation is minimized; vibration of and sifting of particles

from sheets in service are practically eliminated.

In the case of refrigerated spaces, the desirability of

the extensive use of wood framing in connection with

the installation of light weight mineral fiber sheets has

been questioned. Many satisfactory installations have

been made with metal framing and using laminated

plastic spacers and blocks between steel members.

Installations at reasonable costs using rigid mineral

fiber sheets, V-notched and hinged by the facing cloth,

for wrap-around installation on ducts appear practical

against other types of insulating material.

Application methods for sound absorbing materials

have been in many cases those already used in building

construction, though the confined spaces and irregular

surfaces common aboard ship and which are to be

treated call for considerable experience and mechanical

ability to have these products installed to give maximum
treatment and neat finished appearance.

Satisfactory installation procedure for working with

amosite felt has been worked out. In general, the mate-

rial is wet down and compressed to about twice its

natural densit)' prior to insertion in a pre- fabricated

insulating pad. Cutting of the material and electrically-

driven cutting knives is standard practice.

Application of asbestos cloth about pipe lagging and

fittings has presented no difficulties. In some cases wet-

ting the cloth has resulted in a slight shrinkage on drying

so that the cloth has a very tight fit over the lagging.

Sewing of the cloth with fine copper wire, or asbestos

cord, or treated fibrous glass cordage is satisfactory.

Application of fibrous glass cloths and tapes has been

satisfactory in some cases; in others, difficulties have been

encountered. Tape is generally applied by spiralling same

about the pipe, securing the ends with a fireproof adhe-

sive cement or with staples; subsequent painting strikes

through the fabric and produces a good set. Savings in

man-hours by spiralling lagging tape in lieu of sewing

over fitting cloth have been very considerable. Sewing

of the plain untreated cloth with large threads and con-

siderable tension applied has caused threads in the warp

or fill to puU out of position. A light vinyl treatment to

the cloth has minimized this condition and has likewise

imparted additional abrasion resistance to the cloth. The

fibrous glass cloth has no shrinkage and for this reason

will not draw up drum tight after wetting or after

painting.

Plain and varnished Fiberglas tubing, tapes, cloths, and

cords have been used by all shipyards and by "E" Divi-

sion, or its equivalent, aboard ship. Reports of applica-

tion and service results for the materials indicate a high

degree of satisfaction.

The use of Fiberglas-melamine panelboard aboard ship

has resulted in very few installation difficulties. This

material is apparently best cut by carbide-tipped tools,

and in cases where considerable dust is found, cutting

under water or with a good fan exhausting kerfed mate-

rial is desirable.

The use of fibrous glass portieres has brought about

improvements in the products. Under extreme humidit)-

conditions, it has been found that cloths have exhibited

broken threads at points of flexure. Special coatings (in

extremely thin layers) have been applied to the yarns

and cloths for eliminating this difficulty.

From the foregoing it is evident that mineral fibers

have been relatively important materials in the construc-

tion of ships in the past ten years. Also, it is apparent

that, from basic characteristics possessed, various styles

and t)'pes and modifications of these products will con-

tinue to be used as worthwhile additions to the materials

available for building ships in the future. It is also de-

sirable to survey how these recently developed products

are measuring up at present.

Since a mineral fiber lightweight bat quarters insula-

tion two inches thick is now available at an installed cost

approximately half that of one inch of vegetable fiber

board used previously, and since the materials are fire-

proof, and are not damaged by moisture or fungus, this

material should remain as a standard material for this

purpose. Also, since greater emphasis must be placed on

comfort of hired personnel aboard ship, as well as of

passengers (who are also potential airline passengers)

the continued effective use of this material is indicated.

Possibilities of considerable savings in weight and thus

the gaining of worthwhile revenues on the part of mer-

chant ships has been recently emphasized by Mr. Heaney,

in w hich he points out that the use of lightweight insula-

tion for refrigerated, machinery, and galley spaces and

sound deadening areas could result in increasing the

revenue earning ability of a 500-foot cargo-passenger

vessel $500,000 in twenty years.

On fighting craft the use of a hardened-cloth faced

material which bears an estimated installed cost of less

than half that of lightweight bats plus metal sheathing

while at the same time allowing access to pipes, cables,

etc., has the appearance of a continuing program. It is

I Please turn to page 100)
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GENERAL MACHINE
and REPAIR WORK

Representatives for

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(TODD OIL BURNERS)

COlUIDBIfl

mncHioE

moRii!;
L K. Siversen, Ov.

rH.,,w.ii BERKELEY, CALIF, cj;,'."!..

/.e Know

MARINE
DECKING

• MAGNESITE
• GRIP DECK
• TRIMITE

• KOROSEALTILE

• RUBBER TILE

• ASPHALT TILE

• LINOLEUM
• CARPETS

•APPROVED UNDERLAYMENTS

RECONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Experienced estimators to give complete quotations

from cleanings of the deck to finished deck coverings

Completely Equipped Trained Workmen

LORENTZEN CO.
2207 MARKET ST. OAKLAND 12

TEmpiebor 5613

ALLIED FLOORS CO.
56 HAWTHORNE SAN FRANCISCO

YUkon 0316

GRACE LINE
<,(,SANTA FLEET"

RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANTA ADELA
S. S. SANTA FLAVIA

S. S. SANTA JUANA
S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fast freight vessels, three equipped with re.

frigerator space, and limited passenger aroommodations,
together with modern chartered tonnage, will supply

frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and

Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Peru Bolivia Chile

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
White Building 2 Pine Street 523 W. Sixth

SEneca4300 SUtter 3800 Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER PORTLAND
991 Hastings St.. W. Board of Trade Bldg.

PAcific 7271 ATwater 8508
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mineral Fiber Insulation

(Continued from page 98)

to be noted that under most conditions the impact

strength of the hardened cloth is such that, after being

struck a blow, no evidence of a blow is shown, whereas

the same type of blow on light gage metal would cause a

permanent dent.

It is hoped that advances made in the aircraft field in-

dicating the advantages of septum cloths will improve the

sound deadening efficiencies of future installations of

sound absorbing materials in marine service.

The use of mineral fiber sheets as duct insulation

aboard ship in place of such products as asbestos corru-

gated paper forms has been apparently satisfactory. Light-

ness in weight and lower thermal loss even when using

lesser thicknesses indicate the material is worthwhile

from deadweight standpoint.

From a fiureproof standpoint it is believed that some

form of fibrous glass or combination fibrous glass and

asbestos textile will be used as fireproof portieres on fight-

ing ships and as fireproof curtains and drapes aboard

merchant ships. Many colors and patterns of these prod-

ucts are now available.

Asbestos textiles and amosite asbestos fiber filler in

removable pipe fitting pads will undoubtedly continue to

be used for pipe lagging work. In some cases combina-

tion fibrous glass and asbestos textiles have proven to be

more advantageous than either of the single type yarn

textiles.

Fibrous glass used in electrical equipment give every

indication of being the standard fabric for marine equip-

ment by reason of its high strength vs. weight ratio and

its resistance, especially when combined with the newer

silicone resins, to moisture penetration.

The fibrous glass cloth-melamine resin laminates give

every indication of providing an extremely strong board

for panels which will possess high arc-resistance and can,

on new installations, save up to 75 per cent of the weight

over previously used boards—the average tensile, com-

pressive, and impact strengths being over three times

that of the best cloth-base phenolics. In addition, of

course, a minimum of toxic fumes is given off should

the surrounding area be ignited.

Around The Yard With Kolb

Dew Speedy fluto-Passenger Liner

iCotitinijeii jroru page 64)

morning, largely as an auto-ferry, and then run back to

Seattle, arriving in plenty of time to make ready for that

night's trip. The run is a little over 100 miles each way.

It is the favorite route for touring and business cars to

Victoria and Vancouver Island.

The Puget Sound Navigation Company has consis-

tently improved its service to the key cities of northwest

Washington and is today the dominant factor in marine

transportation on the great stretches of inland waters

composing Puget Sound and its tributaries. As now

organized this firm is managed by the following execu-

Lawrence Bogle, chairman of the board; Captain Alex

M. Peabody, president; Captain Harry I. Anderson, vice

president and operation manager; C. R. Lonergan, vice

president and traffic manager; I. D. Birse, general freight

and passenger agent; H. C. Strassburger, secretary-treas-

urer; E. W. Peabody, marine superintendent; and Neil

McCullough, port engineer.

These men are all veterans in Puget Sound traffic and

are operating the many vessels under their care with

efficiency and with great satisfaction to their many pa-

trons.

Transport Building, Foot of Mission Street, Son Francisco S, Calif.

Office Phone: DOuqIas 0343 — Residence Phone: LAndscape 5-1328

MARINE SURVEYOR - NAVAL ARCHITECT

MARINE ENGINEER

Foreign IHarket is Vital

faster than the torch. You m
the steel so ragged!"

gh the courtesy of IngaHs Ne

(Continued from page 58)

firms to take advantage of foreign trade possibilities "far

in excess of prewar markets.

"

Mr. Giflord first became associated with the Borg-

Warner Corp. in 19.31 as assistant to the president. Mr.

Giflord organized the Norge export department in 1933

and the Borg-Warner International Corp. in 1934. In

1940 he became vice president of Norge and Detroit

Gear, both divisions of Borg-Warner. An outstanding

authority on international trade, Mr. Gifford is a world

traveler who has crossed the Atlantic Ocean more than

40 times. He estimates he has spent a total of more than

a year and a third on ocean liners.
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MARINE MARKETING CO.
S. L. (Roy) KUYKENDALL

J. H. (Jack) SEDERLUND

Wholesale

Ship Provisions

and Supplies

Cable Address—Marinmart (Marinmarf)

Office Phone—Terminal 2-5606

Night Phones—Terminal 2-2692

Terminal 3-1585

12th and Grand Avenues

SAN PEDRO :: CALIFORNIA

POSITIVE • SAFE

}%jm\il TRANSMISSION

THROUGH 135

B£Vll GEAR

UNIVERSAL

JOINTS

SEND TODAY
lor our Bulletin CS-IO. qiv-
irtq complete details about
Conseco Bevel Gear Uni-
versal Joints.

C©M©1MS1I]

Avoid accidents to your men by making it unnecessary

to climb ladders or work in hazardous locations to

operate valves, ventilators and other inaccessible units.

Conseco Bevel Gear Universal Joints offer a simple,

flexible solution to the problem of remote control ot

inaccessible units and lor centralized control of widely

separated units. They provide safe, positive torque

transmission throuQh 133° on vertical centers, and

through 360° on horizontal centers, without additional

or special gears.

A wide range of standard sizeit. from '^ *o I'; in.,

with capacities from 1560 to 4938 inch pounds at 49

ram. are available. Conseco Bevel Gear Universal

Joints are simple to install. Precision construction

and quality materials assure long, sate, trouble-free

service without maintenance. Thousands of Conseco

Bevel Gear Universal Joints are saving time and labor

ashore and afloat. More ot them are in use than any

other gear.

i^msjj^iii]]^^
TERCO PRODUCTS CO. — Wesf Coosf Represenfatlves

941 Howord Street, San Francisco 3, Calif.

MOORE-McCORMACR

AMERICAN REPIIRLIC'S LINE
Frei<^hl and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY . ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPLTBLIC^ LII^E
Freight an«l Passenjrer Service between the West

Coast of United States anil the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTIINA

AMERICAN SCANTIC LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

>ORWAY POLAND
DENMARK FINLAND
SWEDEN RUSSIA
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Fur complete information apply
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Offices in Principal Cities

of the World

"We Have Used All Makes . .

FIND VIKINGS THE BEST"
recent nation-wide survey, users v<erc asked to

ent on rotary pumps in use. Many fine compli-
concerninq the simplicity, ruqqedness and de-

ability of Vikinq Rotary Pumps v^ere received,
nqs extremely satisfactory on heavy work." one
reported. "Of all the pumps we have (and there
. qreat many) we like Vikinqs best" another said,

nq is the best pump for our service. Buy nothing
' still another said. "Vikings do a wonderful job.

uld do without them." another

>r complete infor nation

1 Viking Rotary umps
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irles 4«SU. It w II be

nt free by return mail

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
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Export managers' flew

Officers for 1947

At the last regular meeting of the Export Managers

Association of San Francisco held January 10, 1947, the

following officers were elected to serve during the current

calendar year:

President—Joe Marias, president Associated Commer-
cial Co., 24 California Street, San Francisco; vice presi-

dent—Victor A. Indig, export manager. American Rub-

ber Manufacturing Co., 210 Post Street, San Francisco;

secretary—A. F. Ojeda, special representative. Foreign

Trade Department, Standard Oil Co. of California, 225

Bush Street, San Francisco; treasurer—D. M. Mari, ex-

port manager, Fibreboard Products, Inc., Russ Building,

San Francisco.

HPL [Dan Heads Chinese C of C

P. C. Quock, General Chinese Agent for American
President Lines with headquarters in San Francisco, has

been elected President of the San Francisco Chinese

Chamber of Commerce for the year 1947.

Mr. Quocic. who was reared and educated in San Fran-

cisco, succeeds K. L. Kwong, manager of the Bank of

Canton, who was the Chamber's President during 1946.

Mr. Quock was only recently appointed by President

Henry F. Grady as President Line's General Chinese

Agent in charge of both Chinese freight and passenger

traffic throughout the United States.

Fidelity Gets George Davis

E. George Davis, for years manager of the Argentine

Trade Promotion Corporation, has been appointed mana-
ger of the Latin American Department of the Fidelity

Trading Co., Inc., San Francisco. Davis is a leading mem-
ber of the foreign trade fraternity on the West Coast

and has participated in the planning of many forward-

looking projects. He will be leaving shortly on a tour

of the countries to the South.

Gateway to Victory

By Captain James W. Hamilton and

First Lieutenant 'William
J.

Bolce, Jr.

WITH Foreword

BY General Douglas MacArthur

The complete, authentic, behind-the-scenes story of

the San Francisco Port of Embarkation in World War II

is told by two officers who served at the port for many
of its eventful months.

Prefaced with a history of the port from Spanish days,

Gateway to Victory details the spectacular growth of the

port after Pearl Harbor, its quickening activity and gear-

ing to full speed for the height of the war. It takes you

through the war's end, the return of soldiers through the

Golden Gate, and the slowing down of activity in ad-

justment to peacetime service to nation and community.

Interwoven with chapters describing the key activities

of the port are the background chapters telling about

other equally facinating activities. The suspense and

drama of Intelligence work, the work of the morale-

building units, the story played by civilian and private

industry, including such key San Franciscans as John E.

Cushing, Lewis A. Lapham, Frazer Bailey; and biogra-

phies of commanding officers.

More than 40 full page pictures provided by the U. S.

Signal Corps are featured showing many phases of the

dramatic battle of supply, revealed in book form by two

men who have been intimately connected with what

went on in San Francisco.

5?,?^
71U0111
TRflDt
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PL YWOOD

SOFTWOOD

IRONBARK

HARDWOOD

Davis Hardwood
Company

Bay at Mason Street

San Francisco 6

EX brook 4322

^OJi Sale

VESSELS
^fl/tCa-Displacement from 400 to 4100 fons

225, 900, 1800 Horsepower

Diesel powered 20, 30, 100. 200 lew

Forging Quality 18" OD x 19' 4I/2" Long

A jUmMka^U-f^ew.
Forging Quality 16" OD x 22'2" Long

ATTRACTIVE PRICES

]%ATIOi%AL METAL &
STEEL CORPORATION

200 So. Seaside Ave.. Terminal Island, Calif.

Phones: Los Angeles: NEvada 625-71

San Pedro Harbor: TErminal 245-87

Industrial Division
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Plane after
leaving cata-

pult on the

aling De Luxe

THE ANCIENT ART of whaling as practiced in sail-

ing ship days has long disappeared from the sea. In

its place, there has emerged a modern application of

engineering and scientific techniques that give the poor

cetacean no sporting chance.

Latest and among the largest whale factory ships to

join the whale destruction parade is Balaena, built and

recently delivered by Harland and Wolff, Ltd., of Belfast,

for United Whalers, Ltd. This vessel will act as a mother

ship for ten whalecatchers, and carries three amphibian

planes (Naval Walruses) in a special hangar arranged

so that each of these planes can be run out onto a catapult

and driven off the ship at sufficient speed to become air-

borne immediately. These planes are used for spotting

whales and for scouting weather and ice conditions.

She is a very large hull, with the following charac-

teristics:

Page 104

Characteristics
Length B. P 535' O"

Beam Mid. tank Dk. 74' 0"

Beam Mid. above tank Dk 77' "

Depth Mid. tank Dk 35' "

Depth Mid. Flensing Dk 57' "

Displacement approx 32,000 tons

Gross measurement 15,000 tons

Net measurement 7,200 tons

Deadweight capacity 21,000 tons

She was built under Lloyd's special survey for highest

class for vessels carrying bulk oil of flash point above

150° F. Her hull is of the two deck type with open

bridge, forecastle, and poop erections.

The upper, or flensing deck, has a clear area for

handling whale carcasses, of \2l' 6" length and 77'

width. On this deck, for handling the whales, are in-

stalled: 9 ten-ton derricks; 4 five-ton derricks; 16 steam

I Please turn to page 1 06

)
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CoRDES Bros.
200 DAVIS STREET GARFIELD 8355

SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIF.

MARINE SPECIALTIES
ALLENITE SOOT ERADICATOR

ALLENCOTE REFRACTORY COATING
BUHERWORTH TANK CLEANING SYSTEM

COFFIN PUMPS
CONTRA-RUDDERS

FRANCE METALLIC PACKING
KOMUL ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING

LESLIE REGULATORS & TYFON WHISTLES
SANDUSKY CENTRIFUGAL CAST LINERS

SEA-RO PACKING

BIRD-ARCHER CO.
OF CALIFORNIA

BOILER WATER TREATMENT ENGINEERS
Established 40 Years on Pacific Coast

MAIN OFFICE

19 FREMONT STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone SUt+er 6310

SEAHLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
HONOLULU WILMINGTON

CHAS. E. LOWE CO.
MARINE SPECIALISTS IN

PUMP & CONDENSER
PACKINGS

OFFERING
U. S. AJAX - UGASCO - Boiler and Flange Gaskets

Celeron Pump Rings - Celeron Punnp Valves - Sure-Tite

Condenser Packing - Bestollfe Lead Seal Compound
Experts on Gasket Repairs.

185 STEUART STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

Telephones DOuglas 8477 and DOuglas 8479

Exclusive Features
—at no extra cost!

STELIITED SEAT RINGS

STAINLESS STEEL 800 BRINELL MAIN VALVES

CORROSION RESISTANT SPRINGS

HARDENED STAINLESS

STEEL CYLINDER

LINERS '
^

Supplied as standard
equipment in LESLIE
Pressure Reducing Valves,

Pressure Controllers,

Pump Governors,
Temperature Regulators

for Steam services.

Write for Bulletin 461,

271 GRANT AVE., LYNDHURST, N. J.

PRESSURE REDUCING VALVES

PUMP GOVERNORS
SELF CLEANING STRAINERS

TEMPERATURE REGULATORS
LESLIt-TYFON WHISTLES

Morrison & Beviiockway
ESTAILISHED IN \tW

MARINE PLUMBING
STEAM FiniNS and ShlEET METAL WORK

Sole Agents and Manufacturers of the New M & B

Automatic Lifeboat Drain Plug * Expert Lifeboat

Repairs and all kinds of Air Duct Work • Galley

Ranges Repaired • Monel and Stainless Steel

Dressers Manufactured

Day & Night Service 166 Fremont St.

Telephone DO-2708-09 San Francisco

At Night Call Jordan 7-2252—Bur/Jngame 3-8712
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winches; 9 electric winches; 10 warping capstans; 2

forty-ton winches for hauling whales up the slipway;

and 4 steam saws for cutting up whale bones.

The Factory Plant

On the tank deck is the factory space, 375' long, 77'

wide and 22' high, with an intermediate flat 7 feet above

the tank deck extending over a large part of the space.

Most of the machinery is located on this flat and com-

prises: 22 pressure boilers for treating bone; 10 pressure

boilers for treating blubber; 8 Kraerner type rotating

digesters: a liver extraction plant; a meat meal plant;

and a separator plant.

A conveyor belt runs the full length of the factory

space and connects with an elevator forward and aft, for

discharging finished products to ships alongside. A

quick freezing plant is installed to freeze the choicest

parts of the whale meat which are then stored in refrig-

erated chambers aboard, or transferred to a refrigerated

vessel. Quite a market has been developed for whale

fillet among European gourmets.

Consumption of fresh water in the processing is very

large and three triple effect evaporating and distilling

plants are installed with a combined capacity of 750 tons

fresh water per day. In addition, 2240 tons of fresh

water can be carried in deep tanks forward.

The main cargo tanks have a capacity of about 19,150

tons of oil. On the outward voyage these are filled with

fuel oil. As this oil is gradually consumed by the ship's

boilers and the whale catchers' engines, these tanks are

steamed out clean and filled with whale oil.

Propulsion Machinery

Propulsion machinery is fitted aft. Seven multi-tubular

single-ended scotch marine boilers, fitted with combus-

tion chamber superheaters, and burning fuel oil, supply

steam at 220 psi to two direct acting triple expansion

reciprocating steam engines of the re-heat type, each of

which generates 4000 ihp. All the usual auxiliaries for

such a plant are fitted, most of them electric drive. The

uptakes from the boilers are led into two stacks, one port,

one starboard, to allow a clear runway for hauling whales

onto flensing deck. Auxiliary power is provided by a

group of generating sets all delivering power to the main

switchboard at 220 volts dc. There are four sets: one a

steam turbine unit of 1500 kw capacity; two diesel engine

sets, each of 300 kw capacity; and a steam driven set of

72 kw rating. Since practically every moving part in the

factory is driven by electricity, there are 300 motors con-

nected to the switchboard ranging in capacity from VS to

130 hp.

Three engineer's work shops, an electrical shop, a

blacksmith shop, and a carpenter's shop are fully

equipped with all necessary tools and are located to

best serve the maintenance of the factory, the propulsion

machinery, the sea planes, and the whale catchers.

. Navigation

The bridge is equipped with all the latest devices that

have proven themselves in navigation. These include:

gyro compass, short and long wave wireless, two systems

of wireless telephony, direction indicator, electric log

and two systems of radar. Inter-communicating tele-

phones, alarm and call bells, staff locating system, electric

clocks and loud hailers are also fitted.

Accommodations

This vessel has to take care not only of her crew, but

also of the crews of whale catchers and the factory per-

sonnel, including manager, chemists, and bookkeepers.

(Please turn to page 108)

Hatchway through which whales are transported to the flensing

.^ deck.
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TOUMEY
Representing BENDIX MARINE PRODUCTS CO.

Successors to CHAS. CORY CORPORATION

PaOT MARINE CORPORATION. New York, N. Y.

Signaling. Communicating and Lighting Equipment
PNEUMATIC CORPORATION (New York)

Gauges: Liquid Level, Ships Draft, Pressure,

Boiler Water Level

PLANT MILLS DIRECTION INDICATOR
AND ENGINEERS ALARM

ELECTRIC &
ENGINEERING CO.
MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INSTALLA-

TIONS . . MARINE ELECTRIC FIXTURES . . SUPPLIES

AND REPAIRS . . ARMATURE WINDING . . SEARCH-

LIGHT PROJECTORS . . . SOUND POWERED TELE-

PHONES . . . FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

GArfieid 8103 SAN FRANCISCO 115-117 Steuart St.

$657,276
SALE

U. S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Wire Rope Hooks, Clamps, Clips, Thimbles,

Sockets. Shackles, Terminals and

Towing Spiders

This is unused material in good condition, priced far below

cost to the Government for immediate disposal! Write, wire

or telephone for catalog and order blanks.

Sale closes Feb. 11, 1947

War Assets
Administration

Customer Service Sectioti

33 Berry Street, San Francisco 7, Calif.

Yukon 6-2525, Locals 260, 261 and 267

APc 38 servetd in Pacific, Philip-

pines and Okinawa campaigns.

Built by Anderson & Christofani,

San Francisco.

Hardwood supplied by

—

JbnlWoodlleadquartecr

75 Years of Confinuous Service

5th and Brannan Streets 500 High Street

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND I

SUtter 1365 ANdover 1600

j^^m Maritime

Authorities

say 4 to 12 months

^Shipping Copper Assures

BiiV 18 to 24 months
It's the Leaching Rate that Tells the Story

"All onti-fouling compositions hove a limited 'life' which vories from 4 to 1 2 months," soid
British outhorities in 1945. Before thot yeor ended, U. S. government research developed
new principles of formulation for onti-fouling point whicti enabled American fighting ships
to remain in prolific fouling waters of the Pacific from 18 to 36 months.

SHIPPING COPPER formuloled on these same principles by Manning-Mitchell staff mem-
bers who were key men in the government research program, withstands the some severe
test. This is proved by actual use ol seo as well as by loboratory tests which certify a
constant leochlng rote in excess of 10. And operators who use SHIPPIt^lG COPPER save
$5,000 to $40,000 per ship.

MANN-ING-MITCHELL, INC. • 500 2'^" ST., SAN FRANCISCO 7, CALIF.



lUhaling De Luxe

iCoiiihiued from page 106)

This adds up to a total of over 400 persons and the total

accommodation provided is:

In single berth cabins 24

In double berth cabins 198

In three berth cabins 6

In four berth cabins 204

In six berth cabins 12

Total 444

These cabins are arranged in the deck houses, along

the outboard sides of the factor)' flats, and below the

flensing deck forward of the factory space. Fifty-one

bath rooms are provided.

Large capacity for refrigerated galley stores, extensive

galley equipment, and spacious mess rooms are provided

to take care of this large complement.

With this equipment after him, Moby Dick has only

one chance of escaping the bomb harpoon, the flensing

knives and the pressure cookers—he can sound and stay

sounded—but before doing so we are sure if he were

endowed with speech his last words would be, "This is

not cricket."

Hew G-E Electro-Hydraulic Control

System for Diesel-Electric Drives

A new electro-hydraulic governing system for diesel-

electric drives, readily adaptable for ship propulsion,

locomotives, mobile and stationar)' power plants, oil well

drilling rigs, and industrial uses where diesel-electric

drives are employed, has been developed by the General

Electric Company.

Speed measurement is performed by an engine-driven

ac tachometer generator whose output voltage is pro-

portional to speed. Speed is maintained at pre-set values,

by feeding the speed indication to a hydraulic servo-

mechanism which controls the engine fuel and generator

excitation, and makes possible full utilization of the en-

gine without danger of overloading.

Engine protection safet)' features are built in this new

FAST-SELLING. PROFIT-MAKING LINE for Pacnic
Coast marine equipment salesman or agent.

Here is your opportunity to sell a line of patented main-
tenance and repair products that are absolutely essential in

all tugs, workboats, yachts, motorships and steam vessels.

Substantial commission rate.

You sell on regular open account terms, no deposits or
down payment. No investment required. No stocks or
inventory to carry. Orders shipped promptly direct from
factory located on West Coast.

Manufacturer assumes all credit risk. You take the
orders and we pay you commissions on all business from
accounts you open.
One of our east coast represcntatatives with us over 16

years earned commissions totaling $20,109.73 in 1945.
Another received $14,455.19. We don't imply there is

this kind of money for a new man. but substantial earnings
arc almost certain right from the start for any individual
or firm now serving the marine trade.

Please send full information outlining your sales experi-
ence and the area yi>u would expect to serve. Division
Manager will arrange for interview in your city. Box 123.
Pacific Marine Review. 5(10 Sansome Street. San Francisco
1 1. California.

A ENGINE CONTROL PANEL

B TACHOMETER GENERATOR

C. POWER PLANT REGULATOR

a\ Electric power plant regulating syste

governing system. Overspeed protection is provided by

an overspeed trip switch which automatically cuts off

the fuel supply when the engine overspeeds. If the

engine lubricating oil pressure drops to the danger level,

a short-circuiting switch drops the engine speed auto-

matically to idle. Similar type switches, functioning with

the same end result, operate at dangerously high tempera-

tures or on occurrence of a ground in the main power

circuit.

Remote control in this system is readily achieved.

The manual and automatic controls may be located at

any desired distance from the prime mover. Speed modu-
lation can be infinite or by definite steps as in throttle

notches. The engine-speed indicator is remote from the

fuel control. Multiple-unit operation, as in the case of

diesel-electric locomotives, is readily accomplished.

national DIarine Exposition Attracts

nationwide Interest

Roger E. Montgomery, general manager of the annual

National Marine Exposition, announces that, to date, over

fifty nationally prominent manufacturers and outstanding

distributors from ten states have contracted for space in

which to exhibit their marine products and services to

the thousands of buyers and other interested persons who
will throng the San Francisco Civic Auditorium next

May 12 to 17. The second annual National Marme Ex-

position, sponsored by the Propeller Club of the United

States, brings to the Pacific Coast its first National Marine

Exposition on that date.
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/^mn^}iz{/t^ Aincde^zad
Flying above ships which have their home
ports on the Pacific Coast are the house flags

of some of America's leading steamship

companies. This is the first of a series giving

brief histories of the flags and their owners.

General Petroleum Corporation and other

Socony-Vacuum companies supply Gargoyle
marine oils, and lubrication engineering
service, to these outstanding shipping firms

. . . and to most of America's maritime com-
panies ... in more than three hundred ports

throughout the world.

^OLIVER J. OLSON & CO.
For sixty years the white
"O " has been the symbol of

the Olson interests. The
background was formerly

green, but blue was adopted

in 1923 because Olson felt

it was the color most typi-

cal of strong maritime na-

WEYERHAEUSER
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Founded in 1935, the com-
pany used an ornamental
"W on Its original flag.

Ten years later the emblem
was modified to the simpler

and more attractive design

which now appears on the

'Weyerhaeuser flags and
stacks.

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
Four stars were added to
their house flag in 1916,
when they were made a part
of President Wilson's flag.

This was in keeping with
naming of their ships for

the Presidents of the U.S.
The eagle symbolizes
power.

POPE & TALBOT LINES
For 96 years the circle "M "

symbolized the McCormick
Steamship Company. In

1943, the name of the firm

was changed and at the

same time the "M" was re-

placed by the "PT!'

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO., INC.
According to mythology, Pegasus was born when
Perseus killed the snake-haired goddess Medusa,
and her blood united with the spirit of the sea.

The fabulous winged horse was later tamed by
Bellerophon and they performed prodigious feats

together. As a trade mark, the Flying Red Horse
was first introduced in the Orient, where symbols
are often used instead of trade names, and later be-

came the feature of the house flag. The Gargoyle,
too, was first used abroad, and is now known all

over the world as the symbol ot outstanding
petroleum products and lubrication service.

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
(A Socony-Vacuum Company)

GARGOYLE
MARINE OILS AND ENGINEERING SERVICE



Good rope starts with the very growing, Tony comiiieri 3 4 yeors wi»h

selection and grading of the fiber. Then the rope Jhe';o°d^^TG*i?^?^b"'eV^';^„e"

making job is taken over by modern, precision

machines that convert, step by step, the raw fiber into the finished rope product.

But in every stage of manufacture, there must be MEN—men skilled in the art of fine

rope making to operate these machines, continually check each step, to assure a finished

rope product that will deliver the maximum in wear and dependability.

With a background of nearly a century of fine rope making, it is this combination of

MEN and ROPE that has kept the Tubbs rope trademarks the leaders in their field, that

assures you EXTRA rope value when you specify TUBBS to your supplier.

MANILA ROPE IS BACK!
Manila rope h now available in ALL SIZES. FOR ALL END USES. However,

Tubbs Extra Superior Manila will not be available until the required quantities

and grades of Manila fiber are once more available.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

M
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IT'S ALWAYS SAFE TO GO OVERBOARD ON

^^olumbian Tape-Marked, Pure Manila
Rope is manufactured from the choicest manila
fibre selected and graded by the Columbian
Organization in the Philippines. For constant

safety, it is the best rope we know how to make
and the finest rope you can buy. It is easily

identified by the Red, White and Blue surface

markers—your assurance of quality, proved per-

formance and complete dependability under all

conditions.

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST., AUBURN, N. Y.

;O^^BIAN

i

TAPE
MARKED

PURE MANILA ROPE
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Our Defenses Are Threatened

THE HEROIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE
WAR are but faint memories to a great many peo-

ple. We wish they could be preserved in the hearts and

minds of all, and if a way can be found to effect this

result it will be worth all it costs in dollars for there are

those who would cultivate forgetfulness. Warnings

should constantly be flown against the undermining

critics and influences which strike at the countr>''s de-

fenses in one way or another, and included in those

forces is merchant shipping.

The economizers who say give them sixty cents when

they need a dollar; the commentators who blast reputa-

tions to win personal prominence or to further a selfish

cause; the self-styled intelligencia that would place world

theory above national securit)'; the interests which would,

as in San Francisco, displace the Presidio big gun em-

placements and the Army hospital expansion to further

a real estate project; and those who fail to remember the

importance of the Merchant Marine in war and peace

—

the intent may vary but the result is the same.

The Merchant Marine! All its ships were taken and

but few returned, and there are times when on all the

million miles of the Atlantic and Pacific there is scarcely

an American passenger ship at sea. Our shipyards are

closing up.

Gentlemen of the Commissions and the Congress and

the Unions, what are you thinking of? Is peace so sweet

that war's havoc cannot be remembered? Is the wide

blue ocean so beautiful that you would not dot it with

American ships—even as a safety measure? Are our

shipyards to lose their skill and our seamen their ships

for economy's sake? Have we been infected with inter-

nationalism to the extent that we prefer to see our foreign

friends divert our business, our employment, and our

security? Let us find a way and a loud voice to teO our

people that we can only feel safe when we have the best

in all defensive fields. Old Libert)- hulls up the creek do

not constitute the world's best Merchant Marine.

[ Pluribus Unum

OUR NATIONAL MOTTO of union is a slogan much
needed today in American Merchant Marine circles.

It is becoming more apparent daily that we are drifting

into the same national polic)' with regard to shipping

that has made us a very third rate seagoing power in

peacetime commercial maritime business, during a very

large proportion of our history.

Today we have the largest merchant fleet ever assem-

bled under one flag. Today as ever before we have that

fleet shackled in its conversion to peacetime use by

government red tape. Overlapping Federal regulatory

bureaus, lack of agreement among shipping executives,

lack of cooperation from union maritime labor and lack

of understanding among our legislators.

Many drastic laws and regulations have been imposed

on the American Merchant Marine to protect the Ameri-

can seafaring passenger. These laws make it imperative

to raise passenger fares in order to meet the extra costs

imposed by the law. This drives more American passen-

gers to foreign flag ships where the protective law does

not apply. Hence the law becomes simply a handicap on

the American Merchant Marine.

W. E. Spofford of the U. S. Maritime Commission in

a recent address before the New York Metropolitan sec-

tion of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine

Engineers, after analyzing this situation declared as his

conclusion:

"It is my candid opinion that our merchant ma-

rine will never be on an efficient, effective or per-

manent basis until the following conditions have

been met:

( 1 ) Unity of purpose and effort by steamship op-

erators, shipbuilders and vendors.

( 2 ) Consolidation of all Governmental agencies

regulating shipbuilding and ship operation.

( 3 ) Simplification and codification of all U. S.

Governmental maritime laws and regulations.

"

We thoroughly agree with the addition of marine

labor as one of the principal factors that must achieve

"unity of purpose and effort." As Mr. Spofford says very

eloquently in his final paragraph:

"Maritime laws and regulations are made not

alone to safeguard human life and property. They

should be framed to provide freedom of internation-

al commerce, and at the same time, preserve our

national integrity and security."
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SHIPS OEEDED

Bmerican President

CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST FAMED SHIPPING SERVICES ON THE PACIFIC IS THE
ROUND-THE-WORLD SERVICE OF THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES. DURING THE

16 YEARS OF OPERATION PRIOR TO THE WAR, IT TRANSPORTED MORE THAN 110,000

PASSENGERS AND 5,500,000 TONS OF REVENUE CARGO. THESE FIGURES, JUST AS FIG-

URES, REPRESENT A NOTABLE PROPORTION OF AMERICAN TRADE AND TRAVEL DUR-
ING THE PERIOD. TRADE AND TRAVEL ON THIS ROUTE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
A SIMILAR VOLUME ON MOST OTHER ROUTES, FOR SEVERAL VITAL REASONS; BUT LACK
OF SHIPS HAS HALTED PROGRESS HERE.

BEFORE THE WAR, THE ROUND-THE-WORLD FLEET CONSISTED OF 14 AVAILABLE
SHIPS, WITH SEVEN IN CONSTANT SERVICE.

ALL OF THE SHIPS WERE TAKEN OVER FOR USE BY THE ARMED FORCES, AND
THE CONTRIBUTION THEY MADE TO SUCCESS IS WELL KNOWN. THE EFFECT ON THE
ROUND-THE-WORLD FLEET IS NOT SO WELL KNOWN. ONLY TWO SHIPS ARE LEFT.

PREWAR—14 SHIPS WERE AVAILABLE
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FOR ROUND-TH[

Line's Plans Heady

POSTWAR—TWO SHIPS WERE LEFT

OBVIOUSLY THIS NUMBER OF SHIPS IS

WHOLLY INADEQUATE to maintain even prewai

service, and the postwar demand is far beyond the pre-

war figures for both passenger and freight. The Com-
pany's government contract covering this essential Round-

the-World Service specified employment of the minimum
of seven ships. However, in the prewar process of mod-

ernizing the fleet, the replaced older liners were diverted

to other trades but still remained available to Round-the-

World service if and when needed. With a passenger

backlog of 14,000 for Orient points and upwards of 1000

for the Round-the-World run prior to any scheduled

sailings, and with Matson using an unconverted C-4

troop transport to carry maximum loads to Australia,

travel across the Pacific is a long way from normal.

The public is exceedingly anxious to travel the Pacific

and the operators are exceedingly anxious to provide

the vessels. There are so many thousands of casual tour-

ists who wish to visit the war zones—some of them for

terribly important reasons—and so many thousands of

business people who have plans for expanding our

foreign trade, that many ships operating for years to

come will be taxed to the utmost. New horizons have

spread themselves before us since the war. Myriad place-

names on the Round-the-World route have assumed

reality and it is safe to predict that a goodly percentage

of the 858,000 public school teachers and 213,000 col-

lege and private school teachers are yearning to visit

them.

Tourist travel has a doUar-and-cents significance in our

national economy. It is an important means for the de-

velopment of trade. We like to sell our goods abroad

—

and in fact we must do so to support one half of the

SAN FRANCISCO PIER AT
DEPARTURE TIME.

AT RIGHT: WAIKIKI BEACH,
HONOLULU.
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people in our cotton South, a third of those in our indus-

trial East, and a fourth of our agricultural families and

the industries that cater to them. Passenger travel

creates much of the money exchange that pays for

our exports, for our imports from other lands fall far

short of our export values—values that we must increase

in the future. So we need travel—and cargoes, cargoes

and travel. We need world-wide travel and cargoes and

the Round-the-World service of American President

Lines gives just that.

In vast, overseas areas from Manila to the Red Sea

this is the only passenger-carrying service under the

American Flag. Thousands of American shippers and

importers relied on its clock-like regularity over a 25,000

mile route, carrying the American Flag and American

commerce to 23 ports in 14 countries. In addition to

San Francisco and Los Angeles, New York and Boston,

the regular route includes Havana, Cristobal, Balboa,

Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong,

Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Bombay, Suez,

Port Said, Alexandria, Naples, Genoa and Marseille.

It is not easy to estimate the value of this great service

AT TOP, LEFT: THE OVER-

HANGING SIDEWALKS IN

SHANGHAI.

CENTER: COOLIE RAIN-
COATS.

AT RIGHT: SCENE SO FA-

MILIAR IN SHANGHAI.

AT LEFT; DEPARTMENT
STORE IN TOKYO.
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HARBOR AND VICTORIA

PARK.

to the United States. The goodwill engendered in world

ports and the examples of American living which it of-

fers have an uplifting effect on other peoples; and the

acquaintance with world conditions which our tourists

and crew members acquire wiU also be beneficial. But the

dollar values of the service to American industry is some-

thing that can be calculated. For instance, in the 16 years

preceding 1940 the Round-the-World service earned

and distributed to American suppliers, shipyards, and

personnel, some $66,000,000 in freight revenues and

$22,000,000 in passenger revenue.

One item alone among the expenditures on this route

is fuel oil—$14,000,000.

That hundreds of millions of dollars worth of the

products of American farms and factories have bene-

fited in no small way from the developments of our

trade abroad, while the employment of thousands of sea-

men, stevedores, shipyard workers, dock employees,

warehousemen, truckers, office staffs, and ships' officers

has contributed to the growth of the Merchant Marine,

as has the training of officers and crews.

The American President Lines is a well-managed com-

pany—one of the best in the world—and its sights have

been trained on both the current scene and the long way

ahead. No dividends have been paid on its common stock,

all profits having been plowed back into its preparation

for a future of service to the shipping public and com-

pliance with its contract obligations to the Maritime

Commission.

But its Round-the-World ships went to war and only

two of the 14 are left. A minimum of seven modern fast

ships is necessary for this route. The plans are completed

and the Company is ready and anxious to make the pur-

chase. The Commission can order the construction at any

time now and a long step will have been taken in behalf

of American commerce and industry—and national de-

fense.

TYPICAL NATIVE STREET SCENE IN CHINA.
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The Proposed Ship

FOR SOME MONTHS the technical staffs of the

American President Lines, San Francisco, and of

George G. Sharp, naval architect. New York, have been

working on a design for a Round-the-World passenger

and cargo liner that would ultimately take the place of

the modified C-3 type liners now in operation. This de-

sign, now complete, has several rather unique features

which should add greatly to the comfort and convenience

of passengers and to the facility of loading and discharg-

ing cargo. American President Lines executives regard

this design as representing an ideal vessel for their

Round-the-World service. The official designation of this

design is P2-S1-DN1-V-2000.

In comparison with the C-3 Round-the-World liners,

these new ships will be larger, faster, more streamlined

and more beautiful. Characteristics are shown in a table

herewith and some corresponding figures for the C-3

type are given as an interesting comparison.

The hull is of mild ship steel mostly welded and

having a stem with a curved forward rake and a modified

cruiser stern. As wiU be noted in the artist's sketch of

the profile she has: a flush weather deck with very grace-

ful sheer forward and aft; a progressive rake in masts and

stack but vertical king posts; and a superstructure occupy-

ing a little more than one third of the overall length and

located almost at mid-length of the hull. This arrange-

ment as a whole gives a very trim, business-like appear-

ance and produces a sense of ability and power that

should be very reassuring to any Round-the-World sea-

farer.

Nine watertight bulkheads divide the hull into ten

main watertight compartments. First, starting from the

bow is the conventional forepeak; then in order,, holds

No. I, 2, 3 and 4; then the machinery space, holds 5, 6

Page 48

and 7, and last the afterpeak. Watertight bulkheads No.

1 and No. 2 forward are complete from the tank top to

the upper or weather deck. Bulkheads 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

are complete from tank tops to A deck. Bulkheads 8

and 9 extend from tank top to upper deck.

The compartments thus formed are in turn divided

into many spaces for various uses. The fore peak houses

the bos'n's stores, the anchor chain locker, a salt-water

ballast tank; and a room on the first flat accommodating

the motors for two vertical capstans on the upper deck

and the resistors for the controls of these capstans and

of the anchor windlass.

Hold No. 1

Next aft is Hold No. 1 which is 73 feet long fore and

aft and is served by two hatches through each of four

decks: the upper or weather deck, A deck, saloon deck,

and a flat. The weather deck hatches are fitted with

lift-off pontoon covers and on all the other decks the

covers are metal hatchboards. The forward hatch of this

hold is 16 feet thwartships and 20'3" fore and aft. The
after hatch is 32 feet thwartships and 17'6" fore and

aft.

Heavy king posts are located between these hatches

with a small deck house between the posts for cargo air

conditioning equipment. Each of these posts carries a

10-ton 55-foot boom on its after side and a 5-ton 55-foot

boom on its forward side. Each boom is served by a

winch. The reason given for this unusual arrangement of

hatches is that a much greater space on the decks can be

reached spotting cargo loads off the hook than with the

conventional single hatch. All the usual Maritime Com-
mission standard equipment for cargo holds is fitted,

such as connections for smoke detection tubing; connec-
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Princifjal Characteristics

Length—over all, about 536'—0"

Length—B. P 500'—0"

Breadth—Molded 73'—0"

Draft,—Maximum Molded.... 29'—6"

Depth—Molded to Upper
Deck at side 49'—0"

No. of Crew (Exclusive of

Spare Berths) 158
Passengers—Floor Beds and

Sofas 122
Upper Berths 67

Total 189

Cargo Capacities (Estimated)
General Cargo

Capacity 424,000 bale cu. ft.

Refrigerated Cargo
Capacity 60.000 net cu. ft.

Cargo Deep
Tank Capacity 48,000 net cu. ft.

Total Capacity.... 532,000 cu. ft.

Tank Capacities (Estimated)
Fresh Water 206 tons

Fuel oil (98% full) 2,429

Clean Salt Water Ballast 194

Total Capacity of Tanks.. ..2,829 tons

tions for CO:; fire extinguishing; ventilating ducts and

outlets for cargo conditioning air; access ladders; and

cargo battens. Cargo battens on this ship except where

excessive curvature of the vessel's form indicates hori-

zontal battens will all be vertical. This type of batten

fitted between frames offers better protection to the

cargo and increases the cubic capacity of a hold about

1 per cent.

Hold No. 2
Hold No. 2 is 62 feet 6 inches fore and aft and is

arranged and equipped similarly to No. 1 from the A

deck level down, except that both hatches for this hold

are 32 feet athwartship and 17 feet 6 inches fore and aft.

On the A deck level there are large compartrnents port

and starboard for special cargo, a strongroom, and a

room for cargo air conditioning machinery. The after

hatch is trunked passing through a large baggage room

from A deck to the upper deck. Between the hatches on

the upper deck is a heavy steel mast serving as a king

post and set on the centerline of the ship. Surrounding

this mast is a T-shaped house enclosing lockers for deck

gear, companionway to saloon deck and a room for cargo

ABOVE: SCENE ALONG THE

SHANGHAI BUND.

AT LEFT: SCENE OF THE

HARBOR IN SHANGHAI.
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air conditioning. This house supports pads for the lower

ends of four cargo booms, two 10-ton 60 feet 5 inches

long, and two 5-ton 52 feet 6 inches long. In the trunked

portion of the after hatch is fitted a hinged platform,

with a portable rail, about 8 feet by 17 feet, that offers an

excellent plan for handling heavy baggage. A four foot

wide watertight door through the after bulkhead of the

hatch trunk gives access from this platform directly into

a large baggage room fitted with ample racks and shelves

to make baggage accessible to the passengers, an idea that

will undoubtedly find great favor with passengers on the

long Round-the-World trip with its wide variations in

climate.

Hold No. 3

Hold No. 3 is a cargo hold only below the saloon deck

level. From the tank tops to the saloon deck level it is

filled with cargo oil tanks which are loaded through side

ports, and a 5 feet by 7 feet hatch in the saloon deck.

The six cargo oil tanks will accommodate approximately

1200 tons of oil. They are so designed that the interiors

are entirely free of stiffeners and all corners are rounded.

The design is based on former experience of American

President Lines with tank cargoes. Just aft of this pas-

sage is the passengers' dining room, roughly 44 feet fore

and aft and 70 feet athwartships with an inset 12 feet by

35 feet taken for stairways, elevator and lockers. On A
deck level this vertical division includes; seven passenger

rooms; chief purser, and chief steward's room, a room

for 2 stewardesses and 1 child's nurse; the barber shop,

automatic telephone exchange; music broadcast room;

ISLAND OF CEYLON
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the passenger elevator; main staircase; pantr)' and various

lockers. No. 3 hold is 50 feet fore and aft.

Hold No. 4—Main Galley

The main galley which prepares meals for the entire

complement of passengers and crew is all electric, and is

directly aft of the main dining room on the saloon deck

and directly over hold No. 4 which is completely devoted

to dry and refrigerated galley stores. On the tank tops

this space embraces a large refrigerated chamber on the

port side for fruits and vegetables; tanks for milk and for

fresh water amidships; and butter and eggs, ice cream

and beverage chambers and an ice-cream making com-

partment on the starboard side. On the 14 foot 4'/2 inch

flat are: fresh water and distilled water tanks amidships;

poultry, fish, chilled and frozen vegetable rooms, star-

board; and a large meat room port.

On the 22 foot 9!>2 inch flat are the dry stores, the

ship's laundry, and the clean linen lockers. These stores

are loaded through side ports and athwarthship passage

on A deck and brought down to the various levels by ver-

tical conveyor and elevator. They are all very convenient-

ly arranged both for ease of stowage in loading and acces-

sibility from the galley.

There is ample room for stowing large quantities of

refrigerated foods and the space allotted to the various

categories indicates the planning of well balanced menus.

The galley takes a space 40 feet by 70 feet and is very

well arranged. From forward aft on the starboard side

are arranged, the cold pantry, the bakery, and the pot

and pan scullery. Port side houses the dish and glass

scullery, the butcher shop with its service refrigerator;

and the vegetable preparation room. Against the forward

bulkhead is a coffee pantry, the cook's office and a silver

room. At the after bulkhead is a silver cleaning room;

the conveyor and elevator system for loading and unload-

ing stores, and the access stairs to A deck above and the

flats below.

The system of doors into the dining room is arranged

for entrance from the galley only on the starboard side,

The Great Pyramids of Egypt.

and exit from the dining room only on the port side.

Above the galley on A deck are the passenger entrance

lobby, purser's office, purser's workroom, novelty shop

and some crew accommodation.

Machinery Space

In the machinery space which occupies 70 feet of the

length and at the saloon deck level directly aft of the

galley there are flats port and starboard with fore and aft

passageways directly outboard of the machinery space

casing and giving access to; the deck officers' mess, and

the stewards' mess starboard; and the crew's mess and

petty officers' mess port. A pantry on each side facilitates

service to these messes. On this same level amidships is

the engineers' shop and side ports for loading fuel oil

and engine room stores. On the A deck level above this

space are the fidley, engineers' stores, fan room, elec-

tricians shop and crew accommodations.

It is noteworthy that the modern plant for fueling the

passengers and crew of this ship occupies approximately

the same proportion of the length of the hull that former-

ly would have been occupied by the vessel's steam pro-

pulsion plant in the days of Scotch boilers and "up and

down " engines. The modern high pressure water tube

boilers and high speed reduction gear turbines of this

ship are all enclosed with ample room for accessibility in

a space less than one third that occupied by the crew and

passenger fueling plant mentioned above. In other words,

it takes much less of the revenue cubic of a modern cargo

and passenger liner to fuel 12,500 horses than it does to

fuel 347 men and women. Most of the fuel for the horses

is carried in the non-revenue double-bottom tanks where-
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as the fuel for passengers and crew occupies practically

the whole of one hold.

Afterholds

On A deck over the after end of Hold No. 5 there is a

thwartship passage with side ports and a pair of vertical

conveyors serving the A deck level down. A 10 feet by

16 feet hatch trunked from promenade deck to A deck

also serves this space. In all the handling the cargo

through side ports overhead gear will be used.

Holds No. 6 and 7 have practically the same arrange-

ment as No. 1 and 2 forward, except that in addition to

the regular 5 and 10 ton booms No. 6 has a 30 ton 70

feet boom fitted, and that No. 7 has only one hatch which

is .32 feet 6 inches fore and aft and 20 feet thwartship.

The after peak at the saloon deck level houses the

hydro-electric steering gear and on the A deck level takes

care of the ship's brig, lamp, paint and chain lockers,

engineers' and bos'n's stores and carpenter shop.

These arrangements of the principal watertight sub-

divisions of this design show careful planning for con-

venience and economy in the functions of passenger ship

operation.. It will be noted in the foregoing description

ind in the inboard profile reproduced herewith that all

of the commissary and refrigerated stores are located

directly below the main galley and all the dining rooms,

both passenger and crew, are directly contiguous to the

galley fore and aft, and on the same deck level. The

tankage cargo is complete in another hold subdivision.

All refrigerated cargo is completely and exclusively in its

own watertight hold division. The baggage room is very

conveniently located and efficiently served through one

of the main cargo hatches.

Passenger Accommodations
The same careful planning is evident in the arrange-

ment of the public rooms and sleeping accommodations

for passengers and crew.

All accommodations except the galley and dining room

are on A deck level or above. From the after end of the

passenger dining room on the saloon deck, two stairways,

one for passengers, the other for crew, and an elevator

run up through A, upper and promenade decks to the

boat deck with spacious landings on each deck.

The landing on A deck opens aft directly onto the

passenger entrance and its thwartship passage, and opens

forward to a number of bedrooms, the barber shop and

the baggage room.

Upper deck landing opens aft into a centerline passage

giving access to many bedrooms and to the children's

playroom and the hospital. Forward, it gives access to a

number of fine bedrooms circularly arranged across the

front of the superstructure.

Arrangement of Public Rooms

At the promenade deck level the landing gives access

forward to a circular passage which serves II beautiful

rooms at the front of the house and on the inner side a

passenger laundry and a passenger dark room for photo-

graphic developing. This landing opens aft into a 10 foot

wide thwartship covered passageway that opens port and

starboard on the enclosed promenades each of which is

14 feet wide and 100 feet long. The passage serves as a

continuation of the promenade and gives access from

the crew's stairway to the public rooms and to a pantry

on the forward side of the passage starboard, from which

refreshments may be served either to the public rooms

or on the promenades. Stowage for deck chairs is ar-

ranged on the forward side of this passage.

It is noteworthy in this arrangement that there is no

access to the public rooms except on the centerline from

this passage and on the centerline aft. This we think is

an improvement over the many doors that are usually

planned for these rooms. On the after side of the passage

large double doors enter the passenger lounge. On the

after bulkhead of the lounge double doors open a center-

line passage running aft 25 feet to the smoking room.

Port and starboard, opening off this passage are women's

and men's lavatories and various lockers. Opening only

off the smoking room on the port side, is a card room,

on the starboard side a cocktail lounge. The smoking

room opens aft on the centerline through large double

doors onto the deck surrounding the swimming pool.

On the boat deck level the stair and elevator landing

opens on the centerline directly into a writing room that

forms a balcony across the forward end of the lounge

clerestory and the floor of which is the roof of the thwart-

ship passage on the promenade deck. Forward this land-

ing is formed into a thwartship passage serving two

rooms and opening port and starboard onto an open

semi-circular gallery around the forward end of this deck.

Springing from this passage is a semi-circular aisle serv-

ing 9 bedrooms. Aft on the boat deck is an awning

covered deck game area. The unique feature of the pas-

senger accommodation is the series of bedrooms forming

the forward end of the house on the upper deck, the

promenade deck and the boat deck. Here are a total of

27 rooms, each shaped as a segment of a circle and having

windows on the periphery of the circle with a clear out-

look to the sea. These rooms should be very alluring to

(Please turn to page 128)
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The Corsair Conversion
THE STEAM YACHT CORSAIR, built in 1929 at Mr. Morgan, was the large size of the staterooms. A

Bath Iron Works, Bath, Me., for the late J. Pierpont huge Master suite for Morgan was rather isolated from

Morgan, is now being converted to a luxury cruiser at the the other quarters, with a private promenade where he

Victoria Machinery Depot shipyard in Victoria, B. C. to could "walk up and down in pajamas if he felt like it

plans and specifications recently completed by Joslyn and without having guests or crew get in his way. Had a

Ryan ( M. P. Ryan ) widely known firm of naval archi- mind of his own, the Commodore did."

tects and marine engineers of San Francisco, California. In addition there were 10 guest staterooms and four

_ . . , , . . , , . ,
,

smaller rooms for valets or maids. Some of his friends
Principal characteristics of this vessel as converted ... ,, . ,.,.,,.

... , tried to interest Morgan in a gyrc-stabilizer for this ves-

sel, but he said "Anyone who minded a bit of pitching

Length Overall 343' 6" or rolling now and then, didn't have to accept any more

Length B. P 280' 0" invitations."

p M Id H 42' 8" ^^^ Corsair had a varied career. After numerous sea

r> u \/i M J T n" cruises under Morgan's ownership, she was sold to the
" British Navy at the outbreak of "World War II and was

Draft Loaded , 22 6 assigned to convoy duty in the South Atlantic which

Turbo-Electric Drive, Twin Screw proved in her case to be rather uneventful. At the end

Propulsion Power Total 6000 shp. of the war she was purchased by Seattle interests for an

Passengers 85 undisclosed price. Under the name Pacific Cruise Lines,

f-. an RS Ltd., these interests intend to sail her on leisurely cruises

to Alaska in summer and South Pacific in winter. Work
An interesting feature of this yacht as developed for on conversion is now being rushed to completion in
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order to have the ship ready and available for the sum-

mer cruise season of 1947.

Accommodations

Joslyn and Ryan's plans for conversion show the or-

iginal guest room boundries left intact. The beautiful

teak panelling of these rooms was found to be practically

unmarred by the war experience and therefore could be

retained and somewhat modified to harmonize with the

contemporary design of the new interior and furnishings.

On the navigating bridge deck there is a large open

bridge space forward and port and starboard of the

wheelhouse. Aft of the wheelhouse are in order: a chart

room with built-in berth, chart table, and stair to deck

below; radio room with accommodations including bath,

for the operator; at port side, chief officer's stateroom

and at starboard side, captain's stateroom, each with

private bath. Farther aft on this level is a large open space

laid out for deck games.

On the boat deck level at the forward end of the

house is a large observation lounge 24' x 28' which is

fitted with Kearfott Clearvu windows and will be a very

popular spot from which to view the British Columbia

and Alaska coast scenery. An interesting feature of this

room is the glass enclosed compartment at its center

wherein is enshrined the master unit of the Sperry MK
14 gyro compass system. The interested passenger can

here observe the changes in the compass pointer which

it is thought will be very interesting in navigating the

tortuous bends of the inland passage.

Aft of this room is a lobby off which aft opens a

suite consisting of bedroom and sitting room and private

bath. The space at the after end of the bridge erection

on this deck houses two sound insulated compartments.

one for the ventilating fans, and the other for the emer-

gency generating set. Hung from Welin quadrant davits

amidship on this deck are four life boats (three of which

are oar propelled and one motor propelled ) , with a com-

bined capacity of 178 persons.

The boat deck afterhouse contains; eight two person

bedrooms, one single bedroom, and one three room suite,

all with private bath; a cosy cocktail lounge completely

sound insulated; and a large main lounge with a central

dance floor.

Forward of frame 101 on the main deck and of frame

86 on the cabin deck, the space is all devoted to crews'

quarters. The main deck house aft of frame 98 encloses:

chief Stewarts' room starboard and officers' mess port; the

galley; the passengers' main dining room with searings

for 44; the fidley with a stateroom and office for the

chief engineer on the port side, and a wide enclosed pas-

sage on the starboard side running aft to the cruise

director's office and stateroom; and machinery casing

with beauty shop and barber shop on the port side. From

frame 101 aft to frame 48, the main deck has an eight-

foot wide clear space between the side bulkheads of the

house and the port and starboard bulwarks. Aft of frame

48, the house is being brought out to the shell plating

line to allow more spacious passenger rooms. The cruise

director's office on the starboard side, is included in this

widened portion of the house. Opposite on the port side

is a nice two-room and bath apartment. Aft of these and

opening off a midship passage are 16 large staterooms

each with private bath and several arranged in pairs,

with a connecting door.

Below, on the cabin deck aft are: four two-room suites;

four staterooms for two passengers each; and two single

(Please turn to page 125)

The Corsair, former luxury

yacht of J. P. Morgan, in dry

dock af Todd Shipyards Cor-

poration, before she was

moved fo the West Coast

for reconversion.
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The Hew House IDerchant IDarine Committee

Bnd Chairman Fred Bradley

By JAMES S. HINES

THE NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE MERCHANT
MARINE & Fisheries Committee, Fred Bradley (

R-

Mich), has been connected indirectly and directly with

shipping on the Great Lakes ever since 191 1. His father,

the late Carl D. Bradley, was one of the pioneers in the

development of the self-loading freighters on the Great

Lakes and the largest vessel of that type in the world

today carries his name. This steamer, with five others, is

operated by the Bradley Transportation Company of

Rogers Ciry, Michigan, which is a wholly owned subsid-

iary of the United States Steel Corporation, and prior to

coming to Congress, Chairman Bradley served as pur-

chasing agent for that steamship line as well as for its

parent company, a large limestone quarry.

Mr. Bradley from boyhood on was an inveterate

traveUer on the steamers of the Bradley Line and gained

an intimate knowledge of operating conditions in the

pilot house and engine room. While he was serving as

purchasing agent, two new vessels were built for the

Bradley Transportation Company and it was his respon-

sibility to purchase all of the complicated machinery that

went into these two ships—which, incidentally, were the

first turbo-electric ships built for the Great Lakes. He
therefore of necessity made the acquaintance of many
shipping men on the Great Lakes and on the various

coasts and also came in close contact with many of the

leading architects and ship machinery engineers and con-

sultants.

Mr. Bradley has served on the Merchant Marine &
Fisheries Committee for almost eight years and is keenly

aware of many of the problems facing the industry today.

He not only is aware of these problems but in some

instances is keenly disturbed by them. He is disturbed

by the fact that unless something constructive can be

done about it, we may see all of our passenger traffic

taken over by foreign flag ships. This is due in part to

two principal factors. First of all, our considerably higher

operating costs; and secondly by the unfortunate impres-

sion which our own citizens and our foreign travellers

have of the cuisine on American ships and the reputation

which we seem to have acquired in recent years for a lack

of courtesy on the part of some of the members of some
of our crews. However, he has been getting the most

encouraging reports from the operation of the S.S.

AMERICA, now under charter to the U. S. Lines on a

=red Bradley

(R-Mich)

day to day basis. In the operation of that splendid vessel,

no greater courtesy nor better food can be found on the

high seas. And that in itself proves that labor and man-

agement can work together if they will. It is definitely

certain that we cannot see the permanent return of the

American flag to the high seas unless those relations

continue to improve.

On February 10th, the House of Representatives re-

stored to the Merchant Marine & Fisheries Committee

its full investigative powers, which it has maintained in

the past several Congresses. These powers were removed

temporarily under the Congressional Reorganization Act

of 1946. Mr. Bradley has emphasized that it is not the

intention of his Committee to engage in any witch hunts,

but they do intend to look into the present and the future

operation of the various functions that come within the

purview of his Committee. For instance, we have about

16 million tons of laid-up ships, which may or may not

be properly laid up, and that will be investigated at once.

As chief investigator for the Committee, Mr. Bradley

has secured the services of one of his long-time friends

and associates, Guy H. LaBounty, who has been sailing

on the Great Lakes for 38 years, who has been associated

with the same Line as Mr. Bradley for the past 29 years,

and has been a chief engineer for the past 25 years.

Another matter which will be closely followed by the

Committee are the transactions of the Maritime Commis-
sion in disposing of our tremendous war-built fleet and

which will be carried out in strict accordance with the

Ship Sales Act of 1946. There is also the question of

watching the charter hire of some of this fleet to Ameri-

can operators and the early return to American shores of

some 300-odd ships that we lend-leased to Great Britain

and which are still operating under the British flag on

terms much more favorable than to the American op-
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erators engaged in the same competitive trade. Whether

there can be any recapture of the ships similarly lend-

leased to? Russia is at present in doubt, in view of the

fact that while they were traversing the Japanese war

lanes, while Russia was not at war with Japan, our

Government saw fit to give them actual title to these

ships and the Russians now seemingly take it for granted

there will be no recapture of those ships.

The Committee will also in its normal course discharge

its responsibilities in the operations of the Maritime

training program, the operations of the Coast Guard,

Coast and Geodetic Survey, and will look into conditions

in the Panama Canal Zone. The study of our fisheries

—

in both salt water and fresh water—will come in for

considerable consideration.

Mr. Bradley has divided up his Committee into eight

subcommittees, each to deal with separate problems and

each empowered to hold its own hearings in the hope

that the operations of the overall Committee can be

expedited thereby.

THE HOUSE MERCHANT MARINE AND
FISHERIES COMMITTEE IN THE
80th CONGRESS IS MADE UP AS FOLLOWS:

FRED BRADLEY. Mich.. Chairman

Alvln F. Welchel, Ohio
T. Millet Hand, N. J.

Henry J. Latham, N. Y.

David M. Potts, N. Y.

Willis W. Bradley, Callt.

Franklin J. Maloney, Pa.

Thor C. Tollefson, Wash.
Raymond H. Burke, Ohio
John J. Allen, Jr., Calif.

Horace Seely-Brown, Conn.

John C. Brophy, Wis.

Robert Nodar, Jr., N. Y.

Edward T. Miller, Md.
Schuyler Otis Bland, Va.

Edward J. Hart, N. J.

Herbert C. Bonner, N. C.
James Domengeaux, La.

Henry M. Jackson, Wash.
Eugene J. Keogh, N. Y.

Cecil R. King, Calif.

Emory H. Price, Fla.

Franck R. Havenner, Calif.

Leo F. Rayfiel, N. Y.

Prince H. Preston, Ga.

STANDING SUBCOMMITTEES:

No. I.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

LaborShip Construction and Operation and Maritime

WILLIS W. BRADLEY, Calif., Chairman
Maritime Affairs

HENRY J. LATHAM, N. Y., Chairman
Salt-Water Fish and Shellfish Problems

THOR C. TOLLEFSON, Wash., Chairman
Panama Canal
DAVID M. POTTS, N. Y., Chairman
Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Publlt

Health Service

T. MILLET HAND, N. J., Chairman
Ship Sales, Charters, and Layups
ALVIN F. WEICHEL, Ohio, Chairman
Inland Waterways and Fresh-Water Fisheries

ALVIN F. WEICHEL, Ohio, Chairman
Conservation of Wildlife Resources

RAYMOND H. BURKE, Ohio, Chairman

THE NEW SENATE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Senator Wallace H. White (R), serving as chairman. Other
Republicans on the committee are: Charles W. Tobey of New
Hampshire; Clyde M. Reed of Kansas: Owen Brewster of Maine;

Albert W. Hawkes of New Jersey; E. H. Moore of Oklahoma;
and Homer E. Capehart of Indiana.

Democratic senators on the committee are: Edwin C. Johnson
of Colorado; Tom Stewart of Tennessee; Ernest W. McFarland of

Arizona; Warren G. Magnuson of Washington; Francis J. Myers
of Pennsylvania and Brlen McMahon of Connecticut.

Seven of the 13 senators on the committee are from states

bordering on salt water while the House Committee on the Mer-

chant Marine has 21 of 25 members from salt water states.

marine Exposition in San Francisco

Ulill be Representative of

Entire Industry

The exhibilor's list for the Second

Annual National Marine Exposition

sponsored by the Propeller Club of the

United States is growing daily, and

now includes the following:

Adel Precision Products Corporation, ALCOA Steam-

ship Company, Aluminum Company of America, Amer-

coat Division, Amer. Pipe & Const. Co., American Export

Lines, Milo Atkinson Company, Atlantic-Pacific Manu-

facturing Company, Atlas Imperial Diesel Engine Com-

pany, E. J. Bartells Company, Cummins Engine Company,

Inc., Dearborn Chemical Company, Devoe & Reynolds

Company, Inc., Ets-Hokin & Galvan, Enterprise Engine

& Foundry Company, Electric Storage Battery Company.

Flexitallic Gasket Company, Gamlen Chemical Com-

pany, General Electric Company, Globe Wireless Ltd.,

A. P. Green Fire Brick Company, Frank Groves Com-
pany, C. J.

Hendry Company, Hercules Equipment &
Rubber Company, Higgins, Inc., Hooper Valve Com-
pany, International Paint Company, Inc., Johns-Manville

Corporation, Thomas Laughlin Company, The Log, Lori-

mer Diesel Enginee Company, Mcwhythe Company,

Mackay Radio & Telegraph Company, Marine Catalog

& Buyers Guide, Marine Engineering & Shipping Re-

view, Marine News, Metalock Casting Repair Service.

National Inventory Board, Nordberg Manufacturing

Company, Pacific Marine Review, The Propeller Club of

the United States, Radiomarine Corporation of America,

Sausalito Shipbuilding Company, George C. Sharp, The

Simmons Company, Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.,

Standard Oil Company of California, Submarine Signal

Company, Triangle Boat Company, Tubbs Cordage Com-
pany, U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, United States

Gasket Company, U. S. M. S. Officers School, U. S. Navy.

Vickers Inc., Wall Rope Works, Watson & Meehan,

Weeks-Howe-Emerson, Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany, Western Electric Company, Western Gear Works,

Wilcox-Crittenden & Company, Thomas C. Wilson, Inc.,

Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation, H. G. W.
Young Company, C-O-Two Fire Equipment Company,

John A. Roebling's Sons Company of California.
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. . With The Port Engineers

The Economical Maintenance of

Turbine Geared Prime llovers=_
Hv GEORGE BARR. General Electric Company

I LARGE PROPORTION OF MODERN CARGO
IM VESSELS and most of the passenger Liners in the

United States are propelled by turbine geared machinery.

So far very little has been written on the subject of

maintenance and repair on this type of machinery and

we are continually being asked, by marine engineers, if

useful publications are available and from the number

of questions in the "Question and Answer" sections of

marine engineer magazines it is very evident that there

is a crying demand for practical information on the sub-

ject.

Maintenance

Under good operating conditions rotary equipment

does not require constant adjustment as bearings are not

subjected to hammer effect. The question then is how
often should turbine gear units be inspected and by what

methods should repairs be made. To answer the first

question it is necessary to make a distinction between

routine inspection for the owners and periodic survey

which is an official requirement for classification.

The routine inspection is a function which is entirely

at the discretion of the owners. Some call for annual

inspection. Some call for inspection every second year,

yet others seem to feel that every fourth year is sufficient.

This inspection is a form of insurance. It is a physical

checkup and, in our opinion, it takes away the possibility

of an inquest and all that can mean.

This inspection consists of a simple examination of

the gear teeth through the inspection openings, examina-
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tion of high speed thrusts, flexible couplings and pinion

bearings.

On the turbines it is only necessary to inspect bearings,

thrusts and packings. It must be remembered, however,

that it is always good policy to review the engine room

log before deciding how much of the turbine should be

inspected. If it transpires that consumption of steam has

increased radically, to maintain standard speed, or in

other words if the speed falls off, to any great extent,

without a corresponding decrease in nozzle opening the

turbine casing should be raised, as a slowing down of

the unit may be due to boiler carryover which must be

removed manually from the internal parts of the tur-

bines.

If unusual conditions occur, or gradually develop,

such as heavy vibration of turbines or undue noise in

reduction gears an investigation should be made at the

earliest possible moment. If turbine vibration develops

while the unit has been steaming steadily, speed should

be reduced to a point where the vibration disappears and

held there until the vessel reaches port.

In the case of vibration while getting underway, pro-

vided no work has been done on the equipment, the

trouble is almost sure to be caused by improper warming
up and when vibration from this cause is noticed the

power procedure is to slow down until the rotors gather

a uniform temperature. Complete information on this

subject of warming up may be found in the Instruction

Books which have been furnished by the engine manu-
facturers.

In the case of excessive and continued vibration, a

thorough checkup of all external parts should be made
before deciding that there is something wrong inter-

nally. The trouble may be caused by worn journal bear-

ings, worn couplings, worn thrusts or local misalignment,

and therefore, not a case of actual unbalance. In our

opinion less than 50 per cent of vibration complaints is

caused by unbalance and yet unbalance is generally sup-

posed to be the principal cause of all vibration.

In the case of a turbine rotor actually going out of

balance, three points should be checked before attempt-

ing to do any rebalancing. The buckets or blading should

be checked for soundness. The shaft should be indicated

for run out and the entire rotor should be checked for

cleanliness, if the latter is at fault a cleaning job will

restore balance, if the shaft has taken a slight permanent

set a compensation can be made to fully restore balance.

If buckets or blades are loose rebucketting and rebalanc-

ing is the only salvation.

If it is necessary to rebalance small rotors the work
should be done on a dynamic balancing machine, on

shore. On large rotors, such as the L.P. unit, dynamic

balancing can be done without removing the rotor from

its own bearing, but as a rule it is necessary to expose the

rotor during the process. In fact, it pays to do the work
with the top half of the turbine casing removed.

Correction of Alignment
Where apparatus has been properly installed the pos-

sibility of it going out of line is quite remote yet it does

occur if bearings wear out of shape or if foundations are

disturbed.

Flexible couplings, between the driving and driven

elements, allow for a certain degree of misalignment

but it is good practice to use the same precision in link-

ing up rotors with flexible couplings as for rotors with

solid couplings.

Carbon Packing
On all turbine gear sets, built for the U. S. Maritime

Commission, carbon rings are used as shaft packing.

As a general rule the manufacturers of turbines furnish

Low pressure turbine ro-

tor having packing jour-

nals corrected. Lett in the

picture is Mr. Barr.



Model of 6-E

sufficient information for operation and maintenance of

this packing, nevertheless, there is a constant inquiry

from marine engineers for more detailed information

and unfortunately, in some cases, their inquiries are mis-

directed. Often the information they receive is mislead-

ing. In fact, we have noted some of the called "Hints"

in engineering publications that contradict the manufac-

turers instructions and which, if followed could give

the engineer some bad moments.

In the first place, carbon packings are designed to have

shaft clearance and under no circumstances should the

clearance be reduced below the dimensions given by the

manufacturers. In actual practice we have found carbon

packing operating perfectly with running clearance 50

per cent greater than the original size. The coefficient of

expansion of carbon is only 25 per cent that of steel;

therefore it is necessary to make the proper allowance for

shaft expansion so that the carbon rings will not touch

the shaft during operation.

Carbon packings are commonly blamed for loss of

vacuum when the actual trouble is elsewhere.

In the repair of damaged or worn parts of turbines

and gears certain rules must be observed and the first

rule is that high class machinery requires high class

workmanship, so the repair of turbines is not a job for

inexperienced workmen. In reviewing the repair work of

the war years, we find that the only serious casualties to

turbine geared sets have been caused needlessly and in

every case, by a misunderstanding of simple repairs.

Rotors have been damaged by inexperienced men at-

tempting to fit packing according to their own ideas.

They do not appreciate that stationary parts must stand

clear of spinning rotors. They dress down the butt joints

of carbon rings until they hug the shaft and depend

upon the shaft to wear its own clearance. That procedure

was common practice when turbines were operated on

saturated team, but it is a fatal mistake to apply it to

turbines that are operated on superheat.

Bearings
As a rule, on turbines and gear installations, bearing

wear is negligible, but bearings may be wiped or in-

I Please turn to pai^e 1 25 i

m

upper right: Thrust plate being placed in high pressu

marine steam turbine. This was taken tn the G-E Lynn Riv

Center; High-pressure element (without upper half casing)

for S-E cross-compound geared marine steam turbirfe.

Below right: Low-pressure element (without upper half casing)

for G-E cross-compound geared marine steam turbine.
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oy Steels in the

Shipbuilding and

Ship Repair Industry

By GEORGE M. HUCK

ALLOY STEELS MAY BE DEFINED as those steels

which owe their special properties to the presence

of one or more special elements or to the presence of

greater than usual proportions of elements like man-
ganese or silicon normally present in plain carbon steels.

They are manufactured by the same process as ordinary

carbon steels; that is, in the open hearth or electric fur-

nace, though the greater tonnages are produced in the

former.

The majority, if not all, of the metallic elements have

been added at one time or another to steels—at least in

an experimental basis,—but those now commonly used

are listed below:

Manganese Tungsten

Silicon Copper

Phosphorous Vanadium
Sulphur Zirconium

Aluminum Titanium

Chromium Columbium
Molybdenum Silenium

Cobalt Lead

In comparing carbon and alloy steels, we find that the

latter serve to defeat a variety of destructive forces en-

countered in machinery and equipment of many types.

In addition to providing higher strength per unit of

weight, without impairment of safety, alloy steels permit

improvement in resistance to fatigue, corrosion, wear, the

weakening efforts of high temperatures and the em-
brittling effects of sub-atmospheric temperatures.

As a rule, the processing of alloy steels is more in-

volved than treatment given carbon steels. From refine-

ment in the steel making furnaces through rolling, heat

treatment and subsequent finishing operations, the con-

trol of the various operations is usually more closely

checked. The ultimate aim in all steel plant procedures is

to produce a steel with a set of physical properties which
will best fit the application to which the steel will be put.

Georg e Huck, man sger of

Sales for Alloy an
, Bethlehem

d T ool

Steel Pac fie

Coast steel Co., t olds a
Metall rgical Eng nee r*s

degree from the Ur iver ity

of Mi nesota. and star ed
with B Bthlehem Stee 1 Co m-
pany n Bethlehe m Pa.
plant n 1926. In 938 he
was mc de metallurg cal
gineer for special steels

sold n the West Coa St.

Since 1943 he ha be
Manag er of Sales of all

alloy e nd tool stee Is sc Id

by Bcthelehem Pa cific

With few exceptions the service demanded of alloy steels

is higher than with carbon steels.

The correct application and the right steel to use is in

itself a comprehensive field. Bethlehem Pacific's Metal-

lurgical Contact Service is constantly engaged in studying

steel applications and making recommendations for bet-

ter service to the many steel consuming industries in the

West. In some cases an alloy steel is not the right steel

to use and a cheaper carbon steel has at times been rec-

ommended by our Metallurgical Department. Sometimes

the machining practices must be changed or the method
of fabrication and heat-treatment is not right. In every

case, however, whether the steel be of alloy or carbon

analysis, the aim is to produce a steel which will provide

the physical properties desired at the lowest possible cost

to the user.

Of the myriad industries on the Pacific Coast in which

Bethlehem aUoy steels are daily solving problems of

efliciency, ruggedness and volume production with im-

provement in quality and little or no increase in cost, the

shipbuilding industry is one that has particularly bene-

fited. In fact, it could not have assumed the tremendous

proportions it did during World W.ar II without the

major part played by alloy steels.

Take Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco Yard

as an example. This yard, the only commercial shipyard

in San Francisco and the largest privately operated ship

repair yard in the country, built more than 50 Navy
combat vessels during the last war, overhauled 31 sub-

marines, and repaired more than 2500 vessels of all

types.

Navy vessels, which have to be built to the most

exact specifications, utilize alloy steel to a great extent.

Bethlehem nickel-chromium steel, a combination which

produced a steel having the benefits of the added strength

of both alloys, is used for gun mount bolts. Bolts made
of this alloy are now generally used throughout indus-

tries where parts are subjected to unusual operating con-
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ditions. Examples are also seen at this yard today in a

large number of ship repair operations.

Carbon molybdenum steels are used extensively in

high pressure steam and feed lines which are operated

at temperatures in excess of 7500° F. temperature and

600# per square inch pressure.

Molybdenum is used as an alloy in steel because it

imparts definite benefits upon subjecting the steel to heat

treatment. At present its most general use is mainly to

enhance the desirable properties of other alloying ele-

ments such as manganese, nickel, or chromium, and

nickel with chromium, all of which with the addition of

a relatively small percentage of molybdenum show an

improved response to heat treatment.

Valves, fittings, bolting material, etc., must necessarily

be of alloy manufacture to withstand rugged sea service.

Valve trim such as seats, stems, and discs are often made

from stainless. Feed pump casings are now being made
from 18-8 to withstand erosion caused by the water.

Super-heater rubes and headers operated at 900' F. are

made from carbon-chrome-moly steel. Turbine rotor

blades, manufactured in Bethlehem's Quincy Yard, are

made of stainless iron. Temperature of the high pressure

units is generally 800° to 850° F. Steel castings for the

turbines also made at this yard are made of C-Mo steel.

Tail shafts and couplings on Navy vessels utilize alloy

steel. These operate at 400 rpm. Coupling bolts for the

main shaft as well as the high pressure turbine joint bolts

are alloy products.

Strength at high temperature is vital in the parts just

enumerated and alloy steel is mandatory for this work.

Other parts such as reduction gears, where wear, pit-

ting and resistance to fatigue are essential, require the

use of alloy steel.

Vanadium alloy steels are used for rams and machine

tool parts, many of which are made right at the San

Francisco Yard. Vanadium acts as a deoxidizer. Its effect

on the physical properties of a heat-treated steel is to

promote ductility and accentuate the benefits of other

alloying elements such as manganese and chromium.

Other types of Bethlehem alloy steels used in the com-

pany's San Francisco and other 'W''est Coast yards include

alloy #2 for boiler studs; class A nickel for boiler studs

and bolts; stainless steels for valves and rings or any

parts subject to rust; and Mayari-R, a low alloy steel

with a high tensile strength and anti-corrosion qualities.

This latter steel is used to line fish hold tanks in Pacific

Coast commercial fishing vessels.

The special demands in many instances found in the

shipbuilding and ship repair industry can only be satis-

fied with an alloy product.

Quick Repairs l\re Important

WHEN CARGO AND PASSENGER SPACE on ves-

els plying between the "West Coast and points in the

Pacific and Far East is so scarce—and from all present in-

dications this condition is likely to continue—it is ex-

tremely important to shipping operators that their vessels

be returned to service from repair lay-up as soon as

possible.

Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco Yard is

helping these operators realize this by performing repair

jobs in minimum time. A typical example can be taken

from the case of the SS Hoegh Silvercloud, 5287-ton

combination freighter and passenger vessel. The main

water cooler housing for this vessel's diesel engines

cracked and became unserviceable while the vessel was

at sea.

The entire water cooler and housing were removed

from the Silvercloud at Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard.

Here it was found that to duplicate the cracked housing

in its original form as an iron casting would take 56 days

normal delivery and 21 days forced delivery. Further-

more, if the housing were to be in the form of a casting,

the risk would be run that the casting might be imper-

fect, causing further delay. It was finally decided to fab-

ricate a new housing of steel. This was done in consider-

ably less time than was estimated for the casting.

Specifications called for the housing to be 5 feet 7

inches long with an inside diameter of .i6i '2 inches with

fianges on each end finished to a thickness of l^k inches.

Five pockets for fresh water circulation had to be fabri-

cated and welded on each side of the cylindrical shaped

housing. The cylinder itself was formed from one plate

rolled in the shape of a half circle and welded together.

The flanges were welded on each end.

The entire fabrication job was handled in the Yard's

Plate Ship, following which it was stress relieved, sand

blasted, and then removed to the Machine Shop. Here

the interior of the housing was machined on the shop's

boring mill. The flanges also were machined and 15/16-

inch diameter bolt holes were drilled and spot faced.

The entire unit was then hot dip galvanized.

A large tube nest for circulating salt water was then

installed in the housing. This was equipped with fresh

water baflfles.

Final operation before installation of the completed

cooler in the vessel consisted of first testing the tube nest

under a 75 pound per square inch water pressure and

then the housing itself under the same pressure. Upon
successful completion of its tests both the inner and outer

tube nest heads at each end of the housing were bolted

into place.
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The Admiral Hugh Rodman, a P2-SE2-RI troopship before conversion bv Transportation Corps.

The Army's Ship Conversion Program
Army Weeli Reminds Us of Its Importance

fHEN THE NATION PAYS TRIBUTE during

Army Week, April 6-12, to the men and women,

living and dead, who contributed so much while in the

service of their country, ship repair yards on both coasts

will be reminded of the valuable service they are render-

ing the Army in their program of postwar ship con-

version.

With the cessation of hostilities on both global fronts,

there was demanded of the Transportation Corps, a mass

movement of troops back to state-side, which in magni-

tude far surpassed any such previous movement. The

Transportation Corps' fleet, aided greatly by vessels of

Navy and War Shipping Administration, returned to

states in the six months, August 1, 1945, to January .t1,

1946, a total of 3,762,868 persons. This figure does not

include outbound load which in itself was tremendous,

namely, 817,968 persons in the same 6-months' period.

While this mass movement of personnel was being

expeditiously handled, a plan for development of a post-

war Army transport fleet was in the making. The basic

vessels covered by this plan were the 610' P-2 type
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vessels and the 523' C-4 type vessels. These vessels had

been built as troop ships by the Maritime Commission

but had been previously operated by Navy and Coast

Guard. The first of the basic group was transferred to

to the War Department on February 28, 1946, and the

last vessel on June 21, 1946. A total of thirty-six ve.ssels

was involved as follows:

Twenty-five of the C4-S-A1 type (single-screw, geared

turbine drive) built at Kaiser Richmond Ship Yard No.

3, Richmond, California.

Eight of the P2-SE2-R1 type (twin-screw, turbo-elec-

tric drive) built at Bethlehem Alameda Ship Yard, Ala-

meda, California.

Three of the P2-S2-R2 ( twin-screw, geared turbine

drive) built at the Federal Ship Yard, Kearny, New
Jersey.

All vessels, upon delivery to the Transportation Corps,

were immediately placed in conversion yards and the

first phase of this major two-phase program was initiated.

It might be well here to point out the necessity for

splitting the program into two separate and distinct

phases. At the time the 36 vessels were undergoing first
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phase conversion, the transportation requirements of the

War Department had reduced to a point where, for a

time, the vessels undergoing conversion could be released

from service and the entire load handled with other

miscellaneous vessels of the War Department and War
Shipping Administration fleets. This latter group of

War Department vessels, however, could not be counted

on as permanent troop ships as many were required to

be returned to private operators, many were old vessels,

and others were of a cype which could not be considered

desirable as permanent additions to our fleet. With this

condition in mind and with a desire to release this latter

group of vessels from active service with the least pos-

sible delay, it was considered desirable to separate the

conversion program into two supplemental phases, the

first phase of which would cover only chat work necessary

to allow the vessels to return as soon as possible to service

fitted with minimum requirements of a postwar Army
transport, and the second phase covering the balance of

the permanent conversion features. How well the time

saving feature of this plan succeeded is indicated by the

fact that the first of the converted vessels re-entered

ser\'ice by May 27, 1946, and all vessels were again in

service by November 1946. The first phase of conver-

sion consisted of changing the crew quarters, troop quar-

ters, passenger quarters and life boats, and effecting nec-

essar)' repairs.

Crew Quarters

As all of the thirty-six vessels had been previously

operated by either the Navy or Coast Guard, the crev\-

quarters on the vessels were entirely inadequate to meet

requirements of a civilian crew. In addition, the enlisted

men of the Navy or Coast Guard crews had messed with

the transient troops in the usual cafeteria style and new

messrooms and pantries were required for civilian crews

which, in accordance with current marine practice, must

be seated and receive table service during regular meal

hours.

The new required crews quarters were developed in

accordance with latest maritime regulations and in such

a manner that the least amount of re-arrangement will

be necessary during second phase conversion. Ships' offi-

cers, in general, are berthed top sides in one and two-

man rooms, the crews being quartered in well lighted and

ventilated two, four, and six-berth rooms.

New crew messrooms and pantries were fitted as re-

quired and so located as to concentrate the culinary

activities in order to achieve the maximum efficiency of

the Steward's Department.

The ships as converted provide crew accommodations

which should go far in reducing shipboard personnel

turnover and in making for happy, comfortable, and

satisfied crews.

Troop Quarters

During the war years, shipboard comfort of troops in

transit was considered, within certain limits, as secondary

to the task of transporting them safely in the large num-

bers required by the various theater commanders. Troop

berths were stacked four and five high with small aisles

between berths. The chief consideration of the Trans-

portation Corps during the first phase conversion was

to reduce overcrowding in troop areas. Troop berths

The Admiral E. W. Eberle, a sister
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were limited to three high, undesirable berthing loca-

tions were converted for other purposes, slight changes

in lighting and ventilation were accomplished all in an

effort to make troop spaces as comfortable as practicable.

Minor rearrangements were accomplished in troop

mess spaces to speed up serving and to insure that each

man was fed three healthful and satisfying meals a day.

Troops are fed cafeteria style using five-compartment

mess trays which when emptied are passed through

mechanical washers in order to make certain that each

tray is physically and biologically clean before its next use.

The troop capacity of each vessel was materially re-

duced and the distinctly uncomfortable overcrowding

conditions of war days no longer exist.

Passenger Quarters

As the War Department is required to transport fam-

ilies of its officers and troops as well as civilian govern-

mental employees, quarters for this type of passenger

were a necessity. During the first phase conversion, troop

officer spaces and other available spaces were fitted for

this purpose. New fire-resistant, Class "B" stateroom

bulkheads were installed, comfortable berths fitted and

private, semi-private, and public toilets were located

throughout passenger areas as required. In certain of the

vessels, larger spaces were fitted as dormitories for junior

officers, single members of families or male civilian em-

ployees. While the quarters can in no manner be com-

pared to prewar stateroom space, the outfitting, location,

ventilation, and lighting is adequate to insure the com-

fort of all quartered therein.

The old troop ofiicers' mess rooms were utilized for the

saloon mess with provision for serving three meals a day

to all cabin passengers.

While the second phase conversion contemplates for

all cabin passengers, a high standard of accommodation,

the first phase conversion has covered the installation of

the fundamental facilities and provides for a limited

number of passengers in quantities as listed below:

C4-S-A1 136 Passengers

P2-SE2-R1 302 Passengers

P2-S2-R2 139 Passengers

Life Boats

The eight vessels of the P2-SE2-R1 class at the time

of their transfer to the War Department, were fitted with

only two sets of davits under which were stored the

emergency boats. The War Department felt that such

lack of life boat capacity could not be condoned in peace-

time use and on each of the eight vessels of this class, six

sets of gravity davits were installed. Under each set of

davits, a 35' 135-passenger life boat was fitted together

with necessary life boat handling winches.

Repairs

During the conversion period all vessels in the pro-

gram were drydocked and any necessary underwater re-

pairs completed. All vessels were painted in Transpor-

tation Corps colors and the well-known red, white, and

blue Army Transport Service stack bands again made

their appearance. All hull structural repairs found nec-

essary were accomplished and all machinery and equip-

ment was given thorough overhauling.

Severe war service by these vessels had precluded the

usual attention to machinery maintenance and engine

and fire room repairs were found to be extensive.

All boilers were opened, cleaned on both fire and

water sides, furnace brick work was renewed or re-

paired where necessary, and tubes re-rolled or new tubes

fitted. All boiler mountings were examined, boilers

hydrostatically tested and passed by the U. S. Coast Guard

Vessel Inspection Service. All turbines and gear covers

were removed, units cleaned, necessary repairs accom-

plished and units closed. Auxiliaries, blowers and me-

chanical equipment throughout each vessel were opened,

inspected and thoroughly overhauled. Each vessel was

given a dock and sea trial before being placed in active

service to insure its seaworthiness and satisfactory me-

chanical condition.

In the case of the eight P-2 vessels which are turbo-

electric drive, reverse current relays and voltage regula-

tors were fitted to insure safety of main propulsion units

under all maneuvering conditions.

The repairs were accomplished concurrently with con-

version work so that "out of service" time of the vessels

was held to a minimum.

In addition to the major groups of work described

above, the conversions of these vessels entailed work on

thousands of lesser items such as fire detecting and ex-

tinguishing system, rearrangement of radar installations,

installation of general alarm systems, overhauling and

rearrangement of cargo gear, life saving gear, etc., all of

which work was required in the development of these

war time built troop ships into safe and efficient postwar

troop transports.

In addition to the twenty-five C-4 and eleven P-2 ves-

sels which underwent first phase conversion as indicated

above, additional conversions were accomplished on spe-

cial C-3 type troop ships, the Frederick Funston and

James O'Hara, and three Cl-B hospital type ships, the

Hope, Comfort and Mercy. In general the work on these

vessels consisted of installation of civilian crew quarters,

overhaul of hulls and machinery, and minor modifica-

tions in way of passenger spaces to fit the vessels for

demands of postwar service.

Another interesting chapter of the War Department

conversion story involves three ex-Navy vessels, the

Tryon, Rixey and Pinkney. These combination assault

and hospital vessels were built by the Moore Dry Dock

Company in Oakland, California, and were originally

intended for service with Alcoa Steamship Company.

However, prior to completion they were altered for Navy
service and served with distinction in the Pacific during

(Please turn to page 117)
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Pacific Merchant Marine Gave

Edison His First Lighting Installation

LAST MONTH (FEBRUARY 1947) was the 100th

anniversary of the birth of Thomas Alva Edison, a

great American citizen who was the despair of his school

teachers during his early years, a great grief to his bosses

during youth, and suddenly developed into the greatest

inventor that America, and possibly the world, has thus

far produced. He is getting much merited acclaim from

the daily press and from technical journals all over the

world, even to giving him credit for everything that

marks the United States as a prosperous, industrial and

manfacturing nation, which of course, is ridiculous.

In the midst of all this eulogy and fulsome praise, we
wish here to again record and emphasize the fact that it

was a Pacific Coast shipowner, a Pacific Coast steamer.

and a Pacific Coast marine engineer, in combination,

who gave to Edison the first big boost in connection with

the practical application of his electric incandescent

lamp, his shunt wound constant voltage generator, and

his parallel wiring system.

In 1879 there was building at the famous John Roach

shipyard, Chester, Pa., an iron steamer, christened Colum-

bia, for the account of the Oregon Railway and Naviga-

tion Co., and to be used by them in the Pacific Coastwise

trade between Portland, Oregon, and San Francisco.

President Henry Villard, of the Oregon firm, was in New
York late in 1879 and was intrigued by the announce-

ments of Edison's discovery of the practical application

of the incandescent electric lamp. He went out to Menlo

Park, N.
J.,

and was much impressed by what he saw

there and by Edison's personality. He was also very much
in favor of the advertising value of having the first steam-

er with electric light. So he gave Edison an order to wire

the Columbia for lights and install an electric generat-

ing system thereon.

Edison at this period, was under much adverse criti-

cism because premature publicity had not been followed

by promised performance and the big New York dailies

were beginning to suspect that he was working the

market on shares of the then just-formed Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Co. This order to equip an American

passenger steamer was the first tangible evidence of busi-

ness confidence in Edison's proposed electric light sys-

tem and came before he had perfected the carbon fila-

ment for his lamps.

The inventor and his friend Villard, found themselves

immediately in conflict with the conservatism of John

Roach, then the great shipbuilder of the United States.

This shipbuilder refused to have the electricians do any

work on the ship while the vessel was in his yard, so the

job had to wait until she was moored alongside a New
York Dock and having her hotel equipment installed.

There, Edison's workmen and the chief engineer of

the Columbia, Oliver Van Duzer, wired the steamer as

told in the letter reproduced below, and installed four

Edison bi-polar constant voltage generators and a pair of

vertical steam engines to run these generators.

The Columbia had a long and useful career on the

Pacific Coast. Between her arrival at Portland on July 22

and her lay-up for complete overhaul in 1895, she had
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Dynamo Room, SS Columbia

lamp, started

hibition at the

made over 400 round trips between San Francisco and

the Columbia River. She was thoroughly overhauled at

the Union Iron Works (presently Bethlehem San Fran-

cisco yard) in 1895 and at that time her original Edison

generator plant was removed and a more modern plant

installed. This was a U.l.W. generator direct connected

to a U.l.W. compound vertical engine. The Edison gen-

erators were distributed to various museums and other

institutions. The one sent to the Smithsonian is depicted

in one of our illustrations.

A letter to Edison dated 1882 and written by the port

engineer of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Co.,

was used by the Edison Electric Illuminating Co. in much

of their early advertising as proof of the long life of the

Edison incandescent lamp. This letter, in part, read:

"In 1879, while the Columbia, which contains a

large number of passenger rooms, was under con-

struction, President Villard conceived the idea of

lighting each room in the vessel independently by

the electric light. Thereupon, at your suggestion

and by his orders, I wired the ship with No. 1 1 wire

for mains and No. 32 wire for loops, insulated by

double cotton paraffine and painted over all. The

wires run throughout the entire vessel, but the proj-

ect at that time being experimental, we lighted

only the passenger rooms and main saloons. The

dynamos, of which we had four, one of them run-

ning at half the speed of the others as an exciter

or fielder, were of the class you now call "A," and

were all run from a countershaft directly overhead,

driven in turn by a pair of vertical engines at a very

high angle in order to economize freight space. On
the night of the 2nd of May 1880, we started up the

dynamos, and from the time when the steam was

first turned on until the present day they have work-

ed to our entire satisfaction under all circumstances.

"We found the light of the greatest value for the

examination of the ship's propeller, rudder or hull,

which examination we conducted by connecting to

a main line aft, or at any convenient point, a coil of

insulated wire with lamps attached to a sinker.

"The first lamps used, being of the paper carbon

variety, were irregular in their duration of life and

so liable to breakage by heavy shocks that I found it

best to suspend them from the wires above, and to

do away with the sockets entirely. The lamps being

surrounded with a ground globe, the attachment

was hid, the lamps being suspended from the ceil-

ing. Since the arrival of the ship on the Pacific

coast we have received a full supply of new bamboo
carbon lamps. How well these have worked can

best be seen from the following report of the Chief

Engineer Van Duzer: I have now one hundred and

fifteen lamps in circuit, and have, up to date, run

four hundred and fifteen hours and forty-five min-

utes without one lamp giving out.'
"

The Columbia has long ago gone to her rest as has

Edison, but let it not be forgotten that this Pacific

Coast steamer carried the first commercial plant of elec-

tric incandescent lighting ever installed on earth and that

she pioneered the marine use of electricity which has

now become such an important factor in the world's

marine engineering practice.

[dison Dynamo, 1879

Edison made a dynamo that was 90 per cent efficient which

scientists said was impossible. This dynamo is in the collection

of the Smithsonian Institution and was one of the machines on the

Columbia, the first commercial installation of the Edison lamp.
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Reblading Turbines

lit San Francisco

IN
WHAT REPRESENTS a painstaking and exacting

piece of work, one which is not frequently found being

done in Bay Area ship repair yards, Bethlehem Steel

Company's San Francisco Yard is currently engaged in

reblading both the high pressure and low pressure tur-

bines of a T-3 tanker the company built in 1943 at its

Sparrows Point Yard. The vessel is the SS Cornell, 487

feet long and 10,180 tons. Her two turbines were built

at Bethlehem's Fore River Yard in Quincy, Massachu-

setts.

Because of the experience it has gained in reblading

and repairing steam turbines, plus the technical know-

how, the San Francisco Yard is placed in an enviable

position for performing a job requiring such skill.

It became necessary to reblade the low pressure tur-

f Please turn to page /t6/

At top, left: Checking rotor from Low Pr( turbine for trueness prior to removing blades. Right: Reblading lo

At bottom, left: Installing labyrinth packing in backing turbine diaphragm. Right: Installing blading segments in LP rotor
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A

VICTORY TYPE CARGO STEAMER is now being

converted into a self-unloading combination bulk

cement and other rock carrier by the Kaiser Company at

Swan Island Yard, Portland, Oregon, for the Permanente

Cement Company.

The main characteristics of the converted vessel will

be:

Length Overall 455'—3"

Length B. P 436'—6"

Beam Molded 62'—0"

Depth M. D. Molded 38'—0"

Draft Molded S. L. L 28'—6%"

Light Ship Meandraft 9'—8"

Displacement Loaded 15,210 tons

Displacement Light 4,430 tons

Total Deadweight 10,780 tons

Cargo Deadweight 8,676 tons

In general, the platform decks in Holds Nos. 2, 3, 4

are being removed and these spaces changed into hop-

pers, port and starboard, with 45° angle bottoms so ar-

ranged that they converge into the scraper tunnels.

Holds Nos. 1 and 5 are arranged to house: the machinery

operating the scrapers and conveyors; the cement pumps,

and the discharge hoppers. The cargo is discharged

from the hold hoppers into one of the tunnels and con-

veyed by scraper system to the forward or aft discharge

hopper from which it is discharged to FuUer-Kenyon

cargo pumps—if cement, or to a conveyor system

—

if miscellaneous rock. Scrapers are Sauerman Bros,

crescent type each having a capacity of 6 cubic yards.

These scraper systems will each be operated by a Clyde

Iron Works hoist, one operator manipulating two

hoists and their scrapers. One scraper system has more

than enough capacity to feed one cement pump. Opera-

tion of the scrapers is handled from a control room

with pneumatic controls.

The two cement pumps with the help of four Fuller

air compressors are to be capable of handling a total

of 8000 cu. ft. or 376 short tons of cement an hour and

discharging it ashore through 1000 feet of flexible pipe.

"!
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The Link Belt rock conveyors consist of vertical bucket

elevators discharging onto boom conveyors, which dis-

charge outboard port or starboard, and are designed to

handle a total of 500 short tons of bulk miscellaneous

rock an hour.

A large amount of structural work is involved in com-

pensating for the portions of hull removed and for the

extra strains imposed by this handling machinery. This

structural work includes: the removal of large parts of

the platform decks in way of holds No. 2, 3 and 4; the

removal and decking over the weather deck hatches

2, 3 and 4; the construction and installation of dust

tight steel bulkheads to form new sides and 45° bot-

toms for holds 2, 3 and 4; the construction of the four

scraper runnels mentioned above, and the cutting and

fitting of their access through bulkheads; the construc-

tion and fitting of access hatches and ladders for the

machinery spaces in holds No. 1 and No. 5; the fabri-

cation and installation of suitable deck piping for

cement loading and suitable discharge piping for cement

unloading pumps; the fabrication and installation of

ventilating ducts for the machinery spaces and for the

scraper tunnels; and the construction of reinforcing

transverse arches and compensating structural members

in various parts of the ship.

There are four scraper tunnels in the ship. Two for-

ward 10 feet outboard from center line port and star-

board and two aft 12 feet 9 inches outboard from cen-

ter line port and starboard. These tunnels have an in-

verted V roof in way of the cargo hoppers changing

into flat roof as they enter machinery spaces where they

incline upward as a ramp carrying the scrapers to the

top of the discharge hopper. Doors in the sides of each

tunnel allow the cement to discharge from the hop-

per holds by gravity.

Electric power for the cement piunps, for the air

compressors, and for the rock conveyors is taken from

the shore through three shore box connections to con-

trol panels in the machinery spaces. Each cement pump
takes a 350 hp motor and each compressor a 200 hp

motor. Each bucket elevator takes a 40 hp motor and

each boom conveyor a 15 hp motor. Interlocking elec-

tric controls prevent any dangerous piling up of cargo

on either the cement pumping system or the rock

conveying system.

Cement is loaded by shoreside pumps assisted by com-

pressed air and discharging to the holds by deck piping.

This air is discharged from the cement hold hoppers

through dust arresters of the bag type. One such ar-

rester is located aft to take care of the discharge air from

the cement tanks in Hold No. 4 space. The second ar-

rester is located over Hold No. 3 and takes care of the

air discharge from the cement tanks in the space for-

merly occupied by holds No. 2 and 3. Each arrester is

fitted with an electric bag shaker. Their combined

capacity is 6000 cfm of air and they will normally col-

lect 35 tons of cement dust during one loading opera-

tion.

The deck piping system for cement loading and un-

loading are specified seamless drawn steel pipe 10" in-

side diameter. All bends are made to a minimum radius

of 8'—0", all joints are dust tight and those on the

weather deck watertight, and all connections self clean-

ing. The discharge of the loading pipes into the holds

is through deck terminal boxes, and these boxes are

fitted with removable wearing plates. The cement piping

is tested for 100 psi air pressure.

A mechanical ventilation system of the exhaust fan

type is being fitted in each of the cargo machinery

spaces. Four Sturtevant design "Silent Vane" fans, each

driven by a 5 hp motor and each having a capacity for

delivering 10,000 cfm at IV2 in. water static pressure.

These systems will change the air every 4 minutes in the

compartments they serve.

Accommodations

Considerable change is being made in the crews quar-

ters to accommodate a nice suite of rooms for the

owner. A complete clean up and paint job is being

done so that this vessel, when delivered to her owners,

will be complete and practically new in every detail.



Five Million Tons Salvaged
By G. W. L. DAY. British Feature Writer

A
GREAT MANY FOUNDERED VESSELS round

Britain's coasts have been refloated and towed into

harbor; but the rest whose twisted frames are beyond

repair are now being disintegrated with high explosives

to clear the sea-routes. Though the work of refloating

wrecks is practically complete, there are still some 500

wrecks to be dispersed, and the men of the Admiralty

Wreck Dispersal Department will probably be hard at

work for another three years.

Before the war, marine salvage was a declining indus-

try in Britain; there were less than half-a-dozen salvage

vessels in commission and only a handful of profession-

al salvage officers. When war came, there were more

shipping casualties in need of first aid in the first three

months than there had been in the previous ten years.

All manner of odd ships were requisitioned and quickly

converted, and eventually a huge organization came into

being with ships and bases extending even to the Pacific.

At the end of the war there were about forty salvage

ships in commission, manned by highly trained crews

and carrying a great deal of special apparatus, much of

which had been invented and developed in the previous

six years. Today a good many of these ships have been

paid ofl^, but there are still about 18 modern trawlers

fitted up for wreck dispersal work, each with a crew of

Wartime Technique

During the war. widely varying methods and tech-

nique had to be used to meet the very diverse conditions.

For instance, in the coastal waters of Britain the lifting

and removal of wrecks was helped by the tides, whereas

entirely difl^erent equipment had to be used in the tide-

less Mediterranean. It was no uncommon sight on the

beaches of Italy and Sicily to see bulldozers clearing a

launching way for a stranded craft, or tracked Army
vehicles hauling vessels down to the water. Round the

shores of Britain a temporary timber patch over damaged

side plates was sufficient first aid for towing a damaged

vessel into port, but for a voyage from Iceland or North

Africa to a dry dock in the United Kingdom, a major

operation had to be performed.

Faced with an unparaUeled emergency, special salvage

craft had to be designed and constructed at a moment's

notice. Exactly what constitutes an ideal salvage vessel

A Brifish merchantman, claimed by the German radio to have

been sunk in the North Atlantic, sailed all the way from the

Aiores with a makeshift concrete patch 45 feet by 32 feet over

the hole made in her side by the torpedo.

obstacles that clutter

( port of Gaeta on t

iropean ports. This picture

West Coast of Italy, 40
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has always been a matter of controversy. Sir Frederick

Young, Chief of Britain's salvage section in the last war,

described it as one which would float on the dew of a

meadow! So many diflferent sorts of work have to be car-

ried out under so many different conditions that a sal-

vage vessel is of necessity a compromise between the

elements of speed, endurance, draft, bow lifting capacity',

derricks, hold space and towing ability.

The Admiralty ordered two new types of salvage tug,

(one ocean-going and one coastal), three types of

special lifting craft to work in pairs, and a submersible

pontoon or camel with a lifting capacity of 80 tons.

Special salvage equipment was also invented and put

into use. In 1939 there came into operation a new type

of submersible pump for draining, which is driven nor-

mally by a portable air compressor delivering air at 100

lbs. per square inch pressure. This compressor also can

be used to drive pneumatic tools above and below water,

portable air winches, or the ships steam cargo winches.

Some researches have been made into the possibilities

of using a mixture of helium and oxygen, or helium and

air, for deep-water diving. A new electric oxyarc cutting

torch was invented, and an electric arc process for under-

water welding.

Another notable invention was the Cox submerged

bolt driving gun. This ingenious apparatus is used both

for welding and for firing a hollow bolt into the side

of a ship's compartment so as to introduce compressed

air, and it punches holes far more quickly than the or-

dinary pneumatic drill. It was used in the war by divers

to drive screwed studs and bolts into the hull plating for

the purpose of securing a patch of steel or wood. It was

also employed with great effect for the rapid repair of

tanks and armored cars on the battlefield.

Such appliances make it necessary for divers to be

much more skilful and highly trained than ever before

This is a point made by our salvage officers who worked

with the American Salvage Corps and were very much
impressed with their thorough training and exceptional

skill.

Another striking development which saved many a

ship is the use of compressed air on motor tankers to

keep the ship afloat after it had been mined or torpedoed.

The Admiralty carried out a great deal of successful ex-

perimental work with compressed air in salvage damaged

tankers which were in danger of sinking. Then in 1940

the Eagle Oil Shipping Company began to fit all its

motor tankers with the additional stand-by compressors

under the forecastle head, connected to the compressors

in the engine room. It was not long before a U-Boat tor-

pedoed one of these tankers, holing 14 out of her 27

compartments and flooding both pump rooms. But the

compressed air system kept her afloat on a voyage of

several hundred miles to dry dock, and after this a great

many Allied tankers were fitted with the device.

Salvage 5.000.000 Tons
Some of the damaged ships subsequently towed into

dry dock were a curious sight. On occasions it was no

more than half ship. There were hogged ships, sagged

ships, ships without bottoms, and even the two halves

of a ship floating but almost separated.

Between September 1939 and December 1944, the

salvage and rescue tug service saved more than 5,000,000

tons of merchant shipping, which is about equal to the

tonnage of new merchant ships built in the United King-

dom during the same period. The need for salvage was

certainly desperate. From the beginning of the war to

the end of 1943, 11,500,000 gross tons of merchant

shipping were lost, as against an existing pre-war ton-

nage of 17,500,000.

Owing to the tremendous development of bombing

and mine-laying which made it comparatively easy for

enemy aircraft to block ports by sinking ships in the

fairways, the Admiralty salvage fleet was faced with a

new task on the outbreak of war. One of the first calls

made on it was to keep the London docks clear of ob-

structions during the terrible blitz of 1940. Work had

to continue night and day without interruption and

divers had to go down in the fouled and muddy water

of the docks and river even during raids. Bombs had

penetrated deep into the river bed; the water was thick

with evil-smelling decaying matter, and the visibility

was almost nil.

At another of Britain's ports in 1941, no less than nine

sunken vessels were raised in 1 3 days. In Dover harbor

divers worked with shells and bombs falling, with ships

on fire nearby, and with a thick covering of oil on the

water.

From 1942, harbor clearance became one of the major

(Please turn to page !2~

)
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The SS Donbass, III, former

Russian tanker which broke in

two last February in the North

Pacific, being operated by the

Pacific Gas i Electric Company
to augment the power supply

of the fast-growing Humboldt

area, by using the ship's main

propulsion equipment.

Electric Power From Salvaged Ship

I N INGENIOUS SOLUTION to postwar shortages

rl of both manufactured and construction material is

a beached ex-tanker which Pacific Gas & Electric Com-

pany put into operation as a power plant at Eureka,

California, augmenting the company's power supply to

keep pace with the growth of the Humboldt area. The

power plant was put on the line December 28, 1946.

The stern half of the SS Donbass III, former Russian

tanker which broke in two last February in the North

Pacific, has been berthed on the Eureka waterfront in

Humboldt Bay and its General Electric engines original-

ly designed and installed as the main ship propulsion

equipment, now pour 6700 horsepower of electric ener-

gy into the company's local distribution system. The pro-

pulsion on the Donbass consisted of a marine-type GE
steam turbine turning an electric generator, which sup-

plied electric power to the ship's electric propulsion

motor. At Eureka, the power company takes its electri-

cal energy direct from the turbine.

P. G. & E. recently purchased the after-end of the

Donbass from the U. S. Maritime Commission, and a

former Navy seagoing tug towed it from Seattle to

Eureka where it was prepared for operation. A bank of

transformers has been installed on the dock alongside

the Donbass and feeds the power directly into a 12 Kv
transmission line.

The SS Donbass, formerly the American SS Beacon

Rock, was built in 1944 at the Swan Island Shipyards,

Portland, Oregon, and was operated under lend-lease by

the U.S.S.R. During the war the Russians hauled avia-

tion gas and other fuel in the tanker and carried deck

loads of American-built airplanes and tanks. She ran

from Pacific coast ports through the Bering, Okhotsk and

Japan seas to Vladivostok.

The Donbass suffered her disaster on February 17,

1946. The ship's master and 14 crewmen, all Russians,

were lost. Five days later the SS Puente Hills, a Marin-

ship tanker operated by the War Shipping Administra-

tion, found the ship after sighting her distress flares, put

a tow line aboard her and began a 21-day salvage opera-

tion, much of it through stormy seas, bringing her safe-

ly to Port Angeles, Washington.

The Puente Hills' crew claimed the Donbass as a

prize and their claim was upheld in Federal Court. At

a U. S. Marshal's sale, the War Shipping Administration,

actual owner of the Donbass and also of the Puente

Hills, paid $110,000 to buy its own ship. The purchase

price established the prize fund for the Puente Hills

crew and operator.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company purchased the

Donbass for 5125,000, being the successful bidder in a

sale held by the U. S. Maritime Commission.
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Transmission lines on the SS Donbass at Eureka rigged to carry otf

power to the main system via transformers installed on the dock.

The stern half of the SS Donbass III being towed to dock at Eureka

California.

Charles R. Mossman, utility man, standing in front of main control panel

on the SS Donbass. Meters indicate that unit is under load.

John J. Barr, operator on the SS Donbass, looking o.er one of the 525 kw

generators which furnish excitation for the main generator.
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nierchan t Fl eet s of the

Number, Gross and Deadweight Tonnage of Seagoing Steam and Motor Merctiant Type

(EXCLUDES VESSELS ON THE GREAT LAKES AND INLAND WATERWAYS AND SPECIAL TYPES, SUCH AS

VESSEL TYPE

TOTAL COMBINATION PASSENGER COMBINATION PASSENGER
AND CARGO AND :ARG0 REFRIGERATED

No. Gross Tons DWT Tons No. Gross Tons DWT Tons No. Gross Tons DWT Tom

GROSS TONS—Total 12,445 71.000.408 99.219.900 936 6.279.393 4,678,400 52 501.076 407,200

1,000 but under 2,000 Gross Tons 2,023 2.998,938 4,317,300 218 312.877 256,900 5 6.601 6.700

2.000 " " 4,000 2,225 6,616,097 9,501,800 224 652.813 573,600 4 13,047 10.100

4,000 • 6,000 1,591 8.043,027 12.312.200 131 649.606 623,400 4 18,348 14.500

6,000 " " 8,000 4,826 34.486,357 49.356.900 94 657.230 619,600 12 82,410 60.000

8,000 " 10,000 810 7.094.863 9,596,900 78 699,897 670,100 7 63,622 59,300

10,000 " " 15,000 857 9,292,212 12.845.900 89 1.050.885 838,700 13 173,638 153,100

15,000 • " 20,000 65 1,107.997 697.800 58 995.283 588,500 4 65.141 49,000

20,000 " " 25,000 27 584,437 313.000 26 562,591 284,000

25,000 " " 30,000 12 322,308 167,800 9 244,039 113,300 3 78.269 54,500

30,000 gross tons and over 9 454.172 110,300 9 454,172 110,300

DEADWEIGHT TONS—Tola1 12,445 71.000,408 99,219,900 936 6,279,393 4,678,400 52 501,076 407,200

Under 2,000 Dwt. 908 1.342,283 1,322,500 296 605,381 342,900 6 9,072 8.500

2.000 but under 6,000 Dwt. 3,531 10,089,138 13,012,300 289 1,268,774 1.026.000 17 99,060 67.900

6,000 " 8.000 " 964 5,364.287 6,756,500 109 914,759 761.400 3 20,468 19.500

8.000 " 10.000 " 1,556 10.010.054 13,895,600 117 1,460,883 1.054.400 10 123,133 88.700

10.000 " " 13,000 " 4,538 33.970.953 48,954,900 93 1,262,554 1.019.100 5 51.990 55.600

13.000 " 15,000 " 234 2.455,744 3,267,800 20 390,780 269.900 8 119.084 112,500

15,000 " " 18,000 " 651 6.982.913 10.747.500 10 337,778 166.300 2 51.114 31,800

18.000 Dwt. and over 63 785,036 1.262,800 2 38,484 38.400 1 27,155 22,700

SPEED—Total 12,445 71,000,408 99,219,900 936 6,279,393 4,678,400 52 501,076 407,200

Under 10 Knots 1,853 4.394.905 6,758,000 61 114,593 112,600

10 to 12 Knots inclusive 7.340 40.431,350 60,208,700 292 944,454 1,022,600 4 17,378 15,100

13 ' 11 1.472 10.835,818 15,786,600 240 1,232,294 1,152,500 18 119,514 107,700

15 • 17 " 1.629 12.958,986 15,159,200 225 1,932.897 1.457.700 27 285,915 229,900

18 " 20 • 118 1,528,499 1,013,600 88 1.282.574 693.700

21 " 25 " 29 587,694 236,800 26 509.425 182.300 3 78,269 54,500

26 Knots and over 4 263,156 57,000 4 263,156 57.000

YEAH BUILT—Total 12.445 71,000,408 99,219,900 936 6.279.393 4,678,400 52 501.076 407,200

Prior to 1916 1,573 4,998,158 6,737,800 280 1.161.901 970.200 6 48.012 48.200

1916 " 1920 inclusive 1,403 5,707,428 8,608,600 64 343.393 333.900 6 42.814 35,700

1921 " 1925 1,077 4,792.698 6.520.400 161 1.197.504 1.056.200 16 148.288 134,900

1926 " 1930 952 4,794,920 6,207.100 193 1.251.562 871.600 11 115.605 83,800

1931 ' 1935 399 2,303.833 2.742.200 83 720.369 445.100 8 50.417 33,600

1936 1940 942 5,424.749 7,219,500 104 998.588 592.300 4 82.462 57,600

1941 • 1945 5,955 42.077.096 59,917.100 47 569.236 374.600 1 13.478 13,400

First 6 months 1946 144 901.526 1,267,200 4 36.840 34.500

ENGINES—Total 12,445 71.000,408 99,219,900 936 6.279.393 4.678.400 52 501.076 407.200

Reciprocating 7,957 38.410.244 56,284,200 514 2.078.064 1.875.700 24 147.561 132,000

Turbine 1,708 13.819.021 16,413.000 180 2.279.043 1.351.600 11 125.759 113.000

Diesel Electric 16 85,781 118,500 2 24.821 28.600

Diesel 2,208 12,918,571 17,635,200 218 1.545,953 1,232.000 11 185.916 135.400

Turbo-Electric 556 5,766,791 8,769,000 22 351,512 190.500 6 41.840 26.800

BOILERS (KIND OF FUEL)—Tolal 12,445 71.000,408 99.219.900 936 6.279.393 4.678,400 52 501,076 407.200

Motors 2,224 13.004.352 17.753,700 220 1.570.774 1,260.600 11 185,916 135.400

Coal 4,051 13.579.375 19.945.800 381 1,391,913 1,313.400 16 95,919 93.100

Oil 6.170 44.416.681 61.520.400 335 3,316,706 2.104,400 25 219,241 178.700
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Uiorld as f June 3(
1

194
1

)

\ essels of lODD Gross Tons and Over. Arranged by Size, Speed, Draft Age and Propulsion

CHANNEL VESSELS . ICEBREAKERS, CABLE SHIPS , ETC., AND VESSELS OWNED BY THE ARMED FORCES)

VESSEL TYPE
'

FREIGHTERS REFRIGERATED VESSELS BULK CARRIERS
(Incli

TANKERS
des Whaling Tankers)

No. Gross Tons DWT Tons No. Gross Tons DWT Tons No. Gross Tons DWT Tons No. Gross Tons DWT Tons

8.694 46.152.940 66,767,000 224 1,361,196 1,527,900 S5S 1.639.508 2,604,800 1,981 15,066,295 23,234,600

1.421 2.117.454 3,240,800 12 19,273 27,100 238 368.192 548,000 129 174,541 237,800

1.S41 4.624.500 7,097.100 74 243,941 267,000 183 484.400 744,700 199 597,396 809,300

1.176 5.949.211 9.562,600 31 156,281 155,800 91 447.400 737.600 158 822,181 1,218,300

4.228 30.334,378 43,532.700 34 235.266 280,000 34 224.966 358.400 424 2.952.107 4,506,200

242 2.090,677 2.544.000 45 402,177 464.600 9 78.870 171.100 429 3.759.620 5.686.900

85 1,020,817 773.000 28 304,258 333,400 2 20.380 22.300 640 6.722,234 10.725,300

1 15,903 15,800 1 15,300 22.700 1

1

16,370

21.846

21,800

29,000

8.694 46,152,940 66,767,000 224 1,361,196 1,527,900 558 1,639,508 2.604.800 1.981 15.066,295 23,234,600

458 546,564 736.400 3 8.964 4,600 59 69,095 96.900 86 103,207 133,200

2.519 6,906,095 9.459,100 104 356.281 379,900 349 736,105 1,110,900 253 722,823 968,500

697 3,649,346 4,876.800 25 167,803 170,200 54 230,551 382,300 76 381,360 546.300

1.160 6,770,505 10.332.400 33 258,211 295,300 51 271,348 448,300 185 1,125,974 1.676.500

3.820 27.858,193 40.813.800 51 478,791 568.300 37 255,586 397,800 532 4,063,839 6,100.300

36 374.009 486.400 8 91,146 109.600 2 19.376 28,600 160 1,461,349 2,260.800

4 48,228 62.100 635 6,545,793 10.487,300

6 57.447 140,000 54 661,950 1,061,700

8.694 46,152,940 66,767,000 224 1,361.196 1,527.900 558 1.639,508 2,604,800 1.981 15,066,295 23,234,600

1.380 3,192,290 5.034,200 5 18.433 23.700 215 462.304 719,300 192 607,285 868,200
5.587 30,914,442 46,311,500 58 223.712 275,400 325 1.061.637 1,674.800 1.074 7,269,727 10,909,300

514 2,708.672 3.856.400 54 344.595 412,100 15 89.892 138.700 631 6,340,851 10,119,200

1.196 9,213,951 11.412.400 101 732.012 777,700 3 25.675 72.000 77 768.536 1,209,500

17 123,585 152.500 6 42.444 39,000 7 79.896 128.400

8.E94 46,152,940 66.767.000 224 1,361,196 1,527,900 558 1.639,508 2.604.800 1,981 15,066,295 23.234.600

1.073 2,957,977 4.533,400 21 115,839 130,400 103 266.428 399.100 90 448,001 656.500

990 3,643,171 5,701,400 31 198,178 248,600 91 254.940 396,400 221 1,224,932 1.892.600

593 2,082,703 3,252,200 11 67,535 80,100 136 353,939 567,900 160 942,729 1.429.100

428 1,674,323 2,618,700 23 137,600 151.600 80 253.888 420.400 217 1,361,942 2.061.000

146 485,629 756,000 29 146,232 158.300 15 36.685 57.200 118 864,501 1,292.000

526 2,194,555 3,413,100 36 202,167 221,000 36 94.909 144.500 236 1,852,068 2.791.000

4.836 32,508,604 45,647,900 69 459,609 502,100 86 341.074 541.100 916 8,185,095 12.838.000
102 605,978 844,300 4 34,036 35.800 11 37.645 78.200 23 187,02) ^74,400

8.694 46.152,940 66,767,000 224 1,361,196 1,527,900 558 1.639,508 2.604,800 1,981 15,066,295 23.234.600

6,237 30,933,185 46,490,900 73 399,471 455,000 507 1,403,209 2.191.900 602 3,448,754 5.138,700
1.303 9,650,082 12,214,500 35 264,924 305,900 14 81,405 170.700 165 1,417,808 2.257.300

4 19,057 26,200 I 3,682 3,200 1 1,694 2.800 8 36,527 57.700
1.133 5,437,444 7,943.700 111 673,362 746,500 36 153,200 239.400 699 4,922,696 7,338,200

17 113,172 91.700 4 19,757 17,300 507 5,240,510 8.442.700

8.694 46,152,940 66,767.000 224 1,361,196 1,527,900 558 1,639.508 2.604.800 1,981 15,066,295 23.234.600

1.137 5,456,501 7,969,900 112 677,044 749,700 37 154.894 242.200 707 4,959,223 7.395.900
3.149 10,678,204 16,418,700 33 i09,442 256.600 456 1,129,298 1,757,600 16 74,599 106.400
4,408 30,018.235 42,378,400 79 474,710 521.600 65 355,316 605,000 1,258 10,032,473 15.732,300
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All-i\luniinuni Ships

Proposed By Alcoa

CONSTRUCTION OF TWO ALL-ALUMINUM
MERCHANT VESSELS—long a favorite develop-

ment project of Aluminum Company of America—may

become a maritime reality before many months. The pro-

posed ships, aluminized from truck to keel, are scheduled

for Caribbean runs by the Alcoa Steamship Company,

an Aluminum Company subsidiary.

If construction is decided upon by the company, the

merchantmen will be used to transport bauxite from

Alcoa's Moengo and Paranam mines in Dutch Guiana to

Trinidad, British West Indies, where the ore will be

transferred to deep-draft carriers and brought to Ameri-

can ports.

Marking a high point in the use of aluminum for

maritime use, and climaxing many years of intensive re-

search and development work, the ships will feature

hulls and strengthening members fabricated solely from

aluminum alloys.

General characteristics of the first vessel are 422 feet

long overall; 60 foot extreme beam; 10,232 tons dis-

placement; cargo-carrying capacity 8,143 tons; maximum
draft, 20 feet. Somewhat smaller, the second carrier will

displace 6,730 tons, have an overall length of 348 feet,

a beam of 54 feet and a 19 foot draft. Her cargo-carrying

capacity is rated at 5,101 tons. Use of aluminum alloys

will permit the new vessels to carry some 20 per cent

more cargo.

Although the metal has long been used extensively

in ship's superstructures, topside equipment and related

installations, this will mark an important "first" in hull

construction. Moreover, the light, corrosion-resistant

metal will be employed in superstructures, funnels, life-

boats and davits. Bulkheads, hatch covers and miscel-

laneous fittings will also be formed from aluminum, as

will the furnishings in all living quarters.

Use of aluminum alloys wherever practicable in the

construction of these ships will result in a appreciable

saving in deadweight over the conventional steel counter-

parts without sacrificing any of the strength so impor-

tant to marine construction.

Since weight saving is so vital a factor in shipping, use

of this modern marine metal will enable additional

aluminum ore to be transported more economically. The

all-aluminum ships may well point the way to more

profitable operation through lower freight rates. It is

expected, too, that operating costs will be materially

reduced by the saving in maintenance that will result

from this use of aluminum.

Possessing excellent resistence to salt-water corrosion,

the aluminum alloy hulls and superstructures will not

deteriorate in service, and long range tests conducted

by Alcoa on smaller experimental aluminum hulls have

well demonstrated the metal's adaptability to standard

shipbuilding practices. One of the ships will be employ-

ed to transport bauxite from the Paranam mines, and the

other will carry a similar cargo from Alcoa's Moengo

mines.

Although the primary purpose of the all-aluminum

carriers will be to move the ore of aluminum to Trini-

dad, they will be fitted with accommodations for twelve

passengers, and in keeping with the modern all-alumi-

num alloy construction of the ships, quarters will be com-

pletely air conditioned.

jing years of Intenjlve Alcoa research, the lO.OOC

superstructure, lifeboats and fittings will be fabricated f

ill-aluminum ship shown above represents a new era In marine construction. Hull,

uminum alloys pretested for resistance to salt water corrosion. Overall lengtli of

422 feet, extreme beam id feet.
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A«r(al photograph of th« cipansiv* Long B*«ch Harbor, batter
known ai tha Port of Long Baach, Catifornia.

I
Port of long Beach from the Hir

N the immediate foreground is the U. S.

R Navy Shipyard and graving docks, along the water-

front, with ships of our Navy at anchor within the pro-

tection of the mole which forms the western and sea-

ward side of the Port of Long Beach, California. The

remaining part of the Harbor, within the opposite mole

and back inland bordering the channels shown, is the

Port of Long Beach proper. Beyond and to the right

(east) is the city of Long Beach, with the hills and

mountains serving as a backdrop to the engaging pano-

rama.

Unique in Port development are the two large moles,

constructed as a result of scientific study at Vicksburg,

Mississippi, from scaled models used with activated

water for study of currents and wave action similar to

actual conditions existant in the Long Beach Harbor

Area.

The length, width and angles of the moles are such

that the surge within the entire harbor and its channels

MARCH • 1947

has been reduced to nearly zero, making for quiet waters

at ail times, including storm periods.

With 35 to 45 feet deep channels throughout, and

with still water constantly, an added asset has been attain-

ed in the ease and speed of handling any size ship through

the harbor and at the docks. Coupled with the fact that

ships are but from 6 to 15 minutes from open sea, re-

duces the time of dockage of ships, handling of their

cargoes, a major consideration to every shipper.

The Board of Harbor Commissioners from plans of

their Port Manager and Chief Engineer have a program

underway which will involve the ultimate expenditure

of 59 million dollars. It is anticipated that this entire

amount will be derived from Harbor revenues and from

oil wells located on Port lands which are being produced

and operated by the Port of Long Beach, California. This

eliminates the necessity of Bond issues or increased taxa-

tion for the completion of this huge program. The Port

has already received sufficient income from oil revenues

to retire all outstanding Harbor bonds, and is now one

of the few, if not the only, debt-free Ports in the World.
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Condenser

Repairing [quipment

WHEN CONDENSER MANUFACTURERS adopted

the practice of rolling one or both ends of rubes in

rube sheets, a new problem was created for the repair

yard, namely, a quick method of removal. To insure

tight joints that would remain tight in spite of expan-

sion and vibration, serrations were grooved into the tube

sheets, thereby causing additional difficulties.

The ingenuity of machinery superintendents, port

engineers, and others was challenged and many time and

labor saving tools were developed to reduce the time

required for this difficult and unpleasant work. A variety

of fly cutters, drifts and drills were employed but in al-

most all cases it was necessary to lower men into the

condenser and break the joint made by rolling from be-

hind the sheet or to remove the sheet from the con-

denser, cut the tubes and drive out the nipples.

A complete set of pneumatically operated tools have

been developed by Armstrong & Sons Company, Ridge-

field, New Jersey, for removing old and defective tubes

from condensers and heat exchangers. This set .consists

of two separate tools, the first being a rotary tube cutter

used when tubes are rolled at both ends or when the

packing is particularly tenacious and an attempt to pull

them might cause them to break or stretch. After it has

been determined from the location of surrounding pumps,

generators, piping, etc., from which end of the con-

denser sufficient space is available for tube removal, the

tubes are cut on the opposite end just inside the tube

sheet. The diagram below shows the cutter with tool bit

engaged in cutting position. The spindle carrying the

cutter is rotated by an air motor. An adjustable shoulder

determines the distance behind the sheet that the cut

is to be made and when the tool is in cutting position,

the tool bit which has been held in its retracted position,

is caused to engage the tube by means of a small lever

and a quick clean cut through the tube wall is made.

This operation requires only a few seconds and an opera-

tor can easily cut as many as 15 tubes per minute.

Tool bit cutting through tube

The cutter is adaptable for 16 or 18 gage tubes from

%" to 1" inclusive. It can be operated by one man by

suspending it from a pulley by means of a rope and

counter-balancing it.

The second tool is a tube puller for removing the short

and long section formed by the above cut. This patented,

simple, compact machine is adaptable to any condition,

whether the tubes are rolled at one or both ends, or

packed with fibre, corset lace, or metallic packing. En-

gagement of the tube puller with the tube and packing

is rapid and automatic.

The machine consists of a cylinder with two pistons

whose rods and attached mechanisms extend to the front

of the piston. By moving the pistons, the teeth grip the

tube and remove it from the sheet. Any size non-ferrous

tube from %" to 1" inclusive can be pulled. The tube

is pulled 8" from the sheet, from which point it can be

gripped by hand and slid the remaining distance until

removed from the condenser.

The complete operation of the puller is effected by

throwing a three-way valve in one direction to pull the

tube, and in the opposite direction to release its grip,

so that it can be removed and inserted in the next tube.

It requires two operators for most efficient use and under

favorable conditions, 15 to 20 rubes per minute can be

loosened.

On a recent job which required removal of tubes from

a defective tube sheet, 6150 tubes were cut at one end.

pulled 6" out of the tube sheet at the other end and the

short tube ends completely removed in 24 hours.

The following diagrams show the head of the puller

engaged in pulling both a rolled rube and a packed tube.

Due to the intricate nature of the tools and the high

costs of manufacture most prospective users prefer to

engage the equipment with supervision of operation. In

this way, repairs can be handled with great savings in

time and cost.

The equipment is represented on the Pacific Coast by

Harang Engineering Company, 840 Lake Street, San

Francisco, California. Demonsrrations are cheerfully

made for interested users or professional groups.

Tube cut through just inside tube sheet! , }-
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^^ T. Douglas MacMullen

MEMBERS OF A GROUP OF 25 SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS LEADERS AND THEIR WIVES. WHICH LEFT MARCH I ON THE FIRST POSTWAR VISIT
BY AIR TO THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, SPONSORED BY THE SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Nine days were spent in the Islands making individual business development calls and consulting with civic leaders on inter-related community
problems. Efforts were directed toward strengthening relations between the mainland and the Islands.

th,
Bottom row. left to right: Naaman T. Meyers; Thomas A. Leddy, manager. San Francisco Division. Zellerbach Paper Company Fred Galb

manager. Marine Office of America; Alvin C. ElchhoU. manager, World Trade Department, San Francisco C. of C; George O. Bahrs president Sa
anager^ D. E. Sanford Company, distributors; Ronald E. Kaehler

Association, Apparel Trades Industry.

Bov.

Top to bottom, left: E. J. McClanahan. vice pres.. Standard Oil Company of California; Mrs. Louis B. Lundborg- Charles C. Bowen Charle
tn i Company, Management Consultants; Mrs. Carl J. Eastman; Carl J. Eastman, vice pres., N. W. Aver < Son Inc. and pres. San Fran<
nber of Commerce; L. Oeming Tilton, Planning Consultants. . .

r-
.

Right: Bradford Lundborg; Louis B. Lundborg, mgr., San Francisco Chamber of Commerce: Donald L. Ross Special Representative Standard Oil
Company of California; Mrs. Donald L. Ross; Mrs. Benjamin Swig; L. N. Thompson, manager. Egg Department, Poultry Producers Association.
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U. 8. Replaces Germany

In Turkish lllarket

The rich Turkish market that was predominantly Ger-

many's before the war, is now America's for the taking.

That is the view of Robert Liebert, distributor in

Turkey for the products of Borg-Warner International

Corp. He is in Chicago on his first postwar trip to this

country.

Only a failure on the part of American manufacturers

to "make good" on deliveries could prevent our capturing

the 75 per cent of Turkey's import business which used

to go to German traders, Mr. Liebert said.

He names four factors favoring increasing Turkish

trade with the United States: ( 1 ) A strong consumer

demand in Turkey for "the best" in quality, frequently

regardless of price; ( 2 ) a wide-spread desire to increase

Turkey's standard of living; ( 3 ) the new popularity of

everything American"—from Americans themselves to

their movies and their shiny manufactured products; and

(4) the knowledge that the U. S. has no imperialistic

designs upon Turkey.

Unfavorable factors: (1) Britain, Belgium, Switzer-

land, Sweden, Czechoslovakia—and even Italy—have in-

tensified their export activities in recent months; ( 2

)

while the average prices of their manufactured goods are

below America's, they have not yet matched American

products in efficiency and economy of operation.

With Turkish currency devalued about a month ago

and 40 per cent less American dollars now needed for

purchases there, Turkey is hopeful of increasing its ex-

port of tobacco and dried fruits to the U. S.

r. V. K. Wei nqton Koo, Ch! nese A tibassadc r to the Uni ed States

th Arthur B. Foye (left), Pres iden t. 3hina-An-lerica Cc unc 1 of Com
er Le and Ind usfry, and C. S. Chi ng (right). Chairma of the Coun-

I's Boa d of Directors, at c onfe en ce on S no-Arner can economic

rela tions, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel New Yc rk, F br ary 18th.

Mr. Liebert's firm distributes Borg-Warner Inter-

national Corp.'s refrigeration and household appliance

lines throughout Turkey. Mr. Liebert expects America

to retain the dominant position in this trade which it

enjoyed in Turkey even before the war, in contrast to a

general trade picture that was most favorable to the

Nazis.

While in the U. S. Mr. Liebert placed large commit-

ments for Norge refrigerators and appliances. Although

the Turkish automotive market is predominantly British

and continental, substantial orders were placed for Amer-

ican equipment including Marvel-Schebler carburetors.

Participants In

Waldorf-Astori
Embassy in U.

on Sino-American economic relations sponsored by the China-Am
York, February 18th. At speaker's table, from left to right are:
W. Kuo, Deputy Director General of UNRRA; Blackwell Smith, Ch,

Council of Corr

of the Execul
Representative in the U. S. A. of the Chinese Miriistry of Finance; Willia
;ommittee, and Dr. S. P. Ladas, Chairman of the Legislative Committee of the

Tierce and Industry at the
nercial Counselor. Chinese
( Committee of the China-
P. Hunt, member of the
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Time and Dlotion Analysis

For materials Handling

In a recent issue of "Exide Topics" published by the Electric Storage Battery Co., H. A. Stevenson of

the Electric Industrial Truck Assn. Pallet Committee presents a well prepared analysis of materials

handling. All drawings herein are by courtesy of Exide Topics.

There is no short cut substitute for analysis of mate-

rials handling jobs. There is no better recommendation

than to pick out from general observation the heavy

volume, time-and-space-consuming jobs and then analyze

those jobs with a questioning attitude. You should de-

termine:

What is being done. Why it is being done. Where it

is being done. How it is being done.

Then, without too much regard for precedent in your

warehouse, apply certain well-established principles of

material handling and know-how to determine;

Where it should be done. How it should be done. By

what it should be done.

If you or your staff are not qualified or lack the time to

do that, have a qualified group do it for you. You will

save money in the long run.

The two illustrations covering small and large busi-

ness may not fit your conditions. What are your condi-

tions.'' Which handling method and what types of equip-

ment will meet them? General Levin Campbell is cred-

ited with saying, "If you want to eat an elephant, you

must cut it up in small pieces." Material handling, cut

in small pieces, consists of moving a pile of packages of

given size and weight and the transportation of those
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packages from one location to another. These opera-

tions may be repeated many times and with many varia-

tions, but material handling essentially involves only

these two operations: ( 1 ) piling, ( 2 ) transportation.

The simplest form of material handling is that where a

man picks up a package, walks a certain distance and

puts it on another pile. Let us consider a pile of 1000

packages to be moved a certain distance and replied.

Before attacking this very simple problem, we have two

forms of data.

1. How many packages can a man pile per hour?

2. How fast will he walk between the two piles?

Let us assume that a man in the plant will pile 200

packages per hour, and that he walks at a speed of 200

feet per minute under this plant's conditions. These

lUGillD
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figures, while they represent actual conditions which have

been observed, may vary widely in different plants, and

intentionally, the size and weight of the packages are not

given in these fundamental assumptions.

Now let's assume a movement that involves our funla-

mental assumptions.

To move 1000 of these packages 200 feet and pile,

using the data above, 5 hours are Spent piling, and

33 3/10 hours in transportation between piles. This, of

course, includes the return trip. If a man simply replies

a thousand cases at the same location, or travels zero

distance, the operation will require 5 hours. If, in addi-

INDUSTRY CALLS IT

•'PALLETIZIMG"

Palletizing is the modern method

of handling materials in unit loads ... a method
that eliminates bottlenecks in shipping and receiv-

ing, and keeps goods moving with savings in time

and handling costs. Much of the lifting, hauling

and stacking is done by electric industrial trucks

powered by Exides, the batteries that assure peak

performance and full shift availability.
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tion, he moves the pile 200 feet, he

will utilize in the entire operation 33-

3/10 hours. These rwo points, zero dis-

tance and 200 feet project r. curve from

which we can read the man-hours re-

quired to move the pile any required

distance by this method.

Suppose we give our man a 2-wheel

truck capable of carrying 5 cases per

trip. In this case, he piles twice—once

on the truck and once on the final pile.

Thus, the piling time is doubled, but

the travel time is divided by 5. Inas-

much as 10 hours are spent piling, our

curve starts at 10 man-hours for zero

distance. Inasmuch as only 1/5 the

time is required for travel, we have

6-6/10 hours of travel or a total of 16-

6/10 man-hours to move the pile 200

feet. Again a line through these two points projects a

curve of the man-hours required for any distance the pile

is moved by this method. An interesting point is that the

portion of the original line which is below the new line

indicates a distance within which the most primitive

form of handling is more economical than the use of the

2-wheel truck.

If we increase the unit load for the travel by providing

our man with a 4-wheel truck capable of carrying 20

cases, we have the same piling time as with the 2-wheel

truck, but our travel time is V4 of that with the 2-wheel

truck and we find a total for 200 feet of travel to be

11-6/10 man-hours. Again, striking a line, we find at

every distance there are less man hours, or that this

method is more economical than the 2-wheel truck for

this particular set of conditions. We do find, however,

that even in this case there is a certain distance at which

the most primitive method is still more economical than

the 4-wheel truck.

Naturally, the travel in each of these cases could be

Chart no. 9

COMPARATIVE COST OF HANDLING

1000 PIECES - 200 FT.

ASSUMPTIONS-

LAOOft COST MOOPiRHR.
COST OF OWNING AND OPtRATINC A
BATTERY- POWtRtD UtCTRIC TRUCK,:

2000 HRS. PER YEAR '0.49 PER HR.

4000 HRS PER YEAR 3Z PER HR.

TRUCKING COST WONE 04 HRS,x'049 PER HR'tOW

TRflDf
C A S L lADOR cost TRucumst rotM COST

A '—

'

3830 •3830

B H-J.*."^. •16.60 '16.60

C .;?-?*.&., '11.60 •11.60

Q icoHvnoB) '10.00 '10.00

P (iCKKTEual 'B.-UD .196 •S.59

C lAulET K3R1L

r manJitM) .40 .196 .59

.iccomplished by conveyors, and under

certain conditions where an operation

requiring the individual handling of

each package is encountered, the con-

veyor is one of the most useful tools

we have. In this case, we require 5

hours to pile the material on the con-

veyor and 5 hours to pile it from the

conveyor in a new location. Transportation man-hours
being zero, we have a horizontal line starting at 10 man-
hours for our 1000 pieces and remaining at that figure

regardless of the distance the material must be moved.
This shows a man-hour economy greater than the 2-wheel

truck or the 4-wheel truck to all distances, but still the

primitive method on the extremely short distance is more
economical.

Now we come to the pallet and fork truck method in

which we rriake our pile at the source our first operation

and move a whole section of the pile successively to a

new location, eliminating the necessity for repeated han-

dling of the individual packages. In this case, we have

one piling operation involving 5 hours' piling on pallets.

The travel time is greatly reduced inasmuch as one man
with a fork truck can handle two or more times as many
cases per trip and operates about twice as fast. In this

case, we have a line starting at 5 hours per thousand and

increasing gradually with the distance due to the rela-

I Please turn to page 127)
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The Junior World Trade Association

of San Francisco

This live organization is offering its members— and the entire world trade profes-

sion—some constructive assistance in its efforts to solve the problems of the industry.

Following a recent dinner meeting presided over by John L. Stewart, president, a com-

prehensive address on marine insurance was given by Donald Tormey of Marsh &
McLennan. Mr. Tormey conducts the course on marine insurance offered by the

Association of Marine Underwriters of San Francisco.

The address was so important that many members were anxious to have it printed

for more intensive study.

Additional copies of this book may be obtained through President Stewart, c, o

Baxter Trading Co., or Secretary John J. Mulvehill, c/o American President Lines

( Freight Department )

.

An Insurance Analysis

for the Shipper

By Donald Tormey

MARINE INSURANCE IN FOREIGN TRADE is

far too large a subject to attempt to cover at one

sitting. I have, herefore, chosen to limit my discussion to

certain aspects of cargo insurance.

There are certain risks that are inherent to business

and which must be borne by the importer or exporter.

The success of a merchant engaging in Foreign Trade

will to a large extent depend on his knowledge of mar-

kets, credits, durability of goods, packaging and the in-

herent qualities of his merchandise.

There are risks, however, that the merchant can pass

on to others. As the owner of cargo he stands at the

apex of a triangle. To one side of him is the carrier and

to the other side is his marine insurance underwriter.

71U9111
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The cargo owner, of course, has the primary burden of

loss. The carrier, however, by virtue of the contract of

affreightment or bill of lading, and the underwriter, by

virtue of the contract of insurance, assume a certain por-

tion of his burden.

The carrier who issues a bill of lading has under com-

mon law the obligation of delivering the cargo safely at

the named destination unless prevented "by acts of God
or the King's enemies. " This basic law has been greatly

modified by statute. Further exceptions are set forth in

the bill of lading.

The underwriter who issues a marine insurance policy

on cargo agrees to indemnify the party at interest in case

of loss or damage but only in accordance with certain

terms and conditions. These terms and conditions are

set forth in the policy.

If we study the risks excluded by the terms ot the bill

of lading and then learn whether they are covered by the

insurance policy, we will have a better idea of what risks

the merchant must bear himself. We must keep in mind

the carrier assumes full responsibility for the cargo un-

less relieved in part by common law or statute; whereas,

the insurance assumes only such liability as is speci-

fically set forth in the insurance policy.

The Carriage-of-Goods-by-Sea Act of 19.i6 is the most

important statute affecting the carrier's obligations un-

der the bill of lading. Passed by the Congress of the

United States in 19.^6, it provides that every outward

bill of lading shall contain a statement that it is issued

pursuant to the provisions of the Act. It also provides

that every incoming bill of lading shall be subject to the
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Act. The provisions of the Act, however, are not neces-

sarily set forth in the bill of lading. To understand the

carrier's obligations, as modified by the Act. it is neces-

sary to review its provisions.

Our review of the Carriage-of-Goods-by-Sea Act will

be limited to the way in which it relieves the carrier

from his basic obligation to deliver the cargo at the

named destination in the same condition as he receives

it. While we are doing this, we will note whether the

marine insurance assumes the responsibilities from which

the carrier is excused. We are assuming for the purposes

of this discussion that the marine insurance policy is

the usual policy issued on "With Average " conditions

and subject to the usual Strikes, War and Marine Ex-

tension endorsements.

Fundamentally, the carrier is expected to furnish a

seaworthy vessel but he is not liable for loss or damage

due to unseaworthiness unless such loss or damage is

caused by want of due diligence on the part of the car-

rier to make the ship seaworthy. The question of unsea-

worthiness does not arise under the insurance because

between the assured and the insurance company the sea-

worthiness of the vessel is admitted. Thus, the carrier

who can show due diligence would not be liable for

loss due to unseaworthiness. If the loss, however, was due

to one of the perils covered by the insurance, the unsea-

worthiness of the vessel would not be a bar to recovery.

The carrier is not responsible for loss or damage aris-

ing from "Act, neglect or default of the master, mariner,

pilot or the servants of the carrier in the navigation or

in the management of the ship. ' The insurance picks up

this liability generally using the exact wording of the

Act or by reference to the Act in doing so.

The carrier is not responsible for fire losses unless

caused by the actual fault or priviry of the carrier. The

insurance policy assumes the risk of fire unless due to

the inherent quality of the goods, i. e., spontaneous com-

bustion in fishmeal.

The carrier is not responsible for loss from "perils,

dangers and accidents of the sea or other navigable

waters and Acts of God. Perils of the sea" and "other

like perils" are specifically stated as being risks the in-

surance undertakes to bear.

The Act relieves the carrier from responsibility for

"Acts of war, acts of public enemies and arrests or re-

straint of princes, rulers or people, or seizure under legal

process. The war risks endorsement provides insurance

against these risks, except for "seizure under legal proc-

ess." Space does not permit a full discussion of the

limitations of the war risk insurance. The carrier is re-

lieved in full for loss due to act of war but the war risk

insurance does not assume liability in full for the same

risks. There are certain war risks that it would be con-

trary to the public policy to insure and some underwriters

are unwilling to assume.

Quarantine restrictions constitute another peril. The

carrier is not responsible for loss or damage due to such

restrictions. Marine insurance does not provide protec-

tion against losses due to such restrictions. It is the re-

sponsibility of the cargo owner to know that his mer-

chandise meets the requirements of the country it is en-

tering.

The carrier is also relieved of liability for loss due to

the acts or omissions of the shipper and insufficiency of

packing and marks. The insurance does not assume lia-

bility for losses due to these causes. They are not listed

as perils which the underwriters are willing to bear. It,

therefore, behooves the cargo owner to see to it that

the usual obligations of a shipper are fulfilled and that

the goods are properly packed and marked for the in-

tended voyage.

Strikes ( but not the carrier's own acts ; as well as

riots and civil commotion relieve the carrier of his ob-

ligation to deliver the cargo safely at the named destina-

tion. The S. R. & C. C. endorsement on the policy pro-

vides protection against these risks.

We come now to "Inherent vice. " The carrier is not

liable for loss or damage due to inherent vice nor is the

insurance company. This is certainly a risk that the owner

of the cargo must bear himself. "Inherent vice " may be

more easily understood if described as those qualities of

a commodity that make that particular commodity sub-

ject to changes that lower its commercial value. For ex-

ample: Iron will rust with the mere passing of time.

71UB1I1
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Therefore, the carrier would not be liable for loss due to

the rusting, nor would the insurance company.

Summarizing the discussion so far, we can say that

the cargo owner cannot look to the carrier for recovery

of losses caused by:

1. Perils of the sea.

2. Acts of God.

3. Public enemies.

4. Inherent vice.

5. Faults or neglect of shipper.

6. Faults or errors in the navigation or management
of the vessel.

7. Fire.

These cover practically ail major perils—stranding,

sinking, burning, collision, heavy weather, war. They do

not, however, include negligence of carrier in loading,

stowage, custody and care of cargo.

We have also noted that the insurance covers causes

of loss for which the carrier is not liable, except:

1. Inherent vice.

2. Fault or neglect of the shipper.

a. Insufficient packing.

b. Insufficient marking.

3. Delay, deterioration due to delay.

4. Frustration of voyage.

a. Due to war.

b. Due to strike.

c. Due to weather.

d. Due to other causes beyond the control of

shipowner.

So far, we have been discussing the perils, the inter-

vention of which will excuse the carrier from the obliga-

tion of delivering the cargo safely at the named destina-

tion. The Carriage-of-Goods-by-Sea Act also limits the

carrier's liability in certain other ways. It must be borne

in mind that these limitations are separate and aside from
the question of liability, on the part of the carrier.

The carrier is not liable for more than S500 per pack-

age or customary freight unit unless he accepts a higher

valuation. The insurance policy has no such limitation.

In no event is the carrier liable for more than actual

damage based on sound market value at destination. The
insurance is based on an agreed valuation. In event of

total loss, the insured value will be paid and in the event

of partial loss, the damaged value will be C07npared to

the sound market value to determine a fraction, which
fractional part of the insured value will be paid.

While the bill of lading requires that notice of ap-

parent damage must be given the carrier before removal

71U81{1lUOiflD
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of the cargo, failure to give such notice does not pre-

judice right to payment of claim under the insurance.

The same thing is true of written claims, the bill of lad-

ing requiring, in most instances, that written claims be

riled within thirty days. The cargo owner can recover

from the insurance company without having filed a writ-

ten claim against the carrier.

Lawsuits to recover losses believed to be payable by

the shipowner must be filed within one year after de-

livery of the cargo or the time the cargo should have

been delivered. The assured under a policy does not have

to comply with this requirement. We should keep in

mind, however, that failure to comply with the re-

quirements of the bill of lading in regard to notice,

claims and suits does prejudice the insurance company
rights of subrogation. Since a good many claims pay-

able under the insurance are also collectible from the

carrier, an assured should cooperate with his underwriter

in the collection of such claims or expect to see his in-

surance costs go up.

The Limitation Statute which is preserved by the

Carriage-of-Goods-by-Sea Act limits the carrier's liabili-

ty in regard to cargo to the value of the vessel and pend-

ing freight. In some instances, this amount may not be

sufficient to pay the total damages to cargo. The insur-

ance policy, if specifically arranged, has no such limita-

tion. If the insurance is provided by means of a certi-

ficate issued under an open policy, the limitation per

vessel expressed in the open policy must be considered.

When a collision happens at sea, the liabilities of the

parties involved may appear to be very complicated.

Most collisions are due to negligence. Since the Carriage-

of-Goods-by-Sea Act relieves the carrier of liability for

negligence of master, mariner, pilot or servants of the

carrier in the navigation of the vessel, it seldom happens

that the carrier is liable for damage to cargo on the

vessel due to collision. If the other or non-carrying ves-

sel is held "to blame," cargo on the carrying vessel can

collect from the non-carrying vessel. Under the insur-

ance policy, the cargo owner is protected regardless of

who is "to blame" for the collision. In the case of a

"both-to-blame " collision, the cargo owner can only col-

lect one-half of his loss from the carriers involved, but

he can collect his full loss, up to the amount of his in-

surance, from the insurance company.

General Average

The expression "General Average " is very confusing

to anyone not familiar with Marine Insurance. In order

to understand the expression, it is first necessary to know
the meaning of the word "Average" in reference to

Marine Insurance. Actually, it is an unintelligible sym-

bol. We might just as well use any other combination

of letters, but since we do use this particular combina-

tion, it is interesting to speculate on why we do.

Students of the subject have not been able to defi-

nitely trace the origin of the word. They have developed

several theories. One is that it comes from the old Eng-

( Please turn to page 1 26
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Marine Insurance
Our London Letter

By Our Li, H. Correspondent

Two OF THE LEADING UNDERWRITING AS-

SOCIATIONS in the country have issued their annual

reports. They are the Institute of London Underwriters

and the Liverpool Underwriters' Association.

Institute of London Underwriters

At the annual meeting of the Institute of London

Underwriters, Harold H. Mummery said that the period

which he was reviewing was the first complete year of

peace ("if one may call it so") since 1938. We had

heard in the past year a great deal about reverting to

freedom of underwriting.

Mr. Mummery continued:

"I understand quite well that there must be many

of the younger generation of underwriters who are

anxious to win their spurs. I would, however, add

this word of caution—that underwriting under con-

ditions such as exist today must necessarily differ in

its entirety from similar conditions as they existed

during the period of the war.

"We must get back to exercising our own indi-

viduality, but if at any time we see a risk which cuts

across an agreement to which we have subscribed,

then whatever our neighbour may have done, that

risk should not be written.

"For these reasons, I do feel most strongly that if

we are to maintain this great market as the marine

insurance center of the world, it is of paramount

importance that we should be unselfish and effect the

transfer from war to peace conditions in a thoughtful

and unhurried manner, and so make certain that we
establish a sound foundation.

"In other words, each one of us must be prepared

to sacrifice premium at times in order to achieve

something worth-while. I am convinced that never

was it more necessary to seek collaboration, not only

amongst ourselves but with the various sections of

the market, and what is perhaps still more important

between the various markets of the world."

This led Mr. Mummery to think of the International

Union of Marine Insurance, which he described as the

forum in which can be debated the many problems "with

which we and our friends are likely to be confronted

now and in the future." He quoted from the "Liverpool

Journal of Commerce" of the l6th October, 1946, the

following:

"Moreover, I am able to state that steps are being

taken which may enable not only Lloyd's under-

writers to become full members of the Union, but

would also overcome the difficulties which American
underwriters experience in adhering to the Union by

reason of their anti-trust laws."

Mr. Mummery was sure he was speaking for each of

those present at the meeting of the Institute of London
Underwriters when he expressed the hope that this may
be so.

Another important point in Mr. Mummery's lengthy

review, in connection with theft and pilferage, was that

shipowners and port authorities could do more to save

cargo from the depredation of those having access to the

docks. Mr. Mummery commented:

"Personally—and it must be understood that I am
merely expressing an individual view—I would like

to see underwriters giving consideration to the set-

ting up of an organisation which could be called

upon to supervise and examine the loading and dis-

charge of cargoes, not overlooking any supervision

which might be necessary at a port or place of tran-

shipment. This practice is, I think it true to say, fol-

lowed to a great extent by our colleagues across the

Atlantic, and I think such an organisation would, over

a period, more than justify itself."

The annual report of the Liverpool Underwriters' As-

sociation also deals with theft and pilferage of cargo.

The number of claims resulting from this evil have in-

creased during the year to "an alarming extent, and

represent a serious problem at home and overseas. " The
Committee feel that the problem is one of national im-

portance, as the high proportion of losses through theft

and pilferage of commodities which are in short supply

is a matter which affects the general public, and they

trust that the authorities will view the situation with the

gravity which it warrants by doing everything possible to

increase the number of police and trustworthy watchmen
on the docks and by imposing terms of imprisonment on

offenders. It is hoped, too, that attempts will be made to

improve the quality of packages.

LIVERPOOL UNDERWRITERS'
ASSOCIATION

At the annual meeting of the Liverpool Underwriters'

Association, Oscar Prentice, the chairman, said:

"I must give a word of warning to English under-

writers with regard to U. S. A. hulls. That market

knows its business much better than we do, and it is

of no value to English underwriters, or to the country

in the form of invisible exports, to make material

undercuts in their rates. U. S. A. business written at
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a loss is a further drain on our already precarious

dollar position.

"We must bear in mind that the discounts on

U. S. A. hulls are 2X6 per cent, less than ours, and

that, in addition, we have to pay a stamp tax of 4

per cent. Underwriters are, in my opinion, batting

on a very poor wicket."

A COMMENT ON AMERICAN
INSURANCE MARKET

Insurance people in London have noted with interest

an article (in "The Eastern Underwriter") by W. Irving

Plitt, vice president of the Atlantic Mutual Insurance

Company. Mr. Plitt's picture is regarded as a black one.

He admits that the picture is gloomy, but points out that

marine underwriters thrive on problems. "Frankly,"

writes a London marine insurance commentator, "I do

not like his final remarks to the effect that there are some

bright spots, such as the tremendous increase in the for-

eign trade of the United States and the prospect of a

great American merchant marine and the hope for a

more nationalistic spirit in the American people so that

our American insurance market may truly become a

world market of the first magnitude.'

"

The commentator adds:

"I would suggest that to aspire to become a world

market of the first magnitude is right and proper,

but to hope to do so by nationalism is contrary to the

spirit of the Atlantic Charter, especiaUy where marine

insurance is concerned, for marine insurance is an

international, not a national, business, and depends

for its continued prosperity upon the absence of

nationalistic restrictions."

RELATING TO SEIZED SHIPS

News of an important lawsuit, of particular interest

to shipping, comes from Copenhagen. The case will

shortly come before the Danish Court of Justice. A
number of Norwegian shipowners are jointly suing three

Danish shipyards, the Ministry of Finance and the Dan-
ish War Insurance Office for the payment of 34,000,000

kr. in respect of Norwegian vessels building in Denmark
at the time of the German invasion in 1940, and eventu-

ally seized by the Germans. The question is about eight

diesel vessels ordered from Danish builders in 19.38 and

1939, and the construction of which was in progress

when the Germans came, six vessels building with

Messrs. Burmeister and Wain, Copenhagen, two with

the Nakskov Shipyard, Nagskov, and two with the

Odense Steel Shipyard, Odense. The seizure of the ships

by the enemy took place in the spring of 1941, and the

said builders were forced to complete the vessels.

It is held by the Norwegian owners that the three

Danish shipyards committted a breach of contract in con-

forming to the orders of the Germans. The seizure was

contrary to the rules of the Hague Convention, and the

shipyards were not entitled to allow the Germans on

board the vessels, or to proceed with their construction

for German account. Furthermore, it is held that the

circumstance that the builders, at the time of the seizure,

sought and obtained guarantee from the Ministry of

Finance as a security against forthcoming compensation

claims from the Norwegian side, is, it is contended, a

proof of builders realising that it was contrary to inter-

national law to obey the German orders. That when,

also, the Danish State is made responsible for the losses

sustained by the Norwegian shipowners, the reason is,

it is alleged, that the Danish State neglected its duty to

protect the property of foreign citizens on Danish terri-

tory. The lawsuit concerns the following vessels ( with

claim amounts attached): m. s. "Kurland" (8,075,500

kr. ), m. v. "Lappland" (5,816,113 kr. ), m. v. "Austan-

ger" (500,080 kr. ), m. v. "Johan Essberger" (2,851,667

kr.), m. V. "Falkanger" (1,613,688 kr.), m. v. "Hope-

ville" (1,104,236 kr.), m. v. "Viator" (3,500,202 kr.)

and m. v. "Ferngulf" (3,528,982 kr.).

A later report states that, in connection with the legal

action taken by a combine of five Norwegian shipowners

against three Danish shipyards, the Ministry of Finance

and the Danish War Insurance, in respect of new con-

struction in Denmark for Norwegian account, which,

during the German occupation of Denmark, was seized

by the enemy and eventually completed by the shipyards

under German pressure, from Britain, also, a similar

lawsuit has been started against the shipyard of Bur-

meister and Wain. Copenhagen, the Ministry, and the

War Insurance. The British owners are the Blue Star

Line, Ltd., London, who claim compensation of about

14,000,000 kr. in respect of the m. s. "Adelaide Star"

which, in 1939, w'as under construction at Copenhagen,

was seized by the Germans and completed under their

orders. It is anticipated that only one or two of the cases

will go to court, and that the outcome of them will be

decisive for the other vessels.

ARGENTINE INSURANCE LAWS
It is the considered opinion in London marine insur-

ance circles that the Argentine Government's proposed

nationalist insurance laws, as originally drafted, would

have proved unworkable. No surprise, therefore, has

been expressed at the change of policy. It appears that

the Argentine has been having some "second thoughts"

regarding this matter, no doubt following the adverse

comments which have been directed against it from sun-

dry quarters. They have, of course, been giving the

matter their attention since May last year.

The initial draft was never ratified by Congress. A
second draft introduced into the Chamber of Deputies

is not expected to be passed, and it is said that a third

draft is under consideration. The aim of the Government

to set up a national reinsurance institute seems to remain

unchanged, and so does the intention to exclude foreign

participation by shareholding in Argentine companies,

but the law of last May prohibiting the insurance of

imports and exports in transit by other than Argentine
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insurers, which was never rarihed, is said to have been

scrapped.

"No wonder! " is the comment. Had the insurance law

been enacted, not only would it have proved unwork-

able, but Argentine importers and exporters would have

been involved in great difficulties.

DENMARK
Insurance expenses, states a Copenhagen correspond-

ent, have become a little cheaper, but the premiums

claimed by the Danish war insurance are above the terms

on which the vessels could be covered in other markets,

and if the compulsory Danish war insurance continues in

existence the effect of it will be that Danish owners

cannot benefit from the advantages of covering insur-

ances in the cheapest market. Compensation for vessels

lost during the war outside the blockade is only partially

settled by Great Britain, Canada and the United States,

whereas this problem still remains unsettled with France,

South Africa. Holland, India, etc. The agreement arrived

at with Great Britain, on the basis of £10,000,000, plus

an additional amount of between £500,000 and £1,000,-

000 to cover repairs to re-delivered vessels, is satisfac-

tory; nevertheless, the compensation for the lost vessels

does not cover the full hull war insurance value of the

tonnage at 9th April, 1940. The balance, therefore, will

have to be claimed from the Danish war insurance. The

compensation negotiated with Canada and the United

States is a little better. The total amount to be received

from the United States lies between §26,000,000 and

S.i0,000,000, but also on this basis there is a margin to

be covered by the Danish war insurance.

FRANCE
It is reported from Paris that, according to a com-

munication from the Central Committee to Sworn in-

surance Brokers, the Minister of Finance recalled in a

recent circular that marine insurance operations could

only be undertaken in France and her oversea possessions

by firms, or organisations, having complied with certain

obligations—notably as regards compulsory reinsurance

—laid down in an ordinance of 23rd January, 1945. The

circular added that Lloyd's, London, not falling in this

category, are not legally competent, under present condi-

tions, to carry on marine insurance in France. Any con-

tracts entered into with Lloyd's would, therefore, con-

stitute a breach of the ordinance of 1945.

ymiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DDBBS
of San Francisco Bar

Liability for Injuries Ashore

AN INTERESTING GROUP OF CASES are being

brought to trial in many jurisdictions since the de-

cision of Aguilar rs. Standard Oil and Aioss vs. Alaska

Packers Association which are based upon the theory that

a seaman injured during authorized shore leave is entitled

to wages and maintenance for the period of disability

even though the injury occurs ashore and in some cases

at a great distance from the vessel. One of the excep-

tions to the rule lies in proof of misconduct on the part

of the seaman. What factors would, in a given case

amount to misconduct are difficult to spell out. In any

event, a recent decision in the District Court of Penn-

sylvania appears to extend the aforesaid rule by permit-

ting a seaman to recover not ony for wages and main-

tenance but also damages for negligence even though the

injury occurred ashore.

In Nowery is Smith and Johinon. 1946, the plaintiff,

a seaman, brought suit for personal injuries under the

Jones Act against the operators of the SS MATTHEW
B. BRADY. Plaintiffs alleged injuries were sustained as

a result of a fist fight with the chief engineer of the

BRADY, one Nantau, while plaintiff was on shore leave

in a barroom at Antilla, Cuba. The court's charge to the

jury provided that they could find for the plaintiff if they

found ( a ) that Nantau, when he entered the barroom

where the fight occurred, was acting as an officer of the

ship, and was on the ship's business; or (h) if they found

that Nantau was a man of vicious and brutal tendencies,

who was likely to engage in violent and unprovoked

physical assaults upon his fellows, and that Nantau's dis-

position was known, or should have been known, to the

master of the vessel; provided, in either instance, that

the jury also found that plaintiff was free from willful

misbehavior, and that he did not provoke the assault.

The court discusses the case of O'Donnell vs. Great

Lakes Dredge & Dock Co.. a United States Supreme

Court case, where a seaman, pursuant to orders, was

standing on the dock alongside his ship repairing a con-

duit through which a cargo of sand was being discharged

from the vessel; and, while so engaged, he was injured

through the negligence of a fellow employee. In holding

that the plaintiff could recover under the Jones Act, the

Supreme Court said:

"The right of recovery in the Jones Act is given

to the seaman as such, and, as in the case of main-

tenance and cure, the admiralty jurisdiction over

the suit depends not on the place where the injury

is inflicted but on the nature of the service and its

(Please turn to page Ii2i
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Controllable Pitch Propellers

On Dew River Craft

A
REVOLUTIONARY STEP IN THE DESIGN and

motivation of river craft has been taken with the

construction of two 525 foot all steel streamlined auto-

mobile carrying vessels by the St. Louis Shipbuilding

and Steel Company for Commercial Barge Lines, Inc., of

Detroit, Michigan.

Designed by top ranking naval architects and marine

engineers, these modern vessels are the first river craft

to incorporate many commercial adaptations of propul-

sion principles developed and tested under battle con-

ditions during World War II. Multiple high speed die-

sel engine units driving controllable pitch propellers

provide power and maneuverability hitherto unknown

to inland waterway cargo vessels. These propellers were

originally engineered by General Motors to meet the

Navy's inportant landing craft and sub-chaser require-

ments.

Christened the Commercial Clipper and Commercial

Express, immediate use of the trim sister craft will be to

make scheduled runs between automobile assembly

Page 90

dl Clipper operating with two of its three units during trial runs on the Mississippi. The center unit had not been

completed at the time of the trials.
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plants at Evansville, Indiana, and connecting highway

transportation lines at Guntersville. Alabama, a distance

of some 500 miles.

Each of the 325 foot vessels consists of three separate

175 foot units tightly joined by cable and ratchets. When
integrated, the fine lines of the hull are carried through-

out the entire length without sacrificing speed or effi-

ciency. The bow and center units are made up for four

cargo carrying levels, all of which may be loaded or un-

loaded from either end by the use of adjustable ramps.

The stern section is the power unit, with an elevated

pilothouse located on the port side. Generous crew ac-

commodations, propulsion engines, maintenance machin-

ery, and fuel bunkers are all located in the hull of this

unit. In addition, three levels of storage area are available

for cargo.

In operation, the vessels may be made up of either

two or three units, depending upon load requirements.

Three integrated units can accommodate 600 automobiles

and 498 long tons of freight. Fully loaded, each unit dis-

places 248.^.5 tons of fresh water to a 5V2 foot draft.

Beam at the water line measures 35 feet and 45 feet on

deck.

Propulsion power for both the Commercial Clipper

and the Commercial Express is supplied by three General

Motors Diesel Quad multiple engine units, each of

which is rated at 660 bhp at 1850 rpm. A Quad unit

consists of four basic 6-cylinder engines mounted to-

gether and driving a single propeller shaft through a

4.4:1 reduction gear. Correct engine water temperature

is maintained through separate closing cooling systems

for individual Quads, each system having its own shell

and tube heat exchanger.

Basic engines have individual clutch and throttle con-

trols so that under light load conditions one or more

engines in a unit may be shut off for more economical

operation. If necessary, basic engines could be quickly

Engine room of the Commercial Clipper showing two of the

three &M Diesel Quad propulsion units.

disconnected and replaced either enroute or at port dur-

ing loading, thus obviating costly lay up time while

repair work is being performed. Hatches directly over

the engine room facilitate quick removal or exchange

of any engine.

Although this power plant is capable of delivering

over 2,000 bhp at a governed speed of 1850 rpm. each

of the three "Quad 6" units measures only 4V2 feet by

10% feet and 4Vi feet high.

Each of the three 60 inch controllable pitch propellers

is driven at 415 rpm by a separate Quad engine unit.

Since there are no reverse gears, backing is accomplished

by simply reversing the propeller pitch by means of a

hydraulic mechanism. Engines need not be throttled

down when this operation is performed. The control-

lable pitch feature, in addition to providing greater

I Please lurti to page 7/>6i
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New Sinclair Oil Tanli

er, the f. C. Randall

re -built for service ir

hard-to-qet-to ports o

Cuban and South Amer
ican waters.

ar Techniques Used in

Hew Shallow Draft Tankers

THE SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY, drawing

on its wide experience in product distribution, has

taken advantage of available postwar trends in small

tanker design to expand coastwise operations in Cuba
and South America, with particular emphasis on opera

tions in shallow ports.

To widen its distribution within such "hard-to-get-to'

ports, Sinclair has acquired the newly constructed F. C,

Randall, a tanker of the YO class which was contract

termination inventory in the Smith Shipyards, Pensacola,

Florida, after cancellation by the United States Navy
The vessel was purchased by Marine Industries and later

sold to Sinclair Refining Company for operation by Sin-

clair of Cuba. The Gibbs Corporation of Jacksonville,

Florida, rebuilt the tanker to meet Sinclair's special needs.

Sinclair was particularly interested in this type of

The F. C. R, dall's Model 8-278A General Motors diesel en-
ated at 640 bhp, turns the propeller at 221 rpm, through
Airflex clutch-reverse-reduction-gear mechanism.

tanker, being aware that the Navy used a long string of

vessels of this type when establishing a beachhead or

when entering shallow ports with needed supplies. Sin-

clair was also interested due to the fact that this tanker

is of modern construction and is amply powered; being

equipped with steam coils and a smothering system for

handling heavy petroleum products as well as molasses

in bulk cargo. In addition the vessel is well protected

with C02 fire fighting equipment.

Now in service, the F. C. Randall is of all-welded steel

construction, and measures 216' 6" in length, overall;

with a molded beam of ^2' and molded depth of 15';

capacity, 10,000 barrels of gasoline plus approximately

50 tons of fuel oil and 14 tons of fresh water at maxi-

mum draft of 1 3 feet. It is powered by Cleveland Deisel

Engine Division of General Motors Corporation with

a Model 8-278A diesel engine, rated 640 bhp at 675 rpm
of the engine, turning the three-blade bronze propeller,

90 inches in diameter by 56 inch pitch, at 221 rpm
through an Airflex clutch-reverse-reduction-gear mecha-

nism.

Other equipment used in the operation of this oil

carrier includes a diesel cargo pump; combination 40 kw.

cargo pump and generator; two air compression pumps,

600-pound working pressure; a 20-gpm centrifugal

fresh water pump; bilge pump, 100 gpm at 1250 rpm;

a 50 gpm flushing pump and a steam generating plant.

There also is electric steering; and the usual type air

whistle characteristic of a motor vessel. The galley is

spacious and well equipped with a three-gallon stain-

less steel coffee urn with contact electric heater; a large

electric refrigerator, as well as a .30-cubic foot electric

refrigerator and deep freeze unit. The vessel carries a

I Please turn to page 134)
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IDoderH IDarine Boiler Huxiliaries

STEAM FROM A BOILER, having done its work in

the turbine or reciprocating engine, goes into another

phase of its cycle in which it is reduced to water and

prepared for entrance into the boiler again at the most

advantageous pressure and temperature for the best

economy of the particular installation. Therefore, every

piece of apparatus between the exhaust outlet of the

turbine and the feed water inlet of the boiler may pro-

perly be called a boiler auxiliary, considering the con-

denser as a 50-50 auxiliary half boiler, half engine.

Starting then with the condenser we have a low tem-

perature heat exchanger consisting of a large nest of

tubes contained in a cast iron or cast steel shell and so

arranged that a fairly high vacuum can be maintained in

the shell and cold salt water can be pumped through the

tubes while steam is pouring down over these tubes

from the exhaust. Important points in the operation of

steam exhaust condensers are:

( 1 ) That all joints between tubes and tube sheets

and between tube sheets and shell be kept tight.

( 2 ; That any split or punctured rubes be blanked

out as soon as discovered.

( 3 ) That inlet ends of tubes be examined periodi-

cally so that steps can be taken to prevent erosion

and, if necessary, to renew tubes.

The engineer should secure for his personal use from

the manufacturer an instruction book covering the con-

denser installed on his ship. He should also find out the

make and material of the condenser tubes used and

write the maker of those tubes for complete information.

He should be supplied with the proper tools for making

tubes tight and with ample spare ferrules and packing,

if packing is used.

Condenser tubes in most modern condensers are made

of copper nickel or aluminum brass alloys, which arc

much less subject to corrosion than the former standard

Admiralty metal rubes. Any brass, however, is subject

to dezincification when exposed to salt water that is con-

tained in an iron shell. This is due to electrolytic action

and is largely preventable by the use of zinc wasting

plates fitted in the water boxes.

All of this is to prevent salt water getting into the

steam which is particularly harmful in a water tube

</r vent lo utm.-

ConaenscVt^

Fig. I. Two-stage
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boiler installation. Such leakage is discovered by making

frequent tests of the condensate for salinity. Many mod-

ern vessels are fitted with salinity indicator systems hav-

ing connection to the hotwell and flashing a red light

and ringing an alarm when salt concentration becomes

dangerous. However, notwithsanding the presence of

such a system, it is wise and safe procedure for the engi-

neer to take a salinity reading every 15 minutes while

underway.

When a condenser is idle it should be thoroughly

dried out both on salt water and steam sides. If imprac-

ticable to dry out the tubes, the salt water side should

be kept full and fresh circulation water pumped through

occasionally.

Serving the condenser are two important auxiliaries:

( 1 ) The air ejector for maintaining the vacuum in

the shell; and

(2) The condensate pump which draws the con-

densed steam from the bottom of the condenser

I

and starts it on its way to the main feed pump

I and the boiler.

In the great majority of modern steam plants an air

ejector takes the place of the old air pump. Figure 1,

illustrates the two stage air ejector with inter and after

condensers which is the type most commonly used in

American 450 psi marine steam plants. Simply stated,

the air ejector is a steam nozzle discharging a high veloc-

ity steam jet through a mixing chamber into a venturi

tube difTuser, which may discharge into a condenser or

into the atmosphere. In the two stage variety the first

stage discharges into an inter-condenser and the second

stage takes its suction from the inter-condenser and dis-

charges into an after-condenser as shown ( Fig. 1 ) . The

condensers in an air ejector are the start of the regenera-

tive feed water system. Cooling water for these con-

densers is the condensate from the main condensers,

which picks up here a few degrees of heat. The con-

densate from these air ejector condensers goes to the

hotwell of the main condenser adding a little heat to the

feed water. Figure 2 shows a complete regenerative

closed feed water system with bled steam from various

stages of the turbine piped to the essential heat exchange

functions and drains from those functions piped to con-

venient stages of the feed water cycle. The usual marine

450 psi plant has three bleed points approximotely 100

psi absolute 25 psi gage, and 8 psi absolute.

One hundred pound bled steam is used in the third

stage feed water heater and in the evaporators. Twenty-

(Please turn to page 138)
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TH[ SEXTANT
CHAPTER X

( THIS IS THE CONCLUDING CHAPTER IN
A SERIES ON THE SEXTANT. WHICH HAS
RUN THROUGH 1946-I94~)

Practical ^otes on the Care of the Sextant

I S WILL HAVE BEEN GATHERED from the fore-

ilgoing articles on the Sextant, it is a most important

and somewhat delicate instrument requiring a good deal

of personal care, handling and attention. It is hoped

that the following notes will supply the navigator with

hints and tips on all the points which will assist him

to take the greatest care of his sextant and keep it in

the best adjustment.

As the sextant is the best friend you will have at sea,

treat it with respect. The old saying is

—

Never lend your sextant

—

Never lend your wife

—

Buying a Sextant

When buying a sextant, particularly a new sextant,

the maker's name will be sufficient guarantee of the

quality and accuracy of its construction. BEWARE OF
A SECOND-HAND SEXTANT UNLESS IT HAS
BEEN FULLY CHECKED BEFORE YOU PART
WITH YOUR MONEY.

In buying a second-hand sextant the following points

should be watched. Suppose, for instance, you see adver-

tised a sextant, and that you make an appointment with

the seller and call on him. Immediately he will begin to

extol the qualities of the sextant in the manner follow-

ing: 'This is a beautiful instrument; my grandfather

used it, my father used it, and I have used it for several

years. It is a wonderful buy for S2 50.00. Just give me
the money and be on your way, etc., etc.

"

Now here is a little free legal advice that will save you
money—and grief. Before you say more than how-de-do

to the seller, ask him:

"Have you a Certificate of Inspection for this sextant?

If so, where is it? Has is been pasted on the inside of the

lid of the sextant case?" If so, examine it, and examine
it carefully. If the seller is a "slicker " he may have picked

up a Certificate of Inspection that belongs to some
other sextant entirely. Check this Certificate of Inspec-

tion with the sextant. Does it describe the sextant you
are planning to buy? Has it the same serial number?
Does it contain the name of the same manufacturer that

is engraved on the sextant? What is the date of the

certificate?

Before you part with any money for a second-hand

sextant, even after you have checked the Certificate of

Inspection, insist that either the seller or you take this

sextant to any reputable instrument concern and have

it thoroughly checked. Between the time the Certificate

of Inspection was issued and the time you look at it, it

may have been dropped on the deck; thrown at the ship's

cat, or used by the seller's wife to pound a nail in the

wall on which to hang a picture. Any one of these uses

to iihich a sextant is put tiill utterly ruin it for naviga-

tional purposes. A thorough check of a sextant will cost

from S15.00 to S25.00 but will be money well invested.

Anything wrong with the sextant will come out in this

check-up.

See that the glasses in the shades are not slack. Re-

verse the instrument and see if the true and reflected arcs

are in the same continuous line. Note whether the arc is

well cut, as this is often worn by constant polishing; if

it is, reject the sextant at once. See that the screws on
the index mirror and horizon glass are in working con-

dition and not all worn away. Examine the silvering on
the mirrors.

If you are going to use the sextant for deep-sea work
be sure that you have the proper telescopes. Unless your
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TEDDINGTON.

ffl^HISISTO (JeRTIPTTHAT ^extant J^O.-?ii82- nam.

H^Hughes & Sonjitdj ,29J^^^

with vernier showing 15!I reaches the standard lor

CLASS A.

The dividing has been examined at a number of points along the arc and

tound Jree Irom material error. The following corrections, u addition to th«

index correction, should be appUed to the readings of the arc :

—

16*
1

30° •
46° 60° 76* 90° 108° ISO*

0" O'O" -O'lO" -o'30" -C30" ^•30" -0'20" -O'K

The shades, minors and telescopes are good. The magnifying powers an

10.5.4 The general workmanship is satisfactory.

21at .Jaiiuary 1941 _ .

.^.:-S. 54.288
0(^--^Cv^W-v^ j,^„,..
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Fig.^A The National Physical Laboratory Certificate Class \.

Fig. 23. Certificate of Inspection issued by The National

Physical Laboratory, London.

sextant will pick up stars without difficulty it is no good

nowadays.

7/ possible buy a new sextant and take care of it—
ivith proper care it will last a lifetime.

Using The Sextant

When holding the sextant many men prefer to grasp

the frame of the sextant around the handle as well, thus

getting a firmer grip.

When clamping the index arm the clamp screw should

not be forced down hard, just tight enough to prevent

the index arm slipping so that the tangent screw will

act.

Do not strain the tangent screw by allowing it con-

tinually to get to the end of the thread.

Always rub over your sextant lightly after use—par-

ticularly in damp weather—with a piece of chamois.

This will prevent the silvering from being damaged and

keep your sextant in good working order and condition

for years. Be careful to rub the arc dry at the same time.

When taking sights in rough weather be careful to

clean off the salt spray. After sunset and at night mois-

ture may form on the mirrors, which should be removed.

Remove all moisture from the dividing line between

the plain glass and the silvered glass, otherwise the sil-

vering will soon deteriorate and make star sights much

more difficult.

Be careful not to apply excessive pressure on the viir-

rors or the adjustments may be upset.

The sextant should never be left exposed to the sun

for longer than necessary, and between sights it is a good

plan to stow it away in its box, or someone may knock

it off on the deck.

The micrometer sextant must be carefully handled.

Firm pressure must be applied to the release clamp, dis-.

engaging it carefully by firm pressure of the thumb and

finger on the clamp. The arc and micrometer teeth must

be kept clean in order to prevent any stiffness occurring

in the movement of the index arm.

The working parts of the micrometer sextant should

be lubricated with the special oil provided. This should

be used sparingly to the underside of the large microm-

eter pivot screw, the micrometer screw bearing, and also

to the rubbing surfaces of the arc.

In addition to adjusting the sextant and finding the

index error, a periodical examination should be made

as follows;

( 1 ) See that the index arm moves freely along the

arc—if not, send to the maker for an overhaul.

( 2 ) Holding the sextant arc away, as for the first

adjustment, see if the true and reflected horizons are in

line, and if not, note the difference. Now move the in-

dex arm around the arc from one side to the other and

see if there is any variation in the distance between the

true and reflected arcs. If there is, the index mirror is

bent and the instrument should be sent to the maker

for an overhaul.

( 3 ) Examine the sextant and see if the telescope is

paralled with the arc ( fourth adjustment ) ; if not, either

adjust or send to the maker for an overhaul.

(4) The vernier should be examined to see whether

when zero exactly cuts a division on the arc the 10' divi-

sion on the vernier also coincides with another division

on the arc. It should do this at several places along the

arc, otherwise the sextant should be sent to the maker

for overhaul.

Keep Your Sextant Away From Damp and

Vibration

Do not keep your sextant in a drawer where constant

jolting will probably alter the adjustments. If possible

get a special shelf built fitted with side battens to pre-

vent the box from getting any play when the ship is

rolling.

An occasional rubbing of the arc ( on the vernier sex-

tant ) with a weak solution of ammonia and water will

brighten it so that it is easier to read. Never use any-

thing on the arc of an abrasive nature which will cut it.

[Phase turn to page 138)
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

Six C-3's for Matson

Six C-5's assigned to Matson Navigation Company are

to be converted to special needs of that firm by the addi-

tion of cargo refrigeration, deep tanks for molasses, and

special cargo handling machinery.

General Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company was

successful low bidder on two of these vessels for a total

cost of over 51,000,000. The other four will be converted

on the Atlantic Coast or the Gulf.

Specifically each of the ships contracted to the General

Engineering & Dry Dock Co. will be fitted for 60,000

cu. ft. capacity in refrigerated cargo chambers together

with the refrigeration machinery to take care of this

cargo.

The molasses will be carried in deep tanks with a

capacity for 2700 tons. A pump room with machinery of

adequate pumping capacity to handle this cargo will be

installed. The ships' holds will be fitted to carry sugar in

bulk. Topping winches will be installed to complete the

cargo handling gear.

Progress on Passenger Liners

The two passenger liners. President Cleveland and

President Wilson, building at the Alameda, California

yard of the Shipbuilding Division, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, are rapidly nearing completion. The SS Cleveland

is expected to run trials early in the summer and a num-
ber of executives and engineers of the Maritime Commis-

sion will be out from Washington to make special studies

on this trial. Of particular interest to the engineers will

be the strain gage tests on the aluminum superstructure

of this vessel. These tests will determine to a large extent

the usefulness of this light weight metal in such struc-

tural application.

Undoubtedly the first of this pair of vessels will be put

through exhaustive tests as to all of her engineering and

navigational functions, although these should be identical

with those of her sister vessels that were used as troop

transports during the war. The only new feature to be

tested is the aluminim: superstructure and this test data

GOOD NEIGHBOR" \\m COMES BACK

The SS Argentina, which served as a troopship during the war. enters a 25,000-ton floating drydock — the largest in the country — at the Bethlehem
Brooklyn Division yard. The vessel is being reconverted for peacetime ser/ice by the U. S. Maritime Commission. By mid-summer the 587-foot,

20,611-lon ship will emerge again as a luiury liner, to be operated on the "Good Neighbor" run to east coast South American ports by the

Moore-McCormack Lines.
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will be awaited with keen interest by all naval architects.

On a sea trial of one of the sister vessels built in this

same yard we found her to be an eceptionally good sea-

going model, easy in her roll and pitch, and able with her

electric twin-screw drive to spin around practically in a

circle with a diameter scarcely exceeding her own length.

liner Plans Deferred

A number of American steamship lines have long

range plans for special passenger liner and combination

passenger and cargo liner construction that are, at pres-

ent, deferred awaiting final rulings on taxes by the Treas-

ury Department, and on subsidies by the Maritime Com-

mission. Among these are American President Lines,

American Export Lines, U. S. Lines, and American Mail

Lines.

Designs for these vessels are practically complete and

the necessary reserve funds for their construction are on

hand pending the decision by government agencies on

several important factors. If the government insists on

payment of income taxes covering these funds, a decision

that would be based on a very flimsy technicality, then

of course the remainder would not be sufficient to war-

rant going ahead with the work. If the Maritime Com-

mission decides against adequate consttuction differential

subsidy that also hamstrings the plans. So both the ship-

ping and the shipbuilding industry are temporarily, at

least, "out on a limb" so far as new construction is

concerned.

Todd Reconverts Puebia [E\-Orinoco]

The former German passenger liner, Orinoco, interned

early in the war by Mexican authorities, was chartered

early in 1942 to the United States and with her name

changed to Puebia, turned over to the Army in New
Orleans, for use as a transport hospital. On her way round

to San Francisco trouble developed in the M.A.N, diesel

engines of her electric generating sets. At San Francisco

these engines were replaced by Enterprise diesels and

the ship went into hospital transport service on the

Pacific.

In 1944, after repeated trouble with her main engines

( Bremer-Vulcan ) she was laid up at Bethlehem, San

Francisco Yard, and her engines completely rebuilt. After

further service she was sold to the Southern Steamship

Company (Olympia Line) of New York, which is head-

ed by Markos P. Nomikos, a Greek shipowner, who had

the vessel reconverted to a passenger liner at Todd's

Brooklyn Division yard. This job was completed on

February 7 and the Puebia, later to be named Olympia,

delivered to her owners.

This vessel is about the same size and horsepower as a

C-3. She is 485'-6" long, 60'-H" beam, 34'-I" depth

and her diesel engines generate 8000 hp. She probably

makes 16 knots speed.

As now fitted, she will carry 626 passengers in five

classes: 68 in de luxe suites, 125 in first class cabins, 118

in second class cabins, 134 in tourist class rooms, 181 in

third class berths. Our illustrations show the furnishings

and the general appearance of this ship.

n^s^.
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Public rooms on the recently reconverted oasse

are noteworthy for simplicity and good taste

treatment and the furnishings. Our illustration

first class lounge and (below) a de luxe <

,er liner Puebia ^
the decorative ^^
show (top) the

ss cabin.

The reconverted passenger liner Puebia leaving Todd's Brooklyn

Yard, assisted by three tugs. This vessel, the former German
liner Orinoco, was converted to an Army transport hospital for

Olympla line, New York.

/\luniinum Hulls Proposed

The Aluminum Company of America is proposing to

build two all-aluminum comparatively shallow draft ves-

sels to transport bauxite ore from their mines in Dutch

Guiana, to Trinidad, British West Indies, where it will

be transferred to deep draft vessels for transport to

American ports. The first proposed vessel will have an

overall length of 422 feet, a beam of 60 ft., a depth of

28 ft., and a maximum draft of 20 ft. She will have a

deadweight capacity of 8143 tons on a displacement of

10,232 tons. The second vessel as designed will have a

length overall of 348 feet, a beam of 54 feet, a depth of

27 feet, and a maximum draft of 19 feet. Her maximum
deadweight capacity on 6730 tons displacement will be

5101 tons.

Such figures will be very interesting to naval architects

if these vessels in sea service measure up to the expecta-

tions of their designers. Alcoa has carried on much pains-

taking research into the problems of the adaptability of

aluminum and its alloys to marine structures and are to

be commended for their courage in planning this full

size demonstration in actual service conditions. The suc-

cess of this demonstration might well revolutionize mer-

chant ship design and construction.

Gibbs and Cox have worked out the design details for

the larger vessel and George E. Sharp has charge of the

design of the smaller one. Bids are being invited this

month.

Hospital Ships Converted

Todd Shipyard Corporation, Seattle Division, is near-

ing completion of its contract to convert two former

naval combat hospital ships into Army transports. These

vessels were the Rixey and the Tryon, built by the Moore

Dry Dock Co. during the war and used as combat evacu-

ation vessels. They were decommissioned last year and

taken over by the Seattle Port of Embarkation, total con-

tract price for the two conversions is over two and a half

million dollars. Both ships are to be turned over to the

San Francisco Port of Embarkation.

Converting a Victory

The Kaiser Company at the Swan Island yard, Port-

land, Oregon, is converting a Victory type steamer into

a bulk carrier of cement and or miscellaneous rock

for the Permanente Cement Co.

Holds No. 2, 3 and 4 of this vessel will be changed into

hoppers with bottoms sloped at a 45° angle. Holds No.

1 and No. 5 will be fitted with cargo conveying machin-

ery. Deck piping will be installed for connection to 10

inch flexible piping running ashore for the loading of

cement. Four tunnels will be constructed, two forward

(Please turn lo page I38j
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Converse M. Converse's yachi

Dorsal lakes on unusually large

supply of fuel and lubricants

at General Petroleum marine

station at Los Angeles Harbor.

Inlercoastal Yacht Trip

THE FIRST POSTWAR COAST-TO-COAST
yachting excursion to leave the Los Angeles area

got under way when Captain R. C. "Dick" Wilson

took out Converse M. Converse's 80-foot diesel yacht

Dorsal on the first leg of a non-scheduled journey that

ultimately will reach New York.

Leaving Wilmington, the Dorsal will proceed to En-

senada for its Mexico papers, then touch at Mazatlan and

Acapulco to which port Mr. and Mrs. Converse will fly

to join the craft.

The Dorsal will then proceed to Panama after touch-

ing ports in Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rica.

Transiting the Canal, Mr. Converse will be joined by his

brother, George, who has been cruising in the Caribbean

aboard his yacht Aeolus, and the two yachts will con-

tinue together in that sea, fishing and cruising among
the islands and stopping at Kingston, Havana and Miami.

With the coming of stormy weather in the Florida area,

they will proceed via the inland waterway to New York.

Mr. Converse is a member of the New York and New-
port Yacht Clubs, as well as of the Santa Barbara and

California Yacht Clubs. He is also president of the

Santa Barbara Polo Association.

The Dorsal is 80 feet in length, with 15-foot beam and

draws seven feet of water. It is powered by two 200 hp

General Motor diesels. Its range is 1061 miles and it

carries a crew of four.

An interesting feature of the final preparations was the

loading of an unusual supply of diesel fuel and lubricat-

ing oil at the General Petroleum marine station in Wil-

mington where 3625 gallons of fuel and 100 gallons of

lubricating oil, some of which had to be stored on deck,

was taken aboard. General Petroleum and Socony-Vac-

uum have arranged a fueling itinerary along the entire

route for the Dorsal.
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Aerial phctograpH ol

the Sunny.ale plant of

the Joshua Hendy Iron

Works, which will be

operated by the West-

inghouse Electric Cor-

poration under a lease

agreement for ten years

with option to bLy.

Westinghouse Gets

' Joshua Hendy Plant

Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion will take over operation of the

Sunnyvale, California, plant of the

Joshua Hendy Iron Works under a

lease arrangement.

Westinghouse is entering into a

10-year lease with option to pur-

chase the California plant, accord-

ing to a joint announcement by

John A. McCone, president of

Joshua Hendy. and Harry F. Boe.

vice president in charge af the

Westinghouse Manufacturing and

Repair Division.

The 57-acre plant will be operat-

ed under the direction of Mr. Boe

and will become the largest of .>"

manufacturing and repair plants

MARCH • 1947

which Westinghouse operates in 25

states, in addition to its principal

manufacturing divisions. Other

West Coast plants in the Westing-

house "M & R" Division are at Los

Angeles, Emeryville, Portland, and

Seattle.

With its 900.000 square feet of

floor space, the Sunnyvale plant be-

comes a major Westinghouse man-

ufacturing unit. Westinghouse plans

to take over actual management of

the plant about March I.

In addition to carrying on Joshua

Hendy s present production of such

heavy equipment as pipe line valves

and smaller types of steam turbines,

Westinghouse plans to expand its

operation by adding new products

now being manufactured in a num-

ber of other Westinghouse plants.

The Sunnyvale plant's present em-

ployment figure of 1 100 people will

be increased when the operation

gets into full swing, according to

Mr. Boe.

During the war, the Joshua
Hendy Iron Works was licensed by

W estinghouse to use its plans and

processes to produce marine tur-

bines and gears.

Organized in 1856 as a metal fab-

ricating concern, Joshua Hendy em-

ployed at wartime peak approxi-

mately 9000 employees. On the 57-

acre plant site which adjoins the

main line of the Southern Pacific

Railroad are located seven manu-

facturing buildings, an office build-

ing, and a cafeteria. Four of the

manufacturing buildings were built

during the war, including two mod-

ern machine shops. .Among the

other structures is a large foundry.
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General Petroleum Names

Marine Sales Manager

The appointment of Edward S.

Hochuli as manager of Marine Sales

for the Northern California Divi-

sion of General Petroleum Corpora-

tion was announced by B. F. Ball,

Division Manager. Mr. Hochuli,

who assumed his new position the

first of February, has had a varied

background of seafaring experience

in both the merchant marine and

the Na\-y. He goes to his San Fran-

cisco assignment from Los Angeles.

where he has long been affiliated

with the company. During the war

he ser\'ed as assistant supervisor in

charge of education for the U. S.

Merchant Marine Cadet Corps, and

in overseas combat, where he was
in command of an undersea demo-
lition team.

Cleveland Diesel Promotions

George W. Codrington, general

manager, Cleveland Diesel Engine

Division, General Motors Corpora-

tion, Cleveland. Ohio, announces

the appointment of T. E. Hughes
as general sales manager and B. H.

Gommel as commercial sales man-
ager. Mr. Hughes was for many
years manager of the Washington.

D. C, office, and Mr. Gommel was
formerly service manager. Their

headquarters will be at the divi-

sion's plant in Cleveland, Ohio.

J. S. Melton has been transferred

from the Cleveland office to Mr.

Hughes' old f>ost as manager of the

VC'ashington office.

All of these men have been with

the company for many years and are

widely known in the diesel engine

industry

Installation

BRYANT O'CONNOR, who is

with Toumey Electric & Engineer-

ing Company of San Francisco ( rep-

resentatives for Bendix depth re-

corders on the Pacific Coast), re-

cently went on a trial trip in Hum-
boldt County on the Sportfisher II.

owned by Milton A. Pellegrini of

Eureka. A Bendix depth recorder

was installed and Bryant was able

to check on its performance during

a bad spell of foul weather outside

the bar.

Over the past year more than 60

installations of Bendix depth re-

corders have been installed in com-

mercial fishing boats of the Pacific

Coast.

Ceorge Ferry Joins

Atlas Paint

George Ferry, well known in marine

circles on this Coast, including years

as a yacht skipper, has joined the

Atlas Paint and Varnish Company
Sales Department. He was formerly

with West Coast Shipbuilding Com-
pany for some time.

Top to bottom; T E. He ghes.

sale manager. Cl€ veland DIese

Divi Ion. General Motors Corp
Cle« eland, Ohio: J. S. Melton

qer Washington office and

Gornmel. commercial la es ma
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t the head table, lett to right: Peter Klemenkov ot U.S.b.R. C
& Hawaiian Sugar Refining Co.; Herb Porter, Otis McAllister & Co.; Bob Prock, Atkin Kroll i Co.; R. H. Wylie, Brig. General (retired),

speaker of the Day; Allan Eber, Polak Winters i Co.; Alvin C. Eichholi, Senior Chamber of Commerce; Bill Loomis. Senior Chamber of

Commerce, and Maurice Knox, Polak Winters t Co.
General Wylie is the newly appointed manager for State Board of Harbor Commissioners, San Francisco.

IDorld Trade Committee of

San Francisco Junior Chamber

lllelcomes General Ulvlie

'
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Speaker at the Junior Foreign Trade Meeting
W. H. Wylie, Brig. General (Ret.), talked on
the Importance of San Francisco's Harbor and
touched upon a plan for its development. At
left: Bob Prock. Atkin Kroll & Co. On the
right of General Wylie is Allan Eber, Polak

Winters i Co.

General view of the meeting.
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Ulhite Bros. Executives

In February Pacific

Marine Review there
appeared a story of

the 75 years of serv-

ice to shipping of
White Brothers, San

adqu
hardv.

W. T. White presi-

dent of White Bros,
and C. H. White,
vice president and

<
Don White of White

Sterling Engine's Pacific

Coast Sales IDanager

The appointment of W. Edgar

. Martin as Pacific Coast sales mana-

ger of the Sterling Engine Co., of

Buffalo, N. Y., effective March 1,

1947, was announced by Hans Bohu-

slav. Sterling vice president. Mr.

Martin will make his headquarters

at the company's San Francisco of-

fices, 1040 Bryant St.

Widely known to the marine in-

dustry throughout the West, "Eddie
"

Martin joins Sterling after a long

period of service to the industry

for the Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration, more than 20 years of

which were spent on the Pacific

Coast as Marine Department repre-

sentative, headquartered at San
Francisco.

A native of Brooklyn, N. Y.. Mr.

Martin attended grade and high

schools in Denver, Colo., then grad-

uated from the University of Colo-

rado as a Bachelor of Science in

Electrical Engineering. Soon after

graduation, he joined Westinghouse

at East Pittsburgh, Pa., as a grad-

uate student, and later became one

of the first members of that com-

pany's Marine Department.

In 1920, he took a post-graduate

course in Carnegie Institute of

Technology at Pittsburgh, and in

1922 was transferred to the West

Coast where he has served since as

a marine representative.

In his new post, Mr. Martin will

have charge of the sale of Sterling's

complete line of diesel and gasoline

engines of medium horsepower for

both marine and stationary appli-

cations, throughout the Pacific

Coast territory.

IDarine Insurance Dews

CHANGES AT HOME
INSURANCE

A further change in the Marine

Department of The Home Insur-

ance Co., New York, is the transfer

of Marine Special Agent John V.

Beahrs from Los Angeles to the

San Francisco office where his duties

will be that of Underwriter super-

vising Ocean Marine writings.

Due to the increase of business

and in line with the Home's wish to

improve service to their producers.

Marine Special Agent Victor H.

Winkel is taking over the supervi-

sion of Inland Marine underwriting

in the San Francisco office, his

place in the field being filled by

Marine Special Agent David J. Gag-

gero.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON,
recently announced the removal of

their San Francisco offices, March 1,

1947, to 317 Montgomery Street,

California Commercial Union Build-

ing, ground floor offices. San Fran-

cisco.
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PORT of;

t-OS ANGELES-
U'

Left lo right: Commodore L. L. Bennett, USCS; Leonard T. Backus,
first vice president, Los Angeles-Long Beach Propeller Club; and
E. A. MacMahon, Luckenbach Steamship Co., president of the
Propeller Club; Stafford S. Harlow, third vice president- and Rear
Admiral Albert W. Marshall, USN, ret., honorary member. He
presented the club with the Ship's Bell a few months ago.

Propellers of

Southern California

Saw Training Film

At right, above: Left to right; Mat S. Linder. Transmarine Naviga-
tion, past president of the Propeller Club; Ralph M. Hylton, De La

Rama Steamship Co.; R. D. Kingsbury, De La Rama Steamship Co.;
and Lloyd Roberts, Los Angeles Harbor Department, who showed
the Training of Maritime Cadets film featured at this meeting.

At right: Dan Brennan (standing) graduate of the San Mateo Mai
time Service Cadet School gave a short talk after the film w,

presented to the club members. Included In this group are M.
Richley. formerly with Pope & Talbot, now retired' D. M. Hodg
Foster Wheeler Corp.; and Martin Faerber. American Pacific Stea
ship Co.

Wolff. Unii

Fuel Anne:
and S. F.

E. J. McKee. Naval Fuel
Oil Co. of California; Lt. i

Captain Lester L. Lishma
<acDonald. Luckenbach Stec

nei. Sa 1 Pedro; Lawrence
F. Walthew. Naval
Oil. port captain;

Below, right: Front row: Left to right- Roy W. Crosby,
Robert O. Vernon. Lloyd Shipping Co.. (in back row: Mr.
G. F. McDonald, Harold R. Paulcv. Board of Governors
Club, and A. E. Gram. Marine Eichange); W. A. St. /

of Governors of the L.A.-L.B. Propeller Club and W.
Parry Navigation Co.



W.OJ.M.M'S

Hear Shipping

Executive

K. C. Tripp, West
Mo

McCormack Lines, Inc.,

was the featured speak-

er at the February
meeting of the Port of

San Francisco, Wo-
men's Organization for

the American Merchant

Marine. Left to right:

Mrs. Duane Tweeddale;

Mrs. Alfred Pittman;

Mr. Tripp; Club Presi-

dent, Mrs. Harry W.
Parsons; Mrs. J. F.

Johnstone: and Mrs.

Harvey.

Staterooms of Glass

The modern ship, with fireproof

paneHng, fire bulkheads and alarms

has gone far toward control of major

fires. Still uncontrolled, however, is

the fire that starts in a stateroom,

even though it travels no further

than the confines of the room itself.

Renovating is a considerable ex-

pense to which must frequently be

added loss of passenger revenue.

Fireproof fabrics or treated cloths

have been available for some time,

but they have not lent themselves

to good decorative treatments. Pas-

sengers want and now expect their

living quarters to be attractive to

the point of being luxuriant. So

naval architects and decorators have

had little choice but to use conven-

tional fabrics throughout the inter-

iors.

Rapidly advanced during and

since the war, products made of

Owens-Corning Fiberglas textiles

now provide the medium for both

safe and decoratively beautiful fur-

nishings such as port curtains,

drapes, lamp shades, pillows, mat-

tress covers and even complete box

and inner spring mattresses. Many
new developments now on the hori-

zon will shortly make it possible

to completely furnish a stateroom

in GLASS.

In addition to its being non-com-

bustible, Fiberglas will not mildew

nor absorb moisture, is vermin

proof, colorfast, easily cleaned and

durable. Pillows and mattresses are

a boon to alergy sufferers, are ex-

tremely light and will remain so, as

they cannot gain weight by moisture

absorbtion.

Mattress covers give, to a very

large extent, the same qualities to

the conventional mattress on which

they are designed to be used.

These items are made available

in San Francisco by Glass Fiber Pro-

ducts, a subsidiary of White & Hol-

combe, who specialize in the marine

field.

White & Holcombe

Acquire Loft at Pier 5

Of interest to the marine field is

the announcement of White & Hol-

combe, sailmakers at Pier 7, San

Francisco, that they have recently

acquired Louis Ottesen Company
loft at Pier 5.

They will operate both lofts and

will retain the name of Louis Otte-

sen Co., as well as their own.

Robert
J. White was formerly

associated with the Army Transport

Services in an executive capacity

in San Francisco. Gordon B. Hol-

combe has been connected with

various steamship lines for the past

20 years, among which were the

American Mail Line, Dollar Line,

K. P. M. Line and Matson Naviga-

tion Co.

Pacific Far East Line

Appointments

Al Wenderoth and George H.

Nash were named assistants to the

traffic manager of Pacific Far East

Line, Inc., effective March 1st,

Thomas E. Cuffe, executive vice

president announces.

Mr. Wenderoth resigns as assist-

ant general freight agent of Ameri-

can Hawaiian Steamship Company
of San Francisco to take his new
post. During the war, he was a

Commander in the Navy. Before

going with American-Hawaiian

many years ago, he was with Gen-

eral Steamship Corp., Ltd. and prior

to that with Dollar Steamship Lines.

Mr. Nash held the position of

San Francisco manager of Judson

Sheldon Division of National Car-

loading Corp. until his appointment

to Pacific Far East Line. During the

war he served with the British Min-

istry of War Transport and prior to

that as traveling representative of

the Port of Oakland.
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The 1947 officers of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engint

Champlain, vice president, is Division Marine Supt. for United Fruit Co.

Coast. American Bureau of Shppinq; Captain R. O. Myers. USN.. Morr

the February meeting, who told his eiperiences as observer at Biiiini; ;

of Califo

ers were nominated at the February meeting. Left to rgiht: H. P.

Incoming President. W. B. Warren, Principal Surveyor on the Pacific

s Weitiner, on Executive Committee; Robert 0. Miller, speaker of

nd Gordon W. Colberg. assistant naval architect. Standard Oil Co.

Haval Architects

Oominate For 1047

The Northern California Section

of the Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers, at the Febru-

ary meeting in San Francisco, heard

delivered addresses by two Navy

men, and received the report of the

nommatmg committee.

The first address was the "Activi-

ties of the Office of Naval Research"

by Captain R. O. Myers, USN, Com-

manding Officer of the San Francis-

co Branch of the Office of Naval

Research. He was followed by "The

Story of Bikini ' by R. D. Miller of

the San Francisco Naval Shipyard,

who illustrated his talk with pic-

tures taken before, during and after

the Explosions.

Nominated for President is W. B.

Warren, who is Principal Surveyor

on the Pacific Coast for the Ameri-

can Bureau of Ships. Vice President

is H. P. Champlain, who is Division

Marine Superintendent for United

Fruit Co. Secretary is Lester White,

Chief Surveyor, C. & R. Department,

Matson Navigation Co.

Lester White, chief survey

Department of Matson Navigation Co..

incoming secretary of Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers,

Sewell A. Knapp, general super-

intendent. Moore Dry Dock Com-

pany, is nominated for a vacancy on

the Section's executive committee,

the others being: M. Weitzner,

Bethlehem Steel Company, the re-

tiring chairman; Harvard P. Stew-

art, Bethlehem Steel Company; and

C. M. LeCount, General Electric

Company.
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Shoreside Personalities

Co..

Aboard the ferryboat. Sacramento, during the General Electi

radar demonstration, left to right: Henry Becker. American Pre

dent Lines' naval architect: C. M. Lc Count. General Electi

Co.; Charles R. Page, chairman. Fireman's Fund Ins

and director, of APL; Hughes Ogilvie. General Electric Cc
E. Russell Luti. enecutive vice president. APL; George L. Cro
GE: Thomas Cokely. operating manager. APL; Gene Hoffma
manager of Public Relations. APL; and Captain Walter (

Pearch. marine superintendent of APL.

Radar Demonstrated

to Shipping Officials

Left to right: Captain Walter G. Pearch. marine superintendent;

E. Russell Luti. executive vice president; Charles R. Page, director;

T. J. Cokely. operating manager; and B. N. De Rochie, assistant

publisher of Pacific KHarine Review.

C aptain C arl Hawkin
.
Ame ican Pres dent L nes Assistant Oper.

at ing Mar ager, exoU ining sn eiperi T>ental radar set to Henry
F. Grady (left) and A. Em ory Wish sn. presiden ar d d irector

respective y of Amer can President L nes. as the group c rossed

fhe Bay recently on the fe rry boat Sacrarr ento whi ch the

radar set is installed APL officials a re studying the equ pment
of various companies with a view to installi ng th s new n avlga-

ti }nal aid on their ew postwar tra spacifi : and Re und-World

Captain Evans

of G. E. Retires

Captain Joseph S. Evans. USN (retired)

(center) was honored at a dinner in

Schenectady. January 8, attended by high-

ranking naval officers, General Electric

executives. and shipbuilding officials.

Captain Evans retired January I after 43

years' naval service. 13 of which were

spent as naval inspector with the Gen-

eral Electric Company. Left to right are

Vice Admiral E. W. Mills, chief of the

U. S. Navy Bureau of Ships: Rear Admiral

F. J. Willie, in charge of the Contract

Division; Capt. Evans; C. H. Lang, vice

president and manager of sales, Apparatus

Department. G.E.; and Captain W. A.

Brooks, present G.E. naval inspector.
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T. H. Bossert. pr( cnt and director and D. A. Williams, vice president and
York Shipbuilding Corporation of Camden, New Jersey.

\m York Ship Elects

J. F. Metten, chairman of the

Board of Directors and chief execu-

tive officer of New York Shipbuild-

ing Corporation. Camden, N. J.,
on

January 27 announced the following

changes in officers and directors:

T. H. Bossert, elected president

and director and

D. A. Williams, elected vice presi-

dent and works manager.

N. R. Parker will continue as

vice president and treasurer, and

was also elected director.

Mr. Bossert began his shipbuild-

ing career as an apprentice drafts-

man in the Hull Drawing Room of

New York Shipbuilding Corp., in

1 908 and graduated from the Frank-

lin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa., in

1912. He has been with the New
York Shipbuilding Corporation

since 1930 as Naval Architect and

in 1942 was made Vice President of

the Corp. He is a member of the

Society of Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers and of the Amer-

ican Society of Naval Engineers.

Mr. Williams graduated from

Franklin & Marshall College in 1917

with a B. S. Degree. He has been

with New York Shipbuilding since

1919, as foreman, Hull Department.

Ship's dockside fender f<

Buenos Aires with Inventor V

standing at left.

Subsequently, assistant foreman,

Production Department; Head of

Inspection Department; General

Foreman, Hull; assistant superin-

tendent and superintendent, Hull

Department; and assistant general

manager in 1942.

Five -Foot Fenders

The fender shown in the illus-

tration is used by the vessels of the

Moore-McCormack Company and

the Pope and Talbot Company on

the Buenos Aires run. Each vessel

sailing into this port carries two of

these which are held in position

over the ships side by means ot a

wire rope cradle, which in turn is

fastened to a deck bollard. One of

the port regulations at Buenos Aires

requires that all vessels when moor-

ed alongside the dock must remain

a distance of about 5 feet from the

dockside and many vessels which

do not have the required fenders

on board, have to rent those of the

port authority at quite a consider-

able cost.

This special type fender was de-

signed and manufactured by Vic

Knudsen, ship rigger of San Fran-

cisco, to meet the special require-

ments of the two shipping com-

panies. It consists of a circular core

of Oregon pine, 26 inches in dia-

meter and ten feet long. The bump-

er portion is made up of five air-

plane tires, five feet in diameter,

each packed with manila rope, all

recessed into the wood core a few

inches, and held in place by a strong

wooden collar at each end, rein-

forced by wood brackets. The total

weight of each bumper is two and

one half tons.
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Shoreside Personalities

llmerican Dlail Hews

GILBERT HIBSON TO AMERI-

CAN MAIL

Gilbert T. Hibson, former su-

pervising port analyst of the War
Shipping Administration and the

U. S. Maritime Commission, has

joined the American Mail Line as

assistant freight traffic manager,

with offices at San Francisco.

Mr. Hibson, a native of New
York, has been on this coast since

prior to the last war and after work-

ing for a short time for the Freight

Division of the Western Pacific

Railroad, joined the forces of the

War Shipping Administration

where he organized the West Coast

Statistical and Research Division.

Gilbert T. Hibson of American Mail Line.

This entailed the recording of the

movements and activities of all the

vessels operated for the U. S. Gov-

ernment in the Pacific Area. In lat-

ter months of service with the U. S.

Maritime Commission he assisted

the Pacific Coast Director's office in

handling administrative functions

pertaining to Terminal and Steve-

doring contracts. He will retain his

position as President of the Mari-

time Commission Recreation Club

until the fullfiUment of his term in

the fall of this year.

Ackerman Visits S. F.

G. J.
Ackerman, operating man-

ager, American Mail Line, Seattle,

was on a recent trip to San Fran-

cisco, where he made a study of con-

ditions prevailing on the change

over of the American Mail Line

from wartime to peacetime opera-

tions.

Mr. Ackerman states the Ameri-

can Mail Line will soon place in op-

eration six reconverted ships of the

C-3 class. These vessels will operate

in connection with three vessels

now in operation of the C-2's Is-

land Mail, China Mail, and Ocean

Mail, and will operate out of the

Pacific Coast serving the Orient and

Far East. Five of the nine Ameri-

can Mail ships will be equipped to

carry refrigerated cargo.

The C-3 class vessels are to be

re-named as follows; American

Mail, Java Mail, Washington Mail,

Oregon Mail, India Mail and Cana-

da Mail.

C. J. Hendry Promotion of

John R. Logan

The C. J.
Hendry Company an-

nounced, on February 10, through

its President, Charles J.
Dilke of

San Francisco, the retirement of

Alfred W. Johnson as manager of

its San Pedro Branch. John A. Lo-

gan, formerly assistant manager suc-

ceeds Johnson as manager at this

important unit of the Hendry Com-

pany.

After serving in the United
States Navy during World War I,

Al tried his hand, for a short time,

at selling oil products. Hendry's had

opened their San Pedro Branch in

1915, and believing that the Ship

Chandlery business would share in

the growth and progress of the

Harbor, Al joined the company in

1919 as Shipping Clerk. In 1923 he

became Assistant Manager and

served in that capacity until 1937

when he was appointed Manager at

San Pedro. In 1942 he was elected

to the Board of Directors and be-

came an Executive Officer of the

company.

Jack Logan is well qualified by

experience and training to represent

Hendry in the Los Angeles-Long

Beach Harbor District. Jack started

working for Hendry's during High

School vacations. The smell of tar

and oakum must have gotten in his

blood, for after graduating he took

a full time job, and is still at it.

After advancing through the var-

ious departments, he was appointed

Assistant Manager in 19_-^7.
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Ulestinghouse Pacific Coast

Dlarine, Hviation IDanager

H. G. Rethmeyer, veteran of

more than 20 years' service with the

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

has been named manager of the

Marine and Aviation Divisions of

the corporation's Pacific Coast Dis-

trict. The announcement of Mr.

Rethmeyer's appointment was made

by Charles A. Dostal, vice president.

In his new post, Mr. Rethmeyer

will take over the marine and avia-

tion activities handled formerly by

G. B. Rosenblatt. Mr. Rosenblatt is

relinquishing managerial duties to

devote full time to serving person-

ally the company's major industrial

and marine accounts throughout the

district.

He is a member of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers and

the Propeller Club, and also holds

membership in several Masonic or-

ganizations including Nile Temple,

Seattle. Mr. Rethmeyer was trans-

ferred to San Francisco from Seattle.

Washington, where he had served

the company's marine, transporta-

tion and central station accounts

since early 1937.

Atlantic IDutual [stabiishes

Offices in Los Angeles

The Atlantic Mutual Insurance

Company and its wholly-owned

stock affiliate, Centennial Insurance

Company, have opened offices at

510 'W 6th Street, Los Angeles. The

new office is under the direction of

James E. Crilly, Jr., who has had

wide experience in the insurance

business. He will be assisted by

Richard V. Eastman, who will su-

pervise the fire operations. Mr. East-

man has been active in the fire and

inland marine insurance business

in Southern California for the past

1 3 years.

The Atlantic Mutual is one of the

oldest insurance companies in the

United States. Founded in 1842 in

the Clipper Ship era as the succes-

sor of the Atlantic Insurance Com-
pany, the firm has served merchants

and shipowners on the Eastern Sea-

board for more than 100 years.

The Atlantic and Centennial
write practically all forms of poli-

cies which are common to marine

and fire insurance companies, and

later the company expects to intro-

duce its affiliate, the Atlantic Mu-
tual Indemnity Company, when
automobile and general lines of cas-

ualty insurance will be undertaken.

James E. Criily, Jr., manager of the recently

opened Los' Angeles office of the Atlantic

Mutual Insurance Company and its wholly-

owned stock affiliate, the Centennial Insur-

ance Company. Mr. Crilly is in charge of

Atlantic's Southern California operations.

A graduate of the University of California

class of 1929, he was associated with the

Firemen's Fund Group for sixteen and a half

years, specializing in the writing of Inland

and Cargo insurance.

APL Los Angeles Promotions

Edgar M. Wilson, general agent

for American President Lines at Los

Angeles, has been elected a vice

president, in charge of all company
operations in Southern California, it

was announced by President Henry
F. Grady. At the same time Mr.

Grady announced the promotion of

S. J. Hindle, assistant to the General

Agent at Los Angeles, to the rank of

Agent in charge of freight activities

in the Los Angeles area.

Both men are veterans of many
years service in the shipping busi-

ness and with the Oriental and

Round-the-World services.

Frank Groves Distributor

For Foster Engineering

The Frank Groves Company on

January 1 was appointed exclusive

distributors for the Foster Engineer-

ing Company for the California,

Oregon, and Washington territories.

This is an extension of the North-

west territory heretofore handled

by Frank Groves.

The Foster Engineering Company
is well known to the marine trade

and has a complete line of reducing

valves, pump governors, regulators,

and relief valves. The new arrange-

ment was made by S. G. Farrington,

general manager.
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Aiken, recently appointed chief

• Automotive and Marine Depart-

ment. SKF Industries. Inc.

U). L Hiken Joins SKF

William L. Aiken has joined SKF

Industries, Inc., as senior division

engineer in charge of the automotive

and marine department, it is an-

nounced by the ball and roller bear-

ing firm.

A graduate of the U. S. Naval

Academy and Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Aiken was executive

engineer of the Autocar Co., Ard-

more. Pa., before becoming asso-

ciated with SKF. He has served

with Wright Aeronautical Corp.

and Buick division of General

Motors Corp, and is a member of

the Society of Automotive Engi-

neers, the American Society for

Metals and the Army Ordnap.ce As-

US$ to Operate Ulorldwide

In 20 Ports

In a move designed to operate

world-wide services for American

seamen at the most effective peace-

time level, the United Seamen's

Service announced a program under

which their facilities for seamen

will be maintained in 19 overseas

and 10 domestic ports.

USS has provided American sea-

men with housing, recreation and

personal service since its inception

in 1942. Organized at a time when

Page 112

American ships were carrying war

cargoes across hazardous shipping

lanes, the decision to continue USS

as a peacetime agency was made in

September, 1946.

Marshall E. Dimock, chairman of

the USS's executive committee and

professor of public administration at

Northwestern University, said that

the new pattern of USS operations

has been drafted by a sub-commit-

tee of the executive committee af-

ter careful study and consideration

of the preferences of seamen, ship-

ping industry executives, union

leadership, government and the pub-

lic, all of which are represented in

the USS organization.

Bethlehem Vet Shiphuilder

Retires

Francis E. McCormick, 69, assist-

ant to the manager of sales and old-

est employee in terms of service at

Bethlehem Steel Company's San

Francisco Yard, retired January I

after 51 years at the yard. He lives

at 1 1 5 Pacheco Street, San Francisco.

Mr. McCormick came to work for

the Union Iron Works ( now Beth-

lehem), as a machinist apprentice

in 1895 when the Yard was com-

pleting the famous battleship, Ore-

Arthur McCutchen. senior research en-

gineer of the Products Engineering and

Research Department of Tube Turns,

Inc., Louisville. Ky.

gon. He recalls working on that

vessel's machinery.

In 1905 he was transferred to the

estimating department, and in 1912

was appointed chief estimator. He
remained in this position until 1944

when he took over the position of

assistant to manager of sales.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CORP-'S new booklet gives mainte-

nance hints for general purpose tur-

bines. The booklet first describes

the steam turbine, explains how it

operates, and tells how it should be

installed. Directions for piping,

joint sealing and lubricating are

given.
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Another
BETHLEHEM CONVERSION FIRST

M. V. Gadsden loading locomo-
tives for shipment to France.

SHIPBUILDING YARDS

Built as a Cl-M-AVl, the M. V.

Gadsden served as an assault cargo

ship (AKA) during the war and was

turned over by American Eastern

Corporation to Bethlehem's Baltimore

Yard for conversion into a locomotive

carrier.

With its extensive facilities, alert

organization, and conversion "know

how," Bethlehem was able to handle

this complex job efficiently and eco-

nomically.

The conversion necessitated virtual

rebuilding of the 338-ft vessel in order

to give her the structural strength and

to provide the equipment required to

handle eighteen locomotives and their

tenders at a single lading. In addition,

the Gadsden was fitted with huge

winches, booms and cranes to enable

her to lift a 125-ton engine without

shore aid.

Now aiding in the rehabilitation of

the French railway system, the Gads-

den has the distinction of being the

first vessel of her type ever converted

to a locomotive carrier—and another

Bethlehem Conversion First.

SHIPBUILDING . . . SHIP CONVERSIONS . . . SHIP REPAIRS

NAVAL ARCHITECTS and MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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Pedro. Calif.

SHIP REPAIK YARDS

BOSTON HARBOR
Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hoboken Yard
Statcn Island Yard

FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard
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KAISER SOLE BIDDER FOR RICHMOND YARD 3.

The sole bidder for Richmond Shipyard No. 3 when the Maritime Commission

for the second time offered the yard to bidders on February 28 was Henry J.

Kaiser. The yard at Richmond, Calif., is one of the few yards in the country

having graving docks capable of drydocking large vessels, and is one of four j

being held in the National Defense Reserve for the Government. An earlier

invitation, setting forth a minimum of $75,000 per month, brought no response.

In his bid Kaiser proposed to lease the plant for 10 years on a sliding

scale of rental. Throughout the term of the lease, he would assume operation

and maintenance costs of $350,000 a year. That would be his only payment during

the first year. To that he would add |100,000 the second year, $200,000 the

third, and $250,000 the fourth, and $250,000 a year thereafter.
His Washington representative said he intends to use the yard primarily

for shipbuilding and repair, though his offer included use of the facilities for

any purpose which does not impair shipbuilding.
Under terms he proposed he would have the right to cancel the lease at the

end of each year, up to the third.

The Commission is not committed to acceptance of his bid.

CASTLE WILL SPEND $300,000 ON EASTBAY PLANT ADDITION

A. M. Castle & Co., steel jobbers, announce plans for construction of a

new $300,000 warehouse and office building at 5th and Potter streets, Berkeley.

George Boole, general manager of the Castle San Francisco and Eastbay
plants, said the new plant would be equipped with the most modern machinery for

cutting steel. The new Eastbay buildings will have a floor space of 75,000
square feet.

:}£:{: :)c :^ :}:

CONTRACTS LET FOR BIG OIL PIPELINE IN ARABIA

Trans-Arabian Pipe Line Company confirm that orders have been placed with

Consolidated Steel Company of Los Angeles for 980 miles of pipe and with Na-
tional Tube Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., for 70 miles of pipe to be used in

constructing the Trans-Arabian pipe line.

Contracts have also been awarded Chicago Bridge and Iron Company for

erecting 14 tanks, and Graver Tank & Manufacturing Company of East Chicago,

Ind., for erecting 22 tanks of an aggregate total capacity of 5,700,000 barrels.

Contract was awarded to Bechtel Brothers of San Francisco and associates,

including H. C. Price Company of Bartlesville, Okla. , for constructing about 600

miles main line and four pump stations at eastern end.

Williams Brothers Corporation of Tulsa awarded contract for constructing

approximately 450 miles of main line at western and and also Mediterranean
tanker loading terminal. Graver was also awarded contract for constructing

two intermediate pump stations at western end.

(Arabian oil reserves are variously estimated at from five to twenty
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billion barrels, the higher figure being approximately equal to present known
reserves of the United States.

(Trans-Arabian Pipe Line Co. is owned by Standard Oil of California and
Texas Co. Present production is about 200,000 barrels daily.)

PRIVATE FIRMS TO TAKE OVER SHIPPING OF NAVY FUEL

The Navy is getting out of the petroleum business at some Pacific bases,
and turning the reins over to private companies, Washington advices say.

Aviation gasoline and other petroleum products will soon be supplied by
private oil concerns on Wake, Midway, Canton, Guam and Palmyra.

Tentative plans worked out call for the Navy to turn over all necessary
facilities to the CAA which would lease them to Standard of California, Stand-
ard-Vacuum, Union Oil Co. of California and Shell Asiatic. Companies would
operate facilities jointly but each will do its own marketing.

BASALT ROCK CO. HIGH BIDDER FOR LIBERTY SHIP

The Basalt Rock Company, Napa, Calif., was the high bidder for the
Liberty Ship Benjamin Ide Wheeler.

The Napa company bid $25,800 under Condition One, that the vessel be
scrapped, and |25,800 under Condition Two that the hull be scrapped and the
machinery may be salvaged.

Other bidders: M. J. Ryan, San Francisco, Condition One, $19,128; Con-
dition Two, $22,128; Walter W. Johnson Co., San Francisco, Condition One,

$10,500, Condition Two, $13,500; National Metal and Steel Corp., Terminal
Island, Calif., Condition One, $12,500, Condition Two, $21,178.

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY ANNOUNCES A TWO-YEAR, $1,500,000
MANUFACTURING REPLACEMENT PROGRAM FOR ITS BARBERTON, 0., PLANT

BARBERTON, 0., Feb. 13.—Announcement of a two-year, $1,500,000 program
for machinery replacement and improvement of its Barberton plant is made by The
Babcock & Wilcox Company. The money for this project, which will include all
shops, has already been allocated. In addition to the new equipment to be

installed, production will be facilitated by the relocation of machinery and
rearrangement of certain shops in order to minimize the handling both of raw
materials and the products manufactured.

All types of shop equipment and machine tools will be purchased. The
expenditures are made not only to increase plant capacity, but to maintain and
improve quality of products.

ALTERNATE C-3 FEATURES

The United States Maritime Commission announces that it will permit a

choice of certain features of its modernized C3 cargo vessel to suit the indi-
vidual requirements of prospective purchasers and minimize the cost of con-
struction.

Separate quotations will be accepted from bidders on six features of the
new C3-S-DB3 design which may be desirable for some trades but not necessary
in others, the Commission said. Any or all of these features may be specified,
to be added to the cost of the vessel. They are

1. Cargo refrigeration (60,000 feet will be proposed).
2. Cargo dehumidif ication (the tentative proposal is for holds 2, 3, 4

and 5).
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3. Cargo oil deep tanks (proposal is to utilize hold No. 4 with inde-

pendent pumping arrangements and heating coils).

4. Power topping lifts to facilitate setting up and handling the booms,

thereby minimizing stevedoring and other labor time.

5. Gyro-pilot, which is proved desirable but left to the option of the

purchaser as to necessity.

6. Combustion control (same comment as item 5).

The Commission feels that to allow these options will make the new design

more attractive to purchasers, considering the advantages and improvements over

the original C3 type, especially as to facilitating cargo stowage by the use of

twin hatches, possibilities of increased deadweight, and improved cargo gear

design.
Early applications for purchase are expected by the Commission, and since

construction funds are limited, the first applicants will probably receive the

allocation of such vessels as may be built within the funds available.

:4c :{: :|: :f: :f;

FIBERGLASS TO .BUILD PLANT IN CALIFORNIA

Plans to construct a plant in Santa Clara county, Calif., that will even-

tually hire 1000 workers with a total payroll of |1, 500, 000 have been annnounced

by the Owens Corning Fiberglass Corporation of Toledo, Ohio.

The plant will be built on a 42-ac re site that has been purchased in the

Pasetta industrial tract, about 40 miles from San Francisco.
Present plans call for the plant to produce building insulation and other

Fiberglass products in sufficient quantities to meet the needs of West Coast

contractors and builders.
The corporation is presently operating four manufacturing plants in the

East and Midwest.
4: :f: :(; :1e :(:

"ATOMIC AGE" NAVY

The first two ships of the "atomic age" Navy were given the green light

by a subcomittee of the House Armed Forces Committee, which recommended that

$30,000,000 be made available for construction of two submarines grossing 4000
displacement tons.

Facts revealed before the committee by Vice Admiral Earle W. Mills, chief

of the Bureau of Ships, and Vice Admiral Robert B. Carney, Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Logistics, raised the inference that the United States had been

forced into a submarine development race with Russia, as a result of a three-
power division of German war spoils.

LARGEST LIQUID CARGO BARGE TO BE BUILT BY BETHLEHEM

Bethlehem Steel Company's Staten Island Yard has been awarded a contract
for construction of one of the largest non-propelled liquid-cargo barges ever
built.

To be constructed for the National Lead Company, the barge will be an

all-welded steel craft 246 feet long, with a beam of 43 feet and depth of 20

feet 9 inches. Of 3,925 tons displacement, it will carry approximately 2,900
tons of liquid cargo—believed to be the largest capacity for any craft of this

type.
The firm of Kindlund & Drake, naval architects, prepared the basic design

for the barge, which is scheduled to be completed about August 1, 1947. The

craft will be of the conventional raked-end type but will incorporate advanced
methods of longitudinal and transverse framing and other improvements.
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Davy's Contribution to Hnti-Fouling

IN THE MARCH 1946 ISSUE of Pacific Marine Re-

view, there was published a paper on anti-fouling

paints which had been presented at a meeting of the

Northern California Section, Society of Naval Archi-

tects and Marine Engineers. A. E. Burns, Jr., who read

that paper, was awarded the Distinguished Service

Medal for his research work at Mare Island and in mak-

ing the award. Secretary of the Navy Forrestal stated,

"This research has been of outstanding value in improv-

ing the effectiveness of the naval forces of the United

States. Through it, our ships have been enabled to cruise

farther on less fuel, to keep at sea longer between dock-

ings, and to maintain higher speeds after lengthy periods

out of dock."

The Jap navy defeated and the war won. Burns left

Mare Island and turned to developing practical methods

of putting his marine chemical knowledge to work for

commercial and private vessels. With the endorsement

and backing of L. A. Hart, wealthy young Texas busi-

nessman, Burns founded the firm of Hart and Burns,

Inc., and established his own research laboratory at River-

side, California. The result of this organization is the

production and distribution of a new family of protective

coatings, the heavy marine line under the name of "Dura-

hart" and the yacht line under the name "Navicote."

This complete line of finishes now provides all ships with

the identical fouling-immunity which enabled our Navy

to keep its ships waterborne for years, and also provides

new efficiency and beauty in all phases of marine surface

protection.

The Story of Soluble Matrix, Known as S. M.

After crippling our fleet at Pearl Harbor the Japs

must have felt certain we could not challenge their

naval power in the Pacific for years. However, by keep-

ing the remainder of our out-numbered warships in al-

most continuous action the Navy was able to check the

Japanese thrusts at Midway and Australia, and as our

new fleet came into being, to make the Pacific an Ameri-

can lake.

What the Japs did not know was that the U. S. Navy

had developed a new type of anti-fouling paint which

gave protection against marine growth for two years and

more. As a result, fouling seldom restricted or impaired

the operations or efficiency of the U. S. Fleet although

its vessels remained for months at a time in the most

prolific fouling waters of the world thousands of miles

from drydcxrk facilities. The Jap warships, on the other

hand, frequently became heavily fouled and had to be

withdrawn from action and drydocked at relatively

short intervals.

The secret of the Navy anti-fouling paint is "S. M. ",

an abbreviation for Soluble Matrix. Soluble Matrix means

that release of the copper toxic is controlled at a steady,

uniform rate by the slow solution of the specially de-

signed matrix Navicote Copper. S. M. affords protection

against barnacles, bydroids. worm-tubes, molluscs, algae,

teredos and other fouling growths for at least two years

in either tropical or temperate waters. S. M. is an im-

portant development in the anti-fouling paint field and

has contributed to some solution of the marine fouling

problem which has plagued seagoing vessels from time

immemorial.

The flrmfs Ship Conversion Program

( Continued from page 64

)

the war. These vessels were transferred to the War De-

partment in the fall of 1946 and in December were

placed in conversion yards within the Seattle area. When
completed these vessels will be the first fully converted

Army transports in postwar service. The vessels will

have troop quarters for 495 men with messrooms, com-

plete hospital facilities, recreation spaces, post exchange

and other features to add to the comfort of the postwar

Army enlisted man.

Cabin accommodations for 199 passengers have been

provided, all rooms being fitted with built-in furniture

and tastefully decorated. Dining saloons, lounges, and

smoking rooms are being outfitted to insure all passen-

gers the same high standard of accommodations as are

found on commercial passenger vessels.

The entire conversion, repairs, and incidental work are

being completed to the highest standards of the Coast

Guard and American Bureau of Shipping and the vessels

are being fitted with a full complement of life saving

gear, fire detecting and extinguishing systems, remote

control watertight door systems and all other features,

which are required to insure safety of passengers and

crew.

The planning for this extensive program is handled

in the Ofiice of the Chief of Transportation in Wash-

ington, D. C, and all necessary plans and specifications

emanate from that office. Negotiations leading to the

awards of contracts to various ship repairers are carried

on by the staff of the Chief of Transportation and com-

petitive bidding is the basis for all such negotiations.

The actual work of contracting for conversions and in-

specting vessels undergoing conversion, together with

preparation of detailed repair specifications for each

vessel, is handled by the competent staffs at the Ports

of Embarkation, located at San Francisco, New York and

Seattle.

All personnel involved have worked assiduously on

the development of this War Department master con-

version plan and it is due to their unremitting efforts

and to the assistance and cooperation rendered by the

various ship repairers involved that a rapid fulfillment

of the program is being achieved.
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SAFETY-
OF SOLID BULKHEADS

WITHOUT
THE DISADVANTAGES!

THE "Stone System" of

power operated water-

tight bulkhead doors is colli-

sion-proved. Doors can
be operated hydraulically,

electrically or manually.

They meet all requirements

of U.S. Coast Guard load line

regulations for Class 4 doors.

The "Stone System" is in-

stalled on hundreds of ships

including the S/S America, the

new Grace liners, U. S. Army
dredges, and the Queen
Mary and Queen Elizabeth.

Continental Engineering
Corporation is exclusive

licensee for the manufacture

and sale in U.S.A. of marine

specialties developed and
perfected by J. Stone & Com-
pany, Ltd., of London, Eng.

Please Write for Further

/nformo/ion.

Continental
ENGINEERING CORPORATION

30 CHURCH ST., NEWT YORK 7, N.Y.

CECO Electro-Hydraulic Steering

Gears— Representatives for'Ajax

Compound Uniflow Steam Engines
— Auxiliary Diesel Units and other

marine specialties.

Keep Posted
New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

New Liquidometer simplified Elec-

tric Rudder Angle Indicator

The pleasure-boat type indicator

( top ) is equipped with luminous

pointer and graduations. The point-

er, which is supported by jewel

bearings responds to slight changes

of the rudder's position. The trans-

mitter (bottom) is so constructed

that it can operate under water. The

instrument's accuracy is not affect-

ed by voltage drop so that the indi-

cator can be mounted at any posi-

tion aboard ship and a number of

indicators can be actuated by one

transmitter. Another model electric

indicator is available for large work-

boats or seagoing ships.

Liquidometer to

Ets-Hokin & Galvan

"How much fuel and water do I

have left? "

is a question almost as

old as shipping itself, and Ets-Hokin

& Galvan have recently taken two

steps to answer it for California

shipowners.

First, they announce their ap-

pointment as California distributors

for the Liquidometer Corp.: second,

they announce the addition of Jo-

seph J. Janeseck to their staff of

marine experts. Janeseck was with

the Liquometer Corp. for five years

as general service manager and fif-

ten years as field engineer. This

double change is in line with the

Ets-Hokin & Galvan policy of be-

ing able to give expert engineering

advice and service on all products

sold.

Shipowners will be interested to

know that every U. S. submarine

built since 1924 has carried Liquid-

ometer gauges; many surface ves-

sels and aircraft have been similarly *

equipped. For workboats, tugs, and

ships, Liquidometer builds four gen-

eral types of gages; ( 1 ) direct read-

ing at the tank; ( 2 ) electrically op-

erated remote reading types; (3)

air operated remote reading types;

( 4 ) the balanced hydraulic type

which requires no outside power to

operate. All types are easily in-

stalled by anyone familiar with ba-

sic tools.

Ets-Hokin & Galvan will also

handle other Liquidometer prod-

ucts, such as rudder angle indicators

and position indicators. The latter

instrument gives a remote reading

of the position of valves or levers

anywhere on the ship.

Aluminum kcommodation

Ladders

The Aluminum Ladder Company,

Worthington, Pa., announces a new

line of accommodation ladders for

the marine industry. These new

light-weight aluminum ladders,

mounted on both port and starboard

sides, are designed to supplement

the company's line of aluminum

gangways for discharging and load-

ing passengers.

The accompanying illustration

shows a 36 ft. aluminum accommo-

dation ladder mounted on the side

of a Grace Line ship. It is made

from 6 1 ST Alimiinum Alloy, hav-

ing a tensile strength of 45,000 psi.

The ladder is raised and lowered by

means of a block and tackle. When
not in use, it is raised to a horizontal

position and is securely mounted to

the side of the ship.

Aluminum accommodation lad-

ders are made to buyer's specifica-

tions. The manufacturer will fur-

nish complete information on re-

quest.

B & UJ Boilers

For Heavy Cruiser

The U. S. Navy's heavy cruiser,

the USS Rochester, built by the ship-

building division of Bethlehem Steel

Company, Quincy, Mass., and which

was commissioned December 20,

has been equipped with Babcock &
Wilcox boilers.
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The Rochester is one of three

13,700 ton heavy cruisers of the war

program. Its near sister ships are

the USS Oregon City and Albany.

Like other cruisers of the Oregon

City class to which it belongs, the

Rochester carries nine 8 inch 55's

(heavy) and twelve 5 inch 38's.

The boilers installed in the USS

Rochester are of the single-uptake

divided furnace, controlled-super-

heat type. Accurate control of steam

temperature at all operating capac-

ities is obtained in this type of boil-

er by adjusting the quantity of oil

burned in the two furnaces.

Any desired degree of superheat,

up to the designated temperature,

can be furnished, and saturated and

superheated steam can be obtained

simultaneou,<:l\ ut ;'ny operating con-

dition.

This type of boiler permits safe

operation with high temperature,

because the steam temperature can

be decreased, if necessary, when the

vessel is maneuvering or backing.

The possibility of temperature shock

to the turbine, steam pipe and

flanges is thereby reduced; resulting

in minimum maintenance costs.

These boilers are similar in design

to the many boilers which were

built during the war by the Babcock

& Wilcox Company for U. S. com-

bat vessels.

Constructed at the company's
plant at Barberton, Ohio, the boilers

are equipped with B & W stud type

economizers, convection type super-

heaters, and B & W Iowa design oil

burners.

IDackafs IDarine Coastal

Radiotelegraph Stations

The Marine Division of the

Mackay Radio and Telegraph Com-

pany announced plans for the con-

struction of three new powerful

coastal radiotelegraph stations as

part of an expansion program de-

signed to offer the maximum in

communication services and safety

measures to ships at sea. The new

stations, for which authorizations

have just been issued by the Fed-

eral Communications Commission,

will be located in the Gulf and Pa-

cific Coast areas. Mackay Radio is

an operating affiliate of the Ameri-

can Cable & Radio Corporation.

Containing the latest in commu-

nications and electronic equipment,

the new stations will be located at

Kent, Washington (near Seattle),

Galveston, Texas, and at Kailua in

the Hawaiian Islands. Mackay Ra-

dio, according to E. H. Price, vice

president and general manager of

the Marine Division, also expects

to establish similar facilities in Ma-

nila, in the Philippines, in the near

future.

Mackay Radio's expansion pro-

gram, according to the announce-

ment, is in line with the company's

policy of oflfering reliable commu-

nications and safety services to the

many hundreds of ships that were

equipped with the "all - in - one"

Mackay Marine radio unit during

the war. The "all-in-one" shipboard

radio room unit was pioneered by

the company and resulted in the

savings of many thousands of man
hours in installation time in ship-

yards.

Mackay Radio already has high-

powered coastal stations in opera-

tion at Thomaston, Maine; Amagan-

sett, Long Island; New York Ciry;

Jupiter (West Palm Beach), Flor-

ida; Los Angeles; San Francisco,

and Portland. Oregon.

|0 assure you of prompt delivery, we

maintain a large stock of standard fit-

tings made to A.S.A. and A.P.I, require-

ments Call your dealer for stock list.

STEEL CASTINGS

. . for more than 40 years we have

been specialists in Carbon and Alloy

Steel Castings. Our production and

metallurgical experts will gladly give

you prompt and accurate information

without obligation. Inquires are invited

on any production problem.

4>

Nikeladium

is not just st«el,

but a standard

of quality. Accept

nothing less.

voSd^GtUS

^ fITTINGS SOLD THROUGH DEALERS ONLY



XZIT

REMOVES SOOT
FROM BOILERS ,;>'*'^'-

AND STACKS ': .'^ //

'

INCREASES
BOILER

EFFICIENCY
VT'OU CAN CHECK the effi-

ciency of XZIT in your

boiler room. Stack temperatures

definitely prove that XZIT sub-

stantially increases operating

efficiency and improves heat

transfer by removing soot and

fire-scale from all surfaces of the

firebox and stack.

XZIT, fed into the flame, does

its work while the boiler is in

operation. It keeps the boiler

free of soot and fire-scale when

used at regular intervals. Try

XZIT today—stocks are available

in all localities.

XZIT
FIRE SCALE &
SOOTERADICATOR

1031 CLINTON STRIET, HOBOKEN, N. J.

S800 S. HOOVER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

New self -locking de

vice for hooks de

signed by W. H
Foster of Los

Angeles.

Self-Locking Device

For Hooks

A simple self-locking device that

may be adapted to hooks used in

hundreds of industries has been an-

nounced by W. H. Foster of Los

Angeles, who holds the patent rights.

This self-locking hook has a ful-

crumed latch finger that closes the

opening into the hook—and is re-

tained in this closed position, so that

it can not be accidentally swung in-

ward, ( thus opening the hook ) as

result of the latching finger being

struck on the outside. For swinging

the latching finger into open posi-

tion, a manually operated spring-

held member is manipulated. A por-

tion of this manually-operable mem-
ber engages a part of the latching

finger at a point a substantial dis-

tance away from its fulcrum, so as

to effectively maintain the latching

finger in position to close and lock

the hook.

An effective use for this device is

in the mooring of boats, making a

positive yet readily releasable con-

nection between cables used in hoist-

ing equipment, and in connection

with the safety belts utilized by fire-

men or by workmen engaged in the

erection of pole or tower supported

electrical equipment and the like.

Also for logging, hoists, cranes, tow-

ing couplings, well drilling, marine

elevators, aviation equipment and

cable lines, or it can be adapted to

baggage hooks, belt hooks, harness

hooks, or window washer hooks.

Rluminum Conveyor 1

Cuts Ulork on Docks I

Aluminum has been called in to

help unload ships along New York's

waterfronts. Two portable conveyor

units, made entirely of aluminum
with the exception of the motor and

conveyor belts, were put into service

by the Brooklyn Waterfront Termi-

nal Corp.

The conveyor work is merely the

first of new duties which aluminum
is expected to take up along the

waterfront. Shippers and ware-

house men are now experimenting

with aluminum chutes which would

be used to transfer commodities

from warehouses to trucks.

Weighing less than half that of

similar steel assemblies, which here-

tofore have served ships and ware-

houses, the aluminum conveyors can

be moved without difiiculty from

job to job by two men. The pre-

decessor steel units required the

services of four men when they were

switched from one job to another.

The new units were manufac-

tured by Carsten & Iversen of

Brooklyn according to plans of that

company's engineers and those of

Aluminum Company of America.

One is 20 feet long and the other is

30 feet. They are powered by one

and one-half and two hp motors and

carry bags of commodities weighing

200 to 250 pounds each. Because of

aluminum's resistance to weather

conditions, the new units will re-

quire less repair work.
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Texaco's Hew line of Oils

For marine Inboard Engines

Development of a complete nev,

line of marine lubiicants, designed

to improve the performance of

pleasure craft inboard engines, both

gasoline and diesel. at reduced oper-

ating and maintenance costs, is an-

nounced by The Texas Company.

Known as Texaco marine motor oils

SAE 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, these

five new products are heavy-duty

detergent type lubricants— mineral

oils with additive compounds com-

pletely soluble in the oil which

keep engines clean by preventing

undesired deposits and protect

against corrosion of alloy type bear-

ings. They prevent rusting of the

lubricated surfaces, and reduce wear

on cylinders and rings, which is of

great benefit during break-in periods

of new engines or run-in operations

after repair.

These new oils are manufactured

by careful refining from selected

crude sources. The additive com-

pound is then incorporated, provid-

ing several important characteristics

not obtained in straight mineral oils

alone. The result is a lubricant

which keeps new engines clean and

provides a cleansing or dissolving

action which reduces or removes

previously formed deposits from

used engines. In addition to this

cleansing action, the chemicals keep

the finely divided particles resulting

from fuel combustion and oil de-

composition suspended in the oil so

that they do not settle out in the

engine but are removed at regular

oil-change periods.

By promoting engine cleanliness,

the new oils eliminate sticking of

piston rings which causes scored

cylinders or liners and wear on cyl-

inders and rings. Maximum power

output is attained with savings in

fuel and lubricant consumption as

well as the expense of frequent over-

hauling.

The new oils meet the lubrication

requirements of all gasoline inboard

engines, from the small sizes with

two or four cylinders to large en-

gines of several hundred horsepow-

er. In addition they meet the de-

mands of all high-speed diesel en-

gines in pleasure craft and many

lower speed diesels having a single

lubricating system.
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Trylon Drum Sling

Facilitates Handling

A further development of their

Trylon safety sling kits for all light

weight lifting has recently been in-

troduced by the Wire and Cable

Division of the Wind Turbine Com-

pany, West Chester, Pa. Specifically

designed for the hoisting of drum

type containers, the Trylon safety

drum sling makes possible the han-

dling of heavy drums, barrels, kegs,

chemical and oil containers, large

cans, and similar items with both

safety and ease. Heavy clips mount-

ed on a rod with an adjustable pres-

sure spring at each end grip the

container securely until it is delib-

erately released. The spacing of

these clips can be quickly altered

and put in place to fit any size bar-

rel, drum or keg. The sling is

equipped with 5/16" plow steel

wire rope and has a minimum break-

ing strength of 8,000 pounds. The

entire assembly is hot dip galvan-

ized to prevent rust. Literature de-

scribing this new Trylon safety

drum sling will gladly be sent on

request.
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Diesel Book Hvailable

The Detroit Diesel Engine Divi-

sion of General Motors has prepared

a fine explanatory book, pictured

above, on diesels for every power
requirement. The book was intro-

duced at the recent New York
Motor Boat Show and was in great

demand. Copies may be requested

from Detroit Diesel distributors or

through the Pacific Marine Review.

Hot Off The Press

PAINT, PUTTi' AND ELBOW
GREASE, is the title of a handy,

useful and informative booklet put

out by International Paint Com-

pany, and written by a "Guy Who
Should Know Better," the Sunday

sailor. The author gives the yachts-

man and amateur a thorough brief-

ing on the procedurfc of spring

painting and commissioning of

pleasure craft and of its upkeep dur-

ing the season.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL is

the title of bulletin No. 5 issued by

the Wheelco Instrument Company,

Chicago, 111., on automatic tempera-

ture control systems. By means of

charts, tables and diagrams, the

measurement and automatic control

and the selection of proper control

systems for process applications are

explained. Thermocouples, their

placement, and hints governing
their use, and the selection of pro-

tecting tubes are treated separately.

The condensed presentation on this

subject makes the Wheelco Educa-

tional Bulletin No. 5 a valuable

guide for anyone interested in

process instrumentation.

LESLIE CO. issues a new Bulletin

on Temperature Regulators and

Controllers, Bulletin No. 464 cover-

ing the engineering, operating and

maintenance data. Included also are

sizing and capacity tables to guide

the selection of the proper regulator

or controller for specific applica-

tions. Instructions for installing,

operating, dismantling, cleaning and

assembling are presented in an eas-

ily-followed sequence.

uar^terS at the ^J^aroor 1

^
WIRE ROPES

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On Dtck and lelow"

LESLIE CO f
''•»«>"• »«gul«ting ValvM

ATLAS MARINE PAINTS
MARINE ELECTROLYSIS ELIMINATOR

CORP.

NEW YORK BELTING and PACKING
CO.—Air, Fire, Wafer and Steam
Hose

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT CO.
TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
ALLEN ITE Soot Eradicator

ALLENCOTE Refractory Coating

KOMUL Anti-Corrosive Coating

DESCALING CHEMICALS and
SOLVENTS

PAXTON MITCHELL Metallic Packing

ENSIGN Products

J. H. CosTELLO Supply Co.MARINE SPECIALTIES
221 No. Avalon Blvd., Wilmington, Calif. Phone Terminal 47291

"CONTINUOUS BLOWOFF
FOR BOILER PLANTS" (Reprint

45), a two-part article has been re-

printed by Cochrane Corporation,

Philadelphia, Pa., for those inter-

ested in the saving possible with

heat recovery from boiler blowoff

waters.

POWER TRUCK 1947 MOD-
ELS: Elwell-Parker Electric Co.,

Cleveland, has issued a new catalog

illustrating 31 models including

low-lift, with and without crane

units; high-lift platform trucks:

fork-type; cranes; stationary-bed

load carriers and tractors. They are

available with either electric or gas-

electric power. The complete line

provides engineered equipment for

practically every materials-handling

job within the field of industrial

trucks and cranes.

NEW RADIOMARINE RA-
DAR BROCHURE: A new 12 page

de luxe two-color brochure describ-

ing in detail their model CR-101
shipboard radar designed for com-

mercial ships and large pleasure

craft has just been published by

Radiomarine Corporation of Amer-
ica. The pamphlet is profusely illus-

trated with views of the equipment,

samples of actual Radiomarine radar

scope pictures taken at sea under

operating conditions, views of the

ore-carrier A. H. Ferbert installation,

and detailed specifications and di-

mensions of the equipment.

* * #

Cunningham flir lllhistle

The Cunningham Manufacturing

Company has taken over the manu-
facturing and sales of the Cunning-
ham line of diaphragm type air

whistles and control equipment, in-

cluding electric air units, manual
and Solenoid type whistle valves,

Coding timers and switches.

Fred M. Arntson, former super-

intendent of the Cunningham Steel

Foundry, is manager of the Cun-
ningham Manufacturing Co. Asso-

ciated with him is Eugene Cunning-
ham of the Cunningham Steel Foun-

dry. C. D. Chaffee, formerly with

Doran Co., is in charge of the office.

The plant of the Cunningham
Manufacturing Co., is in Seattle at

4200 W. Manegnal Way.
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marine Close-Coupled Geared

Turbine-Generators

New close - coupled, geared tur-

bine-generators designed especially

for compactness, power, and econ-

omy in marine auxiliary electric

power systems have been added to

the line of General Electric marine

equipment. These new turbine-

generators are available in 40-, 50-,

and 60-kw sets, condensing or non-

condensing, with inlet steam pres-

sures up to 250 pounds and exhaust

pressures up to 50 pounds. Close-

coupled for compactness, these sets

can be installed in limited space, or

replace outmoded units with room

to spare. These new sets comply

with American Bureau of Shipping,

U. S. Coast Guard Merchant Vessel

Inspection, and A.I.E.E. Merchant

Marine Section standards.

Steam control of the turbine is

provided in a co-ordinated design of

steam strainer, trip throttle valve,

and governing valve. Close speed

control is assured by an oil relay

speed governor, which controls a

powerful hydraulic cylinder acting

directly on the governing valve

stem. Safety features include an

automatic overspeed-trip device and

a generator trip switch to guard

against accidental overspeeding of

the unit. The governing and trip

throttle valves control all the steam

to the turbine, including the steam

to the separate nozzle valve which

is provided to insure full capacity

at low steam pressure.

Designed with features to meet

the requirements of shipboard use,

the enclosure is drip - proof, with

ventilating openings screened and

large cover plates which can be eas-

ily removed for commutator inspec-

tion. Insulation on the armature and

field windings is given special treat-

ment to withstand salinity and mois-

ture. Brush-holder hardware is pro-

vided of corrosion-resistant material.

Radial-blade fan ventilation coupled

with steel frame construction and

cast iron end shields assure strength,

protection, and durability.

Lubrication of the reduction gear

is maintained by a self-contained

oiling system, which also furnishes

oil to the governing system. The
turbine is securely attached to the

gear case. The gear and generator

are assembled on a steel base to sim-

plify installation and maintenance

of alignment in service. Tapping

and drilling for cable connections

is facilitated by the oversized, ma-

rine-type, cast iron connection box.

Obituary

We have just learned that a

very fine old seaman and one of the

oldest Pacific coastwise skippers,

Captain Gust. Johnson, passed away

in San Pedro, November 26th, last,

at the ripe age of 82. Captain John-

son was for many years, and up to

the time of his death, a subscriber

to this magazine.

Born in Sweden, he came to the

Pacific Coast in his 17th year and

soon worked up to his Captain's

license. He was master of many of

the old steam schooners including

Rival, Grace Dollar, and Melville

Dollar in the Robert Dollar Lum-

ber Company fleet, and later was

with Vail and Vicker at San Pedro.

In addition to his widow he leaves

three sons, two daughters and five

grandchildren.

43153 Ton

French Liner
}

lie de France

During the war, when speed and know-how

were paramount, Western Ship Serv-

ice cleaned and camouflage-painted

the entire hull and superstructure of the

transport He de France — in record time!

SHIP OPERATORS AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANIES
ARE INVITED TO CONSULT WESTERN ON
THEIR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEMS.

WESTERIV

SHIP SERVICE CDMPAIVY
Established 1922

178 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

SUTTER 86.l2

Marine Terminal FooT OF Ferro St.. Oakland
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WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

Sfeomer Service fo Catalina Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Dew IDarine Radio

Equipment

The Ranger Model 118 Portable,

an unusual triple-purpose ac 'dc

marine receiver that recharges its

own dry batteries, is now ready for

delivery by Electronic Specialty

Bw Ranger portable radio receive

and marine direction-finding unit.

Company, Los Angeles. The Ranger

Portable receives on both broadcast

(540 to 1550 kc) and long-wave

(195 to 410 kc) bands, including

marine radio-beacon frequencies. In

addition, it is an accurate marine

direction finder, with a built-in bal-

anced low-impedance loop that en-

ables bearings to be taken with ap-

proximately two degrees accuracy.

Total weight, with batteries, is

only 7 pounds, 8 ounces. Over-all

dimensions are: lOVs inches wide

by 7 inches high by 6 inches deep.

The entire set is precision built, with

a high-performance superheterodyne

circuit of excellent sensitivity and

selectivity, and an attractive exterior

of etched aluminum and Dupont

plasticized fabric.

Cut me out and send me in

PACIFIC

MARIi REVIEW
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l.T-3 reducing valve, remotely adjusted

and tvpe ARP control panel.

Dew Remotely fldjusted

Regulating Valve

A new single-seated, internal pilot,

piston operated reducing valve de-

signed to be remotely adjusted from

a conveniently located air loading

panel, has been announced by Les-

lie Co., Lyndhurst, N. J.,
makers of

regulators, controllers, strainers and

whistles.

The air loading panel includes a

small Vs" combination pressure re-

ducing and relief valve (no con-

tinuous leak-off) mounted on a

panel containing an adjusting knob

and a large, easily read air pressure

gage. In operation, the reducing

valve is adjusted to the desired pres-

sure setting by air pressure supplied

by the air loading panel.

Furnished in high pressure bronze

or cast steel body with flanged or

screwed ends, these valves have com-

pletely interchangeable replacement

parts, stellited seat rings, and hard-

ened stainless steel 800 Brinell main

valves as standard equipment.

Rlanila Rope Row Available

In All Sizes

According to a recent announce-

ment by Tubbs Cordage Company,

pioneer rope manufacturers, new

regulations were released January

16, 1947, by the Civilian Production

Administration affecting the manu-

facture of both Sisal and Manila

rope.
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MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO., LTD.

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

317 MONTGOMERY STREET . . SAN FRANCISCO
Offices at: Colman BIdg., Seattle '111 West 7th St.. Los Angeles

The Corsair Conversion

I Coiiliiiued from page 54

1

Staterooms. On this deck forward, and adjacent to crew

quarters are located: the ship's laundry; the petty officers'

mess; and the crews' mess.

All of the passengers rooms will be decorated and

furnished elaborately and luxuriously. Beds are aU equip-

ped with Simmons spring-filled beauty-rest mattresses.

Sofa beds are the famous Arnot sleepers, which are hand-

some and comfortable davenports by day and luxurious

beds by night. Interior decoration is being supervised

by Wm. F. Schorn of New York, whose work on other

large conversions has attracted favorable attention.

Air conditioning of all public rooms and passenger

staterooms has been adequately provided in the plans

and sufficient refrigeration capacity is being added to

properly carry this additional load. The conversion job

will run above a million dollars in cost.

One of the main attractions in the type of cruises con-

templated is good food. Pacific Cruise Lines, Ltd. has al-

ready engaged as chief steward for this vessel, a man
who for many years on the Atlantic coast has been cater-

ing with great success to the same type of cruising clien-

tele that will be attracted to the Corsair cruises. Under

special orders, the architects provided for the chief stew-

ard an office-stateroom of spacious proportions which is

as beautifully decorated and furnished as those of the

captain and the chief mate.

In the Corsair, the passengers will have the luxury and

somewhat of the privacy of the finest yacht on a vessel

of sufficient size and power to give adequate sea com-

fort and safety.

The Economical Maintenance

of Turbine Geared Prime Movers

(Continued from page 59)

grained with abrasive matter or even worn out of shape

by misalignment. In such cases rebabbitting will be nec-

essary.

Turbine or gear bearings cannot have joints stripped

to reduce clearance. They are bored concentric and must

remain so. Complete information for rebabbitting and re-

machining is usually given in the instruction books.

If it becomes necessary to balance turbine or gear

rotors, without benefit of supervision by the builders

representative, it must be clearly understood that the

welding on of weight or drilling into wheels to remove

weights is a dangerous procedure and should be strictly

forbidden. In fact, rotors so treated are likely to be con-

demned. Some rotors have balance weight grooves, some
have balance collars with tapped holes to receive weight,

but others have no provision for installing weight and

it is necessary to trim the wheel by grinding the face of

the rim, on the radius directly under the bucket dovetail.

The exact location is clearly marked during manufac-

ture.

The standing objection to welding rotors, or any other

machined part for that matter, is the certainty of distor-

tion by local heating and the certainty of imposing in-

ternal strains that can be extremely dangerous.

Drilling into turbine wheels has been practiced in

the past, but only on slow rotors and especially on wheels

with an extremely heavy cross section. High speed rotor

wheels cannot have an appreciable amount of weight

drilled from the disks without dangerously weakening,

them. We have a record of a few cases where unauthoriz-

ed persons have drilled into high speed turbine wheels

and we have been forced to recommend that the wheel or

entire rotor, if it be a solid rotor, be condemned.

Reduction Gearing

When gear teeth are inspected by the owner's per-

sonnel any sign of distress or poor tooth contact should

be immediately reported to the manufacturers representa-

tives. It is not good practice to expect gears to "wear in."

In good practice ships start out with one hundred per

cent contact on their gear teeth and if that contact de-

creases it is evident that a change in alignment has taken

place. Bearings should be checked, as one worn bearing

upsets the true alignment. Again distortion of the foun-

dation may be the cause and either condition can be

remedied without resorting to a major operation.

Gear Noise

Dead quiet reduction gears are more common tixlay

than they were in the past, but a moderate gear noise

is the average condition, and not at all objectionable on
commercial vessels. As a matter of fact, the best wearing

sets that have come to our attention have been in the

latter class. It should be understood that undue gear noise,

objectionable as it is, may not be an indication of gear

trouble. However, if a normally quiet gear set should

become noisy, the matter should be called to the atten-

tion of the manufacturer's representative as such a con-

dition may be a loud complaint, from the gears, that all

is not well.

Reduction gears require oil in its purest form. Tur-

bines thrive on dry clean steam and if both of these con-

ditions are met maintenance is a pleasure.
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BIRD-ARCHER CO.
OF CALIFORNIA
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An Insurance Analysis for the Shipper

{Continued from page 86)

lish word "Halvers"—meaning partners and "Halverage"

—meaning partnersliip.

Another theory is that the word comes from the

Greek "Avaros"—meaning "without charge" which the

Greeks used when a ship having made a jettison arrived

without its entire cargo.

A third theory and to me the one that means the

most logical is that "average" is derived from the old

Roman word "Aversio." "Aversio" was used in the

Roman market place
—

"ex Aversione emere"—to mean
"buy for a lump sum and assume all risks." This mean-

ing had come into the market place from the waterfront

where it had been used to designate the act at sea by

which one party sacrificed his goods and assumed the

risk of all the others, meaning he averted his sure loss

by assuming the risk of others. If the others lost their

goods, he would be unable to collect from them a con-

tribution to his loss.

"Aversio" was lost as a sea term but continued on in

the market place, and centuries later was used to desig-

nate what we call "insurance"—that is, the averting from

the individual adventurer to the underwriters the conse-

quences of the perils mentioned. This became "Particular

Average" to distinguish it from the usual, or "General

Average."

Today, one frequently hears "Average" explained as

damage; "General Average" meaning damage to the in-

terests in the adventure in general and "Particular Aver-

age" meaning damage to certain interests in the adven-

ture in particular. This explanation of the term certainly

does help the lay mind to grasp some of the significance

of the term. To know that "average" has behind it the

meaning "avert" is also a help; "General Average" mean-

ing to avert a loss to the adventure in general and "Par-

ticular Average" meaning to avert a loss to an individual

adventurer in particular.

When we try to explain the meaning of "General

Average," we find that it is a very indefinite expression.

First, it may refer to a "General Average act" which is

any extraordinary sacrifice or expenditure which is volun-

tarily and reasonably made or incurred in time of peril

for the purpose of preserving the property imperiled in

the common adventure.

"General Average," may refer to the loss which is

caused by or directly consequential on a General Average

act. It may also refer to the General Average contribu-

tion. When one party suifers a general average loss, he

is entitled to a rateable contribution from the other par-

ties interested subject to the conditions imposed by Mari-

time Law.

I have dealt at some length with the meaning of the

terms "Average" and "General Average" because the

Carriage-of-Goods-by-Sea Act provides that "Nothing in

this Act shall be held to prevent the insertion in a bill

of lading of any lawful provision regarding General

Average." It is safe to say that all bills of lading have

provisions calling for contribution in general average.

Therefore, if the vessel on which your goods are shipped

should catch on fire and some cargo or the ship be

damaged in efforts to put out the fire and your goods

were saved by these efforts, you would be called upon to

contribute to the loss caused by the putting out of the

fire.

The shipowner can hold the cargo until the cargo

owner posts security for payment of the general average

contribution. The insurance company not only pays the

contribution when the exact amount has been determined,

but almost as important, it immediately issues its "guar-

antee." The shipowner will accept the guarantee as secu-

rity for the payment of the contribution and immediately

release the cargo.

The Bill of Lading

We have been comparing the exclusion of liability in

the bill of lading with the assumption of liability in the

insurance policy. It should be kept in mind, however,

that the bill of lading governs only while the cargo is in

the custody of the ocean carrier. There is a period of

time prior to delivery of the goods to the ocean carrier

and subsequent to delivery by the carrier on the dock at

destination which we have not touched upon. The dis-

tribution of liability for loss during these two periods

of time during which the goods may be in transit could

be the subject of another article. It is also possible for

the cargo owner to insure against some of the losses we
have noted he must, so far, bear himself. This can be

done through broader insuring conditions but that prob-

lem, too, is beyond the scope of this discussion.

Transport Buildin9, Foot of Mission Street, Son Francisco 5, Calif.

Office Phone: DOuglos 0343 — Residence Phone: LAndscope S-1328

MARINE SURVEYOR • NAVAL ARCHITECT
MARINE ENGINEER
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Five million Tons Salvaged

{Continued from page 71

}

operations of the war. The Germans, described by the

late Admiral Ramsay as "the best port demolishers in

the world," did their utmost to deny the Allies the use

of ports in North Africa, Sicily, Italy, the south of

France and Northwest Europe. It is estimated that the

vessels sunk or destroyed by the enemy will occupy the

salvage resources of the Allied countries for nearly

another ten years.

One of the most difficult jobs of the salvage depart-

ment was carried out at Tripoli, where eleven ships of

between 1,000 and 5,000 tons were sunk in a line across

the entrance to the harbor, with a tangled mass of wreck-

ed smaller craft and crane barges piled on top of them.

It was impossible to get even a motor boat through.

Port Cleared In Five Days

First one of the block ships was demolished by skill-

fully placed explosive charges. Five days after the port's

capture, landing craft were able to make the passage.

On the eight day there was a passage 14 feet deep. On

the fifteenth day a vessel of 15,000 tons passed safely

through a passage which had been created by dragging

the ships on either side of the central gap around on

their keels like swing doorsi

During the landings in North Africa, the British and

American salvage forces joined hands and worked to-

gether. In the Bay of Naples they had to lift no less than

170 wrecks which were scattered all over the harbor.

There were destroyers, tankers, tugs, corvettes, trawlers,

floating cranes, tank barges, lighters, fishing vessels, all

sunk in the fairway, with railway wagons and other de-

bris piled on top of them.

Time and lOotion Analysis

For material Handling

(Continued from page 83)

tively small time spent in travel with fewer larger loads

at a higher speed. At this point it is well to consider that

most material handling operations involve more than one

movement of the same material through the plant or

warehouse. For subsequent movements of our new pile,

which is already on pallets, we have a parallel to the new

and much talked of unit load of "ship on" pallet.

To make this comparison complete we should provide

for the situation where goods are delivered on pallets. In

this case, there is zero piling time. Therefore, our line

theoretically starts at zero. The travel time will parallel

that of the previous operation but 5 hours per thousand

is deducted due to the fact that the goods are already

piled.

In the preceding charts, we have shown a method

which graphically represents under a certain set of con-

ditions, the relative efficiency of several systems of mate-

rial handling. Additional lines could be inserted in this

chart to indicate other forms of material handling but it

is difficult to conceive of any form of material handling

squeezing berween our line "F " and the base line.

Interocean Changes

M Los Angeles

Interocean Steamship Corporation, through Walter

Wilkinson, district manager, announces the following

additions and changes to their staff: Phillips Seagrave

has been appointed to the Los Angeles staff in charge

of traffic. Robert Harding has been promoted to man-

ager of the Intercoastal Department. Alvin Colflesh has

joined the Los Angeles staff as chief clerk in charge of

documents. Joseph Wickham is a recent addition to the

San Pedro office under Robert Gaffney, manager of

operations.
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Ships Heeded for Round-the-Ulorld

{Corithiueil from page 52)

the sea traveller and an easy sale for the passenger agent.

Plenty of natural fresh air and plenty of natural illumina-

tion combined with a room shape that is peculiarly

adapted to modern decorative treatment.

Above on the navigation deck are rooms for the deck

officers, a nice suite for the captain, a room and office

for the 1st officer, a room for the foUowing: 2nd, 3rd,

and jr. 3rd officer, one room each; 4 cadets; chief, 2nd

and 3rd radio operators, one room each; the radio room;

the officers' lounge; the wheel house; the chart room;

and the gyro room.

Public Rooms

The main dining room is a spacious apartment 44

feet fore and aft by 70 feet in the beam, with an offset

14' by 40' on the after bulkhead to house the stair land-

ings, the elevator shaft and the entrance trunks to the

galley. Doors to the galley are opened by electric eye.

Those on the port side open only into the galley, those

on the starboard side into the dining room. There is a

clear deck area of 2500 square feet after deducting this

offset. A room of this size and shape should lend itself

very nicely to decorative treatment and with modern air

conditioning and adequate illumination will make a very

pleasant and appetizing eating place.

The galley serving this room and the room itself will

be equipped with the most modern and most efficient

machinery and apparatus for the preparation and serv-

ing of delicious meals. The galley has been planned after

considerable research into the experience at sea with var-

ious galley plans and should be scientifically the most

modern arrangement in any ship.

The lounge measures 24 feet fore and aft and 44 feet

thwartship with clerestory running up through the boat

deck. This clerestory is extended 10 feet forward over

the thwartship passage to form a balcony on the boat

deck level. Furnished as a passengers' writing room this

balcony is reached from the boat deck stair and elevator

landing and will make a very nice quiet spot for cor-

respondence or other writing.

The smoking lounge is 44 feet thwartships and 40 feet

in its longest fore and aft measurement. This room has

1440 square feet deck area in comparison with 1056

square feet for the lounge.

The proportions of these rooms are such that the

interior decorators should be able to produce very beau-

tiful effects. This is especially true in the clerestory of

the lounge where there is an opportunity to make the

appearance of spaciousness far exceed the dimensions.

Forward of the smoking lounge, and having access

only therefrom, are a cocktail lounge and a card room,

located starboard and port of the central passage joining

the two lounges. This arrangement gives the steward's

department a fine opportunity to cater to the divergent

desires of passengers without disturbing those who want

only quiet comfort. The conviviality of the smoking

lounge and cocktail room need not disturb the quiet con-

versation, reading and music of the lounge.

The lounge is fully equipped for movies and the ship

will have complete broadcast and public address systems.

All passenger areas will be serviced by electric clocks

controlled by a master clock located in the chartroom.

All public rooms, and all passenger and crew staterooms

and crew lounges and laundries and other inside rooms

will be completely air conditioned.

The passenger sleeping apartments are all outside

rooms with the exception of eight on the upper deck.

Every passenger room is equipped with private toilet,

wash basin and shower with running hot and cold fresh

water. Every passenger bedroom is equipped with an

automatic dial telephone for intra-ship communication

and for connection through radio to shore or other

similarly equipped ships.

The extent to which crew comfort has been planned

is graphically evidenced by the fact that there are 72

bedrooms to serve a crew of 158 whereas only 71 bed-

rooms are provided to take care of a total capacity of 189

passengers.

A modern laundry is provided and equipped with all

the latest machinery to take care of all passenger needs.

Safety

This design is stable and seaworthy in every respect

and is a three compartment job. That is, three compart-

ments must be flooded to sink the ship. Every precaution

is considered in the equipment for detection of and

extinguishing fire. Life preservers or life saving suits are

provided for everyone aboard. Six life boats, one of them

a powerful motorboat equipped to tow all the others are

hung in gravity davits served by electric boat winches.

The combined capacity of these boats will accommodate

all persons aboard. Special hawse pipes will be fitted

bow and stern for mooring to buoys. On the bridge all

the most modern navigation equipment will be fitted

including gyro compass, radio direction finder, radar, and

loran.

Propulsion Machinery
This vessel is designed to be driven by a single screw

and has a "contra-guide " form rudder post to transform

some of the angular velocity of the water in the propellor

stream into forward-motion energy for the hull. The

propeller shaft is turned through double reduction gear-

ing by a cross compound steam turbine designed to de-

liver 12,500 shp at 92 rpm of the propeller shaft when

fed with steam of 600 psi gage and 840 - F. total tem-

perature at the throttle. The design will be such that the

turbine will operate continuously when delivering 13,750

shp at about 95 rpm of the propeller shaft.

The main turbine will consist of one high pressure

turbine and one low pressure turbine, each connected

through a flexible coupling to a suitable pinion meshing

into the first gear of the double reduction gear. An astern

element capable of delivering 80 per cent of ahead tor-

que at 50 per cent of the full speed ahead propeller

revolutions.

To provide steam for this turbine and for other uses,

two steam boilers will be installed in the engine room.

These will be of the vertically fired, oil burning, two

drum, water tube type and will be fired by steam atomiz-

ing wide range burners. An air preheater will be installed

in the uptake of each boiler. Each of these boilers will

have approximately 8100 square feet of water heating

surface and at normal rating will generate 53,500 lbs.

of steam per hour at 625 psi and 850° F. total tempera-

ture with feed water at 375° F. Each boiler will be

(Please turn to page 130)
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S. F. Passenger

Office of API

Harry L. Baker, agent in charge of Ameri-

can President Lines' newly opened ultra-

modern passenger office at 152 Geary

Street, San Francisco, points out a feature

of the unique illuminated wall map to E.

Russell Lutz, the company's executive vice

president. The new uptown offices, de-

signed by Walter Dorwin league, are in

keeping with the magnificent new luxury

liners now building and projected for

American President Lines' Oriental and

Round-the-World services.

Ships Needed for Round-the-Ulorld

(Continued from page 128)

capable of sustained operation while generating 80,000

lbs. of steam at these same pressure and temperature

conditions. At its normal rating the standard efficiency of

each boiler will be at least 88 per cent.

Forced draft system of operation will be used with

pneumatic type automatic combustion control. Stack

velocities will be accelerated by additional air supply to

soot remover controls.

Three 600 kw turbo-electric generators will be in-

stalled to take care of power requirements for electric

deck machinery, engine room auxiliaries, refrigeration

plants, ventilating fan motors, galley service, and ship's

lighting. The main low pressure turbine will be mounted

on an exhaust directly into the main condenser and the

auxiliary turbines will exhaust into one auxiliary con-

denser. Condensate from both condensers will be pumped
through the standard closed system of feed water heating,

picking up heat from the inter- and after-condensers of

the air ejector, the first stage heater, the gland drains, the

second stage heater, and the deaerating heater which acts

as an enclosed hot well providing a positive head on the

feed pump, and so to the boiler drum.

Make-up feed for the boilers and potable and sani-

tary fresh water make-up supply are assured by two

large distillers each of 30,000 gallons per day capacity.

It is anticipated that fuel consumption of this plant

will be not more than 0.575 lbs. per shp hour for all

purposes, based on oil of 18,500 btu per pound. This

power plant at normal output is figured to give the ship

an easy sea service speed of 19 knots. Her reserve power

will enable her to make 20 knots or more whenever

necessary.

Refrigeration

The cargo and ship stores, and air conditioning load

on this vessel is quite considerable and careful planning

has been used to minimize the load wherever possible

consistent with reliability and good performance. All of

the various galley and pantry refrigerators will be cooled

from the central ship stores refrigeration unit. In ships

stores boxes, ample provision has been made to carry

large supplies of frozen foods.

The total refrigeration connected power load is 260

kw for cargo, ship stores and air conditioning. This may

be compared to a total connected load of 870 kw when

underway at sea. All the auxiliaries are electrically operat-

ed including: sanitary service pumps; fuel oil transfer

pumps; circulating pumps; condensate pumps; main

feed pumps; bilge pumps; fire pumps; cargo oil pumps;

refrigeration machinery; ranges, coffee urns, broilers and

bake ovens; laundry machinery; cargo winches; windlass

and capstans; steering gear; ventilating fans; forced

draft fans; and machine tools. The main switchboard in

the engine room will distribute power for all these

services to control boards covering certain blocks of

motors.

Summary

A complete intermediate class cargo and passenger

liner with a good turn of speed, this hull is proportioned

to produce a sea-kindly vessel well calculated to deliver

a comfortable and enjoyable sea voyage. Every care has

been exercised to assure a healthy variety in the cuisine

and to achieve artistic pleasing interior decorative effects.

With a fleet of such ships in operation on their Round-

the-World Line, the American President Lines can offer

American travellers all the amenities of life in a modern

first class hotel plus all the thrill and interest of a voyage

through temperate and tropic seas to the great ports of

four continents.
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Rdmiralty DecisioRs

(Continued from page 89)

relationship to the operation of the vessel plying in

navigable waters."

What can be said to have been the nature of the

plaintiff's "service" and what was its "relationship to

the operation of the vessel plying in navigable waters?"

The court relies upon the Aguilar case as one approach

to the solution of the problem because the Supreme

Court, in holding the shipowner liable, pointed out that

shore leave with its attendant relaxation is a necessary

and beneficial antidote for the confinement and rigid

discipline to which the seaman is subjected aboard a ship

by reason of the unique nature of his employment. The
court is of the opinion that, if for the purpose of deter-

mining the shipowner's liability for maintenance and

cure, the seaman is said to be on the "shipowner's busi-

ness" while on shore leave, then for the purpose of de-

termining the shipowner's liability under the Jones Act,

the seaman should be said to be "in the course of his

employment" at the time. It is recognized, however, that

liability for maintenance and cure does not necessarily

result in liability under the Jones Act because liability

under the Jones Act is predicated upon negligence where-

as the liability for maintenance and cure is an incident

of the seaman's contract of employment.

Nowery, the plaintiff, was a deck maintenance man
aboard the ship and took his orders from the chief mate,

not from Nantau, Chief Engineer. Courts in the past have

held that where the injuries complained of were the re-

sult of an assualt, the employer is liable under the Jones

Act when the assault was committed in the course of

the discharge of assailant's duties and in furtherance of

the work of the employer's business, even though the

assault was in excess of the authority conferred by the

employer upon the assailant. However, this rule is re-

stricted by the fact that one must prove that the assault

was committed by one having authority over the person

assaulted and then only when committed in the course of

the conduct of the master's business. In the instant case

we have the head of one department assaulting a member
of another department over whom he had no authority.

Therefore, there was no basis in law for the court's

first instruction to the jury that defendants were liable

because Nantau, when he entered the barroom where

the fight occurred, was acting "as an officer of the ship."

The second theory of liability, which is represented

by the second jury instruction set forth above, might be

sufficient upon which to base liability provided the

court is willing to decree, as it apparantly has in this

case, that liability would attach although the altercation

and subsequent injury occurred ashore. In view of the

fact that the jury may have held defendants liable on the

basis of the first of the aforesaid instructions, the court

was required to grant defendant's motion for a new
trial so that the jury might be instructed upon the basis

of the second instruction alone.

I disagree with the theories on which each of these

cases was determined. At the present time the rule of law

is broad enough to hold a shipowner liable for a seaman's

injuries during authorized shore leave even though he

travels ten, twenty, or one thousand miles from the ves-

sel. The decisions have failed to place any limitation

upon this rule of law and unfortunately the Aguilar de-

cision has been blindly used as a standard for all of

these cases. A careful review of the Aguilar decision will

quickly reveal that it is limited to the particular facts

before the court. It was not intended to be a standard

for liability. There is another reason for my dissent and

that is based upon the theory that you and I, who also

may be regularly employed, are not given the same pro-

tection when we leave our place of employment. In

other words, I see no reason for the distinction between

seamen and John Doe where either the seaman or John
Doe is on leave from his work during which time a

shipowner and the shoreside employer respectively have

no control over the activities or conduct of the seaman

or John Doe.

From time to time I hope to be able to offer further

decisions along the same lines that may at least ultimate-

ly limit the rule so that, if a seaman is to be protected

while on shore leave, his protection wiU be defined and

will not be permitted to cover an indefinite area as it

now does under the existing decisions.

Qiiz on the Ionization of lilater

Question: What is meant by the pH value of feed

water?

Answer: 'Water in its natural state, pure or impure,

tends to ionization or electrolytic disassociation and a

small part of all water will be found to break up accord-

ing to the equation (HvO = H+ + OH-). The H
or hydrogen ion is positive, the OH or hydroxyl ion is

negative.

At room temperature one liter (roughly it takes AVi

liters to make one gallon) of pure water will have one

ten millionth of a gram of H ions and one ten millionth

of a gram of OH units. In other words, 10,000,000

liters of pure water has one gram of hydrogen ions and

one gram of hydroxyl ions.

These numbers are too cumbersome for ordinary for-

mula so the logarithm is used. The pH value of water is

the logarithm of the number of liters required to give

one gram of H ions. For pure water at room temperature

this would be the logarithm of 10000000 which is 7.

So pH for pure water at ordinary temperature is 7. pOH
for the same water would also be 7.

Since pH represents the reciprocal of Hydrogen ion

concentrations, the larger the value of pH the less acid

is the solution. In alkaline solutions there is a greater

concentration of hydroxyl ions so that for such solutions

pOH would be less than 7 and pH more than 7.

Long time experience has indicated that pH values of

feed water should be maintained above 9.5 in order to

minimize corrosion. This must be done by the con-

trolled addition of the necessary chemicals. The alkalinity

resulting from this treatment should be from 11 to 11.5

pH. It must be maintained and controlled very close to

this range. A lower pH value would not maintain the

film of ferrous hydroxide which prevents the dissolution

of the steel. A higher pH value might cause caustic em-

brittlement of the steel or be detrimental to the steaming

quality of the boiler.
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^AQr\posa and Monferey h in proQvesi . .

new decorations, new furnishings, air-

conditioned and modernized throughout.

They will return to service in the South

Pacific as entirely new ships, offering in

both first and cabin class greater travel

value than ever before.

7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y J

^^^^t^
MATSON LINES TO HAWAII AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Samoa • Fiji • New Zealand • Australia

Offices: San Francisco • Los Angeles • New York • Chicago

TAKE THE HAZARDS
AND MYSTERY OUT
OF TANK GAUGING

Wherever fueU water or other liquid must

be measured, LIQUIDOMETER can provide a

dependahle gauge. Tliese rugged, precision-huiU

remote indicators have proven themselves by

years of reliable performance in many exacting

marine, railroad, aircraft and industrial appli-

cations. Remember these gauge essentials:

• Dependable perforniaiioe • Simple operation

• Rugged construction • Easy installation

• Instant reading • Minimum maintenance

If jou have a liquid measuring problem write:

THE UOUIDOMETER corp.
Morine Division

41-52 37th ST.. LONG ISLAND CITY 1. N. Y.
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Iljar Techniques Used in

Dew Shallow Draft Tankers

{Continued from page 92)

crew of 24, and their accommodations are arranged in

well appointed quarters at the after end of the hull.

When fully loaded, the F. C. Randall will average about

IOV2 knots, its tonnage being 554 net. Like most motor

tankers of this type, its power plant and bridge are

located aft.

Acquisition of the F. C. Randall has given Sinclair Oil

a tanker of late design and capable of great flexibility,

not only along the usual sea routes but also in close-

to-shore operation. Because of its hull design, and a

power plant that is highly adapted to its purpose, this

specialized carrier of bulk petroleum now performs in

peacetime pursuits the type of service made possible

and perfected through wartime necessity.

The main propulsion equipment of the F. C. Randall

is of the diesel engine direct reverse-reduction gear drive

type and consists of one General Motors, eight-cylinder,

two-cycle Model 8-278A diesel engine, directly connect-

ed to a special reduction gear by means of a pneumati-

cally operated clutch and reversing mechanism. The

clutch and reversing mechanism permits reversal of di-

rection of rotation of the propeller while maintaining

constant direction of rotation of the main engine. Com-
plete control of propulsion power is afforded by means

of controlling the engine speed and the inflation or de-

flation of the Airflex clutches from a hydraulic transmit-

ter located on the engine and operating in conjunction

with the governor control lever. The diesel engine and

its direct-connected clutch-reverse-reduction gear unit

are mounted on a common fabricated steel sub-base,

with the engine start-stop" and emergency throttle con-

trols mounted on the engine.

The diesel engine is arranged for air starting, with

starting air from air storage tanks, which likewise pro-

vide air for the air pressure reducing valve at the proper

pressure required for the operation of the Airflex

clutches. A fresh water cooling system, using sea water

as a cooling medium, cools the engines, while its lubri-

cating oil is cooled by the engine fresh water. Inasmuch

as the diesel engine is equipped with centrifugal sea

water pumps, their location in the vessel and the design

of the cooling system is such as to insure positively

flooded suction at the pumps at all times. The total

weight ( dry ) of the Model 8-278A diesel engine and

reverse-reduction gear, mounted on its common base,

and including all auxiliaries, motor-driven combined

lube oil and sea water pumps and control, motor driven

lube oil pump and control ( standby ) , spare parts, and

tools is but 45,693 pounds, a decided advantage con-

sidering the type of service in which the F. C. Randall

will be engaged.

The clutch-reverse-reduction gear unit is a combina-

tion of a marine reduction gear and clutch. The drive

consists of a simple train of a single reduction gear

and a reversing pinion, driven from a quill around the

forward pinion shaft by a set of idler gears. The clutch

portion consists of a forward and reverse clutch, of the

Airflex marine constricting type. The reduction gear ratio

is approximately 3 to 1.

This combination unit is equipped with two con-

stricting type air operated clutches which provide flex-

ible and resilient connection between the engine fly-

wheel and driving drums mounted at the high speed end

( engine end ) of the gear unit. Clutch glands may be

selectively inflated to obtain desired rotation of the

propeller shaft. The air control valve, with ahead, astern

and neutral positions, connects the glands through the

air shaft and rotating seal. Movement of the air shift

valve connects one or the other of the clutch glands to

the air supply, the control being automatically governed

so that it is impossible to inflate both glands at the same

time.

The reverse and reduction functions are combined

within a single housing, and in ahead rotation the drive

acts precisely as a conventional single reduction unit.

The forward clutch engages and drives the "ahead"

drum, which is mounted directly on the pinion shaft.

For astern rotation the pilot control is placed in the

"astern" position. This is followed immediately by defla-

tion of the "ahead" clutch gland and inflation on the

reverse or "astern" gland. The latter engages and drives

the "astern" drum which is mounted on a reversing tube

concentric with the high speed pinion, which drives

through idler gears to reverse the rotation and then to

a pinion engaging the main gear. The change in rotation

takes place entirely at the high speed and where the

torque is lowest. A supply of air at 100 psi, for inflation

of the ahead and astern clutch glands, is obtained from

the engine starting air storage tanks through the clutch

air pressure reducing valve. Proper lubrication and cool-

ing of the propulsion reduction-reverse gear unit is

provided by a motor-driven combined lubricating oil and

cooling water pump unit, while one motor-driven lubri-

cating oil pump which is the same as the lubricating oil

pump of the combined units is provided for standby

service.

The F. C. Randall is now in service from Gulf ports

to Cuba and the northern coast of South America to and

from Cuba. The proven advantage of a tanker of this

type in war service is expected to greatly expand the

service and distribution of Sinclair Oil products in the

above markets.

Controllable Pitch Propellers

On Dew River Craft

(Continued from page 91)

maneuverability, allows the engines to operate at maxi-

mum efficiency at different loads and river depths.

Immediately forward of the engine room is a 35 by

20 foot compartment containing electrical apparatus.

Two GM 30 kw generator sets operate continually while

a third functions as a standby plant for emergency use.

Instruments including shaft tachometers, engine oil

pressure gages, low oil pressure alarms and water tem-

perature alarms are located here at the engineer's con-

trol station. Propeller controls, throttles and shaft tacho-

meters are duplicated in the pilothouse.

Fuel bunkers located in the bow section of the power

unit have sufficient capacity to allow a full load cruising

radius of 2300 miles.

Each vessel is steered by two double plate streamlined
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DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE

VIC KNUDSEN
SHIP RIGGERS

Wire Rope Pilot Ladders

Wire Rope Cargo Nets and Save-alls

All Types of Splicing

134 Sacramento Street SUtter 1362

San Francisco 11

/O
MOORE-McCORMACR

AMERICAN REPUBLICS LIXE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPCBLICS LIIVE

Freight and Passenger Service betvfeen the 'R est

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL • URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

AMERICAN SCANTIC LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA

iSfram Prarl Harbor to

I -J Day. Moore-McCormack
lAncs of'eratvtl man-

tlian ISO shi/is, lost 1

1

ifsselsr transported

7r,4,239 troops ami
carried 3t.4I(I.U I Mis

oj liar carfiii. In disrlinrge

sitrb responslbiilties

Merchant \tarine must be

kept strong in peace

For complete injormation apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
140 CALIFORNIA STREET
San Francisco U. Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles 14. Calif.

DEXTER-HORTON BUILDING
Seattle 4. Washington

BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
Portland 4, Oregon

744 HASTINGS ST. WEST
Vancouver. B. C.

Ofires in Principal Cities of the Korld

FOR

TOP imCIENCY
IN THE BOniR ROOM!

m
^^m^

• You can count

on Todd Oil Burners

to increase cruising

range, minimize

operating costs and

insure trouble-free

operation

!

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT DIVISION
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION

601 West 26th St., New York 1, N. Y.

MEW TOKK • BROOKLYN • NOCHESTEN • HOSOKEN • NEWARK
rHILADELPNIA* CHARLESTON, S. C. • CHICAOO- BOSTON •SrRINOnELD. MASS.
BALTIMORE . WASHINGTON . DETROIT • CRANO RAPIDS • TAMPA . OALVESTOM
NEW ORLEANS • MOBILE • LOS ANGELES • JAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE

TORONTO • MONTREAL • BARRANQUILLA • BUENOS AIRES • LONDON
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Controllable Pitch Propellers

On l^ew River Craft

I Continued from page 154

1

rudders operated in unison by a single electro hydraulic

ram. Other ultra modern and time saving devices that

have been installed include an electric intercommunicat-

ing telephone system, an R.C.A. 75 watt Radiotelephone,

and Bell radio ship-to-shore telephone system.

Improved loading techniques, many of which were the

outgrowth of wartime experience in moving hundreds

of thousands of motor vehicles to military installations

and southern ports, have been adopted. Vehicles are

loaded from floating deck barges that are equipped with

ramps, so placed as to enable simultaneous loading of all

four decks. Six hundred automobiles can be placed on

board in about four hours. This is in contrast to old

crane loading methods which take up to twenty-four

hours to load the same number of cars.

During the trial runs just completel, top speed in ex-

cess of 14.5 miles per hour were obtained. Turning tests

indicated a high degree of maneuverability even under

adverse wind conditions.

With three times the carrying capacity of previous

type carrier barges and one-third the in-transit time, St.

Louis Shipbuilding and Steel Company and Commer-

cial Barge Lines, Inc., are both confident that the Com-

mercial Clipper and Commercial Express are ushering in

a new era in the transportation or river cargo.

Reblading Turbines At

San Francisco

(Continued from page 67

)

bine on the Cornell when failure of the lubricating oil

system caused the rotor bearings to "wipe" or burn out.

When this occurred, the rotor dropped in the bearings.

This caused the rotor blades to strike the casing and the

casing blades to strike the rotor, thus damaging both

sets of blades.

When the Cornell put in at Bethlehem's San Fran-

cisco Yard, both turbines were removed from the ship

and transferred to the machine shop where the rotor

was taken out of each rotor casing. The shop is currently

engaged in reblading the lower half of the casing in its

entirety with several thousand blades. The rotor blades

also were removed and are now being completely re-

newed. Packing gland seals and dummy packing in the

diaphragm are being renewed.

The high pressure turbine is being partially rebladed,

cleaned and checked.

After the damaged blading was removed and before

installation of new blades, the low pressure rotor was

placed in a lathe and checked for alignment. When the

reblading operation is complete the rotor will be balanced

dynamically before being installed in the casing. Final

machining operation will take place when the rotor

blades are checked for clearance with the blades in the

casing.

Bethlehem's Yard Manager T.

C. Ingersoll explaining turbine

reblading job to Pacific Ma-

rine Review Editor, T. D. Mac-

Mullen and Navy Captain

Donald L. Irwin. Supervisor of

Shipbuilding at Bethlehem.
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\|{'KEL BiBBlTT

{
AMERICAN SMELTING AND

REFINING COMPANY
NICKEL I
BABBITT

I

J

A Tin base allov. of fine grained dense

structure. Though hard and tough, has

high ductility, resuhing in excellent run-

ning-in behavior. Notable for its proper
functioning when lubrication nionientarilv

fails.

Favored by the maritime industry for its

notable performance in bearings difficult to

lubricate. Costs a trifle more . . . and more
than worth it I

' MtTALS DIVISION
AMERICAN SMELTING and RERNING COMPANY

^ SAN FRANCISCO . LOS ANGELES

PORTLAND • SEATTLE • SALT LAKE • EL PASO • BUTTE

Weĥ2now

MARINE
DECKING

• MASNESITE
• GRIP DECK
• TRIMITE

• KOROSEALTILE

• RUBBER TILE

• ASPHALT TILE

• LINOLEUM
• CARPETS

•APPROVED UNDERLAYMENTS

RECONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Eiperienced estimators to give complete quotations

from cleanings of the deck to finished deck coverings

Completely Equipped Trained Workmen

LORENTZEN CO.
2207 MARKET ST. OAKLAND 7

TEmplebar 5613

GRACE LINE
"SANTA FLEET"

RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANTA ADELA
S. S. SANTA FLAVIA

S. S. SANTA Jl AxNA

S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fa^t freight \e-^el^. three equipped with re.

frigerator space, and limited passenger acromniodations.

together with modern rharlered tonnage, will supply

frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and

Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Peru Bolivia Chile

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
White Building 2 Pine Street 523 W. SLxth
SEneca4300 Sl'tter 38no Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER PORTLAND
991 Hastings St.. W. Board of Trade Bldg.

PAcific 7271 ATwater 8508

Nbu Are lookinq af ThT'l /^T^>*%^_
|«)TARYI>UMVrS®a

^kAoS^
fo

|jg
^OQ^ for

i
/' ^^

And there's a reason . . .

It does the job because it

is simple . . . iust 2 moving

parts—each self supported.

It operates at low speed resulting in longer, trouble-

free life. There are no gadgets, springs, timing gears,

etc., to get out of order.

Its self-priming . . . moves the liquid without pulsation.

Delivers against discharge pressures of 50-100-200-500

psi depending upon the application and con-

struction.

Write today for folder 46SU.

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS

E. E. BURTON DE LAVAL PACIFrC COMPANY

2040 S. Santa Fe Ave.. Los Angeles 41 Beale Street. San Francisco
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The Sextant
(Continued from page 96)

Use of any abrasive will gradually eliminate the gradua-

tions on the arc.

Use alcohol, fresh water and tissue paper to keep the

mirrors clean and bright.

If the sextant is to be stowed away for a long period,

the arc should be coated lightly with vaseline.

Adjusting The Sextant

Although a sextant is strongly made, it is still a deli-

cate instrument and must be handled carefully. It may
receive some accidental damage. A light blow is apt to

put it out of adjustment.

Meter adjust your sextant too much. If there is an

index error, leave it and allow for it until you get a calm

day and then correct the adjustment. When the index

error has been corrected for, if there is any small quan-

tity remaining this should, if possible, be made "off the

arc" (a plus correction), because an additive index

error is much simpler to apply than a subtractive one.

The practical navigator tests rapidly for index error

by setting the index arm exactly at zero and observing

the sea horizon.

Never adjust your sextant by using a near object, be-

cause owing to parallax the results will be unreliable.

Don't torment your sextant—the term applied to over-

adjustment of the sextant—as, if the adjusting screws

get loose, they will no longer hold the adjustments in

place.

Converting a Victory

(Continued from page 99)

and two aft of the machinery space. These are spaced to

take the run off from the hoppers. They form runways

for two scraper systems which drag the cement either for-

ward or aft to dump into discharge hoppers in the cargo

machinery spaces. From the hoppers the cement will be

pumped ashore by powerful pumps aided by compressors

and having a capacity to handle at least 8000 cubic feet,

or 376 short tons, in an hour, when discharging through

1000 feet of flexible piping.

The miscellaneous rock will be handled by the same

scraper system but will be loaded by the discharge hopper

onto a conveying system for delivery ashore.

Modem Marine Boilers

(Continued from page 94)

five pound bled steam goes to the second stage deaerat-

ing feed water heater and the gland ejector. Eight pound
bled steam is used in the first stage feed water heater.

From the condensers of the ejectors serving the main

turbine condenser the condensate goes through the cool-

er of the drain from the first stage heater being joined

enroute by the condensate from the auxiliary condensers,

thence to the first stage heater where it arrives at 100°F.

and emerges at 170°F, thence through the condensers

of the gland ejector to the deaerating second stage heater,

arriving at 173° F. and emerging at 240° F. The deaerat-

ing heater is usually of the direct contact type, is located

in an elevated position and is of sufficient capacity to act

as a positive suction head tank for the main feed pumps.

Condensate at 240° F. is taken from the No. 2 heater and

forced through the third stage heater to emerge at

315° F. and go on through the economizer into the

boiler. The benefits gained from this regenerative heat-

ing of feed water are graphically shown in Fig. 3, which

indicates that in comparison with the non-feed water

Fig. A. Hea> loss in condensing cycle. Heat flow diagram for typical

condensing turbine not utilizing staged feadwater heating, showing

heat converted to mechanical power, heat returned to system in con-

densate, and heat rejected to condenser. (Westinghouse)

Fig. B. Heal recovery with staged fe

flow diagram for staged or regenerati

tion. Heat supplied by boiler is reduc

less heat is rejected to condenser. So

5.31 per cent are possible, depending •

of stages of heating used

fdwater heating. Typical heat

'e feedwater heating installa-

>d about 9 per cent, because

vings in heat consumption of

n steam pressure and number

(Westinghouse)

heating cycle the regenerative feed water heating sys-

tem requires 97> less heat supplied by the boiler.

This modern system is responsible for much of the

auxiliary steam piping and many of the valves in modern

marine power plants and is one of the big reasons why
the marine engineer today must be always alert and very

much on the job to see that all of the connections, fit-

tings, and equipment in this system are kept tight, clean,

and properly insulated against loss of heat. If every-

thing is right such a system should operate at approxi-

mately 0.6 lbs. of oil fuel per shp per hour with steam

conditions 450 psi and 750° F. and with plant operating

approximately at rated capacity.

Contracts for

Trans-Arabian Pipe Line

Trans-Arabian Pipe Line Company has placed orders

with Consolidated Steel Company of Los Angeles for 980

miles of pipe and with National Tube Company of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., for 70 miles of pipe to be used in constructing

the Trans-Arabian pipe line.

Contracts have also been awarded Chicago Bridge and

Iron Company of Chicago for erecting 14 tanks, and

Graver Tank & Manufacturing Company of East Chicago,

Ind., for erecting 22 tanks of an aggregate total capacity

5,700,000 barrels.

Contract was awarded to Bechtel Brothers of San Fran-

cisco and associates, including H. C. Price Company of

Bartlesville, Okla., for constructing about 600 miles main

line and 4 pump stations at Eastern end.

Williams Brothers Corporation of Tulsa awarded con-

tract for constructing approximately 450 miles of main

line at western end and also Mediterranean tanker loading

terminal. Graver was also awarded contract for construct-

ing two intermediate pump stations at western end.
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ALL TODD shipyards in America's principal

ports on three coasts are equipped with the modern machines

and skilled craftsmen needed to repair or replace any ship's

part, from keel to masthead, in record time. Staffs of marine

architects, engineers and other specialists—working alone or

with your consultants— are prepared to handle major conver-

sions and the installation of every type of specialized equip-

ment with speed and economy.

" View of Todd's Hoboken
Division opposite 23rd Street,

New York.

Rebuilding a turbine rotor, a delicate oper-

ation handled expertly for either marine or

stationary installations at any Todd yard.

SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES DIVISION • SEATTLE DIVISION

Convenienfly located on Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Coasts

lEW YORK BKOOKIYM HOBOKEM CHARLESTON, S

NEW ORLEANS GALVESTON BARRANOUILIA



For 40 years, eld timer Loais

Di Gregorio (beside forming

macliine) has been an em-

ployee of the Tubbs Mills.

As in the Illusfrafion, it re-

quires specially designed

machines like these to twist

together the rope yarns and form them into the rope strand. But in addi-

tion, it takes skilled MEN to operate these machines—to carefully check

and supervise the process at every stage — to assure a finished rope

product that will give the fullest measure of wear and service.

This combination of MEN and ROPE in the Tubbs Mills has assured a prod-

uct that stood for "plus value" in its field—a rope dependable under all

conditions and usage.

Tubbs Extra Superior Manila rope is now available in ALL sizes for all end

uses. Specify TUBBS to your supplier. You will find it a rope that will give

you the maximum in value for your rope dollar.

See our exhibit at Boofh No. 39 at the Second

Annual National Marine Exposition, Civic Au-

ditorium, San Francisco, May 12 to 17, 1947.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SANFRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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m. PORT CITIES CONSCIOUS?

ON PAGE 65 OF THIS MAGAZINE, there appears a

little Maritime design which is the seal of the Cham-

ber of Commerce of Newport Beach, California. This

small but beautiful port city is setting an example which

many larger cities could very well follow.

Impressed not only on the official seals of our cities,

but on the minds of officials high and low and of every

business enterprise, should be some reminder of the im-

portance of shipping and port activities to their people.

Every bit of legislation should be integrated with the

welfare of shipping wherever possible, and selfish and

competitive interests should retreat when the welfare of

the port is in jeopardy. In every major port area the

population is concerned with just about every conceiv-

able interest from beauty and grace to homes and em-

ployment and national defense. It would seem that

within such a range there would be some point at which

city officials would find a community of interest with the

welfare of their shipping industry, and the people in it.

The people in it! Not just "a few along the piers," as

one official thought recently. There are quite a few! In

the San Francisco bay area there are, in April 1947, over

35,000 employed in shipyards. Can any other industry

match this? No. Not even the liquor industry, which

seems to swing a lot of influence when needed.

But the shipping industry only starts in the shipyards.

There are 8,000 in longshore and port activities. There

are 10,000 seagoing personnel working out of San Fran-

cisco; steamship offices have 3,000, world trade and cargo

handling 9,000 more. And marine insurance and bank-

ing and warehousing and rail and truck service and

yachting. All people. Their money flows in every chan-

nel. They are important.

It has been said—and we have said—that the industry

needs a great spokesman who will command the atten-

tion of the public, the press, and the government. Hnu
about nur city officials being such spokesmen?

It would not be amiss^in fact it could be a must—
for some representative of the city to be at every meeting

of the Propeller Clubs, Foreign Trade Associations, and

other shipping groups. To the Supervisor, or Council-

man, or Newspaper Editor who loves his city and wants

a cause in which he can serve it well, we can give plenty

of leads.

SUPPORT THE mm REAR

THIS IS NOT A PLEA FOR FOOTBALL FANS nor

for astronomical study, or any such mundane en-

thusiasms. We are here calling attention to the steamer

Golden Bear, just returned from a cruise that is part of

the California Maritime Academy curriculum for train-

ing officers to serve in the American Merchant Marine.

For 16 years this Academy, patiently working over

successive classes of young men, has produced many
useful officers in the deck and engineers' departments

and has gained the respect and confidence of the ship

operators of the Pacific Coast.

Today with a new, modernly equipped training ship,

SS Golden Bear, and a practically new shore station stra-

tegically located on the upper reaches of San Francisco

bay, the State Maritime Academy under competent

management and with an excellent facult)- is ready to

train future officers for the Pacific American Merchant

Marine.

This institution derives some of its financial support

from the Federal Government, and some from the State

as a part of the public school system. It needs the moral

support of the people of the State in two ways.

First, in these days of popular demand for retrench-

ment in government spending and reduction in taxation,

the friends of C.M.A. should be vigilant to see that its

support is not dangerously trimmed by either the State

legislature or the Federal congress. Second, there should

be active support for the campaign to keep the ad-

vantages of the Maritime Academy training prominently

before the high school students of the State.

The discipline and training of the deck or engineer

officers curricula in this school are in themselves ex-

tremely valuable to the students. The yearly cruise of

the training ship is also very valuable not only to the

student as a broadening influence and a study in economic

geography, but also to the State and the Nation, as these

bright young lads landing at South and Central American

or Oriental ports are first class advertisements for Cali-

fornia and are the finest type of good-will ambassadors

for the American good neighbor policy.

It is up to every good California citizen to support the

California Maritime Academy with votes and influence

in a manner commensurate with the length of our coast

line.
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UnU LIKERS

RECONVERSION

THE MOST EXTENSIVE MERCHANT SHIP recon-

version project ever undertaken by a single ship

operating firm in United States maritime history is now
well underway in the San Francisco and Alameda yards

of the United Engineering Company. This is the rebuild-

ing and the complete modernization of the three luxury

and passenger liners of the Matson Navigation Company.

When completed these three vessels, SS Lurline, SS

Mariposa and SS Monterey will comprise the finest, fast-

est and most modern passenger fleet under the American

flag. Each vessel will be practically "brand new" and un-

excelled in modern design, efficient equipment, and pas-

senger comfort.

First of the three to be delivered will be Lurline,

scheduled to be ready for service in early September. All

three are expected to be completely finished before the

end of the year.

When finished, the three ships will be practically iden-

tical in every respect. The job undertaken on each vessel

has been likened to the building of a first class modern

hotel within the confines of the vessel's hull plus the

many complicated engineering factors due to the neces-

'^
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ALUMINUM SUPERSTRUCTURES

Above the sundecic of the Matson

liners as reconverted will rise two long

houses of steel frame sheathed with

aluminum. These erections take the

place of the former wooden houses.

All partitions in the new passenger and

crew quarters will be of aluminum

faced marinite. The arrangement of

these spaces plus the fireproof nature

of the materials and the method of

construction combine to make these

vessels more safe from fire menace

than any afloat today.

sity of moving this hull over the ocean at a sustained

speed of 20 knots plus, and of storing and maintaining

aboard all the culinar)' and sanitary and public utility

services necessarj' for the comfort, convenience and rec-

reation of modern men and women.

Some idea of the magnitude of the job involved is

indicated by the man-hour figures which now total ap-

proximately 55000 per week on each vessel. Figures

issued by Matson Navigation Company reveal the follow-

ing quantities of materials purchased for the total job:

50 carloads of new electric cable; 310,000 square feet of

rubber tile, and 90,000 lineal feet of tile trim, to be laid

as interior deck covering at a cost close to $100,000 per

ship; 4500 metal doors; 3500 tons of steel; 984 tele-

phones; 35 carloads of cork slabs; and 1,500,000 square

feet of fire proof aluminum sheathed marinite.

When finished, each of the three ships will accommo-

date 726 passengers, 488 in first class, and 238 in cabin

class. The prewar passenger capacity' were: 701 on Lur-

line; 728 on Monterey, and 715 on Mariposa.

The principal characteristics of these vessels are shown

in the table herewith. The power plant on each ship con-

sists of 12 Babcock and Wilcox, inter-deck superheater.

standard marine type, water tube boilers, arranged in two

boiler rooms and supplying steam at 360 psi and 650 °F.

throttle, to rwo sets of triple expansion Bethlehem-Par-

sons turbines, each set driving its line shafting through

Falk single reduction gearing, three pinions driving one

large gear. Speed of propeUer is normally 125 rpm and

that of the turbine approximately 1600 rpm. Under nor-

mal conditions this plant drives the hull at 20.5 knots

speed. On the original trials of the Lurline with every-

thing wide open, the turbines generated 30,000 shp and

drove the hull at a maximum speed of 22.5 knots. Fuel

consumption figured at 0.625 pounds shp.

Use of Aluminum

Interesting in this conversion is the large use of alumi-

num in the superstructure and in partitions for passenger

and crew accommodations. On the sun deck, the wooden

houses for crews' quarters were entirely removed and a

steel frame house with aluminum sheathing erected. This

house extends from frame 119 to 151 and in addition to

crews' quarters, contains a room for air conditioning

equipment and the pent houses for the elevators. On top
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PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

Length Overall 632'0"

Length Waterline 628'0"

Length B. P 605'0"

Beam Molded 79'0"

Depth Molded C. Deck 52'9"

Draft Molded 28'0"

Displacement on Draft 26000 tons

Gross Measurement 18017 tons

Net Measurement 10580 tons

Normal Shaft hp 22000

Sea Service Speed 20.5 knots

of this house at its forward end is a compass platform

with standard magnetic compass and gyro-repeater.

In ail passenger, officer, and crew accommodation

spaces the hulls were stripped to the bare steel and all

quarters re-arranged and rebuilt in accordance with the

new subchapter "M" of U. S. Coast Guard regulations

which now govern in the construction arrangement, and

equipment of passenger and crew quarters and which is

especially addressed to fireproofing, fire resistance, the

confining of fire, fire escape and fire extinguishing. These

three vessels when finished, will be the first passenger

liners to fully comply with the new regulations, and since

these regulations are well in advance of those governing

in other countries, it can be truthfully said that these

Matson liners are the safest afloat so far as fire is con-

cerned.

All partitions in the new arrangement of quarters are

of Johns-Manville marinite faced with aluminum. The

joiner work in these quarters was all done by Hopeman
Bros, of New York. On the boat deck, the afterhouse was

extended forward port and starboard abreast of the after

stack casing, from frame 80 to frame 94. This addition

is steel frame with aluminum sheathing.

B Deck Changes

The most important structural changes in the hull are

on the "B" deck level. Here the "B" deck promenade is

eliminated and the house extended to the ship's side. Hull

frames are extended to "A" deck and "A" deck beams

connected to frames, girders strengthened and new side
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Sisters under the scaffolding. Stripped of their former luxury appointments the Matson liners Monterey (foreground and

Lurline are undergoing rebuilding and complete modernization at the Alameda yard of the Matson subsidiary, United

Engineering Co. At the present time 150,000 man hours weekly are being spent on the trio bringing them up-to-the-minute

with such features as complete air-conditioning, radar, and fireproof construction throughout.

plating fitted. The space thus enclosed is arranged for

and fitted with new passenger quarters. "B" deck is ex-

tended forward over the well deck, in a completely new

structure, with A.B.S. regulation frames, deck beams,

brackets, stanchions, deck plating, and shell plating. This

large additional enclosed space is devoted to crews' quar-

ters and to air conditioning machinery^ rooms.

Hull Repairs

The stacks were modified by removal of the ambrella

tops and the recessing of the whistle and whistle platform

in the forward stack. All exterior damage to the hull was

repaired and fashion plates port and starboard at the

after ends of A. B, C, and D decks altered and renewed

to conform to profile of the vessel. In this process, the

entire exterior was sandblasted to the bare steel, and

wherever plates were deteriorated or damaged they were

renewed. In most of the service spaces of the ship all

equipment was removed for overhaul or renewal and the

decks and bulkheads were cleaned and scaled to the bare

steel and repainted. Spaces so treated included passenger

and crew hospital; surgery; laundry; print shop; all linen

storage spaces; tailor shop; all storerooms and lockers;

main galley and crews galley and bars and pantries.

In the galleys, all equipment was thoroughly over-

hauled and much of it renewed. All food handling and

storage spaces were effectively rat proofed according to

U. S. Public Health Service regulations. New deck cover-

ing and new waterways were installed in the main galley

to conform with U. S. Public Health Service rules. Crews'

mess rooms and pantries were relocated and re-equipped.

Electrical

New electrical equipment and new wiring systems

were installed throughout the ship for such services as:

ship service and passenger service telephones; stewards'

call bell system and annunciators; emergency loud speak-

er system; general alarm bell system; public address sys-

tem; fire detecting system; fire door control system;

water-tight door control and signal system, and tele-

motor wiring.

The fire detecting and fire extinguishing systems origi-

naUy furnished by Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., have

been altered to suit the re-arrangement of the vessels.

The Rich Smoke Detecting System has been altered to

provide fire detection for the cargo spaces.

The Lux (Kidde) System has been extended to cover

the domestic refrigerator boxes, so that now all the spaces

on the vessel occupied by cargo and machinery are pro-

tected with carbon dioxide fire extinguishing.
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Plan and elevation of machinery arrangement.
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Outboard and inboard profiles and general arrangement plan of B deck
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General arrangement plans of Sun, Boat, and A decks.

The Selex System has been revamped and altered to

suit new arrangement of passenger spaces in accordance

with the latest requirements of the United States Coast

Guard.

These alterations were made under the supervision of

Hough & Egbert Company, San Francisco.
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Complete new radio transmitting and receiving equip-

ment with radio telephone incorporated was installed.

The emergency generator set was renewed and a motor-

generator set and standby installed together with an alter-

nating current distributor system for certain uses. Motion

picture equipment was entirely renewed and projection
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booths modified to conform with new fire prevention

rules.

Deck Fittings

All boat davits were completely rebuilt together with

life boat winches and davits. All defective life boats and

life boat falls were renewed. This work was done to the

requirements of the U. S. Coast Guard and the American

Bureau of Shipping. All passenger elevator equipment

was removed, the trunks repainted and new automatic

elevator equipment installed. Freight elevator, engineer's

elevator and all dumb-waiters were overhauled and put

in first class working condition. Baggage conveyors were

substituted for the two baggage elevators. All chocks,

bitts, and fair leaders were overhauled and where advis-

able, relocated. Windlass capstans, and cargo winches were

completely overhauled and parts renewed and standing

rigging altered. Awning stanchions and spars were rein-

stalled.

The steering gear and the emergency steering gear

were thoroughly inspected and properly conditioned and

the telemotor unit completely renewed.

All navigation equipment and engine room telegraph,

revolution indicator, arid other pilothouse instruments

were put in first class condition, and a new radio direction

finder installed. The existing radar equipment was check-

ed and relocated and a new radar mast erected on top of

the foremast.

Refrigeration

All of the cargo and ships' stores refrigeration boxes

were torn out and entirely rebuilt providing a total refrig-

erated net cargo capacity of 61,200 cubic feet. Completely

new Carrier Freon refrigeration machinery was installed

to take care of the cargo and ship stores and also to

handle the large air conditioning load. This machinery

is located on "G" deck machinery flat at the after end

of the engine room. Space here was made available by

the removal of the large fresh water tanks port and star-

board formerly occupying this flat. A pump room was

constructed in the fresh water tank below this flat.

All of the refrigeration boxes and chambers were con-

structed to suit Matson insulation and cold distribution

specifications which have been developed by special re-

search to adequately meet the requirements of this line.

These specifications and the methods by which they are

applied result in a very high ratio of net cargo cubic, a

very effective insulation, and a very effcient distribution

of cold air through the cargo.

Fresh Water

A very interesting new installation on these vessels

is the large evaporating capacity for supplying fresh

water. Two new low pressure evaporators each with a

capacity for producing 40,000 gallons of water per day
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Fifty thousand man hours per

Matson Line's S.S. Monterey <

will ioin her sister ships Lurlii

:ek are now being eipended at the Alameda, California yard of United Engine

r five years of transport duty. When completed, during the latter part of this y

and Mariposa, also in the process of modernization, in service between Californid

Zealand and Australia.

ring Co. to rebuild and modernize

}r, the fully econverted luxury liner

ports. Hawai . the South Seas. New

keep the fresh water tanks pressed up tight. A complete

new chlorinating system including hypo-chlorinator units,

retention tank, pumps, and necessary piping keeps this

water supply in condition to fulfill all the requirements of

the U. S. Public Health Service. It is anticipated that

this feature will prove to be of advantage not only in

providing ample supplies of potable water but also in

maintaining a smoother riding ship in comparison with

the former large tanks gradualy emptying as the voyage

progresses.

Propulsion Machinery

All of the machiner)' in the engine rooms was com-

pletely reconditioned. Main turbines were removed from

the ship, sent to maker's shops, and the rotors and qdin-

ders rebladed where necessary. Rotors were balanced,

valves adjusted, and the entire turbine made like new.

Condensers were retubed and repacked. All pumps were

overhauled, thoroughly cleaned and repacked. All steam

piping and valves inspected, gaskets renewed, piping and

valves re-insulated. Thousands of new blades were in-

stalled in the 18 turbine rotors of the three ships. In-

spection of the 12 boilers on the Lurline revealed a num-

ber of tubes needing renewal, particularly in the super-

heaters. Brickwork in the furnaces was completely re-

newed. New lube oil purifiers were installed in the engine

room. The electric generating sets were overhauled,

cleaned and parts renewed where necessary.

When the Lurline goes into service in September, she

should perform like a new ship and she will be greatly

improved in the appearance of her profile by the elimina-

tion of the well deck forward.

Passenger Accommodations

In addition to the change from promenade to en-

closed passenger quarters on "B" deck which we have al-

ready described, the principal change in arrangement of

staterooms is the moving of the famous "Lanai" suites

from the forward end of "A" deck to "B" deck amidship.

All of the first class rooms are larger and most are fitted

with convertible beds which disappear into recesses dur-

ing the day, removing all semblance of a bedroom and

transforming the apartment into a living room. Each

first class room has private bath and toilet with complete

separation between the two. New rugs, fabrics, and light-

ing fixtures will follow a modern decor motif and

lavish use of sponge rubber upholstery will contribute to

luxurious comfort.

The public rooms on "A " deck follow the original ar-
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rangement with the exceptions that: the bar has been

moved to a central location in the main smoking room

and the room formerly occupied by the bar is now a

game room; the dance floor in the dance pavilion and

cafe has been changed from square to oval; the former

library space has been devoted to exhibit displays; and

the library has been housed in part of the writing room.

All of these changes are made in a manner to enhance

the work of the interior decorator which will largely fol-

low the Polynesian motif.

The public rooms are all equipped with built-in speak-

ers for radio and recorded music. AccousticaUy treated

ceiling will greatly improve the broadcasts.

Perhaps the most important addition from the pas-

senger comfort viewpoint, is the great increase in air

conditioning. Every stateroom will be fully served with

Carrier Weather Master conditioned air and each room

will have its own controls so that individual preferences

in temperature and humidity may be easily obtained.

The dance pavilion at the after end of "A" deck looks

aft and down at the swimming pool in the after cargo

hatch on "B" deck. The deck here is a large open area

around the tank and makes a very pleasant lounging

space for bathers.

Dining Rooms

Matson cuisine has always been maintained on a very

high level of excellence. The practically new electric

galleys on these reconverted vessels will be completely

air conditioned as will be also the dining rooms. This

improvement alone should enable the stewards' depart-

ment to produce better meals and certainly it will im-

prove the appetites for, and appreciation of those meals

on the part of the passengers.

There is every indication in the reconversion that this

trio of fine passenger liners—very popular before the

war—will be even more popular in the coming years.

II Dlatson Ships Cet Oew Dames

Matson Lines announces a naming program for its new

freighter fleet.

Sixteen C-3s which will constitute the backbone of the

fleet, will carry names in an occupational pattern, each

occupational name being proceeded by the word "Hawai-

ian." This carries forward the naming plan inaugurated

by Matson just prior to World War 11, with the Hawaiian

Shipper, Hawaiian Merchant, Hawaiian Packer and Ha-

waiian Planter. Of these, two had been delivered to

Matson and two were still under construction when war

was declared, the Government requisitioning all four

upon the outbreak of hostilities.

The first fifteen of the Matson C-3s will bear the fol-

lowing names:

Hawaiian Merchant, Hawaiian Builder, Hawaiian

Planter, Hawaiian Banker, Hawaiian Craftsman, Hawai-

ian Educator, Hawaiian Retailer, Hawaiian Citizen, Ha-

waiian Fisherman, Hawaiian Packer, Hawaiian Rancher,

Hawaiian Farmer, Hawaiian Refiner, Hawaiian Pilot,

Hawaiian Wholesaler.

A name for the sixteenth C-i has not yet been selected.

Three Liberty-type vessels which will be principally

engaged in carrying lumber, fertilizer and other bulk

items between the Pacific Northwest and Hawaii will be

named: Hawaiian Forester, Hawaiian Lumberman, Ha-

waiian Logger.

Fur C-2 freighters to be operated between Pacific

Coast ports and Australia-New Zealand by Matson's

wholy owned subsidiary, The Oceanic Steamship Com-

pany, will be named for California counties, as follows:

SS Sonoma, SS Ventura, SS Sierra, SS Alameda.

The Matson freighter fleet will consist of these vessels

plus certain members of the prewar fleet, of which the

following are presently in service and which will con-

tinue to carry their original names: SS Manulei, SS Manu-
lani, SS Manukai, SS Mokihana, SS Mahimahi. Other

ships of the prewar Matson fleet have been sold or re-

tired from service.

The naming program will be carried forward as the

new ships become available for service following their

conversion in various shipyards on the Atlantic, Gulf

and Pacific Coast to meet the special requirements of the

trades they will serve. The conversion program is well

under way.

With the new freighter fleet of sixteen C-3s, four C-2s

and three Liberties, plus the vessels held over from the

prewar fleet, Matson and Oceanic will provide freighter

service over the following routes:

1. Direct weekly sailings between San Francisco and

Hawaii.

2. Direct weekly sailings from Los Angeles to Hawaii.

3. Direct fortnightly sailings from Seattle, Tacoma and

Portland to Hawaii.

4. Direct weekly sailings ( in conjunction with Isth-

mian Steamship Company ) between Atlantic Coast

Ports, including regular calls at Gulf Ports, and

Hawaii.

5. Monthly sailings between Pacific Coast ports and

Australia-New Zealand via South Seas island ports.
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\RINA IS NOW HER NAME—Originally

dvy and was called the Argus. Now she h

Fleishman and known as the M/S Haid,

sed by the East Lane Shipping Co. for

pleasure craft.

its President, Jo

Yacht Haida to IDotorship Sarina

FOR MAN\' YEARS, Max Fleishmans sleek, black

hulled yacht Haida was a familiar coastal sight, es-

pecially at Los Angeles Harbor where she periodically

stood out to sea, bound for pleasure cruises.

During February the veteran departed the Martinolich

Shipyard pier in San Francisco bearing small resem-

blance to the Haida of prewar days. Completing her

career as the USS Argus with distinction, she was pur-

chased from the Navy by the East Lane Shipping Com-

pany for that firm's president, Joe Adda.

Reconditioned and renamed the MS Sarina, in honor

of Mr. Adda's original Sarina which was suddenly sunk

in the harbor of San Ramo, although flying the Egyptian

flag, the new Sarina will sail under the flag of Panama,

with Panama City as her port of registry.

The new Sarina, or ex-Haida as one perfers, gets her

main power from two 750 hp Krupp diesel engines and

also has rwo 80 hp Krupp auxiliaries. They are the ves-

sel s original power plants, having been built for Mr.

Fleishman in Germany in 1929.

On her maiden voyage to Genoa, Italy, 28 days away

at 14 knots, the new Sarina had two things in common
with her namesake predecessor. On her bridge was Capt.

G. Piccuni whose home is in Lussinpiccolo, Italy, and

who commanded the original vessel. And, like her pred-

ecessor, she was using Socony-Vacuum lubrication prod-

ucts exclusively, says Frank Scott, marine representative

for General Petroleum.

ght is the ship's captain, G. Pice jni of Lussinpiccolo.
while at the left is Frank Scott, Ma ine Sales Representa-
or General Petroleum Corporation in Northern Califor-

nd they were agreed that the Sari a should use Socony-
m lubricating products throughou t. It is the second
to do so, and Captain Piccuni has been skipper of

both.
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TUlO me DREDCfS

HODfllOflUOUl

Two PLACER DREDGES FOR TIN-MINING are

now approaching completion at the works of the

Tampa Shipbuilding Company, Inc., Tampa, Florida.

Designed by Bucyrus Erie Company, South Milwaukee,

Wisconsin for the Mining Equipment Corporation, New
York, a subsidiary of the BiUiton Maatschappy of The
Netherlands they are said to be the largest of their kind.

The Bucyrus Erie Company built all heavy special

purpose machinery for the dredges, and the Tampa Ship-

building firm designed the hull and superstructure, built

the dredges and installed all machinery.

Built under special survey of the American Bureau of

Shipping, to be classed "For Dredging Service," these

dredges have principal dimensions as follows:

Length B. P 246'—0"

Beam Molded 76'—0"

Depth Molded to Main Deck at Side 12'—6"

Depth Molded to Main Deck at Center 12'

—

9"

Total Length, over Gangway Bridge at

Bow and Tailing Sluices at Stern 476'—0"

The hull and superstructure are all-welded steel.

The hull is divided into 52 compartments by two

longitudinal watertight bulkheads and 12 main trans-

verse watertight bulkheads, the ladder well and miscel-

laneous tank bulkheads. There are four longitudinal

trusses extending the fuU length of the hull. The hull is

transversely framed with frames spaced 24" except at

extreme stern where longitudinal framing is adopted.

The hull is further strengthened by a pair of main
trusses, 9 ft. off center port and starboard, the upper

chord of which is 50 ft. above the main deck, with nec-

essary diagonal and lateral bracing.

At the forward end of the hull a well or slot is pro-

vided to accommodate the digging ladder. The well is

8 ft. in width and 140 ft. in length and extends the full

depth of the hull, thus dividing the vessel into two

separate structures for more than half its length.

The digging ladder is 216 ft. long, 8 ft. wide and 13

ft. in depth and carries an endless chain of 148 cast

steel buckets of 14 cu. ft. capacity each. The weight of

the ladder, exclusive of buckets and rollers, is 496,000

lbs., each bucket weighs 4000 lbs. empty. The upper or

inboard end of the ladder is pivoted on a trunnion 54 ft,

above the deck. The buckets are actuated by an upper

tumbler mounted on the trunnion and powered by a 250
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hp motor and pass over a lower tumbler at the outboard

end of the ladder. The outboard end of the ladder is

suspended by two 12 -part tackles from a heavy bow
gantry extending 30 ft. beyond the forward end of the

hull. The suspension tackle is operated by another 250

hp motor geared to a quadrupledrum winch on the top

chord of the main truss. The outer end of the ladder can

be raised or lowered in an arc to dig material from the

waterline at a depth of 100 ft. below the waterline.

The dredge is not provided with propelling machinery

or living quarters for the crew who will be accommo-
dated ashore.

All machinery is electrically operated by 400 volt, 3

phase, 50 cycle alternating current generated aboard the

vessel by diesel engine generating sets. The main power

plant consists of three Cooper-Bessemer vertical, 4-cycle

trunk piston, solid injection, diesel engines, each having

eight 13' X 16" cylinders, supercharged. Each engine

developes 875 bhp at 375 rpm. The three 600 kw gen-

erators are direct connected to the engines. The speed of

the various motors is regulated by Ward-Leonard con-

trol systems.

The dredges will operate in the coastal waters of the

islands of Banka and Billiton which lie off the northeast

coast of Sumatra near Sunda Strait. They are designed

to recover tin-bearing sand and to separate it from other

sand, rock, clay, silt, etc.

In operation, the dredge will be moored to heavy

anchors and maneuvered by lines from the anchors to

winches aboard the vessel.

When digging barren overburden, the material dis-

charged by the buckets will pass over a movable chute,

temporarily placed in the revolving screen, to a central

sluice extending 120 ft. astern of the hull. When digging

tin-bearing sands, the chute will be removed from the

revolving screen and the fine material will pass through

perforations in the screen plates. The revolving screen

is 10 ft. in diameter and 70 ft. in length, weighing about

90 tons.

The tin-bearing sands which pass through perforations

of the revolving screen will be fed to a conical distri-

butor from which they will pass through chutes to 24

four-cell primary jigs. The concentrate from the jigs

will be passed through funnel classifiers, dewatering de-

vices and concentrating tables and will be loaded aboard
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Tin mining dredge Stuyvesant being completed at outfitting pi<

Shipbuilding Company, Inc., Tampa, Florida.

{Pholo by William U'. Carnei.

tin edgran Towing and Transportation tug hauling a hug

Island. The 13.000-mile trip through the Panama Cd

through the Celebes Sea. Macassar Strait and the Java Sea

The dredge first of two to be delivered by the company, _.
,

program for the East Indies tin mining industry. The tug, built during th

was chartered from the United States Maritime Commission.

Banka

rehabilitatio

te from Tampa to

across the South Pacific and

ipected to take three months.

instructed as part of the
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barges for shipment to the refineries. The overflow from

the treatment plant will be discharged to the sea through

sluices extending 150 ft. astern of the hull.

Various portions of the hoppers and chutes are lined

with abrasion resisting steel plates. Other portions of

sluices and chutes are lined with synthetic rubber vul-

canized to the steel plate.

The first dredge was launched October 28, 1946 and

was christened Stuyvesant by Mrs. G. J. Slot, wife of the

local representative of the Mining Equipment Corpora-

tion. The second dredge, the Roosevelt was launched

January 6, 1947, the sponsor being Mrs. V. Houwert,

wife of the president of the Billiton Maatschappy.

The dredges were launched stern first from ground

ways spaced 28' 7" center to center, sloping 11/16" per

foot. The slope of the keel was Yi per foot. Sliding ways

were 15V2 ' wide and 222 ft, long.

The hull and main truss were substantially complete

at time of launching giving a launching weight of 1150

tons, including 135 tons of water ballast in after com-

partments. Heavy plate brackets, well stiffened, were

installed temporarily in the ladder well to tie the port

and starboard sides of the hull together. A rotating fore

poppet was used consisting of a steel-shod yellow pine

rocker of 4' 3
" radius fitted to the shell and supported

on a steel-shod bearer resting on wedges. A dog shore

was located on each way a short distance aft of amid-

ship. Final release was made by burning through per-

forated steel plates at the forward end of each sliding

way.

After launching, the superstructure was built and

machinery installed at an outfitting pier. Much of the

machinery is of very heavy construction and in large

units. Principal among these are the revolving screens

weighing 90 tons and the digging ladder weighing 220

tons. These were shipped by the Bucyrus Erie Company
in sections of suitable size for transportation by rail and

were assembled and installed by the Tampa Shipbuild-

ing Company, Inc. The revolving screen was placed

aboard by two of the shipyard's gantry cranes.

The seven sections of the digging ladder were assem-

bled on ways of typical launchway construction placed

at right angles to the face of the outfitting pier. The
dredge was placed with its bow against the pier, aligned

with the ladder and moored in position.

The upper tumbler was shod with wood to form a

temporary winding drum. To this were attached the two

ends of a 2 inch diameter improved plow steel wire rope

to the bight of which were attached a series of pendants

extending to the upper, or inboard, end of the digging

ladder in its assembled position on the ways.

Using the dredge's power plant, the ladder was drawn

along the ways until its inboard end projected about 20

ft. beyond the face of the pier. During the operation, the

hauling line was progressively shortened by removing

the pendants one at a time as the ladder neared the ship.

The dredge's ladder suspension tackle on the bow gantry

was then secured to a sling passing under the ladder. A

24" X 24" timber support was placed across the ladder

well to receive the inboard end of the ladder and the

ladder was pulled aboard by the line from the upper

tumbler being lifted by successive adjustments of the

sling from the bow gentry, the outboard end of the lad-

der pivoting on a heavy steel plate on the upper surface

of the sliding ways. When the inboard end of the ladder

had been pulled into a position under the upper tumbler,
j

the sling was removed and the suspension tackle made
j

fast to its permanent bridle near the outboard end of the

ladder. The bight of the 2" wire rope was then secured

to a heavy cleat on the inboard end of the ladder. The
inboard end was then raised and fastened in place on the

upper tumbler, control for the final adjustment being

maintained by lines to the vessel's winches and to crawl-

er cranes and gantry cranes on the pier. Despite the great

size and weight of the ladder and the extremely close

clearances involved, the operation was accomplished

without mishap.

Concurrently with the construction of the dredges

they are being made ready for the voyage from Tampa to

The Netherlands East Indies, a trip of about 12,000

miles through the Panama Canal and across the Pacific

Ocean. Each dredge will be towed by one of the big V-4-

M-Al diesel ocean-going tugs which have been chartered

from the U. S. Maritime Commission by the Moran Tow-
ing & Transportation Company. The voyage is expected

to take about three months.

In preparation for the voyage, the digging ladder is

secured in position well above the waterline with all

buckets removed and stowed aboard the dredge. The
main deck house inclosing the engine room and machine

shop are provided with watertight doors and plate

closures over all windows and other openings. Plating is

removed from sides and roofs of the treatment house,

and from the upper houses enclosing the ladder hoist

machinery, the upper tumbler machinery and the re-

volving screen. These houses extend to a height 80 ft.

above the deck and have a maximum width of 106 ft.

and would offer undesirable surfaces to storm winds if

left intact. The dredge's pilot house is fitted with tem-

porary galley and living quarters for the crew of 8 men
who will make the voyage. Life boats, life rafts and other

necessary safety equipment are installed, as well as tem-

porary anchors and anchor handling gear. Exposed

motors, chutes, sluices and various items of treatment

plant equipment are stowed and secured within the ma-

chine shop. Canvas covers are provided for exposed

motors which must remain in place. All cranes and

hoists, from the 25 ton electric travelling crane to the

small one-ton cranes, are being securely chocked to pre-

vent any motion. A V-shaped bulwark 10 feet high is

provided across the after end of the main deck and heavy

temporary shoring is installed in the scow-shaped after

compartments to resist the battering of heavy seas which

may be encountered on the long voyage, as the dredge

will be towed stern first with its bow or ladder end

tailing.
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JOHI E. CUSHIWG SUCCEEDS

FR/IZER A. BAILEY AS

PRESIDENT OF MUM
John E. Gushing will become president of the Matson

Navigation Company taking office early in May, an-

nounces W. P. Roth, Chairman of the Matson Board of

Directors. He succeeds Frazer A. Bailey, who recently

resigned the Matson presidency to accept the presidency

of the National Federation of American Shipping with

headquarters in Washington, D. C. He is one of the most

experienced steamship executives in the world.

"We feel that Matson is most fortunate in obtaining

the service of Mr. Cushing who will bring to the company

a broad experience in every phase of shipping and who
is nationally recognized as an authority on the special

problems of Pacific Shipping," Mr. Roth said.

His new position will not represent a new association

with the Matson Navigation Company. For ten years he

was vice president and a member of the Board of Di-

restors of the Oceanic and Oriental Navigation Com-
pany, which was jointly organized and managed by

Matson and the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company
of which latter company Mr. Cushing has been president

since 19.t8. The Oceanic and Oriental Navigation Com-
pany operated shipping services to the Orient and to

Australia and New Zealand.

A native son of California, Mr. Cushing was born in

San Rafael in 1887 and graduated from Stanford Uni-

versity in 1908. He has been with shipping industry

since his graduation from Stanford.

At the outbreak of World War I, he was in charge of

the New York office of Williams Dimond & Co., and

he was one of the first civilians to receive a commission

in that war. He served as a Captain in the Quarter-

masters' Department of the U. S. Army and was later

promoted to the rank of Major, in charge of overseas

military freight traffic in the New York Port area for the

Army transport service, under the U. S. Shipping Con-

trol Committee. Following the end of the war he served

John E. Cushing,
new president of

Matson Navigation

Company.

as director of operations for the Emergency Fleet Corp.

under the U. S. Shipping Board. At the end of this serv-

ice he returned to Williams Dimond & Co. and in 1923
became traffic-manager of the American-Hawaiian Steam-

ship Company. He was elected to the vice presidency of

that company in 1925 and to the presidency in 19.38.

During the first year of World War II, Mr. Cushing
served as Assistant Deput)' Administratt)r of the U. S.

War Shipping Administration with headquarters in

Washington, D. C, subsequently becoming Assistant

Deputy Administrator in charge of Pacific Area with

headquarters in San Francisco. He served in the latter

post for the balance of the war, resigning in November
1945 to return to American-Hawaiian. He is an officer of

many civic organizations, and is president of the Marine
Exchange of San Francisco and a member of the Board

of Trustees of Stanford University.
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E. Russell Lutz, pro-

posed new presi-

dent of American

President Lines,

E Russell LuLz, the man who has actively managed the

American President Lines through its recent successful

years, now is expected to be its president.

Mr. Lutz was born in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, June 1,

1902, and attended Bethany College, West Virginia,

1918-20. He received his A. B. degree from George

Washington University in 1922, an LLB. from Yale Uni-

versity in 1926, and took graduate work at George Wash-
ington University in admiralty and foreign law. He was

admitted to the bar of the District of Columbia, 1927,

and to the Bar of the United States Supreme Court, 1930.

From 1926 to 1937, Mr. Lutz was attached to the

State Department, first as Assistant Solicitor and then as

Assistant Legal Advisor.

From April, 1937, to October, 1939, he was on the

staff of the Legal Division, U. S. Maritime Commission,

[. Russell Lutz is Expected to

Succeed Henry F. Grady as President

of American President Lines

and from October, 1939, to March, 1941, he was Assist-

ant General Counsel, U. S. Maritime Commission. In the

latter position he had a number of special assignments

which included Chairman of the Legislative Committee,

Chairman, Committee on Admission to Practice, and

Chairman, Committee on Conference Procedure. In

1939 he was Special Advisor on Shipping to the United

States Delegate at the Panama Neutrality Conference,

and in 1940 he was Advisor to the Delegates of the

United States, Inter-American Maritime Conference.

In March, 1941, Mr. Lutz joined the staff of American

President Lines at San Francisco as Assistant to the Presi-

dent. In 1942 he was elected a member of the company's

Board of Directors, and in 1943 he was elected Execu-

tive Vice President, and is expected to succeed Henry L.

Grady as President on the latter's appointment by Presi-

dent Truman as the first U. S. Ambassador to India.

Mr. Lutz has recently become President of the Pacific

American Steamship Association, having served as a

Vice President and Director for several years. He is a

member of the Pacific Union and Bohemian Clubs.

Dollar Wins in Supreme Court

As multiple changes were taking place in the top exe-

cutive positions of three major San Francisco steamship

companies, word comes from Washington that the

Supreme Court by an 8 to decision, put R. Stanley

Dollar back in the running for control of the American

President Lines. The decision leaves with a trial jury the

determination of fact in the long-standing controversy

that originated with the transfer of stock control of the

Dollar Steamship Company to the Maritime Commission,

which changed the name to the American President

Lines. The Dollar position is that the transfer was made

for the purpose of assuring continuance of operating

subsidies and that cash advances to the company have

since been repaid out of earnings.

R. Stanley Doll

president <

Robert Dol

and the

Wireless

the
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mmm gear for mmi propulsion

MUCH ENGINEERING EFFORT has been given by

many firms to the problem of saving weight in

marine propulsion machinery, particularly in small and

medium sized high speed craft. A very interesting and

creditable addition to this eflort is the development of a

hea\'y duty t)'pe bevel planetar)' reduction gear for com-

mercial vessels by the Western Gear Works. Such units

were developed for naval auxiliary craft during the war

by Packard for the 1500 hp marine engines used in P. T.

boats.

Western Gear Works began the development of their

unit in 1942 and completed the manufacture and the test-

ing of the first unit in 1945. In the summer of 1946 they

installed a unit aboard the tuna clipper, Sherrj' Ann.

built by the Western Boat Building Co. of Tacoma.

Washington.

One of the requirements contemplated by the designers

of this gear was that it be completely self-contained,

self-lubricated and self-cooling, so that it could be placed

in the most advantageous position between the engine and

the propeller. In the Sherr)' Ann, this was found to be

45 feet aft of the engine in the shaft alley.

As will be seen in our illustrations, this gear set con-

sists of a helical bevel gear driving a facing identical gear

through six helical bevel pinions operating on a rotating

spider. This set has a reduction ratio of 2.1, and a con-

tinuous torque rating of 228,000 inch pounds. The
weight of this complete unit is only 4470 pounds.

Light weight and compactness of this gear set as com-

pared to the conventional gear set of the same rating is

due to the number of pinions, each of which supplies ad-

ditional tooth contact length. Thus the six pinions in

Sherry Ann's gear box provide 18 inch length of tooth

contact and the set is equivalent to a conventional heli-

cal or herringbone gear set having a 44 inch pitch di-

ameter gear, and a 22 inch pitch diameter pinion, each

with 18 inch length of tooth face.

Lubrication is effected by an enclosed pump of the

reversible gear t)pe built into the unit and providing

spray jet lubrication to the gears and forced feed lubri-

cation to all bearings. Jacket space for cooling water is

incorporated. A ball thrust bearing is built into the unit

taking all the propulsion thrust.

Berween the gear unit and the engine the higher speed

View .n shdtr alley ot Sherry Ann, showing Al Witham

inspecting installafjon of Western Gear planetary re-

ducing set under floor of alley.
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installed on Sherry Ann.

Upper right: Helical beveled pinions in spider and heli.

bevel gears unassembled.

shaft and its bearings can be smaller and lighter, thus

saving additional weight.

A typical example of the advantage of reduction gear-

ing and particularly the low weight-small space Western

Gear planetary type of gearing is shown by taking a 1 200
shp diesel engine direct connected and comparing it

with a 2-1 reduction geared engine drive.

Direct Drive

—

1200 shp, 300 rpm I6"x20"—6 cyl .80,000 lbs.

Reduction Gear

—

1200 shp, 600 rpm 12"xl5"—8 cyl.. 45,500 lbs.

Saving in Engine Weight 34,500 lbs.

Weight Western Bevel Planetary Gear 4,500 lbs.

Net Weight Saving 30,000 lbs.

A weight saving of the order of 15 tons is quite im-

portant in a tuna clipper. If it can be translated into tuna

pay load it means quite a bonus.

liERCOASTM RATE DEVELOPMENTS

Gratification over the action of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission ordering a hearing April 22 on the

United States Maritime Commission's petition for an

investigation of rail freight rates that compete detriment-

ally with those of intercoastal water carriers was ex-

pressed by Maritime Commission officials. It also was an-

nounced that in accordance with the ICC directive that

rail and water transportation interests confer on pro-

posed rate adjustments and in accordance with a request

of the ICC the Maritime Commission has named George
E. Talmage, Jr., chairman of its Domestic Shipping Com-
mittee, its representative at the conference.

Mr. Talmage was the first director of the ICC's Bureau

of Water Carriers, special assistant to the late Joseph

Eastman when he was Director of the Office of Defense

Transportation, and during hostilities he was special as-

sistant to Capt. Granville Conway, War Shipping Ad-

ministrator.

These conferences were suggested by the Maritime

Commission recently as a means of hastening solution

of the competitive rate problem and Attorney General

Clark has ruled that an agreement resulting from such

conferences would not constitute violation of the anti-

trust laws if ordered into effect by the ICC. The ICC has

stipulated, however, that no decision arrived at by the

carriers at the conferences would be binding in any way

on the ICC.
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The Santa Cruz,

ex • President

Johnson recon-

verted for service

between Portugal

and South Ameri-

ca.

PRESIDEDT JOHHSOn RECOnVERTED FOR

PORTUGRE-SOUTH RRIERICfln ROUTE

THE GENERAL ENGINEERING AND DRY
DOCK CORPORATION of San Francisco recently

completed the reconversion of the veteran liner President

Johnson from a U. S. Army troop and cargo transport to

a combination cabin and steerage passenger and cargo

vessel.

The new owners of the vessel, the Tagus Navigation

Co., of Lisbon, Portugal, have renamed the vessel the

Santa Cruz, and plan to operate her in the Atlantic, be-

tween Portugal and South American ports, principally

in Brazil and the Argentine.

This gallant old U. S. built ship has had a long and

interesting history in the course of her varied career. She

was built in 1904 by the New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany for the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and known

as the Manchuria, operated on the San Francisco-Oriental

run until prior to the first world war. Throughout this

campaign, she was a troopship in the North Atlantic. In

the postwar years she sailed under the flag of the Atlantic

Transport Company on their North Atlantic run to

European ports. She was acquired by the Dollar Steam-

ship Company, and reconditioned in 1929 at the New-

port News yard, at considerable expense. Sailing under

her new name. President Johnson, she became well

known in the Dollar Line's famous Round-the-World
service. She continued as part of the American President

Line fleet until the outbreak of the second world war,

when she was engaged in transporting troops and war

material to all the Pacific war theaters.

Under her new ownership she will carry cargoes and

assist in the emigrant trade to South American republics.

Few vessels of the type have had such a long, useful, and

colorful life, and she remains a remarkable example of

that quality workmanship produced in American ship-

yards.

Her length is 615.5 over-all, with a beam of 65. .t feet,

a depth of 2.^.1 feet, and a deadweight of 14,500 tons.

With her two sets of quadruple expansion engines mak-

ing 9000 ihp and twin screws she has a sea speed of 18

knots.

The specification called for the removal of all arma-

ment and defense features throughout the ship and the

conversion of troop berthing spaces on Shelter or "B"
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deck for the steerage passengers with all the necessary

toilet facilities. Crew's accommodation is also provided

at forward end of this deck, and some engineer officer

quarters at aft end on the port side. Some third class and

98 women steerage passengers are housed on the star-

board side between frames 20 and 77. Steerage dining

room for 230 passengers is arranged on the starboard side

abreast the engine and boiler casings, and opposite on

port side is the galley and bakery. Additional steerage

accommodation is located on "C " deck, in three separate

tween deck compartments, one for 172 passengers ex-

tending from frames 9 to 38; one for 190 passengers

from frames 38 to 67; and one adjacent to Hatch 5

forward, between frames 137 and 159 for 184 men
steerage. All this steerage accommodation for 1200 per-

sons on "B " and "C" decks could be aptly described as of

emigrant type. From bulkhead 159 forward, cargo is

carried in three separate tween deck holds.

On the Promenade and "A" decks, the original cabin

passenger staterooms used during the war to carry officers

and troops are restored to their former condition. These

rooms, which are quite spacious and comfortable, will

accommodate 134 cabin class passengers.

Especially noteworthy for an old ship was the re-

decoration of the spacious public rooms: the Social Hall,

Smoking Room, Verandah Tea Room, Dining Room, the

suite de luxe and cabin passenger accommodations.

The Social Hall situated on the forward end of the

Promenade Deck with outside port holes on three sides,

is finished in the French Provincial period, with pale

green walls and figured flowered pattern carpet, with

salmon colored moire drapery—reds, blues and green pre-

vailing throughout. The furniture is done in antique

striped satin, blending in with the color on the walls.

A high light of the room is the built-in console, designed

with indirect lighting and a large French mirror above.

The lighting brackets are all French hand made and four

large original Piranesis lend further decoration to the

walls.

The Tea Room Verandah on the Boat Deck aft, ad-

joining the Smoking Room, has large windows on three

sides which are treated with drapes of large Hawaiian

flowered print in bottle green leaves and coral flowers.

It is furnished with very sturdy, specially designed, slatted

settees and chairs done in bright colored leatherette. The

floor throughout is of hardwood parquet suitable for

dances.

The Smoking Room, just forward of the Tea Room
Verandah, on the Boat Deck, is done in Old English with

oak panelled walls and rubber tiled floor. The furniture

includes arm chairs, and corner settees in walnut and

genuine green leather with Formica topped poker and

cocktail tables scattered around the room. The bar is

situated against the forward bulkhead with ample seating

capacity and standing room. Window draperies are of

Old English linen with dominating colors of green and

red.

The cabin dining room, situated on "A" deck forward,

extends the full breadth of the vessel with port holes on

three sides, and is entered by a stairway from the Prom-

enade Deck which is carpeted all the way to the orchestra

platform in the center forward end of the room. The

floor is covered in a mottled rubber tile and the draperies .

are in a turquoise colored woven mohair. All chairs are

in natural colored hardwood covered in coral leather, and

are arranged with tables cleverly located on each side of

the center aisle. This room will dine 146 passengers at a

single sitting.

All cabin class staterooms on Promenade and A decks

are spacious and cleverly furnished throughout. Those on

Promenade have two beds in each with additional Pull-

man type berth on inboard bulkhead and with interven-

ing shower and toilet for use of passengers in adjacent

rooms. The rooms on "A " deck are somewhat larger and

have two beds and an additional Pullman type berth in

each, with bathroom between serving two rooms. The

high light of the entire ship's staterooms is the Suite de

Luxe, situated on "A" deck port side and aft of the Dining

Room and consists of a sitting room, bedroom and pri-

vate bath, all furnished throughout in authentic French

Provincial theme.

The re-decoration of the vessel was expertly handled
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by K. H. Lengfeld and Associates, San Francisco interior

decorators.

In order to provide sufficient lifeboat accommodation

for the increased number of passengers, a re-arrangement

of boats and a slight extension of the Boat Deck aft was

necessary. Nine of the original boats were retained, eight

carrying 50 persons, and one motor boat for 35. Welin

Davit and Boat Company supplied an additional 19 gal-

vanized steel boats 26 feet long, each carrying 40 persons.

Ten additional sets of boom-type davits for handling

nested boats, four of these being the long-arm type and

I Please turn to page I26i

At right: Social Hall looking to Port.

Below, left: Suite De Luxe. The interior decorating fol-

^ lows the French Provincial theme.

Below, right: Main Dining Room (cabin class) looking

forward to Port.

At bottom, left: Social Hall on Promenade Deck view

looking forward. Decorations in the French Provincial

period.

At bottom, right; Smoking Room of Boat Deck. Starboard

side looking forward. Decorations in Old English.
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California and the

Hmerican lllerchant Marine

By ALBERT W. GATDV, Executive Director, Pacific American Steamship Association

LIKE MANY ANOTHER VETERAN, the shipping

industry after the war found itself trying to get back

at the same old job. But, like other veterans, it found that

the old job was not the same. It faced new problems and

changed conditions—problems and conditions it must

meet for the sake of its very existence.

The American Merchant Marine today is confronted

by many adjustments—adjustments so extensive that they

are beyond the scope of the shipping industry itself, ad-

justments which not only concern our port cities but

which by and large affect everyone in this state and the

nation as a whole.

Time was when California shipping was centered

around our harbors. Port cities were to a great extent the

beginning and end of lines of communications. The hint-

erland consisted of hardly more than the backyard of our

harbors. The trade, however, which is the life blood of

our present economy came with the thrust of commerce

from the interior of the land.

Today more than ever, those arteries of trade, the

links with our interior, are the stronghold of the Mer-

chant Marine. The interior of the land will in a large

sense furnish the answer to the future of shipping. The

coastal cities alone cannot do so; to neglect the inland is

to invite extinction.

Thus, there must be stressed at the outset the realiza-

tion by shipping that its strength lies inland, in the in-

terior of our country which produces the bulk of our

goods and where live most of the people whom it must

serve.

An Address before a group of California

Legislators and the Bay Area Maritime

Committee, March IB, 1347.

Fundamentally, and as is certainly the case in this

nation, a country's Merchant Marine is an instrument of

that country's national policy—that is, its political policy

and its economic policy.

As an auxiliary to our armed forces, there is no known
substitute for a live and active Merchant Marine. You are

all familiar with the stirring contributions of ships to our

war efforts. There hardly seems any need to mention in

this state, which produced so heavily for ship construc-

tion and operations, that the war was finally won when
we had enough ships. It was a nip-and-tuck affair until

shipping, by the sheer bulk of it, was able to carry

enough men and goods for the final drives to victory.

In two great wars, the American Merchant Marine has

taken the initial brunt of supporting our armed forces

through the first stages.

Without our active merchant fleets in the spring of

1917 and again in the winter of 1941 our progress on the

road to victory would have been definitely a slower one.

It would have taken precious months to overcome the

deficiencies in ships and trained personnel—afloat and

ashore—had there not been the basic structure on which

to build.

California can be justifiably proud of its conspicuous

contribution in the greatest transportation job in the

history of the world—the movement by ships of over 200

million tons of cargo and 15 million troops.

Though the first and only industry to be put com-

pletely under government control and supervision and the

last to be reconverted to peace, shipping does not seek

a hero's role. It seeks only to pay its own way in the serv-

ice of meeting and needs of reconstruction and peace.

Merchant ships are instruments of peace, and the ship-

ping industry has never intended and does not intend

now to justify its existence merely as an active auxiliary

to our armed forces. By tradition and by its very name it

is a. tool of commerce and trade. Its mission is to render
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a service in transportation of passengers and goods. Its

contribution to national and world prosperity will be the

only yardstick by which its value can be gaged.

Your present merchant fleet, constructed at a cost of

approximately 18 billion dollars, is now made up of over

5500 ships totalling 57 million tons and it comprises

60 per cent of the existing world tonnage. This is over

four times the number of U. S. flag shipping in existence

in 19.^9.

With all of these ships and all of our shipping expe-

rience there is with us the erroneous impression that by

mere ship tonnage itself we are the greatest maritime

nation in the world. Obviously, our entire war-build fleet

cannot be put to practical use. More important, the great

bulk of our present fleet consists of emergency type

vessels never intended for and substantially unsuited for

long-term ventures.

So, our surplus of ships at this rime, is, in many re-

spects, a liability. We have a merchant fleet only to the

extent that we can absorb vessels in our domestic services

and on our foreign routes.

Only the degree of performance on the sea lanes of

the world will determine our maritime standing and our

ability to serve this country effectively. The volume of

cargoes, the size of our passenger lists, the extent of our

ships' traffic—these are the criteria by which shipping

must ultimately be judged by California and by the ship-

ping industry itself.

Another erroneous impression is that our national

economy is quite independent and that, if need be, it can

do without imports. Yes, we could exist without imports

but we would have to be willing to do without coffee, tea,

spices, just to name a few of the imported commodities

we are inclined to take for granted. Our cars would be

heavy and cumbersome due to the lack of many imported

essentials—some 300 products from 56 foreign countries

go into new cars. We would, without imports, have in-

ferior soaps, paper, printing ink, paints and numerous

articles covering the whole range of consumer goods.

It is true there are probably few industries which could

not continue without imports—provided they are not

concerned with costs and are willing to change quality

or are able to reorganize their manufacturing techniques.

In spite of the tremendous technological advances during

the war years in the development of synthetics and sub-

stitutes, they did not prove to be wholly practicable in

many industries. This is confirmed by the response of 234

leading manufacturers in this country in which 75 per

cent stated that substitutes for imported materials were

unsatisfactory.

One example is the leather and footwear industry. It

is little realized that we import at least 62 per cent of our

hides and skins and that of the tanning material which

we use in producing the quality and utility of our leather

over 70 per cent is imported.

A relatively new and important industry for California

and the West in general is steel. Yet even steel cannot

ALBERT
W. GATOV

be produced without manganese which serves to remove

impurities from iron ore. Ninety-eight per cent, or almost

all, of manganese suitable for metallurgical purposes is

imported.

Other alloys essential to many types of steel are tung-

sten, of which 55 per cent is obtained abroad; cobalt

comes entirely from foreign sources; vanadium is secured

overseas to the extent of 60 per cent; 98 per cent of our

nickle is bought abroad; all of our tin is imported as is

35 per cent of our zinc.

And speaking about the haulage of our imports,

though the average citizen likes to think pridefully of the

Stars and Stripes flying from ships in world ports, he also

wonders if it is really important. Sometimes he asks

whether foreign lines could not carry our cargoes. Of

course they could, and they are eager to do so. England

is working diligently to regain her supremacy of the seas.

Norway, Greece and other traditionally maritime nations

are planning strong comebacks. Russia and Brazil,

amongst others, are seeking a slice of the world's ship-

ping business. Even Switzerland has a merchant marine.

But the willingness and ability of other nations to

carry our goods is no assurance that we will have the

service when we need it. It is clear that foreign lines

will serve the interests of their own countries first. We
have never been able to put full reliance on foreign ship-

ping. In times of political or economical unrest in their

own lands, or opportunities of better freights in other

routes, they quite logically withdraw their tonnage from

routes serving us. We learned this quite dramatically

from 1939 to 1941 when we were desperately trying to

build up our stocks of raw rubber and tin. We must be

thankful for the stockpiles previously acquired and re-

plenished by vessels withdrawn from our domestic routes.

Those stockpiles had to be built up by American vessels
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withdrawn from the domestic services because, when we

looked for foreign merchant ships, they weren't there.

So we say again, this nation is not self-sufficient in its

natural resources. To be able to off-set these deficiencies

we must at least be self-sufficient in the means of trans-

porting them. It is our only safeguard.

On the export side, foreign lines arrange their sched-

ules to meet the demands of their own nationals pri-

marily, and their routes and ports of calls are quite logi-

cally designed accordingly. Aside from providing an

assurance of shipping service, let's look at what the Amer-

ican Merchant Marine does to promote trade. It's an old

saying, but nevertheless equally true today, that "Trade

Follows the Flag." Every line has agents and represen-

tatives abroad who solicit freight, drum up trade, build

up exports and imports, encourage passenger travel, find

new markets and assist shippers and receivers in count-

less ways. These are basic functions in steamshipping,

and for that reason they give more direct and dependable

service to meet competitive needs of American exporters.

Our exports this year are expected to exceed 1 1 Billion

Dollars, compared with ^V2 billion in 1937. Approxi-

mately 10 per cent of our national production of movable

goods has been destined for foreign lands.

Geographically and economically, California's stake

in such development is well defined. It is true that the

end of the war brought new problems to California and

many of our wartime industries faced the inevitable

difiiculties to reconversion and adjustments to peace-

time conditions. Yet, despite many temporary trade bar-

riers abroad and the job of satisfying an unprecendented

domestic demand, California has moved very rapidly into

the export picture.

In 1946 California provided and handled 62 per cent

of the value of Pacific Coast exports. Translating this

into dollars, the daily average moving across California

docks outbound amounted to two million dollars. Trans-

lating this into terms of employment, it is estimated that

150,000 Californians in industry and agriculture derived

their livelihood exclusively from exports. Converting

this to average dependents it can be said that close to

400,000 Californians are supported directly by exports.

Speaking of some commodities of direct interest to

California, it is important to point out that, prior to the

Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, the U. S. was normally de-

pendent upon foreign markets for the sale of 40 per

cent of its dried fruit, 20 per cent of its canned goods,

47 per cent of its borax and from 50 to 60 per cent of

its cotton.

And we must not overlook shipping as a direct indus-

trial factor m our State's economy. Not only does it give

a livelihood to thousands of seafaring men and to shore

personnel, but it provides employment in shipyards and

the whole range of interests directly dependent on ship-

ping. A single Pacific Coast line with four passenger

and a dozen cargo vessels spent over 30 million dollars

in a normal prewar year for wages, supplies, maintenance

and repairs.

Fundamentally, the future of our Merchant Marine

can be tied to basic trends affecting our entire economy.

In the offshore trades it is needless to say that as the

nation's world trade policy goes, so will go shipping.

Shipping in our foreign routes exists by virtue of the

widest exchange of goods. Shipping is a two-way propo-

sition and returning cargoes are as important as our

output. Two-way cargoes are an operational necessity. By

the same token, there is no one-way street in world trade

itself. We need an outlet in world markets for our agri-

cultural and manufactured surpluses, but these outlets

can only be sustained on a sound basis by creating foreign

purchase power through our own importations. Loans

and other forms of emergency pump priming are not the

answer, and there is no substitute for the compromise

necessary in a realistic world economic policy. Shipping

is fearful that the normal channels can be easily choked

off by burdensome and short-sighted tariff regulations,

the consequences of which would be particularly damag-

ing to the best interests of our State of a whole.

It is earnestly hoped that our experience following

"World War I will guide us in avoiding after World

War II, the mistakes of our Foreign Economic Policy

between the two wars when high protectionism con-

tributed to a disastrous world depression and led us to

the folly of an isolationist philosophy.

The outlook in the domestic trades, which before the

war constituted about two-thirds of the American Mer-

chant Marine, is very dark indeed. The domestic trades

were completely obliterated a few short weeks after

Pearl Harbor. Since "V-J Day they have been operated

by the Government, who with complete justification

realizes the routes must again be integrated into our

National system of transportation.

The Government is operating these vessels at a loss

as would be the case were they under private operation.

In attempting to solve the problem of getting back to a

private operation, the shipowners in the domestic trades

find themselves squeezed in a vise. One jaw represents

postwar operating expenses and the other, the totally

inadequate prewar rate schedules. It is quite obvious that

if domestic water transportation is to regain its share of

the freight carrying business, the traditional differential

between rail and water rates must be preserved. But at

the present time rail rates are at a level that precludes

any increase in water rates without destroying the differ-

ential. Consequently, ship operators are in a position

where they cannot look to increased rates as a solution

for the high operational cost until there is a general

upward revision and adjustment of rail rates. You are, I

know, familiar with rate proceedings and appreciate the

time it has taken in the past for the various authorities

to weigh the many conflicting points which must be

presented for consideration.

Financially, many railroads are themselves in poor

(Please turn to page 128)
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,ir view o( Newport Harbor. Note the Beach on the Ocean Front. The difference in

olor about half way of the width of the beach indicates where the fill from the Bay
dredging begins. The outer half of the beach is nearly all filled in area.

{Courtesy Kopec Photo Co.'

HEUIPORT BERCH,

CflLIFORnil)

History of llewport Harbor

1542 Cabrillo loolced it over

1865 Stern Wheeler Vaquero entered

1890 s Ocean beach pier built. Santa Ana

Railroad built.

-Newport

1888 First Federal Survey of Bay

1906 Newport Beach incorporated

1912 Harbor lines established

1916 Newport Beach voted $125,000.00 for harbor work

1919 Orange County voted $500,000 for ha rbor work.

1927 Newport Beach voted $500,000

1929 Newport Beach voted $200,000

1933 Sovernment allotted $1,360,000

1933 Newport Beach raised $640,000

1934 First contracts let for modern harbor works 1

1935-36 Harbor work started and compleft d.

APRIL • 1947

lEWPORT BAY AND ITS THRIVING CITY of

11 Newport Beach are located in Orange County, Cali-

fornia about 45 miles south of Los Angeles. Here is a

fine ocean beach and a harbor formed originally by one

of the branches of the delta of the Santa Ana river. Here

for many years the citizens of Newport Beach (as shown

in the thumb nail history herewith) labored to induce

Federal assistance and spent much of their own and the

county's funds in developing a harbor. Finally in 1933

the Federal aid came through and in 1935-36 a modern

harbor was developed. This harbor has since become one

of the most popular ports on the Pacific Coast for pleas-

use craft and for sport and commercial fishing craft. A
large boat building business has been developed and a

considerable fish canning business established.

The harbor with its islands and channels is graphically
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shown in the map and in the aerial photograph repro-

duced herewith. Work completed in the 1935-36 period

provided for:

(a) An entrance channel 3400 feet in length, 500 feet

wide and 20 feet deep at mean lower low water;

(b) Main bay channel 14,000 feet in length, 200 feet

wide and 20 feet deep;

(c) Turning basin, 32 acres, with a depth of 20 feet;

(d) Yacht Anchorage Basin, 45 acres, with a depth

of 15 feet;

(e) The remaining lower bay areas comprising about

385 acres to be dredged to a depth of 10 feet;

(f) West Jetty extension, 675 feet, making a total

jetty length of 2830 feet and the repair of the existing

old jetty;

(g) East Jetty extension, 950 feet, making a total jet-

ty length of 1673 feet, and stone revetment and protec-

tion to existing concrete jetty.

All depths at mean lower low water and in most of the

area overdepth dredging of one or two feet was done.

Approximately 8,500,000 cubic yards of sand and 50,000

yards of rock were removed.

Except for a few small areas around the bay which

were filled in, the greater portion of the dredged mate-

rial ( not rock ) was pumped onto the ocean beaches

fronting the city, resulting in practically doubling the

width of the entire beach area. The City of Newport

Beach owns almost all of the entire ocean frontage, about

six and a half miles.

On account of the nature of the work, also lack of

suitable equipment locally, dredging operations in the

entrance channel were carried out by the "San Pablo," a

steam hopper dredge, government owned. Sand was

pumped into the hold of the dredge, carried out to sea,

and deposited in one hundred feet of water.

The jetty work required 210,000 tons of stone which

mostly came from Catalina Island. When the work was

completed is was found that the cost was considerably

below the original estimate.

BOATS USING HARBOR

In 1946 the following craft made Newport Harbor

their home port:

Customhouse Numbered Vessels 1429

Documented Vessels 196

Miscellaneous Sailboats, no motor and County

registration (MS numbers) 904

Rowboats Registered with Harbor Dept 1007

Total (by actual count) 3536

Miscellaneous small boats in Harbor, not

registered (estimated) 531

4067

Of the above, about 500 boats are commercial fishing

(Please turn to page 123)



The Pacific Coast Class A Yachts .

lar at Newport Harbor.

Air view of Newport Harbor showing the

"Snowbird" Race a few minutes after the

start. Balboa Island and Harbor Island to

the right. Balboa to the left. Ray Island

with its beach in front and Lido Isle In the

distance.

Late type of Yacht Landing or "Marina

showing intensive use of water frontage



With The Port Engineers .

J. H. Clark, sales representative of General Engineering and Drydock
Corp. presenting on behalf of hts associates a handsome anvil and gavel
to Pre sident Smith and Vice President Deppman of the Society of Port

Engineers. The gavel will ring nov/, eh boys?

ONE OF THE MOST OUTSTANDING DEVELOP-
MENTS during the War was that of radar. There

was a tremendous variety of radar sets developed for

military use, ranging in size from very large high powei

units with a range of well over 100 miles to very small

light weight units intended for operation in airplanes.

At the conclusion of the War with the attendant pub-

licity given to radar, it was obvious that radar could be

a very important aid in the field of marine navigation.

Of the variety of sets that had been developed, the ship-

borne search type more nearly fitted the requirements

for commercial use than did any of the others, however,

the differences between military and civil operation

dictated several very important changes in this type of

equipment.

Military search radar had to be far-sighted in order

to detect the enemy as far away from the base as possible.

Furthermore, it had to be relatively broad in order to

assure that it would not miss a target at the extremely

long range. The ability to detect targets close to the ship

or base was of secondary importance on the search radar

since this area was adequately covered by other types of

sets. Military radar was in general quite complicated and

as a result it was necessary to have a highly trained crew

of operators and maintenance men to use the equipment

and keep it in operation.

In commercial equipment on the other hand, the

captain of a vessel is only interested in objects that are

nearby on the surface of the water or on the adjacent

shore line. For this reason a maximum range of from 30

to 40 miles is entirely adequate. The usual navigational

RO IliTRODUCTIOn TO

COmillERCIIIL liHRIDE

By WILLIAM U. DENT

Industrial Electronics Representative,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Los Angeles, Calif.

instruments will permit arrival at a desired port with an

accuracy considerably better than this figure. However,

having arrived at the port, the captain will be mainly

concerned with objects that may be quite close to the

ship, such as channel buoys, ships, small boats, etc. Since

navigation in restricted waters is one of the major uses

for commercial radar, the equipment must be designed

for the shortest practical range and with an accuracy of

azimuth and range sufficient for good navigation. The

fact that commercial radar will be operated by the usual

bridge personnel requires that the equipment be simpli-

fied as much as possible with the controls so arranged

that it is impossible to damage the equipment or render

it inoperative by any adjustment of these controls. The

equipment must also be designed for operation over

relatively long periods of time without inspection or

maintenance since it is rather complicated gear and the

average ship's radio operator could hardly be expected

to handle this work.

Before going any further in this discussion of radar,

I would like to point out that while radar itself is

relatively new, the principle behind it is old. The practice

of navigating restricted waters, when they are fog bound,

by blowing short blasts on the whistle and listening to

the echoes is well known. Now radar does exactly the

same thing except that it uses a radio echo instead of a

sound echo. In using the whistle, it is necessary to use

a very short blast in order to hear the echo from a nearby

object. The same thing is true in radar, we send our

radio energy out in short bursts or pulses. Again with

the whistle we must not repeat our blast too rapidly or

we will miss the echo returning from a more distant
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W. U. Dent, Industrial

Electronics representa-
tive demonstrating the
transmitting half of a

radar outfit. H. D. Ross,

application engineer.
Mr. Ross is contacting
the marine clientele
heretofore served t

Eddie Martin, now Pa
cific Coast sales man
ager for Sterling En
gine Co.; and H. G
Rethmeyer, marine .

aviation manager.
cific Coast District.

of Westinghouse E

trict Corporation

object, and this same condition is true in radar. Sound,

as you know, travels about 1100 feet per second; radio

travels approximately 980 feet in one micro-second or

in more common terms one millionth of a second. One
micro-second is a rather short period of time. However,

by electronic means we can measure it with a very high

degree of accuracy. For example a radio broadcast station

operating at a frequency of 1000 kiloc)cles, in the middle

of the broadcast band, uses exactly one micro-second

to send out each cycle of its carrier wave. The Federal

Communications Commission requires that this station

maintain its frequenc)' with an accuracy of plus or

minus 20 cycles which in this case is an accuraq' of 20

parts per million. Thus we have immediately the means

by which we can measure our micro-seconds quite accu-

rately. However, such accuracy as this is not necessary on

a radar set so less complicated equipment is used which

will provide the desired accuracy of range which is

about 2 per cent.

There is one other basic difference between the prin-

ciple of operation of the whistle and radar. The whistle

radiates sound uniformly in all directions and we deter-

mine the direction of any object by noting the direction

from which the echo returns. In radar on the other hand

we send out our energy in a very narrow beam and

when an echo is received, we can obtain the azimuth of

the object by noting the position of the antenna at the

time. This beam should be relatively narrow in the

horizontal direction in order that objects lying close

together will show up separately on our indicator, for

example a radar beam that is 2° wide will just separate

objects that are at the same range but separated by 2°.

These same objects wiU appear as one large object on a

radar having a wider beam. In the vertical direction our

radar beam must be somewhat wider in order to account

for the roll of the ship. About 15' has been chosen for

this which will allow for a 71/2° roll.

Let us now see in a little more detail something of

the equipment involved. I am not going into the details

of the equipment since even the language that would

have to be used would be foreign to most of you read-

ing this. The usual radar set consists of two major

items: the antenna and its associated gear, and the in-

dicator console. The antenna itself consists of a section

of a parabola which serves to focus our radar beam into

the shape we mentioned above. This antenna is caused to

rotate uniformly around a vertical axis approximately

twelve times a minute. Thus, in an interval of about

five seconds the antenna has scanned the complete area

around the ship. For a 2' horizontal beam width on a

radar set operating at a radio wave length of three centi-

meters, the antenna is. only a little over four feet across

and can therefore be enclosed in a weatherproof housing

without having a structure that is excessively large. The

antenna structure for a 2^ beam with 10 centimeter

radar would be almost 12 feet across. For operation

where icing may be a problem, this enclosure is advan-

tageous since it can be provided with heaters to prevent

any ice formation on the unit. The transmitter which

generates the radio frequency power, is usually mounted
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in the base of the antenna unit although it is possible

to mount it separately if conditions require. The power

from the transmitter is sent out in pulses whose duration

is only about .3 micro-second so that echoes from objects

less than 100 yards from the set can be received. These

pulses are repeated 1000 times a second which is slow

enough to receive echoes from objects 40 miles away

and yet is fast enough to practically draw a map on the

indicator of objects around the ship. With the antenna

revolving once in five reconds and the transmitter send-

ing out 1000 pulses per second it can be seen that there

are approximately 5000 pulses of energy sent out during

one rotation of the antenna. The radio frequency power

in each of the pulses is about 50 kilowatts but the short-

ness of the pulses is such that less than 1 kilowatt is re-

quired from the ship's power lines for the whole radar

set. A portion of the receiver is also located in the base

of the antenna unit along with the transmitter while the

rest of the receiver and the indicator and timing circuits

are usually mounted in the console which is located on

the navigating bridge or the chart room.

The indicator used is a cathode ray tube which is

arranged in such a way that it practically draws a map
of objects around the ship with the ship's location

always at the center. This arrangement is known as the

Plan Position Indicator which for simplicity is usually

shortened to PPL Within this PPI tube there is an elec-

tron beam which is normally directed down the center

of the tube and strikes the center of the flat circular end

which is coated on the inside with a phosphorescent

Clo 5UP
tinuous plan po-
sition indicator
scope for West-
inghouse Marine
Radar set. This

type of scope,
with the ship in

the center pro-
vides a contin-

uous picture of
ship traffic and
shoreline condi-
trons throughout
a range of from
100 yards to 32

material which emits visible light when an electron beam
of sufficient intensity strikes it. This electron beam can

be moved from its position at the center of the tube

and the rate at which it moves can be accurately con-

trolled. To use this as an indicator, we cause the elec-

tron beam to move radially from the center of the tube

to the outside edge in exactly the same time it would

take our pulse of radio energy to go radially from the

antenna to an object at the maximum distance we de-

sired to see and back to the ship again. In case this

maximum range is 40 miles, it will take the radio fre-

quency energy approximately 440 micro-seconds to go

from the ship to the object and return. So we arrange

our electron beam to require 440 micro-seconds to go

from the center of the indicator to its outside edge. The

echo returning from an object increases the intensity of

our electron beam which in turn causes a bright spot

on the end of the cathode ray tube. It can therefore be

seen that if a bright spot appeared on the face of our

tube halfway between the center and the outside edge

we would know that an object was located at a distance

equal to one-half of our maximum range. By having

several different timing circuits or ranges selected by a

control on the panel of the console, the operator can

adjust the area viewed on the end of the PPI to suit the

conditions at the moment. For example one radar set has

a maximum range of 40 miles, two intermediate ranges

of 16 and 4 miles and a short range of II/2 miles, the

latter being of particular advantage in navigating re-

stricted waters. Earlier is was mentioned that the position

of our antenna when an echo was received gave us a

direct indication of the bearing of the object. By means

of a Synchrotie, similar to the gyro repeaters with which

you are all familiar, the antenna position can be used

to control the angular position of the electron beam on

our PPI. The electron beam can be caused to travel a

path from the center of the tube to its outside edge,

at an angle which is exactly in step with the antenna

position. When the antenna is directed dead ahead

the electron beam is caused to move from the center

to a point on the edge of the PPI at the zero point of the

azimuth scale which surrounds the tube. Thus the bear-

ing of any object with respect to the ship's bow can be

read from the azimuth circle surrounding our PPI and

to aid in making this reading a manual cursor is usually

provided. If a true bearing is desired rather than a

relative one as indicated above, a gyro repeater mechan-

ism can be included in the console and when this sys-

tem is in use a bright lubber line on the face of the in-

dicator gives the ship's heading. As an aid in determining

the range of an object, marker circles can be shown on

the face of the indicator and their intensity can be con-

trolled by a knob on the control panel. These range

circles usually divide the distance between the center

and the edge of the indicator into three or four equal

parts so that the range can be readily estimated. The
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DOWN BOUND—The 12,500-ton ore carrier.

William e. Mather, flagship of the fleet of

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company, enters the

Lake Huron end of the St. Clair River on a

down bound trip. Navigation of difficult

stretches of water encountered between Du-

luth. Minn., and Lake Erie ports is aided in

foggy weather and at night by a Westinghouse
Radar set, the antenna of which can be seen

on the port side of the pilothouse.

RADOME—Encased in the large weatherproof
plastic and metal drum mounted atop the
pilothouse of the William G. Mather is the
antenna for the Westinghouse Radar set. It is

designed to give a full 360-degree horizontal

sweep.

brightness of the main image on the indicator as well

as the light which illuminates the azimuth scale are also

adjustable.

There is one control on the panel of the console

which deserves particular mention. This is known as

the sea return suppressor. The need for this control can

be seen when you realize that waves will reflect the radio

beam in much the same manner as solid objects will.

However, it has been found that the echoes from waves

have a different characteristic from those of solid ob-

jects and this difference permits us to reduce their effect

on our indicator. For the sake of simplicity in operation,

this control usually has three or four fixed positions and

it is only necessar)' for the operator to choose the position

that gives him the best and clearest indication on his

PPI. This same control is also helpful in clearing up the

picture when the ship is in a heavy rain squall or in a

heavy fall of soft, wet snow. Fog, light rain and fine

dry snow have no effect on the clarit)' of the indicator

while a medium rain may cause a slight fog over the face

of the indicator through which the echoes from the sur-

rounding solid objects can be clearly distinguished.

The accompanying photographs show typical views

of the PPI as operated under normal conditions. These

photographs were taken during an extended test period

of the Westinghouse Type MU radar on the William G.

Mather, an ore carrier on the Great Lakes.

[xaminations For Foreign

!iervice Hppointments

The Department of State has announced that exam-

inations will be given over a four day period September

22 through 25 in San Francisco for the Coast, for candi-

dates wishing to obtain appointments as Foreign Service

Officers, Class 6. Salary levels range from S.i300 to S4400

per annum. The United States had foreign service repre-

sentatives in every country in the world, and consequent-

ly, officers have the opportunity to serve in many posts

during their careers.

Application blanks may be procured from the Board

of Examiners for the Foreign Service, Department of

State, Washington 25, D. C. All applications must be

submitted prior to June hO, 1947.
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International Comparative Analysis
CARGO VESSELS OF

BASIC MONTHLY WAGE

Chiei

Cook

BASIC HOURS
(Deck & Engine Room)

OVERTIME RATE
PER HOUR

ESTIMATED MONTHLY
PAYMENTS INCLUDING
OVERTIME 4 PENALTIES

Chief

A.B. O.S. Cook

United States

(West Coast contracts

but NMU contracts
show only minor
variations)

S172.S0 SI50.00 $205.00 1. In Port: 40 hours per week
between 8 AM & S PM, Mon-
day through Friday.

2. At Sea: All whose basic

is 56 he
(watchers) paid
above 48 hours.

S1.2S per hour i'

those paid $200.00

more per month.

$275.00 $240.00 $310.00

Gross wages as calculat-

ed by Maritime Commis-
sion plus $10.00 per
month for area bonuses.

$150.00 $130.00 $180.00 1. In Port: A total of 44 hours 80c per hour

per week, 8 hours per day Cook,

between 8 AM 4 5 PM Mon- 70c for A.B.

day through Friday 4 Satur- 60c for O.S.

day morning.

2. At Sea: 56 hours per
w^eek.

$170.00 $150.00 $200.00

United Kingdon $ 96.00 $ 80.00 $110.00

S80.00 plus $4.00 for each
year up to 4 years. Mini-

mum for veteran A.B.'s

$96.00.

1. In Port: A total of 45 hours

per vreek, 8 hours per day
between 6 AM 4 6 PM Mon-
day through Friday and 5

hours on Saturday morning.

2. At Sea: 56 hours per

$103.00 $ 87.00 S117.00

Netherlands S 74.00 $ 42.00 S 93.00 1. In Port: A total of 45 hours

per week. 8 hours per day
between 6 AM 4 6 PM Mon-
day through Friday. Five

hours Saturday morning.

2. At Se

v^eek.

56 he

Attempt made to off-

me with
S 80.00 S 48.00 $100.00

set

time off. Otherwise
payment to A.B. at

rate of $0.29 on work
days 4 $0.45 on Sun-

days.

2. At Si

week.

rt: 48 he

a: 48 he

Average of 40c per

hour.

1. In Port: A total of 45 hours

per \veek. 8 hours per day
between 6 AM 4 7 PM, Mon-
day through Friday. Five

hours Saturday morning.

2. At Sea: 56 hours per
v^eek.

SO.35 per hour.

$ 84.00 S 70.00 $ 89.00 Cook—50c

A.B.—48c
O.S.—39c

S 87.00 S 73.00 $ 92.00

$ 85.00 $ 66.00 S 98.00 1. In Port: Total of 48 hours
per week, 8 hours per day
between 6 AM 4 6 PM. Sun-

day overtime.

2. At Sea: 56 hours per
week.

SO. 50

A.B.

S 90.00 S 72.00 S103.00

$ 84.00 $ 52.00 $ 95.00 1. In Port: Total of 48 hours Rate varies irom min-

per week. imum o( S0.25 per
2. At Sea: 56 hours per hour on work days to

week. SO-SO per hour on
holidays.

$105.00 S 70.00 $115.00
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Maritime Wages and Working Conditions- Unlicensed Personnel

10,000 DEADWEIGHT TONS

SUBSISTENCE SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS PENALTIES PAID VACATION AREA BONUSES
6 MISCELLANEOUS

[f food not provided in

port, subsistence allow-

ance S3.00 per day. Esti-

mated subsistence on

sKip costs SI. 40 per day
per capita.

Merchant seamen covered

by State Unemployment and
Federal Old-Age & Surviv-

ors' Insurance. Health iacili-

ties provided by Marine
Hospital.

Full range of cargo,

stevedoring & work
penalties in addition

to basic pay.

1 4 consecutive days War risk bonus of S2.S0

per day in certain areas.

Attack bonus of S125.00

per individual in event

of serious damage from

residual war hazards

If food not provided by
ship, allowance is S2.25

as in contract. Estimated

subsistence at sea costs

51.25 per day.

Seamen come w^ilh Canadian
Notional Unemployment In-

surance. No pension scheme.

Hospitalization through Sick

Mariners Fund.

Full range of cargo &

stevedoring penalties.

Some work penalties.

No vacation pic

80c

If food not provided

port, allowance is

per day. Estimated sub

sistence on ship at sea i:

80c per day.

national health and pension

scheme. 34.00 week unem-
ployed pay plus government

2 days leave for each
completed month un-

der Articles.

Receives only basic

monthly pay plus

subsistence.

No war risk bi

contract but about

found by ship. Alio

oi SO.67 per day when
not found by ship.

Full coverage government
retirement, health and unem-
ployment scheme. Includes

generous state allowance for

dependents. Unemployment
compensation extends almost

seven months at approxi-

mately 80°3 of base pay.

Practically

ly payments except
51.90 per month for

unlicensed personnel

on tankers.

12 vrorking days paid
annual leave after 1

year of continuous

service.

No war risk bonuses.

I0°o wage premium for

all work outside Nether-

lands after tv?elve con-

secutive months aw^ay
from home.

Food provided by ship

estimated to cost about

50.90 per day.

Special seamen's pension &

hospitalization fund m a n-

aged by Inscription Mari-

time. Seamen participate in

state unemployment scheme.

Dependents allow^ance.

Relatively fei.

ty payments.
risk bonuses.

each month <

ice. Subsisten

provided.

Allowance varies with

pay but averages less

than SI.00 per day.

Complete social coverage,

including family allow^ances.

Special occupational pension

system.

Cargo bonus of about

10°o for petroleum &

explosives.

Practically no work-

ing penalties.

No paid annual
leave. In lieu of vaca-

tion each seaman re-

ceives a six months'

bonus of S80.00.

area risk bonus o:

?r special payments.

Food subsistence at sea

estimated at 70c per day.

Workers conlribute 7l2°o of

vrages for broad coverage.

Employers make similar con-

tribution. Includes family al-

lowances based on number
of children.

No penalty payments
of any importance. varying periods

no subsistence (

50^0 of all income mus
be contributed as com
pulsory savings.

No area risk bonuses o

other special payments.

Food allowance of 70c

per day when not found

by ship. Reported cost at

sea S0.74 per rating.

Broad range of social bene-

fits — health, unemployment

Cargo & work penal-

ty payments relative-

ly high for o Euro-

pean nation.

with pay and
food allowance of 70c

per day.

risk bonuses.

Food allowance of al-

most Sl.OO per day aver-

age when not found by
ship.

Broad range of social bene-

fits — health, unemployment

& retirement

Penalty payments rel-

atively high for a

European nation.

Annual leave v<

but averages one

per month of sei

plus subsistence.

Area payments only
when vessel actually at

sea. Amount varies with

Certain supplementary
payments for continued
service in foreign waters.
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GRENT m RESCUE
CABLE

FROM: HENRY NELSON. MASTER. GEN. GORDON
GMT

Date Sent: March 14, 1947 2225

Date Rec'd: March 14, 1947 445P

SA95

292 SS GENERAL GORDON MARCH l4. 194"

2225 GMT
PRESLINES
SAN FRANCISCO
FOLLOWING RESCUED SURVIVORS FROM FOR-

WARD SECTION OF SS FORT DEARBORN SAFE

ABOARD HERE

RICHARD MAHONEY. CAPTAIN
MILTON E. TAYLOR. CHIEF MATE
RICHARD W. REEP. 2ND MATE
ERNEST D. HENSIGNER, JR., 3RD MATE
ROBERT B. REEP, PURSER
HENRY F. WIEHR. RADIO OPERATOR
LEON C. MOORE, QM AB
CHARLES BEN. AB
CHENG CHANG MAI, OS
SANFORD D. ROGERS, STEWARD

REGRET ADVISE ARCHIBALD S. SMITH. 3RD
MATE. LOST DURING DEARBORNS ACCIDENT.
PLEASE NOTIFY KEYSTONE SHIPPING COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS 1015 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA. REQUEST THEY NOTIFY NEXT
OF KIN EACH OF THESE MEN. ALL WELL EXCEPT
MILTON TAYLOR SUSTAINED BROKEN RIGHT
LEG, BUT PROGRESSING SATISFACTORILY. MEN
IN FINE SPIRITS. BEING CARED FOR IN SICK

BAY AND EAGER GET BACK INTO HARNESS
NOTWITHSTANDING ORDEAL. STOP
DEARBORN WAS HOVE TO AND DOING SIXTY
REVOLUTIONS WHEN SHE BROKE IN TWO AT
12:15 MARCH I2TH. THEY HAD VISUAL CON-
TACT WITH STERN SECTION UNTIL 0300 MARCH
13TH. AFTER SECTION REPORTED PROCEDING
OWN POWER UNDER ESCORT SS TELFAIR-
STOCKTON.
CHRONILOGICALLY RECEIVED DISTRESS MES-
SAGE 0900 MARCH I2TH. MARCH I3TH 0830

PICKED OUT BOW PORTION DEARBORN ON
RADAR 0905 ARRIVED SCENE DERELICT BOW
UP BRIDGE PARTIALLY SUBMERGED NOTHING
FURTHER VISIBLE.

0927 GORDONS BOAT CAPSIZED IN RESCUE AT-
TEMPT. HEAVY SEAS. ALL EIGHT MEN RECOVER-
ED. ONE MAN SUSTAINED BROKEN LEG. 1030 SS

ST. JOHNS VICTORY ARRIVED SCENE STANDING
BY TO ASSIST PENDING MODERATION
WEATHER. BOTH SHIPS STANDING BY MARCH
14. OPERATIONS RESUMED AT 0545 WHEN GOR-
DON SPREAD OIL SLICK FURNISHING LEE FOR
ST. JOHNS VICTORY MOTOR BOAT WHICH
TRANSFERRED ALL SURVIVORS FROM BOW
SECTION FORT DEARBORN TO GORDON WHOSE
1337 PASSENGERS AND CREW GA\'E BOAT CREW
OF ST. JOHNS VICTORY ROUSING CHEERS FOR
JOB WELL DONE. COOPERATIVE EFFORTS BOTH
SHIPS HIGHLY COMMENDABLE. ST. JOHNS VIC-

TORY LOST ONE BOAT, GORDON TWO BOATS,
DURING RESCUE ATTEMPTS.

HENRY NELSON. MASTER

COURAGE SERVICE SACRIFICE . . .

n for the careful plannNext may we express our admiration for the careful planning and skillful execution of the actual rescue operatic

Henry Nelson, to whose experience, judgment and daring beyond all human control . . . First the doctors who
limited time to take care of our iniuries, nurses who worked long, tirelessly and cheerfully to make us not onli

The Chief Purser and his staff, the Chief Steward and his staff who when we couldn't think of anything more

by the Master, Captain

jave generously of their

comfortable but happy.

ask for suggested and

provided many additional items and services to add to oj nforts and enjoyment."—from report by the rescued.
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ALMON E. ROTH, past president

of the National Federation of

American Shipping.

FRAZER A. BAILEY, who succeeds

Alrr.on Roth as president of the

Federation on June I.

Frazer Bailey Succeeds Almon Roth

The National Federation of American Shipping an-

nounces the appointment of Frazer A. Bailey, president

of Matson Navigation Co. of San Francisco, as president

of the Federation, to succeed Almon E. Roth, who re-

cently resigned the presidency to return to the practice

of law in San Francisco.

Mr. Bailey is resigning the presidency of Matson to

take up his duties in Washington, June 1. He has had

more than .37 years experience in shipping, and prior to

his connection with Matson he had four years experience

in the shipping industry with the Newport News Ship-

building & Dry Dock Co., whence Captain Matson

drafted him to be his secretary. He was one of the

organizers of National Federation of American Ship-

ping, and has served on its Board since its inception.

Mr. Bailey has been an active leader in civic and

financial affairs on the Pacific Coast for many years,

where he has served as a Director of the S. F. Chamber
of Commerce, Director of the American Trust Co., and

of the Fireman's Fund Indemnit)' Company.; Director

of the S. F. Employers Council; Director of the Water-

front Employers Assn. of the Pacific Coast, and member
of the Advisory Board of the Pacific American Steam-

ship Assn. He is a member of the Bohemian Club,

Pacific Union Club, and the S. F. Countrj- Club.

Mr. Bailey will enter upon his duties at a time when
the American Merchant Marine is facing many difficult

problems. The Directors of the Federation are greatly

gratified that they have been able to obtain the services

of one who is so eminently qualified by long experience

in the field of shipping and in intimate contact with the

National Federation of American Shipping, to direct the

organizations program.
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MEXICO GUATEMALA EL SALVADOR HONDURAS NICARAGUA

COSTA RICA PANAMA COLOMBIA ECUADOR PERU
RED BLUE GREEN ^}M^ YELLOW PURPLE

H Pan Hmerican Tour, Flag by Flag

By CARLDS B. LA5TRETD

A
HISTORY OF FLAGS that have flown over Pan America is very romantic and interesting and in-

cludes those carried by discoverers and explorers as Columbus, Cabot and Champlain, by Conquisata-

dores as Cortez and Pizarro, by trade adventurers as Hudson, the Russian American Co. and the East

India Co., and by Libertadores as Bolivar and San Martin. It would tell also of the earliest flags of the colo-

nies of Spain, Portugal, France, England, Holland and Russia, and of the eventually freed nations and the

changes and evolution that most of these flags underwent. But the purpose of this paper is limited to a

condensed description of the national emblems of today of all the American Republics, of Pan America.

Let us cruise on a friendly expedition to visit our sister Republics and our brother Americans, our

Good Neighbors. As we sail out of the Golden Gate and take a farewell glance at our home port over the

stern of, let us suppose, the Santa Rosa, the first of our navigating palaces, named for the first American

Saint, Santa Rosa de Lima, our emotions are stirred at the sight of her U. S. Ensign with its graceful stripes

undulating in the wind and its bright stars of a new constellation that grew to a galaxy and even ex-

panded to include in a widened spirit of confraternity all the Republics that we are to call upon.

MEXICO

A little below San Diego we cross over into Mexican waters

and in a few days arrive at Mazarlan. From our anchorage we

perceive this "Perla del Pacifico." but almost above our heads,

atop of, a towering rock, we see the highest lighthouse in the

world. Our interest, however, becomes sentimental on beholding

the flag of our nearest neighbor. We raise our hats in salute

and experience for the first time on our trip our feelings of

affectionate friendship swell into one of fraternal love. And this

is their tilag! Green, white and red in equal vertical divisions,

proclaiming the three guarantees of their country, independence,

purity of religion, and the fusion of the Spanish with the Aztec

elements. The central white is charged with the national coat-

of-arms, the eagle perched on a cactus plant and holding in

beak and talons a snake, recording the legend of the founding

of Mexico City. But fot this design, Mexico's flag would be

identical with that of Italy, whose ensign, however, bears the

arms of Savoy.

Now, already in the tropics, we adapt ourselves to the com-

forts of hot weather. We continue to sail a long way along the

coast of Mexico and across the windy Gulf of Tehuantepec.

GUATEMALA
On shore volcanoes present themselves in numerous com-

pany about whete we coast off the shores of Central America.

First before Guatemala we cast anchor a mile or so from a surf

beaten sandy beach on the edge of which a collection of official

buildings and a long iron pier make the port of San Jose, the

major one on the Pacific side of Guatemala. Behind these rises

a panorama of volcanoes including prominently Fuego (fire)

and Agua ( water )

.

Quite appropriately, like a gem in the center of a jewel, from
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atop of the comandancia, shines the flag of Guatemala, blue,

white and blue in three equal vertical spaces. While the Na-

tional and Merchant flag is one, the oflScial government flag

bears the coat of arras made distinctive by the beautiful quet-

zal, a valiant red-breasted green colored bird nith graceful tail

feathers and whose colors never fade; a bird that never sur-

renders nor will live in captivir)', hence adopted as the coun-

try's symbol of freedom and independence.

A railroad starts -from the port for the highlands of the in-

terior, where the population is settled in a more temperate

climate than that of the hot coast.

EL SALVADOR
We are already and shall be until we reach Ecuador in a zone

of intense production of coffee. And as we continue along the

coast we know we are off El Salvador when, if by day, we are

awed at the sight of Izales emitting preiodically a puff of smoke
that mushrooms high above, or, if at night at the lire on its top

and often streaks of glowing lava streaming down its side.

Legend has given this fiery cone the appellation of "El Faro
"

( lighthouse ) for having opportunely serced unwary mariners.

Our steamer draws into a hill-backed cove in the center of

which the country's principal port. La Libertad, opens com-

munication over an iron pier from which authorities come out

to meet us at anchor a short way off.

The country's flag flies gracefully from the stern of the Com-
andante's boat, and we note this to be like Guatemala's blue,

white and blue, but, instead of in vertical stripes, the colors

are in horizontal bars, and in the white center the words ar-

ranged in a circle, "Dios, Union. Libertad."

An interesting short automobile ride through coffee planta-

tions will take us to the Capitol, San Salvador, a prett\' and

hospitable city worthy of visit. El Salvador is the only North

American country that borders only on the Pacific Ocean.

When we are again under way, we are entertained by a

series of volcanoes, San Salvador, San Vicente, Usulutan, San

Miguel, and we turn with the coast line around Comayagua
and suddenly enter the island—crowded Gulf of Fonseca.

HONDURAS
Coincidently that the three Republics, El Salvador, Honduras

and Nicaragua abut on this land-locked bay, their respective

flags have the same design, three equal horizontal bars in order,

blue, white and blue, the original flag of the Federacion Centro

Americana, but five blue five-pointed stars on the white center

identifies the flag of Honduras.

Steaming through the entrance between islands and the

mainland, we arrive at the anchorage off the Island of El Tigre

at Honduras, Pacific port of Armapala. The town is pictures-

quely situated at the foot of the conical island's formation.

Over the Cuartel ( barracks ) we see the flag bears five stars on

the white center, that distinguish it from those of Honduras'

neighbors.

A launch will take one up an estero ( tidal creek ) to the main-

land whence an automobile will speed you up the highlands

to the Capitol, Tegucigalpa. You will appreciate the appro-

priateness of the country's name when you are in the highlands

where you observe vast hollows and depths ( honduras ) that im-

press you, instead of mountain elevations as in general.

NICARAGUA
A short way along our voyage we again enter a narrow pas-

sage at El Cardon into Corinto's land-locked harbor of Nicara-

gua and tie up at the wharf before the city which is ribboned

along the shore of the estero.

Nicaragua's flag greeted us as we passed military posts on

entering and we noted how it is identified with a blue foul

anchor on the middle of its center white bar.

On the Pacific slope lie two large lakes, Managua and Nicara-

gua, utilized for navigation. The country's population is mostly

located on their shores and within their basin, and as this is of

Carlos
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low elevation, they live in a much hotter climate than do their

Central American neighbors, who occupy their highlands.

Lake Nicaragua has its outlet on the other side into the

Caribbean and is the route of a proposed inter-ocean canal.

On our way again down coast our ship goes through a bit of

rough weather where winds from the north have rushed

through the cut made by those waters through the continental

ridge.

COSTA RICA
A bit further on, around Sail Rock, we again steer inwards,

now into the Gulf of Nicoya that extends inland far to the

north. We can step ashore over the new wharf and stroll the

streets of the port cit^-. Puntarenas, all built of cedar wood and

covered over by tall cocoanut trees. In a setting of intensely

green vegetation and a relucent blue sky. Costa Rica's flag

awakens a lively admiration by its brilliant tricolor groupings

in horizontal stripes of blue at top and bottom, then equal to

these in width and inside of them two white ones that in turn

contain a double wide red stripe along the middle.

The government's official flag bears the national coat of arms

as a badge on the red center.

While Nicaragua was the first Central American country to

operate steam navigation to the Caribbean Sea via its lakes and

the San Juan River ( route of a proposed canal ) , Costa Rica

was the first to establish rail communication from its central

populated region to its port on the east coast at Puerto Limon.

PANAMA
Our good ship cleaves through placid waters around under

the bottom of the northern part of the American Continent and

heads directly north into the Gulf of Panama toward the his-

toric isthmus. We slide between picturesque islands in the bay,

islands that in pre-canal days sheltered the terminal anchorages
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of the vessels that engaged in inter-oceanic transportation.

Finally, we moor at La Boca ( the mouth of the canal ) the Bal-

boa of the Canal Zone, at one of the wharves just at the canal's

entrance.

As this is in the Zone, our own Stars and Stripes proclaims
its authority from the hilltop Administration Building, but
when our taxi takes us a bit farther we are in Panama proper,
and the flag that in 1903 displaced that of Colombia now bids
us welcome; the flag that, though "provisionally" adopted in

June 1904. still gallantly serves, is quartered, the first and the
fourth quadrangle white each with a five pointed star respec-
tively blue and red; and the second plain red and the third

plain blue; the blue for the Partido Conservados and the red for

the Liberal.

From the days of the Conquistadores to those of the Cali-

fornia gold rush and on, this strip of the continental divide, that
separated the oceans, paradoxically connected them for the
great movements from Europe to the Pacific side of the Ameri-
can Continent, whither most of the earlier settlements went.
And Panama's historical importance includes also the fitst

inter-American congress summoned by Simon Bolivar.

COLOMBIA
Again through the island spangled gulf, but now southwatd,

and past the Pearl Islands beyond, we sight for the first time
the South American Continent at the coast of Colombia, in-

cidentally the only South American countty with a strand on
both the "Western and the Eastern seas. Even so are the colors
of her flag the same and of the same origin as are those of its

Pacific Ocean neighbor, Ecuador, and of its other sister at birth,

"Venezuela, on the Atlantic side.

The flag was born at sea in 1806 on the "Leander," which
had sailed from the United States on a revolutionary expedition
under the "Venezuelan "Precursor," Miranda, who designed it

and was carried by the "Libertador," Bolivar. However, many
other flags waved in the fights for independence, even as hap-
pened in our English Colonies. These three peoples fought to-

gether, so it is fitting that they retain between themselves the
same colots which are horizontally, yellow, red and blue, rain-
bow colors which have given to it the epithet of the Iris Flag.

This is the first yellow we have seen in our flags, and it is

the only one that borrowed this color from that of the same
mother country of nearly all of them. The blue really means
to represent the seas that separate the new nations from their
mother country. More facetiously it is storied that the yellow
proclaims hat the golden shores of Nueva Granada are separated
by the blue seas from the bloody land of Spain.

Our steamer penetrates the coastal manglares up a broad
estero to the foot of the majestic westetn flanges of the Andes
and moors at the wharf of Buenaventura. Then we note that the
yellow occupies the full upper half of the flag, while each of
the blue and the red stripes is of half that width. And addition-
ally we distinguish on the merchant flag a vertical oval blue
badge bordered with red and with an eight pointed star in the
center.

ECUADOR
Resuming our voyage southward we cross the equator ofl^

Ecuador and strangely experience cooler weather along these
shores. This phenomenon, prevailing to Chile, is caused by the
Antarctic cold Humboldt current that flows up the coast. But
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when we enter the Guayas River steaming inland from the

Ocean, we are soon teassured of being in the Tropics. Up
some 35 miles we anchor in the stream oflf Guayaquil, the

country's principal port. On either bank we have observed

jungle and plantations of cocoa and coflJee and on shore we shall

unfailingly procure a "sombrero de pita," misnamed Panama
hat. As we learned in Colombia, the flag of Ecuador is the

same, except that hete the national and merchant flag bears no

PERU
Again steaming down the coast, we come off Peru and stop

as Callao, the principal port and one of the oldest historical

cities in Ameiica. Less than ten miles inland is Lima, the capital,

at the foot of the Andes. "We should at least take this shott

trip of less than ten miles to this beautiful and historically

romantic city, once the capital of all Spanish South Ametica, and
repository, in its Cathedral, of the remains of the "Conquista-

dor," Pizarro.

Californians may be proud that it was one of them, Harry
Meiggs, that first conquered the defying Andes with the iron

horse, the feat a profanation of Nature's apparent plan that the

Cordillera be impassible. This is the Otoya R. R., and it attains

the highest elevation of any passenger line in the world, 15,750

feet in Meiggs Tunnel.

The Granadian "Libertador, " Simon Bolivat, the Argentinan

"Protector," San Martin, and the Bolivian patriot, Sucte, met
in Peru in the final throes of their struggle for independence

from the same mother country. And it was San Martin who
saw, in the sky, birds of august flight and of inspiting beauty

with white bieasts and ted under the wings. It is these colors

that, after some alterations in arrangement, make up Peru's na-

tional flag; a white vertical pale or stripe down the centet be-

tween two equal red ones.

BOLIVIA
"fhe coastal belt is becoming narrower and in long stretches,

rainless and barren. But we have an interest in what is over the

towering mountains. So from the Peruvian port of MoUendo
we undertake to scale those ramparts on another road built by

Harry Meiggs, for we must visit out sister Republic, Bolivia,

perched high up there away from the coast. And this will not

make an exception in our arrivals by water on a steamer for

we embark on one where we leave the train still in Peru at

Puno, to navigate Lake Titicaca and arrive in Boliva at the

port of Guapi. And we see the flag of Boliva engaged in in-

ternational trade on Lake Titicaca, 12,600 feet above the seas,

than which no other ensign in the world flies higher.

From this port of debarcation a short train ride brings us

to the capital metropolis. La Paz, where we learn that the three

horizontal bars, red, yellow and green, of Bolivia's flag typify

respectively animal life, the mineral kingdom and the vegetable

world.

CHILE
We may leave Bolivia for the sea coast by other rail routes,

as the one to Arica on the nitrate coast of Chile. On shore

here, rainless and barren, we pass many cities which have be-

gun to be well-known "nitrate ports," nearly all open road-

steads, and shipping is noticeably more numerous, so we re-

peatedly observe the biilliant Flag of Chile, "La Estrella Soli-

taria." The Flag's lower half is red and the upper half is white,

except for the square blue canton at the hoist, charged with a

white five-pointed star. The resulting similarity to the Stats

and Stripes and the fact that during Chile's fight for indepen-

dence the Flag of the United States was honored by special dis-

play at a commemoration of the 4th of July, has suggested to

some writers the probability that a confraternitj' of spitit in-

spired the similitude.

For our visit we stop at "Valparaiso. This is the port of the

Capital Santiago, 1 1 5 miles nearer the massive Andes topped
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by snow-capped peaks. The port city appears to be two-storied,

much of the residential section being atop a high shelf behind

the business district along the shore.

Here again we learn of Harry Meiggs' genius in overcoming

an engineering difficulty in the location of the railway between

the port and the capital. The coast line as observed from deck

now indicates the agricultural fertility of southern Chile. Pass-

ing more ports to the south, as we proceed to round the tip

of the continent, we pass also the southernmost city of the

hemisphere, Punta Arenas, now Magallanes, on the Strait of

this name, which takes us out to the other side of the continent

onto the Atlantic Ocean.

ARGENTINA
Having steamed northeasterly over 20° of latitude, we enter

the famous Rio de la Plata and call at Buenos Aires, the Paris

of America and capital of Argentina, the land of stock ranges.

Two particulars engage our minds at first sight of Argentina's

flag. One is its similarity to the flag of Salvador, Honduras and

Nicaragua, with equal horizontal blue, white, blue stripes, and

the other is the golden sun emblazoned thereon, as well as on

the flag of its neighbor, Uruguay. The Libertador, Belgrano.

designed Argentina's flag, and San Martin carried it in his

campaigns, but the choice of the blue antedates the fight for

independence from Spain for it was the color of the material

available for the cockades of those that repulsed an aggressive

attempt by the British a few years before. The other is that of

golden sun with straight rays of light and wavy ones of heat

emblazoned on the middle white bar. The sun, god of the Incas

of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, might have been charged on the

flags and the arms of the Andean countries, but it was not.

But, and in no relation thereto, the sun on the flags (and on the

arms) of Argentina, and also of Uruguay, its neighbor and

confederate in their early strifes, is the rising sun of the day of

independence, El Sol de Mayo, The Sun of May, the month in

which the fight for independence began.

In the port of Buenos Aires we may view the greatest as-

semblage and variety in America of the merchant flags of the

nations of the world floating from the masts of the visiting

foreign shipping.

After a delightful sojourn admiring the beauties of Argen-

tina's capital, Buenos Aires, "City of Good Air," meaning

climate, we resume our voyage for land-locked Paraguay.

URUGUAY
Our steamer will be awaiting us at Montevideo in Uruguay

on the north side, the left bank of the mouth of the Rio de la

Plata. And we visit this beautiful city of a peaceful industrious,

cultured people.

Their flag, after several evolutions, now bears nine equal

horizontal bars, alternating with five blue and four white, but

with a white canton emblazoned by the same golden sun, the

Sol de Mayo, as of Argentina, for these two peoples earned

independence together.

After having steamed out of port Montevideo, if we coast

near enough we shall admire a close succession of suburban

homes within artistic gardens and many close to the perfect

bathing beach, evidencing opulence and comfortable happy

home life.

PARAGUAY
Further into or up the Rio de la Plata we enter and ascend

the Parana, then the Paraguay River to Asuncion, capital of

Paraguay. Opposite this port and capital, the Pikomayo comes

from the west, and the high Bolivian plateaux, but unfortunately

does not afford navigable access thereto; thus Paraguay is in this

respect the more fortunate of these two countries land-locked

from the sea. Our steamer has drawn alongside the quay on

the river bank. It is here that most of Paraguay's international

traffic is handled, though there are other ports on this and the

Paraguay River with rail facilities therefrom.

Paraguay's Flag has its interesting features. For one thing, its

colors and their arrangement are exactly those of the Flags

of the Netherlands and of Luxemburg, that is, red, white and

blue in this order in equal horizontal stripes. But as distinguish-

ing emblems, the national Flag and ensign has a difl^erent badge

on each side, both placed in the center of the middle white bar.

The merchant flag has a badge of still a different design, this

one placed near the hoist. And, that you may not suppose that

this strandless, riparian state has foregone the ocean wave,

be it known that it has a full set of distinctive flags for each of

the Ministers of Marine, the Admirals of several ranks, Com-
modores, Captains, Flotilla Commanders and Senior and Junior

Naval Officers. May we have occasion to hear of the prowess of

the Armada that exists at least in an abundant series of per-

sonal naval ensigns.

BRAZIL VENEZUELA CURACAO MARTINIQUE JAMAICA
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SANTO DOMINGO

After an interesting visit in this agricultural and wood prod-

ucts country we may return to the sea coast by steamer or rail.

BRAZIL
Ere this we shall have observed a different firmament over-

head on clear nights and experienced emotion in contemplating

the Southern Cross as it rotates around the Antarctic Pole with

the passing hours. Such is the influence that it has effected,

that three southern hemisphere countries portray this cluster

of the Crux Australis on their flags; New Zealand, with four

stars, Australia with five, and Brazil that sets it amongst other

surrounding stars to count twenty-one in all, to typify the states

and the Federal District. These are placed in a blue celestial

sphere with a white band along the ecliptic that blazons the

motto "ordem e Progresso." This blue sphere is borne within

a yellow diamond which in turn lies on the green field of the

flag. In the pre-Republican era, when Brazil was an empire, the

flag was also green with the yellow (for gold) diamond, hence

both are popularly called the "Auriverde," though derived from
the same Portuguese colors.

On this part of our voyage we have sailed a long way north-

easterly along but a part of the coast of Brazil, the largest

country of Pan America. We may call at Santos, the greatest

coffee exporting port in the world. On a little further we cross

the Tropic of Capricorn and again into the Tropics and enter

the port of Rio de Janeiro. Surveying from the deck of our

steamer we are impressed at the sight of the famous "Pao de

Assucar" (Sugar Loaf), around which we turn and behold the

Corcovado Peak, and between both the beautiful Capital of the

republic and the most magnificent harbor in the world. And
accompanying our admiration is our recollection how Brazil

has been outstandingly our loyal friend.

We proceed up the coast to steer around the easternmost

projection where our continent is nearest to the Eastern Hemis-
phere off Africa and thence the jumping-off place for trans-

atlantic flight.

So we change our course northwestward to our last continent-

al neighbor. Venezuela.

VENEZUELA
In following the coast on further we change our course

northwestward on to our last continental neighbor, Venezuela.

Our good ship moors to a wharf of the principal port. La
Guayra, which is huddled on a narrow beach at the foot of

the high tablelands, on which nearby and 3,000 feet above, is

the Capital, Caracas.

At sight of Venezuela's flag we are reminded of the Iris flags

of which this is one. but variant from the other two. the flags

of Colombia and of Ecuador in this, that its three horizontal

bars, yellow, blue and red, are of equal widths; furthermore

it bears seven white stars on the central blue.

Most of Venezuela's enormous production of asphalt and oil

is refined on the Dutch Island of Curacao.

CURACAO, MARTINIQUE AND JAMAICA
On resuming our voyage northward we leave the South

American continent and we pass the Netherlands Island of

Curacao, whose land-locked harbor ( Willemstad ) is opened
and closed by a floating bridge-gate. Though she is not of Pan
America, yet as she is one of the United Nations we salute the

flag of the Netherlands, our ally and important contributor of

rehned oils. Then we note that the flag is similar to the one we
met in Paraguay, with horizontal stripes of red, white and blue.

So now we are in the Caribbean which is occupied by more

friends and allies other than Pan-America neighbors. For off

beyond the eastern horizons flies the tricolor of France (verti-

cally blue, white and red ) on Guadalupe and Martinique, pres-

ently our naval bases.

Also later we shall steer behind Jamaica, whose garrison at

Kingston displays the British Grand Union Flag of three super-

imposed crosses.

SANTO DOMINGO—HAITI
But to call on our next American Neighbor among the

West Indies, we drop in at Santo Domingo where is the first

permanent European settlement island of Santo Domingo, first

called Hispaniola by Columbus. It contains the two Republics

of Haiti and of Santo Domingo. And the history of this Island

records the only American territory that underwent several

subjections. The Island was first held as a colony by Spain, then

ceded to France. The British occupied the Island for awhile and

after the French re-established control the islanders drove them
away and attained independence and finally established two
republics independent of each other.

Santo Domingo made hers the flag of the party that gained

the Island's independence, "La Trinitaria. "

It is the only Ameri-
can flag with a cross. This broad white ordinary reaches to the

four borders and creates four cantons, the first and the fourth

blue, and the second and third red.

From one port, Santo Domingo, capital of the country of the

same name, we go to another port. Port au Prince, capital of

Haiti.

Haiti co-occupies the same Island at the western end. The
populations of both countries is negro, but Haiti is the only

French language member of Pan America, and she enjoys the

distinction of being the first country to proscribe slavery. Her
flag colors derived from the time of her French rule and after

several changes in position, now remain blue over red in equal

horizontal quadrangles, the white of the central stripe of France

having been significantly eliminated with the termination of

friendship in the struggle for emancipation.

CUBA
From Santo Domingo, the oldest European settlement in the

Western Hemisphere, and Haiti, the first country to follow the

United States in the attainment of national independence, we
cross the Windward Passage of Cuba, Island, and the last of our

Good Neighbors to raise her own flag of freedom.

Mario Lopez, who had been deeply moved by the fight of

the Texans for separation from Mexico, mustered some hun-

dreds of American veterans of the Mexican Wars, and in 1850

sailed from the United States to liberate Cuba from Spain,

though himself a Venezuelan. His obsession was also his in-

spiration to adopt the Texas Lone Star of its flag as the chief

emblem of his standard, and the Estrella Solitaria has con-

tinued to be Cuba's flag of its several rebellions and finally of its

achieved nationality. Thus a star is borne in white on a red

equilateral triangle based at the hoist, the rest of the flag being

alternate three blue and two white horizontal bars.

The Capital city of Havana faces both the sea and its en-

closed harbor. To starboard, on the seashore before the city

stands the monument that bids us "Remember the Maine." ,

Then as our ship steers through the narrow entrance into the

bay. on the port side, Morro Castle towering atop an eminence 9
awes the visitors to this island of sugar and the best tobacco.

On departing we salute on El Morro's staff the proud bright flag

of the twenty-second and last of the visited American Good
Neighbors.

CANADA
Now again into temperate waters past the eastern front of

our country we shall complete our pilgrimage at Halifax, the

Naval Station of Canada, our ally and new accession to the

all-inclusive Pan-America.

Canada raises the British Union on shore as its Dominion
Flag and at sea its merchant vessels wear the Red Ensign with

the Canadian Shield of Arms as the badge of its flag.
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The Junior World Trade Association

of San Francisco

At its March meeting the call for explanation of the Sea-Air controversy, which

has been under discussion in shipping circles for years, was answered by Jim Black of

the Matson Navigation Company. His address is published herewith for the benefit

of those who could not attend.

Introduced at the meeting by President Stewart was Herbert G. Porter of Otis,

McAllister and Co., representative of the Association at the International Trade

Organization Charter hearings at San Frar.cisco.

World Trade and

Sea-Air Operations

By JAMES B. BLACK, Jr.

FOR THE PURPOSE OF MUTUAL UNDER-
STANDING, let's go back a bit—to some of the

fundamentals of foreign trade. Let's assume foreign trade

consists not of ships or airplanes—but of the transpor-

tation of cargoes and people.

It is true that in the hundreds of years that nations

have been trading with each other, the ship has been the

pfincipal medium of foreign trade.

Somebody in one country sold something to someone

else in another country— a ship was employed to carry

it—the man who bought it liked it—the man who sold it

made some money—the transaction was repeated, often,

many times— this business attracted other business

—

more ships were required—eventually a shipowner placed

a number of ships permanently in a particular trade

—

and a trade route was born. Hundreds of years of trans-

portation history are replete with such stories of how

shipping trade routes began, sometimes died out, but

more often were added to and expanded as ttade in-

cteased.

But, if any government at the outset had handicapped

development of any individual operator, the original

transaction might nevet have been consumated and the

trade route never developed.

It should be emphasized that this concept is neithet

peculiarly of the sea not the air—it is applicable to any

part of the steady gtowth of our essential foteign trade

that has been going on for centuries—camel caravans,

Spanish galleons, the great American clipper ships, the

early side wheel packets and the modern tuibine steamers.

Today we have the reciprocating engine airplane, tomor-

row we shall see the turbo jet and rocket tj'pe of air

transportation. Who can predict what lies beyond that.'

All of these are merely the increasingly efficient arteries

through which our foreign commerce flows.

The mere fact that the airplane is now added as a

means of international ttansportation does not change

the essential picture—we are still catrying people and

things from one country to anothet.

To have stopped at any point in this development

in rapt admiration of some particularly striking advance

in the transportation vehicle of that day would have

been just as disastrous to the continuing development

of our foreign trade then as it would be now.

It is genetal knowledge that in this postwar period the

principal countries of the world are engaged in a gigantic

struggle to obtain and hold on to their portion of world

trade.

At the moment America has the advantage.

To hamper in any way the American initiative in de-
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veloping our foreign trade both by sea and by air would

only give our foreign competitors an unfair advantage

in the trade war that is upon us. You will agree that it

would be a tragic error for our country unilaterally to

take the lead in preventing our carriers from freely par-

ticipating in the development of commerce in the inter-

national field. Of course, if other countries in exercising

their sovereign rights decide to keep us out, that is

another matter— but let us not take the initiative in any

such restrictive policy. We have so much more to lose.

Not only would it deprive American manufacturers

—

merchants—and farmers from the quickest means to their

foreign markets, but also it would prevent free American

capital and enterprise from developing new markets in

foreign countries—all to the ultimate benefit of our

American economy.

Today there are eleven principal American Flag steam-

ship companies interested in establishing their legal

right to operate scheduled air service over the ocean

routes they pioneered and developed. These companies

are the:

American President Lines; American South African

U. S. Shiplines Fettered by Ci.B.

While Foreigners Get O.K.

Nine U.S. shipping companies

have made applications to the

Civil Aeronautics Board...

But the C.A.B. has not ap-

proved any application by a

U.S. shipping company...

...And the one company which
had a temporary war-time cer-

tificate was forced by C.A.B.—
after millions of miles of suc-

cessful operation— to divest it-

self of its airline holdings.

So, today, the C.A.B. artificially

divorces the natural partner-

ship of SEA and AIR for U.S.

companies— while, by interna-

tional agreement, it is in effect

forced to grant this privilege to

foreigners.

Herbert G. Porter, of Ot

McAllister & Co., wh

sented a noteworthy

menf at the Internation

Trade Organization Chart,

hearings in San Fi

on behalf of the Jun

World Trade Associat

Lines; Atlantic Gulf and West Indies Steamship Lines;

Grace Line; Matson Navigation Company; Moore-Mc-

Cormack Lines; Oceanic Steamship Company; Seas Ship-

ping Company; United Fruit Company; United States

Lines; Waterman Steamship Corporation.

Some of these lines have sought air certificates from

the Civil Aeronautics Board—none has been granted.

These 11 American steamship companies, do not pro-

pose to acquire any existing air service. They seek only

to provide new services with new equipment and in their

own corporate names.

They do not plan to invade the territory of any other

American interest. They ask only the right to provide

a complete transportation service over their own tradi-

tional routes, serving their regular trade areas and

patrons.

They do not ask exclusive rights to provide air service

—even over the routes they have pioneered. They sub-

scribe to the principle of regulated competition as de-

fined in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. They are

opposed to granting a small group of airline companies

a monopoly of America's overseas transportation com-

panies.

They do not contend that the fact that they have

carried the American flag over these routes in the past,

and have developed both cargo and passenger business in

their trade areas over many years, automatically entitles

them to air certificates.

They do contend that they are entitled to equal con-

sideration along with other applicants who now seek for

the first time to enter the overseas field and who would

bar all shipping companies from providing air transpor-

tation supplementing their surface transportation.

Each of the 1 1 shipping companies stands ready to

meet any and all tests required of other applicants by

the Civil Aeronautics Board.

Contrary to statements sometimes made, there is no

policy of Congress against shipping company operation

of aircraft. On the other hand specific provision is made

for such operation in the Merchant Marine Act of 19.36

and the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938.

The 1936 Act directs the Maritime Commission "to

t Please ti/rn to paxe 1 20

1
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Marine Insurance
Our London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom CorrespDndent

The International Shipping Conference

W;
HILE THE BANNING FROM MEMBERSHIP
of Government organizations was the most signifi-

cant feature of the recent International Shipping Con-

ference, held in London, there were some important

marine insurance "pointers" under the heading of "Tech-

nical Matters." Briefly, it may be recalled that the Con-

ference was established in 1921 after the first World
War, following consultation with one or two of the

leading shipowners' organizations on the Continent. The

first Conference devoted itself mainly to revising the

whole of the safety regulations in such a way as to in-

corporate the war experience in these matters in a series

of recommendations which subsequently became the

basis of the revised Conventions on Load Line and safe-

ty of Ships at Sea.

The next meeting was held in 1924, and, besides carry-

ing the work on safety regulations a step further, they

dealt with a number of subjects such as the Hague Rules,

general average, flag discrimination, uniform tonnage

measurement, double taxation, sanitary regulations, im-

munity' of public ships, and other matters. The third

Conference was held in 1926, and dealt further with

most of the above subjects and also with such matters

as oil tanker freeboard, oil discharge, collision regulations,

clean bills of lading, mortgages and liens, etc. The fourth

Conference was held in 1928, when the progress in re-

gard to the subjects mentioned above was reviewed.

The International Shipping Conference has been rep-

resented at a number of Governmental International

Conferences, including those of the League of Nations

dealing with the Maritime Ports Convention and other

matters affecting shipping, the Wireless Conferences,

Safety and Load Line Conventions, the World Economic

Conferences of 1928 and 1933.

The International Shipping Conference has never con-

cerned itself with Liner Conference affairs such as Liner

Conference rates of freight, etc., and its activities have

been mainly directed to questions of policy affecting all

sections of the industry in greater or lesser degree, though

the passenger lines were alone concerned with the prob-

lem of subdivision of passenger vessels as part of the

safetv regulations.

APRIL • 1947

At the latest (mid-February, 1947 j Conference, in

London, the Conference considered "technical matters,"

in particular the review of safety conventions and the

provision of wireless wave bands. With regard to the first,

the Conference recalled the action taken by it in 1921 to

initiate a review of safety requirements after the 1914-

1918 war, which provided the basis for the revision of

the International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea

in 1929 and the International Load Line Convention in

1930; pledged its further co-operation with the Maritime

Governments in any further revision of these Conven-

tions, and urged that sufficient time should be allowed

before calling the Safety Conference to permit of full

consultation with the International Shipping Confer-

ence; and with that object authorized the appointment as

appropriate of committees to examine and make recom-

mendations on the various aspects of the safety problem
in the light of recent preliminary discussions.

All such proceedings are of the greatest importance to

marine insurance people the world over, so that the fol-

lowing resolution which the Conference unanimously

carried with regard to wireless is of supreme interest:—
"The International Shipping Conference once

more "calls attention to the absolute necessity, in the

interests of safety of life at sea and efficient com-

munications, for the reservation and allocation of

adequate wireless wave bands for marine purposes;

requests that all Governments will unite to ensure

this object at the forthcoming Ihternational Tele-

communications Conference in May, 1947; ap-

proves the action taken to secure the representation

of the International Shipping Conference at that

Conference; and authorizes the appointment of an

expert committee to prepare the industry's case to

that Conference on the basis of data available and

to be supplied."

FinaUy, it is of interest to note that it was agreed not

to allow too long a period to elapse between meetings

of the Conference, a tentative suggestion being advanced

that the Spring of 1948 might be regarded as a possible

date for the assembly of the next Conference.

niines in Scandinavian iilaters

Better conditions are expected this summer in regard

to the mine position in Scandinavian waters. The Liver-

pool Underwriters' Association, one of the leading marine

insurance organizations in the United Kingdom, in its

annual report published earlier in 1947, made what has

proved to be the optimistic remark that Danish and
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Swedish territorial and neighboring waters were said to

be practically free from mines, although it was admitted

that occasional drifting mines would still constitute a

danger.

Now comes news from an authoritive Danish source,

which makes it clear that there are still thousands of

magnetic and acoustic mines in the waters in question,

despite extensive minesweeping. The swept routes should

be safe, but the fairways are narrow and ice conditions

have resulted in the displacement of certain leading

marks, such as buoys light vessels, etc., so that the fair-

ways may be difficult to follow, especially in bad weather,

fog and the hours of darkness.

Last year more than 20 vessels were damaged by mines

round the Danish coast, and recently the large tanker

"British Earl" was badly damaged by a mine in the Great

Belt. During the recent war, Germany laid about 13,500

mines in Scandinavian waters, to which must be added

about 4,000 magnetic and acoustic mines laid by the

United Nations.

Since the cessation of hostilities, German minesweep-

ers have sailed 108,700 miles, but all they got were .32

bottom mines and 31 anchored mines. This is a poor

result, but it is probably accounted for by the fact that

sweeping operations were concentrated upon the more

important routes and that there are many mines outside

these routes. Theoretically, the sweeping operations in

the Skagerrak should have yielded about 1400 mines,

whereas only 31 were swept. One reason for this is that

the anchor ropes of moored mines break and the mines

go adrift, many of them stranding. About 4000 have, in

fact, stranded on the North Jutland coast. Drifting mines

are not really a great danger; the bow wave of a vessel

travelling at any speed usually washes them aside and they

do not strike the hull.

All the mine casualties to ships in Danish waters have

been caused by bottom mines, magnetic and acoustic.

Better conditions may be expected this summer. As soon

as ice conditions permit, 60 German minesweepers, in

co-operation with, and under the supervision of, a fleet

of about 50 Danish sweepers, will resume operations,

and, with the main channels already swept, more outly-

ing waters can be dealt with. Nevertheless, Danish under-

writers still consider the mine risk around the Danish

coast to be serious.

Reasons for Marine Insurance

This is a small sec'ion of a chart issued regularly by the U. S. Hydrographi.

shows, in addition to wind and storm trends, the location of obstacles that n

mid-Pacific area, with Honolulu in the lower right. Note the floating mine

obstacles in the ship lanes. There will be thousands of such obstacles for yeai

war is any guide.
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office to the masters of all ships. It

nace navigation. The chart shows the

logs, derelicts, life rafts and other

to come, if experience after the last
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Admiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DDBB5
of San Francisco Bar

Employees' Patent Rights During Employment

(SUPPOSE FROM THE BEGINNING OF TIME
employers and employees as well have made com-

plaints about the other on the basis of the claim that

either the employee invented a particular device or piece

of equipment that the employer subsequently adopted

as his own or, on the other hand, the employer claims

that the employee, during the course of his employment,

adopted a device or an idea that came to him either as a

result of his employment or as a result of some act of the

employer, thereafter claiming ownership of the idea or

right of whatsoever nature it might be. The cases are

numerous. However, in the field of Admiralty they are

rather limited and the recent case of Matarese is. Moore-

McCormack Lines, et al, CCA. 2nd, presents a situation

where an employee attempts to secure compensation for

a production of his imagination that was put into prac-

tice by his employer. The action resulted in judgment

for the plaintiff by jury verdict in the sum of 590,000,

which was subsequently reduced to 540,000. The appeal

raises the issue whether a corporation may be required

to pay the reasonable value of the use of certain inventive

ideas disclosed by an employee to an agent of the cor-

poration in the expectation of payment where an ex-

press contract fails for want of proof of the agent's

authority. Here the plaintiff, being refused compensa-

tion, brought suit upon alleged express contract to pay

one-third of the savings realized by the defendants

through the use of his devices. During the course of the

trial, the aforesaid theory of suit was abandoned and

the plaintiff proceeded upon the theory of quantum

meruit or unjust enrichment.

The plaintiff was a man of little education, who emi-

grating to this country from Italy some 46 years ago, had

always worked around the docks and in 1938 was em-

ployed as a part-time stevedore on defendant's pier. His

case, which the jury quite obviously must have accepted

in full, was that in August of that year he informed

Furey, defendant's agent in charge of the pier, that he

had something which would facilitate cargo loading and

unloading, thus saving the defendants much money and

preventing the accidents ordinarily occuring at the pier.

Mr. Furey visited the plaintiff's home and saw the models

and it was claimed by the plaintiff that he promised at

that time to give plaintiff one-third of all savings real-

ized by defendants as a result of the use of the device.

He permitted the plaintiff to construct the device for

defendants on their premises using defendants' materials.

Plaintiff proceeded to construct the devices during which

time, it might be added, he continued to receive long-

shoreman's pay. He asked Furey for payment on many
occasions in accordance with the alleged agreement.

However, he did not receive any payments and sub-

sequently was discharged after which he filed the in-

stant suit. During the period of employment, plaintiff

applied for patents for a "Cargo loading and unloading

apparatus" consisting of a reversible 5 x 4' wooden

pallet and a flexible bridle, a guiding frame, a mesh net,

and lifting bars to transport the pallet between ship and

pier. The other was for a "Cargo loading and unloading

platform," or stationary wooden platform attached to,

and extending out from the pier. Over the objections of

the defendants, the patents were admitted into evidence

and the reviewing court held that they were part of the

history of evidence between the parties. The main legal

issue on appeal turns, therefore, upon the validity of the

claim of unjust enrichment under the circumstances of

this case.

The doctrine of unjust enrichment or recovery in

quasi-contract does not deal with situations in which the

party to be charged had by word or deed legally consented

to assume a duty toward the party seeking to charge him.

Instead, it applies to situations where as a matter of face

there is no legal contract, but where the person sought

to be charged is in possession of money or property

which in good conscience and justice he should not re-

tain, but should deliver to another. Where this is true

the courts impose a duty to refund the money or the

use value of the property to the person to whom in good

conscience it ought to belong. The court said that the

doctrine is applicable to a situation where, as here, the

product of an inventor's brain is knowingly received

and used by another to his own great benefit without

compensating the inventor. This is recognized in the

leading New York case of Bristol vs. Equitable Life Assur.

Soc. 132 N. Y. 264, 267. In that case the New York

Court of Appeals dismissed a complaint based on the use

by defendant of an advertising scheme of which plaintiff

had apprised it, because the scheme was not original and

because it was not alleged to be marketable. The court,

however, was careful to distinguish the situation in

which an invention is involved, saying: "In such case

(of inventions) there is a production which can, by

multiplying copies, be put to marketable use. * * *

whoever infringes takes benefits or profits which other-

wise would naturally come to the producer.
'"

Courts have justly been assiduous in defeating at-

tempts to delve into the pockets of business firms through

spurious claims for compensation for the use of ideas.

Thus to be rejected are attempts made by telephoning or

I Please liini to page 130)
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TH[ MARY UmU
Another Steel Tuna Clipper by National Iron Works

FOLLOWING ITS FINE •STORM-TESTED" PRED-
ECESSORS into the sea, the sixth steel tuna clipper

completed by National Iron Works since the war's end

slid down the ways at the company's big shipyard in a

colorful launching ceremony March 1. Three more steel

vessels—two 106 footers and one 110 footer—are near-

ing completion.

The 106-foot vessel, christened Mary Barbara, newest

in the San Diego tuna fleet, will operate for the sixth and

newest of San Diego's busy canneries. People's Fish &
Packing Co.

Owners of the $300,000 craft are well-known veterans

of the tuna industry, Serefino Parmigiani and J. E. Mel-

lusi, whose wives were matron of honor and sponsor, re-

spectively.

The Mary Barbara is one of a series of steel vessels on

which National Iron Works introduced "assembly line

"

production methods to improve efficiency and speed of

production. She is of the raised-deck type, built of elec-

tric arc welded steel, with a raked beam and modified

tuna vessel stern. The vessel is subdivided with five trans-

verse oil and watertight bulkheads and a transom bulk-

head, extending to the main deck to form peak fresh

water tanks, a cofferdam for chain stowage, a forward

fuel oil deep tank, a machinery space, and eight brine

wells arranged in two rows of four each.

Molded beam is 25 feet, molded depth is 12 feet, and

molded height to raised deck is 18 feet, 8 inches. Total

fish capacity is 160 tons.

With a fuel oil capacity of 32,662 gallons, the Mary
Barbara's cruising range is 12,000 miles. Crews' quarters

are provided for 14 men.

The galley is served by a model 120 Ingle oil range,

manufactured by National Iron Works. The entire re-

frigeration system was designed and furnished by the

Baker Ice Machine Co., Inc., of Los Angeles. Refrigera-

tion compressors are three two-cylinder 20 hp machines,

and one two-cylinder, 3 hp machine for galley service.

Main engine is a six-cylinder Atlas Imperial diesel,

supercharged to provide 550 bhp. The engine is equipped

with a Kingsbury thrust bearing and is freshwater-cooled

by means of heat exchangers. Auxiliary generating en-

gines are 220-volt, Atlas six-cylinder Imperial diesels,

providing 1 12 bhp.

Pumps include one ten-inch Campbell Machine Co.

vertical bait pump; ten 2Vi-inch Weinman Brine Circu-

lating Pumps with 2 hp U. S. Motor.

Electric service is a 220-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle system

with ac electric power wherever required, and with 110-
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volt single phase, 60-cycle, ac lighting cunent throughout

the ship.

Propeller is by Doran Co., with dimensions 71" by

60", and designed especially for the Mary Barbara by

William Lambie.

Brief Specifications for Mary Barbara
Length, Over-all 106'

Molded Beam 25'

Molded Depth 12'

Molded Height to Raised Deck 18'8"

Total Fish Capacity 160 tons

Brine Well under Deck 122.8 tons

Brine Well on Deck 27.2 tons

Fuel Oil Capacity, Total 32,662 gallons

Bait tanks and double

bottom tanks 2 1,666 gal.

#1 Brine WeUs 10,996gal.

Cruising Range Approximately 12,000 miles

Fresh Water Capacity 2,878 gallons

Lubricating Oil Capacity 1,390 gallons

Insulation
5" of cork in bottoms, sides and on extreme forward

and after ends of below-decks brine wells.

4" of cork in intermediate transverse bulkheads.

4" of foam glass in shaft alley bulkheads.

5" of Fiberglas in main deck.

4" of cork around refrigerated bait box compartments.

4" to 5" of foam glass around refrigerated stores com-

partments.

Crew's Quarters 14 men
1 8-man crew room.

1 2 -man crew room.

1 radio room with accommodations for 1 man.

1 Captain's room.

1 Engineer's room with accommodations for 2 men.

Main Engine

Atlas 6-cylinder Imperial diesel, single acting, direct

reversible, 4-stroke cycle, 13" x 16", 300 rpm, super-

charged to provide 550 bhp.

The engine is equipped with a Kingsbury thrust bear-

ing and is freshwater cooled by means of heat exchangers.

Auxiliary Generating Engines

Atlas 6-cylinder Imperial diesels, 92 kva, 220 volt, 3

phase, ac generators direct-connected, 4-stroke cycle, 600

rpm non-reversible, 112 bhp.

Pumps
1 10" Campbell Machine Company vertical bait pump.

10 IV2" Weinman Brine Circulating Pumps with 2 hp

U. S. Motors.

1 2" Worthington Fire Pump with 5 hp Worthington

Motor.

1
3''

Motor.

1 3"

Weinman brine transfer pump with 5 hp G.E.

X 2" Atwell bilge pump with 5 hp U. S. Motor.

Electric Service

220-volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle, ac electric power wherever

Part of the crowd of

over 1000 gathered to

see the launching of

the Mary Barbara, lOi-

foot welded steel tuna

clipper built by Na-

al In Works for

Serefin
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Master of Ceremonies Art Ponsford introduces Serefino

Parmigiani and James E. Mellusi, owners of the Mary
Barbara, at the launching of the new 106-foot welded

steel tuna clipper.

required, with 1 10-volt single phase, 60 cycle, ac lighting

current throughout the ship.

Hull

The Mary Barbara has a l'/2" x 6" flat bar keel. Keel

plates on each side of the keel bar are Vg" steel. Shell

plating is 5/16" steel. Floors are constructed of 5/16"

steel plate in the engine room and wherever floors are oil

tight. Other floors are I4" plate. A 5 16" center vertical

keel is provided.

A steel box keel is provided under the hull.

Diesels for Log Rafts

on Inland Waters
On Lake Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, in the heart of the

nation's northwest timber reserves, two strudy tug boats,

the Coeur D'Alene and Pine Cat owned and operated by

Lafi^erty Transportation Company can been seen per-

forming their herculean log hauling tasks. Their tough

assignment is to move huge tows of logs, cut from Idaho's

abundant timberland, to saw and finishing mills. Here,

power and plenty of it is required, for it is not unusual

to see either vessel with as much as five million feet of

logs in a single tow. Even with the throttles of their

powerful diesels wide open, it takes from one to two

hours for a boat to start such a tow in motion. Four-inch

hawsers, each 100 feet long are used for tow lines. Top
speed under full load ranges from 1 to 1 V2 mph. Each of

the tug boats is outfitted with a l.iO hp 6 cylinder GM
diesel engine operating at 1500 to 1800 rpm. A single

screw is driven through a 4 to 1 reduction gear.

Prior to the installation of GM diesels in 1945, the

tugs were powered by wood-burning steam engines.

Specially processed composition logs were used in firing

the boilers. Not only did this prove to be an expensive

kind of fuel, but the boats were too small to carry enough

for an entire trip. It was therefore necessary to anchor a

raft midway in the lake where boats could stop and re-

fuel. Keeping the barge supplied, as well as the lost time

in transit, added considerably to operating costs. With

their new diesels, each craft can carry ample fuel for a full

trip and, at the same time, save important space for

other equipment.

Not the least of the economies realized was in labor,

the full time of one man on each boat was devoted to

operating the steam plant whereas the diesels require

little or no attention. The operator or engineer is now
available for other vital duties aboard ship.

A. B. Lafferty, owner of the Lafferty Transportation

Company, states that since their installation, the GM
diesels have saved his firm over S800.00 a month in

operating expenses.

ortatronCo

pany.
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by "The Chief"

The Chiefs" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief." Pacific Marine Review.

Combustion in the IDodern IDarine Boiler

THREE GOOD, SIMPLE AND GENERALLY AP-

PLICABLE RULES for efficient combustion of oil

fuel are:

1. It must be introduced into the furnace in a

thoroughly atomized state;

2. It must come in contact with the proper amount of

air; and

3. There must be sufficient furnace space for combus-

tion to be complete before the hot gasses strike the boil-

er heating surfaces.

Oil burners is the name generaUy given to all types of

atomizing feeders. These are of two general classes, the

steam or air jet atomizing class and the mechanical atom-

izing class. Practically all modern marine boilers are fitted

with mechanical atomizing burners, all of which receive

oil under pressure and must be served by a pressure

pump. There are various makes and types of pressure

pumps for this service all of which claim to be fool-

proof, but it is the duty of the engineer to maintain

these pumps in good order with all joints and glands tight

enough to hold the required pressure. Any of the com-

mercial mechanical atomizing burners will produce

sufficiently line atomization for good cumbustion if the

others factors are present.

COMBUSTION AIR

Air in the proper amount is one of the big problems

in combustion. Satisfactory oil burning efficiency re-

quires approximately 15 pounds of hot dry air to each

pound of heavy fuel oil burned. Roughly this means

that the pound of oil, one sixtieth of a cubic foot in

volume, must in a finely atomized state thoroughly mix

with hot dry air having a- volume of .300 cubic feet and

almost instantly turn into tremendously expanded furnace

gases at temperatures approximating 4000° F. abs. Either

of the modern water tube boilers installed on a C-3 cargo

vessel can when called upon to do so, supply steam for

the rated capacity of her turbine 8500 shp. Her plant

operates normally at 0.58 pounds of oil per shp hour so

that her draft arrangements to the boiler must handle

4930 pounds of hot dry air per hour or 98.600 cubic feet

per hour. This figures 2,366,400 cu. ft. per day which

is three times the total bale cubic cargo capacity of the

<l 2S 18 26 11 13

Fig. I. Typical oil burne

PARTS LIST

1. Firebrick molded tile, 2. Grid for holding tile, 3. Bladed

cone, 4. Register, 5. Positive-acting air doors, 6. Insulated cover

plate, 8. Handle for operating air doors. 9. Distance piece,

II. Quick-detachable yoke, 12. Mechanical atomizer assembly,

13. Tee handle for setting up atomizer assembly, 15. Impeller

plate, 16. Thumb screw, 1". Headless set screw. IS. Seamless-

steel oil tube. 20. Peephole door. 22. Spider assembly. 25. Dis-

tance piece cover. 26. Distance piece cover spring, 2". Oil drip

tube, 28. Oil burner drip pan, 29. Handle quadrant, 40. Gasket,

41. Oil drip cleanout cap.
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ship. Figures like this should give every marine operating

engineer a healthy respect for that too often neglected

boiler auxiliary—the forced draft fan and its motor.

Figure 1 shows a typical marine type oil burner and

register. The mixture of oil mist and air must be main-

tained within reasonable limits at an ideal ratio which

changes somewhat with the chemical composition of the

oil used. It is controlled by the regulation of the: pres-

sure on the burner; and the air doors on the burner

register. In manual adjustment of these factors it was

customary to judge combustion by the color of the flame

as seen through the peephole, a very unsatisfactory criter-

ion because of the personal factor. The best check is

analysis of the flue gases by a continuous COo recorder

and by occasional chemical analysis of flue gases in an

Orsat or similar apparatus to determine the CO content.

Carbon (C) in Carbon monoxide (CO) is uncon-

sumed carbon and carries with it much of the BTU
value of the fuel. When carbon monoxide is formed in

combustion one pound of carbon units with 1 V3 pounds

of oxygen forming 2 ' 3 pounds of CO and generating a

temperature of 2700' F. and 4350 BTU. When CO^. is

formed in combustion, 1 pound of carbon unites with

2-2/3 pounds of CO^ and generating a temperature of

4980° F. and 14,450 BTU. These figures illustrate the loss

due to insufficient air. Excess air has a tendency to absorb

heat and cool off the furnace gases.

AUTOMATIC COMBUSTION CONTROL

To maintain proper adjustments for perfect combustion

a number of automatic controls of the factors effecting

combustion have been designed and used for years in

large industrial boiler plants ashore. During recent years

many of these controls have been installed on shipboard,

particularly on the long time standard types of cargo

vessels built by the U. S. Maritime Commission. These

controls are designed to regulate the flow of fuel and of

air and keep the ideal between them constant while

increasing or decreasing both to meet the service de-

mands on the boiler.

Every engineer should become familiar with the theory

and functions of these controls. The manufacturers will

provide literature to that end. No one should be allowed

to tamper with the adjustments on the control board

until he knows how the various gadgets function and

what they control. In Figs. I and II we illustrate dia-

grammatically two of the combustion control systems

most often used on American marchant ships.

Book Reviews

TANKER MANUAL by John F. Summenll, 150

pages with numerous diagrams and halftone illustrations,

bound in red buckram with gold stampings, published by

Cornell Maritime Press, New York, price $2.75 net.

The author, a Lt. Commander U.S.N.R., is instructor

in the California State Maritime Academy. In this small

volume, he presents very simply, a large amount of very

pertinent material for the crew of a modern tanker and

presents it in a practical and workable form. We would

say that each member of a tanker crew should have one

of these books.

TANKERMANS HANDBOOK by R. G. Wooler,

230 pages with numerous drawings, diagrams and tables,

bound in red buckram with gold stampings, published by

Edward W. Sweetman, New York 4, N. Y., price S6.50

net.

The author was in tanker engine room operation for

14 years and is founder and president of the American

Society of Marine Engineers. The sub-title of his book

indicates the contents: A Guide to Loading and Dis-

charging Oil Cargoes. It is a first edition and is unique

in its highly specialized field. All essential information

relative to handling bulk oil cargo anywhere is here

found neatly arranged and adequately indexed. A very

useful and very worthwhile compilation of informative

data.

atic layout of combustion control and supe
control systems for a tanker.

Fig. III. Dlagr. combustion control instailatic
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RnOIUlEDGE IS THE STRHICHT

COURSE TO RDunniEmEnT

by "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, SOO Sansome St., San Francisco, California

H Supercargo's Life H. D. 1SS6

THIS LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS TO PURSERS was drafted by English shipoiiners to govern the

conduct of their supercargo on trading voyages between England and North Russia about the middle

of the \Gth Century, just before the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Remember in reading this letter that the

language is I6th Century English, wherein the word "Let" meant to hinder or prevent. It is very evident

that the shipowners held these supercargoes responsible for the management of the vessel. The purser also

had to be a combination postman. Pinkerton Agent, pastor, piscatorial expert, and good packer. Having
proved himself of all these he would probably get a pound sterling a rnonth and eats of a sort if his fishing

was good.

We have reproduced this old letter for the benefit of modern deck officers so that they inight reflect

on the honorable antiquity of their calling and appreciate the advantages of modern comforts at sea.

lilr. Supercargo

1. First, you shall, before the ship doth begin to lade,

go aboard, and shall there take and write one inventor)'

by the advice of the master, or of some other principal

officer, there aboard, of all the tackle, apparel, cables,

anchors, ordnance, chambers, shot, powder, artillery, and

of all other necessaries whatsoever doth belong to the

said ship; and the same justly taken, you shall write in a

book, making the said master or such officer privy of

that which you have so written, so that the same may
not be denied when they shall call account thereof. That

done, you shall write a copy of the same with your own
hand, which you shall deliver before the ship shall de-

part for the voyage to the company's book-keeper, here

to be kept to their behalf, to the end that they may be

justly answered the same when time shall require; and

this order to be seen and kept every voyage orderly b\'

the pursers of the company's own ship in any wise.

2. Also when the ship beginneth to lade you shall be

ready aboard with your book to enter such goods as shall

be brought aboard to be laden for the company, packed

or unpacked, taking the marks and numbers of every

pack, bardell, truss or packet coronoya, chest, vat, butt,

pipe, puncheon, whole barrel, half barrel, firkin or other

cask, mounde, or basket, or any other thing which may
or shall be packed by any other manner of way or device.

And first, all such packs or trusses, etc, as shall be brought

aboard to be laden, and to inquire diligently to know the

owners thereof, if you can-, and what commodity the

same is that so brought aboard to be laden; if you can-

not know the owners of such goods learn what you can

thereof, as weU making a note in your book, as also to

send or bring word thereof to the agent, and to some one
of the four merchants with him adjoined so speedily as

you can, if it be here laden, or to be laden in this river,

being not marked with the company's mark, as is afore-

said; and when the said ship hath received in all that the

company's agent will have laden, you shall make a just

copy of that which is laden, reciting the parcels, the

marks and numbers of everything plainly, which you shall

likewise deliver to the said book-keeper to the use afore-

said.

.T. Also, vhen the ship is ready to depart, you shall

come for your cockets and letters to the agent, and shall

show him all such letters as you have received of any
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person or persons privately or openly, to be delivered to

any person or persons in Russia or elsewhere, and also

to declare if you know any other that shall pass in the

ship either master or mariner that hath received any let-

ters to be privately delivered to any there, directed from

any person or persons other than from the agent here to

the agent there, which letters so by you received you shall

not carry with you without you be licensed so to do by

ihe agent here, and some of the four merchants as is

aforesaid; and such others as do pass, having received

any privy letters to be delivered, you shall all that in you

lieth let the delivery of them at your arrival in Russia;

and also if you have, or do receive, or shall know any

other that doth or hath received any goods or ready

money to be employed in Russia, or to be delivered there

to any person or persons from any person or persons

other than such as be the company's goods, and that

under their marks you shall, before the ship doth depart,

declare the same truly to the said agent and to some of

the other merchants, to him adjoined, as it is before de-

clared.

4. Also, when the ship is ready to depart, and hath the

master and the whole company aboard, you shall diligent-

ly forsee and take heed that there pass not any privy

person or persons other than such as be authorized to

pass in the said ship without the license and warrant of

one of the governors and of the assistants, for the same

his passage to be first shown. And if there be any such

person or persons that is to pass and will pass without

showing the same warrant, you shall let the passage of any

such to the uttermost of your power; and for that there

may be no such privy person pass under the cloak and

colour of some mariner you shall upon the weighing of

your ship's anchor call the master and mariners within

board by the names and that by your books, to the end

that you may see that you have neither more nor less,

but just the number for the voyage.

5. Also, if it shall chance the ship be put into any har-

bour in this coast by contrary winds or otherwise in mak-

ing the voyage, send word thereof from time to time, as

the case shall require by your letters in this manner:

"To Master J.
B., agent for the Company of the New

Trades in S. in London."—If you do hire any to bring

your letters, write that which he must have for the post-

age. And for your better knowledge and learning you

shall do very well to keep a daily note of the voyage both

outwards and homewards.

6. And principally see that you forget not daily in all

the voyage both morning and evening, to call the com-

pany within board to prayer, in which doing you shall

please God, and the voyage will have the better success

thereby and the company prosper the better.

7. Also in calm weather and at other times when you

shall fortune to come to anchor in the seas during the

voyage, you shall for the company's profit and for good

husbanding of the victuals aboard, call upon the boat-

swain and other of the company to use such hooks, and

other engines they have aboard to take fish with, that

such fish so taken may be eaten for the cause aforesaid;

and if there be no such engines aboard, then to provide

some before you go from hence.

8. And when God shall send you in safety into the Bay

of St. Nicholas at anchor you shall go ashore with the

first boat that shall depart from the ship taking with you

such letters as you have to deliver to the agent there, and

if he be not there at your coming ashore, then send the

company's letters to Colmogro to him by some sure

mariner or otherwise, as the master and you shall think

best; but go not yourself at any hand, nor yet from

aboard the ship unless it be ashore to treat with the

agent for the lading of the ship that you be appointed

in, which you shall apply diligently to have done so

speedily as may be. And for the discharging of the goods

therein in the bay, to be carried from thence, see that

you do look well to the unlading thereof, that there be

none other goods sent ashore than the company's and

according to the notes entered in your book as aforesaid;

if there be inquire diligently for whom they be and what

goods they be, noting who is the receiver of the said

goods, in such sort that the company may have the true

knowledge thereof at your coming home.

9. Also, there ashore, and likewise aboard, you shall

spy and search as secretly as you may, to learn and know

what bargaining, buying, and selling there is with the

master and marines of the ship and the Russians, or with

the company's servants there; and that which you shall

perceive and learn you shall keep a note thereof in your

book, secretly to yourself, which you shall open and dis-

close at your coming home to the governors and the as-

sistants in such sort as the truth of their secret trades

and bccupyings may be revealed and known. You shall

need always to have Argus' eyes, to spy their secret pack-

ing and conveyance, as well on land as aboard the ship,

of and for such furs and other commodities as yearly they

do use to buy, pack and convey hither. If you will be

vigilent and secret in this article you cannot miss to spy

their privy packing one with another, either on shore

or aboard the ship; work herein wisely, and you shall

deserve great thanks of the whole country.

10. Also at the lading again of the ship you shall con-

tinue and abide aboard to the end that you may note and

write in your book all such goods and merchandise as

shall be brought and laden, which you shall orderly note

in all sorts as heretofore, as in the second article partly

it is touched; and in any wise put the master and the

company in remembrance to look and forsee substantially

to the roomaging of the ship, by fair means or threats,

as you shall see and think will serve for the best.

11. Thus, when the ship is fully laden again and all

things aboard in good order and that you do fortune to

go ashore to the agent for your letters and despatch away,

you shall demand whether all the goods be laden that

were brought thither, and to know the truth thereof you

shall repair to the company's storehouse there at St.

I Please turn to page 12Sl
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\bw Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

San Francisco Bay Shipyards

For some time past we have been hearing on all sides

that Paci-^c Coast Shipbuilding is dead, that all the re-

conversion and repair work is going to Atlantic Coast

yards and there is little hope for the future of the ship-

building industry here. Getting a little fed up on this

talk, we made a cursory survey of the larger shipyards in

San Francisco Bay area and found some figures that as-

tonished us.

In the first place, as described in the lead article of

this issue the United Engineering Company is engaged in

the largest reconversion job in the country, the three

Matson liners, and are currently employing approxi-

mately 4000 men.

Bethlehem-Alameda is finishing the two largest pas-

senger vessels building in America and is employing

3.^00 men. with much of the work subcontracted to com-

panies employing hundreds more.

Bethlehem San Francisco is repairing or reconverting

many ships with an employment of 3200 men.

General Engineering & Dry Dock Co. has considerable

work and employes 1000 men, their lowest mark in many

years.

Moore Dry Dock has 1500 men working.

The San Francisco Naval Base has much work ahead

al M. C. Meigs, both up on floating docks

iport, SS General W. M. Weigel, a sister

and seven other seagoing vessels under-
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and on hand and presently employs 7500 persons ar

Hunters Point and 10,500 at Mare Island.

The many other repair yards and boat yards lumped
together, are responsible for at least 3000 men, making
a grand total of 34,000 men working at the shipyard

business on San Francisco Bay, which is equivalent to

approximately 59,000,000 a month.

Two other interesting items we have noted in the

news on Pacific Coast shipbuilding. First there are only

seven seagoing passenger vessels building in American
yards and five of these are in Pacific Coast yards— 3

for Alcoa at Oregon Shipbuilding Corp. and 2 for Ameri-
can President Lines at Bethlehem Alameda. Second, the

total orders for new construction issued to American
yards in February 1947 were for 18 barges and one sea-

going tug. The only powered vessel—the tug—went to

a Pacific Coast yard, Gunderson Bros. Engineering Cor-

poration of Portland, Oregon.

We submit there is still a, very healthy and energetic

life in Pacific Coast shipbuilding.

Cracks Stopped - Draft Increased

- Bottoms Repaired

THE SAN FRANCISCO YARD of the shipbuildmg

Division, Bethlehem Steel Company is very busy on
a large variety of repair, re conditioning and correction

work. Three interesting jobs are illustrated herewith.

First a crack-stopping operation on the Liberty type

steamer, Abigail Adams. A cut was burned in the deck
(see diagram) about one inch from the shell for a dis-

tance slightly over the midship half-length of the ship

and a 7"x6"x%" angle double riveted in place with
%" diameter rivets. The weight added to the ship is

slightly over six and one half tons. This is the approved

of riveted gun
SS Abigail

ale angle installation on

ri

SHCCR STUKE

CENTERLINE OF IIIVET

7'X e" X 3/4" ANOLE

OK. PLATE

Gunwale Arrestor

A.B.S. method of crack stopping for completely welded

hulls.

The second unusual operation, said to be the first of its

kind ever completed in a Pacific Coast shipyard, was per-

formed on a Grace Line C-2 shelter deck vessel, SS Santa

Juana. As originally designed her maximum allowable

draft for one compartment subdivision was 25' 9%".
The operation consisted of increasing longitudinal

strength by riveting %" thick' by 48" wide doublet

plates to her shelter deck sheer strake port and star-

board for 120' forward and 70' aft of the bridge; and

riveting doubler plates i 2" thick and 6114" wide along

the full length of the bridge deck sheer strake. All of

these sheer strake doublings were welded together at the

butts. To compensate for cargo side ports between the

shelter deck and the second deck doubling plates 48"

wide by %" thick were welded by plug and edge weld-

Sheerstrake doubling plates being butt welded.

^r^--
j^^

i.

1 £ ^jr""^'^
1
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ing to the shelter deck stringer plate from the bridge

front bulkhead for 19 feet aft. The net result of all of

this strengthening was to give this ship 27 feet, 7V4
inches allowable draft and so increase her deadweight

carrying capacit)' by approximately 1070 tons.

One of the largest repair jobs was the renewing of the

bottom of the APL C-3 cargo liner. President Taft. This

vessel ran on a sand spit late last summer and suffered

bottom damage. She went on dry dock in the San Fran-

cisco yard January 6th, and it was found necessary to

renew ever)' flat plate for 65 per cent of the area of the

bottom and a number of shell plates, as well as to fair

numerous other plates. Over 170 tons of new steel plate

went into this job. The vertical keel had to be cropped

and faired in place for the full length of the renewed

bottom. At the conclusion of this work all of the double

bottom tanks were given a hydrostatic test and proved

tight to the satisfaction of the owners and classification

society requirements.

First United Fruit Ship Delivered

Delivery was made March 6th by the Bethlehem-

Sparrows Point Shipyard. Inc., of the SS Yaque. first of

the new fleet of nine refrigerated cargo ships building

for the United Fruit Company. The second delivery is

scheduled for this month and others at the rate of about

one a month. These vessels will partially replace the 21

United Fruit Line ships lost by enemy action during the

war.

Officials of the United Fruit Company. Bethlehem's

Shipbuilding Division, The American Bureau of Ship-

ping, the U. S. Maritime Commission, and U. S. Coast

Guard witnessed the official trial on March 4 and spoke

David C. Buchan, boss shipwright, checking to see that
there are sufficient shores under the President Taft while
damaged sections of shell plates and floors are being

enthusiastically of the vessel. Among them were H.

Harris Robson. vice president, and J.
V. O'Sullivan. su-

perintendent of New Construction, United Fruit Com-
pany; W. H. Collins, vice president, Bethlehem Steel

Company, Shipbuilding Division;
J. M. Willis, general

manager, Baltimore District, and F. A. Hodge, manager

of the Bethlehem-Sparrows Point Shipyard.

Of screw type, completely refrigerated with a cargo

capacity of 195,000 cubic feet these ships have an over-

all length of 385 feet 1 1 '^ inches, with a beam of 56

feet and depth of 35 feet. They will operate fully loaded

with a 26 foot draft. A normal 5500 shaft horsepower

propels the ship, generated from a steam turbine reduc-

tion gear drive, which produces a cruising speed of 16

knots. Excellent accommodation is provided for 12

passengers.

SS Yaque, first of nev

fleet of nine refriger

ated cargo.passenge

ships, building ii

Bethlehem's Sparrow

Point Shipyard to

United Fruit Com
pany.
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m GREAT APPOI^ME^TS

James B. Black to the Advisory Committee

on the Merchant Marine

ON MARCH 11. President Truman wrote to five out-

standing citizens that he was establishing an ad-

visory committee on the Merchant Marine, and his letter

so adequately set forth his purpose that we quote it in

full. That he chose the personnel of the committee wisely

will be apparent from a reading of the list:

K. T. Keller, president, Chrysler Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Marion B. Folsom, vice chairman. Business Advisory

Council for the Department of Commerce, Treas-

urer, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Andrew W. Robertson, chairman of the Board, Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

James B. Black, president, Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany, San Francisco, California.

Vice Admiral Edward L. Cochrane, USN, formerly Chief,

Bureau of Ships, U. S. Navy, president, the Society

of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

Mr. Keller was appointed chairman and Mr. Folsom

vice chairman.

The Maritime industry is well pleased with the presi-

dent's action and the Pacific Coast is happy over the ap-

pointment of Mr. Black. The President's letter follows:

"Dear Mr. Black:

"As an aftermath of the war, the United States faces

critical problems in connection with the construction,

modernization and maintenance of an adequate fleet of

passenger and freighr vessels. With no new passenger

liners and few cargo vessels scheduled to be built in the

immediate future, the Nation is not assured of the ex-

istence of a balanced and modern merchant fleet. This

is a matter that concerns not only our commerce and

trade, but our national security as well.

"Even before the war we had few passenger vessels.

When we entered the war, we shifted to the construction

of mass-produced cargo ships, in order to carry America's

great production of war materials overseas. We used all

our prewar passenger vessels, one-third of which were

more than 20 years old, as transports or fleet auxiliaries.

Some of these were sunk or badly damaged, and many
others were so drastically altered for war use that their

complete reconversion to peacetime needs is not eco-

nomically justified.

"Although our present need is primarily for passenger

ships, our ship construction program as a whole merits

careful consideration. As an important element of na-

tional security in connection with preparation for expan-

sion in case of emergency, it is essential that shipbuilding

skills be maintained by shipbuilders through an orderly

replacement program of all types of vessels. Latest tech-

nological developments must be incorporated into our

future cargo and combination cargo-and-passenger ves-

sels, as well as into passenger liners, if the United States

is to maintain a well-balanced modern merchant fleet to

meet trade as well as security requirements.

"I feel that the whole problem should be carefully

studied in all its phases by a group of citizens equipped

by background and training to counsel the government

and assist it in formulating a program to strengthen our

merchant marine. Accordingly, I have established an

Advisory Committee on the Merchant Marine, and ask

you to serve upon it. The Committee should meet with

representatives of the Navy Department, the United

States Maritime Commission, and the leading authorities

in the ship operation and shipbuilding industries. After

studying the problem, the Committee should present for

my consideration its recommendations as to the number

and types of merchant vessels to be constructed annually

under a stable, long-range program, as well as any other

recommendations that the Committee feels will prove

helpful. Its findings will assist me in developing a sound

Merchant Marine policy and in formulating proposals to

the Congress for any necessary legislation. The heads

of the Executive Department and agencies concerned

stand ready to give you all possible aid.

"Sincerely yours,

/s HARRY S. TRUMAN."

That James B. Black has the confidence of industry in

general is apparent from the great trust that has been
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FROM THE WEST!

placed in him as evidenced in the following brief bio-

graphical sketch;

Born: Sycamore, Illinois, May 6, 1890.

Education: California School of Mechanical Arts (Lick

School), San Francisco, graduated 1908. University

of California, Berkeley, 1912 ( B. S. of Mechanical

Engineering )

.

Business Career: Service Inspector, Great Western Power

Company, 1912; General Sales Manager, 1918; Gen-

eral Manager, 1922; Vice President and General

Manager, 1923.

Vice President, Western Power Corp. (of which

Great Western Power Co. was a subsidiary) in 1926.

Vice President, The North American Company, New
York, 1927.

President, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San

Francisco, November 20, 19.35.

Principal Corporation Directorships: Pacific Gas and

Electric Company, Director and Member of Execu-

tive Committee.

Southern Pacific Company, Director and Member of

Executive Committee.

United States Steel Corporation.

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company.

Fireman's Fund Indemnity Company.

Del Monte Properties Company.

California Pacific Title Insurance Company.

Other Affiliations: Edison Electric Institute ( Member,

Advisory Committee )

.

California Palace of the Legion of Honor ( Trustee )

.

Business Advisory Council, U. S. Dept. of Commerce

( Member )

.

Musical Association of San Francisco ( Member,

Board of Governors).

St. Luke's Hospital ( Director )

.

Advisory Council, School of Business Administration,

University of California (Member).

Graduate School of Business, Stanford University,

Consulting Professor of Public Utility Management.

Clubs: Chi Phi, Golden Bear, Skull and Keys, Tau Beta

Pi (U. of Calif.), Big "C" Society.

The Links, New York; Pacific-Union, Bohemian, the

Family, San Francisco Golf Club, San Francisco;

Cypress Point Club, Pebble Beach, California.

Joseph K. Carson, Jr.,

to the Maritime Commission

Attorney Joseph K. Carson, Jr., of Portland, Oregon,

of which city he is former mayor, has been appointed

by President Truman to be a member of the Maritime

Commission and the appointment is highly pleasing to

those who are anxious about the future welfare of the

American Merchant Marine. Immediately after his con-

firmation by the Senate, Mr. Carson made a hurried visit

to the major port cities of the Pacific Coast and brought

himself in contact with maritime commission activities

as well as with industrial leaders and the press. It w^as

with great relief that the shipping industry learned of

the appointment of this outstanding Pacific Coast repre-

sentative to a commission whose work will so vitally

affect the future of Pacific shipping.

In a letter to the Pacific Marine Review prior to his

confirmation by the Senate, Mr. Carson indicated a deep

interest in his expected duties and a full appreciation of

their vital importance to the industrial West.

Turnbull Succeeds Wmi at G. [.

Ray W. Turnbull, president of Hotpoint Company

since 1941, has been named to succeed Raymond Alvord

as Commercial vice president of General Electric Co.

Pacific District, with headquarters at San Francisco. The

announcement comes from Charles E. Wilson, president

of G. E. Pacific District includes California, Arizona,

Utah, Nevada, Hawaii and parts of Idaho and Wyoming.

The change is effective September 1 and Alvord will

retire on September 30. after 43 years of service with the

company.
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Cavanaugh Machine Works

Frank Cavanaugh has formed a

ship repair and engineering com-

pany under name of Cavanaugh Ma-
chine Works, located at 220 East B
street, Wilmington, California. The
new organization will specialize on

voyage repairs to vessels docking at

Los Angeles Harbor.

Cavanaugh Machine Works has

a well equipped machine shop spe-

cially tooled for marine work. Cav-

anaugh formerly operated the West
Coast Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company at San Pedro. For twelve

Page 98

years he was with the Los Angeles

Shipbuilding and Drydock Com-

pany.

One of the firm's current jobs is

converting LCI's to 400-ton freight-

ers for the Francis Shipping Com-

pany of Los Angeles; with a similar

job under way for the Aurora Ship-

ping Co., Inc. This work includes

rearrangement of cargo hatches, in-

stalling king posts and winches, and

engine overhaul. Refrigeration

spaces and equipment are being re-

arranged, also the quarters aboard

each vessel. These vessels are equip-

ped with 1 500 horsepower General

Motors diesels.

Cavanaugh Machine Works, in

addition to the machine shop, has

portable compressor machines and

welding equipment for hull repairs

at any berth in Los Angeles Harbor

area. Among the shop tools are a

72" lathe, 36" lathe with 30 foot

bed; openside planer, 36" x 36" x

12' bed; 24" shaper; No. 3 milling

machine, horizontal grinder, one
12" lathe and one 20" lathe; new
Do-AU machine, vertical drill with

6' arm which permits work in 12'

radius.
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Southern California Propellers Hold

Joint tuncheon With Bilge Club

On February 26 the two Southern California Mari-

time Clubs held a combined luncheon at the Palos

Verdes Country Club to hear a talk by Lieutenant

J. Vaughn, USMS.

E. A, MacMaho

rd Woodru« Marine Exchange; Lieut. Jim Vaughn

l'l Benne«: USCG, Commandant lUh CG District

s Propeller Club; Al Boro. Prcs.. Bilge Club. J. M
Costello Supply Co.

BoHom, L. t( R.— E. Kilbourne U. S. Marh
viaritime Commission; Capt.

Co.; Capt. Ray Johnson. Cre

ie Commission; Robert Fur

C Linthicum, Long Beach

ent Wharf & Whse. Co.

Top. L. to R.-J. M. Costello. J. •^Costello Co.; F^

can^Hawaiian Steamship Co.; L. C. Munson Distr. Mgr.. WiMic

Co.; T. W. Buchholi. Metropolitan Stevedoring Co.

Bottom. L. to R.-E. A. MacMahon Pres P';°P?"|' ^If; Al Bo

Bilge Club. J. M. Costello Supply Co ;
Capt F. F Ellis Techni

tor motion picture studios; Rear Admiral Albert Ware Marsh
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Left to right: Art Strum. Coastwhe. Paclfii: Far East Lines; George
Downey, Coastwise, Pacific Far East Lines, and Pat Osborn. United States

L. to R.: Bob Snodgrass, Secretary of Bilge Club; Winn Rash, California

Bank; Howard S. Bowen. Llewellyn Supply Co.. and Walter Richards,

Wilmington Iron Works.

BILGE CLUe RflflUHL BHnQUET
On these two pages are scenes of the 19th Annual Bilge Club Banquet held February 22 at the Biltmore Hotel,

Los Angeles.

L. to R.— F. H. Ryan. Cliff Dykes. Lloyd G. Emerson. Ed Whittemor^

Clarence Winnaman, Bill Sampson. Kno« Price. All members of Atli

Paint Company organization.
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L. to R.— Louis Towne Rolling Hills; Walter Brown. Brown Bros.; Henry

Epstein, L. A. Examiner; Leon Brown. Brown Bros.; Dr. O. Jacobs. San

Pedro; Walter Johnson. American President Lines.
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B. Plant heads up Sopac Ship
Maintenance firm.

SOPflC Ship maintenance Staff Terco Equipment in

The Sopac Ship Maintenance

Company, 1168 Battery Street, San

Francisco, was established in March

1945 by George B. Plant on his re-

lease from the U. S. Army Previous

to his Army service. Plant was in

the truck transportation business

and, at present owns and operates

The International Freightways.

Bill Harris, sales manager of So-

pac was formerly manager of the

Coastwise Marine Service Company,

and for eight years has occupied

various positions in the production

phases of ship construction.

Roy A. Lazzari, manager of oper-

ations, was formerly with United

Engineering Company and other

ship repair concerns in the San

Francisco Bay Area.

Shoreside Personalities

Hugh Gallagher, Matson Navi-

gation Co., San Francisco has been

made a member of the 12 man
Committee appointed by the Na-

tional Federation of American Ship-

ping, Inc. to determine an industry-

wide policy on radar.

Larger Quarters

T. E. Rackerley of Terco Equip-

ment Company announces the re-

moval of the company to new and

more commodious quarters at 9,^9

Howard Street, San Francisco.

The Company has been appointed

distributors in the Bay Area in the

marine and industrial field for Wal-

worth Company products, and the

Gotham Company thermometers.

Hew G. E. Apparatus lllanager

flt Los flngeles

On March 1, G. F. Maughmer
succeeds S. E. ( Sam ) Gates as man-

ager of the General Electric Co.'s

Los Angeles Office, Apparatus De-

partment. Mr. Maughmer has been

assistant manager under Mr. Gates

since April, 1945.

Newly-appointed manager, Mr.

Maughmer, came to Los Angeles as

assistant manager in 1945 from San

Francisco where he had served for

two years as assistant to R. M. Al-

vord, commercial vice president and

then manager of G. E.'s Apparatus

Department, Pacific District. He is

a former chairman of the Arizona

section of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, a member of

Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering

society, Delta Sigma R.ho and Phi

Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic so-

ciety. He also served as vice presi-

dent of the Phoenix Rotary Club.

Tang Heads Chinese Depart-

ment Pacific Ear East Lines

T. Y. Tang, former general man-

ager of the Chinese Chamber of

Commerce at San Francisco, is

named head of the Chinese depart-

ment of Pacific Far East Line, Inc.,

of San Francisco. Mr. Tang is well

known in foreign trade circles on

this Coast and in the Orient.

Fairbanks, Hlorse's Hew

Los Rngeles Branch ILIanager

R. H. Morse, Jr., vice president

and general sales manager of Fair-

banks, Morse & Co., Chicago, re-

cently announced the appointment

of John A. Cuneo as manager of the

company's Los Angeles Branch, suc-

ceeding Harry W. Brown who has

retired.
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Karl French Enlarges

San Pedro Offices

Karl French, well-known naval

architect and marine engineer, is

now located in expanded quarters

at 112 W. 7th street. San Pedro.

The firm is engaged in naval archi-

tecture, marine engineering, design,

super\'ision, surveys and reports.

Mr. French has been in California

engaged in shipbuilding and design

since 1940. As far back as 1922 he

gained early experience in the Beth-

lehem Quincy yard. Upon complet-

ing his M. 1. T. course Mr. French

went with Federal Shipbuilding at

Kearny, New Jersey, where he

worked directly under W. W. Smith,

chief engineer, on Thermodynamics

in connection with the Morgan

Lines steamship Dixie, first high

pressure stearnship in the United

States.

During the next few years Mr.

French saw service with United Dry-

docks. Bethlehem yards and in the

Bureau of Construction and Repair

of the Navy at Washington, D.C.

He had seven years on damage con-

trol for the Navy,—this period

marked the initial development of

this phase of naval activity, which

did much toward our naval victory

in World War II. He came to the

West Coast in 1940, and since ar-

rival in Los Angeles Harbor area

was naval architect and chief en-

gineer at Los Angeles Shipbuilding

and Dr)' Dock Company; later

served as naval architect at Western

Pipes San Pedro shipbuilding divi-

sion, leaving that firm last year to

open his own offices.

Cortright General Sales

manager for Clayton IDfg. Co.

The Clayton Manufacturing Com-

pany, El Monte, California, an-

nounces the appointment of J.
A.

Cortright as general sales manager,

succeeding L. F. Working, retired.

Cortright, who joined the com-

pany in 19.t5 as field representative,

has been sales manager of the Ker-

rick Kleaner division since 1941.

His promotion places him in charge

of sales, advertising and field serv-

ice for the complete Clayton line,

including Kerrick Kleaners and

cleaning compounds, Kerrick Hy-

dro-Steam Kleaner, Clayton engine

and chassis dynamometers, Clayton

Steam Generators and other allied

equipment and products.

Coincident with the announce-

ment of Cortright's appointment as

head of sales and advertising comes

word that the Clayton Manufactur-

ing Company has marked the tran-

sition by moving into a new and

modern twenty-acre plant in El

Monte.

J, A. Cortright

W. V. Harloe

United Fruit Traffic Post

To Harloe

W. V. Harloe assumed the post of

general manager. Freight and Pas-

senger Departments of the United

Fruit Company on March 1, with

headquarters at Pier ?, North River,

New York, according to announce-

ment issued from General Office,

Boston, by A. A. Pollan, executive

vice president. This assignment

places Mr. Harloe in full charge of

all the company's traffic matters,

both freight and passenger.

In keeping with company policy,

this is a career appointment. Mr.

Harloe has devoted many years of

service to traffic problems of the

United Fruit Company in capacities

of ever -increasing managerial re-

sponsibility-. He has had long and

intimate association with many

phases of traffic operation and comes

to his new assignment w-ith a broad

background not only of domestic

traffic affairs but also with shippers

and shipping problems in Latin

America and abroad.

Paul Joslyn Opens Own Office

Paul L. Joslyn announces the dis-

solution of the partnership of P. L.

Joslyn and M. J. Ryan, formerly at

144 New Montgomery Street. San

Francisco. Mr. Joslyn has now^

opened his offices as Consulting En-

gineer in the marine and industrial

field at 444 Market Street, San Fran-

cisco.
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THE WOMEN HEAR

ABOUT SHIP REPAIR

FROM A MANAGER OF

A SEAGOING GARAGE

Women's Organization for the

American Merchant Marine,
Port of San Francisco, had a;

guest speaker W. Miller Laugh,

ton, district manager of Beth-

lehem's West Coast Yards, the

new president of the San Fran-

cisco Propeller Club of the

United States. Seated at the

luncheon held ai the Army-

Navy Club, prior to the March

meeting are: Mrs. Henry F.

Grady, program chairman of

the Women's Organization;

Mrs. Frazer A. Bailey vice

president: Mr, Laughton and

Mrs. Harry W. Parsons, presi-

dent of the Women's Organi-

zation.

George Swett Adds Purekold

To His Line of Products

George E. Swett & Co., engineers,

San Francisco, announce the addi-

tion of Purekold refrigeration de-

odorizer and moisture balancer to

the famous products they handle.

According to George Swett, Pure-

Kold prevents the intermingling of

strong flavors within refrigerators

and thereby preserves the natural

flavor of each food. It also reduces

the dehydration of foods. It is a per-

manent activated combination of 21

oxides and is revitalized by simply

placing the unit outside of the re-

frigerator in fresh dry air once a

month or when defrosting.

Long Beach Jr. Chamber

Plans a Show

Many western industries will be

represented in the Port-O-Trade

Exposition, slated to be held June

13-22, in the Port of Long Beach.

Sponsored by the Junior Chamber

of Commerce and backed by the

Harbor Commission of Long Beach,

the manufacturers' show is being

held as a dedication to the new

transit shed now being completed

for the Calmar Lines.

For the show, the 600-foot long

shed, most modern of its kind in

the world, will house exhibits by

firms active in manufacturing or dis-

tributing, with particular emphasis

placed on those whose goods are

handled through foreign trade. At

the close of the exposition the shed

will be utilized by Calmar as their

southern California terminal.

As part of the opening day cere-

monies, 3500 delegates to the Na-

tional Junior Chamber of Com-

merce Convention will be honored

guests. These key representatives of

some one thousand U. S. communi-

ties will be shown through the ex-

position and taken on a trip through

the harbor, so they may take with

them the story of the Port of Long

Beach, the value of foreign trade,

and the part contributing industries

have in it.

Hagan Corp. Purchases

Ring-Balance Instrument

The Hagan Corporation, combus-

tion and chemical engineering firm,

has purchased the Ring-Balance In-

strument Company of Chicago, thus

rounding out its present combustion

and process control business with a

line of industrial meters, J. M. Hop-

wood, Hagan president announced.

The transfer of control took eflfect

March 3, and all management and

other personnel were retained and

operation of the Chicago plant con-

tinued.

Hagan Corporation is parent or-

ganization to three others: Hall

Laboratories and the Buromin Com-

pany, consulting firms in boiler

water conditioning for land and

marine service; and Calgon. Inc.,

producers and marketers of sodium

phosphate in specialized forms for

treatment of textiles, leather, food-

stuffs and other industrial and com-

mercial products.
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5ENDIX-SCINTILLA fuel injection equipment

Poge Engineenng Co.

Preferred
for Engineering

Excellence

The use of Bendix-Scintilla* fuel injec-

tion as original equipment on many

1 leading makes of Diesel engines is

the best evidence of its superiority.

Washington Iron Works

BENDIX
SCINTILLA

APRIL • 1947

nfwi
Worthington Pump t Machinery Corp.

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of ^m^O^Jti
SIDNEY, N. Y. Wo.M.«K >.VMT,o« co»PO«*r.o..
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E 01 S F L e S H E S

BIG P-2 CONVERSION JOBS SCHEDULED FOR CALIFORNIA YARDS

Three big Army transports, the Admiral C. F. Hughes, Admiral E. W. Eberle
and Admiral W. S. Sims, are to undergo reconversion for permanent peacetime
transport service in California yards at an estimated cost of $3,000,000 each.

A fourth ship may be added to the group on the Pacific Coast and two more on the
East Coast. Possible bidders are Bethlehem (San Francisco and San Pedro);
Todd, San Pedro; Moore, Oakland; General Engineering, San Francisco. Bid
opening date is April 18.

MC EXPERTS DRAFT PLANS FOR 116 SHIPS

A long-range merchant shipbuilding program calling for the construction of

116 new vessels is now undergoing study by the Maritime Commission. Prepared
under the direction of Hugh D. Butler of the commission's division of economics
and statistics, this tentative program calls for the construction of 31 combina-
tion passenger-freight liners and 85 special types of freighters aggregating
900,000 dwt tons. The program has been proposed to supply the U.S. with a
"balanced" merchant marine of 1,044 ships and 11,400,000 dwt tons in 1950 or

thereabouts. A breakdown of these figures puts foreign trade needs at 13 com-
bination passenger-cargo ships and 18 cargo-refrigerated vessels. Domestic
needs are estimated at 18 combination passenger-cargo and 67 freight liners.
Shipping circles believe this tentative plan will be made available to the new
shipping advisory committee appointed by President Truman to study this subject.

MATSON ANNOUNCES CONVERSION OF TWO C-3s

The Matson Navigation Co. announces conversion of the C-3 vessels Sea Skim-
mer and Sea Blenny. The Sea Skimmer will take 100 days from April 21 and cost
$519,470 and the Sea Blenny will take 100 days from May 7 and will cost $515,970.

*****
DRAVO GETS BARGE ORDERS

Dravo Corporation, Pittsburgh, has been awarded a contract to build two

2000-hp, twin screw, diesel-propelled towboats for the Standard Oil Company of

New Jersey. The new boats, each 166' x 36' x 10'6" in size, will be used by
Standard in the lower Mississippi River trade. Also, the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey has awarded the Engineering Works Division a contract (W-1694)
covering the construction of six barges. The welded steel tank barges will be
195' X 35' X 9'9" and the first is scheduled to be delivered afloat at Neville
Island in September.

Dravo has also received a contract covering the construction of two 135' x
27' X 7'6'' all welded steel barges for J. K, Davison & Bro. Co., of Pittsburgh.
The barges (W-1692) will be of the raised deck type used for transporting sand
and gravel.

SHELL NEGOTIATING FOR U.S. TANKERS
The British Shell petroleum interests are planning to acquire a number of
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T-2 type tankers from the Maritime Commission, according to reports received
here recently from Britain. George Leigh-Jones, managing director of the Anglo-
Saxon Petroleum Co., Ltd., is reported to have confirmed reports of Shell's
plans and to have said that the number of tankers being sought would "run into
double figures."

*****
MATSON APPLIES FOR TANKERS

The Matson Navigation Co. has applied to the Maritime Commission for three
T-2 tankers and intends to use them in charter service on the Pacific Coast,
reportedly carrying petroleum coastwise for Shell Oil Co., with an occasional
run to Hawaii.

*****
ICC HEARING SCHEDULED

The anxiously awaited hearing by the Interstate Commerce Commission on
intercoastal freight rates has been set for June 22. Coastwise negotiations
between steamship and railroad companies will start immediately.

*****
KAISER BID FOR YARD NO. 3 REJECTED

The office of Henry J. Kaiser announced that the U.S. Maritime Commission
has rejected his offer to lease Richmond, Cal., Shipyard No. 3, but said the
commission was willing to negotiate further. Kaiser was the only bidder for the
yard.

It was understood that the commission's main objection to the Kaiser offer
was that it provided for use of the yard for the first year without rental.
Another point of objection was that the West Coast industrialist wanted to use
the property for other enterprises in addition to shipbuilding and repair.

Further negotiations on the contract will start soon. Kaiser spokesmen said.
*****

INCREASE IN MINES LOOSE FORESEEN
The Navy warns that the number of mines drifting at sea is expected to

increase as time and weather break the mooring cables of the thousands laid
during the war.

*****
GIANT GENERAL PETROLEUM BUILDING

The new multi-million dollar General Petroleum building, to be erected on
Flower Street, from Sixth Street to Wilshire Blvd., will be Los Angeles' largest
office structure. The building will have 504,452 gross feet of floor space,
with a net floor space of 343,732 square feet. All but three and one-half
floors of the height limit building will be occupied by General Petroleum
executives, officials and employees. Wurdeman and Beckett are the architects
and the P. J. Walker Company will be the contractors. Construction will start
this summer.

*****
MARINE SURPLUS WILL GO TO WAA

Activities of the Maritime Commission in the disposal of surplus property,
except for ships and small vessels, will be transferred to the War Assets
Administration by April 5.

*****
PRIVATE FIRMS TO TAKE OVER SHIPPING OF NAVY FUEL

The Navy is getting out of the petroleum business at some Pacific bases, and
turning the reins over to private companies, Washington advices say.

Aviation gasoline and other petroleum products will soon be supplied by
private oil concerns on Wake, Midway, Canton, Guam and Palmyra.

Tentative plans worked out call for the Navy to turn over all necessary
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facilities to the CAA which would lease them to Standard of California, Stand-

ard-Vacuum, Union Oil Co. of California and Shell Asiatic. Companies would

operate facilities jointly but each will do its own marketing.
+ + + + +

LARGEST LIQUID CARGO BARGE TO BE BUILT BY BETHLEHEM

Bethlehem Steel Company's Staten Island Yard has been awarded a contract for

construction of one of the largest non-propelled liquid-cargo barges ever built.

To be constructed for the National Lead Company, the barge will be an all-

welded steel craft 246 feet long, with a beam of 43 feet and depth of 20 feet

9 inches. Of 3,925 tons displacement, it will carry approximately 2,900 tons of

liquid cargo—believed to be the largest capacity for any craft of this type.

The firm of Kindlund & Drake, naval architects, prepared the basic design
for the barge, which is scheduled to be completed about August 1, 1947. The

craft will be of the conventional raked-snd type but will incorporate advanced
methods of longitudinal and transverse framing and other improvements.

*****
TANKER FLEET TO GROW

With more oil being consumed by Americans than ever before, and with the two

war-built pipe lines between Texas and the eastern coast now transporting
natural gas, the nation's tanker fleet becomes more than ever important to our

economy, according to the American Merchant Marine Institute.
Unlike other phases of America's domastic shipping, the majority of tanker

operations along the United States coastline is now carried on under private
house flags. Government operation, still a large factor in all trades, will

cease on July 1.
*****

SHIPPING PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
Additional legislation to implement provisions of the 1946 Ship Sales Act is

desirable, but no substantial changes in the 1936 Merchant Marine Act are need-
ed, the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee was informed by Vice
Admiral Smith, Chairman of the Maritime Commission. Admiral Smith and other
members of the Maritime Commission met in closed session with the Senate Com-
mittee for a general discussion of maritime problems.

*****
NORMANDIE DESIGNER HOPES TO SALVAGE HER

Vladimir Yourkevitch, designer of the former French liner Normandie, is at-
tempting to save his masterpiece from the scrap heap. Lipsett, Inc., has al-
ready stripped about ten thousand tons of steel from her bow and stern. Mr.

Yourkevitch disclosed that he has drawn plans for a shrunken version of the
84,000-gross ton liner. He also has interested the French government, which has
sent Philippe Deros, an adviser to the merchant marine ministry, to investigate
the scheme.

HOPE FOR DOMESTIC TRADES
"We hope that, by the end of our operating authority on July 1, we shall be

able to restore all of the domestic trades to private hands so that at least the
minimum requirements of adequate service in each trade will be assured. The

restoration of fully adequate service in each trade must necessarily depend upon
the return of more normal economic conditions and the readjustment of postwar
operations to meet postwar conditions."

Adm. W. W. Smith to John R. Steelman, March 24
The "domestic" trades referred to are Intercoastal

,

Coastwise, and Alaska—Ed.
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Fred L. Doelker. vice president of W.
his firm by Brig. Gen. N. H. McKay,
and terminal operations firms having
addition commendations were present.

:e and Co., ackncv/iedging certificate of commendation presented to

ding general San Francisco Port of Embarkation. Seven stevedoring

contracts at San Francisco and Los Angeles similarly honored. In

Ian members of the Port Stevedoring Committees of the two ports.

Army Transportation Provid

Big Business for Maritime

es

Industry

By LT. CDLDNEL JAMES E. SULLIVAN, T. C, D. R. C,

IT MAY COME AS SOMETHING OF A SURPRISE
to some readers that the United States Army is one of

the biggest and best customers of the Pacifiic Coast mari-

time industry.

Everybody was aware that in wartime virtually 100

per cent of the facilities, shore and marine, of the mer-

chant marine were devoted to the movement of military

personnel and supplies.

With the advent of peace when the commercial firms

turned back to their normal channels of trade and com-

merce, they found that much of their work was still with

the Army.

For it is the policy of the Army Transportation Corps,

the warborn agency which consolidated all Army water,

rail and highway transportation, to contract with private

firms for as much work as can feasibly be done by the

private interests.

This has resulted in much new business for many long-

I Please turn to page II81

Left to right: Captain
Gordon Jones secty..

Jones Stevedoring Com.
pany; Captain O. W.
Pearson, vice pres..
Marine Terminals Cor-
poration of Los An-
geles- George Schir-

mer, pres.. Schirmer
Stevedoring Co.; Brig.

Gen. N. H. McKay.
Commanding San Fran-

Cisco Port of Embarka-
tion; Joseph Galla-

gher, vice pres. and
gen. mgr. West Coast
Terminals, Inc.; Col.

John Kilpatrick, supt..

Water Division, SFPE;
Captain Chris Clausen,

2nd vice pres. Callfor.

nia Stevedore and Bal-

last Co.- Christophe
Redlich .

rine Ter
,
Ma

Corp.

Co.; Ellett Norse
pres.. Marine Term
Corp.; Roland Ste
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SAFETY-
OF SOLID BULKHEADS

WITHOUT
THE DISADVANTAGES!

THE "Stone System" of

power operated water-

tight bulkhead doors is colli-

sion-proved. Doors can
be operated hydraulically,

electrically or manually.
They meet all requirements

of U.S. Coast Guard load line

regulations for Class 4 doors.

The "Stone System" is in-

stalled on hundreds of ships

including the S/S America, the

new Grace liners, U. S. Army
dredges, and the Queen
Mary and Queen Elizabeth.

Continental Engineering
Corporation is exclusive

licensee for the manufacture

and sale in U.S.A. of marine

specialties developed and
perfected by J. Stone & Com-
pany, Ltd., of London, Eng.

Please Write for Further

Information.

Continental
ENGINEERING CORPORATION

30 CHURCH ST., NEVTYORK 7, N.Y.

CECO Electro-Hydraulic Steering

Gears— Representatives for'Ajax

Compound Uniflow Steam Engines— Auxiliaty Diesel Units and other

marine spe»:ialties.

Keep Posted
New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

e Hand Vise that Holds

SmaH Pieces

To make handling of small parts

and pieces easier and safer for both

bench and production jobs, the Chi-

cago Tool and Engineering Com-

pany has introduced a new alumi-

num hand vise which grips solidy,

yet will not mar or scratch the work.

Only 7 oz in. weight and 5 in. long,

it is light and comfortable to hold.

The Wi" wide jaw faces, which

open to IVi", are accurately ma-

chined to provide a true surface.

Made of aluminum, they are suffi-

ciently softer than most pieces held

to provide a "Velvet Grip" that pre-

vents the jaws "biting" or marring

the work. Known as the Palmgren

No. 1 5 Hand Vise, it is ideal for use

by tool and die makers, manufactur-

ing jewelers, metal and wood work-

ers, machine manufacturers, repair,

school and home workshops and

others handling any small pieces.

Ets-Hokin's Own Radiophones

The new line of marine radiotele-

phones have been introduced by Ets-

Hokin & Galvan, and enthusiastic

reports have been received from

owners who have already had them

installed. The new sets embody a

small unit installed at the antenna

and called the "Fulwat Coupler."

Maurice Antoine, Ets-Hokin &
Galvan's radio engineer, explains its

operation as follows: "The output

of a ten watt transmitter is obvious-

ly ten watts, but the great difference

in performance is that the output

of the antenna, not the transmitter,

is what pays off in performance.

Various losses due to installation dif-

ficulties often cut antenna output

down to three or four watts. The

Fulwat Coupler is designed to cut

down these losses, no matter where

New hand vise that holds small pieces
securely.

the actual transmitter is located. On
the installations already made, actu-

al antenna outputs of better than

nine watts have been obtained. This

accounts for the spectacular dis-

tance and clarity obtained even with

the little ten watter."

The receiver is guaranteed to

pick up a signal as weak as 2 micro-

volts (one two-millionth). Receiv-

er and transmitter operate on four

channels, appear to be very well

built, and are specially designed so

secondary ground circuits cannot

cause electrolysis.

The new EH&G units are avail-

able now at the seven Ets-Hokin &
Galvan stores, and new dealers are

being appointed to take care of ex-

panded production.

Hot Off the Press

A NEW 12-PAGE BOOKLET,
"The Story of Aluminum Ladders,"

has just been published by the

Aluminum Ladder Co., Worthing-

ton. Pa. Profusely illustrated, the

booklet, in addition to giving infor-

mation about the innovation and de-

velopment of aluminum ladders, de-

scribes a number of the company's

products for the fire, marine, dairy,

aviation and general industrial fields.

The Aluminum Ladder Co., original

manufacturers of aluminum ladders,

will forward copies of the new book-

let on request.
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WESTINGHOUSE BOOKLET
COVERS MAGNETIC CRANE
CONTROL. Five types of a-c mag-

netic crane controls for handling any

t)'pe of load are described in a new

20-page booklet (B-3853) an-

nounced by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation.

The booklet contains descriptive

information, wiring diagrams, per-

formance curves and an application

guide to aid in selecting the type of

a-c control best suited to any appli-

cation.

* * *

CATERPILLAR LINE IN AC-

TION, a new 16 page color booklet

( Form 9"82 > describing and illus-

trating many of the diversified types

of work performed by Caterpillar

Tractor Co. products.

As the title indicates, the publica-

tion stresses applications of the en-

tire line^-diesel-powered track and

wheel-t\'pe tractors, diesel motor

graders, diesel industrial and marine

engines and electric sets, bulldozers,

scrapers, cable controls and wagons.

NEW RELIANCE MOTOR
BULLETINS: Two recent bulletins

on Reliance "Series C" induction

motors have been published by The

Reliance Electric and Engineering

Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Bulletin

C-1 18 covers protected ( open type )

frame sizes 203 to 326, with hp rat-

ings from IS to 20 hp, 600 to 3600

rpm. Construction details are de-

scribed.

Totally-enclosed, fan -cooled "Se-

ries C ' motors are described in Bul-

letin C-1 2 5. which deals with squir-

rel-cage frame sizes 224 to 326, for

two and three phase a-c circuits.

THE ILLINOIS TESTING LAB-

ORATORIES. INC. of Chicago, has

recently published Bulletin 4361 on

Alnor Pyrometers. These pyrometers

are of exceptionally rugged con-

struction, designed to withstand se-

vere service conditions. Ideal for

measurement of diesel engine ex-

haust temperature and for general

industrial use on air preheaters.

superheaters, heat treating furnaces,

oil quenching tanks, cyanide pots,

bake ovens, diesel engines, die cast-

ing machines, feed water heaters,

condensers and similar equipment.

B. F. STURTEVANT COM-
PANY, division of Westinghouse

Electric Corp., has recently issued a

new booklet telling the story about

the latest developments in engineer-

ed air for modern merchant and

naval vessels. It shows what "air at

work" can do to boost power plant

efficiency, protect perishable cargoes,

and improve cargo-handling meth-

ods.

C. H. WHEELER OF PHILA-
DELPHIA recently published speci-

fications of the Tubejet air ejectors

with combined surface type inter-

after condenser. The folder. Number
81, gives general description of the

air ejectors, with an illustration and

diagrams. The operation and con-

struction features are fully explain-

ed. Copies obtainable from Thomas

S. Ryan, C. H. Wheeler representa-

tive in San Francisco ( Rialto Bldg. ).

Hkother Reco^mrsiow
the

Shdth Cruz
formerly the veteran liner

Presideht JoHnson

sopflc SHIP mmmWi co.

1168 Battery Street • Phone SU 5890

SAN FRANCISCO 11. CALIFORNIA

Specialists in boiler cleaning . . . tank cleaning and

reconversion . . . sand blasting . . . interior and exterior

painting . . . scaling and all types of chemical cleaning.

Georqe B. Plant, Owner
Bill Harris. Soles Mgr.
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BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING

COLD
Brickseal becomes flint

hard as it cools —
protects walls from
damage.

A PPLIED LIKE PAINT-Brickseal, a com-
^^ bination of high fusion clays and

metal oxides, protects refractories . . .

preserves brickwork . . . prevents crack-

ing, spoiling and flame abrasion.

When heated, Brickseal deeply pene-

trates the pores and joints of the bricks

and forms a highly glazed ceramic coating

for refractory walls.

Brickseal ^s also used as a bonding

material; it produces a tight brick-to-brick

joint and welds the wall into one solid

unit. Write for illustrated booklet; ask

for a demonstration.

Brickseol is semi-plas-
tic when hot allowing
it to expand ond con-
tract with the furnace

WHEN
HOT

BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING
5800 S. Hoover St., Los Angeles, Calif.

1029 Clinton St., Hoboken, N. J

Marine Fenders by

General Petroleum

With government restrictions re-

garding rubber modified, General

Petroleum is now marketing its

"Shipmate" marine fenders and gun-

wale guards.

Especially designed to "take the

bumps out of boating," the new
Shipmate fender is constructed of a

one piece resilient sponge rubber,

which is vulcanized to a smooth,

seamless, one piece wick cover.

The Shipmate gunwale guard, ex-

tensively used by the Army and

Navy, has a new non-collapsing rub-

ber core. This exclusive feature in-

sures its remaining in place; thus, it

can not stretch and become loose.

WESTINGHOUSE AN-
NOUNCES THREE BOOKLETS
FOR MARINE INDUSTRY: Die-

sel electric, geared-turbine and tur-

bine electric—are covered in a re-

cently complered series of booklets

for ship operators, marine architects

and shipboard engineers announced

by the Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration.

Explanations of the construction

and operation of diesel electric

drives are contained in a 52-page

booklet (B-.M95). Services for

which this type of propulsion is par-

ticularly suited and the basic prin-

ciples by which it functions are out-

lined. The booklet contains a de-

tailed list of marine installations,

including tugboats, twoboats, fer-

ries, dredges, tankers, cargo vessels.,

fireboats, yachts, ice breakers, mine-

sweepers, cutters, survey vessels, and

salvage ships.

"Westinghouse Geared - Turbine

Propulsion" (B-3497), the second

booklet in the series, contains des-

criptions of modern turbine propul-

sion, gears and auxiliary equipment.

Included are several pages on opera-

tion and maintenance and a two-

page discussion of the effect of pres-

sures and temperatures on fuel econ-

omy.

The third booklet (B-.t.i08-A)

describes the arrangement, general

design, operation and care of tur-

bine-electric propulsion equipment.

It also includes installation photos

and numerous diagrams and cut-

away drawings. A double page dia-

gram shows the complete turbine-

electric propulsion system.

Copies of the booklets may be

secured from P. O. Box 868, West-

inghouse Electric Corporation. Pitts-

burgh 50. Pennsylvania, or by writ-

ing to this magazine.

NEW LESLIE PUMP GOVER-
NOR BULLETIN 46.1, a new 16

page illustrated booklet giving en-

gineering, operating and mainte-

nance data on pump governors for

control of reciprocating, turbine and

motor driven pumps, has just been

issued by Leslie Co., Lyndhurst, New
Jersey, manufacturers of regulators,

controllers, strainers and whistles.
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Turco's Hew llon-lnflanimable

Tank Cleaner

Faster and more thorough strip-

ping of carbon, paint, varnish, ad-

hesive dirt, oil and grease from auto-

motive and aircraft engines and

parts is now possible with a new,

non-inflammable cold tank cleaner,

according to the manufacturer, Tur-

co Products, Inc., Los Angeles.

In comparative tests this new

cleaner, called Turco Transpo, has

been shown to clean faster than any

other known product of its rype, the

manufacturer states.

Turco Transpo is designed for

operation at room temperature, be-

ing most effective and economical

when ir is used between 65° F. and

85° F. It is non-inflammable and

made virtually odorless through a

liquid seal which also protects the

life of the compound and assures its

continued operating efficiency.

Transpo is non-corrosive to alumi-

num, magnesium, cadmium plate,

steel, zinc, cast iron, and tin-plate.

, latest product, the

New Type Connector

Makes Pigtail Splices

The Aircraft-Marine Products
Int. of Harrisburg, Pa., have manu-

factured a new solderless fixture type

splicing connector which is called

the Plasti-Grip closed-end connec-

tor.

This AMP connector, furnished

with insulation attached, makes a

permanent, insulated splice with a

single operation of the AMP hand

tool or press die without the neces-

sity of soldering, wire twisting or

taping. The insulating sleeve ex-

tends beyond the metal barrel of

the connector, completely covering

and protecting the ends of the wire

insulation.

Pigtail splices can be made that

will not loosen, even under the con-

ditions of continuous vibration en-

countered in electric fan motors a.id

appliance motors. The small size of

the AMP closed-end connector is of

particular advantage where space is

restricted.

A familiar figure in the engine room

These Atlas Imperial main propulsion Diesels are equipped with

Alnor Exhaust Pyrometers—a familiar item of equipment in

motorship engine rooms throughout the world. Alnor Pyrom-

eters provide for an easy, accurate

check of exhaust temperatures —the

dependable guide to efficient engine

operation, maintenance and adjust-

ment. Alnor Pyrometers are built in a

complete range of types and sizes to

meet the needs of any engine installa-

tion, large or small. Write for bulletins

with complete data.

ILLINOIS TESTING LABORATORIES.INC.

TYPE BZ PYROMETER 420 N. LA SAUE STREET • CHICAGO 10, III
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niulsirex, Hew Product

By Turco

Marketed under the trade name of

Mulsirex, a new emulsifying agent

designed for use with kerosene and

other petroleum cleaning agents to

insure greater safet)', efficiency and

economy has recently been intro-

duced by Turco Products, Inc., of

Los Angeles.

Mulsirex is recommended for re-

moving very heavy deposits of oil

and light grease from all kinds of

metal parts and equipment. In solu-

tion with petroleum cleaning agents,

Mulsirex adds to the cleaning po-

tency of these agents through its

deep penetrating qualities and, at

the same time, because of its re-

markably high flash point (180°

Fahrenheit
) , greatly increases the

margin of safety for the operator.

Flexible

Luminous Tubing

A highly flexible, luminous tub-

ing, originally produced for special-

ized wartime use, offers interesting

possibilities for peacetime applica-

tions. Made by the United States

Radium Corporation, the tubing

comprises a tough, semi-transparent,

moisture- and acid-resistant plastic,

1 4" O.D. and 3/16" I.D., uni-

formly coated on the inside with a

Cut me out and send me in

PACIFIC

MARINE RFVIEW

KEEP POSTED

The details of new
equipment or the new
literature announced in

this departnnent will be
furnished without obli.

gation on your part.

please

quick se

this c

radioactive material which is clearly

and continuously visible at a con-

siderable distance in complete dark-

ness.

kw Line of Worthington

Rotary Pumps

A new line of general service

rotary pumps, the GA Rotary type,

has been introduced by Worthing-
ton Pump and Machinery Corpora-

tion, Harrison, New Jersey. Six

sizes are available in various mount-
ings for capacities up to 51 gpm
and 100 psi.

These small capacity rotary pumps
have been designed for durability

under severest service requirements.

Built-in pressure lubrication elimi-

nates all external lubrication and the

danger, prevalent in many indus-

tries, of liquid contamination. A
production line item, the GA Rotary

in its simplicity of design also offers

easy maintenance and low first cost.

Models are available footmounted

or flange mounted with adjustable

stuffing box and mechanical seal.

They are also available with or with-

out oversize unloader type relief

valve. All models are suitable for

direct coupling to electric motors of

any make. Marine uses include fuel

oil service and transfer, lubricating

oil service, bilge on small craft. Ask

for Bulletin W-484-B1.

GA Rotary Pump. Worthington Pump and

Machinery Corporation.

Kidde Offers Hew IDarine

Safety Equipment

Another new development, the

Multijet nozzle, has been introduced

on the market by Walter Kidde &
Company, Inc. of Belleville, N. J.,

and is designed simply and function-
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ally to provide a greater volume of

fire-killing carbon dioxide gas, mak-

ing increased efficiency of fire pro-

tection for boats. The nozzle has

more range, less velocity and less tur-

bulence than the standard shielded

nozzle heretofore used. So great is

the new "punch" that fewer nozzles

of the multijet type are needed. For

instance, the 35-pound system for-

merly required 4 nozzles. The same

system will now be installed with

only 1 nozzle.

Some features of the new system

are:

1. No external parts subject to foul-

ing since manual controls are

totally enclosed.

2. Very little force needed to operate

manual systems due to exclusive

feature of pilot port operation.

.r The automatic system provides in-

stant protection at all times. En-

pendent of any outside source of

tirely self-contained, it is inde-

energy—will function when bat-

teries have been removed or when
boat is laid up in "dead" condi-

tion btween seasons.

4. Remote control enclosed release

and automatic systems fitted with

reserve local control.

5. Smaller capacity system ( 10 lb.,

15 lb., 20 lb., and 25 lb.) used

a newly-developed, cold-drawn,
lightweight cylinder, many pounds

lighter than prewar types.

6. Acc-dental or malicious operation

is prevented since controls are fit-

ted with pull-out pin and seal

In addition to built-in systems for

marine fire protection, Kidde manu-

factures portable carbon dioxide fire

extinguishers for motorboats in 4,

10 and 15 pound sizes which carry

the approval of the Merchant Ma-

rine Inspection Service of the U. S.

,

Coast Guard. These portables kill

small blazes in flammable liquid and

electrical equipment, work quickly

and simply and are operated by

means of an easy-to-use finger con-

trolled trigger valve.

Ets-Hokin & Galvan Hppointed

Liquidometer Dealer

The Liquidometer Corporation of

Long Island City has appointed Ets-

Hokin and Galvan, 551 Mission

Street, San Francisco, as their deal-

er in the marine field for the state

of California.

Ets-Hokin and Galvan is now
ready to fill orders for any of the

various types of direct and remote

reading fuel and water level indi-

cators that the Liquidometer Cor-

poration manufactures. In addition

to this company's complete line of

modern, efficient, easy to read dial

type tank gages, Ets-Hokin and

Galvan will also distribute Liquido-

meter's new simplified electric rud-

der angle indicator.

Artist' sketch of old
and new Kidde tire

prote ction system.

shows tow ptpi nq and
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LEFT: Harry Engvall, chief engineer of the Helica

CENTER: Harold V. Rasmussen, chief en

RIGHT: Hans Gartnnaunn, chief engineer of the

Appointments

Oelaval Engineering

Harry Engvall has recently been

appointed chief engineer of the Hel-

ical Gear Department of the De
Laval Steam Turbine Company,

Trenton, New Jersey, with whom
he has been associated for 23 years.

He is a member of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers and

the Society of Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers.

Harold V. Rasmussen has been

appointed chief engineer of the Tur-

bine Department. He has been as-

sociated with De Laval since 1941.

Before coming to De Laval, Mr.

Rasmussen was connected with the

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

from 1922-1941, first as a design

engineer on industrial and central

stations and marine turbines and

later as manager of Development

of Land and Marine Turbines. He is

a member of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

I Gear Dept. of DeLaval Steam Turbine So.

gineer of the Turbine Department.

Centrifugal Pump and Compressor Dept.

Hans Gartmann has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Cen-

trifugal Pump and Compressor De-

partment. He has been associated

with De Laval since 1924, first as

a designer of centrifugal pumps and

compressors and later as a hydraulic

engineer. Mr. Gartmann is a mem-

'Appoiiilment? No—/ just slopped in

to read PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW."

ber of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers and chairman

of the Trenton Section.

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

%ieamer Service to CaiaWna Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro,. California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293: Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241: Nevada 615-45: Lons Beach 7-3802

More Work for

Commander Leahy

Commander Frank W. Leahy,

USCGR, Coast Guard Representa-

tive in Germany and Chief of the

Vessel Inspection and Waterways

Security Section, Transport Divi-

sion, Office of Military Govern-

ment for Germany (US) Berlin,

was recently assigned additional

duties as Chief of the Rhine Trans-

port Organization which is respon-

sible for the supervision of the Ger-

man organizations in charge of

Rhine River operations and engi-

neering.

Commander Leahy, a former

marine engineer and a native of San

Francisco, sailed for some time in

his youth with the Old Pacific Mail.

His last assignment to San Fran-

cisco was Principal Traveling In-

spector, Bureau of Marine Inspec-

tion and Navigation. At the begin-

ning of World War II, he joined

the Coast Guard and served as aide

to Rear Admiral E. D. Jones, then

Pacific Coast Coordinator of Coast

Guard activities, and also headed

the Coast Guard Vessel Security

Section.

RPL Training Program

To provide experienced person-

nel for the Company's expanding

postwar services to the Orient and

Around - The - World, President
Henry F. Grady of American Presi-

dent Lines announces inauguration

of a company training program for

qualified young men who wish to

make a career in America's mer-

chant shipping industry.

The training program will be un-

der the direction of Donald S.

Campbell of the Industrial Rela-

tions Department, but will have

close supervision of the company's

Executive Department, Grady said,

adding:

"Our objective is to train a lim-

ited number of properly-qualified

young men for positions anywhere

in the organization.

"After completing a ten-months'

indoctrination in the various depart-

ments of the home offices in San

Francisco, they will be assigned to

sea duty on the Purser's staff for a

period of from two to four years.
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The simple design of the famous KINNEY SD Rotating

Plunger Pump with wide open passages permits the unobstructed flow

of molasses, edible oils and petroleum products including asphalt —

almost any material that will flow through a pipe. Two plungers set

180 apart give continuous flow and

eliminate foaming. The pump has no

valves, springs or gaskets and only one

stuffing box. Displacement is positive —

the pump is accurate as a meter and

through the years retains its high capacity.

AAany KINNEY SD Pumps have been con-

nuously on the job for over 25 years.

Available plain or steam jacketed.

\Nnie for Bullefin ISA
Cutaway view ot SD
Pump showing flow

KINNEY MANUFACTURING CO.
3554 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

We also manufacture vacuum pumps, clutches and bituminous distributors

•••::**/

Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may

be sure that today, wherever ships are built . . . or repaired

... or reconditioned . . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and

mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sai's the Seven Seas in

Reefer Space Insulation

Cold Water Pipe Insulation

Sound Deadening Insulation

Electrical Insulation

Replaceable Air Filters

ireproof Decorotive Fab
for portieres and curta

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulotion

Electrical Panel Boards

Lagging Cloth and Tape

0/n- Regular Dealers . . . or call -O-

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD,
DISIfllBUlORS • CNGINffRS • CONTRACTORS

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant Strael

sutler 5967

OAKLAND
526 3rd Street

TWinoaks 345*
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Army Transportation Provides Big

Business For Maritime Industry

{Conliiiueii from pitge 109)

established firms and has given some new ones a flying

start.

Army-initiated shipments are moving in commercial

bottoms at a steady rate from four major ports—San

Francisco and Los Angeles through the co-ordination of

the San Francisco Port, of Embarkation, headed by Brig.

Gen. N. H. McKay; Seattle and Portland through the

direction of Seattle Port of Embarkation commanded by

Colonel Wm. H. Donaldson, Jr.

For San Francisco alone the monthly movement has

averaged in recent months close to .^00,000 measurement

tons of outbound cargo alone. Fully 90 per cent of this

was handled commercially.

More than 20 commercial ships a month move through

the Golden Gate loaded with Army Supplies which the

ship owners are moving under space and time charters

negotiated with the Transportation Corps through the

local Port of Embarkation. Five shipping firms hold such

agreements.

But the Army contribution to the business of the Bay

Area shipping industry doesn't stop with the movement

of cargoes.

Much of the repair work on the Army's own ships,

the transports and hospital ships used to carry military

personnel, dependents and employees to and from the

Pacific bases, is done in private yards. Through the

winter, it was not uncommon to see five or six transports

a week move into Bethlehem's yards or Moore's or Pa-

cific Ship Repair Company, United Engineering, Con-

solidated Steel, Todd's, General Engineering or Graham's

for repairs.

And Bethlehem, Kaiser at Richmond and Consolidated

and Todd at San Pedro shared in the original conversions

of the transports last spring from wartime troop carriers

to peacetime transports, with increased accommodations

for cabin class passengers and crews. Further conversions

are planned and these too, will be done in the private

yards.

On shore, too, Army terminal work is now being per-

formed by private firms. Last summer the Port of Em-

barkation began turning the stevedoring activities at

Oakland Army Base, Fort Mason and the San Francisco

Embarcadero piers over to contractors. The complete

turnover was effected in July and the Port retained only

a supervisory control of this part of its operations.

Six stevedoring and terminal firms in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area and two in Los Angeles are handling

Army cargoes under these contracts.

In all these operations the wartime co-operation be-

tween the two big shipping groups—the commercial and

the military—has been continued.

Evidencing this spirit of understanding and co-opera-

tion was the presentation recently by General McKay
of certificates of commendation to the civilian members

of the Port Stevedoring Committee, which handles all

phases of stevedoring, terminal operations and allied

activities concerned with the contracts. He also presented

commendations to the eight stevedoring and terminal

operation concerns.

The Port Ste tdoring Committee for San Francisco

consists of Col. John Kilpatrick, Superintendent of the

Port 'Water Division, Chairman, and Clarence Higbee,

Chief of Port Procurement Division, as Army rriem-

ber; Captain Gordon Jones, Jones Stevedoring; D. E.

Kokjer, W. R. Grace and Co.; Christopher Redlich,

Marine Terminals Corporation, San Francisco; and

Joseph Gallagher, West Coast Terminals. Colonel Kil-

patrick, Mr. Higbee and Captain O. W. Pearson, Marine

Terminals Corporation of Los Angeles, from the Los

Angeles committee.

The company awards went to W. R. Grace and Co.;

represented by Fred L. Doelker, vice president, D. N.

Lillivand, operating manager, and D. E. Kokjer, assistant

to the manager; West Coast Terminals, Inc., represented

by Joseph Gallagher, vice president and general mana-

ger; California Stevedore and Ballast Co., represented by

Captain Chris Clausen, vice president and operating

manager; Marine Terminals Corporation, represented by

EUett Horsman, president, and Christopher Redlich, vice

president; International Terminals, Inc., Los Angeles,

represented by Roland C. Stevens, vice president; Jones

Stevedoring Company, represented by Captain Gordon

Jones, secretary, and Marine Terminals Corporation of

Los Angeles, represented by Captain O. W. Pearson, vice

president.

The 14,000 bar rel s *agoing barge of Fo

Company hau ing cargo of lubricatin

Orl ans to San Francisco

Barging—Kew Orleans to Seattle

This 14,000 barrel seagoing barge recently purchased

by the Foss Launch & Tug Company of Seattle, Wash,

left New Orleans for San Francisco with a cargo of lubri-

cating' oil after being overhauled by Avondale Marine

Ways, Inc., New Orleans. It is to be put into service in

the Alaskan trade, according to the new owners who
bought the barge on the Gulf Coast as war surplus. The

barge is 210 feet over-all and has a beam of 40 feet. At

the Avondale yard a 20-foot mast and 50-foot cargo

boom, both constructed of six-inch pipe, were fabricated

and installed; all pipes were tested, the hull cleaned and

painted and the four diesels, which operate the genera-

tors, anchor windlass and cargo pumps, were put into

condition.
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HAVISIDEX^OMPANY
Skip ClianJleri ,^X\ ^^V\

ynduitrial S^upplie6

J>hip Kiqaers \\ //Tt^ j
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Sail nlahers <^^^^**.=..^,.=*^^^^ Salvaae Kjperationi

JfnduAtrial Supplied

alJerricn (f^araeS

^'atva^e \JperationA

40 SPERR STREET SRR FRRRCISCO. 5 EXBROOK 0064

Lnow

MARINE
DECKING

• MAGNESITE
• GRIP DECK
• TRIMITE

• KOROSEALTILE

• RUBBER TILE

• ASPHALT TILE

• LINOLEUM
• CARPETS

•APPROVED UNDERLAYMENTS

RECONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Experienced estimators to give complete quotations

from cleanings of the deck to finished deck coverings

Completely Equipped Trained Workmen

LORENTZEN CO,
2207 MARKET ST. OAKLAND 7

TEmplebor 5613

GENERAL MACHINE
and REPAIR WORK

Representatives for

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(TODD OIL BURNERS)

coiumiiiH

mncHioE

UIORliS
L. K. Siversen, Owner

r,T" BERKELEY. CALIF. crHto^st.

TOUMEY ELECTRIC And
EXGIXEERIXG CO

PILOT MARINE CORPORATION, New York. N. Y.

Signaling Cc^Tunicati-g and Lighting Equipment

eENDIX MARINE PRODUCTS

PNEUMERCATOR CORPORATION (New York)

Ga-jges: ^..auid L».? S'zz J-3^ P-esj-e Bo^er Water Level

PLANT MILLS DIRECTION INDICATOR
AND ENGINEERS ALARM

A. WARD HENDRICKSON S CO., INC.
larine Lighting Fi»tures a-d :t»: 3 Equlpnnent for Shipboard Us(

MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INSTAL-

LATIONS . . . MARINE ELECTRIC FIXTURES . .

.

SUPPLIES AND REPAIRS . . . ARMATURE WIND-

ING . . . POWERBOAT EQUIPMENT . . . SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONES . . . FIRE

ALARM SYSTEMS

GArfield 8102 SAN FRANCISCO 115-117 Steuart Street



IVorid Trade and Sea -Air Operation

(Continued from page 82)

Study and to cooperate with vessel owners in devising

means by which there may be constructed express liner

or super liner vessels comparable with those of other

nations especially with a view to their use in national

emergency and the use in connection with or in lieu of

such vessels of transoceanic aircraft service."

The 1938 Act, in section 401, requires the Civil Aero-

nautics Board to issue certificates to any qualified appli-

cant, who is fit, willing and able to properly perform a

service which is required by public convenience.

The question of whether shipping companies shall be

permitted to participate in developing American-flag

overseas aviation is far more basic than any issue between

types of companies or between private interests. It is a

question of national defense. A strong merchant marine

of the sea and of the air is, by testimony of the highest

civil and military authorities, a prime requisite of nation-

al defense. The soundness, adequacy and stability of both

our overseas air arm and our surface shipping will be

imperiled if either is straight jacketed by unnecessary

restrictions or handicaps.

It is a question of public interest. The funaion of

America's shipping companies is the carriage of persons

and property over the ocean as efficiently and speedily as

possible, whatever the means. Depriving them of the

ability to use the latest and fastest transportation equip-

ment would establish an arbitrary bar to progress and an

impediment to service, to the injury of the public in-

terest.

The transportation "know how " and facilities of Amer-

ican shipping companies are a national asset. These com-

panies have created international networks of offices and

staffs. They have spent huge sums promoting American

flag transportation services. They have acquired wide

knowledge of foreign trade, of customs and immigration

procedure and of the intricacies and pitfalls of foreign

competition.

Wouldn't it be pure folly to cast aside this national

asset, and vest in a small group of newcomers to the field

the sole and exclusive right to engage in overseas air

transportation?

A coordinated service of surface craft and long range

aircraft will be in effect a new and improved type of

service offering many advantages to the traveller and

shipper which neither surface nor air services operating

independently of each other can provide. // is a question

of meeting foreign competition. Our friendly competi-

tors, the British, have adopted an overseas aviation policy

providing full participation by Britain's shipping com-

panies. The British "White Paper on Air Transport pre-

sented in March 1945 states for example:

"The British Shipping Lines which have for so many
years carried a large proportion of the passengers and

trade between Europe and South America and have their

wide connections and organization and their good will in

the areas to be served by the new air routes are, in the

view of His Majesty's Government, in the best position

to make the service a success."

The Dutch, the Swedes, the Norwegians and other

maritime competitor nations propose to institute co-

ordinated sea-air services—to compete for American

patronage. This trend was brought pretty close to home
just recently when an American built DC-4 Australian

IDatson's "Royal Hawaiian"

Mrs. Carl Eastman, wife of the President

of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, christening the Matson airliner,

"Royal Hawaiian," ai John Rogers Airport

in Honolulu on Sunday, March 9, as native

Hawaiian dancers, musicians and chanters

look on. Standing beside Ivlrs. Eastman is

Warren B. Pinney, director of the Hotels

Division of the Matson Navigation Com-
pany, owner of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel

on Waikiki Beach. Above. Captain Dwight

A. Hansen of the airliner, looks on. Imme-
diately following the christening, the air-

liner took off from John Rogers Field for

San Francisco, carrying a delegation of

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
members and officers who visited Hawaii

on a good will mission. The departure of

this group from San Francisco was pic-

tured in the March Pacific Marine Review.



MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO.. LTD.
FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

317 MONTGOMERY STREET . . SAN FRANCISCO
Offices at: Celman BIdg., Seattle '111 West 7th St.. Los Angeles

National Airways plane landed at Oakland Municipal

Airport carrying 31 passengers. The landing completed

a leg of the inaugural flight of a regular scheduled week-

ly service on an Australia-South Seas-Honolulu-Oakland

Vancouver B. C. route—The ANA is owned principaUy

by Australian shipping interests.

One of the principal owners is the Union Steamship

Company, which for years has been the direct competi-

tor on the Pacific Coast-Australasia run of one of the 1

1

American steamship companies mentioned before—the

Oceanic SS Co.

There is an extremely interesting slant to the ANA
situation. In Januar)' of 1945—more than two years ago

—the Oceanic SS Co. filed a petition with the Civil

Aeronautics Board in Washington, D. C, for a permit

to operate regular scheduled air service supplementing

its steamer service from S. F.-L. A. to Australia and New
Zealand via Honolulu, Pago Pago and other South Sea

points."—The CAB has not yet set a date for the hearing.

The British Commonwealth representing the Australian

National Airways filed application for permit to operate

over virtually the same route and a hearing was held

the very next day—the application approved—and ANA
landed at Oakland on its inaugural flight over the route

last month.

Another case in point is a full page color advertise-

ment extolling the virrues of Banff and Lake Louise which

appears in the February 24th issue of Life magazine.

This ad is sponsored by the Canadian-Pacific and calls

attention to the "package tour" facilities offered by that

organization—railways, steamships, airlines, hotels and

express. . . .

U. S. flag ships have over the past 100 years built up

huge and efficient world wide organizations and have

accumulated a wealth of hard earned experience, all of

which is of the greatest importance in serving the public

and in dealing in and developing foreign trade. In prac-

tically every civilized land they possess offices, experi-

enced staffs and personnel, agencies, trade connections,

banking facilities, and travel know-how. The knowledge

of sources of overseas business, travel habits and prefer-

ences, immigration, tariff laws and regulations, and

availability of administrative, sales, accounting, and

maintenance organizations constitute a vast national

asset in international trade, guaranteeing economies and

efficiency in air trade and travel which have been and

are being passed on to the shipper, traveller, and Ameri-

can business men overseas.

Yet at a time when world trade markets are reopening,

when competition for foreign trade is internationally in

sharp crescendo, when foreign air lines are already in-

vading trade areas actually served by American ships,

U. S. flag steamship lines today face the possibility of

being excluded from the field of international air trans-

portation. Such air routes are and have been certificated

with one existing exception to the domestic air lines of

the U. S. while foreign countries' steamship and air

interests backed by their national government have been

and are being certificated to fly to the U. S. on the basis

of the bi-lateral treaty policy. Now this treaty polic)' is

sound. This is merely a factual comment on the unfor-

tunate result of the combination of the reciprocal aspects

of the treaty and the concurrent failure to permit Ameri-

can steamship interests to participate in overseas air

transport. Privileges are granted to foreign maritime

interests which are not concurrently granted to their

American counterpart thus permitting such foreign in-

terests to gain control of carrying our trade to foreign

shores.

We all know the history of American prestige in

foreign trade in the clipper ship era when we controlled

the largest percentage of foreign trade and carried it in

American ships. With the advent of the steamship we
gradually lost that control to foreign steamship interests

largely because of the lack of national interest in the

American Merchant Marine, until the time of World
War I when the greatest percentage of our American

goods were carried to foreign shores in foreign bottoms.

This is the trade which America produced and America

developed, but which was carried largely by foreign

interests. During World War I it was necessary for this

country to build, at great expense, the old work horse

of the sea—the ungainly "Hog Islander"—and her coun-

terparts—to carry the might of American arms overseas.

After World War I many of these vessels were left to

rot or sold to foreign interests who gradually regained

supremacy until the greatest percentage of foreign trade

was again carried in foreign bottoms. So, here we go
again. In World War II it was the Liberty and Victory

ships, supplemented by the C-type of vessels, built at

great expense overnight, operated by the American

steamship companies that again carried the might of

American arms to all shores of the globe. Now following

World War II history threatens to repeat itself, and the

American Merchant Marine finds itself in an untenable

position, almost unable to operate ships because of in-

creasing operating costs as against foreign competitors.

Add to that—ships used during the war have to be

reconverted and now, almost a year and a half after

the end of the war, only a very few passenger ships are

carrying American passengers overseas. Many of the

war-built ships will again go to foreign owners.

You are probably wondering what, if anything, is

being done to straighten out this situation to a point

where at least American-flag overseas carriers are not

(Continued on next page)
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UJorld Trade and Sea-flir Operations

i Continued Irani page 121

1

handicapped in their competition with foreign operators

—particularly combination sea and air operators.

The Waterman Steamship Corporation owns and

operates Waterman Airlines Inc., which flys a non-

scheduled service and operates a scheduled intrastate

service in Alabama. In addition it has developed a long

range high capacity cargo plane designed expressly for

Caribbean flight. During the war it conducted training

courses for military pilots. Recently it purchased con-

troling interest in the South American air line TACA.

The United Fruit Company operated the first public-

service airline in Central America in the 1920's.

W. R. Grace & Company with interests in the Grace

Line jointly pioneered the first air service to the West

Coast of South America.

American Export Lines despite every discouragement

established an air service. New York to Ireland, the only

American competitor of Pan American Airways.

Locally the history of Matson Navigation Company's

aviation activities dates back to 1929 when Matson took

its first steps toward the eventual inauguration of air

service between the Pacific Coast and the remote Ha-

waiian Islands.

A little more than two years after Colonel Charles A
Lindbergh's historic flight to Paris in the "Spirit of St.

Louis," Matson began a series of studies of the possibili-

ties inherent in this new means of spanning the 2,500

miles of salt water which separate Hawaii from the main-

land United States. In these studies Matson was joined

by the Inter-Island Steam Navigation Company of Hono-

lulu, which at the same time was moving to establish

what is now Hawaiian Airlines, Ltd.

By 19.^4, the development of flying boats capable of

making the long hop between the mainland and Hawaii

was progressing rapidly, and in that year Matson was

approached by Pan-American Airways with a proposal

that the two companies join in establishing a trans-

pacific air service. In 1935, Matson and Inter-Island

entered into a contract with Pan-American by which the

first two agreed to supply Pan-American with capital,

act as agents and otherwise assist in setting up the first

trans-pacific air transport service. Subsequently the Civil

Aeronautics Board disapproved this contract, and the

outbreak of war halted all planning until 1943 when
Matson filed an application for permission to operate this

service in its own name. Shortly after it applied for the

right to operate air service from the Pacific Coast to

Australia under the name of the Oceanic Steamship

Company, a wholly owned subsidiary which we men-

tioned a moment ago. This Matson application sought

permission to fly between Hawaii and the co-terminals

Portland-Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles, but this

application has been denied as to the San Francisco phase.

The Los Angeles phase has not yet been definitely decided

by the Board, but it held that no direct service between

Hawaii and the Pacific Northwest was warranted by

anyone.

Last September Matson filed a new application for

permission to operate scheduled air service between the

Pacific Northwest and Hawaii sighting the rapid postwar

growth of trade and travel between these two areas. On
this application a new hearing has been set for April

21 in Portland.

On July 1, 1946, Matson inaugurated non-scheduled

direct air service between Pacific Coast points and Ha-

waii. You doubtless are familiar with the distinction be-

tween such non-scheduled service and certificated, sched-

uled service. Matson carried, and still carries, both pas-

sengers and cargo, utilizing converted Douglas DC-4's,

the military version of which is called C-54. It converts,

maintains and overhauls its own equipment. The latest

plane in service, the Sky Matsonia, is considered perhaps

the most magnificently appointed DC-4 in service any-

where. Flights have been made on a necessarily irregular

basis between Hawaii and Seattle-Portland, San Francisco

and Los Angeles.

Early in the war Matson undertook, by contract with

the U. S. Navy, to operate a modification center for

naval aircraft, first at Mills Field and subsequently at

Oakland Municipal Airport. This work developed into

the overhaul, maintenance and conversion of multi-

motored aircraft for the Navy, employing at its war-time

peak 800 skilled technicians, test pilots, and others. With

the end of the war, Matson projected this activity into

the commercial field and now operates one of the largest

aviation overhaul, maintenance and conversion centers

on the West Coast. This activity is carried on in three

large hangars at the Oakland Municipal Airport, with a

payroll of around 600 to 700 persons. Customers include

several foreign governments, several non-scheduled oper-

ators such as the Flying Tigers, California-Eastern Air-

ways; and domestic airlines including Pan American

World Airways and Northwest Airlines. This activity

has been set up on a permanent basis under a wholly

owned subsidiary, the Matson Aviation Maintenance

Company.

The problem is of vital importance at this very

moment.

America now has the biggest and best maritime estab-

lishment in the world.

America has the productive capacity to always have

the biggest and best maritime establishment in the world.

But short-sighted American maritime and aviation policy

could rery soon and rery surely reduce us to the condition

of impotency in ocean commercial shipping that was our

humiliating lot before the recent war.

World trade advantages will not be won by ship or

plane operators alone, but by an American Merchant

Marine assured of the conditions of operation which

will equip it to hold its lead position in this era of

international competition.

/lUBillUldi^LD
TRflD€
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fiewport Beach, California

I ConlinueJ jrom page 66l

boats or sport fishing boats. Many boats operate as com-

mercial boats in winter and are used for Sport fishing

during other months.

COMMERCIAL FISHING

The value of the commercial fishing industry now is

indicated in the table below. Before the 1935-36 pro-

gram was carried out the value of the Fishiing Industry

was ver)' small.

Weight Amount paid

Year 1955 Pounds Fishermen

Total Canning Fish,

Newport Harbor 18,725,299 S467.500.00

Total Market Fish,

Newport Harbor ... 1,179,858 354,401.00

Total Fish, Newport Harbor 19,905,157 830,901.00

No. Cases Canned, 162,892

Value of Canned Fish.. 789,460.00

The assessed valuation of Pleasure Craft is about five

and a half million dollars for 1946.

Total Cost of this harbor development to date was:

Newport Beach .. 51,082,700

Orange County 1,206,700

Federal Government 1,098,800

Private Work 656,600

$4,044,700

Purposes for which Money was Spent:

For Jetty Construction §1,399,000

Dredging 2,498,700

Santa Ana River Diversion 147,000

$4,044,700

Assessed valuation of the City of Newport Beach more

than doubled during the decade following this harbor

improvement.

Rntigua Converted at Todds

I NITED FRUIT COMPANY'S turbo-electric liner,

U Antigua, rejoined the "Great White Fleet" cargo and

passenger services about March 20, after complete recon-

version at Todd Shipyards Corporation's Brooklyn Divi-

sion. A considerable part of the work on the hull was the

repair of bottom damage suffered in wartime service

grounding. This involved: installation of 51 new plates;

removal, repair and replacement of 13 plates; and repair

and adjustment without removal of 32 plates.

Reconversion entailed removal of 20 mm. gun founda-

tions, on the port and starboard bridges, removal of the

"degaussing" system, 9000 cubic feet of concrete ballast

and numerous deck and navigational structures of a

purely military nature.

The docking bridge on the poop deck was rebuilt ac-

cording to original plans.

The double bottom had extensive damage in grounding

and considerable repairs were necessary to the floors,

frames, tanks and piping. Machinery, boilers and engine

rooms were thoroughly inspected and repairs made.

Throughout the passenger and crew accommodations

A complete transformation of the Lurline,

Mariposa and Montsrey is in progress . . .

new decorations, new furnishings, air-

conditioned and modernized throughout.

They will return to service in the South

Pacific as entirely new ships, offering in

both first and cabin class greater travel

value than ever before.

/ffoMk'^rt^^
MATSON LINES TO HAWAII AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Samoa • Fiji • New Zealand • Australia

Offices: San Francisco • Los Angeles • New York • Chicago

reinstallation of equipment was in accordance with the

highest American standards of safety. Paneling, deck

coverings, fire doors all were refitted with a view to

making the ship highly fire resistant.

The cargo hold coolers for the ship's fruit cargoes were

extensively overhauled, with coils, fans and motors taken

out for overhaul or repair or replacement of parts.

The electrical system was thoroughly revamped, re-

paired and replacements made where necessary, the ship's

safety fire alarm system was overhauled and the telephone

system restored to normal peacetime operative condition.

Detroit Diesel Factory's Dlodel

Parts Department

As an educational service to their distributors, the

Detroit Diesel Engine Division of General Motors re-

cently announced the opening of a model parts depart-

ment at the company's factory in Detroit, Michigan.

Attractively appointed and incorporating the features

necessary for effective parts merchandising, the display

provides a working model which supplies parts for De-

troit Diesel Engine Division's service repair shop, and

which may be easily and inexpensively copied by distri-

butors in setting up their own parts distribution organi-

zations.

A sixteen page booklet graphically illustrates the lay-

out and shows in detail how it can be readily adapted

to any existing operation of comparable size. Dimensions

of working areas, sizes of bins, recommended materials,

and suitable merchandise displays are all covered in

detail.
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Industrial Leaders Headed For

San Francisco marine Exposition

When Lloyd Fleming speaks at

the opening of the National Marine

Exposition in San Francisco, May

12, he will be vanguard of a dis-

tinguished group of speakers and

visitors such as have seldom graced

a Pacific Coast maritime gathering.

In addition to a late influx of

space orders, reports of the coming

visit of men important in shipping

and manufacturing, are reaching lo-

cal headquarters every day. Many of

these visitors will take active part

in the proceedings.

Among the latest visitors' names

released are those of John F. Gehan,

American Export Lines; O. B. Whit-

uker, Sperry Gyroscope Co.; Charles

P. Pannill, president, Radiomarine

Corp.; E. J. McMahon, national vice

president, Propeller Club of the

United States; George G. Sharp, na-

val architect; E. H. Price, vice presi-

dent and general manager, Mackay

Radio; O. D. Colvin and J. S. Cars-

well of Cargocaire; Robert E. Friend,

F. H. Kilberry and R. W. Bayerlein

of Nordberg; J. W. Jackman of

Worthington Pump; and T. J. Ban-

non heading a delegation of 14 offi-

cers and managers of Western Gear

Works.

The program—with a parade, an

aerial show, an art contest, speeches,

and a grand exhibition by the Mari-

time Commission. Navy and Indus-

try— is sure to be highly informa-

tive to the public at a time when

public good will for the Merchant

Marine is vitally necessary. All who
participate are performing a service

for the industry as well as for them-

selves.

The "Brass Hats" at the President's Tahle at the Stag Dinner

ONE THOUSAND PROPELLER CLUB MEMBERS AND THEIR FRIENDS

ATTENDED THE ANNUAL STAG OF THE PROPELLER CLUB.

PORT OF NEW YORK

Reading left to right, upper row: Lt. Comdr. Arthur M. Tod !, USN (Rtd.), Hon-

orary President. The Propeller Club of the United States; Vce Admiral William

Ward Smith, U5N, Chairman United States Maritime Comrr ission; Mr. Harmon
Lewis. President, Propeller Club, Port of New York, an d President, Alcoa

Steamship Company.

Lower row: Admiral Thomas C. Kincaid, USN, Commandan t Eastern Sea Fron-

tier; Fleet Admiral William F. Halsey, Jr., USN; Vice Adm iral Emory S. Land,

USN (Rtd.) President. Air Transport Assn. of Arnerica.

Lloyd C. Flaming

Rtlas IDoves

San Francisco Office

Atlas Imperial Diesel Engine Co.

announces the opening of new head-

quarters in San Francisco at 512

Brannan Street and the closing of

their former sales offices on the

ground floor of the Rialto Building

at 102 New Montgomery Street in

the congested uptown district.

At their new location the com-

pany not only maintains sales offi-

ces and a large display room, but

also parts storage and shop facilities

for the repair of small engines, espe-

cially the Chrysler Marine Engines

which Atlas distributes from North-

ern California to Alaska.

In charge of the San Francisco

branch is J. H. Czock, assisted by

John Jones. Ed Dunk is responsible

for parts and service.

Interocean Changes at

Los lingeles

Interoce.m Steamship Corpora-

tion, through Walter Wilkinson,

district manager, announces the fol-

lowing additions to their staff: Phil-

lips Seagrave has been appointed to

the Los Angeles staff in charge of

traffic. Robert Harding has been

promoted to manager of the Inter-

coastal Department. Alvin Colflesh

has joined the Los Angeles staff as

chief clerk in charge of documents.
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'lUe. /ififJAOoed /JU - Pt^tpade 3>Ui^ieiA Si^jteU

fl-PJMMlTE
T. M. Reg. • Patents Applied Foi

DISTRESS
SIGNAL

1,500,000 NOW BEfNG MADE FOR ARMED FORCES

•k STANDARD — U.S. Nny mid

U. S. Novel Air Ford.

if STANDARD — U. S. Molina Corpi.

-A- APPROVED by the \\. S. Cooit eiiotd

for ships lifeboots ond life rofti.

if APPROVED by the Civil Aeroooutics

Admiolstrotion os replocemeot for

Very pistol ond cottridges.

ir SPECIFIED by Air Transport Assoeio-

tion for oil inflotobU life rofts

ir OBSERVED from aircroft in Oriciol

U.S. CoosI Guord test -33 miles.

if OBSOIETES pislol-projettad, flootiog

and romon-condle type signols.

Hand held. Safe Dependable.

Each .r/no. '"solutely wofert.ght

Ughf-fess than 7 "• ^neplJTfo. econd

rcr/p;>*Tl, or r=--and e fyp^e^|..na,.^
„^ ^„,.

all morme and avioTion rr

jtitufes.

[lERIflL PRODUCIS, IHL MfRRlCK. L.

4^a^ Sa/e

VESSELS
^C/4^0-Displacement from 400 to 4100 tons

225, 900, 1800 Horsepower

Diesel powered 20, 30, ICO, 200 kw

A ^cUUliaj^-/^eiu (AP-2)

Forge Steel Rough Turn

163/4" O.D. X 21 9" Long

Forging Quality 16" OD x 22'2" Long

ATTRACTll E PRICES

I\ATIOXAL 3IETAL &
STEEL tORPORATIOA

200 So. Seaside Ave., Terminal Island. Calif.

Phones: Lo^ Angeles: NEvada 625-71

San Pe.lro Harbor: TErminal 24.$-8:

/O
MOORE-McCORMACK

AMERlt AX REPIBLIC S LI>E
Freight and Passenger Service Vietween the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL • IRIGIAY • ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPIBLICS LIXE
Freioht and Passenger Service between the West

Coast of United States and the countries of

BR.4ZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

AMERICAN' SCAXTIC I.IXE

Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA

^r. Pparl Harbor to

I -J Day. \toore-\JrCormack
Lines operated more

than l^) ships, lost II

lesseis, transported

75 t,239 troops and
carried $$AlOAll tons

of uar cargo. To discharffi

such rrsponsibilities

m time of crisis, America's
Merchant \Jarine must be

kept strong in peace

For complete information apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
140 C.4LIF0RMA STREET
San Francisco 11, Calif.

330 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los .\ngeles 14. Calif.

DE.XTER-HORTON BLILDING
Seattle 4, Washington

BO.iRD OF TR.\DE BUILDING
Portland 4, Oregon

744 H.4STINCS ST. WEST
Vancouver, B. C.

Offices in Principal Cities of the World

ON THE PACIFIC
it's

EVERETT PACIFIC

• Specialiring in hull, electri-

cal, and steam arKl dlesel

repairs.

• A modern machine shop com-

pletely equipped for every

need.

• Precision performance o^
every job. aM

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
EVERETT, WASHINGTON

SHIP REPAIR . 10,500 TON
& CONVERSION DRY DOCK
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President Johnson Reconverted for

Portugal-South Hmerica Run

iCoiilitiiied from paf;e 59

1

all complete ocean equipment and boat gear were also

supplied by the Welin Company.

All main propulsion machinery, boilers, and complete

auxiliaries had to be thoroughly examined, completely

overhauled, and all necessary replacements made, includ-

ing one new section of crankshaft for starboard main

engine. This job constituted one of the major portions

of the contract. Due to the extensive changes in the

ship's accommodations, considerable plumbing and elec-

trical work also had to be done.

All work was performed in accordance with the gen-

eral rules and regulations prescribed by the Board of

Supervising Inspectors of the United States, and the

vessel maintains her class in the American Bureau of

Shipping.

The total sum involved in the contract was consider-

ably over one million dollars, and as a result of the close

cooperation between the management and labor, the

General Engineering and Dry Dock Corporation's con-

tract was completed in the remarkable time of 38 days.

PRESIDENT JOHNSON STORY THE END
The following vendors supplied their equipment as

shown

;

Boats and Davits, Welin Davit and Boat Corp.: Com-
plete Radio Equipment and Direction Finder. Mackay

Radio and Telegraph Co., Inc.; Furniture and Draperies,

K. H. Lengfeld, San Francisco; Tabletops and Public

Rooms, Formica Insulation Co.; Asbestos Coverings,

Plant Rubber Co., San Francisco; Linoleum and Rubber

Tile, Armstrong Cork Co.; Magnesite Cement and Hard

Tile, William Lee Co., San Francisco; Public Address

System, Stromberg Carlson Co.; Paints, International

Paint Co., Inc., W. P. Fuller & Co., Paraffine Co.

All tanks. Engine and Fireroom cleaning was done by

Sopac Ship Maintenance Company, San Francisco. The

complete electrical installation and all loud speaking

equipment were efficiently handled by the Republic

Electric Company of San Francisco.

ingalls Completes IDoore-nicCormack Fleet

SS Mormacsaga, last of a fleet of seven modified C-3

type vessels to be built by The Ingalls Shipbuilding Cor-

poration at its Pascagoula, Miss., yard for Moore-Mc-

Cormack Lines, has been delivered to her owners, offi-

cials of the shipbuilding corporation announced recently.

Acceptance of this ship completes a $21,000,000 con-

struction program at Ingalls yard, involving four ships

for Moore-McCormack's American Republics Lines to

the east coast of South America and three for the com-

pany's American Scantic Line service to Scandinavia and

Baltic ports. The Mormacsaga was scheduled to make her

maiden voyage to Scandinavia last month.

Each of the seven postwar all-welded ships is 492

feet long and has a displacement of 17,600 tons. They

each have accommodations for 12 passengers and 70,000

cubic feet of refrigerated cargo space.

In addition to these seven vessels, Moore-McCormack

is also in the process of acquiring four ships from the

Maritime Commission, including the Ingalls-built Wil-

liam Harris Hardy, a war vessel, to be renamed the Mor-

macrio.

President Johnson a

Army Transport, takei

in dry dock in Seattle
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NORTHWEST MARINE IRON WORKS
25ie N.w. 29ih AVE. Industrial Dlvlsloii poiitl«nd, Oregon

amm & M^i^TEmcF

BARGE FOR DISPOSAL OF WATER

AND OIL BALLAST —
SCALING . . . PAINTING . . . BOILER AND

TANK CLEANING . . . SAND BLASTING . . .

OIL SPILL EQUIPMENT . . . STEAM CLEAN-

ING EQUIPMENT.

CALIFORiMA
SHIP SERVICE CO.

709 NO. PACIFIC AVENUE

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

Terminal 2-1155 or 2-1156 or 2-1157



California and the

Rmerican IDerchant IDarine

{Continued Iron: page 64)

shape, and there must be a full realization by users of

our domestic transportation and Government that this

problem must be solved or we must inevitably look to

nationalization of our entire domestic transportation

system.

To assure itself of economical and adequate distribu-

tion, American industry must support a competitive do-

mestic transporation system in which all types of carriers

can participate and develop with a fair return for invest-

ment and effort. Industry and agriculture cannot provide

its own distribution. For its own interests, it must see to it

that the providers of such service are able to operate in

a healthy economic climate.

Another problem that has most serious implications

is the present attitude of certain American maritime

labor leaders.

It is customary for these few men to speak of the

shipowners as "our enemies" and to instill within the

rank and file of their membership the thought that the

shipowners' objective is a single one, designed to make
profit at labor's expense. The shipowners' objective, like

that of any other businessmen, is to operate efficiently

and prosperously, providing at once an economical serv-

ice and the greatest possible number of good jobs at

good pay.

Shipping's job is to instill in the rank and file the

knowledge that we have a strong interdependence. We
lack—but want and should have—the enthusiastic

loyalty and support of the men who load and who sail

our ships. The shipowner also wants and is entitled to

have a full day's work for a full day's wages.

But what can all Californians do about the Merchant

Marine? Like any other national asset such as iron ore,

petroleum, or manufacturing and farming, railroads and

airlines, the American Merchant Marine deserves the

careful thought and consideration of all Americans.

This country must boldly step out in trade as well as

in the moral leadership of our shrinking world. If trade

is at the heart of American relationship to the rest of the

world, then it can well be said that shipping is equally

at the heart of trade.

Let us not make the mistake of thinking that our Mer-

chant Marine problem is one for Congress, the Maritime

Commission or the shipping interests alone. They can

succeed only in so far as they have the active support of

all the American people.

Regardless of your business or activities, you can do

something about keeping our Merchant Marine alive

and strong in peacetime.

You can support future legislation of the type of the

Merchant Marine Act, designed to insure a strong Mer-

chant Marine, active in foreign trade and carrying its

fair share in the domestic trades and adequate for national

defense.

You must encourage and promote a two-way foreign

and domestic trade by American ships. If you are a manu-

facturer or distributor, give first consideration to ship-

ping goods abroad in American ships and give the do-

mestic lines a fair break in tonnage distribution. If you

travel outside the country, travel in American ships. In

respect to their own lines, foreigners follow th^se prac-

tices religiously and it seems a sad commentary that such

cooperation has been lacking for our own ships.

In conclusion, rough going seems to lie directly ahead

for shipping. When you read, see, or hear of our prob-

lems, we ask your cooperation, your support and sympa-

thetic understanding. Shipping knows California's stake

in the Amerfcan Merchant Marine, and in a large sense,

our problems are California's.

We have most of the ingredients of a great merchant

marine now. If given the opportunity, it can and will

perform an indispensable service to all Americans. Let's

keep it, improve it, and use it to help maintain our own
standard of living and to improve those of the rest of

the world.

Supercargo's Life 15S6 0. D.

(Continued from page 92)

Nicholas to see if there be any goods left in the said

storehouse; if there be you shall demand why they be not

laden, and to note what kind of goods they be that be

left, and seeing any of the ships there not fully laden you

shall put the agent in remembrance to lade these goods so

left, if any such be to be laden, as is aforesaid. And thus,

God sending you a fair wind, to make speed and away.

12. Finally, when God shall send you to arrive again

upon this coast in safety, either at Harwich or elsewhere,

go not you ashore, if you may possible, to the end that

when you be gone ashore there may be no goods sent

privily ashore to be sold, or else to be sold aboard the

ship in your absence, but keep you still aboard if you can

by any means for the causes aforesaid, and write the

company a letter from the ship of your good arrival

which you may convey to them by land by some boy or

mariner of the ship or otherwise as you shall think best,

and likewise when God shall send you and the ship into

the river here, do not in any wise depart out of the ship

that you be in until the company do send some other

aboard the ship in your stead and place, to keep the said

ship in your absence.

Hn Engineer

An engineer is a person who passes as an exacting

expert on the basis of being able to turn out with pro-

lific fortitude infinite strings of incomprehensible formu-

lae, calculated from the results of inconclusive experi-

ments of problematical accuracy by persons of doubt-

ful reliability and questionable mentality for the avowed

purpose of annoying and confounding a hopelessly

chimerical group of exoteric fanatics referred to alto-

gether too frequently as practical men.—From American

Engineer.
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MARINE MARKETING CO.
S. L. (Roy) KUYKENDALL

General Manager

Wholesale

Ship Provisions

and Supplies

Cable Address—Marinmari IMarinmaril

Office Phone—Terminal 2-5606

Night Phones—Terminal 2-2692

Terminal 3-1585

12th and Grand Avenues

SA> PEDRO :: CALIFORIVIA

MANY A LIFE

HAS BEEN SPARED!

INTERNATIONAL HAND DISTRESS SIGNALS

Internallonol Hand Distress Signals have

brought help to thousands threatened by the

sea. They are economical but effective.

The International Yacht Signals are packed

ten to a sealed moisture-proof contoiner. Red

signal will burn two minutes. $3.00 per set

International Friction Ship Signal is ideal

because of light weight and high effective-

ness. Brilliant colors of red, green, yellow

and blue. 25c each

International Two-Star Distress Signal is

meteor type. Sends two brilliant red stors to

o height of 200 feel at S-second intervols.

Each signal in all metal, moisture-proof con-

tainer. $2.25 each

Ask about our line of parachute flares with

pistols and complete kits of pistols and flares.

TwD-Sloi Dittroi Signol

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVf
LITERATURE

KILGORE MFG. CO
International Flare Signal Div.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO

GRACE LINE
"SANTA FLEET"

RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANTA ADELA
S. S. SANTA FLAVIA
S. S. SANTA JUANA
S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fast freight vessels, three equipped with re-

frigerator space, and limited passenger accommodations,

together with modern chartered tonnage, will supply

frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and
Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Pern Bolivia Chile

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
White Building 2 Pine Street 523 W. Sixth

SEneca4300 SUtter 3800 Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER
991 Hastings St.. W.

PAcific 7271

PORTLAND
Board of Trade Bldg.

ATwater 8508

The Preferred

Rotary Pump

In the Marine Equipment Field

A recent nation-wide survey showed decisively the wide
popularity of Vilting Rotary Pumps in the marine equip-
ment field. Why this preference? The answer is simple.

Viking Rotary Pumps do a dependable iob because they
are simple . . . just 2 moving parts . . . each self-supported.

They operate at low speed, which provides longer, trouble-

free life. There are no gadgets, springs or timing gears
to get out of order. They are self-priming . . . move the
liquid without pulsation.

Write today for Bulletin Serl

be sent to you by return mall.

;s 46SU. It will

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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Rdmiralty Decisions

(Continued from page 85)

writing vague general ideas to business corporations and

then seizing upon some later general similarity between

their products and the notions propounded as a basis

for damages. Such schemes are quite different from the

situation envisaged in the Bristol case, supra, and this case.

Here the relationship between the parties before and

after the disclosure, the seeking of disclosure by Furey,

Furey's promise of compensation, the specific character,

novelty, and patentability of plaintiff's invention, the

subsequent use made of it by defendants, and the lack

of compensation given the plaintiff—all indicate, the

court said, that the application of the principle of unjust

enrichment is required.

Defendants also made the argument that there was

no proof of Furey's authority to make the contract as

originally alleged and also claiming like lack of author-

ity to accept the benefit of plaintiff's idea to the extent

of making defendants liable. It must be remembered

that the instant case was tried before a jury and the

question of authority was within their province as a

question of fact.

The other question raised by defendants was the claim

of lack of proof of damages. The judge charged the jury

that they must find for the plaintiff, if they determine

that he is entitled to recover, upon the "reasonable value

of the use " of the devices and the "reasonable value of

the services " rendered by the plaintiff. There was consid-

erable evidence produced by the plaintiff showing that

man hours saved as the result of his devices were suffi-

cient in and of themselves to result in approximately a

$50,000 saving to defendants each year on each pier.

There were so many other items of saving that were

difficult to properly assess in dollars and cents saved that

the court determined, after a rather complete review of

the evidence of damages that, under the evidence in-

troduced at the trial, the damages ultimately awarded

were not excessive in the case. The jury's verdict was,

of course, affirmed.

Flare-Up of Latent Conditions

There is nothing peculiar, I suppose, about the con-

clusion that one will find in State Court decisions, as well

as Federal, almost every type of situation sounding in

tort to the effect that "You take a blind man as you find

him. " In other words, it is not a substantial defense to

maintain that a man has certain disabilities that make
his present condition more serious where the tort-feasor's

negligence intervented.

In the case of Francis vs. Seas Shipping Compafty.

1947 A.M.C. 57, the defendant appeals from a judgment

recovered by plaintiff under the Jones Act for injuries

suffered through the defendant's negligence, in addition

to recovery of maintenance and cure. In June 1942, the

plaintiff signed articles as a petty officer messman on the

Steamship TUXFORD with the duty to serve five men
and make up six bunks. He was also assigned as a loader

of one of the guns on the port side forward; that is, to

hand the shell to the man who was to put it in the breech.

He was instructed to drop whatever he was doing and

proceed to his gun position as best he could in case of

an air raid alarm.

On the morning of August 6, while the ship was at

Suez and Arab stevedores were unloading cargo and the

plaintiff had completed his duties and gone to his bunk,

an alert was sounded. He at once came out of his quarters

and started to run to his gun position but found he could

not do so because the passageway from his bunk to the

gun position which was some 175 feet was littered with

planking, dunnage, a chain and some rope, strewn

about in a disorderly fashion. Steel hatch covers also lay

on the deck, not evenly on top of one another but at

angles. As he proceeded he tripped over the dunnage and

then slipped on hatch covers, fell down and injured his

right ankle. When he picked himself up he again hit his

ankle on one of the hatch covers which he had to climb

over. Upon finally reaching his gun position he felt so

much pain in his ankle that after ten or fifteen minutes

he had to be replaced by another seaman. Returning to

his bunk he found his ankle black and blue, scratched

and swollen. During the remainder of the voyage he was

relieved from his duties and upon return to the main-

land he was required to undergo an operation at the

Boston Marine Hospital consisting of the cutting of

certain nerves in his ankle. Thereafter he was required

to use a cane and had considerable difficulty holding

down any position. In December, 1945, he was obliged

to stop working permanently.

The evidence revealed that at the time of the opera-

tion approximately six months following the injury, it

was discovered that plaintiff had Buerger's disease, which

is an inflammation of the arteries, veins and nerves of

the extremities. Testimony was introduced through medi-

cal specialists to the effect that the particular accident

suffered by the plaintiff was sufficient to aggravate the

aforesaid disease.

There was considerable evidence indicating that the

ship's deck and particularly the area through which

plaintiff was required to travel in order to reach his gun

station was clogged by large beams and dunnage in addi-

tion to sundry other articles, making it difficult to make

one's way with reasonable safety. The jury, after re-

ceiving the court's instructions, found that these cir-

cumstances constituted a negligent condition aboard the

vessel. The court follows and repeats in its decision the

conclusion of the Sieracki case in which is was held that

the duty of the defendant to furnish the plaintiff with

a safe place to work is a non-delegable duty.

In this case the plaintiff was perfecty able to do full

work even though he was suffering from Buerger's

disease and, therefore, the reviewing court holds that

his damages should be considered upon the basis of his

being fully capable of carrying out his particular line of

endeavor prior to the injury and being separated from

that opportunity as a result of the injury.

Another interesting point covered by the decision is

the oft repeated rule that one cannot complain of exces-

sive damages in the reviewing court where there has

not been any error in law in reaching the amount. If the

amount is excessive, the defendant's remedy is by motion

in the trial court.

The judgment was affirmed in the instant case.
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Where service conditions demand the best it's

Columbian Pure Manila Rope—with the Red,

White and Blue surface markers!

Columbian Tape-Marked, Pure Manila Rope is

manufactured from the choicest manila fibre

selected and graded by the Columbian Organization

in the Philippines.

It has been proved in service, year in, year out,

under all conditions. It is always strong, always

trustworthy. When a man's life depends upon a

rope, he wants Columbian, the finest rope money

can buy!

COLUMBIA"
400-90 GENESE

E COMPANY
RN, N.Y.

i^uze



For 33 years Moses Feneeh (beside lorge forming

has helped produce good rope in the Tubbs

Good rope cannot be made without carefully selected fiber and specially designed

nnachinery.

But fully as important is still another element — MEN. In every stage of production, this

combination of MEN and ROPE is essential in the manufacture of a product that is to be

outstanding it its field.

Nearly one hundred years of fine rope making experience stands behind the products of

the Tubbs mills. Since before the days of the Civil War, men v/ith "know how" in the rope

making craft have made possible a product that has stood for undisputed leadership in the

West. Today, when you specify Tubbs Extra Superior Manila to your supplier, you know that

this combination of MEN and ROPE offers you a product that will give the maximum in

wear, dependability and safety — and a greater value for your rope dollar.

See our exhibit at Booth No. }9 at the Second

Annual National Marine Exposition, Civic Au-

ditorium, Son francisco. May J2 to J7, J947.

TUBB^ CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
^tOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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Cadel A. P. (all-purpose) Heavy Duty Lubricant

Every drop of Cadel A. P. Heavy Duty
Lubricant contains three special chemical

additives that, in one way or another, give

you better performance. For instance, its

dispersive agent prevents oxidized par-

ticles of oil sludge or fuel soot from
depositing on marine engine parts where
they may cause serious harm.

The detergency additive prevents lac-

quers and other types of deposits which
may foul and stick piston rings, permitting

Call your Associated Representative for

expert help on any lubrication problem.

the operation of an engine for longer
periods without overhaul. Cadel A. P. can

be said to clean as it lubricates.

^\nother complex chemical property of

Cadel A. P. inhibits thickening under
heavy-duty service, allows its fine base

stock to hold up even longer than pre-

viously.

Use Cadel A. P. Heavy Duty Lubricant

wherever a heavy duty oil is required. It

comes in SAE grades to meet your needs.

TIDE WATER
ASSOCIATED
OIL COMPANY
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UJe Depress Too [asily!

^ OT SO VERY LONG AGO there was a great deal of criticism of those who worried about

i* postwar planning. It would interfere with the war, and most of the country went along with

that theory. We put forth an almost incredible effort, and emerged with greater wealth, greater

potential opportunity, and an almost unscathed land. The price was a fearful one, but there are

lasting benefits. And postwar planners are now credited with great foresight.

Among the benefits, there has come a new appreciation of the Merchant Marine and the

place it must hold in national prosperity and world stability. Unfortunately the public conscious-

ness of war-built fleets has deterred the efforts of the industry to rebuild along right lines, but

mass publicity during and since the war is swinging the pendulum back toward the realities, and

it now seems that shipping and shipbuilding will have public opinion behind them.

The war-built surpluses are just that

—

surpluses. They are not part of the permanent econo-

my and may prove a very valuable reserve. But their wartime cost should not be in any sense a

deterring factor in the modernizing program. They were built for war, and should not interfere

with ship construction any more than surplus bombs or bullets. Do the critics prefer that there

should have been no surplus.-" Do they prefer that we had used them up in battle? Would that

all had been saved!

Following the passage of the Merchant Marine Act there was a sound but meager start on a

long-term shipbuilding program. With the loss or retirement of most of the older ships, the

industry is ready for resumed construction.

It now seems certain that there will be a continuing construction program, which reasoning

men expected all the time. It could not have been otherwise, for the nation was not retiring from

the seas.

It further seems certain that ships will be built continuously on the Pacific, Gulf and Atlantic

Coasts.

The prospects for passenger and cargo traffic have never been better in history.

We get depressed if business drops off, but a live prospect brightens the day. The prospeas

for year-after-year shipbuilding and year-after-year freight and passenger traffic to all parts of

the world should raise the spirits of the shipbuilding fraternity beyond any peacetime era of the

past.
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a Skimmer. This :

renamed Hawaii.

a typical C-3 and is one of the first of the type to be turned c

Merchant. Except for painting, changes in cargo handling equiprr

to Matson for conversion. She

will be the most obvious differeno

mmn c-3 am \mm
Pnncipal Characteristics

freighters:

Length, overall

Breadth, Molded

Draft, loaded

Gross Tonnage

Deadweight Tonnage

Engine

Shaft Horsepower ..

Speed, Knots

Cruising Range mdi s

Crew

Dry Cargo Space

Refrigerator space -

Liquid Cargo space

Total

Fuel Oil
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MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY has been as-

signed sixteen C-3 cargo vessels by the Maritime

Commission of which five are now delivered and specifi-

cations and designs have been prepared for their con-

version to Matson requirements. Two of these five are

to be converted at the Alameda plant of the General

Engineering and Dry Dock Corporation.

They constitute in part a fleet of the finest freight ships

afloat, each one specially selected and modernized to

meet the requirements of its special task. The total cost,

including materials and equipment furnished by Matson,

will run well above 3600,000 for each ship, although it is

doubtful if a casual observer of the exterior of the ships

would be able to tell the converted vessel from her un-

converted sister, except through the new paint job.

Each C-3 carries more cargo than five freight trains.

The total capacity of the Matson C-3 is that of 216 rail-

road box cars plus 32 refrigerator cars plus 101 tank cars,

equivalent to about five freight trains or, if you desire, a

freight train 2-8 10 miles long. If a train of this size
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were made up on Market Street in San Francisco it

would extend from the Ferry Building to Fifteenth Street.

They have new cargo loading and unloading facilities

enabling them to load and discharge quickly and efficient-

ly-

They have large, spacious quarters for officers and

crew and are to be equipped with all the latest aids to

navigation including radar and ship-to-shore telephones.

Eight of these new ships will operate on a new five

and a half day schedule between California ports and

Hawaii. Two have been assigned to the Pacific North-

west-Hawaii route and five will operate between Gulf

and East Coast ports and Hawaii. The sixteenth ship has

not been assigned.

The five and a half day schedule between California

ports and Hawaii represents a thirty per cent improve-

ment over the prewar seven to eleven days with propor-

tionate reductions in running time on the Pacific North-

west and Gulf and East Coast routes.

The first vessel going into the General Engineering

yard will be the Sea Skimmer, whose name is to be

changed to Hawaiian Merchant. She is of the C3-S-A2

type as built by the Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation.

Hull Strengthening

As built these vessels were allowed a molded draft of

28'-6". Desiring a greater deadweight-carrying capacity

the technical staff of Matson specffied longitudinal

strengthening by fitting a doubling plate along the upper

edge of the sheer strake port and starboard, extending

from frame 43 to frame 153. In way of new side ports

at three positions within this range port and starboard

the doubling plate is to be increased in thickness to com-

pensate for these openings. Butts of the doublet are to

be full V welded and edges to have 5/16 inch continuous

welds. This strengthening is expected to obtain allow-

ance of 29'-4" maximum draft.

Cargo Deep Tanks

The two forward deep tanks in No. 5 hold are to be

converted from dry cargo for the carriage of fuel oil only.

New four inch suction and filling lines are to be installed;

a steam smothering system is to be substituted for the

existing CO2 flooding and smoke detecting systems; and

a pneumercator system installed.

The four existing deep tanks in Hold No. 2 are to be

converted for carriage of molasses or fuel oil and a new
pump is to be provided in a watertight enclosure amid-

ships at the forward end of No. 3 hold. The existing

drainage sumps are to be blanked off with bolted steel

plates and new sumps 12 inches deep provided. A port-

able strainer in each sump \Vill guard the suction of one

of the new molasses pumps. An expansion trunk 30" x

30" is to be fitted to the top of each tank and is to ter-

minate on the shelter deck.

For fire protection the steam smothering system is to

be retained but the CO^) flooding system is to be removed.

The present heating coils are to be retained and the

steam pressure reduced to 10 psi instead of the 50 psi

now used. A pneumercator tank level system will be in-

stalled in each tank with indicators in the engine room.

Two vertical screw pumps are to be installed in the

pump room, each driven by a 50 bhp, d. c. 230 volt

motor. These pumps are for pumping either molasses or

views of the decks showing hatches and tween-deck stowage.
[-Sea Pegasus, appears the Naco cast steel 2'/4" stud link anchor chain.
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At top: Welin gravity type davits for motorboat and
Welin boom-type davit for oar propelled boats on

the Sea Skimmer.

Lower: Radiomarine ship-to-shore telephone equip-

ment on the C-3.

fuel oil. A Butterworth tank cleaning system will be

installed whereby every inch of the inner surface of the

tanks in No. 2 hold can be sprayed with salt water at 190

psi and 200° F.

Cargo Refrigeration

A total of 60,000 cubic feet net bale capacity of refri-

gerated cargo space is to be provided in the upper and

lower 'tween decks of holds Nos. 3 and 4, with refrig-

erating machinery space located just forward of the en-

gine room casing in Hold No. 3. This space is to be ar-

ranged in 20 huge refrigerators for perishable cargo.

These refrigerators have been made in various sizes

ranging from 1865 cubic feet to 4890 cubic feet. Their

total capacity is equal to that of about 10,000 ordinary

household refrigerators. They can maintain temperatures

ranging from ten degrees below zero to fifty-five degrees

above zero, a range of sixty-five degrees.

The maximum low temperature of ten below was

designed specifically for the frozen fresh pineapple trade,

one of Hawaii's newer industries.

Matson's new C-3's can now carry delicious, ripe pine-

apple, frozen in Hawaii, to the mainland in prime con-

dition, a service not possible before the war when tem-

peratures below ten above were considered impractical.

With the different size refrigerators, cargoes, too, can

be segregated according to temperature or destination

or peculiar requirements. No longer, for example, need

butter be carried in the same refrigerator with fish.

This equipment, together with fast new schedules,

will give Hawaii greatly increased supplies of chilled

meats, fish, fruits, vegetables, dairy products and other

perishables and quick-frozen products imported from

the mainland.

Each of the refrigerators is provided with an elec-

tronic device which records the temperature at eight to

twelve minute intervals on a master record. This pro-

vides a visual record to show shippers that their products

were carried at exactly the temperature specified.

The refrigerant used will be Freon-12 and the distri-

bution of refrigeration will be by circulation of calcium

chloride brine.

The machinery will be Carrier and will comprise: 5

compressors complete with motors and controls; 5 con-

densers; 5 receivers; 5 evaporators-brine coolers; 1

vacuum pump; 16 cold air diffusers complete; 4 sets of

room coils; 3 condenser circulating water pumps; 5

brine pumps; and brine heater.

All spaces are to be constructed to efficiently maintain

temperatures between minus 10° F. and 100° F. ambient.

Insulation is to be of rock wool except the decks which

are insulated above with cork, below with mineral wool.

A total of 10 inches of insulation is to be applied. Over

the insulation one course of %" x 4" Oregon Pine

tongue and groove, then two layers of waterproof paper,

then another t & g course, then a mastic covering faced

by %" waterproof plyboard. Face of finished bulkhead

will have 2" x 2" Oregon Pine cargo battens spaced 15"

centers and secured with brass screws.

Insulation of deck in lower twin decks spaces will be

8" of corkboard. Then over the corkboard filler will be

laid a layer of concrete 1 Va inches thick and reinforced

with poultry wire. Over the concrete there will be laid

a flashing of 6 lb. lead which shall flash 12" high against

the first course of tongue and groove. The top edge of

the lead flashing will be sealed with white lead and tack-

ed. The lead flashing and the concrete will be covered
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with 1" mastic reinforced with poultry wire and carried

up the bulkheads for a height of six inches.

These refrigeration rooms and machinery must meet

the requirements of the trade and are figured on the

following data:

Outside Air 100° F.

Engine Room 100° F.

Sea Temperature 88° F.

Internal Ship Temp 85° F.

Condensing Temp 105° F. Max.

Pull down Period 72 hours

Stowage Factor 70 cu. ft. per short ton

With this data governing, the plant must meet either

of these conditions:

( A ) 48,000 cubic feet of fruits and vegetables re-

ceived at 85° F. and carried at minus 10° F.

12,000 cubic feet of frozen foods received at 25° F.

and carried at minus 10° F.

( B ) 30,000 cubic feet of frozen foods received at zero

F. and carried at minus 10° F.

30,000 cubic feet not under refrigeration.

A severe test must be passed by the plant as follows:

With all doors closed and all compartments empty,

temperature in the chambers must be pulled down at a

rate not exceeding 2° F. per hour to a temperature of

minus 10° F., and held at this temperature for 24 hours

without showing sweating. At the end of this period all

machinery' shall be closed down and the temperature rise

shall not exceed an average of 2° F., per hour for sub-

zero temperatures or an average of 1% ° F. per hour for

temperatures above zero degrees F. This test to be based

on an ambient temperature of 85° F. and a dew point of

80° F.

Ventilation for the refrigeration machinery room will

be assured by a 2000 cfm supply and a 5000 cfm ex-

haust capacity in fans and ducts. One of the principal

reasons for this refrigeration capacity' and for the minus
10° F. condition is the growing popularity of fresh frozen

ripe pineapple.

Bulk Sugar Transport

The necessity for shipping raw sugar in bags will be

eliminated in the new C-3s with their raw sugar holds,

having a total capacity of 7000 short tons. New conveyor

and scraper systems will be used to unload the bulk raw

sugar, so much so that they are converting their cargo

spaces in all of these vessels so as to handle all sugar

this way. The system of bulk sugar handling was de-

scribed in the August, 1946 issue of the Pacific Marine

Review. Special bulk loading facilities are being develop-

ed at the Hawaiian end which, together with the unload-

ing equipment at Crockett, will put sugar handling on

much the same basis as oil transport.

In line with this movement the sugar holds of the

C-3 s under discussion will be especially equipped to take

care of the scrapers that feed the unloading conveyor and

a well or wells will be installed in each hold which will

form a suction sump for the lower wheel of the vertical

conveyor arm.

All deck beams and other structural details that would

cause sugar to lodge are to be boxed in with steel plate

(Please turn to page 120ai

The turbine room on the C-3.
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R. Stanlty Dollar (Uft)

president of the DolUr

Steamihip Line, The

Robert Dollar Co., and
Globe Wireleu Ltd.,

and his son, R. Stanley

Dollar, Jr., vice prui-

dent of these compa-
nies at a press confer-

ence in Mr. Dollar's

office in the Robert

Dollar Building, San

Francisco, where Mr.

Dollar discussed the ra-

cent unanimous decis-

ion of the Supreme

Court stating that R.

Stanley Dollar, Dollar

Steamship Line, the J.

Harold Dollar Estates

Company, et al will

have a chance to prove

in court their conten-

tion that they own tha

company stock now In

the hands of the U. S.

Maritime Commission.

DOLLAR S SUPREUE COURT VICTORY

CAPTAIN ROBERT DOLLAR embarked upon his

steamship career in 1893 with the purchase of the

steam schooner Newsboy, a tiny vessel of 200 tons, which

he used to transport his lumber from the Pacific North-

west to markets along the Coast.

Gradually enlarging his shipping operations, in 1910

Captain Robert Dollar organized the Dollar Steamship

Line, and on January 5, 1924 inaugurated the famous

Dollar Line system of Round-the-World passenger and

cargo liners circling the globe at regularly spaced inter-

vals corresponding in point of time to two weeks be-

tween ships.

The Dollar Line initiated and pioneered many inno-

vations previously unheard of in shipping circles, such as:

Publishing scheduled departure and arrival hours of ships

and scrupulously observing these schedules; and that of

placing Americans in charge of their offices in all foreign

ports the Dollar ships touched.

From the beginning of their steamship ventures and

throughout the entire period of operations until 1928,

the Dollar Lines operated successfully and profitably

without government subsidy or aid, despite the handi-

caps forced on American flag operators. The Company
received the commendation of American business institu-

tions interested in the development of foreign trade and

were rated the largest single factor in the development of

the moder-n American Merchant Marine.

In 1928 the Dollar Steamship Line entered into con-

tracts with the United States for the carriage of mails

under the terms of the Merchant Marine Act of 1928,

and in reliance on those contracts, constructed two Trans-

pacific liners (SS President Hoover and SS President
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Coolidge;, borrowing a portion of the funds for that

purpose through the United States Maritime Commission.

The Dollar Steamship Line performed its mail con-

tracts with the United States until they were canceUed on

June 30, 1937, by the Merchant Marine Act of 1936.

That Act provided for a fair settlement of claims of

mail contractors arising out of premature concellation of

their contracts and authorized the Maritime Commission

to grant in lieu of mail contracts operating differential

subsidies.

Stating that "the Supreme Court decision will give the

rightful owners of the Dollar Line stock ( now Ameri-

can President Lines) an opportunity to present their

case in court." R. Stanley Dollar gave a representative

press group a detailed account of the events that led up

to the transfer of the stock control to the Maritime Com-

mision in 1938, and issued the following explanation:

The Maritime Commission refused to make any

settlement of the claims for contract cancellation pre-

sented by the Dollar Steamship Line and refused to grant

any operating subsidy to it for more than six months.

During that time the line was forced to maintain its

ser%'ices without allowances of any kind by the govern-

ment, doing so at a weekly loss of berween S60.000 and

$70,000.

From 1934 on, a series of steps were taken by the

Maritime Commission, the inevitable eflect of which

forced a crisis in the company's financial conditions:

1. For five years before 1938. the Maritime Commis-

sion subjected the Line to constant harrassment which in-

terfered with management and operations in any normal

manner. During that period of time the company's execu-

tives were required to spend much of their time in

Washington submitting to investigations, questionnaires

and discussions with government boards and agencies.

2. The Post Office Department, upon various pretexts,

held up payments due the company under mail contracts,

while at the same time the Maritime Commission com-

pelled the Dollar Company to meet monthly payments

on indebtedness to the government.

3. A world-wide financial depression resulted in a

sharp decline in business and a loss in freight and pas-

senger revenues.

4. The company sustained heavT losses in revenue be-

cause of two Pacific Coast maritime strikes in 1934 and

1936.

5. 'When the Dollar Company's mail contracts were

prematurely concelled on June 30. 1937, the govern-

ment not only refused to replace them with the sub-

stituting subsidy provided by Congress, but also with-

held payments admittedly due from the government.

This compelled the company to sustain heavy financial

losses while it maintained service for which the Dollar

Company was never compensated and from which condi-

tion no relief was given until the following year.

6. While the company was carrying on service without

the benefit of mail pay or subsidy, it lost the Transpacific

liner President Hoover when it stranded off Formosa.

7. When the Maritime Commission finally granted an

operating subsidy to the Dollar Company on January 25,

1938, it was only a temporary one for six months, and

even that temporary subsidy was only on onerous con-

ditions, including the following:

(a) A surrender and cancellation without considera-

tion by the company of some 56,000,000 in claims

against the government for default under its mail con-

tracts and a dismissal of suits in the Court of Claims,

a portion of which were admitted by the Commission

to be justly due the company.

(b) An addition of S500,000 in cash for company

capital.

( c ) A surrender by trade creditors and others of

indebtedness to them by the Dollar Company in ex-

change for shares of stock of the company either in whole

or in part.

( d ) An agreement which would permit the Com-

mission to accelerate the maturity of all debts owed the

United States if the subsidy was not later extended or

renewed by the Commission.

The Dollar Company was compelled to accept these

conditions or face the alternative of continuing to operate

at ruinous losses and be faced with insolvenq'. When
these conditions were accepted the company was as-

sured that a permanent subsidy would be given upon a

completion of the agreed terms.

8. But when the temporary subsidy expired on July 25,

1938, the Commission refused to renew it and the Dol-

lar Company was again faced with carrying on its foreign

trade operations at enormous loss.

9. Finally, on August 15, 1938, R Stanley Dollar and

his associates were faced with an ultimatum from the

Commission that they sign a contract transferring to the

Commission their stock in the company or be faced with

bankruptcy and discontinuance of the Line's operations.

The alternative to transferring the shares of stock

meant not only the bankruptcy of the Dollar Company
and an end to its operations, but also ruinous losses to

others. This left the stockholders no real choice, for:

1. There were hundreds of officers and employees ot

the company with their families scattered the world over

in various ports, all of whom would have been left in

foreign lands without resources if service had been dis-

continued. Dollar stockholders and Mr. Dollar felt per-

sonally responsible for these employees and their families.

2. A miUion dollars in passenger tickets of the line were

outstanding and many of the passengers were already in

various parts of the world where they would have been

stranded if service had ceased and the tickets were not

honored.

3. Thousands of tons of cargo had been booked and

shippers were depending on the line to make deliveries.

R. Stanley Dollar, having for more than a year made
every effort to reach some reasonable agreement with the

Commission, realized that all such attempts were futile

and adopted the only course really open when he, and

his associates as stockholders, signed the agreement de-

manded by the Commission on August 15, 1938.

•With the signing of the agreement, stock representing

92'"( control of the Dollar Steamship Lines was trans-

ferred to the Commission. In approximately five years

thereafter, all of the indebtedness to the government was

(Please turn to page 120-C)
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Under the instruction of Ensign John Work ng with miniature cargo gear, Ensign William
Bundock. USMS, a student of the expla ns the different tackles and methods of rigging
Boatswain's School completes a Jacob's to Fundamentals of Seamanship students at the U.
Ladder in Marlinspike class. Students Servic e Training Station, Alameda. Later, the men wl

learn by actual doing. full-size cargo gear installed on the station

Fundamentals of Seamanship students

follow the instructions of Ensign Bun-

dock in making a boat fender. A fin-

ished product can be seen on the right.

POSTUien PERSOOflEI

TRHIOIIIi; COilTIOUEii

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL UNLICENSED
seamen to receive training in the Deck, Engine, or

Steward's Department, which enabled thousands of men
to advance themselves and the efficiency of their ships

during the war, is being continued by the Training Divi-

sion of the United States Maritime Service.

This training is available to all unlicensed seamen on

the Pacific Coast at the United States Maritime Service

Training Station located at Alameda, California. In order

to qualify, a seaman must have served a minimum of

eight months out of the last twelve months aboard ves-

sels of the U. S. Merchant Marine. Eligible applicants are

enrolled weekly in all courses with the exception of Pre-

License Deck, Pre-License Engine and Chief Stewards,

who enroll once a month, and Electricians, who enroll

once every two months.

Students accepted for training are provided free quar-

ters, meals, textbooks and clothing and receive from $90
to $115 per month pay according to the Seaman's Certifi-

cate held and the course of training taken. The length of

training of all courses, with the exception of Electricity,

is for a period of 30 days. For Electricity it is 60 days.

The training now available will equip every student

in his chosen profession with the most modern, prog-

ressive and efficient methods. Enrollments for this

training are now being accepted at the United States
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Maritime Service Enrolling Office, 1000 Geary Street,

San Francisco, California.

Objectives of this training are according to the courses

pursued, namely.

Deck Department

1. Seamanship: To provide all unlicensed deck de-

partment personnel with the basic trade knowledge of

all such personnel to become better qualified seamen, to

promote safe and economical practices on deck, and to

assist students to qualify for certificates as Able Bodied

Seaman.

2. Boatswain's Training: To familiarize qualified sea-

men with the duties, responsibilities and qualities of lead-

ership required of competent and qualified Boatswains

aboard the typical merchant ship.

.1. Pre-License Deck: To provide experienced sea-

men, possessing the necessary qualifications, with the

technical knowledge needed to successfully pass the U. S.

Coast Guard examinations for deck officers.

Engine Department

1. Marine Engineering: To provide all unlicensed en-

gine room personnel with fundamental theory and basic

knowledge of main propelling machinery, auxiliaries and

electricity which is necessary to enable students to be-

come more proficient in their present capacity aboard
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ship and to further prepare subject students for con-

tinued study and advancement.

2. Machine Shop and Mechanical Drawing: To pro-

vide engine room personnel with the fundamental knowl-

edge and manipulative skills of machine shop practice

and mechanical drawing which will enable them to make

working drawings, understand manufacturers' blueprints

and further enable them to perform the operations nec-

essary to make replacement parts for ship's machinery.

3. Electricity: To provide engine room personnel

with the fundamental theory of electricity as applied to

marine electricity and with the manipulative skills nec-

essary for the efficient operation and maintenance of all

types of ship's electrical equipment.

4. Pre-License Engine: To provide unlicensed en-

gine room personnel who have sufficient seatime for an

engineer's license with the fundamental theory and prac-

tical knowledge necessary to prepare for original license

examination and to further prepare them in the practical

knowledge necessary to perform properly the duties of a

third assistant engineer aboard a steam powered ocean-

going vessel of any tonnage.

Steward's Department

1. Bakers, Butchers and Cooks: To provide the ship-

ping industry with basically well-trained bakers, butchers

and cooks who will continue to progress through sea

experience and advanced vocational training.

2. Chief Stewards: To provide the shipping industry

with basically well-trained Chief Stewards who will be-

come familiar with the latest forms of food record keep-

ing, proper handling and stowage of food, sanitation and

cleanliness in the galley and advanced vocational training

preparation for examination as

:en5e Engine School students take

USMS, lectures on er

Third Assistant Engii
Lieut. L F. Butzer,

instructs Pre-License Engine School stude
parts of a reciprocating engine.

On the flying bridge of the Seamanship Building Deck Pre-License
students practice taking sights with plastic lifeboat sextants under
the supervision of Lieut. Charles Handley. Later in the course,

students will use real sextants.
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Scho
lime Ser'

ing Static

at the Ma
irvice Tra

Alarr
da, (n booKlceeping
and food record
class. Lieut. Walter
Tanghe, USMS, and
Ensign Irving Wich-
aelson. USMS, are
the instructors.

Baking school stu-

dents at the U. S.

Maritime Service
Training Station.

Alameda, at work
in the training gal-

ley.

Ck. l/c Clifford
Kimball instructs
students in the
butchering school
in the proper tech-

nique of removing
the bone from a
leg of beef.

A student In the

bak ng school re-

mo es pie shells

frorn an over in

bak
trai

e shop of

ning galley
the

T

Coc king schoo stu-

den ts prepare veg-
eta sle soup in the
trai ning galley

Vie V of the int erior

of the cooks and
bak ers galley s low-

ing cquipmen in

pla .e and remc del-

ing completed

T

CREUI-TRRininG FOR SPECIFIC SHIPS

IS fl GRERT DEVEEOPmERT

TO PROVIDE EFFICIENTLY TRAINED Stewards

Department personnel aboard vessels of the American
Merchant Marine, the U. S. Maritime Commission in

cooperation with operators of passenger vessels and the

seamen's organizations with which they have contracts

have agreed upon a standardized stewards' training pro-

gram.

Government, management and labor, realizing the ef-

fectiveness of the initial stewards' training offered at

Sheepshead Bay, in conjunction with the re-entry of the

S. S. America in the North Atlantic passenger service,

are cooperating for expansion of the program to provide

trained personnel for additional vessels as they enter the

service. To make possible the continuation of this train-

ing, management has agreed to pay the basic wages of

the personnel assigned to the specific passenger vessels

while they are taking the course at the U. S. Maritime

Service Training Station.

The first of the ships to be put into service under this

program are the President Cleveland of American Presi-

dent Lines, and the Argentina and Brazil of the Moore-

McCormack Lines, Inc., which are expected to be in

operation this summer. The training program conducted

by the training division got under way April 15 and is

to be followed by additional courses as new passenger

ships enter the service.

The Steward's Department of the President Cleveland

will be trained at the U. S. Maritime Service Training

Station in Alameda, prior to the delivery of the Cleve-

land, where a mock-up stateroom will be in readiness and

the chief steward of the Cleveland in attendance. In-

cluded in the training program are all those who directly

serve the public, such as waiters, room stewards, public

room attendants and bell-boys, and also the cooks, bakers,

and others in the Steward's Department.

By agreement between the Pacific American Ship-

owners Association and the Marine Cooks and Stewards

Union, these prospective crew members will be screened

by the Union and then screened by the company. The

entire program marks a great and vital advance in em-

ployer-employee relations.
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A student _ _ _

School is shown a model used
in detailed mechanical drawing
by instructor Lieut. Irvin Colt,

USMS.

Lieut. Charles Handley. USMS.
helps a student with a plotting

problem in a terrestrial naviga-

tion class, part of the Deck

Walter Bond, USMS
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CAULKERS \m mmm
1/ ISITS TO A SHIP UNDER CONSTRUCTION al-

I ways develop some points of human interest and our

recent inspection of the S. S. President Cleveland now
nearing completion in the Alameda yard of the Ship-

building Division of Bethlehem Steel Company was no

exception to this rule.

President Cleveland and her sister, President Wilson,

are the two largest passenger vessels built on the Pacific

Coast. They are under a contract granted Bethlehem by

the U. S. Maritime Commission and when completed,

will be taken over by the American President Lines for

their service from San Francisco to the Orient. Equipped

with all the most modern devices, controls, and equip-

ment for safety, comfort, cuisine, and good times,

these vessels will have a sea service speed of 20 V 2 knots

and will be able in a pinch to make 22 knots.

To such a steamer building on the Pacific Coast come
materials, equipment and machinery from all parts of

the United States and from many foreign countries. In-

stances of this widespread material source are: rubber

from the East Indies; hardwood from Africa: rope fiber

from the Philippines: lacquer oils from China; tin from

the Straits Settlements: iron from South America; and

fabrics from Europe. We picked out machinery contri-

butions from some 16 of the United States and there

must be as many more that have contributed material

directly or indirectly.

As we emerged from a visit to the machinery spaces

and came out on to the boat deck we were confronted

with a good example of one of the most ancient manual

crafts in the old art of wooden shipbuilding—a caulker

paying a caulked seam with caulking compound.

Undoubtedly caulkers worked on the Ark which, ac-

cording to the specifications, was "pitched within and

without with pitch." We know they must have worked

on the hulls built in Ancient Egypt and around the east-

ern end of the Mediterranean. The caulkers trade is the

art of driving oakum or cottton into the seams of a ship's

wooden deck or sides so as to make a tight joint and then

paying or filling the seam above the oakum with hot

pitch or caulking compound. To do this he has a collec-

tion of tools in various chisel shapes known as caulking

irons, a short handled long headed mallet; a small heater

{Please turn to page 120B)
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The Caulker's Art

Above and below, right: Driving in the cot-

ton and oakum.

Below, left: Filling the seams with pitch.
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JHPenESE IDERCHe^T FLEET

UJHRTIHIEflnD

POSTiURR CORTROL

By H. L. HAEHL, JR.

SHORTLY AFTER THE OCCUPATION of Japan

commenced, I received quite unexpected orders to

proceed from Guam, where I was then stationed, to Japan

to report to something called SCAJAP. A quick check

showed that this was the abbreviation for the long-winded

title of Shipping Control Administrator Japanese Mer-

chant Marine, a Task Group of the Fifth Fleet, and that

it was commanded by Rear Admiral D. B. Beary, now the

Commandant of the Twelfth Naval District.

We found that Japanese shipping affairs were in a

terrible mess, and it was this discovery, plus a curiosity

as to how they got into such a state, which led to collect-

ing the material on which this discussion is based.

What the Japanese insisted on calling the "China

Incident" occurred in July, 1937, and it served as the

starting point of a gradual program of increasing govern-

ment control of the Japanese shipping industry, a process

which continued until the end of World War II. The
program did not develop uniformly, and was at all times

strongly opposed by private industry. The leaders of the

resistance were part of the now largely dissolved Zai-

batsu—the then all-powerful ruling families of Japan.

They were no mean antagonists, even for the government.

Gradually, gaining impetus from each change in the in-

ternational scene, the controls spread to more and more

phases of industry and reached deeper and deeper into

the smallest incidents of daily operation. Finally, in the

last desperate years of the war—and in the shipping

field, desperation came early to Japan

—

'- the last ves-

tiges of private operation disappeared and the govern-

ment assumed complete control for what developed to

be the dissolution and destruction of a once great mer-

chant marine.

Before the China Incident, in keeping with a definite

• The author is now on inactive duty in the United States I

serve. He has pointed out that any opinions exptessed are his ow
ones and ate not to be construed as official or as' reflecting the
the Navy Department or the Naval Service at large.

Commander
H. L Haehl, Jr.

policy of encouraging shipping as an instrument of

foreign policy, the only government restrictions were

those in the Shipping Trade Control Act of 1936, which

granted subsidies and conditioned these grants with cer-

tain regulations against unfair competition. A great boom
in the shipping market was developing, and it was ap-

parent that rate regulation was needed to keep vessels

in essential trades. For the ostensible purpose of enabling

the industry to best serve the national needs, the seven

leading companies, controlling about 75 per cent of the

national tonnage, formed the Voluntary Shipping Fed-

eration. These companies were N.Y.K., O.S.K., Kawasaki,

Yamashita, Mitsui, Kokusai, and Daito. One of the

principal, but unexpressed, reasons for creating the Fed-

eration was to forestall government action in this direc-

tion. The Federation operated as a trust, a self-imposed

price control system as to freight and charter rates for

certain basic commodities and services.

After the Japanese Army engineered the China Inci-

dent, the days of unrestricted trade, subject only to suffi-

cient voluntary controls to prevent government inter-

ference, were ended. Ships were scarce; the military be-

gan requisitioning vessels and the supply requirements

of the armies in China aggravated the ship shortage, un-

balanced trade routes and made freight and charter rates

soar. Dropping its laissez faire policy, the government

passed the Temporary Shipping Control Act, authorizing

the regulation of freight and charter rates. Faced with

this, the seven-company Federation developed a sudden

democratic fellow feeling for the smaller ship owners.

It was more important to present a solid industry front

against government encroachment than to maintain the

dictatorial powers formerly exercised by the big com-

panies over the small ones. So the Voluntary Shipping

Control Committee was set up by the industry to apply

voluntary rate controls over a wider range. But as scarci-

ties increased, the temptation to avoid fixed-rate cargoes

and services lead an increasing number of operators to
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The ''Silent Service ' Speaks on 47th

Hnniversary of First Submarine
It was in a place on Market Street and the Sailor

was minding his own business, drinking his beer.

A civilian accosted him and wanted a descrip-

tion of all the gadgets, ribbons and what not he

wore on his blouse.

Tersely, but obviously without pleasure, the

bluejacket described his decorations.

"What's that little silver pin"? the civilian asked.

"Submarine Combat," snapped the sailor.

"You don't like to talk, do you"? the civilian coun-

tered.

"They call us the 'Silent Service,' " the sailor an-

swered.

"Well the war is over. You don't have to be so

silent now, do you"?
"Certainly," was the sailors reply. "It's the tradition

of the Submarine Service—we don't want everybody to

know we won the war."

Whether the submarines won the war is of

course, open to debate, except with submariners.

The Navy's celebration on April 1 1 of the 47th

anniversary of acceptance by the Navy of its first

submarine, was the first emphasis ever to be put

publicity by the Navy on the Submarine Service.

Submarines contributed directly to the destruc-

tion of some two-thirds of the Japanese Merchant

fleet and to the demise of about one-third of their

vessels of war. The 2,387,780 tons of enemy ship-

ping sunk is for ships over 1,000 tons however, and

does not include the large numbers of smaller ves-

sels which were also sent to the bottom.

Submarines were not merely an instrument of

destruction during the war, but also mercy ships.

They rescued 504 Allied aviators from enemy

controlled waters. They supplied and reinforced

guerrillas in the Philippines, and performed many

valuable reconnaissance services.

resort to any subterfuge to employ their ships in the more

lucrative open markets and trades still remaining.

This was in 1939, before hostilities began in Europe.

Shipping men were more interested in profits than in

the China War, which they had neither particularly

favored nor planned. That was an Army affair, and the

Army was not yet so powerful but what the long-estab-

lished Zaibatsu still clung to its power.

Meanwhile, the Shipping Association Act had been

passed in April, 1939, but had never been put into effect.

With the start of World War II in September, things

happened rapidly. The Cabinet had just passed a set of in-

structions for administering shipping control which, for

the first time, switched from rate regulation to restric-

tion on the use and distribution of vessels. Under this,

the Voluntary Shipping Control Committee was given

official sanction and, with unusual frankness, dropped

the word "Voluntary" from its name. A policy-making

organization of both government and industry represen-

tatives was created and in December, 1939, the Shipping

Association Act was put into effect by Imperial Ordin-

ance.

This arrangement lasted until October, 1940, with the

government still acting only in a policy-making capacity.

Asama Maru, passen-

ger and cargo liner

(now sunk), gross tons

16,975 net fens, 10,-

017. She was built In

1929 at Mitsubishi in

Nagasaki for the Nip-

pon Yusen K. K. Her

tngth was 560. bean)

'2, and depth 42.5.
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Controls were enforced by the industry itself. Although

operators could be compelled to accept essential cargoes

or to sign compulsory charters, private shipping contracts

remained largely unaffected and the physical operation

of vessels was not controlled.

As the nations of the world prepared for war, the

scramble for materials and vessels aggravated the already

serious vessel shortage. The list of priority cargoes kept

getting longer and longer. In September, 1940, the

Cabinet issued "Instructions Regarding National Mer-

chant Marine Control Policy" designed to control the allo-

cation of shipping on a broad basis and to do away with

what the instructions described as "selfish commercialism

of the individual shipping companies." The industry was

directed to organize a corporation, the "Controlled Trans-

portation Association," to accept cargo contracts on be-

half of all operators as directed by the government and

to be responsible for performance of the contracts.

Henceforward, the sole mission of the industry was said

to be the carriage of cargoes "vital to the national exist-

ence"—which is perhaps another way of saying "neces-

sity for preparation for war." About this time, the "New
Order" was blossoming and the plan was politically in

vogue. The industry-formed corporation had all the

characteristics of the Fascist State Corporation. Through

it, the New Order would eliminate the weaknesses of

private enterprise which the democracies tolerated, and

perfect efficiency would come from a planned industry.

But it didn't work out that way.

The operators were formed into twelve "blocs," each

responsible to the Association, divided up as to size and

type of vessels. But in forming the Association, the

operators had slipped in a joker—a clause which per-

mitted carriers to enter into special contracts with their

customary shippers. By some strange coincidence, oper-

ators who had business or trade affiliations all turned up

in the same bloc together, and soon developed a large

volume of these "special contracts" which served not only

to keep their former shipping relations alive, but also to

make them unavailable for allocation of unprofitable

cargoes. The same major companies which had long

controlled the industry turned up as the bloc leaders.

Cargoes were allocated among the blocs, but allocation

within the bloc was done by the members and largely

followed their desires and business interests. The ship

owners had received a blow, but they had rolled with it

and were still on their feet.

The Association soon degenerated into a sort of arbi-

trator and squabbling arose within the blocs because cer-

tain lines could not operate profitably at the prescribed

rates. The latter was avoided by an arbitrary determina-

tion of charter values for all vessels and by allowing each

operator this value, plus a profit, the excess earned being

deposited in a fund from which those who lost money

could be paid. But to the dismay of the New Order plan-

ners, the operators began reporting greatly increased

costs. Unless one realized that such a thing was impos-

sible under the efficiency of a totalitarian system, one

would almost think that patriotic loyalty to the New
Order was not as effective a means of inducing economy

as the competitive profit motive had been.

Knowing that war was approaching, and seeing the

amount of bickering already going on over trades and

profits, the government realized that the system would

fall to pieces when war started and dangerous voyages

had to be allocated. So, after about a year of the bloc

system, the second Konoye Cabinet, in August, 1 94 1, be-

ban to develop a scheme for more rigid control. Tojo

supported the idea and in March, 1942, after the out-

Tonan Maru No. 2 (now

sunk) was built as a whale

oil factory In 1937 at the

Osaka Iron Works for the

Nippon Sulsan K.K. Gross

tons is 19,425 and net ton-

nage is 13,402. Her length

is 534, beam 74 and depth

56.8.
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Keifuku Maru is operating as

built in 1919 at the Kawasaki

isenger and cargo vessel, gross tonnage is 5833, r

rd. Kobe, for the Daiko Syosen K. K. Her length

and her speed is 10 knots.

424 1. She was

m 51, depth 36

break of war in the Pacific, the Wartime Shipping Con-

trol Ordinance was promulgated, based upon the Nation-

al Mobilization Act of 1938. This act was the basic con-

trol legislation throughout the war and, in fact, is still in

force. Under it, a new organization had to be formed to

replace the former Controlled Transportation Associa-

tion. To the Japanese, failure cannot be condoned. If

an organization fails, it cannot be reorganized. You must

form a new one—one with a new face. The new organiza-

tion was the Shipping Control Association, destined to

last out the rest of the war. It was the organization

—

greatly expanded and changed in the interval—which

we discovered in operation when the occupation com-

menced. It was to carry out the government's wishes and

to have the power to enforce compliance, regardless of

any desire for self-government within the industry. It

was the sole charterer of aU vessels over 100 tons requisi-

tioned by the government. It was formed by the ship

owners, but was to be government-supported and to have

semi-governmental status. Steamship operators were to be

selected by the Ministry of Transportation to operate the

requisition-chartered ships as agents of SCA. SCA made

all contracts with shippers and passengers, paid expenses,

and collected revenues. Conscription of seamen was

authorized, but not carried out at this time.

Almost immediately, difficulties arose in the selection

of operators. The industry had expected that only estab-

lished lines would be selected, but the Ministry of Tran.s-

portation, for political reasons, appointed a great

many companies, the excellence of whose political con-

nections was equalled only by their lack of experience or

ability as ship operators. Sixty operating agents were

designated, many of them almost incompetent, but all

more than willing to undertake an operation where man-

agement fees were assured and the government paid all

losses.

When it became apparent that the government would

continue to increase its control, the industry followed

the familiar principle: "If you can't lick em, join 'em!"

As a result, the big shipping companies, particularly N.

Y. K., filtered their men into all of the top positions of

SCA. In effect, the industry took over SCA, and, having

done so, the first move was for the closely knit faction of

big companies to regain control. To do this, SCA sug-

gested that the too-numerous operators be consolidated

into five large groups, or "han '. The announced reason

was to increase efficiency, and to gain the benefit of the

knowledge and experience of those operators who had

demonstrated the greatest ability. This was done in Feb-

ruary, 1943. Each group or "han" leader became respon-

sible for the way all ships allocated to the group were

operated; each group maintained a joint office for its

members in Tokyo, and in the principal ports, where

liaison matters with SCA and arrangements for all cen-

trally procured supplies or materials were handled. At first

glance, it would seem that events had come full-cycle

back to the former "bloc" system of 1940. They were

similiar in the advantage they gave the big companies,

but under the former system, the desires of individual

members were considered in the allocations within the

bloc, whereas, now the leader had nothing to do with

vessel allocations and really acted as little more than

conduit for government orders and a whipping boy for

the government if any of the group operators performed
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badly. This was about the last real effort ot the operators

to resist domination. Because it was SCA's idea, it was

never popular with the Ministry of Transportation, and

many felt it never was given a fair trial.

After only a few months, the group system was aban-

doned and the Cabinet issued new instructions reducing

the ship managing operators from 60 to 22. Discarded

operators were either alloted to or required to combine

or merge with one of the remaining operators. The con-

solidations were completed in October, 1943, and affected

not only vessels but also all shoreside and floating facili-

ties and all operating personnel.

SCA had remained a rather anomalous organization

—

one actually composed of steamship men and formed by

the industry, yet directed by the government and having

semi-governmental powers and responsibilities to the

Ministry of Transportation. It was, in a way, neither fish

nor fowl. Hence, when a far-reaching reorganization of

the administrative departments of the government was

made in February, 1944, it was natural that SCA and the

general administration of maritime affairs were affected.

The president of SCA became a Commissioner of the

Marine Bureau, a division of the Ministry of Transporta-

tion, and other smaller changes were made, all designed

to bring SCA more into the government orbit, and to

obtain greater efficiency by some consolidation of the

planning functions of the Marine Bureau and the operat-

ing functions of SCA. SCA had been growing tremen-

dously as the reduced activities of the companies rendered

more and more of their personnel non-essential. To pro-

vide them with comfortable berths and assured incomes,

they were transferred in droves to the government payroll

of SCA where they performed no functions other than to

draw their paychecks.

By now the operators had lost control of the employ-

ment of their ships and of the cargoes, but they still em-

ployed the seamen and maintained a part of their organi-

zations intact.

But in July, 1944, a Cabinet resolution exercised the

power to conscript seamen. They were all given govern-

ment service ratings and became the direct employees of

SCA. The operators thereafter neither hired, paid, nor

fired. This involved a further expansion of SCA person-

nel in the creation of a Seamen's Division to arrange the

manning of all vessels, the handling of all seamen's ac-

counts and to make recommendations for changes of rat-

ing and promotions.

By early 1945, the war was going very badly for Jap-

an. Merchant vessels were being destroyed rapidly, and

the air attacks were striking at shipyards, port facilities,

and supply dumps. The great ports were being wrecked

and the approaches to them mined. As the need for re-

pairs increased, shipyard facilities decreased. The supply

of port labor for repairs, loading, and discharging dwin-

dled both from casualties and because of a general exodus

of civilians from the bombed ports. Competition for

priorities for repairs, bunkering, and port services became

acute, not only between private operating agents, but

also between merchant ships as a class and the Army and

Navy vessels. Military vessels had priority, and private

agents in increasing numbers turned to SCA to bring

government pressure to bear in obtaining necessary serv-

ices. SCA assistance was needed with such growing fre-

quency, both as the spokesman for merchant shipping

and as an arbitrator between private agents, that the

operating agent system was growing meaningless, for

the agents were almost helpless without assistance from

SCA. This was particularly true as to repairs and sur-

veys, and it was in this field that SCA first abandoned

the operating agent system and took over operations

itself. Allocations to yards, relative priorities, and all

financial or other dealings with the shipyards were as-

sumed by SCA.

The value of the operating agent system, in large part,

consisted of maintaining initiative and some degree of

competition between the agents, but, with SCA con-

trolling seamen and repairs, and with all other activities

so hampered and services so scarce, it became impossible

to define the boundary between SCA's responsibility and

that of the operating agents. The system having become

useless, in February, 1945, the Cabinet directed SCA to

take over all operating functions entirely. SCA became a

single giant steamship company to operate all merchant

vessels with its own personnel, under unified control.

The shipping companies ceased to exist except as the

owners of requisitioned vessels.

Shipping affairs began to collapse. There were forced

deviations to avoid mines, submarines, or air attack, port

delays, excessive repairs of war damage, and losses of

seagoing personnel. SCA's financial deficit grew to fan-

tastic figures. To make matters worse, seamen, steve-

dores, and port workers, terrified by the heavy air-raids

on all major ports and port areas, could not be induced

to work except by paying ever-increasing bonuses. Their

homes were destroyed, their families scattered, and the

s;ifety of the inland hills looked awfully good to them.

The shortage of shipyard and dock workers would have

been much more acute except for the fact the raids also

destroyed so many yards and dock areas and so many
ports were closed by mines.

SCA began to suffer increasingly in competition with

the Army and Navy. Throughout the war, the Army,

Navy, and SCA had operated entirely independently of

one another, with no coordination, joint planning or co-

operation among them, and with entirely separate and

often actively hostile and competing operating staffs. As

the holder of the lowest priority of the three, SCA felt

the growing shortages most accutely.

At long last, in desperation, the government realized

that no one type of effort—military or merchant—could

be preferred over another. Workmen, food, and essential

materials carried by SCA vessels were as vital as the

military personnel and ammunition carried by the Army
and Navy vessels. As the war came nearer the home

islands, everyone was in the front line. At this too-late

stage, wasteful duplication of shore establishments, inter-

service rivalries and lack of discipline among workers

i Please turn to page 146)
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The Cunard White Star liner Parfhia, whose launching took pla

Belfast yard of Harland & Wolff.
February 25th at the

RESTORINi; BRITAirS

MERCHANT FLEET
THE GAP BETWEEN THE PREWAR and present

tonnage of Britain's merchant fleet is being closed.

The merchant fleet in British ownership at the begin-

ning of the war was 17,400,000 tons. At present it is

13,900,000 tons, and Sir Ernest Murrant, president of the

Chamber of Shipping of the United Kingdom has re-

cently given details showing how the industry is bridging

this gap of 3.5 million tons. £150,000.000 (5600,000,-

000 ) is to be spent on tonnage under construction or

on order in United Kingdom shipyards, £60,000,000

( 5240,000,000 ) worth of tonnage will be bought by

British private owners from the Government and about

£20,000,000 ($80,000,000) will be spent on the pur-

chase of United States warbuilt vessels. These additions,

in all, would total 3,500,000 tons.

The recent Government Economic White Paper em-

phasized the urgent need of restoring the British mer-

chant fleet to prewar dimensions, since the shipbuilding

industry is just as important an earner of foreign ex-

change as an industry producing entirely for export.

Last year British shipyards produced nearly 1,000,000

tons of shipping. For 1947, the Government has set them

a target of 1,250,000 tons, plus a large repair program.

Three Million Tons of Shipping

Repaired Monthly

In launching on its 1947 program the United King-

dom ship repairing industry has maintained the gigantic

M AY • I 947

drive begun early in the war. During March the facts

of this wartime achievement were released. The diffi-

culties entailed in carrying out vast war repairs under

threat of constant air attacks were enhanced,—first, by

the decrease during the two wars in the number of dry

docks available for merchant ship repair, and second, by

the' shortage of skilled labor. The 1939-45 war showed

something like a reduction of one-third the number of

men employed, compared with the 1914-18 war. De-

spite these handicaps the U. K. ship repairing industry

recorded an average monthly output of over 3,000,000

tons, compared with less than 2,000,000 per month in

the first World War.

An interesting feature of British ship repair work
during the last war was the system of "Allied " yards

—

Dutch, Polish, Belgian, etc.—where firms carried out work
largely on vessels under their respective flags.

One of the biggest problems facing the industry was

the enormous program of conversion work on merchant

ships to augment the Royal Navy. Passenger liners, for

example, were converted to armed merchant cruisers;

cargo liners to minelaying; trawlers to minesweepers

The industry's task today is more conventional, but in

view of the importance of increasing ship's tonnage in

the British postwar economy, it remains a vitally urgent

one.

New Ships
While the British ship repair yards are working full
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pressure, other yards are equally busy on new tonnage.

Shipyards on the River Wear, for example, report a pro-

gram which will take nearly three years to complete.

During the week of Februar)' 24-March 1, sixteen new

contracts were reported by Lloyds List as placed with

U. K. yards, of which eight are for overseas (four for

Bergen, Norway). The biggest contracts are for three

cargo passenger steamers of 11,000 tons each, placed

by the Blue Funnel Line of Liverpool. Two of the ves-

sels will be built by Harland, Wolflf of Belfast. Harland

and Wolff, incidentally are claiming a worlds record for

a single shipbuilding firm with an aggregate of 400,000

tons on order.

New Cunarder
The latest vessel to be completed by Harland and Wolff,

the Cunard-White Star passenger and cargo liner Parthia,

has been launched in Belfast. The Parthia, the third ves-

sel in the Cunard postwar building program, is of 14,000

tons with a capacity 7000 tons of cargo. Considerable

attention has been paid to accommodation of both pas-

sengers (numbering 250) and crew. Passenger accom-

modation—there is one class onl)—includes a high pro-

portion of outside cabins, with private baths and showers,

while the entire promenade deck is given over to public

rooms, air conditioned throughout. Crew accommoda-

tion includes cafeteria, separate messrooms, two-berth

cabins for the majority of enlisted men, with single

cabins for leading enlisted men.

The naming ceremony was performed by Lady Brooke,

wife of the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland.

Of 14,000 tons gross and carrying 250 passengers in

extensively air-conditioned accommodation, the Parthia

has space for 7,000 tons of cargo including 600 tons of

refrigerated freight. The third liner in the Cunard White

Star building program, this impression depicts the Parthia

as she wiU enter service on the North Atlantic this sum-

mer alongside her sister ship Media now fitting out at

Clydebank.
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Passengers who travel aboard Britain's latest motor

vessel, the Accra, will enjoy all the refinements of com-

fort which Britain's traditionally skilled craftsmen have

been able to give her. Built for the Elder Dempster

Lines by Vickers-Armstrongs, the Accra will eventually

go into service on the Liverpool to West Africa service.

The Accra is twin-screw, driven by two Vickers Dox-

ford diesel units totalling 9400 bph at 118 revolutions

per minute. Overall length of the vessel is 471 feet with

a moulded breadth of 66 feet. Displacement is 14,000

tons and there is a cargo space capacit)' of 278,000 cubic

feet ( baled ) . The spacious cabins are tastefully decorated,

and are furnished with cot beds, large wardrobes, dress-

ing tables, tallboy, washbasins with hot and cold water,

mirrors, curtains, carpets, etc.

Cabins are provided for 245 first-class passengers in

one-berth and rwo-berth rooms, and each cabin is fitted

with a separate private bathroom or a shower cubicle.

Cabins are also fitted for 24 third-class passengers on the

main deck while arrangements have been made to carry

1 50 coastal passengers between West Africa ports on the

upper deck, forward.

British Tanker Fleet

Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Company, who operate Bri-

tain's biggest tanker fleet, wiU replace all their ships lost

in the war by the end of this year. The cost is estimated

at £22,000,000 ($88,000,000).

When all building programs of British tanker fleets

are complete—they involve nearly 300,000 tons of new

ships—Britain will be operating the fastest vessels of

this type in the world. One, the Helicina, flagship of

the Angle-Saxon fleet, with a cargo capacity of 18,000

tons, has completed the voyage from Southampton to

Curacao five days faster than the time normally taken.

From dMa furnished by the British Informalion Service. Sun Francisco.
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COLVIO COIDPflRES

CHRGO COnOITIODS

on SHIPS or

u. s. nno EUROPE

I. D. Colvin, president of Cargc
«orld famous English authority
«ho collaborated with Mr. Colvin in th.

paper on cargo stowage

nd Sidney J. Duly.

ON HIS RETURN FROM ENGLAND, where he pre-

sented a technical paper entitled, "Control of Humid-

ity in the Cargo Spaces on Board Ship" before the North

East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, O.

D. Colvin president of the Cargocaire Engineering Cor-

poration, commented on the favorable position of the

American Merchant Marine in world shipping.

"American ship owners," Mr. Colvin stated, "will be

pleased to know that their more modernly equipped

vessels, resulting in superior outturns, are today attracting

many cargoes which formerly went to the Scandinavian

and British Merchant Marines. These countries have for

generations produced highly trained crews and they still

have an outstanding reputation for the skillful handling

of difficult cargoes in all kinds of weather. As a result,

there was a heavy movement of goods in prewar days

to these lines."

Mr. Colvin went on to say that "despite the use of

skilled personnel, there have been many occasions where

even the best handling and the best knowledge are of

no avail. Heavy weather which prevented the use of old

fashioned ventilating systems forced many ship owners

to fall back on the time-tried excuse of inherent vice of

the cargo' and 'peril of the sea'.

Today, the American Merchant Marine and the Ameri-

can ships equipped with the latest and the best system of

dehumidification and ventilation are attracting new busi-

ness by offering protection against all types of weather.

Among the recent costly examples that have brought

this forcibly to the shippers' attention have been the

heavy losses of oranges shipped from Jacksonville, Flori-

da and the Mediterranean to Northern ports in Scandina-

vian ships, with losses running as high as 50 per cent.

At the same time our own Lykes Brothers Steamship

Company is regularly bringing in grapefruit from Texas

ports and landing them at Antwerp with no loss. These

grapefruit, shipped without refrigeration, are arriving

in perfect condition in Cargocaire protected holds. Simi-

lar shipments of onions, oranges, apples and lemons by

the American President Lines from our own West
Coast to the Philippines have likewise arrived in perfect

condition.

"

"A further example, " Mr. Colvin said, "of how this

system is drawing business was evidenced by the recent

shipment of seed potatoes from St. Johns, New Bruns-

wick to Montevideo, Uruguay, by Moore-McCormack in

a vessel equipped with Cargocaire. A British line had

previously rejected this same shipment of seed potatoes

because they felt they could not warrant the risk. In-

cidentally, this shipment was inspected by the Adminis-

trator of Agriculture of the Uruguayan government who
was aboard for this purpose, and he was highly pleased

with the results.

Recently, a Moore-McCormack vessel landed fourteen

million eggs in Sweden on one of their Cargocaire equip-

ped vessels. At the same time that these eggs were being

successfully transported, Scandinavian shipping lines

were bringing in eggs with poor outturn."

"Commenting on the general shipbuilding conditions

as he found them in Europe and Great Britain," Mr. Col-

vin {jointed out that "despite her neutrality, Sweden while
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of I). 8. and Europe

striving to maintain its shipyards in high gear, is very

troubled by the lack of labor and material. Orders are

booked well into 1950 and they are falling behind from

month to month in the delivery of electrical equipment."

"Part of this," Mr. Colvin said, "was due to the fact that

the recent heavy extension of credit to Russia had slowed

up deliveries of components for Sweden's own ships.

Some Swedish business men anticipated," he said, "that

their large export trade with South America would suffer

as a result of these commitments to Russia over the next

five years. These same business men felt that the South

American markets were now wide open for exploitation

by American and British interests." "The British," Mr.

Colvin said, "although geared to export commitments

set at 175 per cent of their 19.^8 production have not

been able to attain anything near this goal. Some British

officials he talked to in the shipyards pointed out that

the shorter work week in the mines and the five-day

work week that was just started in British shipyards was

definitely slowing down the entire shipbuilding program

in Great Britain.

He was quite impressed with the fact that the British

nation seemed tired and her people need a rest. The peo-

ple in Norway, Denmark, Holland and Belgium, on the

other hand, have snapped out of their doldrums and

seem to be working with a great deal of zest. Mr. Colvin

pointed out that the British people with their indestructi-

ble inner fibre will come back and buckle down to the job.

Mr. Colvin stated that many British ship owners who
have been for some time observing the outstanding out-

turn of American ships, are now equipping their ships

with Cargocaire to give assured protection and maintain

their service at the high standards for which they have

always strived. As a result of this interest, Colvin' said

that much business is coming to their British and Swedish

affiliates, Cargocaire Ltd. in London and Cargocaire A.B.

in Gothenburg. This will prove quite a boon to Ameri-

can shippers since they can be assured of good outturn

of their products in all foreign ports.

"The Big Lift

With her decks groaning under one

of the strangest deckloads ever seen on a

merchant vessel, the SS Joshua Thomas
sailed for Greece during February from

the Grove Street Pier of the Port of Oak-

land with three giant purse seiners on her

foredeck and two more on her afterdeck.

Three of the purse seiners, the Sunset,

Olympic, and Aldona, all are UNRRA
cargo destined for Greece, were loaded

aboard the Thomas in Seattle. The fourth,

the Green Dolphin, 71 -ton 63-foot boat,

was taken aboard at the Grove Street Pier

with the aid of a Smith-Rice Company

derrick barge late Wednesday afternoon,

February 5. The fifth, the 130-ton 71 -foot

Dolores B.—she has a beam of 18 feet 3

inches— was taken aboard in a delicate

operation performed by the two giant

Smith-Rice derrick barges.

Two slings were placed by the derrick

barges under the forward and after sec-

tions of the fishing boat while it rested

in the water alongside the Thomas. Then,

in unison and very slowly, the two der-

ricks lifted the seiner from the water,

swung her over the side of the freighter,

and deposited her gently like the others

in a prepared cradle which was lashed to

the deck. Also on board the Thomas was

a cargo of lumber to be delivered to Italy

and Greece.



STEAMSHIP ACCOUNTINe

By ARTHUR B. PDDLE.

Vice President and Treasurer

American President Lines, Ltd.

THE STEAMSHIP INDUSTRY has wo main divi-

sions which are convenient to have in mind. One is

the unsubsidized portion of the industry. Unsubsidized

steamship lines include primarily coastwise and inter-

coastal lines, but also some lines running to foreign ports.

Coastwise and untercoastal lines are protected by cabo-

tage, that principle by which the carrying of passengers

or freight between domestic ports by vessels flying for-

eign flags is prohibited. Other nations, but by no means

all of them, apply the principle of cabotage in their affairs.

The most prominent maritime nation which has not so

far applied cabotage to its water-borne commence is

Great Britain.

The subsidized steamship industry is wholly composed

of so-called "offshore" or "deep sea" lines, operating to

foreign ports. An operating-differential subsidy is paid

to these lines, after their routes have been determined

essential in the foreign trade of the United States, to

compensate them for the extra costs imposed on them by

law. These costs include the use of American citizens in

their crews, and "only articles, materials, and supplies of

the growth, production, and manufacture of the United

States . . . except when it is necessar)' to purchase supplies

and equipment outside the United States to enable such

vessel to continue and complete her voyage, and the

operator shall perform repairs to subsidized vessels with-

in the continental limits of the United States, except in

an emergency."

These subsidized lines have certain accounting prob-

lems which do not devolve upon nonsubsidized lines. On
the other hand, the accounting problems of nonsubsidized

lines are completely shared by the subsidized lines. Ac-

cordingly, I shall discuss the special accounting problems

and techniques of the subsidized lines, thereby automa-

tically covering most of the accounting problems and

techniques of nonsubsidized lines. Specifically, I shall

present rather largely the accounting problems and tech-

niques of my own company, American President Lines,

Arthur B. Poole.

Vice President and

Treasurer. American

President Lines. Ltd

because it is one of the very few steamship companies

which before the war combined domestic business with

subsidized foreign business. American President Lines

carries intercoastel cargo and passengers as a substantial

element in its Round-the-World and Atlantic-Coast-to-

Straits-Settlements services, and may soon have an At-

lantic-Coast-to-India service which will also include in-

tercoastal traffic between the Atlantic Coast and Califor-

nia ports.

Operating-Differential Subsidy

During almost the entire history of the United States,

subsidies in one form or another have existed for Ameri-

can-flag vessels. It is said that the first act of the Congress

which met after the adoption of the Constitution in 1789,

was to provide smaller port charges for American-flag

vessels than for their foreign-flag competitors. Subsidies

took various forms. At times it was a flat payment per

annum for maintenance of certain transatlantic service.

The last subsidy before the passage of the Merchant

Marine Act of 1936 was a so-called "mail pay" which

was measured by a combination of miles covered and ves-

sel speed, and far exceeded reasonable compensation for

the tonnage of mail hauled.

Under the prodding of President Roosevelt there was

enacted by Congress in 1936 a Merchant Marine Act

which established national policy: "It is necessary for the

national defense and development of its foreign domestic

commerce that the United States shall have a merchant

marine ( a ) sufficient to carry its domestic water-borne

commerce and a substantial portion of the water-borne
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export and import foreign commerce of the United States

and to provide shipping service on all routes essential for

maintaining the flow of such water-borne domestic and

foreign water-borne commerce at all times, (b) capable

of serving as a naval and military auxiliary in time of

war or national emergency, ( c ) owned and operated un-

der the United States flag by citizens of the United States

in so far as may be practicable, and (d) composed of the

best equipped, safest, and most suitable types of vessels,

constructed in the United States, and manned with a

trained and efficient citizen personnel. It is hereby de-

clared to be the policy of the United States to foster the

development and encourage the maintenance of such a

merchant marine.

"

The Merchant Marine Act of 19.i6 recognized candidly

for the first time that American standards of living and

American wages were higher than in other maritime

nations, and that if the Government was to require by

law the use of American crews, American repair-yard

artisans, and American manufacturers of equipment and

supplies, there must be an "operating-diff^erential" sub-

sidy to off^set the excess of the resultant costs over the

comparative costs of foreign-flag competing vessels. Thus

the subsidy is a subsidy to American workers, to get

them to continue their efll^orts and experience in the

American merchant marine, and is not in any real sense

a subsidy to steamship companies. After receiving such

subsidy payments, American steamship companies will

still fail if their operations are not efficient and attractive

to shippers.

Despite the apparent fairness of letting subsidized

operators stand or fall on the basis of their success after

equalizing their vessel-operating costs with those of

foreign-flag vessels, the Merchant Marine Act says, in

effect, that if a steamship company can earn more than

10 per cent per annum on its "capital necessarily em-

ployed" in the subsidized steamship operations, the sub-

sidy is not really needed, and one-half of any such ex-

cess is recaptured by the United States as repayment of

the subsidy. Consequently, most of the operating-differen-

tial subsidy paid by the United States from 1937 to the

beginning of the war was recaptured, and the net cost

to the Government of operating-differential subsidy was

reduced to a very small amount.

Construction-Differential Subsidy

The Maritime Commission is also authorized to allow

to American-flag operators on essential foreign trade

routes a "construction-differential" subsidy, to offset the

excess cost of vessels built in American yards with Ameri-

can workmen over the cost of similar vessels furnished by

foreign shipyards to foreign-flag competitors. This like-

wise is a subsidy to American shipyard workers and

equipment manufacturers rather than to the steamship

companies. The Merchant Marine Act, for reasons of

national policy, requires that subsidized operators use

only American-built vessels on their routes.

During the war the Government took over all ocean-

going vessels for its own use in the war effort, and steam-

ship companies received modest charter hire for their

vessels and closely regulated fees for their services. No
subsidy was paid. The war period, however, is almost be-

hind us and it is expected that in the next few months

all steamship companies will recommence operations on

a commercial basis. Hence, this paper is limited to steam-

ship accounting as it will be carried on after the resump-

tion of commercial operations. The subject divides itself

naturally into four parts:

1. Accounts that go into an operating statement.

2. Accounts appearing in a balance sheet.

3. Steamship accounting methods and procedures.

4. Steamship cost accounting.

Accounts Related to Operating Statements

The Voyage as the Accounting Unit

From the oldest known days of ocean traffic down to

the present it has been customary to account for vessel

operations on what we call a "venture" basis. For this

purpose the round voyage has been the unit. A round

voyage is a voyage from a given port back usually to the

same port, and it ends with the discharge of the home-

bound cargo, the new voyage picking up when loading

for the next voyage begins. For practical reasons, the

end of a voyage is taken as midnight of the day on which

discharge of cargo was finished. In early days, when

ownership of vessels was calculated in 64th fractions,

there might be changes in ownership from one voyage

to another. In the present day of corporate ownership of

vessels changes occur infrequently, but the voyage has

continued to be both the convenient and the logical unit

of accounting for profits. Thus an operating statement

contains the results of the voyages which were completed

during the accounting period, and no allowance is made

for the income or expenses of voyages commenced before

or during that period but terminated even as little as one

day after the close of the period.

The basic unit of the income statement is the "voyage

profit." This is the net profit of a voyage after vessel and

voyage expenses, but before depreciation, mortgage in-

terest, advertising, overhead, and taxes. Vessel expense

constitutes the direct cost of operating the vessel, includ-

ing wages, fuel, lubricants, repairs, expendable equip-

ment, stores, water, and provisions. Voyage expense com-

prises stevedoring, cargo checking, loss and damage

claims, port charges, vessel insurance premium accruals,

canal tolls, brokerage, and other direct expenses not

actually a part of operating the vessel itself.

The Maritime Commission, through its General Order

22, has promulgated a complete system of numbered ac-

counts to which subsidized lines must adhere in the ren-

dering of quarterly and annual reports to the Commission.

Steamship lines engaging in coastwise and intercoastal

traffic in competition with railroad and truck lines are
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under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and must render accounts in accord with the

ICC system of accounts for water carriers. Fortunately,

the ICC has decided that any carrier obliged to render

accounts to the Maritime Commission and the ICC both,

such as American President Lines, may file with the ICC

a copy of the report prepared under the Maritime Com-

mission's General Order 22. The two bodies have con-

sulted with each other to the end that the Maritime Com-
mission reports will contain all information considered

essential by the ICC.

Exhibits 1 and 2 include one sheet for direct account-

ing data, and one sheet for statistical and unit cost data.

(Please turn to page 138)

EXHIBIT 1

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD S. S. President Pierce

Route Transpacific

ANALYSIS OF EARNINGS AND EXPENSES VOY. NO. 68-5

Estimate Revenues:

119.000. Rl Freight $157.998. 28
30,000. R2 Passenger First Class 60,144.34
27,000. R3 Passenger Special—Tourist Class 30,792.49
13.000. R4 Passenger Third Class 18, 223.89

685. R5 Baggage - 1,189.44
5,000. R6 Mail 6,719.10
878. R7 Refreshments (Net) 1.524.93
74. R8 Slop Chest (Net) 128.23

100. R9 Laundry 172.62
51v RIO Miscellaneous 892.52

196.250.00 Total Reveaue 257.785.84

Operating Expenses:

y,494. ElO Wages Deck 10.150.45
2.057. Ell Equipment ' 350.53
1,819. EI2 Supplies " 1,966.40
669. E13 Rope • 56.

n

124. El 4 Sundries " 84.66

14.163. Total Deck Department 12.608.21

10.808. E20 Wages Engineers : 10,729.14
17". E21 Equipment . " 197.14

37,298. E22 Fuel '• 40.344.33
2'9. E23 Lublication ' 450.45
491. E24 Water ' 476.68

1,884. E25 Supplies ' 3.856.15
50. E26 Sundries 49189

'0-987. Total Engineers Departmeot 56.545.78

n.0^5. E^O Wages Stewards 17,011.13
2,02? E31 Wages Pursers 2,075.00

1S,S9"". E32 Provisions 22,820.82
1.494. E33 Equipment Stewards 1.458.91
714. E34 Crockery. Silverware and Glassware.... 487.52

1.679. E35 Linen and Bedding 1.695.62
1.921. E36 Supplies Stewards 2,358.70
803. E37 Sundries Pursers and Stewards 1,170.78

44.608. Total Pursers and Stewards Dept.s 49.078.48

E40 Repairs. Hull and Deck Dept 2,955.86
E4 1 " Boilers and Condensors 1,422.72
E42 Main Engines 1,162.16
E43 Deck and Auxiliary Mach 2,19110
E44 Radio and Elearic 417.02
E45 Stewards Dept 4,914.44
E46 " Drydocking—Extraordinary

Repairs ( Accrual

)

20,000. Total Repairs 13.063.30

6,035. E50 Insurance, Marine 6,354.92
1,768. E5I lasiuance, Proteaion and Indemnity.. 1,589.90

50. E52 Personal Injury 2.89
330. E5 3 Stationery and Printing 505.07

S.1S3 Total Other Vessel Expense S.452."S

13^.911. Total Vessel Expense 139,^48 5S

23.595. E60 Stevedoring 33.082.15
484. E61 Restowing and Misstowed Cargo 579-87

3.26^. Clerk Hire 4.111.35
2.904. E63 Wharfage, Lighterage and Handling... 2.681.07
2,420. E64 Caigo Sundries 4,33932
2,000. E65 Loss and Damage Claims 2,133.47

34.670. Total Cargo Expense 46,927.23

2,736. E^O Pilotage. Towage and Launch Hire..-. 1,730-43
3,815. E71 Dockage 3.731.89
1.869. E72 Tonnage Dues and Canal Tolls 1,263. 91
2,698. E^3 Quarantine, Customs & Consular Fees 3.32900

11.118. Total Port Expense . 10.055.23

45.788. Total Cargo and Port Expense 56.982.46

126. E80 Brokerage. Freight 247-42
1.800. E81 Brokerage, Passenger 2, 249. 51

E82 Agency Fees
580. E8; Commissions. Freight and Mail 537.03
42. E84 Passenger 50.72

E85 Disbursing

2.54H.I)(I Total Commissions Expense 3.0S4-6S

E90 Advertising 1 8i
1 .000 E91 General Expense Sundries 1 .205 M
1 ,000 Total General Expense 1.20~M

49.^36- Total Voyage Expense 61.2-(:-

I
ST. 22'' 00 Total Operating Expense 20I.U22H2
8.9^5. Voyage Profit I Loss I -.. 56,763-02

P VOY ENDED.] 0/1/39 SUBSIDY ACCRUED J42,923 64

EXHIBIT 2

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD-

39.250
36,490
2.760
869
197

President Pierce

Route Transpacific

VOYAGE STATISTICS VOY. NO-68-5AP1

Se; ( F—Fri ghter, F & P—Freight &
Passenger.! F&P

Date Voyage Began 8/7/39
Date Voyage Ended 10/1/39
No. of Nautical Miles Traveled 16,534
Running Time—Days 41
Port Time—Days 15

Total Number of Days.. 56
Cost Per Day, Vessel Expense
Cost Per Day, Vessel—Running
Cost Per Day, Vessel—Port
No. of Fifst Class Passengers
No. of Special Class Passengers
No. of Tourist Passengers
No. of Third Class Passengers
No. of Steerage Class Passengers (Asiatics)
No. of Non-Revenue Passengers

2,688.88
1,980.58
27;

Total Passen'86" 857
"

"Cabin Menu'
"Cabin Menu'

Meals Served Passengers
' Meals Served Officers &

24.396

32.424
362"CabinMenu

"

Meals Served Ft ee

Total "Cabi n Menu" Meals Served- 57.182

"Crew Menu'
"Crew Menu

"

Passengers

Meals Served C
Meals Served

rew 6.384

1,035
Third Class

Total "CrevV Menu " Meals Served 7.419

"Asiatic Food' Meals Served.. 10.862

Total Meals Served Passengt;r & Crew---- 75.463

"Cabin Mei
"Crew Men
"Asiatic Foe

nu" Meals
u" Meals

35
25

id" Meals

Average Co5
Meals ....

it Per Meal—Provisions: All
30

Cost Per Meal
No. in Deck (

No. in Engine
No. in Stewarc
No. in Purser:

1—Steward's Wages
42
51

128
9

23

48

9 s Crew
225 Total Crew 230

Fuel Purchases and Consumption
On Hand Beginning of Voyage

Bbis- Purchased at Boston ( Ptice Per Bbl

BbIs- Purchased at New York
" Cristobal

Balboa
" Los Angeles 721

San Francisco -- -812
• Honolulu 1.13
" Yokohama
Hong Kong 1.76

" Manila
Singapore
Bombay
Port Said

.555
i.OIO
>,549

On Hand End of Voyage—Barrels 3.

ConsiuTtption Round Voyage—Barrels 42,
Barrens Consumed — Running 39,—Port 3,

Consumption: Barrells Per Day—Running—Port
" —Steaming Mile
" —Engine Mile

Slip

211
952
214

2.36

95 Average Cost Per Barrel • 96

No. of Revenu
No. of Non-R

.. 16.263
evenue (areo Tons

9-8i Average Rate Per RcMilut- T.m 8.49

2.8" Cargo Expense: ( ,,^, per T. .n 2.89

')5^r ^f Total Opcrat ing Expense ul Fuij:1 Revcnue -^8%

Crew Overtim e—Deck Dept—Engine Dept—Stewards

'

3.596.53
1.121.
9(13

1.781.86
2,122.60

"i.691. Total Overtime 7,30099

P VOY ENDED 10/1/59 SUBSIDY ACCRUED $42,923.64
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Ulith The Port

E. C. Rechtin, manager of San Psdro yard, Beth-

lahem Steel Company.- Terminal Island, Califor-

nia, guesf speaker at Society of Port Engineers
meeting.'

Paul V. Gaudin superin'en3»ni Mi.qip,

n Pacific Steamship Company.
Society of Port Engineers. Los Angel*

Dan Doblar, marine superintendent. The Texas Company, chairman 1

of the Board of Governors, Society of Port Engineers, Los Angeles -

Harbor.

E. C. Rechtin of Bethlehem

Addresses L. H. Port Engineers

WELDED STEEL MERCHANT VESSELS—Their
Construction and Repair" was the topic of E. C.

Rechtin, manager of the San Pedro yard of Bethlehem

Steel Company, before the well-attended monthly meet-

ing of The Society of Port Engineers at Los Angeles

Harbor on April 2. Mr. Rechtin's highly informative

talk accompanied by excellent illustrations, proved one

of the most timely talks the Southern California maritime

fraternity has enjoyed in a long time.

President Paul V. Gaudin, who also is Superintendent

of Engineering and Maintenance for the American Pa-,

cific Steamship Company, presided at the meeting, which

was high-lighted by a dinner at the Lafayette in Long

Beach.

Dan Dobler, marine superintendent of The Texas

Company, is chairman of the Board of Governors of the

Society of Port Engineers at Los Angeles Harbor, Leonard

E. Landers, port engineer for American President Lines,

is vice president, and George A. Robinson, marine survey-

or is secretary.

The Board of Governors is comprised of George Cur-

ran, R, H. Cyrus, Charles Jackson, M. H. Kelley, C. V.

Peterson and J.
L. Wosser.

Charter Members are William Anderson, Roy Camp-

bell, George Curran, R. H. Cyrus, Dan Dobler, H. Dreg-

gors, Charles Duggan, Paul V. Gaudin, Spencer Gordon,

Glenn Gulvin, B. L. Hale, Edward L. Harris, Charles

Jackson, M. H. Kelley, Leonard E. Landers, H. E. Mc-

Ewing, Harry Miller, H. Neergaard, T. T. Overton, C V.

Peterson, Lloyd Richardson, C. P. Snively, David K.

Steward and J. L. Wosser.

Honorary Members are Harry Summers, Joseph T.

Hare, Lloyd Kennedy, Frank Boomer, George McLean

and P. Banning Young.
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Engineers .

.

Maintenance Problems

On the Modern

Two-Cycle Marine Diesel Engine

By GEORGE H. LIENHARD.
ImlallMion & Sen-ice Engineer, Henry Machinery Division.

Nordberg Manufacturing Company.

WHO'S TELLING WHO WHAT?
Left to right: Joe GIsler, of Interoccan; M. T. J. Sarlinger,

Army Transport; and Charles Cox of Nordberg.

—P.jc,iic Marine Review PI.

At the April 2 meeting of the Society of Port Engineers, San Francisco, held at the Marconi Res-

taurant, President Frank Smith presided over an extremely informative session on diesel engine main-

tenance. The many questions of the members were ably answered by the speaker and by Charles Cox,

Pacific Coast manager of Nordberg Manufacturing Company.

nl HENEVER MARINE DIESELS ARE DISCUSSED,
the problem of maintenance is always the main

topic. The maintenance referred to is usually considered

excessive but the reference is always to an engine buLlt

between 1920 or 19.^0. The modern diesel is far dif-

ferent from the early diesel, and yet it is surprising how
often today's diesel is thought of in terms of the old and

obsolete design. The modern diesel is so developed that

simplicity and standardization of parts eliminate the need

of costly repairs. Many of the problems of that era no

longer exist in modern marine diesels. In order to draw

a comparison I will discuss the maintenance problems of

that period and maintenance problems on the modern

marine diesel.
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What were the problems in the older marine diesels

built in 1925?

Well, No. 1 was air compressors. The modern marine

diesel operates without an attached air compressor. There

are practically no modern marine diesel engines operat-

ing as air injection engines today and none are built in

this country for marine purposes. The solid injection

engine has proven to be the simplest of the two types of

fuel injection. Even the heaviest kinds of fuel can be

burned in a solid injection diesel. It is merely necessary

to thoroughly centrifuge the fuel and then heat it to the

proper viscosity so that the fuel system can handle it.

With the air compressor eliminated all of the associated

troubles are eliminated, and the power absorbed by the

compressor goes into the shaft.

You might ask the question. "You still have a scaveng-

ing pump? What about that?" True, the scavenging

pump is still a low pressure air compressor but it offers

no maintenance problems because it operates at pressures

of only 2# to 2i2# instead of I000# to 1200# pres-

sure. If the pressure is low the temperature will be low,

so no cooling is required. Troublesome coolers and high

pressure valves are no longer present. The scavenging

pump that is used on the Nordberg two-cycle marine

diesel consists of a regular marine type crank, wrist pin

and crosshead slide construction and the piston is a

solid aluminum plug with no piston rings. The piston

has a clearance of .025" and is guided by a tail rod on

the piston rod, and never touches the cylinder wall,

therefore there is nothing to wear out. The loss in power

due to leakage past the piston is less than the friction

loss if we were to use piston rings in a cylinder of this

size. Maintenance on the scavenging pump bearing and

guides is no different or more difficult than any other

bearing or crosshead. The piston rod packing is similar

to any other packing. It is a series of carbon rings, held

in place by garter springs and since these operate under

low pressures and temperatures they last indefinitely.

The packing should be inspected about once a year, which

is about a one-hour job. The suction and discharge valves

on this pump are merely strip valves, or feather valves,

as they are sometimes called. To keep them operating

efficiently, the entire valve assembly can be removed

from the pump, soaked in kerosene or other solvent to

remove the accumulation of dust and dirt. This should

be done about once each year.

On larger engines, independent centrifugal scaveng-

ing blowers are used. These are driven by electric motors

or small steam turbines. Steam for driving the turbines

can be generated by the heat from the diesel exhaust

passing through a waste heat boiler. On good installa-

tions as much as 5 per cent of the total heat can be re-

covered from the exhaust and used to operate bilge

pumps, transfer pumps or other auxiliaries, as well as

heat the quarters.

Large double acting diesels used to be plagued with

piston rod and piston rod packing trouble. The modern
single acting two-cycle diesel does not have these trouble-

some-parts. Conservative American diesel engine build-

ers, have in general, adopted the single acting engine for

marine purposes. Few, if any double acting engines are

offered.

Another problem was cylinder heads. This was a real

headache because of the many valves and apertures in

the old style four-cycle head. Four-cycle diesels are no

longer used for main propulsion on large motorships in

America, and the cylinder head on the modern two-

cycle diesel has only two openings in the entire head.

One opening is to receive the fuel injection nozzle and

the other opening is for the passage of starting air into

the cylinder. This same opening also serves as a passage

to the cylinder head relief valve. Due to the less compli-

cated head, better and more even cooling is provided.

Extremely large radii may be used on the apertures in

the head, and this feature, with the better cooling, elimi-

nates the source of the cracking common to older type

heads.

Old time cylinder heads usually cracked between the

fuel nozzle opening and the exhaust valve opening. This

trouble cannot occur on the cylinder head of a two-cycle

cylinder head because there are no exhaust valves. This

type of head is fitted with a removable bushing where

the injection nozzle is fitted. This bushing is essentially

a cooling bushing for circulating water around the

nozzle. Should a crack appear in this type of head, it

would start in the center where the fuel injection cooling

bushing is placed. The bushing can be removed and a

spare one installed in less than an hour without disturb-

ing the cylinder head itself. By reducing the number of

openings in the cylinder head to a minimum, you reduce

the possibility of cylinder head failures to a minimum.

It goes without saying that when intake and exhaust

valves are removed, numerous maintenance problems are

solved. With the valves out of the cylinder head, there

are no valve motions, links, push rods, etc., to wear out.

Dozens of moving parts are eliminated.

However, on small four-cycle diesels, these parts do

not present a major problem because of their relatively

small size. On an engine of several thousand horsepower,

these parts are of prohibitive sizes and weights.

Bearings were a problem in those days due to high

bearing pressures and difficult lubrication. The modern

marine diesel is lubricated by a forced-feed oiling sys-

tem, and much knowledge in lubrication has been of-

forded the diesel operator and manufacturers by the

leading oil companies. Improvement in quality of bear-

ing alloys and lubricating oil has meant improved per-

formance of all types of prime movers, especially the

diesels.

The main trouble experienced in those days was the

fact that if a main bearing burned out or wiped, it

meant removing the crankshaft to repair the bottom side

of the bearing. Today's diesel, even the large sizes up to

8500 horsepower are fitted with removable precision
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type bearing shells. A complete set of main bearings can

be removed and replacements installed without disturb-

ing any more of the engine than the bearing cap itself.

In these tj'pes of engines, all of the bearings are inter-

changeable, which means that spare parts supplies can

be reduced to a minimum.

Precision bearings are also used on the connecting rod

bearing and the wrist pin or crosshead bearing. These

parts are also interchangeable. For example, individual

fuel pumps for all cylinders are interchangeable, so are

C}'linder liners, fuel injectors, valves, main and connecting

rod bearings, and cylinder heads. Standardization of parts

has reduced maintenance costs.

Piston heads no longer present the problem they did

20 years ago. Increased knowledge of metals and alloys,

along with improved designing skill, have made the

piston head practically fool proof. Pistons are now oil

cooled instead of water cooled, which eliminates a lot

of troublesome mechanism for getting water in and out

of the piston instead of into the crankcase. In oil cooled

pistons the oil is introduced to the piston through the

connecting rod and spills out through a telescope pipe

into the crankcase. This telescope outlet pipe is fitted

with about 1 32" clearance and requires no packing

glands, consequently it never touches any other moving

part. Therefore no maintenance is required. Since there

is no water piping in the engine crankcase, shut downs

due to water in the lube oil are eliminated. The whole

system of engine cooling and lubrication, and attendant

pumps required, is simplified by using the one system.

Pistons should be pulled about every 3000 to 5000

hours depending upon running conditions. A piston can

be pulled, rings changed, connecting rod bearing in-

spected, all in one working day by the engine room

crew. The modern marine diesel has been developed to

a state of simplicit}' whereby nearly all repairs can be

made by the ship's personnel. When pistons are pulled.

only the worn or broken rings should be renewed. Most

engineers make the mistake of renewing all of the piston

rings just because they have gone to the trouble of pull-

ing a piston. New rings have to wear in and therefore

increase the wear of the liner. Another important reason

for pulling a piston is to examine and clean the intake

and exhaust ports. Fouled ports restrict the input of

scavenging air, which will reduce the output of power.

It is important to pull pistons when necessary and the

regular use of the indicator will tell you what is going

on inside the cylinder. There is no use in pulling a

piston just for the sake of pulling it.

Lubricating oil consumption has been reduced to a

reasonable quantity by improved oil control piston rings

and controlled introduction of cylinder lubrication. Cylin-

der oil for lubricating the piston rings is introduced by

means of a timed lubricator, set to inject the lubricating

oil into the piston rings when the piston is near top

center. The lubricating oil holes in the liner are placed

so that the oil is equally distributed around the entire

periphery of the cylinder. Therefore, the cylinder oil is

injected when it is needed, where it is needed.

Lubricating oil consumption is in the neighborhood

of 6000 horsepower hours per gallon on the trunk-piston

type of diesel, and even better on crosshead types. With

proper cylinder lublication, liner wear is considerably

reduced. The average wear of a trunk piston liner rarely

exceeds .002" per thousand hours of running time. As

suming that a motor vessel operates 5000 hours a year

with a rate of wear of .002", which is the maximum
rate, that would be .010" wear per year. We usually

recommend renewing a liner after the wear has reached

.125". This would mean that a liner should last at least

12 years. The changing of a liner is not a difficult job

and can be performed by the ships personnel in a matter

of 24 hours, with the use of proper tools which are

furnished with the engine for that purpose.

Fuel Oils

The question is asked, "Why don't diesels operate on

heavy oil? ' The answer is, "They do', and the modern

marine diesel that cannot operate on heavy oil should

not be called a modern engine.

The large marine diesel that does not operate on

(Please turn to page 134)

The 9-cylinder Nordberg dli
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stting foundation blocks on bottom of dry-

ock. Ship will eventually be supported by
lese blocks. They have to be aligned in such
manner as to conform to the vessel's under-
ater body shape. Drydock engineer is setting

heights of blocks with surveyor's transit.

Leo Quayle and Harry Holmes, drydock control
operators, at pump and valve controls which
regulate amount of water In various compart-
ments of the dock while ship is being raised or

lowered. Dock has 16 compartments.

Dock being lowered. Dock is rapidly smkinq
and Is going down at the rate of 2 feet per

minute.

THEFLOflTinGDRYDOCK-HVITeiFeCTOR

in TODors SHIP mm nmm
By R. A. FDRSTER General Superintendent, Bethlehem Steel Company,

Shipbuilding Division, San Francisco Yard

With the current need for freight and passenger ves-

sels in transpacific operations so acute, the floating

drydock becomes a vital factor in speeding up ship repair

activities. In general, there are three methods of drydock-

ing a ship in operation today, the floating dock, the

marine railway and the graving dock, the latter, in brief,

consisting of an excavation at the shore line into which

a ship is floated and from which the water is pumped
after the vessel has been properly docked. While the

ship is on this type of dock, water is prevented from com-

ing in by hinged doors or locks, called caisson gates.

The floating drydock, however, is much more widely

in use today and is speedier and more versatile in opera-

tion in that it can be towed to any desired location.

History tells us that before floating drydocks and

graving docks were ever heard of, sailors would beach

their ship at high tide, moor it and when the tide re-

ceded would get at one side of the vessel's bottom. When

Dock fully submerged and James Nelson. Asst. Dockmaster, in operations head-
quarters directing movement of vessel as it is entering
dock. He can talk v/ith the entire dock and vessel by

means of a P. A. system.
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Ship being pulled into docking position witti the
aid of lines fastened to capstans on drydock.

Ship is

will be
!iyjw in position
aised to land he

>»e blocks
1 foundati

and do.
n blocks

the next tide came in, they would atrange for the ship to

settle on the other side, thereby completing the operation.

The marine railway came next. This is a sloping trestle

extending from the shore into the water and on which

steel tracks are built. The ship is maneuvered onto a

wheeled cradle and hauled out of the water and up onto

the trestle where its underwater section can be worked

on.

An interesting side light on drydocks in general is the

hydraulically operated dock built at Bethlehem Steel

Company's San Francisco Yard (then the Union Iron

Works) toward the end of the last century. This dock,

the only one of its type in existence, was raised or lowered

hydraulically. It was destroyed, however, in the earth-

quake of 1906.

Generally speaking, a ship may be drydocked as often

is every 6 months for either one or several reasons: for

removal of underwater growth, painting, inspection for

shaft or rudder weardowns, renewal of stern tube pack-

ing, renewal of sea valve packing or for repairs of bottom

damage caused by grounding or heavy weather. With the

standard application of first one coat of anti-corrosive

paint and then a coat of anti-fouling paint to the vessel's

underwater section, speed of the ship is increased con-

siderably.

An important advantage of the floating drydock over

the graving drydock is the time that can be saved in dock-

ing the ship. In addition, the floating drydock is more

versatile in that it can be tipped so as to match the trim

of the ship being docked.

The floating drydock consists of one or a series of

pontoons with upright wing walls on the sides. So that

the dock can sink low enough in the water for a ship to

be floated in, water is allowed to enter the pontoons by

means of flooding valves. When the ship which is sup-

ported on blocks on the deck of the dock is to be raised,

the pontoons are pumped out and the dock rises through

(Please turn to page 142)
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approved V-2000 type ship for Round-the-World Ser>

\-im ROUy-THEHORLD

SHIPS APPROVED FOR BIDS

THE MARCH PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW con-

tained a detailed technical article, with inboard and

outboard profiles, deck plans, and machinery arrange-

ment plans of five proposed combination passenger cargo

vessels for American President Lines' Round-the-World

service.

These five vessels—known as the V-2000 type—are to

replace five combination passenger-cargo liners taken

over by the Navy at the outbreak of war and not re-

turned. The new vessels will be larger, both in passenger

and freight accommodations, to take care of the expand-

ing Round-the-World trade, and will fulfill a portion of

American President Lines' progressive postwar plans.

Just prior to Pearl Harbor, American President Lines

had taken delivery of seven new de luxe President Liners

for their Round-the-World service, rated by the Mari-

time Commission as one of the essential American flag

services.

All seven of these fast new liners—known as the

C-3-P type—went to war, and only two returned-—the

President Polk and the President Monroe. These two

vessels, reconverted to commercial use, have since been

operating on a limited and unbalanced schedule around

the world, each with accommodations for only 98 pas-

sengers.

American President Lines' contract with the Govern-

ment for servicing of the strategic Round-the-World

route specifies the operation of a minimum of seven com-

bination passenger-cargo vessels. Construction of the five

new ships v.'ill bring the globe-circling fleet up to re-

quired quota and enable the company to meet the heavy

traffic demands from shippers and travelers over this

route. For a time this essential new construction ap-

peared threatened by a slash in the Maritime Commis-
sion's budget.

The Maritime Commission's action in approving the

call for bids followed receipt of an application for difiFer-

ential subsidy aid in the construction of these ships by

the American President Lines, Ltd., who will purchase

them outright from the Commission.

Details of the V-2000's are:

Length

:

536 feet over-all—44 feet longer

than the C-3-P-s

Beam: 73 feet

Speed

:

19 knots, cruising

Passengers: 189, all first class. This is 103

more than was carried by the

C-3-P's

Gross Tonnage: 11, 250 tons

Deadweight Toiinage: 11,660 tons

The Commission said that it was possible that con-

tracts could be placed for these ships under the present

contract authority since up to the present time no appli-

cations had been received for such aid in constructing six

new type C-3 cargo vessels previously contemplated.

The Commission explained that the pricipal need now
is for passenger and combination passenger-cargo vessels,

and with the receipt of an application for construction

aid, on ships of this type, it was decided to call for bids

on the V-2000's at this time rather than for the C-3

cargo vessels for which no applications had been filed.
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CURREnT inOUSTRIflL

PROSPECTS IR CHinn

fly VIOLA SMITH * President Anselm & Co.. Inc.

A. Viola Smith

THERE WAS AN IMMEDIATE POSTWAR tend-

ency for American business interests to rush back to

Shanghai immediately after V-J Day. Chinese interests

from West China and overseas did likewise. In their

minds, Shanghai was as they had left the city, no mat-
ter what the year. But on return, to their amazement, they

found vast changes. Disillusionment set in. The cit)' was
overcrowded—four million people had converged on
the center of Shanghai. The cit)' looked down at the heel

—pedestrians and hawkers swarmed both sidewalk and
streets; traffic was bedlam; hotels, clubs, residences, office

quarters were occupied by military, naval, UNRRA or

other personnel. There was no place to live.

Deterioration was evident everywhere. Properties,

whether foreign or Chinese, had to be repossessed through

cumbersome procedure of the Alien Property Adminis-

tration. The city, instead of being two orderly foreign

settlements as of old, was now under Chinese Municipal

Administration, which had fallen heir to the chaos

brought by years of Japanese and puppet occupation.

Familiar French and English names of thoroughfares had

been replaced by the puppets with unaccustomed Chinese

names. There was no familiar hong list. The only tele-

phone directory available until recently was a 1943 Jap-

anese edition which contained no American, British or

other allied names, nor the new Chinese firms. Telephone

lines were at a premium; exchanges heavily overburden-

dened and dial service exasperatingly slow; though the

Shanghai Telephone Company had done a magnificient

job in rehabilitating its service. How to find who and

how to get to where, wSs throughout last year, a major

struggle. The daily problem of just living has been a

nightmare to many. House or office space can seldom be

acquired without payment of "key money"—§10,000 U.

S. dollars being a nominal figure. Wages have skyrocket-

•/» Part, an address befo

CM, April 3, 1947.
the Oakland Foreign Trade and Harbor

ed; cost of living index soared to over six thousand times

the prewar base. Strikes and labor demonstrations have

been prevalent. Extraterritoriality was out. Though now,

there had been very little realization of what it would

mean in the everyday life of Shanghai.

The city had lost its international complexion—it has

assumed a definite Chinese garb. Municipal and public

services were at a low ebb; public transportation services

were overcrowded. War vessels swarmed the harbor.

Merchant vessels lay off Woosung for days even weeks

before being able to come upstream for berthing and

discharge of cargo. Wharves were piled high with Amer-

ican military, naval and UNRRA supplies. Lighterage

and tug services were meager; pilferage was rife; but so

was it at Manila and other foreign ports and even in

New York harbor, according to recent newspaper reports.

Old time procedures at Shanghai were upset. There

were controls—foreign exchange and foreign trade con-

trol, import licensing, restrictions on internal travel,

police registration certificates to be obtained, inland

transit visa procured before embarking on travel from

Shanghai and exit permits when going abroad, quaran-

tine regulations and a host of regimentation which

Americans were not accustomed to when previously liv-

ing in China. And there were taxes! Chinese taxes!

National income taxes, business taxes, excess profit taxes,

not applicable to extrality foreigners in prewar days.

New administrative bureaus; unfamiliar Chinese laws,

new officials—many non-English speaking; and a greater

use of the Chinese national language in official com-

munications.

New forms of competition had arisen. UNRRA, CN
RRA, Foreign Liquidation Commission, Chinese Gov-

ernment, new Chinese private interest. Shanghai certainly

was not China to many an Old China Hand—nor by

hearsay to the new China Hand!

In brief, most westerners and many Chinese had not
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made the mental readjustment necessary to take condi-

tions as they found them in the immediate postwar

months at Shanghai. Americans and Britishers especially

were not accustomed to the status of being aliens at

Shanghai. But today, foreign interests in China, or those

expecting to go there, must make this psychological ad-

justment; for to live and do business in China now re-

quires acceptance to the fact that one does so in a sover-

eign foreign state. Expressions of nationalism do not

necessarily mean anti-foreignism, though they may be

mistaken at times as such.

Yet amidst all this confusion progress has been made.

Both Shanghai and Nanking have held their first muni-

cipal elections and are now governed by popularly elected

city councils. Shanghai is getting to grips with its own

problems. A delegation of eleven cit)' councilors com-

posed of private businessmen, commercial bankers and

professional men, despatched to Nanking to petition the

National Government for changes m central government

policies which in their opinion would accelerate the

rehabilitation of Shanghai trade, industry and economic

life, commanded respect and consideration, as it repre-

sented outstanding public opinion of the Shanghai elec-

torate.

The Chinese economic scene presents many anomalies.

It is a fallacy- to take prewar years as a basis of comparison.

Taking V-J Day as the basis, ( when all eastern China

was prostrate) there is progress to be noted in many

directions. True, the rate of progress has not been as

rapid as might be desired, but progress there is. There are

greater transportation facilities available than fifteen

months ago—though still woefuUy inadequate to meet

the needs. Highways and railways are graduaUy being

improved in South, West and Central China. Water trans-

portation has been accelerated.

Trade controls instituted in China since V-J Day are

sort of "delayed action" in nature, as their institution

and impact was not felt by either Chinese or foreign

concerns until trade reopened at Shanghai early in 1946.

Most Chinese and foreign merchants had little conception

of the extent to which wartime trade controls operated in

America, and other countries. China in prewar days being

singularly free of controls, merchants have writhed over

the attempt of the government to put economic controls

into operation during the immediate postwar period. On

the other hand China has been severely criticized in some

international conferences, because she did not rigorously

institute national rationing and price controls.

It may reasonably be said that in China's immediate

postwar period exchange and trade controls have been

necessary for the over-all position, no matter how irk-

some controls may prove to be individually. As the in-

ternational monetary machinery is perfected and func-

tions, and as the world trade organization is developed,

and China gears into these systems China will be in a

position to relax her unilateral exchange and trade con-

trols.

One hears much about government controls and mono-

polies, yet a clear distinction should be made between

monopolies per se and new forms of competion which

have arisen both from Chinese private enterprises, and

from Chinese governmental operation in fields which

sometimes parallel but do not exclude private operation.

Sweeping generalities about state control of industry and

trade in China can too easily befog long range concept.

It is generally conceded that "the political and economic

set-up within any country is solely a matter for the people

and the government of the country to decide upon."

What then is China's policy? This is no mystery. The

1936 Draft Constitution outlined the basis for China's

national economic life, predicated upon Sun Yat-sen's

doctrine of 1921. It has been there for all to see, though

all too little realization by foreign traders of this signifi-

cant fact, mainly because so long as extraterritoriality

prevailed, foreigners by and large did not concern them-

selves with China's evolving political economic develop-

ment. How rapidly, how perfect, or how liberally the

economic principles of the new 1946 constitution will

be extended or enforced depends upon the cohesion with

which China may achieve internal unification; plus the

freedom which she will have from extenral strife.

What then do we do about it? First, have an apprecia-

Harbor at Shangha
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Current Industrial Prospects in China

tion of what the basic policy is, and then develop such

policies and trading techniques as will still permit our

carrying on mutual trade with China.

The signing at Nanking on November 4, 1946 of the

new commercial treaty between the U.S.A. and China is

the most far reaching event which has occurred for

American traders since Pearl Harbor. It gives a coverage

for business more comprehensive than any commercial

treaty previously concluded; and extensively deals with

exchange restrictions, trade controls and monopolistic

tendencies. The new treaty is a network of beacon lights

by which American firms may with assurance chart their

future course for China trade. The Chinese government

ratified the treaty four days after its signing. But we still

await upon the pleasure of the American Congress to

ratify this important instrument before this significant

treaty may become operative. A reciprocal trade agree-

ment is also under negotiation.

For a hundred years foreign firms with established

offices in China had a wide open field. Their competition

was mainly amongst themselves, competing actively for

Chinese business. Today foreign firms in China are for

the first time in their existence face to face with active,

vigorous Chinese competition. The laissez faire days of

the compradore are gone. The third and fourth genera-

tion of the Compradore's son with western education and

technical training are taking their rightful position in

the new commercial industrial fabric in China.

Formerly there were exceptionally few Chinese firms

engaged in foreign trade. There however grew up during

war days in Free China ( when most foreign firms did

not maintain offices in Chungking) a new grouping of

Chinese firms. To get commodities in and out of China

required great ingenuity. These groupings gained an ex-

perience which is now making itself felt in Shanghai

upon both old established foreign firms and "old style"

Chinese hongs. Today there are numerous Chinese trad-

ing houses in Shanghai, having either branches or strong

interior connections, and some with offices in India, Lon-

don and New York. These concerns are well staffed with

western trained Chinese, with experienced Chinese per-

sonnel drawn from foreign concerns in China, and in

some instances with foreign technicians. You have here

what is colloqually known as "The compradore in re-

verse." Many of these Chinese concerns are financially
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strong and influential in private industrial and banking

circles as well as in governmental realms. "Big Chinese

Business" has "moved in" on the field of competition

which in prewar days was almost an exclusive preserve

for foreign trading houses. The rise of these new Chinese

firms cannot be discounted. Some foreign trading con-

cerns are meeting this challenge more quickly than others.

Some are gingerly making experiments. Others are

holding off, wishfully hoping for this new phenomenon
to recede.

There is also a great evolution going on in the channels

of distribution, which is a serious factor for many old

line foreign trading houses in China, but not necessarily

detrimental to American trade in the long overall objec-

tive. In former days, most foreign firms decried the fact

that they could not get volume distribution in the inter-

ior, having to depend upon the old style Chinese dealers.

But many of these new Chinese firms give this broaden-

ed outlet for American products, because these more
modern Chinese business men, during the wartime, learn-

ed of the possibilities of their own hinterland, and are

gearing themselves up to pushing and expanding trade

into those areas. Moreover, the Chinese firm more readily

adapts itself to interior conditions, than can any foreign

firm or foreign staff. In the face of the shortage of trans-

portation facilities, the stronger of these Chinese private

concerns have purchased ships from abroad and operate

their own steamship services to ensure transportation

for their cargoes. Others have tie-ins with private Chinese

shipping interests and motor trucking concerns.

It is significant that one of the most aggressive of the

American firms operating in China has found it desirable

to appoint as exclusive distributors two Chinese firms

—

one to cover Central and North China, and a second to

cover the South China field.

In prewar days it was not unusual to find a foreign

firm in some lines acting as importer, distributor, whole-

saler and even retailer. The automotive trade was such a

one. This setup is today breaking off into natural separate

entities with many of the latter being taken on by

Chinese firms. Chinese companies have been given ex-

clusive import agencies; others have been given im-

portant distributorships, still others, wholesale and retail

dealerships.

Specialization or concentration in fields in which

Chinese firms are not yet in a position to enter, offer the

most attractive possibilities for foreign firms in the

future. And were it not for the abnormal postwar con-

ditions of the abolition of extraliry, imposition of for-

eign exchange and trade controls, UNRRA-CNRRA,
Lend Lease and War Surplus disposal policies, inadequate

transportation, and slowness towards achieving political

unity, this new Chinese competition would take its place

without too much upheaval for established foreign firms,

as the field of opportunity would be less hampered. But

some of these hampering conditions may be expected to

work themselves oflf. The CNRRA-UNRRA procure-
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ment programs were slated to stop March 31, though sup-

plies in shipment will still have to be disposed of in

China. This disposal of the Pacific surplus supplies under

the terms of the agreement is to be completed by June,

1948.

China's postwar reconstruction plans have been thwart-

ed by internal strife in North China and Manchuria. The
gigantic task of "taking over " physical properties of Jap-

anese and German enemy nationals and of "puppets," of

inventorying these properties; creating policies and pro-

cedural and disposal machinery, has been of a magnitude

little appreciated by the average person. Exact figures

have not been made public, but there were some 3000 in-

dustrial properties alone to handle, in China, Manchuria

and Taiwan. There have been many accusations of mis-

management. Undoubtedly the task could have been done

better. But the striking fact is that practically no one fore-

saw or planned for this eventuality, as it was generally

believed that the Japanese would have to be blasted inch

by inch out of China before they would surrender, and

that there would be nothing of plant equipment left to

take over. China ended the war with these unexpected

industries on her hands, many damaged or deterioriated.

They represented "spot reparations." Neither Chinese nor

non-enemies had created these enterprises. They were

regarded as national assets. The Chinese Government has

publicly stated that it has three alternatives; ( 1 ) to sell

them to merchants; ( 2 ) to lease them out; or ( 3 ) put

them under government management. In practice the

Chinese Government has pursued all three of these

methods in its endeavor to cope with the problem. Re-

cent instructions by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, are

to hasten the public sale of these properties.

Yet, while postwar reconstruction plans have been held

in abeyance during this turmoil, preparation has not en-

tirely stopped. Scores of American experts have within

the last year gone to China at the invitation of the

Chinese Government and made surveys of harbors, rail-

ways, highways, waterways, coal and other industrial en-

terprises, with the result that there is now in the posses-

sion of the Chinese government competent technical sur-

veys upon which to solidly base postwar reconstruction.

This is basic progress, as without such practical technical

surveys, previous planning had been predicated largely

upon theory and guesswork.

While appreciative of the assistance which the Ameri-

can government has rendered to China as a nation, gov-

ernment operations are too remote to the liking of the

Chinese industrialist. Chinese business men want to pool

their resources with American private enterprise and

develop both industries and trade in China. They are

searching for ways and means of effecting these contacts

with American private enterprise. Chinese private en-

terprise is as rugged and individualistic as our own. They

deplore government ownership. They feel that if Ameri-

can private enterprise will cooperate with them financially

and technically they can build up a bulwark of private

enterprise in China that will curb goverrunent enterprise

incursions. But certain it is that in an undeveloped

country such as China, unless private interests go for-

ward fearlessly to develop opportunities that exist, gov-

ernment will move increasingly into different fields to see

that development is undertaken. The job in China is so

immense as to offer a wide field of opportunity for dif-

ferent interests.

Chinese business interests chafe over our inability to

fill their orders on time; over the losses which they incur

due to non-delivery because of our shipping strikes; of

the complications which arise for them in opening and

extending letters of credit under existing foreign ex-

change controls; over inability of our traders sometimes

to secure American export licenses; when in some in-

stances Chinese buyers have been given to understand

that no difficulty will be experienced in securing export

licenses.

Infinite patience is needed on our part as well as on

that of the Chinese during these difficult days of transi-

tion from the aftermath of world war to peacetime con-

ditions. And above all, we must keep a clear perspective

and not allow sensational headlines to color or distort

our views on China as a whole.

Harbor at Hong Kong
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Export of Work Boats

The river tow boat, Troco No. 3, is one of seven craft,

all identical in design, that were built by the Barbour

Metal Boat Works, St. Louis, Missouri, for service in

Colombia, South America. All of these 50' x 14' General

Motors diesel powered vessels owned by the Tropical

Oil Company are now engaged in cargo hauling work

on the Magdalena River, the principal inland waterway

of the country. Supplies are carried from Barranquilla,

a seaport at the mouth of the Magdalena, upstream to

the company's refineries. Here, they drop the supply cargo

and take on barges of refined gasoline proceeding up-

stream to a river terminal several hundred miles from the

sea, beyond which the river is not navigable. At this

point, the cargoes of refined petroleum are transferred

to trucks and thence hauled to local markets in Bogota,

the capital city. Most of the production of the Tropical

Oil Company is absorbed by Colombian consumers.

Although the climate is tropical and the country is

generally subject to periods of heavy rainfall, certain

areas in the Magdalena Valley experience long dry sea-

sons which has its eflfect on river depths. For this reason,

the boats are limited to a 3-foot draft, enabling them to

Workboats for export trade
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navigate the year around, whereas larger boats are tied

up periodically because of shallow water.

Each boat is powered by a 170 hp General Motors

Diesel Series 71 diesel engine that turns a specially de-

signed 36" X 30" propeller through a 3: 1 reduction gear.

Blade areas are greater than standard propellers of equal

size.

Normally, one boat tows two barges of 3' 6" draft

with each having a capacity of 200 tons of cargo. Accom-

modations for a crew of eight have been provided.

At present, the Barbour Metal Boat Works is building

two more of these craft for shipment to another owner

and operator on the Magdalena River. They too will be

powered by General Motors 6-cylinder diesel engines.

Ulorld-Ulide Showing of

S. F. Ship Hrrivals

Arrival in San Francisco of two of American Presi-

dent Lines' Transpacific passenger-freighter ships, the

President McKinley and the President Pierce, are high-

lighted in a motion picture now being made by the

United States State Department for distribution in ap-

proximately thirty foreign countries.

The State Department film is one of several which will

be made by the Office of International Relations and

Culture Aflfairs to portray the American way of life to

people of other nations.

The recent arrival of the President McKinley was film-

ed when the group of Hollywood photographers working

on the picture boarded the vessel six miles off the Golden

Gate. Movie shots were taken as the ship proceeded into

the harbor and to its berth at Pier 42.

A few days later, when the President Pierce, inbound

from the Orient, was anchored at the quarantine station

off the Marina, the movie men—standing off a distance

from the Pierce is a small boat—photographed the U. S.

Public Health doctor as he climed a Jacob's ladder to

board the vessel. When the ship was "cleared" by the

doctor, the "hauling down" of the quarantine flag also

was filmed, as was the boarding by Immigration and

Custom ofiicials.

Intended to show the international aspects of shipping

and trade, other scenes in the movie, narration for which

will be translated into twenty-six foreign languages, in-

clude numerous shots of cargo operations on the Mc-

Kinley and Pierce and other American President Lines'

ships in and about the Company's piers. Street scenes,

the Bay bridges, Mission Dolores, the Presidio and many
other San Francisco views are included in the picture.

Producer and writer of the film is Wallace Bosco of

Fairfax Productions in Hollywood. Ricardo Cortez, vet-

eran movie star, is the Director.
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The San Francisco Propeller Club sponsored observ-

ance of National Maritime Day, May 22, is officially

under way with what promises to be an event-packed

celebration that will long be remembered on the West
Coast.

An impressive general committee headed by the Amer-
ican-Hawaiian Steamship Company's Lewis A. Lapham
in the capacity of chairman, includes such marine in-

dustr\- figures as W. Miller Laughton, president of the

San Francisco Propeller Club, A. W. Gatov, executive

director. Pacific American Steamship Association, D. N.

Lillevand, Waterfront Employers Association and a host

of others.

Tentative plans drawn up by the committee include

the following special events:

1. A parade of yachts through the Golden Gate.

2. A Marine Industry Exhibit, in which the industry is

invited to participate.

3. Breakfast on Nob Hill (radio program).

4. Honoring first American merchant ship that enters

San Francisco harbor May 22.

5. Memorial ceremony in memor\' of seamen lost at

sea.

6. A colorful parade down Market Street; complete

with floats, bands and marching units.

7. The regular annual Maritime Day luncheon at the

San Francisco Commercial Club. Admiral W. W.
Smith, chairman, U. S. Maritime Commission hon-

ored guest speaker.

8. Annual spring frolic of the Mariners Club of Cali-

fornia at the Palace Hotel.

9. Presentation of the "Queen of Maritime Day".

10. Open house and dance for merchant seamen at the

United Seamen's Service center, 439 Market Street.

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Chairman, Lewis A. Lapham, American-Hawaiian

Steamship Co.

Day Observance
in San Francisco

Vice Chairman, A. W. Gatov, Pacific American Steam-

ship Association.

Frank DiMarco, Managing Director

D. N. Lillevand, Waterfront Employers Association

Hugh Gallagher, Pacific American Steamship Associa-

tion

Robert H. Parsons, S. F. Junior Chamber of Com-
merce

Fred Galbreath, Foreign Trade Association, S. F.

Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Harry W. Parsons, Women's Organization for

the American Merchant Marine

Fletcher Monson, Mariners Club of California

E. H. Harms, Marine Exchange

Don Fazackerley, United Seamen's Service

Leslie Houdlett, Commercial Club.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Chairman, Eugene F. Hoffman, American President

Lines

Captain Henry Blackstone, Marine Office of America

Commander John Kucin, USMS, U. S. Merchant

Marine Cadet School

M. A. Cremer, The Marine Exchange

R. DeGorog, Matson Navigation Co.

James B. Black, Jr., S. F. Junior Chamber of Com-
merce

Joseph Delsol, S. F. Junior Chamber of Commerce
R. E. Mayer, Pacific American Steamship Association

Captain Malcolm E. Crossman, USMS, U. S. Maritime

Service

Captain Claude B. Mayo, USN ( Ret. ) , Supt.. Cali-

fornia State Maritime Academy

Alex Kren. United Seamen's Service

Dick Glissman, Mariners Club of California

L. C. Fleming, U. S. Maritime Commission.
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SPEAKERS' TABLE— Left to Right: Harvey T. Hill, executive director, Diesel Engine Mfrs. Assn.; Robert M. Pearson, sales manager.

National Supply Company; A. M. Hyer, president, Hyer Towing Company, Pensacola, Fla.; Roland W. Bayerlein, manager, Heavy

Machinery Division, Nordberg Manufacturing Company; G. L. Breece, chief engineer, McWilliams Dredging Co., New Orleans, La.;

Robert H. Morse, Jr., vice president & gen. sales manager, Fairbanks, Morse & Co.; G. O. Huet, chief engineer, Higglns, Inc., New

Orleans, La.; E. J. Schwanhausser, vice president, Worthington Pump & Mchry. Corp., presiding.

DIESEL COHFEREflCE HT REIII OREEHHS
The diesel conference at New Orleans on March 20, differed from the session at San Francisco last November in that

an important part of the program consisted of a recital of experience by users rather than explanatory talks by builders.

From such a mixed program constructive benefits to the entire industry are sure to come.

SPEAKERS' TABLE CONTINUED—Left to Right: H. B. Dyer, president, Nashville Bridge Co., Nashville, Tenn.; Robert E. Friend,

president, Nordberg Manufacturing Co.; R. P. Nolan, president, Algiers Public Service Co., New Orleans; Charles M. Reagle, vice

president, Cooper-Bessemer Corp., N. Y.; George Brink, Moran Towing Company, New Orleans, La.; Addison F. Vars, president,

Sterling Engine Company.
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Marine Insurance
Our London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom Correspondent

World Marine Insurance

ONE OF ENGLAND'S LEADING MARINE IN-

SURANCE UNDERWRITERS, Harold H. Mum-
mery, underwriter and manager of the marine department

of The London Assurance, and chairman of the Institute

of London Underwriters, has given members of the In-

surance Institute of London a valuable review of the

marine market in the transition from war to peace. Since

hostilities in Europe terminated, Mr. Mummery said,

hull rates had been reduced in some cases quite mater-

ially, while cargo rates today, generally speaking, did not

bear comparison with the higher rates ruling 20 months

ago. Again, war premiums were now down to a level

when, understandably, they represented little more than

a token payment. Since the end of the war a good deal

of clearing up had been necessary in connection with out-

standing claims—particularly those which the claimants

were not able to submit to underwriters owing to the

occupation of their territory by the enemy. Many of those

claims had now been settled, but underwriters could

still look forward to receiving further demands as and

when the claimants were able to complete their docu-

mentary evidence proving the loss sustained.

All those interested in the complicated business of

marine insurance, Mr. Mummery continued, were aware

that during the period of the war an arrangement was

concluded between the American Hull Syndicate and

the War Shipping Administration, which became known
as the Wartime Hull Agreement. That agreement cover-

ed certain merchant vessels taken under charter by the

War Shipping Administration, and it was true to say

that the agreement comprised the major part of the

American mercantile fleet. While it could not be said

officially that the agreement, as such, had now terminated,

it could be said that the insurance with respect to any

particular vessel terminated with the charter, and now
almost all the vessels so chartered had been returned to

their owners. Consequently there was only a small

remnant of the liability assumed under the agreement

which was still in force, and presumably even that rem-

nant would come to an end before very long.

A 20 per cent share of the vessels insured under that

Wartime Hull Agreement, Mr. Mummery explained,

was placed in the London market in reinsurance of the

American syndicate. One of the main provisions of the

agreement was that the overall profit to the inferested

underwriters should not exceed a matter of 7 per cent.

The fact that the majority of the chartered vessels had

now been returned to their owners and were once again

insured in the free market had led to a great deal of

competition between the American market and the

British market, and Mr. Mummery said he ventured to

think that the rates which had been quoted on this side

could but result in an underwriting loss, having in mind
the very considerable increase in the cost of material

and labour in America, an increase which, he felt, had not

yet reached its peak. Always over the heads of under-

writers—American and British—there was the constant

fear of inflation and what its reprecussions might be in

the cost of claims. Only time would tell, but he was afraid

another two or three years must elapse before a really

true picture could be obtained of what the underwrit-

ing figures were likely to be.

Revision

An important revision of the Joint Hull Understand-

ing has been announced by the Joint Hull Committee.

The outstanding features are that, where a risk has shown

good results over the last three complete years, the re-

newal rate may be reduced by 5 per cent; and that the

formula is now subdivided into two sections, one for

ownerships whose combined value is under £3,000,000,

and one for ownerships whose combined values is £3,-

000,000 or more.

In the first catagory, where the credit balance of pre-

miums over claims for the last three completed years,

including all outstanding liabilities, is 50 per cent, or

more, the rate on renewal may be reduced by 5 per cent.

Where the credit balance is under 50 per cent but not

below 40 per cent, neither reduction nor increase in rate

is required, while where the credit balance is less than

40 per cent an increase in rate according to the customary

"sliding scale" is required.

In the second catagory, the credit balance of premiums

over claims for the last three completed years which will

permit a reduction of 5 per cent in the renewal premium

is 45 per cent. No reduction or increase is required where

the credit balance is below 45 per cent but not below

35 per cent, and where the credit balance is below 35

per cent, the sliding scale formula applies to the mini-

mum increase in premium to be required on renewal.
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Reversion to 1930 Rates?
A. H. Nimmo, chairman of the Association of Under-

writers and Insurance Brokers in Glasgow, made some-

interesting and controversial points at the 129th annual

meeting of the Association. Dealing with hull business

he advanced theories which leading London underwriters

considered revolutionary. He advocated the wiping out

of all increases in rates, and a reversion to 1939 rates,

plus an all-round increase to be fixed as required. He

suggested that "on record" increases should be left to

individual underwriters until the "Institute" (presumably

the Joint Hull Committee ) could assess results on at

least two postwar years. "Empire" and new ships should

be rated uniformly, not diversely according to the formu-

la based on rates paid on other vessels in the same fleet.

The present system of rating increases in value at one-

half the "All Risks" rate, plus one-half the "total loss"

rate, should be abandoned. If only the "total loss" rate

was paid on the increased amount, owners would be en-

couraged to replace war losses.

It is to be feared that not one of the suggestions made

by Mr. Nimmo is likely to prove acceptable to the Lon-

don market. It is pointed out by a leading underwriter

that the reductions in rates resulting from the amend-

ments to the "Understanding" in 1945 do represent the

level of rating of 1939, plus a loading to offset increased

repair costs and other increased charges. To abandon the

"sliding scale" formula for increasing rates where risks

have not good records would be to scrap a system which

has proved its worth and to invite that over-keen com-

petition for "the lead" which has proved fatal to the

market on every occasion in the past when the "Under-

standing" has broken down. The suggestion that "Empire"

and newly acquired ships should be rated uniformly is

very difficult to understand. Its acceptance would mean

that the good owner and the bad owner, from an under-

writing point of view, would pay the same rate on an

"Empire" or new ship, which would be most unfair to

the good owner and give the bad owner an unwarranted

advantage.

It is a commonplace of marine underwriting that iden-

tical vessels in different ownership will be rated diversely

because the claims records of the owners are diverse. As

for the suggestion that increases in value should be rated

by adding to the basic premium the total loss premium

on the amount of the increase, this disregards entirely the

fact that, while an increase in value improves the parti-

cular average risk in a minor degree, it increases the

liabilities for general average, salvage, and damage done

in collision. The present formula of one-half the "all

risks" rate, plus one-half the "total loss" rate on the

amount by which a value is increased, has proved satis-

factory in practice, and to abandon it, particularly for

the formula suggested by Mr. Nimmo, would be to in-

vite disaster.

Paint Risk

An account of the progress so far achieved in regard

to research into the ways of reducing the fire risk of

paints and other materials used in ships is included in the

development programme of the Admiralty Chemical

Department at Portsmouth. Regarding fire-retarding

paints for interior use on board ship, the account states

that experience obtained during the war showed that

fire could be propagated from one compartment to

another by means of the paint film on the bulkhead

between them. When raised to a sufficient high temper-

ature the paint—on the side of the bulkhead remote from

the actual conflagration—first blisters, and pockets of

inflammable vapours are formed. These vapours arise

from the partial decomposition of the organic paint,

medium in the interior of the paint layer. The blisters

finally burst omitting jets of hot gas which ignite spon-

taneously and burn vigorously, transmitting the fire to

any combustible material within reach.

Since the inflammable component of a paint film is

the medium, consisting of dried linseed oil and perhaps

resins, it is obvious that the first step in the formulation

of a fire-retardant paint is to reduce the proportion of

the medium as far as is consistent with durability and

"finish." This is not the whole story, however. The na-

ture of the primer used beneath the final topcoat is

found to be of vital importance.- The usual red-lead

linseed oil primer has poor fire-resistant properties, but

after considerable experiment it has been shown that a

primer pigmented with metallic aluminum powder in

"leaf" form is very effective. The efficiency of this primer

may be ascribed in part to its ability to form a very thin

film, but mainly to the good thermal conductivity of

aluminum which ensures an even heating of the whole

film with the avoidance or minimisation of localised

heating effects which favour the formation of blisters.

lUar Risk in Future Ulars

The International Marine Insurance Union has re-

ceived a letter from the Nordic Marine Insurance Pool

( the Pool comprises all the marine insurance companies

in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden ) suggesting

that insurance against war risks arising out of any future

major war should not be undertaken by underwriters

in any country, either as direct business or reinsurance.

It is pointed out that the destruction following upon the

outbreak of a future war would be so great that no un-

derwriter or insurance company, irrespective of their

financial standing, could be certain of being able to meet

the liabilities incurred. It is even suggested that the

devastation of a future war might be so great that Gov-

ernments might not be able to give full indemnification

against war losses to their subjects. Another argument

put forward is that if banks, merchants, manufacturers

and financial houses knew that no insurance against war

risks was possible, they would use their influence to pre-

vent a future war, and that if it was brought home to

the general public that complete indemnification against

war losses was not possible, the forces opposed to war

would be greatly strengthened.

In the English market, there are three principal out-

i PIease turn to page 134)
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Admiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DDBB5
of San Francisco Bar

IDaritime Rights in a State Court

ORDINARILY WE THINK OF ANY ACTION in-

volving a vessel as one that lies within the jurisdic-

tion of the Federal Courts. Although a great majorit)'

of actions involving vessels are instituted and tried in

the Federal Courts, there are many actions that may be

appropriately determined by State Courts with or without

a jury. An interesting case, entitled Crofton et al. v. Pap-

pas et al., deals in part with the question whether plain-

tiff is entitled to a writ of attachment against a vessel

owned by the defendant where the defense is raised that,

because of the maritime lien which plaintiff already

enjoys, he is estopped from obtaining a writ of attach-

ment, because, under the laws of California, one must,

by affidavit, prove that no other securit)' is available be-

fore a writ of attachment is permitted.

Another objection to the writ is based upon the claim

that this was an attempt to bring an action in rem (an

action against the thing itself—in this case, the boat).

If that was true, of course, plaintiff's complaint would be

dismissed on the ground that he was attempting to fore-

close a maritime lien in a State Court, which is, of course,

not permitted, but would be an action that only lies

within the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts.

However, other courts have considered this problem

and have provided a distinction between the cases that

are in fact personal actions, even though a concurrent

attachment is levied upon a vessel in the same action.

The defendants have, in effect, asked the court for a find-

ing that the attachment proceeding is void. The court

was fortunate in having prior California cases upon
which to rely, in which the courts have stated that the

maritime lien provided under the California statute is

not of such fixed and determinate character as to take

from the plaintiff in an action such as this the right

to a writ of attachment against the property of the de-

fendant, whether or not the property attached be the ves-

sel on which repairs were made. The court characterized

the maritime lien as a "floating right". California courts

have steadfastly maintained that the lien was not intend-

ed to be exclusive of all remedies afforded for the en-

forcement of payment for labor performed and materials

furnished in the repair of vessels, because in this case

plaintiff had a right to action independent of this special

statute, and therefore was not barred from availing him-

self of the general law relating to attachments on the

assumption that the debt was "secured by mortgage or

lien upon real or personal property, or pledge of per-

sonal property."

The Court affirmed the judgment and permitted the

writ of attachment against the vessel to stand as a valid

undertaking.

Third Party versus manufacturer of

Defective Block

If a third parry attempt to recover against the manu-
facturer of a defective piece of machinery or equipment
twenty years ago, he would have been unsuccessful in

his suit and his claim would have been denied. The prin-

ciple of MacPherson vs. Buick led the way in changing

the rule so that a third parry might recover from a manu-
facturer where the manufacturer produced a defective

piece of machinery or equipment without showing any

privity of contract. The Court in that case and in many
succeeding cases has held that the manufacturer must
foresee the uses to which certain machinery or equipment
will be put after it has been placed in use and, therefore,

he owes a direct responsibility to safeguard the person

and property of a person who may subsequently use it

insofar as insuring the proper manufacture of the equip-

ment or machinery in the first place. The case has been

extended to food and many other items and in a cele-

brated Supreme Court case entitled Sieracki vs. Seas Ship-

ping Covipany, which case was reviewed in this column
some time ago, the court held the manufacturer of a de-

fective piece of ship's equipment directly liable to a

seaman who was injured as a result of using the equip-

ment. The Court held that it was a maritime tort.

In the very recent case decided in the United States

District Court of Maine, entitled Todd Shipyards Cor-

poration vs United States of America and Steel Products

Compa7jy 1947 A.M.C. 204, the libelant, a shipyard

company, seeks to recover for damage to its property

caused by the failure of a boom block alleged to be due
to negligence in its construction by the manufacturer,

respondent Steel Products Company. The block was not

purchased of that company by the libelant, but was fur-

nished by the Navy Department for which the libelant

was repairing a vessel when the block broke, according

to the allegations in the libel. The Steel Products Com-
pany filed what amounts to a motion to dismiss upon
the basis that the action was for a breach of warranty.

The Court held that the action was not one for a breach

of warranty but, to the contrary, was one for a maritime

tort.

The substantial question raised by the motion to dis-

miss is simply whether the libelant, who has suffered in-

jury to its property, must be denied the right to recover

I Please turn to page 134)
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um H.o.i;;s powered with cleveehiid diesels

DURING THE WAR a fleet of 23 twin-screw tankers

was built to the order of the Navy Department at

shipyards of Seattle-Tacoma Shipbuilding Company, Ta-

coma, Washington, and Cargill, Inc., Savage, Minnesota,

for gasoline and lube oil transportation in the Pacific.

These ships are high-powered for their size, have good

turn of speed, HVa knots to be exact, and are equipped

with considerably more propulsion and auxiliary power

than is customary with tankers of their tonnage. Thirteen

of them are still in active naval service; and the remain-

der may be sold, some to Bolivia and other countries,

some transferred to the U. S. Army, and some to private

tankshipping companies.

A. O. G. means Auxiliary Oil and Gasoline vessel. All

One of a fleet of 23 A. O. G.-fype Navy o!l tankers powered by diesel engines made by the Cleveland Diesel

Engine Division of General Motors. Most of these tankers have four 16-cylinder engines totaling 6400 aggregate

brake horsepower.
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23 of these A.O.G.'s use General Motors Cleveland diesel

engines for power. Most of them have four l6-cylinder

units of 6400 aggregate brake horsepower at the maker's

normal rating, but at 5920 maximum hp and 3960 nor-

mal horsepower according to the Nav)''s rating for this

service.

Some tankers of the A.O.G. class have two 16 cylinder

engines of 1600 bhp each, and others have two 8 cylin-

der engines of 800 bhp, installed for auxiliary purposes.

Each vessel has a single-cylinder auxiliary unit as well.

All engines are of the two-cycle type.

These tankers are beautifully proportioned, and in ap-

pearance resemble the latest large ocean-going tankers

with raked bow and a squat large-diameter stack. They

have a single well forward and a catwalk aft of the

bridge-house. Following are their dimensions and other

particulars:

Displacement, loaded (average) 4,l60 tons

Displacement, light 1,744 tons

Cargo capacit)^ net 1,960 tons

Length, o. a 310' 9"

Length, b. p 292' 0"

Breadth 48' 3"

Draft, loaded 15' fwd & 16' aft

Draft, light 6' fwd & 9' 2" aft

Depth, m. d 19' 9"

Speed, loaded 14% knots

Fuel capacity 355 tons

Cruising radius 6,000 nautical miles

Each of the four main General Motors diesels drives

a 775 kw General Electric generator at 675 rpm, and

these units furnish direct current for two pairs of propul-

sion motors, each pair being geared to one of the twin

propeller shafts. Each electric motor develops 960 shp.

The four-bladed propellers are of 8.75' diameter by

7.875' pitch.

The tank cargo space is designed to carry lubricating

oil and gasoline or other petroleum derivitives with no

possibilit)' of contamination of lube oil by the other

cargo. Two lube oil tanks forward are completely sur-

rounded by coffer dam and a separate pump room and

piping system installed for discharging this cargo. This

room is equipped with two electric motor drive centri-

fugal pumps with a capacity of 2100 gph. The cargo

capacity in lube oil is 4400 gallons. Cargo capacity for

gasoline or diesel oil is 660,000 gallons and this is

handled by two electric motor drive centrifugal pumps
located in a pump room aft, and having a capacity of

72,000 gph.

Accommodation is provided for 118 officers and men,
including gun crews. Food storage, refrigeration, fresh

water, heating and ventilating and stores are on a more
extensive scale than is required in commercial tankers.

Eight of these engines ( as installed in each of seven

submarine tenders) would provide about as much power
as is fitted currently in the most powerful American-flag
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looking aft from the bridge of one of the fleet of 23 A.

Navy oil tankers powered by General Motors diesel e

steam turbine tanker. At full load, the 12,800 hp Cleve-

land diesel propulsion units, plus the power of a small

auxiliary engine at sea, only consume about 45 tons per

24-hour day. This is considerably less than the 74 tons

required at top speed by the Cimarron class of tankship

that was built shortly before the war by the American oil

industrj' in collaboration with the Navy Department and

the Maritime Commission. This means that on a 12-day,

full-power voyage of a large motor tanker the total sav-

ing in fuel consumption would be 348 tons, or 696 tons

on a round trip, without including the saving due to the

lower fuel consumption of diesel engines.

6. II). Twin Screw Tugboat RIameda

Operating on San Francisco Bay

Built for the Harbor Tug and Barge Company, the

tugboat Alameda was recently commissioned and is now
in service on San Francisco Bay.

This boat was originally built in Sacramento in 1946
and was brought down to the Pacific Drydock and Repair

Company for outfitting. This is a twin screw tug with a

General Motors 1271 (or twin) on each screw, or a total

of 24 cylinders in all for main propulsion. This is the

first application of this tj'pe propulsion in the San
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Harbor Tug and Barge .Company's tugboat, Alameda.

Francisco Bay area, and the power aboard belies the boat's

size, for it is only 54.6 in length, 16.7 in beam, draws

6' of water; her gross tonnage is 39.79 tons and net ton-

nage is 13 tons. For a boat of this size to be powered

with 600 hp engines is quite an unusual feat. It is ques-

tionable whether any engine except this particular com-

bination of G. M. 2-cycle engines could be carried

on this size of tug.

There are several boats in the Bay that have the G. M.

71 series twin engine for main propulsion, but this is

the first twin screw job, and it is also outstanding inas-

much as this particular pair of engines is equipped with

new G. M. marine gear.

This gear is a recent development of the corporation,

and it has resulted in a saving in length of the engine

of over 1 3 inches and 360 lbs. less in weight, with a very

simplified method of control. The clutch is a friction

type clutch but is actuated by oil pressure in place of a

lot of complicated mechanical toggle action, which in

direct drive couples the engine directly to the output

pinion of the reduction gear. In reverse, the clutch couples

the engine to the output pinion by way of the planetary

reversing gears.

Being hydraulically operated, this gear may be con-

trolled by simple means from several locations around the

boat, and although on this particular installation con-

trols were not installed on the after deck, it has been very

common practice in tugboat work to do so.

The electrical work, including all the wiring, has

been done by Ets-Hokin-Galvan Company of San Fran-

cisco, who have also installed one of their new 25 watt

radio telephones. The propellers were the Doran Type D,

and with this engine's horsepower have resulted in a

speed free and away of over 12 knots. The towing

machine was designed and made by the Pacific Drydock

and Repair Company and is driven by means of line

shafting from a clutch on the forward end of one of the

engines.
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Ttie 38 -foot diesel

powered trawler
Little Tom is re-

ferred to along the

Fk
one of the boats

built in the woods."
Billinger and Son of

Jacksonville. Flor-
ida, builders of the

Little Tom, as well

as other small craft

for the fishing in-

dustry, operate their

shipyard five miles

from any water. The
finished vessels have
to be transported
over highways to

the St. Johns River

for launching.
The Little Tom is

shown being towed
on dollies to the

river where a giant

crane prepares to
lower her into the
water. Power for

all steel shrimp
trawler is supplied
by a 113 hp Gen-
eral Motors diesel

engine. The Joe and
Tom Smirch Shrimp
Company of May-
port, Florida, are

the owners.
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KnOUILEDGE IS THE STRRICHT

COURSE TO RDURRIEniEnT

by "The Skipper"

QHestions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

Bringing Radar to the Deck Officers

STANDARD OF CALIFORNIA is installing radar on

its sea-going fleet, and is making the installations on

San Francisco Bay. The instrument is the Mariner's Path-

finder, manufactured by Submarine Signal Co., and in-

stalled by Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.

A very large percentage of the questions asked by deck

officers today have to do with radar. Therefore the Stand-

ard tanker, R. G. FoUis, on which a trial run was charted,

is traced in and out of the Golden Gate on the following

pages, and brief instructions for operating the instru-

ments are given herewith.

The radar sets designed specifically for maritime serv-

ice consist of three parts—a rotating antenna on top a

mast, a transmitter-receiver housed in the chartroom and

a viewing console on which the radar picture is presented

in the wheelhouse. The rotating antenna sends out high-

frequency waves to locate objects which might be in the

vicinity of the ship. These waves travel through the air

at the speed of light and are capable of penetrating any

atmospheric condition, including thick fog.

When the waves strike an object, they bounce off and

some return to the rotating antenna, which acts as a

receiver in the intervals between the outgoing pulses.

After being amplified, the returning waves, or echoes, ap-

pear as bright spots on the face of a cathode ray tube

similar to a television screen tube. The image thus formed

gives the operator a radar picture of all objects in the

vicinity.

The distance between the vessel and these objects is

iConlinuation of story on page 142—see Radar Charts

an pages 90 and 91

)

Three Basic Units of Ship Radar

Close-up of radar ant<
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Course, 244^ true. The vessel is heading out to sea. The Farallones appear 22° on the starboard bow and a little over 12 miles away. Some three miles astern

of the vessel is the lightship. The next target is the San Francisco pilot boat. Further astern lies the Golden Gate.

Course, 83° true. The vessel has turned and is heading into harbor. She is in the main ship channel between buoys No. I and No, 3. Currents have set her to

the left and her head has been swung 13° to the right to bring her to the right side of the channel. The channel buoys are clearly distinguishable.

Course, 70° true. The vessel is in the main channel between No. 8 and No. 10 buoys. The north channel approach buoy may be lean abeam on the poii lid*.
North channel buoys have now come into the field of radar.



Course 70° true. Taken from same positron as preceding photograph. The range selector, however, was turned so that radius of the scope became 5 miles

showing the channel buoys on increased scale. A fishing boat can be seen over 4 miles ahead about two degrees on the port side.

Course M"2° true. Point Bonita is abeam on the port side and Mile Rock Lighthouse on starboard. San Francisco is almost blotted out by high land around

Cliffhouse. Vessel headed directly for the bridge.

Course. 40' 2° true. Scale of radar scope has once more been changed. The radius now equals 1.5 miles and distance between measuring rings 0.5 mile. Point

Diablo is abeam on portside and the bridge lies ahead a little over 0.5 mile away.

.- tf*-^"
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by "The Chief"

"The Chief's" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

THE PROFESSOR SOYS-
There is LOGIC behind the formulae in

engineering.

Mathematics is pure logic highly organized into sections

and expressed in a short-hand to simplify the work of

writing the statements.

This is illustrated in the demonstration and proof of

the SAFETY VALVE problem as follows. Every licensed

engineer has at one time solved this problem because it

Pivot
Fulcrum

Leyor Arm

Wel^i

is one of the legal requirements of the license. However

he probably has worked it from a published formula

without knowing the logic and reasoning behind the

formula.

THE PROBLEM. Given the dimensions of the old

fashioned safety valve of the lever type; to find the pres-

sure or weight or some other unknown.

THE SOLUTION. (Engineers should always start a

solution of a problem with a sketch of some kind if at

all possible.)

The forces on the system are

—

W^^lbs. weight of ball hung on lever

P= pressure, lbs. per sq. in.

A = area in sq. ins.

= 3.1416 X radius"

= 14 X 3.1416 diameter

= .7854 X diam'

wvs= weight of valve and stem

WL= wt. of lever and balanced at V2 length of

lever

A TORQUE is a twist expressed in lb. ft.

A MOMENT is a torque that does not result in mo-

tion but is usually balanced out. Both are measured in

lb. ft. (Note: WORK is expressed in ft. lbs.)

F. length of fulcrum and LL that of lever both in same

units either ft. or in.

Moments to move lever in clockwise (CW) rotation

about the pivot are:

Fx wvs
I/2LL X WL
LL X W

Moments to rotate counter CW (CCW)
F X Px A

CW and CCW moments are equal because lever does

not move even when it is just about ready to lift to

release steam.
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Making this same statement in the short-hand, we have:

FX P X A = F X wvs + 1/2 LL X WL + LL X W
Solve for W by transposing. To transpose, put term with W in it alone and on the left hand side of the equals

mark. ( Be careful of signs, plus and minus. ) (+ is short-hand for plus or add.

)

LLW = FPA— Fwvs— 1 2 LL WL ( — is short-hand for subtract.

)

(Note: We omit the letter x as a sign of multiplication as it is not customary to use it. To place letters or

numbers side by side indicates that they should be multiplied.)

Again transpose. If above the line on one side it may be put below the line on the other side.

F P A — F wvs — 1/2 LL WL
W:

LL

The weights of valve, stem and lever are corrective elements in the solution. The algebra is simpler and easier to

remember if these are grouped together and figured apart from the main problem. Let EM be "effective moment"

and be, (F wvs + I'l LL WL). Note the sign changed from minus to plus when enclosed in parenthesis and having

a minus sign in front of the group. Then:

EM

W

(F wvs + i'2 LL WL)

F P A — EM
LL

To solve for LL we transpose "criss-cross" as follows:

F P A — EM
LL W

(1)

(2)

(3)

To solve for P start with.

LLW = F P A — EM transposing.

F P A = LL W + EM

LL W + EM

Or.

And,

F A

LL W -f- EM
f"^

LEW EM
P A

(4)

(5)

(6)

The marine engineer usually memorizes formulae (1), (2) and (4). He then transposes to solve for (3), (5)

and (6).

borne time we may be required to solve for Diameter. Use ( 5 ) for A and let D equal diameter.

A = .7854 D

2

D = A and, D =
.7854 .7854

LL, F. wvs or WL can be solved for by starting with the original formula at the top of this sheet. We must know
the numerical value of all the symbols but one in order to find the value of that one.

"THE CHIEF."
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

First Ship Launched in

Saint Kazaire Since Liheration

An important event, marking the revival of the

French shipyards and the reconstruction efforts of the

French Merchant Marine, took place in Saint Nazarie on

March 8, when the new motorship Washington was

launched in these shipyards. This is the first ship to go

down the ways since the Liberation of France. Jules

Moch, Minister of Public Works and Transportation

presided at the ceremony.

The ship, named Washington, is a diesel propelled

freighter of 10,250 tons dw, which will be operated by

the French Line in its North Pacific service between

Antwerp, the Northern ports of France, and the Pacific

ports of the United States and Canada. She has a freight

capacity of 554,000 cubic feet, a large part, 120,700

cubic feet refrigerated.

The Washington, a motorship equipped with two

diesel engines developing 12.000 hp, will have a speed

of 17 knots. She will have accommodations for twelve

passengers, and is the first of a series of three similar

ships.

Sud on Trial Run

Before Entering Cruise Service

The new passenger-cargo luxury liner Del Sud, second

of a fleet of three liners being built by The Ingalls Ship-

building Corporation at its Pascagoula, Miss., yard for

the Mississippi Shipping Company's Delta Line, is shown

on her recent trial run in the Gulf of Mexico.

The 17,000-ton ship, like her sister ship, the recently

commissioned Del Norte, will sail on 47-day cruises

from her home port of New Orleans to Buenos Aires

and return, with stops at Santos, Rio, Martinique and

Trinidad.

'"^mmm^rmf

The Del Sud. an lngall$ Shipbuilding Company built passenger-cargo luxury liner, shown on her tri
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Old railroad car ferry, Ramon, un-

dergoing annual drydocklng and

voyage repairs.

DRYDOCKIOG

THE OLD RHILROeO

CAR FERRY

An example of the skill and versatility required by ship

repair yards in drydocking vessels of different sizes and

underwater construction is seen at Bethlehem Steel Com-

pany's Alameda Repair Yard where the old railroad car

ferry Ramon recently underwent annual drydocking

and voyage repairs.

The Ramon, whose underwater body design is the only

one of its type in existence, for the past 33 years has

operated on Suisun Bay in ferrying freight and passenger

railroad cars between Mallard and Chipps. It was built

in 1914 by the Pacific Rolling Mills in San Francisco

for what at that time was the Oakland, Antioch and

Eastern Ry:. later to become the Sacramento Northern

Ry. The vessel was erected and launched at Pittsburg,

California.

Powered by a 600 hp, 8-cylinder Union Gasoline en-

gine, the Ramon has an overall length of 230 feet and a

beam of 56' 8". Its two propellers are connected by di-

rect drive to the 8-cylinder engine. The vessel can carry

nine freight cars and a locomotive on two railroad tracks

which parallel each other in the center of the deck. Last

year alone the Ramon made 3,239 one-way trips.

Because of its unique design, the Ramon evoked much
comment and criticism among shipbuilders at the time.

For a while it was called "Sam Napthaly's Dream," Mr.

Napthaly being president of the railroad. They didn't

believe, as he did, that a vessel of the Ramon type could

be built so that when fully loaded its draft would be in-

creased only 18" to 24". His "Dream " proved a reality.

The Ramon was able to carry a maximum load of 700

tons with a maximum increase in draft of only 34".

The box-like shape of the vessel's underwater body,

however, created a problem in drydocking owing to the

difference in height between the keel section and the

underside of the hull. The keel section, which houses both

the propulsion machinery and the propeller shafts, ex-

tending forward and aft, is attached to the underside of

the hull. These shafts are supported by steel struts.

At first, when being drydocked, heavy timber block-
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ing had to be erected and braced in order to support the

vessel adequately and without strain. This took four

days besides the time the ship was in drydock.

In order to reduce the time needed to prepare the dry-

dock for the Ramon and also to increase the efficiency of

the drydocking operation itself, engineers at the Alameda

Yard redesigned the type of blocking to be used and

constructed a series of timber braced cribs about 6' 4"

wide and 16" thick. These are secured to the tops of the

bilge blocks and are tied together as a unit fore and aft

and braced diagonally. Through the use of this specially

designed cribbing, drydock preparation time was cut to

eight hours.

Engineers redesigned the type of blocking to be used and con-

structed a series of timber-braced cribs about 4 ft. 4 inches wide

and li inches thicii. These are secured to the tops of the bilge

blocks and are tied together as a unit fore and aft and braced

diagonally.
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Todd Reconditions

City's Ferry Fleet

Ferry Boat Knickerbocker, one

of the largest of New York's

ferry boat fleet, in dry dock at

Todd Shipyards Corporation's

Hoboken division. The vessel,

which is one of eight ferries to

be drydocked and thoroughly

ed dur the ling

months, w

within the

to

next few days. The

Knickerbocke passenge

capacity of 2300. The other ves-

sels to be reconditioned by

Todd are: the American Le-

gion, the Mayor Gaynor. the

Dongan Hills, the Tompkins-

ville, the Miss New York, the

Murray and the Gold Star

Mother.

Davy Drydock

On Long Tow
En route from Pittsburgh to the

Gulf of Mexico, the AFDL-47.

largest vessel ever launched on

an inland river, is shown here

!ing M-ed

into the Dashields Locks in tne

Ohio River below Sewickley. Pa.

Built by Dravo Corporjtion.

the huge floating drydock had

a clearance of six and one-half

feet on either side as it passed

through the lock.
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LIFE OK THE COLDER BEAR

The Golden Bear of the Califor-

nia Maritime Academy is home

after the annual training cruise, this

time to Caribbean waters. Ship and

facilities have been covered pre-

viously in Pacific Marine Re-

view, but in lieu of a brief article

on this cruise we are going to

print a report of the highlights of

the trip written by one of the Cadets,

Robert Kuykendall, to his father, S.

L. "Roy" Kuykendall, president of

Marine Marketing Co., of San Pedro,

California.

Pop:—
Here are some of the matters of

interest that developed on the cruise

this year, if they are wanted for a

story in P.M.R.

Watches were completely stood

by the midshipmen, both in the en-

gine room and on the bridge.

The Golden Bear, training ship of fhe Califor-

nia Maritime Academy, which just finished a

voyage through the Panama Canal to the
Caribbean. The vessel, the former USS Mel-
lena, which took part in the attack on Okinawa
ard other Pacific naval engagements, carries

80 midshipmen under the command of Captain
R. M. G. Swaney.

Midshipmen did all repair work

aboard ship with supervision from

officers when necessary.

Much practical experience was

gained on high pressure ship by

engineers. Much was learned about

turbo-electric propulsion.

Liberties

Panama—Tours of old Panama

given by Fort Amador USO.
Veracruz—Three day trip to Mex-

ico City.

New Orleans—Four days of Mar-

di Gras, honored guests at Venus

ball, basketball game with Pass

Christian ( Federal Maritime Acad.

)

dance given by United Seamans

Service. Marched in Venus parade.

Luncheon by Propeller Club.

Kingston, Jam.—Dinner dances

given by prominent English fami-

lies.

Midsh ipman R. Kuy-

kenda II overhauling

valve chest on

pump.

Deck midshipmen

washirig down su-

perstriucture deck.

Left to right: Mid-

shipmen F. Uhrich

and F . Meyer
Changing burners
while underway.
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Center, left to right: Midshipmen R. Otto, I. P. Will

and N. Wainwright relaxing after a day's turn to.

Bottom: Midshipmen cadets doing precision lath

aboard the Golden Bear.
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Hagan Hppointment

R. R. Donaldson, acting chief en-

gineer of Hagan Corporation for

several months since the retirement

of T. A. Peebles, has been appointed

chief engineer.

Donaldson started with Hagan in

the field of combustion control of

steam boilers immediately after he

returned from the army in 1918

and has been an important member

of its engineering staff ever since.

He is a member of the ASME. He
assisted in the development of new

control mechanisms and their ap-

plication to steel and other indus-

tries and was in large part responsi-

ble for adaptation of automatic com-

bustion control to the marine field

in 19.^5 and 1936. The latter gained

considerable headway during World

War II.

Scenes at Recent Port Los Angeles - Long Beach Propeller Club Meeting

Leff to right: Allan Bullard, Admiralty Attorney; S. A.
Hodges, Mackay Radio «, Telegraph Co.; unidentified
gentleman: Karl French, naval architect.

the gathering: Ja A. Keller. Pacific
Wolff, Union Oil

al Electric Co.

k*^^',-
. Left to right: D. M. Hodges, Foster Wheeler; James C.

Craig, Craig Shipbuilding Co.; Harold A. Black. Mc-
Cutchen, Thomas, Matthew. Griffiths and Greene; John C.
McHose, Lillick. Geary & McHose; Rcid R. Briggs, Lillick.

Geary 4 McHose; William A. C. Roethke. Lillick. Geary i
McHose.

Photos by LeffA Rolai

to right: H. K. Winterer, General Electric Co.
Pacific Marine nd L. Home, U. S. Coast S Geodetic Survey; R. F

Review Jorgensen
, Burns SS Co.; F. W. Fearman, Vancouver, B. C.

L. G. BunIS, Burns SS Co.; A. E. Gram, Marine Exchange; Wm
H. Schroeder, Citizens National Bank.
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Shoreside Personalities

Maitland Pennington

Pennington Vice President

of Pacific Transport Lines

Maitland S. Pennington, vice

president of the National Federa-

tion of American Shipping, on April

3 tendered his resignation to the

Federation's Board of Directors. At

the same time he announced his ac-

ceptance of the position of the vice

president of Pacific Transport Lines

of San Francisco.

Mr. Pennington will remain as

vice president of the Federation un-

til his successor is appointed.

A native Californian, Mr. Penn-

ington has been in the steamship

industry for the last 20 years, and

half of that period he has served

with steamship associations. Former-

ly assistant to the president of Pa-

cific American Steamship Associa-

tion of San Francisco, Mr. Penning-

ton left this position to become Di-

rector of Manning for War Ship-

ping Administration, serving in this

position through most of the war

period.

Mr. Pennington, .i9, one of the

youngest major executives in the

steamship business, was formerly as-

sociated with steamship and steve-

doring companies in San Francisco,

and at one time published rwo Cali-

fornia newspapers at Meridian and

Live Oak.

In 1945 Mr. Pennington was the

American delegate to the Prepara-

tory Maritime Conference in Copen-

hagen, Denmark, and the following

year served as American delegate to

the International Maritime Confer-

ence in Seattle, Washington. He is

also a member of the International

Joint Maritime Commission and a

trustee of the International Shipping

Federation.

Pacific Transport Lines was or-

ganized a year ago, and is headed by

Richard McLaren of San Francisco.

It is presently operating C-type ves-

sels, Victory's and Liberty ships in

a transpacific service from San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles.

Sperry Realigns

Sales Division

George S. Starke, general sales

manager, Sperry Gyroscope Co.,

Inc., Greatneck, N. Y., announces

changes in the sales division.

E. F. Lazar, formerly federal and

electronics sales manager, has been

appointed director of the federal

department to handle all contractual

relations with military departments

of the government. George Tate,

formerly director of district sales

and service, is the new director of

export sales. A. R. Weckel, formerly

aeronautical sales manager, has been

appointed director of commercial

sales, responsible for all commercial

product sales and service in the

United States and Canada.

. Lazar who has been appointed to A. R. Weckel, who has been promoted to

:tor of the federal department in the director of commercial sales for the Sperry

division of the Sperry Gyroscope Gyroscope Company, Inc., Great Neck,

ipany, Inc., Great Neck, New York. New York.
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SHORESIDE urn
Y Allen 6. Jo

tri

C. Smith, well-known

Mr. Smith retired Feb. I

with S-E which began ii

University of Michigan

Charles E. Coffin Award

manager of General Elec-

well officially to Walter

ngineering consultant for the company,

er 42 years of distinguished service

•diately after graduation from the

l?05. A winner of the coveted

has been a director of the Amer-

an Institute of Electrical Engineers and was '

the 8th district of the AIEE.

president of

A In the April issue we had a feature article on the S. 5.

^ Santa Crul. This picture shows Vice President Peter Mes-

quita of General Engineering and Dry Dock Co.. embarking

for Portugal on April 4. Not going along is E. J. Trask,

treasurer of the company, at the foot of the gangplank.

Jack Dilday, Long Beach

Junior Chamber of

Commerce president;

J. W. Charleville, Port-

O-Trade director; Gen-

eral James Meade, Har-

bor Commissioner; City

Manager Carl Wirsch-

ing: Mayor Herbert
Lewis, Harbor Commis-

sioner; Harbor Com-
missioner President W.
R. (Frosty) Martin;
Roger Case, public re-

lations head, and Edsel

Newton, Marine Editor,

Long Beach Press-Tele-

gram, standing behind

committeemen on the

site of the Porf-O-Trade

Expositiori.
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.^ Around the table, left to right: Dan^ Dobler. Texas Oil Co.; Gilbert Reeves,
Associated Oil; J. G. Daulley, B&M Meat Co.;
C. V. Peterson, Texas Oil Co.; J. M. Costello.
J. M. Costello Supply Co.; Dwight Eubank, J.

M. Costello Supply Co.; Ed Whittemore. At-
lint i, Varnish Co.;
Back

lish Co.; E. L. Ryan. E. L Ryan
left to right: Johnnie Zinello,

Lawri t^ack.

SO large that the overflow had to be

specially taken care of. Many
flowers adorned the luncheon quar-

ters. They were presented by the

leading marine houses at L. A. Har-

bor. To A. F. "Al" Boro as presi-

dent goes a fine big cheer for his un-

tiring efforts in making the new
quarters very pleasant in every way.

Since the opening day the attend-

ance has been at capacity.

m QUm[R$ FOR

TH[ BILGE CLUB

Recently the Bilge Club an-

nounced a change in their daily

luncheon quarters. The new spot is

conveniently located and adjoins the

Persian Room at 208 W. Anahiem

Street in Wilmington.

The members are greatly pleased

with the new arrangement. Food is

excellent and the conversation is

nautical. On the opening day the

Bilgers turned out in large numbers,

A Left to right: Arthur Well. General

Petroleum Corp. of Calif.; Al Drew,

Florist-Wilmington; Earl Archibald, Sunset

Oil Co.; Eric Smith, U. S. Rubber Prod-

ucts; Ed Kellenberger, R. C. Griffith Co.;

Walter Richards, Wilmington Iron Works;

Arthur Pegg, International Paint Co., Inc.

Photos on this page by

Pacific Marine Review

^ Left to right: J. Earle, Martin & Tur-

ner; Joseph T. Hare. Maritime Com-

mission; Fred Cordes, Deconhil Ship.; Al

Boro, J. M. Costello Suppl.y Co.; Arthur

Pegg, International Paint Co., Inc.; Erie

Smith, U. S. Rubber Products.
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Repairs

at your

loading

berth
While Bethlehem craftsmen complete repairs to her bow, the

M. V. HOEGH SILVERLIGHT loads cargo at her own pier.

Whenever your ship requires repairs consult Bethlehem about its Pier Job

Service. Through this service, Bethlehem can reduce lay-up time of your

vessel to a minimum and help you to maintain sailing schedules and

charter dates.

Backed by a complete range of mobile facihties and equipment, plus

skilled craftsmen, plus experience gained in the handling of thousands of

ships in our owm yards and at ovmers' loading berths, this dependable

service saves valuable time because loading and repairs can be accom-

plished simultaneously.

If the extent of a job makes it impractical to do aU of the work at your

pier, our engineers can arrange a combined schedule of yard and loading

berth repairs designed to get your ship back into service at the earhest

moment.

All of Bethlehem's ten repair yards on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of

the United States make available to you this time- and money-saving service.

SHIPBUILDING ...SHIP CONVERSIONS... SHIP REPAIRS
NAVAL ARCHITECTS and MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

SHIPBUILDING YAKDS
OUINCY YARD

Quincy. Mass.

STATEN ISLAND YARD
Staten Island. N. Y.

BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT
SHIPYARD, INC.

Sparrows Point, Md.
SAN FRANCISCO YARD

San Francisco, Calif.

BETHLEHEM-ALAMEDA SHIPYARD. INC.

Alameda, Calif.

SAN PEDRO YARD
Terminal Island. San Pedro. Calit

SHIP REPAIR YARDS
BOSTON HARBOR

Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hoboken Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard

SAN PEDRO HARBOR (Port of Lo! Angelei)

San Pedro Yard
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CNRSUIELL mRRIHE HSSOCIHTES

are handled by the company: Lake

Shore Engineering Company, deck

winches; Colby Steel & Engineering

Company, cranes and elevators; Ul-

ster Foundry Corporation, bollards,

checks, bits, reels and hand-operated

deck machinery; Gifford-Wood

Company, materials handling equip-

ment, chain conveyors and baggage

elevators; The Landley Company,

davits; McKiernan-Terry Company,

steering gears and anchor wind-

lasses; Products Research Company,

zinc-chromate gaskets and water

stops, etc; American Ventilating

Hose Company, neoprene-impreg-

nated ventilating hose; Piezo Manu-

facturing Company, universal gears

and block joints; Robert H. Wagner,

inverted vent valves and smoke in-

dicators; Heat Transfer Products,

Inc., Heat exchangers, surface con-

densers, self-scaling evaporators and

air ejectors; Derbyshire Machine

and Tool Company, portable jet

pumps and marine sewage systems

and Springfield Boiler Company,

steam generating units.

The Carswell Marine Associates,

sales division of Cargocaire Engin-

eering Corporation with Pacific

Coast head office and warehouse lo-

cated at 417 Market Street, San

Francisco, have recently re-organized

their sales and service staffs.

According to Merrill J. Gigy, Pa-

cific Coast manager, the new ar-

rangement will take care of the com-

pany's sales and expanding service

requirements. New and enlarged

facilities at the San Francisco head-

quarters will carry at all times suf-

ficient spares which will expedite

the repair and maintenance of the

marine and industrial equipment of

the many companies represented by

the Carswell organization.

In addition to Clifford O. Berg-

land, the San Francisco staff has

acquired the services of Harry W.
Parsons, well known in Coast marine

circles, and V. R. Keays, formerly

with the Lake Washington Ship-

yards, Seattle.

The Washington and Oregon ter-

ritory of the Associates will be

handled by Consolidated Services,

Inc., of Seattle. In Southern Califor-

nia the company is represented by

the Wilmington Engineering Serv-

ice. The sales and service for the

Carswell Marine Associates in West-

ern Canadian territory is adequately

taken care of by the Heaps Engin-

eering (1940) Ltd., of 966 Hast-

ings Street, Vancouver and of New
Westminster, British Columbia.

Carswell Marine Associates re-

cently have been awarded the fol-

lowing additional lines for represen-

tation on the Pacific Coast: Robert

H. Wagner, South Orange, N.
J.,

Heat Transfer Products, Inc.. New
York and Carbondale, Pa.; Piezo

Manufacturing Co., New York; and

Springfield Boiler Co., Springfield,

Illinois.

The Carswell head office is at 15

Park Row, New York, and in the

marine field the following products

Fred Hrchbold Joins

Hough & Egbert Co.

Fred G. Archbold, formerly senior

surveyor of Lloyds Register of Ship-

ping, who recently retired from that

society after more than 30 years, is

now associated with Hough & Eg-

bert Co., consulting engineers and

marine surveyors.

Mr. Archbold's duties are as sur-

veyor in his new connection, and

we know his innumerable friends of

many years standing will be pleased

to know of his new association.

Hough & Egbert Co. was formed

in 1925 to carry out the services

started by Edward S. Hough, con-

sulting engineer and marine sur-

veyor in 1902. Hough & Egbert Co.

is to be congratulated upon obtain-

ing the services of Fred Archbold.
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Top Marine Leaders to Come to San

Francisco as Show's Success Assured

IF
EVER THE MARITIME INDUSTRY needed to tell the public of its progress and its future, it is this year; and

it seems to be grasping the opportunity offered by the National Marine Exposition—in a big way. It is a "magnet"

that will be drawing many of the nation's top marine executives to the West Coast at the opening May 12th in San

Francisco Civic Auditorium. For the first time in the annals of the industry's long and brilliant history, a national mari-

time exposition, with all of the fanfare of its New York Premiere in 1946, is being brought to the West Coast. While

in the past there have been some marine exhibitions of a local nature on the Pacific Coast, this is the first opportunity the

West will have had to view a truly National Marine Exposition, wherein this country's most prominent marine firms will

present a million dollar show. It is sponsored by the Propeller Club of the United States.

Practically every field in the marine industry will be represented by large colorful and especially designed exhibits,

many of which have been in preparation for months. Plans for novel and unusual methods of presentation of marine

products and services have been occupying the minds of topnotch display designers and builders.

Some of the outstanding exhibits of the New York Show will be shipped West in order to present to the audience

on the Pacific Coast the same costly displays that were accorded so much favorable publicity in New York City, by the

Marine Trade Papers, the daily press and the thousands of visitors who attended the 1946 National Marine Exposition

in Grand Central Palace. Notable among these will be the exhibits by: Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc., Radiomarine

Corporation of America, Johns-Manville Corporation, Mackey Radio & Telegraph Company, Worthington Pump &
Machinery Corp., Cargocaire Engineering Corporation, The Texas Company, George G. Sharp, Submarine Signal Com-

pany, Alcoa Steamship Company, Inc., and American Export Lines, Inc. Some of the unique features of the various ex-

hibits are top secret' until Opening Day, according to Roger E. Montgomery, president and general manager of the

Exposition, under whose guidance the National Marine Exposition has gained the title, "National Market Place of the

Marine Industry.

"

This year in San Francisco, the National Marine Exposition extends a most hearty welcome to a new and very im-

portant group of exhibitors, the Diesel Engine Manufacturers. For the most part, this May's Opening Day will find them

on hand as prominent participants in this annual event, for the first time. The diesel group will include among others.

Atlas Imperial Diesel Engine Company, Cummins Engines, Enterprise Engine & Foundry Company, Lorimer Diesel

Engine Company, Nordberg Manufacturing Company and Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation.

The San Francisco Bay Area will be well represented by a number of prominent concerns who recognize the im-

portance of the National Exposition, not only from the standpoint of sales, but who also wish to wholeheartedly extend

their cooperation to the sponsors and the management, in their aim to further the best interests of the marine industry

and the American merchant marine.
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flmercoat Booth

New Amercoat Antifouling will be featured in the

exhibit of the Amercoat Division, American Pipe &
Construction Company Booth No. 1.

Amercoat antifouling is manufactured according to

the formula developed by The Battelle Memorial Insti-

tute, and is based on the use of a new type of copper

flake which produces extremely long-lasting qualities

and high efficiency in the prevention of fouling forma-

ations. The display will include performance and test data

on these characteristics.

Other products in the Amercoat marine line which

will be shown, include Amercoat plastic boottopping,

plastic topside finishes and plastic anticorrosive primer.

Amercoat sales representatives wiU be in attendance.

Depth Recorder

Bendix-Marine will display in its Booth No. 92 a

Bendix depth recorder. In attendance will be: R. C
Fuller, sales manager; R. P.

Geddes, Jr., supervisor of

marine sales; and Walter

Rhea, supervisor of marine

service; and members of the

Toumey Electric and Engi-

neering Company staflf, San

Francisco distributors.

Grant Mitchell, Roger E. Montgomery and BHIie Burke, taken on

the set of "Accidentally Yours," recent comedy starring Billie

Burke and Grant Mitchell, being shown models made by the

Sea Scouts.

MONDAY. MAY 12

Opening Ceremonies at 1^ noon

PROPELLER CLUR DAY

Rtlas Diesel

Atlas Imperial Diesel En-

gine Co. expects to display a

Model 6EM2 5 3 Atlas en-

gine, together with the Atlas

"Skipper" and three Chrysler

engines.

In attendance will be A. G. Cunnings, E. B. Dunk and

J. H. Czock.

Cargocaire

The exhibit of Cargocaire Engineering Corporation

will include a sound motion picture in full color, part of

which, an animated sequence, will illustrate the latest

developments and operating principles of the Cargocaire

system of dehumidification and ventilation. This picture

will show how every American has a stake in the free flow

of world trade, and will show why the American Mer-

chant Marine is such an important part of our national

economy.

List of attendants: O. D. Colvin, president; Lawrence

Dake, vice president; Merrill J.
Gigy, Pacific Coast man-

ager; T. M. Curtin, Advertising manager; and C. E. Paul-

son, consultant.

Electronic Davigator

Admira 1 Dona d B. Bea Connmandant 12th N aval District ant

E. Mo ntqc prend ent and general mar ager of th

Nation al Mar Expositio IS nc. The United Stat s Navy wi

occupy 800 sq uare feet of spa :e in the Second Ann ual Nafiona
Ma Expositio n.

The General Electric Company has been developing

considerable interest in radar on the West Coast through

the demonstration runs on the ferryboat Sacramento on

San Francisco Bay and on the Enetei on Puget Sound.

The electronic navigator used on the boats, and eventually

to be installed on the new President Cleveland will be

displayed in the G-E Booth.
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Now . . . Feed Pumps

With Stepless, Automatic Capacity-Control

Unsurpassed for boiler feed and other high-pressure services,

Worthington Variflo Pumps provide positive, accurate capacity

control up to 150 gpm. The stroke is automatically adjusted to

follow capacity demands from to 100%, maintaining maximum
efficiency over the entire range.

Compact Centrifugal Refrigeration

Worthington Centrifugal Refrigeration Systems are light,

compact, simple in construction and operation, and quickly

adaptable to the changing heat loads of varying climates.

Ideal for holding foodstuffs and other perishables at required

temperatures and humidities, they are especially designed for

large-capacity refrigeration, of 125 to 1200 tons per single unit.

Many other types of Worthington equipment are found on

ships of all sizes, from the largest liners to the smallest tugs.

The economy and dependability of these units, under severest

service conditions, give further proof that on land or sea there's

more worth in Worthington. Worthington Pump and M.achinery

Corporation, Marine Division, Harrison, N. J.

See You in San Francisco!

Shipbuilders and repair yards, as well as shipowners and operators, will

be particularly interested in these units, which are only two of the many
on display by Worthington at the National Marine Exposition in San
Francisco, May 12 — 17. We are looking forward to meeting you at

Booths 41, 42, 53 and 54 in the Civic Auditorium.

WORTHINGTON

Worthington
Variflo Pump

Worthington
Centrifugal

engineers from the

rougli layout to

tbe rtlP* a* »**

Diesel Engines • Turbines & Turbo-Generotor Sets • Centrifugal, Steam, Power, Vertical Turbine

& Rotary Pumps • Compressors • Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Equipment • Power Plant &

Transmission Equipment . Welding Positioners • liquid Meters • Deaerating Feedwater Heoterj



Cut-Out Map

This cut-out map of the Medi-
terranean range will be the
feature of the American Export

Lines' exhibit.

Chemical Nids to Engineers

From among the following, the Gamlen Chemical

Company will select a group for the Gamlen exhibit in

Booth 79. Gamelol Fuel Oil treatment for eliminating

sludge and improving the combustion and atomization

of fuel oil; Gamlen X Sol-

vent for dissolving water

scale and rust in tubes, water

lines, etc.; Gamlen D Solvent

for cleaning oil tanks; Gam-
len H Solvent for cleaning

fuel oil preheaters; Gamlen H Special Solvent for re-

moving sludge, gum, and carbon from surfaces of marine

steam engines; Firemaster, a seamless monolithic coating

for protecting refractory walls of all types of furnaces;

Vapjel for prevention of scale formation in salt water

evaporators; Gamlen D-9 Solvent for cleaning engine

rooms and decks; Sea Suds, a suds-forming detergent for

use with salt water; a water-soluble powder for cleaning

condensers and other special-purpose chemicals developed

around the central idea of improved engine room opera-

TUESDAY, MAY 13

ELECTHDmCS DAY

Lorimer to Exhibit

Among the many attrac-

tions of interest to work

boats and fish boat operators

will be an exhibit of the

Lorimer Diesel Engine Company of Oakland.

On hand at Lorimer headquarters at Booth 77 will be

Ralph Lorimer and Roy Anderson from Oakland. Lori-

mer representatives for Los Angeles, San Francisco and

Seattle will also be "on deck."

Mackafs Booth
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Sperry Loran...

Anytiiiu, in any weather, you can depend on a

Sperry Loran fix, because it is determined by crossing

two lines of position free from error caused by static,

adverse weather or by traveUing over land.

These lines are obtained by measuring the time

difference between svnchronized pulses sent

out from a pair of shore stations.

...with the quick-reading

Time Difference Meter...

This Meter—another Sperrv' "exclusive

— indicates the time difference

in numerals on an easilv read counter.

The numerals correspond to data

contained on the Loran charts.

The direct reading feature saves

time, prevents errors, helps get

a fix within two to six minutes.

Loran serves practically all major sea

lanes with continuous 24-hour transmission.

The navigator with Sperry Loran can depend

on it to help him maintain the shortest,

most economical track.

And in the Aviation Field, Sperry Flight

Instruments, Gyropilot and Automatic

Approach Control help make flying

^ safer and easier for pilot and passenger alike.

See our exfiibif in the
National Maritime Exposition

May 12-17, San Francisco

^ Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: GREAT NECK. NEW YORK

LOS aHgELES • SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE

DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

NEW ORLEANS . CLEVELAND . HONOLULU
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Against a background

of a simulated ship's

bridge and radio shack,

Radiomarine Corpora-

tion of America's com-

plete line of marine

communication equip-
ment and the newest

and nits

will be attractively dis-

played at the San Fran-

Radiomarine's Shipboard Radar

Rnd Loran Sets

Compact and simplified radio and electronic devices

developed by the Radiomarine Corporation of America

for greater safety at sea and on the inland waterways of

this country will be on display.

One of the main features of the exhibit will be the

dramatic demonstration of a

shipboard radar set in opera-

tion. On display will be Ra-

diomarine's Model CR-101

radar which is postwar de-

signed from stem to stern

and can be used for anti-collision and navigation pur-

poses on all types of merchant vessels and the larger

work boats and pleasure craft.

^^ STANIHRO ' ^^ .^

Cummins Riesel Displayed by

UJatson & Rleehan

WEDNESDAY. MAY 14

CHARTER EXHIHITDRS RAY

Various models of Cummins dependable diesel marine

engines will be displayed by Watson & Meehan, who are

the distributors for the Cummins Engine Company in

northern California, maintaining complete sales and serv-

ice facilities in San Francisco at I960 Folsom Street and

in Fresno at 1827 Amador
Street.

niarine Exhibit of

Standard Oil

This exhibit features as centerpiece and backdrop, one

of the new Standard Marine Service Stations. The sta-

tion projects diagonally into the booth from the back

wall. A wharf supports the station, under

which, animated artificial water gives a de-

cided nautical appearance to the scene.

The theme of the show is built around

the antics and remarks of a little animated

sailor, "Bilgey," who is ably assisted by an

attractive young lady. "Bilgey" tells one of his

"tall" sea stories, and at the same time man-

ages to work in some valuable advice to boat

owners regarding Standard Marine Products

and Standard Marine Stations. "Bilgey's"

voice was especially recorded for this exhibit

by Hal Burdick, whose sea stories and nauti-

cal voice are well known to radio listeners.

Standard of California

This sailor, Bilgey, will do a lot of talking—but only

to pretty girls.

.TS^»f3?rjr'^lS*^'W.:fcV';3«BB»K::..i:r3K31W
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a smooth new stateroom

...by SIMMONS

This is no ordinary stateroom.

It has the Simmons touch of quality

. . . Simmons charm and modern style.

And it has something else that's brand

new— the Bulkhead Berth!

Equipped with famous Beautyrest

Mattresses, the lower berth is a sofa

by day. But a quick, easy maneuver

changes the entire setting to one for

peaceful sleeping at night. New

chairs, tables, chests and other bright,

colorful metal furniture complete

the Simmons stateroom scene. Get

full information from any Simmons

office.

COMPANY
y/>y«>t<Vi.e _^^i^

295 Bay Street • Phone GARfield 7800 • San Francisco 11, California

See this "Bulkberd Berth" on diipla) at the National Ma-ine Exposition, Booth 71 . San Francisco, May 12 to 17,
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to the Booth Exhibition, w
hogany. The furniture

ng upholstery.

rge Chicago Studio of the Simmons Company, Contract Department.
finished in dove grey and green, and the room is finished in har-

Simmons Metal Furniture and

Modern Staterooms

The feature of the Simmons Company exhibit will be

their new upper and lower wall berths with sofa, featur-

ing the famous marine Beauty Rest mattresses. Other

pieces of metal furniture and

chairs will also be displayed

similar to the equipment

illustrated. The design of

these staterooms is new sav-

ings in space, new comfort,

new ease of operations. The

staterooms have the maxi-

mum comfort of a bedroom by night and can be trans-

formed into a luxurious living room by day.

The Finishes of the staterooms are very attractive

with metal furniture that is impervious to heat, cold,

stains, burns, and is insect proof. This distinctive furni-

ture is available in a variety of natural wood grains or in

colors to suit the decorations of the rooms.

THURSDAY. MAY 15

AMERICAIV MERCHANT
MARIIVE RAY

Klordberg to Exhibit Models of Marine Engines

Nordberg Manufacturing Company has engaged two

prominent spaces at the San Francisco Marine Exposi-

tion to exhibit for the first time on the Pacific Coast

several models of its new model diesel and gasoline

marine engines, as well as to acquaint interested ob-

servers with Nordberg experience and facilities for the

building of large marine engine equipment.

One part of this exhibit will supply the Type FSM-

96-RSC four-cycle full diesel direct reversible exhaust

gas supercharged marine engine. This engine has six

cylinders, 9" bore, 11 V2" stroke, rated 450 hp at 720 rpm.

The engine is fitted with a Nordberg planatary type in-

line heavy-duty reduction gear having a ratio of 3:1

providing a propeller speed of 240 rpm. This engine is

representative of several new sizes of four-cycle engines

recently added to the Nordberg line in powers from 1 50

to 1200 hp.

The second part of the Nordberg exhibit will cover

two of three sizes of its

new Marine gasoline engine

series for pleasure and com-

mercial vessels. Exhibited

will be the Types FM-230

and FM-320 six-cylinder,

high-speed gasoline marine

engines complete with re-

duction gears and power take-off drive for auxiliary

equipment. These engines feature several unique devel-

opments in the design of attached auxiliaries on this class

of engine, as well as conservative rating of both engine

and reduction gears.

The C. J. Hendry tine

C. J.
Hendry will have a unique exhibit in Section No.

59. Wayne Rossiter, well-known Pacific Coast model

maker, is making four three-dimensional units to drama-

tize some of the marine equipment distributed by C. J.

Hendry. These units will be animated, and should make

this exhibit one of the most attractive at the show. The

four products represented will be Naco Chain, Roebling

Wire Rope, Morse Diving Equipment, and Viking Lad-

ders. Other C. J. Hendry equipment will also be on dis-

play.

In charge of the booth at various times will be C. W.
Linge, manager of Marine Sales; Frank Wagner, as-

sistant manager; Richard Hurst, Ray Cedar, George Lee,

and Edward Nichols of Shipyard Sales.
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Chhsujell IIIhriii[ Hssociates

innounce their appointment as

Pacific Coast sales and service representatives for

PIEZO MANUFACTURING CORP.
Universal Gears and Block Joints

HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS, INC.

Heat Exchangers—Surface Condensers

Self-Scaling Evaporators

ROBERT H. WAGER
Inverted Vent Valves and Smoke Indicators

DERBYSHIRE MACHINE and TOOL
COMPANY

Portable Jet Pumps

Marine Sewage Systems

SPRINGFIELD BOILER CO.
Steam Generating Units

The above firms join the following group of manufacturers whom we have

been serving for many years

Lake Shore Engineering Company

Colby Steel & Engineering Company

Ulster Foundry Corp.

Gifford-Wood Company

The Landley Company, Inc.

McKiernan-Terry Corp.

Products Research Company

American Ventilating Hose Co.

CflRSUJELL ITIRRinE flSSOCIRTES
Sales Division of

CflRGOCflIRE enCinEERinG CORP.

New York, N. Y.— 15 Park Row

Washington, D. C—726 Jackson PI. N. W.

San Francisco—417 Market St.

Seattle, Wash.—71 Columbia St.

(Consolidated Services, Inc.)

Wilmington, Cal., 1029 Colon St.

(Wilmington Engineering Service)

Eastern Canada—Triumph Continental

Products Ltd.. 5624 Sherbrooke St.,

West Montreal, P. Q.

Western Canada—Heaps Engineering (1940) Ltd.

New Westminster, B. C.

London, England—Cargocaire, Ltd.

Jtevinson House, Fenchurch St., E. C. 3

Gotheburg, Sweden—Cargocaire A. B.

Skeppsbrohuset
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WeEks-HowE-EmersDn Co.

SHIP CHANDLERS
y^ MACWHYTE WIRE ROPE
4^ B & L BLOCKS
vj, DEVOE MARINE PAINTS
^ FLAGS
i, WALL ROPE
4^ STELLAR COMPASSES

25S MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5

Between Main and Beale Streets

Phone: EXbrook 2681

Johns-IDanville iDarine Sheathing

An exhibit of Johns-Manville Marinite and Marine

Sheathing. This display shows typical construction made

from these light-weight, fireproof panels. Marinite has

excellent noise-absorbing and heat-insulating properties,

and its fireproof qualities add extra safety to staterooms

and crews quarters. The exhibit features Marinite with

wood veneer and also with aluminum facings. This

strong, corrosion-resistant material has received wide

acceptance by leading naval architects, shipbuilders, and

the U. S. Maritime Commission.

International Paint Company

The subject of better preservation of ships through

the use of properly designed protective coatings has al-

ways been a live topic. Today with new routes, especially

through the tropics, and other new conditions of opera-

tion, this subject takes on greater importance.

International Paint Co., (Calif.) Inc. will have
J.

Fred Shingle, vice president, and William Avens, plant

manager of the San Francisco Factory in attendance at

their Booth No. 75. This

will give them the oppor-

tunity to greet their many
friends of the shipping fra-

ternity from all parts of the

Pacific Coast, and discuss

matters of ship maintenance.

International Paint Co. (Calif.), Inc., is represented

on the Coast by such well known marine men as Arthur

R. Pegg, proprietor. International Marine Paint Agency,

San Pedro, California, W. J. "Bill" Robbins, Portland,

Oregon, Quentin A. Herwig, proprietor. Marine Service,

Inc., Seattle, Washington, who is joined by Captain

Ernest G. Heinrici as Seattle manager for International

Paints.

FRIDAY, MAY 16

DIESEL mmm
MANUFACTURERS DAY

Fathometer and Pathfinder Radar on Display

Submarine Signal Company will have on display at

their Booth models of their Pathfinder Radar and Fatho-

meter models 712Y, 741 and 808 Port Fathometer, in-

cluding the Junior model and Cape Cod Navigator, to-

gether with a new addition, the Electronic voltage regula-

tor.

In attendance at the booth

will be: Victor Battani, serv-

ice manager; Al Huff, service

engineer; Warren Holbrook,

service engineer; George L.

Moore, service engineer; and

A. J. Forni, district manager.

George G. Sharp

The Rope Display of Tubbs Cordage

The Hercules Equipment & Rubber Co., Inc. distribu-

tors of many well-known items used constantly in the

operation, repair and building of ships and other marine

equipment, will show some of their items on hand for

quick delivery, such as fire hose, oil hose and packings;

also, the renowned Durabla pump valves.

In their well equipped plant they manufacture special

gaskets of every size, shape and material; also port strip

and molded rubber goods. Hercules, with 25 years on the

San Francisco waterfront, is equipped to take care of

everything in their line right now" as they realize that

a steamer cannot wait.

Designers of a very large part of the ships of the American Me
chant Marine. George G. Sharp will have a booth at the show ar
be represented by William New, naval architect in charge. Le
to right: James Eddie, electrical engineer and Peter J. lovi

marine engineer of the Geo. G. Sharp San Francisco office.

Hercules Ulill Show Dlany items

"Among the first exhibitors to contract for space in

the 1947 National Marine Exposition was the West's

pioneer rope manufacturer, Tubbs Cordage Company.
The Tubbs display will be located in the main exhibit

hall of the Civic Auditorium in Booth No. 39. Among
the products to be displayed will be coils of extra supe-

rior manila rope in the sizes generally used by the marine

industry, as well as samples of manila fiber representative

of the quality being produced in the Philippine Islands

today.

Of particular interest to marine men will be an ex-

hibit of knots used by those who sailed before the mast

as well as those used by our merchant marine today."
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TAKE THE HAZARDS
AND MYSTERY OUT
OF TANK GAUGING
Wherever fuel, water or otlier liquid must

be measured, LIQUIDOMETER can provide a

dependable gauge. These rugged, precision-built

remote indicators have proven themselves by

years of reliable performance in many exacting

marine, railroad, aircraft and industrial appli-

cations. Remember these gauge essentials:

• Dependable performance • Simple operation

• Rugged construction • Easy installation

• Instant reading • Minimum maintenance

If you have a liquid measuring problem write:

THE LIQUIDOMETER CORP.
Marine Division

41-52 37fh St., Long Island City, N. Y.

§;moke
RINGS
BELL
See for yourself at the San Francisco National Marine

Exposition, and the Los Angeles National Boat Show.

At the San Francisco Marine Exposition and at the

Los Angeles Boat Show, you will see the C-O-TWO
Company's Smoke Detecting System In operation. You

will see cigarette smoke ring a bell, lash a light, get

ready to discharge C-O-TWO. Yo- will see the "Inner

workings" of the finest marine equipment, such as

LIQUIDOMETER gauges. You'll find the new and the

Interesting in the EH&G display because EH&G are

California's leading marine electricians.

Everyf/img Electrical

For Shipboard Use

ETS-HOKIX
& GALVAX

MAIN OFFICE: 551 Mission St.,

San Francisco

218 N. Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles
(Wilmington)

233 N. San Joaquin. Stockton

1000 Coast Highway. Newport Beach

Foot of Sampson Street. San Diego

4730 E. 14th Street. Oakland

484 Washington St.. Monterey
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In the Sperry exhibit a lot of visitors will want to spin the

scope. Booth Nos. 47-48. New Sperry's headquarters is at

525 Eighth Street, San Francisco.

Sperry's Booth

In the Sperry Booths Nos. 47-48 will be

displayed the Gyro-Compass and Gyro-Pilot;

Gyro-magnetic compass and Gyro-magnetic

pilot; Radar, Loran; Steering systems and

steering controls; accessories such as repeat-

ers, rudder angle indicators and course re-

corders; 20" searchlight for lighthouse

mounting; #00 ( I4 hp) steering engine and

#0 (V^ hp) steering engine.

Also 'something new just out of the lab-

oratories will be featured—a Magnetic Com-
pass and Pilot combination which provides

dependable automatic steering with a magnetic compass.

Designed to the needs of smaller craft.

Special radar presentation of the radar scanner and

transceiver on top of the roof of the Civic Auditorium,

and San Francisco hills notwithstanding, Sperry's radar

will obtain a clear sweep of the San Francisco harbor from

just west of the San Francis-

co Oakland bridge to the

eastward for about 78 de-

grees. It will take in the

shoreline of most of Berke-

ley and Oakland and all the

harbor traffic in this sector. The radar scope in the Sperry

booth will undoubtedly draw an interested audience

throughout the show.

The majority of equipment can be visitor-operated.

This especially pertains to loran, for which signals will

be generated to best present the operational features of

this long range navigational device.

Among the key personnel attending will be O. B.

Whitaker, manager of Marine Sales, and member of the

Exposition's advisory committee; J. F. McConkey, San

Francisco District manager; 'W. I. Selover, Los Angeles

district manager; H. S. Burtis, Seattle district manager.

Worthington

SATURDAY. MAY 17

MVY MB COAST GUARD DAY

Marine Items on Display

by Weeks -Howe -Emerson

The 'Weeks-Howe-Emerson Co. exhibit at the second

annual National Marine Exposition will be a modest dis-

play of marine items of interest to steamship operators.

Items will include the following: Devoe Marine Paints,

Cabodex Red, Hong Kong spar varnish, Super smoke-

stack paints, Aquaplast bottom paint. Wall Rope Works
manila rope, Macwhyte wire rope, Getty bronze hard-

ware, and scores of allied lines.

Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation will

exhibit various types of pumps, compressors, refrigera-

tion and air conditioning

equipment, and a 1000 hp

diesel engine.

Of particular interest will

be the Worthington Variflo

feed pump, which will be in

operation. This pump is unsurpassed for high pressure in

capacities up to 150 gpm. The stroke of the Variflo pump
is automatically adjusted to follow the capacity demands
from to 100 per cent, always maintaining approximate-

ly maximum efficiency regardless of capacity. The 'Variflo

pump also has many applications in stationary plants for

boiler feed, desuperheated feed, product pipeline pump-
ing, product charging in chemical plants and oil refin-

eries. Automatic controls for those services are available.

Also on display will be a Worthington centrifugal re-

frigeration compressor.

T. J. Kehane, commercial vice president; I. W. Jack-

man, manager, marine division; W. B. Moore, manager,

marine engine division;
J. P. McArthur, manager, San

Francisco office;
J. G. Murphy, manager, Los Angeles

office; E. W. Hammond, assistant manager, Los Angeles

office; E. D. Schively, manager, Seattle office; H. D.

Moore, C. D. Cummins, F. J. Whelan, manager. Recipro-

cating Pump Division; A. L. Richards, H. E. Sargent, B.

G. Jones, F. W. McCann, H. P. Henderson, W. A. Pen-

ner, D. A. McCalman, K. G. Mann, and Mrs. F. M. Hast-

ings.
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Movies Augment Display at Texas Exhibit

Located in Space 68 in the San Francisco Civic Audi-

torium, The Texas Company's exhibit at the Exposition

will feature a complete line of specialized marine lubri-

cants. The exhibit is under the supervision of R. B. Fox,

Texaco Marine Engineer and it is expected that the fol-

lowing Texaco personnel will be in attendance at the

exhibit: Messrs. W. H. Ball, E. J. Bourgeois, W. C. Foy,

G. V. Garner, V. C Mcllraith, and H. E. Paul.

The Texas Company with marine lubricants available

in 51 countries and over 370 ports is one of the best

known trade names in the shipping business and the

red star with the green "T" is familiar to sailors the world

over.

Four moving pictures will be shown to the public at

this booth. They are based on the bombing of Hiroshima;

oil in Saudi Arabia; our B-29 bombers; and the Texas

tanker fleet.

Co 2 and Liquidometer

Ets-Hokin & Galvan's Booth will display an actually

operating COv. Company smoke detecting cabinet. By

introduction of cigarette smoke into one or more of the

MAY • 1947

air sampling ducts, the cycle of operation of the device

is started. A visual indicator tells what lines are affected,

an alarm is sounded, and mechanical means of automa-

tically discharging CO;, gas are set up.

Also on display will be models of the Liquidometer

Co. remote reading gages and rudder angle indicators, as

marine accessories.

Liquidometer'i

angle indicate

be displayed i

Hokln a Salv
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Great Ulestern Cordage Exhibit

Rope making is one of the earliest skills known to

man. Nearly 6000 years ago rope played an important

part in the building of the Pyramids of Egypt. Xerxes'

army crossed the Hellespont on a bridge of boats held

together by giant hawsers. From ancient China, from

the land of the Incas, and from other centers of early

civilization come records of the use of rope in the dim

dawn of history.

Of course, it is a far cry from the crude ropes of those

earlier times, made of vines and hair and sinew, to the

modern scientific development of cordage today. New
fibers, new methods, new uses, undreamed of by the

ancients, have made the present day manufacture of

rope an exacting process.

See their complete line and learn the interesting story

of Great Western manila rope at Booth 76.

UJomen's Organization for the

American IDerchant Dlarine

The ladies will exhibit a selected group of ship models,

certain of which will bring nostalgic thoughts to many a

shipping man. Their Booth Nos. 136-137.

Ulorld Trade

The World Trade Week committee of the San Fran-

cisco Chamber of Commerce will present an assortment

of products imported or exported, with an indication of

the countries concerned with the trade. Booth No. 141.

Pacific IDarine Review

The entire executive, business and editorial

staffs of this publication will be on hand from

time to time, and will welcome opportunities

to be of service to the industry. Booth No. 112.

Western Electric Company Booth

A new type of Marine Radiotelephone equipment is

being displayed by the Western Electric Company. The

248A marine radiotelephone equipment, designed by

Bell Telephone Laboratories from handset to antenna is

housed in a single cabinet with a remote control unit.

It provides two-way long or short distance telephone

communication with multi-frequency high quality serv-

ice. Instant selection of any of 30 optional frequencies

between 2 and 20 megacycles per second with quartz

crystal control is provided. Three radio receivers facilitate

the handling of traffic and the monitoring of three sta-

tions simultaneously.

The United States Maritime Commission,

its membership completed as Joseph K.

Carson, Jr., of Portland, Ore., assumed
his duties, poses after the ceremony of Mr.

Carson's oath of office on April. I. Left to

right, they are: (seated) Commissioner J.

Grenville Mellen and Vice Admiral Wil-

liam W. Smith. USN (Ret.), Chairman;
(standing) Commissioner Raymond S. Mc-
Keough, Commissioner Carson, and Com-
missioner Richard Parkhurst. Mr. Carson,

former mayor of Portland, was sworn in by

United states Supreme Court Justice Wil-

liam O. Douglas before a large gathering

of government officials at the Maritime

Commission headquarters, Commerce
Building. Washington, D. C.
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Personalities

Henry W. Clark, general manager. Water
front Employers Association.

Col. Clark Named V. P. of

Waterfront Employers Assn.

Henry W. Clark, who has been

serving as an administrative assist-

ant to the President of the Water-

front Employers Association of the

Pacific Coast since last November,

has been named general manager of

that organization. The announce-

ment was made by Frank P. Foisie,

W.E.A. president.

Before coming to the Waterfront

Employers Association, Clark was

General Manager of the Alaska De-

velopment Board.

Clark, an Army Colonel in World
War II, holds the Legion of Merit

for his services as Chief of the Ath-

letic Branch of the Special Services

Division. While in the Army he

had the distinction of serving in

every American theater of war from

1942 to 1946.

Prior to entering the Army, Clark

was Field Representative for the

Federal Security Agency for Alaska

and Newfoundland from 1941 to

1942 and from 1937 to 1941 he

served as Director of Athletics at

Lafayette College. From 1927 to

1937 he was Assistant Director of

Athletics at his Alma Mater, Har-

vard University where he was
awarded his M. A. degree in 1927.

As a member of the Harvard Uni-

versity football team of 1922, he

was named as first string All Amer-

ican tackle.

Clark is also the author of two

authoritative books on Alaska.

Those are Alaska, the Last Frontier

and The History of Alaska.

Institute of Navigation

Northern California

Sectional Meeting

The first Northern California Sec-

tional Meeting of the Institute of

Navigation will be held on Saturday,

May 10, 1947, at the United States

Maritime Service Training Station,

Alameda, California.

The meeting will be under the

direction of Captain M. E. Crossman,

Superintendent of the Station, and

will begin at 1400. This first meet-

ing will be an informal dinner meet-

ing, its primary purpose to serve as

an implement to help the regional

members to become better acquaint-

ed. The agenda of the meeting will

include a tour of the Training Sta-

tion. Two speakers will give ad-

dresses on subjects of interest to

members of the Institute. It is also

planned to elect a committee to

plan for future meetings, and to set

up the machinery so that the North-

ern California Section members can

function as a group.

It is expected that the Western

Regional Meeting of the Institute

will be held in Los Angeles, Califor-

nia on June 7, 1947, and that the

National Meeting will be held in

Washington, D. C. on June 25-26,

1947.

States Steamship Opens

Seattle Office

The States Steamship Company
announces the opening of offices in

Seattle to handle the firm's affairs

as well as those of its affiliated serv-

ices, the Pacific-Atlantic Steamship

Co., and the Quaker Line in the

Puget Sound Area. The new office

is located in 307 New World Life

Building.

Eugene IDoran Celehrates

75th Birthday

Eugene F. Moran, dean of New
York City port's towboat men, cele-

brated his 75th birthday on March
24. Officers and stockholders of the

Moran Towing & Transportation

Co., Inc., and a group of friends ten-

dered him a dinner at Sherry's.

Mr. Moran, who is now chairman

of the board of the Moran company
founded by his father, the late

Michael Moran, has spent almost all

of his life with tugs, barges and

other harbor craft. He has seen many
changes in the port, but he calls the

deepening, widening and straight-

ening of Ambrose Channel the

greatest single factor contributing

to this harbor's greatness. Fixing up

the channel, he says, let the big ves-

sels get into the Port of New York

speedily and safely, with resultant

growth of its business.

In World War II Mr. Moran re-

assumed the company's presidency

while his nephew. Rear Admiral

Edmond J. Moran, was on Navy
duty. He relinquished the post upon

the Admiral's return to civilian

life.

Eugene F. Moran, chairman of the

of Moran Towing & Transportation C—Phoio courtesy Moran T
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many Vendors Served

This Vessel

In the March Pacific Marine Review there appeared

a story about a river all steel streamlined automobile

carrying vessel, the Commercial Clipper. An example

of the scope of the manufacturing effort, apart from the

shipyard, is indicated by the following list of vendors

who supplied major equipment for this vessel and its

companion, the Commercial Express:

Quarters insulation
—

"Fibreglass".

Quarters lined with asbestos transite.

Engine room and pump room soundproofed with Fibre-

glass acoustic blanket and expanded metal.

Floor covering
—

"Ruggedwear"—Flexrock Company

Galley range
—

"Shipmate #540"—Stamford Foundry

Company.

Electric refrigerator in galley
—

"Carrier".

Mess tables and chairs—Missouri Furniture Company.

Deep freeze box—Amana Societ)'.

Asphalt tile on floors in quarters, galley, mess and pilot-

house—Armstrong Cork Company.

12 exhause silencers (1 for each engine)—Maxim
MUC-10.

Heat exchangers (1 for each quad)—Ross CP-1004.

Pilothouse control for engine throttles and propeller

pitch adjustment—Adel Precision Instrument Com-

pany.

Steady bearings for propeller shaft—The Medart Com-
pany.

Goodrich cutless rubber bearings for stern struts

—

Lucian Q. Moffitt.

Wire rope and fittings—Leschen and Sons.

Steering gear—St. Louis Shipbuilding and Steel Com-
pany.

Gasoline engine power winch—Clyde #7515.

Plumbing fixtures—Crane Company.

Automatic water pressure sets—Fairbanks-Morse.

Sewage pump sets—Swaby Fig. 5200 #.^ Vertical Non-

Clog.

Hot air furnace, blowers, ducts, etc.—Grossman and

Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

General service pump—Fairbanks-Morse.

General service engines (LeRoi D-140)—Western Ma-

chinery Company, St. Louis.

Raw water pumps—Fairbanks-Morse.

Fire hose and fittings—Bushnell Packing Company, St.

Louis.

Fuel oil transfer pumps—Oberdorfer MD-47.

10 kw motor-generator sets—Western Machinery Com-
pany.

Dayton-Dowd D-12 bilge and ballast pumps—Reeves

and Skinner, St. Louis.

Switchboard—Wm. Wurdack Manufacturing Co., St.

Louis.

Arc searchlights 19"—Carlisle-Finch.

Navigation lights—W. J. Tiebout.

Running light indicator panel—Electric Service Con-

trol, Inc.

Starting batteries "Exide '—Electric Storage Battery Com-

pany.

Ship's bell—Bevin Brothers.

COo systems—Walter Kidde and Company.

Wood workboats—Edwards Boat Works.

Sound-powered telephones—Hose McCann.

Battery powered telephones—Graybar, St. Louis.

Windshield wipers—Trico Products.

Airhorns 8" duplex—Kahlenberg Brothers Company,

Two Rivers, Wis.

Portlights—The Rostand Manufacturing Company.

Pilothouse windows—Kearfott.

Expanded metal—Wheeling Corrugating Company.

Welding studs and insul. pins—Nelson Sales Company.

Bronze bushings and bronze castings—Bronze Alloys

Company, St. Louis.

Electric motors-—Century Electric Company, St. Louis.

3 quad multiple engine units and adjustable pitch pro-

peller— Detroit Diesel Engine Division, General

Motors.
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Matson C-3 Cargo Vessels

I Continued from page ^7,

and rat proofed. Special hatches and or bulkhead fittings

are to \x installed for convenience in working the scrapers,

and it is believed that the capacitj- load of 7000 tons

sugar will be loaded or unloaded into or from these ves-

sels in less than 24 hours.

Tonnage Openings

This type of C-3 vessel is in the shelter deck class. All

main transverse bulkheads have tonnage openings which

exempt shelter deck spaces from tonnage measurement.

Wherever the changes made blank off these tonnage

openings new tonnage openings are fitted.

Deck Machinery Changes

Eighteen topping lift winches, 9 right and 9 left, are

to be installed. Each of these will be an American Hoist

and Derrick Company model 1 14-B winch, complete with

three horsepower motor and controls. Mounted with

adequate structural foundations either on top of the

resistor house or on the king posts, these winches handle

the wire rope topping lifts from the 5 and 10 ton cargo

winches and are designed to top when the gear is light,

and hold when the gear is loaded. Master controllers are

to be for exterior mounting and to be located adjacent

to the cargo winch controllers.

Two boom topping winches, one right and one left,

are to be installed at the forward end of No. 5 hatch to

handle the wire rope topping lifts from the two 30 ton

booms at the station. These winches are designed to top

under full load of the booms and their maximum lift,

and are driven by 50 bhp electric motors. They are

American Hoist & Derrick Company machines model

M-2317-A.

Most of the ships under description have been carry-

ing a 30 ton boom stowed on deck for use in emergency

heavy lifts. Matson carries heavy machinery and other

heavy lift items quite frequently and the stepping and

rigging of heavy booms is not only a time consuming

process but sometimes quite hazardous.

As converted, these C-3's will have two 30 ton booms
permanently stepped at the forward end of No. 5 hatch

and rigged for lifting and topping. The two 10 ton

booms now located at the forward end of No. 5 hatch

will replace the 5 ton booms at the after end of No. 4

hatch.

An American Hoist & Derrick Company model M-
2317-B electric drive capstan will be installed on the

forecastle deck just aft of the anchor windlass. This cap-

stan will be driven by a 34 hp motor located below on
the shelter deck level and driving through suitable gear-

ing and a vertical shaft. This machine will handle moor-

ing lines from any of the roller chocks located around

the forecastle head without interferring with the opera-

tion of the anchor windlass. Many minor changes are

being made as, for instance, the installation of 144

cargo lashing eyes on the weather deck. These eyes are

of 1 Vz inch steel with four inch opening and with ends

slightly flattened, bent 90^ and welded to the deck. When
finished, these vessels will be ideal carriers for a mixed

cargo of bulk sugar, molasses and frozen or canned pine-

apple eastbound, and will still be profitable on the

westbound trip with general cargo, lumber deck loads,

an'' special heavy items. With their 8500 shaft horse-

p( wer ( normal ) and plenty of reserve in boilers and

trirbines, these ships can make 18 knots easily with one

boiler down and at very good economy for either speed.

A new capstan over the forecastle is added to facilitate

handling the mooring lines in the smaller Hawaiian ports.

Hatches are all double rigged, enabling two stevedor-

ing gangs to work simultaneously in each hatch.

Plans call for the eventual installation of commercial

radar sets as standard navigational equipment.

Although none of the new Pacific freighters will

carry passengers, all will have ship-to-shore telephones.

While primarily for harbor use, the system is effective

up to more than 600 miles at sea, depending upon at-

mospheric conditions. Calls may be placed from either

ship or shore, so that relatives and friends of the crew

can reach the ship through long distance from any point

in the United States.

The C-3 s which will carry the greater bulk of Matson's

shipments to and from the Hawaiian Islands will carry

names in an occupational pattern preceeded by the word

"Hawaiian, " This carries forward the naming program

inaugurated by Matson prior to World War II.

In addition to the C-3's, three Liberty-type freighters

will be engaged in carrying lumber, fertilizer and other

bulk items between the Pacific Northwest and Hawaii.

Four C-2 cargo ships will be operated between Pacific

Coast ports and Australia-New Zealand via Samoa and

Fiji by Matson's wholly owned subsidiary. The Oceanic

Steamship Company.

Four vessels from the prewar fleet will be retained in

service.

iContinueJ on page 120b)
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IHatson C-3 Cargo Vessels Dew Rodpak Executive

Three T-2 tankers will operate coastwise and iKca-

sionally to Hawaii in contract tanker service.

The Matson C-3s will bear the following names:

Hawaiian Merchant

Hawaiian Builder

Hawaiian Planter

Hawaiian Banker

Hawaiian Craftsman

Hawaiian Educator

Hawaiian Retailer

Hawaiian Citizen

Hawaiian Fisherman

Hawaiian Packer

Hawaiian Rancher

Hawaiian Farmer

Hawaiian Refiner

Hawaiian Pilot

Hawaiian Wholesaler

Hawaiian Shipper

The three Liberty Ships on the Pacific Northwest and

Hawaiian route will be named:

Hawaiian Forrester Hawaiian Lumberman

Hawaiian Logger

The four C-2 freighters operated by Oceanic Steam-

ship Company will be named for California counties, as

follows:

SS Sonoma SS Sierra SS Ventura SS Alameda

Present plans call for retaining four of the prewar

freighter fleet with their original names.

SS Manukai, SS Mokihana, SS Manulani, SS Mahimaki.

Ingalls launching

^teilii

The Mori :lded el for

Moore-McCormack Lines, wai lent down the ways recently at the

Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation yard in Pascagoula. Miss. She

was the 7th of a fleet of I7,i00 Ion ships built by Ingalls for the

New York company.

Rodpak Manufacturing Company, San Francisco, an-

nounces the entry into the firm of G. M. Forslund in the

capacity of vice president. Mr. Forslund, who will act as

sales manager for this industrial concern, has had many
years of experience in the field of mechanical packing.

Caulkers and Grommets

iContinued from page }4l

for warming the caulking compound; a "paying" can

with a long spout; and a boy or helper.

We understand that the caulker's union still, as for-

merly, do a certain footage of seam for a day's work. On
straight open deck work this footage may be finished in

four to six hours. In more difficult locations it may take

a full day. But no caulker will work overtime nor do

more than the day's stint. In the days of "wooden ships

and iron men" San Francisco had, by a waterfront saloon,

an institution called the "caulkers bench." Here all the

available caulkers used to sit in the sun and wait for em-

ployment and whoever came seeking a caulker had to

take the man at the left end of the bench.

A wooden deck is carefully fitted to the steel deck and

then bolted to it. The holes for the bolts are countersunk

in the deck timbers to take a washer and nut, and after

the nut has been properly tightened, the top of counter-

sink is plugged watertight with a wooden plug. A short

time before the war a machine was developed at Mare
Island Navy yard, known as the Nelson stud welder,

which spot-welds studs to the steel deck through the holes

drilled in the timbers. This machine is in use on the

Cleveland and thus a timber deck fastened to the steel

deck by one of the most modern devices in the ship-

building industry is being made watertight by the most

ancient of skilled handicrafts.

Deck planking on large vessels is usually 4" x 4" in

dimensions and on this ship is Oregon pine with margin

timbers of South American Teak or Wohlerwood. The
margin timbers are shaped to conform to the curvature

of the hull and notched to receive the ends of the plank-

ing. All the planks are fitted so as to leave a caulking

seam of uniform width.

S. S. Cleveland and her sister have an aluminum house

on the boat deck and the aluminum top of this house

supports another wooden deck, similar to that on the

boat deck but with some interesting detail differences.

It was found impractical to weld studs to the aluminum

deck so holes are bored through and through-bolts used.

This makes a problem in preserving watertightness around

the bolt. To accomplish this the bolts are installed with

washers and grommets. Grommets for this purpose are

circular wreaths of loosely woven cotton twine and are

laid in white lead for the upper side and in varnish for

the lower side. These grommets as furnished for the

job by C. J. Hendry, San Francisco ship chandler, are
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made by Blindcraft. the San rrancisco Association for

the blind. It is a touching thought that sensitive mobile

fingers groping in the eternal dark should fashion these

devices to make secure from ceiling drip the living quar-

ters of officers on a big transoceanic passenger liner.

On the aluminum deckhouse we noted the excellent

riveting job in aluminum rivets furnished by Alcoa.

Also very noticeable was the neat workmanship on the

aluminum waterway bordering this deck. This shallow

trough was fabricated in the Bethlehem shops and welded

together on the ship.

Wooden planking laid on aluminum decks is, we

believe, rather new. The entire job of laying the wood
decks on President Cleveland and President Wilson is

being done by Builders Wood Flooring Company of

New York. A different type of caulking compound is

used with the aluminum based deck than that based on

the steel.

Aluminum hand rails are used on these upper weather

decks, and Welin aluminum boats are hung on Welin

gravity type davits. Part of the davit track is also of

aluminum. Aluminum is finding many uses in this an-

cient craft.

Dollan Supreme Court Decision

'Continued from page 49

1

fully paid and satisfied, not from subsidy allowances or

from earnings, but from the sale of the assets of the com-

pany itself which it owned when the shares were trans-

ferred to the Commission.

After the debt was paid, R. Stanley Dollar, acting on

behalf of the shareholders, demanded return of the stock.

But, the Maritime Commission insisted that it was en-

titled not only to full payment of all obligations to the

United States, but also claimed the right to retain the

stock of the company, and offered it for sale to the pub-

lic. Bids were asked for and received. When opened on

September 10, 1945, the high bidder was a syndicate

headed by Charles U. Bay, now United States Ambas-

sador to Norway, with an offer of 58,611.276.90 for the

stock.

Mr. Dollar and his associates then brought suit in the

District Court for the District of Columbia seeking an

order restraining the Commission from dispersing the

stock to the public until its ownership was determined.

In that suit the court issued a restraining order pending

determination of the right of the Commission. The
District Judge, however, dismissed the action without

trial on the merits of the case, upon the plea of the Attor-

ney General that the suit was one against the United

States which had not consented to be sued.

This decision was appealed to the Court of Appeals

of the District of Colurnbia, which court reversed the

District Court and upheld the right of R. Stanley Dollar

and his associates to have a trial and a decision of their

case on the merits. The Court of Appeals held that the

complaint in the District Court stated a claim which, if

proved, entitled the plaintiffs to relief.

Counsel for the Commission then filed a petition for

hearing in the Supreme Court. A hearing was granted and

it was held on February 11th and 12th of this year.

In the decision given by the Supreme Court on April

7, it upheld the right of the stockholders of American

President Lines, Ltd. ( formerly Dollar Steamship Lines

)

to a trial upon the merits of their case against the Com-
mission. Every effort will be made to bring the suit to

an early trial in the District Court and to final decision.

STERLING ENGINE NEW SAN FRANCISCO PLANT
iw sterling Engine Company's headquarters in San Francisco at 1040 Bryant Street. In the
ine Review announcement was made of the appointment of W. Edgar Martin as P

of this organization. At right: Hans Bohusla*. Pacific Coast district manager
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The plant for Na-

tlonat Lead Com-
In Los Angeles.

National Lead s Expansion

Looking ahead to an era of un-

paralleled growth and building ac-

tivity on the Pacific Coast, the Na-

tional Lead Company has broken

ground for a new paint plant in

Vernon, California.

The new plant, which will bt

located on East 26th Street near Soto

Street, will house a complete factory

for the production of "Dutch Boy"

paints, extensive warehouse facili-

ties and sales offices for Southern

California and Arizona under the

supervision of H. S. Irwin, divisional

manager for the company.

The factory will make full use of

the most modern manufacturing and

handling equipment laid out to

streamline production and deliveries

to Southern California property-

owners, painting contractors and in-

dustrial users of paint.

Features of the new plant will

be a high degree of mechanized

handling of materials and finished

products, latest safety devices, spe-

cial attention to employee's working

conditions and a complete labora-

tory for paint formulation and test-

ing.

At a session of the American

Chemical Society in Los Angeles the

prediction was made that paint in-

dustry sales for 1947 will reach SL-

000,000,000. and James L. Caruth.

Pacific Coast manager for the com-

pany, expects the output of this new

factory will materially increase the

volume of paint and paint products

manufactured by the National Lead

Company for the Pacific Coast mar-

ket through existing factories in San

Francisco and Melrose, California.

The plant was designed by Jolin

). Gould, consulting engineer. The

General Contractor is the Fred L.

Potts Company of Los Angeles.

Welding & Cutting

Center in Emeryville

The opening of a new store and

district office to meet the increased

demand for welding and cutting

gases and equipment stimulated by

the considerable industrial growth

of the Emeryville, Oakland, East

Bay area is announced by the Air

Reduction Sales Company. This new

retail store which is located at 1485

Park Avenue began business opera- .

rions early in February.

The new Airco headquarters is

housed in a completely modernized

two-story building. In addition to

retail sales and storage departments,

space has been provided for a dem-

onstration room where new techni-

ques and adaptations of the oxya-

cetylene flame and electric arc proc-

esses and products developed in the

firm's eastern laboratories are dis-'

played. The office is staffed by rep-

resentatives especially trained to as-

sist customers in the solution of

welding, cutting and related prob-

lems.

This new Emeryville store and

office is under the direction of H. W.
Saunders, district manager, who is

a well known and popular figure

in the Emeryville area.

Reduclion plant in Emery

e. California, the new weld

and cutting supply cente
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BIDS OPEN ON ARMY TRANSPORTS CONVERSION

Todd Dry Dock Company's San Pedro yard was low bidder April 18, when bids
were opened at the San Francisco Port of Embarkation on the conversion of war-
time P-2 transports to permanent Army transport design. The bids are being
analyzed and an annoiincement will be made from Washington.

Reported figures are as follows:
Todd Dry Dock Company, San Pedro yard $ 6,354,496 270 days
Bethlehem, San Pedro yard, 6,864,000 455 days
Bethlehem, San Francisco yard, (1 ship) 6,866,300 455 days

(2 ships) 13,557,300 545 days
General Engineering & Drydock Company 6,893,610 469 days

There are three vessels to be converted on the West Coast with a possible
fourth, and two on the East Coast.

MARITIME COMMISSION APPROVES PLANS FOR V-2000

Announcement was made from Washington on April 11 that the round-the-world
service V-2000 type ships have been approved and that bids would be called for
five ships.

FORMER MOORE WEST YARD OFFERED FOR SALE

Bids will be received until 10 a. m. May 6th for the sale or lease of the
West Yard operated during the war by Moore Dry Dock Company of Oakland, Califor-
nia. It is offered only as a complete unit. Information is available from War
Assets Administration office, 1182 Market Street, San Francisco.

*****
SHIP LINES ORDERING RADAR

Announcement is made that the Standard Oil Company, the Union Oil Company,
and the American President Lines are ordering radar equipment for all of their
offshore vessels.

:f: :f: ^ ^ ^

BRAZIL TO ORDER MORE SHIPS IN U. S.

Lloyd Brasileiro which has been building 24 ships in the United States and
Canadian yards announces an intention of building an additional 18. They are to
be 15 to 17 knot ships of 5000 tons.

:(::{£ :)e :{e :fe

OPENING BID DATES ANNOUNCED FOR SALES OF VESSELS BY MARITIME COMMISSION

May 7, 1947 at 2:30 p.m. EST; For the sale of the four damaged Liberty
cargo vessels Francis W. Pettygrove (243,185), Harrison Gray Otis (242,748),
Henry Miller (244,841), and Pat Harrison (242,721), for scrapping purposes.

All four vessels are aground in Gibraltar Bay and there is no restriction
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as to the citizenship of the purchaser. The vessels are offered under Invitation

for Bids No. 317, dated February 12, 1947.

May 7, 1947 at 2;50 p.m. EST: For the sale of 59 vessels, under Invitation

for Bids No. 333 dated April 10, 1947.

May 7, 1947 at 2;30 p.m. EST; For the sale of the BETA (215758), CARTAGO

(212584), and the PACO (220335) in the Brunswick River Reserve Fleet; the GEORGE

W. BARNES (216388), THERMO (220640), and the W. W. BRUCE (216033) in the James

River Reserve Fleet; the FREDERIC R. KELLOGG (215424) and the GLENPOOL (213369)

in the Mobile River Reserve Fleet; and the ABANGAREZ (212612), EDWARD L. DOHENY

(212683), TOLOA (228203), and the WEST KYSKA (217224) in the Suisun Bay Reserve
Fleet, for scrapping purposes. Bidding on these twelve ships is limited to

United States citizens under Invitation for Bids No. 341 dated April 14, 1947.

May 8, 1947 at 2:30 p.m., EST; Public drawing for the sale to veterans of

97 small vessels under Invitations for Bids No. VP-8

May 9, 1947 at 12;15 p.m., EST; For the reconversion of the EX USS STAR-

LIGHT - AP 175. Full information in contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR No.

152 dated April 11, 1947.

May 9, 1947 at 12;15 p.m., EST; For the reconversion of the EX USS TOLLOND
- AKA 64. Full information is contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR No. 153

dated April 11, 1947.

May 9, 1947 at 12:15 p.m., EST; For the reconversion of the EX USS
WAUKESHA - AKA 84. Full information is contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR
No. 154 dated April 11, 1947.

May 9, 1947 at 12:15 p.m., EST: For the reconversion of the EX USS TATE -

AKA 70. Full information is contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR No. 155
dated April 11, 1947.

May 9, 1947 at 12:15 p.m., EST; For the reconversion of the EX USS OTTAWA
- AKA 101. Full information is contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR No. 156
dated April 11, 1947.

May 9, 1947 at 12:15 p.m., EST: For the reconversion of the SS METEOR -

troop transport. Full information is contained in the Invitation for Bids TDR
157 dated April 11, 1947.

May 12, 1947 at 2;30 p.m., EST; For the sale of the damaged, 503-foot T2-
SE-Al tankers TRIMBLE'S FORD, Official No. 248744, JOSHUA TREE, Official No.

247055, and KAPOSIA, Official No. 247686. TRIMBLE'S FORD and KAPOSIA are located
in the Wilmington, North Carolina, Reserve Fleet, Wilmington, N. C. JOSHUA TREE
is located in the Mobile Reserve Fleet. Mobile, Alabama. The vessels will be

sold for operational purposes with bidding limited to United States citizens,
under Invitation for Bids No. 336 dated March 25, 1947.

May 12, 1947 at 2:30 p.m., EST: For the sale of 32 small vessels, under
Invitation for Bids No. 339 dated April 18, 1947.

May 14, 1947 at 2:30 p.m., EST; For the sale of the cargo vessel SS

UNICOI, located in the Suisun Bay, Calif. Reserve Fleet, Suisun Bay, California,
for scrapping. Bidding is limited to United States citizens under Invitation for
Bids No. 342 dated April 16, 1947.

Copies of Invitations to Bid on large vessels for sale and scrapping pur-
poses may be obtained from the Director, Large Vessel Sales Division, U. S.

Maritime Commission; TDR's for the repair and conversion of vessels may be ob-
tained from the Director, Technical Department ; and Invitations to Bid on small
vessels may be obtained from the Director of Small Vessel Sales, U. S. Maritime
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Commission, Washington 25, D. C. , and in some of the Maritime Commission's
regional offices. *****
NAVY TASK FLEET TO VISIT SAN FRANCISCO

The resumption of Fleet visits to San Francisco will be marked by the
arrival of 28 ships headed by the Battleship Iowa on May 23.*****
BELAIR SHIPYARD, SALE OR LEASE

The War Assets Administration will receive bids until May 15, 10:00 a.m.,
for the sale or lease of Belair Shipyard near South San Francisco. The yard in-
cludes graving docks and miscellaneous buildings used by Barrett & Hilp during
the war.

GAS TURBINE SHIP FACING DELAY
Production delays and lack of a suitable ship will postpone experiments on

marine gas turbines until next year. Plans call for installation of a gas tur-
bine in a Liberty type collier, replacing the ships reciprocating engines. The
turbine is being built by the Elliott Company and is to be installed by Federal
Shipbuilding & Drydock Company.

SHIP REPORTS TO CONGRESS DUE IN MAY
Chairman Bradley of the House Merchant Marine Committee announces plans to

set May 15 as deadline for sub-committees to report legislation relating to
maritime affairs.

M.C. TO CONTRACT FOR VESSEL REPAIRS
The Maritime Commission revoked, effective April 10, the authority of its

general agents to award contracts for vessel repairs and has placed this
authority to local managers of the Commission's Maintenance and Repair Division.

W. P. Fuller & Company, South San Francisco, has awarded contract for
three story 102 x 281 foot building for expansion of paint factory. Expansion
including new equipment will cost $1,000,000.

L. A. Young Spring & Wire Corporation, Oakland, has acquired 17 acre site
and will convert three buildings and construct additional one, to house auto-
mobile cushion division. Total expansion will cost 51,500,000.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., headquarters at 2401 Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles,
has just completed a 100' x 200' addition at 306 E. Commercial St., Pomona,
which will afford a 90,000 square-foot mechanized foundry. Company is also
adding an assembly building to contain over 19,000 square ft. for increased
production of deep-well turbine pumps.

* :fc ;fc * :J:

PLYMOUTH CORDAGE BUYS NEW ORLEANS MILL
With an eye on the rapidly expanding business in the South, Plymouth

Cordage Company officials announce the purchase of the Federal Fiber Mills,
located at New Orleans, La., and to be operated as a division of the Plymouth
Company. *****
NEW PROJECTS IN BAY AREA

Glass Fiber Products Division of White & Holcombe, Pier 5, Embarcadero,
San Francisco, will engage in manufacture of industrial, marine and consumer
applications of Owens-Corning Fiberglass, including mattress covers.

The Valianos Company, Army and Indiana, San Francisco, will erect $300,000
vegetable oil processing plant including two 50 x 120 foot buildings and a
100 X 300 foot warehouse. Plant will represent total investment of $700,000.

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company, Santa Clara, California, will erect
$500,000 steel fabricating plant on 70 acre site. Firm is one of foremost in
fabricating pipe line bridges, wind tunnels and grandstands.

Rheem Manufacturing Company, Richmond, California, has purchased a 56 acre
site west of S.P.R.R. and north of road 20 for future $4,000,000 home appli-
ances plant.

Pacific States Steel Corporation, Niles, California, plans $2,000,000
expansion to include three 300 x 70 foot steel frame and corrugated iron
buildings to house additional rolling mill equipment.
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Illoman Shipping Company

IDanager Sails

Miss Barbara E. Watson, a young

woman who performs the impor-

tant duties of California manager

of the American Mail Line with

headquarters in San Francisco has

made many contacts with business

interests of the Far East but she

often wanted to visit the great ports

on the coast of Asia and to witness

their operations at first hand. Re-

cently Miss Watson sailed from

Seattle on the American Mail liner

Island Mail en route to the Orient.

Her Ports-O-Call will be Fusan,

Korea; Manila; Hong Kong; Shang-

hai and Yokohama, and will make
the round trip on the vessel.

Miss Watson was secretary to A.

R. Lintner, president of American

Mail Line, when he was Pacific Coast

director of the War Shipping Ad-

ministration with headquarters in

San Francisco.

An official of the American Mail

Line says that Miss Watson has the

ambition plus what it takes in brain

matter, to become an all-around

transportation guy, and make it with

honors; she has the commendation

of the hard-boiled shipping higher-

ups of the waterfronts of the Pa-

cific Coast.

Fowler Back lUith

Hmerican illail

Worth B. Fowler has returned to

American Mail from government

service and is serving in their San

Francisco office. He was for five

years with both the War Shipping

Administration and the U. S. Navy
in the United States, the Far East

and Alaska areas.

Prior to Mr. Fowler's previous

affiliation with American Mail Line,

from 1940 to 1942, he served with

the Quaker Line, both in their Seat-

tle and Portland offices.

Mr. Fowler will remain in San

Francisco for a short time and will

then return to the main office of

American Mail Line at Seattle.

Obituary

Funeral services for William A.

Ross, president of Columbia Steel

Company, West Coast Subsidiary of

United States Steel Corporation, who
died of a heart attack at St. Luke's

Hospital in San Francisco, April 19,

were held at his home at 2911 Lake

Street, San Francisco, Tuesday morn-

ing, April 22, at 10:30 o'clock.

A native San Franciscan, Mr. Ross

was born on December 8, 1878, and

started his business career as an of-

fice boy in 1895 for the old Wash-
burn-Moen Manufacturing Com-
pany, which was acquired shortly

after by the American Steel and

Wire Company. In 1911, the West
Coast holdings of American Steel

and Wire Company became the Pa-

cic Coast Department of United

States Steel Products Company, sub-

sidiary of the United States Steel

Corporation. Upon this consolida-

tion, Mr. Ross was appointed As-

sistant Treasurer. He held various

executive positions with this com-

pany until 1930, when the old Co-

lumbia Steel Corporation was ac-

quired by U. S. Steel and Mr. Ross

was selected to serve the new Colum-

bia Steel Company as Vice President

and Treasurer. In 1932, he was ap-

pointed Vice President and General

Manager of Sales, in which capacity

he served until his election to the

presidency on September 1, 1939-

Mr. Ross is survived by his widow,

Kathryn, and a sister, Mrs. John Van
der Graoft, of Hollyburn, British

Columbia. Interment was private

at Cypress Lawn Cemetery.

Mr. Ross was a member of the

Pacific Union Club, the Bohemian

Club and the Family Club of San

Francisco.
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GIflOT FHBRICHTED CHSIili; PUTS

THE PHPOOSE BHCK IH THE HEUIS

ONE OF THE LARGEST FABRICATED DREDGE
PUMP casings ever constructed was recently com-

pleted at Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco Yard

for installation in the suction dredge, Papoose, built by

the Yard in 1929 and owned by the Hydraulic Dredging

Company, Ltd., of Oakland, This dredge has been de-

scribed in several articles in the Pacific Marine Review.

The new pump, weighing 42,000 pounds, was designed

by the dredging company and is part of a modification

program now being undertaken to convert the Papoose

from a 20" to a 30" dredge.

Previous practice has been to use a heavy cast steel

pump casing, perhaps as thick as 6" and weighing twice

as much, which acts as a strength member, and in addi-

tion takes the abrasive wear from the dredge material.

At some indeterminate time, the casing, could fail, often

with disastrous results. The ideal solution of fitting plate

liners to take the wear requires a square corner on the

pump casing which, while not impossible is a cast design,

is more easily accomplished by fabricating from steel

plate. Furthermore the saving in weight of the fabricated

casing is of advantage to the dredge operator from the

point of view of cost as well as from that of equipment

weight which affects the freeboard of the dredge. In ad-

dition, the operator has a casing of known strength

which is easily maintained.

The fabricated pump casing for the Papoose is of the

overshot t)'pe and is laid out as a modified spiral with a

maximum inside diameter, excluding liners, of about

8' 9". The back of the pump is of 1%" mild steel plate

with 6" X 1?4" radial and concentric stiffeners, while

the wrapper plate is 41" x 1"
. The so-called "front door"

of the pump is constructed of the same scantlings as the

back and is of the drum head r)'pe which when removed

clears the entire interior of the casing for liner main-

tenance. Hinged bolts attached to the wrapper plate drop

into slots along circumference of the front door to secure

it in place against a circumferential rubbed water seal.

The liners on the door and back of the pump casing

are double, a %" mild steel backing piece and l^.,"

high-carbon .60 carbon steel wearing member. The

circle liner on the wrapper plate is a single \\a" high-

carbon steel plate arranged in six easily handled scarph

jointed sections. Gasketed studs through the casing hold

the liners in place.

Because distortion tolerance caused by welding was

limited in an effort to do away with expensive machining

operations—such as facing off a bevel on the wrapper

plate in way of the front door—skill was required in

maintaining alignment of the heavy members. In effect

the entire procedure was aimed at producing a machined

finish by welding preshaped parts. In this Bethlehem's

fabricating experts were successful. The entire casing

was furnace stress relieved after fabrication.

This is not the first major job Bethlehem has per-

formed on the Papoose since it was built. Late in 1944,

when the dredge was taken over by the Navy, the San

Francisco Yard increased the length of its digging lad-

der to enable it to dredge at the unusual depth of 100

feet. This was accomplished by cutting the ladder apart

and inserting a 50-foot section. In addition, the hull was

lengthened from 96 to 136 feet.

Because of experience it has gained in building 83

dredges, including the first successful gold dredge in

America in 1897, and in repairing and providing replace-

ment parts for all t}'pes of dredges ever since, Bethlehem's

San Francisco Yard has been able to maintain a top

position today in this tj'pe of business.

lant fabricated casing for Insfallatic

edge, Papoose, built by Bethlehem

San Francisco Yard.
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XZIT

ADDED TO FLAME

REMOVES SOOT
FROM BOILERS ,'cf^i\\'-

AND STACKS ':.'=/.''

INCREASES
BOILER

EFFICIENCY
"VT'OU CAN CHECK the effi-

ciency of XZIT in your

boiler room. Stack temperatures

definitely prove that XZIT sub-

stantially increases operating

efficiency and improves heat

transfer by removing soot and

fire-scale from all surfaces of the

firebox and stack.

XZIT, fed into the flame, does

its work while the boiler is in

operation. It keeps the boiler

free of soot and fire-scale when

used at regular intervals. Try

XZIT today—stocks are available

in all localities.

XZIT
FIRE SCALE &
SOOT ERADICATOR

1031 CLINTON STREET, HOBOKEN, N. J.

S800 S. HOOVER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Penn Flex Expands

The Pennsylvania Flexible Metal-

lic Tubing Company of Philadel-

phia was stepped up in its program

of direct service to its customers

when it opened, on April 1, a com-

plete branch headquarters in Los

Angeles.

The new branch is under the sup-

ervision of Arnold
J. Dovey, who

has been a sales executive with the

firm since 1939. His new territory

will be from the Mexican to the

Canadian borders, and as far east as

Salt Lake City. The new unit, center

of the Pacific Division of the com-

pany, is located at 30 S. Clarence

Street. The branch is known as the

Pacific Coast division of the Pen-

flex Sales Company, sales organiza-

tion of the Pennsylvania Flexible

Metallic Tubing Company. The par-

ent company was founded in 1902,

and is one of the oldest U. S. firms

manufacturing flexible hose for in-

dustrial uses.

The sales office and a large ware-

house with a complete inventory on

hand, makes up the new unit under

Mr. Dovey's supervision. Dovey
served with the Eighth Air Force

from 1942 to 1946, in England. He
holds the Distinguished Flying

Cross and the Air Medal. He at-

tended the Wharton School of the

University of Pennsylvania and the

Drexel Institute of Technology.

Arnold J. Dover of Pennsylvania Flexible

Metallic Tubing Co.'s Los Angeles dis-

trict head.

Federated IDetals Launches

[lew Trade Hark and Slogan

In the llon-Ferrous Field

To bring to the attention of all

who cast non-ferrous metals the de-

tails of the none-too-well-understood

extent of its facilities, the Federated

Metals Division of American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company has just

launched a new trade mark and slo-

gan which points up the surprising

scope of the company's products,

application-engineering work, re-

search development, distribution

network and technical-service facili-

ties.

The new trade mark and slogan

will be heavily accented in trade

paper advertising, display, sales and

engineering correspondence, and all

other contacts with non-ferrous

metals users—even to the extent of

its use on delivery trucks, plant

structures, and such. In connection

with the slogan, it is pointed out

that Federated's 11 manufacturing

plants and 25 sales offices give the

user closer and more versatile

sources of supply; that the Federat-

ed line is complete for the non-fer-

rous foundry (embracing tin

bronzes; yellow and red brass; man-

ganese, aluminum and silicon

bronzes; nickel silvers; aluminum,

magnesium and zinc base alloys;

lead alloys and lead products; solders

and babbitts; type metals; and scores

of others); and that Federated's

metallurgical and research facilities

are the most completely elaborated

in the non-ferrous field.
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Keep Posted
New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

Engine-Life Products Corp. oil filtering

equipment.

[ngine-life Products

Oil Filter Element

Standard equipment for all types

of lubricating systems is the new

Engine-Life Oil Filter Element

manufactured by Engine-Life Prod-

ucts Corporation, El Monte, Calif.

Engine-Life replacement filters

consist of lint-free textiles wrapped

in a closely knit muslin, pressure

wound in convolutions around a per-

forated metal core, and covered with

a heavy tubing or muslin jacket.

The horizontal flow of oil from

outside to inside through the lam-

inated construction materially in-

creases dirt and sludge removal. As

elements absorb contaminants they

expand, allowing greater dirt stor-

age capacity and a higher saturation

point than elements in metal con-

tainers.

These filters will not rob oils of

their valuable additives, an advan-

tage over earth-type elements. They

may be used with any type of oil,

regardless of its use or application.

Replacement elements are available

in 260 different Sizes to fit all popu-

lar makes of filter cases. No adap-

ters, springs, spacers or liners are

necessary to make them fit.

These filters are extensively used

in diesel electric plants, in industrial

applications, in machine shops for

coolants and lubricating oils, in oil

MAY • 1947

LUNKENHEIMER
VALVES

for MARINE SERVICE

In every port of call

there is a

LUNKENHEIMER

DISTRIBUTOR
equipped to serve you.

The LUNKENHEIMER Co.

CINCINNATI 14, OHIO. U.S.A.
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Calling all Agents, Ship-

Operators and Owners...

. . . who have not, as yet, placed their inventory

problems in the hands of our capable experi-

enced staff. A complete West Coast service . . .

covering all commercial and Marine inventories

from rough notes to final consolidation is avail-

able to you at rock- bottom cost.

For more specific information, write or

call Mr A. E. Stierl, General Manager

PACIFIC INVENTORY CO.
334 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO • SUTTER 1359

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND • SEATTLE • SAN PEDRO

fields and pipe line equipment, for

maintaining construction and min-

ing equipment, for marine engines

and pumps, farm power equipment

and for hundreds of applications

where dirt, grime and moisture in

oil can result in a complete break-

down of engines.

Unusual Features in

Bruning Drawing Set

New features and advantages are

embodied in an industrial drawing

set just introduced by Charles Brun-

ing Company, Inc.

The instruments in the set con-

sist of beam compass with 8-inch

and 13-inch beams—a 6-inch giant

Bow compass—ruling pen and club

style wood handle and draftsman's

refiUable pencil that can be con-

verted into a double point pencil.

An exclusive patented feature of

the Bruning Beam Compass is a

rapid, simple and positive adjust-

ment of the needle and pencil blocks

on the beam. A slight pressure of

the thumb on the tension spring of

^y^eudauarterd at ike ^ywctrbof I

^
WIRE ROPES

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On Deck and Befow"

icciic t~r\ ( PfMSure Regulating Valves
LtSLIt OU.

1 "Tyfon" Whistles

ATLAS MARINE PAINTS

MARINE ELECTROLYSIS ELIMINATOR
CORP.

NEW YORK BELTING and PACKING
CO.—Air, Fire, Water and Steam
Hose

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT CO.
TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
ALLENITE Soot Eradicator

ALLENCOTE Refractory Coating

KOMUL Anti-Corrosive Coating

DESCALING CHEMICALS and
SOLVENTS

PAXTON MITCHELL Metallic Packing

ENSIGN Products

J. M. CosTELLO Supply Co.
MARINE SPECIALTIES
221 No. Avalon Blvd., Wilmington, Calif. Phone Terminal 47291

New Bruning drawing set,

the blocks allows the needle and

pencil blocks to move freely and

smoothly on the beam—yet release

of pressure locks the needle and

pencil firmly in desired position.

Pipe Leaii Clamp

A new all-purpose pipe leak

clamp called the Patchmaster has

been announced by Marman Prod-

ucts, Inc., of Inglewood, California.

To the marine industry it offers a

simple and effective solution to the

ever present problem of pipe leaks

caused by corrosion, wear and op-

erational stress. It is well suited to

the need for quick repairs under

emergency conditions at sea as well

as routine in-port maintenance. Re-

pairs are permanent as a result of

the extreme durability and resistence

to corrosion of the clamp.

The clamp is designed to stop

leaks on low or high pressure pipe

ranging in size from V2" to 4" in

diameter. It consist^ of a corrosion-

resistant, stainless steel Marman
Universal Clamp and a specially de-

signed patch plate of stain steel an-

nealed sheet which naturally forms

to pipe contour, and a Hycar oil-

resistant pad. When installed and

the clamp is tightened, pressure is
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brought against the pipe, positively

sealing leak.

Patchmasters have been tested at

800 pounds per square inch without

leaking. They come in four popular

sizes to handle all pipe diameters up

to 4 inches and can be used over

and over without any efficiency loss.

One clamp fits any pipe size up to

maximum diameter of clamp.

Hew Paint Remover

A new, non-inflammable, fast-act-

ing liquid paint stripper, marketed

under the name of Paint-Zip, that

easily and quickly removes paint,

varnish, enamel and laquers from

wood without raising the grain, also

offers important new safety features,

according to the manufacturer,

Turco Products, Inc., Los Angeles,

California.

Paint-Zip is non-inflammable.

Removing old paint from a piano with new
Turco remover.

contains no abrasives and gives off

no dangerous fumes. It is so simple

to use that even an inexperienced

operator can obtain uniformly satis-

factory results. It may be applied by

swabbing with a brush, with a spray

gun, by the flow-on method or by

immersion. Its action starts imme-

diately. Most paints require about

5 minutes, while the most obdurate

enamels loosen in not more than 15

minutes. Large sheets of paint are

then peeled off and the remainder

is quickly stripped off with steel

wool or scraper. After wiping down
with a rag soaked in Turco L-800,

itself a mild paint stripper, all gums,

films and residual matter are com-

pletely removed and the surface is

immediately ready for re-painting

without further processing.

Paint-Zip may be used on vertical

as well as horizontal surfaces. While

it is especially recommended for

wood because it positively will not

raise the grain, it is equally effective

for removing paints from all types

of metals, since it wiU not cause

oxidation or discoloration.

Improved Rodpak Announced

An improved floating seal metal-

lic packing is announced by Rodpak

Manufacturing Company. Improved

performance and simplified con-

struction distinguished the new

product. Speedy and foolproof to

install, it completely eliminates leak-

age without reducing the charac-

teristic Rodpak flexibility. Its ap-

plication to centrifugal or rotary

units, insofar as instaUation is con-

cerned, has been greatly simplified.

forrosterDe/Jvery

MM

To assure you of prompt delivery, we

maintain a large stock of standard fit-

tings made to A.S.A. and A.P.I, require-

ments Call your dealer for stock list.

STEEL CASTINGS

. . for more than 40 years we have

been specialists in Carbon and Alloy

Steel Castings. Our production and

metallurgical experts wiU gladly give

you prompt and accurate information

without obligation. Inquires are invited

on any production problem.

^
Nikeladium

is not ju$t steel,

but a standard

of quality. Accept

nothing less.

los^wstus

FITTINGS SOLO THROUGH DEALERS ONLY
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PROTECTION ABOVE AND

BELOW THE WATERLINE

For every part of a ship's

surface . there's a

speciaUzed Atlas Marine

Paint that provides

maximum protection

and beauty*

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.

LOS ANGELES
1922 East Gage Ave. • Phone Kimball 6214

SAN FRANCISCO
201 First St. • Phone EXbrook 3092

SEATTLE
Maritime Pacific Supply Co.

1917 First Ave. • Phone ELiot 1461

WILMINGTON
22S No. Avalon Blvd. • Phone Terminal 432S1

GALVESTON. TEXAS
Galveston Ship Supply Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Galveston Ship Supply Co.

MOBILE, ALA.
Seaboard Supply Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Gulf Engineering Co., Inc.

WASHINGTON DIESELS
give you

''Built-in" Dependability

..^ M/usfrofed: 74'/2"x18", 8 cylinder 600 HP WatMngfon ^..
Direct Reversing Marine Diesel Engine.

Here are the reasons:
1. Meehanite iron pistons can be taken out thru inspection doors in

frame without removing cylinder heads.

2. Forged steel crankshaft with heavy shell type bearings. Double
bearings at both ends of engine.

3. Interchangeable, caged, heat resisting steel intake and exhaust
valves. Water cooled cages on larger sizes.

. Individual cylinders
smaller engines.

larger sizes and in blocks of two on

Large inspection doors on both sides of frame. Clean-out plates
on all cylinders, cylinder heads and exhaust manifold.

Double tapered roller type thrust bearing pressure lubricated.
Thrust shaft separate from main crankshaft.

8. Bendix-scintilla pumps arranged so do fuel can get into lubrication.

9. Firinc) stress taken thru long cylinder bolts to bottom of main
bearings.

Double, ^ear type lubricating oil pumps. Mechanical oiler to all

cylinder tines.

Special Meehanite iron cylinder liners in all engines.

Gear driven camshaft. Roller type chain used on pump drives
only,

. Rollers on main valve rocker arms contacting valves.

. Combination cylinder relief and release valves on all cylinders.

Valve motion open for easy inspection and maintenance.

Air starting valves in cages.

Extra large rollers on all tappets.

Oversize centrifugal water cooling pumps.

THE FIRST WA$NIAIGTOIII DIESEL EVER BUIIT

IS STILL III COMMEIICIAL OPEIii\TIOIII!

••" ^«SI

WASHI NGTON
IRON WORKS

Seattle 4, Washington
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f the AMBROID System of

Complete (Boiler Water Treatment also provides

you with control over corrosion in steam lines,

condensate lines, turbines, D. C. heaters,

feed water heaters, economizers, and any other

eqiiipment through which steam, condensate

and feed water circulate.

This extra protection is available at practically

no additional charge with AMEROID Complete

Boiler Water Treatment. Never beiore have

such complete treatment and control been

offered at such low cost

And service costs you nothing

under the AMEROID no-charge service plan.

E. F. BREW & CO., INC.

15 E. 26th STREET, NEW YORK 10,N.T.

coMPtrrr akeroid service by drew engineers
Is available in principal seaports ir (he

United States, Canada an<f Brazil.

COMPARE "VIKING"
NON-TILTING PILOT LADDERS

.yLSrfP fay

*^=^V SUP
.THEN

SPECIFY"
them on your order or

requisition to insure

your getting the best

for so lit+le more.

Onf/ V/K/NG
fcos \\te%e features

• LIGHT WEIGHT
35% Less Than Chain

• FLEXIBILITY
Easy to Stow

• WIRE ROPE
Stronger Than Cha

• NON-TILTING
A Safety-Plus Feature

The only gov
approved wi

ladder.

eveloped by a sea

ptain to meet
eds of seafa inq

en, with safety

Br all condition at

a . . . 8ut rem em-
er to specify —

r^

MARINE- COMPANY
COLMAN BLDG.. SEATTLE 4. WASH.

In CalHornia see C. J. HENDRY CO.
Wholesale Distributors



William Beck, president of Dahl-Beck

H Half Century of

[lectric Service

The Dahl-Beck Electric Company,
established originally as Herzog &
Dahl, is another of San Francisco's

pioneer firms serving the marine

industry for over half a century.

Now located at Main and Mis-

sion streets, the firm became known
as the Dahl-Beck Electric Company
in 1932, when William Beck, shop

foreman, became owner of the firm

upon the passing of C. W. Dahl, one

of the founders of the company.

The company has a well-equipped

electrical and machine shop for the

repair and rewinding of electric

motors and generators, and carries a

large stock of marine fixtures, fit-

tings and cable for the marine trade.

During the war, under the direc-

tion of William Beck, president of

the company and his brother Ed-

ward, manager, the firm greatly ex-

panded its manufacturing facilities

and its staff of workers manufactur-

ing and installing special marine

fixtures and fittings for the Army
and Navy. More than two hundred

workers were engaged in this work
during the war period.

Back to a peacetime basis, the

firm now has a highly trained or-

ganization for the sales and servic-

ing of marine electrical installations

and repairs, and motor and generator

rewinding and repairing. Among
the firms represented by the Dahl-

Beck company are: Charles
J. Hen-

chel Corporation, Russell & Stoll

Company, Weston Instrument Com-
pany, Delta Electric Company, Troy-

Engberg Company, Westinghouse

Electric Company, and Perkins

Marine Lamp & Hardware Corpora-

tion.

Ulestinghouse Expands lllest

Coast Executives

The Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration announces the appoint-

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

Sfeamer Service to Catalina Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-5-63

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

ment of R. A. Neal, vice president,

formerly of Pittsburgh, Pa., as gen-

eral manager of the company's Pa-

cific Coast district operations.

This move in no way changes the

duties or responsibilities of Charles

A. Dostal of San Francisco, vice

president in charge of Sales for the

Pacific Coast district, or of others

now in the company's employ in this

district.

Appointment of a chief executive

officer for the Pacific Coast, report-

ing directly to the President, is dic-

tated solely by the expansion of the

company's western operations, ac-

cording to Gwilyn A. Price, West-

inghouse president. The electric firm

has just completed lease arrange-

ments to operate the 57-acre Sunny-

vale, California works formerly

operated by the Joshua Hendy Iron

Works. Other Westinghouse plants

in the Pacific Coast District are lo-

cated at Emeryville and Los Angeles,

California; Portland, Oregon; Seat-

tle, Washington; and Salt Lake City,

Utah.

With Westinghouse 37 Years

Now in his 37th year with the

corhpany, Mr. Neal has been a lead-

ing figure in the development and

manufacture of switchgear equip-

ment, fostering improvements that

have enabled power companies to

meet the increasing demands for

electric current at steadily decreas-

ing consumer costs.

Recipient in 1937 of the West-

inghouse Order of Merit, Mr. Neal

was named vice president in May,

1944.

Robert A. N
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Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may

be sure that today, wherever ships are built . . . or repaired

... or reconditioned . . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and

mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sai's the Seven Seas in

Reefer Spoce Insulation

Cold Water Pipe Insulation

Sound Deadening Insulatio

Electrical Insulation

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulation

Electrical Panel Boards

Lagging Cloth and Tape

Replaceable Air Filters

Fireproof Decorative Fabrics

for portieres and curtains

At your Regular Dealers . . . or call "i^

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS • CNGINCCRS • CONTRACTORS

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant Street

suiter S967

OAKLAND
526 3rd Street

TWinoaks 34S8
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marine Insurance
(Continued from page 84)

looks on this war risk problem. One school of thought

is in favour of the complete abolition of war risk in-

surance; another would retain the structure of the War
Risk Insurance Office and would advocate the readop-

tion of the Pool which operated before the war and by

means of which the Government reinsured the market

against King's Enemy Risks; a third school of thought

would accept the gamble of transacting war risks insur-

ance without any restrictions whatever.

serted general rule no longer exists. In principle it was

unsound. It tended to produce unjust results. It has been

abandoned by the great weight of authority elsewhere.

The motion of the Steel Products Company to dismiss

the libel was denied.

fldmiralty Decisions

(Continued from page 85)

damages for the alleged negligence because it had no

contractual relation to or privity of contract with the de-

fendant manufacturer. In the Sieracki case it was held that

the action was for a maritime tort; therefore, the prin-

ciples of law involved are those that are included within

the general law of torts, maritime as well as common law.

The Steel Products Company argued that there is a

doctrine or general rule to the effect that the manufac-

turer of an article is not liable for negligence in its

manufacture to a third person with whom he has had no

contractual relations: from time to time the require-

ments of justice have compelled the courts to make ex-

ceptions to this rule,—notably where human life and

safety were concerned and the article or product is in-

herently dangerous; but, it is argued, there is no clear-

cut case where an exception has been extended to cover

property damage as distinct from personal injury, and

they urged that the courts should be slow and reluctant

to make another exception authorizing recovery for dam-

age to property.

The Court answered the argument by stating:

"I think the answer to that argument is that if we con-

sider the rule as in force, and that this is a matter of en-

larging the exceptions, there is no reasonable ground for

making a distinction between injury to property and in-

jury to the person. How can a general principle author-

izing recovery of damages for the negligent act of another

permit a man to recover for a sprained ankle and not

for the destruction of his house? The real answer to the

argument, however, is that the asserted rule relied on,

though formerly widely followed, has shrivelled up and

died in the light of modern reason and authority."

The Court relies upon the MacPherson vs. Buick Motor

Company and cites a number of other cases that rely

upon it and indicate their general acceptance of the

principles announced in its decision. In the recent case

of Carter vs Yardley, the Court summarizes the law as

it exists today by saying:

"Its acceptance has brought all dangerous things into

the same class as the 'inherently dangerous' things to

which the principle already stated has _always been ap-

plied. The MacPherson case caused the exception to

swallow the asserted general rule of nonliability, leaving

nothing upon which that rule could operate. Wherever

that case is accepted, that rule in truth is abolished, and

ceases to be a part of the law.. * * *

"In many recent cases that asserted general rule of

nonliability to persons not in privity of contract has been

denied, either in terms or in effect, and the principle

stated earlier in this opinion has been applied. • • •

"The time has come for us to recognize that that as-

Ulith the Port Engineers

(Continued from page 71)

heavy oil is not competitive with the modern steam tur-

bine plant in fuel economy. However, when operating

with the heavier, less expensive fuels there is no question

as to the diesel engine's superior economy.

In reviewing the maintenance problem, of modern

marine diesel engines, the maintenance problems and

costs have been shown to be far less than experience

indicated for older designs. This is just one phase of

economy of a modern diesel ship, and as long as we are

discussing economy ir might be well to talk about fuel

consumption.

For the purpose of comparison, let us consider a modern

steam propelled vessel and a diesel propelled vessel mak-

ing a 15,000 mile run. Published average fuel economy

of a Nordberg diesel propelled vessel, the Emory 'Victory

with 6000 shp maintaining 15.5 knots, showed an over-

all fuel consumption of .39 lbs per shp per hour for all

purposes and about 2.25 miles per bbl. The total fuel

required for the above route of a little over 15,000 miles

is 6800 bbls. or 990 tons. Similarly in service, a "Victory

type steam propelled vessel maintaining 15.5 knots

shows about .6 lbs. per shp hour for all purpose and

about 1.33 miles per bbl. average. This steam propelled

vessel therefore will require 11,500 bbls. of fuel or 1770

tons. I used a weight of 7% lbs. per gal. for diesel fuel

and 8 14 lbs. per gal. for boiler fuel. There is a saving of

780 tons of oil fuel in favor of the diesel, which means

dollars in the pockets of the ship owner when converted

into shipping tons, or by taking advantage of the savings

in fuel a somewhat smaller ship can be built and still

carry the same pay load.

The engines in the Emory "Victory are designed to use

heavy fuel oil and Pacific Specifications Number 300 is

most suitable and can be obtained at San Francisco for

$1.60 per bbl. and the cost of the fuel therefore would

be $10,900 per trip. The "Victory turbine ship using

boiler oil at $1.40 per bbl. at San Francisco costs $16,200

per trip for fuel. In other words, the speeds being the

same, 15-16 knots, the turbine propelled vessel would

use 780 tons more fuel than the diesel, and the cost of

fuel even with the price difference would exceed the fuel

cost of the diesel by $5,300 per trip.

C-1 vessels, diesel propelled of 4000 shp, show in

actual service 2.7 to 3.56 miles per bbl. against 1.26 to

2.07 for steamers of the same class.

Recognizing and acknowledging the fuel economy of

the diesel, advocates the steam propulsion content them-

selves in the false doctrine that fuel economy is more

than offset by the increase in lube oil required by the

diesel. Let us analyze the situation and face the facts.

The Emory "Victory on four long trips averaged 17.2

gals, of cylinder oil per day and 12.4 gals, of crankcase

(Please turn to page 136)
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MARINE MARKETING COMPANY
S. L. (ROY) KUYKENDALL, General Manaqer and Partner

12th and Grand Avenues

Lnow

MARINE
DECKING

• MAGNESITE
• GRIP DECK
• TRIMITE

• KOROSEALTILE

• RUBBER TILE

• ASPHALT TILE

• LINOLEUM
• CARPETS

•APPROVED UNDERLAYMENTS

RECONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Experienced estimators to give complete quotations

from cleanings of the deck to finished deck coverings

Completely Equipped Trained Workmen

LORENTZEN CO.
2207 MARKET ST. OAKLAND 7

TEmplebar 5613

SAN PEDRO CALIFORNIA

WHOLESALE SHIP PROVISIONS
and SUPPLIES

24 Hour Service

CABLE ADDRESS: MARINMART

OFFICE PHONE: Terminal 2-7567

NIGHT PHONES: Terminal 2-8140

Terminal 3-1585

GENERAL MACHINE
and REPAIR WORK

Representatives for

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(TODD OIL BURNERS)

mecHioE

UIORK!;
L. K. Siversen, Owner

THornwo.. BERKELEY. CALIF. ci:L%"lt.

TOUMEY ELECTRIC And
EI^GIXEERIiVC; CO.

PILOT MARINE CORPORATION. New York, N. Y.

Signaling, Comn-unicatlng and Lighting Equipment

BENDIX MARINE PRODUCTS

PNEUMERCATOR CORPORATION (New York)

Gauges: Liquid Level, Ships Draft, Pressure, Boiler Water Level

PLANT MILLS DIRECTION INDICATOR
AND ENGINEER'S ALARM

A. WARD HENDRICKSON k CO., INC.
larine Lighting Fixtures and Special Equipment for Shipboard Us(

Synchro-Master

MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INSTAL-

LATIONS . . . MARINE ELECTRIC FIXTURES . .

.

SUPPLIES AND REPAIRS . . . ARMATURE WIND-

ING .. . POWERBOAT EQUIPMENT . . . SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONES . . . FIRE

ALARM SYSTEMS

GArfield 8102 SAN FRANCISCO 115-117 Steuart Street
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Fast Transit . . . Frequent Sailings . . . Dependable Schedules

Pope & Talbot Lines" fleet of fast, modern ships provide regular,

dependable and frequent sailing schedules . . . factors that permit

direct shipments to the job ... to distributor or branch . . . without

the added cost of market area warehousing.

This same dependable service . . . backed by experienced per-

sonnel, improved dockside facilities, ample cargo space, modern
handling methods ... is available over four important American
trade routes.

POPE iTALBOT LINES «g|
PACIFIC ARGENTINE BRAZIL LINE '

PACIFIC WEST INDIES-PUERTO RICO
PACIFIC COASTWISE • PACIFIC & ATLANTIC INTERCOASTAL

POPE & TALBOT, INC.

Offi

Established 1849

ces and Terminals
SEATTLE'4
TACOMA

PORTLAND 9

SAN FRANCISCO 4
OAKLAND 7

STOCKTON
LOS ANGELES 15

NEW YORK 6

PITTSBURGH 22
DETROIT 2

PHILADELPHIA 6

BALTIMORE 2

NORFOLK
SAN JUAN, P. R. 18

Foreign Agency-Offices
VANCOUVER. B. C.

CANAL ZONE
COLOMBIA
TRINIDAD
BRAZIL
URUGUAY
ARGENTINA

Ulith the Port Engineers

(Continued from page 134)

oil per day for main and auxiliary engines, or a total of

29.6 gals. This means on a typical 15,310 mile voyage at

15.5 knots average speed, taking approximately 100 days,

the Emory Victory would require a total of 1720 gals,

of cylinder oil and 1240 gals of crankcase oil for this

trip. Assuming a price of $.50 per gal. for cylinder oil

and $.40 per gal for crankcase oil, this would total $1356
per trip. Deducting this from the $5,300 saving in fuel

cost still gives us an overall saving of $3,940 per trip

without even deducting any cost of lube oil for the

steam propelled vessel. The statement that diesel fuel

economy is offset by increased lube oil requirements is

without basis.

Most major repairs can be prevented by systematic

maintenance and examination. This is ecpecially impor-

tant on oil tankers and coasters where a quick turn-

around is required. A good plan is to break the engine

up into units and overhaul one unit per trip. A unit

should consist of one complete cylinder, including piston,

cylinder head, bearings, fuel injection pump and nozzle.

A complete spare unit is onboard. Why not use these

parts to their best advantage instead of leaving them
fastened to the bulkhead getting rusty? When overhaul-

ing a unit, pull the piston and install the spare, change

the fuel pump, cylinder head with its nozzle, starting

valve and relief valve. Open up the connecting rod bear-

ing, if it looks satisfactory close it up, if not, install a

spare shell. All of this can be done in one working day.

Then, when you're out at sea, clean up and overhaul the

parts you removed from the engine and get them ready

for the next unit overhaul. On this basis you can main-

tain your diesel in one working day per cylinder for

service and one working day per cylinder for the' clean-

ing and overhauling of the parts you removed from the

engine. Follow this procedure every 3000 to 5000 hours

running time and there will be no need for major over-

haul.

<e

WEAR. A

Buddy''
Poppy

•MEMORIAL DAY
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FEDERAL
MARINE
PAINTS

Federal takes care of all your painting

needs. There are Federal paints for the

Interiors of your ships . . . paints and

protective connpositions for your decks

and hulls . . . there is a Federal product

for every use aboard ship . . . from keel

to truck.

We Invite you fo consult with tlie Federal agent In

your district when you ore planning

your next painting /ob.

ON THE PACIFIC COAST:

SEAHLE. WASHINGTON
A. T. B. Shiels

108 West Lee Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Plllsbury & Martignon;

Mills BIdg. EXbroolt 3302

VANCOUVER. WASHINGTON LONG BEACH, CALIF.

States Steamship Co. Standard Marine Paint Co.

1010 Washington St. 1545 West Anaheim Blvd.

A. J. Chalmers

Xgenfs and Stocks in all the Principal Ports

Anti-Fouling Deck House Paints

Anti-Corrosive Hold Paints

Boottopping Red Lead (Mixed)

Cabin Paints Smolce Stacit Paints

Deck Paints Topside Paints

The Federal Paint

Company, Inc.
33 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.

No matter what today's Industrial research

brings forth in increased speeds, no matter

what a product-hungry nation calls for in

increased needs, hoary traditions of the sea,

born in a harsher era, are still perpetuated.

Traditions of sound design, unerring craftsman-

ship, absolute dependability, will always be
paramount with us.

H. S. Getty & Co., Inc., has been creating

fine marine joiner hardware for a quarter of

a century; products proven in performance

year after year. Skill born of experience is

reflected in the quality and integrity engineered

into every item which bears the Getty name.

Only a few representative samples of the

complete Getty line of marine joiner hardware

can be shown here; but Getty quality continues

to be a basic ingredient of every Getty product.

Getty has consistently produced marine

hardware with the highest standards of quality

through wartime and peacetime. In peace, as

in war, danger sails ever with the men who
man the ships; their security must be dependent

upon nothing less than the best.

H. S.GETTY& CO.

3350 N. 10th St, Phila. 40, Pa.

Representatives

Ralston R. Cunningham Co., Inc. . . 73 Columbia St., Seattle .

George S. Lacy Co 16 California St., San Franciscc

526 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, California



Steamship Accounting

(Continued from page 67)

The pegboard form is especially convenient for voyages,

because it makes readily possible a consistent comparison

between any given voyage of a vessel, on the one hand,

and on the other hand, other voyages of the same vessel,

or similar voyages of sister ships, or any other voyages

with which comparison may be useful.

It might be thought logical from what I have said

about operating-differential subsidy, that subsidy earned

would be deducted from the specific vessel expense ac-

counts on which the subsidy was calculated. As a matter

of fact, it has been found more convenient to calculate

voyage profit on actual revenue and gross expense, and

then to add to the voyage profit thus calculated the

amount of the subsidy, giving rise to a new amount of

voyage profit after subsidy. This method has been crys-

tallized by its inclusion in the standard system of accounts

established by General Order 22 of the Maritime Com-

mission.

Charges Against Voyage Profits

Up to recent years the depreciation taken by steamship

companies and recognized by the Treasury Department

usually ranged between 2 per cent and 4 per cent, ex-

cept for tankers and other vessels which carried corrosive

cargo. The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 requires for its

purposes that depreciation on vessels be calculated at 5

per cent of cost less a small arbitrary residual value. That

residual value is iVz per cent of original construction

cost. Probably 4 per cent comes nearest the rate which ex-

perience in this and other nations has shown to be a safe

and appropriate average. The Merchant Marine Act was

designed to err a little on the conservative side so as

to call for earlier replacement of vessels which may not

have worn out but which may have become obsolescent

by comparison with vessels under other flags.

General and administrative expense, the principal ele-

ment of overhead, differs little in a steamship company

from the same expense in other industries. The Maritime

Commission, however, requires subsidized lines to treat

all fees for agency services performed for other lines, and

all commissions and brokerage earned, as a deduction

from general and administrative expense instead of being

carried as an additional form of revenue.

Advertising and interest expense are accounts which

differ in no respect from similar accounts in other in-

dustries. Although a steamship company usually has

mortgages against individual vessels, the interest cost is

nevertheless not included in computing the voyage profits

of those vessels. This is sound because for no reason

related to earning power one vessel may be heavily mort-

gaged and another lightly mortgaged, while at some other

date the borrowed capital may be nonexistent or held

instead on an unsecured bank loan.

Steamship company taxes differ greatly from those of a

manufacturing or trading company. Deep sea vessels,

because of their location, are usually not subjected to a

property tax at all. Furthermore, in order to encourage

investment in an industry which was not attractive in

former years, and which had been the victim of changing

and uncertain government policies. Section 607(h) of

the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 provided that "the

earnings of any contractor receiving an operating-dif-

ferential subsidy under authority of this Act, which are

deposited in the contractor's (Capital and Special) Re-

serve Funds . . ., except earnings withdrawn from the

Special Reserve Funds and paid into the contractor's

general funds or distributed as dividends or bonuses . . .,

shall be exempt from all Federal taxes." Accordingly, you
may see tax charges in steamship company statements at

times lower than you would otherwise expect.

Offshore steamship companies do have considerable

diflSculty with income taxes in foreign countries. It has

been generally recognized by those engaged in interna-

tional trade that taxation of international carriers should

be confined to the nations to which the respective

carriers belong. Some progress in this direction has been

made by way of treaties, and our Department of State

has in hand the matter of negotiating similar treaties af-

fecting other nations and colonies. Of course American

steamship companies, like all other American companies

doing business in foreign countries, may deduct from

their United States income tax an amount actually paid

in income tax to a foreign country, to the extent that

such tax does not exceed the amount which would other-

wise have been payable on the same income to the

United States.

Certain Debits and Credits to Surplus

After arriving at net income, there are still two items

which will appear on a subsidized steamship company's

operating statement which are peculiar to such a state-

ment. The first is composed of debits and credits to sur-

plus on account of transactions of former years. It is

considered good practice for most non public utility com-

panies to absorb in the current year's income statement

small adjustments and newly discovered or determined

items which pertain to prior years, leaving only large

or otherwise significant items to be set forth separately as

surplus entries. This is not true under the Maritime

Commission's General Order 22. The subsidy accrued and

the subsidy recapture accrued are required to be corrected

and adjusted almost indefinitely for all items above very

low maxima, and therefore you will find surplus adjust-

ments prevalent in subsidized steamship company reports.

The other item likely to be found in the surplus ac-

count of a subsidized steamship company is an amount

carried to subsidy recapture if the earnings from sub-

sidized operations were more than 10 per cent on "capi-

tal necessarily employed" ( as defined and determined by

the Maritime Commission), and an amount carried into

surplus from the subsidy recapture liability if such earn-

ings were less than 10 per cent and if there is previous

provision for subsidy recapture on which to draw. Sub-

sidy recapture is computed cumulatively, and settlement

occurs at the end of every ten years during the life of the

operating-differential subsidy contract.

(To be concluded in our June issue)
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Specify QUAKER
for PACKING ECONOMY

EBONITE

SHEET PACKING

Nonporous . . . withstands highest steam pressures. Will not

nnelt, harden or carbonize . . . resists ammonia, air, oils,

gases and acids. EBONITE will retain its life and flexibility

after ordinary sheet packings have broken down. Quaker is

the sole manufacturer of EBONITE.

SERVING ALI. THE WEST
168 Second St. ^^^^ 2036 Santa Fe Ave.

San Francisco pj^^olS Los Angeles

EXbrook 3880 9^ WA Kimball 2201

when
"^

OUR ships

come in

A compfefe iransformaiion of f/ie tur/ine,

Mariposa and Monferey is in progress . .

.

new decorafions, new furnishings, air-

conditioned and modernized throughouf.

They will return fo service in ihe Soufh

Pacific as entirely new ships, offering in

both first and cabin class greater travel

value than ever before.

/ffoM^'^rt^^

Factory: Quaker Rub ation, Philadelphia, Pc

MATSON LINES TO HAWAII AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Samoa • Fiji • New Zealand • Australia

Offices: San Francisco • Los Angeles • New York • Ctiicago

CQ

PABCO BOTTOM COMPOSITION
PROVED SUPERIOR AFTER

COMPLETE IMMERSION IN SALT WATER!

Nol« Bornoc/e Free Surface Area compared to olher three ryaliortally known brands

HERE ARE THE ACTUAL, UNRETOUCHED PHOTOGRAPHS of the rugged
underwater test recently conducted at Sayville, Long Island, New York!
They show conclusively that Pabco Bottom Composition means longer

periods between dockings!

THE PARAFFINS COMPANIES, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO 19, CAIIF. NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK
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DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE

to condensation of moisture.

Selby. Bfcttereby & Co.

KOMUL is a well-proved
coating for marine service.
Application to damp sur-
faces first recommended it

for use in spaces subject
Its continuous film and re-

sistance to chemicals recommended it for use on steel
decks under magnesite. Simplicity ofapplication has made
marine men want it for hard-to-get-at spaces.
Technically, KOML'L is an irreversible emulsion of coal-

tar-pitch, retaining all the protective characteristics of
pitch in an easily-used form. ^

An illustrated folder and a sample on a steel panel ...
for the asking. The panel you can twist or bend as you
will and you can dig at the coating to prove KOMUL's
adhesion and toughness. address inquiries to dept. los

SELBY, BATTERSBY & COMPANY
Wllford Bide. 33rd and Arch Streets. PHILADELPHIA 4. PA.

J. H. CORDES, 200 D'^vii Street, Son Francixo 11. Calif.

J. M. COSTELIO SUPPLY CO.. 221 North Avalon Blvd., Wilminglon, Calif.

TOURTELLOTTE t BRADLEY. 401 While BIdg., Seattle 1. Wath.
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YOU on
TROUBLE-FREE

OPiRATION WITH

©^m«^
• Dependability at sea,

plus low maintenance

cost and fuel economy,

make Todd Burners

favorites of both chief

engineers and operators.

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT DIVISION
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
81-16 45th Avenue, Elmhurst, Queens, N. Y.

NEW YORK . BROOKLYN • ROCHESTER . HOBOKEN • NEWARK
PHILADELPHIA'CHARLESTON, S. C. • CHICAGO- BOSTON •SPRINCnELD. MASS.
BALTIMORE • WASHINGTON • DETROIT • GRAND RAPIDS • TAMPA • GALVESTON
NEW ORLEANS . MOBILE • LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
TORONTO • MONTREAL . BARRANQUILLA . BUENOS AIRES • LONDON

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
— REPRESENTING—
AMERICAN HAMMERED PISTON RING
DIVISION - KOPPERS CO.

Pisfon rings for diesel, sfeam, and gas engines,

valves, compressors, etc. Diameters from I to

120 inches — separately cast and made to

order.

NATIONAL TRANSIT PUMP AND
MACHINE CO.

Reciprocating and rotary pumps for marine,

Industrial and refinery services.

THE MAXIM SILENCER CO.
All types of silencers and spark arrestors for

diesel and gas engines and compressors. Also,

Waste Heat Boilers for exhaust heat recovery.

RED HAND COMPOSITIONS CO.
Marine Bottom Paints.

SIMS PUMP VALVE CO.
Special patented Inclined Port Rotating Valves

for liquid ends of any reciprocating pumps.

"Simsite" Graphitic snap ring packing for

liquid ends.

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
15 Drumm St., San Francisco, 11

Phone DOuglas 2714
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lUe AfiftAMted /lll-Pun.fio4e. 2ii4.he^ §uf*uU

fl-P®MMlTE_
T. M. Reg. • Patents Applied Fo

DISTRESS
SIGNAL

1,500,000 NOW BEING MADE FOR ARMED FORCES

-k STANDARD — U.S. Novy and

U. S. Naval Air Force.

•k STANDARD — U. S. Marine Corps.

-k APPROVED by the U.. S. Coail Guord

for ships lileboots and life rafts.

if APPROVED by the Civil Ikeronoulics

Administration as replacement for

Very pistol ond cartridges.

•k SPECIFIED by Air Transpoil Asiocio-

lion for all inflatable life rafts

-k OBSERVED from aircraft in Official

U.S. Coast Guotd test -33 miles.

it: OBSOIETES pistol-proiected, noatlag

and romon-coodle type signals.

Hand held. Safe Dependable.

Light—le» .tf.""/ ?':, f'^re plus 20-secc,nd

ioJecond 5""'l"*;,'?„^'opp;tite ends of steel

ttitutes.

fl[fiieL Products, loc, merricm.li.n.

4^(W Scde

VESSELS
^C^CO-Displacemenf from 400 to 4100 tons

225, 900, 1800 Horsepower

Diesel powered 20, 30, 100, 200 kw

A *7ailiUa^-Aeia (AP-2)

Forge Steel Rough Turn

163/4" O.D. X 2\'9" Long

Forging Quality 16" OD x 22'2" Long

ATTRACTIIE PRICES

]\ATIOXAL METAL &
STEEL CORPORATION

200 So. Seaside Ave., Terminal Island, Calif.

Phones: Los Angeles: NEvada 625-71

.San Pedro Harbor: TEiminal 245-87

MAY • 1947

/9
MOORE-McCORMACR

AMEllIt AX REPUBLICS LIXE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPUBLICS LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between theU est

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL • URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

AMERICAN SCANTIC LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA

^„,
I -y /)</%. u..

"/"•

ih,„i ir,ii >.i,ii,i.iosi II

i fs.iW.s, tninsporlrtl
7', t.23'> truup^ iind

riirrini St.tKl.lll (u„s

oj tiur lurgo. v.. dUihurff!
su<h rrsftonsibilitii's

Merchant Marine must be

kept strong in peai-e

For complete information apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
110 CALIFORNIA STREET
San Francisco 11, Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles 14, Calif.

DE.XTER-HORTON BUILDING
Seattle 4, Washington

BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
Porlland 4, Oregon

744 HASTINGS ST. WEST
Vancouver. B. C.

Offices in Principal Cities of the IT arid

m SAVING
SHIP rIIIM^^

Long Beach,Calil.^^^32-«l
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Bringing Radar to the Deck Officers

(Continued from page 89)

indicated by electronic marker-circles on the face of the

screen. The equipment employed by Standard is capable

of being set on a II/2, 5, 15 or 50-mile scale. Under nor-

mal operations at sea the 15 and 50-mile scales are em-

ployed but the ll'^ and 5 -mile scales are also used at sea

for close navigation as well as in restricted waters.

The Mariner's Pathfinder radar is extremely simple to

operate, there being only five controls which are ordinar-

ily used by the navigating officer. To place the radar in

operation, the main power switch on the indicator panel

is turned to the "on" position. After a time delay of ap-

proximately three minutes the radar is ready for opera-

tion, this three minute delay is automatically provided by

special time delay relays which apply proper operating

potentials to the various units in the proper sequence.

At the end of this delay period there will appear on the

indicator screen a radial trace which will extend from the

center of the screen to its outside edge, and to adjust this

trace for proper operation it is merely necessary to turn

the "gain" control fully counter-clockwise and then with

the "intensity" control the radial trace is adjusted until

it is a faint, sparkling line. The range switch may now be

operated to select either the Wi, 5, 15 or 50-mile range

With the antenna switch thrown to the clockwise rota-

tion position, the radial trace will then begin to travel in

a clockwise direction and the receiver "gain" control

should be increased until the background of the screen

becomes light in appearance and the targets will then

stand out, or the gain may be adjusted to any sensitivity

for some particular observation. If it is desired that the

distance from the ship to any target be known, the

"marks" control may be advanced until the concentric

marker rings appear on the indicator. These rings appear

equi-distant at intervals on the indicator, on the 1 Vi mile

range three markers appear, the first one one-half mile

from the ship and the other two one-half mile from each

other; on the five mile range these marks are one mile

apart; on the fifteen mile range the marks are three miles

apart and on the fifty mile range they are separated by ten

miles. The range of any target may be accurately deter-

mined by its distance from the range mark to which it is

closest. When operating the radar on "relative" bearings

the azimuth of the target is obtained by rotating the

"bearing crank" until the cursor bisects the target and the

bearing is read directly from the inner dial. If the ship is

equipped with a Sperry gyro system which is connected

to the radar, it is then possible to have the targets appear

on the screen with true north always vertical, or by

throwing a switch on the radar indicator the targets can

be shifted to "relative" and in this mode of operation

the ship's head is always pointed toward "zero " on the

inner scale. True bearings may be read while using "rela-

tive" operation by rotating the Ritchie ring until the

ship's heading is at zero on the inner scale, then when
the cursor is aligned with a target the inner scale will

read "relative " bearings and the outer scale will read true

bearings. The position of the ship's head is always in-

dicated by a flash of light extending from the center to

the outside edge of the screen so that when operating on

"relative" bearing the "ship's head flash " will always ex-

tend from the center of the screen vertically to zero on

the inner scale and when operating on "true bearing"

the head flash will extend from the center of the screen

to the true heading of the vessel as read on the inner scale.

If the vessel is at sea and no targets are within range, it

is possible to check the performance of the radar by shift-

ing to the 1 Vi mile range, advancing the gain control to

near maximum and then depressing the "performeter"

switch and four to six spoke-like patterns will appear on

the screen and if the radar is operating properly these

spokes will extend out about 1,000 yards. If there are

heavy seas running which tend to obscure the targets, the

condition may be corrected and this interference eliminat-

ed by changing the "sea return " switch from the "normal"

to either position one or two.

The Floating Drydock

{Continued from page 73)

its own buoyancy and lifts the ship above the surface of

the water.

The floating drydock shown in the accompanying

photographs is of the solid trough type in 3 sections, hav-

ing a 22,000-ton capacity with 12-inch freeboard. Each

pontoon has a water tight buoyancy chamber for the full

depth of the pontoon and extending the entire length of

each pontoon section. The dock is 654 feet long and 100

feet wide inside the wing walls. It has 16 water tight com-

partments which can be filled or emptied individually

so ships of different sizes can be handled. The dock is

self-docking in that the end sections can be detached

and used to raise the center section and the center

section used to dock the end sections.

This dock was built by Bethlehem in 1943 at its Fab-

ricated Steel Construction Division in Alameda, now
operated by Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation.

The dock was launched in 3 sections from 80 sand-filled

metal cylinders which were burned off in sections at low

tide until the bottom of the dock was at an elevation of

approximately 8". The rising tide floated the dock off

these sand jacks, as they were called. This was the first

time such a launching procedure was ever employed and

proved highly successful. It was worked out by Bethlehem

engineers. The sand jacks, consisting of steel cylinders

made from 15/16" plate with an inside diameter of

2' 4" and 10' 5" to 17' high depending on their location

under the dock, were supported on timber piles and caps

and were braced together in groups of 4 for lateral sta-

bility. At the upper end was a plunger or moving part

of the jack. This was supported on the sand fill in the steel

cylinder and consisted of an Vs" shell plate with a V2"

bearing plate on the bottom and filled with concrete.

Lowering the dock was done in a series of 1" steps, all

jacks being brought down the same distance before start-

ing the next steps.

Before a ship is drydocked the Hull Department pre-

pares a docking plan which gives necessary dimensions

and other characteristics of the ship to aid the dock mas-

ter in properly fixing the location and heights of the

foundation blocks on the dock. The dock is then lowered

(Continued on page 146)
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FITLER
LUBRICORE

There is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubricating Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

"Green Yarn Center"

Insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't

accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE", the Self-Lubri-

cating Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The Edwin H. Filler Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY

ROPE SINCE 1804

It's a good Idea to

take your rotary pump-
ing problems to the

leader In the field . . .

Vllcing Pump Company. Here, your problem will be

solved, based on the experience of many others . . .

and with a choice of pumps from a complete range of

models and slies. There Is no sacrificing the right

pump for your job because of a short line of rotary

pumps.
In addition, a complete sales and engineering service

is available at many principal cities. Direct factory

offices and outstanding, well-informed representatives

ready to serve you.

^jg] Weigh the facts before making
your decision. Write today for

folder 46SU and ask for complete
recommendations on your pump-
ing problem.

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
E. E. BURTON DE LAVEL PACIFIC COMPANY

anta Fe Ave.. Los Angeles 61 Beale Street. San Francisco

General Engineering's Metalixing process being used on an onchor wind-

lass clutch drum in one of our Son Francisco shops. The process hos been

of great volue in repairing main engine crankshafts and connecting rods

showing wear or chattered marks. It has also been used extensively in

repairing drive shafts which have been badly pitted or corroded. We
will welcome your inquiries concerning our metal sproying process.

Offering the finest of facilities for new
construction and complete ship repair

and conversion for the past

quarter of a century.

San Francisco . . . machine shops and pier facilities for

general repairs.

Headquarters: 1 1 00 SANSOME ST.—GARFIELD 6 1 68

Alameda . . . machinery, hull and Industrial repairs—a half

mile on the Estuary with —
Two Marine Railways, 3000 and 5000 tons capacity

Floating Dry Dock, 10,500 tons capacity

FOOT OF SCHILLER STREET — LAKEHURST 2-1500

Complete 100 page book in color, showing
all facilities upon request.

GENERAL ENGINEERING

and DRY DOCK CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE OFFICES —
1100 SANSOME STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CALFORNIA
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HAVISIDEoCOMPANY
Jjnia (^nandlet

I

J>aU rflakeri

40 SPEAR STREET

^nduitriai. ^upplu

oLJerricK (/3arqt

^alvaae \Jnerati

snn FRflncisco. s EXBROOK 0064

Glenn W. Malme. Western Gear Works.

Illalme How Sales Promotion

manager for lUestern

Gear lllorks

Glenn W. Malme, formerly ad-

vertising manager for Southern Cali-

fornia plants of Western Gear

Works has been advanced to the

position of sales promotion manager

for all three plants of Western Gear

Works and Pacific Gear & Tool

Works, according to an announce-

ment made by S. L. Crawshaw, man-

ager of Sales & Engineering. Malme

has been with Western Gear for the

past five years and now will handle

all advertising and sales promotion

activities for the three plants. Bots-

ford, Constantine & Gardner will

continue to serve as advertising

agency. Malme will retain his offi-

ces in Los Angeles. Western Gear

Works has plants in Seattle, Los

Angeles and San Francisco and is

the largest manufacturer of gears

and gear products on the West

Coast.

UlcCune Back from llavy Service

ROLAND E. McCUNE of the

McCune Merifield Company, 51

Fremont Street, San Francisco, start-

ed in business in 1930. In 1932 he

joined with John B. Merifield in

forming the present company which

represents important manufacturers

in the marine hardware and sport-

ing goods fields.

McCune handles the San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles branches and

also the Hawaiian Islands territory.

Merifield takes care of the Seattle

office from which all Western Can-

ada and Alaska territory is handled.

McCune's marine experience in-

cludes twelve years with the Bethle-

hem Shipbuilding Corp., San Fran-

cisco, and three years with the U. S.

Navy Bureau of Ships, as Lieut.

Commander in the recent war.

Merifield saw service in U. S. Army

in World War I, retiring with the

rank of Major.

Roland McCune

DAHL-BECK ELECTRIC CO.
MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS

MOTOR AND GENERATOR RE-WINDING

Complete Line E/ectrico/ Supplies and Fittings

118 Main Street, San Francisco. California Phone EXbrook 5214
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i

'M»uitdMtUU'2>t(MUM Ml XXXX
AMERtCAN SMELTING AND

,
i NICKEL

REFINING COMPANY , I BABBITT

II
XXXX

IIIi NICKEL I
^ILbabbitt

jjl

XXXX MKEL BABBITT
. . . deservedly first choice

for marine Re-babbitting!

The perfect Babbitt for bearings difficult to

lubricate. Tin base and fine grained dense struc-
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le trim, 110-foot Cherokee !s shov,

recently left the Moon Shipyard at Norfolk
Ing prepowered with a new 275-hp direct-

6-cylinder Cooper-Bessemer diesel.

At right: This is the new 275-hp direct-reversing super-
charged Cooper-Bessemer diesel. Note the lifting

gear which is provided by the company for all marine
installatio

Repowers Trawler Cherokee

With Cooper -Ressemer Unit

The fishing trawler Cherokee, repowered with a new
27 5-horse-power direct-reversing, 6-cylinder super-

charged Cooper-Bessemer diesel, has resumed her fall and

winter activities along the Virginia Coast as one of the

triumvirate of Captain B. F. Forrest's East Coast fleet.

The Cherokee, a trim 110-footer, is capable of a speed

of 13 miles per hour and is equipped with a Columbian

Type MI, three-blade 56 by 42 wheel. It was purchased

by Captain Forrest in 1940 from the Government which

had built it originally for sub-chaser service. Consider-

able rebuilding was necessary, including replacement of

frames and planking. She was christened early in 1941

by the former Miss Katherine Myers, of Portsmouth, Va.,

who now is Mrs. B. F. Forrest.

The new engine was installed at the Moon Shipyard

and Repair Company, of Norfolk, under the supervision

of L. B. Hume and George Lyon.

Other members of the Forrest fleet include the Man-
chonoch and the Whitestone.

The Floating Drydock

(Continued from page 142)

and the ship, aided by tugs, is directed in bow first. As
soon as the bow comes in line with the dock, breast lines

are thrown aboard port and starboard and made fast to

bits. The haul-in line is then attached to a capstan on

the dock and a holding line made fast to the port side.

When the ship has progressed far enough in the dock,

after-breast lines are thrown aboard and made fast.

All during this drydocking operation, a drydock en-

gineer in the operations control center booth located

ashore at the head of the dock directs his gang of dock

hands by means of a public address system. He is also in

telephone communication with the two operators in the

drydock control house who regulate the valves and pumps

in aligning the ship in docking position. When the ship

is in proper position above the blocks, docking lines

are made fast and the doc]^ is raised, ,

.

Besides the 22,000-ton floating drydock herein describ-

ed, Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard operates three ad-

ditional floating drydocks of the following capacities:

16,000; 11,000 and 6,500 tons.

Japanese Rlerchant Heet

Ulartime and Postwar Control

(Continued from page 60)

became luxuries which the beleaguered Empire, faced

with disaster, could no longer afford. The bitterly jealous

Army and Navy could consent to work together and to

cooperate with the despised civilians only as a last act

of despair. The fact that they now did so shows the

measure of their desperation.

The dual system of separate military and merchant

shipping was abolished in May, 1945, and all shipping of

every type placed under the control of a unified General

Headquarters of Shipping, a part of Imperial General

Headquarters. Here, centralized government control

reached its tragic peak. The private operators had been

absorbed into SCA and now SCA was in turn absorbed

into one over-all shipping command. Under it, all ves-

sels, shore staffs, port facilities, and seagoing or shore-

side personnel were placed on a military basis, subject to

military discipline. Allied landings were expected at any

time and every vessel was needed for maximum use.

Civilian port labor, stevedores and shipyard workers were

replaced by Korean and Chinese slave labor, prisoners of

war, and, finally, even by Japanese Army personnel.

Whether or not this last system could ever have suc-

ceeded will never be known, because it had scarcely be-

gun when the war came to its thunderous and dramatic

close—the great fire raids and fleet bombardments, the

carrier-plane strikes up and down the Inland Sea, then

Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and, finally, the voic^ of the Em-

peror himself, broadcasting, for the first time, directly to

the people on August 15, 1945.

After the surrender, the Imperial General Headquar-

ters, of which the General Headquarters of Shipping was

a part, was dissolved and control of shipping reverted

back to SCA under the Marine Bureau of the Ministry of

Transportation. It was SCA that prepared the inventory

of the remnants of the Japanese Merchant Marine for

submission to the Supreme Commander for the Allied

Powers as required in General MacArthur's General

Order No. 1.

(The conclusion of this article, with tabulations

showing the totals by number, route and tonnage of

the Japanese merchant fleet from 1930 onward, will

appear in the June Pacific Marine Review.)
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OLYMPIC
STEAMSHIP CO., Inc.

KNOW Y.O U R

^^nede

The American Merchant Marine's long and splendid

record of achievement is a reflection of the energy

and ambition of its leaders. Here, in this second of a

series, are seen the house flags of more great organ-

izations with home ports on the Pacific Coast. Serving

these, and many other maritime interests around the

world are General Petroleum Corporation and other

Socony -Vacuum companies, that supply Gargoyle

marine oils and helpful lubrication service.

OLYMPIC STEAMSHIP CO., Inc.

Olympus was the home of the Greek gods, and in the North-
west the snowcapped Olympic Mountains are a symbol of

everlasting strength. This red, white and blue flag is truly inter-

national and indicative of the world-wide activities of the

American Merchant Marine.

NORTHLAND TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
Representative of the Northland's never-setting summer sun is

the gold "N" on a field of blue. Since 1925 this flag has flown

on the fleet of Northland Transportation Ships that serves

Southwest Alaska with regular weekly sailings.

PACIFIC FAR EAST LINE, Inc.

The Grizzly Bear is a familiar figure in California history and
also has a place in the symbolism of the Orient. Thus the orange

and blue bear of Pacific Far East Line's flag is peculiarly

appropriate for this new company in the Transpacific trade.

JAMES GRIFFITHS & SONS, Inc.

The house flag of James Griffiths & Sons was designed by the

late Captain James Griffiths, founder of the company. Its British

origin is appropriate to the firms operations between British

Columbia and Central and South America, as well as other

trade routes.

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO., Inc.

The Flying Red Horse of Socony-Vacuum and General Petroleum
is well known in every country of the world except Russia, and
is recognized by seafaring men as a symbol of outstanding service

and products. In addition to its own fleet of tankers, Socony-
Vacuum companies have marine station facilities in more than

300 ports, for the distribution of Gargoyle Oils and Lubricants.

NORTHLAND
TRANSPORTATION CO.

PACIFIC

FAR EAST LINE, Inc.

Lubricants ^ MARINE OILS AND ENGINEERING SERVICE
GENERAL PETROL^M

CORPORATION



In every department of the Tubbs Mills, you will

find men like Jack Novak (above) — men with a

background of many years devoted to the making

of fine rope.

Master Mechanic an
Assistant Superinte
dent. Jack Novak h<

helped to make qoc
rope in the Tubbs Mil

for 42 years.

It is this combination of MEN and ROPE that for neaply a century has made the name Tubbs

stand for a product known for extra value and service wherever rope is used.

Today once more the famous Tubbs Extra Superior Manila Trademark is back to assure you

of the rope recognized as the outstanding leader in the West.

Tubbs Extra Superior Manila Rope is stocked by leading suppliers

in the marine field. Insist on the brand name — Extra Superior

Manila.
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TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS M N G I LES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
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Col^^^im,
'

IT'S a long way from the Philippines

to the top of a tall Douglas fir in

^ Washington.

rp Starting in the land of the finest Manila, in

the heart of the best fibre-producing provinces,

Columbian's resident buyers secure the pick of

the fibre crop.

Then it is shipped to Auburn, N. Y. There it

is processed by the most modern methods, in

the best equipped mill in the world. The result

is COLUMBIAN TAPE-MARKED PURE
MANILA ROPE, the best rope modern
science can produce.

Look for the red, white and blue surface

markers—your assurance of absolute

dependability.

There is no finer rope !

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST., AUBURN, N. Y.

Cc^^^s^^t
TAPE

MARKED
PURE MANILA ROPE
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m THESE THIIIDS BE!

IT
IS SAID THAT TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS represent the word "crisis." One is the character

for danger; the other, opportunity.

The danger that develops when progress is halted has been hovering over the Maritime industry

for some time. But opportunity has been there too.

We hear on various occasions that America is the "last bulwark" against this or that, the "last fron-

tier," etc., etc. Can it be so blithely overlooked that we are first, not last, in almost everything the world

holds dear? Even in shipbuilding we have not seen the "last" of construction, but are just approaching

the first of a long series of new vessels, which may well be the world's best, for they will be the right

ships for the respective trades. The crisis, brought about by construction stoppage, contributed to the op-

portunit)'.

There was a trend in the prewar days toward other flags. A cor.sular official, speaking recently in San

Francisco, reported having spent five years in Aden, and r^'O years in Colombo, during which no U. S.

flag ship visited those ports. May it not be that we will soon be back on all the world's trade routes? It is es-

timated by the Maritime Commission that by 1950 s aborne commerce will reach the equivalent of 29.000

shiploads, and the Department of Commerce figures t'lat in this year, 1947, U. S. exports and imports will

reach 25 billion dollars. This is more than double the 12 billion estimate of postwar business made just

two years ago. Opportunit}' is just ahead.

And the shipping and shipyard crisis has developed other possibilities which seemed unthinkable

a short time ago.

One of these is a greater public understanding and interest in the industry. The President's Advisory

Committee is a product of this awareness.

Another is industrial groups and Chambers of Commerce recognizing the vital part the industry

—and world trade—play in community welfare.

Another is the admission by labor of the need for economy and discipline in ship and cargo handling.

Another is the official approach to the railroad freight rate problem; and to the sea-air problem.

And there is even an official suggestion for a 50 per cent reduction in Panama Canal tolls.

Can it be that all these great needs are approach ng accomplishment? The Pacific Marine Review has

carried editorials urging all of them and believes that: these and many other crisis-born opportunities will

be embraced. Crisis and opportunity are indeed linked together in the maritime industry. A united in-

dustry has within it the elements that make for accomplishment. It should not take a crisis to bring them

together, but there is satisfaction in knowing that at the approach of crises, opportunity will also appear.

JUNE • 1947 Page 39



THE RECOnVERSIOn OE THE

'GOOD HEIGHBOR^' EEEET

SLATED TO MAKE THEIR FIRST POSTWAR
CIVILIAN VOYAGES to the East Coast of South

America this summer, the three "Good Neighbor" ships

of the Moore-McCormack Lines are now undergoing

extensive repair at East Coast shipyards. The three ships,

when finished, will be completely rebuilt and modernized

Page 40

in every respect, with new equipment and modern de-

sign pointing toward passenger comfort. The rehabilita-

tion work is being accomplished on the Uruguay in the

Federal Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company yards at

Kearny, New Jersey; on the Brazil at the Atlantic Basin

Iron Works in Brooklyn, New York; and on the Argen-

tina in the Bethlehem Steel Company yards at Brooklyn.

The operators were eager to have the ships return to

their old runs earlier in the year, but delay in delivery

due to extended use as troopships disrupted the recon-

version schedule. Plans and specifications for the work

on the Uruguay and Brazil were made by the firm of

Joslyn and Ryan, naval architects and marine engineers

of San Francisco, and the interior decoration is being

engineered by the W. F. Schorn Co. of New York. Those

for the Argentina were by Gielow of New York.

The three ships were built by the Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dr}' Dock Company of Newport News,

Virginia, the Uruguay being launched as the twin-stacked

California for the Panama Pacific Line. She was placed

on the coast-to-coast run via the Panama Canal in

February, 1928, to be later joined by her sisters: the

Virginia, launched in November of 1928, and the Penn-

sylvania which slid down the ways in October of 1929-

The California was slightly shorter than the other two

and was registered with less measurement tons to her

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW



credit, but in all other respects the ships were identical.

In principal characteristics the California had a length

overall of 601 feet as compared to 613 feet for the Vir-

ginia and the Pennsylvania which were classed as measur-

ing 20.614 gross tons as against 20.183 gross tons for

the California. The ships had a moulded beam of 80-0"

and a loaded draft of 34'-4".

Turbo-Electric

From the mechanical angle, the three sisters were

somewhat of an experiment. All American passenger

liners of any size up to the building of the Panama-

Pacific boats had been propelled either by reciprocating

engines, direct drive turbines or geared mrbines. Follow-

ing the Navy's experience, the new steamers were de-

signed with rurbo-electric drive. Although slightly less

efficient than the geared turbine drive, this tj'pe of pro-

'?>-f

typical staterooin

''T

«»mvrt»«'



cocktail lounge, and portion of

the dining salon.

THE ARGENTINA
WILL BE READY TO

SAIL JULY 25, AND

THE URUGUAY SOME |

TIME BETWEEN AU-

GUST 8 AND AUGUST |

15. SAILING DATE

FOR THE BRAZIL HAS

NOT YET BEEN SET.

pulsion unit is not under the great strain which is present

in geared turbines during maneuvering. The turbines

were built by the General Electric Company and the

generators and main propulsion motors are of the same

manufacture. Alternating current is employed on the

electrical end of a voltage of 3700, the motors driving

twin screws. The total output of the main power plant

is 17,000 horsepower for the two units which are cap-

able of driving ^he vessels at a cruising speed of 18Vi

knots.

Again, as in hull particulars, there were slight dif-

ferences in the mechanical end of the ships. The boiler

pressure carried by the California was 275 lbs. per sq.

in., whereas the pressure carried in the Virginia and the

Pennsylvania was 300 lbs. per sq. in., the latter two ships

having two fire rooms containing four B-W boilers

each. The California had twelve Babcock-Wilcox boilers,

six in each boiler room, and all ships were equipped with

force draft blowers.

The early mechanical success of these ships caused an

increase in popularity of the turbo-electric drive for

passenger liners. The Dollar Line followed the example

of the Panama-Pacific ships in the design of the Presi-

dent Coolidge and the President Hoover. This type of

engine proved to be practically vibrationless, which not

only speaks well for its great efficiency but rendered the

type ideal for installation on passenger liners where the

comfort of the traveler is of the highest importance.

With accommodations for 400 first class passengers

and 350 tourist class, the ships carried on a lively trade

in both passengers and cargo for a period of about seven

years on the New York-San Francisco route. Unfortu-

nately for the operators, the period of operation embraced

the worst years of the economic depression and revenues

fell off so appreciably that the line ceased to be profitable.

The newly formed United States Maritime Commis-

sion took the three vessels in 1936 and redesigned them.

SS Uruguay !n Federal Ship-

building & Dry Dock Yard,

Kearny, New Jersey.



assigning them finally to the American Republics Line

in 1937 to operate in the South American trade. It is to

this design that the ships are now being restored, as

many noteworthy changes were made at that time, the

most prominent of which was the removal of the two

stacks and the substitution of a single, larger funnel.

The boats were then rechristened, the California be-

coming the Uruguay, the Pennsylvania being renamed

Argentina and the Virginia taking the new name Brazil,

the names being chosen because they represented the

names of the South American countries in which lay

the ports of call of the Republics Line in the Southern

Hemisphere.

The steamers in their new role were known as the

"Good Neighbor Fleet", and as such they were acquired

by the Moore-McCormack Lines on January 1, 1939

when the American Republics Line was turned over to

the Moore-McCormack interests.

The Moore-McCormack Lines is a pioneer in the South

American trade. The company was established in 1913

when Albert V. Moore and Emmett J.
McCormack be-

gan maritime operations with the chartered steamship

Montara which made her first run for the partners to

Brazil. Their successful operations in this trade, aided by

the opportunities afforded during World War 1, encour-

aged them to increase their South American service and

augment their trading to American coastwise and Baltic

Sea routes. When the firm acquired the "Good Neighbor

Fleet", many regarded the move as a foolish one, ob-

servers feeling that the South American passenger run

would prove to be definitely a financially unsuccessful

one. However, passenger revenues proved otherwise. In

1937, only 7,500 passengers traveled on the ships for

the American Republics Line, but in the first year of

Moore-McCormack operation, 1939, 15,000 persons rode

the vessels. And in 1941, despite the fact that the season

was cut short by threats of war and that the U. S. Mari-

time Commission took the ships to turn them into troop

carriers, the original passenger lists had trebled, and the

travel was not confined to persons from the Northern

Hemisphere traveling South of the Equator for a pleasure

cruise. The South Americans, being served for the first

time by luxurious passenger liners from the United States,

booked passage for both pleasure and business, and the

name "Good Neighbor Fleet" became justified.

During the war the ships were stripped of their fine

interior decorations and furnishings, and without any

of the prewar polish transported roughly 1,000,000 men
to all theaters of war, and 20,400,000 tons of cargo be-

sides. And now once more released to their owners for

civilian travel, restoration to peacetime glory is the first

item on the docket. The conversion of the three ships

"will follow pretty much the same plans, but we will base

the following on the Uruguay and Brazil.

The conversion involves not only restoration to the

former elegance of the ships, but also includes many
additions and great changes in style of interior decora-

Care as well as speed marks the handling of freight

{above) . . . every precaution is taken to protect shipments

Below: Bulky deck cargo as well as vast hold

shipments are easily handled by these large ships.
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tion. Structural members which are damaged, corroded

or worn are being replaced, and all bulkheads and decks

are being restored to their original condition. All tile or

magnesite decking is being torn up and the plating

underneath drilled and inspected for thickness. All steel,

including hull plating is being scraped to bare metal and

wirebrushed, and where the metal is reduced in thick-

ness as much as 15 per cent, new steel is used to replace

it. All bent or damaged hull plates are being straightened

or renewed and all rivets tested for tightness.

The main galley and all its auxiliary compartments are

being completely overhauled, and new Hotpoint and

Uruguay Brazil Argentina

(California) { Virginia ) ( Pennsylvania

)

Length O.A. 601 613 613

Beam 80 80 80

Draft 34'4 34'4" 34'4"

Displacement 33,000 approx. for each |

Gross tonnage 20,183 20,614 20,614

Passengers (each vessel) 359 1st Class

160 tourist

Crew (each vessel) 407

(Prewar was 475 passengers, 380 crew) 1
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Ambattadors of Trade, ai

ai spacious pauengar earri^

tha "Good Neighbor" liif

carry large ihipmenh io

from South America.

Wifh coffee, wool, wans *ft(f

other riches produced by the

"Good Neighbor" lands the

Ambassadors o( Trade return

from below the equator

rich cergoM.

Hobart galley equipment is being installed so that all

galleys, with the exception of the main steam galley,

will be all electrically operated. All sinks and work

tables, thaw tanks and cutting tables will be completely

fitted with stainless steel tops, tubs and drain boards,

assuring the most modern sanitary operation possible.

As a holdover from troopship days, a garbage disposal

unit will be maintained which features a number of

covered garbage containers and a garbage grinder. These

units, which were a wartime addition used to pulverize

refuse prior to being discharged overboard and so de-

crease the hazard of being followed by the enemy be-

cause of the floating debris left behind, can now be

utilized in peacetime because of their sanitary advantages

and the rendering of the garbage much less objectionable

from the passenger viewpoint. The vessels will continue

to maintain one of their most practical features in the

compartmentation of the galley so that the pantries,

bake shop and butcher shop are all separate units with

wide passageways serving each, rendering excellent access

for waiters.

The largest electrical job on the ships, outside of the

overhaul of the auxiliary generator sets, of which there



Outboard profile of Uruguay. For inboard profile, see folded insert.

are four, turbine driven, rated at 500 kw apiece, will be

the installation of a new emergency generator and switch-

board. At present the vessels are outfitted with only two

small 15 kw gasoline driven emergency generators, and

these will be replaced by a 75 kw diesel-driven unit. The

new generator will be able to carry the load of the

machinery spaces, the radio room, the passenger and

crew exits, boat deck lighting, lifeboat flood-lights, and

hospital and operating room lighting. In addition, one

main light will be supplied in all spaces essential to the

operation of the vessel.

All the CO2 refrigeration machinery is to be com-

pletely overhauled and placed in first class condition.

Both the ship's stores and cargo refrigeration boxes are

being completely rebuilt, using wood furring, insulation

and lining for bulkheads and deckheads, and wood floor

covered with concrete and mastic. 2"x2" cargo battens

will be used to protect the coils, and wood grating will

cover the floors. This work, one of the major jobs of the

conversion, entails the complete relining and insulating

of 95,000 cu. ft. of refrigerated space on the Uruguay

alone.

Deck fittings and machinery are to receive a complete

overhaul. All hatches, cargo ports and doors are to be

completely reconditioned and put in perfect working

(Please turn to page 104)

Diagram showing arrangement of main Galley, as well as various bakeshops and pantri



flDiniOL SmiTH y OHLYSIS

OF IDHIilTllllE PLHnS

BUD PROBLEmS
Address by Vice Admiral William W. Smith, USN (Ret.),

Chairman, United States Maritime Commission, before the Pro-

peller Club, Mariners Club, Foreign Trade Assn., S. F. Chamber
of Commerce, S. F. Junior Chamber of Commerce, Commercial

Club, and Women's Organization of the American Merchant

Marine. National Maritime Day, in San Francisco. Because

Admiral Smith gives the answers to many questions the industry-

has been asking, his address is here given in full.

THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY is now facing a new

venture—one that should be just as appealing and as

challenging as that of the SS Savannah more than a cen-

tury and a quarter ago. It is the prospect of fully recap-

turing for the American flag the distinction, the pre-

eminence, the world renown which were the stamp and

mark of our Merchant Marine in the days of its greatest

glor)'. I describe it as a venture because American ship-

ping now has the opportunit)* of re-establishing itself in

the field of world trade with a revitalized Merchant

Marine and without the prewar German and Japanese

competition to contend with, but, on the other hand,

with the highest operating costs ever known—operating

costs much higher than those of its competitors. The

question is, can the industry meet that challenge.-'

If there is one over-all policy that I can state to you

for the Maritime Commission, it is that the Commission

desires that shipping be fullv and completely returned

to private ownership and operation as soon as possible,

in accordance with the spirit and intent of the Merchant

Marine Act of 1936. Whether we will ever have an

American Merchant Marine one hundred per cent pri-

vately owned is, of course, problematical. It may be

necessary for a long time for the Government to build

and charter vessels if conditions in the industr}' are such

that certain operators do not feel justified in making

capital investments in ships. There is hope, however,

that the Merchant Marine will before long become pri-

vately operated in its entiret}', both in the foreign and

domestic trades.

Despite the difficulties that have arisen, particularly

in the domestic trade, we have made good progress

toward realizing these objectives of private ownership

and operation since the end of the war. At the present

time there are only about a hundred dry cargo ships in

operation under general agency agreements, and these,

together with the 229 tankers which cannot be chartered

under the law, constitute a mere three per cent of the

fleet which was operating under Government control on

V-J Day. Contrast this with the fact that it took the

Government 15 years to get out of the shipping business

after World War I.

The most serious difliculties in reconversion of the

Merchant Marine to peacetime status have been encoun-

tered, as you know, in connection with the domestic

trade. The Maritime Commission has approached this

problem from two basic viewpoints: first, that the main-

tenance of a modern and active domestic fleet is of fore-

most importance from the standpoint of national de-

fense; and second, that the Government, which disrupted

this service by requisitioning its vessels for war use, is

under obligation to do its best to help domestic shipping

operators recapture their position in the transportation

industry.

You are quite familiar, I am sure, with the circum-

stances that govern the domestic shipping situation at

the present time. The operators made it clear to the

Government, at the end of the war, that they could not

resume operations while highly disadvantageous com-

petitive rail rates were permitted to stand. The Maritime

Commission concurred in that view, and initiated an

action before the Interstate Commerce Commission re-

questing that adjustments be made in rail rates to give

the water carriers at least an even chance to compete for

the business.

Pending the decision of the ICC on the Commission's

petition, we have undertaken to continue government

operation of certain domestic shipping services until

June 30. It is still our hope that virtually all domestic

services may be returned to private operation by that

date. The Commission has already withdrawn from oper-

ation in the Atlantic-Gulf and Hawaiian inter-island
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trades, and has approved an agreement with certain pri-

vate operators in the Alaskan trade which is designed

to insure continuation of adequate service to that Terri-

tory for one year after the termination of government

operation on June 30. This is an interim arrangement

oflered to the Alaska Steamship Company, the Northland

Transportation Company, the Alaska Transportation

Company and the Santa Ana Steamship Company, pend-

ing further study to determine the needs of the Alaska

trade and the cost of providing ship service on a per-

manent basis. Under this agreement the Maritime Com-
mission proposes to return to the operators all vessels

that were requisitioned for war service, and to charter

to them government-owned ships as needed for the trade,

including military requirements. This arrangement will

insure the maintenance of approximately 30 vessels in

cargo and passenger operation. We believe this to be a

sound plan, and we hope, in the interests of the people

of Alaska and the industry itself, that it can be success-

fully carried out.

As to the general coastwise and intercoastal situation,

the Commission has felt it necessary to recommend to

Congress that authority be given for government opera-

tion beyond June 30 should private operators still feel

that they could not re-establish themselves in the busi-

ness by that time. We believe that continued interim

government operation is essential in order to hold this

important segment of the industry intact until the diffi-

culties which stand in the way of its full return to private

operation can be ironed out. This recommendation is

part of a general proposal to Congress to extend the

operating authority of the Maritime Commission for all

shipping until July 1, 1948, which includes also a rec-

ommendation that the Commission be permitted to

charter tankers, a procedure now prohibited by the Ship

Sales Act of 1946.

As a step in its plans for transition of the shipping

industry from wartime to peacetime status, the Maritime
Commission announced to the industry, on April 2, the

approval of new terms for bareboat chartering of war-

built vessels. This proposal, on which further action has

been postponed until the middle of July to permit de-

tailed study of the industry's reaction, would provide for

new charters covering a period of one to three years, with
the right of termination after one year on 30 days' notice

by either party, instead of the present six months period

with the right of termination on 15 days' notice. Until

a new plan is finally put into effect, and while the Com-
mission has its proposal under discussion with the indus-

try, the present arrangements and rates will continue to

remain in force.

Although the many and difficult problems involved

in reconversion of American shipping from war to peace
have commanded a large share of attention in the last

year and a half, the Maritime Commission has neverthe-

less devoted itself to extensive study of the future require-

ments of the maritime industry. The latest conclusions

and recommendations resulting from these studies were

recently reported to the President's Advisory Committee

on the Merchant Marine, and will be taken into con-

sideration by that body in arriving at its recommenda-

tions to the White House as to the future requirements

of the industry.

These recommendations by the Commission, covering

both immediate and long range programs for new ship

construction and betterments, have been submitted to the

President's Committee, and since they are so new I think

you might be interested in hearing some of the high-

lights at this time, particularly as they refer to the ship-

ping industry on the Pacific Coast.

In this report, written from the standpoint of vessel

requirements for adequate American flag service on the

principal trade routes of the world, the Maritime Com-
mission takes the position that the principal need of the

American Merchant Marine is for passenger ships. While

the status of the Merchant Marine in the matter of cargo

vessels may not be thoroughly balanced as to all services,

we are now in a much stronger position from both the

commercial and national defense points of view than

before the war. Such, however, is definitely not the case

with respect to passenger and combination passenger and

cargo vessels. As of September 30, 1939, there were 127

vessels, with total passenger capacity of 38,357, in active

operation under the American flag in foreign, non-con-

tiguous, coastwise and intercoastal trades. These vessels,

many of them old and slow, were carrying about 43 per

cent of the 1,196,000 passengers moving in various

United States trades at that time.

When the war came in 1941 the entire passenger fleet

passed into Army and Navy hands. By the end of 1946,

52 of these ships had been sunk or destroyed, and only

16 were suitable for reconversion for permanent, long

range passenger use. These, together with 20 war-built

vessels suitable for utilization as passenger carriers, gave

us a total of 36 ships, with passenger capacity of 8,333,

in service or under construction as of the end of 1946.

Thus we stood at that time 91 vessels short of our prewar

passenger fleet, with a decline in carrying capacity of

30,024 passengers.

To remedy this situation in the immediate future, and

to provide for the requirements of the Merchant Marine
for the next ten years or more, we have evolved what we
call an immediate long range program calling for the

provision of 101 ships with passenger capacity of 33,132,

or 103 ships with passenger capacity of 34,232, depend-

ing on a choice between two proposed plans for new
construction. The Commission itself has not as yet been

able to decide between these two new construction plans,

and perhaps the industry will let us know how it feels

about them.

Plan Number One proposes the building of 65 vessels,

including four express passenger liners, or super-liners,

two of them to be placed in service in the transatlantic

and two in the transpacific service. Plan Number Two
proposes the construction of 67 ships, including six

(Please turn to page 76)
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With even more problems to solve than most steamship company heads, but with

the goodwill of the entire industry and with a world of ability and energy,

Lewis A. Lapham takes the helm of American-Hawaiian Steamship Company.



mm SHOFT SLEEVES OH HRIDY DREDGES

IN
THE APRIL 1946 Pacific Marine Review the Army

Engineers' seagoing hopper dredges under construction

at the Ingalls shipyard were described in some detail. An
insert showed inboard and outboard profiles, deck plans,

and machinery and dredging equipment layouts. The

first of these, the Comber, went to sea for trials during

May. These dredges have a feature in their Monel shaft

sleeves which is so important to the art of shipbuilding

that it is worthy of further attention.

The Comber, one of a fleet of four 352-foot ocean-goinq, hopper type

dredges being built by Ingalls for the Corps of Engineers. U. S. Army,

recently was photographed in the wet docks of The Ingalls Shipbuilding

Corporation's Pascagoula, Miss., yard, where she is outfitting.

The Comber and her

equipped with 3,000

latest navigational

sister ships, the Seri
;ubic yard capacity

Propeller shafts on dredges operating on the lower

Mississippi and its tributaries, as well as in the coastal

water at its mouth, must fight both the corrosion of salt

and brackish water and abrasion. Both are severe.

Generally, the dredges are anchored head-in to the

current or the tide. To prevent strain on the anchor chain,

and possible dragging of the anchor and consequent

slipping away from the point where dredging operations

are being carried on, the shafts are kept turning slowly.

This, together with the action of the dredging buckets,

stirs up the sand, mud, and other deposits from the bot-

tom and spins hard particles of these solids against shaft

and sleeves.

In the past, life of the sleeves under these conditions

often was short. It frequently was shortened further by

corrosion. Architects and engineers in their efforts to

prolong the intervals between the removal of the shaft

for re-sleeving finally turned to centrifugally cast sleeves

of Monel with cutless rubber bearings. It was found that

these sleeves gave an average life three times longer than

that of the sleeves previously used.

Recently, four new dredges were built by Ingalls Ship-

building Company at Pascagoula, Miss., and placed in

operation by the U. S. Army engineers. They were equip-

ped with steel shafts. Monel sleeves were centrifugally

cast by Shenango-Penn Mold Co. to finish 17V'8 inches

in outside diameter and 6 feet 3% inches in length with

a wall thickness of 1 Vs inches. Already these sleeves have

confirmed the lessons of previous experience with the

wear and corrosion resistance of Monel.

The sleeves were shunk-fit onto the shafts by Dibert,

Bancroft, and Ross, Ltd., New Orleans. They were first

expanded by heating in an oil bath for 1 V2 hours to raise

them to a uniform temperature of 675^ F. throughout

their structure and then placed on the shafts.

Each of the four dredges, which has a capacity of 3,000

cubic yards each of dredged material, is equipped with

two shafts. Each shaft has a stern and forward sleeve,

both water lubricated.

In order to minimize sand in the lubricating water, its

suction is taken from a point far forward of the dredging

scoop. The combination of the Monel sleeves in rubber

bearings is the most efficient guard against the consider-

able amount of sand that cannot be avoided by this pre-

caution.

Naval architects Joslyn & Ryan of San Francisco,

prepared the specifications for the Army jobs, and called

for shaft liners to be made of "nickel-copper alloy con-

forming to Federal specifications— QQ-C-551 Monel

Metal or equal, and centrifugally spun". These liners

were subjected to a hydrostatic test of 20 lbs. per square
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ir.cli prescjrs as a tesr of porosity before being shrunk

on the shafts.

The liners were fine machined on the inside with

allowance of tolerances for shrinkage on the shafts. Out-

side diameter was rough turned with allowance of ' s

inch for final finish. The series of nine pictures on this

page shows the entire process from preparing the sleeves

to the completion of the assembly. In picture number 1,

after precision machining the inside diameter for shrink-

age allowance of .005" per inch of diameter, the sleeve

is uniformly heated to approximately 600" F. in a bath

of high-flash oil. These 15" ID sleeves are thus expanded
to about 1/10" over-size, for slipping easily over the

precisely machined shaft.

In number 2, with the aid of a delicately controlled

overhead crane the sleeve is brought into axial alignment

with the overhung end of the shaft.

Number 3 shows the cradled sleeve now being entered

carefully over the threaded end of the shaft and up to-

ward the head of the taper on which the propeller will

eventually be seated.

In number 4, with the weight of the sleeve still carried

by the cradle, it is carefully but quickly moved along

toward its final destination on the shaft by means of

special guide tongs in the hands of expert workmen.
Owing to the small amount of clearance and the rapid

rate of cooling, it is essential that this phase of the work
proceed without hitch. Note the chalk mark on the shaft

in the lower left-hand corner indicating final position of

the inboard end of the sleeve.

5. Final position of the sleeve has been reached and

the cradle is lowered for removal. Even though this is a

frequently executed item of shop work, it never fails to

draw an interested audience from other departments.

6. After sleeves have been shrunk in place at both

ends of the shaft, the previously rough turned outside

surfaces are machine finished to final diameter and per-

fection of surface suitable for maximum service life in

the water lubricated rubber bearings at both ends and in

the packing at the forward stuffing box.

7. In this picture taken at the shipyard, the upper half

section of bronze shell of the Goodrich cutless rubber
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Monel liner on After End of Tail Shaft—see be!

GOODRICH CUT-

LESS BEARINGS—the
segmental type.

Abo The anng
«'/2"(171/8" I.D.

long), is one of 16

Furnished by Lucian

0. Moffitt Inc., Ak-

ron, Ohio, for the

propeller shafts of

the four 352' (3000 cu.

|fd. —4000 shp), twin

screw seagoing hop-

per dredges built by

Ingalls Shipbuilding

Corp., Pascagoula,

Miss., for the Corps

of Engineers, U. S.

Army. Joslyn and
Ryan of San Francisco

the

tects.

low: The photo
3WS some of the in-

'idually removable

aring strips partly

withdrawn.

bearing is being slid into place. Note: Rubber faced

dovetail strips are separately removable for convenient

replacement in case of unexpected damage.

8. After both sections of the bearing shells have been

bolted home, about 2" of the Monel sleeve is left pro-

jecting for contact with rubber gasket arranged in coun-

terbore of the propeller hub face. This is for watertight

protection of the tapered end of the steel shaft to prevent

possibility of galvanic influence from the large mass of

bronze in the propeller hub.

9. Completed assembly of propellers on shafts in rub-

ber bearings. Contrary to usual arrangement for scooping

lubricating water into forward end of the rubber bearing,

in these dredges the lubrication water is taken in at a

point of the hull far forward of the sand scoops working

amidships, to minimize the sandy content of the lubri-

cating water.

These dredges are said to be the most completely self-

containing ever built and will permit long-time and far-

distant operations.

Monel Shafting

That Monel shafting is proving a worthwhile invest-

ment is indicated by its increasing use in such vessels as

fishing boats and yachts. The International Nickel Co.

reports that stocks of standard size shafting are now
being planned in convenient centers around the country.

On the Pacific Coast the Pacific Metals Co. Ltd., 1400

South Alameda St., Los Angeles, already has a good assort-

ment, while Pacific Metals in San Francisco and Eagle

Metals in Seattle are prepared to render service.
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STEHIDSHIP eCCOUOTlOG

By ARTHUR B. PDDLE

PART II

Accounts Related to Balance Sheet

Asset Accounts

Accounts receivable from interline carriers may be of

moderate size, but in general transportation is not pro-

vided on credit terms and the accounts receivable of a

steamship company are likely to consist of interline

accounts, subsidy earned, government bills of lading un-

accomplished, and items other than amounts due from

commercial customers, the total being substantially less

than that of a typical manufacturing or distributing

corporation.

A subsidized operator will have a Capital Reserve Fund

on his balance sheet. Into that fund go all earned depre-

ciation on the subsidized vessels and the proceeds of all

subsidized vessels either sold or lost. From it replacement

vessels are purchased or reconstruction of existing vessels

is paid. Such payments include the meeting of mortgage

maturities on vessels. Subsidized operators understand

that any gain upon disposition of vessels is exempt from

tax under Section 607 ( h ) of the Merchant Marine Act,

1936, quoted above, but the Treasury Department has not

yet conceded this point. For vessels involuntary sold or

lost, a capital reserve fund takes the place of a replace-

ment fund under Section 112(f) of the current Internal

Revenue Code, except that a replacement fund offers, in

effect, tax deferment, while a capital reserve fund is be-

lieved to offer tax exemption.

Another item peculiar to the balance sheet of a sub-

sidized operator is the Special Reserve Fund. Into this

fund go all earnings in excess of 10 per cent on "capital

necessarily employed" in the subsidized operations, as

defined and determined by the Maritime Commission.

Half of such earnings, calculated cumulatively and not

in excess of the entire operating-differential subsidy re-

ceived during the period, is considered held for settle-

ment with the Maritime Commission, but all of such earn-

ings are available, if required, to replenish operating

funds exhausted by current voyage losses. Upon recapture

settlement any remainder in the special reserve fund,

except 5 per cent of "capital necessarily employed" with-

held as a nest egg for the next subsidy period, may be

withdrawn subject to the federal income tax rates in

effect at that time.

Either a nonsubsidized or a subsidized operator may

have a Construction Reserve Fund under Section 5 11 of

the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, into which may be paid

the proceeds of non subsidized vessels. Such a fund re-

sembles more closely the replacement fund of the cur-

rent Internal Revenue Code, in that it offers only tax de-

ferment and not tax exemption. The deferred tax is

ultimately paid as the result of depreciation deductions

limited to those calculated on the tax base of the vessel

sold or lost ( exclusive of any capital gain deposited in

the fund ) . The advantages which a construction reserve

fund offers over a replacement fund are ( a ) the fact that

it is open to the proceeds of vessels lost or sold volun-

tarily as well as involuntarily, and ( b ) the advantages,

if any, of administration jointly by the Maritime Com-

mission and the Treasury Department instead of by the

Treasury Department alone.

The capital asset accounts of a steamship company

usually reflect chiefly owned vessels. As mentioned earlier,

subsidized operators now use a very conservative useful

life (20 years) in calculating depreciation. Thus, barring

unexpectedly large obsolescence, the fleet is likely to

have an unamortized value on the balance sheet some-

what less than might otherwise remain to be spread over

its remaining life.

Another asset account which differs no whit from the

related account in other balance sheets, but is likely to

be disproportionately large in comparison, is unearned

insurance premiums. The values of individual steamships

are large, the risks of loss and of general liability are

substantial, and the premiums consequently are a major

element both in the balance sheet and in the calculation

of voyage profit. Steamship companies usually find it

wise to cover the vessel risks with policies extensive both

in their breadth of coverage and in the amounts of pro-

tection.

Liabilities

On the liability side of a steamship company balance

sheet it is normal to have large balances for tickets sold

for voyages both not yet commenced and commenced but

not terminated. Also, it it normal on many ocean-trade

routes for most freight to be prepaid. Accordingly, there

may be large amounts of freight moneys received on

voyages commenced but not terminated. Since the wage
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and repair obligations are not determined until the end

of the voyage, and the stevedoring and certain other costs

accrue only as the voyage proceeds, there is to be expected

at any one time a substantial balance of deferred revenue

over the amount of vessel and voyage expenses incurred

on unterminated voyages. In fact, one could go so far as

to say that in the steamship business, instead of financing

your customers, your customers may easily supply all

your net working capital.

A steamship company customarily stores its vessels

directly from wholesale dealers, and maintains only small

inventories of stores and spare parts. Hence usual credit

terms are short, payments are prompt, and accounts pay-

able are comparatively small in total.

No other balance sheet account seems to require com-

ment except that a subsidized operator will likely have a

liability to the Maritime Commission for operating-

differential subsidy recapture, as previously described

herein. He may also have a small amount due the Mari-

time Commission as refund of construction-differential

subsidy, measured by incidental revenue which he may
have earned between domestic ports located on his trade

route to a foreign country or countries. Since domestic

carrying are protected by cabotage from foreign-flag

competition, any construction-diff^erential subsidy re-

ceived to equalize construction costs with those of foreign

shipyards must be refunded to the Maritime Commission

to the extent that such subsidized vessels may in fact

carry domestic freight or passengers.

Steamship hunting Methods and Procedures

Accounts Receivable and Revenue Collections

From the preceding description of accounts certain

procedures typical of steamship accounting may readily

be inferred. Thus, no customers' accounts receivable

ledgers are kept. Instead, bills of lading and ticket stock

form the basis of collection of revenue, and the freight

cashier and passenger ticket issuers, respectively, are held

primarily responsible for revenue collections.

Freight revenues arise from revenue tons determined

by the weighers and measurers of cargo at the dock and

from rates specified by special rate clerks who know the

large and complicated tarifl^s. The tonnage and rates are

entered on the bills of lading and the vessel's manifest

siunmarizes all the bills of lading issued for the given

voyage. The freight cashier is required within a short

period to account for all moneys indicated on the mani-

fest as collectible from shippers or consignees at his port

on the voyage in question.

Passenger revenue arises almost wholly from space

assigned in the shoreside passenger office to a person who
has purchased a ticket before he embarks. Collection of

passenger revenue is assured by holding the passenger

office responsible for ticket stock delivered to it. The

passenger manifest, prepared by the vessel's purser and

showing space occupied and ticket numbers, serves as a

check on the monthly reports of tickets issued by the

several passenger offices.

Accounts Payable

Another inference from what has been said earlier in

this paper is that frequently steamship companies main-

tain no ledgers for trade accounts payable, but rather

make charges to the respective accounts direct from a

copy of the voucher check used in paying invoices. A
vendor's index, containing notation of invoice amounts,

is useful for record purposes, including that of "recipro-

city" when that is a factor in securing tariff.

Traffic Analysis

A successful steamship company must watch with care

its average freight rates, and have a keen eye to notice

dwindling commodity movements and to build up move-

ments of new commodities and movements of old com-

modities to new ports. Thus it is important that the bills

of lading be analyzed in a number of ways. The com-

modity itself, the shipper, the consignee, the port of

loading, the port of discharge, the freight rate, the total

freight, the soliciting freight office, and the weight and

measurement tonnage are all factors of interest. Fortu-

nately the average bill of lading covers enough freight

fully to justify the use of a punched card, and punched

cards are extensively used for freight traffic analysis.

Some use in the industry is also made of punched

cards for similar analysis of passenger tickets sold, but

this use of punched cards is less extensive than for bills of

lading.

Controlling Accounts in Voyage Accounting

The most elaborate system of controlling accounts

found in steamship companies is that having to do with

voyage profit. The sequence of controlling accounts is

typically as follows: Vessel and voyage expense in total;

then by trade routes; then by individual voyage on a

trade route; then by individual expense on the voyage.

Passenger revenue and freight revenue are controlled

by similar controlling accounts.

Accounts in Foreign Currencies

Naturally, steamship companies have to deal very

largely in foreign exchange. Steamship companies have

been able so far, however, to require payment of freight

and passenger revenue in U. S. dollars or other stable

currency, or their equivalent. The "other stable currency"

or the "equivalent" is, in the case of experienced Ameri-

can steamship companies, almost instantly converted into

U.S. dollars, thus removing both the risk of foreign ex-

change fluctuations and the chore of maintaining and

converting accounts kept in foreign currencies.

Home Office Concentration of

Accounting Work
Steamship companies get financial data from a very

large number of domestic and foreign branches, agents,

vessel pursers, and connecting lines. It is uniformly the

practice to require straight factual reports from all these

sources, and to perform nearly all bookkeeping and audit-
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ing duties at the home office. Needless to say, it is quite

a task to fit all of these reports together to provide the

complete and accurate story of the voyages terminated

during the month, each voyage account being composed

of transactions in perhaps 15 to 30 calls at 6 to 25 differ-

ent ports, in nearly as many different countries.

Crew Payrolls

Because of the elaborate nature of crew payrolls steam-

ship companies must maintain capable and alert crew

payroll audit sections. Added to the accural of basic wages

for the odd periods of voyage duration there are the com-

plications of overtime, area bonuses, "penalty" wage ad-

ditions, allotments, money advances, "slop chest" charges,

fines by the master, and earned vacation credits, not to

mention the usual tax deductions and withholdings. Al-

lowance for the value of meals and lodging furnished

must be made for certain deductions but not for others.

Added to all this is the necessity of almost immediate

payoff upon arrival at the last port of the voyage, al-

though the purser may have been unable to complete his

payroll ready for submission to the auditor, and quick

shoreside assistance to him is required.

Invoices

Frequently the operating manager of a steamship com-

pany will want, when he gets his voyage report from

the accounting office, personally to review all the costs

of the voyage. For that reason it is necessary to maintain

invoice files, so that all invoices pertaining to a given

voyage may readily be available in a single place. Sub-

sequently the audit of the voyage by the Maritime Com-
mission will require the submission of the invoices in the

same way.

Special Operations Schedules

The previously mentioned obligation to relate a great

mass of surplus adjustments back to the years and voy-

ages to which they technically belong requires the main-

tenance of special schedules, which in effect hold operat-

ing accounts open for several years.

Steamship Cost Accounting

Three items on this subject appear to merit attention

in this paper: Unit revenues and costs as calculated from

voyage statements, allocation of costs as between freight

and passenger traffic, and allocation of overhead to voy-

ages.

Voyage Costs and Statistics

The second sheet of the voyage statement tells exactly

what unit costs one large steamship company finds it

worth while uniformly to compute: cost of a meal of each

class, average cost of fuel per barrel, fuel consumption

per day in port and while steaming, fuel consumption per

steaming mile and per engine mile, average revenue per

freight ton, cargo expense (chiefly stevedoring) per

ton, and voyage cost per dollar of revenue.

All of these unit costs need to be mentally or actually

adjusted to meet the applicable conditions. For example,

if fuel cost was high, was the higher cost occasioned by

purchasing fuel oil in out-of-the-way ports in order mean-

while to gain more deadweight capacity for high-rate

cargo? If the fuel consumption was light, is that fact

traceable to the low deadweight on that voyage? If the

revenue per freight ton was low, was a considerable por-

tion of the cargo of a liquid nature, requiring almost no

loading or discharge expense? Conversely, if the cargo

costs were high, was the average freight rate sufficiently

high to more than cover them?

These examples suffice to illustrate my point, which

is that nearly all unit costs are good or bad only in

relation to the other factors with which they are inter-

related. A cost accountant can have a field day working

with the unit costs of almost any steamship voyage.

It might be helpful at this point to insert a definition

of revenue tonnage. Revenue tonnage is the tonnage on

which freight is computed. A weight ton is usually 2,240

pounds in foreign trade, frequently 2,000 pounds in the

domestic trade. A metric ton is almost the same as a

long ton of 2,240 pounds. A cubic ton is usually 40 cubic

feet, although there are exceptions, rubber from Singa-

pore, for example, being measured at 50 cubic feet to the

ton. It is usual for the freight to be computed, at the

carrier's option, on weight or measurement, whichever

will give the larger revenue. Thus, it is possible for the

revenue tonnage on a given voyage, ignoring even an al-

lowance for broken stowage, to exceed both the cubic

tonnage and the cargo deadweight tonnage. The cargo

bookers naturally try to secure balanced cargoes, so that

the ship will be "full and down," that is, with both her

cubic and deadweight capacity fully used.

Joint Passenger and Freight Costs

One of the most interesting things to me in my steam-

ship accounting experience is that I have never yet run

across a serious, fully developed set of cost accounts set-

ting forth the relative net profit of the passenger and

freight traffic carried on a given vessel or group of ves-

sels. Obviously such cost accounts, if available, would be

useful in developing the rate structure, and in the de-

sign of new vessels, and might lead on occasion to major

alterations in vessels in service.

Of course the revenue from the sale of passenger

tickets and transport of excess baggage is accurately

known; and so is the revenue from carrying of cargo and

mail. It is on the cost side that analysis bogs down. In the

first place, the entire design of the vessel is affected by

passenger facilities. The cubic space occupied by passen-

gers and the extra crew members who care for them is

taken partly from what would otherwise be cargo space

and partly by enlarging the superstructure. The cargo

deadweight capacity is affected by a change in the safe

load line, by the weight of the superstructure, by the

change of the center of gravity, and by the weight of ad-

ditional compartmentation bulkheads. The higher speed

required for • passenger service involves heavier and

larger propulsion equipment, heavier loads of fuel oil,

and finer hull lines affecting the cubic cargo capacity of

(Please turn to page 120)
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MANY EXCEPTIONAL CONDITIONS contribute

toward developing the Port of Long Beach, Califor-

nia, which makes it a Port unique in its field. Of major im-

portance is its extreme good fortune in the discovery of

oil and the immense revenue being derived from the land

actually owned by the City of Long Beach, California

and administered by the Board of Harbor Commissioners.

To date, there are 275 wholly owned wells and 58 in

which it has a major interest, thus totalling 323 wells

with a daily production averaging 50,000 barrels. The

average value of this oil is S1.74 per barrel, or approxi-

mately S87,000 per day income. The Port of Long Beach,

California is the seventh largest independent producer of

oil in the State of California, famed as one of the largest

oil producing states in our nation.

As a consequence, the Board of Harbor Commission-

ers of the City of Long Beach, have completed long-

3cutive secretary and E. .

of the Port of Long Be

range plans for the expenditure of over 69 million dol-

lars toward the building of America's Most Modern Port.

Currently active wharf and pier developments in-

clude the following:

( 1 ) The one-story steel frame transit shed at Berth

5, Pier A—Peter Kiewit Sons' Company, Contractors

—will be completed in July of this year. The struc-

ture is 120 feet by 608 feet, of rigid frame clear span

construction, free of interior columns. Cost—$550,-

000.00.

( 2 ) The one-story steel rigid frame transit shed at

Berths 3 and 4, Pier A, of similar construction, is due

to be completed about September, 1947, at a cost of

$700,000.00. This building is 120 feet by 832 feet

and is divided at the midpoint by a fire wall.

( 3 ) Bids are to be called for immediately on a new
one-story steel and reinforced concrete transit shed

200 feet by 1152 feet to be located at Berths 6 and 7,

Pier A. Construction work on the site will probably

not be commenced before early autumn. This building

also will be free of interior columns.

( 4 ) Construction work has commenced, with Pugh

Construction Corporation as general contractor, on the

replacement of wharves at Berths 52, 53, and 54,

Inner Harbor—generally known as Pier 2. This struc-

ture replaces with what will in effect be fireproof quay

wall construction, the lumber pier which was com-

pletely destroyed by fire in 1945.

Shortly before completion of the quay walls, a

transit shed of steel frame construction with area of

140.000 square feet will be advertised for bids. This

will probably be about November. 1947.

( 5 ) The Port has under contract 1500 tons of new
steel girder rails with Bethlehem Steel Company; frogs

and switches with Racor-Pacific Company; and 35,000

tons of steel sheet piling with Bethlehem Steel Corn-
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pany and Columbia Steel Company (50'^f to each)

for use on the following projects, for which construc-

tion bids will be advertised during summer and early

fall of 1947.

(a) Pier B. Extension

Initial work on this project will include the bulk-

heading and hydraulic filling of a 1200-foot by 500-

foot extension to existing Pier B.

( b ) Pier C
Initial work on this project will include the bulk-

heading and hydraulic filling of the entire pier, 600 feet

by 2360 feet in dimensions. Wharf work, utilities,

transit sheds, etc., will be separate future work.

( c ) Southeast Basin Project

Initial work on this project will be the bulkheading

and filling by hydraulic dredging of approximately 400

acres which will form the northerly and easterly sides

of the Southeast Basin. In approximate quantities the

work will involve 35,000,000 cubic yards of dredging,

some 2,000,000 tons of rock work and 6500 linear

feet of ceUular steel sheet pile bulkhead.

Utilities, streets and other improvements will fol-

low as separate projects.

Traffic Relief

. The Terminal Island Freeway into Long Beach Har-

bor—approximate cost 514,000,000—is being rapidly

advanced with completion due within about one year.

This freeway includes complete grade separations of

highways and railroads for a distance of 3.2 miles from

Willow Street, Long Beach, to Seaside Boulevard, Long

Beach, at the center of the United States Naval Ship-

yards and Operating Base, Terminal Island, Long Beach.

Initial work on the Pico Avenue Freeway which fol-

lows the Los Angeles River directly into the Outer Har-

bor, Long Beach, is progressing. Right-of-way has been

obtained for some four miles of freeway and the under-

pass at Willow Street has been contracted to Guy F.

Atkinson Company.

Special Facilities

( 1 ) Preliminar)' drawings are being prepared for a

new terminal to accommodate the Alexander Line pas-

senger ships which will operate between the Ports of

Long Beach and San Francisco.

( 2 ) A program of utilit)' extensions, fire protection

work, local street improvement and street lighting will

be undertaken during the year 1947-48.

Federal OflF-Shore Breakwater

Case-ConnoUy-Kiewit, in a joint venture, are construct-

ing the second island unit of the outer breakwater under

contract with the United States Army Engineers. When
completed, this unit will be 13,850 feet long.

Engineering and model studies have been completed

for the further extension of the breakwater to provide

protected anchorage opposite the United States Navy

Ammunition and Net Depot at Seal Beach, which will

in effect be a further extension to the east of the Port of

Long Beach .

It cannot be denied that the Board of Harbor Com-

missioners of the City of Long Beach, California are

alert to the unusual opportunities available to them, for

they are losing no time in the effort to make the Port of

Long Beach, California, America's Most Modern Port.
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JHPenESE IDERCHH^T FLEET

UlflRTIIDE m
mmU CODTROL

By H. L. HAEHL, JR.

Part II

The first installment of Mr. Haehl's- article ran in the

May issue of Pacific Marine Review.

WHEN THE AMERICAN SHIPPING CONTROL
UNIT, SCAJAP, was organized the Japanese liaison

representatives for merchant vessels were from SCA, the

Shipping Control Association, a branch of the Ministry

of Transportation. All Japanese military vessels were

represented by officers from the Navy Ministry, later

changed to the Second Demobilization Ministry. General

policies as to the employment of Japanese shipping, the

trading areas and the relative priorities of the various

areas from which Japanese were to be repatriated, were

decided by SCAP—the abbreviation for Supreme Com-
mander for Allied Powers—General MacArthur. These

policies were translated into specific voyage authoriza-

tions, issued by SCAJAP to the Japanese Minister of

Transportation.

One military command had been replaced by another,

but the Japanese private operators, although scattered,

dominated and defeated in their battle with their own
government, soon rallied and prepared for a comeback.

Many factors favored them. One was the announced long-

term policy to do away with the many totalitarian state

corporations, the "Control Associations", which governed

all major industries in the approved Fascist fashion. SCA
was one of these. Another fictor was the deplorable con-

dition of affairs under SCA, only a part of which could

be blamed on the war. For instance, SCA's payroll was

fantastically overstuffed. In many offices, less than 20

per cent of those dr ; .n c; pay ever did any work or even

appeared at the office c.;, ^pt on payday. Seamen's affairs

were in a mess. Thdse who were not working drew as

much pay as those who did, and those who did work

were not paid enough. For some unexplained reason,

charter hire was still being paid on vessels which had

long been sunk, some of them several years before. Long

after fighting ceased, SCA was still paying war risk in-

surance at an undiminished rate. In short, what we found

to be SCA's operating method was a strong argument for
.

return to private operation.

But there were other even more pressing factors re-

quiring the continuance of centralized government con-

trol for some time at least. To appreciate this, one must

recall the situation existing at the surrender. Japan had en-

tered the war with roughly 6,300,000* tons of merchant

shipping. During the war, she had built about 4,000,000

tons for a total of 10, .300,000. Of this great fleet, only

1,500,000 tons remained, of which only about 1,000,000

tons were operable. Many of the remaining vessels were

war-built and of exceedingly poor quality. This was only

about 16 per cent of the prewar fleet and less than 10 per

cent of the wartime total. In the later stages of war, ships

had been used exclusively for military needs, and cargoes

essential for civilian economy had been neglected. The

ships had been run to death without proper maintenance

or repair and were almost all in need of major repairs.

High explosive and fire-bomb damage, so much greater

than we had believed it to be, made the need for housing

materials and fuel particularly urgent with winter coming

on. Stock piles of food were depleted and had been

largely destroyed in the big cities. In short, the need for

cargoes essential merely to sustain life was so great that
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not a single ton of shipping could be spared for any-

thing other than high-priority cargo if the inevitable

famine and starvation were to be kept from assuming

even greater and more catastrophic proportions. In these

circumstances, and because of our commitment in the

Potsdam Declaration, the Supreme Commander's policy

was to employ all available tonnage in carrying food,

coal, and lumber in order to reduce the terrible death

toll expected during the following year.

The materials most essential in Japan's fight for life

were low-freight cargoes. The emergency was too great

for an immediate return to uncontrolled private shipping

with the attendant risk of diverting tonnage to high-

freight or luxury cargoes. The war having made every-

luiiig scarce, shipowners could hardly be expected to

resist the temptation to make fortunes overnight in un-

controlled trade. One possibility would have been to re-

move controls on freight rates for essential materials and

thereby make them financially attractive cargoes, but this

would have raised the price of the materials carried and

would have increased the already gravely dangerous in-

flationary pressure.

Another factor preventing return to private operation

was the fact that a relatively small number of Americans

had to exercise complete control over all vessels. We had

to be sure of what was being done with these ships and

to direct their employment. We did not have sufficient

personnel to station representatives in every port and on

every ship. It was only by having the Japanese govern-

ment retain control that we, by giving orders to the

government, could exercise the control essential to per-

forming our mission and seeing to it that no tricks were

attempted.

Actually, the ship owners could not have resumed

private operations for a long time anyway. Their person-

nel had been scattered, their offices closed, their records

destroyed, and most of their ships sunk. Those who were

part of the Zaibatsu were faced with, and later under-

went, dissolution. The steamship companies were crippled

by industrial anemia following long exposure to fascist

control. Initiative, organization, and spirit had wasted

away. So it was decided that, while return to private

operation was the goal toward which future eflForts would

be directed, it could only be obtained gradually. Private

Japanese shipping would have to learn to walk again

before it could run uncontrolled.

Because of the initial possibility that some tricks would

be attempted—an event which did not occur, but which

was a definite possibility at the time—all phases of occu-

pation control proceeded with great caution at first. This

caused some entirely undeserved criticism of General

MacArthur as being too "soft". But when you have

several million Jap soldiers still armed—as was true for

several months—anything short of caution would have

been foolhardy. Shipping control was no exception. In

the first months of the occupation, SCAJAP had to

authorize every movement of every vessel. Even a shift

to a bunkering dock or repair yard within Tokyo Bay

required a written authorization and dispatch advices to

all military commands involved. Ships found in places

which did not check with previous dispatch information

were likely to be fired upon.

Soon this rigid and time-consuming control was loos-

ened. Fishing vessels were given blanket authorization to

operate in designated areas. Inter-island ferry services

were given blanket approval and later such approval was

throughout are gross tons, excluding vessels under' Tonnage tigu

100 tons.
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EFFECTS OF WAR ON JAPANESE SHIPPING
(IN 1,000 GROSS TONS)
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This chart of annual tonnages and losses was released by American

authorities in Japan. The vertical lines above each listed year apparently

relate to the end of that year, since substantial annual losses commenced
in 1942 and continued into 1945. Note that the rate of loss exceedeed new
construction throughout the war: that cumulative losses passed total new

construction in late '42, resulting in an accelerating decline of total

merchant tonnage for the balance of the war.

given to vessels ferrying repatriates between certain Jap-

anese ports and designated ports in China and Korea.

Still later, prior authorizations for cargo voyages within

the Empire were no longer required, but daily reports had

to be made to SCAJAP on the location and employment

of all vessels. Ships leaving the home islands for repatria-

tion or for long cargo hauls still required prior approval.

Meanwhile, the Japanese Navy had been demobilized

and finally turned over all of its non-shooting vessels to

SCA which, in turn, had also been reorganized and had

become the Civilian Merchant Marine Committee, still

under the Ministry of Transportation. During the first

year of the occupation, a tremendous job was accom-

plished under SCAP and SCAJAP. Control of cargo

operations was largely a matter of allowing the Japs to

try to save themselves, but we had a definite interest in

seeing that the Jap armies were disarmed and brought

home as soon as possible. Hence, considerable importance

was attached to the repatriation of Japanese nationals

from all areas and the return of Chinese, Koreans, and

Formosans from Japan. A large share of credit for this

goes to SCAJAP, for, in addition to carrying out the

policies of the Supreme Commander and exercising su-

pervisory control, the officers of that command constantly

kept pressure on the Japanese to speed up repatriation

in the face of an apparent reluctance on their part in

many instances. Often only a very tough attitude could

prevent the Japanese from recurring delays and procras-

tination in bringing back soldiers, for they would just

NUMBER AND TOTAL TONNAGE OF VESSELS 1000 GROSS TONS AND UPWARDS
FOR YEARS 1930 TO 1940 AND 1941

Type of Vessel

G/T
(1930)

No. Gross Tons

(1931)

No. Gross Tons

(1932)

No. Gross Tons

(1933)

No. Gross Tons

(1934)

No. Gross Tons

(1935)

No. Gross Tons

1000 - 2000..

2000 - 3000..

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10,000 Upwards..

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10,000 .

251 361,195 245 349,846 232 329,745 223 316,588 219 311,476 220 313,368

215 523,315 208 506,406 198 482,410 181 438,373 170 409,530 169 408,630

157 529,116 158 531,954 157 529,499 145 486,829 142 476,392 137 460,154

103 459,841 103 459,869 100 447,172 92 411,277 90 401,940 96 429,930

154 863,445 155 870,624 152 854,256 155 869,060 144 806,802 139 778,346

55 357,981 56 364,949 58 376,803 59 384,434 60 392,620 64 419,835

41 300,695 42 308,107 42 308,107 45 330,847 49 359,398 50 364,881

16 135,043 16 135,050 17 143,456 18 151,857 20 168,118 20 168,123

17 161,694 18 171,477 18 171,522 18 171,691 18 171,691 18 172,468

19 237,887 19 237,947 19 237,947 18 224,546 20 244,647 19 231,138

Total .1,028 3,930,212 1,020 3,936,229 993 3,880,917 954 3,785,502 932 3,742,614 932 3,746,873

Type of Vessel

G/T
(1936)

No. Gross Tons No.

(1937)

Gross Tons

(1938)

No. Gross Tons

(1939)

No. Gross Tons

(1940)

No. Gross Tons

(1941)

No. Gross Tons

1000 - 2000 225 321,845

2000 - 3000 173 421,164

3000 - 4000 145 488.908

4000 - 5000 101 452,683

5000 - 6000 140 782,070

6000 - 7000 68 446,652

7000 - 8000 51 372,470

8000 - 9000 21 176,867

9000 - 10,000 21 201,630

10,000 Upwards-... 20 247,869

Total 965 3,912,158

238 342,033 252 367,345 272 401,467 291 433,672 310 464,676

185 454,423 201 495,087 209 516,963 222 552,755 238 596,833

152 513,166 169 571,693 173 587,184 192 653,368 199 679,858

114 511,154 136 609,248 143 640,195 143 640,693 151 678.788

149 830,348 169 936,909 173 958,697 181 1,002,062 184 1,018,967

78 514,850 97 638,089 110 723,309 114 750,212 117 768,835

58 423,505 58 423,651 63 459,977 69 504,216 68 497,093

23 194,163 36 305,409 37 313,516 39 330,517 40 339,126

25 238,488 27 257,151 28 266,944 28 266,94:' 31 297,326

22 281,669 28 359,234 35 435,490 39 490,283 42 529,423

1,044 4,303,799 1,173 4,963,816 1,243 5,303,742 1,318 5,624,725 1,380 5,870,925

Note: The figures represent tonnages at the end of year.

The statistics after 1940 are omitted, as the Record of Registered Vessels during the War (1941 on to 1945) being not accurate.
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JAPANESE MERCHANT VESSELS DURING LAST 16 YEARS

Excluding Vessels Under 100 G T

Average Per Month

Route No. of

Vessels

1930

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1931

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1932

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1933

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1934

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1935

G/T

Europe. South America, South Africa 580,575

999,848

350,705

2,072,699

312,299

521,414

884,192

490,106

2,127,113

253.516

706,808

721,916

397,414

2,270.745

158,131

629,869

756,700

394,378

2,162,147

136,483

81

154

61

1,438

35

591.484

940,433

387.963

1.987,273

157.653

71

132
76

1,542

25

524,430

930,873

459.287

South Seas, Near Sea

Docking. Repairing, Tied-Up Ship...

2.052,487

106,343

Total 2,060 4,316,804 2,030 4,276,341 1,767 4,255,014 1,148 4,077,665 1,769 4.044.786 1,346 4,073,445

Route No. of

Vessels

1936

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1937

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1938

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1939

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1940

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1941

G/T

Europe. South America, South Africa

Kerch America

Australia, British India

77

142

59
1,626

20

571,802

1,003,716

352,744

2,238,847

83,446

108

145

96
1,680

18

679,825

1,017,133

582,431

2,296,084

83,164

95

128

88

1.918

20

698,742

926,859

532,981

3,188,036

87,000

93

129

93

1,990

32

680.742

937,157

586,751

3.288,158

137,037

94

139

93

2,261

43

685.542

1.022.859

584.491

3.719.118

198.000

96

142

97

2,352

49

686,602

981,059

592,081

3.914,388

Docking, Repairing, Tied-Up Ship-.. 209,870

Total 1,924 4,250,555 2,047 4,658,637 2,249 5,433,618 2.337 5,629.845 2,630 6.210.000 2,736 6.384,000

Route No. of

Vessels

1942

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1943

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1944

G/T
No. of

Vessels

1945

G/T

Etirope. South America, South Africa.

. 2,589

(Un
2,072

140

1,424

240

757

318

Australia, British India

6,286,033

known

)

5,131,047

319,333

3,157,984

393.166

1,319.409

DtKking, Repairing, Tied-Up Ship -
533.166

Total . 2,589 6,286,033 2,212 5,450,350 1,664 3.551,150 1,07 5 1,852,575

be so many more mouths to feed. Of course, no such

reluctance was apparent in shipping Chinese, Korean,

and other liberated slave laborers out of Japan. The Jap-

anese were terrified of them. In fact several instances

occurred where the former slaves turned on their former

masters in such a fashion as to give the latter good reason

to want to get rid of them as quickly as possible. For

instance, on one occasion, a group of Koreans who had

been assembled at Sasebo awaiting repatriation broke

into a small arms storehouse, armed themselves, and set

out to solve the over-population problem of the Japanese,

It was a pretty bloody affair until order was finally re-

stored.

The repatriation and cargo programs were speeded by

the delivery of about 100 libert}' ships, 100 LST's, and

9 C-l-MAV-l's for temporary use by the Japanese. This

was a most interesting program, for it was not only an

entirely novel way for a victor nation to treat a van-

quished one, but also was accomplished under forms of

documentation, operating regulations, terms of indemnity

and other conditions which were entirely unprecedented

in maritime affairs. Most of the libert)' ships have now
been returned. At the end of the first year, almost 5,000,-

000 out of about 6,500,000 Japanese had been repatriated.

Phenomenal as this accomplishment is in the light of

the vessels available, it probably could have been greater

except for the inability to repatriate Japanese from the

Russian-held areas. Recently some have been released,

but 90 per cent of those still unrepatriated at the end of

the fifst year were held in Manchuria, Northern Korea,

Sakhalin, and the Kuriles. There have been recent indi-

cations that the Russians possibly intend to keep most

of their still great number of Japanese war prisoners for

forced labor—as a sort of human reparations in kind.

The Supreme Commander's efforts to arrange for their

repatriation are continuing, but are meeting with only

indifferent success.

Of the persons to be repatriated from Japan to Korea.

China, Formosa ,and other areas, well over a million had

been returned—about 90 per cent of the total.

The mission of SCAJAP is nearing completion. As the

occupation forces gradually withdraw from the field of

detailed voyage-by-voyage control, and as private opera-

tors gradually take over more and more operating and

management functions, subject only to general control,

the sphere of the occupation becomes increasingly one

of overall policy determination. The issues concerning

long-range limitations on future Japanese merchant ship-

ping are coming to the fore.

The Supreme Commander, has commenced the organi-

zation of a Civil Transportation Section to control all

forms of transportation. The blueprint of this organiza-

tion, so far rather tentative, indicates that it will be prin-

cipally composed of civilians, recruited from transporta-
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tion industries here in America. So far as shipping is con-

cerned, and to the extent that its recommendations may

be accepted, this section may have a lot to say about the

future of Japanese foreign trade for many years to come.

Technically, initial recommendations as to the size and

trading limits of the future Japanese merchant marine

will probably be made by the Economic and Scientific

Section of the Supreme Commander's Headquarters.

These recommendations will probably pass through the

Allied Advisory Council in Tokyo to the Far Eastern

Commission in Washington for final decision, but it

seems likely that the recommendations of the Civil

Transportation Section, if vigorously proposed and sup-

ported, could receive serious consideration in this pro-

cess.

Opinions in this country are by no means uniform as

to the size and type of vessels which Japan may have the

number of them, and the trades in which they may en-

gage. In November, 1946, the recommendations of Repar-

ations Ambassador Edwin W. Pauley were made public,

in which he proposed that Japan be limited to a merchant

marine of one and one-half million tons, with no vessels

over 12 knots or 5,000 gross tons. Presumably, this figure

excluded small craft of less than 100 gross tons and

possibly excluded small wooden craft of somewhat greater

tonnage. The proposal contemplated that 1,250,000 tons

of this shipping should be limited to trade among the

Japanese home islands, and that the balance should be

limited to trade with Korea, China, Formosa and Dairen.

No other foreign trade was to be allowed. He also recom-

mended that only such shipyards be allowed the Japan-

ese as were necessary to accomplish limited shipbuilding

and to repair a fleet of the recommended size, plus such

as are necessary to service foreign merchant vessels in

Japan. This proposal seems in keeping with the generally

accepted view, prior to termination of hostilities, that

Japan was to be limited to a merchant marine sufficient

only to maintain her basic economy and was not to be

allowed to re-enter world trade as a major shipping

nation.

Yet, not long ago, the inevitably anonymous "official

sources " in Washington were reported in the papers as

saying that Ambassador Pauley's proposal was too strict,

that a greater fleet should be permitted, and that it should

be allowed to operate outside the Far East. It was said

that it would be impracticable to raise a geographic bar-

rier if the Japanese economy is to be made self-sufficient.

Apparently, this view is also held by some American

officials in Japan.

The different ideas seem to turn on the interpretation

of the Potsdam Declaration. One frequently hears refer-

ence to "minimum economy" as what was guaranteed by

that Declaration. Perhaps it js worthwhile to review what

it says. It confirms the Cairo Declaration limiting Japan-

ese sovereignty to the four main islands—Honshu, Hok-
kiado, Kyushu, and Shikoku, and a few minor islands; it

promises not to enslave or destroy the Japanese as a race

or a nation; and then it says "Japan will be permitted to

maintain such industries as will sustain her economy and

permit the exaction of just reparations in kind, but not

those which would enable her to rearm for war. To this

end, access to, as distinguished from control of, raw ma-
terials shall be permitted. Eventually, Japanese participa-

tion in world trade relations shall be permitted." These

words are important because the surrender was predicted

upon them. It was not reaUy unconditional. The words

"minimum economy" do not appear. But notice that she

is not to have industries which would "enable her to re-

arm for war." This is significant. In our many discussions

with the Japanese about the war and why they lost it,

the fact that they did not have adequate merchant ship-

ping to allow them to take full advantage of the resources

in the areas they conquered was always prominently men-
tioned. Of course, many other causes were given—in-

accurate estimates of our productive capacity, the wrong
guess that Germany would crush Russia, the belief that

we would negotiate a peace, failure to cope with our sub-

marines, and many others. But the shortage in merchant

shipping was always emphasized.

In the Potsdam Declaration, we did promise that even-

tually Japan could participate in world trade relations,

but that permission does not necessarily mean that this

trade must be carried in Japanese vessels.

Words are easily molded to fit the wishes of the person

relying upon them. So here the Japanese have inter-

preted these words as justifying a merchant marine suffi-

cient to carry the goods necessary to "sustain her econ-

omy" in the way they would like to have it sustained.

Needless to say, the figure far exceeds Ambassador Pau-

ley's, and amounts to about 4,000,000 tons plus the

shipyards to maintain and replace such a fleet, as com-

pared to Pauley's one and a half million tons. A fleet of

this size or one of three million tons, as it is rumored

some American sources in Japan advocate, would obvi-

ously be needed only if Japan is to be allowed to re-enter

unrestricted world trade. Now this is, of course, just what

the Japanese are striving for, and quite understandably

so. From the outset of the occupation, the Japanese who
dealt with us were intensely curious about what sort of

a merchant marine they were to be permitted to retain

or acquire. They constantly urged the need for a large one.

Quite recently, the first authoritative decision came

from the 11-nation Far Eastern Commission in Wash-

ington. After a long deadlock on reparations questions,

the Commission acted upon American proposals concern-

ing the level of industry to which Japan may return.

This decision, reached in January, 1947, was not an-

nounced publicly until April, after General MacArthur's

concurrence had been obtained. It fixes the future stand-

ard at the levels existing from 1930 to 19.34, with some

adjustments contemplated due to increase of population

since those years. It sets 1950 as the year in which this

level is to be reached. Specific applications of these

(Please turn to page 122)
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aerial photo of San Francisco Naval Shipyard, taken April, 1947. Photo courtesy of V. S. Navy. San F N::val ShipyirJ. San Franc
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THE NAVY'S YARD AT HUNTERS POINT, which

was taken over 1 1 days after Pearl Harbor at a price

of 53,000,000, now represents a nearly Si 00.000,000 na-

tional investment and has become an important, perma-

nent unit of the nation's ship repair industry.

Captain Philip Lemler, U.S.N., shipyard commander,

said the local shipyard has averaged between 40 and 45

vessels of all types in the months since V-J Day, as

against a wartime average of 30 to 35 present at any

time during the war. The time each ship is available in

the shipyard is greater now. Without the additional battle

damage work to augment voyage repairs, the work per

ship is less, and the crewmen themselves are doing more

of the work. ( In wartime they generally left their ships

to get rested, on "liberty".

)

Indications are the San Francisco shipyard will con-

tinue to get a fair share of the Pacific Fleet repair work

JUNE • I 947

• San Fran-

al Shipyard.
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even though the fiscal 1948 budget cuts the entire Na\7

repair and maintenance program.

The story of the growth and expansion of ship repair

facilities at Hunters Point { Pacific Marine Review, Octo-

ber, 1945) does not end with the tremendous construc-

tion during the war. Present contracts, providing for

a new power plant and additional berthing facilities for

inactive reserve ships, are expected to run until April

30, 1948. Other major contracts, including ones cover-

ing the constructions of the world's largest crane, and

the erection of a modern, fire-proof storage warehouse

and a shipfitters' and boilermakers' shop, are expected

to be completed by October of this year. The berthing

facilities will be completely equipped to provide perma-

nent service for 26 inactivated reserve ships, some of

which are now taking space at repair docks. The re-

mainder of the shipyard's new facilities, started as a

wartime proposition, are being finished simply to the

minimum necessar)' for effective peace time operations.

The Congressional Act of 19.^9 which enabled the

Navy Department to take over Bethlehem Steel's facili-

ties at Hunters Point remains in effect today, providing

for the San Francisco yard to be run as an annex to Mare

Island Naval Shipyard at Vallejo, some forty miles up

the bay. This "great compromise" piece of legislation, as

it is referred to in histories on the subject, makes the now
self-contained and self-supporting Hunters Point yard

look to Mare Island's shipyard commander in matters

affecting facilities, personnel policies, and budget. In

Secretary cf the Navy James Forrestal gives the "word" to Re-
serve Fleet cfflcers aboard the 27,000-ton carrier Intrepid. Former
shipyard commander. Commodore J. W. Fowler, at right, has

gone up to Industrial Survey Branch of Secretary's Office.

Shipyard's war record impressive on bronie plaques. Busy war
work was done while shipyard underwent "growing pains." Past

21 months have seen slightly over 500 vessels berthed and
drydocked.

Other respects, San Francisco Naval Shipyard's comman-
der deals directly with the Bureau of Ships in 'Washing-

ton in technical matters, and with the Commander of

San Francisco Naval Base in the Twelfth Naval District

in military and logistics matters.

General Order No. 22.i, issued at the war's end by the

Secretary of the Navy, and which became effective No-
vember 30, 1945, reorganized the nation's eleven Navy
yards into Naval Shipyards. The old Hunters Point Naval

Drydocks became a full-fledged Naval Shipyard, if still

tied by law to the Mare Island facilities.

Changes of Command
Since its hastened development after the outset of the

war, the Hunters Point yard has had three commanding
officers, each of whom has taken over at periods of major

problems. The first. Captain ( now Rear Admiral ) N. L.

Rawlings, who came to the yard from the Bureau of

Ships in 'Washington, had the dual responsibilities of ex-

panding the infant shipyard while executing wartime

production. The 209 ships serviced and 661 drydocked

for overhauls by 'V-J Day are a tribute to the 18,300

Hunters Pointers and the shipyard commander. His suc-

sessor. Captain ( now Rear Admiral ) J. W. Fowler, came

to the Point in October, 1945, from the Office of Assis-

tant Industrial Manager in downtown San Francisco,

where he had handled all ship repair work in private

yards. His was the big task of rolling back the naval ship-

yard to a peacetime schedule.

The present commander. Captain Philip Lemler, U.

S.N., came to the shipyard in August, 1945, as Produc-

tion Officer, replacing Admiral Fowler when the latter

became head of Industrial Surveys Division in the Office

of the Secretary of the Navy. This job is to put the

rolled-back operations on the most economical and effec-

tive basis possible.

"Magic Carpet" and After

During the 2 1 months since V-J Day, the first peace-

time days of production this naval shipyard has known,
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the problems of becoming a top-flight voyage repair

yard have been huge. Some of the larger headaches in-

cluded reorganization as a separate component of the

naval base; establishment of the San Francisco group of

Pacific Reserve Fleet; inactivation. preservation, and de-

commissioning of ships; demobilization of naval man-

power, and reduction of civilian crews from the 18,300

peak to the present 7500, and establishment of permanent

civil service categories in place of wartime temporary

ser\'ice; absorption of the personnel and functions of the

Assistant Industrial Manager's Office, involving the ship

repair programs in 26 privately-owned Bay Area facili-

ties; roll-back and continuation of various contracts and

projects for the expansion of physical facilities; and utili-

zation and disposal of war-expanded material inven-

tories.

Immediately after the cessation of hostilities, the yard's

attention was focused on reconverting and maintaining

the so-called "Magic Carpet " fleets which were to bring

U. S. troops home. This "super-rush" project, which

captured the nation's imagination, was given top priority

and the repair functions of San Francisco Naval Ship-

yard were heavily-loaded with the work of preparing

transports. It became the task of the yard to convert

CV's, CVE's, CVL's and many other types of vessels, and

to do emergency repairs on such former commercial ves-

sels as the Matsonia, Lurline, Brazil, and others of the

"Magic Carpet. " The speed at which this repair and recon-

version program was done was in no small way respon-

sible for the speed in returning American troops to the

mainland. Reconversion consisted mainly of setting up

thousands of bunks, sanitary facilities, and messing and

cooking gear, plus fast overhauls of evaporating plants

for the overcrowded troops' water supplies.

Inactivation

First on the ship inactivation program was the job of

laying up submarines, many of which had been long

overseas and were the first vessels not needed at war's

end. These were sent, after repair at the San Francisco

yard, to reserve berths at Mare Island.

February, 1946, found the ship repair crews concen-

trating on the inactivation of destroyer escorts. Twenty

of these craft went through the process of having all

machinery in process of preservation, securing all sea-

ward passages, preparing the underwater hulls for extra

coats of special anti-corrosive and anti-fouling paints,

and putting "envelopes" on all topside machinery and

armament, this last employing the recently developed

dehumidifying process.

After the DE's, two Essex class carriers, the Hornet

and the Intrepid, both with enviable war records, were

preserved and permanently berthed in the reserve "moth-

ball"" fleet at the yard, and cwo smaUer carriers, the Bel-

leau Woods and San Jacinto, were prepared for their

Alameda berths. Complete overhauls and inactivation of

(Please turn to page 120)

' At top; The Hunters Point Yard's bus!er.than-wart,me waier
front, with heavy cruiser Los Angeles in dry docl< and another
large crane at right. Is now handling between 40 and 45 fleet

units at a time. The shipyard now employs 7500 people, giving

It a payroll of approximately $1,800,003 a month, and making
It the city's largest single industry.

personnel transports (PA's) up in drydock No. 4

ivarhauls before going Into the postwar "Magic

At bottom: World's mightiest crane (500 ton) towers over

personnel transports and aircraft carrier U. S. S. Hornet
(background), as It nears completion. Project. Including huge
regunning mole on which It stands, was created where swiit

tides formerly rounded Hunters Point, at a cost of nearly

SIO.OOO.OOO.
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. . . Ulith The Port Engineers .

.

PROGRESS in ROTTOm PfllHT FORIDULRTIOn

By F. J. DANNENFELSER, Vice President Manning -Mitchell, Inc., San Francisco

THE ACTUAL PAINTING OF SHIPS and ship-

bottoms is one of the oldest arts or professions in

the world. The earliest mention of fouling was by

Aristotle in the 4th century B. C. There is record of the

use of the first antifouling paint, a mixture of arsenic

and sulphur in oil in 412 B. C. Lead sheathing was used

by the Greeks as early as the 3rd century B. C. and sur-

prisingly enough remained in semi-acceptance until

about 1500 when Spain adopted its use and it then

spread to France and England. The British Admiralty

used it universally from 1660 to 1680 until its corrosive

effect on iron caused its abandonment. There is con-

siderable mystery surrounding the use of copper sheath-

ing. Copper foundries of the 10th century B. C. have

been excavated and copper was a staple in trade in 800

B. C. Thin sheets of copper were popular in use for

roofs from the 12th to the 15th centuries, although no

authentic case of sheathing ships with copper prior to the

18th century has been established. It is very difficult to

understand how the use of lead sheathing persisted when

copper was available. The British Admiralty adopted use

of copper in late 1700's, and the first ships built for

the U. S. Navy under the Naval Act of 1794 were

coppered. The Constitution, Fulton's submarine and the

Clipper ships of about 1850 and later the whalers were

all coppered.

With the advent of iron ships, it was found that cop-

per sheathing could not be used because its electrolytic

action corroded the hull dangerously. The British Navy

lost one naval vessel, and nearly lost another. Various

insulating materials were tried to prevent the electrolysis,

—felt soaked in tar; cork; rubber; and even wooden

sheathing. The expense was prohibitive so attention was

turned again to antifouling compositions.

(Presented May 7,

Francisco.)

1947 before the Society of Port Engir
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AT 10$ HHGEIES

George F. lUalters of Oxi Corporation Speaker at Port Engineers IDeeting

With President Paul V. Gaudin presiding, another

highly successful meeting of The Society of Port En-

gineers at Los Angeles Harbor was held May 7th at the

Lafayette in Long Beach. Vice President Leonard E. Land-

ers assisted in conducting the meeting.

George F. Walters, president of Oxi Corporation of

Gary, Indiana, was speaker of the evening. Mr. Walters

described the chemical reactions of soot eradicators and

also the Oxi chemical cleaning process. He explained

the chemical reaction of combustion and how and why

soot forms; how hard deposits plug the tubes, and how

sulphuric acid forms and chemical reactions take place.

His talk was accompanied by demonstrations of chemical

reactions. An insulating test of carbon was made as part

of the program.

Mr. Walters also exhibited the Oxi metering injector

which controls the amount rate of feed per hour and also

controls the distance Oxi is sprayed from the end of the

pipe. He explained the corporation's engineering service

aboard ship and how boiler efficiency is checked, pointing

out that each member of the Oxi staff carries a chief

engineer license.

Leonard L Landers, Port Engineer

lit Los Angeles for HPL

First of a series on important Port Engineers

of Los Angeles Harbor.

In talking with "Lea" Landers and asking many ques-

tion we learn that he was born in Memphis, Tennessee.

He came out to the Coast in 1920 and for three years at-

tended Washington State College.

Landers first went to sea as Engine Room cadet in the

President Jackson and President McKinley of the Ad-
miral-Oriental Line, Seattle to the Orient run, from 1923
to 192".

He served in various capacities aboard vessels of the

Tacoma-Oriental Line from 1926 to 1928. Then aboard

the Transpacific ships. President Lincoln and President

Taft, under Chief Engineer George Jackson. His next

sea service was in vessels of the United States Lines and

then the Grace Lines, 1933 to 1935 with widely-known

Chief "Bill" Sykes. Landers served as Chief Engineer in

charge of various equipment at the Panama Canal for five

years.

His next work was for the University of California on
research work on welded ships in the early part of the

war. He entered the shoreside Engineering Staff of Amer-
ican President Lines earlv in 1944. at San Francisco. He

was transferred to Los Angeles Harbor as Port Engineer

at that port in October, 1945. He is married and lives in

Long Beach.

His hobby? You named it. Ships—large and small.

Mr. Landers is vice president of The Society of Port

Engineers at Los Angeles Harbor.

While lead and copper sheathing were in popular

usage, a series of ineflFective coatings were developed.

Fishermen near Palestine used a mixture of crude tur-

pentine, resin, suet and asphalt in the 17th century.

Several compositions were tested comparatively in Eng-

land in 1737 and the best was a mixture of pitch, tar

and brimstone, and was effective only against worms.

With the growing use of iron ships in the 19th century,

more and more antifouling compositions came into being.

By 1865 more than 300 patents for bottom paint had

been granted in England alone. Most were useless or

worse. Admiral Sir Edward Belcher said they seemed

designed to encourage fouling rather than to discourage

it. The most effective bottom paints contained copper,

mercury and arsenic or compounds of the same. Sea

weed, poison ivy, poison juice from a Javanese tree and

powdered oyster shells were all patented as toxic in-

gredients for antifouling paints.

The best of the thousands of formulations in the late

1800's seem to have been the Mclnnes and Italian Mor-

avian hot plastics and Tarr and Wonson's copper paint,

although fouling remained a major problem. The U. S.

Na\7 prior to 1908 bought all bottom paints on com-
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petitive bidding with no specifications, the only check

being to count the number of cans delivered against the

number ordered, but began manufacture of their own
paints in 1908. There is no question but that they have

definitely led the world in research and improvements,

particularly since 1922 when they were successful in

their first plastic paints.

During the same period, a myriad of devices were

patented, some employing electricity, chlorine and other

gases; others used chains, knives, brushes, and rubber

with nail points protruding. Patented coating materials

included cork, rubber, cement, paper felt, paraffin, pul-

verized felt, glass and luminous coverings. Thomas Edi-

son was issued a German patent in 1891 for an electric

antifouling system using a d. c. generatotr feeding elec-

trodes under water so as to send electric currents back

to the hull to prevent organism attachment.

The recent war naturally accelerated the antifouling

paint research program. It is estimated that the United

States Navy spent some 6 million dollars in this pro-

gram. Great strides were naturally made. Leading Naval

authorities have acclaimed the development of the plas-

tic paints as the most important contribution to the

effort of defeating the Japanese with the possible excep-

tion of radar. It would have indeed been a difficult

decision for a task force commander to either operate

his force at 15 per cent reduced top speed requiring as

much as 40 per cent additional fuel, particularly with the

shortage of tankers, or to weaken that force by sending

each unit to the states for drydocking each 6 or 9 months.

The Navy now makes absolutely no allowance in their new
vessel design for reduced speed or additional fuel con-

sumption for periods in excess of 12 months as both are

negligible. This is a tremendous advancement.

At the conclusion of hostilities, the Navy had two

effective coatings, a hot and a cold plastic, both of which

gave excellent performance, but only if and when they

were properly applied. Neither paint is easily applied,

and both have certain commercial limitations as they

are made for Naval use. The hot plastic is normally

packaged in a 600-lb. solid mass, must be broken with

an ax, reduced at one time to insure uniformity in a

heated kettle, drawn off, transported as a liquid to a

spray pot, reheated to proper temperature and pushed

through an electrically heated hose to an electrically

heated gun and applied to the ship bottom. At no time

in the entire operation may the material be heated above

a critical temperature or its antifouling properties are

destroyed. The best equipment that the Navy as well as

commercial manufacturers have been able to develop for

this purpose is not as yet approved by the insurance un-

derwriters, and there is some danger inherent in its use.

At best, its spray operation is slightly better than a garden

hose nozzle. The paint itself is limited in its use since it

cannot be used at temperatures below 40°F. and use in

the 40^ to 50°F. range is dangerous since adhesion is

often poor. When exposed to the suns rays or to ship



internal heat, there is considerable danger that the coat-

ing will run and sag. A final disadvantage is the cost

factor. It is impossible to apply a pinhole free coating

in thicknesses of much less than 30 mils or about 6 to

10 times that of conventional paints. Only the few mils

at the surface are required to furnish the necessary toxic

ingredients while the remainder of the expensive copper

salt is not used.

The cold plastic as used by the Navy during the war

also has its disadvantages. The paint is so designed that

it is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain complete

manufacturing control. As a result, the paint varies in

viscosity from normal limits to that of a putty-like paste.

It is usually very heavy and requires special pumping

equipment to spray or else it must be thinned or heated.

If thinned, the film strength is reduced and performance

is varied. If heated, again there is serious danger of com-

pletely eliminating all antifouling properties by over-

cooking the resin.

During the past few years, we in the marine paint in-

dustry have gone through a transition period very similar

to that of Radar. Radar was a war development but with

many commercial limitations due to its cost, weight and

size. Now it appears that subsequent research has made

possible a light weight practical unit at a small cost so

that even the commercial airlines are now making instal-

lations.

Similarly, with antifouling paints. Members of Man-

ning-Mitchell research division have a vast background in

this field, having held the key positions in the govern-

ment's plastic paint program. Research during the past

two years has been directed at the development of a

product competitive to other commercial coatings, and

at the same time incorporating all of the advantages of the

Navy hot and cold plastic formulas, but eliminating the

many application difficulties, hazards, and costs.

Such products are now on the market. They have been

designed so that they can be applied in a one-day dry-

docking period without the necessity of sandblasting.

Normal hull cleaning is sufficient. No bare metal primer

IS required since the anticorrosive serves as both an anti-

(Pleaie turn to page 107)

At right; Shipping Copper being applied to

At right, bottom: Manning-Mitchell Shipping ^
"A.C." anticorrosive being applied to "Har-

^ Below: Shipping Copper being appi

Pope S Talbofs Laura Bridgeman.
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The National Federation of American Shipping Has DevEloped Vitally Important Wage Charts

IN
THE APRIL PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW there appeared wage charts for the licensed personnel in American

and Foreign service. The National Federation of American Shipping, which prepared these charts, has amplified

them with additional tables showing the comparison between American and certain Foreign unlicensed personnel. It

is thought in some quarters that the great disparity between American and Foreign wage scales is responsible for the

trend toward registry under the flags of Panama and Honduras. To some extent this may be so, but the major regis-

trations under foreign flags have other causes. Mr. McCulIough's analysis herewith is particularly timely.

The Research Report on Panamanian- Honduran IDerchant Fleets

By JAMES A. McCULLOGH, Director of Research and Statistics,

National Federation of American Shipping

The absurdities and inaccuracies of the recent press publicity

over the tremendous growth of the Panamanian and Honduran

fleets led to the compilation of evidence for the Federation to

support the following conclusions. Here they are in summary:

"1. Aside from special cases, the established American ship-

ping companies have shown little interest in Panamanian/

Honduran operations.

"2. The American shipping industry as a whole has litde to

gain from such operations. As these fleets continue their

lopsided expansion, new problems will develop which

are not now apparent.

"3. The growth of Panamanian operations has already stirred

up some extraordinary frictions within the maritime

unions throughout the world. Jurisdictional outbreaks

on the international basis are not inconceivable.

"4. There should be no apology for our investment in Pan-

amanian/Honduran operations. In certain cases it would

be economic folly and clearly inconsistent with national

intetest if some of our companies did not invest in for-

eign' flag ships.

"5. The real advantages of Panamanian/Honduran operations

are frequently much greater for foreign owners than

American owners and, in consequence, American inter-

ests now own a somewhat smaller proportion of the

Central American fleets than they did in 1929. Pana-

manian/Honduran operations are particularly attractive

to the Greeks.

"6. From the standpoint of the American shipping interests

as a whole, the growth of the Central American fleets is

not the special problem that many people suppose. The
control of millions of tons of shipping is now in the

process of shifting from the United States to foreign

countries, some of which maintain wage standards about

as low or even lower than the Panamanian. By focusing

our attention on one facet of our long-term problem, we
tend to lose sight of the problem as a whole."

Ranking of Largest Maritime Nations

From September 1, 1939 to the end of 1946 Panama ranked

eighth in size among the maritime nations of the world and at

the moment appears to have an even higher rank. On the

assumption that ship sales will materialize from all applications

approved by the Maritime Commission, the Panamanian fleet

will ultimately approximate 2.7 million deadweight tons. Pan-

ama would then rank sixth as shown below, and might be among
the first five

:

U. S 12/31/46 28,000,000

U. K 18,700,000

Norway 4,600,000

Netherlands 2,500,000

S:^eden 2,300,000

France 1,900,000

U. S. S. R 1,800,000

Panama 1,800,000

Canada 1,600,000

Spain 1,300,000

Greece 1,100,000

Denmark 1,100,000

" Basic NFAS project:

shipping and other fundai

Projection

Ultimate 11,000,000*

21,500,000

7,100,000

3,300,000

2,600,000

3,200,000

2,300,000

2,700,000

1,700,000

1,400,000

2,200,000

1,500,000

real solution of our domestic
tal proble

Who Owns Panamanian Fleet

As appears in table below, U. S. interests now own a some-

what smaller proportion of the consolidated Central American
fleets than in 1939. This relative loss will be restored in part

by subsequent deliveries of war-built vessels for which applica-

tions have already been approved.

PANAMANIAN/HONDURAN FLEETS

Present

1,008,800

1,184,300

91,500
241,300

1,100,300

1,425,600

Sept. 1, 1939
Panama—U. S. Owned 583,600

All Other 522,000

Honduras—U. S. Owned 74,200

All Other 16,300

Total U. S (54.9%) 657,800 (43.5%)
Total All Odier 538,300

A total of 78.2 per cent of the American-controlled Pana-

manian/Honduran vessels are owned by five American com-
panies which have extensive investments abroad. These coun-

tries have large investments in the Caribbean area itself. Some
carry on extensive cross trade operations which competitively

cannot be handled in American flag ships, for the fact that

crews would be required to stay away from the U. S. for long

periods. Based on experience in shipping it is doubtful that

American seamen could be persuaded to sign on such vessels in

any case.

We should not make the mistake of focusing our attention

on size of the Central American fleets in looking at the basic

problem of the American flag industry. Already our fleet has

dropped from the postwar peak of 43 million to atound 29
million dw tons today. Unless something is done to cotrect

certain of the obvious operating disadvantages of American flag

ships, it can be assumed that our fleet will drop ultimately to a

level of only about 1 1 million dw tons. In a drop of this mag-
nitude, the Panamanian development is a relatively small factor.

The manning scales on the next page clearly point up the

sharp differences in cost and the competitive position in which
American shipping must operate.
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BRITISH FLAG LIBERTY SHIP

Rates per
Moacb

Master $ 234.32
Chief Officer 126.24

2nd Officer 94.92

3d Officer 74.72

Chief Engineer 170.20

2nd Engineer 126.24

3d Engineer 94.92

4th Engineer 70.68

5th Engineer 68.68

Radio Officer 88.88
Boatswain 64.64
Carpenter 69.68

5 A.B.s fe 56.56 282.80

2 Sr. O Ss (4 40.40 80.80

2 Jr. O Ss (i 34.32 68.64

Deck Boy 20.20

Donkeyman Greaser 63.00

3 Greasers fe 60.60 181.80

3 Firemen Water
Tenders (& 60.60 181.80

Fireman 58.56
Chief Steward _ 78.76
2nd Steward 54.52
2 Asst. Stewards (g 52.52 105.04
Ships Cook 70.68

2nd Cook 54.52

Galley Boy 20.20

Total 37 $2,605.44

Rates
Per Month

Master S 248.00
Chief Officer 124.60

2nd Officer 92.80
3d Officer 70.80
Radio Officer 80.00
Boatswain 54.80

Carpenter 57.80

4 Able Seamen 204.80
4 Ordinary Seamen _ 136.80
Young Man 25.00
2 Deckboys _... 32.00
Chief Engineer 158.00
2nd Engineer 118.40
3d Engineer 98.00
Assistant Engineer 64.60
2 Donkeymen _ 109.60
6 OUers/Firemen 212.40
Eng. Boy 16.00
Steward 96.80
Cook _ 65.20

3 Aux. Boys 60.00
Total 36 - $2,126.40

Master
Chief Officer _

Second Officer

Third Officer

Boatswain
A. B.S
Ordinary Seamen
Deck Maintenance
Purser-Pharmacist Mate
Radio Operator
Chief Engineer
First Asst. Engineer
Second Asst. Engineer
Third Asst. Engineer
Deck Engineer
Oilers „

Firemen Watertenders
Wipers
Chief Steward
Chief Cook
Second Cook & Baker
Messmen or Utilit>raen

Total 38
* Cargo Bonus Included but War Risk Bonus Excluded

Pension Fund Health Pens ons Monthly Leave
War MOWT Employer s Shares & L'nemploy nent Allowances Total
BoDus Special (18c in $4,04 1 Insur. Paya )le Off: 2 1. da

Gratuity of Wages Paid by Employ er Rat : 2day Month
$ 40.40 $14.:'2 $ 8.80 $ 18.90 $ 317.14

40.40 4.74 10.18 181.56
40.40 3.54 7.66 146.52
40.40 2.80 6.04 123.96
40.40 6.40 13.74 230.74
40.40 4.74 10.18 181.56
40.40 3.54 7.66 146.52
40.40 2.62 5.68 119.38
40.40 2.58 5.56 117.22
40.40 3.32 7.14 139.74
40.40 $ 1.42 4.20 110.66
40.40 1.42 4.50 116.00

202.00 3.10 18.16 506.06
80.80 2.84 6.20 ro.64
80.80 2.84 4.24 156.52
20.20 1.04 I.3i 42.76
40.40 1.42 4.08 108.90

121.20 4.30 11.68 318.98

121.20 4.30 11.68 318.98
40.40 1.42 3.76 104.14
40.40 1.42 5.08 125.66
40.40 1.42 3.52 99.86
89.80 2.84 6.80 195.48
40.40 1.42 4.52 117.02
40.40 1.42 3.52 99.86
20.20 1.04 1.30 42.74

$1,454.40 $14.72 $43.08 $33.66 $18".30 $4,338.60

tWEGIAN FLAG LIBERTY SHIP
Health & Accident Leave Total

War Insuxance Payable :» Allowance per
Bonus Employer Per Mont: Month

S 50.00 $ 2.80 $ 26.23 $ 32-^.03

50.00 2.80 10.87 188.27
50.00 2.80

'

8.57 154.17
50.00 2.80 6.98 130.58
50.00 2.80 6.53 139.33
50.00 2.80 4.85 112.45
50.00 2.80 4.85 115.45

200.00 11.20 18.46 434.46
200.00 11.20 13.92 361.92
50.00 2.80 2.27 80.07
80.00 5.60 4.53 122.13
50.00 2.80 13.28 224.08
50.00 2.80 10.42 181.62
50.00 2.80 8.94 159.74
50.00 2.80 4.51 121.91

100.00 5.60 9.71 224.91
300.00 16.80 21.36 550.56
40.00 2.80 2.27 61.07
50.00 2.80 8.42 158.02
50.00 2.80 5.55 123.55

150.00 8.40 7.60 226.00
$1,-0.00 S 100.80 $200.12 $4,197.32

ERICAN FLAG LIBERTY SHIP
Basic Wages per Month Supplemental Wages" Total Labor Cose

S 616.00

$

$ 616 00
361.00 179.66 540.66
316.00 145.10 461.10
290.00 138.70 428.70
205.00 78.65 283.65

6 @ 172.50 6 @ 82.34 6 (2> 254.84
3 @ 150.00 3 (* 80.04 3 Oi> 230.04

187.50 56.35 243.85
267.50 26~.50
254.00 63.56 31".56
574.00 5-4.00
361.00 155.34 516.34
316.00 147.66 463.66
290.00 141.26 431.26
205.00 52.91 257.91

3 @ 177.50 3 @ 70.84 3 @ 248.34
3 @ 177.50 3 @ 69.69 3 (dl 247.19
2 @ 175.00 2 @ 13,80 2 (a) 188.80

220.00 116.8- 336.87
205.00 95.42 300.42
185.00 74.29 259.29

5 @ 150.00 5 @ 69.69 5 @ 219.69
$ 8,503.00 $ 2,977.57 1 11,480.57
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IDanila as a Distribution

By J. F. MARIAS

Point

s
HORTLY AFTER THE END OF THE FIRST

^JWORLD WAR, we who are interested in develop-

ing and expanding world 'trade went thru the very

same searching of ideas and planning that we are do-

ing today. There is nothing new about it but at least

we now have an advantage over our former calcula-

tions. We have the experience which we did not then

have and we now can correct the mistakes we made
then, if we only will. We can put our second guessing to

work.

At that time we had surplus ships, as we have now.

We had ambitious steamship owners and operators, as

we have now. We had new enterprises and expanded in-

dustries, as we have now. All were then looking for that

so-called "bright-future" and that is what they are doing

today. However, among these were the greedy, the ignor-

ant and the near-sighted. They wanted something big, and

they wanted it quickly and with largeprofits. To some
degree they were successful but the permanent expecta-

tions did not entirely reveal themselves. We hoped for

the tremendous possibilities of the Oriental markets but

we sent too many salesmen and too many delivery boys,

each carrying too many small orders. We placed a large

number of ships on the berths from all the main ports of

the Pacific and many duplicated the others in ports of

call. They each carried a little. The American taxpayer

paid their operating losses by subsidies. There was no

overall program and there is as yet none today. Unfor-

tunately our inborn individualism—or perhaps just plain

stupidity, or jealousy—seems to preclude joining in on

a program. If the Government attempts to provide it

there is criticism of all sorts—too political—bureaucra-

tic—inefficient, and infringing on private prerogatives.

If the Government does not do it, it is criticized for

not showing leadership,—being without a foreign eco-

nomic program—asleep at the switch an so on.

An old story covers this attitude fairly well. A cit)'

gentleman was strolling in the country one day and saw

a lad digging potatoes. Being curious, he leaned on the

fence and asked the boy what he got for digging the

potatoes. The lad replied, "Nothing if I do, and hell if

I don't."

While the United States was in control of the Philip-

pines, we had a far better opportunity of developing a

"Gateway to the Far Eastern Markets" than we have to-

day; but, strange as it seems, only now are we thinking

what a fine thing it would be. Before July 4, 1946, when
the Philippines was given its independence, we frequent-

ly referred to the possibility, but like our attitude to-

ward the weather, we didn't do anything about it, except

critize those who saw the possibilities for the future.

For instance, when independence was discu.ssed, some

of us inserted in our recommendations that we, the

United States, should have a spot of land in fee owner-
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ship where we could conduct our

commercial gateway—where we

could have warehouses, assembly

plants, repacking facilities, docks,

offices, etc. In a way we thought

that we could set up our own

little United States in the Orient,

much as England has a little Eng-

land at Hong Kong. We also

thought that this little territory

could be a small token from the

Philippines to the United States.

Furthermore, we could have

whatever military base our mili-

tary authorities thought neces-

sar)'. Only recently we concluded

our militar)' bases deal with the

Philippines Government. Cer-

tainly these militar)' bases in the

Philippines are not for the pro-

tection of the Philippines, nor

are they our protection against

the Filipinos. They are precau-

tionary installations to augment

our protection program on a

world wide basis. Then why not

consider a program for our eco-

nomic protection on a world wide

basis?

If we had been granted this

area, which some of us recom-

mended as Subic Bay just at the

northern end of the now famous

Bataan peninsula, we would have

had a protected Bay, plent)' of

land, and in no way would we
have interfered with any of the

economy of the Philippines. We
would have built our own port

facilities, etc. Subic Bay was ac-

tually an American base and had

been for many years. It was the base for the famous

Dewey Drydock which was towed across the Pacific for

the exclusive use of our Navy, although when necessity

demanded, our merchant ships used the facilities.

The late President Quezon opposed giving us any

property' in fee ownership. He countered by telling us

that we could have as much land as we would require

for "Free Zones" in any and all of the ports in the is-

lands. This showed his lack of appreciation of the im-

portance of our foreign trade. It was pointed out to him

that if Free Zones were established, they would still be

.subject to the laws of the Philippines and what we need-

ed was an area subject only to American law.

On the other hand the present president, Manuel

Roxas, was not at that time unfriendly toward the idea.

He was the head of several important study groups at

PHILIPPINES

the time this and other ideas were suggested. What was

missing was a concerted effort on the part of the United

States—both government and industry. We allowed our

military and political people to control our thinking, if

there was any, in the interests of commerce. Unless those

directly concerned take greater interest now. we are

wasting time and words even discussing the possibilities.

At another time, during the Harding administration,

the idea was also discussed along with the extension of

the coastwise laws to the Philippines. Our Congress had

actually passed the law but it was in a permissive man-

ner; that is, its application was subject to a proclamation

of the President. He never made it—thanks to three

prominent objections: 1. Foreign opposition; 2. Philip-

pines' fear that it would retard Independence ancl 3.

I Please turn to page 126)
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THE WORLD TRADE CONFERENCE AT SAN FRANCISCO
re the (ollowing: Alvin Eichholi. Lyford Morris, Earl Fisher, Arthur Poole (Cha
el, Fred Galbreath, George Smith, Leiand Cutler, and Mrs. Henry Dibble, Jr.

H pyGRHDi FOR immu m
UlESrS UIORLD TRHOE

By STEPHEN D. BEEHTEL, President, Bechtel Corporation

1^ EVER IN THE HISTORY of the world has there

1.1 been a more worldwide unbalanced supply and de-

mand of real necessities. The destruction from World War
II overseas, the conversion of American factories to war

munitions and weapons, and the creation of the world's

greatest production machine, have resulted in a world-

wide pattern of surpluses and shortages. Two-way world

trade can balance that demand by replenishing depleted

U. S. natural resources, and furnishing foreign lands

with foodstuffs, machinery, products, and the technical

skill they urgently need.

The policy of Internationalism must be put into action

if we are to block the expansion or acceptance of com-

munistic views which are being pressed upon the peoples

of many parts of the world. Food, materials, equipment,

and "know how" of American producers and business

organizations must be supplied overseas, if we are to

avert the spread of communism and other nationalistic

TRfiDf

trends that oppose an American system of free world

trade and private enterprise.

It is recognized worldwide that the ports of San Fran-

cisco, Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle are among the

finest in the world. The West has many of the finest

industrial organizations and the largest shipping com-

panies operating in global commerce today.

Many Western and Bay Area producers are spurring

their efforts to expand foreign exports, according to a

world trade survey by the San Francisco Bay Area

Council, covering the major industries in the nine Bay

counties. The Council study revealed that exports are on

the upgrade, with manufacturers reporting more than

two to one that exports are on the increase over last

year, and three to one reporting gains for 1947 over 1941.

Senior executives of U. S. industry should be familiar

with world needs and opportunities, studying foreign

sources of raw materials as well as foreign markets for

their products.

World trade develops a matter close to the hearts of all

of us—the encouragement and maintenance of our great

American system of free enterprise as contrasted to

socialism or nationalism of life and leadership.

As an illustration. Standard Oil Company of California,

together with the Texas Company, will spend hundreds

of millions of dollars in the Middle East to develop for-

(Please furri to page 125)
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IT THKES DOCUHIEnTS

RS WELL RS SHIPS

TR EXPORT GRRDS...

The ships you can see . . . but the maze

of paper work involved in handling a

shipment . . . regardless of size or bulk

. . . proceeds with quiet efficiency behind

the scenes. For instance, Moore-McCor-

mack's clerical staff is numbered in the

hundreds ... all handling the forms, state-

ments and records essential to meet gov-

ernment regulations and assure proper

control of commodity movements.

EXPORT PERMIT
k DOCK RECEIPT



Bdmiral Smith Analysis

(Continued from page 48)

smaller and less expensive passenger liners instead of the

super-liners. In either case we would add to the whole

program the 36 long range vessels in service or under

construction as of December 31, 1946, making the final

totals of 101 and 103 respectively.

It is proposed to spread the cost of this program, in-

cluding new construction and betterments, over several

years. Beginning in 1948, and extending beyond 1952,

the total cost of the program would be §635,000,000 if

based on Plan Number One—calling for the four super-

liners—or $571,000,000 if based on Plan Number Two-
calling for six smaller liners. It is proposed that the ship-

owners be required to pay the Government upon delivery

of each vessel a minimum of. 25 per cent of the sales

price to the owner, where construction subsidy is allowed,

and a minimum of 121-2 per cent of the sales price (or

the actual construction cost) where no construction sub-

sidy is allowed. The balance of the sales price to the

owner would be spread oyer a 20-year life, with interest

at 3V^ per cent per annum.

In addition to this program, which would begin in

1948, there are certain interim requirements which

should be provided fpr; that is, vessels in addition to

those now in operation or under construction needed to

carry on until the proposed new vessels can be placed in

operation. These requirements involve a total of 34

vessels, 19 of which were in service as of December 31,

1946, and 15 of which will be needed in addition. This

tonnage can be made available if Congress approves the

$50,000,000 reconversion item included in the Commis-
sion's budget for the fiscal year 1948.

You may also be interested in a few details about the

Commission's permanent long range program—as differ-

entiated from the immediate long range program—par-

ticularly in so far as it affects Pacific Coast shipping in-

terests. The permanent long range program, which is

based on the need for adequate American flag passenger

and combination passenger-cargo tonnage to serve the

principal trade routes of the world in the interest of

maintaining trade and commerce and aiding the national

defense, involves construction which would not begin

until 1954.

This program is so far in the future (in fact, the

majoriry of the ship building contracts would not be let

for 15 to 20 years) that it is impossible at this time to

estimate the construction costs, but the tonnage of vessels

is based on that of ships now in operation or proposed

/lUBi^l
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for immediate construction. Here again we have two

alternative plans, Plan Number One proposing six super-

liners, two each for the transatlantic, transpacific and

South American trades; and Plan Number Two propos-

ing eight smaller liners. Take your choice. The program

calls for 94 modern passenger and combination passen-

ger and freight vessels under Plan Number One, or 96

under Plan Number Two, serving the principal trade

routes of the world by 1954. Of these, 73 would be in the

foreign trade, 14 in the domestic non-contiguous trades,

and 7 in the coastwise trades. Thirty-five of the ships are

now available; the remainder would have to be built.

So far as Pacific Coast shipping is concerned, the Mari-

time Commission recommends the following under the

permanent long range program; two new express type

or three fast passenger vessels for the California to Japan,

China and Philippines trade; seven combination pas-

senger and cargo vessels for the round-the-world trade;

two combination vessels for the California to Australia

trade; two passenger vessels ( one of them new ). for the

California to Hawaii trade; two special type passenger

vessels ( they probably will have to be new ones ) for the

Hawaiian inter-island trade; three new special type pas-

senger vessels for the Pacific-Alaska trade; two passenger

trailers to provide a new service to transport trucks, pas-

senger automobiles and passengers between Los Angeles

and San Francisco; and two passenger vessels ( they

should be new) for the Los Angeles-Catalina Island run.

"We also propose, for interim operation, two P2-SE2-R3

type vessels { designed as troop transports but converted

to passenger vessels ) to operate between California and

the Far East. These would restore transpacific passen-

ger service pending construction and placing into service

of permanent suitable passenger ships.

Let me emphasize that the fleet envisaged under this

permanent long range program will be a modern fleet,

composed of the safest ships in the world. No vessel over

20 years of age is included in the plan. "While the 94 or 96

modern passenger vessels called for will be numerically

smaller than the fleet of 127 American flag passenger

vessels in active operation at the outbreak of the war,

they should actually present a greater annual passenger

carrying capacity by virtue of their greater speed. The

plan contemplates that in no important trade will pas-

senger sailings be less frequent than before the war, and

the superior type of vessels will place the American flag

passenger fleet in a much stronger competitive position

and add to its value for national defense.

As Pacific Coast shipping people look forward to the

day when their services will be firmly established more

or less along the lines I have just described, the time is

now, it seems to me, for them to make sound plans of

their own for the future. Compared to the operators in

the Atlantic, who from the earliest postwar days have

had to pit themselves against steadily mounting competi-

tion from rapidly growing European services, you Pacific

operators have a relatively clear field before you. You
have, in addition, the opportunity to capitalize upon the
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war-produced industrial boom of the West Coast, a good

share of which may be expected to remain here per-

manently to enrich this entire region. An expansion in

trade should certainly follow this industrial expansion

as a natural sequence.

These new West Coast industries should be able to

find good markets in the Far East. New American steam-

ship companies have already been formed to engage in

transpacific operations, and old established companies

are seeking to expand their operations. You can expect,

of course, some foreign competition, particularly for that

prize of some half a million tons of shipping which seven

Japanese lines carried prior to the war. Those seven lines

will probably never return to annoy you, but you must

bear in mind the fact that eight other lines—half of them

American and the others Canadian and Scandinavian

—

entered the trade as soon as the shooting was over in

Japan.

You should be more familiar with this situation than

I am, but from where I sit in Washington it looks right

now like a toss-up as to who will get that half million

tons of Japanese business. Actually, I think the American

lines have the edge at the moment. Generally speaking

they have more and better ships to throw into the trade,

but the race is not always to the swift. Foreigners are

building, and the day will come all too soon when your

present advantage of tonnage will pass. What then?

Survival of your services will depend upon the firmness of

the foundations on which they are built. That means

good management at home to keep costs down and in-

sure good service to your patrons. It means establishing

sound and efficient organizations abroad to insure that

your business will be looked after properly on the other

end.

You have one other advantage that you might well

hold and cultivate. You are in residence here. You are

more aware of and more sensitive to the requirements of

West Coast shippers than your foreign competitors, and

therefore you stand more logically in the position to

serve them in transpacific trade.

One of the most important subjects to which you

should give your attention, I believe, is that of passenger

service in the Pacific. I don't think there is any doubt

that American flag ships will provide the bulk of surface

transportation, but the proportion of the business that

will go to the air lines will govern largely your plans as

to number of ships, speed, and types of service.

One other matter of interest to Pacific shipping men
is, I am sure, the question of West Coast to Europe trade.

That picture, until very recently, did not look quite as

bright as the transpacific one. It must be admitted that

Pacific Coast trade with Europe has never known strong

American flag competition. The present prospects seem

to be that the United States will have some fine, fast

ships running to the United Kingdom, and just before

leaving Washington I was informed that the States

Marine Corporation is establishing an American flag

service to the Havre-Hamburg range, covering continen-

tal European ports to whose markets over half a million

tons of Pacific Coast products moved before the war

—

none, however, in American bottoms. Although the

German lines, which carried about 150,000 tons of

freight annually before the war, are gone, all of the for-

eign lines which operated in this trade in prewar days

( with the exception of the Germans and the Japs ) are

coming back. It is therefore gratifying to know that the

American flag will make its appearance on this route

I am also advised that both the States Marine Corporation

and the American Pacific Steamship Company have estab-

lished regular liner operations to the Mediterranean

using American flag ships, and that is good news.

One thing on which the West Coast is to be con-

gratulated in particular is its energy in establishing

American flag service to the Mediterranean. The Ameri-

can Pacific Steamship Company has now established reg-

ular liner operations there, and is, I believe, the first

American flag line to carry Pacific Coast products to that

area. I certainly wish it every success.

Another bright spot on the trade route map of the

world for Pacific Coast operators is the business which

is developing with South and Central America. Those

regions are looking to continued expansion of their agri-

culture and industry, and in this inter-American trade

improved American flag services have already been

established, through which a lively exchange of goods

and services is being developed.

If Pacific Coast operators, and the Merchant Marine

as a whole, are to revitalize the industry and take advan-

tage of the opportunities that are before us now to estab-

lish American flag services in their proper status in world

trade, we must look immediately to the rehabilitation of

our entire maritime industry. At the present time there

are less than a dozen ships building under the Maritime

Commission's program. Unless a new shipbuilding sched-

ule can be authorized without delay, we stand in grave

danger of losing even the nucleus of trained and ex-

perienced shipyard personnel still remaining from the

peak force of 800,000 who were employed in the 72

yards in which the Commission invested $600,000,000

during the war.

According to Lloyd's Register of Shipping, there was

a total of 996 ships, aggregating 3,659,335 gross tons,

under construction throughout the world, excepting Ger-

many, Japan and Russia, at the end of 1946. Of this

total, 52.7 per cent were being built in Great Britain and

Ireland, and only 8.9 per cent in the United States. By
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the end of the first quarter of 1947, the percentage being

built in Great Britain and Ireland had risen to 54.3,

while the percentage for the United States had dropped

to 5.8.

This is a very significant trend. It indicates quite

clearly that foreign flag services are making a deter-

mined effort to recapture their prewar supremacy in in-

ternational trade with new, highly competitive tonnage,

while we in the United States are permitting ourselves

to slip behind. I hope that the American people as a

whole realize what the maintenance of a strong and mod-

ern Merchant Marine means to the whole economy of

this country. It means employment not only for a large

force of seagoing personnel, but also for people in the

shipyards on both new construction and repair, and in

the countless industries throughout the entire country

which contribute materials, equipment and fittings that

go into the construction and maintenance of ships.

I hope that shippers, in particular, realize how much

adequate American flag services mean to them if only

from the economic standpoint. It is perfectly true that

they are privileged to patronize foreign flag lines if they

wish, but they should bear in mind the fact that foreign

lines make space available to them primarily because of

the existence of American flag ships which are operating

in competition. As the Maritime Commission has em-

phasized to the President's Advisory Committee on the

Merchant Marine, if American shipping competition did

not exist, it is questionable whether foreign lines would

continue to offer their present standard of service to

Amsrican shippers, particularly with respect to those of

our products which are competitive in international trade.

Our shippers should also keep very well in mind the fact

that if American flag service is not maintained as a going

concern, there will be no bottoms available to them at

all in the event of a war involving foreign nations and

resulting in the withdrawal of their services.

In view of these considerations, and of the importance

of an adequate Merchant Marine for national defense,

it should be obvious that this country must maintain its

shipping services even in cases where they are not com-
mercially profitable. By that I mean that where private

operators cannot maintain services with their own re-

sources, it is incumbent upon the government to supply

the deficiency through continued application of the prin-

ciple of construction and operating subsidy aid as pro-

vided by the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. In this

connection it should be remembered that government
subsidy is an aid not only to the operators, but to labor

as well, because the funds appropriated to assist ship-

building and operation are passed on down through the

various channels of manufacturing and employment
throughout the enrire maritime industry and its allied

industries.

I am of the belief that there are undoubtedly other

ways, in addition to the direct subsidy plan, in which the

maritime industry can be assisted through this crucial

period of reconversion and planned expansion. This is

a subject which everyone concerned with the welfare of

the industry might well place under serious study. For

my own part, I have made two concrete suggestions to

the appropriate committees of both the Senate and House

of Representatives in Washington which are studying the

needs of the maritime industry.

One of my suggestions is that Congress authorize the

use of funds received from the sale of our war-built ships

to foreign purchasers, for the construction of new ships

in this country. I believe that is a very sound idea. By

the end of the first quarter of this year the Maritime

Commission had approved the sale of nearly 1,200 vessels

of the war fleet, which it is estimated will return a rev-

enue of approximately one billion dollars to the United

States Treasury. Foreign governments and nations have

purchased 831 of these ships—mostly the Libertys and

other less desirable types, of course—and the portion of

the total revenue that they will contribute will be con-

siderable. It is only logical, in my opinion, that the money

paid into our Treasury by these foreign purchasers, who
are buying our ships to place them in competition with

our own lines, should be applied to the construction of

new American flag vessels to meet that competition.

My other suggestion is that provision be made to per-

mit shipowners to adopt a schedule of accelerated depre-

ciation of their vessels as a means of assisting them in

amortizing their investments. It is my understanding

that such methods are provided for by many foreign

maritime nations for the purpose of enabling their ship-

owners to tide themselves over poor periods while taking

full advantage of good periods of business.

In this connection I believe that serious study should

be given to the problem of tramping under the American

flag. I have recently examined a plan proposed by the

American Tramp Shipowners Institute for the purchase

of war-built vessels by American operators for operation

in world-wide tramp bulk cargo trades. While I am not

prepared at this time to say whether I am in agreement

with this plan, I do find that it sets forth some very inter-

esting ideas for the financing of ship purchases to

strengthen the American Merchant Marine in this field.

It merits consideration, and perhaps accelerated depre-

ciation, wh'ch the report suggests, would be of concrete

help in this situation.

In closing this discussion on the present status and the

future program for our Merchant Marine, let me leave

with you a few thoughts on the national and interna-

tional aspects of our whole maritime outlook. It is neces-

sary for us to look all the way back to the first World
War to understand fully and bring into proper focus the

events which have brought the nations of the world to

their present situation. That war set in motion a process

of realignment of power among nations which devel-

oped steadily through the nineteen twenties and thirties

and culminated in the gigantic struggle for a final show-

( Please turn to page 114)
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Marine Insurance
Our London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom CorrEspondent

UNCONTROLLED mORKET

A Lloyd's broker who recently started business did

something more than that. He contributed a long article

to a leading London daily newspaper, "The Financial

Times, " under the heading: "Is Lloyd's Efficient? " As the

article was well over a thousand words in length, there

is no space in this monthly review to go into all the

points raised. This newcomer, from the depth of his

three months' experience, would cut the number of

brokers and replace individual underwriters by an un-

derwriting committee, so scrapping "overlap and laissez

faire" in favour of uniformity and regimentation.

A leading member of Lloyd's, with much more than

three months' experience, answers that a free competitive

market does something that even an archangel's commit-

tee would fail at. It gives effect to all shades of opinion,

fixes prices naturally, and adapts itself quickly to every

change of demand. He continues:

"In the history of Lloyd's the last 50 years have been

the most remarkable of all. We have led the way in

almost ever)' new kind of insurance; have brought a ver)'

large dollar income to Britain; have made thousands of

valuable world-wide connections; and, parenthetically,

have shown the world and our own Government the right

way to secure the credit of an insurance policy.

"If an underwriting committee had been in control

since 1897 it is probable that by now Lloyd's would be

extinct. It is certain that we should have no non-marine

market, that there would have been no Cuthbert Heath or

F. W. Marten; no dollar income; very little foreign bus-

iness; and a membership of a few hundred at most, with

aggregate premiums of perhaps £1,000,000 a year.

"It is a great thing to have belonged to this overlap-

ping, vital, loosely organized competitive, human, adapt-

able, successful and pre-eminently useful society in which

a man—God be thanked—may follow his own judgment

and speak his own mind."

Ship Repair Costs Up
Twelve months ago, the Liverpool Steam Ship Own-

ers' Association stated in their annual report that "the

level of ship repair costs in the United Kingdom is now
alarmingly high and it is still rising; it is acting as a

deterrent to the restoration of the liner services on an

economic basis. " The level of cost was then claimed to

be 2V2 times that of the average of the three years pre-

ceding the war. This statement it is recalled in the Asso-

ciation's latest report, just issued, was challenged as an

exaggeration, but the Association stood by it and is

satisfied as to its accuracy. The Association is also "satis-

fied that, in the intervening period, the position has still

further deteriorated, and that the cost of repairs is now
at least 2% times that of the average of the three pre-

war years." The Association has no doubt at all that

ship repairs are now costing 2% times as much as the

pre-war average, and sees no sign of any reversal in the

upward trend. "This excessive cost," it declares, "is a

substantial factor in the general cost of ship operation,

and represents a serious handicap to the competitive

power of British shipping."

Mine Risk Continues in North Sea

The current cargo war risk schedule has been amended,

making the rate for Northern European voyages 5s. per

cent instead of 2s. per cent. This amendment is regarded

as a vindication of Mr. Carl Christensen's theory that

there remain many mines yet to be swept around the

coasts of Holland, Denmark and Sweden. The annual

report of the Liverpool Underwriters' Association, pub-

lished early in 1947, included a paragraph to the effect

that Danish and Swedish waters were comparatively clear

of mines. This was regarded in some quarters as being,

perhaps, an over-optimistic view, and almost immediately

a mine casualty was reported off the Danish coast—as if

to confirm the opinion expressed. Moreover, more recent

mine losses have, it would appear, brought the War Risk

Rating Committee to reconsider their previous adjust-

ment by which, in February, they had reduced the basic

rate for voyages not specifically rated from 2s.6d. per

cent to 2s. per cent.

Insurance and High Costs

At this time of year—all within the space of a few

short weeks—the majority of the United Kingdom

Marine Insurance chairmen give to the stockholders of

their Companies an account of the executives' stewardship

during the preceding year. Thus, Sir Frederick Parcoe

Rutter, well-known Governor and Chairman of the Lon-

don and Lancashire Insurance Company, Limited, of

Liverpool and London, describes the marine insurance

situation in his particular group of undertakings as fol-

lows :

"It is a relief to me now to comment upon our marine
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business which as you are aware is written by our two

companies, 'The Marine' and the 'Standard Marine'. The

results have come up to our best anticipation. After the

comparative affluence of 'War business, one could feasibly

assume that the result deprived of that exceptional im-

petus would show a considerable retrogression. But that

has not been the case, partly because through the caution

of our Underwriters various provisions made in 1945

were more than sufficient to meet the expected liabilities

in 1946. But now we are here in 1947 with a more

sombre aspect influenced by the increased cost of repairs,

which have been fairly estimated as costing anything

from 100' r to 150% more than would have been neces-

sitated in 19.t9
"

ymiralty Decisions

By HAPDLD S. DQBBS

of San Francisco Bar

LONGSHOREMEN AND HARBOR WORKERS

COMPENSATION ACT INTERPRETATION.

IN THE PAST I HAVE DEALT with the many prob-

lems that confront the average tugboat operator when

an employee is injured aboard one of his tugs or barges.

Following an injury, he must determine at his peril

whether or not the injured employee comes within the

provisions of the Longshoremen & Harbor Workers

Compensation Act or, on the other hand, is a member of

the crew. If he comes within the latter category, he would

be restricted to a recovery of maintenance and cure, re-

gardless of negligence, and damages only where negli-

gence is capable of proof.

In Gallagher's Case, 1945 A.M.C. 143, the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, recently

decided an interesting case that involved a situation

where the plaintiff, an employee of Long Island Rail-

road Company, was drowned on October 1, 1941, when
he fell from the bow of a carfloat that was being

docked by the tug Cutchoque at one of the company's

terminals in Long Island City. The decedent's heirs made
a claim under the Longshoremen & Harbor Worker's

Act and the employer defended on the ground that Gal-

lagher was a member of the crew of the tug when he met

his death. You will recall that, if one is shown to be a

member of the crew, he is not entitled to the protection

of the Longshoremen's Act. The Deputy Commissioner,

after conducting a hearing, concluded that Gallagher was

not the member of a crew of any vessel within the mean-

ing of the Act and he thereafter made a compensation

award in favor of Gallagher's heirs. An action was there-

after instituted in the Federal District Court by the em-

ployer in an effort to set aside the Deputy Commission-

er's award. The sole issue presented, both in the district

court and here, is whether the decedent was a "member

of a crew of any vessel " within the meaning of the statu-

tory exception.

Briefly summarized, the basic facts were that the dece-

dent had been in the employ of the railroad for about

six months, working in various capacities incidental to

the transfer of freight in and about the harbor. Occa-

sionally he worked ashore as a bridgeman, some days he

was assigned to duty on a tug, and the greater part of

the period of his employment he had worked as a float

man. About a week before the fatal accident he had

been assigned to the tug Cutchoque as first deck hand

or mate. As mate he handled the deck-line when un-

docking, cleaned the brass and the floor of the pilot

house, spliced the ropes, and when docking stood on

the bow of the float to give signals to the captain of the

tug; and at times he steered the tug with the captain

present, although he was not permitted by law to steer

in the captain's absence.

The Court, using the language from the famous Norton

case decided by the Supreme Court in 1944, said that

navigation is not limited to "putting over a helm " and,

therefore, based upon that decision alone, the decedent,

in this case Mr. Gallagher, would have been regarded as

a member of the tug's crew had he been steadily employed

as he was on the day he was drowned. The appellants,

decedent's heirs, urged that the character of his employ-

ment could not be properly determined unless his work

during the entire period of his employment be taken

into consideration, and that it was on this basis the

Deputy Commissioner reached his conclusion that the

decedent was a longshoreman rather than a member of the

crew.

The Circuit Court disagreed with the Deputy Com-

missioner's findings and affirmed the action of the Dis-

trict Court but clearly indicated that an error in the

matter of law had been committed by the Deputy Com-

missioner. The employee's duties on the day of the

accident are the critical facts which determine his status

as a member of the crew. Of course, he might not be
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considered within that category if he had been called

aboard for a single act of service. However, on the days

when his employer assigned him to service as mate of

the vessel, he was a crew member although he might

cease to be one on days he was assigned for other duties.

The Court stated:

"We can preceive no reason in the words or purpose-

of the Compensation Act for lumping an employee's

activities over the period of his employment and classi-

fying him according to the greater number of days on

which he was either seaman or longshoreman. As the

court said in South Chicago Coal & Dock Co. vs. assett.

309 U. S. 251, 260, 1940 A.M.C. 327, the question con-

cerns the employee's 'actual duties.' On the day in ques-

tion the decedent's duties pertained to the operation and

welfare of the tug during her navigation."

The decision in Gallagher's case appears to be of first

impression in Federal Courts of the United States. It

clearly indicates that one must define rights and liabili-

ties by virture of the immediate relationship of the em-

ployee and employer as well as the place of employment

at the time of the accident rather than considering the

overall working schedule of the particular employee con-

cerned.

Admiralty Jurisdiction—Piers; Bridges; Cables

If I suggested to you that a vessel, as a result of negli-

gent operation, struck a pier thereby causing damage,

you would probably conclude that the pier owner would

be entitled to bring suit for his damage in the Admiralty

Division of the Federal Courts because the damage con-

cerned a maritime cause of action. One cannot, however,

determine jurisdiction by considering alone the particu-

lar physical or moving forces that are involved in the

accident, collision or controversy. The point that I am
trying to make is well illustrated by the recent case of

Ci!} of Penh Amboy vs. N. N. Petterson Lighterage Co.

et al, U.S.D.C, N.J., 1945 A.M.C. 189, where the libelant,

a municipal corporation, owned a pier in the State of

New Jersey. They instituted an action in the Admiralty

Division of the United States District Court. The com-

plaint disclosed that the respondents were in the man-

agement and control of the barge GREEN ARROW and

the tug NAUTIC. The tug towed the barge to libelant's

pier where it was made fast in a careless and imprudent

manner, so that with the incoming tide the prow of the

barge became engaged in the deck of the pier and, with

the further rise of the tide, the barge destroyed and

demolished the pier.

The respondents excepted to the jurisdiction of the

Court upon the ground that no recovery can be had in

Admiralty for damage to the pier as alleged. The Dis-

trict Court in New Jersey held that the exception was well

taken. The Court discussed analagous cases, which were

briefly described, in order to sustain its decision. In The

Plymouth, 70 U. S. 20, a United States Supreme Court

decision, it was held that damages to a pier by fire, hav-

ing its origin in a burning vessel moored to the pier,

could not be recovered for in Admiralty. In a later Su-

preme Court decision. The Blackheath. 195 U. S. 361, it

was held that injury to a beacon made fast to the bed of

a river or bay, being an aid to navigation, could be re-

covered for in Admiralty. Later the Cleveland Terminal

case, 208 U. S. 316, held that there was no jurisdiction in

Admiralty to recover for damage to a bridge, nor was

any such recovery permitted for damage to a dock or

wharf next below such bridge because they ivere each so

connected ivith the shore that they immediately con-

cerned commerce upon land.

One interesting case makes a distinction between a

power cable and a cable used in transmitting messages,

where it was held that damages to a power cable, unlike

damages to a cable used in communications, could not

be recovered for in Admiralty because no aid to naviga-

tion could be spelled out where power cables were in-

volved.

BOOK REVIEUJ

1947 EDITION OF LLOYDS REGISTER

The 1947 edition of Lloyd's Register of American

Yachts will soon be ready for distribution and the 4 1st

printing of this volume will be the first since its war-

time suspension in 1942.

Many of the yachts that entered wartime service have

not yet been returned to yachting; others have been con-

verted for commercial purposes. Despite the number

that have disappeared from the Register for these rea-

sons, there will be no decrease in the size of this year's

fleet, as there will be an addition of over 700 entries

of both sail and power craft, including a considerable

number of newly constructed yachts from 112' in length

overall downwards. A study of today's fleet, however,

would show the growth of the great number of smaller

"family" size yachts.

When the 92 yacht clubs listed in the 1903 book are

contrasted with the more than 700 entered in the 1947

volume, it can be readily realized that yachting has be-

come a firmly established part of the American scene, and

the particulars of club locations, officers, etc., can be

helpful and informative to the cruising yachtsmen when
entering strange waters.

The Flag Section is once more an attractive feature of

the Register, with illustrations of private signals, club

burgees, and International Code Signals, in color. Last

printed in 1940, the 76 new plates furnish a fresh means

of identifying unfamiliar craft.

The new volume, bound in waterpro<if blue cloth, at

S20 per copy, including the Flag Section, can be ob-

tained from Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 17 Batter)'

Place, New York 4, N. Y.
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STRBIUTY OF THE TUHH CLIPPER
By DAVID W. DICKIE

PART II

THE PART OF THE STABILITY PROBLEM pre-

sented in the first article in the January 1947 issue

of the Pacific Marine Review applied to the making of

the curves of form and to discussion of the basic difii-

culties of the stability problem.

It would hardly be prudent to start filling tanks on a

strange boat without any warning as to what might hap-

pen. An average of all the wood boats measuring up from

the bottom of the keel places the center of gravity in the

worst condition .88 to .90 of the depth from the bottom

to the keel to the top of the deck at the side amidships.

In the case of the steel vessels without an outside box

keel, the coefficient for the height of the center of gravity

is .82 to .8.^ of the depth from the top of the keel to the

top of the deck at the side amidships.

If the "KG" as found above is deducted from "KM" or

the distance of the metacenter above base results in a

"GM" of 1 5 inches or less, extreme care must be exercised

not to overturn the boat. Many factors enter into the

problem that do not appear on the surface; e. g. most

builders smooth the interior of the hull where the frames

attach to the keel by filling the interstices with concrete

to prevent the boat taking on the odor of trimethylamin

from the fish. This item alone varies from 12 to 28 tons

and seriously affects the problem of making the inclina-

tions.

It is customary to calculate in advance from the as-

sumed height of the center of gravity what the probable

metacentric height (GM) will be for inclinations with

fuel and water aboard, when half loaded and when fully

loaded. If for any reason a material adverse variation from

the advance calculation occurs while making the inclina-

tions, an investigation must be made to account for the

error before continuing the work.

About five years ago we began making a record of the

period of roll of the tuna boats to see if it would be

possible to avoid the laborious process of making some

of the calculations. The intention was to use the formula

( .mB
)

"=GM X T" where

.m= a factor representing the probable rela-

tionship that the Square of the radius of

gyration ( K )

" bears to the square of the

beam of the vessel (B)'

B= the extreme beam of the vessel in feet

GM=the metacentric height in feet

T= the time in seconds for the full roll, over

and back taken as an average of 20 rolls.

As the data accumulated it became more and more

convincing and ( .m ) has taken a value between .36 and

.40, the small factor applying to the loaded and the

large factor to the light condition.

Here again, when the period of roll of the vessel is 8

seconds, there is present the difficulty that the boat will

synchronize with the wave period when the vessel lies

in the trough of the sea.

At first the natural period of roll of the vessel was ob-

served but after a great deal of research covering the
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relative merits of various methods, the vessels are rolled

artificially by having 4 or 5 men stand on the wharf well

away from the ship and pull interminently on a rope

that is attached to the top of the rigging of the mast.

The men soon learn to pull in unison with the period of

roll of the vessel.

The time in seconds is independent of the number of

men or the force of the pull exerted. Due to the fact that

the energy required is zero when the angle of roll is

zero it is only necessary to be patient to start most any

vessel rolling. Two men can roll a vessel weighing 1200

tons quite easily.

In addition to making the calculation using the for-

mula value for the height of the center of gravity of

LUBBICATING OIL

MOTORSHIP PANAMERICAN

MOVABLE WEIGHTS AND MOMENTS

»rTER TANKS

AFTER TANKS
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the vessel a rolling test is made before any weights are

moved to see what the approximate metacentric height

of the vessel is and how far it is prudent to move the

weights.

Typical Inclination

A typical inclination procedure will serve to illustrate

what is done.

1. A white print of the inboard profile is prepared in

advance with the displacement curve, center of flotation

curve and tons per inch immersion curve marked on in

proper relationship to the midship ordinate.

2. The height of the boat deck rail forward above the

calculation base—the height of the top of the guard aft

—and a midship point selected for its convenience in

relation to the house are taken from the mold loft or

preferably from the ship before being launched and

marked on the inboard profile.

3. The soundings forward and aft of the vessel are

taken to avoid having her too close to the bottom when

the tide is low. There should be 4 or 5 feet clear of the

bottom of the keel in the worst condition and a person

having local knowledge of the tide should be consulted.

4. The specific gravity of the water is taken with a

hydrometer. Where an outfall sewer is located near the

yard this is especially important after a heavy rain.

5. Some of the builders lay down the lines in the loft

along a straight keel and mount the keel in the yard with

a sag to take care of the hog of the vessel as she gets

older. If in lifting the freeboards—forward—aft—and

amidships it is found that the sheer still has a sag in it

of say 6"—the displacement is corrected by adding

.70 X 6" X tons per inch immersion at the mean draft

at the center of flotation.

6. The welding of the steel vessels begins on the lower

structure and finishes with the upper structure. The re-

sult is that all the steel vessels have a sag in the sheer of

from 5" to 7". The amount of sag is found by lifting

the freeboards—forward-aft—and amidships. The dis-

placement is corrected by adding .70 x sag x tons per

inch immersion at the mean draft at the center of flota-

tion.

7. The simplest arrangement of weights consists of a

length of track about 2 feet longer than the beam of

the ship fastened to the boat deck. A small railroad car

such as is used about the shipyard (about 1500 lbs.)

and any convenient weight such as a block of concrete

or pieces of metal are used as the inclining weights.

The boat deck should have a shore under it if neces-

sary to support the center of the beams.

8. The amount of movable weights is usually fixed by

the weight of the items still to go aboard such as—launch

—two skiffs—fishing gear—net—bait receiver—rope

—

gasoline—boatswains stores, etc.—all of which weighs

between 4 and 6 tons depending on the size of the boat.

9. The plumb-bob is of the type having 4 fins vertically

to steady it—the length available is usually about 15

feet in the alleyway hatch—and the deflection is usually

5" approximately. It is hung in a small bucket of water

or oil to dampen the surge.

10. The weight is moved

( 1 ) From the center over to port

( 2 ) From port past the center over to starboard

( 3 ) From starboard past the center over to port

( 4 ) From port past the center over to starboard

( 5 ) From starboard back to center.

From these movements it is possible to detect if there

is free water or oil present and by adding ( 1 ; and ( 5

)

to the others and taking the mean of the deflections we
get the approximate metacentric height right on the

job from the formula:

Weight Distance Length of

moved moved pendulum

w x d X 1

=GM feet

W >

Displacement

from curve

Deflection of

pendulum

From the above GM we figure backwards and check

the ( .m ) value and in the calculations the use of

Logarithms is advisable. Smoley's tables of the logarithms

of feet and inches saves a great deal of work.

1 1

.

The boat should be 98 per cent complete before

the inclinations are undertaken. There is too much
chance for error in estimating the weights to go aboard

and this error has never been less tran 11 tons.

12. Reference to the inclination numerical procedure

shows that the No. 1 inclination of the steel vessels

is made with the—water tanks full—fuel oil deep tanks

full—and the condenser fuU—but the double bottoms

empty. This is to make a figure suitable for calculating

the return voyage when the fuel is being consumed

from the double bottom.

Inclination No. 2 has the double bottoms filled with

fuel and lublicating oil.

In San Francisco the oil truck comes down with 7500

gallons of fuel and the only delay is the time required

to run it into the ship.

Where these facilities are not available it is necessary

to combine inclination No. 1 and No. 2.

Inclination No. 1

Fill: Fuel oil deep tanks forward, port and starboard.

Fuel oil deep tanks aft, port and starboard.

Fresh water tanks, port and starboard.

The condenser running but leave the double

bottom empty, port and starboard.

Take the freeboards—forward—aft and amidships

measuring down from the datum ppints described in

paragraph 2.

Make a mark on the drawing forward and aft and

with a straight edge cross the intersection at the center

of flotation curve which is marked on the profile. Read

the draft and find the displacement curve. Correct for
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the sag if any by using the tons per inch immersion

curve.

Inclination No. 2
Fill the double bottom No. 1. port and starboard

with lubricating oil and double bottoms P&S No.

2, 3 and 4 etc. with fuel oil.

Take the freeboards, incline the boat, take the

period of roll over and back for 20 rolls. Fill out

the data in the following table in each case.

Draft Forward feet and inches

Aft

Mean at center of flotation

Displacement tons 2240 pounds

Metacentric height GM feet

Period of roll over and back seconds to rwo decimals

.m value figured from above

Inclination No. 3

Fill No. 3 wells, port and starboard

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roU over and back

Inclination No. 4
Fill No. 1 bait box up into the hatch

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 5

Fill No. 2 bait box up into the hatch

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 6
Fill No. 3 bait box up into the hatch

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 7
Fill No. 4 wells port and starboard

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 8
Fill No. 2 wells, port and starboard

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 9
Fill No. 1 wells, port and starboard

If necessary empty No. 2 wells P&S to bring the

boat up out of the water

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back

Inclination No. 10
Fill No. 5 wells, port and starboard

If necessary empty another well P&S to bring the

boat up out of the water

Take the freeboards, incline the boat

Take the period of roll over and back.

The steel boats are encroaching on the danger zone

when the bottom of the guard is allowed to get below the

water at sea. The legal load line of these vessels is ap-

proximately 1 10th of the length in inches below the

deck line. With a length over all 1 30 feet, freeboard of

the vessel amidships 13".

For safe loading of the tuna boats there must be a

definite number of wells full of water when the boat has

a freeboard of 1 10th of the length in inches. In other

words not three V2 wells, port and starboard, but either

3 or 4 wells, port and starboard, must be full. If a well

on one side is emptied a corresponding well on the

other side must be emptied. The bait boxes and con-

densers are supposed to be full.

It must be kept in mind that up to this point the only

KM or distance of the metacenter above the base avail-

able is that obtained from the curves of form made at

one particular trim. The variations of KM at other

trims will be illustrated in another article together with

the effect on the whole problem. This is very important

where the metacentric height GM is close to the danger

point.

If no adverse error is found for the metacentric height

GM for the foregoing inclinations, the vessel can pro-

ceed to sea because the approximate GM and change

of trim is known for every operation save only putting

fish on deck and even this is known because we have

the moments for all the bait boxes and usually the after

bait box has to be left empty for the first day's catch.

After the inclinations are made they are correlated to

get the center of gravirj' of the whole mass, ship and

liquids aboard. Then the weights are deducted and added

to get the "Light Ship " condition.

To facilitate making the calculations outlined in the

correlation procedure, paragraphs 1 to 6 inclusive, the

Table Figure 3 is prepared giving the details of the

movable weights and moments. The columns cannot be

added because a compartment may be filled with fuel

in one instance, salt water in the next and fish in the

third and the weights must be known for each condition

in its turn.

The columns of weights without the moments is val-

uable for salvage purposes to determine the floatage and

is always included in the final certificate.

1. The first calculation is to add the weight of sea

water necessary to fill the bait boxes to see if the vessel

will remain upright. Usually she will not have sufficient

stability or will be too close to the danger line for

safety.

2. The weight of the fuel and water is added to the

ship's tanks and the stores, crew, fishing gear, spares etc.

are added in the proper places. This would be the same

as inclination No. 2 were it not for the fact that when the

inclination is made at the shipyard, it is sometimes neces-

sary to fill some of the fuel tanks with water instead

of fuel. The oil companies usually only have time to

deliver one truck load of fuel. The boat has to go to the

fuel dock to have all the tanks filled.

(Please turn In page 118)
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Uov/L fhfHdlm& dnUvtMcL
by "The Chief"

"The Chief's" department welcomes qaestions—Just write "The Chief." Pacific Marine Review.

PHHSE BflLflDCE RELHY

Question: What is this Phase Balance Relay I hear

so much about? I do not think there was one on the

electric drive ship I was on several years ago. I have had

many Engineers ask me this and have told them that it

was just a protective device to sound an alarm when

something is wrong. That seems to satisfy them but now
I am curious myself about it. So please do not pass me
off with a meaningless answer. Remember I am a Marine

Engineer and not an electrician, and moreover none of

the electricians I have asked can satisfy me. They all

seem to know the answer but can not tell me. I know
that there is no secret about it but just the same they

talk as if it were a secret. So if you do not know the

answer just say so and I'll think none the less of you, but

so help me, some day I will find out if it's the last thing

Ida
A CHIEF ENGINEER.

Dear Chief:

This question has been asked in the Coast Guard

License Examinations and because of its puzzling charac-

teristic it has been passed around between engineers a

good deal. The examiners have had all kinds of answers

but I doubt if they would throw a man out if he failed

to answer this one question, with a good score on most

all others.

I called up the manufacturers of three different types

of equipment. They answered me about as the electricians

answered you. I note in Dodd's Marine Electricans Li-

brary ( McGraw Hill Book Co. ) Volume Three, page 296,

the following:

"Phase Balance Relay Monitoring Conditions Inside

the Main Generator. Normally, the current in the three

phases will be exactly the same. If not there is trouble;

when the difference exceeds 25 per cent, this relay closes

contact and trips off the generator and motor field con-

tactors."

This may be all right but do you now know what a

phase balance relay is? I didn't. So I called up a friend of

mine who is a little on the theoretical side. He reads up

all about the Atom Bomb and such like.

It seems that electrical machines when in some kind

of trouble, like overload, burn up with too much current

so there is an overload relay in the line and a fuse, or

breaker. The overload relay will endure an overload

of 10 to 25 per cent for seconds, maybe minutes, before

it trips the motor off. This lets the motor ride through

short time overloads without losing the load, which is

a big advantage. Besides, it permits the high current need-

ed for starting the motor. The fuses or breakers will not

be affected until the current is maybe 2 or 3 times nor-

mal and when they go out it is right now. No time de-

lay wanted. The heavier the overload the quicker they

get out.

But—and here comes the point, when the motor is as

big as the generator, and the generator is as big as the

engine or turbine, then if there is trouble or an overload

the turbine slows down, or with synchronous motors we

may pull out long before there is enough current to

operate an overload relay which will pass full load and

Starting current without being affected. In other words

we cannot over'oad a motor which is as big as the tur-

bine; at least this is so where there is only one motor on

a generator. Nevertheless there are kinds of trouble

which must be taken care of, and that is where the phase
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balance relay comes in. It recognizes trouble even when

the load is normal or below.

There are two kinds of internal (inside the machines)

trouble. One is a short circuit ( failure of insulation

)

bettveen conductors of the coils of the ac winding. The

other is grounding ( failure of the insulation betiveen

conductor and the jrame, or laminated iron of the wind-

ing ) . With so much power back of it, a short or ground

results in a lot of damage, such as melted copper, a big

hole in the iron, and maybe a fire in the generator or

motor. But, if the power can be cut off quickly enough

( and I mean quickly ) say one tenth to one fiftieth ot a

second, then the damage is small and perhaps can be re-

paired even at sea.

It preferably requires two relays to do this—both to

trip open the field contactors. This kills the excitation

and drops the line voltage to zero. One relay is called the

ground detector or ground relay. 1 have the dope on this

one if anyone is interested. But we are discussing the

other relay—the phase balance gadget.

Now, a short between turns or conductors, may not

result in a ground, but must be eliminated at once. It

may occur in the motor or generator. A short in the arma-

ture of a dc generator shows up in sparking. But it is

more diflicult to detect a short in the armature of the ac

generator.

However, such a coil short will unbalance the current

in the three phases. Regardless of the load, 10 per cent,

half-load, full load, or whatever it is, the current in the

three phases is the same. It may be 500 amperes, or 1500

amperes, but if one phase is 1000, another is 1250, and

a third is 1 100, then there is internal trouble and we must
trip off the field at once. The phase balance relay con-

stantly measures this armature current and weighs the

value in each of the three phases, balancing each against

the other two. If there is a difference of over 25 per cent,

it closes its contact and trips the fields.

It's like a three cylinder steam engine. If you have set

the valves just right, each cylinder delivers the same

horsepower. But if a piston breaks loose from its rod, or

an eccentric slips, there will be an unbalance in horse-

power. If we had some indicator of some kind con-

stantly watching the hp developed in each cylinder and

when they were unbalanced, would trip the throttle, then

we would have a cylinder balance relay. Get it? Cylinders

on the engine, phases on the ac generator and motor.

In short, the phase balance relay is a current measuring

device which responds when the three currents measured

are unequal. It trips the field contactors when it operates.

I hope this settles the question for good.

The Chief.

moDEL mflRinE STiiTion on heuiport bay

Formal ope ing of General Pe-

troleum 's ne <H mode marine sfa-

tion at Balbc a, fashienable r 2S0rf

on Newport Bay, California, was

he d May 17.

The station is directly on the

route of vessels in and out of the

harbor. In addition to Mobilgas

and the Moboil line of lubricants

and accessories, the station will

stock flying fish for swordfish

seekers, frc

soft drinks

pleasur

[en foods

and other

craft ope

needs of

ators.

Latest and most modern mechan-
ical facilities have been provid-

ed. Airplane type self-closing

fuel nozzles prevent spillage of

gasoline and diesel fuel. A
mechanical crankcase drain
pump not only eliminates the

work of hand draining but. more
important, avoids spilling oil on

the boat. The only marine meter-
ing pumps in the harbor will

indicate the cost of the gasoline

or diesel fuel as it is taken

aboard. A floodlighting system

will enable the station to conduct
fueling operations at night.
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KnOUIlEDCE IS THE STRRICHT

COURSE TO RDUnniEmEHT

by "The Skipper"

QuesMons Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

THE TIDES
( Various deck officer readers of "Steady As You Go" have requested "The Skipper" to do a

series of articles on the tides and currents of the world. This is the first of a series of three

articles on these subjects.

)

History of the Study of the Tides

The tides are a phenomenon of everyday occurrence,

like the rising and setting of the sun, but to mankind

they have ever been a source of wonder.

One of the earliest known written references to the

tides is found in the writings of Herodotus, about 450

B. C. He merely mentions them, offering no explanation.

The next step forward, re the study of the tides we
find in the writings of Pytheas, in 325 B. C. In his writ-

ings he noticed the fact that there was some mysterious

relationship berween the tides and the moon, but he was

content to stop there without attempting to explain

why.

Pliny, in his "Natural History" which appeared in 77

A. D., finally definitely ascribed the action of the tides

to the sun and moon. He did not go so far as to explain

why the tides rose and fell, but he did state that the tide

flows twice and ebbs twice between each two risings of

the moon. But Pliny, unlike Pytheas, did not know where

to stop with his explanations of the moon and tides. He
goes on to declare that the action of the tides keeps the

ocean clean, with all of the seas being purified every

full moon. No animal or man, according to Pliny, ever

dies except when the tide is ebbing. Another of Pliny's

ancient "scientific truths" that endures to this day is that

things grow faster when the moon is full or new, and

that the phase of the moon determines the correct time

to plant. "The Skipper" sailed with a Bos'un some years

ago who must have studied Pliny, for he wouldn't get

his hair cut except when the moon was full and the tide

was flooding.

From Pliny until the 17th Century no progress was

made in explaining the tides. Galileo, Kepler, Varenius,

and other philosophers and astronomers all agreed that

the moon caused the tides—but no one offered a satis-

factory interpretation of why or how. The universal ex-

planation was just that the moon had a "sympathy" for

all waters.

In 1687, however, Isaac Newton for the first time gave

the connection between the moon and tides a rational

explanation with his law of gravitation. "AH bodies

attract each other with a force directly proportional to

their masses, and inversely proportional to the square

of the distance between them." This is still the most

popular theory, accepted by most scientists today.

Toward the end of the 18th Century, Laplace, a French

astronomer and mathematician, approached the problem

of the tides from the viewpoint of water in motion. His

theory is known as the dynamic theory of the tides, and

while it is profound and extremely interesting, his equa-

tions and solutions have not been accepted as complete

by the majority of present day mathematicians.

Since Isaac Newton and his law of gravitation, some

of the outstanding men that have toiled over the problem

of the tides are Ferrel and Harris in America: Kelvin,

Darwin, Lamb, and Hough in Great Britain; Levy in

France; Borgen in Germany; and 'Van Der Stok in Hoi-
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land. Their labors and observations, together with the

development of self-recording tide gages and other

instruments, have succeeded in greatly increasing our

knowledge of the tides. A general formula, however, that

combjnes such factors as the time, phase of the moon,

latitude, and longitude into an equation that results in

the time and height of tide for a given place has yet to

be determined. The book of tide tables, familiar to us

all, is but a compilation of predictions, and although

they are extremely accurate they are not the results of

precise mathematical formulas.

Tidal Definitions

As a preliminary to a brief explanation of the accepted

theory of the tides, a few tidal definitions should be con-

sidered:

Tide: The up and down change in the level of the

ocean.

High Water: When the tide reaches its highest level.

Low Water: When the tide reaches its lowest level.

Range of the Tide: The difference between high and

low water, or vice-versa.

Stand of the Tide: The period at high water or at low

water when the level is stationary.

Tidal Current: The horizontal flow of the tidal waters.

Flood Tide: When the water is moving toward the

land.

Ebb Tide: When the water is moving away from the

land.

Slack Water: When the tidal current has ceased,

irrespective of the vertical movement of the water.

Apogee: That point in the moon's orbit farthest from

the earth.

Perigee: That point in the moon's orbit nearest the

earth.

Quadrature: The condition that is present when the

sun and the moon, relative to the earth, are 90° apart.

Conjunction: When the sun and the moon are in a

line, both on the same side of the earth.

Opposition: When the sun and the moon are in a

line, on opposite sides of the earth.

Neap Tides: Tides with higher low water and lower

high water. Neap tides occur when the sun and moon
are in quadrature.

Spring Tides: Tides with higher high water and lower

low water. Spring tides occur when the sun and moon
are in conjunction or opposition.

Rise of Tide: The height of the tide above chart

datum.

Synodic Period: The interval between two successive

conjunctions of the sun and moon. The synodic period

is 29 days, 12 hours, and 44.05 minutes long.

Syzygy Tides: Tides that take place when the sun and

moon are on the meridian and in conjunction or opposi-

tion.

Priming: Shortening of the 50 minute daily retarda-

tion period of the tides.

Lagging: Lengthening of the 50 minute daily retarda-

tion period of the tides.

High Water Lunitidal Interval: The period between

the moon's transit and the next high tide.

Low Water Lunitidal Internal: The period between

the moon's transit and the next low tide.

Vulgar Establishment: An approximation of the estab-

lishment of the port, always more than the mean estab-

lishment.

Eitablisht??ent of the Port: The average length of the

high water lunitidal interval, varying for each port. ( In

San Francisco it is about 1 1 hours and 40 minutes.

)

Age of the Tide: The time that has elapsed since the

transit that originated the tide and the actual occurrence

of the tide. The average for the world is about 1 Vz days,

plus.

Retard of the Tide: Same as the age of the tide.

Superior and Inferior Tides: Tides that occur when

the moon is above or below the meridian.

Cause of the Tides

To understand the accepted cause of the tides, we first

of all assume that the earth is a non-rotating sphere,

entirely covered with water. See Figure 1.)

The attraction of the moon at point "A " pulls the water

away from the earth, causing a high tide at point "A ".

The natural result is low tide at points "B" and "D ".

Meanwhile the attraction of the moon at the center of

the earth, point "E", puUs the earth away from the water

( Please turn to page 116)
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New Construction - Beconditioning - Repairs

THE HflBHnfl in TODD^S FOR OVERHAUL

The twin screw Spanish-built, 24 year old, geared turbine line

Habaaa (cx-Alphonso XIII). put into the Todd Brooklyn yard re

cently for a rehabilitation job. The pictures on this page shov

the new accommodations.

The Habana in the Todd Brooklyn yard after preliminary hul

painting.

'Lower left: The finished chapel.

y At bottom, left: Close-up of cocktail lounge, showing comfort

able corner.

Lower right: Operating room, only a part of new hospital guar

ters. which include separate wards for men and women.

At boflom. right: Th3 .!:tail lounge, taken from stairwell
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The niatsonia

la Dry Dock

The Matso«ia is shown in

dry dock at Bethlehem.

San Francisco yard. Be-

low, Matsonia's spare

propeller being trued up

on the balancing ways.



These pictures

fhe Normandie be

inq cut up for

for next year's au-

bilesand other

essential products.

Pho.ui (.onrlesy of

The Linde Air ProJ-

ints Company.

45,000 Tons of Scrap ffletal

The luxury liner Normandie is now being cut up into

scrap for next year's automobiles and refrigerators. Once
the fastest liner on the Atlantic, the Normandie is now
a "scrap metal mine" furnishing 200 to 300 tons of

badly needed scrap steel every day to American steel

mills.

Workers are using oxy-acetylene cutting blowpipes

to cut the deck and side plate and partitions into sections

that can be loaded into railroad cars.

At the end of each day the loaded cars are shipped to

a scrap broker who in turn consigns the metal to the

steel mills. The scrapping is being done at Port Newark,
New Jersey by Lipsett, Inc.

Bmerican IDairs Sea Satyr on the (Days

The above photograph taken at Bethlehem

shows a hole 20 feet long by 12 inches w
side forward in the bottom of the 5S Sei

built by Ingalls in 1945, now owned by

Damage was caused by a contact mine as t

nto ancho

:ent of th.

age at the Cele

ship's bottom.

bes Islands, d;

Accommodati(

I San Francisco yard,

de on the starboard

Satyr. C-3 freighter

\merican Mail Line,

e vessel was backing

aging

; fo

50 pe

12 pas

One Day in Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard

Vessel Owners—Representative For Account OF Remarks
Dredge Holland U. S. Engineers—Sandstrom U. S. Govt. Overhaul
SS Cornell

. Pacific Tankers—Elden U. S. M. C. Machinery Overhaul
Paritir Tanlvpr<; FMf" U. S. M. C.

Operators

Complete
Drydocl; and Repair and ConversionSS Sarangan

- Java Pacific Line—Bosman
(Ex Webster V ctory

)

SS Sea Satyr Coastwise—Pac. Far East Voy- U. S. M. C. Drydock and Hull Repair
ager (for Amer. Mail) U. S. Govt. Drydock, Voyage and Hull Repair

Dredge Pacific U. S. Engineers—Miller

SS Matsonia Matson Nav. Co.—White Owners Drydock and Voyage Repair
SS Monginevro General S. S. Co. Operators Drydock and Haul Shaft and Miscl. Repair

( Ex Robt. G. Cousins

)

SS M. E. Lombardi.. Std. Oil Co.—Young Owners Drydock and Voyage Repair
SS Tradewind Pac. Far East—Steiner Operators Drydock and Voyage Repair
USAT Gen. D. E. Au Itman... U. S. Army Trans.—Thearle U. S. Govt. Voyage Repairs
SS Marine Adder .... A. P. Lines—Jacobson Operators Drydock and Voyage RepairMV Electra Drydock for Survey
SS Harriet Beecher Stowe.... .. Norton Lilly—Ferguson U. S. M. C. Drydock and Voyage Repair
SS J. L. Hanna Std. Oil Co.—Young Owners Drydock and Voyage Repair
MV Don Alberto .... Gen S. S. Co. Operators Miscl. Repairs
MV Satinleaf (

MV Abele Martinolich Owners Drydock, Miscl. Repairs

SS Hualalai Inter-Island Nav. Co. Owners Drydock and Miscl. Repair
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^cumma ^c^j^t^
Edited by B. H. BOYNTOIV

Above, left fo right: Fred A. Hooper was with Williams, Dimond & Co., American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. and a past president

of the Propeller Club, Los Angeles-Long Beach Port; William A. St. Amant is dist.ict manager of Grace Lines. Inc.. Los Angeles.

and president of the Los Angeles Steamship Association; J. B. Banning, Jr., assistant freight traffic manager, Ivtalson Navigation

Co.. in I94i and vice president and director of the Los Angeles Steamship Association.

10SHI]G[L[$

ITS OFFICIALS

Although the successful steam-

ship organization in Los Angeles-

Long Beach Harbor, the Los Angeles

Steamship Association, first came

into existence in the early days of

this harbor, which was officially

opened for traffic in 1914, the Asso-

ciation is actually only 20 years of

age, having been resuscitated in

1927 after several years of inactivity.

When the present Association

was organized, in 1927, Fred A.

Hooper, district manager, American-

Hawaiian Steamship Co., was elected

its first president. He served in that

capacity for more than two years,

until November, 1929, when Ralph

JUNE • I 947

STEflinSHIP HSSOCIHTIOIl-

m DIRECTORS

J. Chandler, vice president, Matson

Navigation Co., succeeded him.

Serving with Hooper were Ralph J.

Chandler, as vice president and

James V. Kennedy as secretary.

The activities of the Los Angeles

Steamship Association have largely

been confined to traffic matters, fa-

voring policies and practices which

would improve the port's position

and conditions, nurture and develop

traffic, and oppose matters which

the Association considered were

detrimental or adverse to the best

interests of the community.

Some of the activities in which

the Association engaged were the

organization's support of municipal

bond issues proposed for the pur-

pose of further developing the har-

bor and its facilities; City Charter

amendments, as they affect harbor

wharfage; equitable rates on cargo,

which are charged directly to and

borne by shippers; dock construc-

tion; railroad service, as it affects

the harbor, and many other similar

activities which are important to

the development of trade, the ship-

ping public and the industry.

Affairs of the Association are con-

ducted by a Board of Directors

which meets frequently at the call

of the Chair. The current board i.s
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composed of the following steam-

ship executives:

President—W. A. St. Amant—
W. R. Grace & Co.

Vice President—J. B. Banning,

Jr.—Matson Navigation Co.

Secretary -Treasurer— F. A.

Hooper.

Directors;

Edgar M. Wilson—American

President Lines, Ltd.;

C. L. Tilley, Outer Harbor

Dock & Wharf Co.;

E. A. MacMahon—formerly

District Manager, Lucken-

bach Steamship Co.;

W. B. Bryant—General Steam-

ship Corp., Ltd.;

M. G. Linder—Transmarine

Navigation Co.;

T. G. Maddox—United States

Lines;

H. R. Dorr—Norton, Lilly &
Co.;

Chas. Bayly—Crescent Wharf

& Warehouse Co.

MAY ELECTION

The Loi Angeles Steamship As-

soclalion held a meeting and

elected HARRY R. DORR resi dent

manager n Los Angeles for Nor-

ton, Lilly & Company, secre ary-

treasurer to succeed Fred A.

Hooper, retired. Elected as new

directors of the Association -vere

Stafford S . Harlow, district ma nag-

er, Amerl can -Hawaiian Steamship

Company and Lloyd R. Richards,

manager. Sudden & Christer son,

Inc.

General meetings of the Associa-

tion are also held as occasion de-

mands, and these meetings prove to

be a common ground where com-

petitors in both domestic and for-

eign trades meet and discuss mutual

problems in an atmosphere of

friendship and understanding.

This organization is very proud

of its record in that with all the con-

troversial matters that come before

them from time to time for con-

sideration, there, has never devel-

oped a split in its ranks and such

differences as may have arisen have

always been disposed of amicabl"

The Association stands to a man
in defense of the interests of the

Harbor, shippers and the shipping

industry.

The Association does not inject

itself into labor matters or labor

policies as these affairs are well

handled by the Waterfront Employ-

ers Association of Southern Califor-

nia.

Their main objective is the in-

crease of domestic and foreign

waterborne commerce through the

ports of Southern California, the

improvement of shipping facilities

and the establishment of such rates,

regulations and fair practices as will

bring about that progress to the

benefit of shippers and carriers as

well as to the taxpayers who own the

harbors through which the Associa-

tion operates.

H. R. Dorr was president Los Angeles Steamship Association. 1943-1944 term; Charles H. Bayly is associated with Crescent Wharf &
Warehouse Co., as secretary-treasurer; Max Linder is founder of the Transmarine Navigation Corp.; W. B. Bryant, district manager,
General Steamship Corporaton, Ltd.; T. G. Maddox is district manager at Los Angeles for the United States Lines Co. and other

Dawson-Sexton interests; Edgar M. Wilson, now vice president American President Lines, Ltd. at Los Angeles; Ernest MacMahon,
president of Los Angeles Steamship Association in 1946 and now president of Propeller Club; and Charles L Tilley, general

manager. Outer Harbor Dock & Wharf Co., and vice president and general manager, Outer Harbor Terminal Railway Co.
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0. J. Hegaard Visits Europe C. ID. LeGount Passes

O. J. Negaard, prominent steamship executive

with Java Pacific Line and well known in Cali-

fornia shipping circles left May 30 by plane

for a six weeks trip to Europe to visit his native

country and to make a tour of Europe, includ-

ing Holland. England, Sweden, Norway, and

Denmark.

Negaard's friends report his trip is closely re-

lated to world trade and shipping affairs, cal-

culated to aid Pacific Coast shipping in gen-

eral and San Francisco, as an expanding port,

in particular.

Mayor Roger D. Lapham. formerly leading

shipping magnate, gave Mr. Negaard an offi-

cial tetter to Europe, as a gesture of good-

will from San Francisco.

Rew Lines for Gostello

President "Joe" Costello of J. M.
Costello Supply Co., marine special-

ties, Los Angeles Harbor, announces

that the firm is now representing

J & L Steel Corporation's wire rope

(Gilmore wire rope division); Oxi

Corporation of Gary Indiana; Dia-

mond Power Specialty Corporation

of Detroit; Coffin pumps manufac-

tured by the J. S. Coffin, Jr., Com-
pany of Englewood, New Jersey;

and "Flexitallic" Gasket Co. of Cam-
den, N. J.

In connection with the Costello

appointment. Senior Vice President

Paul Willis of The J. S. Coffin, Jr.,

Company, Henry E. Seifried, vice

president and L. O. Arringdale, sales

manager visited California. "Flex-

itallic's" vice president S. S. Lippin-

cott also came to California; arid

President George F. Walters of the

Oxi Corporation.

Clarence M. LeCount, consultant

to General Electric's Federal & Ma-

rine Section of the Industrial Dept.

for the Pacific District, passed away

May 29 after a short illness.

Born in Henry, S. D., Mr. Le

Count graduated from Stanford Uni-

versity in 1911 and immediately

joined General Electric in Schenec-

tady, N. Y. Two years later he re-

turned to San Francisco and for 20

years has been well known in west

coast marine, naval and shipping

circles—being known as "father" of

G-E's selling activities to San Fran-

cisco Bay Area shipyards during the

war years. Affectionately called by

all "Dad," his work in the marine

field has been outstanding. Among
his original jobs was the instaUation

of some of the first double reduc-

tion geared turbine units on the

Santa boats for the Grace Line. He
later was closely identified with such

installations as the SS President

Hoover's propulsion job and the

Bay-Diesel-Electric ferry boat pro-

motion.

He was a member of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers;

Society of Naval Architects and Ma-

rine Engineers; the American So-

ciety of Naval Engineers; the Mar-

iners Club; the Propeller Club; the

Army & Navy Club; and the S. F.

Commercial Club.

He resided at 870 Santa Barbara

Road in Berkeley and leaves a wid-

ow, Julia, and two sons.

niIVY VISITS GEnERflL ELECTPJi:

les D. V/heelock. USN, (left), assistant chief of the Navy's Bure.

Admiral Paul F. Lee. USN, (right), chief of the Naval Resear
nt inspection tour of the General Electric Company
Lawson, (center), of G-E's Research Laboratory explai

the operation of a new X-ray spectrum analyzer for gamma rays.

Rear Admiral Ch
of Ships and Re.
Bureau shov<n during
Schenectady
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les at the Nation;
Costello Supply booth
kct Co., W. J. Robbin.
rnatlonal Paint and Jo«

Exposition in San Francisco. At left: Gather
are: S. S. Lippincott. vice president of the Flexi

and 9. A. Herwig from Portland & Seattle offic

Costello from Southern California.

Center: Johns-Manville booth, left to right:

Rinshart, A. W. Knight. E. H. Clau:en. and H.
H. B. Heyn, T. S. Tulii

Left to right: Mr. H
r, J. F. McConkey, H.

nHTIOOHl IDHRIDE

E^POSITIOO
In San Francisco Ulay 12 to 10

Left to right; C.
A. Magnell and
Charles A. LIndh
iipsrintendent. At right: William New
Pacific Division of of George G. Sharp,
Radiomarine Cor- naval architects, who is

poration oi Resident in San Fran-
America. cisco for the concern.

was one of the judges
of the Ship Model Co-,-

test. At lower left hand
page are other judges
of the Shlo Models:
James S. Mines, pub-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ lisher of Pacific Marine

^^^^^^^^^^^^1 Review and Rear Ad-
^^^^^^^^^^^^1 miral Stanley V. Parker,

i^^^^^^^^^^^l mmi.d^nt U.S.>:oasl
I|k^^^^^^^^^^| Guard, Western Area.

'^^^^s^^^^^^l Also in the picture is

' ^^^^^^Bi Richard M. Macfarlane,
-^. ^H- feature writer of the S.

F. News, who ably han-

4M^k >^^^^^M( dled the News spon-

^A^^^H sored Ship Model Con-
test and who was the

Al^^^^^^l recipient of First Prii;
^^^^^^^^H in the Propeller Club

:<^i^^^H of the United Statesr^^^M news feature contest.
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ON OPPOSITE PAGE:
Some of the exhibits and exhibitors of the National Marine
Exposition. In the G. E. booth Louis Ets-Hokin poses with the

G. E. Electronic Navigator, for which his firm has been named
California distributor. Barely discernible to the right are Bob
Lane, W. I. Athcrton, and Dick Hughes in the Tubbs Cordage
booth, and below him Is O. D. Colvin of New York explaining

to the radio audience how "Cargocaire keeps sweat from
ships." Manning the Amercoat exhibit is George Bettinger

of Los Angeles. On hand to show the 350 hp Nordberg diesel

are P. G. Kollberg and Charles Cox. Out from New York

for the show were Vice President E. H. Price and J. V. Brach
of Mackay Radio.
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mRRinE

PICTORIOL

REVIEUI

WINNERS OF TROPHIES AT SAFETY AWARD MEET IN MAY

This meeting was held by the San Francisco Bay Accident Preven-

tion Committee of the Waterfront Employers Association. Off-

shore, S. F. Bay District, to Jones Stevedoring Company; Coast-

wise, Terminal Trophy and Bay District Terminal, to Howard
Terminal; and Onshore. Bay District and Coastwise to General

Stevedoring & Ballast Company.

Left to right A. W Yo ng. Fire nan's Fur d Insurance Co.; P.

Holb roo k, C. L. M ee k, W L. Mellc r and W E Jones, S r., al of

Jone Stevedc rinig Co.; F. c. Wage ner. C J H endry; E. Bigel ow,

Howi rd Term inal; S. c. Dav s, A cident P ev antion Bureau; N.

Fillip ,
Howa d Term nal; G. A. Woods, East Bay Terminal; H.

Gerla nd Jr., Gene Stevedo re & allast. J. H Travers, Accid ent

Preve nti >n Bureau; an d P. Howard of Howa d Terminal.

NATIONAL MARINE EXPOSITION BREAKFAST ON NOB HILL

P. G. Kollbe.-g from Milwaukee, Harry Fromm, George Leinhard

and Charles Cox.

W. G. Sheldon, recently made district mana<
of Luckenbach Steamship Company, headqu

ters in Los Angeles.

^' ^'M

a1
Around the Breakfast table with Tubbs Cordage. Left to right: Dick Hughes, W. I.

Atherton, Joe Barry, Bob Lane and Fred Clark with Bob Black at the mike.
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m frhucisco

CEIEBRRTES

mflRITIIDE DRY

(I) Frank Foisie. president, Waterfront Employers A
tain Claude B. Mayo, USN (Ret.), Supt. of Californi,
and Brig. Gen. N. H. McKay, Commanding Gener.

8. Lenane: Cap- (5) Col. C. I. Murray, USMC, Chief of Staff, Dept. of Pacific; Ralph W.
sritime Academy; Myers, pres.. Shipowners Assn. of the Pacific Coast; Captain Malcome
;. F. Port of Em- Grossman, USMS, Supt. of Officer's School, Alam.-da; G. S. Perham,

pres.. S. F. Commercial Club; and Fletcher Monsen, pres.. Mariners Club.

tor, U. 5. Ma

D. B. Beary, Commandant 12th Naval District; A.
lairman Maritime Day Committee; Rear Adm. W.
mandant, USCG. and Lloyd Fleming, Pacific Coast Dir

Cu shir g. P" s. Mar ne Exc ha ^g
ber of Comm erce; and Ma or Q
1. S xth Army

Pac
Vice
fic

Admiral
Fleet, and

A.
Tho

E. Montgo
. Coaklcy

mery, C
presid snt.

nande
State

, Isf Task
Board of

Force
Harbo

U
Cc

S.

(7) Lew
ide
msh

s A. Lap
t of Amt
ip Assn.;

rce and 1

and
dust

Arthur F

ry. Inc., w

E. Ru
oye, pr
th Vice

Na
sell

'Ad

tlonal

Lutz,

Far E

m. Mc

Mar'
pres

3St-A

ntgo

Pac

Tiery

Day a

'fic An
a Cou

id r

ncil "of
Cor alongs de

At bottom, left: Lewis A. Lapham being !r

book at tie new Merchant Marine lounge in

Marine. Behind Admiral Smith is Mrs. Jame
Smith formally opened t'is recreational lou
pation of the Women's Organization in mai

and B. N. DeR.

!d at breakfasi on Nob Hill radio program. Center: Admiral Snifi signing g-jest
•ry Building, sponsored by the Women's Organization for the American Merchant
ics ard Mrs. Hor,-y W. Parsons, retiring president of the organization. Admiral
Maritime Day. At right: During the broadcast Mrs. Mines spoke on the partici-

ctivities. Seated in t^e audience, left to right: W. Eddie Martin; James S. Hines
ubiisher and asst. publisher of Pacific Marine Review.
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Republic Supply Co. of Califon office, 2122 E. Seventh, Los Angele

REPUBLIC SUPPLY CLLEBRRTE!;

30th flnniVERSRRY

Only Renia/ning Independent Oil

Well Supply Company Tells Fas-

cinating Story of Progress.

The facts brought out in an in-

terview with The Republic Supply

Company of California on the occa-

sion of its recent 30th birthday

makes it difficult to write a story

without references to Horatio Alger

and other exponents of the old "on-

ward and upward" school of fiction

. . . which references would quite

rightly be resented by the company.

But the facts in themselves are

amazing, and would furnish a field

day to the statistically-minded boys

who love to make charts comparing

"then and now". It is probable that

no one has prepared figures compar-

ing, let's say, the floor area of the

first small Coalinga store and the

combined floor areas of the fourteen

stores, warehouses, manufacturing

plant and offices which Republic

Supply occupies today, but those fig-

ures would be startling. Further to

mtrigue the imagination, there is

the seeming paradox that the com-

pany is still under the direction of

the original founders of thirty years

ago, yet the management is com-

posed, almost entirely, of men in

their early thirties and forties: P. M.

Pike, founder of Republic, is chair-

man of the Board of Directors of

the company; Dale Russell, vice

president, who managed the first

Coalinga store is a member of Re-

public's Board of Directors; while

|. J.
Pike, son of the founder, is pres-

ident of the Company in active

charge.

The Republic Supply Company of

California has its genesis in the old

Tay-Pike Company, which started

in 1910, in Coalinga. Our photo

shows the store in 1912, with the

sidewalk loungers watching a Buick

"White Streak" roar past "Whiskey

Row" during a road race. In March

of 1917, P. M. Pike, who helped

found the Tay-Pike Company,
formed the Republic Well Supply

Company of California, buying Tay-

Pike's Coalinga and Taft stores.

Subsequently, the name of the

company was changed to the one it

now carries—The Republic Supply

Company of California. The main

office and store were set up in San

Francisco and remained there till

1921, when Los Angeles became the

company's headquarters. 1921 also

saw the establishment of stores to

serve the booming oil fields in Los

Angeles, Long Beach, Huntington

Beach and Santa Fe Springs, the first

oil field supply stores in these areas.

As new discoveries were made

and new fields developed. Republic

followed the development either

with new stores or by buj'ing other

companies; for instance the old

Associate Supply Company, pur-

chased in its entirety by Republic.

Today, Republic boasts supply stores

or manufacturing facilities in Los

Angeles, Oakland ( Emeryville )

,

Avenal, Burrell, Bakersfield, Fresno,

Huntington Beach, Long Beach,

Newhall Ranch. Santa Maria, Santa

Fe Springs, Taft, Ventura and Wilm-

ington.

In nearly all cases. Republic owns

the properties it occupies, which

properties are being expanded and

improved as rapidly as conditions

allow. The store in Bakersfield for

instance, finished in 1937, is re-

garded as an outstanding example

of good modern industrial architec-

ture. A new store has just been built

in Fresno, and the finishing touches

are being applied to a new structure

just completed and now occupied in

Wilmington. In addition, it is plan-

ned to give the large Los Angeles

main office a new and larger home

in the course of the next two years,

or even earlier if the difficulties of

building in these days can be some-

what eased. The manufacturing divi-

sion, under the guidance of A. G.

Fraser, who has been with Republic

for twenty years, is outgrowing its

present good-sized quarters.

First Republic Store. Coalinga, I?I2
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SAFEGUARDING YOUR INVESTMENT!

/#

Baldtvin Lucnmotive Works

Enterprise Engine & Foundry Co

BENDIX
SCINTILLA

Leading manufacturers of Diesel engines select

Bendix-Scintilla'' Fuel injection Equipment, know-

ing that a nation-wide service organization

stands ready to safeguard the efficiency that

makes Bendix-Scintilla their choice.

A Nation-Wide

Service Organization

ARIZONA— P/ioenix, Charlie C. Jones Battery & Electric Co

CALIFORNIA— Los Angeles 27, Magneto Sales & Service Co

Son Diego, Magneto Soles & Service Co.

Son Froncisco 3, H. G. Makelim Magneto Repair Co

COLORADO—Denver 3, Central Supply Co.

ILLINOIS— C/iicago 16, Illinois Auto Electric Co.

IOWA—Des /Moines 9, Electrical Service & Sales Co.

LOUISIANA—New Orleans 13, John M. Walton, Inc.

MARYLAND— Bo/timore I, Porks & Hull Automotive Corp.

MASSACHUSETTS— Boston 7S, W. J. Connell Co.

MINNESOTA—Atinneopo/is 2, Reinhord Bros. Co., Inc.

MISSOURI—Kansas Cily 8, Electrical & Magneto Service, Int

SI. Louis 3, Electric Ports & Service Co.

NEBRASKA— Omofio 2, Carl A. Anderson, Inc.

NEW JERSEY— Newark 2, Tire Trading Co.

NEW YORK— Broolc/yn 16, E. A. Wildermuth

Buffalo 8, Hettrich Electric Service

New York 23, The Durham Co., Inc.

Syrocuse, The Durham Co., Inc.

OKLAHOMA— Tu/sa 3, Magneto Ignition Co.

OREGON— Port/and M, Automotive Products, Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA— Pfii/ode/pdio 32, J. W. Parkin, Jr.

Pittsburgh 13, Automotive Ignition Co.

TENNESSEE—AlempWs 4, Automotive Service Co.

TEXAS—Houston I, Beord & Stone Electric Co.

VIRGINIA— Ric/imond, Chas. H. Woodward Electric Co.

WASHINGTON— Seattle 14, Sunset Electric Co.

Spolcone 8, Sunset Electric Co.

WISCONSIN—Ati/woutee 2, Wisconsin Magneto Co.

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of

Sidney, N. Y.

Page Engineering Co.

^=^^^
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BIDS CALLED FOR ON FIVE V-2000 FOR AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES

Full-scale restoration of American President Lines' famous Round-the-world

passenger-cargo service was assured with announcement that the U.S. Maritime

Commission had invited bids for the construction of five de luxe 19 knot pas-

senger ships for use over the company's globe-circling route.

The Maritime Commission set August 13, 1947, as the opening date for bids

to build the vessels, with July 14 as the last date for changes.

Known as the V-2000 type and representing the latest in shipbuilding

design, the five new vessels will accommodate 189 passengers and replace five

passenger-cargo liners taken over from American President Lines by the Navy at

the outbreak of the war and not returned. Upon completion, APL will purchase
the five new vessels outright from the Commission.

*****
U.S. LINES PLANS TO BUILD 4 SHIPS

Four combination passenger-cargo ships are to be built or purchased, by
the U.S. Lines for its New York-London service, it was disclosed in the line's
annual report. An agreement with the Maritime Commission provides that the

ships will be built provided that the commission allots a satisfactory construc-
tion-differential subsidy and that a design is developed which is satisfactory
to both the line and the commission. No plans have yet been drawn for the ships
and no limits in tonnage and passengers have been set.

*****
U.S. STEEL CORP. READY TO BUILD ON WEST COAST

U.S. Steel Corp. has decided to finance and construct its own pipe-making
facilities on the Pacific Coast to maintain its competitive position in that
territory should the Justice Dept. succeed in blocking Steel's proposed purchase
of Consolidated Steel Corp., Irving S. Olds, chairman of U.S. Steel, disclosed.

GRACE AND LYKES FORM NEW LINE
Lykes Bros. SS Co. and Grace Line have formed a new corporation to be

known as the Gulf and South American SS Cc . , Inc., for the purpose of operating
a service between U.S. Gulf ports and ports on the West Coast of South America
and to conduct business in South America.

*****
29,000 SHIPLOADS

The Maritime Commission estimates that sea-borne commerce will reach
291,000,000 long tons by 1950, an increase of 19 per cent over the volume of
1937. A great proportion of this will be exported by the United States. The
Department of Commerce estimates that during 1947 the United States will furnish
about $16,200,000,000 in goods and services to other nations, while they in turn
will furnish only about $9,000,000,000 to us. The question for the American
people to decide is whether this trade shall be carried in American flag ships
or in foreign bottoms.
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U.S. ANNOUNCES ELECTRONIC AID POLICY FOR SHIPS

A national policy governing selection and use of electronic aids to marine

navigation for American merchant ships was announced by the U.S. at the opening

session of the International Meeting on Marine Radio Aids to Navigation. The

policy was suggested as a basis for world-wide standardization of radio aids by

John ?. Cross, assistant chief of the State Dept.'s telecommunications division,

who made the announcement.
*****

PAINT FIRM BUILDING NEW $100,000 PLANT

Plans for immediate construction of a $100, 000 new factory for the De

Boom Paint Company are announced by Claude R. Witzel, manager. The building is

to be erected at the corner of Mississippi and 22nd Street, San Francisco, and

will have an area of 12,856 square feet of floor space.

FOUR WEST COAST SHIPYARDS TO BE PRESERVED BY MARITIME COMMISSION

The Maritime Commission's plans for its West Coast shipyards as stated by

Admiral Smith, include the permanent preservation of four yards, three of which

are on San Francisco Bay. The four are Richmond No. 3; Bethlehem-Alameda ; Van-

couver, Washington; and the West Yard at Oakland.

These yards may be leased by private operators but for ship work only.

When a new ship construction gets under way, bidders may base bids on the use of

these yards. The Commission itself will not bid against private builders.

WAR LOSSES

"Of the entire prewar U.S. passenger fleet, 52 ships were sunk and only

16 were suitable in 1946 for reconversion for permanent, long range passenger
use. With 20 war-built vessels added, we were still 91 vessels short of our pre-

war passenger fleet as this year opened."—Admiral Smith, (See entire analysis
elsewhere in this issue.)

TWO NEW CONSTRUCTION PLANS

Plan No. 1 of the Maritime Commission proposes 65 new passenger-cargo
vessels including four express liners or super-liners {Two for Atlantic and two
for Pacific.

)

Plan No. 2. proposes: 67 new vessels, including six smaller and less ex-

pensive passenger liners instead of the super-liners.

These, added to the 36 long range ships in service or under construction
January 1, would constitute our passenger fleet.

ALCOA IS EXPANDING FREIGHT OPERATIONS

The freight operations of the Alcoa SS Co. are being expanded to keep pace
with an expected increase of U.S. trade with the islands of the Caribbean and
countries on the northern coast of South America. Harmon Lewis, president,
asserted that his company had applied to the Maritime Commission for the bare-
boat charter of an additional 16 liberty ships, rising to 78 the number of

vessels under Alcoa control.
*****

CURRAN WARNS SEAMEN TO BACK SHIP DISCIPLINE

Joseph Curran, president of the MNU, warned members of his organization
that "either they conduct themselves as good union men and perform the work for
which they shipped, or they will be cleaned off the ship and out of the union."
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11 SUBMARINE JOBS AT HUNTERS POINT

The first of eleven major submarine alteration jobs which will cost a

total of about |2, 500, 000 and require until September 1948 to complete, is un-

derway at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard, Hunters Point.

Two of the 11, the Scabbardfish and the Sea Devil will undergo extensive

voyage overhauls as well as the alteration work, at a cost of |300,000 each.

*****
THE "WASHINGTON" RECONVERSION

Limited reconversion to passenger vessel and chartering of the 668-foot

North Atlantic liner Washington is announced. Newport News Shipbuilding and

Dry Dock Company will do the work at the fixed price of $1,664,885.

SHIP BUILDER CONSERVING FOR BIG PROGRAM AHEAD

Capital of New York Shipbuilding Corp. will be conserved by the management

to finance renewed naval and passenger-ship construction, J. F. Metten, chairman

of the board, told his annual meeting. More ships are essential if the U.S. is

to keep its place as a maritime nation, Metten said. He added that shipbuilding

companies must have ample funds to finance the initial stages of building pas-

senger ships.

*****
MARINE RESEARCH GROUP OVERHAULED

The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers took another step

toward creation of a central research organization on naval design when it an-
nounced an extensive re-organiaation of its important technical and research
committee. The committee will lend its support to the co-ordination of re-

search in the fields of shipbuilding and shipping and will foster research among
the facilities available for such purpose.

ATOM-DRIVEN SHIPS NEAR

Ship propulsion by atomic power within five years is predicted by Dr. Karl
T. Compton, president of MIT. The saving in ship space by elimination of cum-
bersome fuel bunkers and in fueling time by substitution of atomic energy power
plants promises that ship propulsion will be the first commercial utilization of

atomic energy, he said. Dr. Compton suggested that relief from the need of re-
fueling will undoubtedly persuade the Navy to become the first user of atomic
energy in ship propulsion. Continuous employment of warships of unlimited cruis-
ing radius will revolutionize naval operations, he predicted.

IDoore-niacCoriiiack

(Continued from page 46)

order, many of these openings have fallen into disuse

during the troopship days of the vessels. The elevators

will be placed in good mechanical condition and the

load chains renewed. On the Uruguay a complete over-

haul of the windlass calls for new I4"xl4" steam cylin-

ders, and the repairs on the deck machinery of her sisters

will be just as far reaching. New gypsy heads will be

installed on the Uruguay's warp winch, and the motors

for all electrically operated winches and capstans, in-

cluding the life boat winches, will be overhauled and

cleaned. Overhaul of the steering gear, telemotor, and all

allied steering equipment is to be accomplished.

The Uruguay will have sixteen single boats under

Welin Quadrant davits when complete. Two of these

boats, Nos. 15 and 16 will be newly added. It will be

necessary under inspection rules that enough lifeboats

will be provided for the vessel's 247 first class passengers,

86 tourist class passengers, and the 407 persons assigned

to the crew. New aluminum accommodation ladders of
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the feathering t)pe will be standard equipment on all

ships.

Machinery work will not be anything out of the

ordinary. Although the ship's engines have carried her

thousands upon thousands of miles, as is the case with

so many turbo-electric propulsion units, routine inspec-

tion is all that is necessary. All steam piping and auxiliary-

machinery is being inspected and overhauled as found

necessary, and all pumps being checked for corrosion and

being renewed where they display excessive wear. A
new Worthington submersible bilge pump is being

added to the engine rooms which will operate under

50 ft. of submergence for a period of 48 hours. A new

sprinkler system is installed throughout the ships, being

controlled by an automatic electric fire detecting system.

A new and separate sprinkler system pump will handle

this added emergency load, and a new ship's air com-

pressor plus an individually operated air compressor

to operate the sprinkler system control is being added.

These strong safety measures will greatly reduce the tire

hazard on the vessels.

Crew quarters have been increased in size and number

in many instances, for since the ships were launched

the complement has jumped from 350 to 407 persons.

Redecoration of the passenger staterooms and public

rooms has been one of the outstanding achievements of

the reconversion. Complete rehabilitation of all interiors

with new decorative schemes, and smart new colors lend

to the beauty of the ships. The new rugs, draperies and

upholsteries, exclusively designed for the refitted ships,

carry out the gay Latin American theme where richness

and life are combined to lend charm to all rooms. The

furnishings have been replaced by new, modern pieces,

some of which have been designed expressly for the

ships. In the staterooms, combination sofa-beds replace

the old beds and bunks, giving the rooms the daytime

appearance of living rooms which may be used for small

social gatherings and lounging when the beds are made

up. There are to be comfortable chairs and couches pro

fusely placed about the rooms to complete the illusion

of drawing rooms. Commodious chests and wardrobes

provide ample stowage space for the passengers' articles.

New lighting fixtures provide soft, restful illumination,

glare being cut to a minimum.

The safety of the passengers has been one of the prime

concerns in the reconversion of these ships, and much

of the old woodwork has been ripped out and replaced

by walls and ceilings of metal joiner or asbestos, or other

non-combustible materials. Many of the new bulkheads

are to be finished in a natural wood surface, which, com-

bined with colorful draperys, paintings and upholsteries

will create a striking effect.

All public rooms will carry out this same Latin theme,

and since the voyages to South America are through

warm waters, the passengers will spend a good deal of

their time on deck. A lovely verandah cafe has been

planned, the windows of which will overlook the swim-

ming pools and will be full length "picture windows."

The dining saloons will be completely air conditioned

and a sound reproduction system will supply music to

all public rooms.

The ventilation systems on the ships will be com-

pletely revamped, and all blowers supplying air to old

troop compartments will be removed. This will relieve

the electrical load considerably, and these blowers can

be relocated to benefit crew and passenger accommoda-

tions. New air supply fans are being added to the boiler

rooms in addition to the natural air supply systems.

Out on deck there will be the swimming pools, deck

tennis courts and shuffle-board games, and for the pas-

sengers' convenience, a new laundry will be installed

forward on B deck, being rebuilt from the former gun-

crew quarters. There wiU also be a completely equipped

tailor shop, a print shop, photographic dark-rooms, and

a post office.

The three ships are also being made ready to handle

their share of the cargo, too. They have compartments

totaling 450,000 cu. ft. bale for dry cargo in addition to

the refrigerated spaces. All masts and booms are being

thoroughly checked and reconditioned where wear, cor-

rosion or damaging warrants such work. Standing rigging

will be inspected and regalvanized. All running rigging

is to be inspected for wear and if it is found in satisfac-

tory condition it will be relubricated and reassembled,

and where it is found defective it will be replaced. Blocks,

sheaves and pins will be checked and upon completion

of the overhaul, all rigging will be tested to see that it is

in good working order.

Another new addition to the ships for peacetime opera-

tion will be the radar units, developed and used to such

great advantage in war, which are now ready for peace-

time navigation. And a new coat of paint will lend

glamour to these veterans of the seas, for the dull lead-

gray of wartime will give way to a green boottopping

with the hull painted black above up to the freeboard

deck. All houses above A ( Main ) Deck will be painted

a glistening white. All masts, w'ith the exception of top-

masts, and booms will be white, and resplendent in these

new colors, the "Good Neighbor Fleet " will be ready

to put to sea. All bare steel decks for passenger prome-

nade will be covered with a wood decking, neatly caulked

and sanded smooth.

The Uruguay is expected to be the first ship completed

and she'll sail out of New York harbor on a schedule

which calls for a sailing every two weeks when once these

three ships are completed. The round trip wiU be consum-

mated in about 38 days time, and commencing at New
York, ports of call will be at Rio de Janeiro and Santos

( Port of Sao Paulo ) in Brazil, Montevideo in Uruguay,

and Buenos Aires, Argentina. There is also a possibility of

the ships touching at the Brazilian ports of Recife

(Pernambuco; or Bahia (Salvador) enroute to Rio. On

the return voyage, the ships will visit the British Isle of

Trinidad.

Advance interest indicates that the reconditioned ves-

sels will enjoy a brisk trade as they resume their old

routes in South Atlantic waters. There is some hope that

eventually one or more of these fine ships will be seen

again serving U. S. Pacific Coast ports.
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BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING

HEATED
TO 2250°

Brickseal provides a crackproof,

vitrified armor for furnace lin-

ings. The small firebricks shown
in the furnace were bonded and
painted with Brickseal and heated

to 2250°. Directly from the fur-

nace they were plunged into cold

water as shown below—a test for

any material subject to expansion

and contraction.

Brickseal is semi-plastic when
hot, yet hard and tough when
cold. Brickseal is made in grades

suitable to heats ranging from
1400° to more than 3000°. It will

make any furnace last longer by
giving new life to your refrac-

tories. Write or call local dealer

for a demonstration.

DOUSED IN
COLD WATER

1^1

BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING

Plants at

1029 Clinton St.. Hoboken. N. J.

5800 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Keep Posted
New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Sliip and Dock

The new postwar Cargocaire dehumidify-
ing unit weighing 50 per cent less, occu-
pying only 1/2 the usual deck space, re-

cently announced to the trade.

Colvin llnnounces Dew

Carogcaire Unit

A new postwar Cargocaire de-

humidifying unit weighing 50 per

cent less and occupying only half

the usual deck space, was announced

by O. D. Colvin, president of the

Cargocaire Engineering Corp. Sev-

eral of these new units have already

been delivered aboard vessels now
under construction or being recon-

verted.

New unit showed a reduction of

50 per cent in weight and 50 per

cent in actual deck space and the

steam consumption was reduced by

dVz per cent while the electrical

load was reduced 64 per cent. An-

other advantage is that the new
unit was cycled automatically and

was delivered aboard ship in pack-

aged form which eliminated the

necessity of any elaborate assembly

aboard ship.

Among the first American lines

to receive the new Cargocaire unit,

will be the South Atlantic Steamship

Line. The first of South Atlantic's

vessels to be equipped with the

Cargocaire system is the Southport

which is now under reconversion at

the Brooklyn Division of the Todd
Shipyards Corporation. The Brodin

Line and the Silver Line, Ltd., are

the first of the foreign flag opera-

tors to receive this new equipment.

the Brodin Line's M/S Lia, the first

Scandinavian vessel to be so equip-

ped, is due in New York late in

August on her maiden voyage. The

Cargocaire system has been specified

in the Silver Line's Silverholly and

Silveryew which are now under con-

struction in Great Britain.

Ilew Bar-Stock Safety

Release Valve

Farris Engineering Corp., Pali-

sades Park, N. J.,
has introduced a

new and simplified relief valve

model No. 2745, for pressures up to

10,000 psi. The valve is fabricated

completely from bar stock, either

bronze, cold rolled steel or stainless

steel depending on the service for

which it is intended. In either case

the disc and nozzle are of stainless

steel.

Available with or without test

gear, in 3 body sizes

—

V2 in., % in.

and 1 in.—interchangeable nozzle

inserts provide for proper capacity

at set pressures in 3 ranges—2000,

5000 and 10,000 psi for each size.

This versatility permits application

in a wide variety of services.

Farris Engineering Corp., Palisades Park,

N. J., new and simplified relief valve for

pressure up to 10,000 psi.
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For Direct Leads to World-Wide Business!

Port-0-Trade Exposition

Long Beach, Calif.

Manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors and

shippers are showing and demonstrating the

very latest in products and services at Port-

O-Trade. Here you'll find direct, tangible

leads to foreign commerce as well as local

business.

June 13th to 22nd

It's a show designed and planned for industry,

staged on the longest land-filled commercial

pier in the world. In the midst or America's

most modern port. Plan now to visit Port-O-

Trade Exposition, Long Beach, California, June

13 through 22.

Sponsored by the Long Beach Junior Chamber of Commerce
with the co-operation of the Port of Long Beach, California.

Progress in Bottom Paint Formulation

I Continued from page 69)

corrosive and bare metal primer. One to two hours drying

time are required before the application of the anti-

fouling which required two to four hours drying time

before undocking.

No special equipment is required for application.

Either brush or spray may be used. There is no danger

of poor performance due to fault)' application since both

products are fool-proof and may be applied by any dock-

ing facility. Applicators are in no way affected by toxic

ingredients since only harmless cuprous oxide is used

as a toxic.

Both materials are designed to resist hot and cold.

They will not run or sag in tropical waters or become

embrittled and crack in cold northern waters. They may
be applied under any weather conditions although the

hull should naturally be dry.

Repainting is not required during interim or emer-

gency drydockings since exposure to the atmosphere for

periods of 4 to 8 days has no deleterious effects upon the

painting system.

Tremendous dollar savings are realized from the com-

plete elimination of normal losses in speed and normal

increases in fuel consumption between drydocking

periods.

The acceptance of these coatings by foreign navies

and foreign steamship operators is nothing short of

amazing. Several foreign navies are using these products,

and export shipments are constantly increasing. Such

countries, short in credit, definitely cost-conscious, can

prove the economy of the increased cost of the plastic

coatings, plus the cost freight and plus import duties

ranging from a few per cent to 84 per cent.

Perfection in bottom paint formulation is still the

aim of all manufacturers. Antifouling coatings of the

new plastic type are now considered to be 95 per cent

effective as compared to 15 per cent to 25 per cent effec-

tiveness of the obsolete formations. Antifouling coat-

ings fail now only because of a breakdown of the anti-

corrosive film. When comparable progress is made in

anticorrosive paints, a conservative estimate of the life

of a bottom paint application will be .i to 4 years. Today

that is the goal of the paint industry.

Captain Curtis Passes

Captain Frank E. Curtis of Pillsbury and Martinolich in San Francisco,

passed away during May, after a successful marine career.

ttis birthplace was in Searsport, Maine, the home of many a seafaring

man. Before and during the first war he was with American-Hawaiian, in

command of the Oregonian when a sub got her. He was fallen prisoner

and interned in Spain. In 1923 he joined Pillsbury and Martinolich and

last year retired from business.

Those around the Bay Area that sailed with Captain Curtis include Cap-
tain N. J. Kane, well-known marine superintendent for American-Hawaiian,

and Thomas A, Plant, vice president of that company, who first sailed with

Curtis as a super cargo.
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Coasting Computer Shows

Drift and Distances Off

Distance oft beam, distance off on

second bearing and angle of drift

are easily determined without resort

to tables, with the new "Calculaide"

coasting computer developed by

American Hydromath Co.. of New
York. With this instrument only

the first and second angles and dis-

tance run need be known, the com-

puter performing all needed trig-

onometric calculations.

In the new "Calculaide" coasting

computer distance of? is given by a

circular scale on the base calibrated

from 1 to 100. A corresponding dis-

tance run scale, from 1 to 10, ap-

pears on the rotating slide. Units on

these two scales can be miles, nauti-

cal miles, yards or feet. First angle

curves, carried on the base, show

through a window in the slide.

Along the edges of this window ap-

pear the second angle graduations.

Any ordinary two bearing problem

can thus be solved in a single set-

ting. Moreover, the computer is so

designed that a third bearing can be

used to detect and measure cross

FITLER
LUBRICORE

There is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubricating Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

"Green Yarn Center"

Insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't

accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE", the Self-Lubri-

cating Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The [dwin H. Fitter Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
ROPE SINCE 1804

drift. A useful feature of the instru-

ment is that the distance scales are

identical with those on an ordinary

slide rule, enabling the device to be

used to solve problems involving

multiplication, division, percentage,

ratio and proportion, etc.

Construction of the new "Cal-

culaide" coasting computer com-

bines precision with durability. It

is six inches in diameter, and is

made of non-warping "Vinylite"

plastic, which is unaffected by oiL

perspiration, moisture or salt spray.

Scales and graduations are protected

by a tough plastic overlay. An attrac-

tive genuine leather case is furnished

with the instrument. The "Calcul-

aide" coasting computer is priced

at S3. 50, complete with leather case.

Radical Improvements in

fuel Dozzle Speeds Gas

Turbine Development

A fuel nozzle recently perfected

by Keith V. Smith of the Westing-

house Research Laboratories in

Pittsburgh, Pa., has the unique ad-

vantage of giving superior atomiza-

tion at all fuel rates—even those ap-

proaching zero. It performs effec-

tively below the drizzle point of the

conventional mechanical atomizing

nozzle, and unlike the ordinary

nozzle which sprays larger droplets

in a hollow cone pattern, it sprays

a solid cone of heavy fog.

Developed in connection with

gas turbine combustion studies, it

wiU be used on the 2000-horsepower

gas turbine generator set now under

experimental development at the

Westinghouse South Philadelphia

Works, which has been designed to

run on No. 6 ( Bunker "C" ) fuel oil.

The experimental gas turbine is in-

tended for locomotive, marine and

utility applications.

Key to the new nozzle's atomiz-

ing power is the very small flow of

relatively low-pressure compressed

air—less than 1 c.f.m.—that enters

through six tiny airducts cut at an

angle in the nozzle. As these separate

streams of air enter the atomizer,

their whirling motion sets up a

miniature cyclone. This air blast

collides with the incoming fuel sup-

ply, ripping the heavy oil into drop-

lets so fine that they approach the

size of fog particles.

Cut me out and send me in

PI\CIFIC

MURIi RtVIEW

KEEP POSTED

equipment or the

literature announced ir

this department will be

furnished without obli

gation on your part

For quick s

please use this coupon

The details of new # /O/, ^
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J. Lester P>..,.

of Columbia Steel Co..., ,,

subsidiary of United Stat

iwly elected presid
ipany, West Co

J. Lester Perry President

Of Columbia Steel

J. Lester Perry, assistant to Ben-

jamin F. Fairless, president of the

United States Steel Corporation of

Delaware, has been elected President

of Columbia Steel Company, U. S.

Steel's West Coast subsidiary, suc-

ceeding the late William A. Ross,

who died in San Francisco on April

19, 1947.

Mr. Perry, who has spent his en-

tire career in the steel industry, be-

gan as a cost clerk and rose to the

presidency of Carnegie-Illinois Steel

Corporation, U. S. Steel's largest

steel producing subsidiary. He re-

tired from that post on July 31.

1946, to become assistant to Presi-

dent Fairless.

Mr. Perry was scheduled to retire

from the steel corporation on May 1

,

but has agreed to serve as president

of Columbia until a permanent suc-

cessor to Mr. Ross is elected. He
arrived in San Francisco on Mon-

day, May 12, to take up his duties.

Mr. Perry was a close friend of Mr.

Ross during the latter's long asso-

ciation with Columbia.

Hew Personnel for Gamlen

Chemical Company Dew

Vork Office

Gamlen Chemical Company, of

Pittsburgh and San Francisco, an-

nounces the addition of three men
to its personnel at the New York

district office located at 1 1 Broad-

way, which is managed by Tom
Faver, Division Director of marine

sales for the East and Gulf Coasts.

Val G. Savage has joined Gamlen

Chemical Company as marine super-

visor in the New York area. Mr.

Savage comes to Gamlen with an

extensive background of experience

in the marine field. Until recently he

was associated with Heat Transfer

Products as marine superintendent.

Previously he occupied positions as

operating manager of the East Coast

Shipyard at Bayonne, and of the

New Jersey Shipyard. During the

war he was Head of the Technical

Division, Coordinator of Ship Re-

pairs for the U. S. Maritime Com-
mission and the U. S. Navy on the

East Coast. Before the war he oper-

ated his own business.

William A. Foil and Lee Sikorski

have also joined Gamlen Chemical

Company as representatives serving

the marine industry.

Flush mount-
ing type FAX
Pyrometer

Hendy shop test

with AInor Exhaust Pyrometers

This Hendy Series 20 Marine engine is

equipped with an Alnor Exhaust Pyrometer,

providing a reliable guide to efficient engine

performance in the test runs as well sis through-

out its future service life.

Alnor Pyrometers allow an easy routine check

of exhaust temperatures and give dependable

information on uniform loading and

correct adjustment. Afloat or ashore,

you will find Alnor Exhaust Pyrometers

on the majority of Diesel and large gas

engines. Write for descriptive bulletins.

ILLINOIS TESTING LABORATORIES, INC.

420 NORTH lA SALLE STREET • CHICAGO 10, ILllNOrS
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Claude Stewart Heads

iilcnab, Incorporated

McNab, Incorporated, manufac-

turers of marine instruments since

1909, at a stockholders meeting in

February, elected a new president,

Claude W. Stewart. The line reputa-

tion which McNab, Incorporated has

built up over the years, has been

placed in competent hands. Mr.

Stewart was born in Jackson County,

Oklahoma, March 3, 1908. He is a

graduate of Annapolis Naval Acad-

emy, having graduated in the year

of 1929. He is a retired Command-
er of the United States Navy, having

voluntarily retired after slightly less

than 24 years in the Naval Service.

He also has had a varied and highly

rated operational career in the Naval

C. W. Stewart, newly elected pr.

McNab, Incorporated, and form

cer-in-Charge of the Naval Ai

Program at Floyd Bennett Field.

art has an extensive marine anc

engme ng background.

McN ab. Incorporate d has

acqi ired exclusive rights

for Automatic Ele :;ro.-iic

Dire ction Finder, whi ih was

deve loped by Marine Di,-ec-

tional Instrument Cornpany.

The pictures show th e sta-

tion ry, hermetically-sealed,

cros -looped antenna which

can be located an where

aboa rd ship. The case
hous es all apparatu s, in-

dud ng a built-in s leak^r

and provision for head

phon es. A 2-band, 7-tube,

supe heterodyne rece ver is

used to give ma ximum
rang e. Bearings are said to

be o btained instantly indi-

catin g course to a

destination.

glven

Air Forces, in addition to his ship-

board duties. Both at sea and in the

air, Mr. Stewart was directly asso-

ciated with executive management.

With Mr. Stewart, Everett R.

Johnson was elected as executive

vice president. Mr. Johnson is a

graduate engineer and has held re-

sponsible engineering positions with

the United States Government, and

is well known in civilian engineer-

ing circles. He is, at present, asso-

ciated with the Kellogg Engineer-

ing Company as chief project en-

gineer in the development of jet

propulsion.

,
Since taking over his duties with

McNab, Mr. Stewart has acquired

exclusive rights for the company to

the Automatic Electronic Direction

Finder, which was developed and
recently advertised by the Marine
Directional Instrument Company.
The instrument is a major improve-

ment in marine direction finding

equipment and was developed by

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service fo Catalina Island

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS

TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California
TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241: Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

John R. SteinhofI, as a result of his

research in radio direction finding

since 1934. Mr. Steinhoff has been
in the radio field since 1922 and
worked on confidential equipment
for the United States Navy during

the war. The device was exhibited at

the Los Angeles Boat Show, from
May 30th through June 8th, at the

Memorial Coliseum, Los Angeles.

Mr. Stewart and Mr. Steinhoff will

be on hand to welcome visitors and
demonstrate the device at the Mc-
Nab exhibit. Mr. Stewart made a

tour of all principal ports and Cana-

da visiting McNab representatives

and made several new appointments.

Frickson of Hagan Corporation

To Visit Coast

D. J. Erikson, vice president and

general sales manager of Hagan Cor-

poration, Hall Laboratories and Cal-

gon, Inc., will revisit the Pacific

Coast this summer, leaving Pitts-

burgh, Pa., June 20 for six weeks.

He will stop at Los Angeles, San

Francisco, Portland and Seattle,

checking with each branch repre-

sentative on progress in combus-

tion control and boiler water con-

ditioning. He also will initiate a re-

organization of plans to take into

account the company's recent pur-

chase of the Ring-Balance Instru-

ment Company of Chicago, which

rounds out the Hagan line of con-

trols with a wide line of instru-

ments.
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Paules Advanced in

International Cementers

p. E. Paules, formerly develop-

ment engineer, and later district

manager of the International Ce-

menters, Int. at Long Beach, has re-

cently been transferred from the

General Offices to new responsibili-

ties as District Manager in charge

of all of the company's operations

in the Oakland-San Francisco area.

Mr. Paules has been identified

with the Chemical Service Depart-

ment of International Cementers,

Inc., the organization which provid-

ed methods of removing scales and

sludges from marine equipment,

based on complete analyses for pre-

determining exact t)'pes of scales

and prescribing the proper solvent

for removing these substances.

He is splendidly qualified both by

training and elaborate experience,

receiving his B. S. in Chemistry at

Loyola University and his M.S. de-

gree at U. S. C.

Paules began his business career

with the Americoat Division of

American Pipe and Construction at

L. A. He taught Chemistry, Mathe-

matics & Physics at Loyola, and later

returned to the manufacturing world

where he rounded out two years of

research work in the Plastics Dept.

of Baker Oil Tool Co.

As development engineer for In-

ternational Cementers, Inc. he has

worked directly with marine men in

the Long Beach-L. A. harbor district,

and now brings this invaluable ex-

perience to the Bay area.

Another important change in the

I. C. activities is the transfer of H. J.

Stock to the General Offices as De-

velopment Engineer. Mr. Stock, dur-

ing the past year has been establish-

ing the company's services in the

Oakland-San Francisco area.

NE'W B & W BULLETIN ON
STAINLESS STEEL TUBING: The

Babcock & "Wilcox Tube Company

announces a new bulletin ( TB-323 )

just off the press which outlines

some of the many uses of B & W
stainless tubing and briefly describes

its important properties from an

application point of view.

t ^ ir^'— / .
-^^-^

^*ii*^p
Above Unit Available

For Standby Steam

soPHCSHipmmnTHCECo
1163 Battery Street • Phone SU 589

SAN FRANCISCO 11. CALIFORNIi

Specialists in boiler cleaning . . . fank cleaning an

reconversion . . . sand blasling . . . interior and exteric

painting . . . scaling and all types of chemical cleaninc

George B. Plant, Owner Ro/ A. Lanari, Operations Mg
Bill Harris, Soles Mgr. Leit Hansen, Chemical £n
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d

r
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THOmnS [. CUFFE HFUI PRFSIDEOT

OF PACIFIC FAR EHST FIHFS

Thomas E. Cuffe, executive vice president since the

company's formation in July, 1946 has been named

president. William T. Sexton's resignation was prompted

by his desire to devote all of his time and attention to

his own shipping company, the Coastwise Pacific Line.

John A. McCone, president of Joshua Hendy Iron

"Works, has been elected a director in Mr. Sexton's place.

John R. "Wagner, in charge of traffic, has been named

vice president.

All other directors were elected by the Board. They

include: S. D. Bechtel, president of W. A. Bechtel Com-

pany; Alden G. Roach, president of Consolidated Steel

Corp., Los Angeles; Joseph Di Giorgio, president of the

Di Giorgio Fruit Corp.; Richard Wagner, and Howard

J.
Klossner, president and vice president respectively of

The Chicago Corporation, leading Middlewest invest-

ment trust house, and Thomas E. Ciiflfe, company presi-

dent.

Thomas. E. Cuffe,

president. Pacific

Far East Lines.

The company operates a fleet of 25 dry<argo and

refrigerator vessels between California and the Orient.

It has offices at San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York,

Chicago and Detroit.

Russell E. Pratt, Sr

president of Ge
eral Machinery

Supply Company
San Francisco,

fiussell A, Pratt, vic<

president and man
ager of Genera

Machinery & Sup

ply Company.

General machinery How in 30th Year

For Powell Valves

It was recently announced by President Russell F.

Pratt, who heads up General Machinery & Supply Com-

pany in San Francisco, that this firm is now entering its

30th year as Northern California representative for The

William Powell "Valve Company of Cincinnati. His son,

Russell A. Pratt, is now vice president and manager of

this firm.

Actual beginning of General Machinery & Supply

Company dates back to 1896 when the original name

of the company was Compressed Air & General Ma-

chinery Company with a territory serviced "from Fresno

north to the Oregon Border."

In 1912, when Russell F. Pratt started out, the com-

pany became known as General Machinery & Supply

Company. His son joined the organization in 19.33 and

has progressed through all departments.

Marine and industrial heavy hardware supplies, with

emphasis on pipe, valves and fittings, is the main line of

General's service to all branches of the maritime industry.

Forty-four persons today comprise the staff of the

well known house, and the officers are: Russell F. Pratt,

president; Russell A. Pratt, vice president and manager;

and Arthur R. Clark, secretary-treasurer. The directors-

are Russell F. Pratt, Russell A. Pratt, Victor L. Schatt,

Arthur R. Clark and Kenneth C. GiUis.
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For Stevedoring Serriee...

Expert Handling and Stowing of All Cargo.

Modern Equipment. Cranes for Heavy Lifts.

For Ship Service..

.

Tank Cleaning. Wet and Dry Sandblasting.

Painting. Scaling. General Cleaning Work.

it Experienced Personnel in All Departments.

MITCHELL STEVEDORING COMPAI^Y
pier 18 • San Franeiseo

Ship Service Department Telephone : GArfieM 5216 • Office Telephone: GArfleld 5213

'^(ud...

CINtiEY
CARGO PUMPS

HATEVER the liquid cargo, KINNEY Heliquad Rotary Pumps wi

handle it
— with speed and dependability. The same KINNEY Pump that

handles gasoline will pump lube oil, molasses, ballast water and a great

variety of cargoes.

The KINNEY Cargo Pump Model HQAC is compact and ideal for below-

deck service. It is specially built for shipboard use and its double helical

rotors, driven by enclosed timing gears, develop a continuous, powerful

suction that strips tanks clean. The pump will unload through shore lines

against a wide range of pressures. Design is compact and rugged, with

horizontal suction base and built-in strainer which permits removal of

pump working parts without disturbing suction piping. Available in iron,

all bronze, or bronze fitted; capacities up to 3000 bbls. per hr.

Wr/7e for Bu/Zefin Mk.

KINNEY MANUFACTURIN
3554 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES • SA

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE VACUUM PUMPS, CLUTCHES AND BITUMINOUS

JUNE • I 947
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Admiral Smith
{Continued from page 7S)

down in World War II. All through that process the

United States adhered to the policy of non-involvement

in world political difficulties, and developed a philosophy

of isolationism which governed the thinking of our

people to an appreciable extent even in the days imme-

diately before we were drawn into the recent war.

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor gave us much

more than a physical jolt. It suddenly made very clear to

us the fact that we could not enforce our isolationism

upon other nations which sought to bring us into line

with their ideas for a new world order. Even in success-

fully defending ourselves against the aggressors, we be-

came involved in the very things which it was our desire

before the war to avoid.

Even though the Axis nations lost the war, the world-

shaking turmoil and devastation they produced served

virtually to complete the process of realignment and re-

distribution of power and influence which started with

World War I. From this situation the United States had

emerged in the position of unquestioned world leader-

ship. Instead of the nation which a few short years ago

sought only to keep and enjoy its own way of life, we

are now the international power to which all nations

look not only for material assistance in rehabilitating

themselves, but also for guidance in rebuilding the eco-

nomic and political structures of the world.

The experience of World War II and the subsequent

events of the postwar period have demonstrated very

clearly that no nation as great and as rich as the United

States can hope to live more or less unto itself. It appears

that if we are to have and enjoy the way of life we
cherish, it is going to be necessary for us to extend our

influence abroad sufficiently to control the forces which

might develop and organize to make another attack upon

us and upon other peoples who cherish the things that

we cherish. Our experience has taught us that, seemingly,

the way to protect these interests is not through a costly

defensive war, but through a positive program of action

in cooperation with other liberty-loving nations which

will prevent the recurrence of a world situation which

might result in war.

There are many ways in which the United States can

exert a good influence in the field of international rela-

tions, but one of the most practical ways is by making

its full contribution to the international exchange of

goods and services. If we are to make that contribution

we must develop and maintain a strong and modern

Merchant Marine as a vehicle by which to send our

economic power where it is called for by the exigencies

of political strategy.

This is where the deepest concern of your Government

lies. The Maritime Commission is charged with respon-

sibility for aiding the maritime industry under the Mer-

chant Marine Act of 1936 and subsequent legislation.

It is responsible above all, however, to see that this

Nation has a Merchant Marine adequate not only to

economic needs of the Nation, but also for its defense.

To be perfectly frank, the question of American flag

shipping services is no longer a question of commercial

enterprise alone. It is a question of national policy of

the highest order, in view of the present position of our

country in world affairs. That is why the President of the

United States appointed an Advisory Committee of lead-

ing industrialists and experts to study and report to him

on the whole problem of the Merchant Marine. That is

why the Congress of the United States, the Maritime

Commission, the War and Navy Departments -and other

agencies of the Government have been hard at work for

months on the study of this whole subject.

It is the sincere hope of the Maritime Commission that

these studies will soon result in a sound program of long

range development of our Merchant Marine on a scale

which will insure not only good and adequate American

flag service at home and abroad, but also a modern and

dependable maritime organization which will be able at

any moment's call to place itself again in the front line

of defense of our country. This is a hope in which I

know all shipping men join as they consider the larger

aspects of our maritime outlook.

Let me again express my very best wishes to you

Pacific Coast operators in your efforts to re-establish your

own services, and my appreciation for the hearty con-

tribution you are making to the Merchant Marine pro-

gram as a whole. I like the view that West Coast people

take of things. It is a fresh, energetic view, marked by

the same kind of progressive spirit that sent that first

steam-propelled ship across the Atlantic flying the Amer-

ican flag. Good luck to you, and good sailing.

BOOK REVIEW

Dictionary of Foreign Trade

This is a revised and enlarged edition of the Dictionary

of Foreign Trade, by Frank Henius, published by Pren-

tice-Hall, New York, Price $12.50.

A unique reference work, it includes up-to-the-minute

postwar changes in Foreign Trade terms and practices,

and brings together in a single volume a wealth of prac-

tical information on every important aspect of Foreign

Trade.

Its 6000 principal entries, arranged in alphabetical

order, are not limited to the usual brief dictionary-type

definitions. Instead, the volume contains specific, de-

tailed, how-to-do-it information on international trade

practices and procedures.

Another important feature is its collection of nearly

300 documents used in the trade. The forms reproduced

show the latest changes, giving clear, concise explanations

of how and when each form is used, as well as how to

prepare it.

Another time-saver is the Dictionary's table of foreign

trade abbreviations used in English, French, Spanish and

German, including commercial, banking, shipping and

similar terms, making this compilation the most extensive

of its kind ever published.
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Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may

be sure that today, wherever ships are built . . . or repaired

... or reconditioned . . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and

mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sai's the Seven Seas in

Reefer Spoce Insulation

Cold Water Pipe Insulotion

Sound Deadening Insulation

Electrical Insulation

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulation

Electrical Panel Boords

Lagging Cloth and Topes

Replaceable Air Filters

Fireproof Decorative Fabrics

for portieres and curtains

\^^^ J At your R.egtilar Dealers . . . or call %S

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD,
ofsrnfBuroRS • engincbrs • contractors

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant Street

suiter S967

OAKLAND
S26 3rd Street

TWineokl 345*



Steady as You Go

tCdiiliiiued from page 89)

at point "C", causing high tide at point "C". If our

earth were non-rotating, as we have assumed, then at

points "A" and "C" we would always have high tides,

and at points "B" and "D" always have low tides.

The earth, however, rotates once each 24 hours, and

accordingly the length of a tidal day (or lunar day) is

slightly more than 24 hours. This is because the moon,

in its orbit about the earth, moves so far each day that

the earth must revolve for an additional 50 minutes be-

fore it is again in the same relative position to the moon.

(See Figure 2.)

Assuming any particular point on earth, directly "under"

the moon, the interval of time before that point is

"under" the moon again is about 24 hours and 50

minutes. Now since our earth is rotating, and still assum-

ing it is entirely covered with water, with the moon on

the equator we would have two high and two low tides

each tidal day, about 6 hours and HVz minutes apart.

One group of mathematicians, however, claims that the

above explanation of Figure 1 is not correct, although

the results of their theory are the same. They offer in

support of their contention these statements:

( a ) High water does not occur when the moon is

overhead, but anytime up to twelve hours later.

(b) The moon over point "A" only reduces the at-

traction of the earth at that point to a slight degree, not

enough to pull the water away from the earth. The moon

could pull the water away from the earth only if the

moon's pull were greater, and the pulling force of the

moon is but an infinitesimal fraction of the earth's force.

( c ) Therefore the water is not pulled away at "A" and

the earth is not pulled away at "C", but the water is

pulled horizontally away at "B" and "D". This statement

is semi-substantiated by their explanation that while it

would take a tremendous force to pull the water away

from "A", it would not take much force at all, com-

paratively speaking, to pull the water horizontally away

from "B " and "D", because of the great mobility of

water.

Whichever school is correct, however, the results are

the same. But all of this "pulling" of the water toward

the moon happened eons ago, and now the attraction of

the moon just serves to keep it constantly "pulled up".

But the attraction of the moon is very definite, and

it is measurable. A rough idea of its attracting force can

be gained from the statement that when the moon is

shining down from directly overhead on the liner S. S.

Lurline, she is about 15 lbs. lighter! And if the earth

were in slow rotation, completely covered with water,

the tide would move around the earth in a long slow

wave about 2 feet high, the high water keeping under

and opposite the moon.

( But there are other causes for tidal flow, and 'these

will be brought out in the next article on this subject,

which will appear in the July Pacific Marine Review.

Ed.)

Globe Expands in China

Globe Wireless has opened offices in Tientsin and

Peiping, China and will soon open an office in Hankow,

China. This announcement was made upon the return

of Neil D. Brown, vice president in charge of Globe

operations in the Orient, from his headquarters in Shang-

hai.

"In conjunction with the Chinese Ministry of Com-
munications," said Globe President Stanley Dollar,

"Globe Wireless intends to open other offices through-

out China. Despite the fact that business in China at

the moment is not of the best, we consider the long term

viewpoint is favorable and we are laying our expansion

plans accordingly."

Neil Brown, in his up-to-the-minute report on condi-

tions in China, told Globe officials that since the war the

Chinese Government officials have been mainly occupied

with restoring international communications in an effort

to build up foreign trade. It has taken so much time to

rebuild the international communications that they have

had little time to devote to their own domestic com-

munications needs.

Just before he left Shanghai, Mr. Brown was informed

by the Ministry of Communications officials that inter-

national communications are now almost back on a pre-

war basis and they are turning their eyes to the domestic

picture. This will be a job of rebuilding from the ground

up. all over China, because all types of local communi-

cations were either destroyed or badly damaged by the

Japanese.

China is a large country, and Mr. Brown feels that the

opportunities for American enterprise, especially those

with vision and courage to plan for the future, are tre-

mendous.

Dollaradio, the forerunner of Globe Wireless, was

the first American communications company to sign

a contract with the Chinese Government, on May 28,

1928. Again in 1941, while war was raging in China,

Globe Wireless signed a permanent 15 year contract for

international point-to-point service between China and

the United States.

Book Review

HOW TO DESIGN SMALL SAILBOATS by E. G.

Seibert, Captain, USN, Retired, published by Dodd, Mead
and Company, New York. Price S3.00.

Every sailor has cherished the desire to design a boat

of his own, and here is a book that will enable the

amateur to carry out this most engrossing of nautical

feats. The author, a captain in the Nav)' and an ex-

perienced small sailboat designer, contends that techni-

cal training is not a prerequisite. Even mathematical

talent is not essential, for he believes that a man with

"an eye for a boat" can do a good job.

The book tells the process, step by step, in a remarkably

clear and concise manner, of the drafting of the working

plans for a boat.
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MANY A LIFE

HAS BEEN SPARED!

INTERNATIONAL HAND DISTRESS SIGNALS

Internotional Hand Distress Signals have

brought help to thousands threatened by the

sea. They are economical but effective.

The International Yacht Signals ore packed

ten to a sealed moisture-proof contoiner. Red

signal will burn two minutes. $3.00 per set

Internotional Friction Ship Signal is ideal

because of light weight and high effective-

ness. Brilliant colors of red, green, yellow

and blue. 25c each

International Two-Star Distress Signol is

meteor type. Sends two brilliant red stars to

a height of 200 feet at 5-second intervals.

Each signal in all metal, moisture-proof con-

tainer. $2.25 each

TwO'Slor Dilfrelt Signdl

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

Ask obo

pistols and

our line of parachute flares

mplete kits of pistols and flare

th

MARINE SIGNALS

PARACHUTE FLARES

METEOR SIGNALS

HAND SIGNALS

FLARE RISTOLS

COMPLETE KITS OF PISTOLS AND SIGNALS

KILGORE MFG. CO
International Flare Signal Div.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO

) Mg ROTARY

PUMP BUILT BY A ROTAR Y PUMP

AHUFACTUREJ^

Viking Rotary Pumps are no side-line business. They are no fill-in.

Making Viking Rotary Pumps Is our one and only job. That is why
you get so much from a Viking Pump.
It's an exclusive Viking product ... In design ... in production . . .

In service. Every effort is extended toward the

betterment of this one product. Every design is

based on a " g ea r-with in-a-g ear—2 moving parts"

principle. All production Is concentrated on this

one style pump. Service is simplified by the same
means.
Discover for yourself this outstanding rotary pump.
Write today for free folder Bulletin Series 47SU.
It will be sent to you by return mail.

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
E. E. BURTON DE LAVEL PACIFIC COMPANY

2040 S. Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles 61 Beale Street, San Francisco

JUNE • 1947
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';?(7"Grapliitized"

Pump Plunger Rings

for high temperatures and pressures

Sea-Ro "Graphitized" Pump Plunger Rings No. 528

are manufactured of a laminated phenolic composi-

tion specifically engineered to meet the need for a

long wearing, low friction, resilient,light weight ring

able to withstand high pressures and temperatures.

Being of the floating type, Sea-Ro No. 528 rings

reduce wear on the cylinder liner. They require no
follower pressure to maintain close contact with the

cylinder wall. When correctly inst<alled, they will

give satisfactory operating conditions equal to the

service obtained with snap rings on steam pistons.

Applications

Pump plungers
working against fuel

oil, lubricating oil,

gasoline, naphtha
and other distillates,

alkalies, caustics, re-

agents, hot and cold

water ( fresh or salt

)

or any liquid not containing sand or abrasives at

normal temperatures and pressures.

Consult our engineering department about your

pump packing problems. Send for catalog of prod-

ucts and engineering data.

PUMP PLUNGER RINGS

NEK-SEAL PACKING

SEA-RO PACKING COMPANY • WOOD RIDGE, N. J.
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MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO., LTD.

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

317 MONTGOMERY STREET . . SAN FRANCISCO
Offices af: Colman BIdg., Seattle '111 West 7fh St., Los Angeles

Stability of Tuna Clippers

I Continued from page 85)

3. The condition of the first catch is calculated and

several variations included to eliminate possible trouble.

It has been found convenient to lump the details of the

fish on deck and water in the hatches into a separate cal-

culation because the water is run "in and out" of the

hatches as the fish are being stowed.

4. The condition, loaded going out, is calculated be-

cause this is the condition where the vessel is deepest

in the water while at sea.

5. The condition, loaded coming home, is calculated

as a check and then it is customary to start with Condi-

tion 3 above, catching and stowing fish and consuming

the fuel and stores in consecutive order until the boat

is loaded. In some instances it is necessary to spill half

of the water from a bait box while bringing fish on deck

to avoid submerging the deck.

6. The condition where the wells are filled with water

to thaw the fish upon arrival home has to be checked

as on some of the boats, if too many wells are thawed

at once the GM is negative.

From the foregoing analysis it will be found that the

boats are not all alike in essential stability characteristics.

It is customary to select certain dangerous phases and

warn the fishermen by posting notices in the pilot house,

galley and engine room indicating which parts of the

procedure that may have been used elsewhere cannot

be used on the particular vessel.

Fish on Deck

There are two general conditions to be contended

with in providing for fish on deck:

1. Where the fishing is done on one side aft.

2. Where the fishing is done on both sides aft.

Where the fishing is done on one side, the men are in

the fishing racks on the outside of the bulwark on the

fishing side and the fish are tossed into the bin on deck

between the bait boxes and the bulwark on the fishing

side, all of this weight being well oflF the center of the

boat.

Several calculations had to be made to establish just

what weight the boat would carry on one side at sea and

still have sufficient range of stability to be safe. A simple

test to check the calculations was finally devised that

settled all doubts. The vessel is placed in fishing trim

with the freeboard at the lowest place in inches equal to

1/lOth of the overall length of the boat in feet.

A well on one side is pumped carefully until the

inclination of the boat brings the top of the guard down
to the level of the water. The height of the top of the

guard above the water on the high side is measured to

get the angle of inclination and the weight of water

pumped out is. found from the distance the surface of the

bait water is down from the deck in the well on the

high side. Sixty per cent of the weight of the water pump-

ed from the well on the high side equals the weight of

fish that can be put on deck on one side. If this is great-

er than the amount of fish the bin on deck will hold

there is no danger. If the amount of fish the bin on deck

will hold is greater it is customary to nail a strip along

the bulwark limiting the height of fish in the bin.

Fish in the bin on deck are measured at 41 cubic

feet per ton of 2240 pounds.

Where the fishing is done from both sides, the boat

has to be watched and water spilled from one of the

bait boxes as soon as the top of the guard at the stern

begins to approach the level of the sea water overside.

The bottom of the guard at the stern has to be kept

out of water in the case of the steel vessels to provide

reserve buoyancy. Also the metacentric loss due to free

water surface on deck is generally sufficient to produce

negative metacentric height and cause the boat to over-

turn.

Ilo Rime or Reason

(The following poem appeared in "Harmony in G
Sharp," published by the staff of Geo. C. Sharp, Naval

Architect. )

Twas a balmy summer evening and all the boys were

there

A working at their drafting boards with all due thought

and care

It seemed so quiet and tranquil for a little while and then

Bill Scott let out an anguished groan—They've moved

the stack again!

Out came the boys' erasers

They scrubbed their tracings clean

And settled down to work again

With faces hard and mean,

Again 'twas quiet and peaceful

Then all the air grew black

When Scott let out another oath—Again they'd moved

the stack!

The boys all jumped right up and down

By all the gods they swore

If they didn't leave the stack alone, they'd walk right out

the door

But Bill pacified them, then to his board went back

And fainted right upon the floor

Again they'd moved the stack!

They really had an awful job in bringing Bill around

Indeed he looked a sorry sight

Stretched upon the ground

At last he opened wide his eyes

And murmured "Take a vote;

Suggest we leave the stack alone

And move the bl--dy boat."

Alec Thompson
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A FRIENDLY NAME FOR 39 YEARS
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SEATTLE ,WASHrNGTON

NO "HUMIDITY HEADACHE"

on the Cargocaire Fleet

> the Cargocaire Fleet.

When importers of coffee, sugar, cocoa and tobacco
ship their goods on the Cargocaire Fleet they expect
good out-turns. That's because there's no danger of
sweat damage to cargoes—no "humidity headache"
for shipper, consignee or ship operator.

And exporters of grains, machinery, packaged and
canned goods have also learned to specify these vessels

for all their shipments.

No Sweat Damage
Why? Because these ships

—

more than 100 of them—
offer the constant protection of Cargocaire, the de-
humidification and ventilating system that prevents
moisture damage.

Cargocaire operates when the moisture content of
the air in a ship's cargo hold approaches the danger
dewpoint

—

that point at which moisture forms.

Changing weather-fronts may bring about this "dew-
point danger hour" at any time during a voyage. But
in a Cargocaire equipped chip the relative humidity is

under control. Moisture does not condense on the cargo.

Sweat damage is prevented.

The Cargocaire Fleet
Cargocaire is available—or is being installed—on ships

of the following lines:

American Export Lines • American-Hawaiian S. S. Co. • American
President Lines • American South African Line • American Mail

Line • Blue Star Line (British) • Brodin Line (Swedish) • Coastwise •

Delta Line • Furness Withy (British) • Grace Lines • Isthmion Line •

Lloyd Brasileiro (Brazilian) • Lykes Brothers S. S. Co. • Moore-
McCormock Lines • Peninsular & Oriental (British) • Robin Line •

Shepard S. S. Co. • Waterman S. S. Co. • Werkebdck's S. S.

Co. (Swedish) • South Atlantic Steamship Line, Inc.

If you want to learn how Cargocaire can prevent
"humidity headache" for you, send the coupon below.

^S^<'(^a^z^
CARGOCAIRE ENGINEERING CORPORATION

15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Washington • Son Francisco • Seattle • Montreal

Vancouver • London • Gothenburg

Dept. U-20, Cargocaire Engineering Corporation
13 Park Row, Neiv York 7, N. V.

Gentlemen: Please send me the story of Cargocaire and
the Cargocaire Fleet List.

Name

Company^

Address
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San Francisco Daval Shipyard

iCoiitiniied from page 65)

personnel transports (some two dozen of these after the

needs of the "Magic Carpet" were met) and of all types

of small auxiliaries were next. Each vessel was laid

away, completely in shape from newly-painted hulls and

reworked below-deck engines to the cleaning and pack-

aging of ordnance topside.

Today, standby crews totaling nearly a tfiousand sailors

are permanently based at the shipyard to do the con-

tinuing work of maintenance, humidity control, and

standing security watches over the dozen big ships of the

reserve fleet.

Workloads, during the 21 months of peace, have held

rather steady, the yard's repair berths and drydocks being

taxed constantly. Although work output has slowed as

employment ceilings and funds available have dropped,

the yard's output per man and quality of work has de-

cidedly increased. Direct proof of yard workmanship is

contained in reports from fleet units after their return

to sea and in the Fleet's continuing policy of loading the

yard with a fair share of available work. Indirectly, yard

efBciency and economy of operation are measured in

factors by which the work force's morale and willing-

ness to work can be judged. The San Francisco Naval

Shipyard has consistently led other such establishments

by being the first in work safety records, in payroll sav-

ings bond participation, and having higher rate of par-

ticipation in work improvement training program (in-

cluding extra studies for high school and junior college

credits), in planning and participation in welfare and

recreation programs, in low rate of absenteeism and sick

leave usage, and beneficial work suggestion leadership

which finds the workers contributing on an average of

more than 30 time and money-saving ideas per 100

employees each year ( the yard saved slightly over a mil-

lion dollars as the result of these suggestions in three

years).

With the completion of its 450 long-ton capacity

crane, scheduled for October, with its tremendous ability

to hoist entire battleship gun turrets and other large

sections of ships and lift them casually to shore, the San

Francisco Naval Shipyard may be in for another impor-

tant job in its new postwar status—that of rebuilding

and adapting major fleet units to the changing needs of

the future.

Steamship Recounting

iCuiithiued from page 55)

the hull. The factors affecting cargo cubic capacity may
be disproportionate to the factors affecting cargo dead-

weight capacity. With all these factors, who would un-

dertake to estimate in terms of vessel depreciation and

insurance, and of cargo revenue lost, what the cost of

carrying passengers had been?

Again, a passenger vessel must adhere to a regular

schedule of sailing hours and piers. A freight vessel may
delay a sailing, shift to another pier in the port, or even

make calls at unscheduled ports, in order to get desirable

cargo whicli a passenger vessel must forego. On the other

hand, for example, transpacific passenger vessels must

make calls at Honolulu, for the pleasure of passengers,

but might profitably by-pass Honolulu by as far as 2,000

miles if there were only freight aboard.

Again, passengers load and unload themselves, requir-

ing only a limited stay of the vessel at a pier or dock.

Cargo must be received, stored, and loaded, and then un-

loaded, re-stored, and delivered. The cost of terminal

operation are of diverse natures. Who could with reason-

able accuracy allocate the cost of terminal operations to

passenger traflic and freight traffic? What kind of pier

would a steamship company occupy if its operations were

entirely passenger or entirely freight, and how does one

separate the costs of terminal staff whose services are

joint as to passenger and freight traffic?

I leave the discussion of calculating relative passenger

and freight net income at this point. Enough has been

said to indicate many of the difficulties. I do not say that

it is impossible. I hope that any one who may enter the

steamship industry will bring a fresh approach to the

problem. Perhaps he will yet show us how to arrive at a

reasonable approximation of the separate results of carry-

ing passengers and cargo on the same vessel. At the same

time he might keep in mind that some of the passenger

lines look upon their passenger traffic as an important

factor in establishing their prestige and public acceptance,

and deem it to have substantial eflfect on the volume of

cargo obtained.

Allocation of Overhead

Frequently it is desirable to attempt an approximation

of net profit from a voyage, or at least the profit after al-

location of overhead. There is no standard formula for al-

locating overhead to voyages. The allocation might be

made by gross tonnage for passenger vessels, or by dead-

weight tons for freight vessels. A gross ton is 100 cubic

feet of a vessel's enclosed space. A deadweight ton is

2,240 pounds carrying capacity available for cargo, fuel,

lubricants, water, or stores. Sometimes overhead is taken

as a charge against voyage profits, on the theory that

management does, or should, expend efforts in proportion

to the voyage profit obtainable. The nature of the ac-

counting problem, not to mention the result desired to

be obtained, may influence the method decided upon for

overhead allocation.

Conclusion

It is not practicable, in closing, to summarize in a few

sentences all that goes before. It might be useful, however,

to set down just as a reminder, a few of the high lights

of steamship accounting as it differs from accounting

likely to be faund in another industry.

1. The accounting unit of operations is the terminated

voyage. Cost accounting for the terminated voyage is the

accountant's paradise or seething hell, depending upon

how deeply he likes to get into the most tangled mass of

interrelated cost factors which one can imagine.

2. The problem of assembling promptly the voyage

revenues, expenses, and physical data related, for example,

to a Round-World voyage of about 25 port calls, is en-

ough to keep an accountant on his mettle. The vessel

pursers, branch offices, agents at ports "on line" and on

the lines of connecting carriers, and the connecting car-

riers themselves, all together constitute an extraordinarily

(Please turn to page 122)
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1,500,000 NOW BEING MADE FOR ARMED FORCES

DISTRESS
SIGNAL

-k STANDARD — U.S. Novy and

U. S. Naval Air Force.

•k STANDARD — U. S. Morint Corpi.

-k APPROVED by the % S. Coatt eagtd

for ships lifebools and life rafti.

if APPROVED by Ihe Civil teronaulki

Administration os replocement for

Very pistol and cartridges.

k SPECIFIED by Air Tronsport Associa-

tion for all inflatable life rofti

-k OBSERVED from aircroft in Official

U.S. Coatt Guard test -33 miles.

•k OBSOIETES pistol-projected, flooting

and roman-candle type signals.

Hand held. Safe Dependable

Eocl. signal absolutely watert.gh,

Lighf-less than 7 »'
f""^ff'-M- eco?d

20.second '>""'-'""'?„*"
'cosite ends of steel

bright orange day
^7>f'",Xn overcast wo.ld

container. Ca'n be --
^^ndle

"
p. s^"" s. Available at

obscure .P-'°' °;;?X„"upply 'deolers. -

all marine ona

stifufes.

ept no

(lERiflL Prooucis, inc., miu. L. I..N.Y.

^a^ Sale

VESSELS
U&^CO-Displacemenf from 400 to 4100 tons

225, 900, 1800 Horsepower

Diesel powered 20, 30, 100, 200 kw

A '^cUUltG^U-MeUA (AP-2)

Forge Sfeel Rough Turn

163/," O.D. X 2 I
'9" Long

A Jiim^ka^U-New.
Forging Quality 16" OD x 22'2" Long

ATTRACTIVE PRICES

NATIONAL METAL &
STEEL CORPORATION

200 So. Seaside Ave., Terminal Island, Calif.

Phones: Los Angeles: NEvada 625-71

San Pedro Harbor: TErininal 245-87

/O
MOORE-McCORMACR

AiMERIC'AiV KEPUBLICS LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coa>t of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPUBLICS LII\'E

Frei"ht and Passenger Service between tlie W est

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

AHIERICAIV SCAl^TIC LINE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA

^„,
/ -J Day. \l,„

limn 1511 .^;ll/<s, lu^l I I
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of war carga. To disiluirge

such Jvs/tonsibiHtii's

in lime of crisis. Imrricu's

Merchant Marine must lie

keftt strong in peace

For complete information apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
140 CALIFORNIA STREET
San Francisco II, Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles 14. Calif.

DEXTER-HORTON BUILDING
Seattle 4, Washington
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Steamship Recounting
(Continued from page 120)

large number of sources of the financial data relating to

the terminated voyage. These data must be assembled

rapidly if the voyage results are to be known with rea-

sonable promptness.

3. Operating-differential subsidy, construction-differen-

tial subsidy, recapture of the former and refund of the

latter, capital reserve funds, special reserve funds, and

construction, reserve funds, all are peculiar to the steam-

ship industry and all require an understanding of the

Merchant Marine Act of 19.36.

4. Subsidized steamship companies are largely con-

sistent with each other in the terminology, form, and fleet

valuations in their financial statements, but nonsub-

sidized companies, not subject to Maritime Commission

General Order 22, are much less consistent with each

other.

5. Cabotage is a form of embargo on domestic transpor-

tation services which might otherwise be "imported"

from vessels of foreign flags.

6. The federal taxation of subsidized steamship com-

panies varies greatly from ordinary federal taxation on

corporations.

7. Punched cards are well adapted to the analysis of

freight and passenger revenues.

8. The federal statutes, collective bargaining, and es-

tablished steamship practices combine to make crew
payrolls among the most elaborate which are prepared

anywhere.'

The steamship industry is a service industry, directly

dependent for its existence on the volume of trade and
travel moving between ports. Because of American high

wages, the domestic steamship industry must also depend
in part on cabotage for its existence, and the deepsea

trades must depend in part on operating-differential sub-

sidy.

Domestically, the seamship industry has trucks and
railroads ?.s its principal competitors. On "offshore" trade

routes the competitors are airplanes and vessels flying

foreign flags.

The size, strength, and soundness of the steamship
Industry of the United States will, of course, be in part a

measure of the wisdom of its management, including

those charged with the keeping and interpretation of its

accounts. More basically, however, it will be a measure
of the long-run need felt by the nation as a whole for the

support of domestic and foreign trade by an adequate
merchant marine, and for the support by that same mer-
chant marine of military power capable of being exerted

beyond our coasts.

Japanese IDerchant Fleet

(Continued from page 62)

limits to particular industries were not announced, and
possibly were not determined. As this is written, the

future limitations on Japan's merchant shipping tonnage
are still unknown and no decision has been announced as

to whether restrictions in trading areas will be imposed.

It may be assumed, however, that Japan's shipping in-

dustry is to be limited in general conformance with the

Far Eastern Commission's ruling, but possibly subject to

some variations. In the absence of official decision, some

speculation may be permitted as to what those limits

might be, and the various proposals so far advanced per-

haps can then be better compared in that light—in-

distinct as it may be.

First, we should look back to see what tonnages were

employed before the war, and where.

Using the figures supplied by the Japanese themselves,

commencing in 1930 we find a total fleet (excluding

vessels under 100 gross tons) or about 4,300,000 tons, of

which about 2,000,000 were used in local, far Eastern,

and South Sea waters. The rest were trading to Europe,

South Africa, the Americas, Australia, and India. This

total figure gradually declined until, in 1934 and 1935,

it was about 4,000,000 tons. The tonnage used in local

far Eastern and South Seas trade dropped to about 1,-

900,000 tons at this time. From 1936 on, the tonnages

increased, at first slowly, then rapidly, to a peak at the

end of 1941 of 6,300,000 tons. As subsequent develop-

ments proved, these increases were largely a matter of

planned preparing for an anticipated war. Even at the

peak, the tonnage employed in local, far Eastern and

South Seas trades was less than 4,000,000 tons until after

the war broke out when, of course, the entire tonnage

was confined to these areas. The decrease during the war

years was sharp, despite a feverish shipbuilding program

which produced 4,000,000 tons in four years. At the end,

only one and one-half million tons remained, of which

a large percentage were war-constructed vessels of very

poor quality.

In passing, it is interesting to note the cause of the

tremendous war losses of 8,800,000 tons. Japanese records

show that more of these vessels were sunk by submarines

than by all other causes combined. The Japanese, inci-

dentally, felt that the submarine services of the Allies

were never given their proper credit. In the late stages,

the air attacks and mining of ports gave the death-blow,

but many Japanese felt that much earlier their chances

were gone when the submarines cut their supply lines for

bringing captured resources to the industrial centers in

the Empire and in China.

What conclusions should follow from all of these

figures? To allow a merchant fleet of about 4,000,000

tons, as the Japanese seek, would restore them the same

fleet they had between 1930 and 1934, as set by the Far

Eastern Commission. But during those years Japan was

definitely using her merchant fleet as an instrument of

foreign policy and was engaging successfully in world

trade, with over half of her offshore vessels so employed.

Thus it becomes apparent that the total tonnage to be

allowed depends on another factor—the trading limits,

if any, which are to be imposed. If no limits apply, then

the 4,000,000 ton figure can be supported, but if trade

is to be restricted to local. Far Eastern and South Seas

trades, then the figure would drop to about 2,000,000

tons, since only this tonnage was employed in those areas

during the governing period, 1930 to 1934. If trading

limits as severe as those recommended in the Pauley

Report are to apply, the total tonnage would drop to

about the 1,500,000 ton figure there recommended. So
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Japanese Olerchant Fleet

f Collii II iieil from page 1 22

1

it seems that, despite the Far Eastern Commission's deci-

sion, we remain uncertain as to future tonnages until we

know the trading limits. Decision on the latter point

probably will not be reached easily. It involves many

complicated economic and political considerations, one

of the most controversial of which is the relation be-

tween world-wide shipping activities and the ability to

wage war.

From the point of view of one who does not pretend to

understand any part of the intricate considerations on

which economists and statesmen determine what water-

borne trade is essential for a nation's survival, there ap-

pears very little reason, at this time or in the immediate

future, for establishing trading limits which would re-

quire a Japanese merchant fleet of 4,000,000 tons. It does

seem reasonable that Japan should once again earn the

right to be treated as an equal among nations, and should

demonstrate her capacity for democratic, peaceful self-

government, before she is permitted unlimited foreign

expansion of her economy.

At present, the Japanese are making every effort to

show as small a total tonnage as possible, to list a maxi-

mum number of ships as non-repairable, and to empha-

size the limited usefulness and life-expectancy of the re-

maining war-built vessels. They are also emphasizing the

need for repair and building facilities in order to make

a case for limiting the number of shipyards to be taken

from them as reparations in kind. They constantly urge

the need for world-wide merchant shipping activities

to support their economy.

Perhaps these representations are being made in good

faith and with complete candor, but danger lies in the

fact that the American Army and civilian representatives

now in Japan do not include any appreciable number of

men sufficiently experienced in shipping and foreign

trade to evaluate these representations accurately. Deci-

sions of this type involve a multitude of complex fac-

tors. They call for the considered judgment of men with

years of practical experience in maritime affairs, men of

proven executive ability equal to the tremendous task

of analyzing and weighing the considerations involved

in the control of merchant shipping on a nation-wide

basis, men who understand the complexities and inter-

relation of the waterborne commerce of one nation as it

affects that of all other nations trading in the same part

of the world.

Apparently the Army authorities in Japan have realized

the need for highly specialized advice on these problems,

and are endeavoring to obtain experienced American

shipping personnel to staff the 'Water Transportation

Division of SCAP's Civil Transportation Section. This

presents the American shipping industry with an un-

paralleled opportunity to contribute materially toward

the future stability and prosperity of trade in the Pacific,

and perhaps toward future peace in the Pacific as well.

It must be earnestly hoped that the response will be equal

to the magnitude of the opportunity. >

Without attempting more, perhaps a few very general-

ized conclusions are warranted.

One IS that long exposure of an industry to con-

trol by a totalitarian state-corporation weakens and

threatens to destroy the initiative, efficiency, and produc-

tive strength of the industry. Like a creeping disease,

it produces an anemia and breakdown of basic structure

resulting in paralysis. Recovery is slow; convalescence is

long. Hence, the Japanese shipping industry is not ready

to, and cannot immediately be permitted to resume un-

controlled private operation.

Ajiother is that the Japanese, looking and planning

far ahead—perhaps to the day when they can try again

—are making a strong, clever bid to avoid restrictions

which would hamper their future efforts to regain a major

place in the maritime world. They know that they cannot

try again without a great merchant fleet—greater than

the one with which they began the last war.

And last, that if Japan should not be allowed to bounce

right back as she is trying to do, but should first be firmly

established as a peaceful, democratic nation, then the

American shipping industry had better start doing some-

thing about it—and quickly. The uncertainties still ap-

parent as to how and to what degree Japan is to be limit-

ed, give fair warning that unless something is done, our

postwar inertia and indifference, for which this country

is famous, will cause us to drift into some possibly short-

sighted decision without ever having given full consider-

ation to the many complex and long-range factors which

can only be properly evaluated by men with great ex-

perience in maritime affairs. An ill-considered decision

would not only hurt our own shipping industry, but

might well prove to be the start of a process which would

eventually imperil our national interests in the Pacific.

The Army has indicated its desire to obtain the needed

expert advice from the American shipping industry. It

is not beyond reasonable expectation that, if the industry's

advice is withheld, a decision may be reached which

would in a very short time cause our ports to be danger-

ously well-populated with Japanese merchantmen. And
maybe, by more than coincidence, many of them will once

more be so constructed as to be readily convertible to

aircraft carriers and naval auxiliaries.

There seems to be little danger of our being too tough

with Japan. It is not in our nature to be so, and history

shows quite the contrary to be our habit. There is a real

danger of not being tough or alert enough, and of relax-

ing our vigilance and ending our occupation too soon.

Most of us who served there believe that, given the

chance, Japan will try again. A powerful merchant marine

is an essential element of any such a try by an island

empire. They will not repeat the mistake of entering a

war with inadequate shipping. If we are to prevent this,

the time to do so is now, while longe-range plans are

being formulated. If we do not, if the American shipping

industry does not make itself heard, we who are in any

way connected with it have only ourselves to blame. It

would be unrealistic to believe that the day would not

come when someone would have to be blamed for what

will then have happened.
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fl Program for [xpanding

The West's World Trade

t Continued from page 74

1

eign oil resources to supply foreign markets and to sup-

plement our own diminishing reserves.

Bethlehem Steel is working in South America for

sources of raw materials.

Several of our large food processing companies, such

as Calpack, H. J.
Heinz Company and others are erecting

plants in foreign lands to produce food, not only for

foreign lands but also for sources of supply which are

short here.

Consolidated Steel Corporation of Los Angeles and

Western Pipe & Steel Company of San Francisco are

manufacturing great quantities of steel products to be

used in foreign installations. Consolidated, alone has

orders on its books today of between fifty and one hun-

dred million dollars for fabricated steel products which

will be shipped from the Pacific Coast to foreign coun-

tries.

Engineering and construction firms of the West are

especially active in many parts of the world and many

are truly international of scope, such as Morrison-Knud-

sen Company of San Francisco and Boise, Idaho, which

company currently has heavy work in China, India, Af-

ghanistan, Venezuela, Brazil and Canada.

The Utah Construction Company, J. H. Pomeroy Co.,

and Guy F. Atkinson Company, operating in Pacific

areas; Raymond Concrete Pile Company and many others

are going to the far parts of the globe with many of their

JUNE • 1947

top management men and thousands of competent engi-

neers and mechanics.

These activities which I mention are illustrations of

what I term world trade. We export commodities, goods

of all kinds, and services, and we bring back to this coun-

try other items which are needed here. In these proc-

esses of foreign trade we Americans contribute to the

well-being of the rest of the world. We find markets for

our excesses—we find sources to fulfill our shortages and

needs.

In this world trade—two-way world trade—everybody

wins and nobody loses.

est Spe
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Manila as a Distribution Point

(Continued from page 73)

American apathy. Sufficient to recall that nothing was

done.

Today we can look back—look forward—and act—or

bask in our self-satisfied and smug superiority complex.

If we adopt a program for the immediate future and

distant future, we might with profit to our prognostica-

tions recognize how important we made the Philippines

to our economy as it relates to the chances of increasing

our importing and exporting with the Orient.

Not many years ago Manila was at the very end of the

Oriental run for our transpacific ships. That meant that

all of the outbound and inbound cargo for that port

was penalized—in time and money. Outbound Manila

cargo was first in the ship and the last out, and the same

inbound. The freight and insurance costs were higher

and the time element was costly. It also precluded, to

some extent, competitive distribution in the South Asia-

tic area and thereby failed to encourage the use of the

Philippines district as a distributing base. Since Hong
Kong, especially, had a time element advantage, plus

other advantages, it was more reasonable to distribute

from there than from Manila.

We have since learned that we can run our ships direct

to Manila from our West Coast and from Panama Canal

with good results. We thereby demonstrate that Manila,

or some nearby area, can be made our Gateway in the

Orient.
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The war has completely changed Shanghai. It cannot

be expected to regain its former position as the Gateway

to China. Very frankly and with all due respect to our

Chinese allies, their unfortunate situation as of today

cannot encourage us to expect much of Shanghai in the

near future.

Hong Kong region may be expected to handle much

more of the distribution throughout China, proportion-

ally, from now on. It can also be expected that it will

retain ' a great deal of its former distribution to the

neighboring countries to the South but it will have to

reckon with Manila in this.

Without discounting the advantages that Hong Kong
has, certainly the Manila area has a great deal in her

favor and we, as Americans, should expect to take ad-

vantage of the possibilities.

After World War I, we tried a "feeder service" for the

China Coast and it was abandoned. It did not fail. There

is a difference. We made the mistake of believing that if

we used Hong Kong as our distribution point we could

also depend upon the British and Dutch Coasters to feed

to and distribute from our transpacific carriers. The his-

tory is sad to relate.

It has been said recently by those who have made

studies that we could not possibly maintain a China-

India Coast feeder service on account of our high operat-

ing costs. That is quite probably true but we certainly

should expect that the Filipinos could and would develop

a feeder service to cover the China Coast to encompass

the Federated Malay States, Java Archipelago and India.

It would mean a great deal to their own economy and at

the same time develop their own land to our advantage.

The idea is of very great mutual importance.

Finally let us give thought to the great developments in

aviation. No one can dispute that Manila is our first pon
of call by air. We now have the very decided advantage

of getting personal mail, samples and express freight to

Manila quicker than to any other port in the Far East.

It may be argued that it will be a long time before we

actually handle large tonnages by air but it cannot be

disputed that we can now set up our headquarters in the

Philippines with more advantage to us that we ever had

before.

What are we waiting for?
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FIRST THIICniliST!!

SAID GENERAL MacARTHUR in refusing to reprieve a Japanese war criminal in the

Philippines, "You have defiled the noble profession of a soldier, whose first duty is to protect

those within his charge."

To every one of us there is a first duty. It may be an instinctive one, or an acquired one, or

one that devolves upon us by virtue of the position we hold or the part we play. To the salesman

a good sale is the thing; to the parent, a happy home; to the industrialist, an expanding industry;

to a king, the perpetuation of his line; to the national leader, a prosperous country. There are

firsts for all of us,—perhaps several firsts.

The maritime industry has a first duty to which all who participate in it must subscribe—the

development and protection of an adequate American Merchant Marine. There are diversified

interests in this broad industry who can unite in a common cause. There are strong men in it

and successful units in it around whom others may rally and from whom support may be ex-

pected. First is a strong Merchant Marine. Are we all for it? // so, it is within our reach. It must

be sufficient, declares the Merchant Marine Act, to carry our domestic waterborne commerce and

a substantial part of our overseas commerce at all times. It must consist of the best equipped

ships of the most suitable type, to be constructed in the United States and manned by Citizens.

At this time, and away out ahead, there is big business available, and there is room for every

presently organized shipping company, but unnecessary obstacles are being permitted to ob-

struct progress.

One of these obstacles is delays. Another is inter-company rivalries. Another is high costs.

Another is lack of sufficient public understanding. Another is the changing traffic trends.

Another is the rut, caused more or less by all the others, in which the industry finds itself

through government ineptitude.

There is an important first in the protection of American Shipping from excessive foreign

Competition, through the sale of too many ships to noncitizens. Frazer Bailey has taken the lead

in protesting this as unjustifiable and contrary to the intent of Congress in the Ship Sales Act,

and Albert Gatov points out that this year's sales alone nearly equal the entire American Mer-

chant Fleet in the Pacific. He adds, in behalf of American seamen, that foreign trade now sup-

ports two-thirds of all seafaring jobs and we must handle a fair share of our world trade to keep

American seamen employed.

The coastwise and intercoastal problems are first. A shipbuilding program is a first. Canal

tolls is a first. There are many others. Mr. Bailey is a great and experienced leader. When he

calls on the men, the associated organizations, and the companies in the industry to join the

fight for one or another of these firsts, he should get a quick and hearty response.
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C-3

cooyERSion

FOU

POPE & THIBOT

POPE & TALBOT, INC., had their beginning in

water transportation in San Francisco in 1849, where

Andrew Pope and W. A. Talbot were engaged in the

lighterage business. Both of them were from East

Machias, Maine, and it is interesting to note that in 1849

Captain W. A. Talbot sailed from East Machias, Maine

around Cape Horn to San Francisco. In 1853 they brought

a prefabricated sawmill from East Machias, Maine, to

the West Coast around the Horn and established their

first sawmill at Port Gamble on Puget Sound.

They operate three routes: The Pacific Argentine

Brazil Line, Pacific Ports to Puerto Rico, (West Indies),

and Pacific and Atlantic Intercoastal. Besides this, they

act as berth agents for a number of other steamship

lines.

The Pacific and Atlantic intercoastal service is operat-

ed in accordance with the Fleet Charter arrangements

of the United States Maritime Commission. This service

operates from Baltimore, Philadelphia, Chester, and

Norfolk to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland, Stock-

ton, Portland, Seattle and Tacoma, both east and west

bound.

The Pacific Argentine Line operates to and from Van-

couver, B. C, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los An-

geles, via Panama Canal to the East Coast of South

America—to Trinidad, Rio de Janeiro, Santas, Monte-

video, and Buenos Aires.

The Pacific West Indies Puerto Rico route operates

from Tacoma, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Oakland,

Los Angeles, to San Juan, Ponce, and Mayaguez, Puerto

Rico, via Canal Zone.

Pope & Talbot maintain offices and terminals in Seat-

tle, Tacoma, Portland, San Francisco, Oakland, Stockton,

Los Angeles, San Juan (Puerto Rico), Norfolk, Balti-

more, Philadelphia, New York, Pittsburgh and Detroit,

with foreign agency offices in Vancouver, B. C, Canal

Zone, Colombia, Trinidad, Brazil, Uruguay, and Argen-

tina.

The following are the officers of the company:

George A. Pope, Jr., president of the company, is the

third generation of the Pope family to head the company

since its establishment on the Pacific Coast in 1849-

Fred C. Talbot, first vice president.

Charles L. Wheeler, executive vice president, has been

with the company since 1917.
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E. N. W. Hunter, assistant to the president and also

Acting General Manager of the Steamship Division.

W. Kenneth Pope, vice president and southwest man-

ager with offices at Los Angeles.

Hillman Lueddemann, vice president and northwest

manager, with offices in Portland, joined the company in

1921.

G. A. Dundon, vice president and Atlantic coast man-

ager, joined the company in 1922.

E. H. Harms, operating manager, joined the company

in 1925.

R. F." Burley, freight traffic manager, joined the com-

pany in 1921.

John Clerico, port engineer, joined the company in

1923.

The New Fleet

In re-establishing the fleet for postwar service, Pope

& Talbot have purchased six C-3"s and renamed them as

follows:

P & T Seafarer

P & T Forester

P & T Trader

P & T Pathfinder

P & T Explorer

P & T Navigator

Conversion to Pope & Talbot needs is going ahead

rapidly and several of the vessels are already in service.

The work on the first four in the above list was assigned

to Newport News, the Explorer to Todd's Brooklyn Di-

vision, and the Navigator to Bethlehem at East Boston.
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At left: Captain S. A. Petterson,

skipper of Pope & Talbot Lines

newly converted C-3 express cargo

sliip, the P & T Seafarer, inspects

the newly installed General Electric

electronic navigator. This modern

version of radar will provide
greater operating safety by elimi-

nating low visibility shipping haz-

ards. Operating over the Pacific-

Argentine-Braiil route. Captain Pet-

terson expects to save valuable

time through the use of the G. E.

At right: John Clerico. port engi-

neer for Pope & Talbot. He joined

the company in 1923 as chief en-

gineer and has been port engineer

since 1935.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE C-3-S-A2 are as fol-

lows:

Length 492'

Breadth Molded 69' 6"

Draft Loaded 29' 5"

Gross Tonnage 8010

Deadweight Tonnage 12,805

Engine (Turbine) 8500 hp

Shaft hp 8500

Speed Knots 17

Crew 49

(Permitted total includ ng passengers—66)

Passengers 12

Dry Cargo Space 678,770 cu. ft

Liquid Cargo Space 489,490 gal.

or 55,840 cu. ft.

Total 734,610 cu. ft.

Fuel Oil 10,672 bbls.

For Pope & Talbot the yards will install a doubler of

20 lb. plate, 24 inches wide on the sheer strake port and

starboard, from frames 46y2 to frames 149y2; the doubler

to be welded on edges and butts and quilt riveted in

accord with plan submitted by the yard and approved by

the American Bureau of Shipping.

The load line markings are to be relocated to conform

to additional draft allowed after a load line survey follow-

ing this strengthening, which additional draft amounts to

10 inches and permits the addition of 600 tons to the

deadweight.

The original equipment on these vessels has for the

most part, stood the test of heavy wartime service and

will not be replaced unless damaged. One of the ships,

the P & T Navigator (wartime name Guilford) shows

the following nameplate data.

Deck Equipment
Capstan gears and heads, as well as steering gear and

P » T SEAFARER
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anchor windlass were furnished by McKierman-Terry

Corp.; the winches by Vulcan Iron Works and Lake

Shore Engineering Co.; and the motors, brakes, control

panels, resistor boxes, switches and master switches by

General Electric and Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

The steering stands and wheels came from the Edison

Corp. sounding machine from the A. Lietz Co., the bin-

nacle from K. & W. O. White Co., magnetic compasses

from the Lionel Corp., and the master compass, repeaters,

switch panel and motor generator sets from Arma Corp.

All of the ships have Sperry gyropilot equipment, while

the wind recorders, rudder angle indicators, shaft revolu-

tion indicators and electric engine room telegraph are

by the Friez Instrument division of Bendix Aviation.

There are four Powell Stockless anchor units made by

Atlantic Steel Casting Co., and 300 fathoms of National

Malleable & Steel Casting Cos. IVz" Stud link chain.

Walter Kidde Company's Fire Alarm system is on all

of the vessels. With the 30 foot Welin gravit)' type

davits there are Welin winches and Westinghouse motors.

The Seafarer, first of the ships to be equipped with
radar, has the General Electric Electronic Navigator, and
a report on a trial run with this instrument will appear

later in this article. The installation was made by Ets-

Hokin & Galvan of San Francisco.

Propulsion

General Electric 8500 horsepower compound steam

turbine is the main propulsion unit, and the turning gear,

motor, control, resistor frame and cam switch are also

General Electric's.

Tail and line shafting was made by Bethlehem, while

the four-blade right hand 21' 8" propeller is by the

Cramp Brass & Iron Foundry Co.

Lublicating oil purifiers are DeLaval Separator. Lube

oil heaters and coolers are Davis Engineering Corp.

Main surface condensers, auxiliary condensers, main &

(Please turn to page 102)

Lower left view shows the
re designed and equipped for maximum sea voyage
ed bridge with its many navigating instruments.
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The Falmouth, East Indiaman of the middle 18th Century.

THE mn GALLEY

Its [volution, Present Status and Future Trend

By A. J. Dickie

Food at Sea

1^ APOLEON SAID "AN ARMY TRAVELS ON ITS

11 STOMACH." Nelson declared that "A Navy's mo-
rale depends on its cooks." Our own Admiral Land wrote

"Nothing is more important than good food on ship-

board."

During the past century the development of facilities

and equipment for storing and preparing food on ship-

board has kept pace with the improvements in naval

architecture and marine engineering. Today, on modern
cargo vessels, the foods carried and the meals served are

far more varied and much more palatable than would
have been possible on first class passenger liners 60
years back. Refrigeration, air conditioning, ventilation

and improvements in galley equipment are responsible

for this condition.

Introduction of oil fuel and electricity into the galley

makes the job of the modern seagoing chef a mucJi sim-

pler task than was the work of his predecessor in the

days of wood and coal fuel. These refinements of culi-

nary and table utensils that would have been scorned by
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the old Stockholm tar breed of deep sea sailormen are

nevertheless great builders of morale in a ship's crew.

In ancient days practically aU hard labor was either

slave labor or women's work. The slave part of this con-

dition existed at sea as well as ashore. While some classes

of seamen were free men, practically all the rowers and

probably the cooks and stewards were slaves. For this

reason we find very little reference in ancient maritime

history to the cooks aboard ship or to the equipment

for cooking, although we find many descriptions of

banquets both ashore and afloat.

It is probable that the provisions carried in the "Thou-

sand Ships" that carried Greek warriors to the conquest

of Troy were very similar to those carried in the galleys

and sailing ships of Western Europe, down to compara-

tively modern times. Hard bread, some sort of salted or .

smoked meat and fish, and what fresh fish they could

catch were the sailor's menu between visits at ports.

Much of the early navigation was coastwise and when
provisions ran low purchase or forage ashore was in

order. Under conditions existing in Europe, North
Africa, and the Near East down to the 15th Century,
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ventures by sea out of sight of land were real adventures

into unknown spaces filled with mysterious forces and

monsters of the vasty deep. Only the hardiest souls dared

such terrors.

When a few of these heroes had brought back to

civilization the tales of islands and continents beyond

the seas, many mariners began making long voyages

and the feeding of crews and passengers became a very

serious problem. Long weeks and months of salt pork,

hard tack and duff produced many and various physical

ills among seafarers that were grouped under the com-

con name of scurvy. On many of the voyages of the 16th

and 17th centuries as many as one-half of the ships' per-

sonnel would die from scurvy.

In 1775 Captain James Cook, after a voyage round-

the-world, during which 46 per cent of his crew died

from scurvy, made an intensive study of the problem

and decided that scurvy was due to deficient diet and

that vegetables and fruit were needed. He prepared

carefuUy for his second round-the-world voyage and

stocked his ships with rations which would, in his opin-

ion, supply the missing materials necessary to good

health. On return from this voyage his mortality rate

stood at one in 118 or less than 1 per cent. His prin-

cipal source for supplying the lack in the earlier diet

was lime juice and rations of this became standard in

British ships: hence to the term "limejuicers, " applied

to British sailors. Although the doughty Captain had

probably never heard of vitamins, it was vitamin "C"

that was giving him the desired results. Today the var-

ious natural sources of that vitamin are requirements in

all balanced diets.

Letters of passengers aboard ship during the I6th,

17th, 18th, and even 19th centuries are full of complaint

about the nauseating and scanty food served them from

ships' stores. Typical is the record left us by a priest of

his experiences on a Spanish galleon during the long

transpacific voyage from Manila to Panama early in the

18th century. Says he, "The biscuits were so infested with

weevils that they (the biscuits) ran about on the table

and only the most active persons could catch one, while

the beans were so wormy that when boiled they made a

worm stew, slightly flavored with bean." Is it any wonder

that the sage Dr. Johnson ( as quoted by Boswell ) re-

marked in 1750 that "Being in a ship is like being in

jail with the chance of being drowned.

"

Feeding shiploads of passengers on such voyages as

Liverpool to Sydney ( 100 days or more) or New York
to San Francisco ( 110 days or more) presented a real

problem before the introduction of refrigeration, venti-

lation, air conditioning, and the standardization of can-

ning and dehydration. And yet, back in those days, phy-

sicians often prescribed such voyages with surprisingly

good results to the health of their patients ( witness

Dana's "Three Years Before the Mast").

The Galley

Just when, how, and why the kitchen on board ship

came to be called a galley seems to be an unsolved puz-
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zle. Originally a ship propelled by oars or a combination

of sail and oars was called a galley (galleon in Spanish

parlance, gallee in French). The oarsmen on these ves-

sels were criminals or slaves and were commonly re-

ferred to as galley slaves. The girls who scrub up floors

in British kitchens ashore or do the most menial tasks

have been referred to as slavey's since Shakespeare's time

and before. The cook in old sailing ships had to do all

these things as well as cook and on occasion had to get

out and work the ship with the crew. He was virtually a

slave to his task, his tools, the whims of the skipper, and

the abuse of the crew. So the place where he worked may,

through the slave association, have come to be known as

a galley.

On the other hand, because food is so important to a

sailor, the kitchen may have taken the name galley as

being the most important space in the ship and hence

deserving in itself to take the name given to the whole

ship.

In most of the commercial oar and sail propelled ves-

sels known as galleys the cooking facility probably con-

sisted of an open platform, floored with stone and hav-

ing shields arranged to keep the wind from disturbing the

fire. There would be a tripod supporting a large copper

pot for stew or soup, a charcoal brazier to broil meat,

and a few irons to stir up the fire or the stew. Undoubted-

ly there were many such ships that had no cooking

facilities. Armies and Navies in comparatively ancient

times seemed to be able to subsist on dried provisions

of various sorts, such as dried milk curd, cheese, dates,

raisins, meat, and fish.

In Europe enclosed separate compartments for cook-

ing and preparing food were first included in the design

of commercial seagoing vessels probably about 500

years ago. These at first were very primitive with little

more equipment than that of the galleys described above

for the galleys. However, as the explorations of the

Western European nations extended to the Americas

and to the ocean coasts of Africa and Asia, ships grew in

size and in elegance of equipment to take care of passen-

gers and officers.

By the 17th and 18th centuries the Dutch, British,

A Venetian galley of the I4tli Century.
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Spanish, French, and Portuguese merchantmen were carry-

ing livestock on deck to assure fresh meat and milk for

passengers and officers. On the tables of these ships

would be spread the finest hams with raisin sauce, fresh

meats, wines, and delicate pastries. But the crew still ate

salt horse and hard tack, and where the voyage was long,

conditions such as prevailed on the Manila-Panama run

would be the rule. On many of the vessels of that period

the galley equipment was as elaborate and complete as

that of the best kitchens ashore. Semi-open fireplace

ranges with iron tops and built-in Dutch ovens, sur-

rounded with an abundance of pots, pans, spits, and large

kettles.

Naturally under such a regime the crew hated the

cook as they made comparisons between their food and

that of the passengers. So, if a cabin boy or a sailor got

the opportunity he would slip an old dirty sock or a

piece of tarred rope yarn into the savory kidney saute

intended for the skipper and passengers. The frequent

and desired results would be 12 lashes for the cook to

teach him to be more careful, and much merriment

among the crew.

During the sailing ship period which lasted practicaUy

through the 19th century, probably the most interesting

vessels from a culinary point of view were the full-

bodied ships of the British East India Company. These

hulls were built for comfort, large capacity for cargoes,

and sea-easy qualities rather than speed. They were

men-of-war as well as merchantmen, were run on naval

discipline, and carried every practical equipment for

luxurious comfort and abundant diet. Carrying their own
fresh meat and dairy, they stocked up on all food lux-

uries that could be prepared for the long voyage round

Cape of Good Hope to India, and the Straits Settle-

ments. Their Indian dishes on the return voyage were

as bountiful and tasty as their British menus outward

bound. In fact, these ships and their retired captains

introduced to the dining tables of Britain many of the

recipes that had long been used in the Far East.

Notwithstanding all the luxury in the cabin however,

the crews of these vessels still lived on salt horse and

hard tack for dinner with "belaying pin soup and a roll

in the scuppers" for supper as the old chantey has it.

Today all this has changed. The modern seaman on
the vessel that is fortunate enough to carry a good cook,

squares away to meals that are much better than the

average workman ashore can afford to feed his family.

The finest of meats, fish, and poultry are carried hard

frozen in practically every American cargo vessel. Fresh

eggs, choice fruits and vegetables, jams and preserved

fruits, creamery butter, puddings, pastries, and ice cream,

are now regularly on the American seaman menu.

Galleys have gready improved in their layout and

equipment. Modern ranges and ovens either electrically

or oil fired, permit dependable methods of temperature

control. Scientifically designed soup kettles and cofifee

urns and pressure cookers; sanitary, vermin and insect

proof methods of storing provisions; ventilation, air-

conditioning, and refrigeration, all combine to produce

better results from the work of the seagoing chef. Elec-

trically operated slicers, grinders, mixers, dishwashers,

and garbage disposers, are provided to make the physi-

cal work of the chef lighter. His service refrigerator

keeps every item of food in prime condition up to the

time of use. Cooled potable water, milk, and other

drinks are available. Ample electric power is obtainable

by pushing a button.

So today the sailor afloat get to eat practically every-

thing that the worker ashore can get and gets more of it

than his brother ashore can afford to buy.

Herewith is a sample day's menu as recommended by

the War Shipping Administration.

Breakfast

Grapefruit Juice Oatmeal with milk

Eggs Cooked to order Pork Sausage or Buckwheat cakes

Bread or Rolls

Jam Butter

Coffee, Tea, Cocoa or Milk

Dinner

Cabbage Relish Green Split-Pea Soup

Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Pineapple or Raisin Sauce

Diced Beef Hash

Spinach Buttered Carrots

Fried Sweet Potatoes

Bread or Rolls

Jam Butter

Orange Layer Cake

Coffee, Tea, Cocoa or Milk

Supper

Green Vegetable Salad

Veal Steak Saute

Spaghetti, Meat Sauce, Parmesan Cheese

Buttered Green Beans Baked Potatoes

Bread or Rolls

Fruit Gelatin with Custard Sauce

CofTee, Tea, Cocoa or Milk

With such menus spread before them our sailors

should be showing a very high morale and a great will-

ingness to work if only for the purpose of creating a

good appetite so that they could really enjoy all these

feasts.

In following articles we shall try to trace in detail the

development of the ship's galley and to illustrate this

development with galley layouts and pictures of galley

equipment from characteristic vessels.
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Monumental Study by Joslyn S. Ryan of San Francisco

THE PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY at a

meeting of canal operators, shippers and receivers

of freight and other businessmen at its headquarters. 111

Eighth Avenue, have just released a report on a survey

of the traffic and equipment of the New York State Canal

System. Port Authority Commissioner Eugene F. Moran.

chairman of the Board of the Moran Towing and Trans-

portation Company, and one of the leading experts on

shipping in the Port of New York, was chairman of the

meeting and reviewed the importance of the Hudson
River and New York State Canal System to the New
York-New Jersey harbor area.

The Port Authority survey includes a detailed analy-

sis of the type and volume of commodities moved over

the New York State Canal System since 1931. It re-

views the traffic and equipment situation and makes

recommendations for the improved design of efficient

types of barges and motorships for canal use, and sug-

gests terminal improvements.

The report, prepared at the request of the Port Au-

thority, by Joslyn and Ryan, naval architects and marine

engineers of San Francisco, was reviewed by Walter P.

Hedden, the Port Authority's Director of Port Develop-

ment, and E. M. Breingan of the surveying firm. At the

same time, Fred R. Lindsay, New York State superin-

tendent of operations and maintenance, and Colonel W.
F. Heavey, United States district engineer, reported on

the status of the bridge clearance and channel deepening

program on the canal berw'een Lake Ontario and the

Hudson River. This program is a part of the Federal

improvement project now nearing completion. M. B.

Kelly, president of the New York State Waterways As-

sociation, reported on the efforts of canal operators to

correct the canal rate structure and its relationship to

depressed railroad rates.

Commissioner Moran pointed out that the modern

waterways system connecting the Port of New York
with the Great Lakes has handled nearly five million

tons of commerce a year. Motorships and barge fleets

on the system can move the equivalent of the contents

of 1 50 railroad freight cars in one round trip. "The four-

foot ditch of Erie Canal days is now a canalized system of

rivers, lakes, and land cuts, with a controlling depth

of twelve feet and locks that in some cases compare
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with those of the Panama Canal," he declared. "The

Hudson River and New York State Canals make it pos-

sible for the Port of New York to compete with the

Port of New Orleans, served by the Mississippi, and the

Ports of Montreal and Quebec, served by the St. Law-

rence, for midwestern commerce."

Commissioner Moran recalled that the Port Authority

has been keenly aware of the value of the waterways

system in handling grain, sulphur, woodpulp, iron and

steel and other important commodities en route to and

from the Port of New York. The Port Authority took

a leading part in supporting the $27 million Federal

improvement of the system from Lake Ontario to the

Hudson River. This improvement will effect a 40 per cent

increase in the potential boat capacity, and will enable

boats with superstructures and deckloads to navigate

the waterway. The Authority also helped to maintain the

canal on a basis comparable with the St. Lawrence and

Mississippi systems when the railroads attempted to

wipe out the benefits of canal transportation through the

imposition of tolls in New York State alone.

"The canal is in excellent shape and the Federal Gov-

ernment is moving ahead with its improvement pro-

gram," Commissioner Moran continued. "But there has

been a serious reduction in shipping units for the han-

dling of dry cargo on the canal. Great injury was done to

the canal fleet during the war when some of the boats

were subjected to unusual usage, and others were put

into coastwise service and equipped with superstructures

during the period of submarine activities. The super-

structures are too large to permit canal navigation."

More Barges and Motorships Needed

The marine expert said that canal operators would

agree to replace worn-out and obsolete tonnage with

modern barges and motor ships, provided they could

be designed, built and operated economically. "1 know
that an operator must have a barge fleet or motorships

that can be operated economically on the canal seven

months in the year and in the New York Harbor or

along the coast during the winter seasons," he added.

The Port Authority has cooperated with canal opera-
tors in their efforts before the Interstate Commerce
Commission to establish a reasonable relationship be-

tween water rates and rail rates on carriers serving the

canal area. Mr. Hedden emphasized the importance of
the canal system as New York's most important instru-

ment in meeting the competition of the toll-free Missis-

sippi and St. Lawrence systems. Every port from Phila-

delphia to Galveston has a railroad rate advantage over
New York ranging from 60 cents to $3.60 a ton.

"Beginning with a little over a million tons in 1918,
there was a steady growth in canal traffic until it reached

a peak of over five million tons in 1936, an increase of

about 15 per cent a year," Mr. Hedden stated. "Imme-
diately before the war canal tonnage fell oflf, and during

the war years dropped to a low point of about two and a

half million tons in 1944. There has been some small re-

covery in the last two years. The wartime sag in traffic

was not confined to the New York State Canal System.

The St. Lawrence showed the same downward trend. A
part of this decline reflected the need for speedy move-

ment of wartime materials. In addition, the traffic was

affected by the diversion of canal equipment to other

purposes on other waterways."

There were 461 dry cargo barges available for use in

1936, compared with 55 in 1946. Steel barges were

reduced from 27 in 1936 to 19 in 1946. Mr. Hedden
said that some new equipment is going into the canal

every year. But the uncertainty of available traffic and

rate cutting causes private capital to be somewhat reluc-

tant to invest in new inland waterway units.

The State of New York in May 1944 transferred to the

Port Authority its grain terminal property on Gowanus
Bay in Brooklyn. Mr. Hedden indicated that the two
million bushel grain elevator and a new gallery for

loading directly into ocean ships are important terminal

facilities for canal traffic. The Port Authority provides a

mooring rack for over 75 barges and will furnish upland

space for the discharge and assembling of open top

barge cargoes for westbound movement.

High lights of Mr. Breingan's review of the Joslyn and

Ryan report included the recommendation of all-welded

barge suitable for operation on the lakes and the New
York Harbor and seaboard, as well as the canal. The all-

welded barge would be lighter in weight than a riveted

job, would have a 20 per cent greater carrying capacity,

greater buoyancy and therefore more space above the

waterline for deep sea operations. One great advantage
'

in the new design would be found in the sliding hatch

covers which would enable quick operation equal to

ocean standards.

New cargo handling devices on the large barges would
include five-ton removable cranes so that boats carrying

woodpulp, rubber, lumber and containers of miscel-

laneous merchandise would be self-loaders and unloaders.

Mechanical handling of bulk cargoes such as sugar and

sulphur would improve the service and reduce the cost of

the operation. Such mechanical handling would help hold

down labor costs by making it possible for jobs to be

done within the regular eight-hour working day.

Mr. Breingan explained that the Joslyn and Ryan
survey developed five new barge designs, ranging from

four-in-one-tow up to a large single unit barge. The
study revealed that the net earning power of a combina-

tion of three or four barges would be greater than that

of a single large barge. A motorship design included

refrigerator compartments.

War surplus materials reported available included three

army and two navy types that might be economically

converted if the original purchase price were low enough.

(Please turn to page 100)
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left to right: Closeup view of dredge Pacific's damaged
with runaway Liberty ship during typhoon at Okinawa, sh

showing damaged plates removi

lelhouse. The seagoing hopper dredge
1 on drydock at Bethlehem's San Franc!
and new plates being installed.

BETHLEHEHHEPillRSFOUIiDllEDGES

By GEDRGE P. HURST

Mining and Dredging Department, Bethlehem Steel

Company, Shipbuilding Division, San Francisco Yard

k LTHOUGH THE DREDGE is almost always thought

i\ of in connection with the unpleasant but necessary

function of removing mud and silt from harbor mouths

or widening harbor channels, it nevertheless represents

a very important factor in the economic life of American

coastal and inland waterways systems. It has a rugged,

dirty job to perform and as a result must always be kept

in tip top operating condition.

Having built the first successful gold dredge in Amer-

ica in 1897 and maintained facilities for reoairina and

The Pacific at Okina ed following typhoon.

providing replacement parts for all types of dredges

ever since, Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard is in an

enviable position for performing this type of work. Re-

cently the Yard had the rather unique experience of re-

pairing four dredges, all of which were in the Yard at

one time. Two of these were seagoing hopper dredges,

one a clam shell type and the other a hydraulic suction

dredge. The latter, the Papoose, owned by the Hydraulic

Dredging Company, Ltd., of Oakland, was built by the

Yard in 1 929. The Pacific, one of the seagoing hopper

dredges, also was built by the Yard, although some eight

years later. The Pacific has a displacement of 865 long

tons, an overall length of 180 feet and a beam of 38

feet, and is owned by the Corps of Engineers.

During the war the dredge Pacific was loaned by the

Corps of Engineers to the Navy for work in the South

Pacific. War's end saw her at Buckner Bay in Okinawa,

dredging channels and making harbors. She was placidly

carrying on these routine operations when a 135-mile

typhoon struck the island, tearing ships from their moor-

ings and causing considerable damage both to them and

to installations on the island.

The Pacific, with both anchors down and her propel-

lers turning, kept into the wind and was successfully

riding out the storm wiien a Liberty ship, her anchor
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chains broken and out of control in the heavy wind,

crashed into the starboard bow of the dredge, then

swung around and crashed the pilot house. The force

of the impact carried away the Pacific's two anchors and,

helpless before the wind, she drifted onto the beach,

where she lay for 5 days. She was then towed off, leaks

in the bow were patched and in successive stages she

was towed back to the United States.

Bethlehem's job was to put her back in shape after her

rough beating. She was drydocked and a large number of

shell plates high on the starboard side forward were re-

moved, renewed or faired in place. The pilot house and

drag tender's house had to be rebuilt. Gear for operating

the drag pipe davits had to be overhauled as well as the

pump engine and pumps. Maintenance overhaul work

in way of the dredge hoppers also was performed and a

new radio direction finder and gyro compass installed.

The Pacific, spick and span with her new red and yel-

low paint has now left the Yard to resume work for the

Corps of Engineers.

At the same time as the Pacific was being reconditioned

Bethlehem was installing hull extension sections on the

Papoose. These sections, 7 feet wide and approximately

20 feet long, were prefabricated at the Yard and then

welded to the hull for its entire length.

The clam shell type dredge Holland, owned by the

Olympian Dredging Company and leased to the Corps

of Engineers for South Pacific war duty, saw much serv-

ice in the Pacific. While being towed back to this coun-

try from the war zone, together with another vessel, it

encountered a heavy storm. The tow rope parted and

dredge and ship went adrift. Both suffered damage when
thev repeatedly struck against each other in the heavy

seas. The Holland, which will soon leave the Yard for

private dredging operations, has its damaged hull re-

paired, its machinery overhauled, a new main boiler

installed and a new coat of green paint.

The seagoing hopper dredge Kingman, also owned by

the Corps of Engineers, in the meantime was undergoing

a general overhaul. It was drydocked, painted, its hoppers

were patched up and its diesel engines and dredge pump
dismantled and repaired.

Last year alone Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard re-

paired a total of eight dredges. This year it is well on

its way to topping this figure and indications are that

it will.

From top to bottom: The seagoing hopper dredge Dan C. King-

man, owned by the Corps of Engineers: the clamshell type dredge

Holland at Bethlehem's San Francisco Yard; the Papoose being

drydocked prior to installation of hull extension sectii

At bottom: Closeup view of hull extension se

been welded to starboard side of Papoose.

which ha
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THE STEAMSHIP HISTORICAL SOCIETY

RELATES MRyE FIRST S.S.WASHIICTO^

THE BEGINNING OF SCHEDULED OCEANIC
SERVICE by American steamships marks its 1 00th

anniversary June 1, 1947, the Steamship Historical

Society of America stated. On that date in 1847, the

1,600 gross ton steamship Washington, owned by the

Ocean Steam Navigation Co., America's first transatlan-

At fop: Two views of fhc 1847 liner Washingfon, whose deparfurc from
New Yorl< on June I. 1847. nnarited the beginning of oceanic steamship

service under the Stars and Stripes. The upper illustration shows her as

she was depicted in a contemporary print. The lower is a drawing made
by Erik Heyl, member of the Steamship Historical Society of America.
At bottom: The United States Line's S. S. Washington, second largest

vessel in the American Merchant Marine and inheritor of the name and
tradition of the 1847 Bremen Line steamer Washington, the centennial of

whose departure from New York was celebrated June I, 1947.

tic Steamship Hne, set sail for Bremerhaven from New
York.

The Washington was the first steamship built in the

United States for transoceanic service. She was the first

steamship to sail between New York and Bremen. She

was the first steamer to have separate first and second

class cabins, each with their own public rooms.

Boasting a full-length figurehead of George Washing-

ton, this steamer was the first of a long line of famous

vessels to so honor "the father of his country." Today,

America's second largest transatlantic liner built for

the United States Lines, carries on this famous name,

the present-day Washington, over 20 times as large as

the earliest Washington, is now undergoing reconversion

after serving throughout the war as a transport. She will

soon join the United States Lines' America in the North

Atlantic passenger service.

The first Washington's maiden voyage will long be

remembered. Her departure from New York, June 1,

1847, was the occasion for a tumultuous celebration.

After a brief stop at Cowes, Isle of 'Wight, the Wash-
ington made for Bremerhaven, where her arrival caused

a sensation. She was welcomed by the burgomaster and a

large delegation of merchants. A dinner was thereupon

given for the vessel's officers and crew, at which the en-

thusiasm ran high. Spurred on by the spirit of the mo-
ment, a member of the serenading orchestra composed a

Washington Polka on the spot.

The new vessel's appearance presented a curious com-
promise between sailing ship and steamer design. Except

for her smokestack and wheel boxes, she would be taken

today for a rather stubby looking chpper ship.'

Around the Washington's thick wooden sides were

painted imitation gunports, such as those on the famous

Constitution. Her paddlewheels were boxed in with a

golden crescent of carved timbers. She carried 112 in

first-class and 70 in second.

Perhaps the most exciting event in the vessel's career

took place in 1854. Riding out a heavy gale successfully,

she sighted a sailing packet in distress. Dismasted and

leaking badly, the Winchester, out of Boston, was slowly

foundering. On board were 477 persons. Their rescue,

eflfected with a single lifeboat from the Washington was

(Please turn to page 98)
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orrosion and Oxidation Experiences i

High Temperature Steam Service

Hv Piini

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF CORROSION
experienced with metals used for steam generating

tubes and superheater rubes in high pressure boilers, and

some recommendations as to what can be done to over-

come this problem, were presented in a paper delivered

before the Louisville Congress of the Electro-Chemical

Society by Paul M. Brister, staff engineer, and J. B.

Romer, chief chemist, of The Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany of New York.

This paper deals with the corrosion experienced with

metals used for steam generating tubes and superheater

tubes for high pressure boilers. Methods of relief and

interpretation of the causes of corrosion of steam generat-

ing tubes are presented. For high temperature super-

heater tubes it is shown how temperature shock affects

the rate of corrosion on the steam side and the gas side

of the tube. With the proper selection of ferritic type

chromium-molybdenum steel alloys, steam and flue gas

corrosion is not troublesome for metal temperatures up

to about 1200° F (650° C). Stainless steels are satis-

factory for temperatures somewhat above 1200° F. For

structural members, such as hangers and supports, chrome

nickel steel alloys are preferred for elevated temperature

service.

mi J. II. Hiinii'

In considering this problem in the field of steam

generation, it would seem advisable to briefly review the

equipment used and the ranges of temperatures and

pressures to which the different parts of the equipment

are subjected during normal operation. Three popular

types of modern high pressure boilers are illustrated in

Fig. 1 to 3 inclusive.

In these three types of boilers the furnace tempera-

tures are of the order of 2800° to 3200" F (1540° to

1760° C); actual temperatures depend on the fuel

characteristics and, in the case of coal burning units,

whether the coal ash is removed dry or as a liquid slag.

Figure 4 illustrates the temperature gradient from the

gas side to the water, and shows how the thermal resis-

tance of internal scale increases the metal temperature.

The superheater metal temperatures will be slightly

higher than the temperature of the steam in the tube

when the tube is clean, but this also may increase con-

siderably if an internal deposit is formed.

Metal Temperatures

The temperature of the metal in any steam generating

tube will be very close to the water temperature if the
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Left, Fig. 5; Interior view of cor-

roded tube. I Didm.

Right, Fig. 4: End view of interior

of tube, pits and barnacles.

(.) <IIM Cl.£l« SUBf«C£ 0« ««TER SIOE Of TUBE

'2500F 4

i70i;f4

t

900F 4'

It) KITH DEPOSIT OM »»TEB SIOE OF TUBE

EXAWPLE OF The TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS EXISTING VIHEN
RA*iSFEPRi».G HEAT FROV HOT COMBUSTION GASES TO WATER

AT SAT'JRATION TEWPERATURE

Fig. 7, at top: Interior view, segment blown out. Same tube

Fig. 6. i/j Diam.

Fig. e. below: View of fracture in tube wall, same lube as Fi

i and 7. I Diam.

tube is clean internally, but can increase to a considerably

higher value if any scale, oil, corrosion product or other

low thermal conducting materials are deposited on the

steel surface.

Corrosion and Oxidation Experiences

It is quite apparent that the metals in diflferent parts

of a steam generating unit operate under different con-

ditions of temperature, stress, and fluid content.

For the purposes of this paper our corrosion and oxida-

tion experiences with those metals generally used in boil-

ers has been classified- into three groups:

A. Metals used in steam generating tubes.

B. Metals used in baffles, hangers and supports located

in high temperature gas streams.

C. Metals used in superheater tubes.

These will be discussed in the above order.

A. Metals Used in Steam Generating Tubes
These metals are in contact with water or a mixture

of water and saturated steam. Here the saturation tem-

perature is of the order of 540° to 685^ F (280° to

360° C).

This includes steam generating tubes, furnace wall

and floor tubes, etc., where the gage pressure is in the

range of 950 to 2800 lb. sq. in (66.5 to 196 kg./cm.')

and where hot gases at temperatures of 1000^ to 3200° F
(540° to 1760° C) are transferring their heat through

the metal to the water. Attemperators represent a special

condition in that the water side of the tube is as just

described, but the heating media is superheated steam at

850' to 950° F (450° to 510° C).

In practically all cases coming under this heading the

tubes are carbon steel and conform to one of the follow-

ing American Society of Mechanical Engineers' specifi-

cations ( Table I )

.

TABLE I

Analyses of Steel Tubes
Steel SA-192 SA-210

Carbon .. 0.08 to 0.18 0.35 max.

Manganese 0.30 to 0.60 0.80 max.

Phosphorus 0.04 rnax. 0.04 max.

Sulfur 0.045 max. 0.045 max.

Silicon 0.25 max. 0.10 min.

'Excerpt from a paper presented before Ttie Electrochemical

Society, Inc. at its 91st Meeting at Louisville. Ky., on April 12,

1947.
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Fiq. 1. At extrerne left:

Sed •on of Am e tube as
Fiq. 5 afte d ep etch*

ing. D am.

Fiq 10: Lon qitudinal
lect on thrc uq another
cor rodec a r ea after

dee 3 etchi iq- 1 Diam.

A number of high pressure boilers have experienced

an unusual type of serious corrosion on the water side of

their steam generating tubes. Chemical analysis of the

boiler waters have shown that they are comparable with

units free from this type of corrosion. Boiler waters are

in aqueous alkaline solution having a pH of the order

of 10.0 to 11.5, and contain sodium and potassium

chlorides, sulfates, hydrates, phosphates and carbonates,

some silica and small amounts of calcium and magnesium

salts.

Figure 5 is an interior view of a corroded area in a

tube. The corrosion products have not been disturbed.

Subsequent examination revealed severe pitting and

intergranular disintegration.

Figure 6 is an end view into a tube showing, near the

top of the photograph, deep corrosion pits and near the

center a growth of hard barnacles. The corrosion prod-

ucts were not disturbed.

Figure 7 shows an interior view of a tube, from which

a segment blew out while the boiler was in service. Cor-

rosion and barnacle formation and location where seg-

ment blew out are well illustrated. Any corrosion prod-

ucts were either removed as they formed or blown out

at time of rupture.

The next feature which we wish to illustrate is the

condition of the metal in these areas. Figure 8 shows the

appearance of ruptured wall; near the center a small

piece was remov-ed for detailed examination; at this

point the wall was nearly full thickness, thinning by cor-

rosion is quite apparent. A narrow light-colored band

represents the only unaffected metal at this location.

If a sample is cut through one of these locations,

ground smooth and then deep etched in hot acid, a

definite dark zone develops. Microscopic investigation

of adjacent areas, not so etched, reveals that these areas

are a maze of intergranular fissures.

Figure 9 is a photograph showing the effects of deep

etching. This section was cut from the corroded area

illustrated in Fig. 5. Figure 10 is another example of the

effects of deep etching. Figures 11 and 12 are cross-sec-

tions of tubes which were deep-etched and photographed.

Photomicrographic Studies

Micro-examination reveals several interesting features.

At high magnifications it is found that both large and

very fine cracks or fissures are present. The large cracks

are in the first layers; they may or may not start at the

surface; they are filled with a mass of material quite

similar to the hard deposit on the inner surface.

Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the coarse fissures or in-

tergranular disintegration. The two views are of fields

almost adjacent to each other and represent the un-

etched conditions at 500 diameters magnification. Figures

15 and 16 are examples of the fine cracks or fissures

found throughout the deeper parts of the damaged areas.

Again these are unetched fields at 500 diameters. Fig. 17

illustrates the pitted condition of a specimen polished

for micro-examination and etched with 5 per cent nital.*

The original photograph was at 9 diameters. Figure 18

is a typical etched area showing the intergranular nature

of the cracks. Decarburization is also to be noted. This

is an etched field at 1000 diameters.

Figure 19. In the areas immediately below the dam-

aged areas the metal is found to be normal lamellar pearl-

ite as is illustrated in this photomicrograph at 1000 di-

ameters after etching with 5 per cent nital. These expe-

riences, while quite serious, are not prevalent and there-

fore the quest has been to determine the conditions,

peculiar to these units, which cause these abnormal fail-

ures. So far they have occurred only in high pressure

units.

Metallic copper has been observed in numerous units

that were free from this type of trouble; however, as far

as the authors are aware, copper or copper oxide has

always been present at the locations where these failures

occur. With the exception of the occasional use of copper

gaskets in economizers, copper is not a boiler material,

therefore we must look outside the boiler for the source

of this metal.

In order to develop an adequate theory it is necessary

to satisfy a number of questions which may appear to be

contradictory.

( 1 ) Copper is known to be present in many boilers

and frequently in high concentrations, yet in most such

cases no corrosion or other attack appears beneath these

copper deposits.

(2) Dissolved oxygen is sometimes present in feed-

water and in such cases pitting without intergranular

disintegration is noted.

(3) Ammonia is frequently present and is not asso-

ciated with any other type of attack on boiler steels.

(4) This type of attack has not followed the acid

cleaning of many units.

(5) Black oxide of iron is frequently present in high

percentages in the sludges found on steam generating

surfaces, usually such masses are soft and porous.

*A solution of nitric acid in methyl alcohol.
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fig. II: Cross-section through an-

other corroded area after deep
etching. I Diam.

Fig. 12; Cross-section through an-

other corroded area after deep
etchirig. I Diam.

Fig. 13: A typical eiample of

coarse fissures. Unetched. 500

Fig. 14: Another typical example
of coarse fissures. Un etched.

500 Diam.

Fig. 15: A typical example of fine

fissures. Unetched. 500 Diam.

12

Fig. 16: Another typical example
of fine fissures. Unetched. 500

Fig, 17: A typical pitted area as

developed by etching with 5%
Nital. ? Diam.

Fig. 18: Intergranular cracks and

decarburization. Etched. 5% Ni-

tal. 1000 Diam.

It would appear to the authors that the following con-

ditions hold:

( 1 ) The role of ammonia is primarily that of a vehicle

^.

\
/

i4_ ;

•V

17

which transfers the copper from heat exchanging equip-

ment to the boiler.

( 2 ) In the absence of dissolved oxygen, then a film of

iron oxide forms as a result of the iron-steam reaction.

This film, if not damaged, stops further attack; if dam-
aged, it reforms and considerable metal may be convert-

ed to the oxide. The structure of this oxide is such that

the hydrogen, simultaneously formed, is able to escape

into the water-steam mixture and intergranular attack

does not occur.

(3) Dissolved oxygen creates pits filled with hard

barnacles of black oxide of iron. This reaction,

3Fe + 2O2—Fe.;04 does not liberate hydrogen.

(4) When the combination of ammonia, copper and

oxygen exists, then we have at least one additional factor

involved, namely, a galvanic couple which creates an

anodic condition beneath the barnacles resulting in cor-

rosion of the metal, and simultaneously the evolved

(Please turn to page 100)
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. . . Illith The

UU OF lUBRIUTIiyG

By A. D. JDHNSDN,

General Petroleum Corporation

chief, Marine Lubri

Br) Lab. Dept.; E.

s (N. C.) of Senei

ting Engineer, Bert Folda

. "Ed" Hochuli, m

I Petroleunn Connpar

At a well-attended dinner meeting of the Society of Port Engineers of San Francisco on June 4,

three representatives of General Petroleum Corporation conducted a forum on the care of lubricating oils.

Introduced by E. S. Hochuli, manager of Marine Sales, Northern California Division, A. D. John-

son, chief Marine Lublication engineer and Bert Folda, manager Lubricating Laboratory, who traveled

from Los Angeles for the occasion, spoke on the general subject and answered the technical questions of

the members over a two hour period. A condensed version of Mr. Johnson's talk is given herewith.

THE COST OF A CHARGE OF GOOD LUBRICAT-

ING OIL represents a very small percentage of the

total cost of a vessel, but, if it is not properly cared for,

it may result in cost ( due to expensive repairs and lay-

up time) exceeding profitable operation.

The oil industry is constantly spending millions of

dollars in research to improve the manufacture of lubri-

cating oil, to reduce the cost and to extend its service

life. Care equal to that of the food industry is taken to

prevent contamination and to deliver it at maximum

purity.

Since lubricating oil is a physical material, it reacts

to physical laws controlling its many compounds. There

is no such thing as an indestructible oil; a constant

change chemically is taking place in its structure from

the time it enters the lubricating system until it is no

longer serviceable. Many of these reactions we under-

stand and control. Ultimately we hope to reach the

dream of every lubrication engineer and control the rate

of chemical change in lubricating oil to the point where

its service life will exceed that of the machine it lubri-

cates.

At present, the makeup of fresh oil to the system, effi-

cient oil purification equipment properly operated, and

good practice in the engine room have extended the

service life of turbine oils to a reasonable period of

time. Addition of fresh oil adds new life to the oil and

resistance to the contaminating materials. Good engine

room operating practice reduces through good main-

tenance, the rate of contamination. Purification equip-

ment removes the greater part of contaminating agents

that might damage the oil.

New oil has passed through all the modern methods

of refining that remove the unstable compounds that

Mother Nature placed in raw crude and which accelerate

its destruction when heat is applied in the presence of

oxygen. The compounds that promote the formation of

acids are also removed. Then there are added the "addi-

tion agents " to deter oxidation, rust and other evils.

These addition agents play various parts in offsetting the

influence of contaminating agents. They cannot, how-

ever, be regarded as "cure-alls".

In the end, we find that the service life of any lubri-

cating oil is directly in proportion to the care it receives.

The operating engineer plays as big a part in prolong-

ing its life as the engine designer, the petroleum tech-

nologist or the lubrication engineer. All are part of a

four-man team.

Now as to the part the engineer aboard ship plays

in this four-way deal. First comes the purification equip-

ment. It should be so designed that its normal capacity

will exceed the normal rate of contamination. In the

case of centrifuges, care should be taken in the installation

of the proper ring dams, frequent cleaning and inspection

of the bowl, and control of the flow of oil through the

centrifuges at the most efficient rate so that clean oil

will be discharged into the system.

In the case of filters, the proper type elements should

be installed for the particular oil to be filtered. The

manufacturers supply filter elements for all types of oils,

so this presents no problem. To test equipment, the
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engineer need only take samples of the oil as it enters

and as it leaves the equipment. The oil supplier will test

these in his laboratories, and, if the equipment is doing

a good job, should get "nil" or "trace" results for the

percentage of sediment by centrifuge and the percent-

age of water.

For all practical purposes, there are five conditions

that will accelerate the reduction of the oil's service life.

They are heat, oxygen, metals, water and foreign mate-

rials that accidentally enter the system. Let's consider

them in that order.

Generally speaking, each 17 to 19 degrees F. increase

in temperature above approximately 150 degrees F.

doubles the oxidation rate of the oil. Normally, the tem-

perature of the oil in the sump tank should be maintained

between 120 and 140 degrees F. This can be accom-

plished easily by controlling the rate of flow of cooling

water. Hot spots, such as bearing overheating or im-

properly lagged steam pipes too close to oil lines can

materially increase the oxidation rate and should be

corrected at once.

As to oxygen, it is impossible to entirely prevent

oxygen from entering the system. However, it can be

materially reduced by not allowing leaks to remain in oil

suction lines; by installing sufficiently large return lines

from pedestal bearings to the sump tank; by placing all

return line discharges sufficiently below the working

level of the sump tank to prevent splashing or to flatten

out the return line discharge and direct it against the

side of the sump tank in such a manner that in a thin film

flowing down the side of the tank, all air will be allowed

to escape.

Careful attention should be given to all ventilator

caps on gravity tank sump tank, gear case and oil separa-

tors, to make sure that the protective screens are clean

and free, allowing free air passage and preventing back

pressures.

It is hard to realize how much metal a lubrication sys-

tem can carry around in suspension, this coming from

gradual wear of the gears and rusting. The statement

was recently made that many of our ships are actually

operating with as much as a cubic inch of metal sus-

pended in the lubricating oil system. In view of this, it

is extremely important to keep as much metal as possible

out of the oil. An efficient purification system should ac-

complish this.

Water is the most prominent contaminant we have to

deal with. The answer to this problem is proper ventila-

tion of the lubricating oil system to remove the humid air

that forms within the circulation system. In marine

practice, natural ventilation is the form most commonly
employed. The main sump, gravity, storage and settling

tanks are provided with ventilation fixtures; sometimes

the gear case and bearing pedestals also are so equipped.

The important thing is to keep the screens clean so the

ventilators can function. Salt water is extremely harmful

in lubrication systems. It sometimes enters the system

through leaky joints in oil coolers or defective manhole-

cover gaskets on sump tanks which may, at times, be be-

low bilge water level. Leaking shaft seals is a source of

fresh water contamination.

It is good practice to remove samples of oil from the

line daily, allowing them to stand in a bottle to observe

the amount of water that separates.

Other contaminants consist of fixed oils which may
enter the system by accident, such as linseed oil and

olive oil. All deck fill caps to storage tanks should be

plainly marked and, if possible, locked. If other types of

oils are to be passed through the purifying equipment,

the engineer should make certain that the discharge is

not connected to the turbine system.

Still other contaminants include solids, such as sand,

dirt, welding beads, bolts, and wiping rags that may have

accidentally been introduced into the system.

Here is a procedure that will add years to the life of

turbine oil if it is religiously carried out:

When the vessel is in port and sufficient time is avail-

able, pump the entire oil charge into a clean settling

tank and heat it to 160 degrees F. Shut off the heating

system and allow it to cool without any further agitation.

While the oil is cooling, use the hand pump to remove

any oil, water or pumpable settlings remaining in the
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sump tank. Open the manhole and clean the tank man-

ually. After cleaning, the watch engineer should per-

sonally inspect the tank for cleanliness in order that no

foreign matter will be left in the tank due to careless-

ness. Replace the cover of the sump tank.

The oil should now have cooled to 100 to 110 degrees

F. This cooling and settling process allows the water and

insoluble materials to settle to the bottom of the tank and,

while the cooling is going on, any products of oxidation

which were soluble at high temperatures and insoluble

at lower temperatures will also settle out.

A group of officers and governors of

the San Francisco Society of Port Engi-

neers taken at the June 4 meeting.

Left to right: Marshall Garlinger, Har-

old Wright. Joe Riemers, Ray Sample.

Joe Gisler. Frank W. Smith, and Ches-

ter McKay.

The centrifuge bowl should also be cleaned prior to

bringing the entire batch of oil down through the cen-

trifuge, therefore not delaying the operation by stopping

the centrifuge to clean the bowl.

The entire charge should be removed from the settling

tank via the lowest discharge point, in order that no

serviceable oil be lost. If the time element becomes im-

portant and it is necessary to increase the flow rate

through the centrifuge by reheating the oil, one third of

the batch should be allowed to pass through the centri-

William J. Williams has quite a record

(One of a series of sketches on important engineers

at San Francisco.

)

Wm. J. Williams, who is superintendent engineer of

Matson Navigation Company in San Francisco, is well

William J w;ii;,

known to the Pacific Coast shipping fraternity and has

been with Matson since 1928.

He has served in various capacities in the engine de-

partment on Matson's freight and passenger vessels and

has occupied positions in San Francisco and Honolulu

in connection with ship maintenance and repair opera-

tions.

While in the service aboard an American-Hawaiian

Oceanic and Oriental freighter, S. S. Golden Forest, Wil-

liams, as chief engineer, performed heroic tasks in order

to save this ill-fated ship which had first gone aground

on a reef off Avatanak Island and was saved, then after

repairs she was three days out of Akutan Harbor, near

Kodiak Island and proceeding through a fog when she

struck again on Cape Ilktugitak. After a severe struggle

to save her Chief Engineer Williams nearly had the re-

pairs accomplished when a storm came up on the fourth

day and the vessel became hopelessly flooded. Both Chief

Engineer Williams and First Assistant Rhinehart Lellman,

who had fought so valiantly, were commended for their

efforts by the vessel's owners. In 1928 he joined Matson

as 1st Assistant on Golden Fleece, followed by 1st As-

sistant on Golden Bear in 1929. Later in 1929 he became

Chief on the Golden Forest and thereafter on various

other vessels ending with the big Monterey from 1937

to 39. In 1939 he was assigned to shoreside duties and in

1946 was made Superintendent Engineer.

During World War II, Williams was general superin-

tendent of the Maintenance Division of Matson's Con-

struction & Repair Department.
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fuge before heat is applied. This allows the centrifuge

to remove low temperature insolubles which would

otherwise return in solution if heat were applied.

This process should be carried out at least twice each

year and in conjunction with your daily centrifuge opera-

tion, presents the most efficient manner that we know
for maintaining your oil in exxellent condition aboard

ship.

During the war, there was a limitation of experienced

personnel; consequently, many ships were placed in com-

mission without first having the turbine lubricating

system thoroughly cleaned. The turbine oil then, in its

normal travel through the system, became a secondary

flushing oil, depositing impurities throughout the sys-

tem. The majority of the complaints of scoring of the

journals and gear teeth, with metals imbedded in the

bearings and deposited throughout the system, can be

accredited to deposition of impurities at the time the

vessel made her maiden voyage. We have observed this

condition many times in vessels we have inspected.

Sometimes the deposits are light—sometimes they are

heavy, and in conjunction with this, chemical analysis did

not always indicate a high neutralization number or high

sediment by centrifuge. We have had some cases where

this condition has shown up by the engineer observing

that his centrifuge bowl had to be cleaned more fre-

quently in heavy weather than when the ship did not roll

so badly. It is a condition which can result in expensive

damage to the machinery and will most certainly reduce

the service life of the oil.

Another condition indicating this, is the amount of

deposits found in flexible couplings through which the

system oil circulates. The flexible coupling rotating at

high speed acts as a centrifuge throwing out this material

in the coupling; now add to this a normal amount of

misalignment and the abrasive materials in the deposits

will cause early replacement of the coupling.

In view of this, it is strongly recommended that when

(Please turn to page lOOi
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Los Angeles -Long Beach Harbor

"Cy" Cyrus of Union Oil-

Si Years With the Ships

In this little story we tell about R. H. "Cy" Cyrus,

port engineer of Union Oil Company of California, home
port—Los Angeles Harbor.

Cy hails from Minneapolis. He had eighteen months in

the machinery and steel shops there before joining the

Navy in 1916. He served in coal burners in the engine

department, and was 2nd class engine man up to 1919.

Then he went to Newport News and shipped out in

Kerr Steamship Company's Montecello on the run to

Europe. Cy was firing and oiling in those days. (He was

also on the Vernon. ex-Kron Prinz Cecelia, when that

ship was torpedoed in 1918.)

By 1920, while Cy was on the Mount Vernon as oiler,

he was advanced to pumpman. The Mount Vernon, it is

interesting to recall, had four engines and eight fire

rooms.

In 1921 Cy was ashore, returning to his Minnesota

homeland, then he came out to the Pacific Coast and

joined the Matson Line as 3rd Assistant and served

aboard the Aiatsonia, Manulani and Maftnkai. Two years

later, 1923, he went with Union Oil Company of Cali-

fornia, in San Francisco. By 1925 he had been transferred

to Los Angeles, and with the Union tankers and was

advanced through grades of 3rd, 2nd and 1st Assistant

Engineer. In 1929 he was appointed Chief Engineer. He
served as chief engineer in the La Brea, Montebello, La

Placeutia and other tankers.

In 1937 Mr. Cyrus was transferred ashore as Port

Engineer for the entire Union Oil tanker fleet. This fleet

is now composed of four geared turbine high pressure

vessels and three T-2 type tankers, as well as one diesel

vessel in service in the Canal Zone, and another diesel

tanker is soon to be added to the fleet. From 1940-1941

Cy spent a year at Bethlehem Sparrow's Point yard super-

vising the Union Oil tanker building program.

Mr. Cyrus is married and has 1 iVa-year-old twins, boy

and girl. His hobby? He hopes one day—some day—to

go back to certain streams and lakes in Minnesota to

see if the fish have changed much since the time he was

a boy back there!

Cy is a member of the Board of Governors of The

Society of Port Engineers at Los Angeles and also is a

director of the storied Bilt;e Club.
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THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE, De
partment of Commerce, announces that applications

of businessmen for permits to visit Japan will now be

accepted. Entry into Japan will begin August 15, 1947,

and visits will be allowed for a period of 15 days. How-
ever, extension privileges may be granted overseas by

the Supreme Commander Allied Powers (SCAP).

Hotel accommodations, transportation, and communi-
cation facilities within Japan will be handled by the

Japanese under supervision of SCAP. These facilities

will be arranged for only in Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya.

Kyoto, but it will be possible to arrange side trips to

other nearby cities. Visitors will be required to pay for

all services rendered.

At the outset, applications to visit Japan will be con-

sidered only for the following purposes:

( a ) To purchase goods available for export, or to

make arrangements for future purchases of po-

tential exports, or to sell raw materials which

Japan requires.

( b ) To provide commercial services to expedite the

movement of exports and imports between Japan
and the United States. These services include bank

representation, insurance, and shipping.

(c) To inspect commercial investment interests. Ap-

plications for this purpose will be given consider-

ation only after other needs are filled.

Selection of trade representatives to be admitted to

Japan will be made on the basis of information sub-

mitted to the Office of International Trade of the De-

partment of Commerce, through the Department of

Commerce Field Office, Room .^06, U. S. Customhouse,

San Francisco 1 1 . Special application forms are available,

which should be filled out in quadruplicate giving the

purpose of the visit, cities to be visited, prewar trade with

Japan, or reasonable proof that the visit will contribute

to restoration of trade.

OIT will review applications in accordance with the

terms of the Far Eastern Commission's policy directive

and in the light of information submitted by SCAP as

to goods available in Japan, raw materials required, and

potential lines of business which may be developed.

Within the limits of available accommodations, the

names of all applicants approved by OIT will be trans-

mitted to SCAP. Applicants receiving final approval by

SCAP will also require a valid passport, applied for in

the usual manner, to the Passport Division of the De-

partment of State, Washington, D. C, through the near-

est federal or state court having the right to naturalize

aliens, or through the passport agency at New York or

San Francisco. If no accommodations are available, OIT
will inform the applicant. Applications, however, will

be held and processed in the order of their receipt and

will be transmitted to SCAP for consideration as soon

as accommodations become available.

Applicants will also be required to furnish informa-

tion indicating financial responsibility, a record of the

past experience m handling the type of commodities

available for export from Japan, or in the absence of

such experience, the applicant should be prepared to

provide reasonable proof that his visit will contribute

to the restoration of Japanese trade.

Initially, prices will be arranged by negotiation be-

tween private purchasers and SCAP. SCAP will pro-

vide OIT with a list of commodities available for ex-

port, together with such pertinent data as it may have

as to quantity, etc. A second list will indicate commodi-

ties reserved for government-to-government trade. A
third list will indicate those raw materials needed in

Japan to further its production programs, with respect

to which prospective suppliers will be considered for
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admission to Japan. SCAP will provide this information

on a monthly basis, supplemented by interim repons.

All this information will be disseminated by OIT as

soon as available.

Preliminary advice from SCAP indicates availabilit)-

of the following general classes of Japanese products:

Bamboo Products

Ceramics and Chinaware

Glassware

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals

Cosmetics

Health Supplies

Electrical Supplies and Materials

Measuring and Testing Equipment

Meters and Gauges
Fish and Fish Products

Food and Beverages

Aquatic Products

Household Goods
Surgical and Dental Instruments

Laboratory Instruments

Leather Goods
Scales

Bicycles

Industrial Beltmg and Hoses

Light Bulbs

Hardwares

Linen Goods
Notions and Novelties

Office Supplies

Paper and Paper Products

Pearls and Furs

Rayon Fabrics and Finished Goods
Rubber and Rubber Products

Vegetable and Flower Seeds

Sillc Fabrics

Sporting Goods and Musical Instruments

Wool Yard Goods and Finished Goods.

Due to prior arrangements between the U. S. Com-
mercial Co. ( usee ) , a government corporation, and

SCAP. the former will continue to handle the sale of raw

silk and cotton textiles. USCC will also continue to dis-

pose of the 1947 tea crop, but the sale of the 1948 tea

crop will be made rhrough private trade channels.

Banks now licensed to do limited business in Japan

will render visiting traders the same facilities now au-

thorized for Allied personnel.

Insurance and shipping companies need not file appli-

cations for entry with OIT. The State Department will

handle their passport applications in the usual manner

and will also make arrangements for obtaining the neces-

sar)' permits from SCAP. The same procedure will be

foUov^ed with respect to those banks which have already

been authorized by the Federal Reserve to establish

branches in Japan.

Transactional communications, such as entering into

actual purchase and sales contracts, are not yet authorized

but will be permitted at the earliest possible date. As

soon as possible also, exchange of samples will be per-

mitted between Japanese and U. S. traders. Insurance on

export shipments may be obtained either through insur-

ance companies operating in Japan or by coverage ob-

tained in the United States by the consignee.

The Japanese Government will be given full responsi-

biity for fulfillment of contracts. SCAP will undertake

no warranty or guarantee of merchandise. SCAP will lend

all possible assistance to the Japanese Government in

carrying out its responsibilities under consimimated trans-

actions.

Subject to the approval of SCAP, acceptance by the

Japanese Government of the terms of transactions wiU

be final and binding except that any agreement entered

into may be cancelled or modified by SCAP when, in

his opinion, unanticipated circumstances adversely affect-

ing or prejudicial to economic occupation aims, make

such action necessar)'.

^'//O'M^k/

Courtesy

The Sundard

Oiler
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lilA'S WORLD TRADE MARKET

Development of India's industries during the next

few years will open up big opportunities for American

producers of capital goods and for American capital and

technical skill, Asaf Ali, the first Ambassador of India

to the United States, told an audience of 250 members

and guests of the Far East-America Council of Com-

merce and Industry at the Annual Luncheon Meeting

of the Council, held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York on April 1 6.

Aside from defense industries, public utilities and key

industries such as power production, coal mining, trans-

portation and communications, which will be under

government control, the general field of economic de-

velopment in India will be thrown wide open to private

enterprise. American participation will be welcomed

both in consumer goods industries and in heavy indus-

tries not reserved for government control.

The Indian Ambassador, who as Minister of Trans-

port in the Interim Government played an important part

in national economic planning in his country, invited

American businessmen to examine the numerous oppor-

tunities for trade and industry open to them in India.

If they held back too long because of lack of confidence,

he warned, they might find that competitors have already

captured the market.

Government planning agencies in India, Ambassador

Asaf Ali said, have worked out vast plans for develop-

ment of hydro-electric power, irrigation, transportation

and other major projects, some of which are already

under way. Several projects of the magnitude of T.V.A.

are planned as only a few per cent of the country's huge

hydro-electric power resources have been developed in

the past. Similarly, he stated, big irrigation developments

are being designed to bring under cultivation the one-

third of India's cultivable land which now lies idle. The
purpose of this program is to make the country self-suffi-

cient in food production. All these projects, which are

aimed at raising the purchasing power of India's 400,-

000,000 people will require large quantities of capital

goods and open up many opportunities for technical as-

sistance by American companies.

According to the Indian Ambassador, some of the

reports on political conditions in India circulated in this

country have been considerably exaggerated. In part,

this situation has been caused by the efforts of competi-

tors purposely to give a bad picture in order to dis-

lUGltlD
TRflDt

courage American businessmen. A better barometer of

the economic possibilities is the flow of trade between

this country and India which is now far greater than be-

fore the war.

Before the war, India was a debtor to the extent of

$2,500,000,000 while at the present time she is a creditor

country with more than double that amount owing to

her. This fact was cited by the Ambassador as convincing

evidence that India no longer has a colonial economy and

that she is now able to deal with other countries on a

level of equality.

American investments would find safety in India, Mr.

Asaf Ali said, asserting that the judicial system in his

country is as good as that prevailing in any other part

of the world. While India needs a vast amount of capital

equipment, American firms must be prepared to give

fairly prompt delivery. Otherwise it might be found

necessary to place orders elsewhere. Another obstacle to

purchases here was the high price of some types of

equipment, which has already caused diversion of con-

siderable business, including a recent order for 300 loco-

motives, to other countries. Later on, he pointed out,

there shoud also be a large market for cousumer goods,

including luxuries.

EEDERATIOI OFFICERS
Samuel D. Schell has been elected vice president of

the National Federation of American Shipping, to suc-

ceed Maitland S. Pennington, resigned, and John B. Ford

was elected Secretary-Treasurer.

Mr. Schell, former Executive Director of the U. S.

Maritime Commission, served for approximately 28

years in government transportation and Merchant Marine

activities. He served in the Corps of Engineers, AEF, in

France during the first World War.

He became associated with the U. S. Shipping Board

and Merchant Fleet Corporation and was promoted

through various positions in Ship Operations, Traffic,

and Accounting. Upon the creation of the U. S. Mari-

time Commission, Mr. Schell remained with the new

agency and later became Executive Director. Mr. Schell

is an attorney and member of the Bar of Maryland.

Mr. Ford has recently been serving as a Consultant

for the Sea-Air Committee of the Federation. He as

formerly Assistant to the President, and Attorney, for

Northeast Airlines, Inc., and prior thereto was associated

with Gambrell and White, General Counsel for Eastern

Airlines, Inc.

During the war, Mr. Ford served in the U. S. Navy

as Assistant to the Officer in charge of the Navy over-

seas Air Cargo Terminal at Samar, and at the Navy

overseas Cargo Terminal at Honolulu.
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At left: The trio facing the cam-

era are: Joseph A. Wagstatf.

Laurens H. Killingsworth, and

Ted Srrith,

At right, top: Joe Marias,
spealcer of the evening at the

Junior Foreign Trade gathering,

with Jack Stewart (seated), presi-

dent of the Association, who
looks pleased with a very suc-

cessful meeting.

Below: Archibald T. D<

Samuel H. McConnell.

Kaufman, Stephen C. Co
ray Fox and Neil E. Te

JUNIOR WORLD TRADE

The committee named by President Jack Stewart to

pick nominees for the board of directors has come up
with the following list:

John L. Stewart, John J. Mulvehill, Jr., Don W. Beck-

lin, Herbert G. Porter, Archibald T. Davis, Jr., Reno J.

Franchesi, Charles M. Freeman, Neil E. Templeton,

Harold W. Nordberg, George Schmitz, Thomas B. Shaw,

Richard L. Schinazi, Jr., Robert C. Weaver, Robert H.

Langner, and Allan H. Eber.

From these, nine will be elected by the membership

at the election in July, and from among the nine the

officers for the ensuing year will be appointed.

Pictured below are the winners of the World Trade Week Poster

Contest which was conducted by the San Francisco Junior Cham-

ber of Commerce. Reading from left to right are: Beverly

Schmidt, Lowell High School, winner of first prize for $25.00;

Angelino Azzollno. Everett Junior High School, 2nd priie for

SIS.OO: Paul Rasmussen, Lowell High School, winner of third prize

for 510.00. standing in back of the winners is R. E. Waterlow,

World Trade Week Committee Chairman.
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WORLD TRHDE POSTLR CONTEST

WIRDERS HDROUnCLD

Three San Francisco students received cash prizes for

their winning posters in a World Trade Week Poster

Contest held in the city's public and private schools, ac-

cording to an announcement by R. E. Waterlow, World

Trade Week Committee chairman.

Winners of the contest, which was conducted by the

San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce, were:

Beverly Schmidt, Lowell High School, 1st prize; Angelino

Azzolino, Everett Junior High School, 2nd prize; and

Paul Rasmussen, Lowell High School, .^rd prize.

Prizes of twenty-five, fifteen and ten dollars were

given to the winning students at a ceremony May 21,

in the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce. Present

were the judges: Beniamino Bufano, San Francisco Art

Commission; Bruce Bowring, head artist of the San

Francisco News; and Alessandro Baccari of the Mona
Lisa Art Gallery.

Theme of the contest centered around the importance

of world trade in the national economy. The posters were

judged on the basis of originality, significance and artis-

tic value.
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On the left of Miss World Trade of 1946 and 1947 (Helen Chapm
Is Arthur Eldridge. General Manager, Los Angeles Board of Ha
Commissioners and new president of Propeller Club; and on
right. E. J. Amar, Port Manager. Long Beach Board of Ha

The Board of Harbor Commissioners of the City

of Long Beach, California, played host to members of

the consular service of many foreign countries and to

prominent, interested business and civic men of Southern

California at a luncheon May 20, inaugurating World
Trade Week.

In the forenoon, E. J. Amar, Port manager of the Long
Beach Harbor Commissioners, conducted the guests on

a land tour in special buses, of the Long Beach Harbor
area and its facilities. The construction now in progress,

as well as the projected planned improvements aU run-

ning into millions of dollars, were pointed out by Mr.

Amar, assisted by Chief Engineer, Robert Shoemaker;

Assistant Chief Engineer, Charles Vickers and others of

the Administrative Staff. Probably in no other harbor at

this time is there so much money to be expended imme-
diately for modernizing and enlarging a Port, as is pres-

ently in progress or contracted for in the Port of Long
Beach.

Immediately after the luncheon, the guests were taken

aboard a harbor sight-seeing boat, and taken on tour of

7lU9i{llUOifLD
TRfiD€

LO^G BEHCH,
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PORT

the Long Beach Harbor, including the U. S. Navy Ship-

yard, which is located entirely within the Long Beach

Harbor. Thus a splendid opportunity was afforded the

members of the foreign consular service and Southland

leaders to observe first hand the expansive and efficiently

planned harbor which entitles it to the title of "America's

Most Modern Port."

Adding color to and evidencing utmost interest in

World Trade Week observance at the Port of Long
Beach, where the following members of the consular

service of many nations, as well as other leaders in busi-

ness and civic affairs of this area.

Hon. Dr. Julio Alverado, Vice Consul of Panama

Hon. Duke N. Banks, Consul of Bolivia

Fred H. Beeman, president. Foreign Trade Assoc, of So.

California

C. S. Beesmeyer, president, Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce

Faye G. Bennison, chairman of Harbor Day Trip

V. E. Duclos, Canadian Government Trade Commissioner

Hon. Dr. Felix B. Janovsky, Consul of Czecho-SIovakia

Hon. Yi Seng Kiang, Consul General of China

Hon. Jorge B. Maroto, Consul General of Costa Rica and
President of Latin American Consul Association.

B. O. Miller, vice president, L. A. Chamber of Commerce

Hon. Dr. Mario Ptofill, Consul of Italy

Gil J. Puyat, president. Chamber of Commerce of the Philip-

pines

Emerson Spear, director, L. A. Chamber, Chairman of Harbor

Affairs Committee and Vice President, Pacific Wire Rope Co.

Hon. Eugene P. Tumantzev, Vice Consul of U. S. S. R.

Hon. Dr. Francisco Villagran, Consul General of Mexico
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Hon. Dr. Charles Winsel, Counsul of Bel-

gium and Dean of Los Angeles Consular Corps

Hon. C. A. Gonzales. Consul of Nicaragua

Hon. Ryan A. Grut, Consul of Denmark

Hon. Eugene Huss, Consul of Luxemburg

Harold W. Wright, general manager, L. A.

Chamber of Commerce
W. R. Martin, president. Long Beach Board

of Harbor Commissioners

John L. Kelly, vice president. Long Beach

Board of Harbor Commissioners

Gen. James J. Meade, Long Beach Board of

Harbor Commissioners

E. J. Amar, Port manager. Long Beach Board

of Harbor Commissioners

Carl B. Wirsching, city manager, Cit^' of

Long Beach

John H. Mead, president. Long Beach Cham-

ber of Commerce
Arthur Eldridge. general manager. Los An-

geles Board of Harbor Commissioners

Bob Sampson, Los Angeles Board of Harbor

Commissioners

Howard Woodruff, manager of the Marine

Exchange, Los Angeles

Robert Shoemaker, chief engineer. Port of

Long Beach, California.

World Trade Week which can be such

a vital factor in the creation of a better

understanding between peoples of all na-

tions, was given an appropriate and en-

thusiastic introduction by the Port of

Long Beach. Its Board of Harbor Com-

missioners and staff should be highly com-

mended for their contribution to such an

important event.

At top: Adding color to the luncheon which opened
World Trade Week, at the Port of Long Beach, are the
four pictured here, fronn left to right—Howard Wood-
ruff, Manager of Iviarine Exchange. Los Angeles; Miss
World Trade of 1944-47 (Helen Chapmanl; Honorable
Yi Seng Kiang. Consul General of China; Honorable
Dr. Chas. Winsel, Consul of Belgium, and Dean of the
Los Angeles Consular Corps.

Center, left: Enjoying their luncheon in the observance
of World Trade Week at the Port of Long Beach, on
Tuesday. May 20th, are these dignitaries, left to
right--Sil J. Puyat, residen t. Cha Tiber o f Cornmerce
of the Philippines; C S. (Bob) Sarr pson. member Los
Ange es Harbor Corr missio

Cente r. right: Durir g the lunche 3n at Long Beach
Harb 3r, Tuesday. Ma y 20th, at the openi g of World
Trade Week. C. S. yer, Pr esident of the Los
Ange es Chamber o Comn erce peaks throu gh the
micro phone to the many foreign di plomats and South-
land business leade s who met for the observance.
John L. Kelly. Vice Chairma of the Long Beact Board
of Harbor Commissi oners ost to the g oup. at Mr.
Beesn eyer's right, served as maste of ce nies.

Botto m, left to right: Dan Patch, of Patch-Curt s. Long
Board;Beach ,

with "Frosty" Martin , chair nan H arbor
Port Df Long Beach.

Petroleum Imports Exceed Exports,

But Export Value Doubles Imports

The San Francisco Regional Office of the Department

of Commerce reports that the Nation's petroleum imports

outran exports in the first quarter of this year, by volume,

but not by value.

Imports totaled 45,230,768 barrels, compared with

35,012,347 barrels exported.

Value of the petroleum products exported, however,

ran up to 5135,387,752 for the quarter, while imports

were valued at $61,461,234.
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Merchant Marines

May Serve With Wavy

Fifty junior officers of the Merchant Marine Reserve

will be accepted annually for a 12-month period of

active duty at sea aboard Navy combat vessels, under a

new officer training plan announced by the Navy. Re-

cent graduates of federal and state maritime academies

who have served six months in a licensed capacity in the

Merchant Marine and junior officers of the reserve who
have not had previous active duty may submit their

applications to the Navy Bureau of Personnel through

academy superintendents or naval district commandants.

Moran Tugs At Panama,

Greece, Azores, Argentina

And Way Points

Officials of the Moran Towing & Transportation Co.,

Inc., announced the departure on May 29 of the 143-
foot seagoing tug Leon (formerly the ATA 170) for

Piraeus, Greece, by way of the Canal Zone, where it will

take in tow two 60-ton floating derricks brought down
from Seattle, Washington. A third derrick of the same
design and construction will be towed to the Azores by
one of the Moran deep sea tugs, the Joseph H. Moran II.

which will get under way from the Canal Zone about
the same time as the Leon. The tug Leon and the three
derricks are owned by the Greek Government and are
to be used in rebuilding the war-ravaged docks and har-

bor facilities of Greece.

This is the second such towing operation for foreign
interests begun by the Moran Towing & Transportation
Co., during May, following the departure May 15 from
Pittsburgh of the diesel propelled river tugboat Victory,

built there by the Dravo Corporation, for the Argentine
Government, with two steel barges in tandem tow. Each
barge, also built by Dravo, is being carried knocked
down for assembly at destination, which is Buenos Aires,

Argentina.

The Vklory negotiated the Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers before taking to the open waters at New Orleans.

TRflD€

The 95-day trip calls for stops at Kingston, Jamaica;

Port of Spain, Trinidad; Georgetown, British Guiana;

Belem, Pernambuco and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Monte-
video, Uruguay; and Buenos Aires, Argentina. As with

the Leon, Moran is furnishing the crew of 15 which will

be returned to New York by plane when the long haul

is ended.

The arrangements for the delivery of the 145-foot

tug by Moran was made through the Argentine Institute

of Trade Promotion on behalf of the Argentine Gov-
ernment.
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1946 Bay Area World Trade

Sets All Time Record Volume

The San Francisco Bay Area businessmen rang up 649
millions of dollars worth of trade with foreign countries

and U. S. possessions during 1946, figures compiled by

the Board of State Harbor Commissioners reveal. This

volume of commercial export and import trade set an

all-time high for the Bay Area.

The figures re-emphasize the fact that a large part of

every income dollar earned in the northern California

area is derived directly or indirectly from the activities

of the port. The farmer, manufacturer, merchant, rail-

roads, steamships, banks, insurance companies, ware-

houses, laborer, and the householder are all involved in

the movement of these goods.

A tabulation of the leading export and import com-
modities reveal some rather surprising camparisons.

LEADING EXPORTS, 1946

Meat & meat products $37,416,207

Milk & cream 32,206,937

Dried fruit 30,099,483

Cigarettes & tobacco 12,427,716

Motor fuel & gasoline 12,335,860

Rice & rice flour 10,999,036

Canned fruit 10,503,636

Cotton manufacturers 9,909,035

Industrial machinery 9,884,531

Canned fish 9,196,251

LEADING IMPORTS. 1946

Sugar $44,073,555

Coffee 38,547,594

Pineapple, canned or preserved 26,216,932

Pineapple juice 10,324,319

Copra 10,125,988

Tea 6,295,339

Tung oil 5,200,747

Ores, flue dust, mattes 4,174,985

Jute bagging & burlap 3,098,848

Butter & cheese 2,867,282
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Revised Prewar Licensing and

Certificating Standards

The Commandant, U. S. Coast Guard, Washington,

D. C, announced that, effective May 1, 1947, prewar

rules and regulations for licensing and certificating of

Merchant Marine personnel are resumed.

A 60-day grace period is provided for all persons who,

prior to May 1, 1947, are qualified under the regulations

then in effect. Applications from such persons will be

honored until June 30, 1947, and all actions taken will

be in accordance with previous regulations.

The prewar licensing and certificating standards

necessarily have been revised to reflect changed condi-

tions in the maritime industry affecting Merchant Marine

personnel.

A notice regarding proposed revisions was published

in the Federal Register dated September 27, 1946, and

a public hearing was held by the Merchant Marine Coun-

cil on October 22, 1946, at Coast Guard Headquarters,

Washington, D. C. All written and oral comments and

suggestions submitted by interested representatives of

industry were considered by the Council. Where prac-

ticable, the comments and suggestions were incorporated

as amendments to the prewar regulations. Accordingly,

the resultant revisions contain no changes in substantive

requirements which were not considered at the public

hearing.

The revised standards will be published in a new pub-

lication entitled, "Rules and Regulations for Licensing

and Certificating of Merchant Marine Personnel." These

standards apply to all persons ( deck and engine ) desiring

to be licensed, registered or certificated in order that they

may be employed on vessels required by the laws of the

United States to carry licensed, registered or certificated

personnel. This publication combines in one volume

those parts which previously were found in eight other

publications dealing with personnel aboard ocean and

coastwise vessels, inland vessels, Great Lakes vessels,

motorboats, tankers, barges, etc.

For convenience and reference the rules and regula-

tions concerning seaman's allotments, shipping commis-

sioner's functions, manning and similar matters are also

included in the new publication.

The new publication will be available without charge

at any Marine Inspection Office, U. S. Coast Guard. Due
to other printing priorities, availability is not contem-

plated before September 1, 1947. However, full publi-

cation has been made in the Federal Register of March

7, 1947—Title 46, Chapter 1, Volume 12, Page 1549.

Copies of the Federal Register may be obtained from

the Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. at a

cost of 15 cents per copy.

Shipowners, operators and other persons affected by

the navigation and inspection laws and regulations, or

persons desirous of making application for a license or

certificate are encouraged to familiarize themselves with

the contents of the new publication. Toward this end,

Coast Guard personnel concerned with the administra-

tion of the licensing and certificating laws and regulations

will extend every possible assistance.

Coast Guard Closes

Foreign Service

OF INTEREST TO MARINE INSURANCE UN-
DERWRITERS is the announcement of the dis-

establishment of all Coast Guard Merchant Marine De-

tails in foreign ports.

Two Coast Guard representatives, one each in the

Adantic area and the Pacific area outside the continental

United States, will remain in a liaison capacity for

facilitating the announced disestablishment. Such rep-

resentation will be maintained in London, England and

Manila, Philippine Islands.

The Merchant Marine Details to be disestablished are

located presently in the following ports:

Antwerp, Belgium; Bremerhaven, Germany; London,

England; Cardiff, Wales; Le Havre, France; Marseille,

France; Naples, Italy; Piraeus, Greece; Shanghia, China;

Manila, P. I.; Trieste, Venezia Giulia.

During the war the Coast Guard activated a total of

36 foreign Merchant Marine Details for the purpose of

performing "on-the-spot" services in connection with

the preventive aspects of safety of life and property of the

U. S. Merchant Marine.

In addition to limited vessel inspectional services,

shipment and discharge of seamen, and licensing and cer-

tificating, the Merchant Marine Details performed re-

lated functions of marine casualty investigations, and

investigations and hearings of acts of incompetency, mis-

conduct, negligence, unskillfulness, or willful violation

of law by licensed and certificated members of the Mer-

chant Marine.

The above functions will now revert to continental

U. S. ports in which there are located Coast Guard

Marine Inspection offices.

lUOifLD
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Marine Insurance

The London Letter

By Our United Kingdom CorrespDndent

Baltic Ice Damage

THE PROBLEM OF BALTIC ICE DAMAGE has

been dealt with by a weU-known London marine

underwriter—Harold H. Mummery, underwriter of the

London Assurance and chairman of the Institute of Lon-

don Underwriters. Mr. Mummery recently visited Den-

mark, and addressed a meeting of the Danish Insurance

Institute at Copenhagen. He dealt with many of the

numerous problems with which the postwar marine

insurance world is confronted, but perhaps the most

important point which he made was with regard to ice

damage.

Denmark, he pointed out, had her ice clause and her

system of calculating additional premiums. England had

the Baltic Warranty and the scale of additional premiums

for condoning breaches of that warranty. How could

the two be married? Mr. Mummery said he was afraid

thrt in Britain it was not generally realized that Scandi-

navian waters in many parts froze nearly to the bottom

and caused extensive damage. The best medium by which

the various markets could deal with the problem would

be to endeavor to frame an international agreement

based on experience and simple in application. Any com-

plicated formula would be doomed so far as the British

market was concerned. Perhaps it would be wise for

British underwriters to review their Baltic scale of addi-

tional premiums on the basis of the experience of Scandi-

navian underwriters and with the advice of those who
were so near to the problem.

This is regarded by experts here as a very important

pronouncement, and it is considered that more will be

heard of the matter in the course of time.

Transitional Phase of Marine Insurance

That marine underwriting is still going through a

transitional phase is the opinion of R. Olaf Hambro,
Governor of the London Assurance. Pointing out that

the year 1946 was not without its difficulties, he states

that probably some few years will elapse "before we
reach a basis of operations which will be indicative of

what we may expect year by year." Discussing the chang-

ing situation, Mr. Hambro says:

"The larger proportion uf the marine underwriting ac-

count is composed of cargo business, and this has the dis-

tinct advantage of a substantial proportion of the liability

assumed being more quickly determined than is the case

in connection with hull business. This situation is under-

going a change in that there is a larger volume of hull

risks available now than has been the case in immediate

past years, and arises on account of vessels constructed dur-

ing the period of the war which were for Government
account, and which have now reverted to private owner-

ship. An amount of additional foreign tonnage, too, quite

a part of which is of United States construction, is being

offered to the London market, a large proportion of this

business emanating from the liberated territories.

"The increase in the premium income is accounted for,

firstly, by the factor to which I have just made reference,

and, secondly, to increased values both as they relate them-

selves to hull and to cargo interests."

Shipping Losses On Increase

Another authority on marine insurance, Colonel J. G.

B. Beazley, chairman of the Reliance Marine Insurance

Company, Ltd., of Liverpool, has given some interesting

opinions in the course of which he has expressed the view

that the foreign hull position is less satisfactory. After

remarking that, contrary to expectations, shipping losses

had been more numerous in 1946 than in previous years

(the gross tonnage totally lost from marine causes in

1946 approximated 469,000, as compared with 311,000

in 1945), CoL Beazley said:

"Serious partial losses showed the same trend and the

annual statistics issued by the Liverpool Underwriters'

Association reveal the following features. Almost 50 per

cent of the tonnage totally lost was American. 486 fires

occurred on shipboard, and 89 of these concerned vessels

which were under repair or construction,—29 of them
whilst welding appliances were in operation. No fewer than

44 vessels were disabled through loss of their propellers, 39
of them were war-built, all but two in American and

Canadian yards. Unfortunately, experience has not im-

proved during the opening months of this year, and the

recent loss by fire of the "Monarch of Bermuda," and also

the tragic disaster at Texas City, are severe blows to the

British marine market."

Pointing out that, in the case of British hulls, there is

a market agreement ( known as the Joint Hull Under-

standing), which has kept rates from wild fluctuations.

Colonel Beazley continued:

"The foreign hull position is less satisfactory, and

American, Dutch and Scandinavian underwriters complain

of London competition, which they contend has reduced

terms to an uneconomic level. It is too soon to judge from
actual results, but there is every indication that some of

our overseas friends were correct, and all responsible un-

derwriters in this country deplore such rate-cutting, par-

ticularly as the business can be shared at reasonable terms,

in agreement with the markets concerned.
"

Colonel Beazley dealt, also, with the world-wide curse

of theft and pilferage. He commented;

"As regards cargo insurance, in addition to the heavy

list of casualties, we continue to suffer from that war

legacy 'moral deterioration,' and claims for theft, pilferage

and non-delivery of goods have reached a new high level.

In fact, this evil has become a most serious problem both
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at home and overseas. Marine underwriting associations

in all parts of the world are collaborating with local au-

thorities in efforts to improve the situation, and our asso-

ciation in this cit>' is investigating the local position with

other bodies concerned. It is interesting to see that in

Singapore a commando' police force is being recruited,

which will operate in the harbour area with special powers,

and this illustrates the gravit>' in which the matter is looked

upon in that quarter.
"

Proposed Surcharges

The Dutch insurance market intends holding a con-

ference with British underwriters in the very near fu-

ture, to discuss the proposed introduction of new sur-

charges in connection with the transport of goods. The

increased surcharges are in consequence of theft, break-

age, deterioration, etc. It is proposed to postpone the

ymiralty Decisions

By HAHDLD S. DOBBS
of San Francisco Bar

lilew Statute Permitting Suits Against

The United States

DURING THE COURSE OF THE SECOND SES-

SION of the 79th Congress, the Federal Tort Claims

Act was approved and became law on August 2, 1946.

Almost everyone knows that the United States of Amer-

ica cannot be sued without first obtaining its permission.

The restriction stems from its sovereignty' as a nation.

Down through the years the United Stated of America,

by its own action through the Congress of the United

States, has set up certain acts which permit suit against

the United States. Each of these acts, however, provides

specific requirements which must be met before the suit

can be entered in the courts of the United States. A suit

can be maintained against the United States in the

Court of Claims located in Washington, D. C, and suits

can also be instituted against the United States under

the Tucker Act in the District Courts of the United

States provided that the prayer seeks a recover)' of a sum
less than 510,000. On the other hand, under the Suits

in Admiralty Act, the United States is subject to suit in

any District Court of the United States in any amount

provided certain factual conditions exist insofar as the

issues are concerned. Under the Suits in Admiralty Act,

the cause is tried without a jury and before the court

alone.

The new Federal Torts Claim Act allows a suit against

the United States in any District Court of the United

States provided the plaintiff is a resident of the district

wherein the act or omission complained of occurred.

The Act further provides that the court may determine

the issues by benefit of jut)'. The only other important

introduction of the new surcharges until the meeting

has been held. From Rotterdam it is reported that the

unfavorable situation in the matter of damages has

caused changes in the regulations regarding the "Master

Cover Import Goods U.S.A. " The correspondent com-

ments :

"Underwriters there try to improve conditions in regard

to the theft cover by means of the stipulation that they

will only make good 75 per cent of the actual damage.

This condition applies to textiles and everything relating

to clothing in general, its raw material and tobacco. In

case of non-acceptance of this clause by the shipper, the

basic rate' will be increased by 2 per cent for textiles and

three-eighths per cent for tobacco. Furthermore, certain

limits have been put to the extension of the cover for full

conditions after arrival of the ship and prior to delivery

of the goods in receivers warehouse.
"

restrictions that need be mentioned here are that the

claims must be for money only and must have accrued

on or after January 1, 1945.

Most of us are familiar with the recent controversy

between the Dollar Steamship interests and the United

States Maritime Commission over the possession of stock

certificates covering the ownership of the corporation

now known as the American President Lines. The Dol-

lar Steamship Company brought suit against the vari-

ous members of the Maritime Commission by way of

injunction and mandamus, which simply means on one

hand to prevent and on the other to require an affirma-

tive act. In the complaint, it was alleged that members
of the Maritime Commission were about to sell certain

stock held by them in derogation of the Dollar Steam-

ship Company's asserted legal right to the securities. The
District Court of the United States for the District of

Columbia dismissed the suit with prejudice upon the

ground that the suit itself was in fact, although not in

name, a suit against the United States of America for

which no right had been granted by that sovereign body.

The United States Court of Appeals, District of Colum-

bia, reversed the District Court's decision and held that

the suit was not one against the United States but was

rather a suit against members of the United States Mari-

time Commission as individuals to prevent them from

selling stock which they had in their possession and to

require them by court order to return the actual certi-

ficates of stock to the Dollar Steamship Company.

The new act requires that the cause of action must

have occurred prior to January 1, 1945, which would

necessarily limit its applicability to those cases and per-

mit the old rule to apply if the cause of action arose

prior to that time, as in the Dollar case. In the Dollar

case the lower court attempted to show that the United

States was actually the party defendant although un-

named, with the result that the court could find no basis

for permitting suit against the United States under the

(Please turn to page 98)
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STeeiUTY OF TH[ TUnfl CLIPPER
PART III

By DAVID W. DICKIE

IN THE JANUARY 1947 AND JUNE 1947 issues

of the Pacific Marine Review the general plan and

procedure of the stabilit)' program of the tuna clipper was

given.

The data obtained from the procedure of the above

mentioned articles is sufficiently comprehensive to es-

tablish a basis for determining whether a particular

vessel is stable as is, or if not what measures should be

taken to remedy the situation.

There is constant pressure from the builders to accept

a thorough inclination test made for the first of several

vessels built for a set of molds and afterwards they

expect the stability work to apply to the succeeding ves-

sels without question.

To illustrate how fallacious this notion is Fig. 4

shows the .m value curves for sister ships that happen to

be alike and Fig. 5 shows the .m value curves for sister

vessels that were totally unlike.

The .m value is the constant of the formula

(.m B)"=GM X T where

B= the beam of the vessel

GM=the metacentric height

T=the time for the full roll over and back

The curves are plotted on displacement as a base

because the various inclinations are made at different

displacements, progressively from the condition of hav-

ing only the fuel and water aboard, and then adding

a pair of wells or a bait box etc., consecutively until the

boat is loaded to the point where the deck is even with

the water.

That it was imperative to make a stability test of

every boat became apparent from the reports of all the

sister vessels. The differences between the boats were

too great to be ignored but were understandable only

to those who understood the calculations. However, it

is very seldom possible to get the conditions under

which the boats are inclined to be identical and this

lack of conformity served as an excuse for argument.

When the .m value curve is plotted, all the essential

elements are present and any difference in displacement

merely moves the data to a different place on the curve

without changing the basic characteristics of it.

The fact that the sister ships of Fig. 4 came so simi-

lar was surprising as these rwo vessels are the only ones

of the whole lot that have presented such a close re-

semblance. Usually there is quite a perceptible diflference

in the curves. The curve A that is closest to the base line

is for the more stable vessel of the two.

The curv'es of Fig. 5 are interesting because a vigorous

protest was made over the waste of time doing the work

on the second vessel. That the vessels are not similar in

stability characteristics is obvious and what is more

important the two curves are ehtirely different in basic

formula.
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Vessel C is better than vessel D in the fuel and water

condition and much less stable than the other in the

final load condition.

Each of the sister ships of Figs. 4 and 5 were inclined

by the same man so the difference is not attributable to

differences in procedure. The plain fact is that the two

vessels of Fig. 5 will be entirely different at sea.

Figure 6 gives the curves for three vessels built from

the same molds. It was not surprising when the curves

E and F did not agree. Curve G has the same characteris-

tics as curve F but the vessel of curve G is noticeably

less stable than the vessel of curve F.

It would have been possible to keep the .m values

and the displacements to the same scale throughout

all the curves. However, the vessels differ in size and the

data for the small vessels would have to be plotted in

a limited area at the end of the sheet where the smaller

displacements are plotted.

The scale of the curves for the small vessels has been

made twice that for the larger vessels for both .m values

and displacements so the slope of the curves is com-

parable from one vessel to the other.

Figure 7 illustrates twin vessels with .m value curves

that are curved to the opposite hand.

Figure 8 is the curve for the Pan American the ves-

sel that is being used to illustrate the stability problem.

Up to the moment it has been impossible to determine

in advance what the slope of the curve for any vessel

will be, for the reason the builders and the fishermen

make changes in the design that produce startling results

when the vessel is inclined. It can be said in general that

where the .m value curves of sister ships show marked

differences, it will be found that the vessels trim differ-

ently when the same tanks are loaded.

In one case after considerable mathematical effort

without an intelligent explanation for the trouble, it

was found that the fisherman had not liked the model

of the boat when he saw it erected in the yard and had

calmly ordered it changed so it was 8" inside the loft

lines in way of the after one-quarter of the vessel's

length.

It is quite common for the transverse bulkheads to be

moved from 2 inches to 2 feet away from the designed

location for which the calculations are made. Also on

several occasions an intermediate bulkhead has been in-

troduced dividing a well in half and incidently adding

the weight of steel and insulation. On some of the boats

the longitudinal bulkheads have been moved outboard

reducing the volume of the wells and tanks.

Changes of the above nature result in a change of

slope of the curves but notwithstanding the results are

sufficiently accurate so the .m value can be used with

confidence. The lowest .m value should be used in the

formula when a strange vessel is rolled to get the period

for the purpose of calculating the approximate metacen-

tric height ( GM )

.

In the June 1947 article the order of procedure for

filling the tanks was carefully outlined. If the slope of the

curve is expected to conform with a definite pattern that

will give the greatest measure of safety it is important

that;

First: One pair of wells in the hold be filled first

TUNA CLIPPER SUN JASON

One of the vessels referred to in

Mr. Dickie's article.

Length 132 '

Seam 30 '

Draft 141/2'

Gross Tonnage . . 448

Main engine, Superior Diesel 840

hp, 6 cyl. Auxiliaries, Chicago
Pneumatic, two of 187 hp each.
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Second: Proceed with filling the bait boxes in order

Third: The other pairs of wells in the hold are filled

in order

Fourth: Bait boxes and wells are filled and emptied in

order until all the characteristics of the curve are known.

The above procedure insures that the weights that

are above the center of gravity of the vessel are put

aboard first and all other weights merely modify the

condition as they are put aboard in turn. It is not safe

to start by filling the bait boxes as many of the boats

have insufficient stability to remain upright with the

bait boxes filled, without having some weight in the hold.

Where the wells in the hold are filled in order first

and the .m value curve is plotted, a distinct change in

the curve occurs later when the bait boxes are filled and

all of the danger points are not covered.

To get the best results not more than one pair of wells

should be filled at any one time and the data taken.

Otherwise the spots on the curves are too far apart.
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KnOUIlEDCE IS THE STRRICHT

COURSE TO ROURHCEmEnT

by "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California *

THE TIDES
(This is the Second in a Series of Three Articles on the Tides and Currents of the World)

Other Causes of the Tides

IN THE PRECEDING CHAPTER, we confined our

discussion of the cause of the tides to the effect of the

moon's gravitational force acting upon the waters of the

earth. Factors other than the moon, however, enter into

our tidal theories and calculations. The sun also has a

definite attraction on the earth, and its force combines

with the force of the moon to produce our tides. The

moon at apogee is about 252,710 miles away from the

earth, and at perigee is about 221,463 miles away, while

its diameter is about 2,160 miles. The sun is about 26,-

000,000 times as large as the moon, and therefore it

would seem to have a much larger tide producing force.

But the sun is about 389 times farther from the earth

than the moon, and so, according to calculations involv-

ing the law of gravitation, the sun is actually responsible

for a much smaller portion than the moon of our total

tide producing force. The planets, also, have a tide pro-

ducing force, but it is so small as to he negligible.

Venus, the nearest planet, is 70 times as large as the

moon but 100 times farther away, so its force is only

about 1 10,000th that of the moon.

Variance in the Heights of Tides

The changing relative positions of the sun and moon,

as the moon travels about the earth and both of them go

around the sun. produce a great difference in the heights

of our various tides.

When the moon is in quadrature, as shown by the

solid black moons in Figure 3, our high tides are less

than the average. In perigee and quadrature they are

about 20 per cent less, while in apogee and quadrature

about 40 per cent less.

When the moon is in conjunction or opposition, as

shown by the solid black moons in Figure 4, our high

tides are higher than the average. In perigee and con-

junction or opposition they are about 40 per cent higher,

about 20 per cent less, while in apogee and quadrature

about 40 per cent less.

Rhythm of the Tides

The tidal day is 24 hours and 50 minutes, while our

solar day is 24 hours. As we keep solar time, the tides

"retard " an average of 50 minutes per day. Because

of the relative positions of the sun and moon, with the

sun tide west of the moon tide, occasionally the tides

do not retard the full 50 minutes. This shortening of the

time interval is called "Priming" of the tides. If be-

cause of the relative positions of the sun and moon, the

sun tide being east of the moon tide, the tides retard

more than 50 minutes, this is called "Lagging" of the

tides. The average retardation period is thus deranged,

and from a mean value of about 50 minutes may be

augmented to as much as 66 minutes or reduced to as

little as 38 minutes.

Types of Tides

When the moon is on the equator any given point on

earth will suffer the same tidal force from the moon each

day, as the point changes from directly under the moon
to directly opposite. (Figure 5.)
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TABLE I

San Francisco (

JUNE.

High
Day Time Ht,

h. m. ft.

1 10 47 4.3

Su 21 52 6.0

2 11 39 4.3

M 22 22 5.9

3 12 28 43
Tu 22 50 5.8

4 13 18 4.3

W 23 21 5.7

5 14 05 4.2

Th 23 50 5.5

6 14 52 43

(7) 21 5.3

Golden Gate)
1947

Low
Time Ht.

*. m. ft.

4 16 —0.4
15 29 2.2

4 52 —0.7

16 06 2.6

5 28 —0.9
16 41 2.9

6 04 —1.0

17 17 3.1

6 39 —0.9
17 56 3.2

7 16 —0.8
18 41 3.3

7 56 —0:6

(15 39) (4.3) 19 31 Id
Su 16 29

9 1 44

M 17 12

10 2 41

Tu 17 52

11 3.59

W 18 25

12 5 32

Th 18 57

13 6 58

F 19 27

14 8 10

Sa 19 57

15 9 18

Su 20 31

4.4

4.6

3.7

5.4

3.8

5.8

3.9

6.1

8 39 —0.4
20 29 3.5

9 22 —0.2
21 39 3.3

10 07 0.1

22 53 3.0

10 53 0.4

04

U 41

1 06

12 27

1 56

13 14

2 45

114 01

2.5

0.8

however, the same point on the

earth's surface will be subjected to

the same tidal force only once each

day. (Figure 6.)

This change in the moon's decli-

nation, together with the combined

pull of the sun and moon, friction,

-"^ the great diflFerence in the size and

deepness of oceans, and the inter-

fering effects of our great and masses, combine

to produce three different types of tides.

( 1 ) Semi-Diurnal Tides are the type found

on the Atlantic coast, and coasts of Europe.

They have two high and two low waters each

day, the two highs being almost equal and the

two lows being almost equal.

( 2 ) Diurnal Tides are the types found in the

Gulf of Mexico, and certain places in Alaska,

the China coast and the Philippines. They have

one high and one low water daily.

(3) Mixed Tides are found on the Pacific

coast, and on the shores washed by the Pacific

waters. They have two highs and two lows

daily, but there is considerable diurnal inequality

between the two highs and the two lows.

(Continued on page 92)

TABLE II

TIDAL DIFFERENCES AND CONSTANTS

Tidal difference

Time Height Ratio
of of high of
tide water ranges

Mean Diurnal
range range

California, Outer Coast—Continued North We
Reference static

Monterey. Monterey Bay 36 36 121 54
Santa Cruz. Monterey Bay 36 58 122 01
Ano Nuevo Island }7 06 122 20
Princeton, Halfmoon Bay 37 30 122 29
Southeast Farallon Island 37 42 123 00
San Francisco Bar 37 46 122 38
Point Lobos 37 47 122 31

San Francisco Bay, South Portion

Bonita Cove. Golden Gate 37 49 122 32
Sqn Francisco (Golden Gate) 37 48 122 27
Alcatraz Island 37 50 122 25
San Francisco. North Point 37 49 122 25
San Francisco, Mission Street 37 48 122 23

Verba Buena Island 37 49 122 22
Oakland Pier 37 48 122 20

[(Alameda) 37 46

Oakland Hbr., Grove Street 37 48 122 17
Oakland Hbr., Park Street Bridge 37 46 122 14

Bay Farm Island Bridge 37 45 122 14
Oakland Airport 37 44 122 12
Potrero Point 37 46 122 23
Point Avisadero. Hunters Point 37 44 122 21
Roberts Landing, 1 1^ miles west from 37 40 122 12

Point San Bruno 37 39 122 23
San Mateo-HajTvards Bridge 37 35 122 15
Coyote Hill Slough entrance 37 34 122 08
Redwood Creek entrance (inside) 37 31 122 12
Smith Slough 37 30 122 14

Dumbarton Highway Bridge 37 30 122 07
Palo Alto Yacht Hbr., Mayfield Slough 37 27 122 06
Calaveras Point, west from 37 28 122 04
Mud Slough Drawbridge 37 28 121 58
Alviso (bridge), Alviso Slough 37 26 121 59

Time meridian, 120^

San Francisco

— 1 05

— 1 10

— 1 20
— 1 05

—0 45
— 40

+ 10

+ 20

+ 30

-t-O 30

+ 35

—0.5
—0.5

—0.2

—0.3

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+0.3

+ 0.3

+ 0.3

0.9

0.9

0.9

10 26

10 23

10 13

10 30

10 40

11 00
11 00

11 16

11 40

11 50

11 55

12 07

12 03

12 10

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.8

3.6

3.8

4.0

4.0

3.9

4.0

4.0

4.2

4.3

4.3

5.3

5.3

5.2

5.5

5.4

5.6

5.9

122 18 (+0 40) (+0.7) 6.4|

+
+0
+
+0
+0
4-0

+1
+0
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
-1-1

-f-1

+1
+1

35 +0.5
40 +0.6

45 +0.8
40 +0.8
35 +0.6
40 +1.0
05 +1.5

55 +1.2
05 +1.7
10 +2.1
15 +2.2
30 +2.2

15 +2,6
35 +2.7
20 +2.9
25 +3.6
55 +3.3

12 10

12 21

12 22

12 21

12 09
12 10

04

12 23

04

10

18

27

14

24
18

4.9

5.4

5.1

5.6

6.0

6.5

6.6

7.4

7.1

6.3

6.5

6.5

6.3

6.7

7.2

6.9

7.9

7.9

8.3

9.4

8.9
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by "The Chief

"The Chiefs" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

— (Illlowable Working Pressure)

SOME TIME DURING THE CAREER of ever)-

chief engineer he has been required to find the allow-

able working pressure AWP of a pressure vessel. The for-

mula for calculating this is given in the Marine Engi-

neering and Material Specifications issued by the United

States Coast Guard. It is the purpose of this series to show

the reasoning, logic and mathematics behind the formula

given in these regulations. Mathematics is the short-hand

expression of logical reasoning. There are two kinds of

formula, the pure and the empirical, or simply the ab-

solutely correct and the practically correct. Much of the

mathematics in engineering is of the empirical type.

This means that many factors, specific figures, constants,

Fig. I Fig. 2

and allowance ratios (safety factors) are used in the

formula.

The AWP or simply the W for boilers formula is an

example of the empirical mathematics. Study these black

board sketches. Before introducing the safety factor and

efficiency of the riveted joint the formula is pure. But

it is not practical to operate at a stress which nearly

ruptures the steel. We cannot be so sure that the stress

per square inch used is exactly right. We find 55,000

stamped on a corner of the steel plate. Perhaps it is only

48,000 at one point due to diflFerential heat treatment.

We must allow for reduction of thickness with time,

corrosion and abuse. The formula becomes empirical

Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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when we use the safety factor given in the regulations.

(See P 66 in the 1944 edition.) Use 4 if not exposed to

products of combustion and 4; 25, 5.0, 6.0 and even

10.0 or 12.0 for different kinds of construction.

It should be clear why we take a circular section of

the drum exactly one inch long. It is because any inch

along the longitudinal section is the same as any other

inch and we need study only one of them. It may not be

quite so easy to see why we conclude that the force on

the two ends of the section in the black board sketch

is the pressure times the diameter times the one inch

length of section. It seems reasonable that since the

pressure is on the circumference of the section we should

use the length of this circumference or Vz-k D instead of

just D. But notice that the several square inches of this

circumference each contribute a different value of force

at the ends of the section. For instance the two square

inches, one at each end of the section, are faced at nearly

right angles to the force we are interested in. These two

units are facing each other and therefore they counteract

each other and contribute nearly nothing to the force

being studied. The square inch at the top of the section

delivers its load nearly 100 per cent to the force being

studied. Of course, we could calculate each square inch

and the amount of its load delivered to the force studied

and add them all up. But there is a very much simpler

line of reasoning to use.

We know from experience and logic that any closed

vessel with pressure on the inside has no tendency to

move. There is no force in it except gravity. If we take

the upper half section and enclose it with a flat straight

piece at the diameter and put pressure in it, we must

conclude that there is as much force or load in a down-

ward direction on this diameter as there is in an up-

ward direction on the circumferential part even though

the curved part is Vz-n longer than the diameter. These

forces being equal we conclude that we can use the dia-

meter in figuring the force at the ends of the section.

The radius R of the drum or cylinder is taken as the

inside measurement. Where the thickness of the shell is

over 1/10 or 10 per cent of the radius an empirical ad-

justment is put into the formula to allow for lack of

equal sharing of the load between elements of steel

near the inside and those near the outside.

The efficiency of the riveted joint will be covered in

the next article.

Book Review

COLLISION PREVENTION by Davis Newton Lott,

Commander, USNR, published by D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., New York, net price $5.00.

This new nautical text presents clearly and concisely,

with many good illustrations, the results of over three

years' research by the author on the cause and preven-

tion of collision at sea.

As the author states, "It is the purpose of this book to

present a scientific method of avoiding ship collisions

through a systematic analysis of tactical data and their

relationship to the various collision situations. The ma-

terial set forth is so designed that it will serve as a ready

reference and guide for any person responsible for the

safe navigation of a ship at sea: all ship's officers whether

Navy, Coast Guard, or Merchant Marine, and the many

individuals who pilot private vessels. In addition, the

text constitutes an essential requisite in any student's

training for a career at sea."

Included are all the fundamental principles of collision

avoidance based upon the use of a new term: Collision

Angle. Then too, this volume contains all of the Rules

of the Road, both International and Inland, as well as all

Pilot Rules currently in force. There is a chapter on

wartime collisions, well illustrated with diagrams.

Already used throughout the Navy's Emergency Ship-

handling schools, and recently included as part of the

Seamanship course at Annapolis, Commander Lott's new

principles of collision prevention have been reviewed

and approved by the Coast Guard and the Merchant

Marine Academy at King's Point.

Recent Books on Small Boats

GUIDE TO BOAT HANDLING by R. J. Hooper,

published by James Ladd Delkin. Price $2.00.

This book is slightly different from most on the sub-

ject as a considerable amount of general information and

theory has been eliminated—purposely; and only the

essentials of boat handling are covered. This GUIDE is

in outline style, and very handy for quick reference.

# * *

POWER FOR THE SMALL BOAT by W. Melvin

Crook, published by Dodd, Mead & Company, New
York. Price $3.00.

This book is written particularly for the individual

who owns (or dreams of owning) an inboard-engined

boat, and who does not employ a professional crew.

The subject matter is simply arranged for the con-

venience of the small boat owner, regardless of the in-

tensity of mechanical interest. What engine should you

select.' What simple requirements are to be noted in in-

stalling it? What are the essentials of owner mainte-

nance? What of laying up and restoring the craft?—these

subjects are covered accurately and vividly by an expert

who has spent years tinkering with racing and designing

marine engines.

More than 60 drawings and charts are included.
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

TODD RECONVERTS UNITED

FRUIT LINER

erted after war service, at

Todd Shipyards Corporation's

Brooklyn division, the Antigua of

the United l^ruit Company's "Great

White Fleet" is ready again to sail

the Caribbees in regular cargo-

passenger service.

PLASTIC SURGERY

At Todd Shipyards Corporation

plastic surgery is being performed

to the vessels shov»n here. At right,

top and bottom: The Liberty ship,

David B. Johnson, received a com-

plete nev< bottom at the Todd Ho-

boken Division yard, after she

went aground off the East coast of

Florida in early April. The burners

cut away at the badly bent and

battered plates; while below, a

Todd Inspector is checking on the

extent of damage to the bottom.

At eitreme right, top and bottom:

The Blue Island Victory, which had

a big chunk taken out of her bow

in an accident in the North Sea

several months ago, is shown get-

ting patched up at the Todd Brook-

lyn Division, after emergency re-

pairs were made on th

Bremen, Germa
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Weighing 333,250 pounds, these six propellers and seven tailshafts

represent the largest single shipments of that type ever made to a

foreign nation.

Record Propeller and Tailshaft Order

Shipped to Netherlands Government

ONE OF THE LARGEST SINGLE SHIPMENTS of

ship propellers and tailshafts for a foreign govern-

ment was made by Bethlehem Steel Company's Staten

Island Yard.

The shipnlent comprised three propellers and three

tailshafts for Liberty ships and three propellers and four

tailshafts for Victory ships. Weighing 333,250 pounds,

the "wheels" and shafts are consigned to the Netherlands

Ministry of Traffic.

For use as spares on vessels purchased from the United

States, the equipment will be transported to the Ministry

by the Holland-American Line Steamship Moolengraafl,

now loading at Hoboken. The Pontin Lighterage and
Transportation Corporation handled the shipment be-

tween the yard at Mariners Harbor and the Moolengraaff 's

loading berth.

All of the propellers were cast, machined and com-
pleted at the Bethlehem Staten Island Yard's foundry

and propeller shops. The Liberty ship "wheels" weigh
20,500 pounds each and have a diameter of 18 feet 6
inches, while the Victory ship propellers weight 40,000
pounds each, with a diameter of 20 feet 6 inches.

Forgings for all of the tailshafts came from the Bethle-

hem plant in Steelton, Pa., and the centrifugally cast

bronze liners all came from the Bethlehem, Pa. plant.

The Liberty ship tailshafts, weighing 13,050 pounds

each and 18 feet 3 inches long with a diameter of ap-

proximately 17 inches, were machined and completed at

the Staten Island Yard. The Victory ship tailshafts,

weighing 28,150 pounds and 19 feet 6 inches long with

a diameter of about 23y4 inches, were machined at the

Bethlehem Quincy Yard.

Smith-Rice Opens at

Los Hngeles

Smith-Rice Company have announced the opening of

offices in San Pedro, at Berth 82. The company which has

for so many years served the shipping industry in the San

Francisco Bay area is now operating in Los Angeles Har-

bor. Three new derrick barges are in operation in the

harbor. Los Angeles operations of the company are

under the management of L. P. Kelly who now resides in

San Pedro. Mr. Kelly was connected with the Smith-

Rice organization in San Francisco for many years and

moved to the Los Angeles area about a year ago. The

Smith-Rice Company has been working for the Sanita-

tion District of Los Angeles County on the White's Point

sewer outfall project since the underwater part of the

project was commenced about a year ago.

The Smith-Rice Company derrick barges are probably

capable of handling the heaviest lifts that will come into

the harbor.

One very interesting feature of the Smith-Rice barges

is their ability to reach over a ship and pick cargo from

cars, trucks or docks without changing position. This

saves considerable time for operators and agents, as has

been proven in the bay area where Smith-Rice Co. has

been using "over ship" derrick barges for some time.

Photogrdph shows Smith-Rice derrick barge in Los Angeles

harbor reaching over the MS Dagmar Salen and "piclcing" a

lift from a gondola car. The ship's rail to water is 33 feet.
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THE PRESET UUUS
OF THE SEA-AIR ISSUE

By PAUL HDDGES

Public Relations Director, Matson Navigation Company

(Editor's note—Because the continuing Sea-Air Con-

troversy is so vital to American shipping and because

Mr. Hodges is a top expert on the subject, his views are

certain to arouse a wide interest among our readers.

)

MOST OF YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE
ELEMENTS of the Sea-Air Issue. Ten of the major

steamship companies of the United States which operate

passenger services have banded together in the Sea-Air

Committee of the National Federation of American

Shipping to establish a principle—to establish it by

legislation, by administrative action, or by whatever legal

and proper means is required to get it established. The

immediate application of this principle is of interest

chiefly to these operators of passenger services. The long

range implications are of vital concern to everyone in

the shipping industry, and further, to every citizen and

business man who believe in equity, fair play and equal

opportunity.

The immediate issue is simply this:

Shall an established transportation company, simply

because it operates steamships, be forever barred from

using air equipment in serving its regular customers over

its regular routes, while the exclusive use of that equip-

ment is vested in a small group of favored companies

which have only recently evidenced any interest in those

customers or routes?

Or shall steamship companies, like each of these

favored companies, be accorded equal treatment by the

appropriate regulatory agency and a fair chance to show
that, on a given route, they can serve the public con-

venience and necessity better than other applicants?

That's all there is to this issue of Sea-Air. It is a plea

for an equal and fair break—no more, no less. No special

privileges are asked. No preferred treatment is sought.

JULY

Paul Hodges, director

of Public Relations for

Matson Line, who ad-

dressed ttie Propeller

Club in San Francisco

on the Sea-Air issue.

It is simply a request that steamship companies be per-

mitted to come into court on equal footing with others

—that they be not judged in advance, and thrown out of

the courtroom because they have committed the heinous

crime of having operated successful transportation serv-

ices by steamship.

Now, that is the immediate issue, presently affecting

only a relatively few companies, although these are most

of the principal American-flag operators of steamship

passenger services. There is a larger issue, or several

larger issues, wrapped up in Sea-Air, which apply in-

directly to everyone who does business or who has a

stake in free enterprise.

This is the question of whether we are to see imbedded,

as basic philosophy in the field of government regula-

tion, the proposition that everyone of us must perforce

stick to his last; that once certain tools are used in a pro-

fession or occupation, new and more modern tools may

not be used by that profession or occupation; that pri-

vate enterprise shall not be permitted to grow and flourish

and progress with the times and modern technology.

If the restrictive theories of certain members of the

Civil Aeronautics Board had been in force earlier in this

century, Henry Ford would never have been permitted to

build an automobile. The Wright Brothers would not

have been permitted to build airplanes. Why? Because

both were experts on the bicycle—they repaired and

built them. Once a bicycle maker, always a bicycle maker.

If bicycles opened a big market in motorcycles, throw

out the bicycle chap, and bring in a new crowd, because
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PROPELLER CLUB AWARDS
fers and photographers dur-

:isco, sponsored by the Pro-
Pacific Coast newsmen were awarded news writing honors in a recent contest for newsmen, featu

ing 1944. The awards were announced at the opening of the National Marine Exposition in San

peller Club of the United States.

At the June meeting of the S. F. Propeller Club checks were presented to the winners. Above left: Jeff Wilson, marine editor of

the San Francisco Commercial Daily News who won 3rd award as feature writer; Club President W. Miller Laughton; and Richard

M. MacFarlane marine editor of the S. F. News, who won first award for feature writers. In the center: Long Beach Press-Tele-

gram's Marine Editor Edsel Newton stood first in nation as a maritime news writer in the nationwide contest. The award carries a

J250 cash prize and a trip to New York during the annual Propeller Club convention and the National Merchant Marine Confer-

ence next October. At right: Robert E. Mayer of Pacific-American Steamship Association, presents plague to John R. Wagner of

Pacific Far East Lines for this company's winning float in the Maritime Day parade.

the bicycle utilizes leg muscles while the motorcycle

utilizes a gas motor.

Or take another analogy. The carpenter becomes pro-

ficient in the use of hand tools. Electrically-driven tools

become available. In conjunction with the hand tools they

would greatly improve his efficiency. A government

agency says to him: "You can't have any of the newer

tools. We'll bring in some new people, give them the

new tools, pay them while they learn how to operate

them, and send them into your territory."

Every man can make the application to his own field.

It should be noted here that the Sea-Air restrictions are

almost unique in the field of government regulation.

PORTLHnO PROPELLERS

1

|Vi.1^1

!

m-
1

IIPLiflDIm
If --' - -

^:^

Scene at a recent banquet of the Port of Portland. Oregon. Pro-
peller Club of the United States. Left to right: Rev. Fogarty who
gave a brief talk; Mr. Hazen. president of the Shipping Club-
L. S. Baier. chairman of the Maritime Day Committee; Kit Conyers
master of ceremonies; Colonel O. E. Walsh, district engineer and
principal speaker; Captain McGarity. port coordinator, and C. E.

Collins, president of the Portland Propeller Club.

The Civil Aeronautics Board's attitude toward steamship

companies has no echo within other federal transporta-

tion regulatory agencies. Limitations, safeguards, yes;

prohibitions, no. Despite efforts to persuade the public to

the contrary, it is interesting to note that the railroads of

the United States operate more route miles of motor

vehicles than anyone else; that railroads have operated

and still may operate steamships; that, as a matter of

ironic fact, there never has been any restriction placed

so far as I am aware upon the right of airlines to own
and operate steamships, busses, trucks, railroads or kiddy-

cars if they choose.

The semantics experts have a phrase to sum this all up.

The phrase is "Form Segregation." The avocates of form

segregation hold that each mode of transportation should

be bottled up in water-tight compartments, each forced

to rise or fall upon the basis of the relative efficiency or

public acceptance of a particular type of vehicle. This

group—and its number is small— holds that the vehicle

is both the end and the means. The opposing philosophy

is that efficient, cheap transportation is the end and that

the vehicle is the means of attaining the end. This lat-

ter philosophy is the philosophy of the various Trans-

portation Acts passed by Congress, it is the implied ex-

pression of the United States Supreme Court.

The Civil Aeronautics Act was passed in 1938. Prior

to that time overseas aviation was still very much in its

infanc)'. Adequate equipment for the long overseas

flights was still unavailable. Several steamship companies

with a long eye to the future and a progressive spirit

had long been studying and planning for air services

over their routes. It apparently never occurred to any

of them that a board of five men would take the position

that steamship companies should never be permitted

to use aircraft—save under such rigid limitations as

amount to a prohibition. The congressional debates prior

(Please turn to page 104)
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THE ill civiLin^ m\[ mim
The people of America promised peace to the world.

For us now to keep our pledge we must have a force for

peace. The new civilian Naval Reserve will become such

a force when its ranks are filled with men who, by join-

ing, show that they will actively insure that peace is

made and kept.

There are real advantages of becoming a member of

this organization which commands respect and admira-

tion throughout the country. In large communities there

are, or are being planned. Naval Reserve Training Cen-

ters. Many of these centers are equipped with the devices

of a modern Navy—radar, sonar, radio and electronics.

There are carpenter and machine shops, models of Naval

equipment, and operating mockups of intricate machin-

ery which permit members to learn by practical work.

In addition, many of these centers can be used for recre-

ation. There may be libraries, lounges, space for dances,

and for athletics, pistol and rifle ranges.

Ships and submarines are assigned to Naval Reserve

Centers so that members may learn how the Navy does

it by acaially going aboard. These ships are also used

for short cruises in local waters for experience in navi-

gation, seamanship, and many phases of actual shipboard

operation.

For the Naval Air Reserve first line planes are avail-

able at Navy Air Reserve Training Stations so that mem-
bers may improve their skill as pilots, air crewmen, and

in maintenance and upkeep of aircraft.

Those Eligible in Naval Reserve

Navy, Coast Guard and Marine Corps veterans of

World War II of any age who served honorably for

more than six months.

Veterans of any other U. S. military service and non-

veterans between the ages of 17-39 inclusive.

For those who qualify and desire it, there are periodic

two-week cruises, with pay, either: in the Navy's best

ships; for Naval Air Reserves on carriers or at Naval

Air Stations; for specialists at Navy Shore Stations.

The new, Civilian Naval Reserve is not a weapon for

future war—it is a power for peace, a restraining hand

At top: Roy A. Drury. 18, of Millbrae. is congratulated by Cap-
tain Daniel N. Cone, USN, District Director of Naval Reserve, on
being the first teen-age enlistee in the San Francisco Organized

on warmongers anywhere. But Americans should not

forget the warning of George Washington;

"It is better to have the guns and not need them, than

to need the guns and not have them."

Subma

Center: Frederick Cutter, newly swc
non-veteran to join the Naval Reserv
his first lesson from Chief Boatsv/air

mond, California, one of the Nav
Oakland an

rn in as the first 17-year-old

: in Oakland, California, gets
s Mate F. C. Town of Rich-

il Reserve instructors at the

ory.

At right: Another rrember of the Cutter family joined the Navy
recently when Frederick Cutter, 17, was sworn into the Naval Re-
serve as the first non-veteran to ioin in the East Bay area. He is

shown above with other Navy members of his family: (left to right)
F. W. Cutter, Chief Quartermaster USN (Ret.), uncle- Command-
er P. T. Quarry, Medical Corps, USNR, uncle from Santa Rosa;
R. C. Cutter, Chief Yeoman, USNR, father, Frederick Cutter and
Captain D. N. Cone, director of Naval Reserve, Twelfth Naval

District, who administered the oath of allegiance.

U. S. Navy Photographs
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Neal H. McKay,

PORT OF [fllBORKATIOn ACTIVITIES

EmOinED AT fflflRlflERS RIEETinO

Brigadier General N. H. McKay,
commanding general, San Francisco

Port of Embarkation was the feature

speaker at the May meeting of the

Mariners Club of California at San

Francisco. His very interesting sub-

ject dealt with the "Operation of

San Francisco Port of Embarka-

tion." As commanding general,

SFPE, he has directed the change-

over of the Army port from war-

time to peacetime status, and in

such an interesting assignment his

remarks on the San Francisco Port

were enlightening to the Mariners

members gathered at the El Jardin

Restaurant.

This Port is one of four in the

United States operated by the Trans-

portation Corps, under the War De-
partment. The others are New York,

New Orleans, Seattle. These are

military facilities of the War De-
partment and are operated by mili-

tary men with the co-operation and
most valuable assistance of the com-
mercial shipping industry.

During the calendar year 1946,
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the San Francisco Port of Embarka-
tion handled 2,800,000 measure-

ment tons of cargo. Through this

Port passed 800,000 passengers,

troops, officers, civilian employees

and dependents of military person-

nel.

Of the large tonnage handled

through this Army Port, more than

85 per cent was lifted in commercial

bottoms, handled by commercial

stevedores and by commercial ship-

ping operations under cargo charter

party arrangements, space charter,

time charter, or voyage charter con-

tracts. On this basis the operations

of the Transportation Corps are an

important factor in the economy of

this country and this San Francisco

Port of Embarkation is an integral

part of the commercial shipping in-

dustry of this Port and this com-
fnunity.

At the present time practically all

the troop and passenger lift is in

United States Army Transports. This

is the home port of 32 Army ocean-

going passenger and cargo ships.

The primarily passenger ships are

eight of the P-2 type, twelve C-4
transports, and three of the C-3
ships, the Republic, and three hos-

pital ships. The Army has five vic-

tory cargo ships. All these vessels

are manned by civilian crews. Most
of the licensed crew members are

old timers in the Pacific and in the

Army transport service. These and
the others employed are from' San
Francisco marine population, people

whose families live here and who
consider San Francisco their home.

The Army has three large facili-

ties: Fort Mason, Camp Stoneman
and Oakland Army Base. Fort Mason
contains the Port Headquarters and
also serves as the marine passenger

terminal. Oakland Army Base is the

cargo terminal, where Army supplies

and equipment are assembled, loaded

and dispatched to the many military

bases in the Pacific. Camp Stoneman
is the Port Personnel Center. It con-

tains an Oversea Replacement
Depot, a staging area, a reassign-

ment point and a separation center.

All military personnel passing
through the Port either outbound
or inbound are processed at Camp
Stoneman.

Brig. General McKay, native of

Texas, entered the Army during

World War I and was commissioned
a second lieutenant nine months
later. He was commissioned in Reg-
ular Army in 1920 and in service

ever since, principally in Quarter-

master Corps work. He is a graduate

of Quartermaster School, Army In-

dustrial College. He has seen service

in the United States, Hawaii, the

Philippines and Panama.

World War II saw him in the

Mediterranean Area as Deputy Chief

of Staff for Services of Supply,

North Africa Theater; Chief of

Staff of this campaign; deputy assis-

tant chief of staff, G-4 at Allied

Force Headquarters, Italy; Director

of Supply, Headquarters, ASF,
Washington; and June, 1946, Com-
manding General, San Francisco

Port of Embarkation.

For his work in the Mediterranean

he has been awarded the Distin-

guished Service Medal and the

Legion of Merit.
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ican Merchant M
Kjeldahl, prograr

Y.M.C.A., who gave an informal talk with regard to the

Left to right: Mrs. Irving La Fortune, Mrs. Henry Dibble, newly elected
Women's Clubs; Mrs. Harry W. Parsons, retiring president of the Wor

ston, new president of the Women's Organiiation,

Women's Organization for the Ar
had as guest speaker. Chaplain Ragn

•-- -- •-'
' talk

June 1947 meeting, held at the Army-Navy Club in San F^rancisco,

etary for Merchant Seamen of the Embarcadero Branch of the
I's coooeration in supporting his work for the merchant seamen.

president of San Francisco City and County Federation of

len's Organiiation; Chaplain Kjeldahl; Mrs. John F. John-
and Mrs. Frank Short, a past president.

mflRinE PICTORIAL REVIEW

t^lKSMCTKW (/''repairs' 1^1

VISITS COAST
A r >nt visitor to the West Coast was H. C. "Curt' ' Gamlen, vice

presjdent of the GaiTilen Chemical Com pany. heie from their offices in

Pittsbu rqh Pa. While in San Francisco, Cijrt rar1 tests of scime of the more
recent Ra mien cliscc>veries, along with his father

,
Harry Gamlen (lett)

and R . A,, Gam len (right). Harry Garnien. fouinder arid preside nt, is

still the Compan y s 'Tiost active chemist. speci aliz ing in the proble

A
Geor'
ac
M

L. Cr.

of Gene
Pacific District Man-
Electric's Federal &
xplains a few details

auxiliary turbine to
_ Section,

of a G-E mari
Virginia Phillip. ._ .. ._..

Cisco's Maritime Day Queen. Miss
Phillips visited the General Electric
exhibit at the Marine Industry Exhibit
held at the San Francisco Marine Ex-

change from May 19th to 23rd.

GRACE OFFICIALS ON
NEW JOHNSON LINER

This picture was taken during a gra-
cious reception aboard the Johnson
Line's Paraguay on her first visit to the
Pacific Coast. There will be a descrip-
tive story on the Paraguay in the Au-

gust Pacific Marine Review.
Left to right: D. N. Lillevand, Fred L.

Doelker, Captain S. Lagerberg. Cap-
taiin Oscar Gedda, master of the Para-

guay, and R. E. Pyke.
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YOUNG IRON WORKS APPOINTS
A. K. LOWE PURCHASING AGENT
The appointment of A. K. Lowe to

the position of purchasing agent has

been announced by foung Iron

Works, Seattle, manufacturers of
tools and equipment fo
logging, contracting and

T '^ '
"

Minckl

dent of Ge

fish" of the company's 20-Year-Club, which is composed

of hundreds of men who have been with G. P. for that

length of time.

Joiner entered the company's service in 1925 and,

for the past ten years, has been assistant to the manager

of production. A native San Franciscan, he attended the

University of California.

Stiefler Tells the World

"F. A. W. Stiefler, publicity representative for Beth-

lehem Steel Company in Southern California, announces

the completion of the current expansion program in the

Stiefler household with the arrival of "Walter A. Stiefler.

Young Stiefler arrived on 3 June in accordance with

the anticipated project completion date. The increase

weighed 7 pounds, 13 ounces. It is reported no delays

were entailed due either to material shortages or labor

disputes. No further expansion is planned for 1947."

R. L Mincklen New Appointment

The board of directors of General Petroleum Corpora-

tion has elected R. L. Minckler executive vice presi-

dent, it is announced by S. J. Dickey, president.

Additional honors came to Mr. Minckler recently

when he was one of three western oil men appointed

by Secretary of the Interior Krug to the government's

new 15-man Military Petroleum Advisory Committee,

whose function is to advise the Army and Navy of Petro-

leum matters.

Joining General Petroleum in 1924, ten years later he

became assistant to the president, and in 1941 was elect-

ed a director. He was for several years a director of the

Kettleman North Dome Association.

During "World "War II, Mr. Minckler again served the

government, as Director of Petroleum Supply of the

Petroleum Administration for "War, with headquarters

at "Washington, D. C. Upon returning to General Petro-

leum in 1945, he was elected a vice president of the

company.

Promotions

Three major promotions have been announced by the

General Petroleum Corporation.
J. "W. Templeton be-

comes assistant to the Director of Production; W. C.

Lynch is advanced to assistant to the Manager of Indus-

trial Relations and "W. D. Joiner, Jr. replaces Mr. Lynch

as manager of the Personnel Department.

Templeton, a Stanford alumnus and, like his brother,

the famous "Dink " Templeton, a former Stanford athlete,

has been with General Petroleum more than 26 years,

his entire business career having been spent with the

company in various engineering capacies.

Lynch is a 31 -year G. P. veteran and has headed the

personnel department since 1929. Like Mr. Templeton,

he hails from Stanford. Currently, Mr. Lynch is "King-

Captain Pearch Advanced

The duties of Captain Walter G. Pearch, veteran ma-

rine superintendent for American President Lines in San

Francisco, have been expanded to include the position of

Assistant Operating Manager, effective July 1. His new
assignment as Assistant Operating Manager fills the

vacancy left by the recent death of Captain Carl "W.

Hawkins.

Born in Liverpool, England, in 1891, Captain Pearch

started his long sea-going career in 1906 as an apprentice

on English sailing ships. In 1922 he joined the Dollar

Line as a chief mate and in 1923 he became a Master.

Two years later Captain Pearch came ashore to be-

come Assistant Port Captain in San Francisco. In 1928,

he was made Port Captain, and in 1942 was promoted to

Marine Superintendent.

Captain Walter S. Pearch. ma
superintendent for Americar

y dent Lines in San Franci:

visitor among his San Fran-
sco friends was Colin Davies, con-
Itant engineer & marine surveYOr
at Redondo Beach, California.
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Thomas \. Short Co. Represents Oxi

The Thomas A. Short Company, 245 Fremont Street,

San Francisco, has been appointed distributor in this

territor)' for the Oxi Corporation of Gar)', Indiana.

The Oxi Corporation are manufacturers of Oxi crys-

tals for cleaning the fire side of steam boilers and fur-

naces of soot, slag, firescale and external scale.

Lawrence Wolff Thirty-Five Years

With Union Oil

Lawrence Wolfif, manager of Refiner)' Sales, recently

rounded out 35 years service with Union Oil Company
of California. "Larry" Wolff, an Oakland boy, joined the

company at the age of 16 back in 1912 as office boy in

the San Francisco office. In 1921 he was transferred to

the Head Office in Los Angeles as assistant manager.

Fuel Oil and Asphalt Sales. When 1930 rolled around

he was promoted to the post of Manager of Fuel Oil and

Asphalt Sales and he held this position up to World
War II.

Mr. WoUf joined the Na\y Supply Corps with rank of

Lieutenant-Commander in charge of various activities

in connection with Nav)- petroleum procurement, stor-

age and distribution. He was also in charge of the Navy

Fuel Depot at San Pedro during its construction and or-

ganization. He next became officer in charge of the

Army and Na\7 Petroleum Pool, headquarters at San

Francisco and had jurisdiction over all petroleum activ-

ities of the Western Sea Frontier. In this assignment Mr.

Wolff had advanced to rank of Captain.

In Januar)- of 1946 Captain Wolff resumed his post

as manager of Refinery Sales with Union Oil. He is a

charter member of the Propeller Club, Port of Los An-

geles-Long Beach, and is widely known throughout Paci-

fic Coast shipping circles.

F. CropleY. new vice pr
of Matson.

E. Bradley, freight traffic manage
of Matson.

Cropley is V.P. of Matson, Bradley is

Traffic Manager

Election of M. F. Cropley as vice president of the

Matson Navigation Company in charge of Freight Traf-

fic is announced by John E. Cushing, president of Matson.

Mr. Cropley, who has been freight traffic manager for

many years, will be succeeded in this capacity by E. J.

Bradley, formerly assistant freight traffic manager.

He has been associated with Matson since 1926, and is

widely known in the shipping industry.

Mr. Bradley joined the company in 1923 and has a

wide experience in the freight traffic problems of the

Pacific Coast, Hawaii and other areas served by Matson.

During World War II he served as U. S. Shipping Ad-

ministration Director for the United Kingdom, return-

ing to Matson at the end of the war.
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John Heaney, hu\ Architect, Opens

Offices in New York

John Heaney, naval architect and interior designer has

opened offices at 139 West 54th Street, New York City.

Born on the Clyde in Scotland, Mr. Heaney was educated

in shipping and ship buildiing from an eaerly age. In the

past nine yeaers that he has been connected with George

G. Sharp, New York, he rose quickly to the position of

Chief of Interior Design.

In this capacit)' he designed the interiors of nine

Robin Line vessels; the Milwaukee Clipper on the Great

Lakes; the Del Norte. Del Sud and Del Mar for the

Mississippi Shipping Company; the three new Alcoa

ships; and the liners. President Wilson and President

Cleveland for the American President Lines which will

be completed this summer in Alameda, California.

Mr. Heaney is consultant to various steamship com-

panies and other marine contractors.

He is a member of the Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers and of the Propeller Club of the

Port of New York.
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Pacific Coast Instrument

Expands

The Pacific Coast Instrument

Company of San Francisco has re-

cently been appointed Pacific Coast

sales and service representatives for

the S. G. Brown, Ltd. gyroscopic

compass and automatic helmsman.

In order to provide expert tech-

nical service in the repair and sale

of this equipment the company sent

a member of its staff, Charles A.

Cooper, to London for an intensive

eight vfcfeeks course in the theory

and maintenance of the compass

and helmsman.

Cooper, who has just returned

from London, is particularly quali-

fied for this work having spent the

past ten years in the manufacturing

and repairing of industrial, aircraft

and marine instruments. Four of

these years he was connected with

Pan American World Airways at

San Francisco in the instrument and

Fred Murdock, pres
dent of Pacific Coa
Instrument Co.. Inc..

front of office wil

technical staff.

electrical department. Then followed

a couple of years with the Spartan

Aircraft Corporation and another

year at Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he

operated his own shop for repairing

aircraft instruments.

Desiring to return to San Fran-

cisco, Cooper disposed of his shop

Charles A. Cooper of Pacific Coast

Instrument Co., Inc.

about a year ago and joined the

veteran Pacific Coast Instrument

Company's repair organization.

The Pacific Coast Instrument

Company, which was founded some

twenty-one years ago, was reorgan-

ized about a year and a half ago

and moved into new and enlarged

quarters at 246 Mission Street. Un-

der the management of Fred Mur-

dock, president, the company has

enjoyed a rapid expansion in busi-

ness more than doubling its office

and technical staff since moving into

its new home.

In addition to the Brown gyro-

scopic compass and automatic

helmsman the company is sales rep-

resentatives for Helicoid Gage Div.

American Chain & Cable Co., Tri-

mount Instrument Co., Paxton

Mitchell Co., Paxton Diesel Engi-

neering Co., W. C. Dillon Co.,

Inc., and General Electric Company,

Special Products Division.

Moore-McCormack Appoints

Coast Passenger Agents

Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc.,

announce the appointment of Wat-

son Smith as district passenger

agent at Los Angeles, and Hugh R.

Cawsey as district passenger agent

at San Francisco. Subsequently, a

district passenger agent will be ap-

pointed for the Pacific Northwest,

with headquarters at Seattle.

These appointments preceded the

re-entry into service of the "Good

Neighbor" passenger ships— Argen-

tina, Uruguay and Brazil—which

were used as troop carriers during

World War II, and which were

featured in the June Pacific Marine

Review. They are now undergoing

final reconversion. The Uruguay is

in the Federal Shipbuilding and

Drydock Company yards at Kearny,

New Jersey; the Brazil, at the Atlan-

tic Basin Iron Works in Brooklyn,

New York; and the Argentina in the

Bethlehem Steel Company yards at

Brooklyn, New York.
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I. Quirigua leaving Bethlehem's Staten Island Yard after her convet

Till • ! « IJJ"

' it.

"ueefc^ CONVERSION
In August, 1946, a drab, gray vessel

slipped into Bethlehem's Staten Island

Shipyard. The designation "F 12" on bow,

gun mounts, sealed ports, armored deck

structures, ammunition magazines and

hundreds of berths jam-packed into every

nook and cranny not given over to the

transportation of cargo marked the ship

as a naval troop and refrigerated pro-

vision carrier.

It was almost impossible to believe that

she was the United Fruit Company's

S.S. Quirigua, Spanish Main Cruise

Queen of the prewar decade. And it was

difficult to believe that she could be re-

.

stored, as the conversion specifications

required, to the state of luxury she

represented in that era.

In February, 1947, she left the Bethle-

hem Yard, her snow-white hull symboliz-

ing completion of her conversion and re-

turn to the Great White Fleet.

More than 40 of her waterline plates

had been replaced and reinsulated. Some

800 tons of concrete ballast had been torn

from her hull. Her cargo-handling equip-

ment, holds, refrigeration machinery,

ventilating, fire-alarm and general-alarm

systems, and her main engines and

auxiliaries all had been completely recon-

ditioned. Her gracious main dining room,

handsome lounge, dignified library, smart

smoking room, gay verandah cafe, deck-

swimming pool, comfortable staterooms

and teak decks all had been restored to a

state of luxury. Inside and out, she was

again the deluxe mail-class ship which

Bethlehem's Quincy Yard built in 1932.

Conversion of the Quirigua was typical

of all Bethlehem jobs—accomplished with

maximum speed and economy and com-

pletely satisfying the requirements of the

owner and all regulatory and classifica-

tion authorities.

SHIP BUILDING ... SHIP CO N VE R SI N S . . . S H I P REPAIRS
NAVAL ARCHITECTS and MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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SHIPBUILDING YARDS

OU(NCY YARD

Quincy, Mass.

STATEN ISLAND YARD
Staten Island, N. Y.

BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT ,

SHIPYARD, INC.

Sparrows Point, Md.

SAN FRANCISCO YARD
San Francisco, Calif.

BETHLEHEM-ALAMEDA SHIPYARD, INC.

Alameda, Calif.

SAN PEDRO YARD

Terminal Island. San Pedro, Calif.

SHIP REPAIR rAROS

BOSTON HARBOR
Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hoboken Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard

SAN PEDRO HARBOR (Porl of Los Angeles)

San Pedro Yard
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BIG WEST COAST CONVERSION JOB

The $4,914,406 contract awarded to Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco

Yard for the conversion of two C-3 type Army Troop Transports, the David C.

Shanks and the Fred C. Ainsworth, represents the largest conversion job of this

type performed on the Pacific Coast since the war.

Besides refurbishing passenger, crew and troop quarters, specifications

call for redesigning, rebuilding and increasing the capacity of the ventilation
system on each ship.

The two ships, built at Ingalls in 1940, are similar to the wartime C-3.

Two similar vessels, the Goethels and Gibbons, are to be converted in the

East.
*****

PACIFIC COAST-TO-EUROPE SERVICE TO BE OPENED

The States Marine Corp. will establish regular freight services from
Pacific Coast ports to northern Europe and the Mediterranean. The service will

replace regular sailings the company has been maintaining for a year from Van-
couver, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles to the Bordeaux-Ham-
burg range of ports in Europe and the Marscillo-Piranous range in the Mediter-
ranean. The company recently entered the Pacific Coast-European Conference as
the only American member. J. 0. Senner, vice president of States Marine in

charge of Pacific operations, said that the company is convinced it has enough
business to establish a liner service, using its own C-2s in the regular service
and will supplement them with chartered vessels as the trade demands.

BIDS SUBMITTED FOR EX-CARRIERS
The Waterman Steamship Corp. submitted high bids for seven of nine former

escort aircraft carriers which they plan to convert for cargo purposes. Water-
man plans to enter the ships after reconversion in offshore trade and will re-
convert these vessels to their former status as C3-A2 type cargo ships, which
in addition to their cargo-carrying capacity will have accommodations for twelve
passengers in six staterooms, each with private bath. The reconversion work on
the ships will be done at the Gulf SB Yard in Mobile, a Waterman subsidiary.
Waterman had previously purchased seven escort-type carriers from the Govern-
ment.

NATIONAL BEARING COMPANY BUYS WHITTIER PLANT
The National Motor Bearing Company, of Redwood City, announced purchase of

14 acres near Whittier as the site for a new $700,000 factory for its sub-
sidiary. Arrowhead Rubber Company.

HERMITAGE IN DRYDOCK
The 650 ft. 24,000 ton Army transport "Hermitage" is in drydock at

Bethlehem in San Francisco in preparation for return to the Italian Government
under her former name "Conte Biancamano". This is the largest vessel ever to

be handled in a floating drydock on the Pacific Coast. See details and pictures
in next month's Pacific Marine Review.
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9,850 000 590 days

11,357 000 700 "

12,140 000 730 "

13,625 000 600 »

13,783 000 900 "

BIDS ON ARMY DREDGE

The proposed giant dredge for the Army Engineers is reported to have gone

to the low bidder. Sun Shipbuilding Company, at $9,600,000 with completion in

669 days. Other bids follow:

Newport News

Bethlehem Foreriver
Federal Ship
New York Ship
Ingalls

*****
LABOR UNION PROMOTES SHIPBUILDING

In an information campaign unique in Labor history, John Green, president
of the Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America has

launched a program of page ads in newspapers, radio, booklets and other forms to

focus attention on crucial importance of modern ships and shipbuilding to Ameri-
can stability and National security. The ads are well worth reading.

*****
STANDARD OIL TO BUILD PIPELINE

Standard of California, at a cost of more than $5, 000, 000 will build a

pipeline from the Rangely oil field in Colorado to a point near Salt Lake City.

*****
BLACK DIAMOND PLANS TEN 20-KNOT SHIPS

The Black Diamond Steamship Company is completing plans for ten of the

fastest freighters under the American flag for its service to Rotterdam and
Antwerp. With turbines of 12,000 hp the ships are expected to cruise at 20-knots
with a possible 22-knots in fair weather,

*****
BIG MARINE INSURANCE ITEM

In announcing the early completion of the new A.P.L. liners President
Cleveland and President Wilson, the company estimates annual insurance expendi-
ture of §800,000, to be placed in San Francisco. Other big annual expenses will
include $480,000 for fuel oil, §350,000 for normal repairs, $80,000 for port

charges, $320,000 for stevedoring.

***** '

INTERCOASTAL FLEET CHARTERS APPROVED

The following nine steamship companies have had their fleet charter appli-
cations approved for intercoastal and Pacific coastwise operation.

American Hawaiian 10 ships

Arrow Line 3 "

Isthmian Steamship 6 "

Luckenbach 9 "

Pope and Talbot 3 "

Quaker Line 4 "

United States Lines 3 "

Coastwise Line 4 "

Union Sulphur Company continues present charter
Burns Steamship
Olympic Steamship
James Griffiths

All but one of the intercoastal are Victory ships. Coastwise Line gets
Libertys. The last three companies on the list have qualified approval only.
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TRADE WITH JAPAN OPENING UP

With the reopening of import and export trade with Japan on August 15,

extensive plans for visits to Japan by American business men are announced by

the department of Commerce. See details in World Trade Section of this issue.

:(! ^ :t: :is *

WORLD TRADE CENTER APPROVED

San Francisco's great World Trade Center project won sweeping approval in

both houses of the California Legislature during the session just ended.

TODD AWARDED 10 TANKERS FOR STRAPPING

The Brooklyn and Hoboken yards of Todd's Shipyard Corp. has been awarded

the first 10 T-2 tankers to be strapped in compliance with American bureau

requirements. See next item.

AMERICAN BUREAU ISSUES ORDERS ON WELDED TANKERS

It is estimated that there are 300 T2-SE-A1 tankers presently owned by

private operators and the Maritime Commission which require modification under

new American Bureau specifications. There are to be two steel straps 191 feet

long and 12^2 inches wide to be rivited to inside of hull port and starboard be-

tween outside bulkheads of tanks 3 to 8 and two 15 inch straps of same length

on port and starboard side of deck. There are also certain keel changes on ves-

sels built early in the war.

This program of strapping is expected to be completed in five months.

ONE MILLION TONS TO BE SHIPPED FROM LONG BEACH
The largest single commercial shipment ever to be assembled at one port is

being prepared for shipment from Long Beach harbor via Isthmian Steamship Com-

pany. It will consist of 400,000 tons of steel pipe for Saudi Arabia plus a

similar amount in pumps, valves and building material. These figures are in

weight. In measurement the total exceeds 1,000,000 tons and the value is es-

timated at $500,000,000. Consolidated Steel is making the pipe and Standard Oil

and Texas Company are the shippers.
*****

STATUS OF LAY-UP FLEET

The number of ships in Maritime Commission anchorages has been reduced

by 539 ships this year, leaving a total of 1203. Movement in and out of the

reserve fleet sites follow:

Suisun Bay, California, 7 entered

James River, Virginia, 2 "

Mobile, Alabama, 4 "

Astoria, Oregon 3 "

Olympia, Washington, 1 "

Hudson River, New York 4 "

Beaumont, Texas, "

Wilmongton, N. Carolina 7 "

Brunswick, Georgia, "

*****
AMERICAN BUREAU EXCHANGES WITH CANADIAN GROUP

The AmericanBureau of Shipping announces the formation on June 11, of the

Canadian Committee of the British Corporation Register of Shipping and Aircraft
with which the American Bureau will exchange representation in various parts of

the world.
*****
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COiDPRESSED flIR TOOLS

T

ONE OF THE BIG POSTWAR ASSIGNMENTS for

the West Coast workboat builders was to restore the

Pacific fishing fleet to full complement. The shipyard of

the National Iron Works at San Diego, Calif, offers an

example of the remarkable dispatch with which this

urgent work is being carried out.

No longer do military guards stand at the shipyard

gates, Navy uniforms are gone from the scene, but the

busy clatter of building boats remains and big steel tuna

boats are being launched and old boats are being repaired

for the profitable tuna trade.

A familiar sight in war or peace around the shipyards

is the tools with which the boats are being fashioned.

Most of these tools are powered by compressed air—for

drilling, chipping, reaming, grinding, painting, sand-

blasting and other work. They were being used when
speed, alone, was the main consideration and now that

operations must be measured with an eye to competition

and profitable outcome on a fixed price contract, the

reasons for their continued use are especially noteworthy

in a peacetime economy.

A typical application for pneumatic tools in the Na-

tional Iron Works shipyard is shown in Fig. 1, grooving

between main deck plates in preparation for a weld. By
making a deeper V in this manner with a chipping ham-

mer, a better weld is obtained, especially in the case

where the weld is made from one side only. As all chip-

ping hammers have a throttle valve which graduates the

air supply so that the hammer may be started slowly if

desired and operated at any pace, the tool is flexible in

application and easy to handle because the return stroke

Data and photos for this article were obtained by the Compressed Air
and Gas Institute through the courtesy of National Iron Works, San
Diego, Calif.

106-foot, sfeel tuna boat as she
Af the San Diego yards of the National

Fig. I—Grooving of main deck plates for welding goes faster and
more economically at the National Iron Works shipyard with
the aid of compressed air-operated chipping hammer. The
work is being done on the "Ruthie B." new 110-foot tuna
bcaf.

of the hammer is cushioned by compressed air and be-

cause of the relative lightness of the tool for the power
delivered.

L. G. Maple, plant engineer at National Iron Works,
keeps a sharp eye out for costs in all yard operations. A
heavy-dury chipping hammer operating approximately 40

per cent of the time will consume about 720 cubic feet of

air per hour. At 5 cents per thousand cubic feet, it costs

3.5 cents an hour for the air power required to operate

Fig. 3—Spray painting yard to launch th

hing were used. Most surfac
Ith this type of air-oj
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Fig. A—Sandbtasting is used
for refrigerating system.

any operations in building tu cleaning part of an ammonia coil

is the National Iron Works' 750 cubic foot per minute air compressor, driven by a lOO-horsepower motor,
foot per minute air compressor driven by 67-horsepower motor.

Fig. 6—This 2-ton, air motor-operated hoist in the company's structural shop is one of ten in use. Ease of operation and absence
of overhead trolley were among the several factors governing the choice.

the hanuner. The big cost factor in this case then is the

wage of the operator rather than the cost of the po'wer

for the tool and if a worker can greatly increase his output

with the right tool, as he does with the pneumatic chip-

ping hammer, the overall cost of the operation is reduced.

A modern steel tuna boat such as the Mary Barbara in

Fig. 2, and which was featured in the April Pacific Marine

Review, costs approximately $350,000. Even a small per-

centage of the building cost saved amounts to a con-

siderable sum in dollars. Spray painting, (see Fig. 3), is

used wherever possible as one man with an air spray will

do the work of several with brushes. One of the especially

interesting "spray paint" applications is found in the

method of galvanizing the bottom of the boats.

The galvanizing process is similar in method to that

of applying melted metal to build up crankcases and

similar parts. For the boats, the metal used happens to be

zinc rather than steel. Air pressure applies the melted

metal to the clean, sandblasted surface of the boat.

Another airline is a part of the application set-up and it

serves to cool the hot metal as it is sprayed on the ship's

bottom.

All weather surfaces of the steel boats are sandblasted

before painting or galvanizing. The National Iron Works
has three air-operated sandblasting units for the several

needs of this equipment. Fig. 4 shows a sandblasting

operation on a section of ammonia coil for the ship's fish

refrigeration system. In instances where the pipe has only

a light rust, the quicker system is to pickle the pipe, but

wherever scale and rust is heavy, National Iron Works'

experience has been that sandblasting is the faster, bet-

ter method. The fish well of tuna boats also is sandblasted

after construction and before painting with water-resist-

ant paint. The smooth surface thus obtained improves

adherence and reduces the tendency of paint chipping.

To provide ample air power under all conditions in its

shipyard, structural shop and foundry, the San Diego

company has three air compressors of 750, 360 and 220

cubic feet per minute capacity. Fig. 5 shows two of these

compressors, the largest and the smallest. The third one

(Please turn to page 98)

Fig. 7— A steam
hammer operated

by compressed air

has many uses in

the structural shop.

Power is always
ready for whatever

work is to be done.

serves as
doxer in tl

tural shop.
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LOS ANGELES HARBOR

SMITH-RICE
DERRICK BARGES

SMITH-RICE CO.
Pier 16

San Francisco

EXbrook 0416

HEAVY LIFT !«»ERVICE TO SHIPPIl^G

MARIIVE SALVAGE
COIVTRACTORS

SMITH-RICE
Derrick Barges, Inc.

Berth 82—San Pedro

San Pedro—Harbor 1158-9

Long Beach 7-5065

PROVED SUPERIOR AFTER
COMPLETE IMMERSION IN SALT WATER!

Nol« Barnedt Frte Surface Area compored lo other three naiionally known brandz

HERE ARE THE ACTUAL, UNRETOUCHED PHOTOGRAPHS of the rugged

underwater test recently conducted at an Atlantic Ocean port in New \brk!

They show conclusively that Pabco Bottom Composition means longer

periods between dockings!

THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC.
$AN FRANCISCO 19, CALIF. NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK
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XZIT

ADDED TO FLAME

REMOVES SOOT
FROM BOILERS ,;ViV '^

AND STACKS ':.'=///

INCREASES
BOILER

EFFICIENCY

'Y^OU CAN CHECK the effi-

ciency of XZIT in your

boiler room. Stack temperatures

definitely prove that XZIT sub-

stantially increases operating

efficiency and improves heat

transfer by removing soot and

fire-scale from all surfaces of the

firebox and stack.

XZIT, fed into the flame, does

its work while the boiler is in

operation. It keeps the boiler

free of soot and fire-scale when

used at regular intervals. Try

XZIT today—stocks are available

in all localities.

XZIT
FIRE SCALE &
SOOT ERADICATOR

1031 CLINTON STREET, HOBOKEN, N. J.

9800 S. HOOVER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Keep Posted

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

New Unloading Pump of

Borg-Warner

An innovation in hydraulic sys-

tems, a compact unloading pump
which eliminates many pieces of

equipment ordinarily required, was

announced by R. J. Minshall, presi-

dent of the Pesco Products Division

of the Borg-Warner Corp.

In the new pump Pesco engineers

have made unnecessary a check

valve, a relief valve, an unloading

valve and a pressure accumulator,

with a resultant reduction in

weight and cost of vital importance

to aviation and industrial users.

This pump, which is of the hyd-

raulic gear type, is essentially two

pumps within a single housing. A
pilot valve, which is an integral part

of the pump assembly, controls an

opening in the passage communicat-

ing from the outlet port to the rear

of the movable bearings in the cover

of the pump. When a specified pres-

sure has been reached in the hydrau-

lic system, the pilot valve closes the

passage to the rear of the bearings,

thus eliminating the pressure load-

ing. The pressure in the gear teeth

area forces the cover bearings away

from the gears, and immediately the

large section of the pump ceases to

deliver fluid with a consequent de-

crease in horsepower input require-

ment.

Your "Distance Run"

Who remembers the associa-

tions of heaving the log in wind-

jammer days, whilst running

down from the Cape, when seas

boiling up astern hove the line

ahead as soon as it was cast and

threatened to wipe out the exist-

ence of the men who held the

sand glass and vibrating cumber-

some log reel. Sea customs and

traditions are hard to overcome

and it was some years before

navigators put their faith on the

records of patent logs.

In this sphere, the firm of

Thos. Walker & Son Ltd., Birm-

ingham, Eng., has held a unique

position for nearly a cenmry.

First came their Harpoon Log,

the whole of which ( register and

rotator) was towed in the water

and had to be hauled in to take

a log reading. Then followed

their well-known "Cherub" Taf-

frail Log and finally, their latest

development, the "Trident" Elec-

tric Log which enables the navi-

gating officer to read the log over

the chart at any moment—a great

advantage in fog or at night.

uar^

COFFIN PUMPS

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On Deck and Below"

I cci ic r'r\ i Prastur* Ragulating Valves
LtSLIt OU.

i "Tyfon" Whistles

ATLAS MARINE PAINTS

MARINE ELECTROLYSIS ELIMINATOR
CORP.

ierd at tlie .^J^ufbor 1

NEW YORK BELTING and PACKING
CO.—Air. Fire. Water and Steam
Hose

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT CO.

TUBES CORDAGE COMPANY
J & L STEEL CORPORATION. Wire Rope

OX! CORPORATION
DIAMOND POWER CORP.

KOMUL Anti-Corrosive Coating

PAXTON MITCHELL Metallic Packing

ENSIGN Products

J. M. COSTEttO SUPPtV Co.
MARINE SPECIALTIES
221 No. Avalon Blvd., Wilmington, Calif. Phone Terminal 47291
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shares thebenefits cf*€i

Long Beach MARINE REPAIR COMPANY
1411 WEST SEVENTH ST. LONG BEACH. CALIF.

Many firms have grown with the Port of Long Beach,

benefiting from the advantages of the Port . . . One
of the newer companies is the Long Beach Marine

Repair Co. . . . Headed by men with years of ex-

perience in the building and repairing of ships, the

company specializes in construction and repairs of tuna

clippers, purse seiners and commercial boats.

This advertisement \% one of a series depict-

ing pr\yaie industries iocofed \n our Port.

A M E R I CA'S MOST
MODERN PORT lONG BEACH

Additional instruments of

Walker manufacture are the "Ex

celsior" Log, specially designed

for use on yachts, motor-boats

and small craft and the "Viking"

Connector, which, fitted on a

boom, allows the log to be

streamed amidships. During the

late war, the British Admiralty

requisitioned nearly the whole of

their output and placed a severe

embargo on the export of their

products. Now, however, the firm

is again in a position to meet the

many demands which are being

made for their well known in-

struments.

Battery by Baker i Company

Jfll

dtHltaM oil"

Detecto-Master F

Lord-Taber Co.,
York, manufactu

ter" fire and cold alarn
!W and completely auton
ig and detecting seriou

larm System

of Canandaigua,
of the "Detecto-

syste

Stic at-

A Storage Battery by Baker & Co.

A cadmium nickel alkaline stor-

age battery which combines advan-

tages of lead acid and nickel iron

alkaline batteries is being introduced

by Baker and Company, Inc., refiners

of precious metals, Newark, New
Jersey. New battery is particularly

applicable to marine use and is stur-

dily constructed of heavy, nickel-

plated steel, and has low internal re-

sistance and will not self-discharge

on open circuits.

Interlocked Flexible

Metal Hose

The Pennsylvania Flexible Metal-

lic Tubing Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., announces a development of a

new Vs inch size in its complete line

of interlocked flexible metal hose.

These sizes now range up to 30

inches I.D. The new size is designed

as a means to protect capillary tubes

used in industrial recording instru-

ments, and is made of bronze, steel

and various alloys. It may be furnish-

ed in up to 100 foot lengths.
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MARINE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Largest

Supply

niiiim
OWESEN & COMPANY, INC.
OWESEN BLDG. OWESEN BLDG. OWESEN BLDG. OWESEN ANNEX
105 Front St. 238 Chortres St. 1 10-1 1* W. 7th St. 125-129 Brood St.

Son Francisco New Orleans Son Pedro New York

OSLO • STOCKHOLM • COPENHAGEN

Hot Off The Press

EXTERNAL- PILOT -OPERAT-
ED PRESSURE CONTROLLERS:
Bulletin No. 462, a new 20 page il-

lustrated booklet titled: "Engineer-

ing, Operating and Maintenance

Data on Pressure Controllers, Ex-

ternal-Pilot-Operated" has just been

released by Leslie Co., Lyndhurst, N.

J. Design features of the control

pilots and associated diaphragm

regulating valves are illustrated in

large cross-sections which show the

many exclusive Leslie features

—

wide selection of operating media.

air, clean gas, water, and light oils;

non-continuous leakage of operating

medium; hard surface seat rings and

800 Brinell hardened stainless steel

main valves, single seated, fulled

balance construction, the new "Con-

den-Seal cooling bonnet, reversing

superstructure.

"FINISHES FOR ALUMINUM"
described by Reynolds Metals Co.,

with the increasing use of aluminum

for various purposes in ship con-

struction, and to indicate some of

the important possibilities for sur-

face finishes, Reynolds has pub-

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service to Catalina

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS
TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

lished this book in two volumes.

Copies are available from Reynolds

Metals Company, Dept. 27, 2500

So. Third St.. Louisville 1, Ky., price

$2.00.

The first book, SECTION ONE, is wire

bound and contains 108 pages devoted to 8

cleaning treatments, 17 mechanical surface

finishes, 15 chemical surface finishes, H elec-

trolytic oxide treatments, 12 electroplated coat-

ings, 7 paint application methods, 7 paint

coatings, ceramic coatings (vitreous enamels),

special finishes such as silk screen and sprayed

metal finishes, and concludes with a discussion

of various controls and tests for finishes.

The second book, SECTION TWO, sup-

plements this information with 120 pages of

shop data on materials, equipment, solution

preparation, procedure and control for more

than 30 of the most widely used finishing

processes. This book is supplied in a separate

loose-leaf binder and new and revised bulletins

will be issued at intervals to keep this informa-

tion up-to-date.

MARINE REFRIGERATION an

illustrated catalog on marine refri-g-

eration and air conditioning, empha-

sizing how they can increase ship

operating revenues, has just been is-

sued by the Marine Department of

Carrier Corporation, New York,

leading marine air conditioning and

refrigeration manufacturer.

Various types of marine installa-

tions are shown, as well as difiFerent

types of equipment, including cen-

trifugal refrigerating machines, re-

ciprocating compressors, suspended

and deck type cold diffusers, marine

ice makers, and weathermakers.

Tables of physical data are also

given.

MAINTENANCE HINTS for

general purpose turbines are con-

tained in a new 6% by 378 inch

handbook announced by the West-

inghouse Electric Corporation. The

booklet (B-3747) first describes the

steam turbine, explains how it oper-

ates, and tells how it should be in-

stalled. Directions for piping, joint

sealing and lubricating are given.

Dismantling of the turbine for com-

plete inspection once a year is

recommended, and points to be

checked and recorded are listed.

Necessary repairs and adjustments

are discussed under the heading of

the various parts—rotor, bearings,

glands, governors, nozzles overspeed

trip, speed changer, reduction gears,

and oil parts. The final chapter gives

emergency hints for quick reference

if the turbine is not operating prop-

erly.
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Warren Steam Pump Observes

Fiftieth Anniversary

During the first several years, after

February 1 897, when Warren Steam

Pump Company began in Warren,

Massachusetts, reciprocating pumps
were the sole product of this com-

pany, and into them went the skill

of determined New England crafts-

men . . . whose main objective, as it

is today, was to build the best pos-

sible pump. Constant research and

development speeded the accom-

plishment of this purpose and the

business prospered, making expan-

sion of plant and facilities necessary

until today the main machine shop

is nearly 700 feet long and houses

the most modern equipment for the

production of both centrifugal and

reciprocating pumps.

Warren entered the marine field in

approximately 1904 and the first real

Navy order was completed in that

year. It covered twenty small verti-

cal, single piston pumps for boiler

feed service on Navy steam launches.

The first major contracts for Naval

vessel equipment came in 1910

when a shipyard contracted for all

of the steam pumps for two destroy-

ers, with the exception of one item,

which was of a type Warren was

not building at the time. The first

contract for the pumping equipment

for a large Naval vessel came in

1912, when a contract was received

for the steam pumps for the battle-

ship Oklahoma. In those days very

few centrifugal pumps were used,

other than for main condenser cir-

culating.

Yes, Warren Pumps went to War
. . . both World War I and II. Dur-

ing World War I the company's ef-

forts were largely devoted to supply-

ing steam pumps for the Navy's de-

stroyer program. When World War
II came. Warren Pumps saw action

on practically every type of fighting

vessel . . . battleships, heavy and

light cruisers, destroyers, destroyer

escorts, aircraft carriers, submarines

and all kinds of auxiliary craft, in-

cluding thousands of landing vessels.

In recognition of a major contribu-

tion to victory, the company was

awarded the Army-Navy "E" on

August 24, 1943, and stars were

added later as proof of successful

eflforts to not only maintain but in-

crease the high production levels

previously reached. H. Ward Hath-

away, who entered the employ of

the company in 1904, is manager of

the Federal and Marine Department,

a position held by him through both

World War I and II.

In the year preceding 1928, many
famous coastwise passenger ships

and freighters were built and equip-

ped with Warren pumps. In the

years following 1928 when ship-

building received a new lease on

life, Warren furnished pumping

equipment for such well-known

ships as SS Argentma, tJrazil and

Uruguay, SS President Hoover and

President Coolidge, SS Mariposa,

Monterey and Lurline, SS Talamanca

and five sister ships of United Fruit

Company, SS Manhattan and Wash-

ington, SS President Jackson and

six sister ships; also SS America.

West Coast representatives of

Warren Steam Pump Company are

George E. Swett & Company, San

Francisco, Gil Moore & Company,

Los Angeles, and R. L. Dyer, Seattle,

Washington.

THE AQUITANIA . . . Another Western Ship Service Job.

During +he War Emergency, when speed and

know-how were most impor+ant, hundreds of

ships were cleaned and painted by this com-

pany in record time!

Among these were such renowned vessels as

the lie de France . . . the Queen Elizabeth

.... and the Aquitania.

SHIP OPERATORS AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANIES
ARE INVITED TO CONSULT WESTERN ON
THEIR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEMS.

WESTERN
SHIP SERVIEE EDMPANY

Established 1922

178 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

SUTTER 8632

Marine Terminal Foot of Ferro St.. Oakland
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INSTRUMENT

-((REPAIRING
M CALIBRATING
-((REBUILDING
^ ENGINEERING
-((SERVICING

GAUGES
Pressure; Vacuum; Draft; Incline;

Tank; Absolute Pressure; Indicat-

ing; Recording; Manometers

THERMOMETERS
Industrial; Dial; Recording; Test

RECORDERS
Temperature; Pressure

CONTROLLERS
Temperature; Pressure; Liquid

Level; Automatic

VALVES
Temperature; Motor; Solenoid

METERS
Water; Oil; Gasoline; Flow

MANOMETERS

PYROMETERS

TACHOMETERS

ENGINE INDICATORS

REVOLUTION COUNTERS

inquiries on instrument problems
invited.

All jobs given prompt attention.

All work guaranteed.

Reasonable Prices.

PACIFIC COAST
INSTRUMENT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED

246 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 5. CALIF.
TELEPHONE SUTTER 2131

Left to right: William Nelson and Joseph Ures of Crane Packing Company. Alongside

is new headquarters of Crane in San Francisco.

Crane Packing Changes

Crane Packing Company, makers

of "John Crane" metallic and fabric

packings and mechanical seals, an-

nounces changes in both personnel

and location of their San Francisco

Branch office.

William Nelson is the newly ap-

pointed northern West Coast man-

ager. He is a graduate of Purdue

University in Power Plant Engineer-

ing, and comes to the West Coast

with ten years experience in the

Crane organization. Previous to this

appointment, he handled the Wis-

consin, Minnesota and Northern Illi-

nois territory, and now takes oyer

the management of the San Fran-

cisco office, which territory includes

Northern California, Washington
and Oregon.

The company also announces ap-

pointment of Joseph Ures as Marine

sales engineer. Mr. Ures attended

UCLA, was wounded at Pearl Har-

bor on December 7, and after con-

siderable shipyard experience joined

the Crane organizatiot), where for

the past three years he has been de-

voting the major portion of his time

to the marine field. He is a member
of the National Association of

Power Engineers.

In order to give better service and

for more convenient location, the

company has moved its office and

warehouse to 5.t Stevenson Street,

in San Francisco, where larger stock

can be carried to facilitate delivery.

International Nickel

Appointments

Hugh
J. Fraser, vice president of

The International Nickel Company,
Inc., has been placed in general

charge of all plant operations of the

company in the United States. John

A. Marsh, assistant general manager

of the Huntington ( West Virginia)

Works, has been appointed Mr.

Fraser's assistant, with the title of

Assistant to the Vice President.

WESTINGHOUSE APPOINTEE

S. H. Harrison, above, has been appointed
manager of the Industrial Division of the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pacific

Coast District. He will make his headquar-
ters at San Francisco.

Complete
Ship Chandlery

Service

i — Experienced person

ice of right equipmen

on all Deck, Engine i

MARDEN & HAGIST
Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th. PORTLAND 9, ORE.
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Since 1922, H. S. Getty & Co., Inc., has supplied fine

marine ioiner hardware for shipping all over the world. Ws
are proud to report also that marine hardware for most of

the ship construction during the war years for the U. S.

Navy, U. S. Maritime Commission and the U. S. War De-

partment bears the name of Getty. Our products are made

to no less exacting specifications, no lower standards of

quality, in the years of peace.

What we show here are but a few representative samples

of the complete Getty line of fine marine joiner hardware.

We have been called upon many times in the past to fabri-

cate special items to meet unusual conditions; we welcome

the opportunity to do so again in the future.

Skilled craftsmen, with the sure knowledge born of experi-

ence, uphold the Getty traditions of exactness, reliability

and integrity unmatched in marine hardware. Such is the

heritage of the products which we are proud to present

here. Only the best is good enough to bear the name of

Getty; only the best is good enough to withstand the rigors

of marine service.

y
D

i
vJ

»»
1

•• -^

(*.
] 1^'

GETTY BUTT HINGES. A full line of Loose-pin and Tight-pin

hinges with ball tip or flat button tip. Available in a wide

variety of sizes and sections; extruded from solid bronze.

Extrusion assures a greater density of structure and freedom

from pits or porosity often found in sand castings. All are

template drilled and come In standard finishes.

H. S. GETTY & CO., Inc.
3350 N. lOTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA 40, PA.

Representatives:

R. R. Cunningham ... 73 Columbia St., Seattle 4. Wosh.
G. S. Lacy ... 25 Calitornia St.. Son Francisco 11. Col.

S2i S. Son Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, California

i^^Hgr
ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
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\ Correction

In our June issue we got so fouled up

on anti-fouling compounds that it took

two paint companies and the U. S.

Army Transport Service to steer us

straight!

On page 6B we showed this picture of

the U. 5. Army Transport Admiral W.
S. Benson in drydock after (we said)

seven months in South Pacific waters,

and credited the "clean-as-a-whistle"

condition of her underwater body to

the efficacy of Manning-Mitchell's ma-

rine paints.

Now, we learn that the excellent con-

dition of the Admiral W. S. Benson

should have been credited to the effec-

tiveness of American Marine Paint

Company's anti-corrosive and ant-foul-

ing paints.

Pacific Marine Review is glad to pub-

lish this correction with the assurance

that the error was unintentional!

The Tides

(Conlinueil from page 66)

diurnal inequality between the two highs and the two

lows.

Figure 7 illustrates graphically the three different

types of tides.

Reference Planes and Tide Tables
The reference plane, found on the navigator's charts,

indicates to what height of water the soundings were

measured from. There are several different reference

planes. For example, the East Coast tides are of the

semi-diurnal variety, and therefore there is not much
difference between the depths of the two low waters.

Their reference plane is mean low water, which is just

the average of the two low waters each day. On the Pacific

coast our tides are of the mixed variety, with a great

difference between the two low waters of each day.

Accordingly, for safety's-sake, our reference plane is mean

lower low, or the average of all of the lower of the two

daily low waters. To find the actual depth of water at any

time, the height of the tide is added to the charted

depth. If the height of the tide is negative (if there is

a minus sign (— ) before the tabular height) then it is

subtracted from the charted depth. Changes in wind and

barometric conditions cause variations in the sea level

from day to day, however. In general, with onshore

winds or a low barometer the heights of both the high

and low waters will be higher than predicted, while with

offshore winds or a high barometer they will be lower.

The tide tables have been compiled and published by

the Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department of Com-

merce, since 1853. They are now published in two

volumes, one for the Atlantic ocean and one for the

Pacific and Indian oceans. Table one of the Pacific edi-

tion covers fully daily tide predictions for 81 reference

stations. ( See Figure 8.

)

Table two covers tidal differences and constants for

about 2000 places in the vicinity of the reference sta-

tions, thus allowing the user of the tables to compute

the estimated time and height of tide for almost any

particular point. Predictions for a place in table two are

obtained by applying the time differences and height

differences to the predictions for a station in table one.

( See Figure 9-

)

The volume also contains a table for computation of

the height of the water at any time, times of sunset and

sunrise, times of moonset and moonrise, and astronomi-

cal data pertaining to the moon and sun. At the present

time the predictions in the tables are made by means of

the Coast & Geodetic Survey tide predicting machine

No. 2.

To demonstrate the use of the tables, we would pro-

ceed this way to find the time and height of the after-

noon high tide at Alameda, California, on Saturday,

June 7th, 1947.

Table Time Height

From Table 1 (Fig. 8) 1539 4.3

From Table 2 (Fig. 9) 40 0.7

1619 5.0

The afternoon high tide, therefore, is expected about

4:19, and will be about a 5 foot tide.

It is interesting to reflect, as one uses the tables, that

accepting their figures and computations is a factual

demonstration of man's faith in an accepted order

—

for they are but predictions— and no one can prove just

u'hy the tides will occur as the tide tables say they will!
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MARINE MARKETING COMPANY
S. L. (ROY) KUYKENDALL, General Manager and Partner

12th and Grand Avenues

,4

SAN PEDRO CALIFORNIA
WHOLESALE SHIP PROVISIONS

and SUPPLIES

24 Hour Service

CABLE ADDRESS: MARINMART

OFFICE PHONE: Terminal 2-7567

NIGHT PHONES: Terminal 2-8140

Terminal 3-1585

I), i. mmm in chhrce

or flRHOT PRODCUTIOn

A. L. Hakanson has been appoint-

ed to take charge of all production

for Arnot and Company in Balti-

more, Maryland. He was formerly

connected with Oregon Shipbuild-

ing Corporation, Portland, Oregon,

A. L. Hakanson in charge of all pro-

duction for Arnot & Company, Balti-

more.

and in New York. In New York he

worked as marine engineer on the

extensive Victory ship program for

Kaiser, and recently on the conver-

sion of three combination passen-

ger-cargo vessels for the Alcoa

Steamship Company. EXiring his

association with the Kaiser Com-

pany he was in charge of all field

engineering on piping for the Lib-

erty ship program and later acted as

liaison officer between Kaiser, the

Maritime Commission, naval archi-

tects, and the American Bureau of

Shipping.

As production manager of Arnot

and Company, Hakanson will handle

the furniture and furnishings for

the SS President Cleveland and SS

President Wilson; the Panama

Line's three conversions; the French

Supply vessels at Tampa; the Corsair

and Vixen; and the Army program

for the conversion into troop trans-

ports of several P-2s, as well as

various Maritime Commission con-

versions and other marine interior

work among the present Arnot con-

tracts.

Mr. Hakanson was born in Idaho

and received his LLB degree from

MORE ON NATIONAL MARITIME DAY

the University of Oregon in 1936,

after which he practiced law for

four years in The Dalles, Oregon.

Above: Captain John E. Murphy of American

President Lines was awarded the Merchant

Marine Meritorious Service Medal by Admiral

W. W. Smith, chairman, U. S. Maritime Com-
mission, at the National Maritime Day luncheon

in San Francisco.

At right: The strip includes dignitaries in the

Review Stand during the Maritime Parade on

the morniing of National Maritime Day. Pre-

siding Queen with Admiral Smith, and Mayor

Roger Lapham of San Francisco. The prixe-

winning float is shown in the third picture from

the top.
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Ndvy instalU diesel at Federal Building.

h\) Installs Diesel at Federal Building

In the heart of busy San Francisco is the Civic Center

where City, State, and Federal buildings are located.

The Navy recently installed in the Federal Building a

150 kilowatt 120/208 volt, 3 phase emergency diesel

generator set in order to prevent any possibility of naval

communications being interrupted due to power failure.

A "Sterling Viking" was selected as best meeting the

requirements of reliability combined with quick start-

ing and minimum dimensions. The engine Model VDS-
6 is a 4 cycle solid injection type having 8 inch bore by

9 inch stroke and running at 1200 rpm. The engine

more than met the Navy tests and overload requirements

developing up to 320 brake horsepower. Sterling's Vik-

ing, although offering all the advantages of weight and

dimensions over the usual slower speed engine, offers

equal reliability through its advanced design and use of

special materials.

The equipment consists of an engine and generator,

unit mounted on a deep section steel base which floats

on 1" thick neoprene strips. The radiator with its elec-

tric motor driven fan, and the exhaust silencer are

located outside the building in an area-way.

The generator control, load transfer breaker and engine

automatic starting equipment are contained in a steel

cubicle alongside the G. E. generator. A novel feature of

the control equipment is provision for automatic momen-
tary paralleling of the emergency generator with the

normal power source. A special syncronizing relay opera-

tor in conjunction with a manual control so that when
the operator wishes to return the load to normal power

source he operates this control and, as the two power

sources come into synchronism, the normal power breaker

closes. Immediately thereafter, the emergency power

opens and the automatic equipment stops the engine.

This special feature was incorporated in order to avoid

even a momentary power outage upon changeover be-

cause the naval communications equipment served by

this power plant is of an automatic nature and any

power break whatever would cause errors in transmis-

sion.

The plant was engineered and installed by King-

Knight Company, San Francisco, who have for many

years specialized in stand-by power plants and automatic

control equipment.

This same "Viking" 8" x 9" engine is built for marine

propulsion developing up to 650 horsepower and is

supplied both with and without reduction gears.

liniature Sperry Control

A new miniature Sperry hydraulic remote control

consists of two units, a transmitter and a receiver, which

form a self-contained, completely enclosed, hydraulic

system when joined together by a single line of tubing

The T ans Tiitter of Sperry's rniniature Hydraulic Co
trol u nit is no bigger ttian your hand. Receiver

identi :al xcept ttiat a lever epiaces the knob handl

and filled with oil. Only two small bolts are required to

mount each unit in place. Copper tubing or flexible hose,

which may be run through or around obstructions or

bulkheads, makes it possible to install units in any loca-

tion and to obtain remote control at distances up to 35

feet.

Enterprise Booth at Exposition

f5^ 1 ^W
|M

^^^^L^^^^IP -

^p^p^PT^ffljH

K^ /%h^: ^^^^^M

iPr,^^^^
^^^^^^

^

Ivia Expc

Engine & Foundry Company boot

In the foreground is an Enterprise Ivlodel DMG-3e

825 brake horsepower at 400 revolutions per minute,

of the turbocharger installation. In the right backgr

like an extension of the big engine, is the Enterprise

108 brake horsepower at 720 revolutions per minute. Th

able to either marine or stationary use.

marine engine rated

giving a good view

Dund, looking almost

Ivlodel DMM-3 rated

B is adapt-
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SPECIAL CARGO

OIL TANKS

REFRIGERATION

CARGOCAIRE

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
SPEED

Boston • New York

Philadelphia • Baltimore

Offices and agents throughout the world.

*For 75 years America s link with the Orient

» FREQUENCY • DEPEI^DABILITY

HEAD OFFICE

311 California Street

San Francisco 4, Calif.

Washington, D. C. • Chicago

Los Angeles • Oaliland

*ThIs company and its predecessors.

MARINE DEPARTMENT
AETNA INSURANCE CO.
QUEEN INSURANCE CO.
MARITIME INSURANCE CO., LTD.
FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INS. CO.
AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.

MATHEWS & LIVINGSTON
MARINE UNDERWRITERS

317 MONTGOMERY STREET . . SAN FRANCISCO
Offices at: Colman BIdg.. Seattle '111 West 7th St., Los Angeles

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
— REPRESENTING—
AMERICAN HAMMERED PISTON RING
DIVISION - KOPPERS CO.

Piston rings for diesel, steam, and gas engines,

valves, compressors, etc. Diameters from I to

120 inches — separately cast and made to

order.

NATIONAL TRANSIT PUMP AND
MACHINE CO.

Reciprocating and rotary pumps for marine,

industrial and refinery services.

THE MAXIM SILENCER CO.
All types of silencers and spark arrestors for

diesel and gas engines and compressors. Also,

Waste Heat Boilers for exhaust heat recovery.

RED HAND COMPOSITIONS CO.
Marine Bottom Paints.

SIMS PUMP VALVE CO.
Special patented Inclined Port Rotating Valves
for liquid ends of any reciprocating pumps.
"Simsite" Graphitic snap ring packing for

liquid ends.

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
15 Drumm Sf., San Francisco, 11

Phone DOuglas 2714

* T. M.. £?clby, Batt«nby * Co.

KOmUL is a well-proved
coaling for marine service.
-Application to damp sur-
faces first recommended it

for use in spaces subject
to condensation of moisture. Its continuous film and re-
sistance to chemicals recommended it for use on steel
decks under niagnesite. Simplicity ofapplication has made
marine men want it for hard-to-get-at spaces.
Technicall\ , KOML L is an irreversible emulsion of coal-

tar-pitch, retaining all the protective characteristics of
pitch in an easilv-iised form. **

An illustrated folder and a sample on a steel panel . . .

for the asking. The panel you can twist or bend as you
will and you can dig at the Coating to prove KOMI L's
adhesion and toughness. address inquiries to dept.ios

SELBY, BATTERSBY & COMPANY

DAHL-BECK ELECTRIC €0.
MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS

MOTOR AND GENERATOR RE-WINDING
Complete Line Elecfr'ical Supplies and Fitfings

18 Main Street, San Francisco, California Phone EXbrook 5214
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Af lop: Wilmington office of Republic Supply Co. Below: New Fresno office.

Two New Stores For The Republic Supply Company

The service and supply facilities

of the Republic Supply Company of

California are further extended with

the addition of the two new stores

shown herewith. The building in

Wilmington is a new structure at

607 West "B" Street. This replaces

the store which Republic has main-

tained in Wilmington for some

years. Recently erected by Republic,

the building is designed and laid

out for efficient handling of oil field

and industrial supplies, with excel-

lent truckloading facilities and cus-

tomer parking space.

The store in Fresno is not only a

new building, designed and built by

Republic to meet the needs of the

supply business, but is a new loca-

tion for Republic. This store brings

to Fresno an excellent supply source

for both industrial and oil field

equipment and supplies.

These new stores bring to 14 the

number of Republic Supply stores

throughout California. Others are

located at Avenal, Bakersfield, Bur-

rel, Huntington Beach, Long Beach,

Los Angeles, Newhall Ranch,

Oakland (Emeryville), Santa Fe

Springs, Santa Maria, Taft and Ven-

tura.

Brayton Wilbur Cbosen

Reserve Bank Chairman

Brayton Wilbur, chairman of the

Wilbur-Ellis Co., exporters and im-

porters, and former president of the

San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, has been appointed by the

Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System as chairman of the

board and Federal Reserve Agent

of the Federal Reserve Bank of San

Francisco for the remaining portion

of 1947. Wilbur has been a Class C
director of the Federal Reserve Bank

of San Francisco since July 5, 1944.

Wilbur succeeds Henry F. Grady,

who resigned as chairman of the

board and Federal Reserve agent to

become the first United States Am-
bassador to India.

FAMILIAR SEA CAPTAINS AT MARINERS' MEETING

Weeks-Hnwe-Emersan Co.

SHIP CHANDLERS
4, MACWHYTE WIRE ROPE
4/ B & I. BLOCKS

>J, DEVOE MARINE PAINTS
^ FLAGS
<i. WALL ROPE
4/ STELLAR COMPASSES

255 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5

Between Main and Beale Streets

Phone: EXbrook 2681 Captain A. T. Hunter, Captain A. T. Berry, of Army Transport,
and Captain Ahmann, former skipper of famous transport "Great
Northern," when Hunter was Chief Officer and Berry was - •--*

swain's Mate.
Boat-
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Specify QUAKER
for PACKING ECONOMY

EBONITE

SHEET PACKING

Nonporous . . . witlistands highest steam pressures. Will not

melt, harden or carbonize . . . resists ammonia, air. oils,

gases and acids. EBONITE will retain its life and flexibility

after ordinary sheet packings have broken down. Quaker is

the sole manufacturer of EBONITE.

SERVING ALL THE WEST -

168 Second St. i/^^ 2036 Santo Fe Ave.

SanFroncisco ii^^l Los Angeles

EXbrook 3880 !^^| '*""'"'" ""'

Factory: Quaker Rubber Corporation. Philadelphia, Pa.

ITOUTHWEST MAUIITE

mON WORKS
JOSEPH GREBE • GEO. GHEBE • HARRY MENDENHAlt

24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK

2 516 N. W. 29th AV E N U E

ATwater 8222
PORTLAN D, O REGO N

TAKE THE HAZARDS
AND MYSTERY OUT
OF TANK GAUGING

Wherever fuel, water or other liquid must

he measured, LIQUIDOMETER can provide a

dependable gauge. These rugged, precision-huilt

remote indicators have proven themselves by

vears of reliable performance in many exactmg

marine, railroad, aircraft and industrial appli-

cations. Remember these gauge essentials:

• Dependable performance • Simple operation

• Rugged construction • Easv installation

• Instant reading • Minimum maintenance

If you have a liquid measuring problem wTite:

THE UOUIDOMETER CORP.
Marine Division

41-52 37th St., Long Island City, N. Y.



The Steamship Historical Society

I Continued from pa,Kt/ 4f>)

;i tribute to the pluck and seamanship (if those early

American sailors.

Due to cancellation of her subsidy contract after only

ten years of service, the Washington was sold in 1858

to the California, New York and European S. S. Co. for

$46,000. This was a corporation formed by some specu-

lators, who expected to reap huge profits out of the tre-

mendous traffic to the California gold fields.

She served for a while between New York and Nica-

ragua. In 1859, her owners went bankrupt, and she was

laid up. Early the next year she was bought by the Pacific

Mail Line and sent via Cap Horn to San Francisco. She

made two or three trips to Panama and was again laid

up, being too slow for the service. In 1864, she was sold to

a shipbreaker and junked.

Compressed Air Tools in Workboats

(Continued from page 84)

is in another part of the yard and serves as a booster when

necessary. -Air power from these compressors is distrib-

uted over 2200 feet of 3 -inch line.

There are some practical considerations in running a

shipyard which one doesn't always learn in an engineering

school. Plant Engineer Maple finds that airlines do not

disappear like extension cords frequently do when a

worker has an idea for running electric current to his

garage or elsewhere around his home. Another economy

factor he mentioned was that a frayed airline need not

be replaced for safety sake, but in the case of electric lines,

safety demands immediate replacement at first sign of

wear to prevent an electrical shock or damage. These

economies, along with the lower upkeep cost for air-

operated tools, add to their other money-making values

in building workboats.

In addition to the many pneumatic tools used for

grinding welds, the several chipping and other operations,

along with painting and sandblasting operations mention-

ed, compressed air has proven to be the quick, effective

way for testing boat guards, insulation space around the

fish well and other compartments. The boat guard, for

example, is tested for any possible leaks by soaping the

weld joints and then filling the compartment with com-

pressed air. A gage is used to control the pressure. If

bubbles appear along the seams, a repair is indicated.

These guards serve a dual purpose as reserve tanks. They
are filled with fuel oil on the long trips of the tuna boats,

which cruise as far as the Azores in search of the val-

uable tuna. A reliable fuel reserve can be important at

distances such as that. In order to make periodic tests, a

coupling is welded in the boat guard amidship which

hooks on to the air hose.

National Iron Works' big structural shop does work
for the shipyard and a general fabricating business as

well. Here, compressed air is as widely used as in the yard.

In the section of the shop working on ship fabrication,

some of the applications seen are in air hoists, air-operat-

ed forging hammer and a "home-made" bulldozer.

One of the ten 2-ton motor hoists in use is shown in

Fig. 6. The shop superintendent asserts that the upkeep

on this type of hoist is at the minimum and the lack of

overhead trolley wire clutter is another advantage.

The steam hammer in Fig. 7 might be steam-operated

if the shop had steam, but no heat is required in this San

Diego-located plant, so compressed air does the work.

The blacksmith hammer, moreover, only is used occa-

sionally and with compressed air, pressure is always up

and ready to go to work. The operator is forging a boom
band in the picture.

When a bulldozer was wanted for bending and form-

ing structural members, the shop took an old squeeze

riverter and converted it to the desired purpose as shown

in Fig. 8. The compressive force obtained simply from

coupling the air cylinder to a cam can be multiplied as

much as ten times and gives the shop an effective tool

for special jobs, one that is easily and accurately con-

trolled and which may be applied to a variety of work.

The examples cited and the others which may be

found in the modern shipyard at San Diego have helped

the San Diego tuna fish industry to mark a banner year.

The close of 1946 saw an all-time record catch and pack,

enough to supply half the nation's tuna consumption and

to raise San Diego to the position of the second richest

fishing port in the country.

Admiralty Decisions

(Continued from page 61)

circumstances and, therefore, the case was dismissed.

If the Dollar case or some other case were filed today

against the United States, the individual members of

the Maritime Commission or any other administrative

body could be joined as party defendants provided all

the other requisites set forth in the Act were fully met.

The United States Supreme Court affirmed the decision

of the United States Court of Appeals, District of Co-

lumbia, in April of this year. The United States Supreme

Court repeated what the United States Court of Appeals

had previously held, namely, that suit was properly

against officials of the Maritime Commission because

they were the people who had actual possession of the

shares and the United States was not a party defendant,

named or otherwise. Of course, no discussion is included

within the opinion relative to the applicability of the

Federal Tort Claims Act because the Act was not then

before the court in its relation to the Dollar suit or

otherwise. Under the new act, suit could have been filed

against both the United States and the various members

of the United States Maritime Commission provided that

the other prequisites set forth in the act could be met.

Under those circumstances, the court would not have had

before it the problem of determining whether or not the

United States was a party defendant, either by name or

by implication, because it could be joined along with the

various members of the Commission even though the

United States was not a true party defendant. They could

then move for dismissal and suit could continue against

the various members of the Maritime Commission.
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n-PJMNlTE.
T. M. Reg. • Patents Applied For

DISTRESS
SIGNAL

1,500,000 NOW BEING MADE FOR ARMED FORCES

•k STANDARD — U.S. Novy and

U. S. Navol Air Force.

if STANDARD — U. 5. Morine Corps.

-k APPROVED by the il. S. Cooit Guord

for ships liftbools and life rafts.

if APPROVED by the Civil teronoulici

Administration os replocemeol for

Very pistol and cartridges.

if SPECIFIED by Air Transport Associo-

lien for all inflctable life rafts
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U.S. Coast Guard lest— 33 miles.
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HtRiflL Prooucis, inc. L. L.N.y.

4^0^ Bale

VESSELS
^C/tOO-Displacement from 400 to 4100 tons

A ^iedei CtiXfine6,

225, 900, 1800 Horsepower
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ATTRACTIVE PRICES

ATIOXAL 3IETAL &
STEEL CORPORATION

200 So. Seaside Ave., Terminal Island, Calif.

Phones: Los Angeles: NEvada 623-71

San Pedro Harbor: TErminal 243-8T

MOORE-McCORMACR

AMEKIC A> REPIBLIC S LINE
Freifht and Passenger Service between the East

Coa-t of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL • LRUGUAY • ARGENTINA
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Frei"ht and Passenger Service between the W est

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

A3IERICAX SC ANTIC LIXE
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POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA
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For complete information apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
140 CALIFORNI.A STREET
San Francisro 11. Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles 14. Calif.

DEXTER-HORTON BLILDINC
Seattle 4. Washinslon

BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
Portland 4, Oregon

744 HASTINGS ST. WEST
Vancouver, B. C.

Offices in Principal Cities of the Worlii
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Corrosion and Oxidation Experiences

(Continued from page 47)

steam .nd Water Oulkis

t t _L

FIGURE 20

SECTION THROUGH A SHELL ATTEMPERATOR

atomic hydrogen penetrates the steel causing decarburi-

zation and intergranular disintegration.

Special Type of Corrosion Failure

Before leaving this subject we would like to call at-

tention to a type of failure which has frequently been
confused with the type of failure which we have been
discussing and which was illustrated by Figure 5 to 19

inclusive.

Floor tubes differ from other generating tubes in that

the hot gases are above the tubes; therefore, the top half

is receiving heat and may be hotter than the lower half.

Internally, if velocities are too low, steam will separate

from the water and flow along the top of the tube. Tubes
are best cooled by water; therefore, when they are

periodically contacted by a layer of steam, the metal tem-

perature rises and the iron-steam reaction cuts a groove

into the top of the tube wall. Ultimate failure takes the

form of grooving and blisters.

Examination of such a failed tube shows the groove

to be filled with black oxide of iron which has penetrated

the metal as shallow fingers. Deep etching and micro-

examination do not reveal any signs of the intergranular

disintegration as noted in Fig. 13 to 18.

The metal above the groove has changed structurally

from lamellar pearlite to a state of complete spheroidi-

zation, indicating that the groove was formed when the

metal was at a temperature level close to 1350° F (730°

C).

We have always found that the remaining metal was

in the same condition as when installed, that is, it is free

from the intergranular disintegration noted earlier in

this paper.

(To be concluded in August Pacific Marine Review).

With the Port Engineers

{Continued from page 51)

a ship is turned over to owners, the lubrication system

be inspected by competent personnel. It is not a diffi-

cult task—simply pump the lubricating oil out of the sys-

tem into the settling tank; open the manhole cover of the

sump tank; remove an elbow or blank flange in the lubri-

cating system; remove an elbow from the lubricating oil

cooler, take a flash light and examine the interior—you

can easily and quickly see if deposits are light, heavy, or

that the system is clean. If the system is clean, replace

the fittings and sump tank cover and the job is done.

Two men, a few hours' work, and you have peace of

mind.

If the system is dirty, of course it should be flushed.

Submit a sample of the oil to your oil supplier for an

analysis. They will inform you of its condition.

For the expenditure of a few man hours of labor, you

have protected the owners against the possibility of

maintenance expense running into many thousands of

dollars.

High Lights on Report of Klew York Harbor

(Continued from page 40}

Self-propelled government ships, such as the LSM and

the LST types cannot be used in the canal.

Opened to traffic in 1825, the Erie Canal provided

relatively cheap and speedy transportation and opened

up a new link to the Great Lakes and midwest areas.

Communities along its route became busy trade centers.

Commerce and industry developed rapidly in the terri-

tory it served. Thriving communities, such as Syracuse,

Rochester, UtiCa, Buffalo and Albany developed rapidly.

The canal became the principal route between the At-

lantic Seaboard and midwest states, and the New York-

New Jersey Harbor became the leading port of the

United States.

In 1933, legislation was adopted stipulating that the

canal system was to maintain toll-free and operated by the

State for the benefits of its people by providing ade-

(Please turn to page 102)
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HAVISIDEXOMPANY^
Skif} ClianJleri //V\ ^^V\

J^nduitrial J^upplte^

Sail rnakeri <^^^^^.=*--^^^ Salvage UperationA

40 SPEflR STREET snn FRRncisco, s EXBROOK 0064

If your men are forced

to stand around like this-

because your pumps are

slow and inefficient ....

Then-

DON'T WASTE TIME!
Investigate

VIKING ROTARY PUMPS
Today!

It's Viking for fast and positive delivery, self-priming.

pulsation, dependable long life.

Write lor special Bulletin

Series 4«SU. It will be

sent to you by return

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
E. E. BURTON OE LAVEL PACIFIC COMPANY

2<M0 S. Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles 41 Beale Street. San Francisco

cunnincHflm air uihistle
• ITS CLEAR

• CRISP
• EASY-TO-LISTEN-TO TONE

CARRIES FAR

From Ship Chandlery or Factory

WHISmS FOR EVERY CRAFT

cunnmGHflm mnnuFflCTURinG co.
4200 WEST MARGINAL WAY SEATTLE 6, WASH.

TOrMEY ELECTRIC And
EXGIXEERIIVG CO

PILOT MARINE CORPORATION, New York, N. Y.

Signaling, Communicatirg ard Lighting Equipment

BENDIX MARINE PRODUCTS

PNEUMERCATOR CORPORATION (New York)

Gauges: Liquid Level, Sh'ps D-a«» Pressure. Bcller Water

PLANT MILLS DIRECTION INDICATOR
AND ENGINEER'S ALARM

A. WARD HENDRICKSON 1 CO.. INC.
larlne Lighting Fixtures and Special Equipment for 5lii»boa

Synchro-Master

MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INSTAL-

LATIONS . . . MARINE ELECTRIC FIXTURES . .

.

SUPPLIES AND REPAIRS... ARMATURE WIND-

ING .. . POWERBOAT EQUIPMENT . . . SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONES . . . FIRE

ALARM SYSTEMS

GArfieid 8102 SAN FRANCISCO 115-117 Steuart Street



High Lights on Report of New York Harhor

(Continued from page 100)

quate water routes as an aid to commercial and indus-

trial growth.

Various improvements have been made to the canal

through the years. In 1935, the Federal Government

authorized the deepening of the channel to fourteen feet

between locks, the raising of bridges to permit a twen-

ty-foot overhead clearance above the water line, the lower-

ing of lock sills to thirteen feet and widening of certain

sections to permit greater ease and safety to navigation.

Work on these improvements was suspended during the

war and the rising of the bridges and lowering of lock

sills has not yet been completed.

The Federal Government's recognition of the State

Canal System as an important transportation artery re-

sulted in the deepening of the Hudson River Channel

between New York and Albany to a minimum depth of

twenty-seven feet. This permits ocean-going vessels to

dock 150 miles inland.

C-3 Conversion for Pope & Talbot

(Continued from page .^5)

auxiliary steam air ejectors are Worthington, as are the

ballast pumps, bilge pumps, condensate pumps, fire

pumps, fire & sanitary pumps, fuel oil service and trans-

fer pumps, lube oil pumps, and feed pumps. Pump
motors are mostly Diehl and control apparatus Cutler

Hammer. Fresh water pumps and motors for same are

AOis-Chalmers. Piping, valves and steam whistle are

from the Leslie Company while the steam siren is Foster's.

Compressors

The main air compressor is a Worthington, boilers

Foster Wheeler and most of the distilling equipment for

both fresh and salt water is made by Davis Engineering

Corp.

Refrigeration Plant

Here the compressor is the Carrier type 7G8-LF with a

capacity of 7 tons. The condenser and ice maker also

are Carrier while the motors are Crocker-Wheeler.

Generators

The turbo-generator sets were made by the Murray
Iron Works for the General Electric Co., as were the

gears. G. E. built the 250 kw, 240 volt d.c. generators

and Cummins Engine Co. furnished the emergency 60
kw diesel machine. Generator is General Motors ( Delco)

model 1-3661, 60 kw 120-240 volts, 1500 rpm.

Galley

The galley is located on the shelter deck forward and
is equipped with two Hotpoint Electric ranges and two
Hotpoint shelf broilers. Refrigerators in crew's and offi-

cer's pantries are Copeland.

The Electronic Navigator

By Leora Borders of General Electric

The Seafarer is the first P & T to carry passengers. All

P & T ships have modernistic interiors with brushed

aluminum trim on chairs, dressing and other tables in the

five de luxe staterooms which consist of sitting room,

bedroom and bath. But a new era opens for safe and

pleasant travel through the use of electronic equipment.

The General Electric Electronic Navigator was in-

stalled aboard the Seafarer in San Francisco by Ets-Hokin

and Galvan, who are sole agents for GE radar equip-

ment. Charles T. Haist, Jr., marine representative of the

GE Electronics Division with headquarters in San Fran-

cisco, took the overnight trip with the Seafarer from

San Francisco to Wilmington. Captain Gustav A. Petter-

son, who has been with P & T for 14 years, had had no

practical experience with radar before.

The Seafarer left San Francisco one evening at 4:30

p.m. The navigator was observed from the first, and

showed the land points in the console just as if you were

looking out a window. The night was moonless and visi-

bility very limited but on the scope there appeared a

large steamship, fishing boats and even a low-flying air-

plane. The latter was identified as a plane because of its

speed. Then going out on deck, the port and starboard

lights of the plane could be seen blinking.

Several other objects that were either boats lying at

anchor without lights, perhaps fishing boats or skiffs,

were picked up on the scope. They could not have seen

these boats except on the viewing console.

At 5 a.m. the next morning there was an unusually

heavy fog for about an hour and a half. The captain ob-

served a vessel approaching them on the same course.

Without changing speed, the Seafarer's course was

changed, and not until the other vessel came alongside

could it be seen!

When the Seafarer first got out to sea, the captain

checked bearings with the radar picture. He could get

the same bearings with the navigator that he could by

visual bearing indicator (i.e.—compass and peep-sight).

On this moonless night, land points 30 miles to the

rear—or 30 miles ahead could be seen. They got a

beautiful picture of Monterey Bay with its deep indenta-

tion; picked up famous land points such as Pigeon Point

where the Boston Clipper was wrecked almost a century

ago and gave its name to the dangerous shoals; Point

Sur, Point Conception,—danger points on the ocean

trail.

On the approach to San Pedro Harbor's breakwaters

Catalina Island 20 miles away appeared in the scope;

also the marker buoys. After switching down to the 6

mile scale for entering the harbor, the 2-mile scale was

used for observing the channel right to Wilmington's

piers.

P & T intend to purchase radar for all their vessels

—which means six C-3 types and 1 "Victory ship. They

intend to operate these vessels 200-300 miles up the

river from Buenos Aires to the ports of Rosario and

Santa Fe. It is expected that radar will easily pay for

itself as it costs from $1000 to $1200 dollars a day to

hold up a vessel for fog. In certain ports they just cannot

navigate in thick fog ( such as Gray's Harbor, Coos Bay,

etc.), but now with radar the ships wil be able to get in

and get out.
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Its "tops" bcloiu...

%.. .^' XXXX NICKEL BABBITT

PEDERATED stands for consistent quality in Babbitts

~.
. . and FEDERATED XXXX Nickel Babbitt is stand-

ard in the maritime industry for rebabbitting bearings

difficult to lubricate. Tin base, fine grained, dense struc-

tured, with high ductility that provides excellent run-

ning-in qualities. In port or at sea, XXXX Nickel Babbitt

is real protection against bearing breakdowns!

METALS DIVISION

I AMERICAN SMELTING ond REFINING COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

PORTLAND • SEATTLE • SALT LAKE • EL PASO • BUTTE

LIFE or DEATH?
^^^-— this kit may hold the answer

INTERNATIONAL FLARES
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Don't ship out without distress signals
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International Parachute flares hove
been seen at distances of 36 miles.

Cover approximately 2000 square

miles. Will pierce over-cast under

unusually bad conditions.

Approved by the Bureau of Navigo-
"^tion and Steeimboat Inspection. $63.00

TOiite FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

RILGORE MFG. CO
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"SANTA FLEET"
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Ecuador Peru Bolivia Chile
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THE SEH-RIR ISSUE

(Continued from page 72)

to enactment of the 1938 Civil Aeronautics Act con-

tained no hint of such congressional intent. Indeed, the

record is quite clear that the sponsors of the Act as-

sured the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Com-

mittee that shipping companies, in the administration

of the act and in the award of overseas route certificates,

would receive equal treatment with any other applicants;

Hence it came as a good deal of a shock when the

Civil Aeronautics Board began throwing out the steam-

ship company applicants, one by one on one pretext or

another, until finally in about 1944 it became perfectly

apparent to the most credulous soul that steamship com-

panies were persona non grata simply because they ran

steamships.

To date, not a single steamship company application

has been granted by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Every

application to come before the Board has been denied.

The circumstances of each shipping company in its

own field differ from those of every other shipping com-

pany in other fields, as you gentlemen well know. No
one argues, so far as I am aware, that every steamship

company should arbitrarily be granted the right to use

aircraft. But it is a curious thing that, of all the steam-

ship companies applying for overseas air certificates, the

Civil Aeronautics Board hasn't been able to find a

single one with which it would favor a certificate—even

where no domestic airline wanted the route, even where

no service had ever existed by air, even where no re-

quest for mail compensation was involved.

Consider two instances, and for them let's go across

to the Atlantic. Back in 1940, Waterman Steamship

Corporation asked permission to operate air service be-

tween New Orleans and Puerto Rico. For six long years

that case dragged on the Civil Aeronautics Board's

docket. Then what happened? The Board rejected Water-

man and handed the route over to Chicago & Southern

Air Lines. That was about a year ago. Chicago & South-

ern hasn't started the service yet. Chicago & Southern

is a domestic airline with no previous interest in develop-

ing trade between the mainland and Puerto Rico. De-

velopment of this trade was one of Waterman's primary

interests. But by the Board's action, Puerto Rico from

1940 to date has been denied any scheduled service by

air over this route.

Take another case. Seas Shipping Company is up

against stiff foreign competition in its shipping services

to South Africa. Its foreign competitors can offer ship-

pers a complete package of surface and air transportation.

Seas sought to hold its business by meeting the competi-

tion on even terms. It applied for the right to run air

service from the U. S. to South Africa. The Civil Aero-

nautics Board threw Seas Shipping Company overboard

and gave the route to Pan American. Pan American

hasn't started the service yet. So Seas Shipping char-

tered some air equipment from another steamship com-

pany and started operating a non-scheduled service—just

to have something moving between the Atlantic Coast

and Africa for the convenience of its customers.

To most of the shipping companies which seek the

right to use aircraft in conjunction with their surface

vessels, the question of foreign competition is vital. As

of April 3, 1947, the United States Government had

granted 33 permits to 19 different airlines of 15 dif-

ferent countries, to come into this country over routes

which, by and large, parallel shipping routes. Twenty

companies in 14 other countries had applications pend-

ing. The foreign air carriers, present and prospective,

present a serious challenge to our national trade and

commerce. Many of these foreign airline companies are

owned or eflfectively controlled by foreign steamship

interests. They are in position to offer the customer

—

the same customer for whose business our own Ameri-

can-flag steamship companies are competing—a complete

transportation service while our own people are forced

to stand by with an incomplete line of goods.

The Civil Aeronautics Board, in rejecting the appli-

cations of the shipping companies, hangs its hat upon

its own interpretation of the language of the 1938 Act.

This interpretation has been challenged time and again

by members of Congress, and even the Chairman of the

Board recently told a Congressional Committee that his

four colleagues, who constitute a majority, were wrong.

In any event, the corrective appears to be an amendment

to the Act itself, to make it perfectly clear that the Board

majority's construction is erroneous.

This leads into technicalities and legal verbiage which

there is no point in discussing here. But it is encourag-

ing that this spring, for the first time, the Sea-Air Com-

mittee was granted a full-dress hearing by the House

Interstate Commerce Committee in an atmosphere of

friendly and serious consideration. Predictions are peril-

ous, but there is reason to believe that the shipping

companies have a 50-50 chance of a favorable report

from the Interstate Commerce Committee before the

end of the current session of Congress. It is also en-

couraging to note that the House Merchant Marine and

Fisheries Committee is, so far as we can ascertain, unani-

mously in favor of the shipping company position. The

Interstate Commerce Committee has original jurisdic-

tion over the legislation, however, since it holds legis-

lative jurisdiction over aeronautics subjects.

When and under what circumstances there can be

consideration of Sea-Air legislation on the floor of the

House depends, first, upon the issuance of a favorable

report by the Interstate Commerce Committee, and

second upon whether we can squeeze into the crowded

calendar of the House. As important as the subject is to

the passenger lines, there are a few other questions be-

fore Congress such as taxes, universal training, foreign

policy and the like, and we must keep a perspective

upon our own chances.
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The making of good rope starts with the

fiber—and old timers like Lou Johnson

(see illustration) have a background of

many years experience in judging and

grading fiber that will blend into the

making of the best rope.

Here, again, the important combination

of Men and Rope found in every oper-

ation in rope making in the Tubbs Mills

plays an important part in the finished

product. It is the seasoned experience

of these old time rope makers that for

generations has assured the name Tubbs

a place of leadership in every field in which rope is used

Whenever you specify rope—specify Tubbs Extra Superior Manila. It assures you of a product built to

the standards that only a perfectly balanced combination of Men and Rope can assure.

Johnsoi
41 years with the Tubb
Mills, cheeks fiber
grade in fiber wareho

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR FASCINATING NEW BOOKLET "KNOTS AND THEIR USES"

ILLUSTRATING THE TYING AND USES OF THE MOST IMPORTANT KNOTS AND HITCHES.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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heif're COLUMBfAN NYLON

"CICLON", which won both the

fleet and Class A prizes in the

recent St. Petersburg-Havana race.

k. .JN the sea, on land, or in the air — Columbian "Stabilized"*

Nylon Rope is a star performer. Its superior qualities have been

proved under extreme conditions in industry; on ships, aircraft

and ranch.

Strong? At leost 60% stronger than Manila depending on size!

Durable? It resists the factors that shorten ordinary rope life!

Flexible? Stays flexible wet or dry! Con be stored immediately!

Waterproof? It's naturally woterproof! There is no perceptible

increase in size or weight from water absorption.

Resilient? Definitely! It stretches under stress, absorbs shocks,

yet resumes normal length when force is removed.

Co^^mS^iB^

Appearance? Tops! Smooth — silky — mode from the some

quolity filaments used in the finest stockings!

Columbian's "Stabilized" process makes yarns of nylon

conform to the lay of the rope. Rope is easier to handle; to

splice; and lo knot. Columbian Nylon stays as it was made. This

process is patented by Columbian.

YES, WHEN YOU WANT NYLON ROPE, YOU WANT
COLUMBIAN "STABILIZED" NYLON. THERE /S NO
f/NER ROPE.

ROPE COMPANY
'age 36
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TIME FOR miM
IT IS SAID THAT HISTORY is the record of important decisions of men. Business history may also

be so defined. Decisions of today will extend onward through the years.

There are many decisions to be made now, and their ultimate effect should not be overlooked. The
maritime industry, with centuries behind it and centuries ahead of it, needs the sound judgment of men
who can relate business prosperity to the nation's security, and at the same time overcome the inertia with

which too much government control has afflicted it. There is something to the opinion that business men
should be thankful they don't get all the government they pay for, but there are some things the govern-

ment should do, and the industry is entitled to know what is going to happen from day to day. The
Maritime Commission has certain prerogatives and duties under the Act which created it. It should exercise

the prerogatives and perform the duties, and not permit itself to be batted around by the ICC and the CAB
and Congressional committees and bureau chiefs and assistant presidents, etc., etc.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has definite duties, and one of them is no! the stalling and de-

laying of hearings for eighteen monlhs when vital American interests are at stake, and permitting favored

transportation interests to undermine competition out of business. The Transportation Act of 1920 re-

quires the Commission to make rates reasonable. They are not reasonable. Why 18 months for a hearing/

The Civil Aeronautices Board not only sets up barriers of its own to American shipping but permits

foreign shipping interests to perform services which it forbids to Americans. We wonder if Admiral

Land still remembers his "First Commandment" recited at the Merchant Marine Conference of 1945

—

"No inhibitions and no prohibitions by statute between ocean air and ocean ship." That was before (71

days before) he became associated with air operations.

One of the almost infinite number of things on which George Washington was right was shipping.

He told Congress "We should not overlook the tendency of war to abridge the means, and thereby at least

enhance the price, of transporting goods to their proper markets. I recommend it to your serious reflections

how far and in what mode it may be expedient to guard against embarrassment from these contingencies

by such encouragement to our own navigation as will render our commerce and agriculture less dependent

on foreign bottoms which may fail us in the very moments most interesting to both these great objects . . .

There can be no greater error than to expect or calculate upon real favors from nation to nation. It is an

illusion which experience must cure."' Congress stiU needs to be told. And the country needs to be told such

things as:

That subsidies are not a loss;

That there should be no cessation of shipbuilding;

That the Panama Canal should be free to American intercoastal ships;

That everything that happens in the Orient affects us;

That Hawaii and Alaska are parts of the United States and should be protected in their economy.

That Army and Navy establishments in our port cities are great assets, and should not be harrassed;

and

That the maritime industry is national defense as well as an economic necessity. It should be given

every encouragement.

^iSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

"There is no limit to the good a man can do if he doesnt care who gets the credit."
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CHINOOK

OF PllCtr SOUID

FROM TIME TO TIME during the past four decades

it has been the privilege of the Pacific Marine Review

to record the progress of the Puget Sound Navigation

Co., and its Black Ball Line, which plies the blue waters

of Puget Sound in regular service between Olympia,

Tacoma, Seattle and Victoria. The years have seen famous

vessels come and go in this service; well remembered

are the Rosalie, the Clallam, the City of Bremerton, the

Indianapolis, the Sol Due, the Chippetva, the Iroquois,

and many others, two of which are pictured on page 58

of this issue. There are now 23 vessels in the Puget Sound

Navigation Go's, fleet, whose Black Ball house flag dates

back to 1816 and is the oldest house flag in the American

Merchant Marine.

In the February issue there was announced the keel-

laying of "the most modern and most lavishly equipped

vessel for automobile-passenger service yet built in

America"—the Chinook. The Chinook was launched

April 22 and christened by Mrs. Alexander M. Peabody.
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Successful trial runs were held on June 15. with maiden

voyage on June 25.

Designed by Gibbs & Cox and built at Todd's Seattle

yard, the "Queen Elizabeth of the Inland Seas" is easily

the finest vessel ever put into Sound service.

The Chinook, 318 feet fong, has accommodations for

approximately 1000 passengers and sleeping accommo-

dations for 208 persons in its 100 staterooms. All state-

rooms are equipped with air-conditioning, hot and cold

running water, toilets, and bed ( no berths )
.
One hun-

dred automobiles can be earned with ease on the spacious

car deck.

There are public rooms in abundance, a large semi-

circular dining salon, coffee shop and wide deck areas.

No cost has been spared in decorating and furnishing,

making the Chinook comparable to the finest hotel in

comfort and feeling of welcome to the traveler. Fresh,

light colors predominate, with modified modern furnish-

ings throughout.

Keyed to the modern trend in steamlined transporta-

tion, the complete furnishing and decorating of the

Chinook was handled by Frederick & Nelson, Seattle

division of Marshall Field & Company. The job was

coordinated and supervised by Robert H. Blume of the

Frederick & Nelson studio of interior design and con-

tract departments. Frederick & Nelson decorators spent

eight months planning and executing the interior color

a Realwood table tops: Corridor on Promeni

d bulkhead (right). Marinite marine veneei

icer laced painted; Soffits plain (standard b

eis Office and Sift Shop Marinite o- "-- -

nd lifeboat- the Bridal Suite, bulkhead and soffit,

o, x,„u chromat'e and two finish co'ats of Du Pont synthetic gloss. Good example of fireproof drap

chairs and tables in the staterooms.
. ,_, .

Third row. left to right: Main Dining Salon, showing Formica table top:

same features as described above.

First row from left to right: Garden lounge, showing

bulkheead of steel, ceiling Marinite. standard base:

panionway to Promenade Deck staterooms: Marinite ma

Second row. from left to right: Lobby. Customs Offi

finish: the Promenade Deck, showing Welin d,

de Deck, inboard (left side)

painted: Salon and Com-
se finish).

ffits only with standard base

nite plain—the finish is a filler

Simmons supplied mattresses.

Pullrr type nbolet: Lu«e State showing the



schemes and furnishings, and the Chinook is the first

ship of its type ever to be completely decorated and

furnished by a Seattle firm.

All seating furniture was custom-made to Frederick

& Nelson specifications by a Seattle firm, Tri-Way

Metals Industr)'. Frames are of tubular aluminum and

the furniture is double-stuffed on springs and webbing,

covered by foam rubber over which mohairs, in nubby

weaves, and in varying colors, have been applied to carry

through an artistic decorative plan that blends with the

interior of each room. Flooring throughout the ship, of

marbelized rubber tile, also was made up especially for

the Chinook installation.

The tubular furniture and bed springs have been

treated to prevent reaction to salt water, and all painting,

decoration and furnishings of the ship have also been

especially treated as protection against fire, mildew, fad-

ing, and salt spray.

Marinite
The Chinook is an outstanding example of the way in

which fireproofing and acoustical materials can be built

into a vessel with beautifying results. There is hardly

Left to right: Crew's recreation room. Galley, looking forward from dining salon entrance, showing

Hotpoint range. Galley, looking toward entrance to dining salon.
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a room or section of the ship where Johns-Manville's

Marinite has not been utilized to give a decorative ap-

pearance combined with incombustibility. It has the

further advantages of light weight, high strength, and

low maintenance cost, and the Todd Shipyard joiners

have worked these practical functions into a finished job

that compares favorably with that of the finest hotel.

Many of the photographs herewith show Marinite in

one form or another, as indicated in the captions. There

is a total of 14,556 sq. ft. of Marinite on the ship.

Furnishings

Leaving the lobby, passage ways lead toward the state-

rooms on the promenade deck. In this group of state-

rooms there are 14 de luxe staterooms accommodating

two people, the walls of which are carried through in a

calla lily green. The draperies of salmon hue, on the win-

dows contrast the wails in color and the floors are car-

ried through in a cocoa brown. Each of the de luxe state-

rooms is equipped with a Crane Co. combolet. a Sim-

mons armchair and a Simmons dressing table together

with grip stands and all necessarj' accommodations for

travel comfort. All beds have Simmons Marine Beauty-

rest mattresses and the bedspreads are attractive in their

display of salmon tone which adds to the interesting ef-

fect of these rooms. On each dressing table is a large

lamp in lucite and aluminum with plastile shade. Other

staterooms on the promenade deck have been furnished

in the same interesting color scheme.

Passengers will be delighted with the lavish salon in

the center of the ship, decorated and furnished in rose-

beige, floors in gray-rose. Occasional chairs in tones of

rose green, walnut and yellow hues creating a most

satisfying color scheme. Foam rubber gives added com-

fort to the furniture and the entirely double stuffed

frames of all pieces is an indication of the care with

which details have been studied. Between the stanchions

in the salon is a large, hand-carved lucite map showing

the topographical details of Puget Sound and the terri-

tories served by the Puget Sound Navigation Company.

The after lounge is done in mulberry' with the floors

rha new Flagship of lli« Puqet Sound Navigation Company.

(The Black Ball Line), M. V. "Chinook" on her maiden voyage

from Puget Sound Navigation Company's Colman Ferry

Terminal, Seattle, for the new terminal at Victoria, British

Columbia.

in cocoa rubber tile. Draperies in glass cloth of figured

materials, are carried out in tones of greys, chartreuse,

and deep violet tones. The furniture is covered in deep

magentas, turquoise blues, yellows and grays. All furni-

ture in the lounge is arranged to make conversational

groupings and all banquettes which are used in this room
are placed for the comfort of the traveler who easily can

view the ever-changing scenery through the large plate

glass windows. Furniture frames throughout are in

amadolized aluminum and all filled with foam rubber

to appeal to the most critical person.

Forward is the Garden Lounge. In this room the walls

are of turquoise blue with white screens along the win-

dow perforary where flower boxes with growing plants

add to the attraction of this lounge. The furniture is a

series of tile terra cotta tones, turquoise blue, walnut,

gray and yellow hues. The unique method of decoration

employed in the use of standing screens, together with

the connecting valances, which are carried through in

extruded material, enhances the beauty of the Garden
Lounge. Both the forward lounge and the after lounge
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Alexander M. Peabody,

president of Puget
Sound Navigation
Company of Seattle.

George H. Lent, one

of the directors of

company and one of

founders of Black Ball

Line and Alaska Steam-

ship Company.

are furnished with card tables and comfortable chairs,

in addition to the overstuffed furniture.

Beautiful staterooms on the boat deck are decorated

with salmon walls and draperies in gray-green. The beds

all have inner spring mattresses and are covered with

bedspreads in the same green tone which predominates

in the draperies. All these staterooms are equipped with

Crane Co. combolets and dressing tables with mirrors.

Here again the mattresses, chairs, dressing tables, night

tables, and grip stands are by Simmons.

Near these staterooms is the coffee shop, or "quickie"

dining salon, in which passengers will be served coffee,

sandwiches and pastries from electric equipment. The

coffee shop has chartreuse walls and a vermilion red

ceiling from which port lights illuminate the service

counter. The counter top is carried out in vermilion red

with the face of the counter in a chartreuse leather. The

seats before the counter are stools with upholstered tops

covered in vermilion red. Draperies at the windows are

made in widths to cover completely the windows which

lead to the passage ways. This material is of glass cloth in

pattern colors of chartreuse and vermilion red.

Near the coffee shop is located the dining salon, seat-

ing 108 persons. The salon is a giant semi-circle room
where view has been given every attention. The entire

perforary of this room is a series of large plate glass win-

dows so that the view outward is not interfered with at

any time. Under this perforary of windows are large

upholstered seats in dove gray which accommodate the

diner, tables and chairs being placed in front of the seats

which carry through throughout the perforary of the

room. The walls of the dining room are carried out in

dove gray. The ceiling, which is a spider web of beams,

forms a rosette in the center of the room. The floors are

carried through in an azure blue of rubber tile. The
draperies are in yellow glass cloth in patterns of yellow.

blue and white. All the dining room chairs have fully

upholstered backs and seats for the comfort of the pas-

senger. Chairs are filled with foam rubber and covered

in an azure blue striped mohair. This salon has been

decorated and furnished to give the passenger every

opportunity for relaxation during meal time.

There are 50 staterooms on the cabin deck. These

rooms have been carried through in butter yellow with

draperies before the port holes of gray and yellow stripes.

Floors are in brown to complement the yellow and the

beds all have inner spring mattresses and are covered

with colorful bedspreads. All these staterooms, too, are

equipped with Crane combolets. But when you say

"Beautyrest, ' little more need be said about a stateroom.

Beneath the car deck, the last word in marine engi-

neering is immediately in evidence. The main propulsion

power plant in the Chinook is diesel electric, consisting

of four General Motors diesel engines, 16 cylinders each,

Model 278-A, driving four AUis-Chalmers MHC direct

current generators. Starting air compressors are IngersoU

Rand. These in turn drive four Westinghouse motors

which operate in pairs to two main shafts through Farrel-

Birmingham reduction gears. The motors rated 1128 hp,

490 volts d.c, totally enclosed, self-ventilating. Each of

the two shafts transmit 2400 hp at 310 rpm. The propel-

lers are 8'-6" diameter of manganese bronze, three

blades, made by the Coolidge Propeller Company, Seattle.

There are six Welin lifeboats, with Welin davits and

winches.

In the auxiliary engine room are two ship's service

Westinghouse 200 kw generators driven by General

Motors diesels 8 cylinders each. Model 268-A, furnish-

ing power for all the auxiliary machinery, lighting, cook-

ing, radar and radio. Heating of the vessel is by steam

furnished by two Cyclotherm boilers m.-ide by the Ames
Iron Works division of General Furnace Corporation.

Purifiers for diesel and lubricating oils are by Sharpies
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V'entiJarion—Cooking
AM passenger and crew spaces on the C^inuoe are

vta^aeed with electrically driven fans located in the

fan room on the boat deck. Th-^re ire iijn-irr ir,,;Wi.- ,-,-,o_

the left; R. J. Lamont, wtce president of Todd Shipyards

CcrporafTon, where Chinook was built.

• the right: I. 0. Sirse. general freight and passenger agent,

Puget Sound Navigation Co.

trolled heaters in the ventilation ducts for heating the

vesseL The engine rooms have forced ventilation with-

out heaters.

The galley is all electric including Hotpoint ranges.

Toasters, refrigerators, dish washers and vegetable peel-

ers are aU electric. GaUey stores are moved to the galley

from the car deck by an electrically operated dumb
waiter. There is a second dumb waiter from the gallev

to the crews' mess room, assuring food for the crew in

the same hoc. tasty, form as will be enjoyed by passengers

in the main dining salon.

Bunker capacity is 63,710 gallons of fuel oil and
29,500 gallons of fresh water.

Responsible for the outstanding position of the Puget

Sound Navigation Company in the shipping world are

the following officers and directors:

Officers; Ales M. Peabody, president; C F. Lonergan,

vice president in charge of traffic; H. I. Anderson, vice

president, in charge of operations; H. C Strassburger.

secretary-treasurer; E. W. Peabody, marine superintend-

ent; Neil
J. McCullough, superintendent, maintenance

and repairs.

Board of Directors include Lawrence Bogle, chairman,

H. C Strassburger, secretary, J. E. Blodel, George H.

Lent. L. B. Peabody. Alex M. Peabody. H. I. AnderS45n

ind C. R- Loneraan.

^•onr left -c rfgnt: fHeil J. ^4.;-

CuHcugn. Siioer firefl deff t g^

Wainrenance i Aecairs. Puger

Sound Na^^gation Company
Oagtain Lyi* Fowler, tnast^r cf

OrinccJr, and B^mg IHiisen, drief

«ntjin*mr of rtre Chinccit.
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VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

WITH THE VISIT OF THE JOHNSON LINES

MOTORSHIP SUECIA to the West Coast during

July, one of the most promising new developments in

marine propulsion came back into the news. Attention

was called to this feature in an editorial in Pacific Marine

Review in August 1946.

The Suecia is a twin screw vessel of 7400 tons com-

pleted in 1944, and is equipped with twin KaMeWa
propellers 14 ft. 10 inches in diameter, giving .t500 bhp

at 125 rpm, for a total of 7000 hp. These are the largest

variable pitch propellers in the world.

A control pillar on the Captain's bridge can contain

all the devices necessary for operating the propellers and

the engine.

For adjusting the pitch of the screw there is a lever

connected mechanically to the operating gear on the

propeller shaft. By the simple movement of this lever

the propeller blades can be set for any required pitch

between full ahead and full astern. For going ahead, the

handle is moved forward from the neutral position and,

for going astern, it is moved backwards. Thus, mistakes

are most unlikely to be made. Every position of the

handle corresponds to a certain pitch of the screw and it

cannot be moved faster than the propeller blades will

turn. Thus, one can check on the bridge that everything

is functioning correctly, which arrangement gives the

captain the confident feeling that he has full control of

the machinery and of the ship. Adjustment of the pro-

peller from full-speed ahead to full-speed astern is effect-

ed in 5 to 15 seconds, depending on the size of the

propeller. However, one can stop in the shortest time by

pausing several seconds at the propeller setting—5°

—

and then slowly going to full astern.

For controlling the engine the equipment includes a

tachometer, push buttons for adjusting the speed, a

switch for emergency stopping of the engine, and a push

button for signalling to the engine room.

The speed altering device is used; I fthe vessel is

required to proceed at slow speed for a considerable time,

because it is then more economical to run the engine at

a lower speed; When extra speed is required, the propel-

ler pitch then being reduced so that the engine revolu-

tions can be increased above normal. In this way more

power is developed by the engine without overloading;

for adjusting the speed to avoid vibration; if the distance

between the bridge and the engine is small, the speed

altering device can be a purely mechanical arrangement

of hand wheel, sprockets with chains, etc.

The switch is used when the engine is to be stopped at

the end of the voyage or if there is a risk that a wire,

towline, etc. may foul the propeller.

The push button for signalling enables the order to be

given to start the engine—or, alternatively, the propeller

can be controlled by the engine room staff in response to

telegraph signals in the normal way.

Motorships

It is claimed by the manufacturer that this propeller

has the following advantages for motorships in general;

Maneuverability superior to that of any system with fixed

bladed propeller;

PROPELLER, SHAFT AND DISTRIBUTING BOX
The pressure oil required for operating the blade is supplied

by a gear pump driven from the propeller shaft which is

made hollow. The oil is introduced to the bore of the shaft

through the distributing box placed on the coupling flange of

the propeller shaft, and then passes through a hollow connect-

ing the shaft bore to the control vaUe in the hub.
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The speed of the ship can be kept at any value down

to zero;

In harbors, canals and locks, and when navigating in

fog the ship can be given a moderate speed, whereas the

engine runs at full speed always ready to develop its full

output;

All propeller and other adjustments can be made by

the navigating officer on the bridge, when mistakes are

practicaUy out of the question or can be noted and cor-

rected before anything untoward happens.

Carbonization and wear of the engine are reduced* as

also the risk of cracked cylinders since the engine does

not have to be reversed and the stops and starts are re-

duced to a minimum: hence, lower costs for maintenance

and depreciation;

The engine can be run at full speed and thus its full

power utilized under all conditions, both when the vessel

is loaded, or light, or towing, or icebreaking;

Greater possibilities for forcing the ship ( by increas-

ing the revolutions )

;

• Examination of English srati?

every staning up increases ihe

Motor experts on this aspect hav<

the cylinders while maneuvering

certain harbors than during the v

tics shows that, with large diesel engii

wear equal to about 16 hours runni

: found that there is even greater weai

in and out of the long approaches

rhole journey across the Adantic.

Speed where vibrations occur can be avoided more

readily;

The engine can be simpler and air compressor equip-

ment smaller. The number of maneuvering operations is

no longer limited b ythe amount of air in the container;

By setting the blades in the zero position the engine

can be tested with full speed while moored at the pier;

By using an ordinary speed governor instead of an

overspeed governor, more stable running is obtained in

rough seas. ( No racing of the propeller.

)

Tugboats

As the speed of the ship can be varied simply and

immediately over its whole range, the towline can be

tautened without jerks and, during towing, the speed can

be altered with a minimum of adjustment to the engine.

Quicker and surer maneuvering because the control is

direct from the bridge and the engineer is not tied to

the operating gear but has plenty of time to attend to

the machinery.

Both when towing and when travelling free the pro-

peller pitch can be adjusted so that the full speed and thus

the full power of the engine can be utilized. Therefore,

(Please tarn to page 104)
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TUIiBli- ELECTRIC PROPniMDwwin
By HUGHES W. DGILVIE, sales engineer with

General Electric's Federal & Marine Section.

Editor's Note: On June 30 the Northern California Section of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers heard a very

well prepared paper on Turbine-Electric Equipment. Part of the paper is published herein and the remainder, together

with prepared discussion from the floor, will appear in the September issue.

President William Warren very ably conducted the meeting of the Section which was the first under the following

officers: President, William Warren, of American Bureau of Ships; Vice President, H. P. Champlain, of United Fruit Co.;

Secretary, Lester White, of Matson Navigation Co.

THE NEW TRANSPACIFIC LINERS, the President

Cleveland and the President Wilson, will be ships

of which every American can be proud. These ships

combine not only luxuriousness, safety, comfort, and

recreational facilities in the passenger quarters, but also

many interesting engineering developments in the engine

rooms. This combination is setting a new standard in

marine transportation.

The technical side of the picture is a little more diffi-

cult to depict than is the artistic, for it touches almost

every field of modern engineering.

The power plants, which furnish power for driving the

ship, and for auxiliary purposes are comparable in size

to many land central stations.

Turbine-Electric Propulsion Equipment
The turbine-electric propulsion equipment on each

of the new vessels consists of two turbine-driven, alter-

nating-current generators, each normally rated 6890 kw,

3600 rpm, 3500 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 1.0 power

factor. However, each of these sets has a continuous

maximum rating of 7650 kw at 3610 volts and 3715 rpm.

The steam conditions at the turbine throttle are nor-

mally 590 lb. gage pressure and 815 F total tempera-

ture with an allowable maximum of 600 lb. gage and

850 F total temperature. The turbines are designed for

28.75 in. vacuum referred to a 30-inch barometer.

The propelling motors, which are of the synchronous

types, are each normally rated 9000 shaft-hp at 120 rpm,

and 10,000 shaft-hp maximum at 124 rpm. These motors

may be operated at 110 per cent of normal speed, pro-

vided the normal rated horsepower is not exceeded.

Each turbine-generator supplies power to an indi-

vidual propelling motor under normal operating condi-

tions. Cross-over connections are provided, however, for

driving both propelling motors in parallel from either

turbine-generator at reduced powers and speeds.

The turbines are 14-stage impulse machines and auto-

matically speed-governed by means of a hydraulic follow-

up after the speed lever on the operating panel has been

moved to the desired position.

Three extraction steam openings are provided in the

turbine casing for supplying steam for heating the feed

water in three steps to a final temperature of 310 F, for

evaporator use, and for miscellaneous heating purposes.

The turbine rotors, including wheels and shaft, are

milled from solid steel forgings.

The generators are of the totally enclosed type with

water coolers installed inside of the casing for taking

the heat out of the re-circulating air.

The synchronous propelling motors are totally en-

closed like the generators and cooled by the same method.

The motors are 60-pole machines and have a speed ratio

between generator and motor of 30:1. Squirrel-cage

windings are imbedded in the rotor poles for bringing

the motors up to near synchronous speed before apply-

ing current to the rotor field poles.

Provision has been made for using the motors as

generators during crash reversals from top speeds ahead.

The energy so generated is absorbed in a bank of resistors.

The P-2 types of transports are the first modern turbine-

electric propelled ships to make use of dynamic braking

for absorbing the stored energy of a fast-moving hull to

slow down rapidly.

Auxiliary Turbine-Generator Sets

Two turbine-driven auxiliary power generating sets

are installed in each engine room. The turbines are of

the high-speed, compact, efficient Naval type, each oper-

ating at a speed of 10,033 rpm and geared through a

single-reduction gear to give an output speed of 1200

rpm at the generator shaft.

Three generators are driven in tandem by each tur-

bine-gear unit. The ratings of the generators and their

uses are as follows:

1—500 kw, 6 pole, 0.8 pf., 450 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase,

1200 rpm, totally enclosed, water-cooled, alternat-

ing-current generator, for furnishing practically all

auxiliaty power aboard ship.

1—20 kw, 6 pole, 120/240 volt, 3-wire, 1200 rpm,

direct-current generator, for furnishing excitation

to the main propulsion generator and motor fields,

and power for the forced-draft blowers.
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1—750 ampere (momentary), 100 volt, 6 pole, 1200

rpm, direct-current booster exciter. This booster

exciter is used when operating the synchronous

motor on its squirrel-cage winding, and also serves

to maintain constant volts per cycle during high

intermittent torque demands of the motor.

The 200 kw direct-current generator is used in port

for furnishing current to the deck auxiliaries, such as:

anchor windlass, capstan, and cargo winches. This avoids

duplication of power generating equipment for port use.

The auxiliary turbines are six-stage machines, designed

to operate under normal steam conditions of 575 lb.

gage pressure, 815 F total temperature at the throttle,

and 28.75 in. vacuum at the exhaust flange. The turbine

rotors consisting of shaft and wheels are machined from

solid steel forgings the same as the main propulsion

units. The efficiency of the units is very high, the steam

consumption being only 10.6 lb. per kw-hr under rated

load conditions.

The 500 kw ac generators are totally enclosed with

water coolers situated in the top half of the casings.

The direct-current machines are furnished with drip-

proof covers.

The large generators are totally enclosed in casings

where the temperatures can be controlled. This prevents

such generators being used for vacuum cleaners and the

plugging up of ventilating ducts in the cores by dust and

oily vapor sludge formations.

The main power is transmitted to the propeller shaft

by magnetic attraction across air gaps where there is

nothing to wear out. Vibrations are dampened by the

amortisseur windings on the motor and thereby pre-

vented from being transmitted to the prime movers.
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Almost 80 per cent of ship's speed can be attained with

one engine room shut down.

PART II

Dynamic Braking Control

This section of the paper deals with the control

changes which were made on the P-2 types of ships to

effect speedy crash reversals from normal and maximum
speeds ahead to reverse in the shortest possible length

of time. The ability to make such reversals is one of the

requirements on all Naval vessels. In merchant ship

service, however, an operation of this nature is seldom,

if ever, required, as ships ordinarily slow down before

entering harbors. The additions which were made in the

control apparatus on the P-2 ships may therefore be con-

sidered more in the light of "added emergency" features,

as the measures applied do not concern reversals from

ship speeds below 85 per cent speed.

The problem of crash reversals from top speeds in-

clude such factors as: the initial speed and weight of

the ship which is a measure of its stored energy; the

propeller efficiency and its torque characteristics when
being driven as a water turbine by the ships momentum;
and the ability of the propulsion power plant to rapidly

absorb the stored energy in the moving huU by applying

a counter torque to the propeller, thereby bringing the

ship to rest.

The P-2 ships have a displacement weight of 21,900

tons, a normal rated speed of 21.0 knots and a maximum
rated speed of 21.7 knots.

There are two methods by which a propelling motor

of the synchronous type with squirrel cage starting wind-

ing can be used to apply a counter torque to the propeller
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Turbine Generator Unit
Central Panel

shaft and thereby absorb the stored energy in the moving

hull. These are:

1. By plugging the motor on its squirrel cage wind-

ing. This action takes place when the power leads

to the motor are reversed and field current applied

to the generator only. The motor during this period

of plugging is attempting to run in the reverse di-

rection while the ship momentum is still driving

the propeller in the forward direction as a water

turbine.

2. By dynamic braking action. In this case the power

leads between the generator and motor are dis-

connected and field current applied to the field of

the motor. This turns the motor into a waterwheel

generator. The power produced can be quickly

absorbed in an external resistor bank.

The limitation in the use of system one is rotor heat-

ing as the power absorbed is largely dissipated in the

squirrel cage winding. System two is not limited to the

same extent as the power absorbed is dissipated in an

external resistor bank.

For a full understanding of the application problems

involved, the fundamental characteristics of the various

components will be described.

Characteristics of Squirrel Cage

Induction Motors

To adequately design a motor for a specific purpose re-

quires a full and complete knowledge of the character-

istics and duty cycle of the driven apparatus.

The characteristics include such items as ( 1 ) the start-

ing or breakaway torque requirements; ( 2 ) the time

required to accelerate the driven apparatus from stand-

still to rated speed; and ( 3 ) the nature of the load dur-

ing operation at rated speed. The latter includes any

variation from the norm such as an intermittent high

peak load which might tend to stall the motor.

The duty cycle relates to the continuity of service and

whether the motor is to operate continuously or inter-

mittently.

Squirrel cage motors are made in a variety of types to

suit different services. These variations in type are accom-

plished by altering the resistance of the squirrel cage

windiog.

In both the industrial and marine auxiliary power

field, squirrel cage induction motors have become more

or less standardized into three types, as follows:

1. The low resistance rotor type which has small slip

at rated load and speed, high pull-out torque value,

and normal starting torque. Motors of this type have

low rotor losses at rated speed and are therefore

ideal for continuous operation. Motors of this type

are used extensively for driving centrifugal pumps
and fans and also for other applications where the

starting torque requirements are not too severe.

2. The high resistance rotor type has high slip at rated

load and speed, and its maximum breakdown or

starting torque occurs at standstill. Because of the

high rotor losses at running speed, motors of this

type are used for intermittent service where the

starting torque requirements are quite high. Typi-

i Please turn to page 96)
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S.S. United States Victory of the

India Steamship Company. Her

main propulsion oil system is one

of four cleaned by means of high

solvency petroleum cleaner,

in April, 1947.

CLEili OF lHli TURBIi OIL SmEHS

PETROLEUM SOLVENTS ARE BEING USED
WITH SUCCESS in cleaning the lubricating oil

systems of ship propulsion turbines. Flushing of oil lines,

tanks and other component parts of new steam turbine

oil systems before introducing the main oil charge has

long been accepted practice. The purpose of such a pro-

cedure is to remove mill scale, core sand, rust preven-

tives and similar foreign matter, thus lightening the

burden on the main oil charge which is expected to per-

form its duties many years.

The need for cleaning the systems of turbines which

were previously in service was definitely established when

inhibited turbine oils were developed. It was found that

all traces of oil oxidation products should be removed

in order to obtain full value from the new charge. Ac-

tually, any turbine oils can be expected to perform

satisfactorily throughout considerably longer service life

if not contaminated when first placed in service by the

remnants of old oil. Among the various factors which are

harmful to turbine oils, oxidized used oil is among the

foremost. Since a several thousand gallon fill of new

oil represents a considerable investment, the fact that

its service life can be appreciably shortened by the pres-

ence of oil deterioration products emphasizes the need

for thorough removal of the latter. The mixing of new
and old oils of any type decreases the effectiveness of the

new oil, particularly if the old oil is much deteriorated.

Cleaning is especially advisable if a system has been shut

down and coated with preservative during layup.

Types of Cleaners

Petroleum cleaners are organic solvents. Their pri-

mary action is to dissolve coatings of oxidized oil, slimes

and lacquers from interiors of pipes, oil coolers, tanks,

and from around bearings. In addition to solvent duties,

cleaners should be able to cause dissociation of sludges

into oil and water phases, and to effect removal of both

phases. To facilitate the latter, small percentage of other

organic chemical solvents are added to the petroleum

solvent base.

Two types of petroleum solvent cleaners have been

used successfully, each adapted to particular conditions.

For new turbine systems, where, as mentioned above, the

purpose of cleaning is to remove sand, mill scale and

such materials left from manufacture, a low viscosity

cleaner having a light lubricating oil base is suitable.

For turbine systems in which old oil has left deposits.
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successful cleaning is best effected special products hav-

ing a high degree of solvency.

Although petroleum solvents can dislodge loose rust by

mechanical washing action during circulation, they can-

not be expected to remove tightly bound rust. Wire

brushing or similar hand cleaning may be necessary if

such rust exists.

Petroleum solvent cleaners have distinct advantages

which make their use relatively simple and safe. Since

they do not react with any materials normally found

in turbine oil systems, precipitation of harmful deposits

resulting from their use is impossible. Because they are

completely miscible with turbine oil in any proportions,

their complete removal by displacement with oil is easy

and effective. (Finishing by wiping with lintless rags

is also necessary.)

Cleaning Procedure

After it is determined that a particular system can

best be cleaned by means of petroleum solvents, all the

old oil should be drained and pumped out, preferably

while warm. It is desirable that insofar as possible, all

lines and tanks be completely emptied of old oil. After

this is done, enough solvent is pumped into the sump

tank so that it may be freely circulated by the main lub-

ricating oil service pump. Fine mesh ( 100 per inch

recommended ) baskets are installed in the duplex mag-

netic strainer housings. Cloth bags likewise installed may

also be used after the wire screen has removed larger

impurities. Circulation of cleaner is then begun, during

which the solvent is heated to about 150° F. Heating

may be effectively done by connecting steam lines to the

water side of at least one lubricating oil cooler. The

length of time for circulation depends on the amount

of deposits to be removed. In general, cleaning can be

accomplished in 12 to 24 hours' circulation, but must

be continued until the oil strainers do not collect any

more foreign matter and all metal surfaces visible through

inspection holes are definitely deposit free. It is well to

circulate cleaner through all oil tanks, lines, and coolers,

and to utilize both service and standby oil pumps enough

so that the system of each may be thoroughly cleaned.

Particularly in the early stages of cleaning, strainer

baskets must be frequently changed and cleaned of ac-

cumulated dirt to avoid possible rupture of them through

excessive pressure difference. It is often advisable to con-

nect a hose and spray nozzle to a high pressure oil source

in the system, and wash with a stream of solvent surfaces

(Please turn to page 89)

After five years operation following good initial cleaning job.

microscopic examination failed to show an appreciable wear

on this high speed pinion.

Reduction gears after three years of operation on the same

batch of inhibited turbine oil. Shell Turbo Cleaner was used

prior to inserting new oil change.

Oil's eye view of duplex strainer with rust, scale and chips

• removed in five minutes of circulation. Improper cleaning of

new turbine resulted in pickup of this matter by the new oil.
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EVERETT PACIFIC RECOKVERTS

%W SCORPION

PREPARATORY TO ENTERING the transpacific

cargo-passenger service, the Sea Scorpion, recently

acquired by the Pacific Transport Lines from the U. S.

Maritime Commission, is undergoing complete repair and

reconversion at the yard of Everett Pacific Shipbuilding

and Dry Dock Company, Everett, Washington.

Built in 1945 for the U. S. Maritime Commission by

the Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., the Sea Scorpion is a C-3

type cargo vessel of 12,000 tons deadweight, is 465 feet

long, and has a speed of 17 knots.

One of the major items included in the specifications

called for repair of extensive hull damage which covered

practicaly the full starboard side of the vessel. Indenta-

tions in plates and frames varied in depth up to about

eight inches. The damage was mostly in an area two

strakes wide between frames 62 and 146, some of which

was in way of reefer spaces and tank compartments. The

areas or sections showing the greatest amount of damage

were cropped or cut out, sent to the plate shop, faired

and returned in their entirety including the respective

frames involved. This entire area, involving approxi-

mately 1550 square feet and 30 tons of steel, was not

removed plate by plate and frame by frame, but rather

was taken out in four sections with frames attached.

As may be seen in detail in the accompanying photo-

graphs, these sectional removals were made as follows:

1. G & H Strake, frames 59% to lOVz inclusive, in

way of #2 Hold. Tween deck connecting shell in

way of G strake. Frames 67, 68 and 69 removed

separately, faired and returned.

2. G & H Strake, frames 70y2 to 861/2 inclusive, in

way of #2 and #3 Hold. Tween deck connecting

shell in way of G strake. Reefer area in way of H
strake, and upper edge of G. Frames 73, 74 and

75 removed separately, faired and returned.

3. G Strake, frames 105y2 to IIIV2 inclusive, in way

of machinery space. H Strake, frames IO3V2 to

1 1 1 Va inclusive, in way of starboard settling tank

and boiler room.

4. G Strake, frames 116y2 to 127y2 inclusive, in way

of machinery space and #4 Hold. H Strake, frames

114y2 to 129y2 inclusive, in way of reefer ma-

I Please turn to page 108)

At top: The Sea Scorpion shortly after her arrival at the Everett Pacific

yard for reconversion. Upon completion, she will be renamed the Pacific

Transport and become the flagship of Pacific Transport Lines transpacific

fleet.

Center: Starboard side of Sea Scorpion looking aft. Second and third

sections cut out by yard are slightly aft of midship. Together they

weighed 12 tons with an area of 665 sq. ft. After fairing in Plate Shop
they will be set back in place for welding.

At bottom: Starboard side looking forward showing huge sections re-

moved by yard for straightening. The forward section weighing 8 tons

and covering a 364 sq. ft. area, has already been returned from shop and
set in place preparatory to welding. Note the open area with frames
missing. This 10 ton, 520 sq. ft. section was sent to shop for fairing with

frames attached.
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fhe Sovereign of the Seas in 1637. Inside there was wormy bread.

THE SHIPS Um\
PART II - mmmw

By A. J. Dickie

ABOUT 350 B. C. a famous Athenian painter named

Antiphilus wrote a rather poetic description of his

favorite outdoor sport which gives us a good idea of the

methods used in preparing food on shipboard in those

far of! days. Says he "Mine be a mattress on the poop

and the awnings over it sounding with the blows of the

spray and the fire forcing its way out of the hearth

stones and a pot upon them with empty turmoil of bub-

bles; and let me see the boy dressing the meat and my

table be a ship's plank covered with a cloth; and a game

of pitch and toss, and the boatswain's whistle."

Reading between these lines we see that the open air

galley or marine kitchen of the ancients was a crude

forerunner of the modern garden fireplaces fitted for

outdoor cooking.

A raised hearth generally arched to admit passage of

air between deck and stones and having a square or ob-

long enclosure of stone built to surround the fire with an

opening on one side fitted with a grate and damper, and

an opening on top for a large pot provided our fore-

fathers both on land and afloat with the means of boil-

ing or roasting anything that required cooking.

In front of the grate opening or fastened in the stones

alongside of that opening would be the brackets to sup-

port a spit on which the broiling or roasting was done,

usually with the help of a boy who turned the spit so

that the meat or fowl would be evenly heated and not

burned on one side. Electrically operated and heated

broiling spits for poultry may be seen today in many

cafe windows in San Francisco or any other large city.

For baking bread there were various arrangements, such

as chambers with doors built into the structure of these

fireplaces, or Dutch ovens of iron, or raking out the fires

and baking on the hot stones.

In early days of navigation when life was a leisurely

business practically all sea travel was coastwise. The
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ships were usually laid up at night, and part of the crew,

passengers or soldiers put ashore to forage.

Herodotus tells us that one of the Pharaohs of Egypt

chartered several Phoenician galleys with their crews and

officers and sent them on an exploring trip to circum-

navigate Africa. Three years after they left the Mediter-

ranean they arrived in the Red Sea, after coasting all

the way and even having gone ashore and grown crops

of corn to replenish their stores. There were always

edible fish in the sea, and edible animals ashore.

The old Viking ships, which made long voyages, such

as Norway or Denmark to Iceland or to Greenland, or

to Palestine, had bronze cooking pots heated over open

fires much the same as those of the ancient Greeks. In

their coastwise voyages these hardy seamen usually pull-

ed into some fiord or harbor at night and spread a great

awning over the vessel for shelter. Often they built their

cooking fires on the beach. Their staple provisions were

salt meat, salt fish, and hard dry bread. The "Saga of the

Ere-Dwellers" tells us "In those days was it the wont of

the Chapmen to have no cooks, but the messmates

chose by lot among themselves who should have the ward

of the mess day by day. Then too was it the wont of the

shipmen to have their drink in common, and a cask

should stand by the mast with the drink therein, and a

locked lid was over it. But some of the drink was in tuns,

and was added to the cask thence, as soon as it was

drunk out."

The commander on Viking ships had his own mess-

table or meat-board.

An interesting paper on the development of Naval

Architecture by Nathaniel Barnaby read in 1860 at the

first meeting of the Institute of Naval Architects throws

some light on the evolution of the galley and its im-

portance on shipboard. The paper covers five hundred

years from 1360 to 1860 and shows that in the 15th

century "cabins for all ordinary purposes were intro-

duced into British ships, particularly war ships." Such

small enclosed spaces included "a buttery, a pantry, a

spicery, an ewery, and a chandlery," surrounding the

"galley and cooking apparatus," which were in the cen-

tral portion of the hold of the ship. This left only the

"extremities" of the ship for stowage. The great ship

"Henry Grace de Dieu" was built in this fashion in 1515.

By 1560 according to Barnaby the naval architects

learned the weakness of this plan which by forcing all

the heavy stowage to the "extremities" of the ships,

caused much hogging in their hulls and made them very

cranky and hard to steer in rough weather. So they moved
the galley up on deck leaving the entire hold space for

stowage which was a very major improvement. During

the 15th century, with the small stowage space, when-

ever an English ship was fully manned for fighting she

had to have a tender or "victualler" go along with her

to supply provisions for the crew. During the l6th cen-

tury cooks were carried on British war vessels while

France and other West European nations still had the

messes of the crew do their own cooking.

Each ship carried a steward whose duty is was "to

deliver out the victuals" to each mess. Each mess ate and

slept and kept their personal property in a space between

two guns on the main or gun deck. These spaces differed

in area so the mess might be four, five, or six men.

The general rule of allowances for rations is interest-

ing. It "allowed" to every man and boy: one pound of

bread and a gallon of beer per day; on flesh days (Sun-

day, Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday ) one pound of

beef or one pound of pork with pease per day; on fish

days { Wednesdays and Saturdays ) a side of fish ( haber-

dine, ling or cod ) to each mess of four men and seven

ounces of butter and 14 ounces of cheese, per day; on

Fridays half the allowance of fish plus the butter and

cheese.

The beef and fish were preserved in salt pickle in

barrels and frequently putrid. The bread was dry, stale,

and more often than not full of worms. The butter was

rancid. The allowance was ample enough if it had been

accompanied by fresh vegetables and fruits. However in

those days, much of the provisioning of ships was con-

tracted out to "victualling" firms, and the inspection was

very lax. As we showed in the introduction to this

series there was great mortality among the crews of sea-

going vessels due to scurvy and other diseases induced

by deficient diet.

This condition caused much mutiny in the British

Navy during the 17th and early 18th centuries.

The galley however was still much the same as that

which intrigued Antiphilus some 2000 years earlier, ex-

cept that it had lost its picnicy flavor by being enclosed

in the structure of the ship as shown by a definition of

1750 A.D. Blankey's "Navigators Expositor" printed in

London during that year carries this gem. "Galley is a

I Please turn to page 95

1
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Bv PAUL M. BRISTER and J. H. RDMER

(Continued from last month)

B. METALS USED IN BAFFLES. HANGERS AND
SUPPORTS LOCATED IN HIGH TEMPERA-

TURE GAS STREAMS

IN
CERTAIN CASES METALLIC BAFFLES, hangers

and supports are placed in the stream of high tem-

perature flue gases and it is frequently impracticable to

water-cool these balBes; hence they operate at tempera-

tures of the order of 1000° to 2200° F ( 540° to 1200°

C ) . These plates suffer through the conversion of their

surface layers to oxides, suffides and sulfates. Irrespec-

tive of the actual nature of the end products, common

language is to refer to them as burnt, wasted away or

oxidized. Our present experience indicates that alloy

materials containing 25 per cent Cr, 12 per cent Ni or

25 per cent Cr, 20 per cent Ni are practical for this

type of service.

C. METALS USED IN SUPERHEATER TUBES

In a high pressure, high capacity steam generating

unit the superheater receives dry saturated steam from

the boiler at a temperature of 540° to 640° F. (282"

to 338° C), depending on the operating pressure. The

steam is superheated as it passes through the rubes up

to an average final temperature of 925° to 975"" F

(496° to 524° C) with some new designs calling for

1000° to 1050° F (540° to 565° C). In order to obtain

these high steam temperatures, the superheater must be

located in a zone of high gas temperature. Depending

Before the Electrochemical Society at Louisville. Ky., Paul

M. Brister, staff engineer, and J. B. Romer, chief chemist, of

Babcock & Wilcox Company, presented a paper on the causes

of corrosion in steam generating tubes and superheater tubes in

high pressure boilers. In July, Pacific Marine Review, excerpts

and illustrations from the first part of this paper were published.

Herewith are excepts from the concluding parts.

on the final steam temperature desired and the ash

characteristics of the fuel being burned in the furnace,

the gas temperature entering the superheater will be

in the order of 1900° to 2200° F ( 1040° to 1200° C).

In order to keep the superheater tubes free of ash de-

posits which will decrease the heat transferred from the

flue gas to the steam, deslaggers or soot blowers are

used. These deslaggers are arranged to discharge a high

velocity jet of steam against the superheater tubes in

such a manner that any ash or slag thereon will be

blown off.

The metal in a superheater rube normally will be

from 50° to 150° F (28° to 83° C) hotter than the

steam temperature in the tube because of the tempera-

ture drop across the steam film immediately adjacent to

the inside tube surface. The actual amount of the drop

depends on the steam velocity and the heat transfer rate.

This would mean that in a superheater delivering steam

at an average temperature of 950° F (510° C) where

the maximum steam temperature in the hottest tube

would be about 980° F (528°C;, the metal tempera-

ture of the hottest tube might be 1130° F (600° C)

on the steam side, and 1170° F (630° C) on the gas

side. This is in the range where it is known that the

iron-steam reaction will occur. It is also in a range

where air oxidation can be severe, and where the strength

of ferritic rj'pe steels and alloys is very low.

Evaluation of Available Tube Materials

This program included extensive investigations on the

creep characteristics by F. H. Norton at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology and extensive steam corrosion

investigations at Purdue University by Potter, Solberg

and Hawkins. Their data have been published at various

times in the Transactions of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. This work of Potter, Solberg and

Hawkins has been invaluable in establishing maximum

Figs. 21. 22, 23: Oxide scale on

steam side of 5% Cr 1/2% Moly

superheater tube after 10,000 hrs.

Unetched. 100 Diam. Fig. 22.

After 10,000 hrs. Picral etch. 500

diam. Center of wail, same tube

as Figs. 21-22, after 10,000 hrs.

Picral etch. 500 diam.
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temperature limits for steel and the various alloys used

in superheaters.

A discussion of high temperature corrosion of super-

heater tubes must necessarily consider the stresses in-

volved since both are closely associated when a failure

occurs. Because of the creep characteristics of steel at

high temperatures, the stress must be low enough so the

metal will not creep excessively throughout the life of

the boiler. The American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers established maximum stress values for design pur-

poses that where approximately equal to 80 per cent

of the stress to give a creep rate of one per cent in

100,000 hours, and these were the maximum stresses

used in designing the high temperature superheaters on
which we have had our experience.

The 1944 revision of the ASME Boiler Construction

Code permitted a 25 per cent increase in this stress, but

very few boilers built in accordance with the revised

code have been placed in service.

Steam Corrosion
We have experienced some failures that can be attri-

buted, in part to steam corrosion.

In three cases, which are the three most severe cases

(Please turn to page 110)

Fig. 24. At gas surface of same tube as Figs. 21-23 after 10,000 hrs. Picral etch. 500 diam. Figs. 25, 24, 27: A 5% Cr 1/2% Moly tube that

failed operating above design level. % diam; Same tube as Fig. 25, structure at fracture, unetched, 500 diam.; Same tube as Figs. 25-

24, close to fracture, Picral etch, 500 diam.

Fig. 28. Sa tube Figs. 25-27, close to fracture, Unetched, 500 diam. Fig. 29. Same tube as Figs. 25-28, at outer wall. Picral etch, 500

Figs. 31 to 34 show photomicrographs of another tube that failed in similar manner. Figs. 31-32, at 1000 diam. and 100 diam., show the

outside and inside surface near fracture. Fig. 33, same tube as other two, edge of fracture. Etched, 100 diam.; Fig. 34, same tube as

Figs. 31-33, '/i inch from fracture at outer walls, etched, 1000 diam.
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San Francisco Society of Port Engineers head

table at July meeting. Left to right: Joe

Riemers; Ray Sample; Louis Deppman; Guest

Speaker J. A. Ryan; and W. K. Volkers.

The July meeting of the San Francisco Society of Port Engineers was held in the Whitcomb
Hotel on the evening of July 2 and presided over by Vice President Louis Deppman.

After dinner, the members were addressed on the technical phases of fuel oil production

and usage by J. A. Ryan, California Research Corporation. During the question period Mr.

Ryan and W. K. Volkers of Standard of California furnished the answers to many problems

presented from the floor. A rewrite of Mr. Ryan's talk prepared especially for Pacific Marine

Review by Mr Ryan is published herewith.

Following the technical discussion the Standard Oil folks showed some spectacular mov-
ing pictures of fishing and hunting in the West.

PETROLEUM FUELS

By J. A. RYAN

California Research Corporation

BY FAR THE GREATEST PART OF CRUDE PE-

TROLEUM is consumed as fuel for the production

of heat or power. Fuels range from the liquefied petro-

leum gases, through gasoline, kerosene, heating oils,

diesel fuels and residual fuels.

In the manufacturing process, crude oil is charged to

a distillation unit and is split into "cuts", among which

are gas oils, from which burner and diesel fuels are pre-

pared, leaving an undistilled residuum.

Diesel and Burner Fuels

From the gas oils, after refinement, if necessary for

removal of impurities, diesel and burner fuels are pit-

pared. Care in handling insures not more than traces

of sediment and water (S & W) and ash. Volatility is

controlled in the distillation process and this in turn

controls the viscosity which is an important property,

particularly of diesel fuel. If the viscosity is too low the

fuel will not properly lubricate the moving parts of the

fuel system and may cause injector leakage with attend-

ant smoking; if the viscosity is too high, atomization is

adversely affected.

Cetane number is one of the most important prop-

erties of a diesel fuel, as it is a measure of the evenness

of combustion of the fuel when used in diesel engines.

A high cetane number is usually associated with smoother

engine operation and freedom from knocking, but also

signifies easier starting in cold weather and reduced

smoking tendency. Cetane number is controlled by the

refiner through selection of stocks or degree of refine-

ment or both.

Crude oils contain varying proportions of sulfur dis-

tributed through cuts of all volatilities. Some of the sul-

fur compounds are corrosive in the unburned state and

must be removed by refining. All sulfur compounds, on

burning, produce materials which are corrosive under

certain conditions. There is wide disagreement among
engine manufacturers as to permissible sulfur limits.

More than a trace of ash in a distillate fuel is most

apt to be the result of contamination as every effort is
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made to insure a clean product at the refinery. No prop-

erly refined and uncontaminated distillate diesel fuel

will contain harmful amounts of ash.

Low speed diesel engines are much less critical of fuels

than the smaller high speed engines, and satisfactory re-

sults may be obtained with a light residual fuel. There

is a distinct economic advantage in the use of residual

fuels where possible since they are not only less expen-

sive but have a higher energy value on a columetric

basis.

Boiler Fuels

Bunker fuels cover a wide range of gravities and vis-

cosities, the two most commonly designated properties.

Methods of manufacture are also quite diverse but the

products may be placed roughly in two general classes,

straight run fuels and cracked fuels.

The residuum from primary distillation may be mar-

keted directly or blended with other straight run stocks

to controlled specification limits. This is seldom done in

the United States because the heavy demand for gasoline

makes it more profitable to crack a residuum or a heavy

gas oil and thus increase the yield of gasoline from each

barrel of crude. The cracking process produces an en-

tirely new residuum which is lower in gravity and higher

in viscosity than the original charging stock. It also pro-

(Please turn to next pagei

PORT mMm OF THE MONTH

Los Angeles -Long Beach Harbor

JOE WOSSER or MATSON WM
Joe Wosser is a native of California. He was born in

Marin County and at a tender age in 1912 he went to

sea. His first job was with the Oceanic Steamship Com-
pany as oiler and water tender. In 1915-1916 he obtained

his Third Assistant license and shipped on Pacific Mail's

Korea as second assistant. Joe was still aboard after the

Korea was sold to the Atlantic Transportation Company.

In 1916 Mr. Wosser went with Pacific Mail and sailed

on the Equador as third, second, and finally first assistant

until 1919. In 1920 Joe got his first assignment as Chief

with the Williams Dimond Co. and American-Hawaiian,

then operated by the Shipping Board.

In 1924 he went with the Panama Mail Line on the

San Francisco to New York run aboard the Colu7nbia.

In 1926 he joined Los Angeles Steamship Company and

sailed as second and later as first on the City of Los

Angeles. In 1927 he signed on as Chief on the Calauaii

and later on the City of Honolulu.

It was in 1931 that Matson acquired the Los Angeles

Steamship Company and Joe Wosser has been with

Matson since that time, serving on various of the Matson

fleet as Chief.

In 1943 Joe came ashore as Construction and Repair

Supervisor in San Francisco and in 1944 transferred to

Seattle as Repair Supervisor covering the Northwest

area. In 1945 he took over his present job as engineering

supervisor of Matson at Los Angeles.

Joe has sailed with some of the best. Captains such

as A. W. Nelson, Tommy Blau, Henry W. Nelson and

engineers such as Milton Towne, Bob Paul, and John

Keenan.

When asked about his hobbies he said, "Just haven't

had time but the wife does keep me on the lawnmower.

"
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PORT ENGINEER OF THE MONTH

SAN FRANCISCO

LOUIS A. DEPPMAN,

Port Engineer,

Sudden and

Christenson

Louis A. Deppman, port engineer for Sudden & Chris-

tenson, Inc. and vice president of the Society of Port En-

gineers was born in Chicago on November 14, 1900,

but received his schooling in Seattle. In July 1915 he

went to work for Puget Sound Navigation Company as

oiler on the Kulshan, Sol Due aitd Iroquois. That fall he

returned to school and the following summer sailed as

oiler on the SS Firwood, with Billy Gates as Chief. Dur-

ing this summer of 1916 he took a beating for he was

always seasick. When World War I came along he sailed

as oiler and water tender on various ships of the U. S.

Shipping Board, making two voyages as a waived third

engineer. Late in 1919 to 1921 he worked in shops of

Hefferman Engine Works, Seattle. In 1922 he took a run

to Australia with the Oceanic Mail Line.

During the year of 1923-1924 he signed on as deck

engineer on the President Jackson out of Seattle for the

At bottom: The Iroquo
into the Victoria servic

ferry at Lake Washngti
fiom the Great Lakes

familiar ship and famili;

Bridge of Ships."
gives way to the

1928, following conversion to a 215-foot
Shipyards in 1927. Originally brought out

es in 1907 for the Seattle-Bellingham-Vancouver
in World War I, training men for "Pershing's

ow. after 19 years of faithful service, the Iroquois
reamlined Chinook, new queen of Puget Sound
ters. See feature on page 38.

American Oriental Mail Line, and in 1925 he was third

assistant engineer on the President McKinley. The fol-

lowing years: 1926 Alaska Steamship Co., he was second

assistant on the old Redondo and spent the winter in

company shop gang. From 1927 to 19.30 he rejoined

President McKinley as second assistant engineer; March,

1930 he transferred from President McKinley to Presi-

dent Cleveland as second assistant engineer, and in April

1934 he became first assistant engineer and later chief

engineer of the President Cleveland.

In December 1938 Deppman took a six months leave

of absence to try to get located ashore. In February 1939,

he took the examination and became a Certified Boiler

and Machinery Inspector of California, going to work

for Swett & Crawford, Inc., until the war broke out

when he moved over to the Office of Coordination for

Ship Repair & Conversion until September 1943, when
he was released to assume duties of Port Engineer for

Sudden & Christenson, Inc., who at present are operating

10 vessels.

Mr. Deppman holds a U. S. Naval Reserve commission

as Lieutenant.

Two of the Puget Sound Navigation Company's vessels on which Louis
Deppman labored. At top: The Sol Due, built in Seattle in 1912 as part
of the steel shipbuilding program entered into by the Puget Sound
Navigation Company in 1910—and six steel ships were built in the

period between 1910 and 1913.

duces a gas oil cut, which has some quality limitations,

but which is entirely satisfactory as a "cutter" in residual

fuels. Heavy residuum must be reduced to the required

viscosity by cutting with a light stock.

In recent years a new type of cracking process has been

developed by the refining industry; catalytic cracking.

The raw materials for this process are the same gas oils

that provide burner and diesel fuels and here again the

portion that is not converted to gasoline is different

from the charging stock but is still a gas oil. It has limited
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Seen at the July 2 meeting of the

Society of Port Engineers in San

Francisco.

usefulness as diesel fuel because of its low cetane num-
ber, but is an excellent cutter stock for use in residual

fuels. Catalytic cracking has reduced the volume of gas

oils available for use in marketable distillate fuels and

narrowed the price diflFerential between these products

and gasoline.

There are two sets of specifications covering manu-

facture of residual fuels under which the Pacific Coast

oil industry operates; the Pacific specifications and the

Commercial Standards (CS-12-40j of the Department

of Commerce. P.S. 300 and C.S. it 5 fuels are low vis-

cosity residuals, primarily intended for commercial heat-

ing without the necessity of preheating. P.S. 400 and

C.S. zr6 fuels are broad enough to cover all other resi-

duals up to 300 Furol viscosity at 122°F. The specifica-

tion, Bunker C", has long been obsolete but covers

approximately the same range as P.S. 400 or C.S. it 6.

Viscosity is the one physical property that concerns

all fuel oil users as it directly determines pumpability

and ease of atomization. Fuels must be pumped at stor-

age temperatures and the length and size of suction lines

determines the limiting viscosity where tank heating

facilities are limited. Viscosity also plays an important

part in atomization; that is, viscosity of the fuel deter-

mines the temperature at which effective atomization can

be obtained at a given pressure. Atomization with pres-

sure burners is likely to be poor if the viscosity is higher

than 1 50 Saybolt Seconds Universal ( SSU ) and im-

proves as the viscosit)- is reduced. With the facilities

generally provided on shipboard, adequate temperatures

are readily attainable with most bunker fuels.

A number of years ago, when thermal cracking was

undergoing rapid expansion, fuel oil consumers began

to experience trouble with sedimentation in storage tanks

and fouling of oil heaters. Intensive research within the

petroleum industry determined the cause and corrective

methods were devised. Slight modifications in the crack-

ing process and care in selection of stock used in fuel

blends have eliminated this trouble but there remains

the problem of incompatibility. For example, two fuels

which individually are stable, may cause trouble when

• McClosky. L.C Com. U.S.N.R. "A Study of the Causes of Hard
Slag deposits on Fire Sides of Naval Boilers," Jr. Amer. Soc. of Naval

Engineers. May, 1947, Pp. 146-164.

mixed. This is of particular concern to ships that may

have to take fuel in different parts of the world.

A war time development in burning of fuel oil is slag

deposition on superheater tubes.* Tentative conclusions

are that the causes are largely operational. If the fuel is

completely burned before the furnace gases enter the

tube bank, the ash particles are so small that their

momentum is essentially zero and they will not penetrate

the stagnant gas films on the tubes. However, if atomiza-

tion is coarse, unburned fuel particles containing ash

will penetrate the films and adhere to the tube. The

combustible material in these particles is consumed leav-

ing the ash to build up as slag. Temperature changes with

load cause the slag to crack and move. With compara-

tively wide tube spacing conditions may not become

serious, but with narrow passages, complete stoppage

over large areas may occur. This suggests that to avoid

plugging, the burners should be kept in good condition.

Operating temperatures and pressures should be carefully

controlled and every effort made to keep the tubes clean

by whatever means are available.

VOYAGE COSTS
Expenses of operating the SS Alatsonia between San

Francisco-Los Angeles and Honolulu have gone up 106

per cent over preware, a Matson Lines surveys show.

Operating and handling costs of a single typical voy-

age are now running at SI 57,000, as against 575,992 in

1940.

Greatest single increases are in wages and overtime

of crew members, according to Hugh Gallagher, Matson

vice president, who pointed out that this item is up 189

per cent over 1940. The increase includes a 5 per cent

increase negotiated in the recent extension of labor

agreements—latest in a steady procession of wage boosts.

Other principal items include handling charges, up 154

per cent; food, up 1 10 per cent; fuel oil, up 122 per cent;

stores and equipment, up 28 per cent; port charges, up

43 per cent, and insurance up 42 per cent.

In contrast to the average 106 per cent increase in costs,

passenger fares on the SS Alatsonia have gone up only

24 per cent since 1940, Gallagher said.
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PHILIPPIC miilCill RELHTIOIS

By MERLE ROBIE, Philippine Resident Representative,

COLUMBIAN RDPE COMPANY

THERE IS GREAT NEED for a realistic approach to

the Philippine situation by all Americans, particu-

larly businessmen. I say this on the basis of seven years

of continuous study of the Philippines, three years of

Mr. Robie was guest of honor at a luncheon

given by K. R. Atwater, Pacific Coast Manager of

Columbian Rope Company, at the Palace Hotel in

San Francisco July 21.

Guests in attendance included representatives

of San Francisco steamship companies and marine,

export and import trade publications, San Fran-

cisco bankers engaged in foreign trade, corres-

pondents from Philippine newspapers, guests from

the Philippine Consul General's office, and promi-

nent San Francisco business men.

which were spent in a Japanese prison camp. I was thus

furnished an opportunity to study the Filipinos under the
most adverse conditions and under all manner of circum-
stances; before the war, during the war, and during the

present postwar reconversion period. I have come to

know them intimately, not only as a people in the throes

of reorganizmg their country as an independent republic,

but as individuals at work and at play, in their homes
and in my home, and as head of an organization of four
hundred Filipino employees.

There are four most vital questions that affect Ameri-
cans in the Philippines, and particularly American busi-

nessmen. These must be faced if we as a nation are to
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work out better relationships with the people of these

Islands. The Philippines remain a most important source

of supply to our country of such strategic, bottleneck

materials as chromite, manganese, sugar, copra and the

most important source of the raw material with which

I am most familiar, Manila hemp.

First, I think we must recognize, as Americans with

a vital stake in furthering business between the Philip-

pines and the United States, the need for fair and equit-

able dealings with the Filipino people. If we adjust

our business practices to this long-range view we shall

find that our trade with the Islands will increase and

will be on a firmer foundation.

The second question is this: the need for American
business in the Orient to devote more thought to the

internal economic and social problems the people of the

Philippines face. They are not unique, they confront

the people of every country in the world today in this

chaotic postwar period. Everywhere there exists the

basic struggle of private enterprise versus socialization.

We must do our part to give the small businessman a

chance so that there will continue to be such a thing

as private enterprise.

The third question concerns the specific economic
problems which face the Filipinos; their inflation, the

shortage of shipping, their particular difficulties of re-

construction, their relationships with other governments.
We, as American businessmen, must familiarize our-

selves with these problems if we are to be their good and
true friends, and if we are to build our business with
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duslry. Seems like Bill is tell-
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them upon a basis of mutual understanding and co-

operation.

And last, I will touch very lightly on the situation in

regards to production, investment, and prices which we,

in this country, and the people of the Philippines face

in the development of that strategic fibre, Manila hemp,

the vital importance of which was emphasized by the

war.

Many American businessmen in the Philippines today

have not fully grasped the significance of the fact that

we are now guests of the Filipinos in their own country.

American capital is needed in the Islands, and the

Philippine people welcome American investment, but

in the long run, the American businessman can succeed

in the Islands only by pursuing a policy of full coopera-

tion with the Filipino people. We must remember this

not only in our business dealings with the Filipino people

but also in our social dealings.

It is because our country's attitude toward the Fili-

pinos has followed this line of thought that our govern-

ment's record in the Philippine Islands is an unparalleled

one where dealing with so-called colonial peoples is

concerned. It is for that reason the Philippine people

look to us today for help in the development of their

country and its resources, resources which have as yet

hardly been tapped. But just because we have aided the

Filipinos so much in bringing them to their high level of

democracy as compared to their neighboring countries

in the Far East, it is imperative that we Americans do not

feel that our job is finished. Rather we must continue

the work that has been started, continue in every possi-

ble way to cooperate with them in restoring prosperity to

the Islands.

All of us know how much smaller the world is today

compared to the days of empire celebrated by Kipling.

I don't think Kipling would have been as dogmatic

about the impossibility of East meeting 'West had he

been able to fly from Manila to San Francisco in 42

hours as I did last February. Regardless of our feelings

in the matter, we cannot fail to recognize that conditions

in the Far East have drastically changed during the past

decade. We cannot deny that the prestige of the Occi-

dental is no longer measured in terms of the number

of his servants and the magnificence of his living. The

businessmen of today who occupy a secure place in the

hearts of the Philippine people are the ones who are

willing to work with them, to accept them, to cooperate

with them. It has been my observation that since 'V-J

Day, as never before, the most successful American firms

in the Philippine Islands are those which are giving the

Filipinos as large a share of responsibility as they can

assume and encouraging them to accept it. Speaking

for our own organization in the Islands, I can truthfully

state that by advancing Filipinos to positions of great

responsibility we have received extremely satisfactory

work and a loyalty that is of the highest calibre. This is a

concrete example of my point, and I am sure that this

method will work equally well for any firm in the Philip-

pine Islands that is willing to give it an honest trial.

The second question concerns a way of doing busi-

ness. If we are to compete successfully with other eco-

nomic methods, we must conduct ourselves and our

business dealings so that other peoples can see that our

way offers more for them—and not just for us. Accord-

ingly, to those American businessmen in the Philippine

Islands who are engaged in the procurement and export

of essential raw materials and who reap more than their

fair share of profit, I have the following to say. There

is a place for the middle man in the Philippines as in

any other country— if he performs a necessary function.

However, it is my belief that he has abused his position

if, acting as a buyer, he works to the financial detriment

of the producer, or if a seller, he does not deal fairly with

the consumer. We have found that it is possible to be

both a buyer and a seller and to arrive at a solution for

this difiicult position. Our policy has been always to pur-

chase from any seller who comes to our office, regardless

of the quantity he has to offer, whether exceedingly large

or very small, and to pay a uniform price to each pro-

ducer which gives him a fair return. As a seller we do the

same. We have no favored customers to whom we sell

at cut prices at the expense of others. By such policies,

our firm and others which deal fairly with the Philippine

people are building good will for the American business

system.

Today, the Filipinos, like many other peoples, are

eagerly searching for a solution to their economic prob-
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lems. They are considering the feasibility of solving those

problems through nationalization. The idea of national-

ization is not foreign to the Philippine Islands or to any

other country any more. It is a concept that exists every-

where today. Therefore, it behooves us, as American

businessmen, to do our utmost at all times to make the

system we believe in work for the benefit of all, not

merely a few.

My third point, concerning specific internal problems

of the Philippines, can best be understood by comparing

their situation with ours. Here we are, wrestling with

economic problems that have been with us for decades,

and we are still, I think you will agree, in a blue funk

about most of them—high tariffs versus sensible trade

relationships, the arguments about planning in our econ-

omy, the price-wage structure, currency manipulations,

and so on. Consider if we were back to the days when our

republic first began and you will have put yourself

somewhat in the position the Filipinos are in today.

Naturally they welcome all truly disinterested aid that

will enable them to take advantage of their own skills

in meeting crisis situations in which many of our oldest

nations are being crushed. It seems to me that any Amer-

ican business, or any American businessman worth his

salt, must hold himself available and not be unduly

critical of mistakes made by this new nation in its first

years. More than that, he has an obligation to help the

Filipinos work out their economic problems. As I have

said, some of them are unique to the Islands in certain

respects.

In my fourth point, I shall give you an example from

my own field which illustrates this. This question con-

cerns the matter of price as it affects production and in-

vestment. Let us consider the situation in Manila hemp,

one of the most important raw materials produced in

the Philippines, and the one with which I am most

familiar. Manila hemp is used more extensively in the

manufacture of cordage than any other fiber. I need not

unduly stress the importance of rope in shipping, in

agriculture, and in industry. What is the present situa-

tion in regard to Manila hemp, and what are the pros-

pects for the future?

The world market for Manila fiber is considerably

brighter today than we had anticipated a year ago. How-
ever, it can definitely be stated that the future is uncer-

tain. To date, many factors have played an important

role in the pricing of this fiber and in the quantities
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available, other than simply supply and demand. Even

though production of Manila in the Philippine Islands

has only been restored to two-thirds of the prewar level,

that supply is very close to meeting demand since the

mills of Germany and Japan are at present receiving

nothing. However, in the years ahead, it is certain that

they will take on fiber in increasing quantities. Also, in

speaking of the hard fiber market, we generally think of

the total supply, made up of Manila and sisal fibers. But

when you consider that very little headway has been

made as yet in restoring production in one of the main

sisal fiber areas, the Dutch East Indies, you can easily see

that the world supply of hard fibers is far below normal.

The natural reaction to this situation would be that

what is most urgently needed is additional planting of

fiber in the Philippine Islands. However, a study of the

price structure of Manila hemp over a period of years

does not present an attractive financial picture. In the

first place, there is the initial outlay necessary to handle

the great amount of development work needed, at a

time when the country's economy is highly inflated.

Secondly, there is a long waiting period before receiving

a return on that initial investment. Now it is easy to say

that one cannot lose on such a venture in view of today's

price of Manila fiber, which is higher than the finished

product was before the war. But when one considers that

in the past Manila fiber has been known to take drops

of six and seven cents a pound or more within a few

weeks, you understand the financial risks taken by capital

when investing in a Manila plantation. Even so, you

might think that with the present high price the Philip-

pine producer must be reaping a handsome profit. I

must tell you that although he should be, he is not. The

average cost of the goods that determine the Philippine

standard of living is four times that of 1941. Thus the

postwar problem of the Philippine producer is not only

the price of fiber, but the price of commodities which he

must have to maintain a decent standard of living.

He is powerless to control those prices, and until

the export price level in the United States is reduced,

it is obvious that the price of raw hemp is not going to

come down. Nor will production increase. Therefore

the whole problem of capital investment is tied up with

the world economic situation. No part of the economic

situation is unaffected by the whole. And the United

States is largely the controlling economic force, particu-

larly in the Pacific area.

What is true of the situation in Manila hemp is gen-

erally true of the other principal raw materials of the

Islands. As one of our best customers, and a customer the

Pacific Coast needs in particular, a stabilization of our

economy would go far toward stabilizing the Philippine

economy, and would be of especial benefit to our export

trade.
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By JOHN R. WAGNER, vice president

Pacific Far East Lines Inc.

WHILE THIS DISCUSSION RELATES TO THE
FAR EAST and Pacific Islands, there is consider-

able shipping from the United States to many other des-

tinations.

There are well over one billion people who are poten-

tial customers for the eventual future, compared with

our domestic economy based on 150 million.

While there are many difficultiees to be overcome

throughout the Far Eastern countries, including the im-

portant item of financial exchange, many of the present

unsettled conditions must clear in the not too distant

future. When this time comes, business should be very

good.

Conditions in general at oriental ports, while not

perfect, are far better now than was the case a few

months back. Japan is probably the best working area

for ships in the entire Orient. There is no delay what-

soever in discharging or loading and, in most cases, the

work is performed in record time. In Korea, likewise,

the Military and the Maritime Commission have done

a fine job and there is no undue delay. In Shanghai con-

ditions are exceptionally good. While there has been

some unrest of late among stevedores there, the main

difficulty is excessive costs due to the low rate of ex-

change and existing black market conditions, and this

situation in Shanghai obtains regardless of the nature

of one's business. Conditions at Hong Kong are good.

In Manila there is a great improvement over the

situation of a year ago, but there still is dire need for

warehouses and many other improvements. The Philip-

pines have not received all the consideration they ex-

pected from this country for reconsruction. It is indicated

they will now receive the last 45 million dollars of a

75 million which should still further improve matters.

The Philippines, generally, seem ver)' slow in reaching

their prewar peak of activities. They have certain com-

modities, but are still endeavoring to secure many addi-

tional items required. In Guam there has been a unhappy

situation in that everything is under the Navy or Army
and naturally all the Government work, regardless of its

nature, is given priority over commercial business. The

Excerpts from a talk by Mr. Wagner before the July

Junior World Trade Association.

JUNIOR WORED TRADE ASSOCIATION

EEECTION

August first starts another new year for the

Junior World Trade Association in San Francisco.

The Association membership recently has chosen

the following directors for the ensuing year:

Allan H. Eber. Reno J. Franchesi, Charles M.
Freeman, John J. Mulvehill, Jr., Harold W. Nord-

berg, Herbert G. Porter, George Schmitz, Thomas
B. Shaw, John L. Stewart.

The new board met and the following officers

were elected unanimously:

President, Herbert G. Porter: Vice President,

George Schmitz; Secretary, J. J. Mulvehill, Jr.;

Treasurer, Thomas R. Shaw.

Left to igfit: J. L. Stew art

pres dent of Junior World
Trad e Associati on: Florian T

Fran k, John J. Buckley, Tr eas-

urer of Associc tion; Jofin R

Waq ner. vice president of Pa-

cific Far East Line; John J

Mul ehlll Jr.. Secretary of As-

sociation; Allan H. Eber, vice

pres dent of A ssociation: Ly

ford M. Morris and Ken letti

E. Macfa riane. Picture te ken

at J ul, 2 meet! g, field in tfie

Mar nes Memor al Building
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Naval Governor of Guam promises that the situation

there will be much advanced within the next two or

three months. Meanwhile, some ships have lain there

for approximately a month doing a very slow discharg-

ing operation, along with a marvelous job of pilferage

and general mishandling of cargoes. Indonesian ports

are slowed down at present while difficulties between the

Indonesians and the Dutch are being settled, at which

time there will be released some of their rubber, fibres,

quinine, palm kernels and tobacco.

At the present time in Shanghai the Economic Com-

mission of the United Nations is meeting, discussing the

reconstruction and rehabilitation of all the Orient.

Successful negotiations of this Commission would ma-

terially change this entire picture.

Important to Pacific Coast operators on shipments to

the Orient is the competition now being furnished by

East Coast and Gulf operators. Services from the At-

lantic were always such that they presented stiff com-

petition, but the number of vessels and the quick time

in transit which they are now offering, makes the prob-

lem more serious. The leading lines in the Gulf are giv-

ing us much more severe competition than before the

War. They have more vessels and their services are ex-

ceptionally good. Time in transit is getting less-and less,

and from a Chamber of Commerce standpoint 1 know

they are all pulling for the Gulf. Rail rates from points

near the Atlantic naturally favor the Atlantic operators.

Japanese Tonnage
It is hard to say at the moment just who will supplant

the Japanese on the routes they sailed before the War.

It is certain that all nations are striving seriously to

handle some of this business once it materializes. From

recent press releases you have probably noticed that

business visitors will soon be allowed to travel to and

from Japan. There is also the item of allowing for ex-

change of samoles. All of this means that it will not be

lore until some semblance of commercial shipping be-

tween Tapan and other countries begins.

Britain to date does not seem to have too much ton-

nage. In fact they are not anywhere near their prewar
tonnage and with the many difficulties they are now hav-

ing at home, it is to be assumed that some time will be

required before they will again be the serious threat that

they once were.

Some of the Scandinavian nations are now well our in

front with tonnage and with the additional shipbuilding
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going on in these countries, it is felt they will well be

able to hold their own in the future.

Of recent interest was the China Merchants Steam

Navigation Company announcing that in addition to

several new services throughout the Orient, it is going

to establish services to California ports. It is believed

for the moment this service will utilize three or four

Liberties they now have and later possibly by some

seven or eight Victories, presently under negotiation.

Announcements as to California agents, schedules, and

the like, are still to come. This will be the first time the

Chinese have consistently sent vessels to this Coast and

of further importance is the fact that the China Mer-

chants Steam Navigation Company is a Chinese Govern-

ment-owned company.

To offset some of the last few remarks, it should be

noted that on June 25 there was an official release re-

garding American tonnage, which indicated that at

present there are 138 companies operating 2539 ships.

Of these companies, 91 were operating dry cargo vessels

and 47 operating tankers. The dry cargo operators had

488 privately owned vessels, 1376 chartered vessels, and

1 1 8 general agency vessels. Tanker operators had 290

privately owned tankers and 267 on general agency.

Imports
The shipping business cannot be successful without

homeward cargo, and the lack of imports is one of the

primary reasons why outbound rates are so high. Most

of the vessels come home in ballast or practically so,

and if outbound rates were normal the operator could

not make a living. For example, April figures from Hong
Kong show cargo loaded to eight vessels for a total of

17,500 tons. During this time one vessel received 27

tons and the maximum on any steamer was 560 tons.

From Hong Kong wood oil for the moment has almost

ceased moving. This item previously made up approxi-

mately two-thirds of their tonnage. Consequently, an ex-

tremely poor showing at this time.

One of the few commodities that has been moving

quite well for the last year is copra from the Philippines

which is likewise now considerably down. April figures

show the movement to the Pacific Coast as approximate-

ly 20,000 tons. The shipments moved on 1 1 vessels, some

of which received 250 tons, one as high the 4500 tons.

The Philippine Islands have a considerable mining in-

dustry. The mines generally are far behind schedule. In

fact, Benguet and Balatoc are the only two gold mines

that have resumed operating to date.

Someday we will see uniform practices in documenta-

tion, customs' requirements, bills of lading clauses, etc.,

in the steamship business. There have been some few

steps taken in this direction. However, a lot more ground

work is necessary and could be done well by World

Trade organizations. This is an important item and

should be kept before the public. If successful, uniform

practices in documentation, would at some future date

compare well with the International Postal Regulations.

{Please turn to page 97)
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China Merchants Navigation Company

Plan Extension of Line to America

In anticipation of the growing trade connections be-

tween China, Japan and the United States, extensive

preparations are being made by the China Merchant

Steam Navigation Company to inaugurate two inter-

national lines, the China-America line and the China-

Japan line.

In the United States, the ports of call tentatively

selected by the company include San Francisco and New
York.

In Japan, a branch office of the company will be

established shortly.

FOREIGK m MAIL POSTAL RATES

PUBLISHED BY THE WORED TRADE DEPARTMENT
of the

SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

nntry
Rjlei of Postage Weight

per l/ii oz. Limit

Aden 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Afghanistan 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz

Alaska oz. 5c 70 lbs.

Albania 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz

Algeria 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Angola 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Argentina 10c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Australia 25c 4 1bs. 6oz
Austria 15c 1 lb.

Azores 15c 4 lbs

Balearic Islands 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Belgian Congo 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Belgium 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Bolivia 10c 4 1bs. 6oz
Brazil 10c 4 lbs. 6 oz
British Cameroons 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz,

British Guiana 10c 4 lbs. 6 oz
British Somaliland 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Brunei 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Bulgaria 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Burma 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Canada oz. 5c 60 lbs.

Canal Zone oz. 5c 70 lbs

Canar>' Islands 25c
Cape Verde Islands 25c
Central America ..lOc
Ceylon 25c
Chile 10c

Cou
Rates of Postage Weight

China 25
Colombia 10c
Corsica 15c
Cyprus 25c
Czecho-Slovakia 15c
Dahomey 25c
Denmark 15c
Ecuador 10c
Egypt 15c
Eritrea 25c
Estonia 15c
Ethiopia 25c
Falkland Islands 10c
Fiji Islands 25c
Finland 15c
France 1 5c
French Cameroons 25c
French Equatorial Africa 25c
French Gu
French Guinea
French Indo-Ch;
French Settl

French Somalili
French Sudan
French Togolar

lOc
.25c
..25c
-25c
.-25c

..25c
-25c
..25c

Germany 15c
Gibraltar 15c
Gold Coast Colony 25c
Great Britain & N. Ireland.. ..15c
Greece 15c

Hawaii oz. 5c
Hong Kong 25c
Hungary 15c
Iceland 15c
India. British 25c
Indonesian Republic 25c
Iran 25c
Iraq 25c
Ireland 15c
Italian Somaliland 25c
Italy (continental only) 15c
Ivory Coast 25c
Kenya and Uganda 25c
Latvia 15c
Lebanon 25c
Liberia ^ 25c

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

2oz.
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

2oz.
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

I oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

70 lbs.

70 lbs.

4 lbs. I

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 (

4 lbs. 6 <

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. >

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 <

4 lbs. 6 t

4 lbs. 6 I

per i/j

Libya 15c
Lithuania 15c
Luxemburg 15c
Macao 25c
Madagascar 25c
Madeira Islands 15c
Malayan Union 25c
Malta 15c
Manchuria 25c
Mauritania 25c
Mauritius 25c
Mexico oz. 5c
Morocco (British) 15c
Morocco (French) 15c
Morocco (Spanish Zone) 15c
Nauru Island 25c
Netherlands 15c
Netherlands Indies 25c
New Caledonia 25c
Newfoundland 10c 60 lbs
New Guinea 25c 4 lbs.

New Hebrides 25c
New Zealand 25c
Niger 25c
Nigeria .' 25c
North Borneo 25c
Norway 15c
Nyasaland Protectorate 25c
Palestine 25c
Papua (Brit. New Guinea) ....25c

Paraguay 10c
Peru lOc
Philippines 25c
Poland 15c
Portugal 15c
Pormguese East Africa 25c
Portuguese Guinea 25c
Portuguese India 25c
Portuguese West Africa 25c
Puerto Rico oz. 5c
Reunion Island 25c
Rhodesia 25c
Rio de Oro 25c
Rumania 15c
Samoa (U.S.) oz 5c
Santa Cruz Island 25c
Sarawak 25c
Saudi Arabia 25c
Senegal 25c
Siam 25c
Sierra Leone 25c
Singapore 25c
Solomon Islands 25c
Southwest Africa 25c
Spain 15c
Spanish Guinea 25c
Straits Settlements 25c
Surinam lOc
Sweden 1 5c
Switzerland 15c
Syria 25c
Tanganyika Territory 25c
Thailand (now Siam) 25c
Trans-Jordan 25c
Tunisia 1 5c
Turkey 25c
Union of South Africa 25c
U. S. S. R 1.5c
Uruguay 10c
Vatican City State 15c
Venezuela 10c
Virgin Islands (U.S.)

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

I lb.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

70 lbs.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz
4 lbs. 6 oz.

4 lbs. fi oz.

4 lbs. 6 oz.

5c 70 lbs.

10c 4 1bs. 6oz.
Yemen 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz.
Yugoslavia 15c 4 lbs. 6 oz
Zanzibar and Pemba 25c 4 lbs. 6 oz.

China and Britain

Sign Aviation Pact, Each

to Operate Seven Lines

The Sino-British Civil Aviation

Agreement was signed at the Min-

istry of Foreign Affairs recently,

with British ambassador. Sir Ralph

Stevenson, representing the United

Kingdom, and Dr. Wang Shih-

chieh, Foreign minister, represent-

ing China.

The four-year aviation treaty

stipulates that seven airlines are to

be operated by each nation.

The seven lines to be operated by

China are:

( 1 ) China to England via the Pacific

and Atlantic.

( 2 ) China to England and America via

the Indo-China peninsula, Middle
East, North Africa, and France.

( .5 ) China to Calcutta.

( 4 ) China to the Dutch East Indies via

Penang and Singapore.

( 5 ) China to Australia via Api, Labuan
and the Dutch East Indies.

( 6 ) Canton to Hongkong.

(
~

) Shanghai to Hongkong.

The British airlines are;

( 1 ) London to China and Japan via

Europe, North Africa and Asia

Minor.

(2) London to China via the same
route.

( 3 ) Hongkong - Borneo - Philippines-

Indo-China Peninsula.

( 4 ) Singapore-Penang-China.

( 5 ) Singapote to China via Borneo and
the Philippines.

( 6 ) Hongkong to Canton.

(
~

) Hongkong to Shanghai.

TRflDt
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Globe's Shanghai —

Manila Circuit Open

Globe Wireless Ltd. opened a new

radio communications circuit be-

tween Shanghai, China and Manila,

Philippines, July 7th, the 10th anni-

versary of the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War. This circuit is oper-

ated by Globe Wireless in conjunc-

tion with the Chinese Government

Radio Administration.

Globe Wireless signed a contract

with the Chmese Government

Radio Administration in October,

1941 for a direct Shanghai-Manila

circuit. Just as the circuit was about

ready to open, the bombing at Pearl

Harbor and World War II put an

end to communications in the Far

East. Now almost 6 years later the

service that was planned in 1941

is opening.

From San Francisco Globe Wire-

less has a direct radio communica-

tions circuit to Manila and another

direct circuit to Shanghai. At pres-

est Globe engineers are building

an automatic radiotype relay station

in Manila to be used as a Master

Station for other contemplated cir-

cuits in the Far East.

Radiotype, an exclusive Globe

feature, has two distinct advan-

tages: speed and accuracy, the mes-

sage is typed only once, in the

operating room where it originates,

the entire transmission being auto-

ll3i]l^iJ

.ill

matic with the Radiogram arriving

in the operating room of its des-

tination typed on a delivery blank

mi

Cdhill Building on California
t near Battery is the latest in mod-
buildings along the financial sec-

Many insurance firms and ship-

companies are located here in-

ng: Pope & Talbot. Inc.. and the

ne Exchange.

Ill
...111""

III III III III
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II

II

II

Robert Dollar Building, 51

Canton Road. Shanghai.
China. This eight story

modern office building,
constructed by Captain
Robert Dollar and formal-

ly opened in IH2, is a

center for shipping firms,

importers and exporters,

and other organizations en-

gaged in building Ameri-
can trade abroad.

Robert Dollar Building at

311 California St. was built

in I?I9. The adjoining R.

Stanley Dollar Building at

Ml Battery Street has iust

been converted into a six-

story office building with

garage facilities. These
buildings are a center for

steamship, radio, marine
insurance, admiralty law-

yers and foreign trade and
includes:

Anglo Canadian Shipping
Co., American President

Lines. Bechtel International

Corp., Consolidated Steel

Corp., The Robert Dollar

Co., The Flintkot Co..

Globe Wireless Co., Ltd.,

Heintz t Kaufman. Lillick,

Geary, Olson, Adams &
Charles, North Pacific Ship-
ping Co.. Pacific Far East

Line, Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Co.. Western Pipe &
steel Co. of California, and
Western Tank Car Com-
pany.

,] i"'
" "'i»"""Mii„.
U llliuiiii«i

II rii*"""



Marine Insurance
DEFECTS IN lAISURAlE DOCUMENTS

Today, some defect appears in n\o or three out of

ever)- five sets of shipping documents which exporters

present with their drafts for payment under commercial

letters of credit. The Irving Trust Company of New
York lists the following defects in relation to marine in-

surance:

When insurance does not cover all the specific risks

called for by the credit, or when a certificate is presented

in cases where a policy is required, the credit conditions

have not been met. And so also with other common com-

plaints with insurance policies, as

—

When the amount is insufficient. (Unless otherwise

stated the insurance coverage should at least equal the

invoice value including the insurance premium and all

charges.

)

When merchandise not properly described (particu-

larly as to packing )

.

When the date when the insurance became effective is

later than the date of the bills of lading.

When a complete set of insurance papers is not pre-

sented.

When corrections m the papers are not authenticated.

When carrying steamer's name not indicated.

When not countersigned or endorsed.

When not in negotiable form (unless otherwise au-

thorized )

.

When transshipment not covered when bills of lading

indicate transshipment will take place.

When brokers' cover notes are presented when not

specifically permitted.

Many a draft has failed of collection because of the

careless inadequacy of the documents.

The London Letter

By Our UniteEi Kingdom Correspondent

INTEREST IS ALREADY BEING SHOWN in the

forthcoming Conference at Cannes in September of

the International Marine Insurance Union. Carl Briner.

president of the Union, announces that notices of the

conference have been sent to 27 national and market

associations. It may therefore be anticipated that this

year's conference will be very fully representative of the

principal marine insurance markets of the world. At the

time of writing, it is not clear whether reports of the

proceedings will be issued while the Conference meetings

are taking place, or whether these will be held up until

the delegates have returned to their homes.

suggested \n London marine insurance circles, might be

discussed at the forthcoming Cannes Conference—per-

haps by a committee composed of the markets most

closely concerned. Harold H. Mummery, underwriter

and manager of the marine department of The London

Assurance, and chairman of the Institute of London

Underwriters, in his recent address to the Danish In-

surance Institute at Copenhagen, touched upon the

question of ice damage, and said that the best medium
through which the various underwriting markets con-

cerned could deal with the problem was to endeavor to

frame an international agreement based on experience,

and simple in application. Any complicated formula,

Mr. Mummery added, was doomed from inception, so

far as the British market was concerned. Denmark has

her ice clause and her system of calculating additional

premiums, and England has her Baltic warranty and

scale of additional premiums. How, it was asked, could

these two be married?

"It might be wise for British underwriters to review

their Baltic scale of additional premiums, based on the

experience of Scandinavian underwriters and with the

advice of those who are so near to the problem."

It seems that, with the English and Danish clauses

as a starting point of discussion, it should not be very

difficult to arrive at a standard ice clause which would

be acceptable to both English and Scandinavian markets,

and it is suggested that this would, perhaps, be prefer-

able to the Baltic warranty.

\ mmm ICE CLAUSE

A Standard Ice Clause' is one matter which, it is

REPORTS OF BRITISH COMPARES FOR 19d6

Now that most of the leading British marine insurance

companies have issued their results for the year 1946,

it is possible to review, briefly, the outcome of the work-

ing. Marine underwriting was again very profitable

(partly due to war risk premiums, which, although very

greatly reduced, nevertheless made their contribution);

partly due to the extra charges for marine insurance of

hulls and cargoes imposed during the war, which were

reduced, but nevertheless left a profitable margin, and

in part due to fairly light total losses which, however,

have increased considerably in the last few months.

The aggregated premiums of 25 leading companies for

the year 1946 were nearly £22,000,000, and the under-

writing profits, before tax nearly £6,000,000. This profit

represents 27 per cent of the premiums for the year

1946. It is interesting to note that, although the pre-

miums of these companies fell from £23,000,000 in

1944, to £20,000,000 in 1945. they increased last year

to nearly the 1944 figures, due to the larger value of our

overseas trade, the higher values and greater numbers
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of ships to be insured, and the re-opening of some foreign

business and air risk insurance.

There is still, in the case of most companies, a con-

siderable volume of the profits of previous years still held

in the underwriting account, which can be brought out

to equalize the position in the event of future bad years.

Argentine Marine Insurance Position

London marine insurance people find the Argentine

marine insurance position a little puzzling. According to

Admiralty Decisions

By HABDLD S. DDBBS
of San Francisco Bar

Mutiny

IN
THIS DAY AND AGE we are prone to classify

mutiny aboard ship as an episode of the past. We
like to think of mutinies aboard ship as related to the

days of the coal freighters or the days when a seaman

was not treated as a human being but, to the contrary,

was required to live under unbearable and difficult con-

ditions. In this day of modern ships which are amply

provided with good accommodations for the crew of

every ship and when the food served to the crews is

probably superior to that of most of our tables the

average person finds it difficult to envision a rampant

crew mutiny bound. It is probably true, however, that

many episodes occur aboard ships today, and have in

the immediate past, which might be classified as episodes

of mutiny because certain members of a crew begin feel-

ing sorry for themselves and conclude that they are being

treated unfairly. We don't ordinarily hear of such muti-

nies because they are ordinarily quelled before too much
damage has occurred. However, very recently the United

States District Court for the District of Maine was re-

quired to determine a cause of libel filed by loannis

Mavromatis, et ah, against the United Greek Ship Owners
Corporation, et al., where certain members of the crew

of the SS Naki alleged that they were entitled to certain

damages as a result of the actions of the master. Eight

members of the crew who were discharged by the cap-

tain and forcibly removed from the ship at Portland,

Maine, sought damages, bonuses, etc., aggregating more
than $120,000.

The Niki was sailing under the flag of Greece with a

captain and crew of Greek citizens, but she was owned
by the United States which had chartered her on a bare

boat basis to the Greek Government which had, in turn,

chartered her, with a Greek crew, back to the American

Government for the carrying of American cargoes, in

which business she was engaged at the time in question.

The respondent. United Greek Shipowners Corporation,

reports received here, the new Argentine insurance law

has been enacted in very much the same form as that in

which it was originally drafted, and which was thrown

out by the legislature when it was first introduced some
time ago. The stumbling block then was the difficulty

which arose over the proposal that all imports and ex-

ports must be insured with Argentine companies, and

it was thought that, on reconsideration, this provision

would be modified to meet the circumstances which

(Please turn to page 100

1

a Delaware corporation, was the agent in this country

for the Greek Government.

The libellants' causes of action are based principally

upon their alleged wrongful discharge from the ship.

The respondent claimed that the discharge was justified

by the conduct of the libellants, which is alleged to have

been rebellious and insubordinate to the point of mutiny.

The ship, with a crew of thirty-nine, including the

libellants and the Greek captain, had returned to New
York from a trip to Yokohama and left New York for

Bremen in April, 1946, reaching Portland from Bremen

July 19, 1946. Supplies were being carried to the Amer-

ican armies abroad. At the beginning of these trips the

eight Greek seamen who brought this libel organized

themselves into a band which they called the "committee

of the ship", practically taking charge of the vessel, re-

fusing at times to obey orders of the captain and giving

their own orders to the mate. They put the rest of the

crew in fear, preventing them from obeying orders.

Meetings of the crew were called by this committee and

bodily injury was threatened those who did not attend.

One man who kept away was assaulted. The assailant,

being sent for by the captain for an investigation, sent

word that he was "sleeping" and remained where he was.

The next day the boatswain told the captain that he was

afraid to ask this man to come aft. When in port these

men left the ship when they pleased, disregarding the

orders of the captain. They instructed the crew to bring

their grievances to the committee instead of the captain,

ordered the mate out of the wheelhouse, instructed the

firemen when to work so that extra pay for overtime

could be obtained, and generally were recalcitrant to the

extreme, as claimed by the respondent.

It seems that this crew was ""appointed "

( as the captain

put it) to the ship by the Greek consul in New York

(describing himself as Director of the Mercantile Marine

Department of the Greek Consulate), and on return from

the trip to Japan the captain had reported the conduct

of the men in question to the consul with a view of dis-

charging them, but the consul directed the captain to

keep them aboard 'till they could be taken to Greece

(Please turn to page 100)
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THE RUTHIE B

THE LARGEST STEEL CLIPPER ever built in San

Diego Harbor the 110-foot Ruthie B., was launched

April 26 from the big new yard of the National Iron

Works.

Owned by William H. Black, wealthy oilman, of Great

Bend, Kansas, and La Jolla, California, the vessel is the

seventh tunaboat constructed by National Iron Works,

which has two more craft, both 106-footers, nearing

completion.

Maiden voyage in May was high lighted by a ten-day

sportfishing shakedown. ' during which Black was host

to several men prominent in public life, including

Governor John Miles of New Mexico, and Municipal

Judge A. F. Molina of San Diego. Others who made this

trip into waters off the Mexican coast were C. Arnholt

Smith, president of National Iron Works; Melvin N.

Wilson, president of the U. S. National Bank, San Diego,

whose friendship with Black led to the latter's interest

in expanding his investments to the fishing industry;

Pullman Lowden of Coronado, R. R. Matthews of Great

The Rirthle 6, sleek new IIO-fao«

welded steel tuna clipper ready

for her recent launching at Na-

tionat Iron Works' shipyard in

San Diftgo.
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Bend, Kansas; and Courtney B. Davis and Virgil Browne,

both of Wichita, Kansas.

The Ruthie B., named for Black's wife, was launched

auspiciously at ceremonies featuring Rear Admiral Cal-

vin T. Durgin, commander of 11th Naval District air

bases, as principal speaker. Mrs. Black was sponsor and

Mrs. Wilson served as matron of honor.

John Morris, vice president of French Sardine Com-

pany, stressed the need, in his talk at the launching, for

a continuing search for new tuna grounds to support the

rapidly growing fleet. The Ruthie B. will fish for High

Seas Packing Co., a subsidiary of French Sardine Com-

pany.

Captain Manuel Monise, of San Diego, will skipper

the craft which has accommodations for a crew of 13.

The Ruthie B. has a molded beam of 27 feet, a molded

depth of 13 feet, 2 inches, a height to the raised deck of

19 feet, 10 inches, and a fish capacity of 200 tons.

The fuel oil capacity is 27,491 gallons, providing a

cruising range of 10,500 miles. A total of 1200 gallons

of lubricating oil and 2300 gallons of water can be stored.

The entire refrigeration system was designed and fur-

nished by the Baker Ice Company, Inc., of Los Angeles.

Refrigeration compressors include three 5V2" by 5 ¥2",

two cylinder 20 h.p. machines; and one 2%" by IVi",

two cylinder, 3 h.p. machine for galley service.

Main engine is an Atlas six-cylinder Imperial diesel,

single-acting, direct reversible, four-stroke cycle, 13" by

16", 315 rpm, supercharged to provide 55 bhp. It is

equipped with a Kingsbury thrust bearing and is fresh-

water cooled by means of heat exchangers.

The auxiliary engines are Atlas six-cylinder Imperial

diesels, 92 kva, 220 volt, 3 phase, a.c. generators direct-

connected, 4-stroke cycle, 6OO rpm non-reversible, 112

bhp.

Pumps include two 10" Fairbanks-Morse verticle bait

pumps; ten 2V2" Consolidated Pump & Engineering

brine circulating pumps with 2 h.p. motors; one 2"

Worthington Fire Pump with 5 h.p. Worthington

motor; one 3" Carver Brine Transfer Pump, Type "H",

with 5 h.p. motor; and one 3" Carver, Type "L", bilge

pump with 5 h.p. motor.

Electric service is 220-volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle, a.c.

power wherever required, with 110-volt single phase, 60

cycle, a.c. lighting current throughout the ship.

The Ruthie B. is built of electric arc welded steel,

with a raked beam and a modified tuna vessel stern.

It is subdivided with five transverse oil and watertight

I Please turn to page 110)

INSIDE STORY

OF K SUCK

Camera offers rare glimpse of com-

plex paraphernalia that nestles inside

streamhned funnel of Cunard White

Star's new 14,000-ton Media. Ready

for installation on sleek new combi-

nation passenger-cargo ship, the 45-

ton funnel has just been bedecked in

Cunard's familiar red and black col-

ors. Workmen at front of base give

clue to size of towering stack. The

Media will sail Aug. 20 on her maid-

en voyage from Liverpool to New
York.
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KnOUIlEDCE IS THE STRRICHT

COURSE TO HOunniEmEnT

A ^efiGAime^iijfl^^eok O^^^ice^

by "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

CURRENTS OF TH[ WORLD

(This is the third of a three-article series deahng with the tides and currents of the world.

In these articles "The Skipper" has endeavored to present, briefly and rather informally, the

basic knowledge, re these subjects, that the praaicing deck officer should possess. Questions and

suggestions concerning further articles of this type are welcome.

)

Types of Currents

OF VITAL INTEREST TO ALL DECK OFFICERS
are the currents of the world, with most navigators

being familiar with the use of current tables and able

to interpert current indications from a pilot chart.

Through experience and study, however, the competent

navigator will build a knowledge of the various tides

and currents of the world much broader

than the abilit)' to refer to tables and

charts. A thorough knowledge of currents

has served many a navigator in good stead

as a foundation to inspire a more com-

plete study of the subject to deck officer

readers. It will be understood that limi-

tations of space prevent more than a sum-

mary of the subject in this column. In

presenting this summary we may begin

by dividing the currents of the world into

two groups—those that are tidal in origin

and those that are not, the latter group

being called non-periodic currents. We
will consider first the tidal currents.

Tidal Currents

(A) REVERSING (RECTILINEAR)
Reversing currents are the type found

in most inland waters, such as harbors, rivers, sounds, and

bays. The water normally flows inward and up channels

for a certain length of time and the turns and flows in the

opposite direction for about the same length of time. Un-
der normal conditions, with the tidal current flowing com-
pletely free, this would mean about 6 hours and 12y2
minutes in each direction, because of the 24 hour 50
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minute length of the tidal day. Also the strength of the

current would increase for about three hours to a maxi-

mum strength, then decrease for about three hours. At

new moon, full moon, or when the moon is in perigee,

just as the height of the tide will be higher, so the cur-

rent will be stronger. The velocity of the current can

be measured very accurately with either the current pole

or the price current meter and is a matter of tabular

record. The importance of knowing the velocity and di-

rection of the current at the time the navigator is mak-

ing a harbor is obvious when it is considered that in cer-

tain places the velocity of the reversing current may be

as much as 11 or 12 knots. Through the Golden Gate

it may be 3 or 4 knots, and through Hell Gate, New
York, as much as 5 or 6 knots. The time of slack water

is also of major interest to the navigator, and while it

is truly just an instant, in ordinary usage and for all

practical purposes the time of slack water is defined to be

the period during which the velocity does not exceed

one-tenth of a knot. This is a variable period, depending

upon the maximum strength of the particular current

and the location. In most places, however, with a 5 knot

maximum current, the time of slack water under one-

tenth knot velocity is about 5 minutes, and with a one-

and-a-half knot maximum current velocity the time of

slack water is extended to about 15 minutes.

(B) HYDRALIC
Hydralic currents are the type found in straits con-

necting two bodies of water. An example would be the

current found in Deception Pass, Washington. This

name is also given to currents in channels and passes

open at both ends, like Long Island Sound. In these

places, the current flows from both ends toward and away

from a certain point, and because of the nature of the

changing direction of flow may be a source of confusion

to the navigator.

(C) ROTARY
As the name implies, these currents are rotary in

character, and each normal tide time cycle of 12 hours and

25 minutes they will have changed their direction of

flow 360 degrees, making a complete circle around the

compass. Thus the over-all effect of the tide is nullified.

These currents are generally of small velocity, and are

found just offshore near harbor entrances. Because of

the rotation of the earth, the rotary action is towards

the right in the Northern Hemisphere and towards the

left in the Southern Hemisphere, and by calculation we

see that the direction of the current flow changes at

about the rate of 27 degrees per hour. It is because of

this rotary action that vessels anchor with the port

anchor in the Northern Hemisphere and with the star-

board anchor in the Southern Hemisphere, so that as the

vessel swings the anchor cable always leads fair. These

rotary currents are caused by the intersection of tidal

currents acting in diff^erent directions, such as when

currents following the coast line meet with currents

coming into the coast at an angle, or meet with reversing

currents. There is no slack water in a rotary current, and
I Please turn to page 100)
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San Francisco Bay Entrance

(Golden Gate), Cat.. 1947,

Figure II. This table of the

Pacific Edition covers daily

current predictions for 15 ref-

erence stations.

Figure 12. Table 2, Current

Differences and Constants.
This table furnishes data

which will enable the navi-

gator to determine the ap-

proximate time of slack water

and strength of current at

numerous stations on the Pa-

cific Coast.
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by "The Chief"

"The Chief's" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

HATHEHilTICS FOR E^CIIEEliS

The cylindrical shell and strenr)th of the riveted joint

IN
THE JULY ISSUE we discussed the derivation of

the formula for the AWP ( allowable working pres-

sure) and showed that it was simple applied geometry

with a little algebra. We found that the formula was

WRF=STE. This is the straight line arrangement and

is the best way to memorize it. Usually it is required to

know W, the working pressure. A simple transposition

STE
rearranges the formula to W=

RF.
S, strength of steel

lbs. per sq. in. T, thickness of shell in inches; R, radius of

shell in inches; F, factor of safety and E, efficiency of

the riveted joint. We have now to discuss this efficiency

and derive from simple mathematics the reasonable

values.

Reference to U. S. Coast Guard "Green Book" page

68 indicates the theory of joint efficiency. Fundamentally

it is the ratio of the strength of a definite length of the

joint divided by the strength of an equal length of the

shell plate. This ratio will always be less than one (or

unity ) , because the plate will always be stronger than

the joint. The holes drilled in the plate for the rivets

weaken the plate because of the reduction of useful area.

Another fundamental consideration and one that con-

fuses engineers is that instead of examining, studying or

calculating the entire length of the joint in the longr-

tudinal seam, only a short selected section of the joint is

considered. There is good reason for this, however. The
strength of the entire joint would be hundreds of thou-

cands of pounds. Why handle these large figures when the

joint is really a definite pattern of repeated and exactly

equal parts? We can calculate one of these equal divi-

sions and what is true for one is true for all of them.

The only requirement is to make sure that the part

selected is equal to all other parts of the same length

along the seam. This is shown in the accompanying

blackboard sketches. When we study the strength of the

plate berween rivets of the second row, we may select a

unit length or the joint equal to the distance between

centers of the second row rivets. This is small pitch p,

but when the outer row is studied the large pitch P is

used, see Figure 3.

The third fundamental consideration is that all pos-

sible points of failure must be separately calculated and
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the one having the lowest value of efficiency is used in

our formula for working pressure. Marine Engineering

Regulations require that four possible points of failure

should be studied. Coast Guard examinations for license

may require that only the two simple failures be cal-

culated and the lowest value used. These two are the

plate section and the rivet section, left side Figures 4

and 5. The plate section failure is as the term implies, a

failure of the plate at its weakest point but without in-

volving any failure of any rivet. The plate would tear

on a line through the outer row of rivets. See accompany-

ing sketch, Figure 5. The formula is: efficiency of the

P-d
plate section, £= —_-

. Notice that this is a ratio that

expresses the reduction of the plate by the rivet holes.

P— d is the distance between the holes (center to

center distance minus hole diameter). It is the amount

of good metal left after drilling the holes. The ratio of

this good metal divided by the metal there before drill-

ing the holes is the efficiency expressed as a decimal less

than unity. Notice that it is not necessary that it intro-

duce thickness of the plate here, or actual areas, because

this ratio of distances is also the ratio of the areas as the

same thickness would be used as a multiplier for both

numerator and denominator of the fraction and thus

cancels out.

For the rivet section the failure is supposed to be in

a shear-off of the rivets,—all of them, and no part of

the plate fails. See Figure 4. Here then we must study the

strength of all of the rivets and divide this strength by the

strength of the plate. The formula is for rivet section

rr
N a S

efficiency E= "5~5~^ • The shearing strength of the

rivet (use double shear with double butt strap, single

shear with single butt strap) multiplied by the area of

the rivet, gives the strength of the rivet in shear. This

times the total number of rivets in the unit length of

joint selected, in this case large pitch P, gives total rivet

strength of the unit section. Note that with three rows

of rivets as arranged in the sketches there is a total of

five rivets in the section. If the reader objects to the

counting of four half rivets as two on the theory that a

half rivet is less than half as strong as a whole one, let

him select the dividing lines marking off pitch P so that

they do not pass through a rivet but are still P inches

apart. The strength of the plate in a distance of P inches

is clearly the area of the plate here or P x T multiplied

by the strength S of the steel. Thus PST is the strength of

the plate in pounds in length P along the joint.

It is interesting to note here that if we decide to make
the rivets "plenty" strong and make them larger in

diameter we do indeed increase the efficiency of the

rivet section. It would be possible to have an E here

which is more than unity, such as 1.42 or some such

figure. But when we come to calculate the efficiency of

the plate section which results from these large rivets

we find that we have reduced it to a very low value, per-

haps to .47 or some such low figure. And, of course, we

must use the lowest value of these several efficiencies in

the working pressure formula. Therefore there is an

optimum value of P and d which gives an efficiency

for both the plate and the rivet sections equal in value.

Much skill and experience on the part of the designers

is required to give the best results.

Figures 1 and 2 are shown to refresh the memory

regarding the simple conceptions of shear, compression,

and tension forces and their evaluation. These are gen-

erally familiar to the marine engineer. The s for shear

must be understood as being different for single and

double shear. For double shear a value of twice that for

single shear is used. It would have been better if the

authors of the Regulations had not confused the engineer

with two values of shear but instead had used a factor

of 2 in the formula when double shear was involved. The

crushing strength c of the steel of the butt strap may be

a new conception to the engineer. Here the steel partly

crushes and partly tears out. It occurs where the strap

is thin as compared to the rivet diameter and where

the rivet is close to the edge of the strap.

We now have to consider the compound failures pos-

sible. These are given as formulas ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) pages

68 of the Regulations. Also they are illustrated in Figs.

4 and 5, which show a model of a joint with the four

possible failures broken out. For the combined failure

of the plate at the second row of rivets and the shear off

of a rivet, formula (6) of the Regulations and Fig. 5

apply. The plate strength efficiency is calculated as dis-

cussed above except that it is necessary to use the small

pitch p as the length of the section under consideration.

To the efficiency is added that of the rivet in shear. The

strength of the rivet is the number of rivets in the outer

row times the area of the rivet times the shear strength

which in this case is double. Since the outer row is in-

volved we must use big pitch P as a divisor when multi-

plied by steel strength S and thickness T.

Thus for a total we have efficiency of plate and rivet

shear equals

E= p -d n a s
• plus

p
^ PST

And lastly we have the combined failure of the plate

at the second row of rivets and the butt strap crushing

P-d
P

n c d t

- _ Here we need not further discuss the first

term as it is the plate efficiency of the previous formula.

The area of the butt strap subject to crushing is obviously

the diameter of the rivet hole times the thickness of the

strap. With the inner and outer butt straps used as in

Figure 3, thickness t is the sum of the two straps. Note,

butt straps are not necessarily of the same thickness. See

page 69 of the Regulations for minimum thickness.

Multiply this area subject to crush by the crushing

strength, double in this case, and by the number of rivets

in big pitch P, which are involved in this crush, (in

(Please turn to page 104)

id tearing out. This efficiency is E^ plus
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

mwm QUIiY YARD

RESTORES %% mm
Stripped of her wartime gear and fully restored to her

former self the SS Ancon. well-known cruise ship of the

Panama Railroad Company, during June received the

last touches before leaving her berth at the Quincy Yard

of the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The 10,000-ton ship was built at the Quincy Yard in

1939 and was engaged on the run from New York City

to Haiti and the Canal Zone, carrying passengers and

cargo when she was taken over by the United States

Army on January 11, 1942.

No change has been made in the unique arrangement

of passenger accommodations with a large number of

the staterooms grouped around verandas, each of which

provide a semi-private lounge for the four staterooms

opening out upon it. This arrangement, which has proved

so popular, was first introduced on the Ancon and her

two sister ships, the Panama and the Cristobal.

In addition to the 32 veranda rooms, there are four

de luxe rooms and 36 conventional staterooms. With the

present arrangement these provide space for 227 pas-

sengers, all in one class.

The staterooms are all outside rooms, with cross venti-

lation and each equipped with a ventilating fan. They

are all located midships, on the boat deck, promenade

deck, and A deck, and they are furnished with all the

comforts of a fine hotel, with private baths, pullman

berths with foam rubber mattresses, full-length mirrors

and large dressers with special compartments for hand

luggage. Varying color schemes are used in the decora-

tion.

Accommodations are also provided for 18 ofiicers and

a crew of 109. Most of the crew members are berthed two

in a room, with a few rooms for three and four. The
majority of these are on the A deck, aft.

In addition to staterooms the promenade deck is given

over to public spaces. Unusually wide promenades extend

fore and aft of the deck house. These are now enclosed

by sliding glass windows in their entire length, whereas

formerly only about half the length was so protected.

The clubroom with the bar is at the forward end of the

enclosure, followed by the large hall which runs through

to the sun deck. This hall is connected to, and overlooked

by the lounge on the sun deck, which appears as a bal-

cony, or mezzanine, for the hall. When taken together

the two rooms form one of the largest public spaces ever

installed on a ship of this size. Aft of the hall the prome-

nade deck extends across the ship and presents an area

sheltered by the sliding windows. This area is used as

deck cafe and dance floor. The open-air swimming pool

is located aft on the boat deck. Generous deck areas sur-

rounding the pool provide space for lounging and sun

bathing.

The sun deck is given over to unusually large game

and sport areas aft of the stack. These areas are free from

obstructions such as ventilators, skylights and trunks.

The dining room, located amidship on the B deck, seats

130 persons and extends the full width of the ship. The

port and starboard levels are raised to give a balcony

effect, and this effect is enhanced by bronze railings

which skirt the outer edge of these sections. The dining

room is sound-proofed and air conditioned for the

ship's main refrigeration plant. In addition, there are

five self-contained refrigeration units serving the writing

room and all mess rooms.

A total of 292,413 cu. ft. of general cargo space is

available in the five of the vessel's holds. The remaining

SS Ancon in her »

pany. The Ancon
of her war equiprr

rtime garb anchored offshore. At right the SS Ancon restored to
rrived at the Boston Yard of the Bethlehem S eel Connpany in Ma
nt. She arrived at the Quincy Yard on October I, 1944. for conversi

cruise ship of the Pana
:h of last year where the

)n to her former status a:

road Com-
'as stripped
enger ship.
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DOCK'S BIGGEST LOAD

The 24,416-to 1 Ital an liner Conte Bia rtca

man o. for six year the U. S. Army Trans
port Hern- ita ge, o 1 drydock at Bethle lem
Stee Com pa ny's S an Francisco Yard. «S0
feet long th a beam of 76 feet, the
Con e Bia ICOmo is the largest commercia
ship ever to be dc eked in a floating dry
dock the Pacific Coast.

two holds, with ''iiDoii ^u t{ sp.iLX', arc .irraiiyed for

carrying refrigerated cargo, and are equipped with me-

chanical conveyors for loading and unloading bananas.

When new, the A neon was hailed as the safest ship

afloat, virtually unsinkable and fireproof from stem to

stern, with "nothing to burn but the fuel." These features

have been retained. All furnishings are metal and other

fireproof materials, and all hangings, rugs, draperies and

similar materials have been flame proofed. The fire fight-

ing equipment incorporates the latest developments in

the field, and the ship has six aluminum life boats, two

of which are motor driven and equipped with radio

transmitters and receivers.

TODD COiERTS MM UTTUCK

TRil^SPOilT GOSHEN TO C^^^D^ m\[

WITH THE SAILING OF THE AMERICAN MAIL
LINE 8008-ton Canada Mail from Hoboken, the

Todd Shipyards Corporation Brooklyn Division marks

the completion of a naval attack transport reconversion

begun approximately six months ago. The 492-foot

former APA-type ship was operated as the Goshen by

the Navy from the time of her commissioning in Decem-
ber, 1944 until April, 1946.

This reconversion makes the vessel now a U.S.M.C.

C3-S-A2 type, carrying 12 passengers, 55 crew members,
and general cargo. For over a week before work could

begin, a complete inventory had to be taken of con-

siderable quantities of sleeping gear, spare parts, and

miscellaneous supplies left on board when the Navy
turned the vessel back to the Maritime Commission.

The ensuing change-over involved a complete strip-

ping of all Naval equipment. Wartime radar equipment
was replaced with commercial radar installed at the top

of the single buff smokestack; the radio equipment was
similarly exchanged; and heavy changes of the Naval
electrical equipment and wiring had to be made to meet

When Italy entered the war, the vessel was
seized at the Canal Zone on her way home
from Chile. She has now been sold back
to the Italian Government and will sail for

Trieste around July 15 with an Italian crew
of approximately 350.

Bethlehem's job is to put the vessel in

shape for her return voyage. This will in-

clude drydocking, cleaning and painting
her bottom, pulling both tail shafts and
opening her machinery for inspection.

the entirely different specifications of the A. B. S. and

USCG. All gun mounts were removed, and the deck

plates in which hatch openings and holes for lines lead-

ing to these installations were replaced.

Numerous troop berthings in the cargo holds were all

removed, and the holds completely altered to handle

loading and storage of general cargo. The crew quarters

were completely revamped to provide more spacious

accommodations for considerably smaller peacetime staff.

The lifeboat davits had to be changed from the Naval

vertical leads on the deck, to the standard USCG hori-

zontal leads above the boats.

The Canada Mail is the second ship of the American

Mail Line readied since the war for the West Coast-

Orient service, following the recent completion of the

Indian Mail, also a reconverted APA-type. The line

expects to have the Java Mail, another C3 in service

soon, followed shortly by three standard freighters.

The Catiada Mail was turned over to the owners by

the Todd Brooklyn yards, and proceeded to Hoboken to

load cargo. Upon completion of her maiden voyage, via

the Panama Canal, the vessel will operate between Seattle

and the Far East by the American Mail Line.

The Canada Ivlail leaves her Hoboken pier on her maiden

voyage for the American Mail Line.
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BANQUET
IN SAN FRANCISCD

At fop: S. E. Nelson, Terco Products Co., Alan Scurfield, Charles E. Lowe
Co., and Louis Deppman, port engineer for Sudden & Christenson.

Second from fop: Worth "Johnnie" Johnson, Republic Supply Co., Don
Johnson, Smith-Rice Co., J. R. Williams, superintending engineer of Mat-

son Navigation Co., and Bob Hall, naval architect for Matson Navigation
Co.

Third from top: Lloyd Fleming, Pacific Coast Director. U. S. Maritime
Commission, and Captain M. C. Stone, port captain for Matson Naviga-

gation Co.

Above: This group includes Frank W. Smith. Douglas Dickie, and Ed Graff.

At left, top: Captain Berry; Colonel John F. Aleure; Captain L. C. Olson;
" "

F. P. Cotter; General Robert Wiley, manager. Board of State

Harbor Conr

AndeSecond photo: Johns-Manville table: T. S. Tulien; W.
ager of Bay Cities Asbestos Company; A. W. Knight and Evan Rinehart.

Third photo: John Cordes; Sevfcll Knapp; Fred Cordes, and Paul Josiyn.

Joe Gisler (center) is taking a ribbing from George Swett as Frank

Smith, president of the San Francisco Society of Port Engineers stands by.
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PORT DIRECTOR COMPANIES BEIi ACTIVATED

San Francisco is among the first

Naval officers

ment of shippir

Transportation *

E. R. Vorencan-
Beary, USN, Comn
Director.

nee
have been organized in San Francisco into units of the new Naval

rice of the Naval Reserve program. Left to right, front rovr: Captain
USNR, C. O. Organized NTS, Company 12-1; Rear Admiral 0. B.

andant. T»<elfth Naval District: Captain Duncan Curry, Jr,, USN, Port
isco: Captain D. N. Cone, USN. Director of Naval Reserve, Twelfth

al District. Standing (left to right): Cmdr. D. H. Harkleroad, USNR, Commanding
Officer Volunteer NTS, Company 12-6: Comdr. E. H. Mishler, USNR. Commanding Officer
Volunteer NTS. Company 12-3: Comdr. H. L Haehl, Jr.. USNR, Commanding Officer
Volunteer NTS. Company 12-2: Captain A. S. Cooke, USN. Assistant Chief of Staff for

Personnel, Twelfth Naval District: Captain A. H. Richards, USN, Assistant Port Director,

San Francisco: Captain F. S. M. Harris, USNR. Commanding Officer Organized Brigade
12-2; Captain R. E. Hanson USN. Inspector Instructor Naval Reserve. San Francisco;

Comdr. T. Herbert. USNR. Commanding Officer Volunteer NTS. Company 12-1; Comdr.
H. Clifford, USNR, Commanding Officer Volunteer NTS. Company 12-4; Comdr. C. E.

Mynard. Jr.. USNR, Commanding Officer Volunteer NTS, Company 12-5; Comdr. J. H.
Wholiey, USNR, Executive Officer. Organized NTS, Company 12-1.

Ofttcial U. S. Navy Photograph

MORE MARINERS

NEW OFFICER
At the installation of new officers, Mrs. Harry
W. Parsons turned the gavel over to the new
helmsman. Mrs. John F. Johnston, for the
I947-I948 term of the V/omen's Organziation
for the American Merchant Marine, Port of

San Francisco

Left to right: R. L. Vinely, Weeks-Howe-Emerson; G. R. Vernon. Moore-
McCormack; Dr. Gonzales. Guatemalan Vice Consul; L. M. Ammon. General
Steamship Corp. Ltd.. Purchasing Agent; G. E. Stevens. Olympic- Steamship
Co., Purchasing Agent; J. J. Imhof. Weeks-Howe-Emerson; Merl Johnston of
Olympic Steamship Co., Port Engineer; M. J. Silva. Weeks-Howe-Emerson;
and standing: Captain Sievers of Alaska Transportation Co.

\imm SHIP SERVICE \mm%
Jim Camp, general manager of

Western Ship Service Company of

San Francisco, announces the estab-

lishment of a new chemical division

by his company. Arthur Zipf, for-

mer partner in the Eureka Chemi-

cal Company, is manager of the

newly established department, which

specializes in chemical cleaning of

water jackets, boilers, and rotors,

and in tank conversion.

FRED SHINGLE PASSES

James Frederick Shingle, vice president, Inter-

national Paint Co. (California) Inc., passed

away July 22, at San Francisco.
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Members of the Bilge Club enjoying their annual barbecue dinner on July 5 after 18

holes of golf, tug-of-war and baseball. The barbecue was prepared by Dan Dobler,

Hampton Neergaard, Joe Costello, Sam Capelle and assistants. Seven hundred

members and guests were in attendance and the Palos Verdes Golf Course was in

excellent shape. Bill Kane of Todd Shipyards won low net and the prize donated by

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Co. Runners-up were Nick Trutanich and Don Montague.

Winners in Class B were Walter Smith, Neil Anderson, Pascal Dilday, Otto Miller

and Charley Bailey. Bilge Club president Walter Richards kept the day's events

moving along while Sheriff Gene Biscailuz was in top form as master of ceremonies.

Joe Hare, Southern California manager of the Maritime Commission and Wayne

Johnson, San Diego Marine Construction Co.

Joe Dennis of Craig Ship and Harry Martin of Moore McCormack Lines.

Eugene Biscailui, master of ceremonies, also Sheriff of Los Angeles County: Al "Little

Flower" Boro of J. M. Costello Supply Co.; Earl Archibald, chairman of prizes, who

is with Sunset Oil Co.

"On the Green."

Winn Rash, chairman of Finances, treasurer of Bilge Club, who is with California

Bank: Bob Snodgrass. secretary of Bilge Club: Earl Archibald, and Edward Kellen-

berger, with R. C. Griffith Co.

Charlie Houghton, extreme right. Chairman of the Day. The Winning Team on the

business end of "Tug-of-War."

Losing team right in there tugging.

BIICE ClUBi;

MM BARBECUE

Ai GOEF TOUBKEY
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THE BUMP WITH THE

"EEYIKG RED HOUSE"

Bearing on its sides the largest

electrical display ever seen in the

west. General Petroleum Corpora-

tion's spectacularly lighted dirigible,

the "Flying Red Horse", is currently

making daily and nightly flights

over Pacific Goast cities and is arous-

ing unusual interest in marine

circles because of the varied services

it makes available.

Recently converted to commercial

use after more than 3,000 hours of

anti-submarine and convoy patrol

duty during the war, the former

Navy airship L-12 is still prepared

to perform its offshore functions on

a moment's notice. Completely man-

ned by Navy-trained lighter-than-

air veterans, it is authorized to de-

part from its scheduled flights and

proceed in case of emergency to

any place within its flying range

where a ship in distress may need

its rescue or observation facilities.

At ceremonies celebrating the air-

ship's arrival in northern California,

and attended by James S. Hines,

publisher of Pacific Marine Review,

other advantages of the dirigible's

commercial use were pointed out by

General Petroleum

Flying Red Horse
dirigible at night sho>.

ing animated elcctrica

horse. 45 feet high an.

50 fe ong.

Th ntricate wiring en-

ables the "Flying Red

Horse" to kick his feet.

Taken at Moffett Field

during Installation.

Ik '
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Clarence S. Beesemyer, vice presi-

dent and director of marketing for

General Petroleum.

"The Navy encourages such use

of its former wartime airships by

business firms, " Beesemyer revealed,

"not only because it thus keeps in

operating condition dirigibles which

ated, left to right, they

e: James S. Hines. pub-
her of Pacific Marine
Jview, San Francisco; S.

Couch.
ales for Ge

agency. Los Angele
Clarence S. Beesemye
vice president and dire

tor of marketing for Ge
eral Petroleum Corpor
tion. Los Angeles; Ric

ard Dick, vice preside
of Western Air Line
Inc.. Los Angeles; Jam

of West-Margui.

Winslow Engineerl
Company, Oakland.

Otherwise would have to be dis-

mantled and the rubber sold for

raincoats and similar use, but also

because it thus maintains a reserve

of trained Navy crews, ready for

emergencies."

The electrical display on the sides

of the ship consists, in addition to

the words Mobilgas and Mobiloil in

large white letters, of huge red

horses which flap their wings and

kick their feet. The horses are 45

feet high and 50 feet in length and

employ nearly 9,000 electric lights.

After making its first Pacific

Coast appearance in southern Cali-

fornia, the big airship moved north

for a visit in the San Francisco area

and then proceeded to the north-

west for stops in Portland, Seattle

and other cities in that region. It is

slated to return to northern Califor-

nia in October for a 7-week stay and

will then move south to Los Angeles

again.
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WKING BOSS SAFETY DliER M TROPHY PRESENTATION

BESUME DP COLUMBIA FIVER DIBTBICT

The dinner meeting was held at

the Multnomah Hotel in Portland,

Oregon on June 19, to further stim-

ulate the interest in safety on the

waterfront and for the presentation

of the Byron O. Pickard Memorial

Safety Trophies to the stevedore and

terminal companies having the low-

est compensable injury frequency

for 1945 and 1946 in the five-year

Safety Contest. Direct employers,

superintendents and walking bosses

were present.

The chairman. Captain J. A.

Hazelwood, manager of Williams-

Dimond Company, introduced Paul

Faulkner of the Pacific Marine Re-

view, sponsors of the Columbia Riv-

er District On-Shore Stevedoring

Trophy, which was awarded to

Brady-Hamilton Stevedores, Inc., for

the lowest on-shore stevedoring
compensable frequency for the two

years of 1945 and 1946. The trophy

was presented to J. W. Hubbard,

operating manager. Mr. Faulkner

indicated the appreciation of his

company's participating in the fur-

thering of safety on the waterfront,

and as a publisher, had taken an

active interest in matters of marine

safety since the inception of the pro-

gram on the Pacific Coast. Mr.

Faulkner presented the trophy and

commended Mr. Hubbard and all

other personnel of his company for

also winning second place in the

Pacific Coast On-Shore Stevedoring

Safety Contest. Mr. Hubbard ac-

cepted the trophy with a word of

appreciation in the name of the

company and of William ( Bill

)

Brady, president of the firm, who
was in the hospital and unable to

attend. Mr. Brady has been very

active in stevedoring circles in the

Northwest and is one of the old

timers of the waterfront.

As a safety message to all con-

cerned, Don A. Willhite, district

supervisor. Accident Prevention Bu-

reau, said: "In consideration of the

substantial and continuous overall

reduction of injuries achieved on

this coast we should not be satisfied

with our present score, even though

our measure of improvement cannot

be matched by any coastal section of

this country. It was also pointed out

that while we may have general

problems that are identified with

our industry, nearly all the hazards

encountered in longshore work are

common to other industries; but

some other industries have achieved

far more success in controlling these

hazards. . .

."

Upper left: Paul Faulkner. Pacific

Coast Advertising manager,
Pacific Marine Review; A. M.
Schoenfeldt, branch manager,
Employers tvlutuai Life Ins. Co.
of Wisconsin; Captain Hazel-
wood, Chairman of Meeting, vice
chairman of Columbia River Dis-

trict Accident Prevention Com-
mittee, manager of Williams-
Dimond Co.; Les Petersen, safety
engineer. Marine Electric Co.;
Gregg HIrsch. secretary, Brady-
Hamilton; J. W. Hubbard, op-
erating manager. Brady- Hamil-
ton; D. A. Willhite. district su-

pervisor. Accident Prevention
Bureau of the Waterfront Em-
ployers Association of the Pacific

Coast.

Upper right: Gregg Hirsch, H.
W. Hubbard, Toy Rantala, dock
foreman, Brady- Hamilton, Paul
Faulkner, W. C. Charrick, assist-

ant operating manager, Brady-
Hamilton; F. J. Girt, walking
boss, Brady-Hamilton, and Albert
Swanson, walking boss, Brady-

Hamilton.

Lower left: Gregg Hirsch, J. W.
Hubbard, Toy Rantala. A. M.
Schoenfeldt, R. M. Dinwiddle,
safety engineer. Employers Mu-
tual Life Ins. Co. of Wisconsin.
Albert Swanson, W. C. Charrick.

and F. J. Girt.

Lower right: D, A. Willhite, Les
Petersen, Captain Hazelwood,
and Roy Wise, manager, Inter-

slate Terminals.
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SB -AIR

Ship Chandler Enters Mion Field

In tune with a trend for shipping

interests to acquire related aircraft

services, comes the announcement

that the pioneer C. J. Hendry Com-

pany now carries extensive line of

of aviation hardware, and is com-

pletely equipped to offer hardware

sales-service to the flying trade.

To enter into this highly special-

ized field on a permanent basis has

taken no little amount of study and

research, but the 80-odd years ex-

perience of Hendry in the supply

field in addition to considerable spe-

cial experience in aviation hard-

ware as an agent of the WAA form

a solid foundation for a permanent

business in this line.

Already doing a good volume of

business out of San Francisco to all

parts of the world, plans call for ex-

pansion to outlets along the entire

Coast, Alaska, and the Hawaiian

Islands. The company based its first

three months' operations on a strong

service policy, and the wisdom of

this decision has already paid divi-

dends in the firm volume already

built up.

Unique Staff

A feature of the Aircraft Divi-

sion's staff is that it is entirely com-

posed of personnel with aircraft and

aircraft hardware experience. It is

headed by C. Charles Crawford, a

well-known figure in aircraft circles

Crawford began his aviation career

at Douglas, then with Matson's Air

Transport Division and was assist-

ant general manager of the Avia-

tion Maintenance Corp. Similarly

other members of his staff draw on

wide and long experience with avia-

tion, and more specifically aviation

hardware. S. R. Johnstone is assist-

ant manager in charge of Sales,

former pilot in the Army Air

Forces. Roy Sullivan, the golfer of

the Aircraft Division, was a former

pilot, instructor and Liaison Officer

in the USAAF, and is now a sales-

man. 'William A. Robertson, Jr.,

former Major in the Army Air

Forces with extensive background in

aviation maintenance, is a salesman

with the Aviation Division. Thomas

Stewart was in charge of aviation

hardware on USS North Carolina

during the war. T. A. Bulotti's past

experience in the aviation field has

been with Curtiss-'Wright Flying

Service, Pan American Pacific Divi-

sion, both on the Pacific Coast and

in Manila, P. I., and at the main

base at the San Francisco Municipal

Airport. Herbert W. Solmsen, office

manager, has extensive foreign ex-

perience. During internment in

China at the start of the war he was

able to manage a large radio sales

and service company, and when U.

S. Troops moved in he worked for

the China Service Command and the

Military Advisory Group in Nan-

king.

C. J. Hendry's new division is

confident of building up a volume

with all commercial aviation com-

panies that will rival the ship-chan-

dlery division, the largest on the

Coast.

Joh ston e, Wi iar

A. Rob ertson Jr

and Ro V Sull var

and Ton Stewa rt.

At left: T. A. Bl

lo« ar d He be
W. Soirnsen.
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Basil Harris In San Francisco

Walton Is Bank Birector

At a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of Crocker First National

Bank of San Francisco held July 10,

Sydney G. Walton, vice president

of Matson Navigation Company,

was elected a director of the bank.

Mr. Walton, a graduate of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy, class of 1923, is well-known

Hyde Windlass Appoints

Wm. H. Schultze

Effective July
,
the Hyde Windlass Company,

Bath, Maine, appointed William H. (Bill)

Schultze to be in charge of their new Philadel-

phia office, ac :ording to an announcement by

Rodney E. Ross
,
president. Bill Schultze is well

known in mari le circles for his knowledge of

deck machiner y requirements, and its opera-

Basil Harris,

Chairman of Board,

United States Lines

Stephen D. Bechtel,

Director,

United States Lines

At a recent luncheon in San Fran-

cisco Mr. Harris reviewed the problems

of the Maritime industry, and came up
with some ingenious solutions.

Mr. Bechtel. at the same meeting,

spoke inspiringly of the prospects for

industry and world trade.

San Francisco business executive,

having been associated with the

Matson Navigation Company for

over 20 years. He is presently in

charge of passenger and air opera-

tions for the company, and is presi-

dent of the Matson Aviation Main-

tenance Corporation. He is also a

director of United Engineering Co.,

Ltd.

Martin and Turner Represent

Plate Glass Firm

The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com-
pany, paint division, announces the

appointment of Martin & Turner

as exclusive distributors of Pitts-

burgh marine paint finishes in the

San Francisco and Los Angeles har-

bor areas. Martin & Turner offices

and warehouse stocks are located at

314 Wilmington Boulevard, Wil-

mington, and at 134 Sacramento

Street, San Francisco. Eric Pedley

is manager of the San Francisco

branch of the company.

The Pittsburgh line of marine

finishes offers a wide range of pres-

tige building colors to serve decora-

tive, as well as functional purposes.

L L BeWoll Promoted

By Babcock & Wilcox

The appointment of L. L. DeWolf
as Superintendent of Marine Erec-

tion was announced recently by

The Babcock & Wilcox Company,

manufacturers of steam generating

equipment. He succeeds M. Nielsen,

who becomes Production Superin-

tendent of the company's Barberton

(Ohio) Works.

Mr. DeWolf has been Assistant

Superintendent of Marine Erection

since 1941 when he came to the

New York Office from the Marine

Engineering Department in Barber-

ton. He joined the company in 1929

in the Engineering Division, and

later was transferred to the Marine

Engineering Departrnent.

A graduate of Oberlin College,

Mr. DeWolf did post graduate work

in engineering. He is a member of

The Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers. His home is

in Chatham, N. J.

L. L. DE WOLF
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. . BENDIX-SCINTILLA
FUEL INJECTION
EQUIPMENT

Means Dependable Performance for Diesel Engines

Around the world, wherever American Diesels are in

operation, Bendix-Scintilla" Fuel Injeaion equipment

provides reliable performance under even the most

dif&cult conditions. In frigid Greenland, in stationary

engines in Russian oil fields, in the South Sea tropics, on

African railways, and on ships of all types, Bendix-

Scintilla spells extra performance and dependability.

Specify Bendix-Scintilla—the name that is known for

reliability the world overl •t.,de «••«

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of

^J iyi'. iV^ SIDNEY, N. Y.



n E Ul S F L e S H E s

GREAT NEW PROJECTS IN THE WEST

World Trade Center at San Francisco.

The California legislature has passed and Governor Warren has signed a

bill providing the way for the proposed $35,000,000 World Trade Center at San

Francisco. The Project will cover nine city blocks in the downtown area now

occupied largely by the wholesale produce district.

WORLD TRADE FREE PORT AT SAN FRANCISCO

Approval is hourly expected from Washington of the long planned "free

zone" for the processing of inbound dutiable cargo at San Francisco. The site

will temporarily be at pier 45.

ALAMEDA SCHOOL CONTINUES

The United States Maritime Academy at Alameda, California, has been

approved for continuance. Up to the closing days of Congress, the school's

future was uncertain.

ANNAPOLIS OF WEST AT DEL MONTE

Congress approved in its closing days the purchase of the historic Hotel

Del Monte property near Monterey, California, for a post-graduate academy for

the Navy. Occupation is expected January.

I.L.O. AT SAN FRANCISCO

"Selection of San Francisco as site of the 31st conference of the Inter-

national Labor Office is a great tribute to San Francisco's position as a world

city," says Carl J. Eastman, president of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

The I.L.O. Conference, now meeting in Geneva, will open in San Franciscco June

17, 1948.

ENTERPRISE ENGINE ACQUIRES COMPLETE LINE OF HENDY DIESEL ENGINES

C. S. Herbert, executive vice president of the Enterprise Engine & Foundry-

Company, of San Francisco, California recently announced that the company has

acquired the complete line of Hendy marine and stationary diesel engines for-

merly manufactured by the Joshua Hendy Iron Work of Sunnyvale, California.

*****
INTERCOASTAL LINES RESUMING

Practically all of the prewar intercoastal lines have announced sailing

under private operation. The last few days have brought announcements from

American-Hawaiian, Pope & Talbot, Arrow Line, Weyerhaeuser, Isthmian, Calmar,

Panama-Pacific, and Luckenbach. The Maritime Commission made positive announce-

ment on July 10 that General Agency arrangements would not be resumed.
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NEW SHIP REPAIR AWARD TO

CONSOLIDATED STEEL CORPORATION

Philippine Consolidated Shipyards, affiliated with Consolidated Steel
Corporation, has a contract covering the repair of small Army vessels at Manila
and Cavite, Philippine Islands. Several thousand Filipinos are currently em-

ployed, with more than 100 American supervisory personnel, including technical
and administrative staff, engaged upon the job.

Philippine Consolidated Shipyards completed this month ahead of schedule a
similar contract for the Navy Department, covering the repair of Navy tugs,

barges, landing craft, and other small vessels at Samar in the Philippine
Islands.

:|f :^ :i: :t: :{£

APL TAKES ANOTHER SHIP

Because of continuing heavy demand for passenger space over its Trans-
Pacific route, American President Lines will charter from the U. S. Maritime
Commission the SS MARINE SWALLOW, a C-4 vessel having accommodations for 968
passengers.

SEATTLE PROGRAM

Leading Alaska, trans-Pacific and intercoastal steamship lines, trans-
continental airlines and other public carriers, export-import, manufacturing and
shipping interests will collaborate with the Port of Seattle Commission in a
long-range foreign commerce promotion program. E. H. Savage, port president,
announces.

An annual goal of at least 10,000,000 tons maritime cargo for Seatle would
result in more than $50,000,000 yearly payrolls for Seattle, an increase of 40
per cent.

*****
MANY SHIPS IN FOR REPAIRS

The steady parade of ships to West Coast yards continues.
15 vessels in Bethlehem's San Francisco yard. The included:

July 31 showed

VESSEL

Dredge HOLLAND
ESSO PORTO ALEGRE
ESSO RIO GRANDE
BESBORO
CONTE BIANCAMANO
KATHIO
ATASCOSA
Barge YFir618
HAROLD L. WINSLOW
HUBERT PROM
SAINTE HELENE
FALKANGER
COLGATE VICTORY
HERANGER
DENISON VICTORY

OWNERS OR AGENTS

U. S. Engineers
Std. Oil Co.

Std. Oil Co.

Pillsbury & Martignoni
Genl. S. S. Co.

Deconhil S. S. Co,

Pacific Tankers
Generaux & Hansen
Genl, S. S. Co.

French Shipping Mission
French Shipping Mission
Westfal Larsen Line
A. P. Lines
Interocean Line
Moore-McCormack Lines

Overhaul

Drydock & Repairs
Drydock & Repairs
Conversion & Repair
Survey & Repair
Hull Alterations
Repair & Conversion
Hull Repairs
Voyage Repair
Conversion & Repair
Conversion & Repair
Miscl. Repair
Voyage Repairs
Mach. & Elect. Repairs
Routine Drydock
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JUNE INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION—NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Fifty-three new plants and 22 factory expansions for the Bay Area and North-

ern California to cost $6,640,500 were tabulated during June.

Industrial development gains for the first half of 1947 show 300 new

plants for Northern California to cost $36,745,400 and 195 expansions aggregat-

ing $27,573,300, for a total of 495 projects to cost $64,318,700. Bay Region

(12 counties) projects for the same period account for 239 of the new factories

as $26,153,900 and 151 of the expansions for $24,883,800, a total of 390

projects to cost $51,037,700.

JUNE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

During the month of June, 19 new factories were established in Los Angeles

County with a total investment of $597,000, and creating 204 new jobs for fac-

tory workers. Thirty-three (33) existing plants were expanded, calling for an

additional investment of $8,527,500 and creating 2,097 new industrial jobs.

Total investment in the 52 new and expanded units was $9,124,500, creating

a total of 2,301 new jobs.

During the first six months of 1947, 110 new factories were established

with a total investment of $34,259,000, and creating 4,230 new jobs; 196 exist-

ing plants were expanded, calling for an additional iinvestment of $26,968,000,

and creating 7,864 new industrial jobs.

*
:f: :{: « sf: :(:

JUNIOR MEMBERS OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS

The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers has announced that

455 Cadet-Midshipmen stationed at the United States Merchant Marine Academy,

Kings Point, New York, have been elected to Junior Membership in the Society.

*****
TRANSPORT CONVERSION

The USAT Admiral W, L. Capps has been selected for conversion into a per-

manent Army transport at the Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company.

At Newport News the Admiral Capps will join three other P-2 type troop

carriers of the San Francisco Port of Embarkation fleet—the Admiral Eberle,

Admiral Hughes and Admiral Benson.

It is expected the ships will return to troop-carrying service in the

Pacific early in 1948.

In addition to the four P-2's, San Francisco Port also has scheduled two

C-3's, the USATs Fred C. Ainsworth and David C. Shanks for conversion at the

Bethlehem, San Francisco. They are to come in for the work in late August and

September.

MARINE RADIO REPAIR DEPOT

A complete marine radio repair depot has been opened at Manila, Philippine

Republic, by the Marine Division of the Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company,

The depot is another link in an international chain of marine service

stations and agencies maintained at 152 principal ports by Mackay and its asso-

ciated companies throughout the world for repairs and maintenance to all types

of marine radio communication, direction finding and other shipboard electrical

equipment.
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wear shown on these
nproper cleaning pri to change of turbir

aning at time of initial furbi
loring of these new gears by <

oil instal-

particles.

not Otherwise cleaned. Such washing is quite effective

in removing deposits.

On new installments it is sometimes necessary to by-

pass or install jumpers around bearings and governor

system during the initial stages of cleaning to prevent

possible washing of scale and metal chips into these

parts. Engines should not be jacked over while cleaner

is being circulated because of the low viscosity of these

products.

It is recommended that cleaner be circulated through

the various purifier lines. After cleaning has advanced

enough so that the duplex strainers do not take out any

more dirt, cleaner may be circulated through the gover-

nor oil lines, with the governor mechanism being man-

ually worked during such circulation.

Once it has been decided that the cleaner has done its

F. E. Potter, engineer superintendent of India Steamship Com-
pany, and K. T. Connell and J. F. Keenan, Shell marine rep-
resentatives, examine duplex magnetic strainer on a Victory

ship during process of cleaning turbine oil system.

job, it should be promptly and completely drained and

pumped from the system. In order to remove all cleaner

from the bottom of the sump tank, and from pockets

formed by the webbing of reduction gears, the use of a

portable pump having powerful suction may be neces-

sary. All places where cleaner can collect during circula-

tion should be examined and pumped dry. Small amounts

of cleaner dilute the displacement oil mentioned below

and reduce its effectiveness. The used cleaner may be

saved and reused until it is no longer effective.

Following removal of the cleaner, enough lubricating

oil to be pumped throughout the oil system is used to

displace the cleaning solvent. This displacement oil

should preferably be new turbine oil of the same type to

be used as final charge. If, however, enough used turbine

oil is available which is clean and not excessively de-

teriorated, it may serve if necessary. The same circulation

procedure is followed for the displacement oil as was

followed for the cleaner, except that circulation need be

for only three to six hours. During this period the turbine

should be jacked occasionally ahead and astern. Removal
of displacement oil should be very thoroughly done, and

the used oil may be employed as general machine (non

turbine or internal combustion engine) oil. All drains on

tanks, pumps, coolers and lines should be opened and

completely drained. It is recommended that all tanks and

other accessible places be hand wiped with lintless

cloths, and the entire system finally inspected for freedom

from all foreign matter and oil. Once the system is clean

and dry, the final oil charge is pumped in and circulated.

Laboratory examination of displacement oil is helpful

as a guide indicating amount of dilution by cleaner, and

to determine that the system is clean and ready to re-

ceive the final charge. The latter is tested completely to

confirm that all specifications are met.

India Steamship Company Cleaning

The recent cleaning of four VC2-S-AP3 type ships for

the India Steamship Corp. of Calcutta was successfully

accomplished at the Todd Shipyards Corporation, Los

Angeles Division. All four vessels had been laid up after

extensive wartime service and inspection showed varying

amounts of sludge, lacquer and oxidized oil. Two of them

had preservative compound in the turbine oil system.

F. E. Potter, engineer superintendent of India Steamship

Company, desired that maximum cleanliness be attained

with the minimum of dismantling and manual cleaning

of inaccessible areas. Preliminary tests indicated Shell

Turbo Cleaner fully capable of removing impurities

mentioned above. Shell Turbo Cleaner is the brand name
of high solvency petroleum turbine cleaner manufac-

tured by Shell Oil Company, Inc.

It was therefore decided that all four oil systems

should be cleaned in connection with general overhaul

and reconversion of the ships themselves, and that a

highly solvent cleaner should be employed to remove

the deposits left by the oils previously used. Cleaning

(Continued on page 104)
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Srkkseal cMtea

BRICK

Brickseal penetrates
the pores and joints
of firebrick and
forms a higtily glaz-
ed ceramic coating

times harder
than the brick.

Tough and semi-plastic under heat, it

prevents cracking and spalling re-

gardless of temperature change—heat
the sample and douse in cold water
any number of times.

Brickseal resists
abrasion. Force the
sample brick, either
hot or cold, against
an emery wheel and
see the difference on
the coated and un-
coated sides.

Brickseal is a su-

perior mortar for
fire walls. Try to

pull the sample
bricks apart after
they are heated to
2200'.

Write today for a free sample. No
obligation, of course.

Brickseal
REFRACTORY COATING

5800 So. Hoover Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

1029 Clinton Street, Hoboken, New Jersey

KEEP POSTED

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Stiip and Dock

The De Laval "Puri-Filter," Model No. «

m DE EM PDRI-FILTER

New equipment for maximum
protection of diesel engines was re-

cently offered to diesel engine oper-

ators by The De Laval Separator

Company.

The De Laval "Puri-Filter" will

enable the diesel operator to secure

the advantages of purifying diesel

lubricating oil by centrifugal force

and by positive filtration. Hereto-

fore he has been forced to choose

between centrifugal force, which

removed most solid impurities and

all water, and filtration which in

cleaning the oil also restored a good

measure of color but which provid-

ed no protection against water.

With the "Puri-Filter", diesel lubri-

cating oil can be maintained both

clean and dry—the maximum pro-

tection for every engine.

The De Laval "Puri-Filter" com-

bines a De Laval "Uni-Matic" con-

tinuous centrifugal, complete with

dirty-oil and clean-oil pimips, with

two or more Fram Micronic Filters.

In addition, a thermostatically con-

troUed noncarbonizing heater, and

all necessary inter-connecting pip-

ing and wiring are furnished. The
entire unit is compactly mounted

on a sturdy structural steel base. To
place the "Puri-Filter" in operation,

it is only necessary to make connec-

tions to the oil sump and to the

power supply. For the first time, the

diesel operator can continuously

purify and restore his lubricating oil

to "like-new" quality and appear-

ance.

The centrifuge is fitted with the

De Laval constant efficiency disc

type bowl, most effective means of

utilizing centrifugal force as a puri-

fying agent ever devised. The filter

unit is a low-cost porous celluious

cartridge which will remove all

solid particles down to one micron

(0.000039 inch) in size.

The advantages of keeping lubri-

cating oil in good condition by this

means are manifold:

The "Puri-Filter" removes dirt

and water by centrifugal force; it

also removes harmful carbon by

filtration. The "Puri-Filter" will

not, however, remove valuable addi-

tives. Thus, the operator is enabled

to maintain his lubricating oil with-

out sacrificing any of the improved

qualities made possible by present-

day refining methods.

Oil can be cleaned at moderate

temperatures, with the result that

its stability is not impaired—the

oil does not tend to break down and

oxidation is not unduly hastened.

Oil life is increased by being

constantly kept "like-new" and

hence the total cost of oil over a pe-

riod of time is reduced. Another

important advantage is that ring

sticking and bearing wear are mini-

mized—are, in fact, practically

eliminated.

Crankcase inspection is facilitated

inasmuch as when the "Puri-Filter"

is installed in the lubrication sys-

tem of an engine it is not necessary

to clean out the crankcase at the

time periodic inspections are made.

Since engine crankcase inspection is

traditionally a messy operation, un-

popular with the operating person-

nel, the use of the "Puri-Filter" is

expected to be well received by the

operators themselves.

Another cleaning operation facili-

tated by the use of the combination

centrifuge and filter is that of clean-

ing the bowl of the purifier. Field

experience showed that the unit can

be operated for unusually long

periods without bowl cleaning or

cartridge replacement.

Address inquiries to De Laval

Pacific Company, 61 Beale Street,

San Francisco 5.
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helps

marine engines

last longer

Tydol Motor Oil

Marine engines get a gift of added life

when Tydol Motor Oil is used in them. For,

besides safe and efficient lubrication, Tydol

aaually prolongs the life of engine parts.

The improved Tydol Motor Oil is a

balanced blend of high-quality Pennsyl-

vania and specially treated naphthenic

stocks— fortified with a unique, multi-

funaion additive. This oil-additive com-

bination provides protection against bear-

ing corrosion, protection against engine

wear, stability against oil deterioration.

Moving parts get real lubrication with

Tydol . . . engines run better, last longer,

and maintenance costs stay down.

Next time you change oil specify im-

proved Tydol Motor Oil. You'll note its

superiority, and its economy, too.

Call your Associated Representative for

expert help on any lubrication problem.

Tell Your Associated Dealer You Want a National Credit Card

TIDE WATER
ASSOCIATED
OIL COMPANY
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SOUTHERN

SHIP WRECKING

COMPANY
p. O. Box 3115. Station "D"

New Orleans, La.

Phone CRescent 0626

AyaUabfe Now
for Immediate Inspection

and Delivery

• BOILERS
• ENGINES
• PUMPS
• TURBINES
• EVAPORATORS
• REFRIGERATION
• GENERATORS
• CONDENSERS
• GALLEY EQUIPMENT
. RADIO EQUIPMENT
• NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
• LIFE BOAT EQUIPMENT
• ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
• PLUMBING EQUIPMENT
• MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT
• RIGGING EQUIPMENT
> ANCHORS & CHAIN
. BOOMS S MASTS
• CARGO WINCHES
• COMPASSES
• SHIP'S FURNISHINGS
• PORT LIGHTS
• COWL VENTILATORS
• FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Let us know your needs as we
have more items being salvaged
from Navy vessels and other
cargo vessels which were new/y
outfitted during the war.

FITLER
LUBRICORE

There Is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubrlcafing Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

"Green Yarn Center"

Insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't

accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE". the Self-Lubri-

cating Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The Edwin H. Fitter Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
ROPE SINCE 1804

The McNab Direction

Finder. Claude W.
Stewart, president of

McNab, Inc., Is stand-

ing at the right of the

demonstration model
of the McNab Auto-

matic Electronic Direc-

tion Finder at the Na-

tional Boat Show.

U\^ DIRECTION FINDER

A demonstration model of the

McNab Automatic Electronic Direc-

tion Finder (McNab AEDF ) was

exhibited at the National Boat

Show. The actual direction finder

unit is shown mounted at the rear

of the demonstration model and the

automatic dial indicator is in the

top of the cabinet. When McNab
AEDF is tuned in on a radio beacon

Station or on a broadcast station,

the dial instantaneously and con-

tinuously gives the bearing of the

station from which signals are being

received.

This direction finder is no more

difficult to operate than any radio

receiving outfit. The directional

"loop" is fixed in position and does

not have to be rotated; there is no

need to first obtain a "null" indica-

tion and then determine the direc-

tion of the station. The bearings ob-

tained can be used as a direct indi-

cator for steering or can be easily

worked out on the chart when two

or more bearings are taken.

Serving a triple purpose: direct

steering indication; position-locat-

ing bearings; and two-band com-

mercial and weather signal receiver,

McNab AEDF can be installed in

close quarters and has an efiFective

range of 500 miles and more. In the

illustration Claude W. Stewart, pres-

ident of McNab, Inc., is standing at

the right of the instrument.

HOT OFF THE PRESS-

SPERRY ISSUES BROCHURE
ON MARINE RADAR: A new
brochure, "Important Facts To Be

Considered in the Procurement of

Marine Radar," is currently being

distributed to the marine trade by

the Sperry Gyroscope Company,

Inc. It gives a factual discussion of

the functions and qualifications of

a radar equipment and is designed to

serve as a guide to marine opera-

tors in determining essential re-

quirements of the device (a) as an

aid in piloting, (b) as a position

indicator, and (c) as an anti-colli-

sion aid.

Copies of this publication ( #23-
216) are available upon request

from the Sperry Gyroscope Com-
pany, Inc., Great Neck, New York.

B & W WIDE RANGE Y-JET
STEAM Atomizing Oil Burner: A
new bulletin recently issued by The
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Babcock & Wilcox Company de-

scribes the construction, application

and advantages of the wide range

Y-Jet steam atomizing oil burner.

The burner has established an ex-

cellent standard of performance in

both marine and stationary plants

by providing high combustion effi-

ciency over a wide range of boiler

ratings without changing the num-

ber of oil burners in operation or

the sizes of the sprayer plates. Burn-

ers now installed are operating at

capacities ranging up to 6000 lbs.

of oil per burner per hour.

BULLETIN ON STEAM SEP-

ARATION: Babcock & Wilcox

Company's new bulletin on Steam

Separation describes the equipment

for steam separation in boiler drums,

B & W steam scrubbers and B & W
cyclone steam separators. Operation

of the equipment is shown, together

with illustrations of applications in

several types of boUer units.

VICTOR EQUIPMENT COM-
PANY has published a new catalog

on their large line of gas welding

and flame cutting apparatus, called

A Presentation of Welding & Cut-

ting Equipment by Victor. This

catalog shows four color illustra-

tions, interestingly describes a com-

prehensive portion of the Victor

line.

TURCO PAINT-ZIP, the tide of a

new 4 -page, color folder describes

and dramatically illustrates the re-

markable ease and speed of new

Turco Paint-Zip in effectively re-

moving paint from both wood and

metal surfaces without raising the

grain or otherwise harming the sur-

face. For information write to Turco

Products, Inc., 6135 S. Central Ave.,

Los Angeles, California.

PACIFIC FAR EAST REPRESEN-
TATION IN HONG KONG

Appointment of J. W. Harper as

owners' representative in Hong
Kong was announced by Pacific Far

East Line, Inc. Mr. Harper became

well known in West Coast shipping

circles during the war as Pacific

Coast administrative officer of the

War Shipping Administration in

San Francisco. He later was com-

missioned in the Navy. After the

war, he joined Everett Steamship

Corporation at Manila. He began

his steamship career with Burchard
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& Fisken, Inc. of Pordand and Seat-

tle, one of the largest steamship

agencies in the Pacific Northwest.

m LOCATION FOR

GEORGE S. LACY mm\
The George S. Lacy Company,

veteran marine products distribu-

tors, have recently moved to new

offices in the Hanford Building, 25

California Street, in San Francisco.

This is just across the street from

where George Lacy opened his

marine distributing business some

20 years ago at 16 California Street.

Among the firms represented by

the Lacy firm are Boston & Lock-

port Block Company, East Boston,

Mass.; L. W. Ferdinand & Company,

Newton Lower Falls, Mass.; H. S.

Getty 8c Company, Philadelphia;

Oberdorfer Foundries, Inc., Syracuse,

N. Y.; and Wilcox Crittenden &
Co., Inc., of Middletown, Conn.

About a year ago the company

opened sales offices in Southern Cali-

fornia at 526 South San Pedro

Street, Los Angeles, under the man-

agement of Clarence F. Herrmann.

In the HecDnversinn

Presided Pdlk

80PIIC SHIP MfllKTEiNCE CO.

1168 Battery Street • Phone SU 1-5890

SAN FRANCISCO 11. CALIFORNIA

Specialists in boiler cleaning . . . tank cleaning and

reconversion . . . sand blasting . . . interior and exterior

painting . . . scaling and ail types of chemical cleaning.

George 6. Plant, Own Roy A. Lonor a\ **qr
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Complete
Ship Chandlery

Service

Prompt Service — Experienced person*

net, offers choice of right equipnr>ent

for every need on all Deck, Engine &

Steward Supplies.

pilots to recognize clearly piers,

bridge bulkheads, and close-together

marker buoys.

MARDEN & HAGIST
Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th, PORTLAND 9, ORE.

ENLARGED UM IMAGE

Electronically magnified images

will soon increase the value of ma-

rine radar in piloting ships and

towboats through fog-bound, heavi-

ly-traveled waterways.

Developed to save hours of run-

ning time for harbor and river pilots,

the new radar technique was re-

vealed by the Sperry Gyroscope

r"' Company. It is a short range scale

that spreads out the map-like picture

on the radar scope to a scale larger

than five inches equals one mile

—

large enough to make a liberty ship

appear one-half inch long on the

scope.

Size of the picture is more than

doubled without increasing the phy-

sical size of the radar scope. The
expanded picture seen on a twelve-

inch diameter screen gives better

definition to objects. It enables

mmmm lifted m

EIBER TWIiS

According to an announcement

just released by Tubbs Cordage

Company, pioneer cordage manu-

facturers of the West, government

restrictions on the manufacture of

hard fiber wrapping twines expired

on July 15, 1947.

The Tubbs mills will immediate-

ly resume the manufacture of hard

fiber wrapping twines and Pacord,

the Kraft paper covered hard fiber

twine.

Domestic cordage manufacturers

have not been permitted to use

either Manila or Agave ( Sisal ) fiber

in the manufacture of wrapping

twines since September 30, 1942.

B&WPRODDCEnODNDFILM

CONCERNING MARINE BOILER

CONSTRUCTION

A motion picture showing fabri-

cation, assembly and functioning

of modern marine boilers has been

produced by The Babcock & Wil-

cox Company, manufacturers of

steam generating equipment. It is

designed to acquaint engineers and

students with the fabrication and as-

sembly of such boilers, and to show

how the boilers operate.

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service to Catalina

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS
TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Termmal 4o241: Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Member — American Waterwayi Operators

POWER PLANTS
SAVE 70»/o

New Continental engines, model
W 670-9A, 200 HP at 2000 RPM.
Complete with Delco-Remy starter-

generator system, 7 cyl. radial air

cooled engine 32"x43", wt. 1070

lbs., complete with mountings and
tools, in original factory cases.

Standard price $3,300.

You con purchase these beaufi-
ful engines for only $995 each.
F.O.B. Oakland.

Ideal tor any type of power plant

—

pumps, hoists, boats, trucks, com-
pressors, generators, saw mills,

mines, etc. Send your order, and
check for one-third, balance C.O.D.
(terms may be arranged] to —
GARDINER MFG. CO.
28th and Union Streets

Oakland 7, Calif.

TEmplebar 7823

The 16 mm sound film, "Steam

Power for American Sea Power,"

has a running time of 30 minutes.

It is available to all engineering

societies and colleges, and to in-

terested companies.

After a short introduction stres-

sing the importance of sea power

and depicting the various designs of

boilers manufactured by The Bab-

cock & Wilcox Company for marine

service, the scene shifts to Barber-

ton, Ohio, where important steps in

the fabrication of marine boilers are

shown. The sequence begins as a

flat steel plate is machined and

formed to shape. The camera shows

machining of welding grooves,

welding of drum seams and pressing

of the drum head. It follows the

drum as it is X-rayed, stress relieved

and the tube holes drilled.

The film also shows high lights in

the manufacture of other boiler

parts, such as tube bending, the ap-

plication of studs to tubes, sprayer

plate fabrication and oil burner as-

sembly.

The next sequence takes place at

one of the large eastern shipyards

where, step by step, complete as-

sembly is shown. When assembled,

the boiler is transported to the ship.

Operation of the boiler is explained

through the medium of animation.

A sequence on the operation of cy-

clone steam separators is included.

Inquiries concerning this 16 mm
sound film should be addressed to:

Marine Department, The Babcock

& Wilcox Company, 85 Liberty

Street, New York 6, N. Y.
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POPE & TALBOT, INC.

MARKET AREA WAREHOUSING
with **goods in transit"

Pope & Talbot Lines" fleet of fast, modern ships provide regular, depend-

able and frequent sailing schedules . . . factors that permit direct ship-

ments to the job. distributor or branch, without added cost of market area

warehousing.

This dependable service, backed by experienced personnel, improved

dockside facilities, ample terminals and modern handling methods ... is

available over four trade routes. Make "goods in transit" bring you extra

profit . . . plan with Pope & Talbot sailing schedules. Write to have your

name placed on our mailing list.

POPE 8.TALBDT LINES mi
PACIFIC ARGENTINE BRAZIL LINE "

PACIFIC WEST INDIES-PUERTO RICO

PACIFIC COASTWISE • PACIFIC & ATLANTIC INTERCOASTAL

EXECUTr\X OFFICES

20 California St. • San Francisco 4

Offices and Terminals

SEATTLE 4
TACOMA

PORTLAND 9

SAN FRANCISCO 4

OAKLAND 7

STOCKTON
LOS ANGELES 15

NEW YORK 6

PITTSBURGH 2 2

DETROIT 2

PHILADELPHIA 6

BALTIMORE 2

NORFOLK
SAN JUAN, P. R. 18

Foreign Agency-Offices

VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANAL ZONE
COLOMBIA
TRINIDAD
BRAZIL
URUGUAY
ARGENTINA

THE SHIP'S m[\
I Continued from page 53)

place in the cook room where the grates are set up and

in which they make fires for boyling or roasting the

victuals."

During these centuries the fireplace cooking ashore had

grown mightily in complexit)' and efficiency. In many
hostelries and large homes there might be found great

ranges built into the huge chimneys with intricate devices

for taking care of broiling and roasting meats and poul-

tr)', boiling and steaming vegetables, and baking all sorts

of pastries and confections. As ships grew in size and the

length of voyages increased, much of these improvements

in cooking apparatus and utensils were introduced on

board. This was notably true on the British and the Dutch

East Indiamen. Here cattle and poultr)' were carried on

board to provide fresh milk and eggs. Dried fruits and

sugar, spiced meats, and many other eastern dishes were

staples of the menu. The preservation of fresh foods be-

came a vital matter and much study was given to this

subject.

The cooking stove or range as a separate entity di-

vorced from the fireplace idea began to appear in Ameri-

ca about 1800 and came into general use ashore about

1830. These were built for wood, soft coal, or antracite

and at first had many troubles getting an even heating of

the ovens. As these stoves became more perfect they

were introduced on ships, and galleys grew to be modern

kitchens.

There are still about a dozen firms in the United States

who build coal or oil burning galley ranges. The chief

difference between a cook stove built for marine and one

built for general use is the provision made in the former

to prevent pots and pans used on its top from being

thrown off by the heaving and pitching of the vessel.

For the same reason all dampers and draft regulators

have to be made with more dependable means of adjust-

ment and closure when the stove is intended for marine

use.

Some of the firms making such stoves have specialized

in marine types for over 100 years and they all make
reliable products.

On the Pacific Coast the galley ranges and other cook-

ing apparatus are now all fired either with oil or with

electricity and we will in future installments, confine

our treatment to marine kitchens of these two types.

However, before leaving coal we want to mention a

marine coal stove which was brought out some years

back by a famous Swedish physicist for use on his own
yacht and afterwards manufactured by a Swedish con-

cern. This stove was very high in first cost but very eco-

nomical, ver)' efficient and tended to a very cool kitchen

in comparison with the standard types. A number of

installations were made in this country shortly before

World War II and the stove will probably re-enter this

{Continued on page 96)
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THE SNIP s mm
(Continued from page 95)

market when, if ever, normal trade relations are estab-

lished.

In this scientifically designed coal-fired < cook stove no

live fire comes in contact with the outside sheathing of

the stove. All fire is in a completely (except for well

dampened flue) insulated firepot from which especially

designed cast iron members carry the heat from the live

burning coal to the stove top and to the oven. These heat

conducting members are all insulated. A yacht owner

who had then been using such a stove for approximately

a year told the writer that: it used about 1/10 the coal

formerly used in a standard type stove; it was as quick

in cooking as a gas stove; it was far more clean and more

cool in galley temperature than the standard type coal

stove; and it was a far safer method of coal fired cooking

so far as fire risk was concerned. This is the most radical

improvement in the coal burning cook stove that has

been introduced since the original invention of that ap-

paratus.

Of course all of these relative advantages apply in

the case of oil burning as compared with coal, and they

are even more marked in the case of electric heating,

particulary on those vessels which are equipped with a

comparatively large electrical generating plant for aux-

iliary machinery purposes.

(To be continued)

TURBINE-ELECTRIC PROPULSION EQUIPMENT

{Continued from page 48)

cal applications include such items as boat hoists,

anchor windlasses and capstans.

3. A compromise type is also made which has both a

high and low resistance squirrel cage winding.

Motors of this type have a high starting torque and
a low slip at running speed. Typical applications

include such items as compressors and geared re-

ciprocating pumps, which start against load then

operate continuously.

Fig. 1 shows the torque speed characteristics of the

motors described above.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of reduced line voltage on the

torque values of an induction motor with low resistance

squirrel cage winding.

Characteristics of a Synchronous Motor
A synchronous motor has somewhat different charac-

teristics than an induction motor. Pole pieces, much the

same as one finds in a direct-current motor or generator,

are placed on the rotor. These poles are magnetized by a

source of direct current and the windings reversed on
every other pole so as to create alternate positive and
negative poles.

The rotating field in the stator may be likened to the

waves in a sea, the tops of the wave crests being positive,

and the hollows negative. The speed at which these waves
travel around the stator core depends upon the speed of

the generator, its number of poles and the number of

poles on the motor. The speed reduction between the

generator, and the motor is simply the ratio of the num-
ber of poles on each. That is, a 60 pole motor and a 2

pole generator gives a speed ratio of 30 to 1.

The poles on the motor rotor are spaced so that they

are affected by the rotating magnetic field in the stator

—

one pole opposite the crest of each wave, and one pole

opposite the hollow of each wave.

The magnetic attraction of poles of opposite polarity

causes the rotor to turn in synchronism with the rotating

field in the stator.

The strength of the invisible magnetic bonds that tie

the magnetic fields on the rotor to their mates of opposite

polarity in the stator can be increased or decreased to

suit any torque requirement desired within the limits for

which the motor is designed.

The strength of the rotating magnetic field in the

stator is determined by the line voltage and controlled

by the field excitation on the generator.

The strength of the field magnets on the rotor is like-

wise controlled by its excitation current.

Unity power factor (minimum stator current) in a

synchronous motor is obtained by keeping the rotating

fields in the stator, and the poles on the rotor of a speci-

fic magnetic strength.

If the generator field is overexcited with respect to

the motor field, the system operates at lagging power
factor, and if the motor rotor field is overexcited with

respect to the magnetic fields in the stator, leading power
factor results.

In ship applications, the two excitation circuits are

arranged with resistors to balance the generator and

motor fields to obtain unity power factor. When the

field currents are taken from a variable voltage bus, these

resistors may be fixed. When the field currents are taken

from a constant voltage bus, it is customary to provide

manually-operated rheostats in each field to permit ad-

justing each field, both for changes in load and to adjust

power factor.

Fig. 3 shows the characteristics of a synchronous motor

in pictorial form.

To obtain a specified starting torque, it is necessary

to place a squirrel cage winding somewhat like that of

an induction motor on the pole faces of the rotor. To
properly synchronize a synchronous motor, that is to

lock poles of opposite polarity in the stator and rotor

magnetically, the squirrel cage winding should be of the

low resistance type (small slip) so that the mating poles

on the stator and rotor are not too far out of phase.

In starting a propulsion motor from rest, a low resist-

ance squirrel cage winding has sufficient starting torque

because the propeller is a centrifugal device in which

the torque is low at start and builds up as the square of

the speed. After the rotor has attained its slip speed as

an induction motor, excitation is applied to the rotor pole

pieces which quickly brings the rotor speed into syn-

chronism with the revolving magnetic fields in the

stator. After the rotor has become synchronized, the

starting winding becomes inactive as it then ceases to

cut magnetic lines of force. It does, however, serve as an

(Please turn to page 9S)
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WEST COAST
WAREHOUSE
CORPORATION

1276 Water St. Long Beach

Another Industry that has grown
with our Port, is the West Coast
Warehouse Corporation whose
modern merchandise warehouse of

reinforced concrete construction

has all rail, water and trucking

facilities. Lift truck and pallett op-
eration is featured, with ample
loading and unloading facilities.

located in the Port of Long Be

&M^e/'t(^\
A M E R I CA'S MOST
MODERN PORT lONGBUCH^^^
m%m m problems w

STEAMSHIP BUSIiSS

(Continued from page 64)

Safety of Life at Sea acts, Reciprocal Trade Agreements,

and other International arrangements.

Vessel Types

From our standpoint, the full scantling type C-2 ves-

sel is the most suitable for general cargo. This is a vessel

that can carry roughly 8500 tons deadweight, or over

13,000 cubic tons, of cargo. We have purchased five of

this type of vessel.

As for completely refrigerated vessels, this type could

not be used in the Pacific were it not for the many types

of Government supplies requiring such space. Once this

demand subsides, it is questionable just how profitably

these reefers could operate. This is particularly true since

the markets in the Orient could easily be flooded with

perishables and a system of regularly scheduled small

cargoes seems to be required

Were it not for our operating the present reefers, un-

doubtedly it would be necessary to install 1000 to 1500

tons of refrigerated space on our general cargo vessels.

The best type of service calls for a vessel that can carry

general cargo and likewise take care of 1000 to 1500 tons

of perishables.

There is a question as to what additional perishable

cargo the people in the Far East will later require. If

these requirements go up, the statement on the full reefer

vessel might be changed.

The entire Far East is in a state of development. In a

year or so the picture will be clearer.

SEHGOIMG TUG MM

The famed seagoing tug Ma liter to San Francisco

recently. She brought in t

Moore Dry Dock Company
PMR readers because of p

land to the Islands for th

Bethlehem, the Mamo h

I Stephen Austin for a repa

1 Oakland. The Mamo is fa

viously featured tows from t

Young Bros, of Honolulu.

i a Fairbanks-Morse power
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Turbine -Electric Propulsion Equipment

(Continued from page 96)

amortisseur or dampening winding, thereby preventing

oscillations during periods of running.

From the foregoing description of the characteristics

of a synchronous motor with a squirrel cage starting

winding, it is obvious that the field lever which applies

excitation to the generator and motor fields should have

several positions.

First, an "OFF" position, which will allow the turbine-

generator' to rotate without generation of voltage.

This permits the turbine to be properly warmed up

before assuming a load, and also the switching of

the main line contactors for "ahead" and "astern"

operation as desired.

Second, a position which applies field excitation to

the generator only thereby allowing the motor to

come up to speed on its squirrel cage starting wind-

ing. During this period high excitation is applied

to the generator field in order to attain a favorable

torque characteristic on the motor. Referring to

Fig 2, it will be noted how the torque characteristic

of a squirrel cage motor is affected by line voltage.

Third, a position for applying excitation to the motor-

rotor fields after the rotor has been brought up to

its slip speed as an induction motor. This is known
as the synchronizing position.

Fourth, a position that restores normal excitation on

the generator.

From an operator's point of view there is only one

thing to watch in operating the field lever, and that is

to pause long enqugh on position "Two" to allow the

motor to attain its slip speed as an induction motor, be-

fore moving to position "Three". There are a number of

things which indicate to the operator that the proper time

his been reached; these are, ( 1 ) the ammeter in the

power circuit; (2) the revolution indicator, and (3)
the ammeter in the motor field circuit. Although there

is no excitation on the motor field poles at the time, such

poles are being cut by magnetic lines of force, which

causes the needle to oscillate with the slip frequency.

When this slip frequency becomes low and at a constant

rate the lever may be moved to the synchronizing posi-

tion. Some operaoors prefer one indication while others

prefer another.

Fig. 4 shows the principle of the squirrel cage starting

winding in pictorial form.

The Hold-in Torque of a Synchronous Motor
The hold-in torque of a synchronous propelling motor

can be adjusted for any value desired within the limits

of its mechanical and electrical design. As previously

pointed out, the hold-in torque in such a motor is simply

a function of the line voltage and rotor field pole

strength. ^'
;

During normal operation of a ship at a given speed,

there are many factors which 'tend to alter the propeller

torque. These are: rudder mg^^ement, wind, sea, draft,

trim, depth of water, and cleanliness «£ hull. ., -r^

Any deviation in propeller torque from a given norm
is immediately reflected in the line current as torque

and current are proportional. This in turn causes the line

voltage to dip during heavy current demands, and rise

when the load falls off.

All alternating-current systems require a means for

adjusting the field strength of the generator, if constant

voltage is to be maintained. When the entire output of

the generator is expended in a single propelling motor of

the synchronous type, then the field strength of both the

generator and motor may be adjusted up or down simul-

taneously, if unity power factor is to be maintained.

In addition to the normal adjustment for normal load

and speed change, it is desirable to have an automatic

means of increasing the system field strength, and hence

the hold-in torque, to meet the transient torque peaks

encountered from sea conditions. This appears in the

form of a voltage regulator which is arranged to respond

to low line voltage and operate to increase the generator

field current.

As it is not necessary to maintain full voltage for re-

duced speed and power conditions, the voltage regulator

can be designed to respond to a voltage signal approxi-

mately proportional to frequency, thereby taking ad-

vantage of reduced excitation power and less heating in

the field windings. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship of

frequency and voltage and normal propeller torque and

current which makes this possible.

The second half of Mr. Ogilvie's paper and prepared

discussion from the floor will be published in the Sep-

tember Pacific Marine Review.

Marine Insurance

(Continued from page 68)

must arise in the case of certain shipments. Apparently,

however, the new law is to proceed without regard to

any of the difficulties against which the experts warned.

To sum up, it is felt here that it remains to be seen

whether this intensly nationalistic law, which virtually

excludes any foreign insurers from direct participation

in Argentine business, can be administered. In certain

contingencies, grave difficulties must arise.

It is considered by London rnarine insurance people

that it is very doubtful whether nationalistic insurance

laws of the type of that recently adopted in Argentina

are practicable, and it is recalled that, many years ago,

when Mr. Behar was State Superintendent of Insurance

in New York, he said, on a public occasion, that nothing

could prevent an assured from placing his insurances

where and with whom he pleased—he was speaking in

particular of the American State laws, which then vir-

tually prohibited the placing of insurances by United

States citizens with any but "admitted" insurers.

Marine Surcharges

It is the general view that it is too early yet to form

any sound opinion on the situation which has arisen

following the introduction, recently, of what is described

as a revolutionary new schedule of Combined Marine

surcharges. One tentative view which has been expressed

is that, in the face of the undoubted unrest that existed

in the market over the old quadruple surcharges, and

their multitude of general rulings, something had to be
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HAS PASSED EVERY

MARINE PAI

WITH

"FLYING ICOLORS"

LOS ANGELES
1 922 East Gage Ave
Phone Kimball 62 1 4

SAN FRANCISCO
201 First St

Phone EXbrook 3092

SEATTLE, WASH.
Maritime Pacific Supply Co.
1917 First Ave.
Phone ELiot M61
WILMINGTON
225 No'Avalon Blvd
Phone TErmmal 4-3251

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston Ship Supply Co

HOUSTON, TEX.
Galveston Ship Supply Co

MOBILE, ALA.
Seaboard Supply Co

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
Gulf Engineering Co , Inc.

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.

For PERMANENTLY
Tight Joints

Particularly Effective on joints subject

to Vibration, Expansion or Contraction

Garlock Pipe Thread Compound is a superior ma-
terial developed in the Garlock laboratories for appli-

cation to threaded joints of pipe lines and other equip-

ment handling steam, water, gas, air, hot or cold oil,

gasoline, kerosene or alcohol.

You can depend on GARLOCK Pipe Thread Compound
to make a permanently tight joint even under difficult

conditions, as it will not harden, shrink or corrode. In

fact, it protects joints from corrosion, rust and "freezing."

Garlock Pipe Thread Compound, ready to apply as it

comes from the can, is handy to use and is economical-
only a thin coating is required to make a joint. Does not
spoil or deteriorate if kept in stock for long periods of time.

Available in 2-lb,, 4-lb. tin cans and in larger containers.

THE GARLOCK P.\CKI\G COMPANY
PALMYRA, N. Y.

San Francisco Los Angeles

Seattle Portland y?

Does Not Harden
or Shrink

Keeps Joint fiom
"Freezing"

Protects Against
Rust and Corrosion

Does Not Drip

Does Not Spoil

or Deteriorate

PIPE THREAD
COMPOUND
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Marine Insurance

( Continued from page 98)

done or there would have been a grave peril that a part

of the market would have broken away from the sur-

charge system altogether, and that would have created

chaos. ;

73 Years At Lloyd^s

Seventy-three years at Lloyd's in a life—so far—of

90 years. That is the fine record of H. McClintock

Harris, who has just received a telegram of congratulation

on his 90th birthday from Sir Philip D'Ambrumenil,

the chairman of Lloyds. Mr. Harris, in his long career,

has seen the change-over from sail to steam, the bad

days of the eighties when Lloyd's wa salmost deserted,

so little business was there to be done, the revival of the

'nineties, and the creation of the non-marine market,

culminating in the Lloyd's Act of 1911. Today, Mr.

Harris still takes an active part in the business as secre-

tary to Messrs. P. B. Ingham, Limited, underwriting

agents.

Admiralty Decisions

( Continued from page 68)

where they could be properly dealt with. On arrival in

Portland, however, he concluded he could not submit

to insubordination any longer, and, having communicated

with the consul and received his permission and direction

to discharge the eight men in question, tendered them

their wages and ordered them out of the ship. The men
refused to leave, and, again under the instruction of the

Greek consul in New York, policemen were summoned
and the eight men referred to were forcibly removed

from the ship. Their wages to the time of discharge,

which had been tendered them, were refused and subse-

quently turned over to the Greek consul for their benefit

by the captain. This libel followed.

The facts which I have related follow rather closely

the testimony that was ofiFered by the captain of the Niki

who testified in person. The court accepted his statement

as true. His background was such that after having

served as captain in the Greek Royal Navy following

graduation from their Naval Academy in 1915 and

later from the "War College in addition to holding im-

portant naval commands and executive positions, the

court would be inclined to give particular credence to

his testimony. The court expressed the thought that the

captain was in a rather difficult position, particularly in

view of the fact that he was in a foreign countr)' with a

mutinous group in his crew. He apparently acted with

commendable restraint. The court held that the master

of the ship being responsible for the safety of the vessel

and crew was fuUy justified in acting as he did under

authority and instructions of the Greek Consul, who, in

turn, was within his rights and fully justified in discharg-

ing the men in question and that therefore they had no

cause of complaint based upon wrongful discharge. It can

hardly be questioned that under general and long estab-

lished maritime law the master of a ship has the right

to discharge a rebellious crew. The court, by the way,

also examined Greek law on the subject and indicated

its inability to find any rule contrary to it.

The seamen's claims for double wages for the period

following removal from the ship and up to the date of

the libel were denied because under the appropriate

United States Code section the penalty feature is only

relied upon where the employer refuses to pay wages

due a seaman. The only refusal exhibited here was that

of the men in failing to take their money.

Another interesting point raised by the libelants was

through an additional cause of action in which they

sought recovery of sums of money deducted at various

times previous to their discharge and subsequently de-

posited to the credit of each individual seaman in the

Midland Bank of England. The court disposed of the

claim by referring to the collective bargaining agreement

which specifically provided for the withholding of cer-

tain portions of each seaman's wages in the marmer in-

dicated. The money could not be withdrawn until an

armistice had been signed between Great Britain and

Germany or the liberation of Greece. The court correctly

held that it would be unjust to ask the shipowners to pay

this sum again simply because it was not made imme-

diately available to the respective seamen.

The Skipper

(Continued from page 72)

while the velocity will gradually increase for about three

hours and then decrease for the same length of time, the

speed is fairly constant. Being tidal in origin, these cur-

rents lend themselves to fairly accurate predictions. In

places where the velocity of a rotary current is high,

current rises are provided on charts.

NON-PERIODIC (NON-TIDAL) CURRENTS
Non-Periodic currents are the currents in the oceans

not caused by the action of the tides, but caused by the

winds. The wind sets in motion, by its friction, the water

it passes over, and this is the principal cause of our open

ocean currents. Another minor cause is due to the dif-

ferent densities of the ocean waters, the current flowing

from the less dense to the more dense. This difference

in density is due to the temperature of the water, warm

water being less dense than cold water; or it may be due

to the difference in saline content because of evaporation

or freezing. Yet the currents created by the different

densities of the waters are for all practical purposes

negligible, and we may divide the non-periodic currents

of the oceans into two groups, those caused by incidental

or occasional winds, called simply wind-driven currents,

and those caused by the permanent winds of the world

and called permanent currents.

(A) WIND-DRIVEN CURRENTS
The navigator may calculate the velocity of the wind-

driven current in a very simple manner. The wind, con-

tinuing from the same direction, gives rise to a current

the velocit)' of which increases as the velocity of the

wind increases. The drift of the current is about 2 per cent

in knots of the wind velocity in miles per hour. There-

fore multiplying the velocity of the wind by 2 and

pointing off two places will give us the current drift. For

example, with a 25 mile per hour wind. . .

25 X 2 ^ 50 . . equals .5 knot current.

(Please turn to page 102)
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ELECTRONIC
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Now ready for West

Coast installation !

Read these facts on

the new GE Radar!

THESE SETS MAY BE PURCHASED OR RENTED

INITIAL COST
Typical units, including antenna, fittings, minimum spare parts, etc.,

cost about $(300. This very low cost is due to simple design, simple
installation, G E facilities.

INSTALLATION
Viewing indicator and console are in one unit. This, plus the antenna,
makes up the complete G E unit. Expensive connecting cabFe is thus

eliminated, and installation is a very simple process.

OPERATION
General operation is obvious without instruction, but about IS minutes
of basic instruction on adjustment and picture interpretation is re-

quired. Thereafter, the operator's proficiency increases with actual

experience.

MAINTENANCE
rvice is available in all major ports; EH&G have an optional fixed-fee

rvice plan which is lower than possible with other radars. Only 34

w-cost standard tubes are used, and power drain Is no more than on
ordinary electric kitchen toaster.

DESIGN
The ELECTRONIC NAVIGATOR was designed specifically for commer-
cial use, and has no expensive components which are primarily military.

It is compact, convenient; has 2, h, and 30 mile range scales and other

practical features.

POWER
Distance is largely limited by the height of the mast; power is entirely

adequate to give clear pictures at maximum range. We will be glad
to demonstrate an "Electronic Navigator" installation at your con-

MAIN OFFICE: 551 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

ELECTRICIANS ETS-HDKIN & GM.VM
Wilmington (Los Angeles) Newport Beach * San Diego * Oakland * Monterey



(Continued from page 100)

The rotation of the earth, however, causes a deviation

in the set of the current from the direction of the wind.

In general it may be said that the following rules apply

:

(a) The set of the wind driven currents in the open

ocean areas is about 40 degrees to the right of the wind

direction in the Northern Hemisphere, and about 40

degrees to the left in the Southern Hemisphere.

(b) The set of the wind-driven currents in coastal

areas is about 20 degrees to the right of the wind direc-

tion in the Northern Hemisphere, and about 20 degrees

to the left in the Southern Hemisphere. This is because

the deflection in coastal areas is modified by the shore

lines and shallower bottom characteristics.

In the open ocean areas the above rules, derived from

observations and theoretical considerations, will pretty

generally hold true. Near the coast, however, the rules

are sometimes violated and modified because of the

effects of the coast line, and it will depend upon the

angle the wind makes with the coast line whether the

current will set to the right or left of the wind direction.

From San Francisco to Cape Flattery, for example, it is

found that winds from the northeast, southeast, and

northwest quadrants bring about currents that set about

20 degrees to the right of the wind direction; winds from

the southwest quadrant bring about currents that set

about 20 degrees to the left of the wind direction, while

winds from the south and west bring about currents that

set with the wind.

The above demonstrates the inadequacy of general

rules with regard to currents, and it also is to be remem-

bered that the current which a vessel experiences at any

time is the resultant of the combined actions of the tidal

currents, the wind-driven currents, and any other cur-

rents which may be existing at that time. There are no

glib rules which will replace experience, and it is only

through years of study and observation that the deck

officer will be familiar with the tides and currents en-

countered over the trade routes of his vessel.

(B) PERMANENT CURRENTS OF THE WORLD
There are many permanent currents of the world that

are worthy of the navigators study. Among these are the

north and south Equatorial currents, Equatorial counter

current, Kuroshiwo or Japanese current, California cur-

rent, Humboldt current, Rennels current, Rossel cur-

rent, Brazil current, Capehorn current, Agulhas current,

Australian current, Benguela current, and the Indian

current. Figure 10 offers a sketch of the major permanent

currents.

While brief description of several of the more com-

monly encountered currents finds a place in this article.

1. North Equatorial Current. This current sets west,

in the South Atlantic at about 20 degrees and in the

Pacific at about 15 degrees. It averages about .7 of a

knot, and has its origin off the Cape Verdi Islands.

2. South Equatorial Current. Also sets west, from

about the equator to about 10 degrees south. The velocity

varies from .6 to .5 knots, and has its origin off the

Coast of Africa.

3. Counter Equatorial Current. Sets east, under the

propelling force of the southwest monsoon. Of variable

velocity, it averages .about 300 miles wide.

4. Labrador Current. Sets out of Davis Straits, and

flows southward along the coasts of Labrador and New-

foundland. It passes along the eastern shoulder of the

Grand Banks to about 41 degrees north, where it en-

counters the Gulf Stream and turns eastward. This is

the current that brings the ice south into the Atlantic.

5. Kuroshiwo Current. The Pacific North Equatorial

Current veers off the Marianas and flows past the eastern

shore of Formosa. It then flows northward and eastward

along the coast of Asia to Japan. At about 146 East and

40 North it divides, one part going northeast and taking

the name of the Kamchatka Current. The other part con-

tinues east at about 45 degrees latitude until it merges

with the northeast drift currents at about the 180th

meridian. This is the Kuroshiwo Current, sometimes

called the Japanese Current, and because of its dark

color is also sometimes called the Black Current. This

current carries with it a large quantity of gulf weed.

6. California Current. This current is on the Pacific

Coast, from about 50 North to about 23 North. It is a

cold current, about 250 miles wide, with an average

velocity of .8 knot. South of Monterey it swings to about

202 degrees, and at Cape San Lucas is setting about 248

degrees. It then swings and ultimately joins the North

Equatorial Current.

The Current Tables

The current tables have been compiled and published

by the Coast and Geodedic Survey since 1890. Since

1923 the tables have been published in two volumes,

one for the Atlantic coast and one for the Pacific coast.

Table one of the Pacific edition covers daily current

predictions for 15 reference stations. (See Figure 11.)

The principal purpose of table two is to furnish data

which will enable the navigator to determine the approxi-

mate time of slack water and strength of current at num-

erous stations on the Pacific coast. (See Figure 12.)

To demonstrate the use of the tables, we would pro-

ceed this way to find the time of slack water and the time

and velocity of rhaximum ebb at Oleum, San Pablo Bay,

on the afternoon of September 11, 1947. From table two

(Figure 12) we obtain the following information for

Oleum: reference station, San Francisco bay entrance;

time difference, plus 1 hour and 55 minutes; velocity

ratio, 0.7. This means that slack water and strength of

current off Oleum occur about 1 hour and 55 minutes

later than they do at San Francisco bay entrance, and

that the velocity of strength of flood or ebb oflF Oleum
is 0.7 times that of the corresponding velocity at San

Francisco bay entrance. From table one ( Figure 1 1 ) we
find that on September 1 1 at San Francisco bay entrance

we have slack water at 1102, maximum ebb at 1327 with

a velocity of 2.2 knots, and slack water again at 1632.

Accordingly, applying our Oleum time difference and

velocity ratio, at Oleum on the afternoon of September

11 we will have slack water at 1257, maximum ebb at

1522 with a velocity of about 1.5 knots, and slack water

again at 1827.

( It is hoped that the foregoing series of articles has

satisfied the interests of those deck officers who requested

them. During the war years many short-comings were

overlooked in the immediate emergency of manning our

vessels, but now it is the competent officer that will gain

promotion and advancement in his career at sea. This

little true story may well serve as an illustration of how

(Please turn to page 104)
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We can do
Bring your in+rica+e machining and grinding to

our precision tool department— It's experts like

Ben Hochtritt, old time toolmaker (shown here-

with at chasing tap) who aid In building pres-

tige for General Engineering. Out of their

wealth of experience and skill comes the solu-

tion of your problem.

San Francisco—machine shops, pier taeiiiHes for gen-

eral repair.

Alameda—machinery, hull and industrial repairs— '/2

mile on Estuary with 2 marine railways;

floating dry dock, 10,500 ton capacity.

COMPLETE 100-PAGE BOOK IN COLOR, SHOWING

FACILITIES. UPON REQUEST.

GENERAL ENGINEERING

and DRY DOCK CORP.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES—

1100 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

cohb

CARGO PUMPS
REDUCE DOCK TIME

K.

Ihe speed and dependability of KINNEY Heliquad Pumps cut time of
cargo handling to a minimum. These pumps are famous for fast, con-
tinuous service; without adjustment, the same KINNEY Pump will
efficiently handle any liquid— gasoline, lube oil, molasses, ballast water,
etc., cold or hot, viscous or non-viscous. The KINNEY Heliquad is ex-

tremely simple in design and troublefree; steep helical angle rotors, driven
by hardened steel timing gears, have no mechanical contact but are sealed
by the liquid pumped. They create a suction equivalent to 29" of mercury,
give continuous, non-pulsating delivery up to 3,000 barrels per hour, and
strip tanks clean. Anti-friction bearings are used throughout, with thrust
bearings to maintain fixed clearances between rotors and heads. Pumps
are available . . . plain or steam jacketed ... in iron, bronze or bronze
fitted construction.

Write for Bulletin ISA.

KINNEY MANUFACTURING CO.
3554 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE VACUUM PUMPS, CLUTCHES AND BITUMINOUS DISTRIBUTORS.

Cttrgo
Pump
Model
HQAC
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THE SKIPPER

(Continued from page 102)

not to gain advancement; Early in 1945, having served

the required time of 18 months at sea, an ordinary sea-

man of the Skipper's acquaintance was sitting for his

Third Mate's license. The coast guard inspector was not

impressed when he answered the question "name and

describe three types of currents." By laboriously printing

out on his examination paper "Alternating, Direct, and

durned if 1 can think of the other one". . .)

THE CHIEF

(Continued from page 74)

this case only one) and we have the strength in pounds

of this part of the joint. Dividing this by the strength

of the plate in big pitch P we have a ratio which ex-

presses the efficiency of the butt strap as to its likelihood

of tearing out.

Thus the lowest value of these several efficiencies is

the one to use because if the joint were to be tested in a

testing machine and actually pulled apart it would fail

in the manner indicated by this lowest value. The other

sensitive spots would be stronger and would not break.

Note that the foregoing applies to joints with regu-

larly and symmetrically spaced rivets. Any other spacing

must be treated separately for each arrangement of

spacing.

Our next article on Applied Mathematics will deal

with the circumferential points of boilers and pressure

drums and the interesting ratio between this and the

longitudinal joint.

CLEANING OE MARINE

TURBINE OIL SYSTEMS

(Continued from page 89)

was accordingly done as desired under supervision of

Shell engineering representatives, and all ships are now

enroute to Calcutta, from where they will sail between

India and the United Kingdom. A total of 1800 gallons

cleaner was necessary for the entire job, the cleaner being

used repeatedly from ship to ship with makeup being

added as needed. Enough used oil of satisfactory cleanli-

ness was obtained on each ship for use as displacement

oU.

Final inspection after flushing and displacement show-

ed gears, tanks pumps, bearing housings and other visi-

ble parts CO be free from all deposits. Hand wiping of

tank interiors removed sediment previously loosened by

cleaner. Representatives of the yard as well as of the

ships' owners were very well pleased with the final

results.

VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

(Continued from page 45)

greater towing power or higher speed as shown by the

diagram.

Steam-Turbine Vessels

Hitherto, only the combination of diesel engine and

KaMeWa propeller has been considered but many of the

advantages noted there apply also to the steam-turbine

driven ship, and moreover, one has the following special

advantages:

The turbine for going astern can be omitted whereby

the efficiency is increased two per cent to three per cent.

When going astern, the whole power of the engine can

be used.

As the turbine always rotates in the one direction, the

inevitable retardation and acceleration of the rotating

masses involved in reversing are avoided, wherefore the

ship maneuvers quicker.

Since the steam always travels in the same direction

through the turbine, no quick changes of temperature

are set up in the turbine casing, not even though one

adjusts the propeller from full ahead to full astern within

a few seconds. Therefore, as in a stationary turbine, one

can use steam at higher pressures and superheat. Increases

of 100° C. and 150° C. raise the efficiency five per cent

and eight per cent respectively.

No announcement of any interest in the patents by

American manufacturers but it is understood that there

has been some inquiry.

NEXT CADET TEST NOV. 3,

Applications are now being received for the next semi-

annual examination for appointment as Cadet-Midship-

men in the United States Merchant Marine Cadet Corps,

which is scheduled to be held on November 3, 1947.

Candidates who qualify for entrance to the United

States Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, New
York, receive a four-year course combining technical

training for careers as ships' officers and a college edu-

cation. Graduates of the Academy are fully qualified for

careers leading to the highest positions aboard merchant

ships and, after experience at sea, to important shore

position in the shipping industry and allied activities.

The four-year course consists of three years at the

Academy and one year at sea aboard merchant or training

ships. The courses at the Academy are all on a college

level and include both professional and academic sub-

jects. The year at sea affords the Cadet-Midshipman an

opportunity to learn at first hand about the ships in which

he will later serve as an ofificer. While in training, Cadet-

Midshipmen receive food, quarters, and pay of at least

$65.00 per month.

A graduate of the United States Merchant Marine

Academy is qualified for a license as Deck or Engineer

Officer in the United States Merchant Marine and com-

mission as Ensign, United States Maritime Service; and

Ensign, United States Naval Reserve. A recent act of

Congress authorizes the Academy, upon accreditation

by the Association of American Universities, to award

Bachelor of Science degrees to its graduates.
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Examine if FREE

The HOW, WHY and
WHAT-TO-DO

on all your ship's

electrical equipment

Bvery Piece
Clearly Explained

Whenever you need clear, com-
plete instruction on any of the

electric motors, circuits, cables,

switches, control boards, meters,

instruments, or other Wtal elec-

trical equipment on your ship,

turn to PILaCTICAL MARINE
ELECTRICITY by LeCount and
Dusenbery. This book gives you
the all-round knowledge of all

such equipment that will be
most helpful to you aboard ship.

Many Useful Diagrams

e over 150 large clear

charts, tables, and pho-
equipment in this

How If Works; book, including wiring diagrams

U.^„ T-. CIw lA for a" important circuits andMow To Fix If - ^ ^^ equipment.
This book shows just how to in- The whole book, written in clear

stall, operate and maintain each simple language by practical ship-

piece ot electrical equipment, and, yard men, contains just what tne
in addition, explains the elec- marine electrician wants to know,
trical principles of each. It gives PR.\CTICAL MARINE ELEC-
you all the knowledge you need TRICIT\' will be a handbook of

to forestall trouble or quickly permanent value to you. The
locate its cause; to install new price is only ^3.50. Order your
equipment or make replacements, copy today.

diagran
tographs

For an on-approval copy to examine free of charge

for 10 days, write to Dept. M2 of

The Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York I 1

Quality material, superior workmanship and over 30 years

experience are the components of every Chief Sandusky

Centrifugal Casting.

Ship owners and operators realize the added value of

years of experience and specify "Sandusky" on their new
construction and repair contracts.

Sandusky has a complete nonferrous centrifugal foundry

and machine shop for producing propeller shaft sleeves,

stern tube bushings, rudder stock sleeves and pump liners

from 3" to 46" in diameter and in lengths up to 347".

Specify Chief Sandusky Centrifugal Castings on
your next application.

JDIISKY CFMr/f/fl/GAl CASF/MCS

SANDUSKY FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE CO.
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• Dependability at sea,

plus low maintenance

cost and fuel economy,

make Todd Burners

favorites of both chief

engineers and operators

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT DIVISION
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
81-16 45th Avenue, Elmhuist, Queens, N. Y.

NEW YORK • BROOKLYN • ROCHESTER • HOBOKEN • NEWARK
PHILADELPHIA -CHARLESTON, S. C. • CHICAGO • BOSTON •SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
BALTIMORE • WASHINGTON • DETROIT • GRAND RAPIDS • TAMPA > GALVESTON
NEW ORLEANS • MOBILE • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
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FOR BOTTOM REFERS
The 20,183-ton 574-foot Uruguay, one of Moore

McCormack's trio of crack passenger liners on the South

American run, was drydocked on June 23, at Todd Ship-

yards Corporation Brooklyn Division for an extensive

bottom-repair job which is scheduled to take 26 con-

secutive working days. Todd's No. 1 Graving dock, in

which it lies, is largest privately-owned drydock in

New York Harbor, and the only one which can handle

a vessel of this size.

This is the second step in the large-scale reconversion

of the Uruguay, the first of the three sister ships to be

released from wartime service which saw them each

carrying hundreds of thousands of troops. The recon-

version to passenger-carrying stams began at Todd's

Brooklyn yard last July when she was drydocked for pre-

liminary work.

Now her bottom is to be scaled and painted after at

least 12 plates are renewed, while numerous others will

be faired in place and strengthened. Two new sea chests

will be installed, a damaged wheel on the starboard

propeller will be repaired, and both port and starboard

tailshafts will be drawn out and inspected for possible

splits. A spare tailshaft is in readiness should the in-

spection reveal the need for replacement.
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EVERETT PACIFIC RECO^RTS

m SCORPION

(Continued from page 51)

chinery room and #4 Hold. Reefer area in way of H
Strake and upper edge of G.

Those areas involving lesser damage were faired in

place. These included common seams of H and J strake

in way of frames 132 to 134, inclusive and 141 to 143

inclusive; the upper edge of G strake and lower edge

of J strake in way of frames 128 and 129; and the entire

area between removed sections 3 and 4 mentioned above.

All interference encountered, including reefer spaces and

piping and electrical installations, was removed and re-

placed in its original state and the starboard settling tank

was headed up and proved tight. No difficulties were en-

countered in handling the huge sections which, upon

their return from shop, were secured and welded in

place.

In addition to correction of hull damage described

above, the work being accomplished by Everett Pacific

includes general overhaul and repair of valves, pumps,

boilers, turbines, deck machinery, compressors, tanks and

cargo holds. Among the major reconversion items is the

preparation of luxury travel accommodations for eight

to twelve passengers. This work involves the complete

stripping of all furnishings and equipment from four

rooms; relocation of doors, air ducts, port holes, fans

and lights; and refurnishing complete. All staterooms

will be furnished with new best quality berths and sofas

complete with coil springs and inner spring mattresses,

dressing tables with abjustable mirrors, side lights and

adjacent convenience outlets, upholstered dressing table

benches, upholstered club type arm chairs, writing tables,

drapes and carpets. In addition, officers' and crew's quar-

ters are being extensively renovated and in some cases

relocated, a new ship's hospital is being provided on the

port side of the cabin deck and the refrigerated storage

space is to be enlarged.

The ship's galley is undergoing a complete face lift-

ing. Upon completion of the work by Everett Pacific,

the entire area will glisten with stainless steel tops on

all tables, sideboards and cabinets and a complete comple-

ment of stainless steel pots and pans.

Another maior conversion item provides for fitting

of deep tanks to meet all requirements to carry cargoes

of bulk oils, edible oils, fuel oil or dry cargo. In addition

to the installation of miscellaneous fittings, the tanks

will be thoroughly cleaned to the satisfaction of the

American Bureau of Shipping and the Saybolt Inspector

for edible oil.

All of the work is being accomplished for the Mari-

time Commission to restore the vessel to her "in class

"

status according to the standards of the American Bureau

of Shipping and the Coast Guard before delivery to her

new owners. Pacific Transport Lines, Inc. of San Fran-

cisco. The Sea Scorpion is one of three C-3 t)'pe freight-

ers acquired by the Pacific Transport Lines at a total cost

of S5 million. She will be renamed the Pacific Transport

as the flagship of the line, operating in their regular

service between California ports, Japan, China and the

Philippine Islands.
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GRACE LINE
"SANTA FLEET"

RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANTA ADEL.\

S. S. SANTA FLA\ lA

S. S. SANTA JUANA
S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fast freight vesjeh. three equipped with re-

frigerator space, and limited passenger accommodations,
together with modern chartered tonnage, will supply
frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and

Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Pern Bolivia ChUe

SEATTLE SAX FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
White Building 2 Pine Street 523 W. Sixth
SEneca4300 SUtter 3800 Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER PORTLAND
991 Hastings St_ W. Board of Trade Bldg.

PAcific 7271 ATwater 8508

LIFE or DEATH?
this kit may bold the answer

INTERNATIONAL FLABES

#^'
fcS^^^^W^T Dblms SijMl Oolfil,

ail netal, nHiitwfpr»«f (»c
WfHl phtal on^ 12 red para-

Don't ship out without distress signals

to call help when danger threatens.

International Parachute flares hove
been seen at distonces of 36 miles.

Cover approximately 2000 squore

miles. Will pierce over-cost under

unusually bad conditions.

Approved by the Bureau of Naviga-
^tion ond Steamboat Inspection. $63.00

Ti/xcte FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

MARINE SICNAIS

PARACHUTE FUREt
METEOR SIGNALS
HAND SIGNALS

FURE PinOLS
COMPLETE KITS OF PISTOLS AND SIGNALS

KIL60RE MFG. CO
International Flare Signal Dir.

WESTERVnXE, OHIO

Sccfi^n, Sii^^i^*^

SBA-RO
NEK-SEAL PACKING
CENTRIFUGAL AND RECIPROCATING
PUMPS will give longer, smoother service when
SEA-RO NEK-SEAL Packing No. 501 is specified.

Here is a pump packing that has proved its super

efficiency on both industrial and marine installa-

tions. Once installed it forms a fine bearing surface

and gives steady, reliable, trouble-free service. Wear
on rods is reduced to a minimum because of the

lubricating qualities of the packing. It is praaically

a permanent packing when properly installed.

For EXTREME high speeds and high

pressures, SEA-RO ARMORED -
NEK-SEAL combination sets are rec-

ommended for maximum efficiency.

What is the "NEK-SEAL"
It is an inlaid fillet of lead antimony alloy
which forms a perfect anti-frictional seal of
bushing clearances. It is an EXCLUSIVE
patented process.

• Power loss and blow-by are eliminated.

• Prevents packing being forced into

cylinder.

• Increases strength and resiliency of
packing itself.

Consult our engineering department about your pump
packing problems. Send for catalog of products and
engineering data.

NEK-SEAL PACKING

PUMP PLUNGER RINGS

SEA-RO PACKING COMPANY • WOOD RIDGE, N. J.



Of all Nautical

Instrument' Dealer:

The excellence of

WALKER'S

CHERUB III

Ship-Log

is recognized throughout

the whole maritime world.

Registers up to 1000 miles

and will run the longest

sea passage with one fill-

ing of Walker's Solidified

Oil.

THOS. WALKER & SON, LTD., 58 Oxford St., Birmingham, England

TH[ RUTHIE B

(Continued from page 70)

bulkheads and a transom bulkhead, extending to the

main deck, a cofferdam for chain stowage, a forward

fuel oil deep tank, a machinery space, and eight brine

wells arranged in two rows of four each.

Propeller is 72" by 56", built by Doran Co., and de-

signed especially for the Ruthie B. by William Lambie.

The ship has a book keel under the hull, and shell

plating is 5/16" steel. Floors are constructed of 5/16"

steel plate in the engine room and wherever floors are

oil tight. Other floors are Vi" plate. A 5/16" center

vertical keep is provided.

CORROSION m mmm
(Continued from page 55)

of Steam corrosion we have experienced, it is significant

to note the following similar characteristics:

1. The iron oxide produced by corrosion of both

steam and flue gas was tightly adherent to the un-

affected metal.

2. The oxide was cracked both longitudinally and

circumferentiaUy and consisted of several layers.

3. The failures were stress failures brought about by

weakening due to oxidation.

4. The tubes were subjected to considerable rapid

cooling at intervals by steam or steam and water

from deslagging operations.

In addition to the examination of tubes that have

failed, we have examined tubes that have been in service

for extended periods of time at temperatures of 1100°

to 1150'' F (590° to 620° C) but which have been

removed for inspection or reasons other than failure.

In all cases a very thin layer of oxide is found on the

steam side of the tube, always tightly adherent but not

cracked. The thickness is estimated to be 0.002 to 0.004

in. (50 to 100 microns). There is also an external oxide

layer which is usually so contaminated with fly ash or

slag that an estimate of the thickness is impractical.

Microscope Studies

Figures 21 through 24 are photomicrographs of a

five per cent Cr, 0.5 per cent molybdenum tube that was
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in service in a superheater for about 10,000 hours and

was removed for inspection. No distress or failure

occurred. Maximum metal temperatures during this

period were about 1080° F (580° C) on the gas side,

and 1060° F (570° C) on the steam side. Maximum
steam temperature from the tube was about 980° F

(528° C). (See Captions.)

Figures 25 through 30 show a photograph and photo-

micrographs of a tube that failed in a manner as de-

scribed in the first case discussed. This failure was

directly opposite the deslagger.

Figure 25 shows the general appearance of the failure.

Note the swelling in zone of failure, and the blunt edges

of the fracture. This indicates a creep type of failure.

Figures 31 to 34 show photomicrographs of another

tube that failed in a similar manner. Figures 31 and 32,

at 1000 diameters and 100 diameters respectively, shows

the outside and inside surface near the fracture, and

Fig. 33 shows the edge of the fracture at 100 diameters.

Intergranular penetration is seen to be about the same

for both inside and outside surfaces. Figure 34 is a

photomicrograph at 1000 diameters, etched, to show the

outside surface V4 inch (6 mm.) from the fracture. The

intergranular oxidation is apparent. The carbides have

coalesced and segregated along the grain boundaries.

This indicates that temperatures in the order of 1300°

to 1350° F (700° to 730° C) were reached before the

fracture occurred.

Steps in the Corrosion Process

1. A thin, tightly adherent, oxide deposit forms on

both the steam side and gas side of the tube wall.

2. The temperature shock of the relatively low tem-

perature steam or steam and water from the deslaggers

causes cracking of the oxide due to the different thermal

expansion characteristics of the oxide and the metal.

3. The surface exposed at the base of the cracks be-

comes oxidized.

4. This cycle is repeated many times.

5. The layer of oxide on the inside metal surface

raises the metal temperamre in the tube, thus increasing

the oxidation rate.

6. Progressive oxidation from both the inside and

outside of the mbe wall reduces the thickness of the wall,

and increases the stress.

7. The increased temperature reduces the strength of

the metal, which together with the increased stress

(step 6) causes accelerated creep of the metal.

8. The accelerated creep continues until failure occurs.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our experience has shown that the alloys

which are used in superheater tubes at high temperatures

are satisfactory when properly selected for the expected

temperature. We do not anticipate anything more than

"growing pains" in the new designs for 1050° F (565°

C) steam temperatures.

Our experience with chromium-molybdenum steel

alloys containing from two per cent to nine per cent

chromium, and 0.5 to 1.0 per cent molybdenum has

shown them to be very satisfactory for use with metal

temperatures up to 1200° F (650° C). Above this

temperature, it appears that stabilized 18/8 stainless alloy

is satisfactory, and indications are that this material will

be more extensively used in the future.
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A he superior qualities of Columbian Pure Manila Rope

have been proved . . . proved under extreme service condi-

tions that demand the best. On ships, farms, mines and lum-

ber camps, in business and industry . . . Columbian rope

stands up, never lets you down!

For here is a rope manufactured from the choicest manila

fibre, in the most modem mill in the world. It would be diffi-

cult to make, impossible to buy, a better rope than Columbian

Tape Marked Pure Manila. Know it by the red, white and

blue surface markers.

There Is No Finer Rope!

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST. AUBURN, N. Y.

CefaUneofi

I

RtVltli
SEPTEMBER, 1947

The rope preferred by

men who know — on

land or on the sec!

Columbian TowRo. the specialized towing rope in usi



"Jerry" Favero
operates the train

which is used by
the yard crew at
the Tiibbs Mills in

Son Francisco.

One reason that Tubbs rope is tops in quality is the fine Manila fiber from which it is made.
Another important reason is the coordinated teamwork of experienced workers in every de-

partment of the Tubbs mills. This combination of Men and Rope has made the name Tubbs
first in the field of fine rope.

Every step in the manufacture of Tubbs rope from the selection of the fiber through each

stage of manufacture is carefully supervised by experienced rope makers — men who take

pride in their jobs and who are proud of their product.

For nearly a century Tubbs Rope has meant good rope—a rope that gives the maximum in

service and value. Look for the Tubbs Extra Superior Manila Trademark when you are looking

for the best. If you have not yet received a copy of our useful book on "Knot's and Their

Uses" send for yours today.

Reduce mooring and towinc costs with SUPERCORE Manila Rope
|

Available in sizes 6' circ. and larger.

• SUPERCORE lash longer! • SUPERCORE is tougher!

• SUPERCORE is stronger! • SUPERCORE costs less!

These are the advantages that make SUPERCORE today' s most

economical rope buy.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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BENDIX-SCINTILLA
FUEL INJECTION
EQUIPMENT

Means Dependable Performance for Diesel Engines

Around the world, wherever American Diesels are in

operation, Bendix-Scintilla* Fuel Injection equipment

provides reliable performance under even the most

difficult conditions. In frigid Greenland, in stationary

engines in Russian oil fields, in the South Sea tropics, on

African railways, and on ships of all types, Bendix-

Scintilla spells extra performance and dependability.

Specify Bendix-Scintilla— the name that is known for

reliability the world over! *tii«oE m.rk

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of

SIDNEY, N. Y. AVIATION COKPOHATtOH
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i\l!E CITIES INTERESTED II SHIPS?

IN A RECENT ISSUE OF LIFE there is a drawing of the pay window of a

shipyard in the 1 6th Century Venice. The yard's 16,000 men, says the caption,

swelled the cit)''s prosperity. Needless to say, the stay in port of ships' crews,

the provisioning of the vessels, and ship traffic with other ports, contributed

also. With little else in the way of resources, Venice continued to prosper for

400 years. When other port cities weaned away her commerce, Venice ceased

to be important.

It is a startling fact that most of our port cities do very little for their ship-

ping and shipbuilding industries. Our ship operators can be "priced" or "pay
rolled" out of business when a concerted public opinion, sparked by a properly

interested city government, civic group or daily press, could avert it. We rise in

wrath or fear if public health or physical safety is threatened, and even when
certain forms of amusement are in danger, but no one outside of the industry

gives it a thought. Perhaps it is not realized that so many are affected.

Does a cit}' official ( or let us say, a candidate for office ) know that there are

9800 families in San Francisco whose incomes come entirely from shipbuilding?

The occupational distribution in a shipyard is as follows:

Managerial 150 Skilled 4300
Technical 750 Semi-Skilled 1900
Clerical 1350 Unskilled 750
Supervisory 600

Those classed as skilled include backsmiths, boilermakers. The semi-skilled

and unskilled are the apprentices, helpers, expediters, buffers, oilers, rivet heaters,

storekeepers, truck drivers, firemen, guards, laborers and handymen. And there

are the insurance people, the transportation facilities, the public utilities serving

the yards. Altogether they represent a good cross-section of the city's population,

and they buy at all types of stores, patronize the theater and support the churches.

And they vote. And so do those whom they support.

Shipbuilding, however, is only one phase of the shipping industry. The
yards buy materials from other manufacturers. A report just released by the

John Brown shipyard in Scotland on the conversion of the Queen Mary refers

to the 4000 miles of electric wiring and the 12,000 light fittings that were
replaced. Also the tons of paint and the six miles of carpet and the 500,000
pieces of linen. Much of such equipment needs frequent replacement. Altogether

this job required 15,000 man-months of work.

And the ship operations. Office buildings, taxes, personnel, crews, long-

shoremen, shippers, insurance (of which some 30 odd millions of dollars cir-

culated through San Francisco last year ) , and the hundreds of millions of dollars'

worth of American products that were shipped.

Does no one in officialdom care about this great part of his city's prosperity?

Yet a major stoppage of shipping or shipbuilding can occur without a voice

outside the industry being raised.

Wake up, gentlemen! Do not leave it to the heroic efforts of a few business

men to overcome the obstacles being placed in their way by those with selfish

interests to serve.
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American Mail Lini

FORERUNNER OF THE AMERICAN MAIL LINE
of today was the organization, way back in 1850, of

the Pacific Coast Steamship Co., with the side-wheeler

Goliath, which operated between San Francisco and San

Diego. A complete reorganization, effective February 9,

1940, led to the acquirement of a substantial interest in

the company by Richard C. Reynolds of Florida, and to

the acceptance by the Maritime Commission of an agree-

ment for the charter of six ships, then operated by the

Pacific Northwest-Oriental Line, the assignment of the

Orient route to the company, and plans for the purchase

of new ships.

The war intervened, but the program was promptly

resumed and six C-3 s and three C-2's have been acquired.

The Ships
The C-3's are:

American Mail, ex Sea Adder.

Washington Mail, ex Sea Tarpon.

Oregon Mail ex Sea Satyr.

Canada Mail ex Sea Hare ex Goshen.

India Mail ex Sea Arrow ex Alpine

Java Mail ex Grafton.

The C-2's are:

Island Mail

China Mail ex Japan Mail.

Ocean Mail ex Empire Peregrine ex China Mail.

^i.(MC

By WALLACE V. MACKAY

Conversion to American Mail requirements was

performed in the yards of Puget Sound Bridge and

Dregging Co., Seattle; Bethlehem Steel Company, San

Francisco yard; Todd Shipyards, New York; and Tampa
Shipbuilding Corp., Tampa.

Thus has ended successfully a long fight for assured

operation of an Oriental route with control centered on
Puget Sound and the Pacific Northwest rather than else-

where on the Pacific Coast.

The American Mail, Washington Mail and Oregon
Mail are C-3-SA2's and were built at the Ingalls Ship-

yard at Pascagoula in 1945. They have General Electric

turbines and Foster-Wheeler D type boilers. Gross

tonnage of this type is 7943 and net 4672. Length is

492 feet, breadth is 69' 6", and depth 29' 6". Other

particulars indicate 60.2 tons immersion to the inch;

bunker capacity 10,776 barrels or 1625 tons (excluding

deep tanks ) ; fresh water capacity of 407 tons; fuel con-

sumption while steaming 350 barrels a day and while in

port 50 barrels. Cubic bale capacity is 642,590 c.f. or

712,390 c.f. grain, plus 49,395 c.f. refrigerated cargo

space. Hold compartment No. 2. contains deep tanks,

port and starboard, for a total of 55,840 c.f. ( 1594 tons)

of edible or fuel oil. Each vessel has eight sets of 5 ton

and two sets of 10 ton cargo gears. Also one 30 ton heavy

lift gear.

History of American Mail Line. Ships—each figure represents two ships operated
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The Canada Mail, India Mail and Java Mail also arc

C-3-SA2's and were built at Western Pipe and Steel

Company's shipyard at South San Francisco in 1944. All

have General Electric turbines. The Canada Mail and

Java have Babcock and Wilcox boilers and the India

has a Combustion Engineering boiler. These vessels re-

tain their wartime radar equipment. Gross tonnage is

7970 and net 4605, and immersion is 60 tons to the

inch. Bunker capacity is 10,672 barrels or 1593 tons and

fresh water capacity is 396 tons. Fuel consumption,

while steaming is 350 barrels per day, and while in port

50 barrels. Cubic bale capaciey is 733,032 c.f., or 811,

120 c.f. grain, with no refrigerated cargo space. Deep

tanks are of same capacity as the three Ingalls-built

ships. Each vessel has six sets of 5 ton, two sets of 10

ton, and two of 30 ton cargo gear.

Designed speed of all the above is 161^ knots.

C-2 Diesels

The China Mail, Ocean Mail and Island Mail are C-2

SU motorships, built at Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock

Co. in 1941 and 1942. They have Sun Doxford diesel

engines of 7500 hp for a designed speed of 16 knots.

Gross tonnage is 6600, net 3854. Overall length is 474'

1", breadth 63' and depth 40' 6". Immersion is 52.6 tons

to the inch. Bunker capacity is 11,070 barrels or 1627

tons and fresh water capacity is 520 tons. Fuel consump-

tion at sea is 200 barrels a day and in port 28 barrels.

Cubic bale capacity is 503,665 c.f., or 559,060 c.f. grain,

plus 28,150 c.f. refrigeration space. Wing tanks are

available for an additional 674 tons of fuel or edible oil.

The five hatches have a total of seven sets of 5 ton cargo

gears.

In these feature articles on the operating companies

and their ships, it is not possible to deal exhaustively

with all of the equipment on every ship. What we try to

do is to elaborate on some one type of ship, and dis-

cuss its construction or deck engine room fittings, or

passenger accommodations, and record the changes that

time and experience and trade route may dictate. Thus

Kdw ^^^^^^BliBI l^. J'""^jjjj^^"^^^^^^H
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At lop: Washington Mail, one of six new 16-knot cargo liners of the
12,800 dw ton class among the fleet of fast ships operated by American
t^ail Line Ltd. in Oriental service out of West Coast ports. Each ship
has limited passenger accommodations. Five are fitted for refrigerated
cargo.
Center: China Mall with full cargo including deckload of lumber for
Oriental ports. This vessel is of 10,200 dw ton class operated by Ameri-
can Mail. New service includes Dutch East Indies, Malaya, Bay of Bengal.
CalcuHa.
At bottom: Main house of Oregon Mail features corrugated construction.
She was originally built at Ingalls and a $300,000 reconstruction job was
done at Bethlehem Steel's San Francisco Yard.
At left: One of the reconverted features is replacement of Pilothouse
Ports with new Kearfott K-15 Jump Sash Windows. Many ships are doing
this lately for maximum visibility and noticeably brighter pilothouse
interor.
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A A. Lintncr, president and director G. J. Acl<erman. operating manager. E. E. Anderson, traffic manage

Barbara E. Watson, manager at San Fr,

Frank H. Howard, superintendent engineer, is

in cliarge of tk^aintenance and Repair Division.
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from month to month we cover many ships. In this

story we will examine especially the Sun-built C-2 diesels

which American Mail has acquired.

After the Sun Doxford diesels mentioned above the

number 1, 2 and 3 auxiliary engines are 375 hp Cooper

Bessemers, with Westinghouse generators, Weston tacho-

meter magnetos, Fulton safety controls, and Ross water

coolers. Motor generator sets ( upper and lower ) are

Westinghouse. The main engine fresh water pumps are

Worthington with Westinghouse motors, main engine

lubeoil service pumps are Quinby and Westinghouse

main engine fuel oil starting pump is Watson-Stillman

with Westinghouse. The scavenger blower is a steam

driven Roots-Connersville with Whiton turbine. Main

and auxiliary air compressors are IngersoU Rand. Main

engine salt water cooling pumps are Worthington, as

are the sanitar)' pump, ballast and bilge pumps, five

pumps, and auxiliary fuel transfer pump and drinking

water pumps. All have Westinghouse motors.

Upper and lower main engine fuel booster pumps are

DeLaval, lubricating oil and fuel oil centrifuges are

Sharpies.

The American Engineering Co. furnished the anchor

windlass and cargo winches; refrigerating machines are

Carrier-Freon; the steering gear is Sperry as is the com-

pass. Davis Engineering Co. furnished the Paracoil evap-

orator. Among major machine tools there is a Champion
20" drill press, a LeBlond 24" lathe and a Smith-Mills

Shaper.

The Ilg Electric Ventilating Co. furnished quite an

assortment of fans, including difFuser fans, cargo venti-

lating fans, and quarters air conditioning fans. Engine

room ventilating blowers have Westinghouse motors,

and the main engine turning gear has a 30 hp Westing-

house motor and controller.

Electric Galley

The main galley equipment is electric, with Hotpoint

range and Hotpoint water heater, potato peeler and mix-

ing machine are Hobart.

The Canada Mail le

The Oregon Mail
Perhaps the most outstanding job of reconversion on

any of the vessels of the American Mail fleet was that

done at Bethlehem's San Francisco yard on the Sea Satyr,

now the Oregon Mail. This ship had struck a mine in the

South Pacific and required major hull repairs which

Bethlehem completed with dispatch. But there is more

to fitting out a ship than the structural part—especially

when passengers are to be carried. The Oregon Mail had

the benefit of the continued personal attention of the

company's San Francisco Manager, Miss Barbara Watson.

The engine room, too, shows the handiwork of Port En-

gineer Frank Smith, who sailed on the converted ship's

first voyage as chief engineer.

Biographical

The American Mail has a fine cross section of mari-

time personnel to aid in establishing its place in Pacific

operations. The following are pictured on page 40:

President A. R. Lintner moved west in 1916, was as-

sociated with shipbuilding and shipping interests for

many years. In March, 1940 he became General Manager

of the reorganized American Mail Line. He was elected

a director of American Mail in 1945, and then was elect-

ed President on January 2, 1946.

-1 V

j,^ ,^
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At left: J. E. Edwards, second assistant engineer at Fosler-Whe ler boiler s; Worthington variable stroke elect
Engineer Frank V/. Smith and first assistant engineer. Fred Cufr n, in fror t of Worthington automatic fresh w
bank of Davis "Paracoil" evaporators.
At right: Chief Engineer Frank Snnith and Douglas Dickie of Foste r-Whcele.-. at new F-W general regulator for co

nps, and behi.-d hri
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Seagoing personnel—each figure n

R. B. Bush, treasurer of American Mail, in 1940 join-

ed the American Mail Line as Comptroller, in charge of

all auditing and finance. He was elected Treasurer in

1941 and was made a director of American Mail in 1946.

Gilbert J. Ackertnan, manager of the company's Oper-

ating Department, joined American Mail on April 1,

1945 as operating manager, bringing with him 18 years

of engineering experience.

E. E. Anderson, traffic manager, joined the company
on March 1, 1946, as assistant traffic manager.

Frank H. Howard, superintendent engineer in charge

of Maintenance and Repair Division joined American
Mail in 1940 as Port Engineer.

W. L. Williams, a director and manager of the com-
pany's office in Portland, Oregon, joined American Mail

in 1940, when the company arranged to include Colum-
bia River and Oregon ports in its trade area. He became
a company Director in May, 1945.

Miss Barbara E. Watson, manager at San Francisco

for California. She joined the San Francisco office in

1943 as manager when the company needed an opera-

tional branch in San Francisco. She had the ambition

plus "what it takes" in brain matter—to become an all

around transportation "guy," and made it.

Gilbert T. Hibson, traffic manager at San Francisco,

joined American Mail in 1947 in San Francisco where
he is now stationed.

Collecting A Ship

One of the strangest assignments in the history of

world commerce was made by the War Shipping Admin-
istration, to the American Mail Line, in the summer of

presents 100 employees.

1944. The vessel Valeri Chkalov, a Liberty ship assigned

to Russia under Lend-Lease, had broken in two the pre-

vious November, off an Aleutian island, while bound

from Siberia to Seattle in ballast. This vessel is referred

to elsewhere in this issue in the article on Welded Ship

Repairs. The break had been clean, the ship parting in

two as if severed .with a gigantic knife. Her watertight

bulkheads had held, and both her forward and after sec-

tions had remained afloat. All her officers and crew had

been rescued by other vessels then in the vicinity. The
Valeri Chkalov's bow had been towed to Kodiak Island

in the Aleutians, while her after portion was brought to

Vancouver, B. C. Subsequently the bow also was towed

to Vancouver, and there the two sections were welded

and re-made once again into a complete vessel, which

has successfully operated since and is presently in serv-

ice as the 55' Alexander Baranoff.

Seattle Trade Campaign
Seattle has a cooperative campaign to sell Seattle's ex-

panding industrial, foreign and Alaska trade potentials

in capital letters in the nation and the shipping world.

It was launched officially during August.

The campaign, spearheaded by the Port of Seattle,

with the cooperation of the Alaska and Foreign Trade

Committees of the Chamber of Commerce, leading air-

lines and steamship lines, and representative manufac-

turers of famous brands from Seattle that reach the

markets of the world, will be regional, national and

foreign in its scope of aggressive promotion. The Ameri-

can Mail Line will have an important part in this pro-

gram.

C C p
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Shoreside Personnel—each figure represents five employee
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WELDED SHIP HULLS

By E. C. RECHTIN. Manager. San Pedro Yard,

Bethlehem Steel Company Shipbuilding Division

E. C. RECHTIN is the manager, San Pedro Yard, Bethlehem Steel Company, Shipbuilding Division, at Terminal

Island, California. He graduated from Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, and became affiliated with Bethlehem

when the company purchased United Shipyards in New York in 1938. Subsequently, he was appointed assistant man-

ager at San Pedro in charge of new constniaion, and in February, 1945, he became manager of the San Pedro Yard.

Mr. Rechtin has been a leader in the development of welding for marine constniaion. He originated and de-

veloped a serrated channel system of welded construction which has been widely adopted. He was also active in develop-

ing the principles of welding large panel pre.assemblies and the application of automatic welding. He is a member

of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, The American Welding Society and the Propeller Club.

This article is an adaptation and expansion of an address before the Society of Port Engineers, Los Angeles.

PART

THE RECENT UNFORTUNATE BREAK-UP of the

T-2 tanker Fort Dearborn has again drawn attention

to the problem and danger of major fractures in welded

ship hulls generally and in the T-2 tanker in particular.

The publication of the final report of the board of investi-

gation convened by the Secretary of the Navy to inquire

into the Design and Methods of Construction of Welded

Steel Merchant Vessels was, therefore, particularly timely.

This work represents the efforts of a group composed of

the foremost men in the marine profession and must

necessarily become a basic reference. The problem has

been skiUfuUy attacked and it is felt that answers have

been found to much of the trouble, but the danger still

exists since those answers have not always been applied

in practice. One of the conclusions which has been

reached is that mere time away from the builders yard

without serious failure does not confer immunity to the

danger on any such vessel, witness the Fort Dearborn.

It is easy enough to point to the small percentage of

failures out of the total number of ships built and to

feel that we can write them off as a calculated wartime

risk incident to the large scale application of a new

process. In peacetime, however, percentage of failures

is not the proper criterion for engineering design, and

it is the responsibility of everyone concerned to pro-

duce vessels as structurally safe as our present engineer-

ing knowledge permits.

From an engineering point of view every effort has
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been made to find out the basic causes of these failures

and this has been the work of the Board previously

mentioned. It is believed that we have definite remedies

that can be applied to existing ships and so far ex-

perience has borne out this belief.

A general summary of the types of failure and their

basic causes should be helpful in understanding the

technique of overall preventive work and detailed re-

pairs later suggested. Following are examples of vessels

that have had failures.

The illustrations and their captions bring out the

pattern of the failures. The Coast Guard report on the

Schenectady reads thus:

"Without warning and with a report which was

heard for at least a mile, the deck and sides of the vessel

fractured just aft of the bridge superstructure. The frac-

ture extended almost instantaneously to the turn of the

bilge, port and starboard. The deck, side shell, longi-

tudinal bulkheads, and bottom girders fractured. Only

the bottom plating held.

"

The vessel is a T-2 tanker and was lying alongside

the dock. A moment before the failure no one could

have seen anything unusual, in a matter of seconds she

was totally useless. The point to note is that the causes

of failure were not apparent and there was no time to

try to remedy anything and the failure was complete.

The broad-side view of the vessel indicates quite

clearly the location and general nature of the fracture.

It is at a point where the longirudinal strength of the
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Fore and aft sections of the Fort Dearborn in Honolulu harbor
(shown below, left, at sea).

Above photos courtesy of D. M. Taylor of Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.

vessel has been seriously affected by the discontinuation

of the midship structure.

All of the longitudinal members of the deck, the

longitudinal bulkhead plating, and even the pipe line

fractured almost in the same plane. There does not

appear to be any evidence that the fracture followed

any line of welding. There is an I-beam which acts as

a connecting member forming the intersection of longi-

tudinal and transverse bulkheads. While the fracture of

the Schetieclady did not occur in this particular place,

other similar tankers have shown local cracking at this

point.

In the Esso Manhattan case which happened at sea

under presumably normal conditions, the account of this

failure mentions the explosive quality of the break.

Here again, no one could have predicted failure from

any obvious symptoms. The fracture started in a defec-

tive butt weld at the crown of the deck, considerably

aft of the midship superstructure, and progressed across

the deck and down the vessel's side clear of welding.

These examples point out the extreme importance of

understanding what we are doing to a welded ship when

we add to or alter structure in such a way as to change

the strength of stress pattern or the vessel. Understand-

ing of the effect of welding sequences and the nature

of the stresses that go with welding are necessary to

avoid introducing new factors which might be detri-

mental to the vessel's behavior.

The John P. Gaines was a Liberty vessel of standard

design. The break on this vessel is located again directly

at the break of the superstructure. The records show

that a break occurred at night making a loud noise, but

that the crew could not locate the trouble in the dark.

About twenty minutes later, the vessel broke completely

in two. Conditions were reasonably normal, although

a heavy ground swell was running. The crack started

near the forward corner of No. 3 hatch. A hatchway

represents a break in continuity of structure just as

much as the break of forecastle, house, or poop. Here

again we have the condition of a stiff portion of the

ship in way of the superstructure making a primary

point of transition of strength with the fracture occurring

at a secondary break of continuity, namely the hatch

corner. This, from a structural point of view, is quite

similar to the location of the T-2 tanker.

A fourth and last example, the Valery Chkalov, an-

Abovc left: Adrift 20 miles

Johns Victory. The Fort De

the bow of the SS Fort Dearborn from which ten crew

two during storr

builde

1100 n

I dock.

northeast from

icture is in typi<

Honolulu. At

il location.

bers were removed by SS St.

of T-2 tanker Schenectady at
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other Liberty ship, shows the same characteristics. This

vessel broke up in a storm, with cracks starting in the

corner of No. 3 hatch. The location of the fracture is

very clearly shown, occurring just forward of the house

at the No. 3 forward corner. This fracture does not

show the same clean break that the others do, there being

more evidence of a tearing action on the side plating.

This might, of course, be due to the fact that the vessel

was in a sea-way at the moment of fracture and there

may have been considerable motion between the two

halves of the vessel.

We could go on showing similar examples of vessels,

more or less serious, but these are t)'pical. A great deal

of thought and study has been given to the causes of

these failures by many well qualified people. Vast re-

search programs have been carried out and procedures

of correction have been developed which are designed

to prevent failures of this type.

Everyone is agreed that the use of welding speeded

up the war effort and was a contribution of inestimable

value to the final victory. The spectacular failures, how-

ever, caused deep concern and for a while it was feared

that they might have a serious effect upon the whole

war program if it had been demonstrated that the tech-

nique of welding ships was basically unsound. The

actual process of welding is generally well understood,

but the cummulative effects on a large structure such

as a ship were, at the outset of the war, relatively un-

known. A general feeling became prevalent that all the

speed of construction and the ballyhoo for records had

resulted in careless and inferior workmanship and a

general disregard for proper construction practices. It

was felt that some shipyards were careless in observing

welding sequences and that consequently locked-in

stresses were being created which might be contributing

to the failures. In all fairness to the over-all shipbuilding

program, it should be pointed out, however, that the

percentage of serious failures was not very great.

Many Failures

The Board investigated 4694 ships. About one-fifth

of these sustained some failure, although only 127 could

be considered serious. Twelve vessels were lost or broken

in two, the failures occurring in various types of ships

and were not confined to Libert)' ships. Although the

percentage of vessels can be considered low, failure of

any kind on a vessel cannot be tolerated from an engi-

neering standpoint and it was, therefore, extremely im-

portant that the Board arrive at some definite conclusions

and recommendations for remedy.

The final conclusion reached by the Board was that

the problem was primarily one of design and material.

The welded ship becomes one piece and as a result cer-

tain joints, particularly at structural breaks, can be sub-

jected to severe restraint and high stress concentrations.

Ever)' fracture started in a geometric discontinuity or

at a notch resulting from poor design or workmanship.

Figure 6. which is a complete diagram of a Libert)-

ship, shows where most of the failures occurred. This

diagram does not represent any one ship, but is a combi-

nation of many. The majority of cracks were at No. 3

hatch which is near the break of the house or at the for-

ward end of the house. These are obvious points of change

in the cross-sectional area of the vessels structure. Such

changes are, of course, inherent in the original design .

of the ship and the repairer can do very little about

them. We must, however, realize that these areas are

exceptionally vulnerable and dangerous and that any

welding work done therein should be performed with

exceptional care. The importance of proper basic design

and distribution of strength is apparent. The importance

of carefully detailed workmanship, however, is not so

easily recognized. Poor workmanship allows cracks to

start in such places as peened-over cracks, under-cut

welds, porosities, or slag inclusions or by hollow welds

where voids have been covered over. These defects are

quite difficult to locate by superficial inspection. They

are almost microscopic in size in relation to the size of

the vessel. To anyone accustomed to riveted structures

it seems fantastic to be asked to believe that from such

apparently insignificant things major failures can result.

Several rivets in a butt or seam can be fault)' or missing

completely and nothing happens. How then could a

minute crack start a series of events resulting in the

ship breaking in two?

The reasons for this phenomenon are many. Whole
volumes have been written on ships' stresses and on

metallurgy and the mathematical treatment of the sub-

ject becomes very complicated, but perhaps a rather

ture of Schenectady

all structural membei
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at Sparrows Point yard. Counting marks show
ng. Similar practice was followed in later Beth-

lehem Libertys.

over-simplified explanation will serve to bring out the

point.

When a ship is just about to break in two we can

imagine two groups of forces, one outside of the ship

trying to break her, and the other inside trying to hold

her together. That is something like thinking of a

person subject to temptation with his conscience trying

to keep him from going wrong.

The wind and the waves, the load of cargo, the motion

of the vessel, and the thrust of her power plant are the

"outside forces." The strength of the material, the in-

tegrity of the joints, and the soundness of the design are

the "inside forces." Here again we can pursue our

analogy. If a man's heredity, his physical strength, and

his bringing-up are lacking, he succumbs to temptation

and fails. If the ship's design, its physical strength, and

the quality of its workmanship are faulty, it fails. Thus,

the outside forces can and do find allies, a sort of fifth

column, within the ship. The effect of the outside forces

can be summed up as an effort to break the ship as one

would break a stick over one's knee. This force can be

called "bending moment" and attains its maximum value

at the center of the ship. This value can be mathematically

determined if we assume a certain standard type of

wave of mathematical nature which very closely ap-

proaches actual waves at sea.

The "inside forces" depend upon the strength of

the material itself and upon its disposition. The same

weight of material advantageously disposed can resist

a far greater load than if it were improperly placed.

This, of course, is basic design practice. The mathe-

matical expression for this group of factors is called

"section modulus " and can be determined from a mathe-

matical consideration of the structure of the vessel.

When the section modulus of a monolithic structure

I Please turn to page 106)
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nposite diagram of Liberty ship fractures.
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THE PRESIDENT'S HDl/ISORY BOAIID

THE PRESIDENTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE on

the Merchant Marine, the members of the fact-find-

ing committee appointed by President Truman to make

recommendations on U. S. Maritime polic)', are K. T.

Keller, president of the Chrysler Corporation, chairman,

Marion B. Folsom, treasurer of Eastman Kodak Co.;

Andrew W. Robertson, chairman of the board of West-

inghouse Electric Corporation; James B. Black, president

of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co., and Vice Admiral

Edward L. Cochrane, former Chief of the Navy Bureau

of Ships and now Chief of the Material Division in the

Ofiice of the Assistant Secretax)- of the Na\7. Admiral

Cochrane is currently president of the Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers. The Committee has

held a number of hearings and is expected to complete

its report to the President at an early date. A review of

the testimony ofifered on behalf of a number of elements

of the industry will be outlined in this and subsequent

issues.—Ed.

Shipbuilders Council of America
H. Gerrish Smith, president of the Shipbuilders

Council of Arnerica, presented a historical review of the

industr)', together with legislative exactments and elab-

orate charts showing ship construction from 1914

through 1946, and concluded with:

"The most important facts demonstrated by this

presentation may be briefly summarized as foUows: The
industry- shows great fluctuation in volume of business

throughout the years with a definite lack of the continuity

essential to a successful and healthy business. During the

past 33 years, two momentous ship construction pro-

grams were undertaken and completed incident to the

World Wars. In both cases, circumstances provided

several years of preparation, which enabled the industry

to expand sufficiently to undertake the war programs.

"Even with such preparatory periods and the resulting

expansion which placed all branches of the industry on

a substantial basis, it still took a long time before the

first deliveries of both merchant and naval vessels could

begin under war contracts. In both cases an adequate

merchant fleet and Navy in being would have played a

vital role in war effort and would have minimized the

time, cost and manpower of the following war produc-

tion programs.

"Between the wars, the industr)- was at a low ebb with

periods of minor activity but with no continuity of

business. Facilities and technical staffs were seriously re-

duced, finances depleted, and some yards liquidated while

others narrowly escaped liquidation. This period demon-

strated that shipyards cannot be successfully adapted

except to a small degree to other types of work.

"The present outlook for new ship construction, either

merchant or naval, based on present contracts and busi-

ness in sight, is very gloomy.

"A repetition of the disastrous conditions, even worse

than those prevailing during the period from 1922 to

1937, is imminent unless some constructive action is

taken. Under existing conditions, the Government, di-

rectly or indirectly, is the principal customer of the in-

dustry, as it was before and during World War II.

"This industr)-. unlike other industries, was unable to

return to a domestic market for business, after the war.

Practically all hea\y and manufacturing industries were

faced with a huge backlog of civilian demand for their

prewar products, which facilitated their reconversion

from wartime production.

"Cancellation of all but a few wartime ship construc-

tion contracts after the war, left the industry substantially

without employment for the skilled technical staffs re-

sponsible for the success of the war program and is

resulting in the rapid dissipation of such vital staffs.

"The character of the industry is such that it must

rely on a comparatively few contracts in substantial

amounts for an intricate and highly technical custom

built product, usually unique, and at best not more than

rwo or three of the same t)'pe. Other industry generally

manufactures large volumes of identical units of rela-

tively small value by mass production methods for sale

to the trade. For this reason and because of high material

costs and labor costs far in excess of foreign labor costs,

the industry can not compete for an export market.

"All other maritime nations, except the United States,

are building up their merchant marines by the construc-

tion of needed ships of the most modern types.

"From the foregoing, the vital part played by the

industry in time of emergency becomes evident and

establishes the necessity, not only for the existence of
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the industry in normal times, but for its active and effi-

cient operation in such times to provide the vessels

required in case of a national emergency.

The accomplishment of these two objectives by the

establishment of a sound and coordinated long-range

shipbuilding program will serve the requirements of

national security and the national policy of developing

and maintaining an efficient and adequate American-

owned merchant marine. Both are indispensable to the

national welfare and to the present and future inter-

national position and responsibility of the United States."

Walter C. Hetninguay. vice president and general

manager of Federal Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com-
pany, presented the "Essential Characteristics of the In-

dustry," and concluded with these remarks;

"The gist of the essential characteristic of shipbuild-

ing is first to design a ship which will reliably accomplish

its exacting purposes with the least propelling power and

the most space for revenue cargo and personnel, while

offering the most protection against damage or destruc-

tion from the perils to be encountered during its long

life at sea. The more successful this phase is accom-

plished, the more difficult becomes the next one, which

is to specify, procure and install an enormous quantity

and variety of custom made materials to function as a

unit in the crowded and irregular shaped interior spaces

remaining in the hull structure.

"The nucleus force of shipbuilding employees must

necessarily have considerable experience and continuous

practice to perform such work with skill and speed.

They can be held together and replaced by younger men
only by the building of ships. There are no substitute

products which will occupy the experience of all these

skilled shipbuilders or attract and teach the younger

men needed for their replacement.

"The building of complicated ships therefore involves

problems that are not found in the building of any other

units of comparable dollar value and certainly the

methods of building are necessarily the antithesis of

mass production manufacture."

Joseph Haag Jr., vice president of Todd Shipyard

Corporation urged that: "Provision be made for the

construction, operation and maintenance of a modern
all-purpose American Merchant Marine and Navy.

"That the maintenance of the merchant fleet be made
the business of the privately-owned repair yards without

competition from government projects.

"That the maintenance of the naval auxiliary vessels

be divided in some ratio to be determined between naval

shipyards and privately-owned yards in order that the

workmen in the private yards may be made and kept

familiar with developments in the field of naval con-

struction.

"That the present government-owned repair facilities

in private ship repair yards be made available to the

private operators on some reasonable rental basis in

order that they may be maintained for use in the even'

of a new national emergency.

"That repairs to vessels owned by the government be

carried out more nearly in accord with commercial prac-

tice, to the consequent gain of both the government

and the companies. With respect to the engineering and

other technical aspects of the jobs, there is little com-

plaint, but the present types of government contracts

require such a monumental amount of other paper work

that both the contractor and the Government dissipate

funds in the maintenance of top-heavy administrative

staffs."

/. F. Metten. chairman of the board, New York Ship-

building Corporation, concluded his talk with these

remarks:

"Trained and experienced technical staffs are vital.

Once lost, they are difficult to regain. It would take

years to do it and time is likely to be vital in another

emergency.

"Therefore, this Country should make provisions to

insure a volume of ship construction sufficient to enable

the shipbuilding industry to maintain its technical posi-

tion, which is so essential to our national security."

A. B. Homer, president, Bethlehem Steel Company
concluded with:

"It is estimated that the annual dollar volume of busi-

ness to maintain a nucleus shipbuilding program will

run about S.iOO,000,000 a year. This is less than 2 TOths

of one per cent of the national income, and less than

one per cent of the proposed national budget for 1947.

"Our plan contemplates that the Government, as a

national security measure, make up any deficiency below

the minimum operating level, so that the cost of the

plan to the Government would not be 5300,000,000 a

year, but only the difference between that figure and

that provided by current work in the yards. The only

cost chargeable to the plan is that necessary to level off

the curve of activity over a period of years and particu-

larly to eliminate disastrous slumps.

"One of these slumps is now upon us. The industry s

principal customer, the Government, has withdrawn

from the market. It is estimated that by the end of this

year there will be no ships on the ways and none to be

laid down in private shipyards in the United States. The
hour-glass of shipbuilding in this country will have run

itself out.

"Unless something is done soon it will be too late.

Since time will no doubt be required to work out an

effective long range program to save the industry, an

immediate stop-gap program is imperative because the

disintegration of the industry has already begun, and

unless something is done promptly, will be well advanced

by the end of this year."

(Testimony of the National Federation and of indi-

\idual ship operators will be published next month.)
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BETHLEHEH 8 kllGPOST ^SSEHBLY Ui
By V. A. Christensen, Hull Superintendent,

Bethlehem Steel Company Shipbuilding Division

San Francisco Yard

THE LAST OF 24 HUGE STEEL KINGPOSTS, fabri-

cated at BethJehems San Francisco Yard on a virtual

assembly line basis, are now on their way to Waterman

Steamship Company's two yards at Mobile, Ala., where

they will be used in that company's current program of

converting three former C-3 type Na\T baby flat-tops

to commercial freighters.

These kingposts vary in length from 29'-l" to 61'-

1%", the latter weighing approximately 13 tons. They

were fabricated in sections from plates running from ^s"

thick up to Wz" , which were formed in two halves on

the Yards huge 500 ton hydraulic press. They were

then burned to Vz diameter, beveled, planed and put

together with backing strips tack welded on the inside

and then butt welded longitudinally with an a c auto-

matic welding machine.

It is interesting to note that virtually all welding on

this job was done by automatic welding machines. The

only welding done manually was in tacking the longi-

tudinal and circumferential backing strips to hold the

sections in place. When all automatic welding on one

post had been performed and the metal had been allowed

to cool, circumferential backing strips on the inside

were welded all the way around as required by the

American Bureau of Shipping.

Bethlehem's fabrication procedure resulted in a re-

markably speedy and highly satisfactory job.
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The sea water corrosion testing station at Kure Beach, North CaroHna, was estabhshed

by The International Nickel Company in 1935 for the immediate purpose of comparing the

corrosion resistance of low alloy steels with carbon steel. Soon other materials were added to

the program so that eventually comparative tests were being made on all kinds of ferrous and

non-ferrous metals and alloys. The testing facilities have since been further extended to ob-

serve the behavior of several kinds of protective coatings—both metallic and organic, includ-

ing anti-fouling formulations, the effects of marine growth on wood as well as on metals,

and even the results of exposure to sea spray and sea air upon rope.

THE NUMBER OF SPECIMENS now exposed in

sea water is about 2000, and during the past 12

years the number of specimens so tested has been over

10,000.

All of this testing has been essentially a cooperative

effort, involving Inco and producers and users of ma-

terials and coatings. Many of those interested in the

tests have visited the test site each year when specimens

are withdrawn from the water for examination. The

average number of such visitors during the past five

years has been about 100 per year, representing about

as many companies, in addition to the various govern-

ment services concerned with sea water and sea air

corrosion problems.

The sea water tests originally were located in a chan-

nel through which sea water was pumped from the

ocean into the bromine plant of the Ethyle Dow Chemi-

cal Company. The closing down of this plant two years

ago made it possible to remove the structure to the

basin formerly used as the intake for the pumps that

supplied the water for the plant.

Here, the ocean is literally "put in a test tube," with

the effects of the tides and other factors being captured

exactly as they exist along the shoreline a few feet away,

except that the bulkheads break the force of the surf.

Among the advantages provided at the test site are:

1. A continuous supply of full strength sea water,

uncontaminated by industrial wastes, oil films or

other pollution that interfere with tests in harbors

or near big cities.

2. A relatively wide range of sea water temperature

(45° to 85° F.).

3. A long season of growth of a large number of

marine organisms (of particular value in study-

ing anti-fouling alloys and coatings).

4. Protection against the physically destructive effects

of storms and high waves.

5. A moderate fluctuation in water level which per-

mits observation of waterline and intermittent im-

mersion effects when desired.

6. Adequate protection to prevent the theft of or

tampering with specimens.

7. The availability of personnel and mechanical equip-

ment needed to erect the testing equipment, keep

it in repair, and handle the heavy racks of test

specimens.

Natural Conditions remove Limits on Studies

The necessity of providing facilities for the exposure

of specimens to attack by sea water and marine atmos-

pheres under natural conditions has been demonstrated

by the limited practical usefulness of laboratory tests

on relatively small specimens in simple salt solutions,

synthetic ot re-constituted sea water, or in salt spray

boxes. Laboratory tests provide a valuable supplement

to tests under natural conditions—particularly in pre-

liminary investigations and in throwing light on the

mechanisms of sea water corrosion and the factors that

control it. However, sea water is something more than

a mixture of chemicals, it is a living thing and its cor-

rosive reactions over an extended period can be studied

properly only by the exposure of specimens to attack

under natural conditions.

Comparative tests at Kure Beach and in synthetic sea

water in the laboratory conditions are quite inadequate

foi measuring the behavior of metals and alloys.

In the sea water tests most specimens are exposed on

racks continuously immersed at a depth of from three

to four feet. The structure and general views of the

specimen racks as well as the method of putting the

racks in place ate shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Specimens Reveal EfTect of Marine Foulings

The study of the anti-fouling characteristics of metals,

alloys, plastics, and protective coatings has been an

important phase of research during the past few years.
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This phase of the investigation has been conducted

with the active and invaluable cooperation of Professor

William F. Clapp of the William F. Clapp Laboratorys.

The racks themselves, with the exception of those

furnished by individual cooperating companies, are made

either of Monel, or of an alloy which contains 70 per

cent copper and 30 per cent nickel. Racks made of

both these alloys are welded with Monel rod. The sup-

porting rods are Monel. Some of these racks and rods

have been in continuous use since 1935 and appear still

to be as serviceable as ever.

Specimens are fastened to the racks by means of Monel

machine screws. Galvanic effects are prevented by the

use of bakelite insulating tubes over the bolt shanks

and insulating washers between the specimens and the

racks and the Monel washers under the bolt heads.

Incidentally, some of the original lot of Monel screws

and nuts are still in use and in excellent condition after

12 years. The efficacy of this method of avoiding gal-

vanic action has been demonstrated by the absence of

such effects on specimens of such materials as magnesium,

aluminum and zinc coated steel.

The period of exposure of a group of specimens may
vary from six months (rarely less) to several years

—

the longest to date, twelve years. The number of speci-

mens exposed varies from about 1000 to 2000, depend-

ing on the nature of investigations in progress.

The need for more precise information on the ability

of alloys to withstand the severe erosive effects asso-

ciated with such uses as condenser tubes, pump im-

pellers, propellers and underwater parts of fast moving
ships led to the construction of the erosion testing

apparatus, generally known as the "Whirligig," which

is shown in Figure 5. The essential parts of the device

are a large Monel disc, a "K" Monel shaft to which it

is fastened, and motor and gears to drive it.

Condenser Service Simulated

Specimens may be fastened to this disc and whirled

through the sea water at velocities up to about 30 feet

per second, depending on the type of specimen and

when it is placed relative to the center or the disc. All

specimens are insulated from the disc and from each

other. Condenser tube alloys are tested in the form of

short sections of tubes placed in the brackets which

simulate sections of tube sheets. As the disc revolves,

salt water rushes through these tubular test pieces under

conditions of great turbulence so as to result in erosive

Fiq. I. Marine teiting basin showing intake. Fig. 2. Supporting structure, showing specimen

Special steel test specimens. Fig. 5. Attaching test specimens to erosion testing disc. Fig.

specimen a% Fig. 4, with cut-away section showing results of teredo attack. Fig. 8. Examinint

ick supporting rods. Fig. 3. Piling test specimens. Fig.

Wood specimen removed for examination. Fig. 7. Sar

ea-spray test specimens. Fig. 9. Rope tests.
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eflfects as severe as any likely to be encountered in con-

densers.

Another type of testing apparatus for measuring the

effect of impingement upon condenser tube material

is the aspirator-type jet impingement test apparatus.

In it specimens are subjected to the action of submerged

jets of salt water mixed with air bubbles.

The destructive effect on vulnerable materials as re-

vealed by both of these testing machines has been so

great as to result in as much erosion in a couple of

months as ordinarily would be encountered in as many

years. The nature of the erosion and the appearance of

the eroded tubes have been found to be almost exactly

like those associated with long-time condenser service.

Thus, both pieces of apparatus give every indication of

providing an unusually reliable and practical guide to

the actual service which can be expected from condenser

tube alloys and other materials proposed for use in

sea water at high velocity.

Other possibilities of the high velocity apparatus in-

clude investigations of pre-conditioning by exposure at

relatively low velocity, seasonal and temperature effects

on erosion, effects of velocity on the adherence and

growth of fouling organisms, the performance of anti-

fouling coatings, and the adherence of protective coat-

ings of various sorts.

Materials for Marine Pilings

In some cases it has been possible to expose specimens

in the identical form and as nearly as possible under the

identical conditions as a proposed use. An example is

provided by some long-time tests on plain and alloy

steels as they might be used for bulkheads or structural

steel piling. These specimens are in the form either of

interlocking piling sections or I beams, as shown in

Figure 3. Each specimen is 36 feet long, driven 20 feet

into the ocean bottom, with the remaining 16 feet ex-

tending above the mud line through the water and into

the air.

The progress of corrosion is determined by periodic

measurements of the decrease in thickness of the steel.

These measurements are made with micrometers around

the peripheries of the holes drilled for the purpose at

intervals over the exposed length of the specimens. This

test has already yielded interesting information about

the distribution and extent of corrosion of the steels

above and below the water and in the region between

high and low tide level. A laboratory right at hand pro-

vides equipment for such studies as measuring loss in

weight of samples, microscopic examinations, and the

like, and checks each specimen, keeps an accurate record

of time exposure, location on racks, and chronicles in-

formation on performance. It also includes a marine

museum where sample specimens from the many studies

are displayed. Every conceivable type of equipment and

apparatus has been installed at the Kure Beach project

to aid in the studies, and its value to industry has already

been well proven.

Bolivia Bumps Her Nose Off Nantucket

The Scandinavian-American Line freighter, Bolivia,

entered the Todd Shpyards Corporation Brooklyn Divi-

sion, to have her wrinkled bow rebuilt. She had her

nose pushed in last June off Nantucket Island when

another cargo vessel decided to try the old Eskimo pastime

of rubbing noses. Believe it or not, the Bolivia came off

the better of the two. "You should have seen the other

fellow," a company representative commented.

The reconstruction work on the Bolivia involves a

total of 53 plates, covering an area of about 3500 square

feet, on port and starboard sides. One plate is to be

faired in place; five are to be removed, faired, then re-

riveted back in place, and the rest are to be replaced

entirely. In addition 17 internal frames in the bow
have to be removed and renewed, as well as the colli-

sion bulkhead and numerous other bulkheads.

Approximately 100 square feet of deck on the fo'c'sle

head, 800 square feet on the weather deck, and 420

square feet on the 'tween deck, have to be renewed,

together with beams, longitudinals, girders, headers,

brackets, etc. The hatchways to the No. 1 hold forward

and the fo'c'sle storerooms require considerable replace-

ment of parts, piping, plating, and shelving. Electrical

lines, controls, and fixtures, and all plumbing fixtures,

vents, and pipes in way of the damage are also to be

removed.

The diesel-propelled cargo-passenger vessel was built

in Denmark in 1943, and forms part of the Scandinavian-

American Line's cargo fleet of more than 80 vessels.

Normally, she operates between New York and Oslo,

Copenhagen and other Scandinavian ports; Gdynia, Po-

land; and occasionally to South America.
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TURBIi- ELECTRIC PHOPUESIO^ oHiEVEm^KDwra

By HUGHES W. DGILVIE, sales engineer with

General Electrics Federal & Marine Section.

CONCLUSION

Braking and Reversing Torque of a

Synchronous Propelling Motor
There are nvo methods of applying reverse torque

on a propulsion motor of the synchronous type. These

are:

1. Plugging the motor on its squirrel cage starting

winding.

2. Temporarily turning the motor into a hydro-elec-

tric generator by applying field excitation to the

rotor field poles and absorbing the power produced

in a resistor bank.

Before selecting either of the above two methods the

designer should be given complete information regard-

EditorS Note: On June 30 the Northern California Seaion of
NavaJ Architects and Marine Engineers heard a very well prepared paper
on Tuxbine-Elearic Equipment. Part of the paper was published in
August Pacific Marine Review.

ing the stored energy to be absorbed by the motor in

the process of slowing down the ship and the time ele-

ment involved.

Consider first the plugging characteristic of the low

resistance squirrel cage winding which is imbedded in

the pole faces of the rotor poles for use as a starting

winding. Fig. 6 shows the calculated torque curve of

the synchronous propulsion motor on the P-2 vessels

while operating on its squirrel cage winding, super-

imposed on the propeller torque curve.

The motor torque curve is that obtainable with the

turbine-generator speed reduced to a maneuvering speed

of approximately 20 per cent normal speed, with the

line contactors closed for astern operation and with

300 per cent normal field excitation on the generator.

It will be noted that the motor torque curve faUs
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below the propeller torque curve when the ship is

moving ahead at 100 per cent speed. As the ship's speed

is reduced, partially by its own wave making and skin

resistance and partially by the counter torque applied

by the motor, the propeller torque curve also falls to a

lower value.

This tug of war between opposing forces, that is the

stored energy in the ship on the one hand, and the

motor aided by the hull resistance on the other, con-

tinues to exist until the motor torque overcomes the

ship. As soon as this point is reached, the motor takes

possession of the propeller and brings it through the

stop position to the reverse position. At the zero rpm
condition the motor has plenty of torque to do the job

quickly. In fact, it is only at the tail end of the motor

torque curve where trouble is experienced.

The thing that is important is the time element in

volved in getting possession of the propeller, as during

these periods of high motor slip, the current is quite

high in the squirrel cage winding and this current in

turn causes heating.

In single screw ships of moderate speed, plugging

a motor on its squirrel cage winding has proven suffi-

cient. The time element involved in getting possession

of the propeller has been short, rarely exceeding 15 to

20 seconds even during crash reversals from fuU speed

ahead.

In light, high speed, twin-screw ships in which the

wave making resistance is quite high, the use of the

squirrel cage winding for plugging has also proven satis-

factory.

The second method of absorbing the stored energy

of a ship due to its forward motion is to convert the

propulsion motor temporarily into a generator and

absorb the energy produced in a bank of resistors. To
accomplish this purpose the main line contactors be-

tween the generator and motor are opened, field excita-

tion applied to the rotor, and a bank of resistors con-

nected to the motor stator leads. The ship then drives

the propeller as a water turbine, and the water turbine

drives the propelling motor as a generator.

The effectiveness of a synchronous motor, when used

as a generator depends upon its speed and field excita-

tion.

Diagram 7 shows the torque value of the foregoing

dynamic braking circuit superimposed on the propeller

torque curve. It will be noted in this curve that the

motor torque curve is higher than the propeller torque

curve. Its action is therefore both rapid and effective

for absorbing the initial lack of the torque load and

rapidly slows down the ship and propeller speed to a

point where it can be handled by the squirrel cage

winding.

It will also be noted that, at zero speed of the pro-

i PIease turn to page 108)
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THE SHIP'S mm
m] \\\-m\[[ mm\ mm

fly A. J. Dickie

IN AMERICAN PACKET AND CLIPPER SHIPS the

galleys are located usually at the forward end of the

forward deckhouse.

This house was usually located with its forward end

just aft of the foremast and 16 to 20 feet aft of the

break of the forecastle. The galley would usually run

the full width of this house, 20 to 26 feet and would

have a length fore and aft of from 8 to 12 feet, depend-

ing on the number of passengers.

A coal burning stove or range, with from four to

12 plate openings and one to three ovens, would be

installed and sometimes a bain marie or steam table

heated by hot water coils from the range. Large kettles,

pots, frying pans, skillets and coffee urns, all usually

of copper, took care of boiled and fried victuals. Bak-

ing was done in the range ovens.

A chopping block, a cleaver, knives, and a bone saw

enabled the cook to act as butcher. Ladles, spatulas,

toasters and many other utensils helped the cook and

his boy to serve the crew and keep the waiters busy.

The stove or range usually had a stove pipe chimney

carried through the house ceiling and weather deck, in

a casing arranged to insulate the hot pipe from the

wood, and to prevent leakage of rain or sea water into

the galley. Many are the tales of galley chimneys car-

ried away by high seas when ships were "hove-to" in

long storms. In such a case fires usually had to be put

out and "no cooked food" might be the order until the

weather had moderated. Great was the reputation of

those sea cooks who, in such times, were clever enough
to maintain sufficient fire to have hot coffee or occasional

soup.

On steamers of those days, conditions were similar

At top: Galley on the Yacht Norab, stiowing tiled sink and
ranqa hood.

t^ess Room on the Chicken-of-the-Sca.

Galley of the Columbine, featuring Ingle range and Frigidaire

cabinet.

At bottom: Galley on C-2 completely electric seen from star-

board to port. In foreground is mixer in background is Hot-
point electric range and soup kettle. Door at rear is to port

shelter deck passageway.
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to, and in many instances worse, as the power driven

craft, which, in trying to maintain schedules, would

drive into headwinds and thus take on seas and produce

chaotic conditions on deck. The reader is referred to

Charles Dickens "American Notes" for vivid descrip-

tions of conditions during his voyage out to America on

a steamer and his return voyage by preference on a

sailing ship.

As steamers grew in size and power, the equipment

and layout of galleys gradually improved, being some-

what handicapped in its rate of improvement by the

limitations of coal as a cooking fuel. The introduction

of refrigerating machinery in the late 1860's was a

great milestone in the evolution of marine cookery,

although the weight and cost of the old so-called "dense

air" refrigerating machinery limited its marine appli-

cation. On the Pacific Coast, oil was introduced as fuel

under marine boilers about 1900 on steam schooners,

and in 1902, the Nebraskan of the American-Hawaiian

Steamship Company, was converted to an oil burner.

Her remarkable savings over her own coal burning costs

and earnings directed the attention of the shipowners

of the world to the advantage of oil fuel. Many new
vessels were fitted to burn this new source of power.

Almost immediately oil burning galley ranges ap-

peared and the design and arrangement of marine gal-

leys took a long step forward. The cook was now free

from the dirt of coal and had at his disposal a constant

and easily regulated source of heat. Galleys could now
be arranged more compactly and more conveniently.

Service pantries wherever needed could be provided with

small ranges with fuel piped and ready to use, so that

^they became, in effect, kitchens on a small scale.

Another great forward step was the introduction of

electricity as a source of heat in marine galleys. This

occurred during the second decade of the 20th Cen-

tury, and practically every galley in new ships today is

either partly or entirely electric.

Small Galley Design
Many factors enter into the design and arrangement

of galleys and of galley equipment. Among these fac-

tors are: space available; location in relation to dining

rooms or mess halls; location in relation to food stor-

age, particularly refrigerated stores; ventilation; sani-

tation and the rules of U. S. Health Department; choice

of non-corrosive materials for built-in features; choice

of non-skid deck covering; and fireproofing.

The great majority of ships plying the seas are cargo

vessels and their gaUeys are designed for feeding the

regular crew. The design problem here is comparatively

simple. Sufficient capacity in space and equipment to

prepare meals for from 30 to 55 persons, and an arrange-

ment and location to take care of two mess rooms, one

for officers and one for crew. Just as in the sailing ships,

the galley of a modern cargo vessel is in one of the

deckhouses, with the crews mess . room adjacent, and

the officers mess either above or close by.

One of the most interesting and best designed cargo

vessel galleys that has come to our attention is that

on the Norwegian motorship Hatuiicap, built at Stavan-

ger in 1921. This galley is located next to the engine

room casing and is approximately 24 feet athwartship

by 10 feet fore and aft. The deck is completely covered

with a vitreous tile, having chamfered edges and set in

cement. The chamfers form channels between the tiles

that drain off into a sump connected to the ship's bilge,

so that the galley deck can be hosed off and will dry in a

few minutes. Boundary bulkheads are finished in enamel

paint in two colors.

Several unique and interesting features are designed

into the electrical equipment which includes: a six plate

electric range; a large double boiler; a small oven; a

large plate for deep frying; and a cabinet refrigerator.

The double boiler is hung on pivots so that it can be

tilted by a rack for pouring off or for convenience in

serving. The large plate is enclosed in the cabinet of

the cooks work bench and is hung in gymbals with a

pendulum weight, so that it is practically unaffected by

the motions of the vessel. The cook, with this apparatus,

can deep fry in almost any weather. Our illustrations,

show the range, the double boiler and some of the

utensils.

Another unique feature of this galley is the built-in

oven which projects through the bulkhead into the ex-

haust from the main engines and so maintains a tem-

perature of 300° F plus, while the ship is under way

at sea. This oven has ample capacity to bake all the

cake, bread, pies, or puddings, consumed by the crew of

35. All roasts and other oven products requiring a great-

er sustained temperature, are taken care of by the large

capacity ovens in the electric range.

Note in the illustrations the hood over the range to

take care of heat and of vapors; also the slotted posts

on the range corners. Steel bars are dropped into the

slots to prevent pots sliding off the range in rough

weather.

Another illustration shows the galley of an American

lighthouse tender built in 1931. This compartment has
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The range and galley on the Norwegian Motorship

Handicap built at Stavanger in 1921. {Complete

description of thi$ galley is found in the text on

the opposite page.)

colors—and it is fitted with skylight and it

has several built-in features. An eight plate

built-in oil burning range takes care of the

cooking. This range, through a water back

and insulated storage tank, takes care of hot

water service. The built-in cabinet sink is

apparently piped for hot and cold water but a

hand pump is installed either for emergen-

cies or for salt water. Note the large capacity'

electric refrigerator in the corner.

Another example of modern simplicity is

the galley and mess room combined on a

large fishing vessel. We illustrate one such from a tuna

clipper. Here as in the lighthouse tender, we have an oil

burning range and electric refrigerator and built-in work

bench and sink.

A more elaborate galley and one that illustrates the

possibilities for producing decorative effects by judicious

choice of available materials is that on the yacht Norab,

with its deck and bulkheads entirely in decorative tile

eflFects. At first glance, one would think that these tiles

with so many re-entrant angles would crack and break

loose with the working of the vessel, but so far as we
have been able to learn, the experience has been quite

satisfactory.

Probably the most elaborately equipped and most

costly galleys ever designed for cargo vessels were those

installed on the C-I, C-2, C-3 and other U. S. Maritime

Commission freighters. In addition to the all-electric

equipment of ranges, bake ovens, boilers, and other

devices for simple cookery, these ships were equipped

with electricaUy operated dough mixers, coffee urns,

waffle irons, meat grinders, meat slicers, dish washers,

toasters, griddles; in short, practically everything that

would be required in a first-class small hotel ashore.

The galleys on these ships are located on shelter deck

amidships and are adequately ventilated and air con-

ditioned. All deck surface is covered with non-slip til-

ing. The trim is either monel or stainless steel. All bulk-

heads and vertical surfaces of the built-in cabinets are

painted in white or ivory enamel. The worktable tops,

sinks and drain boards, are stainless steel or monel.

Every available space is fitted with racked shelves.

Adjacent to the officers' mess and recreation room
these ships are fitted with a complete electric pantry'

that is equipped to keep food from the galley hot or

cold, and to prepare coffee, broil steaks, make toast, cook

waffles. In a word, this pantry is a short-order kitchen.

Standard C-3 cargo carriers are equipped to take 12

passengers. These passengers eat in the officers mess.

There are 55 in the crew, including 10 in the stewards

department. Thus 19 per cent of the crew is required

to feed the crew. For such a crew in the old sailing

ship days, one cook and a boy, with no labor-saving

machinery, were sufficient to feed the lot. The sailing

ship cook and his boy got about S65.00 per month be-

tween them. At present the combined monthly earnings

of the ten men in Stewards Department figures at

S2445.30.

"Wooden ships and iron men " seems to have been a

well-founded phrase as applied to the old sea cooks.
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Dorwin Teague and Associates.
ivell as features on shipboard.

REDESIGN FOR POSTWAR TRUVEL

By ELEANOR G. REID

PART I

WHEN THESE NEWLY REDESIGNED PASSEN-
GER OFFICES were formally opened by American

President Lines in San Francisco, Los Angeles and New
York this spring, the public was introduced to ticket

offices thoroughly postwar in character, inside and out,

as efficient as they are attractive. Patrons and prospec-

tive travelers find countless refinements in design con-

ducive to their comfort and convenience while select-

ing travel accommodations. Here are novel devices and

arrangements for displaying travel data fully and vividly.

The staflf, too, from counter clerk to manager, find every

convenience for their work, in a setting not only bright

and comfortable but also expressive of the spirit of

modern world travel.

The new offices constitute a good example of design

for business: they combine the complementary assets

of physical attractiveness and functional efficiency.

The Industrial Design staffs of Walter Dorwin

Teague's East and West Coast offices worked concertedly
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with American President Lines' executives to realize the

unanimity of design theme and practicability in physical

layout that characterize all three offices.

Los Angeles

How to create a spacious and efficient interior in a

deep, high, narrow space with a mezzanine at the back

was the design problem. The new passenger ticket office

had to be reconstructed on the same premises as before

the war. The location itself was highly competitive: the

middle of a block already filled with other modernized

travel offices.

An "open-front" was found the best solution, and the

entire ground-floor of the ticket office was converted

into a huge show window. Cross-beam and transome

in the facade were eliminated in order to carry plate

glass up to the full ceiling height, and the Herculite

door assures an uninterrupted scheme. The entire front

office interior is exposed to the passerby.

The open-front aspect was enhanced: (1) By the

ceiling structure. From the outer edge of the high pro-

jecting canopy in front, the ceiling was slanted down-

ward and backward to the floor level of the mezzanine

in the rear. This mezzanine, air conditioned, thus became

usable ( as it was not before ) for second-floor office

space, and the effect of height in the front office was

not diminished. (2) By carrying the three ceiling light-

ing troughs in unbroken lines from the front canopy

through to the rear partition. ( 3 ) By the entrance plant-

ing on either side of the window glass, which serves

merely as a weather-screen.

Two features were incorporated to assure immediate

company identification of name and business purpose:

a world map with American President Lines' Round-

the-World routes in Neon, filling one entire wall of

the public space and strikingly visible from the street.

and a ship model beside the entrance. The company

name and house flag are strategically displayed.

Sweeping changes in plan and space arrangement

were necessary to provide for maximum efficiency in

operation. This office is devoted exclusively to public

passenger service on "President" ships to the Orient and

scheduled Round-the-World cruises. ( Freight and other

maritime services are conducted in offices elsewhere.)

Office requirements included:

Public space for travel and accommodation informa-

tion and ticket purchase; semi-private space for con-

sultation on more extensive trips and accommodations;

private conference room; projection room for travel

films to be shown to small groups, travel clubs, etc.;

executive office space; clerical and filing office and base-

ment storage space; toilet facilities.

A number of structural changes were made in addi-

tion to sloping the hung ceiling of the front office. This

ceiling is faced with acoustical tile, with flush cold

cathode tube lighting fixtures. The side walls were

furred out to the face of projecting columns, even at the

sacrifice of a foot or two of width, in order to provide

smooth wall surfaces. The entrance walls are veneered

with ceramic tile, which is carried back as a dado along

one wall of the public space. Partitions on both first

and second floor were rearranged; the stairs were moved;

air conditioning was installed; new and attractive lava-

tories were provided.

In the front office space, a rift-oak counter is set at

an angle under the wall map, so as to present itself

invitingly to the customer entering. This counter has

convenient storage facilities for necessary items such

as tickets, literature, validators, and telephones. Each

clerk's station is provided with a Kodachrome viewer

set in the front edge of the counter, and files of 5x7

At left: Interior of American President Lines ticket office in l

straight staircase (shown in center view) installed. Center: Vie'

and lighting. Spaciousness created in a narrow space by pla
detail. Overhead canopy and letters in stainless steel. At
the space. Pictures in wall are color transparencies of ship a<

belore reoesigninq. Note the curved sfairca:

t showing show window aspect of ticket office,

oping ceiling upward to full height at entrance
' fronn proiection room through to conference

These photographs are through the

which has been removed and a

lap display, ship model, planting
id enhanced by color and simple
)m. Modern fold door separates

jurtesy of Walter Dorwin league.
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color slides are stored in a drawer back of it. The viewer

consists of a diffusing glass lighted by five small fluores-

cent tubes. The clerk can quickly show customers a

series of brilliant color photographs of ships and ship

accommodations, picturesque foreign scenes, etc.

The counter top is of cigarette- and scratch-proof

Realwood Formica, matching the rift oak of the counter

front. Counter legs are faced with black rubber to pre-

vent marring, and the fact that the floor extends under

the counter without interruption adds to the eflFect of

spaciousness.

The most striking feature of the public space is the

huge map of the world filling the wall back of the

counter. Its land areas are raised in a relief and rough-

coated in a warm terra cotta color. Ports of call are

marked by amusing cut-outs in gay-colored plastics, and

the route connecting them is a line of red Neon. The

sea areas are a 'cool light blue.

The wall opposite the counter, where comfortable

seats upholstered in a terra cotta color are placed, is

sand-finished plaster painted in cool yellow, as is the

ceiling. Soft blue-green tones are used in the asphalt

tile floor and the ceramic tile at the entrance. This color

scheme as a whole is suggestive of the Pacific Islands,

recreating the mood and atmosphere of Pacific travel,

i Please turn to paRe 114)

mm\ TAiER
Plans for the transportation of propane fuel by ship,

aimed at helping to solve the gas fuel shortage in the

New York area, are announced by officials of the War-
ren Petroleum Company of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The initial

trip is scheduled for next fall.

The ship, the Natalie Warren, now being converted

to a specialized tanker at Beaumont, Texas, will carry

1,300,000 gallons of liquid propane per trip, and will

make two trips per month from Houston, Texas, to the

New York area. When reduced to commercial gas, this

will mean an additional supply of 400,000,000 cubic

feet per month for New York and vicinity, or enough

to supply 285.000 homes and apartments. The average

city or suburban home, it is estimated, uses 1400 cubic

feet of gas pc month, principally for cooking and hot

water heating.

Propane has never been transported by ship before

in quantities shown above, but has been carried in rail-

road tank cars. The ship will carry the equivalent of 280

tank cars per month. These now can be released to bring

additional fuel to New York and other areas, represent-

ing a large net gain in the overall U. S. fuel transporta-

tion network.

Essential to the process of unloading the propane from

the ship is a centrifugal gas compressor and auxiliaries

made by Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y., a leading

supplier of centrifugal gas compressor equipment in the

oil and gas industry.

After the liquid propane has been removed from the

tanks, the tanks remain filled with gas amounting to

approximately 266,000 pounds. The compressor will

deliver this gas into a condenser where it will be liquefied

and transferred to the shore storage depot.

Liquid propane, when converted into gas, can be

introduced directly into city gas mains to supplement

utility company supplies of manufactured gas.

Shown above are two of the m
specialized tanker by the Warrc

scale transportation of propane

liquid equivalent of 400,000.000

any huge tanks being installed aboard a

n Petroleum Company for the first large-

fuel by ship. The vessel will bring the

cubic feet of propane gas to New York

each month to help relieve the fuel shortage.

Below: The S. S. Natalie Warren, now being fitted out by the Warren

Petroleum Company a% a specialized tanker to carry 2,(00,000 gallons of

liquid propane per month from Houston, Texas to New York. A special

centrifugal gas compressor supplied by Carrier Corporation, Syracuse,

N. Y., will save 2t6,000 lbs. of propane gas each trip by condensing the

gas remaining in the emptied tanks into liquified propane.
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ELECTHIC EQUiPl^T 01 FLOATIIG DHY DOCK

Many types of floating dry docks were built during the

war. Largest and best known were the advance base sec-

tionalized dry docks—ABSD's—made up in individual

sections that, when assembled, were capable of docking

the largest battleships. Of no less importance, however,

were the small integral 6000-ton docks used for over-

hauling smaller units of the fleet as well as the all-im-

portant fleet auxiliaries. Westinghouse Electric Corp.

comes up with an interesting list of equipment furnished

by them, the major units of which are as follows:

Figure 1 : Main switchboard set with starter and

switchboard in background. This set operates at 1175

rpm to convert a.c. supplied from main diesel driven

generators into d.c. for ship's service use. Figure 2:

Ship's service switchboard and motor starter (in fore-

ground ) for 3-unit ship's service motor-generator set ( in

background). M-G set is driven by a 250 hp a.c. motor.

Two 75 kw, 125 volt d.c. generators are on either side.

By means of three-pole double-throw knife switch on

switchboard just below the handrail, the two generators

may be connected in series or parallel as desired. Motor

starter is in dripproof cabinet at the right end of switch-

board and is of autotransformer type magnetically oper-

ated from push-button on left-hand panel of switch-

board. Figure y: Four hundred kw, a.c. diesel driven

generator. This generator is dripproof protected and has

a 7 1/2 kw belt driven d.c. exciter mounted on top. Belt

guard is in foreground. In background may be seen the

720 rpm driving diesel engine supplied by Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company. Figure 4: Main switchboard No.

2 serving one 40 kw diesel driven a.c. generator and one

150 kw diesel driven a.c. generator. Two panels on right-

hand side of board contain meters, voltage regulators and

field rheostats for each generator. Left-hand panel is bus

tie panel for connecting this board to main switchboard

No. 1, which serves two additional 400 kw a.c. generators.

Remaining panel contains two 1000 amp. feeder breakers.

Figure 5 ; Main switchboard No. 2 is in background. A
400 kw, 80 per cent P.F., 450 volt, 720 rpm, 3 phase, 60

cycle diesel driven generator is in foreground. This gen-

erator is one of a total of three that supply a.c. power to

operate the main pumps that surface the dry dock. All

pumps may be operated simultaneously, if necessary, since

control is maintained from a single central station. Fig-

ure 6: The AFDL-47 as it neared completion during

the outfitting stage of its construction. The dock is 448

feet long by 97 feet wide, and its wing walls tower 45

feet into the air. Seventy-three miles of welding went

into its construction. Sixteen watertight tanks furnish

the means for submerging or raising the dock.
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George A. "Alec" Robinson, of Los Angeles-ong Beach Harbor

PORT mwm OF THE MONTH

LDS ANGELES -LDNG BEACH HARBOR

GEORGE \. mmm, Secretary of Port Engineers

George A. "Alec" Robinson was born in the famous

old shipbuilding town of Glasgow, Scotland.

He went to sea in 1929 on the Union Oil tanker

Uticarbon, running out of Los Angeles to the East

Coast. He was first an oiler, then a relief pumpman, and

by February 1936, he held a second assistant license. In

February 1936, he joined the Los Angeles Shipbuilding

& Dry Dock Company at San Pedro and served in this

yard until April of 1944, through the drafting and

estimating departments. His next appointment was

assistant manager and then manager of the Repair De-

partment. It was in this yard that "Alec" gained both

steam and diesel experience, as well as hull repairs.

In April of 1944, he went in business for himself,

establishing his own office as Consulting Engineer and

Surveyor; also as active Port Engineer for Sudden and

Christenson, and for other companies during the war.

He is married and has a 9'/2 year old son David. David

is the First Mate on the Robinson 46' yawl. Trident.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PORT ENGINEERS

Left to right, around the table:

George Fryette, Edward Pike,

Harry Sumnners. Ed Kellenber-

ger. Captaiin Theo. Peters, Joe

Hare, George Ferry and Alec

Robinson,

-With The
PORT mmm mm meeting

HT EOS mm HARROR

The Society of Port Engineers at Los Angeles Harbor

held their monthly dinner meeting at the Hotel Lafayette

in Long Beach on August 6, an unusually well attended

meeting with "Ed" L. Ryan as host and sponsor of the

program.

"Ed" Ryan, Los Angeles Harbor Area dealer for

Gladding McBean marine refractories division, pre-

sented a very interesting and entertaining program hav-

ing as guest speaker William Brandt of Gladding

McBean's research laboratory. Mr. Brandt's subject was

"Marine Refractories and Their Importance to Boiler

Operation," which was accompanied by a color film

showing the manufacturer's plant at Pittsburg, Cali-

fornia. The fihn emphasized the methods of manufac-

ture and testing of products for marine service. An open

discussion followed the showing of the film, with Mr.

Brandt inviting questions.

Then Mr. Ryan introduced Joseph Rhodes, vice pres-

ident and sales manager of Gladding McBean & Co.

and Hal Kolberg, of the sales department.

The remainder of the meeting was given over to

the Society's regular meeting affairs, with Chairman

of the Board Dan Dobler, marine superintendent of

The Texas Company, presiding.

STRIP ON OPPOSITE PAGE:
At top: C. V. Peterson, Texas Co.; Joe Wosser, Matson Navigation Co.;

S. F. Boonner, Lloyds Register of Shipping (Honorary member); C. I.

Jackson- S. W. Simon, Pacific Far East Line; Joe Dennis, Craig Shipbuild-

ing Co.; Lloyd L. Kennedy (Honorary Member), U. S. C. G.; and Ed
Harris, Pope & Talbot.

Speaker's table: Ed L. Ryan, Harbor dealer for Gladding McBean &
Co., sponsor of the evening; Dan Dobler, presiding chairman of the eve-

nin,'The Texas Co.; William Brandt, Director of Research, speaker of the

evening; Joe Rhodes, vice pres. and manager of Refractories Division,

and Hal L. Kolberg Refractories salesman, all with Gladding McBean &

Co.

Third dov»n: Glenn Gulvin, C. P. Snively, and Ed Lavdor, all with Ameri-

can Pacific; George H. McCoy, Marine Solvent Service Corp.; R. H. "Cy"
Cyrus, Union Oil Company; H. Neergaard, Burns Steamship Co.; and

Bert Hale of Marine Solvent.

At bottom: Joe Rhodes, Ed Ryan. William Brandt and Hal Kolberg, all

with Gladding McBean & Co.
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Port [nyineers
-

''^

Left to

Alaska

Y^^ X)

right: Q. A. Herwig; Mickey Felton, port engineer,

Iteamship Co.; Earl Larievere. U. S. Maritime Conn-

Jim Robinson, Lloyds; Mr. Stevens, U. S. Maritime

iion and J. D. Clarke, at the "mike."

Wm SOCIETY of PORT Eil^EERS

At the August meeting of the Society of Port Engi-

neers of Seattle, held in the Rose Room of the Roosevelt

Hotel, August 13, Harry Gamlen, president of Gamlen

Chemical Co., gave a very informative talk and demon-

stration of various Gamlen products. The meeting was

sponsored by Quentin A. Herwig, of the Marine Service,

Inc., Seattle distributors for Gamlen Chemicals.

Attending the meeting from the Marine Service, Inc.

were: Frank Jarvis, Kendall Neville, Captain E. J.

Heinrici, and Quentin A. Herwig, in addition to Bill

Robbins of Portland, Oregon.

Considerable time was given to answering of questions

by Mr. Gamlen, who was not "caught short" by anyone.

At left: Mrs. J. D. Clarke, Mrs. Ed Tucker and J. D. Cla

At right: Quentin A. Herwig (walking towards camera). Marine Serv-

ice, Inc., sponsor of the Port Engine
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M, C. Wright, port en-

gineer, Deconhil and
Hillcone. and is on the

Board of Governors.

San Francisco Society

of Port Engineers.

M.C. WRIGHT OF DE«L ID HILLM

An example of the wide experience that goes into

the preparation of a marine engineer is that of M. C.

( Charley ) Wright, port engineer for Deconhil Ship-

ping Company and Hillcone Steamship Company, who

was born in Marion County, Ohio, in 1896.

His first job at sea was as a deck boy on Matson

Lines Enterprise in 1923. He was in the "black gang" for

Standard Oil of California from 1924 to 1928, and dur-

ing that time he got his .ird Assistant's license while

on the R. }. Hanna. He also sailed on the F. H. Hilhnan,

J. A. Moffet. H. M. Storey, and J. C. Fitsimmons for

that company.

He was 3rd Assistant on the Ecuador, of Panama

Mail Line for a short time, and then on the steam

schooner Davenport until 1931. During 1931 and 1932,

he sailed as assistant on the Ruth Alexattder and Admiral

Hahtead for the Pacific Steamship Co., and in Decern

ber of that year, he joined the Santa Ana of the Grace

Line as 4th Assistant, then as 3rd, 2nd and 1st Assistant

until the 1934 strike.

In October of that year he joined the Lake Miraflores

as 2nd Assistant for the Santa Cruz Oil Co., an affiliate

of the Hillcone Steamship Company. At the close of

the fishing season in 1935, Wright went east to join

the Nelson for Hillcone Steamship Co. as 1st Assistant,

and brought that vessel to the West Coast that summer.

He was appointed Chief of the Edwin B. DeGolia in

August of that year by Hillcone Steamship Co.

In August 1936, he was transferred to the American

Fisher, a modern floating fish reduction plant, and re-

mained there until the fish reduction ships were voted

oflf the coast by the people of California in 1939. After

that, he transferred to the Lake Miraflores, which oper-

ated in Newfoundland and Labrador for one year.

Mr. Wright joined Alcoa Steamship Co. in 1941 and

took the Alcoa Patriot out of the Bethlehem Yard, San

Francisco. When he returned to San Francisco he

joined Moore Dry Dock Co. as engineering co-ordinator

and trial engineer in January, 1942. In October 1943,

he returned to the Hillcone organization as Port En-

gineer of the Deconhil Shipping Company.

He travelled all over this country and abroad, during

the war, to assist in keeping a large fleet of tankers

delivering oil to the Armed Forces all over the world.

Charley is a member of the Board of Governors of

the Society of Port Engineers in San Francisco. He makes

a hobby of his work, which, with puttering around

the house and yard, keeps him plenty busy.

PICNIC OF

PORT mmm
OF SFATTLE

Upper left: Balloo

per right: Earl Larl

Race. Up-

.ere, U. S.

Maritime Commission, Johnny

Wachtler, Luckenbach Steam-

ship Co., J. D. Clarke, McSin-

ilie and McDonald, i Jack

Herring, Alaska Transportation.

Lower left: Rolling Log contest;

next: Partial view of assem-

blage at Port Engineers picnic

in Seattle.

(Other vieus on page 65
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DEAL

A WORLD-GRIDLING SERVICE by both air and

sea was made available to international travels under a

far-flung cooperative arrangement between Northwest

Airlines and the American President Lines.

The ser\'ice covers NWA's own network extending

from New York to Manila and the steamship lanes which

extend to ports ail over the world. Contributing to the

service, either directly or as travel representatives, will

be more than 100 agents and agencies in all parts of the

globe.

Not a substitute, as many supposed, for the proposal

by many steamship lines for the development of air serv-

ices of their own; but rather a means of cooperative busi-

ness development, the plan is expected to stimulate inter-

national air travel, and thus promote trade and better

understanding among nations.

Under the arrangement, the American President Lines,

as general agents, will represent NWA through its own
offices and the offices of its agents throughout the world

in soliciting air passenger travel. NWA, on its part, will

represent APL in the solicitation and sale of steamship

transportation.

Travelers, under the plan, can speed up their journey

when that is urgent, or slow it down if more time is

wanted to stay at some local point in any part of the

world. Other advantages cited were these:

1. A customer can buy a ticket providing for the

various travel combination he chooses.

2. Baggage can be sent ahead by ship.

3. Because of the importance of this new arrangement

berween the airlines and the steamship company, an

extensive advertising, publicity and educational cam-

paign will be carried out by both companies throughout

the world.

The arrangement brings into close working conditions

two outstanding transportation companies, both of which

are world famous in their respective fields.
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OUR WORLD TRADE DILEW
By Fred Christoph, assistant manager, U. S. Chamber

of Commerce, Foreign Commerce Department

The United States today is shipping goods and serv-

ices abroad at a rate which in 1947 may reach $20 bil-

lion. Imports may total $8 billion. The gap between ex-

ports and imports is $12 billion.

Of the excess about half is financed by loans and other

aids from the U. S. government. There is growing con-

cern as to where the dollars are coming from to main-

tain the present rate of exports.

It is recalled that after World War I exports reached

a peak of $8.2 billion in 1920. In 1929, they were $5.2

billion; In 1932 $1.6 billion.

Warning signals already are out. June exports were off

13 per cent. Everyone wants the United States to be pros-

perous first and to see high levels of employment and

wages maintained at a high level. Employment has reach-

ed the 60,000,000 figure .

Exports, a major prop to our present prosperity,

amount of 7 per cent of total goods and services available

in the U. S. Farm products exports will reach a value

of $4 billion this year.

The world needs our goods ... a great backlog of

demand exists abroad. Much is needed to repair the

destruction and dislocation caused by the war. We have

been delivering in generous measure—a tribute to our

productive system under free enterprise. We are the

world's great workshop and for many things we are the

sole suppliers.

We cannot expect to maintain the swollen value of

exports now leaving our shores. We cannot continue

to send our goods abroad upon a credit or loan or gift

basis. We must face a day of reckoning. At the same

time, the world is leaning heavily upon us to repair its

dislocation and destruction. Never before has such great

dependence and responsibility been placed on a single

nation.

How long can we keep it up? The world wants our

goods. But we must get something in return. There must

be compensatory advantages. To sell our goods and serv-

7IUBIIIUIBi^LD
TRflD€

ices to other nations we must provide them with dollars

with which to pay for our goods.

Ways in which we can make a greater number of dol-

lars available to foreign buyers are: (a) increased for-

eign travel; (b) importation and stockpiling of critical,

strategic and other essential materials; (c) market analy-

ses of U. S. markets and more effective merchandising

methods on the part of foreign sellers; (d) studies to

determine means of increasing importation of foreign

products, including those that may be brought into the

U. S. without the necessity of reducing tariffs; ( e ) liber-

alizing customs regulations and practices.

Were the U. S. today saddled with trade barriers be-

tween each state such as beset the rest of the world . . .

import embargoes, import quotas and licenses, restrictive

exchange controls, discrimatory trade preferences, to

mention only a few . . . we, too, might be confronted

with trade difficulties.

HONOR FOR LYFORD MORRIS
The National Board of Governors of Delta Phi Ep-

silon. National Professional Foreign Service Fraternity,

has been transferred from Washington, D. C. to Oakland

with the election of Lyford M. Morris as national presi-

dent. Mr. Morris is the manager of the World Trade

Department of the Oakland Chamber of Commerce.

Oakland will be the seat of the Board until the next na-

tional convention of the fraternity in the middle of 1948.

Mr. Morris, who resides in Berkeley, is a former mem-

ber of the board of directors and former president of

the Junior World Trade Association of the San Fran-

cisco Chamber of Commerce.

Other new officers are: Joseph H. Maulhardt, El Cer-

rito, of the Atlas Power Co. in Richmond, general secre-

tary; Wallace G. Holt, Berkeley, who is with Kaiser

Engineers, Inc. of Oakland, secretary for Chapters; Fred

C. Joss, San Francisco, secretary for Alumni Associations;

and Reno J.
Francheschi, also of San Francisco and head

of the Building Material Department of Getz Brothers,

treasurer.

Delta Phi Epsilon, which was founded in 1920, by and

for young men interested in foreign service and foreign

trade, has chapters and alumni associations located in

the Los Angeles, Washington, D. C, New York City,

Detroit, and Chicago areas in addition to the chapter at

the University of California and Northern California

Alumni Association in San Francisco.
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k History of

The Junior World

Trade Association

By Joseph A. Wagstaff

THE JUNIOR FOREIGN TRADE ASSOCIATION
was founded in July, 1938, as a result of the interest

and efforts of two members of the Foreign Trade Asso-

ciation of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce,

Richard S. Turner and Edwin J. Macfarlan. These men,

with foresight for the betterment of world trade and

for the future of the younger men engaged in it, sup-

plied the idea and encouragement which resulted in

the first gatherings of the nineteen charter members of

what now is called the Junior World Trade Association.

The organization was begun under the auspices of

the Foreign Trade Association of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce and ever since has enjoyed its

sponsorship. The Junior World Trade Association is

also an affiliate of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce.

The plan of monthly evening dinner meetings was

adopted and these have been held at various places

regularly through the years. At the meetings members
and guests have listened to speakers who are outstanding

authorities and leaders in the many phases of world

commerce and international relations. Members have

educated themselves, holding open forums on topics of

the day or describing and explaining to the group indi-

vidual jobs and duties in trading concerns. Members of

the Association as individuals or as committees handle

a large share of the work and program of Foreign Trade

Week, an annual national event designed to stress to the

country as a whole the value of world trade to our

economy and way of life.

The Junior Association enjoys close liaison with the

older World Trade Association. Members of each are

welcomed to the other's meetings.

On the lighter side, fun-loving Junior World Traders

demonstrate their social spirit and conviviality by large

attendance at the Family Picnic and the Christmas Party,

both high lights of the annual program. Native talent

has always been found within the organization to stage

amusing plays and skits.

During the war, the Services drew heavily on the

membership, and at the height of the conflict only a

scant handful was available for the Association's activi-

ties which were steadfastly carried on. The veterans are

still returning to the organization's rolls and are helping

to push the membership up to its present count of some

one hundred seventy-five. No member was called upon

for the supreme sacrifice in the war effort.

Members of the Junior World Trade Association

firmly believe theirs is the outstanding organization of

its kind in the United States. In this postwar period and

beyond, the Association recognizes and accepts the chal-

lenge of greater world trade with a spirit in keeping

with its singular position in it.

BOOK FOR WORLD TRADERS

"International Contracts and the Anti-Trust Laws" by

Harry Aubrey Toulmin, Jr., with an introduction by

Homer Ferguson. United States Senator for Michigan.

This book contains 1056 pages with bibliography, index

and appendix. Publisher is W. H. Anderson Company of

Cincinnati. Price SI 5.

How American business firms can consolidate their

facilities and organizations to meet foreign trade com-

petition without violation of the anti-trust laws is ex-

plained and documented in this new book by Harry A.

Toulmin, Jr., of the Bar of the Supreme Court of the

(Please turn to next page)
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(Continued from page 67)

United States and president of The Hydraulic Press

Manufacturing Company. The author is senior partner

of Toulmin & Toubnin, corporation and patent attor-

neys, with offices in the United States and England. He
is also chairman of the board of The Tucker Corpora-

tion, automobile manufacturers, Chicago.

Eighteen essential factors involved in the negotiation

and drafting of international contracts are developed in

this book. Typical forms of agreements, indictments,

complaints, and decrees, together with the full text of

all related anti-trust laws, the Webb-Pomerene Export

Trade Act, and coordinate and related acts are included

in the book.

As Homer Ferguson, United States Senator from

Michigan, writes in the introduction, "The book's

real contribution rests in the analysis which it provides

TEiTm JAPAN

Officials of Western States Tea Association and American President Lines
were on hand to witness the unloading from APL's freighter President
Madison, the first cargo of Japanese green tea auctioned to American
importers since before fhe war. Watching as the cargo is unloaded at
Pier 22 in San Francisco are (L. to R.) T. J. D'Rourke. director, Western
States Tea Association; and M. A. Reilly, president. Western States Tea
Association: W. K. Varcoe, freight traffic manager, API; Alan McKay,
secretary. Western States Tea Association; and Robert Reid, Freight De-
partment, APL.
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of the policy and statutes of the United States in relation

to the rights, privileges and dangers of American private

interests engaged in foreign trade control through the

medium of international agreements."

"Mr. Toulmin has carefully depicted the conditions

under which a person, firm or corporation may combine
with others to form an association for foreign trading,

so as not to run afoul of the United States statutes rela-

tive to restraints upon foreign or domestic commerce.

The relationship between the Webb-Pomerene Act, the

Sherman and Clayton Acts, the Wilson Tariff Act, the

Federal Trade Commission Act and other statutes is

fascinatingly presented with their attendant complica-

tions for the drafting of private international agree-

ments."

« BEACH \%W&
\m OF PORT'S FUTOR[

At a well attended meeting of the Junior Foreign

Trade Association of Southern California R. R. Shoe-

maker, chief engineer of the Port of Long Beach, out-

lined the present facilities and future plans of the port.

Mr. Shoemaker is well qualified to speak on this sub-

ject, as his office is charged with the maintenance of the

present Port, and with all phases of planning for the fu-

ture Port of Long Beach. Shoemaker stated that the Port

of Long Beach is being built toward handling all general

cargo for the Los Angeles area, while Los Angeles Har-

bor is handling more of the large bulk cargo, such as

oil and heavy machinery.

The Port of Long Beach is now a 20 million dollar

establishment, and comprises about 20 deep water berths,

not all of which are covered as yet. The City of Long

Beach is working toward building their Port to a 100

million dollar enterprise, which will cover a period from

20 to 25 years to accomplish.

The City has gained much of the revenue for building

its Port from drilling for oil on City-owned or leased

land. The U. S. Navy has done much to contribute to

the building of a modern Port for Long Beach. Accord-

ing to reports and surveys made by the U. S. Maritime

Commission, the Port of Long Beach is the most modern

port in the country. The port authorities realize their

position of keeping the port in a modern condition,

and its facilities flexible under all conditions. They are

constantly striving to keep their buildings and equip-

ment modern. They have made provision for wide

berths, with a wide apron, and double trackage on the

apron, with ample roadway and storage facilities out-

side the sheds, to relieve possible congestion of the port

area, and are doing all possible to modernize the rail

and highway approaches to the Port of Long Beach.

On the side, Mr. Shoemaker explained that the local

ports rely almost wholly upon foreign trade, today,

coastal and intercoastal services being nearly extinct.

However, he believes these conditions are problems of

economics, and will in time right themselves once again.
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Colonel Wiman's Patalita be-

ing hoisted aboard fhe Manu-

lani at Pearl Harbor. The Navy's

Pearl Harbor crane was need-

ed for swinging this large

boat.

YACHTS COME HOME AS CARGO
No small feat was the completion of the voyage to

Hawaii of the fine boats in the recent Los Angeles-

Honolulu yacht race. Now they are homeward bound,

and Matson freighters are doing the job.

The Hawaiian Citizen, which arrived in San Francisco

August 1, brought:

Yacht Weight Length Mast

"Tasco" 34,000# 50 ft. 65 ft.

Thomas A. Short, San Francisco, owner.

The Hawaiian Educator on August 7, brought:

"Getana" 23,000# 40 ft.

R. S. Danforth, Berkeley, owner,

and the Aianulani, which arrived in Los Angeles August

2.3 brought:

"Westward" 46,000# 67 ft. 85 ft.

R. Miller

"Patalita" 81,000# 82'6" 105 ft.

Col. Chas. D. Wiman, owner.

"Romni" 18,000# 46'6" 52 ft.

W. K. Cuthbert, owner

"Medley" 24,000# 37 ft. 45 ft.

The pictures show Patalita starting home, "empty and

up."

ARBITRATION CEAUSE IN

WORED TRADE CONTRACTS
World traders are again reminded that because of

changing conditions in international trade, it is more
important now than ever to use a standard arbitration

clause in contracts. The following is recommended:

"Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating

to this contract, or the breach thereof, shall be settled

by arbitration in accordance with the Rules, then obtain-

ing, of the American Arbitration Association or such

other Rules as it may designate. The Association is

authorized to make arrangements for this arbitration to

be held under its Rules, or such other Rules at it may
designate, in any locality or territory agreed upon by

the parties, or failing such agreement, as designated by

the Association. This agreement shall be enforceable and

judgment upon any award rendered by all or a majority

of the arbitrators may be entered in any court of any

country having jurisdiction."

ERENCH NAOTICAE EXPOSITION

The XIP Salon Nautique International will be held

on the banks of the Seine between the Pont des Invalides

and the Pont de I'Alma, in Paris, from Octobr 2 to 16,

1947.

It is reopening this year for the first time since the

war, and promises to be most interesting, as it includes

participants from all over the world. The exposition will

show naval construction, warships, merchant marine con-

struction, commercial vessels, pleasure yachts, as well as

ship models; marine motors of all kinds, instruments,

fittings, and furnishings for all ships, ship construction

material, safety devices for marine use, ship armor and

guns, port equipment, and numerous other features.

Information obtainable from: Le Salon Nautique In-

ternational, 8, rue Jean-Goujon, Paris, (8''), France.
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Marine Insurance

How Much Is Marine Insurance?

In often overlooked item in the world

j\ trade picture, and its importance to the West, is

marine insurance. While California—and San Francisco

in particular—is the funnel through which insurance

funds pass, there is a certain volume in other areas. And
with an important part of American shipping under gov-

ernment operation up to and beyond July 1, 1947, the

1946 figures of the California Insurance Department

fall far short of the Pacific Coast total. They are signifi-

cant, however.

Marine insurance is divided into "ocean marine" and

"inland marine," the latter including parcel post, canal

and barge line, and other miscellaneous forms not prop-

erly "ocean." The following figures are further divided

into stock company, U. S. branches of foreign com-

panies, and reciprocals and reinsurance.

1946 OCEAN MARINE

Stock Companies

U. S. Branches of

Foreign Companies .

Reciprocals and

Premiums
written

-$16,031,577

.. 2,194,224

204,060

Losses

paid

$5,326,015

858,899

19,673

Losses

incurred

$12,907,595

799,859

49,172

$18,617,468 $6,134,128 $16,594,871

(Some miscellaneous items included in totals are not

detailed.

)

1946 MARINE—OTHER THAN OCEAN

$18,972,309 $7,542,555 S 7,996,864

Grand Totals $37,589,777 $13,767,450 $21,785,105

Marine Insurance Course

The Association of Marine Underwriters of San Fran-

cisco is sponsoring a course in Marine Insurance with

Donald Tormey of Marsh & McLennan, as instructor,

which provides an opportunity for professional train-

ing to employees of the Association members, as well

as the public.

The course will cover the syllabus of the Insurance

Institute of America. The forms, principles and prob-

lems of insuring both cargo and hulls constitute the

main part of the course. The insurance provided by

the basic marine contract, the additional clauses re-

quired to satisfy letters of credit, the responsibility of

the carrier under the bill of lading, the packaging and

stowing of special commodities are examples of the

subjects to be studied.

Classes will meet on Thursdays from 4:30 p.m. to

5:30 p.m., starting September 11, and on through May
20 at the Golden Gate Lecture Room, 537 Market

Street (opposite Sansome Street). The fee is $25.00.

Enrollment can be made at the Fire Underwriters

Library, Room 818, Merchants Exchange Building.

The London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom Correspondent

Concern Felt Over Ship Repair Costs

At the annual meeting of the Economic Insurance

Company, Ltd., held in London, Sir Ernest Murrant, the

chairman of the company (he is also the chairman of

companies in the Furness, Withy group of shipping com-

panies), said:

"We share with other companies engaged in similar

business the general concern which is felt in regard to

the uncertainties of the future in particular reference

to the very high cost and the very serious delays in-

volved in the matter of ship repairs. Notwithstanding

the tremendous progress that has been, and is being,

made in improving scientific aids to navigation, and

the invention of new appliances, accidents to ships,

and damage from heavy weather continue to occrur as

they have always done and always will do. It is our

business to give our policy holders protection against

the losses involved in such accidents, but we view

with considerable alarm the heavy increase in the cost

of repairs all over the world. There is no sign of any

immediate diminution in those costs, which are aggra-

vated in many cases by shortages of essential materials.

"Moreover, in respect of cargo insurances the very
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fact that so many things are in short supply, and con-

sequently in great demand, has brought about a serious

deterioration in what is politely called the moral hazard.

In many respects the position is similar to that which

existed after the 191418 war—theft and pilferage of

cargo has increased in proportion to the general short-

age of goods for which there is a quick market, and

moreover it is a regrettable fact that one frequently

finds an attitude of complacence on the part of the

assured, amounting almost to indifference, of such losses

provided they are amply covered by insurance. Under-

writers as a whole are a long suffering body, but these

points should all be borne in mind in considering

rates of premium, which many of us would like to see

reduced to a lower level, a desire which is not likely

ro be achieved so long as existing conditions continue."

British Ship Losses In War

The number of British merchant vessels ( excluding

fishing vessels) lost by enemy action during the recent

war was 2,426, with a gross tonnage of 11,331,933.

Of these 1,332 (7,595,645 tons gross) were destroyed

by U-boats, 296 (816,255 tons gross) by mines, 209

(969,087 tons gross) by surface craft, 383 (1,575,230

tons gross) by aircraft, and 206 (375,716 tons gross)

by other or unknown causes. Heaviest losses in numbers

ymiralty Decisions

By HARDLD S. DQBBS of San Francisco Bar

of ships were suffered in 1941 when 717 ships (2,824,-

056 tons gross) went down, 291 sunk by U-boats, 172

by aircraft, 76 by mines, 70 by surface craft and 108

by other or unknown causes. Total losses in the war years

were:

No. of Gross

Year ships tonnage

1939 96 419,015

1940 548 2,435,667

1941 717 2,824,056

1942 646 3,459,923

1943 273 1,514,221

1944 103 489,040

1945 43 190,011

In addition, 136 fishing vessels, of 24,525 tons, were

lost. Here again 1941 was the heaviest year of loss, 55

vessels being destroyed.

Allied Merchant Ships Sunk hy U-Boats

1914-18 1939-45

(51 months) (68 months)
Total gross tonnage of merchant

ships lost by U-boats 11,135,000 14,573,000
Number of merchant ships sunk.... 4,837 2,775

Monthly average of merchant

ships sunk (approx. ) 95 41

Monthly average of gross tonnage

sunk 215,000 215,000
Average size of merchant ships

sunk (tons gross) 2,300 5,250

U-boats destroyed (approx.) 178 996

mmm mm\ mm
BUSINESS WITHIN h STATE

DURING THE LAST FEW YEARS shipowners have

been subjected to suits of one kind or another in

states in which they merely have an agent who is not

an employee of the shipowner but is strictly within the

category and definition of an agent. Most persons recog-

nize the fact that the operations of a steamship com-

pany are interstate and foreign in character and do not

come within the category of intrastate business. The
courts of many of the states in which our leading ports

are located have taken a slightly different view of the

characterization of the operations of steamship com-

panies, and they have gone far along the road in find-

ing some factor, usually of slight importance, upon
which to hold that a steamship company is doing busi-

ness within a particular state, even though the nature

of their operations is only that of calling at a port of

the state and discharging or loading cargo. Very few

steamship companies are qualified to do business within

the states at which they call with the exception of the

state of incorporation, and this is so simply because

they are not engaged in intrastate business. In many
cases a shipowner will have his vessels calling at ports

in other states which necessitates his selecting an agent,

with whom he has no other relationship, and asking

the agent to see to it that while his ship is in port, it is

properly handled. The agent's duties are specific and

usually terminate with the movement of the vessel to

another port. In such cases the shipowner does not have

any property, securities, office, or personnel actually em-

fm&n\luomn
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ployed by him, within the state. The shipowner has no

control over the agent in the manner in which he

actually performs the task presented and it might be

said that the agent is almost in the position of an inde-

pendent contractor whose activities, if the agent were

so defined, would not of course be taxed under any

circumstances to the shipowner.

We have had a case decided very recently in the State

of Oregon entitled Burr w. Pacific Tankers. Inc., in

which that problem was once again placed before the

court. The matter arises upon a motion made by the

defendant shipowner to quash the service of summons.

The shipowner contended that it was a foreign corpora-

tion organized and existing under the laws of California

without property of any kind within the State of Oregon
and without a principal office within the State of Oregon.

As a matter of fact the shipowner's contention included

a statement that it never had transacted any business

within the state and did not, as well, maintain any

agent, official or other person in the State of Oregon
upon whom service of summons could be made. The
sheriff of the county in Oregon in which the summons
was issued made a return indicating that he had delivered

the complaint and summons to H. H. Wrightson, man-
ager of the defendant corporation. The defendant ship-

owner contended that Mr. Wrightson was in no sense

its agent and for the reasons stated above as well, re-

quested the court to quash the summons. A hearing was
held before the court upon which evidence was intro-

duced touching the business activities of the defendant

as well as the relationship of Wrightson to such activi-

ties, and respective counsel argued their respective posi-

tions to the court.

This action is one brought under the Jones Act, and
is a claim for damages for personal injuries which the

plaintiff alleges he sustained while a member of the

crew of one of the defendant's ships while such ship

was anchored at Ulithia Island, Philippine Islands.

Wrightson testified that at the time of the service of

summons upon him and for a few years beforehand, he

had acted in the capacity of local manager of the Coast-

wise-Pacific Far East Lines. The telephone directory of

the City of Portjand listed the name of the defendant

shipowner with an address and telephone number identi-

cal to that of Coastwise-Pacific Far East Lines. Con-
siderable evidence was introduced relative to the num-
ber of voyages completed by the defendant to the Oregon
port in question and it was clearly shown that the

transportion usually originated in some port of the

State of California. Wrightson actually handled the

ships of the defendant shipowner, handling the arrange-

ments for docking facilities, and generally looked after

the husbanding of the vessel during the time that it

was in the port. Wrightson also advanced funds to the

master when needed and helped to secure added crew

members whenever an emergency arose.

The court found that the defendant was engaged in

interstate commerce and that as a foreign corporation

could not be compelled to qualify to do business in the

State of Oregon. In its decision these factors are mini-

mized upon the ground that the shipowner was repre-

sented by an agent within the state. The court said that

the action was transitory and therefore was immaterial

where the cause of action arose or where the seaman
was domiciled.

The shipowner presented many railroad cases in which

service of summons had been quashed, where service

was made upon passenger agents or representatives in

states along the line, upon the ground that the railroad

was not doing business within the state. The court dis-

tinguished the railroad cases upon the ground that no

railroad line was running through the state even though

a passengers agent was operating in it. Justice Cardozo's

decision in International Milling Company vs. Columbia

Transportation Company was cited by the court and

great reliance placed upon its meaning in the decision

of the instant case. Justice Cardozo in the International

Milling Company case said:

"The defendant, though an interstate carrier, does not

do business like a railroad company along a changeless

route. It is engaged in transportation in Minnesota as

much as it is engaged in transportation anywhere. • * •

At Duluth, a designated agent does whatever is necessary

to facilitate the work of loading and unloading cargo
* • • {he carrier was not engaged in some incidental or

collateral activity, such as the solicitation of freight to be
carried at other times and places. It was engaged in the

very act of transportation, the dominant aim of its cor-

porate existence. * * • We find a situation where the

defendant * * * brought its property into that state, not

fortuitously or by rare accident, but in furtherance of a

systematic course of business, and theteby subjected itself

to suit. • * »"

The court reached the conclusion that the dominant posi-

tion of the shipowner in this case was transportation.

The court held that the defendant shipowner was doing

business within the State of Oregon and therefore was

subject to suit in the state by service of summons upon

Mr. Wrightson as its agent.

Unfortunately this case, as so many others, is decided

upon a question of fact. The legal questions involved

have all been decided in accordance with the existing

cases, however the court has seen fit to construe the

activities of the shipowner in such a light that they

amount to an activity within the state.

BOOK REVIEW

"SEAFOOD SHIPS"
A. C. Hardy, B.Sc, F.R.G.S., M. Inst. N.A., has just pub-

lished a new book entitled "Seafood Ships." (London: Messrs.

Crosby, Lockwood & Son, Limited, 20 Tudor Street, E. C. 4;

full cloth; price 12s.6d. net).

In this story of world fishing, Mr. Hardy, whose books

on maritime subjects are well known all over the world,

describes, in 18 chapters, fish preservation, fishing

grounds, the design and equipment of trawlers, trawler-

drifters, seine netters, purse seiners, whalers and factory

ships. There are over 100 plans and illustrations, while

16 pages in two colors show in profile every main fishing

ship type throughout the world.
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FITTED WITH SPECIAL EQUIPMENT, adapted to

meet the particular requirements of the U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service on a scientific expedition of unique

scope and significance, a former AMc-90 and an ex-LT-

581, renamed the Theodore N. Gill and the Spencer F.

Baird, sailed from California for a three-year stay in the

Philippines. A thorough, scientific research job as to

fishing methods, conditions, and opportunities in Philip-

pine waters lies ahead of them.

In cooperation with the Philippine Government, the

Below left, Markey Machinery Company of Seattle, type DMT-IO

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of

the Interior will aid in an extensive three year program

of rehabilitation and development of the fisheries of

the Island Commonwealth's war ravaged fishing in-

dustry. Hugh W. Terhune has been appointed the admin-

istrator of the program and will have his headquarters

in Manila. The noted Seattle Naval Architect, H. C.

Hanson, designed and engineered the conversion jobs

on the two unique craft. The Theodore N. Gill was

converted at the Fulton Shipyards, Antioch, California;

ble drum trawl winch. Below right: Marliey type DEV.3 sounding
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and the conversion work on the Spencer F. Baird was

done in the yards of the Sausalito Shipbuilding Co.,

Sausalito, California.

The Spencer F. Baird. largest of the two research and

exploratory vessels, has a steel hull, is 143 feet long, and

has diesel-electric power, twin 900 hp General Motors

engines driving the single screw. Originally built by

the Levingston Shipbuilding Co., Orange, Texas, in 1944

for deep sea, long range Army towing, this craft not

only has an exceptionally long fuel cruising radius but

is possessed of accommodations that make her par-

ticularly suitable for the type of expedition planned in

the Philippines. The towing gear, which dominated

the vessel's war activities, has been removed and re-

search laboratories and other scientific equipment have

been installed.

Other special equipment includes; a type DMT-10
double drum trawling and fishing winch, and a type

DEV-3, 7V2 hp deep sea oceanographic winch, both of

which were designed and built by the Markey Machinery

Company, Seattle. The combination trawling and fish-

ing winch has several special features. The gurdy, for

example, has neoprene facing on it to protect the gear.

There is a gypsy on either side of the winch for pursing.

The winch is also equipped with double net-handling

and hauling drums which can also be used for cargo

handling. For scientific exploration at varying depths

in Philippine fishing waters, the main drums on the

trawl winch have been fitted with automatic cable laying

and spooling ferries and equipped with measuring de-

vices for determining the amount of cable in use at any

given time. This super winch installation is driven by

a 30-hp electric motor, mounted below deck, with con-

trols at the winch.

The Baird is also equipped with a deep sea electric

sounding winch of the type indicated above. This winch

has an automatic fairlead for laying and spooling the

cable and is also equipped with a counter to indicate the

amount of cable laid out. It will handle 20,000 feet

(6500 meters) of 5/32" cable. Other special devices on

this winch are a variable speed control and an accumu-

lator for the rigging, both of which were installed to

prevent damage to the delicate measuring, or sampling,

equipment, motor and controls are mounted below deck,

with the controls extended to the winch.

The Markey Machinery Company also designed and

manufactured special equipment for the smaller of the

two vessels, the Theodore N. Gill. This equipment in-

cludes a DMT-8 combination trawling and fishing winch,

equipped with a neoprene-covered gurdy and gypsies on

either side for pursing. Power for the winch is furnished

from below deck by a 20-hp electric motor.

Officially a coastal minesweeper, in her war days, the

Gill is a 97-foot, 450 hp Hamilton diesel, wooden ves-

sel. It now has a seine turntable at the stern, for easy

and efficient handling of nets, which has Markey hydrau-

lic power roll drives.

WAR VETERAN TD BE
CONVERTED TD LUXURY LINER
This photograph shows the MV Elpetal, 224-foot

yacht recently purchased from a layup fleet by Nor-

man Woolworth, on drydock at Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany's San Francisco Yard. Formerly the Carola, the

Elpetal was sold to the Navy when the United States

entered the 'War by its owner at that time, Frank

Mandel, Chicago department store magnate. She was

rechristened the USS Beaumont and with her rakish

bow altered to semi-clipper, she saw service in the

Pacific as a patrol craft.

Conversion of the vessel to its former status as a
'

luxury yacht will take place at an Eastern shipyard,

and it was Bethlehem's job to make the Elpetal ship-

shape for the voyage. This included drydocking, clean-

ing and painting the bottom, opening sea valves and

pulling the tail shaft. Bethlehem also removed a num-

ber of Navy defense features from the craft, including

the sound dome and ammunition locker and flooding

valves.

The Elpetal, which has a beam of 34'6", was built

in 1937 in Kiel, Germany, for Charles F. McCann, an

American businessman. She is powered with two

1100 horsepower Krupp diesel engines.
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MnOUIlEDCE IS THE STRHICHT

COURSE TO HDURntEmEnT

by "T/ie Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

THE ACCURACY OF AGETOI'S

ITHOD 1^ CELESTIAL lAVICATIOI

WHILE MOST MERCHANT MARINE navigators

today employ the Hydrographic Office Publications

No 214 or No. 218 in the solution of their celestial

observations while doing their day's work, a considerable

number of deck Officers prefer to use the Hydrographic

Office Publication No. 211, commonly known as Ageton's

tables. There are several reasons for this preference, in-

cluding the fact that when using HO 214 either the

navigator or the vessel must be provided with a library

of at least six or seven large and rather unwieldly

volumes. Their very size and weight acts to discourage

the navigator from carrying them around as personal

possessions, and not all vessels are provided with com-

plete sets of HO 214. Ageton's tables are all contained

in one small volume that would almost fit into a pocket,

and to many Deck Officers the convenience of carrying

them from ship to ship outweighs the fact that it takes

slightly longer to work out a line of position using them

than it does using HO 214. In addition to this con-

venience, many of our practicing marine navigators were

trained during the war in the U. S. Maritime Service

Training Schools where Ageton's tables were the stand-

ard used for teaching navigation, and for one reason

or another dislike to change from the way that they were

taught. The above reasons, together with the simplicity

of the tables, combine to make Ageton's method enjoy

considerable popularity aboard ship. In using the tables

'Dr. Samuel Herrick. Executive Secretary of the Institute of Navi
gation and Professor of Astronomy at the University of California at
Los Angeles, recently included in an astronomical paper a commentary
on the accuracy of Ageton's tables. It is with his kind permission that
"The Skipper" includes in this column much of the reasonings and con
elusions of Dr. Herrick.)
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however, under certain conditions the unwary navigator's

computations may be as much as 30 miles in error!

Ageton's tables were first published by the Hydro-
graphic Office in 19-1 1. In using these tables the navi-

gator calculates the altitude and azimuth of an astro-

nomical body as they would have been observed had he

been at the position indicated by his dead-reckoning.

Then, following the procedure attributed to Marcq Saint

Hilaire, he draws a line on his chart through this position

directed to the proper azimuth, moves his position along

the line by an amount equal to the difference between
the computed altitude and that actually observed, and
through the point thus found draws his "line of posi-

tion" at right angles to the azimuth line.

The tables utilize the division of the astronomical

triangle into two right spherical triangles. The use of

the log cosecant and log secant to avoid the confusion

of characteristic and decimal point in the logarithms,

and their designation, for simplicity, by the letters A and
B, together with Ageton's ingenious arrangement of the

calculations according to a standard form with simple,

uniform rules, accounts in good measure for the popu-
larity of the tables. Then, too, the calculations and the

plotting are based on the dead reckoning position, as in

the original Marcq Saint Hilaire procedure, and navi-

gators have for the most part been reluctant to use

assumed positions.

The tabulation of the logarithmic quantities at in-

tervals of five-tenths of a minute, however, has led to

the belief that interpolation is unnecessary. In this con-

nection, HO 211 makes two statements:

"This table gives an accuracy of solution to within
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five-tenths of a minute in altitude and an average

error of only two-tenths of a minute without inter-

polation. The navigator who wishes greater accuracy

should interpolate between tabulated functions". (Page

6)

"Caution. When the hour angle approaches 90 ,

a significant error of one or two miles may occur when

computing the altitude of celestial bodies. It is a

good plan to discard those sights where the value of

K is found to lie between the limits of 87° 30' and

92° 30'." (Facing title page)

One may reasonably infer from these statements that

the error in an altitude calculated without interpolation

will certainly be less than half a minute of arc, except

for a specified range ( in which the local hour angle as

well as the quantity K approaches 90°), the maximum

possible error then being one or two minutes. Actually,

the maximum error, when interpolation is neglected, is

about 6' or 6 miles outside of the forbidden range, 30

miles within it.

Figure 1 is a plot of the maximtim errors indicated

by numerical examples. Both the error scale and the K
scale are logarithmic in order to expand the area of the

graph in which the error becomes critical; it will be

noted also that the least of the maximum errors, on the

bottom line, is one mile, not zero. The horizontal argu-

ment may be taken as the local hour angle (LHA)
especially when the declination (d) is in the neighbor-

hood of 54°, but the approximateness of this subsitua-

tion is indicated by the fact that when K^87l/'2°, LHA

M/LES
30

from 80° 37' for d=75'

1

\
\

\
\

\

\
\

\

\

\MAXIMU
ERRORA

\

K o* Li //I Ca °PR

varies trom SU~' if tor d=/?- to 89° 47' for

d=10°.

The most important source of the large errors in-

dicated by Figure 1 is in the determination of log sec R
from log cosec R. ( These quantities, designated B and

A by Ageton, are found in the third line of his well-

known calculation form; R is the arc of a great circle

from the observed body to the meridian, to which it is

perpendicular, and is common to the two right triangles

into which the astronomical triangle is divided.) The

practical result of not interpolating in this step is shown

graphically by Figure 2, which was prepared under the

supervision of Commander W. S. Mayer, Jr., Depart-

ment of Seamanship and Navigation, United States Naval

Academy, when the size of the maximum error had been

called to his attention. The graph is based upon calcula-

tions of altitudes for constant latitude (30° N. ) and

declination (46° N. ) and for varying local hour angles

in the critical region near 90°. The solid line represents

values computed by Ageton's tables without interpola-

tion; the dashed line indicates approximately the true

values. The behavior of the graph of altitudes computed by

HO 2 11 is occasioned by the fact that log cosec LHA^
A(LHA) and log cosec R=A(R)=A( LHA) -fB(d)

do not change sufficiently with the changing LHA to

alter the value of log cosec R=:B (R ) when it is obtained

from A ( R ) without interpolation, except ar those points

where the line takes a downward step. The periodic

discrepancy between Ageton's tables and the correct

value is clearly shown. It is due, in the last analysis, to

the use of the same set of trigonometric formulae to

solve for angles near 90° as for those near zero.

The following examples, in which the stated large

errors are found, may be of interest:

EXAMPLE A: LHA=87° 16'.0 W., d=45° 52'.0 N.,

(Please turn to page 96)

Figure I. The maximum error (minutes of arc or nautical miles)

resulting from the calculation of altitudes, without interpolation,

from Ageton's fables, HO 211.

Figure 2. Altitudes calculated for latitude 30° N., declination

46° N.. and the indicated local hour angles. Dashed line (H)

represents the correct values; zigzag line, the values calculated

by Ageton's tables.
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by "The Chief"

"The Chief's" department weleemes qoestions—Just wri-te "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

APPLIED ITHEITICS

FOR MARIi E^OIiEHS
Longitudinal vs Circumferential Stress in Pressure Shell

Question:

A
YOUNG ASSISTANT ENGINEER asked me to ex-

plain the "ratio between the longitudinal stress and

the circumferential stress in a boiler shell. " He said that

he had been given that question in an examination and

had to pass it up. He had always thought that the stresses

in the plating of the shell were the same in all directions,

but he admitted that all the circumferential riveted joints

he had seen were not nearly as strong as the longitudinal

joints. So here it is, and an excellent example of applied

mathematics.

'•The Chief"
Answer:

First we must discuss the meaning of "ratio." It really

is simply a fraction. See the blackboard sketch No. 1

herewith. Note that the common misunderstanding about

ratios is all the different algebraic signs or shorthand

used in books and printing. In the early days printers

had great trouble setting in type the fraction sign or

division -H, so they used a colon : and for the equals

sign they used two colons thus, : . We have all these

different ways to express a ratio or a fraction. When two

ratios or fractions are equal to each other as 2 4 equals

1/2 we then have a proportion, or simply an equation.

And finally if we want the ratio of two quantities we
simply divide one by the other. Of course, they both

must be quantities of the same things, as miles or hours,

etc. If they are of different things as miles and hours,

then the ratio is more than a number but has a meaning,

such as speed or velocity in this case.

Now if we want the ratio of rv^'O stresses in the boiler

shell we must figure the stress in each case and divide

one by the other. We can save ourselves a lot of time

and trouble if we know our algebra f and can trust our-

selves with it ) . Because we need only set down the for-

mula for the two stresses and divide. We must be sure

the units are correct and that we use inches, pounds, etc.,

in both cases, and be sure the symbols and letters mean
the same in both formulas. To determine which to divide

by the other, be sure of the question. Example: if it is

to find ratio of A to B, then divide A by B. But if it is

to find ratio of B to A, then divide B by A. In either case

one is the reciprocal of the other and if you have divided

the wrong way, do not divide again, instead divide unity

or one by the answer you had and you will have the

correct answer.

Now to the problem. As shown in blackboard sketch

No. 2, we obtain the formula for stress in the longi-

tudinal seam from the formula for W, the allowable

working pressure. This is done by transposition in which,

by the rules of algebra, we may move a letter from one

side of the equals sign to the other, if we at the same

time move it to the other side of the fraction mark. We
also drop the terms for factor of safety ( F ) and efficiency

of the joint ( E ) , as these are not involved in a study of

stresses.

In these sketches the letters have the same meaning

as in the Coast Guard Marine Engineering Regulations.

They are:

W is pressure psi ( pounds per square inch )

.

R is radius of the boiler shell in inches.

T is thickness of the plate in inches.
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S is Stress in the steel of the plate in psi.

Note: In solving for W, we give S a figure of 50,000

psi, but in this case we are solving for this stress S when

the W psi is given.

We now have to set up the formula that expresses the

stress in the steel due to the pull of the load on the ends

or drums. This stress is along the axis of the boiler shell

and tends to pull apart the circumferential joints. As

indicated in the third blackboard sketch, the stress is the

load on the steel divided by the area of the steel that

resists this load. This is a fundamental definition of

stress which, therefore, is in itself a ratio having a mean-

ing. Obviously the load is the area of the drum or head

times the W psi. The steel area is the circumference of

the shell times the plate thickness T. Notice how this

stress ratio is 2. The ratio of the longitudinal joint stress

to that of the circumferential joint is 2, or twice, or two

to one, or double. This, then, explains why on page 68

of the Regulations, (quoting in part, paragraph 52. 3-5

)

"(a) The minimum strength of circumferential

joints attaching shells to heads of boilers or

other pressure vessels shall bear the follow-

ing ratios to that required for the longitu-

dinal joints of the shell:

Fifty per cent when no part of the load is

supported by either tubes or stays.

Forty per cent when one-half of the load on

the head is sustained by tubes or stays ....

etc.

(b) The strength of the circimiferential joints

connecting courses of the shell shall be not

less than 75 per cent of that of the longi-

tudinal joints .... etc."

Note; The 50 per cent is satisfactory because the

stress is one-half, but an additional allowance is required

if the joint connects courses in the shell. There is an

empirical allowance based on practice and safety, not on

pure theory. It allows for additional stress due to the

weight of the boiler and its water, which is frequently

carried on the two ends of the drum, causing it to act as

a beam which puts additional stress in the bottom parts

of the circumferential joints. Temperature expansion

and other factors may cause stress which experience has

shown must be allowed for in these joints, which accounts

for this empirical increase of strength of 50 per cent.

It is now obvious that the steel in the boiler shell is

stressed in two directions, longitudinally and circumfer-

entially, and these stresses are tension. There is also a

radial compression stress which forces the inner skin of

the shell outwardly so that the entire thickness of the

steel helps to carry the tension. It is interesting to note

that a stress in one direction does not affect the ability

of the steel to carry a stress in another direction at right

angles to the first. See the fourth blackboard sketch. As

shown in the figure, the right angle stresses in tension do

not interfere with each other. The steel is just as strong

vertically whether or not the horizontal stress is there.

The only difference is that the elongation under the

vertical stress will be less if the horizontal is there in

tension. And it will be more if the horizontal stress is

there in compression. This can be visualized if one will

imagine the material is rubber instead of steel. In fact,

there is some evidence to the effect that with the right

angle stress the steel will withstand more load than if

only one stress exists.

Our next article will discuss the application of mathe-

matics to the regulations governing the design of the

head or drum of the boiler shell.

BLUE WATER NAVIGATION by Svend T. Simon-

sen, published by Cornell Maritime Press, New York.

Price $3.50.

This book gives a simple, streamlined course of in-

struction in modern practical celestial navigation, in-

tended for the small boat owner who looks forward to

blue water cruising and the days when the adventure of

a long voyage in a small boat will again be possible.

The use of an inexpensive artificial horizon is ex-

plained so that a reader living far inland can study and

practice navigation right at home. The many illustra-

tions and sample problems are simply and logically ar-

ranged to fit into the text. The student can easily follow

the step-by-step procedures required to work navigation

problems by tables H. O. 211, and 214, using the Air

Almanac or the Nautical Almanac.
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New Construction - REconditioning - Repairs

m\ vm SHIP

OVERHAULED BY TODD

The semi-annual reconditioning of the 1400 ton,

U. S. Army Cable Ship General Saviuel M. Milh at Todd's

Hoboken Division, included bottom, exterior, and deck

painting, inspection and overhaul of all working ma-

chinery below decks; relining and repairing shafts, and

miscellaneous repairs to bulkheads, hull plates and other

pieces of equipment. The job, including drydocking,

took about four months.

The General Mills was originally built as a minelayer

at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, in 1942, and saw

wartime service as such in the First Army Coastal

waters district, which extends from Maine to Delaware.

For a while, she served in the dual capacity of laying

cables between islands. Army posts and harbors for the

Army communication systems.

Last year, when cable-laying and repairing work be-

came heavy, the vessel was converted to a full-time

cable-layer, by the addition of a cable reel and king

post at the bow and other structural changes, which

conversion was also performed by Todd under contract

with the Army.

The vessel carries a crew of six warrant officers of

the Army Mine-planter Service, who are all licensed

ships' personnel, and 40 Army enlisted men, half of

them are in the technician grades and all of them are

experienced seamen. There are also four Signal Corps

civilian submarine cable specialists on board. The activi-

ties of the cable ship are directed by Colonel Grant "Wil-

liams, Signal Officer, First Army. The maintenance and

repair of the vessel is handled by the Transportation

Corps.

m TYPE TRAISPORT

AT TODOS
The transport William H. Thomas (ex-Rixie), first

of a new type of Army transports, went into service

August 15, carrying military and Army civilian passen-

gers to Hawaii.

Constructed during the war by the Moore Dry Dock
Company i'n Oakland as a naval hospital ship, the Thomas
has been converted by the Army Transportation Corps

to meet its peacetime requirements. The conversion was

accomplished at the Todd Shipyards at Seattle, where

This is the U5AT William H.

Thomas . newest Arrr y transport.

now anchored at Oa Hand Army

Base, p reparing for her maiden

voyage to Honolulu and return.

Named for Private First Class

Williann H, Thoma s, Congres-

sionai Medal of Honor winner

in Wo Id War II, the Thomas

is especially desig ed to han-

die the peacetime nlovement of

Army families to and from

oversea bases.
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two sister ships, the Mower and the Johnson, are also

being readied for similar work.

Basic features of the conversion are the exceptional

amount of cabin space provided to meet the Army's

needs for carrying families of military and War Depart-

ment employees and the special accommodations afforded

for the comfort and convenience of all passengers. The

Thomas has 184 cabin spaces as compared to 142 on the

P-2 (Admiral) class, the Transportation Corps' largest

troopships. She has quarters also for 474 persons in the

troop sections.

The design throughout is comfortable and commo-

dious. Most cabins have four berths with attached baths.

The troop compartments are limited to three deep berth-

ings, as compared to wartime five deep, and the largest

holds only 117 passengers. All passenger compartments

and cabins are on C deck or above.

The Thomas has a large troop recreation room, a

special covered deck, troop recreation area with benches,

a nursery, an enclosed open air play space aft of the main

housing, a large lounge, a smoking room, and other in-

stallations not found on wartime troopships.

The new transport is a C-2 type vessel 459 feet long,

of approximately 8600 tons dw, with 63 foot beam.

She is propelled by turbines and has a cruising radius

of 16,200 miles. Her top speed, when the engines are

broken in, will be 19 knots but she probably will cruise

at 17 to 18. She carries a crew of 128.

The Thomas is named for Private First Class William

H. Thomas, a Sheboygan, Wisconsin doughboy who
gave his life to protect his comrades of a 38th Infantry

Division platoon in the lighting on Luzon and who was

awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor posthum-

ously.

BACK TO THE UM
The old auto ferry, City of San Rafael, which has

just recently undergone drydocking and miscellaneous

engine room and superstructure repairs at Bethlehem

Steel Company's Alameda Repair Yard, soon will be a

familiar sight again on the Benicia-Martinez run. Bay

Area residents may recall the severe storm, late in 1942,

which caused the City of San Rafael to break loose

from her mooring at Richmond and run aground far

up on the beach at Winehaven.

This ferry, which has a capacity of 50 autos, 600

passengers and a gross weight of 484 tons, has a wooden
hull and is equipped with horizontal reciprocating en-

gines. It was built at the Alameda Yard of James Robert-

son in 1924, and was operated by the Richmond-San

Rafael auto ferry from that year until 1942.

The City of San Rafael was blown so far up on the

beach in that year's storm that her underwriters gave

her up as a complete loss and she was sold for salvage.

In 1943, the U. S. Government, intending to use the

boat to ferry civilian personnel from Martinez to Benicia

for the Army, ordered salvage operations stopped. A
Richmond contractor was hired to float the vessel and

make the necessary repairs to put her in proper operat-

ing condition.

A channel had to be dredged from the bay right up
to the ferry before she could be re-floated, but she was

finally repaired and delivered to the Martinez-Benicia

Ferry in December of 1943.

SOCONY- VACUUM'S YACHTIi CHARTS

Offering yachtsmen accurate information about coastal

and inland waters of the United States, a new series of

cruising guides has been prepared by Socony-Vacuum
Oil Company, Inc., for distribution through the com-

pany's Mobilgas-Mobiloil marine dealers and its marine

sales department at 26 Broadway, New York.

Six of the guides, which were ready in June are to be

followed in several months by four additional guides.

All are in four colors and are being made for Socony-

Vacuum by Rand McNally and Company.

The guides have been designed to make it as easy as

possible for the yachtsman to plan his cruises. The maps

show the locations of light houses, buoys, important yacht

clubs and Coast Guard Stations. The coastline is depicted

in detail, with large inland cities as well as coastal cities

being indicated. Other aids to navigation include the

true compass course and distances between popular cruise

harbors.

At leff: The above photo, tak.

At right: This photo sh.

n June of 1943, shows the City of San Rafael on the

severe storm,
special staging erected by Bethlehem Steel Company's Al<

City of San Rafael's superstructun

beach at Winehaven v^here she was blown by the

meda Repair Yard before performing repairs to the
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K<L-r :r. C Wright is in charge of the

West Coast Engine & Equipment Co.

of Oakland, which represent Detroit

Diesel Division of General Motors Corp.

WEST COAST [NGIi m
EQUIPMENT CO. HANDLES G. M.

The West Coast Engine & Equip-

ment Co. of Oakland, California,

represents Detroit Diesel Division

of General Motors in the coastal

counties of Northern California

from San Luis Obispo County to

the Oregon State line. Both marine

and industrial engines are included

in the franchise.

Murrison C. Wright is in charge

of the operation and has been in

the Diesel engine industry for 20

years, mostly with the original Atlas

Imperial organization. He managed

the Atlas branch in Seattle, managed

Atlas factory in Mattoon, Illinois

and was sales manager in Chicago.

More recently he has been with GM
as Marine Sales Representative and

Installation Engineer on the Pacific

Coast. He left that position July 1,

to organize this new company.

James R. Williams is in charge

of Sales and was formerly with GM
as West Coast Sales Representative

in which capacity' he supervised the

activities of the various Detroit

Diesel distributors on the Pacific

Coast. He has been with GM since

1940 and has joined the newly

formed West Coast Engine & Equip-

ment Co.

Gene Rhea has been in charge

of GM diesel service on the Pacific

Coast for the last four years and is

considered outstanding in his field.

Before the war he had charge of

General Motors Automotive Service

shops and is thoroughly familiar

with high speed automotive service

practices. This will permit engine

overhaul jobs at the least cost to the

customer.

The present site of the operation

is the office building of the old

Standard Gas Engine Co. General

Motors already has many engines

in the territory and West Coast En-

gine & Equipment assumes a heavy

responsibility in contracting to fur-

nish adequate parts and service

facilities for the large number of

GM diesels already operating in

Northern California.

West Coast Changes

by Detroit Diesel

Two new appointments to West

Coast sales positions were an-

nounced recently by V. C. Genn,

general sales manager of the Detroit

f West Coast Engii

t Co. At right i

e of GM diesel

Diesel Engine Division, General

Motors Corporation.

Lauren H. Wells has been as-

signed as sales engineer for the

northern West Coast zone and will

direct industrial, marine and petro-

leum distributors sales in that area.

His territory will include Washing-

ton, Oregon and the northern part

of Idaho.

Victor Hansen will take over the

southern West Coast zone in a simi-

lar capacit)' with distributors in

California, Arizona, and eastern

Nevada coming under his jurisdic-

tion.

The appointments of Wells and

Hansen were made to fill vacancies

left by Murrison C Wright and

James R. Williams who, as of Au-

gust 1, take over the northern Cali-

fornia distributorship franchise for

the sale of GM Series 71 Marine

and Industrial diesel engines.

Left to right: V Han-
sen a-d L. H. Wells

of Dct-oit Diesel Er-
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Ed L.Ryan

ding McBe,

if Slad-

n & Co..

[d L Ryan-Master

of Sea and Vir

It is not often that we have the

pleasure of working up a story on

a holder of both unlimited master's

license and a commercial pilot's

license!

Although in Southern California

marine circles no introduction is

necessar)'. we present Ed L. Ryan,

Los Angeles Harbor Area dealer for

Gladding McBean & Co.'s refrac-

tories division.

Ed Ryan, who also represents U.

S. Gaskets and Coen oil burner parts,

and who has lived in the Los Angeles

Harbor Area for 25 years, has been

flying for a quarter of a century!

During 'World War I he served in

the Navy, and was gunners mate

on the dreadnaught South Carolina:

also was on destroyer Hart. His

Navy hitch was in both Asiatic and

Atlantic waters.

Ryan has had his unlimited mas-

ters license for over 20 years; and

holds a commercial pilots license

as well. His first sea-going ser%'ice

was with the U. S. Army Transport

Edgemore and others. He joined

The Texas Company in 1926, sail-

ing out «f Los Angeles Harbor on

tankers California and Galena. He
was advanced to be First Mate of

the tanker New Jersey, and he also

served on tankers of the "Cal-Pet"

fleet. He was Master of the Pasa-

Uena. owned by 'Western Ship Serv-

ice Company.

Mr. Ryan came ashore in 1930

and went with Plant Rubber &

The Annual Meeting of the

Societ>' for Experimental

Stress Analysis

will be held at

The Hotel Pennsylvania,

New York, N. Y.

on

December 4, 5, 6, 1947

Inquiries should be addressed

to the Society for Experimental

Stress Analysis, P. O. Box 16S,

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.

Asbestos Works. In 1935 he opened

his own business at Wilmington,

California, specializing in marine

firebrick and high pressure boiler

gaskets and Gladding McBean ma-

rine refractories. He carries a com-

plete stock to meet any marine re-

fractory requirement on instant

notice.

Ed Ryan flies his own plane to

any port on the West Coast, and,

we all agree, this is giving rapid

service!

Charles T. McClellan

Appointed by Radiomarine

Appointment of Charles T. Mc-

Clellan as West Coast Sales Repre-

sentative of Radiomarine Corpora-

tion of America, with headquarters

George F. Shecklen, executive vice

president.

Prior to six years of active duty

as a Navy staff communication offi-

cer in the South Pacific, Mr. McClel-

lan formerly was deputy general

manager of the Radio Corporation

of the Philippines and later held

the post of Mackay Radio's China

representative for eight years.

During his six years of active

duty in the U. S. Nav)', Commander

McClellan was Oflicer-in-Charge of

shore radio instaUations in the South

Pacific Area, member of the Naval

Charles T. McClellan, West Coast Sales

Representative of Radiomarine

Corporation.

in San Francisco, was announced by

Technical Mission to Japan and Of-

ficer-in-Charge of the joint com-

munication center at Kwajalein dur-

ing the Navy's atomic bomb tests.

Enterprise Appointment

The Enterprise Engine Company,

Inc., announces the appointment of

C. G. Smith as manager of its New
York Office at 44 Wall Street, New
York City.

Herbert Anderson, who has been

with the Enterprise organization for

a number of years, will continue in

his position as assistant district man-

ager of the New York Office.
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flash boile

the Thoma
The Besle

installed i

A, Short shop, offers the

trade the most extensive

facilities for the repair

and testing of safety

this Coast.

REPAIR m mm
OF SAFETY VMS

Extensive Facilities at Thomas A. Short Co.

The Thomas A. Short Co. have

installed in their shop the most ex-

tensive facilities for the repair and

testing of safety valves on the Paci-

fic Coast.

The primary equipment consists

of a Besler flash boiler with a pres-

sure range up to 2000 pounds psi

and 950° of superheat. This boiler

is used in conjunction with a large

receiver or accumulator. The re-

ceiver is built for a pressure of 600

pounds psi at 750° temperature. At

saturated temperatures pressures of

650 pounds can be used. An eight

inch exhaust pipe is run to a large

muffler on the roof. This was found

necessary to kill some of the blast

resulting when large valves were

popped at pressure up to 500 and

600 pounds. Two inch and four

inch valves are mounted on the re-

ceiver and various adapters are

made to accommodate the different

types of valves. During the test, if

a safety valve fails to function prop-

erly it is only necessary to close the

valve on the receiver and necessary

adjustments on the safety valve can

be started in a comparatively few

minutes. This is a far cry from the

days when valves were repaired and

installed directly on the boiler. Then

in case of a valve not functioning

properly, it was necessary to blow

down the boiler with a resultant

loss of time up to 24 hours.

Safety valves received for repairs

are opened, stems are checked for

true, spring washer ball joints

checked for true, seats are blanked

off and given a hydrostatic test to

insure tightness in the body of the

valve. Feathers are checked against

factory gages and brought back to

original factory specifications. Bod-

ies of valve are examined visually

and if any corrosion is evident the

whole body is blanked off and given

a hydrostatic test. Adjusting rings

are freed if necessary, and the align-

ment of all parts carefully checked.

Even after the above steps have been

carefully taken, it is frequently

found that the valve does not work

properly when tested with steam

and it is necessary to alter different

dimensions of the valve so that

proper results are obtained. Finally,

when the valve is completed, it is

guaranteed to function properly and

be tight.

Valves shipped in to the Thomas

A. Short Co. from any place on the

Pacific Coast will receive their im-

mediate attention and normally can

be overhauled and tested on a 24

hour basis.

The Thomas A. Short Co. engi-

neers recommend three suggestions

for operators in regard to safety

valves:

1. When coming in for inspec-

tion, test safety valves before secur-

ing the plant. Then if repairs are

required, sufficient time will be

available.

2. Examine the interior- of valves

periodically. Valves only a few years

old have been found dangerously

corroded.

3. Let only qualified shops make

your repairs. Many valves come in

for repairs with the feathers and

seats completely ruined by inex-

perienced people working on them

resulting in costly replacement of

parts.

RUDYDeGOROG

mm m]m
After many years as Superintend-

ent of the Catering Department of

Matson Navigation Company, Ru-

dolph DeGorog resigned, last May,

to enter other business.

He was succeeded by P. F. Can-

non who has served for the past

eight years as Assistant Superintend-

ent. Mr. Cannon joined the com-

pany in 1931, serving in various ca-

pacities in the Stewards Department

aboard the passenger ships, and later

coming ashore as a member of the

catering staff.

ERRATA
In the General Electric Com-

pany's ad on page 11 the statement

is made that an installation on the

SS. URUGUAY was made by the

General Electric Service Shop.

This installation was actually made
by Federal Shipbuilding and Dry-

dock Co.
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ivEST COAST mmE
OF GURLOCK PACKING CO.

The Garlock Packing Company,

manufacturers of mechanical pack-

ings, gaskets, oil seals and molded

rubber goods, now in its 60th year,

has maintained a west coast sales

oflSce and warehouse in San Fran-

cisco since 1905.

Operating under the direction of

a district sales manager with head-

quarters in the Garlock building at

930 Bryant Street, Garlock repre-

sentatives call regularly on the west

coast marine trade in the San Fran-

cisco area and north to the Canadian

border and on all industrial opera-

tions in northern California, Wash-

ington, Oregon, and the western

portions of Idaho and Nevada and

in Alaska and Hawaii. Garlock

warehouses are also maintained in

Portland, Seattle and Spokane for

serving customers in the Pacific

Northwest.

Southern California is supplied

with the firm's products from the

Los Angeles branch located at 230.1

East 8th Street, also in charge of a

district sales manager, with repre-

sentatives covering all marine and

industrial operations in southern

California and Arizona.

In addition to its domestic oper-

ations the San Francisco office of

the company handles a substantial

export business. The firm's products

are distributed through that office

to Australia, China, Dutch East In-

dies, India, New Zealand and the

Philippines.

The products manufactured by

this company are greatly diversified

and highly specialized. To serve

properly this west coast area re-

quires more than forty specially

trained employees.

Scenes in San Francisco of office and factory of Garlocic Paclcing Co. Upper
riglit is E. A. Toliey, district manager. Center right is l-terbert F. Bucldey,

marine representative. Busy at the bench cutting gaslcets is Matt Quicic, who

has put in many a year of good service with the company.

The secretary in the lower center picture is Miss Helen Lumb.
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At left: C-O-Two fire extinguishing equipment, on the left is Milton

Schug, general manager in Southern California with Louis Ets-Hokin.

Above: Liquidometer display by E. H. & G. at a recent Marine Exposi-

tion shows a panel of various gages and indicators which E. H. i G.

are California distributors.

ETS-HOKI m GALVA^ELECTRICliS

"Everything electrical for Shipboard" is the slogan of

Ets-Hokin & Galvan, successful general electrical con-

tractors dealing in marine, industrial and commercial

equipment, who started out in 1920 as a two-man outfit,

installing electric systems on boats. Now Louis Ets-

Hokin heads the firm, with two main establishments,

one in San Francisco, and one in Wilmington, with

branches in Monterey, Stockton, Newport Beach, San

Diego, and Oakland. Newport is their most recent, and

their "glamour stores," serving primarily the yacht trade.

Mr. Galvan retired from the business in 1945.

C-O-Two Fire Equipment
C-O-Two Fire Equipment Company of Newark, New

Jersey, is represented in California by E. H. & G. In

the above photograph is shown the C.O-Two smoke

detecting system which provides a means of detecting

smoke automatically in any hold, an arrangement for

visual indication of the exact location of the threatened

space and an alarm to give audible warning the instant

smoke appears. With the smoke detecting system, there

is often combined a fire extinguishing system using

carbon dioxide. Ets-Hokin and Galvan install and main-

tain this equipment.

G. H. 8C G. Line of Radiotelephones
Ets-Hokin and Galvan are not only distributors but

designers of radiotelephones and modern lighting in-

stallations, fluorescent and incandescent. The new 100

watt radiotelephone for the larger fishing craft was

designed by Maurice Antoine, electronics engineer of

E. H. & G., (who is in charge of G. E. Radar installa-

tions), and gives direct communication from deep sea

and tuna boat operations with the shoreside offices.

Kirsten Photo-Pilot and Sol-E-Naud
The Kirsten Photo-Pilot and Sol-E-Naud for auto-

matic pilot for steering on pleasure boats and com-

mercial craft is distributed by E. H. & G. The Photo-

Electric pilot is composed of an electric motor for power

unit, which obtains its current from the main engine

starting batteries. It is connected to the steering wheel

by roller chain gears or cables, or to some other point

in the steering system by suitable means. The motor is

engaged and disengaged by an electrically or mechani-

cally operated clutch. The binnacle unit (the brain of

the automatic pilot) directs the motor in turning the

rudder so as to hold the course. The pilothouse control

is a switch to connect the pilot to the electric power

supply and to energize the clutch. The pilot will hold

any preset course with a variation of less than can be

held by an experienced helmsman under any weather

condition, without attention; but it will, of course, not

take the place of a lookout or avoid floating logs and

other craft by itself.

Liquidometer
The fuel and water supply in pleasure boat can be
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a cause of anxiet)- to the operator if he has no sure

knowledge of its sufficienc)'. Ets-Hokin & Galvan have

an answer to this problem in the distribution to the

California trade of the Liquidometer Corp. line of

gages. They can provide direct reading at the tank;

electrically operated remote reading types; air operated

remote reading types; or the balanced hydraulic type

which requires no outside power to operate. E. H. & G.

is also handling other Liquidometer products, such as

rudder angle indicators and position indicators (as

shown in the illustration on page 86). The latter instru-

ment gives a remote reading of the position of valves

or levers anywhere on the ship.

General Electric Electronic Navigator

The Pope and Talbot Seafarer was the first large West
Coast ship to be equipped with General Electric radar,

or "Electronic Navigator." The installation was made by

Ets-Hokin & Galvan, who are California distributors for

the device. Another more recent installation by E. H. &
G. of this radar equipment was on the Sparrous Point,

Richfield Oil Company new T-3 tanker.

Other Lines Represented in California

This marine electrical firm also handles the following

lines, many of which are the world's best: -The Carlisle

& Finch Company, searchlights; The Electric Storage

Battery Co., Exide baneries for marine use; The Hart-

man Electric Mfg. Co., automatic switches; Hose-McCann
Telephone Co., Inc., sound powered telephones; Kohler

Company, automatic electric plants; Lovell-Dressel Co.,

Inc., marine electrical fixtures and appliances; National

Electric Produas Corp., shipboard cable only; Pyrene

Manufacturing Co., Pyrene fire protection products;

Stewart-Warner Corporation, marine instruments; The
Portable Light Co., Inc., searchlights and marine horns;

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co., Inc., voltage

and current regulators, and Crocker-Wheeler Electric

Mfg. Co., motors and generators.

Repair Facilities

There are three important features in the Ets-Hokin

At top: Mdurine Antoine, electronics engineer and designer of the

Ets-Hokin and Galvan radiotelephone.

At bottom: Willi,

in San Francisco.

Rogers, purchasing agent of Bs-Hokin and Galv

and Galvan motor repair facilities: ( 1 ) spray welding;

( 2 ) dynamic balancing; ( 3 ) vacuum impregnation,

which is the coating of marine motors with varnish for

insulation. This process is carried out in a set of vacuum

tanks, and is done at Wilmington and San Francisco

—

although the Wilmington shop has the largest equip-

ment.

Shop facilities for repair of electric motor:
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Captain Malcolm E

Grossman. USMS, su

perintendent of U. S

Maritime Service Train

ing Station in Alameda
California.

MURITiE MMK ST/ITION /\T \mm
EXPANDS PEACETIME PROGRAM

The opportunity for all Licensed and Unlicensed Mer-

chant Seamen to receive training in the Deck, Engine or

Steward's Department, which enabled thousands of men
to advance themselves and the efficiency of their ships

during the war, is being continued on a peacetime basis

by the Training Division of the U. S. Maritime Com-
mission at the U. S. Maritime Service Training Station,

Alameda, California.

The objective of this program is to provide the operat-

ing personnel of the Merchant Marine with a course of

instruction which will bring him abreast of current de-

velopments in the industry, and improve his professional

qualifications. The following courses are immediately

available at the Training Station:

FOR LICENSED OFFICERS
Marine Steam Engineering

Marine Electricity

Marine Refrigeration

Machine Shop Practice (60 hours)

Marine Diesel Engineering

Advanced Navigation

Advanced Steamship and Cargo Stowage

Loran and Radar training

FOR UNLICENSED SEAMEN
Marine Steam Engineering

Marine Electricity

Marine Refrigeration

Machine Shop Practice (60 hours)

Chief Steward's Training

Cooking, Baking and Butchering

( Separate course

)

Practical Seamanship

All of the above courses, with the exception of Marine

Electricity, are of ^0 days duration. The Electricity course

is for 60 days.

Quarters and subsistence are available at the Station

for all men taking a course of training. Licensed officers

are paid while in training at the rate of $150 per month,

and Unlicensed seamen at the rate of SI 00 per month.

This pay is uniform, regardless of course taken or Mari-

time Service rank or rating held. Laboratory, classroom,

or shop uniforms are furnished, and complete recreation

facilities are available on the station to all students.

Enrollments are weekly, every two weeks, or monthly,

depending upon the course being taken. Eligibility re-

quirements have been so designed as to provide for the

largest number of qualified Merchant Seamen possible.

While these requirements vary slightly depending upon

the course of training being taken, in general it is re-

quired that proof be presented of having served a mini-

mum of 8 months sea service in the Merchant Marine

during the 1 2 month period prior to enrollment, together

with signing a statement certifying the applicant's inten-

tion to continue shipping in his respective department

for a period of one year following completion of training.

Physical examinations will be for the record only, except

that an active communicable disease will be disqualifying.

In addition to the above, Loran and Radar Training

will be available to qualied Deck Officers, on a no-pay

basis. This course of training will be of one week dura-

tion for Loran and one week for Radar, with enrollments

weekly.

Complete details on the program's courses are available

at the U. S. Maritime Service Enrolling Office, 1000

Geary Street, San Francisco. Licensed and Unlicensed

Merchant Seamen are urged to apply immediately to take

advantage of these training opportunities.

ELECTRONICS CONSULTANT SERVICE

Charles W. Chattin has announced the opening of a

new marine electronic business under the firm name

of Marine Electronic Engineers at 22 Front Street, San

Francisco. Consulting service, and complete maintenance

and repair services for all types of marine electronic

equipment including radar and loran are offered.

Mr. Chattin is a Lieutenant Commander in the Naval

Reserve and has received advanced training in electronics

from Harvard and M. I. T. As an electronics specialist

with the Navy during the war his duties included those

of Ship Superintendent for the Electronic Material Offi-

cer at the New York Navy 'Yard, Radar Officer on the

staflf of the Commander Gulf Sea Frontier at Miami,

and Electronics Officer on the Battleship Indiana.

The accelerated development of electronics has given

the merchant marine a tremendous boom in radar and

loran, but has left personnel without the background

necessary to realize the most from its use or to best

administer the complex materiel problems. Mr. Chattin

believes that he can best bridge that gap by serving in

a consulting capacity for ship operators and setting up

a well integrated preventive maintenance program for

their electronic equipment.
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Main Geared Turbine Propelling Machinery

Crankshafts, Line and Propeller Shafts

Propellers— Bronze, Iron and Steel

Stern Frames, Stern Tubes and Bushings

Contra-Guide and Streamline Rudders

Fabricated Steel Construction—Weldments

Bronze, Iron and Steel Castings

Turbine Rotors, Blading and Accessories

Condensers, Feed Heaters, Lube Oil Coolers

Main and Auxiliary Circulating Pumps

Dibsel and Steam Engine Parts

Oil and Water Separators

Special Valves and Fittings

Deck and Engine Auxiliary Machinery Parts

Scotch Marine Boilers

Our fully integrated technical and

manufacturing facilities enable us to

supply ship operators promptly and

economically with a wide range of

certified marine equipment from our

own yards, foundries and forge and

machine shops.

When you purchase Bethlehem's

marine products, there are no divided

responsibilities, no delays waiting for

material or parts from other sources,

and no added costs associated with

handling and processing by several

different concerns.

SHIPBUILDING . . . SHIP CONVERSIONS . . . SHIP REPAIRS NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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SHIPBUILDING YARDS

QUINCY YARD
Quincy, Mass.

STATEN ISLAND YARD

Staten Island, N. Y.

BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT
SHIPYARD, INC.

Sparrows Point, Md.

SAN FRANCISCO YARD

San Francisco, Calif.

BETHLEHEM-AIAMEDA SHIPYARD, INC.

Alameda, Calif.

SAN PEDRO YARD
Terminal Island, San Pedro, Calif.

SHIP REPAIR YARDS

BOSTON HARBOR
Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hoboken Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

SAN fRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard

SAN PEDRO HARBOR IPort of Los Angeles)

San Pedro Yard
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THE BIG ARMY CONVERSION PROGRAM
Due for conversion at California yards in the near future are;

10 C-4 Army transports

3 C-1 Army Hospital Ships

2 C-3 Army transports

also for conversion on the East Coast are:
5 C-4 Army transports

The ten C-4's at West Coast yards are:

General Blatchford
General Greeley
General Brewster
General Autlman
General Freeman

General Hodges
General Morton
General Base
General Collins
General Patrick

The three C-l's Are;

The two C-3's are;

Mercy
Hope
Comfort

Davis C. Shanks
Fred C. Ainsworth

The five C-4's on the East Coast are:

General Callan General Taylor
General Ballon General Muir

General Barry
The C-4's and C-l's will be converted to peacetime safety requirements, includ-
ing improved fire protection and life boat equipment.

The Shanks and the Ainsworth have already been awarded to Bethlehem, San
Francisco, and the Shanks is already in the yard. The aggregate cost of the two
jobs will probably exceed $5,000,000.

Cost of the C-4 safety conversions will probably average around $500,000.
One example of the way the bids run is in the case of the General Brewster as
follows

:

Bethlehem (San Francisco) $622,634 90 days
Moore Dry Dock Company 570,000 110 days
Todd (San Pedro) Shipyard 561,694 90 days
United Engineering Co. 439,078 110 days
United gets the Brewster, Moore gets the Blatchford, Todd gets the

Greeley.

COMPLETION DATES
The expected completion date for Matson's Lurline is now around March 1,

and that for American President Line's President Cleveland is February 1.
:(: :|e :|e :|c :le

GRAHAM GETS OAKLAND YARD
War Assets Administration on August 18 announced the sale of the surplus

Moore Dry Dock Company, West Yard, Oakland, California for $2,750,000.
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This facility, although an intact operating unit, formerly was used in

conjunction with other plant facilities on leased lands in the construction of

vessels for the U.S. Maritime Commission. It has been used by the Graham Company
on a rental arrangement since August 1, 1946.

Graham Industries, Inc., composed of- Graham Dry Dock Company, Graham-
Doane Truck Company, Graham Re-Manufacturing Company, and Graham Durable Furni-
ture Company, plans to consolidate its activities at the West Yard.

Graham Industries is to have the right to purchase the Administration
Building, located partly on land included in this sale and partly on an adjacent
tract, at a price to be established by WAA.

4c :)c 4: :): :«:

ARMY P-2's

Now at Newport News Shipbuilding Company for complete conversion to Army
transport use are the big P-2 transports

Admiral W. S. Benson
Admiral W. L. Capps
Admiral E. W. Eberle

These jobs will run $5,000,000 each.

*****
AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY MEETING

President L. W. Delhi has announced the detailed program for the 28th
annual meeting of the American Welding Society, to be held at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, October 19 to 24.

BIG NEW DREDGE AND WORK BOAT CONTRACT

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has awarded a contract to the Pacific
Coast Engineering Co., Alameda, California, for the construction of a 130 foot

dredge for use on the Colorado River. The engine is Enterprise 1350 hp diesel,
the cutter motor is Westinghous 250 hp. All electrical work has been let to

Ets-Hokin & Galvan Co. There is also to be constructed a twin screw work boat
with two 90 hp Sterling diesel engines. Total amount of the contract is

$871,700.

IN ONE SAN FRANCISCO YARD ON AUGUST 25.

Dredge HOLLAND, U.S. Engineers—Overhaul.
SS ATASCOSA, Pacific Tankers—Repair & conversion.
SS HAROLD L. WINSLOW, States Marine Corp.—Miscellaneous repairs.
MS HUBERT PROM, French Shipping Mission—Conversion & repair.

MS SAINTE HELENE, French Shipping Mission—Conversion & repair. Undock
0700 Aug. 26.

YERBA BUENA, Army Transport Service—Drydock & repairs.
SS MOBILUBE, Gen. Petroleum Corp. --Conversion & repair.

SS RICHARD RANDALL, Gen. S.S. Corp.—Drydock & survey.

Tug GOV. MARKHAM, Bd. of State Harbor Com.—Drydock & miscellaneous
repairs.

SS QUASTINET A.O.G. 39,Hillcone S.S. Co. —Drydock & survey. Undock 0700
Aug. 26.

USAT ADMIRAL W. S. SIMS, Army Transport Service—Damage 'repairs.

MS GUNNERS KNOT, Grace Lines.

MS LANCEWOOD, Martinolich—Drydock & miscellaneous repairs.
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I^ew San Francisco Home

of Submarine Signal Company

The Submarine Signal Company

has moved its Pacific Coast head-

quarters to new and larger quarters

at 49 California Street, San Fran-

cisco. Former offices were located at

86 Beale Street.

W. J.
Ruble, Captain, USN

(Ret.) is general representative and

supervisor of the company's West

Coast operations making his head-

quarters in San Francisco. He was

formerly Director of the Naval Re-

Lett fo right: W. J. Rubl

search Laboratory, Washington, D.

C, Director of the Navy Electronic

Laboratory at San Diego and in

charge of electronics department of

the Bureau of Ships, with respon-

sibility for all research, design, pro-

curement, installation and repair of

radar, radio and sonar in the Navy.

The Submarine Signal Company

maintains an engineering service of

over 30 trained technicians on the

Pacific Coast with offices in Seattle,

Washington, Portland and Astoria,

Oregon, and Eureka, San Francisco,

Monterey, Wilmington and San

Diego, California.

Victor Battani, who joined the

company in 1934, after 16 years in

the Navy, is District service mana-

ger at San Francisco. He has been

with the company since 1934, ex-

cept during the war period when he

was recalled into service and served

under Captain Ruble.

R. S. Smith Company

Expanding M L L Harbor

R. S. Smith Company of Wil--

mington, California, announces the

expansion of equipment and crews

for additional marine painting fa-

cilities in the Los Angeles Harbor

Area, and has recently acquired a

r
"^ »iii

50-foot barge which is specially

engineered for hull painting of all

types of vessels, both at berth and

in stream.

This company has been operating

a marine painting unit in the har-

bor for the past two years, and feels

confident that, due to the growth

of the Los Angelas and Long Beach

Harbors, their improved facilities to

the shipowners will be welcomed.

This company's portable marine

paint shop, as shown, was designed

by Bob Smith, and when this unit

rolls alongside a vessel, it brings

all the equipment and material to

complete the job. Fire hazards usu-

ally associated with marine painting

are reduced to a minimum by the

use of this equipment.

Bob Smith, Sr. and Bob Smith,

Jr., and Dale E. Willis, who recently

joined the organization as marine

service representative, are well

known in the Harbor Area and have

a combined practical experience of

50 years, in both marine and indus-

trial fields.
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David P. Brown, appointed chief surveyor.
American Bureau of Shipping, on July 31.

Arnott Retires; Brown

Succeeds k Chief Surveyor

David P. Brown was appointed

chief surveyor of the American

Bureau of Shipping on July 31, suc-

ceeding David Arnott who has re-

tired from active duty.

Mr. Brown has spent his entire

career in ship classification work,

having joined the Bureau in 1921.

For the greatest part of this period

he has been in charge of the hull

technical work as an assistant to the

Chief Surveyor. He was graduated

from Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in 1920, in the depart-

ment of Naval Architecture and

Marine Engineering. During his ca-

reer with the Bureau he has served

on numerous committees in the in-

dustry, among which are a special

technical sub-committee to the 1929
International Safety of Life at Sea

Convention; the sub-committee
which was appointed under the

Board of Investigation originated in

1943 by the Secretary of the Navy
to inquire into the design and

methods of construction of welded

steel merchant vessels; and the

working sub-committee of the ship

structure committee which is now
continuing the work of this Board

under the direction of the Secretary

of the Treasury. He is a member of

the Society of Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers.

David Arnott joined the Bureau

in 1918. He had studied naval archi-

!
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LUNKENHEIMER

j^Jj^ VALVES

for MARINE SERVICE

In every port of call

there is a

LUNKENHEIMER
DBSTRIBUTOR

equipped to serve you.

The LUNKENHEIMER Co.

CINCINNATI 14, OHIO, U.S.A.

125 lb. S.P.

Iron Body Gate

H'j:i !^:i:i!MI.',H:MVi!rn^
BRONZE, IRON, STEEL AND CORROSION RESISTANT AUOY.VALVES, 125 TO 2S00 IB. S. P.;

.^^ BOILER MOUNTINGS, LUBRICATING DEVICES. AIRCRAFT FITTINGS
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Nevi Literature
BOOKLETS • CATALOGS • BULLETINS

Bring Your Library

Up-To-Date With This

Convenient Service

PROTECTIVE MATERIALS
FOR BOILERS

1 FUEL Oil TREATMENT - Illustrated 4-page

bulletin discussing Petroflo, liquid fuel oil

treatment, which cleans fuel system from

storage tank to burner tip and makes

manual tank cleaning unnecessary. Dis-

cusses marine applications. XZIT Sales Co.

2 REFRACTORY COATING - Bulletin pro-

vides general information about Brickseal

Refractory Coating, a combination of high-

fusion clays and metal oxides mixed in oil

which forms a highly glazed protective

coating for refractory brick of all kinds.

Shows uses, grades and results. Brickseal

Refractory Co.

3 METAl PROTECTION - Fact-filled 4-page

brochure explaining use of Serviron Metal

Protector, a grease-like semi-plastic mate-

rial which can be brushed or sprayed on

metals for proteaion from weather, brines

and alkalies. Especially suited to protecting

and lubricating railroad switches, signals,

and track parts. Serviron Metal Protector

Company.

4 SOOT REMOVER - Attractively prepared

bulletin contains considerable data on the

use of XZIT Firescale & Soot Remover in

industrial and marine fields. Shows stack

temperature comparisons before and after

using product. Offers five ways of reducing

boiler operating costs. XZIT Sales Co.

5 REFRACTORY COATING - Bulletin gives

information about the use of Vango Re-

fractory Coating in crucibles, pouring

ladles, forging and heat-treating furnaces.

Discusses application, uses and effectiveness

for all types of firebrick, cast or plastic

refractories. Vango Refractory Company.

PASTE TO POSTCARD
AND MAIL

Circle number of

item describing the

catalog wonted.

COMPANY NAME

12 3 4 5

YOUR NAME

; TITLE

i
PACIFIC (MARINE REVIEW. Box 9107

I _
500 Sansome Street

(Continued from page 93)

tecture at the Royal Technical Col-

lege, at Glasgow, Scotland, follow-

ing which he served his apprentice-

ship in shipbuilding at the Fairfield

Shipbuilding and Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Glasgow, and has been Chief

Surveyor of the American Bureau

since 1925. To his duties as chief

surveyor were added, in 1938, those

of Vice President.

Many contributions have been

made to the science of welding in

ship construction by Mr. Arnott.

Recognition of his efforts culmi-

nated in the presentation to him of

the Miller Memorial Medal in 1941,

by the American Welding Society.

mi w. HiLLER umm
mm CONTROL

Paul W. Hiller in Wilmington,

is Southern California distributor

for the new miniature Sperry hy-

draulic remote control unit, that was

mentioned in the July issue of Paci-

fic Marine Review.

The Sperry Control has great ap-

peal to small commercial boat own-

ers and to the pleasure boat owners,

although many uses can be found on

the larger ships. A stock is carried

of both the F and H controls which

are suitable for auxiliary generator,

throttle or governor controls; and

the Hiller organization is fully pre-

pared to maintain and service this

equipment.

Other lines handled by Paul W.
Hiller are: De Luxe Oil Burners,

Ingle Ranges (Valjean process),

Victor Welding Equipment, Delco-

Light Products, SherriU Marine
Compasses, Kidde Lux Fire Systems,

Rich Selex Zonite (Fire Detecting

Apparatus), COj Refills, "General"

& "Shur-line" Fire Extinguishers,

and The Pitometer Log.

This firm is located at 3 1 5 Avalon

Boulevard, Wilmington.

GURHINICK

]m SULES AGENCIES

Marine Plastics

Morris Guralnick, naval archi-

tect and marine surveyor of San

Francisco, has been appointed West

Coast representative for Marine

Plastics Company of New York.

Mr. Guralnick will be sales agent

for their dehydrating equipment

which has been installed on more

than fifty turbo-electric drive ves-

sels flying United States and foreign

flags. The equipment is easily in-

stalled on the main propelling mo-

tors and, by maintaining a dry at-

mosphere in the casings, has con-

tributed in large measure to low-

ered upkeep costs. A vapor alarm

which is part of the dehydrator,

warns of leaks in the main motor

cooling system long before the dan-

ger is otherwise visible. This fea-

'ture has saved several motors from

severe damage.

Farbertite

Guralnick has also been ap-

pointed representative for Farber-

tite rust preventive composition. A
non-inflammable, water-proof coat-

ing for steel, Farbertite has enjoyed

Excellent sales for over ten years

on the East and Gulf Coasts and is

now being introduced locally. The

use of this product provides an in-

expensive method of obtaining rust

free surfaces. This factor is espe-

cially important today when costs

of making repairs and conversions

are again of primary importance.

Since the prevention of rust on ship-

board is a universal problem, the

uses of Farbertite are very general,

finding extensive application to tank

tops, bilges, under insulation and

decorative decking, and on other

moist surfaces. The product is manu-

factured by the Briggs Bituminous

Composition Company of Phila-

delphia.

ORITUARY

Harold John V/arren Fay, president Sub-
marine Signal Companv. and internation-

ally recogniied autliority on marine safety

devices, passed away August 14, at the

age of 71.
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Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may

be sure that today, wherever ships are built ... or repaired

... or reconditioned . . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and

mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sai's the Seven Seas in

Reefer Spoce Insulolion

Cold Woter Pipe Insulation

Sound Deadening Insulation

Elecfricol Insulation

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulation

Electrical Panel Boards

Lagging Cloth and Tapes

Replaceable Air Filters

Fireproof Decorative Fabr'Ks

for portieres and curtains

At yoi/r Regular Dealers . . . or call •%;?

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS • ENGINEERS • CONTRACTORS

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant SIreel

suiter 5967

OAKLAND
526 3rd SIreal

TWinoaks 34S*
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This advertisement is one of a scries depicting

private industries located in ttie Port of Long Beach.

WEST COAST
PACKING

CORPORATION
1687 Water St. Long Beach

Truly having grown with our Port,

the West Coast Packing Corp., was

established in 1914. Featured prod,

ucts are fancy tuna, sardines,

mackeral, tomato paste and to-

mato sauce. Fish from far-spread

waters are processed in this mod-
ern plant and then distributed over

transcontinental railroads and

highways, or from the harbor by

ship to other ports.

^JW^I
A M E R I CA'S MOST
MODERN PORT lONGBEKH^^
THE HCCURUCY OF mWl
METHOD \\ CEEESTIAL mWM

{Continued from page 76)

1=20° 24'.0 N.; Hc=l6° 20:3. Ageton's tables, with-

out interpolation, give 16° 14'. 5; the error in this ex-

ample in which both K and LHA lie outside the forbid-

den range, is accordingly 5'8. When the latitude is altered

to 45° 52'.0 N., the altitude becomes 32° 33'.8 and the

error is less by only one minute.

EXAMPLE B: LHA==89° 17'.0 W., d=45° O'.O N.,

L=22° 48'.0 N.; Hc=l6° 23'.4. The error by HO 211

is 29'.4.

EXAMPLE C: LHA= 17° 18'.3 E., d=23° 31'.3 S.,

L=19° 51'.8 N.; Hc==43° 27'.0. The error ( I'O) shows

that the published estimate may be doubled even when
the local hour angle is small. This example is a variant

of Ageton's problem 111, p. 8.

The fact that the errors in examples A and B are

reduced to V6 and 1'7 by interpolation suggests that the

"caution" was formulated as a result of an investigation

which did not take into account the additional large

errors resulting from the neglect of interpolation. Since

the "caution" suggests the discarding of sights when
871/2°<K< 921/2° as a "good plan" merely, it is

highly probable that the sea navigator would ignore it

when satisfied with an accuracy of "one or two miles."

This probability is heightened by Ageton's ommission

of the caution from his Manual and similar ommissions

Page 96

from several of the navigation texts which reproduce the

tables.

Figure 1 may be used practically as an indicator of

the areas in which interpolation is necessary. The inter-

polation of B(R) from A(R) will alone reduce the

maximum error to about two miles for K^90°, 0.8 mile

for K^80°, and thus bring the error within practical

limits for most navigation problems.

If the marine navigator, accordingly, is content with

a maximum error of two miles—at night a fix by several

stars will reduce the probable error much below this

—

he may use Ageton's tables, interpolating B(R) from

A(R) only in the range 82°<K<98°. For practical

purposes this may be regarded as a range of LHA in-

stead of K. He may avoid this range at night, of course,

by avoiding stars near the hour circle passing through

the west and east points. If he desires greater accuracy,

he must interpolate over a larger range, and discard

sights without choice in the narrower range specified

by Ageton.

For various reasons, as previously outlined, Ageton's

tables will probably continue to maintain a certain popu-

larity with marine navigators. The brevity of the com-

putation procedure when using HO 214 or HO 218

does not, for those willing to do a bit of computing,

overbalance the convenience of having all necessary

tables contained in one inexpensive pocket-size volume.

When using the tables, however, the navigator should

beware the pitfall of a possible error of as much as 30

miles difference between his actual position and his

computed position.
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i .^ FOR PRECISION SHIP REPAIRS
This ingenious whirligig, technically known as a completely

portable turning lathe, is one of the many precision machines

in the shops of GEDDCO. It was designed by

C. W. "Slim" Tydeman, superintendent of pre-

cision tool department, to turn down crankpins

without removing shaft, with resulting savings in

time and money that ship operators have been

quick to appreciate.

San Francisco — nnachine shops, pier facilities for general repair.

Alameda — machinery, hull and industrial repairs—one-half mile on

Estuary with two marine railways: floating drydock, 10,500 ton capacity.

Complete 100-Page Book in Color, Showing

Facilities, Upon Request.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
AND DRY DOCK CORP.

Executive Offices

1100 Sansome Street, San Francisco, California

GArfield 1-6168

PROVED SUPERIOR AFTER
COMPLETE IMMERSION IN SALT WATER!

Note Sarnocfe free Surface Area compared (o other *hree nationally known brands

HERE ARE THE ACTUAL, UNRETOUCHED PHOTOGRAPHS of the rugged

underwater test recently conducted at an Atlantic Ocean port in New \brk!

They show conclusively that Pabco Bottom Composition means longer

periods between dockings!

THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO 19, CALIF. NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK



INSTRUMENT

-^REPAIRING
M CALIBRATING
-KREBUILDING
-^t ENGINEERING
•((SERVICING

lir

GAUGES
Pressure; Vacuum; Draff; Incline;

Tank; Absolufe Pressure; Indicaf-

ing; Recording; Manomefers

THERMOMETERS
Indusfrial; Dial; Recording; Tesf

RECORDERS
Temperafure; Pressure

CONTROLLERS
Temperafure; Pressure; Liquid

Level; Aufomafic

VALVES
Temperafure; Mofor; Solenoid

METERS
Wafer; Oil; Gasoline; Flow

MANOMETERS

PYROMETERS

TACHOMETERS

ENGINE INDICATORS

REVOLUTION COUNTERS

inquiries on insfrumenf problems
invifed.

All jobs given prompf affenfion.

All work guaranfeed.

Reasonable Prices.

PACIFIC COAST
INSTRUMENT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED

246 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 5. CALIF.
TELEPHONE SUTTER 2131

KEEP POSTED

New Equipment and

LiteraturE for Yard,

Ship and Dock

ELECTRONIC m\
METER DEVELOPED

Bailey Meter Co. of Cleveland,

Ohio, has developed a new elec-

tronically-operated area meter which

accurately measures liquids such as:

black tar, chemicals, distillates, and

refrigerants as well as freer flowing

liquids. This flow measuring instru-

ment consists of a specially designed

telemetering transmitter connected

to a standard Bailey electronic re-

ceiver. The transmitter is easily in-

stalled in the pipe line, much like

a valve.

G. E. ELECTRONIC POSITIONING

CONTROL SYSTEM

A new electronic positioning con-

trol system designed for such appli-

cations as accurately controlling in-

accessible dampers from control sta-

tions on the floor, positioning heavy

work in machine tools without time-

consuming hand labor, and opening,

closing, and adjusting the inter-

mediate points valves and gates

from a single co-ordinated control

desk has been announced by the

Control Division of the General

Electric Company.

The system has three parts, a

master control station and a follow-

up device, which can be either small

selsyns or potentiometers depending

upon the application, and an elec-

tronic control panel. The driving

motor is not included in the system

because any reversing ac or dc motor

that can handle the load is accept-

able.

The master control station may

S.E. Electronic Positioning Control System.

Complete
Ship Chandlery

Service

Pro rnpt Service — Experienced person- |

nel offer s choice of right equipment

for every need on all Deck, Engine >

Steward S upplies.

Distributors for
Pabco Marine Point

MARDEN & HAGIST
Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th, PORTLAND 9, ORE.

be placed in any desired location,

because it is connected to the con-

trol panel by just three control leads.

To operate, a dial is set in the same

manner as a radio dial, and the

motor moves the load to a new posi-

tion corresponding to that of the

dial.

The new system can be used on

drives up to 1 Vi hp in general, and

on many drives over this rating,

after consideration of inertia of the

load, speed, gear reducer arrange-

ment, and accuracy of positioning

needs.

The control panel is enclosed in

a NEMA Type I case and is hinged

to swing out for easy servicing and

inspection. The basic components

of the system are standard control

devices which have proved adequate

and durable over long periods of

operation.

MURINE RADIO

REPAIR DEPOT

A complete marine radio repair

depot has been opened at Manila,

Philippine Republic, by the Marine

Division of the Mackay Radio and

Telegraph Company.

The depot is another link in an

international chain of marine serv-

ice stations and agencies maintained

at 152 principal ports by Mackay

and its associated companies
throughout the world for repairs

and maintenance to all types of

marine radio communication, direc-

tion finding and other shipboard

electronic equipment.
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For Stevedoring Service...

Expert Handling and Stowing of All Cargo.

Modern Equipment. Cranes for Heavy Lifts.

For Ship Service...
Tank Cleaning. Wet and Dry Sandblasting.

Painting. Scaling. General Cleaning Work.

i[ Experienced Personnel in All Departments.

MITCHELL STEVEDORING COMPANY
Pier 18 • San Francisco

Ship Service Department Telephone: GArfield 1-5216 • Office Telephone: GArfield 1-5213

For true Economy let your huy-word he . ^ ^

.

FEDERAL MARINE PAINTS
Federal takes care of all your painting needs. There are Federal paints for the interiors of

your ships . . . paints and protective compositions for your decks and hulls . . . there is a

Federal product for every use aboard ship— from keel to truck.

We inv'ife you to consult with the Federal agent in your

district when you are planning your next painting /ob.

ON THE PACIFIC COAST:

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. SEATTLE. WASHINGTON VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Pillsbury & Marfignonl A. T. B. Sh!el$ States Steamship Co. Standard Marine Paint Co.

Mills BIdg. EXbrook 2-3302 1 08 West Lee Street 1010 Washington St. 1545 West Anaheim Blvd.

A. J. Chalmers

Agents and Stocks in all the Principal Ports

CABIN PAINTS DECK PAINTS DECK HOUSE PAINTS HOLD PAINTS

ANTI-FOULING ANTI-CORROSIVE BOOTTOPPING

RED LEAD (MIXED) SMOKE STACK PAINTS TOPSIDE PAINTS

THE FEDERAL PAINT COMPANY, Inc.

33 Rector Street. New York. N. Y.
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CJ. WHEELER ACQUIRES

SELLERSMME DIVIM
The C. H. Wheeler Manufactur-

ing Company, of Philadelphia, an-

nounces the purchase, in its entiret)',

of the marine division of the Wm.
Sellers & Co., Inc., of the same

city.

The purchase includes all inven-

tory, engineering and patterns, and

this acquisition by the C. H. Wheel-

er organization will enable them to

add the hydraulic, springless, auto-

matic, self-centering telemotor de-

veloped by Sellers, to the present

Wheeler products.

This telemotor supplements the

Wheeler deck machinery line which

includes steering gears, windlasses,

winches, capstans, cargo cranes, au-

tomatic tensioning hoists and cranes

and the company's other widely

known products, the Tubejet steam

jet air ejectors and the C. H.

Wheeler marine condensers.

C. H. Wheeler is best known

among industrial and utility engi-

neers for nearly 50 years activity in

the manufacture of steam condens-

rri^'^
t

WESTERN
SHIP SERVICE
COMPANY

announces

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW

CHEMICAL DIVISION

FOR CHEMICAL CLEANING OF BOILERS,

WATER JACKETS, ROTORS, AND TANK

CONVERSION.

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF

A. W. ZIPF

For Service phone SUtter 1-8632

WESTERN SHIP SERVICE COMPANY
178 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

JIM CAMP, GENERAL MANAGER

Automatic centering hydraulic telemotor

of C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Co.

ers, pumps and cooling towers, and

its pioneer work in the development

of steam jet vacuum pumps.

SCINTIIU MAGNETO

BUS-KiCT

Scintilla Magneto Division of

Bendix Aviation Corporation, Sid-

ney, N. Y., has designed a useful

gadget, the Bus-k-nect, to speed up

battery changes, cut maintenance

costs, reduce fire hazards on buses,

trucks, or other heavy-duty motor

vehicles requiring frequent battery

changes. It is easy to install and

operates by a mere rwist of the

wrist. It may be used in both single-

battery and dual -battery installa-

tions.

The design of the Bus-k-nect con-

sists of a molded-junction box of

high impact material, accommodat-

ing three terminals in a compact

arrangement, complete with hinged

cover which affords additional pro-

tection to the connections. It is

about 4'2" long, 2" wide and

1%" high.

Cable terminals fit securely in the

spring contacts. Terminals are fur-

nished in three different sizes, with

cable holes 3/8", 7/16" or 1/2"

in diameter. This permits the user to

choose a size to fit the cable best

adapted to his own purposes.

• • •
To Your

Community
Chest
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STEEL POWER-DRIVEN

ANCHORS- WINCHES
nlus a selection of Life Floats . . . Boiler Headers . . .

Hydraulic Gears and other Miscellaneous

Marine Equipment

The anchors, all of dropped forged steel or cast steel,

range in weight from 200 pounds to 16,985 pounds

each. (There are a few small boat anchors as well).

The winches, both electric and gasoline powered, have

never been used. These are the major items, but the

balance of this marine selection may hold even greater

bargains for you.

May we send you further details? Simply follow the in-

structions below. Note, too, the dates of sale.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS:

write, telephone or wire for

Scaled Bid Circular No. 552.

Copies may be obtained at

the following W.A.A. OfiSces:

• Washington OflSce of

Disposal for U. S. Ter-

ritories and Possessions

• Territorial Regional Of-

fices in Alaska, Puerto

Rico and Hawaii

• W.A.A. Customer Ser-

vice Centers or other Of-

fices in Principal Cities

• Export Branches of the

following offices: Los

Angeles, San Francisco,

Seattle, New York, Phil-

adelphia, Boston, Chi-

cago, New Orleans

HERE ARE THE DATES OF SALE:

1. September 2, U. S. Government
Agencies, purchasing for their

own use.

2. September 3 through Septem-
ber 9. World War II Veterans
qualified under W.A.A. Reg. 2,

purchasing for own use.

3. September 8 and 9, World War
II Veterans qualified under
W.A.A. Reg. 2, purchasing for

resale.

4. September 10, Federal Works
Agency, purchasing under Pub-
lic Law 69". and the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation,
purchasing for resale to small
businesses.

5. September 11, the States and
Territories and local govern-
ments and their instrumentali-

ties.

6. September 12, Non-profit insti-

tutions qualified under W.A.A
Reg. 14.

7. September 15 through October
3. Marine Dealers and Expor*

EXPORTERS: Yourparticipation in this sale is solicited. Inquiries

regarding export control should be referred to the Office of

InternationalTrade,DepartmentofCommerce,\\"ashington,D.C.

WAR ASSETS
\

ADMINISTRATION

nrriCE OF DISPOSAL FOA U. S. TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS

WASHINGTON !S, D. C.

WILMINGTON
225 No Avalon Slvd
PhontTEim.r

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
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MARINE PAINTING
Now

Serving

Los Angeles

and

Long Beach

Harbors

• CABIN

• HULL

• SUPERSTRUCTURE

R. S. SMITH CO
121 E. Denni St., Wilmington. Calif.

Phone Terminal 410-39

IN ORDER TO MEET THE DEMANDS of the

fast-growing Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbors, the barge pictured above was re-

cently added to the equipment of the R. S.

Smith Co.
This barge was engineered for the specific

purpose of reducing "turn-about" time for

all type vessels, both at berth

stream.
IT'S EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS! 33 years

in paint contracting.
24 HOUR SERVICE! Our modern equipment
and efficient operation is your guarantee of

a fast, dependable job that meets every
specification.

Call
Ma/nfenance Service

R. S. SMITH COMPANY — Marine Painting Specialists

TEXACO MARKETS PREMIUM

IVHITE GASOEIKE

Nation-wide distribution of the

new premium quality Texaco Ma-

rine White Gasoline has been an-

nounced by the Marine Sales Divi-

sion of the Texas Company. This

new fuel is available to motor boat

owners at Texaco Marine Service

Stations on the waterways of the

Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf Coasts,

the Great Lakes and their connect-

ing waterways.

The new product gives knock-

free performance and assures maxi-

mum power and fuel economy in

both inboard and outboard gaso-

line engines. This performance is

obtained by virtue of the antiknock

quality and balanced volatility of

the gasoline, which enable it to be

KEEP POSTED
The details of new equipment or the new literature announced in this department will

be furnished without obligation on your part. For quick service, please use this coupon.

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
500 Sansome Street - • San Francisco

Send me descriptive data of the following new equipment or literature as reviewed in

(Identify by name of manufacturer and catalog)

NAME

BUSINESS..

ADDRESS...

used at optimum spark settings in

all types of marine engines.

Texaco Marine White Gasoline

is water-white in color and by rea-

son of its special treatment will re-

main stable for long periods of

time, regardless of whether it is

stored in iron or copper tanks.

Neither tetra-ethyl lead nor inhibi-

tors are needed or used in achieving

the high quality of this product,

which does not contain any material

that is unstable in the presence of

copper and hence will not form

gum in fuel tanks or lines.

A large number of motor boats

in use today are equipped with fuel

tanks, lines, and other parts of the

fuel system made of copper or alloys

containing copper. Copper and its

alloys, as well as some other metals,

are active catalysts which accelerate

gum formation when they are in

contact with ordinary gasolines for

lengthy periods. In tests it was found
that even after six months storage

at summer temperatures in contact

with copper, the new Texaco Ma-
rine White Gasoline developed no
appreciable gum or gum formation

tendencies.

m mm cruising

CHARTS FOR ATEANTIC ANDW
Covering the Atlantic and Gulf

Coasts, the Hudson River and Lake
Champlain waterway, and the Great
Lakes, the new edition of Texaco
Cruising Charts is being distributed

to the boating public.

Each Texaco Chart covers a fair-

ly large area of coastline and en-

ables the yachtsman to see at a

glance his possible cruising grounds,

instead of going to the trouble and
expense of acquiring a great num-
ber of large scale navigation charts.

Principal lights and buoys are

shown. Tide tables, good until De-
cember, 1947, are contained on the

reverse sides of the charts as well as

much current data and larger scale

guides of the principal harbors and
bays.

Refueling points, Texaco of

course, are shown on the faces of

the Charts by red stars, Texaco

Mailports, a service originated by

Texaco Waterways Service in 1935,

are indicated and a complete listing

of Texaco waterfront service sta-

tions is given on the inside cover

of each chart.
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Traditions of the sea, many of them aged-

in-the-wooden sailing vessels, inherently

have their roots in respect for honest

labor, the satisfaction of work well done.

No less do the traditions of a company
such as Getty have their foundation in

the same feelings of pride in worth-

while accomplishment.

The integrity of a man, the reputation of

a company, the soundness of a product,

still have meaning in today's world and

today's market.

For a quarter of a century, Getty has

produced marine hardware for the ships

of America . . . ships of commerce, ships

of pleasure, ships of war. Getty will

continue to achieve the same sincerity

of craftsmanship as it has in the past.

The complete Getty line of fine marine

hardware cannot be shown here, but

you may be assured that the skill of

our men, perfected by years of experi-

ence, will apply to the smallest detail

so that the name of Getty, as always,

will be synonymous with Quality.

H. S.GETTY& CO.

3350 N. 10th St, Phila. 40, Pa.

Representatives

Ralston R. Cunningham Co., Inc. . . 73 Columbia St., Seattle 4, Wash.

George S. Lacy Co 25 Caiitornia St., San Francisco I I, Calif.

526 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, California
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S largest

SHIP

DISMANTLERS
CARGO BOOMS

Steel—New— 10 ton: 49' & 56'6"

WINCHES
10 Ton CLYDE CARGO: 8" x 14" Single Drum

5 Ton HESSE-ERSTED CARGO: 6" t 12" Double Drum

Gasoline powered towing winches two speed with port, star-

board and large center drum.

BLOCKS
New—Snatch: 12" for %" wire line

BOILERS
(Steam generating units complete with auxiliaries and con-

trols)

CYCLOTHERM 125 lbs. working pressure 3000 lbs. per hour.

Compact and automatic.

CLEAVER BROOKS Type O.B.-5M—Capacity, 1800 lb. Steam
per hour at 35 PSI, four pass updraft, fire tube construction.

100 PSI working pressure.

TAILSHAFTS
New unfinished (AP-Z) 163/4" O.D. x 2

1 '9" long.

DIESEL GENERATORS
20 KW 120V DC 30 HP GM 2 cyl. 1200 RPM.

100 KW 3/60/450AC 150 HP GM 3 cyl. 1200 RPM.

200 KW 3/60/450AC 450 HP GM 8 cyl. 1200 RPM.

1200 KW 525V DC 1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL ENGINES
225 HP GM 2100 RPM 6 cyl.

1800 HP Fairbanks-Morse 800 RPM 10 cyl. O.P.

1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL CARGO VESSEL
4100 Gross Tons— L.S.T. Navy Type

Numerous Other Items of

Marine Equipment

ATTRACTIVELY PRICED

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

National Metal & Steel Corp.
Terminal Island, Cal. Depf. F

Los Angeles: NEvada 6-2571

Cable: NACOR
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

A NEW BOOKLET ON FIRE

CHIEF fire-resistant canvas has been

recently published by Wm. E. Hoop-

er and Sons Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa. The booklet describes the

many characteristics of 'Tire Chief
"

treated canvas, including resistance

to fire, water, wear, weather and

mildew. It also shows typical appli-

cations of the product in different

climates, in many industries where

canvas is used. An especially inter-

esting section tells about the many

field and laboratory tests which Fire

Chief canvas undergoes in a con-

tinuous research and development

program.

* # *

LESLIE CO. ENGINEERING
DATA BOOKLET: A recent 12-

page bulletin. No. 467, published

by the Leslie Co., Lyndhurst, N. J.,

manufacturers of pressure and tem-

perature regulators and controllers,

strainers and whistles, is titled "En-

gineering Data and Reference

Tables," which will be an invaluable

aid to the engineer in laying out

piping and associated equipment.

This collection is a compendium of

handy information for calculations

on piping, pumps, heaters, traps,

reducing valves, temperature regu-

lators, pump governors, pressure

controllers and other such equip-

ment.
* * *

BULL & ROBERTS OF NEW
YORK, have published a booklet

called "Chemistry Serves the Marine

Industry." The object of this booklet

is to illustrate some of the ways in

which chemistry does serve the

marine industry and suggest others.

^Jweadauat'terd at the ..J^afoor 1

^
COFFIN PUMPS

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On Deck and Below"
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Since the firm was founded in 1903,

Bull & Roberts have specialized in

applying chemical knowledge to

marine problems, and this booklet

compiles the firm's experience and

that of their staff of technicians.

THIRD DIESEL COHERENCE

The Diesel Engine Manufacturers

Association is holding the third of

its series of marine conferences in

Boston, Mass., on September 12.

Key representatives of marine in-

terests will be invited by the manu-
facturers to spend an informal day

with them on that date at the Copley

Plaza Hotel, to tell their experiences

with diesels and to state explicitly

what their power needs are.

The manufacturers will outline

to shipbuilders, ship operators and

naval architects what they have to

offer in the way of engines for both

propulsion and auxiliary purposes. •

The session will be concluded with

a question and answer period.

Speakers who have been invited

to appear on the program include

W. S. Newell, president of Bath

Iron Works, Bath, Me.; Irwin Usen,

president of Usen Trawling Co.; J.

L. Alphen, president. General Sea

Foods; Frederick B. Craven, man-

ager marine department. Mystic

Steamship Division, Eastern Gas

and Fuel Associates, and vice pres-

ident Boston Towboat Co.; and

Adm. E. L. Cochrane, who at the

time of the meeting will be head

of the Naval Architects School of

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.

Presiding at the meeting will be

E. J. Schwanhausser, vice president

of Worthington Pump and Machin-

ery Corp., and president of Diesel

Engine Manufacturers Association.

The question and answer period will

be conducted by Robert H. Morse,

Jr., vice president and general sales

manager of Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

The first of the series of marine

conferences was held by Diesel En-

gine Manufacturers Association at

San Francisco last November. In

March of this year the second con-

ference took place in New Orleans.

Both sessions attracted large audi-

ences of maritime men, who showed

keen interest in the programs.
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REPAIRS TO WELDED SHIP HDLLS

(Continued from page 46}

changes quickly as at a hatchway or superstructure the

forces produced vary tremendously and tend to con-

centrate at the break. Note that we are talking about a

monolithic structure in which all parts help carry the

load. If, for example, a superstructure were merely rest-

ing on deck, free to move independently, it obviously

would not influence the strength of the ship or cause

any concentration of stress at its ends. A riveted ship's

superstructure does not enter into the structural reaction

nearly so completely as does a welded house.

In this connection it may be interesting to point out

the experience of our company in connection with the

construction of the Cl-B vessels which were built before

the war and the Libertys built at Bethlehem-Fairfieid.

At the time of the basic design on the Cl-B, it was felt

Weeks-Howe-Emersan Co.

SHIP CHANDLERS
^J, MACWHYTE WIRE ROPE
4/ B & L BLOCKS
vj. DEVOE MARINE PAINTS
4' FLAGS
•t WALL ROPE
"I' STELLAR COMPASSES

255 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5

Between Maio and Beale Streets

Phone: EXbrook 2-2681

that the shell or envelope of the structure would tend

to shrink onto the interior structure as it was being

erected which would place this envelope in a condition

of strain. When later longitudinal forces were imposed

on the structure it was felt that perhaps we might get

into difficulties as a result of this initial shrinkage. It

was accordingly determined to rivet the seams of the

shell, a practice which was followed on the Bethlehem

Libertys later on.

There have been but two failures of vessels of this

design. The first the John Sergeant developed a crack

when operating in a heavy sea in loaded condition. The
crack was on the port side in way of accommodation

ladder recess and extended to the riveted seam and riveted

deckhouse connection. The second casualty was on the

Samuel Chase where a butt weld cracked, possibly due

to a faulty weld. In the overall picture of serious frac-

tures, the record of the Bethlehem-Fairfieid Liberties

was exceptionally good, especially when one considers

the large number built.

When we consider the action of a wholly welded struc-

ture or monolithic structure we first encounter the prob-

lem of restraint. When portions of a structure are said

to be in restraint we mean that various elements of the

structure itself prevent movement of other parts which

would tend to relieve or distribute the stress. Here again

an over-simplification may help in visualization.

Let us consider a perfectly round tree trunk, it can

sway in any direction and bends with the wind. It is

indifferent to direction of the wind and resists equally

well in all directions. Now let us visualize a board set

in the ground. It will resist winds in one direction by its

rigidity and will break before bending. A wind at right

angles will bend the board and it will accommodate itself

to a stress in this direction. Thirdly, let us imagine a

(Please turn to next page)
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REPAIRS TO WELDED SHIP HULLS

(Continuation from page 106)

board shed, four-sided and hollow. It will not accommo-

date itself to any stress, but must break or collapse if

the wind blows hard enough. These three states of

structure can be labeled "stick," "panel," and "chunk."

As we biuld a ship we take "stick" like pieces and

make "panels," bulkheads for example, and so tie them

together as to restrict their motion in one direction. Later

we take "panel" like pieces and make "chunks." Then

last of all we assemble "chunks," each rigid in its own

right, into a ships structure. In considering the compli-

cated pieces which form a ship we cannot, of course, say

that any one unit acts purely as a "stick" or "panel" or

"chunk." Actually the action is usually a combination

of these three phases.

The process of assembling "chunks' is at once the

chief advantage of welding and one of its greatest diffi-

culties. If, during this process the members are so joined

as to be free to creep or move in accordance with their

nature, that is "stick-like" or "panel-like,"-—at the mo-

ment of their joining, they will accommodate them-

selves to the strain caused by the welding heat. Careful

dimensional control must be exercised during this proc-

ess so that the panels will fit together without causing

distortion of the "chunk" and without creating the

necessity of forcing the material either together or apart

by violent methods. Again the "chunks" must be accurate

so that they meet exactly and need not be forced into

place.

Most of the Libertys, Victorys, and T-2 tankers were

built with these principles in mind and show no evi-

dence of strain due to assembly. There are, however,

some exceptions where the distortions are all too

apparent.

It is of course obvious that you cannot jack or pry

or in any way force steel out of its natural position

without putting a strain on the members. If, now, in

addition to such a strain, we make a welded joint

exactly at this point, as is usually the case, it must resist

the tendency of the steel to fly back into place. These

stresses are avoidable and should not occur in a well

built vessel.

Aside from these external forces acting on a welded

joint, we have the internal force caused by the heat of

welding and its attendant shrinkage. If the parts can

move they will do so and relieve the stress. If they are

really restrained the metal itself will be severely stressed

and may even fracture. As far as is known, inherent

residual stresses due to welding are unavoidable in prac-

tical weldments. The Board of Investigation previously

mentioned came to the conclusion that in a properly

built ship these so-called locked-in stresses were not a ma-

jor factor. If, however, they have been built into the ship

in combination with the discontinuity of structure and

restraint, they may be a factor, being a local spot so

close to the breaking point that any external force may

be sufficient to cause rupture, particularly if there also

exists at the same spot some welding fault of the nature

previously shown.

The summation of all the internal forces in the ma-

terial itself can be labeled as "stress." The basic relation

of the elements thus discussed is that the bending moment
is the product of the stress by the section modulus.

As a result of experience with wartime built vessels

and a large amount of study which has already been

done, we now feel that in building we can avoid serious

difficulties. We can do this by proper design, avoiding

or reinforcing abrupt changes of section, avoiding sharp

corners, by the use of careful methods of assembly and

proper attention to the sequence of erection. Present

day technique generally involves the use of some riveting

in the larger ships. Last of all, the welding can be per-

formed with proper sequence and with due regard to

workmanship.

(Editors Note: Part II of Mr. Rechtin's article will

deal with solutions of the problem and methods of repair.

It will appear, with many illustrations, in October Pacific

Marine Review.)

TURBIi-ELECTRIC PROPULSION
(Continued from page 54)

peller, this type of braking action is ineffective, as no

generator is capable of producing voltage at standstill.

Dynamic braking cannot therefore be used alone,

as the motor still has to be brought to a standstill, re-

versed, and brought up to its slip speed as an induction

motor before it can be synchronized.

Superimposing both the dynamic braking and plug-

ging torque curves over the propeller torque curve, the

change-over points can be readily visualized. These curves

are shown in Diagram 8.

Propeller Torques During Reversals
A ship's propeller when being driven in the forward

direction must have sufficient slip so that a column of

water is thrown aft. This column of water may be

likened to a jet. The reaction from this jet is imparted

from the propeller through the line shafting and thence

to the thrust bearing, thereby driving the ship in a for-

ward direction. At zero slip, there is no jet and therefore

no thrust.

The slip on a propeller is similar to the slip on an

induction motor where zero slip corresponds to zero

torque.

The actual slip (not the observed slip) on a ship's

propeller when operating at normal rated power and

rpm is approximately 30 per cent for normal efficient

designs. If the power is quickly cut off from the pro-

peller when the ship is moving ahead at 100 per cent

speed, thereby allowing the propeller to turn freely, the

propeller speed will drop to approximately 70 per cent of

its normal speed. Except for the small amount of power

required by the propeller to overcome line shaft friction,

this is the point of zero torque.

The factors which tend to slow down a ship of its own
accord consist of two factors: first, the skin friction, and

second, the wave making resistance. The proportion of

these two components vary widely on different types of

ships. In light high-speed ships the wave making re-

sistance may account for as much as 60 to 70 per cent of

the total resistance. This function is tied in closely with

what is known as the speed length ratio of the ship. Be-

(Please turn to next page)
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TURBIi-ELECTRIC PROPULSION

{Continued from page 108)

low speeds of 10 to 12 knots the wave making resistance

becomes almost nil unless the ship is very short. Ships

which have a high wave making resistance slow down
quite rapidly until they reach a speed where the skin

friction accounts for most all of the total resistance. The

stored energy in the moving hull due to its weight and

velocity must in any case all be absorbed before a ship

can be brought to a standstill.

Ships of heavy tonnage driven at moderate speed, and

especially those with a favorable speed length ratio, slow

down of their own accord less rapidly than a high-speed

ship of low tonnage, primarily because the wave making

resistance is less of a factor, and that their stored energy

is higher.

In slowing down a ship by means of a propeller, a

counter-torque is applied to the propeller which places

the slip on the opposite side of the propeller blades.

Again propeller slip becomes a measure of torque.

To gain immediate possession of a propeller and rotate

it in the reverse direction, when a ship is moving in the

ahead direction driving the propeller as a water turbine,

would require a torque in excess of the breakdown torque

of the propeller. The breakdown torque of a propeller is

attained at the point of cavitation, that is where the

pressure per square inch of surface area exceeds the total

head of water above it.

On single-screw ships the application of counter torque

to a propeller when it is still being driven ahead as a

water turbine by the ship's momentum has a tendency

to keep the water from flowing in behind the hull. The
lowering of the static head of water above the propeller

blades therefore causes the propeller to break into cavita-

tion much more rapidly than if the head of water above

the blades could be sustained.

The action of the propellers on a twin-screw ship is

quite different than on single screw ships. Wing screws

are placed in the open water at the side of the ship where
the flow of water to the propeller is unrestricted. This

maintains the static head of water above the propeller

blades and therefore causes cavitation to take place much
later than on single-screw ships.

The ability of any type of propelling equipment to

gain immediate possession of a propeller, as previously

stated, depends upon the margin of torque that it can

exert over and above the breakdown torque of the pro-

peller. The design problem is to provide enough torque

and heat absorbing capacity, and this involves such ques-

tions as: ( 1 ) the opposing torque and thrust produced

by the propeller during cavitation; and (2) shock to the

equipment, etc. From a scientific point of view the great-

est retarding torque would be produced at a point before

cavitation is reached. Whether this retarding torque is

accomplished by applying maximum torque to the pro-

peller when it is still turning in the forward direction

with negative slip, or is attained by running the propeller

through its point of cavitation, then at some slow speed

in the reverse direction, is of little consequence in the

slowing down of a ship providing the end results are the

same. In either case, the stored energy in the ship due

to its forward momentum must be absorbed before the

ship can be brought to a standstill.

Control Changes on the P-2 Ships

The government specifications covering the P-2 class

of ships called for crash reversal tests at both the normal

rating of 18,000 shp and 120 rpm, and at the maximum
rating of 20,000 shp and 124 rpm. These ships are 610
feet long, have a beam of 75 feet, weigh 21,900 tons and

have a normal rated speed of 21 knots. The propellers

are highly efficient and have an exceedingly high break-

down torque.

In the crash reversal tests which were made on early

ships of this class, the squirrel cage windings on the

motors were subject to overheating because of the pro-

longed and high propeller torques encountered when
used for plugging. The time element involved in slowing

down the ship to a point where the motor torque ex-

ceeded the propeller torque imposed an extremely heavy

duty on these windings. The combination type of dy-

namic braking and plugging control was, therefore, added

to reduce the heating in the motors' squirrel cage wind-

ings.

In all Naval ships, and ships used for Naval auxiliary

purposes, the ability to make crash reversals is of primary

importance. However, ships used for commercial pur-

poses are rarely called upon to undergo this severe type

of operation, except in time of great emergency to avoid

collision. Under normal operating conditions, merchant

ships slow down when entering harbors, maneuver at

slow speeds, and are berthed by means of tugs. Under
these conditions, dynamic braking is not required.

From a strictly engineering point of view, however,

the crash reversal tests on the P-2 ships, when using dy-

namic braking as a means for absorbing the tremendous

amount of stored energy in the moving hull quickly and

thereby reducing its initial high speed quickly, are highly

interesting.

Diagram 9 shows the propeller rpm plotted against

time, when making a crash reversal from a top speed

corresponding to 126 rpm.

The curve is clearly divided into A, B, C, . . . sections

and marginal notes added to explain what takes place

during the propeller cycle from full speed ahead to astern

revolutions.

It will be noted on curve 9 that the rpm of the pro-

peller at the start of the cycle is 126 rpm, and that after

a duration of 12 seconds it has fallen to a value of 86

rpm. The propeller is turning freely at this point with-

out any power applied in either direction. The ratio of

the rpm at zero slip and full speed with power applied is

therefore 86:126 or 0.685 to 1.0. The propeller at zero

slip may be taken as an indication of the full speed of

the ship, disregarding the small diminution in the ship's

speed over a period of 12 seconds. This point is marked

( I ) on the diagram.

A similar point of zero slip is marked ( 2 ) on the chart.

This corresponds to 52 rpm and was attained after a

period of dynamic braking for 30 seconds. The ratio of

the rpm values at zero slip should therefore show the

relative reduction in the ship's speed between these

points. This amounts to 52/86 or 0.605.

If the ship was moving ahead at 21 knots at top speed,

then it was moving ahead at approximately 21 X 0.605

t Please turn to next page)
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TURBINE-ELECTRIC PROPULSION
(Continued from page 110)

or 12.7 knots at the time dynamic braking was discon-

tinued and the control shifted to motor plugging. The
real value of dynamic braking as a means for quickly

slowing down a ship is quite evident from the foregoing

test values. Slowing down a 21,900 ton ship from 21

knots to 12.7 knots in a matter of 46 seconds from the

time signal was received from the bridge and in 30

seconds from the time dynamic braking was applied may
be considered quite a feat in itself.

Diagrams 10 and 1 1, in addition to the propeller rpm,

show shaft torque, line current, line voltage, and gener-

ator field current plotted against time for the same crash

reversal shown on diagram 9.

Change in Operating Procedure on P-2 Ships
The addition of dynamic braking on the P-2 types of

ships naturally required several control changes to pre-

vent an operator from executing a crash reversal by

means of the plugging action of the squirrel cage winding

alone above certain ship speeds.

For ship speeds corresponding to propeller speeds

above 70 rpm, dynamic braking was deemed advisable,

and for ship speeds below this value, unnecessary.

The means employed to safeguard the apparatus con-

sisted of signal lights and an interlock on the reversing

lever which prevents its operation at propeller speeds

above 70 rpm. The signal lights consist of a red light

which shows as long as the reverse lever remains in the

locked position, and a green light which lights up when
the interlock automatically releases.

To complete operation for a crash reversal from a ship

speed above that corresponding to 70 rpm is as follows:

1. Move turbine speed lever to maneuvering position. 2.

Move field lever to ojl position. 3. Move reversing lever

to ojf position. The above operations entirely cut off the

power supply to the propelling motor. 4. Close dynamic
braking switch. Dynamic braking continues until red

light goes off and green light comes on. 5. Move re-

verse lever to reverse position. 6. Move field lever to

position one and maintain in this position until motor
has reversed and attained its slip speed as an induction

motor. This is indicated when the line current has de-

creased to a steady value. 7. Move field lever to position

two. This applies field current to the motor quickly

briging it into synchronism. 8. Move field lever to posi-

tion three. This action restores normal excitation on the

generator field. 9. Move turbine speed lever to give de-

sired revolutions astern.

The operating procedure is shown graphically in Dia-

gram 1 1

.

Excitation System on the P-2 Ships
Under normal operating conditions each main gen-

erator supplies current to an individual propelling motor.

Cross-over connections are provided, however, which
permit both propelling motors to be operated at reduced

powers from either main generator.

One exciter generator and one booster exciter normally

supplies the field current for one generator and one
motor. The rating of the exciter generator is 200 kw,

three wire, 120 240 volts, and the rating of the booster

exciter 50 kw.

Under normal operating conditions the generator field
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excitation is supplied at 120 volt from one side of the

line to neutral, and the motor field excitation at 120 volt

from the other side of the line to neutral. Both of these

excitation circuits are adjusted manually by means of

field rheostats for current values recommended in the

manufacturers instructions.

The booster exciter is connected in one leg of the

generator field circuit. Under normal operating condi-

tions this booster exciter runs freely without field ex-

citation. The field of the booster exciter is controlled

automatically by means of a voltage regulator which ap-

plies field only in case of a drop in line voltage, which

results from heavy current demands caused by rudder

movement and heavy seas.

The booster exciter-voltage regular combination as-

sures that constant voltage per cycle will be maintained

irrespective of the current demands, thereby preventing

the motor from dropping out of step at all times.

Diagram 13 shows graphically the test results of the

full power steering tests on the P-2 vessels. Shaft torque,

generator field amperes, propeller rpm, rudder position,

line amperes, and line volts are plotted against time and

the regulator action during peak torque periods is indi-

cated by the increase in the generator field current. The
drop in line voltage and increase in line current during

these high torque periods is also readily seen on Diagram

13.

Temporary Overexcitation of Generator

Field During Maneuvering
When operating on the squirrel cage winding, which

occurs when accelerating the motor from rest, and also

when gaining possession of the propeller from reverse

rotation, overexcitation of the generator field becomes

necessary. This temporary overexcitation amounts to ap-

proximately 300 per cent normal current. This over-

excitation is accomplished by connecting the generator

field across the 240 volt bus of the three-wire generator

and applying full field to the booster exciter. The con-

nections for this overexcitation are made when the field

lever is moved to position one, and restored to normal

when the field lever is moved to position three. This

overexcitation can be seen graphically on Diagram 11.

Conclusion
The addition of dynamic braking and voltage regula-

tors on these electric drive ships and the complete tests

that were made was one of the more interesting develop-

ments of marine engineering during the World War II

period.

"THE STORY of a STRIKE"
The Fall of 1946 involved a series of shipping strikes

on the Pacific Coast that reached out and touched count-

less numbers of peoples in all walks of life. Millions of

dollars in revenues and wages were lost. Critical plans of

management affecting the future of the American Mer-

chant Marine were delayed, if not seriously impaired.

In view of the impact of these strikes on the Pacific

Coast and national economy, it was felt that the full

story should be documented.

This book, put out by the Pacific American Shipown-

ers' Association and Waterfront Employers' Association

of the Pacific Coast, is the story of that strike, from

October 1 to November 23, 1946, that paralyzed the

shipping industry.
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XXXX NICKEL BABBITT

ends all worry about bearing break-downs. Tin-base, fine-

grained, dense structure protects bearings difficult to

lubricate. Has high ductility, excellent running-in qualities.

A vital ships-store item!

W METALS DIVISION .

AMERICAN SMELTING and REFINING COMPANY

J SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

PORTLAND • SEATTLE • SALT LAKE • EL PASO • BUTTE

GRACE LINE
"SANTA FLEET"

RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANT.4 ADELA
S. S. SANTA FLAVIA
S. S. SANTA JUANA
S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fast freight vessels, three equipped with re-

frigerator space, and limited passenger accommodations,

together with modern chartered tonnage, will supply

frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and

Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Peru Bolivia Chile

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
White Building 2 Pine Street S23 W. Sixth

SEneca4300 SUtter 1-3800 Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER PORTLAND
991 Hastings St., W. Board of Trade Bldg.

PAcific 7271 ATwater 8508

Examine it FREE

The HOW. WHY and
WHAT-TO-DO

on all your ship's

electrical equipment

Every Piece
Clearly Explained

Whenever you need clear, com-
plete instruction on any of the
electric motors, circuits, cables,
switches, control boards, meters,
instruments, or other \ital elec-

trical equipment on your ship,
turn to PR.\CnCAL MARINE
ELECnyCITV' by LcCount and
Dusenbery. This book gives you
the aJI-round knowledge of all

such equipment ttiat will be
most helpful to you aboard ship.

Many Useful Diagrams

There are over 150 large clear
diagrams, charts, tables, and pho-
tographs of equipment in tliis

book, including wiring diagrams
for all important circuits and
pieces of equipment.
The whole book, wTitten in clear
simple language by practical ship-
yard men, contains just what the
marine electrician wants to know.
PRACTICAL MARINE ELEC-
TRIOTi' will be a handbook of

quickly permanent

How It Works;
How To Fix If

This book shows just how to in-

stall, operate and maintain each
piece of electrical equipment, and,
in addition, explains the elec-
trical principles of each. It gives
you all the knowledge vou need
to forestall trouble (

locate its cause; to install new price is only #3.50. C^der your
equipment or make replacements, copy today.

For an on-approval copy fo examine free of charge

for 10 days, write to Dept. M2 of

The Macmrllan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York I I

GENERAL MACHINE
and REPAIR WORK

Representatives for

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(TODD OIL BURNERS)

coiumiiiH

niHCHinE

mORKS
L K. Siversen, Owner

THornw
3 \Zf BERKELEY. CALIF. JH-^tt.
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REDESIGN FOR POSMR TRUVEL

(Continued from page 64)

which represents a major sphere of the American Presi-

dent Lines' global service.

The walls are curved in slightly to mark the transition

from the public space to the semi-private consultation

area, and this area is carpeted in cool green with walls

of rift-oak Flexwood. The right wall is zig-zagged, and

attached to the wider sides of the angles are three spe-

cially designed consultation desks, equipped with storage

space for all necessary literature. This arrangement gives

an effect of privacy for each group seated around the

desks.

Opposite these desks is the main stairway connecting

the first and second floors. This is an interesting free-

standing flight executed in dark green terrazzo, the steps

set at a slight angle to the wall. The railing consists of

steel tubes extending from steps to ceiling. As this stair

appears to be supported only at top and bottom, open

underneath, it does not diminish the apparent floor

space of what is, after all, a small room. In the wall at

the foot of the stairs a series of brilliant Kodachrome
transparencies are set in circular steel frames, simulating

portholes.

On the second floor are private offices, secretaries'

room, toilet facilities, and two private consultation rooms
which can be thrown together to make a fairly spacious

projection room for showing of travel films. Ceilings

in this area are cocoa brown, with walls of light-yellow

plaster or rift-oak Flexwood. There are file and storage

rooms at the rear of both floors, with a private utility

stairs connecting them.
(Pan II of this article, on the San Francisco and New York offices will

appear in our Oaober issue.)

m BETHLEHEM STORES

With a gala Open House, Bethlehem Supply Company
of California announced the opening of their newest field

store. This new store, known as the Wilmington field

store, is located at 1605 Santa Fe Avenue, in Long Beach,

and will serve the drilling and refining phases of the

petroleum industry in the harbor area.

The opening of this new store follows by only two
months the opening of the greatly enlarged and modern
Bakersfield store where a "highly successful " open house

was held in late May. Leading drillers, refiners, and in-

dustry representatives of the San Joaquin Valley were
present.

This expansion of facilities to better serve the petro-

leum industry in California is a part of the expression of

confidence of the company, now in its 25th year, in the

future of the industry locally. In the past, when new
fields were discovered and developed, the company, then

known as Petroleum Equipment Company, was among
the first to establish new stores. Today, with the new
Wilmington field store, Bethlehem Supply Company
operates 10 field stores located in the major California oil

fields in addition to offices and warehouses in Los Angeles

and San Francisco.

Effective August 1, J. R. B. Freeman, formerly Re-

finery Sales Representative in Los Angeles for Bethlehem

Supply Company of California, has been appointed

district manager of the San Francisco area. W. H.

Weitzel will continue as manager of the San Francisco

store. The new position has been created to further

improve Bethlehem Supply service in the Bay Area.

In Los Angeles, R. B. Trimble will take over J. R. B.

Freeman's activities under the direction of H. E. Chap-

man in Refinery Sales; R. A. Casson, in addition to his

duties in the sale of pumping units, will take over R.

B. Trimble's work in the sale of sucker rods and wire

rope.

"BELIEVE IT OR MY
Norman Proffitt of Pacific Sales

and Equipment Company in San

Francisco, tells this "Believe it or

not" telephorte conversation:

"Aetna Marine Corporation,"

voice says.

"Yes, may we help you?
"'

"Where can I go to sign up for

a ship? " voice asks.

"I wonder if you have the right

number—Lm afraid I can't give you

that information."

"'Well, I didn"t know where to go.

Im a sailor in San Francisco for the

first time, and I looked in the Classi-

fied Section and you are listed as

Shipjoiners!"

A small portion of the crowd enioying the

"Open House" at the new Wilmington field

store of Bethlehem Supply Company of Cali-

Exterior view of the new Wilmington field stor4

located at U05 Santa Fe Avenue, Long Seac

This store will serve the production and refinir

activities !n the harbor area.
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MORE FAMOUS PACIFIC COAST

Aiude^zoki
Following its growth and achievements in war, the American

Merchant Marine is now leading the world in the tremendous

tasks of rebuilding. Among these leaders in trade and com-

merce are the organizations represented by these house flags,

third in a series of Pacific Coast shipping companies. These

firms, and maritime interests around the world, depend on
General Petroleum, and other Socony -Vacuum Companies,

for Gargoyle Marine Oils, and helpful lubrication service.

AMERICAN MAIL LINE

rhis flag's basic design was introduced by the late A. F. Haines, vice-

president of the Admiral Oriental Line, predecessor to American Mail.

It replaced the maltese cross of the original Admiral Line flag and is

now well known as the stack insignia of American Mail Line vessels.

COASTWISE LINE

Blue for the Pacific, and white for the familiar breakers on its coast-

wise route mark the house flag of the Coastwise Line. Like many
other noted house flags, this design was chosen for its simplicity, and

is now flying on Coastwise ships between Los Angeles and Seattle.

SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON OVERSEAS CORPORATION
For forty- five years the S & C flag has been identified with offshore,

coastwise and inter-coastal services of Sudden & Christenson,

of San Francisco. The blue and white design, with its red border, was

one of the first flown in inter- coastal service, long before the building

of the Panama Canal.

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO., INC.

On its own fleet of tankers, and on marine service stations in virtually

every part of the world, the Flying Red Horse of Socony-Vacuum

and General Petroleum is closely associated with outstanding service

»nd petroleum products. Deep water ships, coastal fishing vessels and

all types of commercial and pleasure craft depend on Gargoyle Marine

Oils and Lubricants. Obtainable in more than three hundred ports.

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
{k Socon)^- Vocuum Company^

AMERICAN MAIL LINE

c

COASTWISE LINE

Sac
SUDDEN & CHRISTENSON

OVERSEAS CORPORATION

ARGOYLE
MARINE OILS AND ENGINEERING SERVICE

GENERAL PETROLEUM
CORPORATION



"Chuck" Di Leiio

stacking bales of

fiber in the Tubbs

warehouse.

From the time you enter the fiber

warehouses in the Tubbs mills (above)

to the time when you see the great

coils of finished rope ready for ship-

ment — you are conscious of two

things —
A fine product being formed during its every stage of manufacture.

MEN who contribute their seasoned "know how" to assure that the finished rope will measure up to

most exacting standards.

It is this combination of MEN and ROPE that for nearly a century has made the Tubbs trademark stand

for — not just another product — but the qualify leader in its field.

Specify Tubbs Extra Superior Manila to your supplier for a rope easier to handle aboard ship, water

and rot resistant, stronger and more dependable— in short — the outstanding rope value in the

marine field.

Reduce rope cosh with SUPERCORE Manila Rope.

Available in sizes 6" circ. and larger.

• SUPERCORE lasts longer! • SUPERCORE is tougher!

• SUPERCORE is stronger! • SUPERCORE cosfs less!

These are the advantages that make SUPERCORE today's most

economical rope buy.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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It's a long haul from Charleston to Manila

Bay—12,500 grueling, hazardous, miles! That's

the task of the tug Edward M. Grimm, with four

converted mine s^veepers in tandem behind her

—a four months voyage that is perhaps the

toughest ocean haul ever attempted.

For this herculean task o rope was needed. A tough, sinewy

hawser that could be depended upon to resist the lashing stroin

of wind and sea while a powerful tug growled on, hauling a

tow of 3000 feet.

The choice? Ten-inch Columbian Tope-Marked Pure Manila,

In 90 fathom lengths I

Here is a rope, which like oil Columbian Tope-Marked Pure

Manila, is manufactured from only the choicest manila fibre. It

hot been proved in service, year in, year out, under all con-

ditions. Where service conditions demand the best, it's Columbian

Tope-Marked Pure Manila, with the Red, While and Blue sur-

foce markers.

There is no better rope.

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST. AUBURN, N. Y.

^^r\

uui PURE
MANILA ROPE
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[m LOOK AHBD

THE SHIPS OF EXTREME ANTIQUITY were probably the raft and the hollowed log.

Propulsion was by poles, then paddles and oars, then sail. We have come a long way

since then, but, as a fellow we know says frequently, "not recently."

There is a fine record of progress during the war, as is usual in wars, and there are

fine advancements in machinery and other parts of vessels and vessel facilities, but there is a

lack of general acceptance of improvements by the whole industry. Individual shipowners

seem to be unduly slow in adopting new features and lean to the traditional rather than to

the new. It took upwards of a thousand years to get the sailing ship perfected just as steam

propulsion began to cut away its prestige, while during the last century we have seen low and

high pressure boilers, the turbine, the geared turbine, the electric drive, and the diesel.

There are many who claim that an alert industry ready and anxious to adopt evolution-

ary architecture, the most efficient of propulsion, adjustable pitch propellers, mechanical cargo

handling, reduced pier transfers, and sea-air combinations could permanently dominate world

sea traffic. One or another of these would increase efficiency on certain routes and the in-

dustry as a whole would get a lift.

But "the industry" is a term that many do not analyze. It includes not only ship opera-

tors, but shipbuilders; not only capital investment, but labor; not only shippers, but insurers;

not only manufacturers, but government. And the Army and Navy. All of these and more!

Their planning should be comprehensive and for the benefit of all. There are those in the

industry who can bring this about.

Europe is bouncing back into a major place in shipping and we may not even be able

to hold our share of cargo even when we donate it—in one form or another. And Europe

is getting the types of ships best suited to the routes. In this respect at least Europe is look-

ing ahead. Are we?

As this is being written, and one group of reports tells of new diesel vessels out of

Britain, Sweeden, Norway, Italy, etc.; another set of figures shows two-thirds of the vessels

entering San Francisco harbor on this date to be diesel, and a tabulation of 22 of the world's

largest ships shows one-third of them diesel. But none of the above are American. We get

to wondering about diesels, and while we wonder the announcement comes of successful trials

of a gas turbine vessel in England. The Maritime Commission has been monkeying with a

similar project for years, but successful trials are not yet in sight. Are we really looking ahead?

LET'S LOOK AHEAD!
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TOWBOAT FOR THE
PORT OF

PORTLAND,
OREGON

The old Steamer Port-

land (in the back-

ground) and the new

Steamer Portland,

Just after launching.

7<^ Steam&i

THE NEW ALL-STEEL HULL stern-wheel tow-

boat Portland was delivered by her builders,

Northwest Marine Iron Works, to the Port of

Portland on August 29- She will be used for tow-

ing big ships on the Columbia and Willamette

Rivers.

This vessel has been built to replace the old wood
hulled vessel of the same name, for many years a familiar

feature of the Portland waterfront. The new Portland

has a welded steel hull and main deckhouse, with a wood
superstructure housing the cabins, texas, and pilothouse.

The vessel's primary function is to handle seagoing

vessels in and about the Portland area waterfront, par-

ticularly through the bridges spanning the Willamette

River. It also operates on the Columbia River towing

vessels to and from Vancouver, Washington, and other

Columbia River ports as far west as Astoria, Oregon.

A great deal of thought and consideration was given

to the type and design of the vessel in view of its spe-

cialized service, which during flood conditions in the

two rivers on which it operates, requires great flex-

OCrOBER • 1947

ability and power to handle large ocean vessels. Ex-

perienced river pilots were firm in their insistence that

a steam-operated paddle-wheel t)'pe was the most de-

sirable and their recommendations were followed by the

Port of Portland Commission.

The preliminary design was by Guy Thayer of the

Commission, under the direction of James Healy, the

Port's chief engineer.

The vessel has been built under the rules and regula-

tions of the U. S. Coast Guard (Matine Inspection

Service), and the American Bureau of Shipping. The

classification assigned is *A-1 River Towing Service,

*AMS.

Hull

The hull is of all welded steel construction, butt

welded. It is transversely framed forward from frames

to 19, and longitudinally framed from frames 19 to 93.

The keel plate is -^8"x60" and extends full length of

the vessel aft of frame 7. There is a forged steel forefoot

lV2"x6V2" in section. The transom is of 5/16 plate

with 4"x3"x5/l6" angle stiffeners. The transverse

Page 35



At the "Portland" keellaymq ceremony at Gunderson Bros, plant, who were subcontractors for steel fabrica

to right: Mrs. Ray Peterson, Joseph Grebe, Mrs. William Zavin, Mrs. Carl Donaugh, Harry Mendenhall, Mr

James Healey, chief engineer. Port of Portland; John Doyle, secretary-manager. Port of Portland; Homer Sha'

land; Fred Peterson, commissioner, City of Portland; Al Gunderson, vice president, Gunderson Bros.; Dan

superintendent, Gunderson Bros.

ion. on February 3, IM7. Left

. Damon Trout. Carl Donauqh,

Br. commissioner, Port of Port-

on Trout. Tom Larson, general

framing is of 4"x3"xl4" angles and the longitudinal

frames are of 4"x3"x5/l6" angles on 21" centers.

Longitudinal girders are of 5/16" flanged plate and

are located 7 ft. and 14 ft. off center, port and starboard.

Bilge stringers are 5"x3"x5/l6" angle.

Deck beams are 4"x3" angle and deck stringers 6",

10.5 lb. channel.

W. T. and/or O. T. bulkheads are located at frames

8, 19, 43, 53, 54, 63, 73 and 85. Bulkheads are of 5/16"

and V4" plate with 3"x2" angle stiffeners in 24"

centers.

Fuel oil tanks are located between frames 8-19 and

43-53, feed water tanks between frames 54-63. Two
independent potable water tanks are located in the

wings, port and starboard.

Shell plating is of 5/16" steel with a Ys" plate sheer

strake, all butt welded.

Deck plating is I4", butt welded.

Two longitudinal trusses are located above the main

deck extending from frame 19 aft to the stern wheel

support. These trusses are built up of 8" H-beams and

6"x4" angles.

The engine girders are of V2" plate and extend from

the shell bottom to above the main deck and from

frame 73 to the fantail girder.

12" channels from the gunnel strake and are fitted

with 4"xl2" inside guard timbers faced with 4"xl2"

oak. A split pipe fender is provided 4 feet below the

shear line.

DECKHOUSE: the main deckhouse extends from

frame 19 to the transom and is an open area housing

the boilers, main propulsion engines, auxiliaries, etc.

Storerooms and washrooms are provided.

Walls are of 3/l6"x5 lb. plating, overhead of 5 lb.

plate. Two 5'6"x8'6" steel sliding doors are located on

the forward end and two 8'6"x8'6" amidships port and

starboard.

CABIN DECKHOUSE: the cabin deckhouse, extending

from frame 19Vi to 73Vi is of tongue and groove wood

construction. This cabin houses the berthing, messing

and lounging quarters for the crew. A lounge space is

located at the forward end fitted with tables, settees, etc.

Aft of this space are staterooms for thirteen persons in

single and double spaces each fitted with steel lockers,

washbasins, built-in bunks. Washroom, bath and toilet

facilities are also in this cabin. Aft of the berthing space

is the mess, seating 16 persons at two tables. The galley

is located aft of the mess and is fully equipped with all

necessary facilities, including oil burning range, stainless

steel sinks and dressers.

In separate houses aft of the galley are located the

refrigerator and ice-storage space and the galley dry

storeroom.

All interior spaces are covered with battleship lino-

leum.

TEXAS DECKHOUSE: the Texas deckhouse con-

tains berthing space for the Captain, Mate, Pilot and

a spare. The exterior deck is of T & G construction

covered with canvas, interior deck covering of linoleum.

PILOTHOUSE: the pilothouse is located above the

inches

inches

inches

iaches

01/. inches

1 inch

9 inches

^ inches

6 inches

The vessel has the following characteristics:

Length, stern to transom 186 ft..

Length, overall 219 ft..

Breadth, molded 42 ft.,

Depth, molded, at shear line 9 ft.,

Shear, forward 3 ft..

Shear, at transom 2 ft..

Camber ft.,

Designed mean draft, light 5 ft.,

Designed mean draft, full load 5 ft..

Gross tonnage 928 tons

Net tonnage 733 tons

Fuel Oil Capacity 133 tons

Feed water capacity 80 tons

Potable water capacity' 2 tons

Texas deckhouse and is approximately 1 1 feet x 1 3 feet.

In it are located the hand and power steering wheels,

engine room telegraph, bell-pulls, chart table and navi-
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gating equipment. FuU vision is provided on all four

sides of the pilothouse by large windows.

Machinery
STEAM PLANT: There are two oil-fired, cross drum

type, sectional header, Babcock and Wilcox boilers, each

having a steam capacity of 22,000 lbs. hr. at 250 psi

using feed water supplied at 200 deg. F. Each boiler is

fitted with three Babcock and Wilcox Decagon C.D.D.F.

straight mechanical atomizing oil burners. Each boiler

is equipped with Diamond soot blowers and L. J. Wing
turbo-blowers for induced draft. A Reliance "Eye-Hye"

remote reading water level indicator is provided for

each boiler aft at the engineer's station.

A unit-type fuel oil plant is located on the boiler fiat

consisting of 2 Worthington Duplex pumps, Coen-

Multifilm heaters and twin suction and discharge strainers.

Full transfer is provided between oil tanks and each

tank is equipped with a "Levelometer " remote reading

gage.

Below: Left to riglit: Earl Riley, mayor, City of Portland; Ivirs.

William Zavin, sponsor and daughter of Joseph Grebe, president.
Northwest Marine Iron Works, (standing next to her); Mrs. Ray
Peterson, matron of honor, and daughter of Joseph Grebe; and

E. F. Doyle, vice president. Port of Portland Commission.

Above: Left »o right: Mrs G
local

Mr H. R. Mendenhall
of Northwest Ma
assistant secretary-treasur
Damon Trout, wife of the
land, Mrs. Ray Peterson,
sponsor, and Joseph Gr

dell, wife of the assistant

on. Maintenance » Repair
of the secretary-treasurer

>rl<s: Mrs. R. E. Fatherree, wife of the
Northwest Marine Iron Works; Mrs.
esident of Marine Electric Co., Port-

itron of honor, Mrs. William Za.in,

,
president. Northwest Marine Iron

Works.

Harry Mendenhall, sec.

retary and treasurer.

Northwest Marine Iron

Works, making address

at launching of Steam-

er Portland, May 24.

I»47.

Feed water is supplied by two horizontal end-packed

pot valve plunger type duplex pumps, drawing water

from the feed tanks or direct from the river. Three

Renauld heaters are provided each having a capacity of

22,000 lbs. hr. at 200 deg. F. Steam to the heaters is

provided from by-passed exhaust lines of the main and

auxiliary systems. Each boiler is fitted with a Copes
feedwater system and each pump has a Copes regulator.

Main Engines

The propelling machinery consists of two sets of

single cylinder, horizontal, non-condensing, reversing

steam engines, operating at 235 psi. The engines are

located aft in the main deck and drive two steel pitmans

connected to the paddle wheel. The engines were de-

signed and built by the Northwest Marine Iron Works.

Each cylinder has a bore of 26" and a stroke of 108".

Valves are of the piston type and are adjustable as to

points of admission, exhaust, compression and cut-oflf.

The cut-off valve is variable over the range from one-

quarter to full stroke. The valves are operated through

eccentrics located inside the deckhouse and driven by

an arm actuated by the pitmans. Link reversing gear

is used.

Pitmans are of welded steel, box-girder design, fitted

with forged steel ends and u-straps. Bearings are of cast

bronze fitted with taper keys. Each pitman is 36 feet

long with a crosshead bearing 7" diameter and a crank

bearing 9" diameter.

All operating levers are conveniently banked at the

engineers station and consist of the main throttle,

manual cut-off, manual reverse and power reverse. The
power reverse is a single cylinder steam ram fitted with

a compensating valve gear. All tumbler shafts are located

below the main deck.

The main throttle valve is of the semi-rotary type

fitted with a pilot valve.

The crankshaft is of forged alloy steel, hollow bored,

15'/^" diameter 30'6" long. Forged steel cranks having

a 54" throw are located at each end fitted with nickel
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steel shrunk in pins. Five wheel hubs are located in the

shaft, each 6 ft. diameter. The shaft operates in two

large pillow blocks located on the engine girders.

The paddle wheel is of wood construction 25 ft. diame-

ter, 26 ft. wide. There are 20 buckets each 3 ft. wide.

Auxiliary Machinery

The vessel is equipped with a Markey twin cylinder

drum type steering engine with pilothouse control actu-

ating the rudders through an 80 degree arc. There are

four main rudders and three monkey rudders connected

to the steering engine through a system of connecting

links, quadrant, and wire rope. Rudders are of wood
construction, balanced, and are mounted of forged steel

stocks with provision to ship or unship without docking.

A six foot auxiliary steering wheel is located in the

pilothouse.

Four double drum friction operated reversing steam

winches are provided for handling lines. Two are located

on the open forward main deck and two amidships in

the main deckhouse. Winch cylinders are 7"xl2" with

piston valves and fitted with a reversing valve. Each

drum has a capacity of 1475 feet of %" wire rope

with a designed line puU of 20,000 lbs. Each winch is

provided with a heavy duty full swiveling fairlead

mounted on a separate foundation. Winches and fair-

leads were designed and built by the Northwest Marine

Iron Works.

A fire and general service pump is located on the

main deck and hydrants and hose connections in the

main, cabin, and texas decks. This pump is connected

to draw water from the bilge or aft sea well, and to

discharge overboard, to the fire lines, or to the feed

water tanks.

A potable water pump is located in the main deck,

drawing water from the tanks and discharging through

both hot and cold water lines to the galley, staterooms,

bath and washrooms.

A sanitary pump is provided to draw water from the

aft sea well and discharge to the sanitary system. All

pumps are equipped with governors.

Steam syphons are located in each hull compartment.

Steam smothering lines are located in the hull lamp
and oil lockers.

A fifty gallon hot water tank is installed, steam heated

with thermostate control.

Electrical Systems
Power is provided by a steam engine driven generator,

direct current, self-excited, two-wire compound wound
120 volt 15 kw capacity.

A dead-front switchboard is provided mounting all

the necessary busses, controls, etc., and is arranged to

utilize ac current from shore when tied up. A standby

generator, steam-driven turbine type, is also installed

to provide current for the engine room telegraph and

some lights in the event of the main plant being shut

down. Four panelboards are located throughout for cur-

rent distribution.

A 1000 watt pilothouse controlled searchlight is

mounted on the pilothouse roof and four large flood

lights are located on the cabin deck fore and aft.

The fire alarm system is of the electric bell type.

Sound powered telephones are located in the pilot-

house, the boiler room, and at the engineers station.

A repeat-back electrically operated engine room tele-

graph is provided; also a trip gong and jingle bell

system.

Miscellaneous

The vessel is equipped with a life boat and a work
boat both hung on davits and mounted in cradles on
the cabin deck aft.

All necessary navigational and safety equipment is

provided, including clocks, 8" compass, fog bell and

horn, anchor, firehose, life buoys, etc.

Following is a list of the principal items of equip-

ment or services and the companies which were repre-

sented:

Hull design, W. C. Nickum and Sons, Seattle, Washington.
Machinery design, Sam H. Shaver, consultant.

Steel fabricators, Gunderson Bros. Engineering Corp., Port-

land, Oregon.

Boilers, soot blowers, turbo-blowers. Copes feedwater sys-

tem, Reliance "Eye-Hye" system: by C. C. Moore and
Co., representing Babcock and Wilcox.

Steering engine, Markey Machinery Co., Seattle, Washington.
Clocks and compass, Frank H. Parks, Portland, Oregon.
Fire extinguishers, axes, etc., AAAA Fire Extinguisher Serv-

ice, Portland, Oregon.

Interior deck coverings, Portland Linoleum Co., Portland,

Oregon.

Plumbing fixtures, lavatories, hot water tank, etc., Con-
solidated Supply Co., and Peerless Pacific Co., Portland,

Oregon.

Main feed pumps, fire pump, sanitary pump and potable

water pump, Brod and McClung, representing Dean Bros.

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Deck winch cylinder assemblies, Helser Machine and Marine
Works, Portland, Oregon, representing American Hoist

and Derrick Co.

Canvas deck covering, Hirsch-Weis Canvas Products Co.,

Portland, Oregon.

Furniture and cabinet work, Nicolai-Neppach Co. and West-
ern Door and Plywood Co., Portland, Oregon.

Feed water heaters, W. G. Ballantyne Co., representing the

Renauld Company of Los Angeles, California.

Fuel oil plant, V. S. Jenkins Co., Seattle, Washington.

Hardware and miscellaneous, Marshall-Wells, Woodbury Co.,

and J. E. Haseltine Company, Portland, Oregon.

Convector radiators and fittings. Consolidated Supply Co.,

Portland, Oregon.

Oil and water tank gages, Liquidometer Corp.

Main engine castings, Western Foundry Co., Western Steel

Casting Co., Central Brass Foundry Co., Portland, Oregon.

Main engine forgings, Ray Sraythe representing Heppenstal

Co., and Monarch Forge and Machine Works, Ponland,

Oregon.

Piston rings, Ray Smythe, representing Koppers Co.

Alloy steels. Pacific Machinery and Tool Steel Co., Port-

land, Oregon.

Metallic steam packing, W. J. Robbins, Portland, Oregon.

Pipe bending, Albina Pipe Bending Co., Portland, Oregon.

Steam separator, Brod and McClung, representing Swarthout

Co.
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Steam syphon and injectors, Brod and McClung, representing
Schutte and Koerting.

Desks and chairs. Smith Bros, office outfitters, Portland,

Oregon.

Navigational equipment and marine supplies, Beebe and
Company, and Marden and Hagist, Portland, Oregon.

Lumber, Duyer Lumber Co., Aaron Bros, planing mills and
Enterprise planing mills, Portland, Oregon.

Paints, W. P. Fuller & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Turbo-generator, M. F. Brady Equipment Co., representing

Pj'le-National Company.
Packing, Garlock Packing Co., and Anchor Packing Co.
Life and work boats, Tregoning Co., Seattle, Washington.
Rudder stock forgings, Isaacson Iron Works, Seattle, Wash-

ington and Monarch Forge and Machine Works, Port-

land, Oregon.

Fire hose, Goodyear Rubber and Asbestos Co., Portland,
Oregon.

The steamer Portland, built

by the Northwest Marine

Iron Works, was recently

delivered to its owners, the

Port of Portland Comnnis-

sion. She will be used for

shifting large sea vessels in

and about the Portland
area waterfront, particular-

ly through the bridges
spanning the Willamette

River. She will also operate

on the Columbia River tow-

ing vessels to and from

Vancouver. Washington.

Electrical installation, steam generator, engine room tele-

graph, switchboard, panelboards, searchlight, lighting fix-

tures, etc.. Marine Electric Co., Portland, Oregon.

Insulation and pipe covering, Asbestos Supply Co., Portland,

Oregon.

Wire rope, J. A. Roebling & Sons, Portland, Oregon.

The following is the chronological record of vessel's

construction:

Start of plan preparation September 4, 1946
Start of loft work Oaober 1, 1946
Start of shop fabrication November 17, 1946
Keel laid February 3, 1947

Launching May 24, 1947

Builders trial August 15, 1947

Official trial August 23, 1947

Delivery August 29, 1947

\ SHIP

A group of G.I.'s from the Photographic

Center of the U. S. Signal Corps in Long
Island City, go to unusual lengths to ac-

quire interesting shots of activities at the

Todd Shipyards Corporation Brooklyn Di-

vision. This was their interesting assign-

ment as part of their 17 weeks course at

the Signal Corps School of Photography,

and it is apparent the boys are at home
with their news cameras. The two upper

figures on the ladder of a 34-ton crane, are

ex-Navy men which explains their striking

poses. In command of the unit is Captain

Herbert M. Ware, of Boston, Mass.

Photo by Tndd official photographer
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SHIP SALES ACT
By Vice Admiral WILLIAM W. SMITH, USN, Ret.

Chairman, United States Maritime Commission

( There has been some misinformation in circulation

regarding the progress of the Maritime Commission
under the Ship Sales Act. Admiral Smith's report, pre-

pared for Pacific Marine Review, outlines the results

to date. ED.)

THROUGH ITS ADMINISTRATION of the Mer-

chant Ship Sales Act of 1946 the Maritime Commis-
sion is effecting an important step toward realization of

the objectives of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936
for a well-balanced American Merchant Marine under

private ownership and operation. Transfer of vessels of

the war fleet to private hands represents much more
than the mere disposal of surplus government property.

It represents an effort on the part of the government

to place American flag services in a strong postwar com-

petitive position in offshore trades by supplying our

operators with the finest ships available from the war-

built tonnage.

Neither the Maritime Commission nor anyone familiar

with our national maritime requirements believes, of

course, that the American Merchant Marine can exist

in the future with vessels it can glean from an already

well-picked-over residue of aging wartime bottoms. We
don't expect our other industries to carry on from year

to year without replacements and modernization of their

plants; nor, from the national defense standpoint, do

we expect the Army, the Navy or the Air Forces to

equip themselves with the leftovers from a previous

war.

The Merchant Marine, which is both an industr)' and

an arm of our national defense structure, must also have

replacements which will keep it modern and strong.

That was the original intent of the Merchant Marine Act

of 1936: to provide American flag services with the

quality and the types of vessels required to enable them

to compete with foreign flag services, and to eliminate

the disabling consequences of the dr)' rot of obsolescence.

To this end the Maritime Commission has placed strong

recommendations before the President's Advisory Com-
mittee on the Merchant Marine for a long range pro-

gram of new construction and betterments, endeavoring

to initiate anew a building schedule for rehabilitation

of the Merchant Marine such as that started in 1937,

which was submerged in 1939 by the mass production

requirements of the war.

It is sincerely hoped by the Commission that a long

range building program will receive early approval to

meet not only the needs of the Merchant Marine but

also the needs of our American shipbuilding industry

which now is threatened with practical extinction. But

in the meantime our shipping requirements have been

well met through the program for disposal of the war-

built fleet during the immediate postwar period. The
result has been that, in the offshore cargo field, we are

even somewhat better off as to types and tonnage of

vessels than we were before the war. The same cannot

be said, of course, for the passenger field, and passenger

ships remain the chief need of the American Merchant

Marine. As to domestic shipping, this field presents a

special problem that is not connected with the avail-

abilit)' of bottoms, but is due rather to the situation

respecting rates which can be adjudicated only by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, except for the argu-

ment advanced from some quarters in recent months

that federal operating subsidies should be allowed to

domestic carriers.

Congress, in enacting the Merchant Ship Sales Act

of 1946, and the Maritime Commission, in administer-

ing it, have had clearly in mind the needs of the American

Merchant Marine over those of its foreign competitors.

Americans have preference under the Act, and they

have received preference. The criticism has frequently

been heard that the Commission has sold a larger number

of ships to foreigners than to Americans. This is true,

but it must be remembered that by far the largest pro-

portion of the best t)'pes of ships have gone to Ameri-

cans, while the larger number sold to foreigners have

consisted principally of the less desirable t)pes. More-

over, Americans have had the privilege of chartering

ships from the war fleet, a provision of the Act which

has proved of very great assistance in the restoration of

American shipping to private operation.

There were originally 4000 or more ships available

for disposal under the Merchant Ship Sales Act. As of

June 30, last, the Commission had approved the sale

of 1385 of these ships, representing revenue to the
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Federal Treasury totaling $1,150,000,000. In addition,

1510 vessels had been allocated for charter, bringing in

revenue of $250,000,000. Except for 247 tankers, 58

dry cargo vessels and 10 emergency vessels still operat-

ing for government account, the remainder were im-

mobilized.

At this stage of the business of surplus ship sales it

is interesting to examine the record to see who got

what. Among the original fleet of 4000 ships available

for sale under the Act there were 200 of the choice C-2

and C-3 types, the large, fast cargo liners which were

the best of the ships built during the war. As of June

30 nearly all of these 200 ships had been sold or allocated

for sale to American shipping companies. Of the 155

C-2 vessels available for sale, 121 have been sold to

American operators and 6 to foreign purchasers. The

remaining 28 included 14 fully refrigerated vessels and

14 military type ships which have thus far found no

market. Of the 88 C-3 type originally available, every

last one has been sold or allocated to Americans. Thus

there have been 209 superb cargo vessels added to the

privately-owned and operated postwar American Mer-

chant Marine.

Other types approved by the Commission for sale to

American operators totaled, as of June 30: C-1, 15;

Victory, 6; standard Liberty, 81; Liberty Collier, 23;

Liberty tanker, 2; large fast tanker, 82; coastal tanker,

2; smaller coastal vessel, 7; ocean-going barge, 13.

This makes a total of 440 vessels sold American.

The Commission is frankly disappointed in the num-

ber of Victory ships purchased by American companies,

but it is assumed that the Victorys have been passed

over in many cases in favor of the more desirable C-2

type. More Libertys were bought by Americans than

had been anticipated, on the other hand.

Under its foreign policy the United States has been

committed to aiding our wartime Allies and friendly

nations in the rehabilitation of their merchant shipping.

Countries like Great Britain, France, Holland and the

Scandanavian group suffered severe depletion of their

merchant fleets during the war. Therefore, Congress

authorized, in the Ship Sales Act, that ships of our war-

built fleet be sold to foreign governments and their

nationals after preference had been given to American

operators. As of June 30, 945 ships had been sold or

allocated for sale foreign.

More than 60 per cent of the ships sold foreign have

been Libertys, classed as slow tramp tonnage. Also in-

cluded were 91 Victorys and 121 coastal dry cargo

vessels. Forty-three C-1 vessels, and only 6 C-2's were

sold foreign. No C-3 or C-4 types were included in

foreign sales. Included were 101 T-2 tankers and 5

coastal tankers.

To recapitulate, foreign purchasers have been sold

or allocated 834 dry cargo vessels (comprising 49 C
types,* 121 coastal vessels, 573 Liberty's and 91 Vic-

torys), and 106 tankers.

At the conclusion of the quarter ending June 30, the

Commission had before it 307 applications for the pur-

chase of 712 vessels, 63 for American flag and 649 for

foreign flag operation. A small portion of the foreign

applications may receive approval, and any additional

ships thus sold will be almost entirely Libertys and

tankers. It is expected, however, that most of the Ameri-

can applications now on hand will be approved, and

that additional American applications will be filed and

approved during the remainder of the life of the Ship

Sales Act.

By the close of the last quarter 84 American steamship

companies had chartered 1510 vessels, including 130

C types, 1073 Libertys, 8 passenger ships, 21 reefers,

265 Victorys, and 3 N-3's. This heavy demand for

chartering has been maintained despite a substantial in-

crease in foreign flag carrying of coal, grain and other

foreign rehabilitation cargoes. Most of the Libertys were

chartered for the bulk cargo trades, primarily coal and

grain, and of the total of ships chartered, about 75 per

cent were engaged in what might be termed tramp

operations.

Despite the unfavorable freight rate conditions in the

domestic trades, private operators have ventured back

into these trades with the termination of government

operation. The 38 vessels previously operated under

GAA in the intercoastal trade, and 5 in the Pacific coast-

wise trade were made available for charter at the termi-

nation of general agency agreements.

The Merchant Ship Sales Act, extended to March 1,

1948 by Congress at its last session, provides that ships

of the war-built fleet not sold by that date (including

those on charter) shall be preserved in the national

defense reserve fleet. The reserve fleet has fluctuated

a good deal in size during the active period of sales

and chartering under the Act. There have been as many

as 2348 vessels in reserve, and 1146 have been with-

drawn for sale, charter, GAA operation, or scrapping

from time to time. As of the end of the quarter, June

30, the reserve fleet contained about 1200 vessels, in-

cluding more than 900 in the permanent reserve anchor-

ages and nearly 300 in the temporary anchorages. Of

the 1200, approximately 1020 were war-built. The per-

manent reserve fleet will become more stable when the

sales and chartering program is over.

Operation of the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946

has given the American Merchant Marine a good start

in the postwar period, while helping our Allies and

friendly nations to rehabilitate themselves in the conse-

quences of the recent war. This program, however, is

only temporary, and the real need of American flag

shipping is for a sound, long range program of new

construction and betterments such as the Maritime Com-

mission has recommended.

Our wheels are turning; it must be our objective to

keep them turning.

' Five additional C-2 vessels approved for sale by the Commission
were rejected by the applicants because of excessive repair and recon-
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mm mm
By E. A. BERGERON, Foreman

Rigging Department, Bethlehem Steel Company,

Shipbuilding Division, San Francisco Yard

BETHLEHEM'S SAN FRANCISCO YARD has just

successfully completed the largest rigging job to be

performed on a commercial vessel on the Pacific Coast

since the war, and the largest ever undertaken by this

yard. 17,558 feet of wire rope, 15,733 feet of it made by

Bethlehem, and ranging from y^" to IVs" in diameter,

was used for the mast shrouds and preventers, the vang

pendants, vang purchases, falls and topping lifts on the

M. V. Sainte Helene, a 320-ft. Cl-M-AVl coastal motor-

ship, recently purchased from lay-up by the French

E. A. Bergeron, rigger

foremc n at Bethlehem'.

San F ancisco Yard, is

a nat ve of New Or.

leans, La. At 17 he en.

listed in the Navy,
where he spent eight

years. He came to

Bethle hem in 1940 as a

rigger In 1941 he was

made a leaderman.
and a year later a su-

pervis r. He was ap-

pointed to his present

positio n in September,

1945.
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Government. She will be operated by the French firm of

Daher & Company, to transport railroad locomotives

and cars from France to that country's African colonies.

Originally the Gtvinnett. the Sainte Helene was built

in Superior, Wisconsin in 1945. She has a beam of 50

feet and a 29-foot depth.

To provide means for loading and unloading the

heavy railroad rolling stock, the yard fabricated two

booms of 65-ton capacity each—one for the aft end of

No. 2 hatch and the other for the forward end of No.

3 hatch. Each of these is 60 feet long, 24 inches in diame-

ter and was fabricated from '%" steel plate.

Part of the job called for extending and strengthening

the mainmast to enable it to withstand the powerful

forces exerted upon it by the 65-ton boom load. There-

fore, the mast was removed, lengthened 10 feet and

fitted with necessary doublers, new stay pads and top-

ping lift swivels. The hull under the mast was strength-

ened and new boom steps fabricated. Longitudinal

doublet butts and all boom butts were welded mechani-

cally to obtain a perfect bond. Eight specially con-

structed 7-sheave blocks 24" in diameter were then

installed on the topping lifts and cargo falls. Two 39-

foot strongbacks, designed and fabricated by Bethlehem

were installed on the block at the end of each cargo

fall to facilitate maneuvering of locomotives and cars

when loading or unloading.

In addition to the large job of rigging the Sainte
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At left: The Ste. Helene's mast, shown in the background in the above

photo, was lengthened 10', fitted with necessary doubler, new stay pads

and topping lift swivels. One of the vessel's two 40' booms is shown in

the foreground being fabricated.

Center: A 7i/j-ton boom being raised from wharf at start of stepping

operation.

At end: Boom, in midair over hatch, being lowered to gooseneck.

At right: Fitting boom to gooseneck. Note 51/2" diameter pin.

Helene's 65-ton booms, which required additional shrouds

and preventer stays on the mainmast, the yard completely

renewed the wire rope rigging for ten 5-ton booms and

two 3-ton booms.

Bethlehem's job on the Sainte Helene did not end

here, however. The ship was also drydocked for routine

underwater repairs. Her tailshaft was drawn and a new

one, constructed by the yard, intsalled. Her crew's quar-

ters were redistributed in what amounted to a con-

siderable conversion job in itself. The vessel's main and

auxiliary engines were overhauled. Fuel oil and water

piping in the engine rooms was altered and refrigeration

equipment repaired. In addition, new life boats, lifeboat

equipment, radio and a radio direction finder were put in.

Coming back to the Sainte Helene's rigging, I would

like to state in conclusion that successful operation of

the Sainte Helene's new hoisting equipment, which was

borne out in thorough operational tests with 10 per

cent over-loads, is due to the exacting engineering work

performed by the yard's drafting department which

designed the entire job.

One of two strongbacks for the Ste. Helene

hem's fabricating shops. These are to carry lo

Jer construction in Bethle*

notives aboard the vessel.

BLOCKS m THE SAINTE HELEi
In the above article reference is made to topping lift

and cargo fall blocks. The picture shows one of the 65

ton blocks manufactured by Alvin R. Campbell Co., Inc.,

San Francisco.

The block shown on opposite page is the type used on
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From left to right: A load of 71.5 long fons has been lifted from the wharf by ship's boom and is

Second from left: Test load outboard on port side. Vessel is listing at approximately 5°.

'Third from left: Test load on center line being lowered into hold. Last view: Test load at rest on bottom of hold

hoisted inboard by to

the topping lift and upper cargo falls, weighs approxi-

mately 3400 lbs., has seven 24" diameter cast steel

sheaves with non-adjustable Timken Roller Bearings, 3"

diameter precision ground center pin with double end

lubrication. These are so made as to be interchangeable.

The extended yolk is forged steel SAE 1040 annealed,

with a 4" diameter bolt at block end and drilled for a

of the topping lift and uppe

cargo fall V blocks

AVz" bolt for connecting with boom head and mast

swivel.

Tolerance between center pin and bearing is .002

maximum.

Bearing selection was made according to method for

calculating crown and traveling blocks as recommended

by Timken Roller Bearing Co. Calculations were based

on a maximum operational speed of 75 rpm.

The block is completely galvanized except for center

pin and bearings. The cost alone of the galvanizing was

SI 10 per block.

The designed factor of safety is 5, and though not shop

tested, the blocks have a maximum much greater. The

lower hoisting block was a weighted type with 450 lbs.

of cast iron galvanized cheek weights on each side. In

place of the forged yoke, the block was fitted with special

clevis type forged all galvanized 5" anchor shackle.

Globe Wireless Opens Hong Kong Service

Globe Wireless Ltd. have opened service to Hong
Kong, China. To reach this British Colony messages are

sent from San Francisco over Globe's highspeed radio-

type circuit to Manila and then transferred to Eastern

Extension Cable Co. for delivery in Hong Kong.

This is another step forward in the huge expansion

program Globe Wireless is planning for the Far East,

including service to other Oriental countries as soon as

the volume of American trade warrants rapid, efficient

radiotelegraph service with the United States.

There is no direct radio circuit between Hong Kong

and the United States, although under the terms of the

Bermuda Agreement the British agreed that eventually

one direct circuit would be permitted. Authorities in

Hong Kong do not consider that commercial plans have

progressed to the point where a direct circuit would be

feasible, therefore, American communication companies

are relaying their messages through Manila.
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IN SEPTEMBER PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW the

statement of American shipowners before the President's

Advisory Committee was briefly reviewed. Similarly, a

digest of the statement of Frazer Bailey, president of

the National Federation of American Shipping, is pre-

sented here. Next month certain heads of operating com-

panies will be quoted. Ed.

Obstacles To American Shipping

Unquestionably there arises in the minds of the Com-
mittee, and probably in the minds of the general public,

the question why the shipping industry is in its present

state of difficulty.

In order to partially clarify this, we feel that we should

state some of the obstacles which confront American
shipping from time to time and in various trades.

1st. Not only are wages at a very high level but man-
hour production is very low. Further, the many inter-

ruptions of shipping due to labor strikes have resulted

in lack of confidence on the part of shippers where com-
peting forms of transportation exists, and the waterlines

are not favored with the business where reliable deliver-

ies are of great importance.

2nd. There exist in numerous trades discriminatory

and prejudicial trade barriers and restrictive practices

which redound to the benefit of the foreign competing
fine. These are perhaps of a minor character, but cumula-

tively they are a burden, and at times affect the relative

cost of overall delivery and competitive routing.

3rd. There is always the uncertainty that due to some
change in policy, or other conditions, the Government
with a large reserve fleet may possibly decide to dispose

of some of this tonnage (under pressure of some charac-

ter) upon more favorable terms of sale or charter to

other shipowners for competing operation with those

who have substantial private investments. True, the Ship

Sales Act provides for freezing certain vessels in the laid-

up fleet after a given date but when capital investments

reach such large amounts, the fear of such a possible oc-

currence cannot be avoided; in fact, the Maritime Com-
mission already has recommended that the freezing date

originally provided in the Ship Sales Act be extended

18 months.

4th. In the international trades there is danger that

the United States will sell to non-citizens an excessive

number of vessels which, when manned with low-wage
foreign crews, will have a substantial competitive advan-

tage. It should be remembered that there is only a certain

amount of this international business, and to the extent

that non-citizens with lower operating costs enter the

field, the American-flag carrier is likely to be deprived.

5th. Will the railroads be permitted to continue non-

compensatory rates in competition with coastwise and

intercoastal water carriers as already referred to?

6th. Will the American shipping lines continue to be

deprived of the opportunity of adding air service to and

over their existing routes? This refers primarily to pas-

senger service where air transport can be used to great

advantage as part of an overall transportation system.

7th. Multiplicity of Government agencies administer-

ing laws and regulations relating to shipping:

As to the last two items. Sea-air and Multiplicity of

Government Agencies we ask your indulgence to ampli-

fy-

_ _

Multiplicity of Government Agencies
One of the handicaps confronting shipping is the

necessity of dealing with a great number of Government
agencies, administering the laws and regulations which
relate to the operation of ships. The shipping industry

can understand the necessity for reasonable governmental

regulation on account of the character of the business

involved. It would not seem necessary, however, to re-

quire that 52 separate Government agencies be involved

in administering these laws and regulations.

Urgency of Action
We suggest for your consideration that speed is of the

essence. As far as the shipowners are able to ascertain,

construction contracts for merchant vessels in the yards of

American shipbuilders will be practically completed by
the end of the present year, and any which survive this

period will be completed in the first quarter of 1948.

The shipowners are interested in the preservation of

American shipbuilding facilities. These constitute the

source of the equipment with which we carry on our

business. The recommendations which we have made in

many instances require Congressional action, and Con-
gress will adjourn under the terms of the Reorganization

Act not later than July 30 and probably by July 20. It

will not reconvene until January. If, therefore, remedial

legislative action is to be taken, it must be initiated al-

most immediately. We very respectfully suggest that this

phase of the subject receive your preferred attention

through a preliminary report and recommendations, or

such other means as may please the Committee.

Summary of Recommendations
1. The construction differential subsidy to be fixed at the

maximum amount now permitted by law, namely 50 per cent of

the American construction cost.

2. Construction differential subsidy be extended to the build-

ing of ships for domestic trades.

3. That Congress amend the ICC Act to prevent unfair com-
petition by rail and truck lines with water lines offering for the

same traffic.

4. Construction differential subsidy to be extended to con-

versions and reconversions.

5. All trading restrictions now provided for vessels receiving

this type of Government aid to be removed, except that the

t Please turn to page 1 10)
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REPAIRS TO WELDED SHIP HULLS
By E. C. RECHTIN. Manager, San Pedro Yard,

Bethlehem Steel Company Shipbuilding Division

PART II

H'e have discussed and shown the causes of

1 1 several typical failures of welded ships in Part I

and have pointed out their prime faults of design and

construction, as well as the methods which can be used

to avoid these difficulties.

On a vessel which has already been built and which

may possibly contain some of the faults, it is necessary

to make certain modifications to eliminate the possibility

of serious fracture. The most commonly adopted method

is the insertion of partial riveting or so called crack

arresters.

The Maritime Commission together with the Coast

Guard and the American Bureau of Shipping have de-

veloped a satisfactory program to correct these deficien-

cies in Liberty ships. The program consists principally

in the elimination of all square corners, the modification

of hatch corners, and the provision of crack arresters in

the form of riveted joints in deck or sheer strake. Cor-

rections to bilge keels and gunwale connections were also

made. Most of the Liberty ships now afloat have been

so treated to remedy their defects or were built in yards

where new procedures resulting from this investigation

were in effect, but a purchaser should satisfy himself

that this work actually has been done on any vessel in

which he is interested. Where riveted gunwale angles,

or straps are used it is important to remember that these

may be highly stressed and that the old-time rules and

practices for good riveting still apply here.

There has been, however, until very recently, no really

recognized procedure on the T-2 tankers. The American

Bureau has now issued instructions for the installation of

crack arresters. Some of these vessels have already been

treated; others have had no serious structural trouble

even without treatment. Operators, however, are con-

cerned by major failures that are occurring on tankers

of this type.

Seventeen T-2 tankers have experienced major struc-

tural failures,—that is cracks extending twenty feet or

more into the main longitudinal strength members of

the ship. Five of these ships broke completely in two

and the others might well have done so under less favor-

able conditions. Although these 17 major failures con-

stitute only a little over 3 per cent of the total T-2

tankers built, the danger is serious enough to warrant

taking some measures to prevent its occurrence on other
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ships of the class. The procedure advocated by the Amer-

ican Bureau should provide a remedy.

Most of the cracks start in the bottom shell and bilges

amidships but a few have started in the deck also. The

exact location of the start of the crack is unpredictable,

although it is usually in a faulty weld, in a notch, or

discontinuity in the structure, or in a combination of

the two. As there are an immense number of such po-

tential cracks, it is impracticable to inspect and repair

all of them, and even if this could be done, subsequent

damage and normal repairs would introduce new possi-

bilities. The soundest thing to do under the circimistances

is to provide means to limit the extent of any crack

that may start.

The only reliable means of accomplishing this known
to us are longitudinal slots in the deck or shell covered

by riveted straps. We would recommend four such

straps, two in the deck and two in the bottom, as a

minimum. These straps should extend over practically

the whole length of the cargo tanks, that is substantially

from poop to forecastle.

In addition to installing crack arresters it would be

desirable to clean up some of the poor welding details

that are known to initiate cracks. As T-2 tankers built

in different yards differ in some details, definite recom-

mendations cannot be made until more is known about

the particular ships involved. Furthermore, many of the

poor details are the result of bad workmanship and do

not appear on the plans. However, all sharp notches,

improperly finished welds, etc., should be eliminated

from the gunwale area. Bilge keels should be scalloped

out in way of butts to prevent cracks which start in this

highly stressed and vulnerable member from progress-

ing into the strength members of the ship. The ends of

the bilge keels should be tapered off so that they land

on a transverse frame or bulkhead without forming a

hard spot on the shell.

The following further modifications have been made
to some of the T-2 tankers with the idea of preventing

major failures.

The first two tanker failures ruptured the decks. As
a result of this limited experience, four large I-beams

were installed in many T-2 tankers just under the decks

to tie the ships together in case the deck cracked. If

I-beams are installed they will help a little and should

be left in but if they have not been fitted we would not

recommend installing them, as most of the failures have

occurred in the bottom where these beams give no pro-

tection.

Some T-2 tankers have had eight riveted crack arresters

installed instead of the four previously mentioned as a

minimum. The additional four provide further protection

by limiting the extent of any transverse failure.

A large number of cracks have occurred in the longi-

tudinal and transverse bulkheads of some T-2 tankers.

These cracks are usually short and as they apparently

do not progress into the strength member of the hull

rapidly, they do not constitute a major hazard. How-
ever, they are troublesome in that they permit leakage

between tanks.

The welded connection between the end of the fluted

section of the longitudinal bulkhead and the I-beam

which continues it through the transverse bulkhead is

fundamentally unsound. Most of the load is concen-

trated on the smaU section of welding backed up by

the web of the I, while most of the longitudinal bulk-
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head material lands on the unsupported toes of the

flange and is therefore ineffective.

Over 300 minor fractures have occurred at this junc-

ture. These failures can be traced to design detail which

causes stress concentration under both hydraulic and

hull bending loads. Several remedies for this detail have

been proposed but experience on their effectiveness is

still lacking.

Cracks have developed also where the large tilting

bracket on the vertical stifleners of the transverse bulk-

head lands on the bulkhead, forming a hard spot as it

is supported only by the plating. This can be alleviated

by fitting backing brackets on the other side of the

bulkhead.

Some of the T-2 tankers have also been stress-relieved

by the use of the Sun Linde process. The principle of

this process is that of mechanical over-stressing by appli-

cation of heat and cold. Stress investigations show that

a stress pattern exists in all welded ships where stresses

parallel to the weld are of greater magnitude than those

across the weld. Stresses in the plate away from the

weld are generally low. The Sun-Linde process is the

only present practical method of stress relieving ships

after they are built. Although this process is effective

in reducing high welding stresses along the welds the

true value of reducing the stresses has not yet been

determined by actual experience. So far there is no evi-

dence to show that this stress relieving is definitely

beneficial although it is believed that it is probably a

step in the right direction. Stresses normal to the weld

are little affected by the process.

The process works as follows: Two special torches

heat the plate adjacent to the weld causing the metal

on each side of the weld to expand. The weld metal

itself is kept cool by a water spray. As a result there

seems to be a flow of stress which tends to average

out across the area heated. Hand heating and quenching

equipment is used in congested areas where machines

are not adaptable. Self propelled automatic heating and

quenching machines have been developed to run along

the sides, deck and bottom where there are no perma-

nent obstructions.

Repairing Damage
We come now to the question of repairing damaged

welded ships. It is perfectly possible to make changes

or repairs which could create or re-create conditions

which correspond to the original defects. It is possible

to make a repair which will duplicate or even worsen

the conditions which caused it. Let us take some examples

to illustrate the various kinds of mistakes which can

be made and consider the underlying principles.

If we cut a new gangway opening, or cargo port, an

access hatch, or ventilator opening, we can thereby in-

troduce a discontinuity with square corners. It may

look small and insignificant in area but the chances

are that it will be an ideal place to start a crack.

The most vulnerable locations in the cross section

of the T-2 tanker are the bilge and gunwale corners.

They are the farthest from the neutral axis of the vessel

and first to tear. If we add a bilge keel or repair a

break in one, increasing the strength of its connection

to the hull, we thereby more closely incorporate that

bilge keel into the monolith of the vessel. It will attempt

to absorb the stress, and not being designed for that

purpose will fail, suddenly throwing the load on the

bilge plates with almost explosive violence. Many bilge

fractures found in practice have had their origin in

improper construction and attachment of bilge keels.

(Please turn to page 96)
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At left- San Francisco ticket office of American President Lines at 1 52 Geary Street. View from sidewalk emphasizing show window aspect of interior

wherein map display ship model, planting and lighting are in harmony for display intent.-Center: Main display room in the New York office, showing

elevator door of stainless steel brick, waiting area, new ceiling, and fluorescent lighting and incandescent spots.-At right: Broad view of main dis-

play room, showing glass-encased ship's model, desks, and backlighted glass map at far end of room.

San Francisco

Here the new passenger steamship ticket office was

constructed in space formerly occupied by a railroad

ticket office. The problem was to create a spacious and

efficient interior in a single-story area of fairly low

ceiling and of temporarily limited quarters.

Near San Francisco's Union Square, the ticket offices

were designed to bear a direct resemblance to the Los

Angeles and New York offices, and does so in layout,

color, materials, atmosphere, and public relations value,

the principal difference being in the ceiling treatment.

Here, too, the idea was adopted of making the ticket

office itself a full-view show window. Similarly, the

design aim was effected by an open-front, direct-line

ceiling lighting and by the planting box at the show-

window glass facade. Faced with ceramic veneer, the

planting box extends inside the building and is drained

to the street. It is filled with more than a hundred leaf

plants, the interior plants of a tropical variety. A ship

model and world map similar to those in Los Angeles

also appear as company identification markers, convey-

ing a suggestion of world travel.

No provisions were made for future expansion in

Los Angeles, but in San Francisco the space was planned

to extend through eventually to Maiden Lane, at the

rear of the premises, where these additional facilities

can be accommodated. AH ceilings of the main floor

are acoustically treated, and lighting is mainly fluorescent.

Incandescent spotlights set flush with the ceiling are

added over the entrance, counter, and desks in order to

maintain a high level of illumination where needed.

Again a canopy, bearing the company's name on its

outer edge, projects a few feet over the sidewalk. The

under surface of this canopy is continuous with the

interior ceiling, but is faced with perforated Transite.

The plate glass of the front is canted outward at the

top, to reduce reflections, and in plan is angled inward

invitingly toward the Herculite door.

The design and placement of the counter are similar

to those in Los Angeles, together with the world map
behind it. The same operating facilities and viewers are

built into the counter.

New York
The New York office posed a very different problem

from the offices on the West Coast. The space here is

on the second floor of the Thornley Building at 604 Fifth

Avenue, with access by elevator, and thus there was no

question of facade or street-level display treatments.

The front of the space, however, is almost completely

walled with plate glass and because the church next

door is set back from the sidewalk line, this plate glass

is carried some 30 feet down the side. Thus there is

excellent display across and down Fifth Avenue, but

the resulting fish-bowl effect of the front office raised

a problem of its own. ,

Because of the special character of the clientele served

by this New York office, it was decided to omit a counter

and treat the entire front portion of the area as an

intimate reception room and booking office. The glass

semi-partition, which had in prewar days screened this

front space from the general business office, was re-

placed by a solid and more sound-proof partition; new

and attractive lavatories were installed with convenient

(Please turn to page 102)
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THE SHIP'S GALLEY Pl\RT IV MODERN PASSENGER EINERS

By A. J. Dickie

THE MODERN TREND IN AMERICAN passenger

liner design runs to the all electric galley with steam

for "bain marie" and for certain cleaning functions,

and charcoal fires for certain broiling operations.

Several of the large electrical manufacturing firms

have departments that specialize in galley appliances and

for the past two decades it has been possible to procure

on short notice spare parts for or entire replacement of

marine electrical cooking equipment. This type of

apparatus has become standardized to a considerable

extent and much data are available as to its reliability,

capacity, consumption of power and other features. The

naval architect can specify by catalog number the equip-

ment for any galley, and can design his galley space with

complete confidence relying on catalog dimension tables.

His principal problems are: choice of arrangement to

facilitate streamlining of service to the dining rooms;

ventilation and air conditioning to assure comfortable

working conditions for galley personnel; rat and vermin-

proofing; adequate dry and refrigerated storage of foods

and Table service for the voyage; and galley plumbing.

Since the majority of American passenger liners now
in service were designed in the late 1920's and delivered

in the early 1930's, their galley and pantry arrangements

are approximately 20 years old. However very little im-

provement in ship galley design has been developed

during the two decades immediately passed, and in some

respects the galley and dining room arrangement on at

least one type delivered in 19.^2 was a decided step in

advance and is today unique, and in some respects

superior, when compared with the arrangements of those

compartments in any ship afloat. Therefore, without

apology, we offer some

of the galleys designed 20

years ago as examples of

modern galley design for

American ships.

Before describing these

larger capacity galleys we
would like to present a

few more recent arrange-

ments of galley and pan-

try produced under the

Maritime Commission.

Shortly prior to the

war six C-3 design cargo

liners were altered to

have capacity for some 90

first-class passengers on

the regular Round-the-

World service of the American President Lines. Operat-

ing out of San Francisco these vessels had the problem

of maintaining a supply of food through three months
of sailing in widely varying climatic conditions. The
problems of location and arrangement of galley and

dining room were much influenced by the internal struc-

ture of the type as a cargo carrier. The final result was

a dining room and a galley very compactly arranged

with no natural ventilation or illumination but com-

pletely ventilated and air conditioned by mechanical

means. As will be noted in the plan and illustration here-

with, this galley surrounds a vestibule whose forward end

gives access through swing doors to the dining room.

The galley proper is at the aft end of the vestibule and

serving pantries port and starboard of the vestibule. Very

clever interior decoration design transforms the long,

narrow, low ceiling dining room into a spacious com-

partment with an apparent capacity much larger than its

actual seatings. This arrangement has worked out very

well in the service for which it was designed. Electrical

ranges, ovens, and soup kettles in these galleys were

furnished by Hotpoint. In approved plans for a new

vessel, of much larger passenger capacity, recently de-

signed for this service, the compactness of galley arrange-

ment has been preserved. Here the architect has not only

conserved service, time and motion, but also arranged

the refrigerated and dry food storage so that it can be

loaded without disturbing the galley and yet its contents

be brought to the galley with the least possible expendi-

ture of time and effort. The design work on these plans
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was prepared under the supervision of George Sharp,

naval architect, New York City.

A Ferry Boat's Galley

Another up-to-the-minute modern galley is that of

the new Puget Sound ferry Chinook. This is somewhat

of an innovation and is more of a short order kitchen

than would be the case on a regular ocean liner. How-

ever, since this galley may at any time be called on to

provide meals for 1000 passengers it should rank with

those of the ocean leviathans. It is located on the boat

deck between a large circular dining room aft and a

coffee shop forward.

The compartment occupied by the galley is approxi-

mately 18 feet wide and 30 feet long. This space is

equipped with every modern electrically operated device

to make the work of the chefs efficient and speedy in-

cluding: Hotpoint ranges; electric toasters; dishwashers;

vegetable peelers; meat grinders, meat slicers, griddles,

waffle irons; egg boilers; coffee urns. Stores are moved

from the car deck up to the galley by an electrically

operated dumb-waiter with push button control. Another

electrically operated dumb-waiter takes prepared food

down to the crew's mess room under the car deck.

Passenger Liners

On large passenger liners it has become the accepted

American plan to locate the main galley between the

first-class and the cabin-class dining saloon or in modern

Atlantic liner parlance between the cabin-class and the

tourist-class dining saloons. This makes a very efficient

workable layout for the main galley and its auxiliary

pantries, bakeries and refrigerating rooms. All of these

must be so arranged that the flow of prepared food from

galley to dining tables is uninterrupted and streamlined.

The 1932 galley design to which reference is made
in the introductory paragraphs of this section is the

galley and dining saloon arrangement of the four Grace

Line steamers designed originally for the intercoastal

run from New York to San Francisco. In these vessels the

galley, pantries, and dining saloon were given the prome-

nade deck position. The main dining saloon occupied

the space between the two stack casings, and the galley

was immediately aft on the boat deck.

The passenger accommodations on these vessels were

planned around the idea of using lighter, better balanced

meals, and women waiters. The ceiling of the clerestory

in the dining room was fitted with shutters running on

rollers and operated by an electric motor so that by

touching a button the chief steward could roll back these

shutters and the diners have the sensation of eating

out-of-doors. This effect was heightened by the long

windows on either side.

The very compact galley was equipped to take care

of approximately 160 passengers promptly and efficiently.

Its location insured ample ventilation and sunshine. Its

equipment included: three Hotpoint electric hotel ranges;

one electric broiler with warming compartment; one

large steam jacketed stock pot; one 3-compartment vege-

table steamer; one 2-compartment refrigerator; a motor

driven mixer, and a DeLaval motor driven milk emulsi-

fier.

Four vessels

—

Santa Rosa, Santa Paula, Santa Lucia,

and Santa Elena—were thus equipped and we have

heard much favorable comment on the meals served on

these vessels.

When the Matson Navigation Co. brought out the

steamers Monterey and Mariposa for the California-

Australia-New Zealand trade much thought was given

to the galley and its auxiliaries. These vessels were fitted

for 475 first-class and 229 cabin-class passengers, and

359 crew. To prepare and serve 3189 meals a day (and

have these meals tasty-fresh of sufficient variety to please

700 passengers and 359 crew individually and collec-

tively during a voyage of over two weeks through tem-

perate and tropic zones), presents several very interest-

ing and difficult problems. Chief among these are refrig-

eration and air conditioning of food storage chambers

specially adapted to the various types of food carried.

Reference to the arrangement plan reproduced herewith

shows the arrangement of galley and pantries in rela-

tion to the two main dining saloons. The food storage

is on the deck below, directly beneath the after end of the

galley and the cabin class pantries and dining saloon.

Side ports, starboard and port, on the 'T" deck level

permit direct loading into this storage. A freight elevator

handles the stores for delivery from the store rooms to

the galley. A spiral chute serves as a return from galley

to store rooms. Refrigerated chambers for food stores

include one each for poultry, eggs, butter, vegetables,

fish, ice cream, and ice; and two for meat. An ice-making

set and an ice cuber supplement the refrigerated ice

storage room.

As will be noted on the plan, the galley arrangement

is effected by the stack casing which divides its forward

end. Access doors between galley and first-class dining

saloon are to port and starboard of this casing, and this

facilitates a circular flow of waiter traffic that demands

a conforming layout of pantry facilities. Waiters enter

dining saloons on the starboard side, and so the cold

pantries and the coffee pantries are located on that side

and the dishwashing pantries on the port or exit side.

In the cooking section of this galley there were eight

Westinghouse electric hotel-type stoves grouped to-

gether as one big range with a single exhaust-type fume

hood above. Adjacent to this range were two automatic-

type large size Hotpoint fry kettles. In the same grouping

were two Mitchell Woodbury charcoal broilers, and a

large steam table. The coffee pantry contains Still urns

for coffee and chocolate, Hotpoint egg boilers of the

electric automatic type, and a Lyons milk and cream

dispenser, as well as lockers, food warmers, and the like;

next a cold pantry, fitted with refrigerators, dressers,

table, and sink, and with a Sunkist juice extractor, Hobart

power driven bread slicer, and a hand ice crusher; then

comes the bakery, containing two Westinghouse electric

ovens, one of 3 -deck, 40-loaf type and one 3 -deck, 60-

loaf type, a proofing oven, a bread mixer, a Hobart food
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mixer, a steam-jacketed kettle, a trough for mixing

dough, a confectioner's table, and an ice cream con-

tainer, together with miscellaneous sinks, refrigerators,

and shelves; the remainder of the starboard side forms

a butcher shop, with appropriate tables, sinks, and

dressers, and equipped with Hobart power-driven food

chopping and meat slicing machines and a large re-

frigerator.

On the port side of the galley are pantries for glass

and hollow ware, dishwashing, and silver washing. These

are equipped with appropriate shelves, lockers, and

dressers, and contain Crescent dishwashing machines and

a silver buffer. A vegetable preparing room is on that

side of the galley, and the outfit here consists of two

Hobart vegetable peelers, a Hobart mixer, an Emery-

Thompson ice cream freezer of 40 quarts capacity, an ice

crusher and crushed ice box, and sinks and tables. The

steam kitchen is on this side of the galley, containing

three steam-jacketed kettles, a steam roaster, and a Born

vegetable steamer. Then there is a scullery for stowage

of cooking utensils.

Divisions within the main galley are made by com-

bining light steel and wire mesh bulkheads, in which

hinged panels are arranged to enable food to be dis-

tributed without requiring waiters to enter the pantries.

Plate stowage is arranged in steel racks on the star-

board side of the boiler casing and on shelves in other

convenient locations.

In addition to this equipment in the main galley there

is much equipment in pantries on A, B, C, and D decks

which are fitted to serve snacks, beverages, ices and the

like, in staterooms or in public spaces. A pantry on the

boat deck connected by dumb waiter with the main

galley is equipped to serve meals in the officers mess.

America's Most Modern Galley

The latest completely designed ocean liner in the

American Merchant Marine is transatlantic passenger

liner America. Her galleys are thus described by her

supervising architect in a paper read before the Society

of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers in 1940, the

year of her delivery.

"The galley for the crew and third-class passengers is

on "B" deck just abaft the machinery hatch and just

forward of it is the third-class dining saloon. A special

kosher galley is farther aft on the starboard side. The

latter is completely equipped to comply with Jewish

custom, is conveniently located to serve the crew and

third-class passengers and is provided with a dumb waiter

for serving tourist and cabin-class passengers. The bakery

and butcher shop are on the port side of the same deck,

as well as the crew canteen, crew's pantry and various

crew's mess rooms.

"When stores are brought on board through the stow-

ing ports on "B" deck at frame 163 they are sent down
to the ship's refrigerated spaces on "C" and "D " decks,

or the stores spaces in the hold, by a selective spiral

chute at frame 166 starboard. These stores are brought to

the butcher shop and galley and pantry spaces by the

Arrangement of main galley on S.S. Am

electric elevator on the port side at frame 166. This

arrangement of concentrating all stores into one section

of the ship with one principal means of access, instead

of scattering them about the vicinity of the galleys, is

intended to enable the chief storekeeper to keep a more

vigilant eye upon the stores. This is understood to be one

of the reasons why the owners preferred this particular

arrangement of the ship and of the machinery spaces.

"Besides the galleys there are the hot and cold pan-

tries, service spaces, chef's office, yeoman's office, coffee

pantries, cold food and fruit pantries, bread and sugar

room, lobster and oyster bar, vegetable room, silver

storage, grill rooms, larder, ice cream room, dish-washing

rooms, glass and silver washing rooms and a scullery

and garbage room. Electric dumb waiters provide service

from the main galley and pantries to service pantries on

each deck above for room service, service bars and deck

service. Spacious and modernly equipped and specially

designed decorative counter bars are provided in the

smoking rooms of each class and one in the cabin cock-

tail lounge. The America seems prepared in every pos-

sible way and with every imaginable facility to furnish

patrons with the most delectable things to eat and drink."

"We show here only the main galley arrangement. It

will be noted that the cooking equipment is divided.

There are seven hotel-type Hotpoint electric stoves in-

stalled as one range for the cabin passengers and five

identical stoves as the range for tourist class. The third-

class and crew's galley had another battery of five of

these same ranges and the kosher galley had two ranges.

The pastry shop is equipped with: one Hotpoint com-

mercial type electric range with six 10"xlO" surface hot

plates and a large capacity fully automatic oven; and

one three deck bakeoven. All pantries and galleys are

thoroughly equipped with automatic and semi-automatic

electric apparatus for preparing and for cooking ma-

terials to produce 5500 to 6000 meals a day.

Next, working conditions and costs of operating the

modern American seagoing galley.
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jaard, marine superintendent for

ship Company in Los Angeles.

Port Engineer of The Month

Lds Angeles-Long Beach Harbor

Hampton Neergaard of Burns Steamship

Hampton Neergaard is now the marine superintendent

for the Burns Steamship Company at Los Angeles Har-

bor, who operate four of their own vessels, 30 vessels

of Moller Steamship Company of New York, 10 under

charter of the W. R. Chamberlin Co., and seven ships

for the Olympic Steamship Co. Burns is also agent for

the Alaska Transportation Co., J. H. Winchester Co.,

and Philippines vessels. Neergaard takes care of these

ships at Los Angeles.

Neergaard was born in Paso Robles, California, and

--With The

schooled in San Luis Obispo. Hamp went to sea at a ten-

der age back in 1911- He shipped out as Junior Engineer

in the Union Oil tanker, Pectan and later the Coalinga.

With the coming of World War I, Hamp gained engineer

Junior Grade with the Navy and served in the Western

Ocean in the naval reserve in 1918.

On Christmas Day, 1918, Hamp was discharged and

went to work for Standard Oil of California in Richmond,

and was in the tanker D. G. Schofield until 1922, as first

assistant engineer. He then went with the Hammond
Lumber Co. in San Pedro until 1935, when he opened

his own office as an independent surveyor and consulting

engineer at Wilmington, California. In January 1944 he

joined the Burns Steamship Company.

His home is in San Pedro, he is married and has one

daughter—and is a grandfather just three times. His

hobby is deer hunting, which he learned as a boy up

around San Luis Obispo.

He has sailed with such well-known seamen as the

late Vine Carroll who was the chief of the Standard Oil

tanker, D. G. Schofield; and also, A. L. Jones another

chief for Standard Oil.

Mr. Neergaard is, at present, a member of the Board

of Governors and original chairman and charter member
of the Society of Port Engineers. He is one of the found-

ing members of the Bilge Club.

THE eATTlE AGAIKST RUST 01 OF mW&
W LOS AKGELES PORT EillERS MEETIKC
A double-feature meeting was held on September 3

by the Society of Port Engineers, Los Angeles at the

ust-OleJ. R. Boren. factory
ston, lllinors, accompanied by his son, Bill, (left),

James P. McCay and George Fryette. both of Bai
Dclancy, Long Beach, distributors of the product.

Hotel Lafayette in Long Beach. One was a motion picture

accompanied by a lecture, called "The Battle Against

Rust," and the other being a detailed description by

Member Ed Harris of a remarkable repair job of cracked

spiders in the main motor rotor of a T-2 tanker, pre-

sented herewith.

"The Battle Against Rust ' was given by J.
R. Boren,

factory representative of Rust-Oleum, a rust preventive

paint produced in Evanston, Illinois, by Rust-Oleum

Corp. Boren illustrated his discussion with movies on

the manufacture and application of the rust preventive

paint. Boren explained that Rust-Oleum is produced

with a specially processed fish oil, which penetrates into

the minute depressions of a ship's metal skin. The paint

is applied by brushing, or by spraying or the dipping

process. A three-hour drying paint, Rust-Oleum was de-

veloped during the war and today is used extensively on

merchant ships, Naval vessels and oil company facilities

in frigid and torrid climates.
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Port Engineers -

Port Engineer of The Montli

SAN FRANCISCO

Philip H. Thearle of The Port of Emharkation

Philip H. Thearle is back in his former job of superin-

tending marine engineer for the San Francisco Port of

Embarkation, Army Transportation Corps, the largest

steamship operators in the United States. He returned

in September, 1946.

His shipbuilding career started around 1909, when he

was practicing naval architecture and marine engineer-

ing, and doing general superintending in several Coast

shipyards, including Albina Engine, Skinner and Eddy,

and Union Iron Works.

In 1932, he was naval architect and marine engineer

with Theodore E. Ferris, New York, completing the de-

signs of 985-foot U. S. Lines' superliners that were never

built. In December 19.35, he became the naval architect

in the Superintending Constructor's office for Bethlehem's

San Francisco yard, building the Destroyers Maury and

McCall. From there, in October of 1938, he was naval

architect in charge of new design at Bremerton Navy

Yard, where they designed some light seaplane tenders

and YT's. In July, 1939, he became superintendent marine

engineer for the Army at Fort Mason.

During the war, in February, 1943, he was general

superintendent of U. S. Navy Repair Base at Pier 25,

operated by General Engineering and Drydock Co. From

Philip H.

San Francis

of Embarl

1944 to 1946 he was assistant to general superintendent

at Bethlehem, handling the rebuilding of the Swedish

motorship Mirrabooca, outfitting of the U. S. Navy tanker,

Kennabago, and the completion and outfitting of Ad-

mirals Capps and Eberle; rebuilding of Escort Carrier,

Salamaua, and other large Navy repair jobs. Then in May
of 1946 he became superintendent, Hull Division at

Bethlehem-Alameda Yard, where they were building the

Presidents Cleveland and Wilson. Now he is controlling

the marine engineering problems of the San Francisco

Port's 27 seagoing vessels. With him are four assistants

and a large staff.

He is reported to be currently occupied with his latest

launching, a four-month old son.

OiSU^L REPAIRS AT UHLIN

MACHINE WORKS, Inc.

THE VIEWS DEPICTED ARE THE NEW AMER-
ICAN BUREAU and Coast Guard method of repair

to the main motor spider of T-2 tankers where factures

have been discovered. They were taken during the prog-

ress of work on the Fort Jupiter in Los Angeles harbor

by Uhlin Machine Works, Inc.

The method of repair procedure is as follows:

A high potential test is taken to determine condition

of windings, using pressure of 1650 volts for a period

of one minute. Clock readings at 12 points around the

circumference of the rotor are then taken to establish

the air gap. The stator is moved aft to clear the spider

and make possible adequate protection of windings.

The spider hub and rim are then "Magnafluxed" to

determine the length of fractures, and also locations.

After this procedure the fractures are then drilled in

way of the ends, minimum size of drill being V2 inch.

No welding is permitted on the spider.

Templates are then made to insure an accurate fit for

two %-inch thick reinforcing plates in halves for each

end, the halves being at right angles on each end of the

spider. Necessary holes are located on the templates at

designated pitch circles, and pilot holes drilled in the

spider for location of 4"x4"x54" check blocks, to form

a landing surface for the strengthening plates to com-

pensate for any uneven surfaces on the spider. The

plates are fabricated to template in shop, and bolt holes

located and drilled, and plate face in way of holes spot

faced for true nut landing; all holes being drilled under-

size to allow for final drilling and reaming for fitted

stud bolts. The plates are then installed in place being

secured to the pilot holes previously drilled in spider.

A total of twenty-four 154" bolts are then fitted in way

of the hub rim. A total of forty-four 1" bolts are fitted

in way of the outer rim, and thirty-two free fit 1" stud

bolts are fitted in spider legs. Nuts were rung up on
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the inside of spider and on the outside of the re-enforc-

ing plate, all nuts being tack welded in place.

Upon completion of the repairs the motor is thor-

oughly cleaned and searched, washed with carboQ tet,

and painted with insulating varnish. The stator is then

moved back in position and again high potted to insure

no damage to windings. Clock readings are taken, and

necessary adjustments made for correct air gap. New
fitted holding-down bolts are installed. Upon comple-

tion of repairs adequate dock and sea trials were per-

formed.

The above repairs were completed to the SS Fort

Jupiter under the personal supervision of Edward L.

Harris, manager, Uhlin Machine Works, Inc. of Wil-

mington. This vessel is operated by American Republic

Corporation of Houston, Texas, represented by G. A.
:ing plate of Robinson, acting port engineer. Sea trials were witnessed

on the Fort t)y John C. McKnight of the American Bureau of Ship-

jupiter. ping, Thomas Power of the Bureau of Marine Inspec-

tion and Navigation, George Clark, marine surveyor,

representing the Maintenance & Repair Division of the

U. S. Maritime Commission, and G. A. Robinson for

the operators.

Ed Harris, man.

ager of Uhlin Ma-

chine Works. Inc.

This /iew shows

upper half of re-

Fig. I: The T-2 tanker, Fort Jupiter, at Berth 195, Wil
This view also shows stator pushed b
Fort Jupiter and 6. A. I

liter, at Berth 195, Wilmington, California. Fig. 2: Checking after end installation of reinforcing plates,

led back to allow for repairs. Ed Harris on the iob. Fig. 3: Al left, Kessler Taylor, chief engineer of the
n, representing American Republic Corporation, operators of the Fort Jupiter. Fig. 4: View of reinforcing

plate, forward and, of main motor spider on Fort Jupiter.
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GIRL OF THE

ROBERTA GERKE WILL FLY TO LONDON in

November to report the wedding of Princess Eliza-

beth for the Argonaut and several other magazines. Miss

Gerke is taking a short leave from her regular position

of Public Relations Director for The Robert Dollar Co.

and Globe Wireless Ltd. to cover this special assignment.

In Europe she will also visit Paris, France and Geneva,

Switzerland to gather material for a series of feature

articles she has contracted to write for various magazines.

Miss Gerke first made the headlines in 1931, when as

secretary to Governor James Rolph, Jr. of California, she

was sent as an emissary of good will to the various State

Capitols and large cities throughout the United States,

carrying with her Governor Rolph's invitation for the

governors and mayors to attend the Olympic Games in

Los Angeles, California in July, 1932.

A few years later she made a trip around the world on

the Dollar Steamship Lines. Traveling on the same ship

was a well-known American newspaper columnist writing

his experiences for his daily column. Occasionally she

did some secretarial work for him and one day in Paris,

after she had answered all his accumulated fan mail, he

said to her: "Oh, I'm so tired of writing this column every

day. I wish you'd write it for me.

"

Visualizing the thrill of being able to tell her friends

she wrote the column one day, she rushed to her room,

sat down at her typewriter, and spent the afternoon and

evening composing what she thought was a facsimile of

his column. The following day she took it to him at his

hotel and watched breathlessly as he read it. Rather sur-

prised, he commented, "Hmmm, that's good . . . why,

it's very good . . . but it's not my style of writing. You

have a style of your own and should become a writer.

"

With this encouragement Roberta Gerke returned to

San Francisco to prepare for her new career. It was 15

years since she had graduated from high school. All of

that time, with the exception of a year spent in traveling

and six months at a business college learning shorthand

and typing, she had worked as stenographer and then
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Miss Roberta Serke, public relations director,

Globe Wireless, Lid.

secretary in the business and political world. Her two

most famous positions were; secretary to Governor James

Rolph, Jr., and to Louis B. Mayer of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios in Hollywood. Her work had given her

practical experience and the finesse of politics, but she

felt that she must have a college education, a thorough

knowledge of literature and languages to become a good

writer.

Roberta Gerke entered Mills College as a Freshman

in September, 1936 and after four years of hard work

received her BA degree on June 10, 1940. Her first

writing job was for her alma mater, handling publicity

for the Mills Club in San Francisco.

After Pearl Harbor Day her time was divided between

i Please turn to page 101)
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IT 0^ TH[ BRITISH LOH^

THERE HAS BEEN A GREAT DEAL of press and

public comment concerning the early exhaustion of

the United States loan to Great Britain and some intimi-

tion that ocean transportation charges absorbed a sub-

stantial part.

In an effort to establish the facts, the National Feder-

ation of American Shipping has been in communication

with the interested government departments in Wash-

ington and has analyzed a speech in the House of

Commons on August 7, 1947, by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Mr. Dalton, in which he gave a complete

accounting with respect to the American loan.

The following is a summary of the facts established

by this investigation:

( 1 ) British purchases of American commodities for

the year ending June 30, 1947:

For % of Total Amount

Food 25% $ 385,000,000

Raw Materials—includes

petroleum 27% 415,000,000

Machinery 14% 216,000,000

Ships, Purchase of 7% 108,000,000

Tobacco 12% 185,000,000

Films 4% 62,000,000

Food, etc. for Germany 11% 169,000,000

Total 100% $1,540,000,000

Exports to U. S. A 340,000,000

Trading Deficit with U. S. A... $1,200,000,000

Purchases in other parts of the Americas

Canada (mainly food) $ 220,000,000

Central American (mainly oil and sugar) 260,000,000

Argentina and South America (mainly

meat and cereals) 135,000,000

Total $ 615,000,000

Total gross purchases from Americas $2,155,000,000

( 2 ) Applying estimated average freight rates to ton-

nage exported from the United States to the United

Kingdom and Eire in the same period, the following

are liberal estimates of the ocean transportation charges

for such exports:

By American vessels

3rd quarter 1946 $13,000,000

4th quarter 1946 7,000,000

1st quarter 1947 12,000,000

2nd quarter 1947 16,000,000

Total $48,000,000

By British and other vessels

3rd quarter 1946 $20,000,000

4th quarter 1946 13,000,000

1st quarter 1947 20,000,000

2nd quarter 1947 24,000,000

Total $77,000,000

Total payment vessels of all flags $125,000,000

( 3 ) On the basis of the foregoing, the total aggregate

ocean transportation charges from the United States to

the United Kingdom and Eire amounted to 8.1 per

cent of the dollar expenditures in the United States

under the British loan, American vessels receiving 3.1

per cent and British vessels receiving 5 per cent.

(4) A portion of the amounts paid for transportation

in the American vessels was disbursed for necessary

expenses in foreign ports and these expendimres, pay-

able in foreign currency, still further reduced the small

dollar drain from shipping. The Federation stated that

while it was customary to use 25 per cent of the total

freight charge to estimate such disbursements, it used

only 15 per cent in view of the substantial proportion

of bulk cargoes involved and concluded that the net

payment in dollars to American ships amounted to less

than $40,800,000, or 2.6 per cent of the value of the

total British purchases of United States commodities

for the period.

( 5 ) A minimum of 25 per cent of the freight charges

would have to be made in dollars, if all ocean trans-

portation now carried on American vessels were trans-

ferred to British vessels in order to pay port disburse-

ments and meet other expenses of purchases and services

in the United States. If all transportation to the United

Kingdom and Eire now being carried aboard American

vessels were transferred to British vessels, the British

dollar shortage would be reduced by less than $28,800,-

000, or 1.87 per cent of the British loan.

(6) The proportion of American shipping participa-

tion in the United States-British trade is continually

diminishing as additional British ships become avail-

able, primarily from new construction from British

shipyards. The following are the latest percentages for

April: Foreign 57 per cent, United States 43 per cent.

For May: Foreign 62 per cent, United States 38 per cent.

(7) It should be noted that the amount expended for

tobacco during this period was 12 per cent of the total

purchases, or $185,000,000, being over 450 per cent of

the dollar currency used for ocean transportation to the

United Kingdom and Eire by American ships. Also

that the purchases of films represented 4 per cent of

{Please turn to page 101

}
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THE RELATION OF m\mm mimmi to mmmui trade

By M. H. BENEDICT, Professor of Agricultural Econoinics.

University of California, Berkeley

THERE ARE FOUR MAIN CLASSES of California

farm products, in terms of their relation to foreign

trade. These are:

1. Those of which we produce a substantial excess over

amounts needed to supply domestic demand. The growers

of these crops are, of course, concerned with the strength

of markets abroad and with the difficult problem of

getting into the hands of foreign buyers sufficient dollar

exchange to make possible a strong foreign demand. They

are also much concerned with steps which look to freeing

international trade as fully as possible from trade restric-

tions, currency controls, and state trading arrangements.

Among the products in this group are raisins, prunes,

apricots, oranges, barley, pears, canned peaches, canned

asparagus, and cotton.

2. Products which we normally produce in quantities

that are less than sufficient to supply the needs of the

United States market. Growers of these commodities are

concerned, so far as international trade is concerned, with

the possibility that large foreign supplies will be brought

in at low prices, thus injuring their market and lowering

their prices. In this group are walnuts, almonds, figs, flax,

olives, and wool.

3. Products for which imports and exports are of little

direct significance, either as a favorable or adverse in-

fluence. This group includes a very large part of the na-

tion's agricultural production and a substantial part of

that of California. Among the products in this group are

milk and cream, poultry and eggs, beef cattle, alfalfa,

potatoes, vegetables, and small fruits.

4. There is a fourth categor\-, not so well recognized, in

which California farmers have, or should have, a lively

concern with respect to tariflf levels. This is the group

consisting of farm supplies, particularly feed grains and

fertilizers. California is a heavily deficit area for such

products, particularly for corn. Huge quantities must be

imported either from the Middle West or from abroad.

We brought into the state in 1941 more than 400,000

tons of corn. It would seem logical therefore that both

east- and west-coast livestock producers would favor mini-

mum rates of tariff on their more important types of pur-

chased feed. Fortunately this policy can be adopted with-

out serious reprecussions upon the mid-west producer.

Forty Per Cent Affected by World Trade

A large percentage of the state's agricultural income

arises from products not importantly affected either by

exports or imports. For example, the income from dairy

products, poultry and eggs, beef cattle, truck crops, and

field crops accounts for some 60 per cent or more of the

total.

Next in importance are the products which before the

last war depended heavily on the export markets. These

products, cotton, raisins, pears, prunes, apricots, citrus,

and various others accounted for around 25 per cent

of California's agricultural income in 1939. Since they

are too numerous for individual analysis here, the rela-

tionships to international trade for one or two represen-

tative ones are presented in succeeding charts.

Third, from the standpoint of importance, are those

crops which benefit directly from tariff protection. These

—such as almonds, walnuts, figs, flax, olives, and wool

—

account for roughly some three to five per cent of Califor-

nia's agricultural income. Here also it is impractical to

analyze in detail each of the products. Though not the

most important one, the almond industry is taken as one

of the most clear-cut illustrations of the general situation

for this group.

Charts are shown herewith indicating the ups and

downs of the crops of apricots and prunes. United States

figures are used, but for these products they are substan-

tially the California figures since more than 90 per cent

of the product is produced in California. Here it is ap-

parent that there is a relationship between the price of the

product and the size of the export market though the full

significance of this is by no means brought out by these

charts. Agriculture tends to maintain production regard-

less of price. Hence, when demand is weak marketings re-

main high, and quantities moving into either domestic

or foreign markets are not sharply contracted. The

amounts not taken domestically usually go into the

markets abroad at whatever price other countries are able

and willing to pay for them. It is thus of great impor-

tance to the growers of these products that foreign buyers

be in a position to buy freely of American products, and

that such buying powers be widely distributed among

foreign nations so the competition for them may be keen

and active. Even for these products, however, it is obvious

that the buying abilities and inclinations of American

consumers are the most significant factor in the price

situation.

However, for products of which from 10 to 40 or 50
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per cent is normally sold abroad the domestic market can-

not possibly maintain a satisfactory price if foreign mar-

kets are extremely weak. Hence the importance of strong

foreign buying power to the growers of these crops. For

many of these products the only alternative to the rede-

velopment of a strong foreign market is a drastic down-

ward adjustment in production which probably can only

be brought about by a long period of ruinously low

prices.

To illustrate the third group of commodities the al-

mond situation is taken as rather typical.

Here the usual situation is that the United States pro-

duces less than the amount used in this country. Con-

siderable amounts are normally imported and since such

imports must pay the prevailing tariffs the tendency of

the tariff is to strengthen the price for American grown
almonds. It is not safe, however, to assimie too readily

that these tariffs result in a United States price higher

by the full amount of the tariff than it would be without

the tariff. This depends on the other outlets available to

foreign producers of the product.

It is quite possible that the best solutions for the var-

ious industries will be different, that some of them will

run counter to traditional lines of thought among Cali-

fornia farmers. For example, the wool industry has long

placed its main reliance on tariffs. Recently, after a presi-

dential veto, it has accepted continuation of a program
which in substance is a combination of a price floor and

a two-price mechanism somewhat the reverse of those

frequently urged for major export products.

I believe the great majority of the farmers of Califor-

nia, and those of the United States as well, desire as soon

as possible a world trade situation in which their prod-

ucts can move freely in whatever channels may be dic-

tated by the usual type of private enterprise. They desire

above all to see the liberally inclined nations of the

world gain economic stability and sufficient unity that

our kind of a society may continue to exist and prosper.

I have long had a keen interest in wool production and
marketing. For many years I was an officer of a state wool
growers association. I have long been familiar with the

sheepman's predilection for the tariff as a solution to his

problems. Yet I have also seen 57-cent wool, with wool
on the free list, and 9-cent wool when it carried a tariff

of 34-cents a pound. At present there are huge carry-

overs of wool in the world. They will have to be liquidat-

ed in one way or another before the industry can be on a

sound free-enterprise basis. For some years governmental
action will be more important than private action.

I am aware of the fact that United States wool pro-
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duction has been declining for some years. How big

should it be? I don't know, and neither does anyone else.

I think the industry has been wise in accepting a com-

promise that assures some stability in the industry until

the problem can have more study. Some object that the

program requires subsidies. But the traiff on wool is also

a subsidy. Is it essentially different that we take an extra

dollar out of the consumer's pocket by paying a subsidy

or by levying a tariff? The doOar comes from the same

place and eventually gets to the same place. It's merely

the channel that's different.

I am not suggesting what the position here should be.

I do think that California farmers have more to gain

through some sort of stabilization of world trade proce-

dures, such as that which has been under consideration at

Geneva, than they would have had through inclusion in

the wool legislation of a mere authorization for the presi-

dent to raise the tariff on wool, an authorization that

probably would not have been used by any president.

Democratic or Republican.

Almonds present a similar complex problem. They are

an important export product for Italy. Italy is desperately

in need of foreign buying power. We want her to get

on her feet economically. We do not want to see her go

communist. On the other hand, we do not want to see an

established American industry wrecked through despera-

tion selling by a foreign competitor who may be forced

to get her product out. This may occur either through

lowering her prices or depreciating her currency.

One thing we need to face frankly. Important as it is

agriculturally and politically California is nevertheless

not a big enough or strong enough tail to wag the whole

United States. The middle West is becoming less pro-

tectionist minded than it was. Its major foreign trade

product is wheat, and here its interest is on the export

side. Hogs were once an important export product but

the domestic market is now adequate to absorb the out-

put in most years. The South has long been interested in

export markets, particularly for cotton and tobacco. The

Northeast, having outgrown its domestic market indus-

trially, is increasingly interested in foreign outlets. Hence,

too great a reliance on our ability to increase or retain ex-

tremely high tariffs would seem to me to be building our

future on a sandbar that may be gradually washing away.

In achieving that end I believe the vast majority of

Americans want to see main reliance for the guidance

of trade placed on private enterprise rather than state

trading. But state trading has become a very significant

element in world trade, and may become more important.

That outcome is virtually inevitable unless trade can be

free enough so that most trading nations can remove

restrictions on foreign exchange, particularly dollar ex-

change.

It is clear from what has already been said that a major

problem from the standpoint of our export crops, and

these are pretty important in California agriculture, is

that of enabling other countries to obtain sufficient dol-

lars to buy with. We may as well recognize that, for a few
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years at least, the problem will have to be met in part

through United States loans. Exports from the war-torn

nations cannot arise fast enough to prevent a prolonged

period of capital starvation. The longer that period of

disorganization and underproduction lasts the more favor-

able is the seedbed for the spread of communism and

other forms of dictatorship.

There are a number of things we ought to import in

our own long-term interest. During this last war we drew

heavily on many of our nonreplaceable resources, and

some that recuperate very slowly. For such things as

minerals, petroleum, lumber, and pulpwood we should,

as a matter of reasonable foresight, conserve our supplies.

Some other things we may find it advisable to import

unless national defense policies call for production here.

Rubber is one of these. Wool and sugar we are not like-

ly to produce in sufficient quantities to supply our home
(Please turn to page 108)
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Marine Insurance
Live Japanese Mine Found in San Francisco Bay

Demolition experts from the U. S. Naval Magazine,

Port Chicago, were recently called upon to destroy an

unidentified mine which was discovered by a fisherman

one mile north of Tennessee Point between Tennessee

Cove and Pirate Cove in Marin County.

This was the most recent discovery of a live mine

in the Bay Area but not the first. These mines are very

dangerous and sometimes explode upon the slightest jar.

The Navy has requested that any persons sighting an

object that in any way resembles a mine, report it imme-

diately to the 12 th Naval District.

The mine was detonated with TNT demolition blocks

two days after it was found. It exploded throwing a

blast 500 feet ihto the air, leaving a crater four feet

deep and 12 feet in diameter and could be heard over

a mile away. It was later estimated that it contained

about 300 pounds of explosives. The demolition was

under the direction of Bill Mayer, demolition expert at

Port Chicago.

Radar Photographs as Legal Evidence

A new use for radar in marine navigation promises

insurance interests a high, unexpected stake in its adop-

tion by shipowners. Recently the value of radar has been

extended to collect permanent data on ship positions

and routes, presenting visual, irrefutable log data and

legal evidence already used in some courts. This is

accomplished by photographing images as they are

flashed on the radar oscilloscope. The logical exten-

sion of radar's functions, radar photography, is achieved

by an especially designed electrical camera, the Mirar.

Developed by the Fairchild Camera and Instrument Cor-

poration for use with all makes of shipborne radar equip-

ment, the Mirar automatically records every light and

shadow seen by the radar receiver. During periods of

fogs and darkness, just- as on the clearest, calmest days,

it records waterways objects and land masses, accurately

showing distance and bearings of all the "targets " pre-

sented on the 'scope. Such radar photographic data is

provided merely by flicking a switch.

The camera, using 100-foot rolls of 35-mm. film,

takes 1,600 individual exposures per roU. Through an

ingenious device, the intervalometer, Fairchild has pro-

vided for automatic exposures at intervals ranging up to

as often as one picture for each pulse of the radar.

An extraordinary amount of data is obtained at small

cost from a series of pictures, any one of which may be

the decisive factor as protective legal evidence. Such

photographs are accurate, easily interpreted, fully de-

tailed, easily obtained, and tamper-proof evidence, ma-

terially aiding in the shipowner's protection and in

insurance outlays. For ultimate safety, a ship should

record every entrance to and from a harbor or along

congested waterways, from the time it is within five

miles of a channel until it is made fast to the pier or

has been anchored.

The London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom Correspondent

Jurisdiction In Collision Cases

T'WO EVENTS DURING SEPTEMBER of more than

usual interest and importance to marine insurance

people are: ( 1 ) the holding of a full conference at

Antwerp of the Comite Maritime International, and ( 2 )

the conference at Cannes of the International Marine

Insurance Union. Among the matters to be discussed

are the draft conventions on civil and criminal jurisdic-

tion in collision cases, which were under consideration

when war intervened. The proposal with regard to civil

jurisdiction was that competence should be given to

the courts of the nation in which the owner of the

vessel against which proceedings were taken was domi-

ciled, or the courts of the nation of which the vessel

flew the flag. As another alternative, it was suggested

that the courts of the nation, in whose territorial waters

Fairchild Camera & Instrumenf

Corporation Mirar camera, for

pl^otography of a marine radar

scope, is shown installed aboard

ship. At right: view of the

scope.
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the collision occurred, should also be given competence.

That there should be some settled rule governing

jurisdiction in collision cases is patently desirable. At
present, if a vessel can avoid arrest immediately after a

collision has occurred, she can practically evade any

legal proceedings by avoiding waters in which she could

be arrested. It is true that proceedings can always be

taken against a vessel in the courts of her own nation,

but the enforcement of any liabilities that may arise out

of such proceedings is very difficult, if not impossible, if

the owner has no attachable propert)' which is within

reach of the successful claimant.

Whether the Comite will revive the proposal for the

compulsor}' insurance of passengers seems doubtful, but

there are other matters which might well come within

the purview of the forthcoming conference. For in-

stance, there was the suggestion at this year's annual

meeting of the Association of Average Adjusters, that

the rules regarding interest on general average expendi-

ture and on collision damage might well be revised so

as to bring them more into line with modern finance.

Insofar as general average is concerned, we have many
examples showing how inequitable was the present rate

of interest under the York/Antwerp Rules in given

circumstances; and as for interest on collision damages,

the diverse rates of interest allowed under various

national laws call loudly for unification, without any

ymiralty Decisions
By HARDLD S. DDBBS of San Francisco Bar

Longshoreman Claims Under

Warranty of Seaworthiness

EVER SINCE THE CASE of Seas Shipping Company
vs. Sieracki was decided by the Supreme Court, other

courts of the country have under certain circumstances

consistently regarded it as authorin* for the right of long-

shoremen to claim protection under the traditional war-

ranty of seaworthiness where he is injured aboard the

vessel. It must be remembered, however, that in the

Sieracki case the longshoreman was injured as the re-

sult of a defective appliance which to all intents and pur-

poses appeared to be sound. The situation presented in

the ver)' recent case decided in the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, reached a different

result because the injured longshoreman was instructed

to assist with the removal of a broken boom aboard the

vessel which he obviously recognized as defective gear.

The case is Bruszewski vs. Isthmian Steamship Company.

The longshoreman sued the General Agent for dam-

ages as the result of his injuries. A boom had broken

in two uneven parts and the stevedoring company by

whom the plaintiff was employed ordered plaintiff and

other longshoremen to assist the crew in the removal

regard to current financial circumstances. The Comite

might go even further and give consideration to the sug-

gestion that the York/Antwerp Rules, as a whole, should

be revised. At the Stockholm conference of the Inter-

national Law Association, at which the current Rules

were adopted, the inadvertent, but unfortunate, omission

to advise the United States delegation of the proposed

revisions resulted in America holding entirely aloof

from the new rules for some years and adopting an in-

complete version at a later date—a version which failed

completely to give uniformity of practice on an inter-

national scale. If a further revision of the rules were to

be undertaken, something approaching the desired inter-

national uniformit)- might be achieved.

Expirations On Hull Policies

During the recent war, underwriters in Denmark
adopted the practice of making all hull risks commence
on January 1 of each year, and this practice has con-

tinued since Denmark was liberated. In English practice,

with risks commencing on all sorts of dates throughout

the whole year, risks continue right into the last month
of the second year, and that is why no very precise result

of any account can be determined until the end of the

third year.

At one time a very great volume of English business

(Please turn to page 110)

of the broken boom. The removal operation was under

the direction of the boatswain. During the removal

operation the plaintiff was injured when a loose block,

suspended in the rigging of the upper part of the boom,

fell upon the plaintiff. The record of evidence submitted

failed to show any facts upon which defendant's neg-

ligence could be based and the court concluded that

whatever the reason might have been for the breaking

of the boom, that incident occurred before plaintiff

arrived on the ship. There was no evidence to show that

the removal operation as directed by the boatswain was

substandard in concept or execution. There was no

reason to believe that the winch was defective or im-

properly operated. Plaintiff's counsel maintained that an

inspection of the boom before it was removed would

have disclosed the loose block. The court stated that to

impose such a duty upon defeadent would require the

court to hold that, even when an object such as this

boom was patently defective, it should have been in-

spected before it was moved. As a matter of fact, there

was no assurance that an inspection would have revealed

the danger presented by the loose block. Therefore, the

only conclusion that can follow and that which the court

adopted was that there was no evidence of an omission

by defendant to do something which a reasonable man
would have done under the circumstances.

Plaintiff further urged that he was entitled to recover
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under the shipowner's traditional warranty of seaworthi-

ness. He was, of course, relying upon the Sieracki case.

Although seaworthiness is normally a question of fact, the

court concluded that no warranty of seaworthiness exist-

ed under the facts in this case. Logically construed,

liability for an unseaworthy vessel should obtain only

when the individual affected is entitled to rely, and does

rely, upon the seaworthiness of something actually un-

seaworthy. To state that a broken boom is warranted as

seaworthy would require distortion of the meaning

generally accorded those terms. The court quoting from

accepted authority stated, "The mere fact that a seaman

has been ordered to do a dangerous thing does not es-

tablish a case of unseaworthiness."

In many of the cases in the past where injuries were

sustained aboard vessels, the court has consistently fol-

lowed the principle of refusing to permit an employee

to recover for injuries received by doing an act to elimi-

nate the cause of the injury. The reason is obvious in

that it would be manifestly absurd to hold a master to

the duty of providing a safe place when the very work

in which the servant is engaged makes it unsafe. There-

fore, in the instant case, the broken boom, an elaborate

mechanism, presenting an obvious danger to those re-

moving it, would not be classified as defective equipment

as it was in the Sieracki case and the doctrine of unsea-

worthiness would therefore not apply. The court affirm-

ed the judgment of the trial court which had dismissed

the plaintiff's complaint.

CONCEDING PRIOR ILLNESS

Simply because the doctrine of maintenance and cure

is so well established in the law of the sea, the shipowner

is usually obliged to make maintenance payments and

assume so-called cure expenses unless he can prove mis-

conduct on the part of the injured seaman. The same

result follows whether the disability arises from illness

or injury occurring aboard the vessel.

In a recent case decided in our own Ninth Circuit,

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, entitled Tawada

vs. United States, the facts indicated that Tawada, by

occupation a marine engineer, signed shipping articles

for a voyage aboard the Kate Douglas Wiggins for a

term not exceeding twelve months. The articles were

signed September 14 but were pre-dated to September

2, 1944. On September 13, the ship being tied up in

port, Tawada was given the customary "pre-sign-on

"

medical examination by the Public Health Service to

determine his physical fitness for sea duty and for the

purpose of determining whether or not he was afflicted

with a contagious disease. As a part of the examination

an X-ray of Tawada's chest was taken. The practice fol-

lowed by the Health Service was to furnish certificates

to the seamen in the event no disability was discovered

by the routine examination before the X-ray films were

developed. A certificate of physical fitness was furnished

Tawada and he signed the shipping articles.

On September 15, 1944, Tawada was recalled by the

Public Health Service for a further X-ray examination.

Based upon a study of the X-rays last taken a diagnosis

was made finding that Tawada was suffering from moder-

ately advanced pulmonary tuberculosis. The examining

physician advised Tawada to enter the Marine Hospital

in San Francisco for treatment. Tawada followed the in-

structions of the physician. He signed off the Kate

Douglas Wiggins, receiving the wages due him to that

date.

Tawada brought a seaman's libel in personam for main-

tenance, wages and cure, pursuant to the Suits in Ad-

miralty Act; Public Law 17; and the General Maritime

Law.

Tawada denied having any knowledge of a tubercular

affliction prior to being so informed by the examining

physician on or about September 17, 1944.

Medical testimony introduced on behalf of Tawada

indicated that he was afflicted with tuberculosis in June,

1944, or approximately two months prior to his service

aboard the vessel. Tawada admitted that the conclusions Tl

reached by the doctors were correct. However, he con-

tended that the condition as reflected by the examination

was never disclosed to him.

The trial court found against Tawada, holding that he

had not incurred, contracted or suffered illness, injury

or tuberculosis while in the employ of the appellee; that

he was suffering from a far advanced case of tuberculosis,

of which he was aware, at the time he first boarded the

Wiggins; and certain other findings relative to his failure

to continue treatment at marine hospitals. The court

placed great emphasis upon the fact that the action was

one in admiralty and that the question of credibility of

witnesses was one that should be left to the discretion of

the trial judge unless there was a clear abuse of the dis-

cretion.

The contention of Tawada's counsel that the damages

alleged resulted from a "light up" or "flare up" of an

illness that existed in the past but had been arrested up

to the point of the injury or further illness, is an interest-

ing one because it appears to be an exception to the

rule that is generally followed that a man need only

act as a reasonable man would under the circumstances.

The truth of the matter is that you take a blind man as

you find him and your duty of care is determised by the

circumstances which include the condition of the injured

person prior to the injury. If a shipowner accepts a sea-

man aboard the vessel with tuberculosis that is tempo-

rarily arrested and during the course of the voyage the

tuberculosis flares up he is generally held by accepted

authority to be responsible for a substantial part of the

cure that becomes necessary following the voyage. If

the flare up resulted from some negligence on the part

of the shipowner then in addition to the maintenance

and cure claims, the seaman would be entitled to dam-

ages for the negligence even though the illness or in-

jury occurred prior to the voyage.

It is not always possible for the shipowner to obtain

(Pleaie turn to page 108)
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TUi CLIPPER LUCKY STAR

1^ ATIONAL IRON WORKS LAUNCHED its eighth

II steel tuna clipper in the last two years on August 23.

when the 106-foot Lucky Star slid down the ways at color-

ful ceremonies in the company's San Diego shipyard.

Owner-manager is Manuel Freitas.

With a capacity of 2700 gallons of fresh water, 32,662

gallons of fuel oil, and 1390 gallons of lubricating oil,

the Lucky Star will have a cruising range of over 10,000

miles. She will be able to bring home 173 tons of tuna,

145 tons in her brine well under the deck and the re-

mainder in a brine well on deck. Molded beam is 28

feet, 6 inches; molded depth is 12 feet, and molded

height to raised deck is 18 feet, 8 inches.

Insulation consists of five inches of cork in bottoms,

sides and on extreme forward and after ends of below-

decks brine wells, four inches of cork in intermediate

transverse bulkheads, four inches of foam glass in shaft

alley bulkheads, five inches of Fiberglas in main deck,

four inches of cork around refrigerated bait box com-

partments, and four to five inches of foam glass around

refrigerated stores compartments.

Five separate rooms provide quarters for 14 men,

including two crew rooms, a radio room, captain's room

and engineer's room. The well-appointed, modern galley

is equipped with an Ingle range.

Refrigeration compressors include one 3V2" x 3V2".

four cylinder, 20 hp machine, two SVa" x 5^2", two

cylinder, 20 hp machines, and one 2'%" x 2V4", two

cylinder, 3 hp machine for galley service. Baker Ice

Machine Co., Inc. of Los Angeles designed and furnished

the entire refrigeration system.

Main power plant consists of an Atlas 6-cylinder

Imperial diesel, single acting, direct reversible, 4-stroke

cycle, 13" x 16", 315 rpm, supercharged to provide 550

bhp. The engine is equipped with a Kingsbury trust bear-
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Lucky Star nearing completion

on the ways.

ing and is fresh-water cooled by means of heat ex-

changers.

Auxiliary generating engines are Atlas 6-cylinder

Imperial diesels, 94 kva, 220 volt, 3 -phase, ac generators

direct-connected, 4-stroke cycle, 600 rpm non-reversible,

112 bhp.

Fifteen pumps are provided: They are two 10" Camp-

bell vertical bait pumps, ten 2V2" Consolidated Pump &
Engineering Brine circulating pumps with 2 hp motors,

one 2" Fairbanks Morse fire pump with 5 hp Fairbanks

Morse motor, one 3" Campbell brine transfer pump with

5 hp motor, and one 3" Westco Bilge Pump with 5 hp

motor.

Electric service is 220-volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle ac electric

power wherever required, with 110-volt single phase,

60-cycle ac lighting current throughout the ship.

The 72" X 56" propeller is by Doran Company, de-

signed especially for the Lucky Star by William Lambie.

The steel shell plating is 5/16 inches thick. Floors are

of the same thickness in the engine room and wherever

they must be oil tight. Other floors are Vi" plate. A 5/16

inch center vertical keel is provided.

The Lucky Star is of the raised-deck tuna fishing type,

built of electric arc welded steel, with a raked beam and

a modified tuna vessel stern. The vessel is subdivided

with five transverse oil and watertight bulkheads and a

transom bulkhead, extending to the main deck, a coffer-

dam for chain stowage, a forward fuel oil deep tank, a

machinery space, and eight brine wells arranged in two

rows of four each.

the USAT David C. Shanks docking at Bethlehe

c.

IK FOR CONVERSION JOR
The David C. Shanks. 12,097-ton C-3 type U. S.

Army transport, docked at Bethlehem Steel Company's

San Francisco yard August 26 for the first Army modern-

ization conversion job of its type on the Coast since the

war. Extent of the work required is seen in the fact that

the transport will be in Bethlehem's Yard until next

spring.

Major basic items for the conversion include changes

and improvements in the fire control and ventilation

systems, new furniture, fixtures and fittings throughout

the ship, a new aluminum stack which will be built by

the Yard, and the installation of eight new motor drive

topping lift winches. New hospital equipment and a

new operating room, dispensary, pharmacy, diet kitchen

also are included.
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"The Chiefs" department welcomes questions—Just write "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.

CHALK TALKS" M APPLILD MATHEMATICS

Heads for Boiler Drums

In article called regulations and Ma-

rl terial Specifications, published by the U. S. Coast

Guard, covers the requirements for the heads of the

drum of cylindrical boilers and pressure vessels. So that

there may be no misunderstanding of the terms used,

blackboard sketches 1 and 2 illustrate the meaning of

concave and convex surfaces and elliptical sections. Note

that the flat head may be used on sheUs having internal

diameters of not to exceed 20 inches. Above this diame-

ter flat heads must be stayed ( supported against deflec-

tion under pressure ) by stay bolts, furnaces, flues, tubes

or other auxiliary members. Or if not so stayed, then

they must be bumped, bent, or shaped into a semicir-

cular or elliptical section.

We propose to develop the formula which gives the

allowable working pressure on these bumped heads.

Our next discussion will cover the development of the

calculations for the stayed surface. For the present we

have to consider the circular section.

The General Rules and Regulations permit the use

of these bumped or dish shaped heads with the pressure

either on the convex or the concave surface. This seems

unusual until we note the sub-paragraph (g) page

F-72, which requires that the steel shall be 40 per cent

thicker for pressure on the convex side than that re-

quired for pressure on the concave side. Or, we can

reduce the working pressure as calculated from the fol-

lowing formula to 70 per cent of the formula value for

pressure on the convex side. This amounts to the admis-

sion that while we know that steel will withstand more

load in compression ( pressure on the convex side in

our case), than it will stand in tension (pressure on the

concave side in our case)—yet if the column of steel

is long with respect to its thickness ( cross-sectional
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area small compared to length )—it may bend or buckle

before it fails from crushing.

Attention is also called to the fact that it would be

possible to make the head too nearly flat and still be

semicircular or semielliptical in section. This is covered

in the Regulations by the requirement as follows: for

semicircular sections, the radius to which the head is

bumped ihall not be greater than twice the radius of

the shell to which the head is fitted; and for the semi-

elliptical sections, the minor axis of the ellipse to which

the head is bumped shall be equal to or greater than

the radius of the shell to which the head is fitted. Atten-

tion is called to the difference in the wording of the

requirements as stated above, and as found in the Regu-

lations. "The Chief" feels that the above wording clari-

fies the meaning but a study of both will surely give an

understanding of the specifications.

As in our previous discussions the symbols and letters

will have the following meaning:

W—maximum allowable working pressure—pounds

per square inch.

T—Minimum thickness of the plate in inches.

S—minimum tensile strength of the steel—pounds per

square inch.

R—radius in inches to which the head is dished. To
measure on concave side, use greater value if two or

more radii are found. Never less than 1.6 times radius

of shell.

F—safety factor. 8.33 steel plate. 10.0 cast steel. 12.0

for cast iron.

Consider blackboard sketches 3 and 4. Let the radius

of the head and that of the shell be the same. This gives

us a hemisphere or semicircular section. The two upper

views are the side section and end views. The lower

right sketch ( looking up at it from below ) is a view

of the sample segment cut out for study. All sketches

show the section X which is a section of the plate one

inch wide and T inches thick. This is the point at which

the load or pull is to be measured. Then knowing the

pull in the steel here, we can safely assume that it is

the same at all similiar sections and therefore is the load

on the steel. This sample segment which terminates in

section X consists of two wedge shaped parts T inches

thick and one inch wide at X, but zero inches wide at

the point at the center of the head. The projected area

of this wedge is IxR over 2, or VzR, and for the two
wedges is simply R. (Note: area of a triangle is 1/2 the

base times the height.) The area being R, and pressure

W, the load on one side or one section X is WxR/2.
See sketch 3.

This is the force that tends to pull the steel apart

at section X. On first thought, one might ask why this

wedge would not break at some point where it is not

as wide as at the base. In fact, why is not the very center

of zero width the weak point.'' In our last article we
discussed the difference between the circumferential and

the longitudinal loads or stresses. Here is a case where

the load is all longitudinal at the section X and gradually

changes, being part one and part the other until, at the

center C, (sketch 4) the load is all circumferential or

hoop stress. That is, no load is transmitted through the

exact center.

The stress at section X is easily seen to be ST since

the section area is T because the width of the section

is one. Equating the load and the stress we find, as

shown in sketch 4, that W equals 2ST/RF. Compare this

with the value for circumferential joints discussed in

the last article where we found this same formula. Con-

trast with the formula for W for the longitudinal joint

where we found W equals ST/RF times efficiency of the

riveted joint, the difference is 2 to 1.

One might logically question the very large safety

factors specified. Factors of only 4 or 5 were needed in

calculating the shell plate. But the plate is likely to be

nicked, dented and otherwise suffer a reduction in thick-

ness in forming the dish which is not noticed or

measured.

Another interesting emperical allowance for the un-

known is the fact that we are permitted to make the

radius of the sphere to which the head is dished or

bumped equal to that of the shell, but our calculations

for W must not use a value of R less than 1.6 that of

the shell. This is a 60 per cent increase in the R, thus

a reduction in the W of 62.5 per cent of the value given

by the formula. (Mathematical note: 1/1.6 equals .625.)

Therefore, there is no merit to using hemispherical

dished heads as there is more surface steel needed and

60 per cent thicker steel is required. This reduction,

when the R of the head is less than 1.6 of the radius

of the shell, is not true theoretically. It is an allowance for

the reduction in thickness of the steel when it is given

the deep drawing operation to shape a flat plate into a

hemisphere. There is likely to be much unnoticed

damage to the steel even when formed hot and well

hammered and heat treated.

On the other hand, to prevent the design from being

too nearly flat the Regulations require that R shall

never be greater than twice the radius of the shell. This

flattens it out somewhat from that shown in sketch 3.

Thus, if Rs is the radius of the shell then actually R
may vary from 2Rs to Rs. Obviously R can never be

less than Rs. And finally, in calculating W, use the

value of R as measured but if R is less than 1.6Rs, then

use 1.6Rs in the formula for W.

If the pressure is on the convex side calculate as above

and reduce to 70 per cent of calculated value.

Our next article will discuss stayed surfaces, stay bolts,

flat heads and development of corresponding formulae. '

The U. S. Coast Guard saves thousands of lives each

year and does many other worthwhile jobs. Several

thousand men are needed in the U. S. Coast Guard now!

!
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KnOUILEDCE IS THE STRHICHT

COURSE TO nDunncEniEnT

hy/ "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

THE RULES OF THE NilUTICM ROAD
AS INTERPRETED BY COURT DECISIONS THROUGH THE YEARS

PURT I
- FOG RULES

THE RULES OF THE ROAD, known as the traffic

laws of the sea, are the most cussed and discussed of

all the many complicated sets of regulations with which

the Deck Officer must be familiar. It is an accepted fact

that the present set of International Rules, adopted by

the United States in 1897 are far outmoded, as are the

Inland Rules which were adopted the same year. Vessels

of today are many times larger than the vessels operat-

ing when the rules were designed, and it is not uncom-

mon now for vessels to approach each other at a combined

speed three times greater than the fastest ships of that

era ever reached. While time alone has rendered obsolete

many of the rules, one of the greatest hazards to safe

navigation is that the mariner must change the rules

under which he is conducting the navigation of his ves-

sel every time he crosses that imaginary line separating

our Inland waters of the United States from the waters

where the International rules apply. In addition to mak-

ing this change, a knowledge of the bare and factual

rules, as adopted and published by the United States

Coast Guard, is in many cases just not sufficient to enable

the mariner to safely navigate his vessel. Court decisions

and interpretations have greatly modified the rules, and

it is the exceptional Deck Officer that has had either the

time or the opportunity to study the rules to perfection.

Yet when we consider the antiquity of the rules, the

necessity of changing rules as the vessel moves into dif-

ferent waters, and the bareness of the rules as printed.

It seems a wonder that our already high collision rate is

not greatly increased.

The rules of the road may be divided into four natural

groups: the enacting clause, rules concerning lights,

rules concerning fog, and the steering and sailing rules.

It is the purpose of this article to explain and elaborate

on the rules concerning fog, to the end of presenting the

Deck Officer with a summary of the fog rules and the

various interpretations of them as decided by our courts

over a period of years.

The Rules Concerning Fog
"Article 15, {Preliminary )—All signals prescribed by this

article for vessels under way shall be given

:

First: By "steam vessels" on the whistle or siren.

Second: By "sailing vessels" and "vessels towed" on the fog
horn.

The words "prolonged blast" used in this article shall mean
a blast of from four to six seconds duration.

A steam vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle or
siren, sounded by steam or by some substitute for steam, so

placed that the sound may not be intercepted by any obstruction,

and with an efficient fog horn, to be sounded by mechanical
means, and also with an efficient bell. In all cases where the

rules require a bell to be used a drum may be substituted on
board Turkish vessels, or a gong where such articles are used
on board small seagoing vessels. A sailing vessel of 20 tons

gross tonnage or upward shall be provided with a similar fog
horn or bell.

In a fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy rain storms, whether
by day or night, the signals described in this article shall be
used . . .

"Article 16, Speed in Fog—Every vessel shall, in a fog, mist,

falling snow, or heavy rain storms, go at a moderate speed, hav-
ing careful regard to the existing circumstances and conditions.

A steam vessel hearing apparently forward of her beam, the
fog signal of a vessel the position of which is not ascertained

shall, so far as the circumstances of the case admit, stop her
engines, and then navigate with caution until danger of collision

is over."

The above International rules, together with a description of
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the correct signal to be used by various vessels under different

operating conditions, are just about all that the rules of the road

have to say about fog. The only differences between the above

rules and the corresponding Inland rules are that the fog horn

on vessels operating under Inland rules does not have to be

sounded by mechanical means, and the rule referring to the sub-

stitution of a drum on Turkish vessels is omitted.

Tabular Fog Signal Summary
The whistle and fog horn signals prescribed for various

vessels are presented herewith in tabular summary form, as a

means of allowing the Deck Officer to make direct comparison

between the International and Inland rules. In this summary

a short blast is represented by a short dash (-) and a prolonged

blash by a longer dash (— ).

Whistle Signals
International Inland

Type of Vessel , Sig. iMin. Sig. Min.

Steam Vessel Underway — 2 — 1

Steam Vessel Underway but

Stopped With No Way On 2 — 1

Steam Vessel Out Of Command — - - 2 —
1

Steam Vessel Laying Cable — - - 2 — 1

Steam Vessel Towing — - - 2 — - - 1

Fog Horn Signals
International Inland

Type of Vessel Sig. Min. Sig. Min.

Any Vessel Being Towed — - - 2 — - - 1

Sailing Vessel, Stbd. Tack - 1 - 1

Sailing Vessel, Port Tack - - 1 - - 1

Sailing Vessel, Sailing With
The Wind Abaft The Beam 1 1

Any Vessel At Anchor Rapid ringing of ship's bell

for 5 seconds each minute.

Note: In the above summary, sailing vessel signals have been

tabulated as short blasts. Although the rules merely prescribed

a "blast", not specifying whether it is short or prolonged, it

has been "The Skipper"s"" experience that most sailing vessels

when making fog signals tend to use a shorter blast than the four

to six second blast described as prolonged.

Interpretations of the Fog Rules
Theoretically, knowing the above rules as printed and being

familiar with the various signals as summarized, the Deck
Officer is capable of properly navigating his vessel through fog.

The student of the rules, however, will have many questions

arise which are not answered by the rules as published, and the

prudent mariner will undertake a research and study of the rules

to determine what the courts have decided about them. Before
taking over a watch the Deck Officer should possess a thorough
and instinctively correct knowledge of the rules, and it is sur-

prising how much vital knowledge slips away through disuse,

whether by reason of a prolonged vacation, a lengthy lay-up in

the yards, or a long tropic voyage where fog is not encountered.

The fog signal of another vessel apparently coming closer and
closer is not the signal for the watch officer on the bridge to

open a book, review the rules of the road, and then determine
just what to do about the situation.

It is hoped that the following notes will serve to clarify and
explain some of the rules of the road concerning fog.

1. The foghorn required on both steam and sailing vessels,

under the International rules, must be sounded by mechanical

means, a fog horn sounded by the breath being illegal. Also a

sailing vessel, under Inland or International rules, is not re-

quired or permitted to sound fog signals on the whistle, even
though the whistle would perhaps be more efficient.

2. The time interval between fog signals is the maximum
time interval allowed by law. If the fog signal of an approaching

vessel is heard apparently coming closer and closer, the Courts

and good seamanship require you to sound your own signal

more often, every few seconds if necessary.

3. If two or more vessels are anchored in a group, the Courts

have decided that each vessel must make the proper sound signal.

(A rapid ringing of the bell for 5 seconds each minute).

4. A vessel aground in International waters is considered to

be a vessel at anchor so far as her fog signals are concerned, and

must give the fog signal of a vessel at anchor. In Inland waters,

however, it has been decided that the ringing of a bell by a vessel

aground would tend to confuse an approaching vessel, and per-

haps influence her to attempt passage on the shoreside of what
she may take to be a safely anchored vessel. Therefore distress

signals, such as a continuous sounding of the whistle, have been

held to be the proper signal when aground in Inland waters.

5. The use of the '"two prolonged blasts"' signal, by a vessel

dead in the water, is lawful only when all headway has been

lost. Care must be taken, especially at night, to make certain

that the vessel is dead in the water before changing from one
blast to two. A Liberty ship cruising at about 12 knots, will

move ahead for from 10 to 15 minutes after her engine is

stopped.

6. A steam vessel out of command, under the International

rules, sounds the out of command signal only as long as she is

making way through the water. If she is dead in the water with

no way upon her, she sounds the two prolounged blast signal

for a steam vessel underway with no way on her. The reason

for this, of course, is that the urgent information to convey to

any approaching vessel is that she is dead in the water, and if she

is dead in the water it does not materially matter whether she is

disabled or not. This is the ruling, even though it is realized

that a vessel able to kick ahead or astern is in a different posi-

tion from a vessel unable to move at all.

7. Under the International rules, a steam vessel that is out of

command and making way must indicate her condition by
blowing one prolonged blast followed by two short blasts. Under
the Inland rules, a steam vessel that is out of command gives the

same signal as a steam vessel underway,—that is, one prolonged

blast. However, although under the Inland rules the steam

vessel out of command has no special fog signal to warn ap-

proaching vessels of her condition, she is not only permitted

hut required to warn any nearing vessel that she is unable to

maneuver by blowing the danger signal, even though the other

vessel is hidden from sight by the fog. The wisest course to

follow, under the rules of good seamanship, would be to anchor
if possible, and change her fog signal to a rapid ringing of the

bell. Vessels have been held at fault for leaving a berth or

anchorage during a fog, and also for failing to anchor in a fog

when it was easily possible to do so.

8. The International signal for a steam vessel out of com-
mand ( one prolonged blast followed by two short blasts ) also

applies under the International rules to a sailing vessel that is

out of command. ( In irons, becalmed, or with her sticks carried

away ) . The sailing vessel will give this sigpal, of course, on
her fog horn.

Under the Inland rules, however, a sailing vessel that is out

of command continues to give the fog signal of the last tack

she was on.

9. The fog signal for a vessel being towed, one prolonged
blast and two short blasts on the fog horn, is an optional

signal. The rules do not require it to be given, they merely

define the signal to be used if a towed vessel wants to give a sig-

nal, the rule being optional because many vessels being towed
are not manned. Under certain circumstances of towing and
traffic, however, such as an exceptionally long tow, it is required

by good seamanship that the vessel being towed sound this

signal on her foghorn.

10. The signal for a steam vessel towing, one prolonged
blast followed by two short blasts, also applies under the

International rules to a sailing vessel towing. The sailing vessel

would give this signal on the fog horn. Under the Inland

rules, however, if a sailing vessel were towing another vessel she

would just give the regular signal of a sailing vessel, according

to the tack that she was on.

11. Under the Inland rules the Courts have decided that

(Please turn to page 104)
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Oft t^ TiJacf^
New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

COMBUSTION CONTROL FOR VICTORYS
When the first Victory ships were built in the hurry

of war, they were designed for automatic combustion

control to be installed at some future time.

Recently the first of those Victorys, one of three sold

to a South African shipping firm has been equipped

with Hagan automatic combustion boiler control. The
ship in question, the New Bern Victory, has since been

rechristened the SS Coristantia. and has been dressed up

considerably—including some luxurious passenger suites.

The controls for the first vessel, which was originally

designed as a low-cost C-1 cargo ship, were installed

through negotiations between the Marine States Corpo-

ration and Simler & Sengstaken, Hagan agents, both of

New York.

Servicing of the installation was performed by Bull

& Roberts, also of New York, who represent Hagan
and its affiliate, Hall Laboratories.

The vessel is Westinghouse turbine-driven with re-

duction gear and is of 6600 shaft horsepower. There are

two Edgemoor water-tube boilers with 12,622 square

feet of heating surface, operating at 525 pounds pres-

sure. She was built at the Bethlehem Fairfield shipyards

in 1945.

The adaptation of automatic combustion controls to

Victory ships is too recent to afford operating economy

figures. However, the controls are similar to those in-

stalled last year for the first time on a Liberty ship, the

Canadian-owned A[euata Park, later named the Hanuitc

Crofton. On two voyages through the Panama Canal

from Vancouver, B. C, to England and return, the fuel

consumption dropped from 25.1 to 22.5 tons per day,

a saving a 13.3 per cent, as shown after completing a

The cargo vessel Loidc-Honduras, ninth of a fleet of 14 ships being built

by The Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation for Lloyd Brasileiro, poised on

the ways at Pascagoula, Miss, The contract for the 14 Lloyd Brasileiro

ships is the largest single contract ever placed by a South American

concern with a United States yard.

total of 17,000 miles.

Few Victorys have yet been sold to private operators,

the majority operating under charter from the Maritime

Commission.

TODD COMPLETES

URDCD^y DOTTOM JOB
The 20,183-ton Moore-McCormack liner Uruguay,

ex-Caiifoniia. left the Brooklyn Division of the Todd

Shipyards Corporation on September 5 after an extensive

underwater repair job. The Uruguay, one of the shipping

the SS Constantia, Ex-

'-^m New Bern Victory, sold
" o the South African
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The 20,183 ton Mo
paint around the

Corporation.

-McCormack Line Uruguay, gets a final daub of

Jder at the Brooldyn Division of Todd Shipyards

company's three liners being reconverted from wartime

troopships to luxury passenger liners before re-entering

the regular New York to East Coast South America

service, had 87 plates replaced on her bottom and shell

to put her in A-1 condition to meet safety-at-sea re-

quirements.

When the vessel entered the Todd No. 1 Graving Dock
on June 23, she was raised for inspection to determine

the extent of necessary repairs. For five full days the

entire hull from keel to light waterline was sandblasted

to the bare steel and the interior of the hull was scraped

to enable testers to drill a Ys" hole in each plate and gage

its thickness. The thicknesses were then compared with

those shown on the plans when she was built. Plates

varying more than 20 per cent from the original thick-

ness were condemned.

The plate-replacing job involved removal and re-

placing of 22 sea valves and 10 sea chests, and necessi-

tated considerable removals of refrigerator cargo insula-

tion and large quantities of wiring and piping in way

of repairs. No work on frames was necessary because the

internals were intact. Simultaneously 52 tanks were

tested and repaired where they were in the way of the

plate removals.

After replating was completed, the entire bottom of

the vessel was painted—first with two coats of anti-

corrosive paint, from deep load line to keel, followed

by one coat of anti-fouling paint from light load line

to keel, and topped oS with two coats of green boot

topping, from deep load line to light load line. Over

1000 gallons of paint were consumed; 85,000 rivets

were replaced; 126 tons of sand were used for the paint

removal, and almost 24,000 square feet of steel plating

was installed to complete the job.

The Uruguay will be tied up in Section 20 of the

Erie Basin for the account of the United States Maritime

Commission until the final stage of her reconversion to

peacetime status, can be undertaken.

RICHFIELD Oil TAIER

USES GE MNH
The SS Sparrows Point is the latest to join the ranks

of those equipped with a General Electric electronic

navigator. A Richfield Oil Corp. tanker of 500 ft. length,

the boat made a run between Wilmington and San

Francisco with this invaluable aid to safety. The equip-

ment was sold through Ets-Hokin & Galvan's Wilming-

ton office, distributors of GE marine radar. It was in-

stalled in four days time, complete with construction and

fabrication of mast and installation of the navigator, by

the Todd Shipyards during regular drydocking. All wir-

ing is concealed and considerable cabling is saved by

the simplicity of the GE navigator.

Often called a "packaged unit" by the trade, the GE
instrument is designed specifically for maritime service.

It provides the mariner with an instrument to plot a

safe course any time—day or night—even though his

normal visibility is strongly limited by darkness, fog or

rain.

Extremely simple in design, the navigator consists of

two main parts; ( 1 ) the rotating antenna which is

located on top of the ship's pilothouse; ( 2 ) the viewing

console on which the radar picture is presented in the

wheelhouse. The rotating antenna is analagous to a

rotating searchlight in that it sends out radio beams to

locate obstacles in the ship's path. No matter what

material these beams strike, they bounce off and scatter.

Some are returned to the rotating antenna, which acts

as a receiving antenna, and they are reflected as bright

spots on the face of a cathode ray tube which is similar

to a television screen tube. The image thus formed on

the viewing console forms a "radar picture," and fixed

electronic marker-circles on the face of the screen in-

dicate the distance of objects from the ship. These

markers are calibrated in two, six and thirty-mile ranges.

While on its way north, the SS Sparrows Point ran

into heavy fog off Monterey Bay. The skipper spotted

on the radar screen an approaching vessel nine miles

away and changed his course 5 degrees. As the ships

passed, the fog thinned very slightly and they were

barely visibly to each other. The radar screen showed

them V2 mile apart. To observe the channels leading

from Wilmington's piers, the 2-mile radius is used;

then the 6-mile scale in the outer harbor until on the

high seas.
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M\\ DAY M m FRAilSCO

Visitors to the San Francisco Naval Shipyard these days,

including the expected large crowds on Navy Day,

October 26, will turn their attention toward such attrac-

tions as the nearly-completed world's largest crane, huge

and modern new structural steel, ordnance, optical and

supply buildings, and then to a supershow attraction,

the twisted hulks that were target ships at Bikini.

Four of these targets, plus a division of four non-target,

monitoring destroyers, have returned to this naval ship-

yard since Operation Crossroads ended. The once

slightly radioactive destroyers have been made shipshape

and returned to active duty. One of the targets, the sub-

marine Parche, has been decontaminated and repaired

and will soon become a floating armory for Bay Area

sub-reservists. Three others, the light carrier Independ-

ence and transports Crittenden and Gasconade, remain.

"Radioactive Ship—Unauthorized Personnel Not Per-

mitted Aboard," is the way their signs read. Silent and

alone except for security guards and the almost daily

visits of scientists and workmen helping the scientists,

the three ships stand. Torn and twisted, they receive the
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curious stares of yard workmen and visitors alike, a

marvel of the atomic age.

Almost unnoticed in the large, sprawling, busy ship-

yard IS a small grey, well-guarded wooden building, the

Radiation Lab. This building is the home of one of the

Navy's major scientific research centers in the field of

studying results of atomic fission.

Research and scientific data gathered at this radiation

laboratory will be used primarily for the nation's own
security. All results are being correlated, together with

other research work by military installations, and the

Atomic Energy Commission. Results of such study will

undoubtedly be of great value in helping to better un-

derstand and better use atomic energy. There is no telling

what basic research will uncover, and at this naval in-

stallation Navy and civilian scientists are working to-

gether in various nuclear projects which may help us to

learn how man can live and work with atomic energy.

Commander It)hn J.
Fee, officer in charge of the labora-

tory, is recognized by the Navy as one of the outstanding

contributors to the success of the Bikini experiments.

(Please turn to page IO61
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PROPELLER CLUB

De Rochie of Pacific Marine

:hairman of the Prize

littee, announced the "lucky"

winners.

Carroll Reeves, De La-
val Steam Turbine Co.,
chairman of the day,
presents David M. Gre-
gory, director of traffic

of Olympic Steamship
Co., the Propeller Club
trophy. Captain A. F.

Pillsbury (seated),
world authority on ships

and shipping and part-

ner in Pillsbury and
Martignoni, looks on.

Presentation was made
at regular Propeller
Club luncheon the fo|.

ing

Carroll
White <

George E

Ed Schnei.
Dry Dock
Moore, g

In the largest and most successful

golf tournament ever held by the

Propeller Club of San Francisco

many new names appeared in the

list of prize winners but many an old

timer was in there too. Top prize

went to Dave Gregory of Olympic

Steamship Company for low net,

while low gross went to Worth
Johnson of Republic Supply Com-
pany. The affair was held at Lake-

side Country Club on September 12

and the pictures are proof of a happy

time. There were prizes aplenty,

and Bern De Rochie, chairman of

the Prize Committee and his com-

mittee handling this phase of the

program, did the usual good job. A
complete list of winners follows:

Left to right: Carl E. McDowell, assistant to executive vice president and Gerald A. Dundon, vice pres. and ge

Division, of Pope S Talbot; Josiah N. Knowles, partner in Pedley-Knowles & Company: Ed ttarms, operating i

Eric Pedley, partner in Pedley-Knowles A Company, and James S. hiines. publisher. Pacific Marin<

nager. Steamship

Pope & Talbot;
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GOLF TOURIEY

Left to right: Lloyd Fleming, Pacific Coast director of U. S.

Maritime Commission; Guy Buck, long-time Grace Line ex-

ecutive, and Carroll Reeves.

Left to right: John K. Wagner, vice president: Raymond J.

Pries, general freight agent; Lloyd M. Mauk, asst. to operat-

ing manager; A. L. Papworth. asst. to president; Hubert

Brown, executive assistant; Frank L. Dwinnell, industrial rela-

and Irving F. Lyons. Jr.. district freight agent,

all of Pacific Far East Lines.

Tournament Winners
First low net: Dave Gregory.

First low gross; Worth Johnson.

Flight Winners
First flight, low net: W. Roe.

Runner Up: Bill Warren.

Second flight, low net: George Mc-

Cord.

Second flight, low gross: Joe Hurd.

Runner Up: Bob LiUevand.

Third flight, low net: Ed Schneider.

Third flight, low gross: Les White.

Runner Up: Frank McGuigan.

Fourth flight, low net: Gene Essner.

Fourth flight, low gross: K. C. Tripp.

Runner Up: Fred Doelker.

Guest Flight Winners
First flight, low net: W. Emigh.

First flight, low gross: L. Mathis.

Runner Up: Bill Brigham.

Second flight, low net: H. Schoell.

Second flight, low gross: Mike

Rhine.

Runner Up: A. Dutriz.

High Gross: John P. McArthur.

In Horseshoes, the winner was Ross

Marble.

Donors of the prizes included the

following:

Allied Produce Company
George F. Arata Company
George A. Armes

Left to right: R. ArtI

Forster, general sup

intendent of Bethlehi

Steel Co.; William

Warren, principal s

veyor. American Bur€

of Ships, and guest.

r: Mr. Forster; Da-

(orman Lillevand,

Kcsident of Grace

Ed Senter, W. R.

e & Co.; and
|e E. Swett, head

!orge E. Swett &

Left to I

W. Ogilv

nbull,

presi-commercial vice

dent, and M. Rhine, i

of General Electric C
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Seat ed led to ri ghl: Roy S. Milliqan. Earl V. Livi gston anc L. W. Aubry all of

Stan da d Oil of Ca iforn a. Standing Hosmer E. Smith of Standard Oil, H gh

Middleton, Pa .ifi c C 3a sf tianager. De La Rama Lin cs; R. W. Turnbull, commer iai

vice pr sident in San Fran Cisco, Genera Electric Co ; Lisle Srr all, president, Uni ed

Eng ring Corr pan r. 6" d Stewart of Bethlehem; David Nc rman Lillevand, v ice

pres id< nt of Gra ce Line, Inc.; and M. Rhin > of Gene al Electric.

.The backgrou id inc udes: Bill Roe. John Beardsley
, Guy Bu ck, Wm. Rogers and

Walter Granicher.

P. L Badt Company

Challenge Cream & Butter Assn.

Dohrmann Hotel Supply Company

Donovan Lumber Company, Frank

O'Connor

Fairbanks Morse Company, Roger

Murray

Foster Wheeler Corp., Robert D.

Spear

Golden State Company Ltd.

Haas Brothers

H. T. Haviside

C. J. Hendry

Edward L. Heuck Corporation

A. Levy & J.
Zentner Company

Marine Electric Company

C. W. Marwedel

Joseph A. Moore, Sr., Moore Dry

Dock Co. (who oversubcribed.

)

O'Brien, Spotorno, Mitchell & Com-

pagno Bros.

Pacific Marine Review

Pacific Paint & 'Varnish Company

A. Paladini, Inc.

Poultry Producers of Central Cali-

fornia

Republic Supply Company

Joe Roberts

S & 'W Fine Foods, Inc.

Schweitzer & Company

Thomas A. Short

Louis T. Snow & Company

Standard Oil Company of California

George E. Swett
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Tiedemann & McMorran, Inc.

Toumey Electric Company
Tubbs Cordage Company
Weeks-Howe-Emerson Company
The Young Company

PEDLEY-KiWlES SUCCEEDS

&T
Announcement has been made of

the formation of Pedley-Knowles &
Company, a new firm dealing in ma-

rine and industrial supplies. This

new company has acquired the ma-

rine and industrial supply business

of Martin & Turner in San Fran-

cisco at 134 Sacramento Street.

Eric L. Pedley, well-known polo

player, who has been vice president

Left to right: Eric

L. Pedley, Josiah N.

Knowles and Roger

of Martin & Turner, and manager

of the San Francisco branch for the

past two years, is president of the

new firm. Previous to joining Mar-

tin & Turner, Pedley was a Lieu-

tenant Colonel in the U. S. Army

Air Corps.

Josiah N. Knowles, who is well-

known in San Francisco marine cir-

cles, has also been connected with

the firm for the past year. Knowles

served as a Commander in the Navy

during the war.

The third member is Roger

Stewart, son of William H. Stewart,

former president of the Bethlehem

Pacific Coast Steel Corporation, and

a director in the new firm. George

T. Cronin of Borbeck, Phleger &
Harrison, attorneys, is the other

member of the Board of Directors.

Among the lines of marine and

industrial products distributed by

Pedley, Knowles & Company are:

Bethlehem Wire Rope. Great West-

ern Cordage, Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Paints, Morck Brushes, Condenser

Service & Engineering Company

and affiliated company products,

Boston & Lockport blocks, Wilcox-

Crittenden marine hardware and

California Cotton Mills' cotton prod-

ucts.

This firm will continue operations

at the present address.

m MEm OFFICE

FOR U. S. LINES

The United States Lines' subsi-

diary, Panama Pacific Line, announce

the establishment of their new San

Francisco office at 141 Battery

Street, on August 25, 1947. The

executive offices. Freight and Pas-

senger Departments are located on

the 6th floor.
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plant and operating staff.

mm]m or foreign

BODIES IN ^^RINE

\ND INDUSTRUL EQUIPMENT

During the past year at Los

Angeles Harbor there has been

formed the Marine Solvents Service

Corporation, who offer the marine

and industrial trade a controlled

system of application of chemicals

for the elimination of foreign sub-

stances in steam or diesel power

units.

This corporation is sponsored by

three well-known marine engineers,

Albert O. Pegg, Bert Hale, and

George McCoy, each of whom has

had long experience in the design

and operation of marine and indus-

trial equipment.

Through much experimentation as

to the type of equipment necessary

to afford this service they developed

both floating and land equipment.

To make the service attractive to

the shipowner and ship operator,

many difificulties had to be over-

come. For one thing, the time in

which the application could be made

was a major problem; the non-

interference with the regular func-

tions of the ship was another; then

the location of the vessel ( whether

the ship was at berth, in the ship-

yard, or anchored in the stream,

presented another difficulty.

In order to meet these conditions

a 72-ton steel barge was built, and

fitted with separate compartments

for the handling of various commo-

dities, such as raw chemicals and

neutralizers. These compartments

require non-corrosive type rubber-

lined equipment, specially built.

Special fluid pumps, pipe lines and

valves were necessary, together with

delicate instruments mounted on a

special control panel to provide

accurate handling. A steam boiler

provides 4750 lbs. of saturated

steam per hour at 200 lbs working

pressure, with all necessary heat ex-

changers to be used in preparation

of the unit for proper servicing. A
50 k.w.-a.c. diesel-driven generator

is installed for operation of all

motor driven pumps and air com-

pressor, together with the necessary

lighting load.

The fresh raw water capacity is

sufficient for the average job; if

necessary, however, distilled water

can be made available When the

barge is placed alongside a vessel,

.all that is required for servicing the

particular unit is a iy2" hose con-

nection for the inlet and return, to-

gether with a small hose vent line

for removing any vapors occurring

during the operation. There are no

obnoxious gases or residue, and the

work is carried on in a clean and

efficient manner.

In addition to the floating equip-

ment, they have developed a mobile

unit, so designed as to give quick

and economic service on land. The

same conditions are involved in the

design of the mobile equipment as

on the floating barge. The mobile

unit consists of two tank trailers of

a size to handle the average job.

These trailers are completely out-

fitted, and they carry two sizes of

mobile steam generators and air

compressors, together with a small

mobile lighting unit. A late model

jeep of special design is fitted with

all necessary power-driven pumps

and heat exchangers and control in-

struments for adequate handling.

Albert O. Pegg, president of the

company, has been in the marine

field for over 45 years—37 of which

was in the marine department of the

Bert Hale. >

era I

Pegg, president of

irvice Corporation.

e president and gen-

Union Oil Company, and five years

was as assistant general manager at

California Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion.

Bert Hale, vice president and gen-

eral manager, has had considerable

technical training through his con-

nection with several organizations,

and 1 5 years at sea as Chief Engi-

neer of modern vessels; four years

superintendent engineer of Pacific

Tankers, followed by two years as

marine surveyor and consulting en-

gineer.

George McCoy, general superin-

tendent, has had 1 8 years as a marine

chief engineer, and four years ma-

chinist apprenticeship, two years as

port engineer for Pacific Tankers,

and one year as engineer training

and instruction officer for the U. S.

Maritime Service.
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Sperry's marine branch office at 126 No. Marine Avenue, Wilminqto

PACIFIC com umm of mm
The Sperry Gyroscope Company has been making

news on the West Coast recently. The accompanying

pictures show new office facilities at San Francisco and

Los Angeles as well as two of the folks who make the

business tick.

More important than the new offices, however, is the

announcement from G. W. Skinner, president of Alaska

Steamship Company that the entire fleet of passenger

and freight vessels operated by the company are being

equipped with Sperry radar.

Sperry Loran was chalk-talked by Thomas F. Barnett,

Loran instructor at the Seattle Sperry office, before the

Puget Sound Society of Port Engineers September 10.

O. B. Whitaker, marine sales manager for Sperry, flew

from New York to attend the meeting.

At left, above: W. H. "Casey' Emerson, s jpervis 3r m rine service

of the Sperry Gyroscope Co , Inc . Wilnnington bra nch of the

pany's district o Kice is at 2200 E. 1 Tipena Highv»ay. El Segundo,

re W. 1. Selover is district mar aqer The ompan y al o maintains

icing fac lities at 619 Broa dv/a Bu Iding, San C iego under the

ervision o W. O Johnson.

eft, below: Shop facilities are availab e for the com plete overhaul of

rry's mari ne proc ucts. H. M . Richard on, se vice engineer, is shown

3nc of the South Bend lathe
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SERVICE MEN

G. R. Anderson, director of Engineering, Beloit, Wisconsin; Roger M. Murray, manager,

Fairbanks Morse i Co., San Francisco; V. O. Harkness, manager, Diesel Division, Fair-

banks Morse i Co., Chicago; H. M. Olsen, manager, Fairbanks Morse t Co., sub-branch.

Salt Lake City, Utah; H. G. Nagel, manager. Engine Department, Fairbanks Morse &

Co.. San Francisco.

DIESEL MEEW

W m FRANCISCO

A Diesel Engine sales meeting for

all field engineers of the San Fran-

cisco Branch of Fairbanks Morse &
Company was held at the Commer-

cial Club on Monday, August 18.

V. O. Harkness, manager, Diesel

Division of Fairbanks Morse &
Company, Chicago and G. R. Ander-

son, director of engineering, Beloit,

Wisconsin, were present and out-

lined Diesel developments and sales

plans for the coming year.

Similar meetings of sales engi-

neers of the firm were held in Los

Angeles and Portland.

GENERAL ELECTRIC OFFICIALS

MEET IN SAN FRANCISCO

R. W. TurnbuU, San Francisco,

new commercial vice president.

General Electric Company, and R.

M. Alvord, retiring vice president,

are shown in the accompanying pic-

ture welcoming C. E. Wilson, presi-

dent of the company to San Fran-

cisco.

All three men are officials of the

General Electric Company. Mr. Wil-

son arrived in San Francisco direct

from the East, traveling in a com-

pany plane. He visited San Francisco

and the Bay Area enroute to the

Hanford Engineer Works, Rich-

land, Washington, where he address-

ed the G. E. workers on Labor Day.

The Hanford Engineer Works is

operated by the General Electric

Company under U. S. Government

OCTOBER • 1947

Contract as part of the country's

atomic program.

While in San Francisco Bay Area

he conferred with company officials

on expansion matters and visited

San Jose where the company now
operates a motor manufacturing

plant, and where they will soon

build a new 52,000,000 plant to

manufacture electric motors from I

to 500 hp.

Mr. Alvord retired at his own re-

quest under the company's Pension

Plan during September, after 43

years of distinguished service.

Mr. TurnbuU, who succeeds Mr.

Alvord, began his electrical career

in Los Angeles in 1909, and joined

G. E, in 1912. From 1941 until his

present appointment, he was presi-

dent of Hotpoint, Inc., formerly

Edison General Electric Appliance

Company.

Dale E. Willis, Marine Service representa-

tive for R. S. Smith Company of Wilming-

PMR's staff photographer interrupted busy

Ray Sullivan long enough to take this

photo dov«n in Wilmington. Mr. Sullivan

is the district manager in Southern Cali-

fornia for the Hagan Corp. and its affili-

ated companies.

Left to right: R. M
Alvord, San Fran

vice president, C
E. Wilson, presi

dent of Genera
Electr

San Francisco, and

R. W. TurnbuU, San

Francisco, commer-

cial vice president,

shaking hands with

Mr. Wilson.

eted
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Gerald E. Donovan, vice president of Moore-McCormack Lines,

Inc.. vfith Mrs. Donovan and their daughter, Eleanor, aboard the

pnacsaga prior to sailing to Rio de Janeiro on August 2.

MARINE PICTORIAL REVIEW

The popular cruiser. S.S. General Frank M. Coxe, former troop
transport flies gala flags on daily sightseeing excursions around the

San Francisco Bay. These cruises depart from pier at. Hyde Street at
10 A. M. and 2 P. M. every day.

At top: Big v/heels of the bay cruises are G. E. Holmes, general man-
ager of Gray Line. Dan L. Dietrich, vice president and general
traffic manager of the Golden Gate Scenic Steamship Lines and Captain
George Hornsman, skipper of the vessel.

Below: The General Frank M. Coxe. a familiar sight on the Bay.

A Stuart Greenberg (right), president of M. Greenberg's Sons, is^ welcomed back to San Francisco by Elmer K. Ross, manager of

sales, following Mr. Greenberg's trip to the Hawaiian Island where he

called on distributors and jobbers of Greenberg brass products and
Josam Pacific plumbing drainage products.

Jim Camp, general manager and Arthur Zipf, head of new Che

cal Cleaning Division, Western Ship Service.
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C R D B S BROS.

ANNOUNCE
NEW OFFICES

and

WAREHOUSE
at

34 DAVIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone: GArfield 1-8355

SSSigfggiig^^^^
iSBSv^'

Headquarters for MARINE SPECIALTIES * Representing

ALLEN. ROBERT G., COMPANY— Alleni+e Carbon Control — Allencote

Refractory Coating

BUTTERWORTH SYSTEM, INC. — Butterworth Tank Cleaning System

COFFIN, J. S. Jr. COMPANY — Turbo Pumps

FRANCE PACKING COMPANY — Metallic Packing

FLEXITALLIC GASKET COMPANY— Flexitallic Gaskets

GOLDSCHMIDT CORPORATION — Contra-Rudders

LESLIE CO.— Regulators— Reducing Valves — Tyfon Whistles

SANDUSKY FOUNDRY & MACHINE COMPANY — Centrifugal Cast Liners

SELBY, BATTERSBY & COMPANY— Komul Anti-Corrosive Coating

SEA-RO PACKING COMPANY — Sea-Ro Nek-Seal Packing — Pump Plunger Rings

J4 DA^is STReer SAN FRANCiSCO



C Jf D £ S BROS.

PER DAY

LESLIE CO. LY^DHURST, IVEW JERSEY

Also, Pump Governors, Temperature Regulators, Pressure and

Temperature Controllers and Leslie-Tyfon Whistles.

Established

1900

METAL mim
For steam and Diesel Engines

Manufacturers of complete

Packings and Replacement Parts

Best Wishes to
Our San Francisco Represenfafive . . .

France Marine Packings are well known all

over the world for their dependable opera-

tion and low maintenance cost, serving the

Marine Industry for more than 50 years.

THE FRANCE PACKING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA 35, PA.

CORDES BROTHERS
34 DAVIS STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIF.

J4 DAViS SrttfET SAM PRAMCiSCO



CORD i S BROS,
Wt ^^J^J

ThePump The Industry Is TulkingAbout!

THE COFFIN

TURBO

PUMP-

CAPACITIES TO

350 G.P.M.

FOR BOILER

FEED

SERVICE

PRESSURES TO

500 P.S.I.

ONE UNIT— Centrifugal Pump, Steam Turbine

Saves Spate, Weight andSteam
Send for Descriptive Bulletin

lAJe extend sincere aood wishes to

OUR NORTHERN CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE

CORDSS BROS.
34 Davis Street, San Francisco

In their NEW, LARGER quarters.

THE J. S. COFFIN, JR. COMPANY
326 SOUTH DEAN STREET ENGLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

34 DAViS STRE£T SAN fRAHCISCO



C R P ( S BROS.

Write NOW for Your

FLEXITALLIC GASKET BDDKLET
This new little book speaks of safe-sealing for fluids under pressure with the plain

honesty the subject of safety deserves.

It tells with sketches and few words how the "Flexitallic" art which established itself

in wide use through safe performance has now put safety on a new level.

You are not asked to abandon one theory and accept another. The book deals with a

record of performance and identifies the practices that make the record possible. You
are urged to believe only what pre-testing can—and will—prove to you.

J'lexila itic

GASKETS OF THIS NAME

ARE MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

8th & BAILEY STREETS

WE'LL SEND YOU A COPY
A post-card will serve but you will help us in record-keeping

by giving us the name of your company and your title or

department.

FLEXITALLIC GASKET COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF SPIRAL-WOUND GASKET CONSTRUCTION

CAMDEN. N. J.
Distributors in all Principal Ports

ALLE^rOTE
REFRACTORY COATING

• Prolongs Refractory Life.

• Reduces Number of Shutdowns.

• Improves Furnace Efficiency.

• Retards Flame Erosion.

• Saves Fuel . . . Saves Labor . . . Saves

Refractories . . . Saves Time.

An applicafion of Allenco+e prolongs refractory life

3 to 4 times and increases on-the-line boiler time.

Slag penetration is reduced and boiler efficiency

increased. Allencote reduces flue gas and air seep-

age by sealing all refractory pores and joints, and
virtually eliminates refractory spalling.

ALLEXITE
CARBON CONTROL

• Removes Carbon Scale and Soot.

• Eliminates danger of stack fires.

• Cleans all inaccessible places.

• Removes carbon binder causing slag to fall

off furnace walls and tubes.

• Non Metallic . . . Harmless to Boilers . . .

Vaporizes Completely.

Allenite is being successfully used in thousands of

marine boilers by scores of shipping companies to

eliminate troublesome carbon deposits affecting

tubes, flues, economizers, air heaters, etc. No boiler

using Allenite has ever had a stack fire, burned out

an air heater, or had a carbon-plugged superheater

or economizer.

ROBERT G. ALLEN COMPANY
15 MOORE STREET. NEW YORK 4. N. Y.

34 DAVis STReer SAN fRAHCISCO



CORDIS BROS,

^^ C^ie^ SfrceU^ L
"Cordes Bros., 34 Davis St., San Francisco and 301 Avalon

Blvd., Wilmlng+on, California, are representatives for the

Leader of Centrifugal Castings.

"Propeller shaft sleeves, stern tube bushings, rudder

stock sleeves and pump liners must be dense, uniform, free

from porosity, accurately machined and produced in a

minimum amount of time to meet ship schedules.

"Today, as In the past 30 years, Sandusky is meeting all

of these requirements and furnishing a better product. In

a minimum amount of fabrication time, ^\ the lowest cost.

"Sizes from 3 Inches to 46 Inches diameters, and lengths

up to 347 Inches."—Chief Sandusky.

Specify Chief Sandusky Centrffugaf Castings on

your nexf application.

SANDUSKY CFJi/r/i/fl/GAl CASr//l/6S

COROES BROS. S4N FR«NCISCO AND WIIMINCION. CALIF.

WE EXTEND SINCEREST BEST WISHES FOR
THE CONTINUING GROWTH AND SUCCESS OF

CDHDES BRDS.
OUR FRIENDS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF

T. M. Selby, Battersby & Co

A COLD-APPLIED

ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING
AT THEIR NEW. LARGER QUARTERS

SElBy-BATTIRSey S COMPm
5235 WHITBY AVE. • PHILADELPHIA 43. PA.

ALL PURPOSE

5^*^'^^ Pump Valves
Sea-Ro No. 535 Pump Valves are custom made from a

dense, fine grained phenolic base composition. This valve

stock is treated with a binder, preservative, and impreg-

nated with graphite, then laminated under pressure of

2000 lbs. per square inch. They are an all-purpose valve,

eliminating the necessity for maintenance of various types

of valves to insure economical operation. Sea-Ro No. 535

Valves are impervious to decomposition, warping and
chemical action and can be resurfaced after years of

service for extra duty under the toughest conditions.

Make these 3 Tests
to be convinced

FOR SWELLING
Take one of your present pump
valves and a Sea-Ro No. 535
of the same size. Boil them to-

gether in water for 24 hours.

Then let the micrometer tell

you its amazing story of Sea-

Ro's resistance to swelling.

FOR ABSORPTION
Weigh both valves before boil-

ing and then after. Let the

scales reveal, as no words can,

how Sea-Ro's laminated phe-
nolic base resists absorption.

FOR SURFACING
Spot both valves on a face

plate. You will immediately

notice the velvet-smooth sur-

face of No. 535 machine-
ground into the dense, fine-

grained Sea-Ro Valve.

FREE SAMPLE: We invite you to make these

revealitig tests on your pump installations. Send for

a sample Sea-Ro No. 535 Valve without cost or

obligation.

SEA-RO PACKING CO. • WOOD-RIDGE, N. J.

34 IIAyIS STREIT SAM PRANCiSCO
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n E Ul S F L e S H E s

MANY MATSON FREIGHTERS UNDER CONVERSION

The conversion work on Matson freighters described in the May issue of

Pacific Marine Review is now progressing rapidly in yards around the country.

General Engineering & Dry Dock Company, Alameda has:
Hawaiian Merchant
Hawaiian Builder
Hawaiian Packer

Federal Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company has:
Hawaiian Refiner
Hawaiian Pilot

Sun Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company has:
Hawaiian Rancher
Hawaiian Farmer
Hawaiian Wholesaler

The above are all C-3's.
Maryland Drydock Company, Baltimore has the C-2:

Ventura
Todd-Johnson Dry Docks, Inc., New Orleans, has the C-2:

Alameda
:i:

H: * * *

SPERRY RADAR ON ALASKA SHIPS
The entire fleet of combination passenger and freight vessels operated by

the Alaska Steamship Company is being equipped with Sperry radar. The fleet
operates between northwest and Alaskan ports. Mr. Skinner indicated that he
considered radar a "must" in operating ships safely and efficiently in these
waters in all weather.

* * :1: * *

LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS,
CONTRACTS FOR REMOVAL OF VESSEL WRECKED IN HARBOR

Sealed bids in duplicate v/ill be received in above office, 751 So.

Figueroa Street, until 1 p.m., PST, 14 October, and then publicly opened, for
furnishing all plant, labor, materials and equipment (except government-
furnished property), and performing all work for the above-described project in
strict accordance with specifications, schedules, drawings and addenda, as
follows

:

Removal and satisfactory disposal of the wreck S. S. Markay, lying in
Slip 1, Berths Nos. 167 and 168, Los Angeles Harbor.

CONTRACTS TO FOUR WEST COAST SHIPYARDS FOR
COMPLETION OF THREE ARMY TRANSPORTS

Awards of contracts totalling $2,500,000 to four West Coast shipyards for
completion of the safety modernization of three Army transports are announced
by Brig. General N. H. McKay, commanding San Francisco Port of Embarkation.

The project, which eventually will involve 13 of the Port's passenger
ships, provides for installation of modern safety equipment, fire protection
devices and fireproof ing to replace wartime installation.

The awards on the first four transports were as follows:
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United Engineering Corporation, Alameda, work on the USAT General A. W.

Greely for $444,102, to be completed in 110 days.

Moore Dry Dock Co., Oakland, work on the USAT General R. M. Blatchford

for §550, 000, to be completed in 90 days. Moore was awarded the hospital ship

Hope also.
Todd Shipbuilding Co., San Pedro, work on the USAT General A. W. Brewster

for $561,694, to be finished in 90 days.

Pacific Ship Repair Co., the USAT General Aultman.

*****
RAYTHEON RADAR ON ALL "PRESIDENT" SHIPS

All "President" ships in the permanent fleet of American President Lines

are now equipped with Raytheon radar. Installation work was done by United

Engineering Company under supervision of the Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company.

The two big transpacific liners which are now nearing completion at the

Bethlehem-Alameda Shipyards for use by American President Lines, the President

Cleveland and President Wilson, will be equipped with both radar and loran.

SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS
AND MARINE ENGINEERS

The 55th annual meeting of The Society of Naval Architects and Marine

Engineers will be held in New York City on November 12 to 15. 1947 at The Wal-

dorf-Astorie . The annual meeting of the Council of the Society is scheduled

for the afternoon of Wednesday, November 12.

QUAKER APPOINTS DUKE'S PACKING CO.

The Quaker Pacific Rubber Company, 168 Second Street, San Francisco, West

Coast distributors of Quaker Mechanical Rubber goods, belting, hose and packing,

announce the opening of a Seattle branch sales office, to serve the marine and

industrial firms of the Northwest. The new offices are located in the Maritime

Building at 911 Western Avenue, Seattle.

Announcement is also made by the company of the appointment of Duke's

Packing Company, 520 North Avalon Boulevard, Wilmington, California as exclusive

distributors for Quaker Marine Packing in the Los Angeles harbor district.

BIDS ON APL'S V-2000
Opening of bids by the U. S. Maritime Commission on the five proposed

V-2000 liners for the American President Lines, first scheduled for August and

then for September, is now scheduled for October 3. No Pacific Coast yards are

kncv/n to be bidding.

ONE WEST COAST SHIPYARD'S SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:

Vessel
Holland
S.S. Atascosa
Mobilube
M/V Seagull
David C. Shanks
Mariposa
Marine Adder
S.S. Lompoc
M/V Madoera

Nature of Work
Overhaul
Repair and Conversion
Repair and Conversion
Drydock and Survey
Conversion
Drydock and Repair
Voyage Repair
Hull Reinforcing
Miscellaneous Repairs

Owner
Army Engineers
Pacific Tankers

General Petroleum Corp.

Hillcone Steamship Co.

Army
Mat son
American President Lines

Union Oil Company
Transpacific Transportation Co.

RCA RADAR INSTALLED ABOARD

81 VESSELS SINCE JANUARY
Installation of RCA 3.2-centimeter postwar designed shipboard radar have

been made on 40 American flag vessels and 41 foreign ships since the first of
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the year, and sales have passed the $1,000,000 mark. A total of 110 units have

been purchased in 1947 from Radiomarine by American and foreign shipping

interests.

ELLIOTT COMPANY MOVES IN SAN FRANCISCO
William R. Dunn, Pacific Coast manager of the Elliott Company, Jeannette,

Pa., announces the removal of West Coast headquarters offices of the company to

the Russ Building, San Francisco. This is also the West Coast headquarters for

the Roto Division of the Elliott Company, manufacturers of Roto Jet Boiler

Tube cleaners.

ISTHMIAN TAKES ON 30-MONTH JOB

OF MOVING PIPELINE TO ARABIA
What has been called the largest single contract ever signed by a steam-

ship company, calling for Isthmian Steamship Company to move the American
Arabian Oil Company's pipeline from U. S. ports to terminals in the Mediter-
ranean and Persian Gulf, was announced recently by the company president. It

will take approximately 30 months to complete the job, and the fleet to carry
the 265,000 tons of pipe plus construction equipment and foodstuffs will in-

clude not only the huge Isthmian line, but the Pacific Far East Line and
possibly one or two more sub-contractors.

The shipments will move outward from Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia,
Houston and Galveston, and through Pacific ports ranging from Seattle to Long
Beach.

HERB SOUTHWORTH MOVES IN SAN FRANCISCO
Herbert L. Southworth, owner of the Herbert L. Southworth Company an-

nounces the removal of offices to Room 402 at 110 Market Street, San Francisco.
This company is Pacific Coast representative for the Kingsbury Machine

Works, manufacturers of Kingsbury thrust and journal bearings, and Northern
California representatives for Murray 8: Tregurtha Harbormasters.

*****
LONG BEACH SHED BIDS

Bids were opened by the Port of Long Beach at 10:00 a.m. on Friday,

September 19, for the construction of one of the world's largest transit sheds

at Berths 6 and 7, Pier A. This shed will measure 1152' by 200' and will be

of steel and concrete, clean span construction.
*****

NEW COLUMBIA MILL AT LOS ANGELES
J. Lester Perry, president of Columbia Steel Company, United States Steel

subsidiary, announces that a cold reduction mill with a capacity to produce
over 300,000 tons of sheets a year will be built by that company in the Los
Angeles area. It is hoped that construction of the new mill will be completed
by the end of 1949, provided no unforseen delays occur.

In addition to cold reduced sheets, the new mill will be equipped for

hot rolled sheet processing and for sheet galvanizing and coating, in order to

meet the West Coast demand for these types of products.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN LOS ANGELES
During the month of August, 20 new factories were established in Los

Angeles County with a total investment of $1,073,000. Thirty-eight existing
plants were expanded, calling for an additional investment of $4,449,000.

Total investment in the 58 new and expanded units was $5,522,000, creat-

ing a total of 1158 new jobs.

For the year to date, 152 new factories were established with a total

investment of $35,974,000; 269 existing plants were expanded, calling for an

additional investment of $34,914,000.
Total investment for the year to date in the 421 new and expanded units

was $70,880,000, creating 14,733 new jobs.
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PRELIMINASV

FLOATIi

THE AMPHIBIAN AIR TRANSPORT, INC. of

Long Beach, California has commissioned Karl

French, naval architect-marine engineer of San Pedro,

to design the conversion of a wooden barge into a

floating airdrome for their Catalina terminus. The barge,

110' long and 30' beam by 8'-4" depth, was purchased

from Government surplus.

At the present time. Amphibian Air Transport, Inc.

operates 13 flights per day from the Long Beach Munici-

pal Airport, and 6 flights per day from the Lockheed

Air Terminal at Burbank to Avalon and return. Grum-
man Amphibians are employed in this service. Amphib-

ian Air Transport, Inc. has purchased several Sikorsky

Amphibian planes, which are much larger than the

Grummans, in order to meet the growing demand for

this rapid and convenient service to Catalina.

The new airdrome is intended to reduce the material

hazards attendent on the operation of amphibian air-

craft to a minimum, and to provide most comfortable,

convenient, and modern landing facilities for the pas-

sengers. The Naval Architect's preliminary plan shows

the arrangement of the airdrome.

At one end of the barge, a ramp approximately 40'

long will be constructed. This ramp, which will be sup-

ported on structural steel and steel pipe trusses, will

extend far enough below the water at its outboard end

to provide ample clearance for the successful docking

of the deepest draft amphibians which will be employed

in this service. To provide this depth of water over the

end of the ramp without making the ramp unduly long,

the barge will be ballasted with fixed ballast sufiicient

to reduce the freeboard to 18", which is considered to

be the practicable minimum. Walking spaces at the

barge deck level will be protected by a bulwark about

2' high.

After landing in the water, the airplane will taxi up

onto the barge under its own power and onto a turn-

table. The turntable will then be rotated to the proper

position for unloading and loading passengers. After

the passengers have been loaded, further rotation of the

turntable will put the airplane in position to taxi off

the barge and into the water for take-oflf. A winch,

with suitable cable will be installed so that airplanes

may be brought up the ramp even though their engines

are not running.

The deck of the ramp and of the turntable will be
(Please turn to page 104)

«hich ramp will be built for seaplane base in Avalon Bay, Catalina
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Engine for Cordes Br.

Cordes Brothers, veteran distribu-

tors of marine specialties in the San

Francisco Bay Area, have moved to

new quarters at 34 Davis Street,

providing attractive offices and dis-

play rooms, warehouse, and greatly

enlarged repair facilities for recon-

ditioning Leslie refrigerators, Cof-

fin pumps and Butterworth ma-

chines.

Founded just 20 years ago by

John Cordes, now owner of the San

Francisco firm, and his brother,

Fred, who later opened his own
business in Los Angeles. The com-

pany originally opened offices in

the Fife Building. Later they moved

to 200 Davis Street.

They started out as marine sur-

veyors and distributors for Sandusky

Foundry & Machine Company, Cen-

trifugal cast liners, soon adding

Goldschmidt Corporation, contra-

rudders; Butterworth tank cleaning

systems, and Leslie Co. regulators;

then others from time to time so

that the firm now represents almost

a dozen well-known lines of marine

specialties. To keep pace with the

increased lines handled by the com-

pany, the sales organization has been

expanded to include Lowell Jett and

Ralph Murray, sales and service en-

gineers, and Art Lewis, service and

maintenance engineer.

John Cordes has long been identi-

fied with the marine industry having

started his training as a machinist at

the old Union Iron Works. Later he

joined Standard Oil Company of

California as a marine engineer, and

was promoted to marine inspector.

From this position he resigned in

1927 to open his own business. In

addition to his duties as head of the

Cordes firm, he also acts as an in-

dependent marine surveyor.

Among the manufacturers repre-

sented by the Cordes firm today are:

Leslie Company, regulators and Ty-

fon whistles, pressure reducing

valves, temperature regulators, pump
governors, self-cleaning strainers and

pressure controllers; Selby, Battersby

&. Company, Komul cold applied

anti-corrosive coating for marine

service; Sandusky Foundry & Ma-

chine Company, centrifugal cast

liners; J. S. Coffin Company, pumps;

France Packing Company, metallic

packing; Sea-Ro Packing Company,

packing; Flexitallic Gasket Com-

pany, gaskets; Robert G. Allen

Company, AUenite soot eradicators

and AUencote refractory coating;

and Butterworth tank cleaning sys-

tems.

At right: The

I: New headquarters of Cordes Brothers at 34 Davis Street in San Francisco.

Lowell Jett (left), sales and service engineer and Art Lewis, service and
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KEEP POSTED

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

GENERAL PETROLEUM

CRUISli CHARTS
A series of cruising guides for

yachcmen sailing west coast waters

from Ketchikan, Alaska, to San

Quintin. Mexico, is being distri-

buted gratis by General Petroleum's

Mobilgas Marine dealers on the west

coast.

Three different guides are offered.

On one side of each, two panels

show the waters from a point above

Ketchikan to a point below Coos

Bay and from Coos Bay to San

Quintin. The reverse side illustrates

in more complete detail the waters

of Southern California, San Fran-

cisco Bay and adjacent waters, and

the Puget Sound and Columbia

River areas, respectively.

In cartograph style, various land-

marks and other features are shown:

bearings of popular routes indicated

and various other features are given.

Included are the international code,

storm signals, mileage tables, radio

wave lengths, buoys and markers of

various types, and other data.

The cruising guides are intended

to supplement, rather than supplant,

regular marine charts, the company

explains, and are intended as a

guide in planning cruises.

MELETRON MODEL 310

This device has been widely used

as a control mechanism in such

fields as, chemical processing, petro-

leum, food processing, heating and

air conditioning, pneumatic and

hydraulic systems, machine tools,

aircraft, etc. The Model 310 is one

of Meletron's wide line of switches

actuated by the pressure of liquids,

air or gasses.

These devices embody such spe-

cial features as convenient adjust-

ment, explosive-proof design for

hazardous installations or construc-

tion which prohibits tampering, by

the operator, with the pre-set oper-

ating characteristics. The Meletron

Corporation offers an extensive line

MARINE PAINTING
Now

Serving

Los Angeles

and

Long Beach

Harbors

• CABIN

• HULL

• SUPERSTRUCTURE

R. S. SMITH CO
121 E. Denni St., Wilmington. Calif.

Phone Terminal 410-39

IN ORDER TO MEET THE DEMANDS of the
fast-growing Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbors, the barge pictured above was re-

cently added to the equipment of the R. S.

Smith Co.
This barge was engineered for the specific
purpose of reducing "turn-about" time for

all type vessels, both at berth

33 ye

stream.
IT'S EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS!
in paint contracting.
24 HOUR SERVICE! Our modern equipment
and efficient operation is your guarantee of
a fast, dependable job that meets every

Call for estii ate.
Mainfenanee Service

R. S. SMITH COMPANY — Marine Painting Specialists

of pressure operated switches from

stock and is equipped to design and

manufacture in large quantities

devices for specific applications.

ML AMP ELECTRIC MOTOR
Fairbanks, Morse & Co.. Chicago,

have introduced an entirely new type

of electric motor designated as Axial

Air-Gap.

The new line of motors, ranging

in size from 1/3 to 10 hp, is suitable

for horizontal or vertical flange

mounting, or on an angle for belt

drive. The outstanding features of

the new motor are space and weight

reduction, the new motor being less

than half the size of the convential

Axial Afr-Gap Electric Motor.

type motor, and weighing less by

approximately 30 per cent, yet re-

taining all the necessary characteris-

tics of sturdiness and power require-

ments.

Other features are the simplicity

and speed with which this motor

can be inspected, cleaned and lubri-

cated; a cooler rotor; much greater

acceptability as flange-mounted
motor with less overhang for un-

limited machine application. Ma-
chine designers are enthusiastic over

this new motor because it is par-

ticularly adaptable to mounting on

machine tools, gear units and other

machines where compactness and a

streamlined appearance are essential

factors.

LESLIE CO. m mmum
mwmm valves

Leslie Co., Lyndhurst, N.
J.,

an-

nounces new design features in their

Class DL and DLS Diaphragm

Regulating valves with Conden-Seal

cooling bonnet for use with air or

water operated controllers.

Salient features include: single
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New Leslie Diaphragm Valve

seated, tight closing main valves;

hardened stainless steel valves, stems

and guides, and integral hard sur-

faced seats; valve-above-seat position

for reverse or direct acting valves;

easy reversal of valve action by a

simple change of diaphragm super-

structure; Conden-Seal cooling bon-

net which includes a stainless steel

radiating tube and a condensate

reservoir for steam service to pro-

tect the low friction packing gland

at temperatures above 450 deg. F.;

sensitive diaphragm assembly which

maintains constant effective area

throughout travel.

The Class DL is available in semi-

steel (125 lb. flanges) or bronze

body (300 lb. flanges); the Class

DLS, in cast steel ( 600 lb. flanges )

.

Suitable for steam pressures up to

600 psi. and temperatures up to

800 deg. F. and for pressure drop

across the main valve as high as

300 psi. in the smaller sizes.

Todd Develops

Manufacturing Aid

The Todd Shipyards Corporation

announced that its Combustion

Equipment Division has perfected

a machine called THAG— (Todd

Heated Air Generator ) which pro-

duces homogeneous hot air of con-

trollable velocity, temperature, quan-

tity, and pressure. It has already

proven to be remarkably effective

in speeding up the common ship-

yard operation of drying ship's

motors and engine room machinery

which has either been flooded or

covered with condensation.

A further use around motors of

THAG is in connection with clean-

ing and painting. Through usage,

main propulsion machinery and

auxiliary motors acquire a thick

coating of grease mixed with car-

bon dust. After a time this coating

becomes quite thick and is difficult

to remove. By applying hot air at

about 200 degrees F. to the part,

the grease dissolves readily and the

area can be rapidly washed with

carbon tetrachloride which evapor-

ates quickly. After a cleaning it is

customary to paint the exteriors of

electrical equipment with a special

varnish which must be baked to give

it a hard and longer-lasting protec-

tive finish. This operation, formerly

done with infa-red lamps, is now
accomplished much faster and

KEEP POSTED
The details of new equipment or the new literature announced in this department will

be furnished without obligation on your part. For quick service, please use this coupon.

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
500 Sansome Street - - - San Francisco

Send me descriptive data of the following new equipment or literature as reviewed In

(Identify by name of manufacturer and catalog)

NAME

BUSINESS

ADDRESS.

THAG (Todd Heated Air Generator) is set

up on the main deck of a freighter, with

an 8" canvas, heat-resistant hose extending
from its outlet. Top view shows the end of

fhe snake-like hose, directs its stream of

intensely hot air directly against a section

of the ship's motor which has been flood-

ed. The hose may be interrupted at vari-

ous places along its length with extra

outlets, so as to dry several parts of the

machinery simultaneously.

cheaper with THAG, the controlled

hot air generator.

The machine comes in two sizes

No. 1, with a capacity of 350 deg.

F., and a pressure of 1000 c.f.m.,

and No. 10 with a capacity of 350

deg. F., and a pressure of 10,000

c.f.m.

All-Plastics Boat Displayed

For First Time

A one-piece all-plastic boat be-

lieved to be the first of its kind ever

molded completely of synthetic ma-

terials was shown for the first time

by the General Electric Company at

the Second Annual Plastics Expo-

sition in Chicago. The boat has been

produced by the G-E Plastics Divi-

sion for the Beetle Boat Company

of New Bedford, Mass.

Molded of a glass matt material

and a plastics resin, the nine-foot

General Electric Plastic Boat
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shares thebenefits cfa

FORD MOTOR
COMPANY

Long Beach Calif.

One of the great industrial con-

cerns of the world, the Ford Motor
Company, chose the Port of Long
Beach for the site of Its Southern

California plant to assemble Ford

cars and trucks because of its fine

harbor and rail connections. This

combination Is Invaluable to a

company which does business
around the Globe. Opened in

1930, Ford's Long Beach plant is

capable of turning out 300 cars

and trucks a day.

A M E R I CA'S MOST
MODERN PORT lONC BEACH
dinghy weighs only 80 pounds and

can be handled easily by one per-

son. The boat can be molded in

about two hours time. The new boat

known as the Beetle PG-9, has both

tensile and impact strength greater

than any similar boat of other ma-

terials, weight for weight. Its mold-

ed plastics seats and gunwale in-

corporate a plastics foam which

gives a permanent buoyancy to the

boat and permits accommodation for

five persons easily, it was stated.

Beetle Company stated that the

PG-9 has exceptional maneuver-

ability and may be used wherever

any small craft is desired. Outboard

motors may be easily attached.

Uft to Ight: H. L

Boe ich VP & Sales

Ma naq er; C . M
Wil iami , Pac. Di»

Ma aqe E. J Ro
nan he cutive Vire

Pre iden .. all of the

Pen isylv 3nia flex

ibip Metallic lub
ing Co.

Penflex Flexible Hose &

Tubing and Plastiglaze

The Pennsylvania Flexible Metal-

lic Tubing Co. Philadelphia, is mar-

keting under the name of Plastiflex

a new type of flexible metallic hose.

This unique hose consists of the

standard Penflex 4-wall interlocked

hose, tightly covered with a new

type of plastic that is extremely re-

sistant to harsh abrasion and severe

wear. Even when subjected to direct

contact with a motor-driven wire

brush, little or no effects were in-

dicated after receiving this harsh

treatment.

Another new product is anti-cor-

rosive protection in the form of

Plasti-glaze, which has been de-

veloped to protect Penflex products

against corrosion to a degree never

before attained. Results of recent

brine and acid tests indicate no

effect on this new type of protected

hose, making it ideal for use where

chemicals and other corrosive liquids

are present. Plasti-glaze also pro-

vides long-lasting service while un-

der exposure to salt air and extreme

weather conditions.

The Pacific Division of Penflex

Sales Company, Division of the

Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tub-

ing Company, is at 630 S. Clarence

Street, Los Angeles.

FUEL OIL TREATMENT a new

4-page Bulletin #E-57 presents El-

raco Soot and Sludge Remover, a

liquid fuel oil treatment which

cleans fuel systems from storage

tank to burner tips and reduces fire-

side cleaning to brushing or blow-

ing. For Free Copy, write to Elraco

Engineering Company, 732 W. 58th

Street, Los Angeles 44, Calif.
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Complete
Ship Chandlery

Service

Prompt Service — Experienced person-

nel, offers choice of right equipment

for every need on all Deck, Engine &

Steward Supplies.

Distributors for
Pabco Marine Paint

MARDEN & HAGIST
Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th, PORTLAND 9. ORE.

HOT OFF THE PRESS-
A NEW SECTION OF SPERRY

GYROSCOPE MARINE sales cata-

log devoted to marine radar has

just been published by Sperry of

Great Neck, New York. The sec-

tion, singly identified as "Publica-

tion 23-220," not only describes the

operation of the equipment and out-

lines its specifications but also de-

scribes its three roles as pilotage

aid, position-indicator and anti-col-

lision aid. The catalog is generously

illustrated with photos, sketches and

diagrams in black-and-white and

color. It is available on request.

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY
COMPANY'S Superior Engine

Division has issued a new 28 page

bulletin describing all models of

the company's marine diesel engines.

The new bulletin describes and illus-

trates how Superior marine diesels

are designed and built, both main

propulsion engines and auxiliary

power engines in all types of ships.

The bulletin carries 48 photographs,

8 performance charts and 5 blue-

prints, and copies of bulletin No.

4704, may be obtained by addressing

this magazine.

NE'W DATA ON LOW-TEM-
PERATURE INSULATION is the

subject of a booklet called "Holding

Low Temperatures With Better In-

sulation, " which has just been pub-

lished by the Industrial Mineral

Wool Institute. The 24 page manual

covers the techniques—the chilling,

cooling, and freezing operation, food

distribution, industrial refrigeration,

and air conditioning; also covers the

selection of insulation and what to

look out for; data on forms, proper-

ties and application methods.

In order to obtain this valuable

reference manual it is offered gratis

from the Institute at 441 Lexington

Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES
AND APPLICATIONS OF NI-

RESIST, revised, 36 pages, well

illustrated. This booklet offered by

The International Nickel Company,

Inc., New York, gives detailed in-

formation on the physical and me-

chanical properties of this widely

used cast nickel alloy. Performance

under a wide variety of industrial

conditions involving corrosion, heat,

and wear is described. Corrosion

data for 400 corrosive media are

presented in tabular form. Com-
pletely indexed.

LAUGHLIN RELEASES RE-
VISED DATA BOOK ON MA-
RINE AND INDUSTRIAL HARD-
WARE; A newly revised catalog

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service fo Catalina

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS
TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-563

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENEEIAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Member — American Waterways Operators

ANCHOR WINDLASSES

FOR SALE
New Dual Electric Motor Driven

Anchor Windlasses. Siie No. 19.

Manufactured by American Hoist &

Derrick Co. Capacity: Two 12740 lb.

Anchors and two 150 fathom lengths

of chain. Windlass with Wildcats,

Solenoid Brake, Limit Switches, Warp-

ing Heads and Motor, mounted on

Single Welded Steel Bed Plate.

These units can be purchased at a

substantial reduction from original

cost. For further information write or

telegraph:

MARINE ELECTRIC CO.
2121 N. W. Thurman St.

Portland, Oregon

data book No. 140 containing much
engineering information has just

been released by The Thomas
Laughlin Company, makers of a

complete line of wire rope and chain

fittings. In addition to presenting

detailed working characteristics of

each product to remove "guesswork"

in selecting the proper fitting,

Laughlin has included tables and

charts which make the catalog a val-

uable reference book for engineers,

architects, riggers and safety direc-

tors. The catalog lists many new
Laughlin products which round out

the regular line to the point where

most expensive "special" fittings are

now easily obtained as standard

Laughlin fittings. Copies may be ob-

tained by writing the Thomas
Laughlin Company, Portland 6,

Maine.

NEW MARINE BOOKLET
HELPFUL IN SHIP TASKS: Oak-

it Products, Inc., New York, an-

nounces the publication of a new,

illustrated edition of the Oakite Ma-

rine Digest for shipbuilding execu-

tives and repair yard personnel, pro-

viding helpful, practical data for

the efiicient handling of 58 tasks in

connection with shipbuilding, ship

repair and maintenance operations.

A special innovation of the new di-

gest is an added section devoted to

steward's department. Among the

operations discussed are methods

for dishwashing by hand or by ma-

chine; cleaning galley scuppers;

cleaning cabins, staterooms, etc.
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Marine Yards Find U Model

Joshua Hendy Crane Handy

Shipyards and boat builders find

many uses for the Joshua Hendy

Type U revolving crane, manufac-

tured by the well-known industrial

firm of Torrence, California. This

handy, powerful and rugged mobile

Joshua Hendy Model U crane.

crane is ideal for lifting small craft

and in the larger shipyards for han-

dling heavy members in confined

spaces about the ways. For placing

superstructure equipment, deck ma-

chinery and gear the Type U Crane

is just what the rigger and ship-

builder needs in many phases of

the job.

Aluminum Kort Nozzle

A 20" diameter Kort nozzle of

cast aluminum is to be fabricated by

the Engineering Works Division of

Dravo Corporation, Pittsburgh, for

the U. S. Engineers. This is the first

time, it is reported, that a Kort

nozzle will have been made of cast-

aluminum { usually they are fabri-

cated from steel plate ) and the first

time a Kort nozzle has been speci-

fied for installation on a single-

screw utility boat.

Socony-Vacuum's

Yachting Charts

Offering yachtsmen accurate in-

formation about coastal and inland

waters of the United States, a new

series of cruising guides has been

prepared by Socony-Vacuum Oil

Company, Inc., for distribution

through the company's Mobilgas-

Mobiloil marine dealers and its

marine sales department at 26

Broadway, New York.

Six of the guides, which were

ready in June, are to be followed in

several months by four additional

guides. All are in four colors and are

being made for Socony-Vacuum by

Rand McNally and Company.

The guides have been designed to

make it as easy as possible for the

yachtsman to plan his cruises. The

maps show the locations of light

houses, buoys, important yacht clubs

and Coast Guard Stations. The coast-

line is depicted in detail, with large

inland cities as well as coastal cities

and towns being indicated. Other

aids to navigation include the true

compass course and distances be-

tween popular cruise harbors.

Socony-Vacuum's first three

guides cover the Atlantic coastal

waters and the next three take in

the area along the Pacific from Ket-

chikan, Alaska, to San Quintin,

Mexico.

Areas covered by the first six

guides are: No. 1, Eastport, Me., to

Block Island, R. I.; No. 2, Block

Island to Sandy Hook, N. J.,
includ-

ing Long Island Sound and New
York Harbor; No. 3, New York

Harbor to Cape Henry, Va., includ-

ing Delaware and Chesapeake Bay;

No. 7, the Pacific Coast featuring

Puget Sound and the Columbia

River; No. 8, the Pacific Coast fea-

turing the San Francisco area, and

No. 9, the Pacific Coast featuring

Southern California.

Guides to be published later will

be numbered 4, 5, 6 and 10 and will

cover additional areas, including

Florida, the Gulf coast and the

Great Lakes.

XZIT

Wetter Water For Fire Fighting

American-LaFrance-Foamite Cor-

poration of Elmira, N. Y., has just

announced a brand new product

called Pentrate for making water

wetter for the fighting of fires.

When applied on a subborn, deep-

seated, smouldering fire, Pentrate

gets to the heart of the fire in a

hurry!

This new formula is scientifically

compounded of chemical ingredi-

ents, 1 per cent of which, when add-

ed to ordinary water, gives the com-

bined solution speedy penetrating

and spreading qualities much supe-

rior to water itself, and more effec-

tive in fire fighting. Pentrate is no

more injurious to metals or wood

than water, and it has even less cor-

cosive effect than water—also can

be used effectively with salt water

or calcium chloride solutions.

ADDED TO FLAME

REMOVES SOOT
FROM BOILERS ,cV ic'-
AND STACKS

' i
'''','

:

INCREASES
BOILER

EFFICIENCY
XT'OU CAN CHECK the effi-

ciency of XZIT in your

boiler room. Stack temperatures

definitely prove that XZIT sub-

stantially increases operating

efficiency and improves heat

transfer by removing soot and

fire-scale from all surfaces of the

firebox and stack.

XZIT, fed into the flame, does

its work while the boiler is in

operation. It keeps the boiler

free of soot and fire-scale when

used at regular intervals. Try

XZIT today—stocks are available

in all localities.

XZIT
FIRE SCALE &
SOOT ERADICATOR

1031 CLINTON STREET, HOBOKEN, N. J.

S800 S. HOOVER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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REPAIRS TO WELDED SHIP HULLS

(Continued from page 49)

Similarly the ships bulwarks are not designed to be a

part of the monolith, and should never be so welded

to the hull as to make it possible for them to take the

major longitudinal stresses, or failure will occur in the

same way. New deckhouses, if of any appreciable length,

should be designed so that they do not integrate them-

selves into the monolith of the hull. A riveted deck

connection is advisable for all new houses. These ex-

amples are some of the ways in which improper changes

of section can be introduced.

There are many ways in which rewelding may in-

troduce stresses which were not present in the original

structure. A simple example is a shell butt as shown

in Figures 1 and 1-A. If the butt weld is cracked the

specification may read "vee out and reweld." If this

is taken literally the new weld will be under severe

restraint at the seam and the shell plating will not be

able to stretch enough to accommodate the shrinkage

of the new butt weld. In order to provide the requisite

elasticity the seams should be released about a foot to

either side of the weld. This provides a tongue or flap

of plate which can stretch, helping to relieve the stress

of the butt weld. After the butt has been welded the

seams can be closed again.

Figures 2 and 2-A show the correction of a fractured

sheer strake butt. In this case we have illustrated one

of the most prevalent causes of fracture of this type,

namely an undercut weld at the top of the sheer strake

causing a depression in the material at a very critical

point. This creates a notch which focuses the stress and

provides an excellent crack starter. It will be noticed

that the same principle of providing a stretching tongue

is utilized in the repair of this sheer strake butt. Care

must be taken that the depression at the end of the

butt weld is not repeated.

Figures 4 and 4-A show another typical failure where

rectangular slots have been cut in the sheer strake for

freeing ports and other purposes. Here again we endeavor

to stop the propagation of the crack by means of a

drilled hole and eliminating the right angle corners by

cutting back the sheer strake in such a way as to cause

the stress to flow in a smoother pattern eliminating con-

centration at the corners.

Figure 5 shows the crack in the bilge strake which

has been caused by a continuously fastened bilge keel.

As previously explained, this bilge keel was not designed

as a portion of the ships girder and transferred the

stress improperly to the bilge plate. If this crack were

to be repaired it is obvious that we would be repeating

the fault. It is, therefore, important that the bilge keel

be released in way of the crack by notching or slotting

which will provide a chance for the bilge keel material

to stretch independently and will, in a certain measure,

disassociate the bilge keel from the shell at least at

this particular point.

Figure 5-B shows a preferred attachment of a bilge

keel in which a scalloped edge is fastened to the shell.

It is obvious that this type of construction will permit

the bilge keel to stretch independently of the ship and

consequently not force it to take stresses for which it

was not designed.
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Figure 7 shows a more extensive damage of shell

plating such as happens in case of collision. The damaged

plating and frame should be burned out clear of the

damaged area. Particular care must be taken in locating

the new butts so that they are clear of existing butts.

All seams must be released and at least 12" from any

new butts before the new plating is added. It is also

desirable, wherever possible, to incorporate a small radius

at the corner where burning out the damaged section.

Figure 8 shows the sequence of welding in a damage

of this kind. The new frames are first erected and tacked

and face plate and butt welds completed at lower ends

of frames. The frames are clasped at the top of the

existing structure permitting them to move in a parallel

line. Plate A is then erected and tacked into position

and welded in the following order: Butt lA, seam 3A,

and butt 2A. This obviously allows this panel to move

with its ends unrestricted. Plate B is then erected and

tacked and welded in the reverse order, namely—butt

2B, seam 3B, and butt IB. This creates a movement

opposite to that developed in welding Plate A. This

process is followed throughout the rest of the con-

struction.

Figure 10 shows a crack in the stringer plate at the

sheer strake. The technique is similar to that previously

explained which is stopping the crack by means of the

drilled hole, releasing the end of the crack by opening

the connection to the sheer strake and welding first the

crack and then the connection to the sheer strake. This

is a common failure and may be associated with the

failure of the sheer strake previously discussed. This

repair is a combination of the principles previously dis-

cussed, bringing out the necessity for release of the

restraint of the seam and the methods adopted for stop-

ping the crack. The welds are made in the sequence

shown by the encircled numbers.

Figures 12 and 12A show the damage condition where

the shell plating has been bent and fractured and the

floor plating has been buckled. The damaged section of

the floor and shell plate must first be burned out, incor-

porating the radius at the corners. A new plate is then

fitted to the floor and lap-welded as shown. A new por-

tion of the shell is then fitted and welded according to the

sequence shown in Figure 12B.

Figure 13B shows that the butt at one end is first

welded, the new plate then attached to the repaired

floor, the seam connections welded, and the butt at the

other end finished. The principle of allowing the steel

to move is quite apparent.

Figure 15 shows two different types of bulkheads

damaged at the sides, horizontal and vertical plating

bulkheads are shown. The damaged area should be burned

out and a new plate added. The sequence of welding

should be as follows. All stifleners, if any, should be

welded to the new plate leaving about 12" free at each

end temporarily. The new butt should be welded start-

ing at the center working towards either end, again

leaving about 12" loose at the top and bottom of the

butt. The connection to the shell should then be welded

starting at the center and working towards either end,

again leaving a foot of open joint at top and bottom.

The connections to the tank top and underside of deck

start at center and work towards either end, leaving the

(Please turn to page 98)
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onnounces \\i appoinfment as

exclusive marine distributors for

SARACCO TANK
and WELDING CO.

Featuring Its extensive metal fabricating facilities in addition to

our complete marine steam specialty service.

GArfield 1-6506 PIER 3 GArfield 1-6507

FOR PRECISION SHIP REPAIRS
This Ingenious whirligig, technically known as a completely

portable turning lathe, Is one of the many precision machines

in the shops of GEDDCO. It was designed by

C. W. "Slim" Tydeman, superintendent of pre-

cision tool department, to turn down cranlcplns

without removing shaft, with resulting savings in

time and money that ship operators have been

quick to appreciate.

San Francisco — nnachine shops, pier facilities for general repair.

Alameda — machinery, hull and industrial repalrs^-one-half mile on

Estuary with two marine railways; floating drydocic, 10,500 ton capacity.

Complete 100-Page Book in Color, Showing

Facilities, Upon Request.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
AND DRY DOCK CORP.

GArfield 1-6168
Executive Offices

I 100 Sansome Street, San Francisco, California



loll Welding^

Technique

This photograph shows

an excellent example ot

the technique of "roll

welding." A block and

fall is rigged at each

end of the 6" pipe line

being welded. By un-

winding, the pipe is

nq theallow

elde to the

or downhand posi-

,
thereby increasing

speed of operation

assuring sound

Is. The weld is be-

made with Airco

(Photo courtesy Air Re-

duction Sates Company)

REPHIRS TO WELDED SHIP HULLS
{Continued jrorn page 96i

customary foot loose at each end. The welding should

now be completed at the ends of the stiffeners and at

the ends of the plate joint. This procedure retains the

freedom of the panel structure until the very last moment.

A sufficient number of illustrations of the principles

involved in repair of welded ship structure has been

given so that sequence and methods could be developed

for any variation of these conditions. In discussing the

causes of welding failures we have purposely left out

the question of the so-called "notch-sensitivity." This

is a metallurgical term which describes the peculiar

property of steel which seems to make it particularly

sensitive to fracture emanating from relatively small

notches or discontinuities. The theory of discontinuities

which we have discussed also applies here. There is a

research program now going on with the object of

determining the possibility of developing a steel which

might have better characteristics in this particular sense.

This means the procurement of steel which will better

resist cracking or the propagation of a crack in hull

structure. In any case, the problem that we face is not

only the procurement of a steel for ship construction

which will not be susceptible to brittle failure within

the operating range of temperatures, but what is more
important, we must determine an appropriate simple

method of sampling steel to insure the procurement of

such desirable properties. What, if anything, will have

to be sacrificed in other characteristics to obtain better

notch strength will have to be determined. In any event,

the question of material is something which lies some-

what outside of the province of the person who has

to make the repairs at the moment. It is believed that

we should endeavor to use the material which we now
find on hand to the best advantage.

To sum up what we have previously stated, it is

apparent that the welded ship has different inherent

characteristics structurally from those with which we
are familiar through years of contact with the riveted

ship, that we have to take these characteristics into

account building ships and in making any repairs. The

principal things to be watched are continuity of struc-

ture, points of restraint, and proper welding quality.

If these things can be kept in mind it is apparent that

welded ships can be kept running and that we can

derive the many other advantages such as increased dead

weight, better resistance to collision, lower maintenance

costs, from these ships without running any danger of

failure.

The shipbuilding industry and the various approval

agencies cannot consider this problem completely solved

at its present state but must continue the many lines of

research which have been opened up by the investiga-

tions of the Board. An organized, coordinated program

of research on design and construction of ships must

be carried on continuously if we are to maintain our

position in worldwide competition. Such work is being

continued by the Ship Structure Committee which is

composed of representatives of the same agencies who
were members of the Board whose final report is dis-

cussed herein. Their efforts should receive the hearty

support of all concerned with the American Merchant

Marine.

Much has been done—more remains to be done.

REDESIGN FOR POSTWAR TRAVEL

(Continued from page 50)

access from the public space; a spacious business office

and a file room were provided; and at the rear an attrac-

tive office for the New York manager and a conference

room were made out of exceedingly unlikely quarters.

The partition between the reception room and busi-

ness office was set at an angle to face the elevator, and

the visitor entering sees before him, built into this wall,

a large map of the world etched deeply on plate glass

and tinted. A specially designed lighting recess behind

this glass map provides brilliant indirect lighting from

concealed fluorescent tubes. The meridians and parallels

are marked with aluminum bars, and the Round-the-

World route of the American President Lines is marked

with a line of brilliant red plastic. Above the map, the

company name is set in red free-standing letters.

The heavy draperies in the reception room are carried

above the ceiling, which is set back to form a light

pocket from which a line of concealed fluorescent tubes

shine down the curtains with striking effect. The dra-

peries are white and gray Fiberglas, the walls are painted

a muted gray to match the gray of the draperies. The
entire room is carpeted with a "cool green grospoint.

Flush spotlights in the ceilings illuminate the desks and

lounge area, but the general lighting, largely from the

glass map and the top of the draperies, is purposely

kept sufficiently subdued to enhance the effect of in-

timacy and luxury which has been successfully achieved

in the decor.

Because the clientele of this office is largely feminine,

special attention was given to the lady's powder room.

It is papered with a delicate design in black, white, and

dark green on a light-gray ground, and has a large

(Please turn to page 104)
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^/1l COMPLETE LINE

FOR EVERY MARINE NEED

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
LOS ANGELES • 1922 East Gage Ave-, Phone Kimball 6214

SAN FRANCISCO • 201 First St., Phone EXbrook 3092

SEATTLE • Maritime Pacific Supply Co., 1917 First Ave. Phone ELiot 1461

WILMINGTON • 225 No. Avalon Blvd., Phone TErminal 4-3215

GALVESTON and HOUSTON, TEXAS • Galveston Ship Supply Co.

MOBILE, ALABAMA • Seaboard Supply Co

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA • Gult Engineering Co, Inc.
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Maritime Commission approved V-2000 type ship tor Round-tlie-Worid Service.

BIDS OPEiD FOR V-2000

ROUi-THE-WORlD SHIPS FOR i\.P.L

THE MARCH PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW con-

tained a detailed technical article, with inboard and

outboard profiles, deck plans, and machinery arrange-

ment plans of five proposed combination passenger cargo

vessels for American President Lines' Round-the-World
service. The technical description, deck plans, and ma-

chinery arrangement plans will be republished in the

November issue of this publication.

Bibs were opened in the Office of the Maritime Com-
mission in Washington, on October 3. Four bids were

received.

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com-
pany was low bidder at $9,690,000 for each of three

vessels. Second low bidder was New York Shipbuilding

Corporation, followed by Bethlehem Steel Corporation,

Shipbuilding Division, New York, and by Ingalls Ship-

building Corp., Pascagoula, Miss., with the high bid of

112,932,748 per vessel.

There are five vessels in the bid proposal. They are

known as the V-2000 and are to replace five combination

passenger-cargo liners taken over by the Navy at the

outbreak of war and not returned. The new vessels will

be larger, both in passenger and freight accommoda-

tions, to take care of the expanding Round-the-World

trade, and will fulfill a portion of American President

Lines' progressive postwar plans.

Just prior to Pearl Harbor, American President Lines

had taken delivery of seven new de luxe President Liners

for their Round-the-World service, rated by the Mari-

time Commission as one of the essential American flag

All seven of these fast new liners—known as the

C-3-P type—went to war, and only two returned—the

President Polk and the President Monroe. These two

vessels, reconverted to commercial use, have since been

operating on a limited and unbalanced schedule around

the world, each with accommodations for only 98 pas-

sengers.

American President Lines' contract with the Govern-

ment for servicing of the strategic Round-the-World

route specifies the operation of a minimum of seven com-

bination passenger-cargo vessels. Construction of the five

new ships will bring the globe-circling fleet up to re-

quired quota and enable the company to meet the heavy

traffic demands from shippers and travelers over this

route. For a time this essential new construction ap-

peared threatened by a slash in the Maritime Commis-

sion's budget.

The Maritime Commission's action in aproving the

call for bids followed receipt of an application for differ-

ential subsidy aid in the construction of these ships by

the American President Lines, Ltd., who will purchase

them outright from the Commission.

Details of the V-2000's are:

Length: 536 feet over-all—44 feet longer

than the C-3-P-s

Beam: 73 feet

Speed: 19 nots, cruising

Passengers: 189, all first class. This is 103

more than was carried by the

C-3-P's

Gross Tonnage: 11,250 tons

Deadweight Tonnage: 11,660 tons.
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MARINE FIRE BRICK CONTRACTORS

170 HOOPER STREET*SAN FRANCISCO'TELEPHGNE UNDERHILL 0101

DAY OR NIGHT SERVICE
Night Phones: OVerland 8322 and BAyview 4130

FAKBERTITli:
Rust Preventive Composition

BRIGGS BITUMINOUS COMPOSITION CO.
1347 E. Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia 2S

California Representative

M. GURALNICK
Transport BIdg., Foot of Mission St.. San Francisco 5

FOR SALE
2 only, new and unused 6000 HP 2-Stage geared

ships Turbines, 440—, 740° temperature con-

densing.

Propeller speed 100 RPM. Maximum HP 6600 at

a prop>eller speed of 103 RPM.

The above two units with reduction gears and
thrust bearing, turning gear, etc. available.

Sfr/ef/y Sub/eef fo ?t\ot Sale

SUNDFELT EQUIPMENT COMPANY. INC.

3422 First Avenue South • Seattle 4. Wash. • MAin 1474

WORLD TRADE -

The Girl of The Month
tContinued from page 57)

volunteer war work and a weekly radio program entitled

"Today's Career Women," which she wrote and present-

ed on the air. For this program she interviewed out-

standing women who came to San Francisco, such as;

Marjorie Lawrence, Jan Struther, Elizabeth Pickett

Chevalier, Marion Anderson, etc. and wrote up the story

of their lives, stressing how they had achieved their

success and fame.

In her volunteer work. Miss Gerke attended the Press

Conferences given by the British Information Service

for important British officials who came to San Francisco,

took down in shorthand what they said, and typed it up

for the B. I. S. Two treasured souvenirs of this work are

the autograph of Prime Minister Clement Attlee, re-

ceived when he was in San Francisco as a delegate to

the United Nations Conference; and a letter from the

Australian Government thanking her for the very ex-

cellent job she did in providing a transcript of the -Aus-

tralian Prime Minister's press conference in San Fran-

cisco. This was later used in London at the Prime Minis-

ter's Conference.

Or. January 15, 1946. Roberta Gerke became director

of Public Relations for Globe Wireless Ltd., a subsidiary

of The Robert Dollar Co. The excellent way in which she

filled her position with Globe Wireless impressed R.

Stanley Dollar, president of both companies, and he re-

quested that she also handle the public relations for The
Robert Dollar Co.

The colorful life of Captain Robert Dollar, his rise

to fame and fortune from a cook's helper in the back-

woods of Canada to one of the most influential shipping

men in the world, known and revered as the "Grand Old

Man of the Pacific," made fascinating material for stories

and Miss Gerke used it to good advantage. Reading his

Memoirs and looking through the worn leather Bible he

always carried with him, and from which he read a chap-

ter each day, made her realize how greatness is achieved.

Miss Gerke is a member of the following clubs:

Women's National Press Club, American Association

of University Women, English Speaking Union, San

Francisco Advertising Club, and the National Writers

Club.

COMMENTS m THE BRITISH VM
(Continued from page 58}

the total purchase, or $62,000,000 and 152 per cent of

the dollar currency used for ocean transportation by

American ships.

(8) It is also interesting that $615,000,000 of United

States currency was expended in purchases in other

parts of the Americas, which nations were unwilling to

take sterling for their exports but required dollar ex-

change which they could in turn use in purchasing

their requirements in the United States market. During

the same period large expenditures of dollar exchange

were made by Great Britain to other European nations

for food and other purchases for the same reasons.

(

9

) Mr. Dalton does not make a single reference to

ocean transportation costs. He explams the heavy drafts

upon the loan as due to: (a) increase of berween 40

per cent and 50 per cent in commodity costs in the

United States since the loan was concluded; (b) "a set-

back to our hopes of the export drive"; and (c) the

speedy growth in dollar starvation all over the world.

His explanation shows the necessity' for British pur-

chases with dollar currency in countries other than the

United States.

The American people favor every reasonable eflfort

to assist in the recovery of the devastated European

nations. This should, however, represent the generous

effort of the whole American people and should not be

a disproportionate burden upon coal, wheat, flour, rail-

road or shipping industries because they are more

directly involved in the relief effort.
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new RCA Eihibitic

City,, includes a

av of Radiomarina
showing the local

shipboard lor

3.2-(

Hall at 3i West 49th St., New
3ng its features an educational
ervices and products including a
n of service statiors and coastal

. merchant ship
25-waH all aft

i-telephone and radio direction finder,

rama of New York harbor painted on the back wall of
«hibit gives the spectator the feeling that he is on the

le of a ship. The RCA Exhibition Hall is a permanent
entertainment feature open daily to the public.

lilew Company In San Francisco

The Bay Equipment Company of

San Francisco has recently opened

facilities at Pier No. .i to handle

valves, thermometers, fuel oil burn-

er parts, pressure vessels, tanks,

chain, and other marine supplies, in-

cluding the complete line of the

Saracco Tank and Welding Com-
pany, San Francisco manufacturers

of gangways, booms and other steel

products.

Heads of the Bay Equipment

Company of San Francisco are: Alan

H. Scurfield, former manager of the

Charles E. Loew Company; Ted S.

Jerstad, who was with the U. S.

Maritime Commission; and Ham-
mel Dahl, until the end of the war,

and later connected with the Terco

Equipment Co.; and L. W. Vivell,

limited partner, who was formerly

associated with Vivell & Thomas, in-

surance brokers and average adjust-

ers. Samuel E. Nelson, who recently

joined the organization was with the

Bethlehem Steel Company for six

years.

The four men are experienced

in marine engineering and well

known on the waterfront.

Eastern District Offices Of

General Steamship

Appointmeit of district repre-

sentatives of New York City and

Washington, D. C, is announced

by Harry S. Scott, president of the

General Steamship Corporation.

William G. Deverall immediately

assumes the post in New York City

and will have his headquarters at

the offices of the company's agents,

Texas Transport & Terminal Co.,

52 Broadway. As Washington rep-

resentative, the company has ap-

pointed William J. Spurrier, who is

opening offices at 1737 H Street in

that city.

General Steamship Corporation

handles nine distinct steamship lines

serving principal Pacific Coast ports

in the trades with Continental and

Mediterranean Europe, South and

Central America, Australia, South

Seas, South Africa and the Orient.

Its head office is located at San

Francisco, and it maintains branch

offices, in Los Angeles, Portland

Seattle, and works through an affilia-

tion, the Empire Shipping Company

in British Columbia.

New De Laval Los Angeles

District Manager

Harvey A. Mylander has been ap-

pointed district manager for South-

ern California and Arizona for the

De Laval Steam Turbine Company,

Trenton, New Jersey. Announce-

ment of the appointment, effective

September 1st, was made by H. V.

Petersen, De Laval sales manager.

A mechanical engineering grad-

uate of the University of Arizona,

Mr. Mylander has had wide expe-

rience on the Pacific Coast and west-

ern states in the application of heavy

industrial equipment. He was form-

^^
^

i^
Harvey A. Mylander, district manager
for Southern California and Arilona for

De Laval Steam Turbine Company.

erly associated with the General

Electric Company and the American

Hoist and Derrick Company. Pre-

viously he spent several years as

sales engineer for the International

General Electric Company in Vene-

zuela.

Headquarters for Mr. Mylander

and Robert D. Doepken, sales engi-

neer, will be maintained at De Laval

Steam Turbine Company, District

Office, 124 West Fourth Street, Los

Angeles, California.

J. H. Bell, sales manager of Foster

Wheeler Company's Dallas District.

J.H.Beli In F¥s Dallas District

J. H. BeU, assistant vice presi-

dent of Foster Wheeler Corpora-

tion, and head of the public rela-

tions and advertising department in

addition to his regular sales work,

has been appointed sales manager

of the company's newly-created Dal-

las District.

Making his headquarters in Dal-

las, Mr. Bell will be in charge of a

district that embraces parts of

Texas, Oklahoma, Mississippi and all

of Arkansas.

Mr. Bell has been with the organi-

zation since 1923 and in July 1935

was made sales manager of the New
York sales district, in 1936 he was

appointed assistant vice president,

and in December 1942, he became

the company's liaison with the War
Production Board, Rubber Reserve,

Petroleum Administration for War,

and the Army Ordnance Depart-

ment for all the company's petro-

leum refinery division contracts.
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y«miio^ MARK OF
A GOOD
RELIABLE
ROTARY
PUMP

Look for this registered
trade mark and the name
VIKING on all your rotary

pumps. It is your assurance

of a good, reliable pump for handling fuel oils,

lubes and greases.

It means you have a pump based on the design

of more than a million others. Built from sound

rotary pump experience and know-how unsur-

passed in the field.

Look to Viking, the rotary pump manufacturer

who builds to serve you now and In the future.

Be safe. Be sure. Buy Viking. Write today for

etin 46SU.

VIKING PUMP COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
E. E. BURTON DE LAVAL PACIFIC COMPANY

4432 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles II i\ Beale Street, San Francisco

BIRD-ARCHER CO.
OF CALIFORNIA

BOILER WATER TREATMENT ENGINEERS
Established 40 Years on Pacific Coast

MAIN OFFICE

19 FREMONT STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone SUt+er 1-6310

SEAHLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES

HONOLULU WILMINGTON

WEeks-Howe-EmGrson Co.

SHIP CHANDLERS
^ MACWHYTE WIRE ROPE
4* B & L BLOCKS
X DEVOE MARINE PAINTS
4» FLAGS
^ WALL ROPE
4' STELLAR COMPASSES

255 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5

Bereeen Main and Beale Streets

Phone: EXbrook 2-2681

OVERHAULED, TESTED
AND SET FOR

ANY PRESSURE
ANY TEMPERATURE
ANY BLOW-DOWN

at the

Thomas i Short Company
245 Fremont Street

San Francisco SUtter 1-7622

a[if^^]Kl[i[il]]KlsC®.jKlC
TERCO PRODUCTS CO. — V4e%i Coosf Represenfof/vcs

941 Howard Street, San Fronciseo 3, Calif.
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REDESIGN FOR POSMR TR/WEE

I ConlhiueJ from page 98

J

mirror over a built-in dressing table of black Formica.

Polyplastex shades flatteringly tint the fluorescent lights.

The large business otSce was simply treated with an

acoustical ceiling, brilliant fluorescent lighting, Venetian

blinds, and a floor of dark asphalt tiles. Smart, modern,

steel office furniture replaces the antiquated prewar

equipment.

Two dark and dingy areas at the back were trans-

formed by furred-out walls enclosing a collection of

odd pipes, a hung acoustical ceiling, and brilliant light-

ing from Holophane trough fixtures. One useless window

was blocked up and the other covered with a Venetian

blind and draperies. Spaciousness is enhanced by a Flutex

glass curtain wall between the two rooms. The con-

ference room has a cork wall for the display of maps

and ship plans, and this wall is lighted by goosenecked

spotlights. The conference table, desk, and chairs of

these rooms are in light natural maple; the walls are

light gray; and the carpet is a green grospoint.

The acid test of any good design program is favorable

public reaction, and Mr. Teague would be the first to

insist on this. But the final measurement will come in

a more practical form; the upgrade barometer of more

travel bookings, more efficiently handled, on American

President Lines' business score cards.

EEOaW AIRDROME
I Continued from page 89)

formed of a special grating developed by Supergrate

for this application.

Passengers debarking from the airplane will descend

a ramp from the turntable level to a modern waiting

room on the main deck level at the after end of the

barge. Side doors from the waiting room open directly

to the shore boat. An office, radio room, rest rooms, and

ladies' lounge complete the facilities of the deckhouse

on the main deck level. Bulkheads and overhead will

be ceiled with attractive sheathing of Johns-Manville

Marinite. Deck covering will be Dex-O-Tex. The wait-

ing room will be lighted by fluorescent fixtures installed

flush with the ceiling.

A stairway at the after end of the waiting room will

lead to the deck overhead, which will be an observation

deck from which the public may watch the landing

operations and other activities in Avalon Bay.

At the forward end of the observation deck, a control

tower will be installed from which all operations may

be directed.

In addition to the permanent ballast and water ballast

tanks, an engine room will be constructed in the hold

of the barge. Access to the engine room will be located

under the stairway which leads up to the observation

deck.

Two lOkw-110 volt, 60 cycle Buda diesel generating

sets, either of which will handle the entire load, will

furnish power for the barge. A salt water pump, which

will supply water to the sanitary system gravit)' tank,

the fire main washdown. and which will handle water

ballast to adjust the trim of the airdrome; a bilge pump;

a fresh water transfer pump; and operating gear for the

turntable, will complete the engine room installation.

All these units will be electrically operated.

The wooden deck of the barge beneath the turntable

wiU be protected against the absorbtion of gasoline,

oil, and grease by Dex-O-Tex laid directly on the wooden

deck. A permanent CO2 fire extinguishing system will

be installed under the turntable. This will be operatable

locally from stations on the main deck and from the

control tower. In addition to this, a number of portable

CO.. extinguishers will be located throughout the barge

and in the engine room. A sufficient number of life

jackets, life rings, and other saferj- devices will be pro-

vided.

THE RUEES OF THE iUTICAE ROAD
I Continued from page 70)

the danger signal is to be used not only in clear weather but

also in fog. It should be used, therefore, by any vessel whenever
approaching fog signals of another vessel seems to indicate

a close possibilitj' of collision.

12. It has been decided that the capable ship's officer must
be able to estimate the probable course of a sailing vessel in

a fog when he cannot see her by comparing her fog signals

with the direction of the wind. Because the sailing vessel is not

in sight, her type is not known; therefore as a general rule it

is assumed that she can sail as closely into the wind as four

points. This generality allows for even the trimmest of sailing

craft. Thus, if the wind is South and one blast of the foghorn

is heard, it is assumed that the vessel may be heading any-

where from East to Southeast. With the same wind, hearing

a rwo blast signal, the vessel may be heading anj-where from

West to Southwest. With the same wind and hearing a three

blast signal the vessel may be heading anywhere from a little

north of East through North to a linle north of West.

Navigating in a Fog
Upon approaching a fog bank, good seamanship as well as

the rules of the road require the navigator to take several pre-

cautions that will insure the safety of his vessel and comply

with the law. These are: (a) Inform the Master. It is the duty

of the Mate on watch to inform the Master immediately when-

ever the vessel nears a fog bank. ( b ) Inform the engine room
and reduce speed. When running into fog, place the engine

room on standby, and reduce speed to moderate speed. Call

up the Engineer on watch and inform him that you are running

into fog, and that at any time it may be necessary to stop or

reverse the engines. Engineers, when on watch, are not always

standing by the throttle, and might be down in the bilges or

busy in the machine shop, (c) Post your lookouts. It is required

in thick weather that a lookout be maintained as far forward

and as low down as possible. If the weather has been clear,

it is an understood fact that your watch will be chipping or

painting, rather than standing a lookout. Accordingly, blow

your whistle to call your watch right nou . don't wait to see if

it is "just a linle fog drift" that the vessel will be through in

a couple of minutes. Send your lookout forward to the bow
immediately.

(d) Obtain a fix of your position, if possible. It is to your

great advantage to know the position of your vessel at all

times, but especially is this true if you are in a fog. 'Vour

vessel not being equipped with Loran. if you are near the coast

it may be possible to obtain a fix before entering the fog by

bearings of points of land or landmarks. If you are out of

sight of land, it sometimes is possible before entering a low

lying fog bank to obtain a sight.

(e) Start sounding your fog signals before entering the fog.

Good seamanship would demand that the very sensible sug-

< Please turn to page 106)
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THE RULES OF THE MUM ROUD

iCuiil/nuetl from page 104)

gestion of La Boyteaux be followed. According to his interpre-

tation, fog signals should be sounded whenever proper side-

lights cannot be seen for two miles. His argument is com-

pletely logical when he states that "Since it is evidently intended

that warning be given for at least that distance by the minimum
visibility of sidelights being two miles, whenever they are not

visible for that distance fog signals should be sounded." This

rule would indicate the necessity of using the signals not only

when in fog, but when cruising near a fog bank which may

conceal another ship.

(f) Upon entering a fog bank, abide by Article 16. Four

phrases contained in Article 16 are of such importance that a

brief discussion of them finds a place in this article.

The first phrase is "moderate speed." Moderate speed has

been defined by the Supreme Court as that speed which will

enable a vessel to come to a complete stop within one half

the distance of visibility. This very obviously is so that the

other vessel will have the same distance in which to stop after

the vessels see each other. When there is very little or no visibil-

ity then moderate speed is interpreted to mean bare steerageway.

It is not the purpose of this article to enter into a discussion

concerning the necessity of disregarding the speed rule as it

is written and interpreted if a vessel is ever to reach her

destination while holding to any semblance of her schedule.

The navigator should realize, however, that if he finds himself

in Court as a result of collision through excessive speed in

fog, under the present law any excuse that he may offer will

almost certainly meet with a cold reception by the judges.

Captain R. F. Farwell, in his critique of the rules, has enumer-

ated several of the excuses and arguments offered and found

wanting: "(1) That full speed was the safest speed, as it

enabled the vessel to get through the fog sooner; ( 2 ) that

the speed was customary for liners; {i ) that the vessel was a

passenger steamer and obliged to maintain schedule; (4) that

the vessel was carrying passengers whom it was important to

get into port; ( 5 ) that the vessel was under contract to carry

United States mail; (6) that in the opinion of her officers the

vessel could not be properly controlled at a lower speed; ( 7

)

that the slowest speed of the engines would not drive the vessel

at the moderate speed demanded; ( 8 ) that the other vessel was

more seriously at fault; (9) that the vessel was a ferry; (10)

that the regular speed, or at least a speed faster than that

allowed, was necessary to keep track of the vessels position."

If the navigator would obey the law, there seems to be no

alternative but to navigate in accordance with the strictest

definition of "moderate speed."

The second important phrase of Article 16 is "the position

of which is not ascertained." The vagaries of sound in air,

especially sound in fog, are well known, and every deck

officer of experience has been surprised more than once when
he actually sighted the vessel whose fog signal he had been

hearing. It would be extremely difficult indeed to convince a

Judge that you had ascertained the vessel's position was abaft

your port beam and steering away from you after a collision

in which she rammed your starboard bow. It is far the wisest

course to so act as if you had no idea where the vessel was,

and obey Article 16, even though it does sound like she bears

a definite direction away from you.

The third, and sometimes qualifying phrase of Article 16,

"so far as the circumstances of the case admit," is interpreted

to mean immediate danger, such as if the vessel were very near

dangerous rocks, or in a narrow channel wherein the ship could

only be controlled by proceeding ahead without stopping her

engines. That such danger exists upon occasion is obvious, hut

since it is extremely rare, any navigator would be wise to

refrain from using this phrase as a mental excuse to avoid

stopping his engines unless he is prepared to prove that such

danger immediately existed.

The fourth phrase to be mentioned, and one that is ofttimes

easily disregarded, is "navigate with caution until danger of

collision is over." This does not mean by any manner of inter-

pretation that immediately after stopping the engines, with

perhaps the signal seemingly growing fainter, you should

"hook her up" and attempt to make up some of the time the

delay in stopping has cost you. This phrase implies additional

duties, in addition to stopping your engines. These duties could

range from drifting on with stopped engines to reversing full

speed, depending upon the situation. Also, while there is no

rule requiring a vessel to hold course until the other vessel is

sighted, it has been decided that a change of course should not

be made blindly, just guessing at the other vessel's position,

changing course, and attempting to dodge her. Remember also

that three short blasts accompany a reversal of engines only if

the other vessel is actually in sight. The words navigate with

caution until danger of collision is over may have many

interpretations, depending upon the particular case, but it is

well to remember the saying "The toughest thing in the world

is to convince a Judge after a collision has occurred that the

danger of collision was over."

\m m \i m mwm
I Continued from page 73)

His work was recognized recently at a ceremony at the

S. F. yard when Shipyard Commander Capt. Philip Lem-

ler presented on behalf of ex-Secretary of the Navy James

Forrestal a citation which read, in part: "For outstanding

performance of duty as Force Maintenance Officer . . .

skilled and resourceful, Cmdr. Fee faced unprecedented

problems created by scientific requirements of the tests,

coupled with the indeterminate damage to be expected

from the atomic bomb . . . ably coordinated all require-

ments and activities in such a manner that all scientific,

technical and emergency demands were adequately

met. . .

"

Among the facilities given over for the new project's

use is another wooden, barracks-type, building, which

is appropriately named the Decontamination Center.

Literally and figuratively it is divided into a "Clean" and a

"Contaminated" section. It demonstrates one of the

problems of carrying on this Navy research week aboard

so-called contaminated ships and in connection with

materials taken from those ships for study inside the

laboratory, it is for the decontamination of scientists and

workmen. Navy and civilian personnel alike, even for

visiting admirals, generals. Congressmen, and others who
might wangle permission from the Navy Department to

go aboard the target ships.

At the beginning of each work period, personnel going

aboard these ships enter a "Clean" entrance at one end

of the barracks, shed their clothing, and pass over a

white dividing line into the "Contaminated" area to draw

a complete outfit of work clothes plus certain protective

articles. At the end of each work period the men who
have been on the ships must shed their contaminated

clothing and bathe before entering the "Clean " locker

room. These constant precautions emphasize the fact

that radioactive elements won't be spread around as a

result of this lab work.

This special project and Radiation Lab, together with

Bikini target vessels and trained scientific personnel,

many of whom are still being recruited from leading

universities, is one of the Navy's answers to problems

created in an atomic age. Much of it, the target ships,

official Bikini color films, Bikini observers with their

talks and demonstrations of radioactivity, will be on dis-

play for friends and visitors to San Francisco Naval Ship-

yard at Navy Day Open House, Sunday, 26 October.
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The Relation of California Agriculture

To International Trade

I Continued from page 61)

market. Coffee, bananas, cocoa and such products, of

course, do not present a problem.

It must be recognized, however, that conditions change

and that industries grow and decline whether in competi-

tion with foreign production or not. Where such changes

are occurring, particularly if the change results from

government action, the whole problem should be ex-

plored realistically with a view to helping the industry

to make needed adjustments, supporting it if the national

interest warrants its maintenance as present levels, and

aiding it if need be in periods of abrupt transition. We
need to use a positive approach rather than the negative

one of fearing all imports on the assumption that they

will do us damage. California imports from other states

pork, corn, lambs, butter, and many other things and

does so to her advantage but that doesn't mean that she

wants to import oranges, lemons, raisins, and prunes.

The solutions to these problems will not come easily

and will not be simple, nor will they be the same for all

types of production. We need to give them our best

thought and approach them as open-mindedly and real-

istically as possible.

Pacific Coast Foreign Trade -July 1947

Customs Districts Export Imports

(Millions Dollars) (Millions Dollars)

1947 1946 1947 1946

Total Pacific Coast S93.6 $65.0 $23.2 $23.5

San Diego 3.0 1.8 1.6 .9

Los Angeles 25.0 9.5 7.0 5.6

San Francisco 44.7 32.6 6.9 8.0

Oregon 8.1 8.1 .6 .9

Washington 12.8 10.1 7.1 5.5

China Tightens Trade Controls

The Office of International Trade announces through

John J. Judge, regional director, Department of Com-
merce in San Francisco, further tightening of Chinese

temporary foreign trade regulations. Article 9 of the

Chinese revised temporary foreign trade regulations pro-

mulgated August 18, 1947 stipulates that import licenses

should in all cases be obtained by importers before they

contemplate purchases or otherwise commit themselves

abroad. Chinese press notification of August 21 states

that importers are strictly forbidden to enter into pur-

chasing contracts or make shipments of any goods from

abroad prior to their obtaining import licenses. Con-

lUOi^LD
TRflD€

signees of shipments made in violation of this regula-

tion and arriving after August 17 will not be permitted

to take delivery, or alternatively the goods may be taken

over by the Chinese Government at a price fixed in

accordance with the registered official rate of exchange.

Additionally consignees of such shipments being regis-

tered importers, their registration shall be cancelled. Pro-

vision, however, is made for goods having no import

license but which arrived in China before August 16

and for goods having no import license but which can be

proved to have been enroute before August 16. Regard-

ing such shipments enroute American shippers should

promptly instruct consignees to refer to newly created

export import board.

Japanese Trade

Two changes in private trade procedure with Japan

are announced by the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce.

Businessmen in the U. S. are now permitted to send

business catalogues and descriptive material to Japan and

to communicate with their representatives now traveling

in that country. Postmasters throughout the country will

shortly be advised of the change in these postal regula-

tions.

These two changes in procedure, shortly to be offi-

cially announced by the U. S. State Department and the

Post Office Department, came as a result of complaints

from businessmen throughout the country that they

were handicapped in being unable to send descriptive

literature to Japan and that no provisions were made
for those visiting Japan to have their home offices con-

tact them.

Private trade was resumed with Japan on August 15.

That same week nine San Francisco businessmen headed

for the Orient to resume Japanese trade contacts.

Philippine Documents
Release of a new Philippine consular form for use

by exporters and shippers is announced by the World
Trade Department of the San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce.

The forms combine the Consular Invoice and Certifi-

cate of Origin in one document.

Combination of the two forms into one document

was suggested by local exporters and recommended by

the Chamber's World Trade Department. It was recently

approved by the local Philippine Consulate General and

Ministry of Commerce in Manila. Fees for the certifica-

tion of documents remain the same as in the past.

m\U[]\ DECISIONS
I Co'ilinueii from page 64)

the information that won this case—simply that a sea-

man signed articles knowing that he was suffering from

contagious disease and failing to disclose it to the

examining physician. The more common case is one

where the shipowner is without tangible means of prov-

ing, except in a negative way, that no illness occurred

aboard the vessel but that the illness actually existed at

the time of the sign-on.
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Markey type GAY

Air steering for small Diesel vessels such

as tugs, ferryboats, freighters, fishing

vessels and tankers to 150 ft. in length.

A cylinder, piston, and crosshead type

of machine for connection to rudder
quadrant by cables. Combination hand
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control. Hydraulic locking cylinder to

prevent creeping. Requires no special
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MM[ INSURANCE iCo„nn»ed from page 6i)

commenced on February 20 of each year. This was

largely because the financial year of the Mutual Asso-

ciations commenced on that date. The arrangement meant

that a very considerable volume of English hull business

expired early in the year, and it may be that this meant

that a hull account had a shorter "tail" than under the

present system, when risks attach throughout the whole

of the year. Whether it would be possible for the Eng-

lish market to adopt January 1 as the common commenc-

ing date for hull risks is debatable.

Insurance On War Seizures

A case arising out of the seizure by the Germans of

vessels under construction in Danish yards at the time

of the invasion in 1940 is to come before the Danish

Maritime and Commercial Court in the autumn. British

and Norwegian shipowners are claiming a total of about

50 million kroner (£2,500,000) from the Danish

State, the Danish War Risks Insurance (Commodities)

Office and three of the largest Danish shipyards. One
of these is a claim by the Blue Star Line, Ltd., for about

15 million kroner in respect of the Adelaide Star, which

was being built by Messrs. Burmeister & Wain. The

Blue Funnel Line is claiming compensation of 5-10

million kroner in respect of the Glengarry, the defend-

ants being the Danish Ministry of Finance, the War
Risks Insurance Office and Messrs. Burmeister & Wain.

It is stated, however, that the parties have agreed to

await the result of the Blue Star case before taking the

case to court. Whereas the Adelaide Star was lost from

war cause after having been taken over by the Germans,

the Glengarry was found at Kiel after the liberation and

was delivered up to the British. She had then been con-

verted into a semi-warship, and her British owners had to

incur much expense to convert her back to her original

condition.

The Advisory Board (Co„t,nued hom page 46)

vessels be required to remain under American registry and flag

for a period of 20 years.

6. Government should undertake to pay for all features of

national defense incorporated, including consequential effect,

if any.

7. Existing turn-in provisions of the Merchant Marine Act,

1936, should be liberalized to provide a reasonable turn-in

value, and the age at which vessels may be turned in be re-

duced from 1 7 years to 1 2 years.

8. Permit the shipping industry to write off its capital in-

vestments through depreciation allowances during periods

when earnings permit it and to the extent of such earnings.

9. Vessels should be designed by or for the shipowner to meet

the economics and particular trade requirements of the route,

in close cooperation between the Maritime Commission, the

Navy Department, and the shipowner.

10. Title V of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, be clarified

to show clearly that the construction subsidy is one to promote

American shipbuilding.

11. At the option of the operator, subsidy contracts for

services involving pasenger vessels and for stricdy cargo serv-

ices be written separately.

12. The law be clarified, if necessary, to give authority to the

Maritime Commission to acept bids on an adjusted price basis,

and to adjust bids to add or deduct certain items.

13. Consolidate the administering of laws and regulations re-

lating to shipping, under as few Government agencies as pos-

sible.
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Telephone EXbrc ok 2-4312 — Established 1886

THE KELVIN-WHITE

COMPASS
the best for any boat, sail or motor, now
avoilable in two new models.

• THE "EXPRESS"
for power cruisers; with built-in compen-
sator, PolaroicJ light control, doubles as o
pelorus, price S115.

• THE "CORSAIR"
for any small sail or power boat; high
performance, low cost, built-in compensa-
tor ond lighting, price $31.SO.

Wr/fe for descriptive circulars.

KELVIN & WILFRID 0. WHITE CO.
419 East Sixth St., Long Beach. Calif.

90 State St., Boston 9, Mass. 38 Water St., New York City

24 HOUR SERVICE!

BOILER FEED
PURE DISTILLED WATER

Tank truck deliveries directly to

boiler or feed tanks—any pier or
dock in Son Francisco Bay Area.

MArket 1-&616

340 - 10th Street

SAN FRANCISCO

GLeneourt 1-4449

2«00 West Street

OAKLAND
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old J. Wrigley and Ge
appointees of Int I Paint Company.

International Paint

Appointments

Harold J.
Wrigley joined the

staff of International Paint Com-

pany in San Francisco August 14.

For the past 13 years he has been

connected with Weyerhaeuser
Steamship Company, serving as

chief engineer on the SS Hegira,

Potlatch, Kla?nath. and Kit Carson.

He came ashore in January, 1943,

as port engineer and later as super-

intendent engineer on the Pacific

Coast. Wrigley served his appren-

ticeship with H. N. Moody, me-

chanical engineer and power spe-

cialist of New Orleans, Louisiana.

Later he was Erecting and Operat-

ing Worthington diesel engineer.

Wrigley started his seagoing days

in the Mississippi Shipping Com-

pany of New Orleans, and his first

licensed position was with the

United Fruit Company as 3rd assist-

ant. Later he was with Luckenbach

Steamship Company until 1934, un-

J. G. Magrath, appointed executive sec-

retary of American Welding Society.

til he joined Weyerhaeuser.

Another appointment is George

A. Horton, Jr., who joined the com-

pany in New York in October of

1945, upon completion of four years

of Navy duty. He has spent some

time studying in the laboratory at

the New Jersey plant, learning the

know-how of paint manufacturing

before coming to the San Francisco

factory in March of 1946. Here

again he spent some time in the

factory working with the chemists.

About a year ago he joined forces

with the late Fred Shingle, as his

assistant, in drydock work and the

soliciting of business.

J. G. Magrath of American

Welding Society

At their meeting on July 11, 1947,

the Board of Directors, American

Welding Society, selected Joseph

Gordon Magrath for the new posi-

tion of Executive Secretary of the

Society, the duties of which he as-

sumed on September 2, 1947. As

the chief staff officer of the Society,

Mr. Magrath will work with other

members of the National Head-

quarters staff in directing the activi-

ties of this national engineering or-

ganization of about 7500 members,

whose accomplishments and activi-

ties in welding engineering, re-

search and applications are known
throughout the world. M. M. Kelly,

secretary; W. Spraragen, editor of

the Welding journal and director

of Welding Research Council; and

S. A. Greenberg, technical secretary,

will continue in their present duties.

Mr. Magrath was especially active,

while with the Air Reduction Sales

Company, in the exploration of

welding, cutting, brazing, and other

flame-treatment processing of weld-

ed fabrication in all of the larger

shipyards on the East, Gulf and West

coasts, as well as other inland war

activities plants and various steel

mills. He has been active in the

work of the New York Section of

the American Welding Society and

served for several years as chairman

of Publicity and Programs.

Appoints Sopac

George Plant, president of the

Sopac Ship Maintenance Company,

1168 Battery Street, San Francisco,

announces the appointment of his

company as distributors of Oxi Crys-

tals, manufactured by the Oxi Cor-

poration of Gary, Indiana.

Enterprise Head Retires

Charles S. Hoehn, a name long

associated with the diesel engine

industry, has announced his retire-

ment as president of Enterprise En-

gine and Foundry Company of San

Francisco. Starting as an apprentice

with Enterprise 57 years ago Mr.

Hoehn rose to the presidency of the

company, which position he has held

for the past 30 years. During his

extended term in office Mr. Hoehn
was connected with the design and

development of numerous industrial

products, which included oil burn-

ers and a diversified line of process

machinery, in addition to the basic

Enterprise line of heavy duty diesel

engines. While his retirement will

relieve him of active duties as the

head of the company, Mr. Hoehn

will continue to serve on the Board

of Directors and in a special con-

sulting capacity.

lehn. Sr.. retired president of

s Engine & Foundry Co.,
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odd's 61 -acre Sh pya rd at Palican

land, close to all G overnment

harves.
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/V RING of shipyards, girdling America's coastlines on the Atlantic,

Pacific and Gulf, enables Todd to provide expert service in repair, main-

tenance and conversion of ships of all sizes and types. Highly developed

facilities effect major economies for operators in both time and money.

Naval architects, marine engineers and other specialists are ready to go to

work for you immediately—either independently or in cooperation with

you own consultants. Shop equipment of the most modern tj'pe permits

the application of up-to-date engineering techniques in all work.

At Barranquilla, Colombia, S. A.

The Todd-raanaged plant. Union

Industrial, at Barranquilla, with its

new, well-equipi>ed machine and

fabrication shops, handles voyage

repairs and other work on vessels at

anchor or at the Municipal Docks

with efficiency and dispatch.
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Convenienf/y located on At/antic, Gu/f and Pacific Coasts
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Old timer E. L. Holmberq,
employed since 1909 in

the SeaHle mills of the

Tubbs Cordoge Company.

A salute to our Seattle mills — and their old timers in the

making of fine rope!

As rope users of the great Northwest know, the name Tubbs (formerly "Portland") has stood for genera-

tions for a rope that gives plus values in wear and service.

Not the least reason for this long record of superiority is the combination of Men and Rope — men

who have the "know how" to convert fine fiber into rope that reflects their pride of craftsmanship.

From a dollar and cent standpoint, too, you will find Tubbs rope a smart buy. Longer, more depend-

able service is always assured. Specify the famous Tubbs Extra Superior Manila trademark to your

supplier for the maximum in rope value.

If you have not already received one, send for a copy of our new illustrated booklet,

"Knots and Their Uses."

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FS^ANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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It's a long haul from Charleston to Manila

Bay—12,500 grueling, hazardous, miles! That's

the task of the tug Edward M. Grimm, with four

converted mine sweepers in tandem behind her

—a four months voyage that is perhaps the

toughest ocean haul ever attempted.

For this herculean task a rope was needed, A tough, sinewy

hawser thot could be depended upon to resist the lashing strain

of wind and sea while a powerful tug growled on, hauling a

tow of 3000 feet.

The choice? Ten-inch Columbian Tope-Marked Pure Manila,

in 90 fathom lengths I

Here is a rope, which like all Columbian Tope-Marked Pure

Manila, is manufactured from only the choicest monila fibre. It

has been proved in service, year in, year out, under all con-

ditions. Where service conditions demond the best, it's Columbion

Tope-Morked Pure Manila, with the Red, White ond Blue sur-

face markers.

There is no better rope.

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST. AUBURN, N. Y.

-i
'Km

^*j^'^mM^

Ci^^^S^UUt^ M^L ROPE
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WHO lis M]\m[ DEFEASE?

IT IS SAID THAT NATIONAL DEFENSE, like education, is a debt that one generation

owes to the next. In the world of today, a strong and continuing Merchant Marine is an-

other such debt, and the link between national defense and Merchant Marine is only now
becoming recognized by important segments of the general public and the general public itself.

Perhaps this trend in public thinking is due to the fact that the threat of war is an every-

day topic of conversation and is even a guiding motif in many lives. This threat of war is

important, and it is having a present effect on the shipping industry. Labor in the industry

is being warned by its own advisers and leaders that efforts to undermine shipping are being

made by enemies of America, as it is recognized that communications and shipping in constant

readiness are vital to our defense, and keeping them in turmoil is a worth while fifth column

objective.

Less easy to understand is the reported lack of unity among operating companies in

supporting opposition to destructive influences. True, every company has its own particular

interests to safeguard, but we believe they will find such safeguarding easier if they will unite

on one grand objective at the top—national defense.

And the scope of our national interest is expanding. The Marshall program for Euro-

pean peace and rehabilitation is very largely based on shipping. Our expectations for bene-

fiting the rest of the world are bound up in our productive capacity, which, to accomplish

anything at all, requires shipping.

The Pacific basin has largely been assigned to the United States as a mandate, and a

recent Propeller Club speaker pointed out that we can establish a regime in the Pacific that

will benefit one-half the population of the world for 1,000 y^ars. But ships, both cargo and

combat, will have a big place.

There is no room for subversive influences in shipping labor. And there is no room for

weakness or competitive jealousies on the part of management when national defense is

threatened. The industry's top leadership is entitled to the confidence and cooperation of all

its units.
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ECOiMIC CO^SIDERilTIONS OF

PACIFIC COm-iRTH MMK
CHRGO TRADE

By M. J. RYAN, Naval Architect

THE MAIN ITEM OF EXPENSE IN WATER
TRANSPORTATION is cargo handling, which in-

cludes stevedoring, checking, and cooperage. In 1939,

cargo handling accounted for about 45 per cent of all

operating expenses; in 1946 it had increased to about

55 per cent of total expenses.

While we may look to an improved ship design to

answer many of our cost problems, the greatest concen-

tration of attention should be on more economical cargo

handling. Ships should be more specialized and designed

to fit a modernized pier.

We have made a careful survey of existing types of

Maritime Commission vessels, the C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4 and

Victory designs, and it is agreed that the C-3 design fits

the intercoastal trade most satisfactorily because of its

cargo cubic-deadweight ratio. The Victory ship, for ex-

ample, has too small a cargo cubic for the deadweight

available, and the deep webs and deep transverse beams

interfere with cargo stowage.

The C-3, of course, is open to improvements to specifi-

cally suit her to the intercoastal trade. For this we pro-

pose a modified C-3 to overcome the deficiencies in the

original design. The question of speed of the vessel as

well as speed of port operations is paramount to economi-

cal operation, for we cannot consider a ship as a relatively

inexpensive piece of equipment. The daily operation cost

of a C-3, including depreciation and administration, may
exceed Si 500. It is, therefore, obvious that vessels should

be moving as fast as possible underway and that port time

be held to a minimum.
This can be accomplished by ( 1 ) increasing the sea

speed to 18 knots, (2) reducing the port time by more
efficient cargo handling and ( 3 ) reducing the number of

ports of call. It is possible thereby to increase the number

of round trips on a typical Pacific Coast-Atlantic Coast

run from 5 trips to 6 trips per year. The operation ex-

penses per ton of cargo then change in the following

manner. Panama Canal tolls, towage, dockage, pilotage

dunnage, cargo claims and cargo handling remain fairly

constant. The cost of food, repairs, stores, crew wages, ad-

ministration and insurance become approximately 5/6th

of their former amount. The cost of fuel oil is the only

item, on a cost per cargo ton basis, that increases, and may
amount to a 50 per cent increase. Beyond these considera-

tions is the fact that a more rapid service will attract a

higher revenue cargo, and the net effect is more profitable

operation since the savings more than balance the extra

expenditures.

Preliminary designs have been made for a modified

C-3 vessel, indicating that a sea speed of 18 knots is

obtainable by changing the vessel's lines slightly and by

increasing the horsepower requirements.

The second way to decrease the days per trip is to

eliminate unprofitable ports of call. In other words, the

ship is too valuable to be docked at a port for only a

few hundred tons of cargo. Small-port service could be

more profitably handled on an agency basis and thereby

decrease administration costs. Small cargoes may then be

grouped and transported by barge or truck to the main
ports where the majority of cargo is loaded at a smaller

cost per ton. In other words, small volume transporta-

tion must be utilized to offset the more expensive cargo

ship and thus eliminate the taxi-cab service.

Equally important for economic water transportation

is decreasing the expenditures in port. These may be

grouped into two major classes: ( 1 ) improvement in the

ship design to facilitate cargo handling; (2) improve-

ments in cargo handling methods at the pier.

Important steps should be taken to reduce broken

stowage in cargo holds (due to deep beams and large

web frames ) and thus eliminate areas of expensive stow-

age. Cargo batten clips should not have protruding edges

that damage sacked cargo. In fact, vertical cargo battens

can be used in many cases to great advantage. Side cargo

ports, such as those fitted on the new Moore-McCormack
ships (Mormacgulf, etc.) should be fitted to speed up
cargo handling by using at least two more stevedoring

gangs. The new type cargo ports can be easily broken

open. Cargo elevators may also be used economically in

conjunction with the cargo ports.

The use of present design pallet boards in the ship

(Please turn to page 90)
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The Corsair arriving in San Francisco after reconversion at Victoria, B. C.

THE CORSHIR II SERVICE

ENDING ITS COLORFUL CAREER in war service

for Great Britain and the United States, the former

1. P. Morgan yacht Corsair has been completely recon-

ditioned and refurnished to serve as a luxury cruise liner

connecting Alaskan and Mexican resort cities under the

house flag of Pacific Cruise Lines, Ltd., of Seattle, Some

detail of the reconversion was given in Pacific Marine

Review, March, 1947.

The Naval Architects for the reconversion, including

general arrangement plans, designs and survey, was Joslyn

& Ryan, of San Francisco. The shipbuilder for reconver-

sion was Victoria Machinery Depot, Victoria, B. C, and

t 1

^

Typical stateroom. Main lounge, showing the gyro compass.
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the marine interior architect and designer, William

Schorn Associates, New York. The architects worked

under the supervision of Gil Skinner, of Skinner & Eddy,

Seattle, who control Pacific Cruise Lines, and Ray C.

Anderson, president of Pacific Cruise Lines, and vice

president of Skinner & Eddy. Cruise agent is the Albert-

son Travel Service.

Since the Corsair is to be used as a de luxe cruise liner,

ordinary stateroom arrangements and appointments com-

mon to most passenger vessels were not acceptable. With-

in the confines of small space a sense of spaciousness and

luxury had to be created. Also the camber and sheer of

the yacht presented problems in the designing of built-in

equipment.

Since the vessel is operated as a commercial enterprise

without the usual governmental subsidies and other bol-

stering economic methods, the Corsair must operate eco-

nomically and function as efficiently as possible in order

to bring her owner a justifiable and attractive revenue.

Built in 1930

The 5'. Y. Corsair was built for the late J. Pierpont

Morgan in 1930 by the Bath Iron Works in Maine, at a

cost well over two million dollars. She is a 2181-gross

ton vessel with an overall length of 343 feet and a

maximum beam of 42 feet, and cruises at 16 to 17 knots.

She is a twin-screw vessel, each propeller being driven

by an electric motor, the current for which is generated

by steam turbine-generator sets.

The electric propulsion equipment, built by General

Electric plants in Lynn (Mass.) and Schenectady (N.

Y. ), includes the two main turbine-generator sets, two

3000-hp propulsion motors, and necessary auxiliary ap-

paratus. The engines have been driven over 100,000

miles without experiencing the slightest bit of trouble.

The main and auxiliary pumps are by the Warren
Steam Pump Co., and the steering equipment is Markey.

Located at the forward end of the Promenade Deck is

the observation room, called the "Gyro Room" because in

the center of this space there has been located a specially

designed and constructed gyro compass. This equipment

has been installed for the interest of the passengers who
may observe at all times the movement of the Corsair as

it wends its devious course through the inland waterway

Engine room icenes aboard the Coriair. Below the General Elec-

tric type MT-2e, 3000 hp, 254 rpnn. 2300 volt induction propulsion

motor in engine room. View is of the forward end.

to Alaska, which is dotted with innumerable islands. The
gyro compass is constructed almost entirely, as far as its

outer covering is concerned, of glass, lucite and satin-

finished silver and forms a natural center of interest in

the room, particularly at night.

(Please turn to page 102)

Below, left: General Electric auxiliary switchboard in engine room. Center: Engine Room, view showing two GE turbine motor-generator

eiciler sets, and 6-E main turbine generator propulsion set. Right: Main propulsion control board !n engine room aboard the Corsair.
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V-2fl0fl-

A H SHIP TIP[

AS THIS IS WRITTEN, the decision of the Maritime

Commission on acceptance of bids on the proposed

V-2000 vessel is awaited. The bids were far higher than

the Commission's estimates made early this year, and it

is necessary to project the anticipated costs and revenues

into the completion period some two years after start

of construction.

There was considerable surprise over the small num-

ber of bidders. Such as were submitted for the October

3 opening are summarized below:
Form 1* Form 2*

Days Clause At Clause Bt Clause At CUuse Bt
Newport News
Shipbuilding, etc.

One vessel

Two vessels ...

Betbelehem Steel

Co., New York
One vessel

Three vessels .

New York Ship,
building Corp.
One vessel

Two vessels 630
Three vessels .... 720

Ingalls Shipbuild-
ing Corp.
One vessel 630
Two vessels 720
Three vessels .... 810

600 ^12,350,000 ?10,740,000 ^12,510,000 ^10,875,000

540

".StM For

16,641,000 12,798,000
15,131,000 11,628,000
14,521,000 11,159,000

14,000,000 12,785,000
12,985,000 11,893,000
12,408,000 11,387,000

17,535,757 15,515,885
15,415,272 13,691,128
14,422,138 12,832,748
1, 650 lb., 850 deg.; F(

;Uuse B. price subject t<

16,881,000 12,975,000
15,381,000 11,808,000
14,741,000 11,336,000

14,157,000 12,935,000
13,145,000 12,045,000
12,569,000 11,540,000

17,620,416 15,595,282
15,501,110 13,768,890
14,504,822 12,910,167
m 2. 850 lb., 900 deg.

tClau^c A, fixed pr.i

Regardless of the outcome of the bids, the V-2000

design is so nearly the perfect ship for the service for

which it is intended, that certain of the details outlined

in the original announcement in Pacific Marine Review

( March issue ) are being repeated and amplified here,

and the profile, deck, and general arrangement plans are

also being repeated in the folded insert.

Characteristics are shown in the table herewith.

Principal Characteristics

Length—over all, about 536'-—0"

Length—B. P 500'—0"

Breadth—Molded :

'^K~^",
Draft—Maximum Molded 29'—6"

Depth—Molded to Upper Deck at side 49'—0"

No. of Crew (Exclusive of Spare Berths) 158
Passengers—Floor Beds and Sofas 122

Upper Berths 67

Total ; 189

Cargo Capacities (Estimated)
General Cargo Capacity 424,000 bale cu. ft.

Refrigerated Cargo Capacity 60,000 net cu. ft.

Cargo Deep Tank Capacity 48,000 net cu. ft.

Total Capacity 532,000 cu. ft.

Tank Capacities (Estimated)
Fresh Water 206 tons

Fuel oil (98% full) 2,429

Clean Salt Water Ballast 194

Total Capacity of Tanks 2,829 tons

The hull is of mild ship steel mostly welded and

having a stem with a curved forward rake and a modified

cruiser stern.

Nine watertight bulkheads divide the hull into ten

main watertight compartments. First, starting from the

bow is the conventional forepeak; then in order, holds

No. 1, 2, 3 and 4; then the machinery space, holds 5, 6

and 7, and last the after peak. Watertight bulkheads No.

1 and No. 2 forward are complete from the tank top to

the upper or weather deck. Bulkheads 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

are complete from tank tops to A deck. Bulkheads 8

and 9 extend from tank top to upper deck.

The compartments thus formed are in turn divided

into many spaces for various uses. The forepeak houses

the bos'n's stores, the anchor chain locker, a salt-water

ballast tank; and a room on the first flat accommodating

the motors for two vertical capstans on the upper deck

and the resistors for the controls of these capstans and

of the anchor windlass.

Hold No. 1

Next aft is Hold No. 1 which is 73 feet long fore and

aft and is served by two hatches through each of four

decks: the upper or weather deck, A deck, saloon deck,

and a flat. The weather deck hatches are fitted with

lift-off pontoon covers and on all the other decks the

covers are metal hatchboards. The forward hatch of this

hold is 16 feet thwartships and 20'3" fore and aft. The
after hatch is 32 feet thwartships and 17 '6" fore and

aft.

Heavy king posts are located between these hatches

with a small deck house between the posts for cargo air

conditioning equipment. Each of these posts carries a

10-ton 55-foot boom on its after side and a 5-ton 55-foot

boom on its forward side. The reason given for this

unusual arrangement of hatches is that a much greater

space on the decks can be reached spotting cargo loads

off the hook than with the conventional single hatch.

All the usual Maritime Commission standard equipment

for cargo holds is fitted, such as connections for smoke

detection tubing; connections for CO-., fire extinguishing;

ventilating ducts and outlets for cargo conditioning air;

access ladders; and cargo battens. The vertical type of

batten fitted between frames offers better protection to

the cargo and increases the cubic capacity of a hold about

1 per cent.

Hold No. 2
Hold No. 2 is 62 feet 6 inches fore and aft and is

arranged and equipped similarly to No. 1 from the A
deck level down, except that both hatches for this hold

are 32 feet athwartship and 17 feet 6 inches fore and

aft. On the A deck level there are large compartments

port and starboard for special cargo, a strongroom, and
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a room for cargo air conditioning machinery'. Between
the hatches on the upper deck is a heavy steel mast serv-

ing as a king post and set on the centerline of the ship.

Surrounding this mast is a T-shaped house enclosing

lockers for deck gear, companionway to saloon deck and

a room for cargo air conditioning. This house supports

pads for the lower ends of four cargo booms, two
10-ton 60 feet 5 inches long^ and two 5-ton 52 feet 6
inches long. A four foot wide watertight door through

the after bulkhead of the hatch trunk gives access

directly into a large baggage room fitted with ample
racks and shelves to make baggage accessible to the

passengers, an idea that will undoubtedly find great

favor with passengers on the long Round-the-World
trip with its wide variations in climate.

Hold No. 3

Hold No. 3 is a cargo hold only below the saloon

deck level. From the tank tops to the saloon deck level

it is filled with cargo oil tanks which are loaded through

side ports, and a 5 feet by 7 feet hatch in the saloon

deck. The six cargo oil tanks will accommodate approxi-

mately 1200 tons of oil. They are so designed that the

interiors are entirely free of stifleners and all corners

are rounded. Just aft of this passage is the passengers'

dining room, roughly 44 feet fore and aft and 70 feet

athwartships with an inset 12 feet by 35 feet taken for

stairways, elevator and lockers. On A deck level this

vertical division includes: seven passenger rooms; chief

purser, and chief steward's room, a room for 2 steward-

esses and 1 child's nurse; the barber shop, automatic

telephone exchange; music broadcast room; the pas-

senger elevator; main staircase; pantry and various lock-

ers. No. 3 hold is 50 feet fore and aft.

Hold No. 4—Main Galley

The main galley which prepares meals for the entire

complement of passengers and crew is all electric, and is

directly aft of the main dining room on the saloon deck

and directly over hold No. 4 which is completely devoted

to dry and refrigerated galley stores.

Stores are loaded through side ports and athwartship

passage on A deck and brought down to the various

levels by vertical conveyor and elevator. They are all

very conveniently arranged both for ease of stowage in

loading and accessibilit}' from the galley.

The system of doors into the dining room is arranged

for entrance from the galley only on the starboard side,

and exit from the dining room only on the port side.

Above the galley on A deck are the passenger entrance

lobby, purser's office, purser's workroom, novelty shop

and some crew accommodation.

Machinery Space

It is noteworthy that the modern plant for fueling the

passengers and crew of this ship occupies approximately

the same proportion of the length of the hull that former-

ly would have been occupied by the vessel's steam pro-

pulsion plant in the days of Scotch boilers and "up and

down " engines. The modern high pressure water tube

boilers and high speed reduction gear turbines of this

ship are all enclosed with ample room for accessibility in

a space less than one third that occupied by the crew and

passenger fueling plant mentioned above. In other words,

it takes much less of the revenue cubic of a modern cargo

and passenger liner to fuel 12,500 horses than it does to

fuel 347 men and women. Most of the fuel for the horses

is carried in the non-revenue double-bottom tanks where-

as the fuel for passengers and crew occupies practically

the whole of one hold.

Afterholds

On A deck over the after end of Hold No. 5 there is

a thwartship passage with side ports and a pair of

vertical conveyors serving the A deck level down. A
10 feet by 16 feet hatch trunked from promenade deck

to A deck also serves this space. In all the handling of

cargo through side ports overhead gear will be used.

Holds No. 6 and 7 have practically the same arrange-

ment as No. 1 and 2 forward, except that in addition to

the regular 5 and 10 ton booms No. 6 has a 30 ton 70
feet boom fitted, and that No. 7 has only one hatch which
is 32 feet 6 inches fore and aft and 20 feet thwartship.

The after peak at the saloon deck level houses the

hydro-electric steering gear and on the A deck level

takes care of the ship's brig, lamp, paint and chain

lockers, engineers' and bos'n's stores and carpenter shop.

These arrangements of the principal watertight sub-

divisions show careful planning for convenience and

economy in the functions of passenger ship operation.

It will be noted in the foregoing description and in

the inboard profile that all of the commissary and refrig-

erated stores are located directly below the main galley

and all the dining rooms, both passenger and crew, are

directly contiguous to the galley fore and aft, and on
the same deck level. The tankage cargo is complete in

another hold subdivision. All refrigerated cargo is com-
pletely and exclusively in its own watertight hold divi-

sion. The baggage room is very conveniently located

and eflSciently served through one of the main cargo

hatches.

Safety

This design is stable and seaworthy in every respect

and is a three compartment job. That is, three compart-

ments must be flooded to sink the ship. Every precaution

is considered in the equipment for detection of and

extinguishing fire. Life preservers or life saving suits are

provided for every'one aboard. Six life boats, one of them
a powerful motorboat equipped to tow all the others are

hung in gravity davits served by electric boat winches.

The combined capacity of these boats will accommodate
all persons aboard. Special hawse pipes will be fitted

bow and stern for mooring to buoys. On the bridge all

the most modern navigation equipment will be fitted

including g)ro compass, radio direction finder, radar, and

loran.

Propulsion Machinery

This vessel is designed to be driven by a single screw

and has a "contra-guide " form rudder post to transform

some of the angular velocity of the water in the propellor

stream into forward-motion energy for the hull. The
propeller shaft is turned through double reduction gear-

ing by a cross compound steam turbine designed to de-

liver 12,500 shp at 92 rpm of the propeller shaft when
(Please turn to page 106)
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THE MAINTENiCE ID

REPAIR OF mH VESSEES

At The San Francisco

Port of Embarkation

By P. H. THEARLE,

Superintending Marine Engineer

IN THE OPERATION OF ANY SHIPPING BUSI-
NESS the maintenance and repair of the equipment

necessary to move the freight and passengers is a function

of the operation, which contributes very greatly to the

successful performance of the business. In a steamship

line the maintenance and repair organization is planned

to accomplish the economical maintenance of the fleet

within the time limits prescribed by cargo discharge and

loading with the ultimate end in view that the fleet will

be maintained in a satisfactory operating condition with

a minimum expenditure of funds.

The repair work accomplished not only includes nor-

mal repairs to machinery, hull and appurtenances but

also requires that vessels be maintained in classification

society class and in condition to obtain all certificates of

safety required by the Coast Guard and Public Health
Service, as well as annual inspection and periodical dry-

docking.

In the Army's transport service, which is at present this

country's largest steamship business, the entire Army
owned-and-operated fleet is divided between several Ports

of Embarkation, and, depending on the requirements of

the service, the vessels are home ported at these several

ports. The San Francisco Port of Embarkation is at pres-

ent the home port for the following vessels of the Army
owned-and-operated fleet:

6—P-2 turbo-electric transports

2—P-2 geared turbine transports

10—C-4 geared turbine transports

3—C-1 geared turbine Hospital ships

4
—

'VC-2 geared turbine freight ships

2—EC-2 reciprocating engine freight ships

making a total of 27 vessels which must be maintained
by this Port.

All repair work is accomplished under the authority

of Transportation Corps pamphlet Number 34 whicli

divides the work into two groups, normal repair and
major repair. Normal repair consists of those items of
routine work up to a total cost of not more than $60 per
foot of length. Major repair is considered to be those

items which are modifications or improvements in the

basic vessel and any costs above $60 per foot of length.
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San Francisco Port

of Embarltation.

The Ports are authorized to proceed with all normal re-

pair without prior approval from the Office of The Chief

of Transportation in Washington, D. C, but must obtain

prior approval before proceeding with major repair

items.

Under the Port Commander is an operational section

known as the 'Water Division. Under the Superintendent

of the 'Water Division is the Superintending Marine

Engineer, who is responsible for the Engineering Branch

and the Marine Repair Shop Branch.

The Engineering Branch is responsible for all repair

and maintenance work on Army owned-and-operated

vessels, and is composed of three major sections—plan-

ning, inspection, and administrative. The employees of

the Planning and Inspection Sections are all people with

a broad experience in the marine industry, many of them
licensed engineers, together with several who are spe-

cialists in certain phases of marine work.

Between January 1st and June 30th of this year 73
vessels have arrived in the San Francisco Port of Em-
barkation and records show that an average of 10 vessels

have been in port at one time undergoing repairs.

The largest part of Army vessel repairs is accomplished

by commercial repair contractors who hold the Army's
Master Lump Sum Repair Contract, and the award of

each job is based on competitive bidding.

The Army also maintains a Marine Repair Shop whose
primary function is to accomplish the many small items

which may have developed or been overlooked in the

normal repair process, but it is also maintained in suffi-

cient strength to accomplish the normal voyage repairs

on one vessel at a time.

The funds which pay for this work are allocated to

the Port's Fiscal Officer by the 'War Department from
Congressional Appropriations. The amounts required for

each fiscal year are based on budgets prepared at each

Port of Embarkation. .

Since the Engineering Branch is required to obtain

approval on the expenditures of all funds, cost accounting

is carried on within the Branch by a representative of

the Fiscal Officer, who is constantly in touch with the

progress of each project and advises the job planners as

to the status of their funds.
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The following routine procedure has been established

for handling each vessel:

1. Upon arrival of an Army owned vessel, the follow-

ing routine procedure will be adopted in accordance with

TCP-34 to accomplish the voyage repair work required

on that vessel:

(a) The Chief Planner will assign a planning team to

cover this vessel, and will designate one planner to act

as leader. It will be the leader's responsibility to carry

this job through to its final completion.

(b) The Chief Inspector will assign an inspection

team to cover this vessel and will designate one inspector

to act as leader.

(c) Both planning and inspection teams will board

the vessel as soon after arrival as possible. The Chief

Planner, the leading planner, or other designated party

will pick up copies of the voyage repair lists and distrib-

ute same to members of both teams. The Chief Planner,

or the leading planner, if so designated, will be in charge

of all functions of the preliminary inspection and arrival

conference. He will assign members of both planning

and inspection teams to cover various parts of the repair

lists and the vessel. They wiU survey all items of work
requested and in addition develop as many additional

items not covered by ship repair list which might be

considered desirable to discuss at the arrival conference,

in order to avoid the possibility of having to cover same

by means of field orders after the basic specifications

have been prepared.

a. The planners and inspectors will be thoroughly

familiar with the contents of TCP-34.

b. It is the intent of the above instructions to provide

an orderly and thorough survey with no overlapping or

covering items more than once.

{ d ) The Chief Planner or the leading planner if so

designated will preside at the arrival conference and will

lead a discussion of the various items of repair requested.

He will endeavor to eliminate as many items as is con-

sidered possible after discussion with the Chief Engineer

and will attempt to keep the repair work authorized to a

minimum commensurate with safe and economical op-

eration of the vessel. All additional items of work de-

veloped by the preliminary survey will be discussed, and

those which are deemed essential shall be included in the

basic specifications, with the result of a very minimum
of extra work being found necessary to be accomplished

on change orders during the progress of the repairs.

(e) Under the direction of the Chief Planner, plan-

ners will prepare written specifications covering all items

of work which have been determined as necessary to be

accomplished by the arrival conference.

(f) A Job Order Request will be filled out by the

Chief Planner on TC Form 1800 requesting the Con-

tracting Officer to call for bids on subject vessel. A copy

will be sent to Vessel Movement for Control Symbol

TCSFP-OW-4R.

a. At this time the date and time for opening of bids

will be determined after consideration has been given to

the time required to complete the work and the prospec-

tive sailing date, with a view toward allowing as much
time as possible to the bidders for preparation of their

cost estimates.

b. A Purchase Request will be filled out on Form 14-

115 and sent to the Fiscal Officer giving the estimated

amount of funds to be obligated on F.Y.P.463.

c. An Obligation Report will be filled out on Form
55-13 and mailed to OCT, Attention: Water Transport

Service, Maintenance and Repair Branch.

d. The cost and expenditure group will set up and

maintain a running account of funds obligated on the

vessel. They will inform the Superintending Marine En-

gineer and planner when the funds on the vessel are

within S3,000 of the amount approved by TCP-34 or

teletype from OCT.
e. Service Orders will be prepared by the group under

direction of the planner when the item to be repaired

can be sent direct to the manufacturer's representative.

f. In the preparation of specifications the greatest care

shall be exercised in wording the items to avoid mis-

understanding and misinterpretation en the part of the

cost estimator. Each item should be considered for com-

pleteness of information and clarity. When an item re-

quires the furnishing of material that cannot be obtained

in sufficient time to permit completion within the speci-

fied time, this item should not be included in the specifi-

cations. The vessel should be requested to requisition the

required material or parts, and when received, the item

should be written in a specification on the next arrival.

The assigned planner will contact TC Supply for pro-

curement of critical materials from Government stock.

( f ) At the time specifications are issued, notice will be

given to bidders that inspection of the work will be con-

ducted at a specified time, and the Chief Inspector will

designate the necessary number of inspectors from the

team assigned to this vessel to conduct the bidders over

the vessel and show them the items. The inspectors will

avoid attempts to clarify the wording of items, or in any

way instructing the bidders as to the detail of work re-

quired. When such questions arise, the bidders should

contact the planner for further instructions.

2. Upon award of a contract for repairs, the previously

assigned inspected team (par. 1 (b) will assume re-

sponsibility for the accomplishment of all work in ac-

cordance with the specifications. The leading inspector

will be the responsible head of the team, will assign

inspectors to cover the various parts of the work, and

will be the Water Division representative to carry on all

discussions with the contractor regarding progress of the

work and field orders.

3. When an additional work item is developed by an

inspector, after investigation, he will take it up with the

assigned planner to see if funds are available. Then the

inspector prepares a field order, giving a brief description

of the work. He will request an estimated price from

the contractor, and on receipt of same will present the

field order with the price to the leading planner for

approval.

4. In the event that the estimated price appears too

high to the leading inspector he shall contact the con-

tractor and endeavor to justify or adjust the price quoted

prior to submitting same to the assigned planner. The
planner will issue an authorization number, and record

same in authorization book. The field order with author-

ization number, is written authorization to proceed with

additional work not called for in basic specifications.

Four copies will be made—one each for Contractor, In-

(Please turn to page 90)
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The flagship of the

Matson Lines, the

Lurlina.

Awd6*tc

Will SOON Bl READY

As PART OF ONE THE MOST extensive merchant
ship construction programs ever undertaken by a

single ship-operating company in the history of the Mer-

chant Marine, the Matson liner Lurline will soon be

ready for final drydocking and outfitting. She will prob-

ably be ready to sail in February or early March. United
Engineering Co., a Matson subsidiary, is completing the

work on the Lurline, which, with the Matsonia, Mariposa
and Monterey, form Matson's luxury passenger fleet. Of
these, only the Matsonia is in service. Matson's program
requires the reconversion of passenger ships, and also

23 freighters. The latter are under way in a number of

yards around the country, with the first of the C-3's, the

Hawaiian Packer, just put in service.

When finished, the Lurline will accommodate 726
passengers, 488 in first class and 238 in cabin class. The
prewar capacity was 701.

The power plant on the Lurline consists of 12 Babcock
and Wilcox, inter-deck superheater, standard marine
type, water tube boilers, arranged in two boiler rooms
and supplying steam at 360 psi and 650°F. throttle, to

two sets of triple expansion Bethlehem-Parsons turbines.
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each set driving its line shafting through Falk single

reduction gearing, three pinions driving one large gear.

Speed of propeller is normally 125 rpm and that of the

turbine approximately 1600 rpm. Under normal con-

ditions this plant drives the hull at 20.5 knots speed.

On the original trials of the Lurline with everything

wide open, the turbines generated 30,000 shp and drove

the hull at a maximum speed of 22.5 knots. Fuel con-

sumption figured at 0.625 pounds shp.

Use of Aluminum
Interesting in this conversion is the large use of alumi-

num in the superstructure and in partitions for passenger

and crew accommodations. On the sun deck, the wooden
houses for crews' quarters were entirely removed and a

steel frame house with aluminum sheathing erected. This

house extends from frame 119 to 151 and in addition to

crews' quarters, contains a room for air conditioning

equipment and the pent houses for the elevators. On top

of this house at its forward end is a compass platform

with standard magnetic compass and gyro- repeater.

In all passenger, officer, and crew accommodation
spaces the hulls were stripped to the bare steel and all
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quarters re-arranged and rebuilt in accordance with the

new subchapter "M" of U. S. Q)ast Guard regulations

which now govern in the construction arrangement, and

equipment of passenger and crew quarters and which is

especially addressed to fireproofing and fire resistance, the

confining of fire, fire escape and fire extinguishing. These

three vessels when finished, will be the first passenger

liners to fully comply with the new regulations, and since

these regulations are well in advance of those governing

in other countries, it can be truthfully said that these

Matson liners are the safest afloat so far as fire is con-

cerned.

All partitions in the new arrangement of quarters are

of Johns-Manville Marinite faced with aluminum. The
joiner work in these quarters was all done by Hopeman
Bros, of New York. On the boat deck, the afterhouse was
extended forward port and starboard abreast of the after

stack casing, from frame 80 to frame 94. This addition

is steel frame with aluminum sheathing.

B Deck Changes
The most important structural changes in the hull are

on the "B" deck level. Here the "B" deck promenade is

eliminated and the house extended to the ship's side. Hull

frames are extended to "A" deck and "A" deck beams

Principle Characteristics

Length Ch-erall 632'0"

Length Waterline 628'0"

Length B. P 605'0"

Beam Molded 79'0"

Depth Molded C. Deck 52'9"

Draft Molded 28'0"

Displacement on Draft 26000 tons

Gross Measurement 18017 tons

Net Measurement 10580 tons

Normal Shaft hp 22000
Sea Service Speed 20.5 knots

connected to frames, girders strengthened and new side

plating fitted. The space thus enclosed is arranged for

and fitted with new passenger quarters. "B" deck is ex-

tended forward over the well deck, in a completely new
structure, with A.B.S. regulation frames, deck beams,

brackets, stanchions, deck plating, and shell plating. This

large additional enclosed space is devoted to crews' quar-

ters and to air conditioning machinery rooms.

Hull Repairs
The stacks were modified by removal of the umbrella

tops and the recessing of the whistle and whistle platform

in the forward stack. All exterior damage to the hull was

repaired and fashion plates port and starboard at the

after ends of A, B. C, and D decks altered and renewed

to conform to profile of the vessel. In this process, the

entire exterior was sandblasted to the bare steel, and

wherever plates were deteriorated or damaged they were

renewed. In most of the service spaces of the ship all

equipment was removed for overhaul or renewal and the

decks and bulkheads were cleaned and scaled to the bare

steel and repainted. Spaces so treated included passenger

and crew hospital; surgery; laundry; print shop; all linen

storage spaces; tailor shop; all storerooms and lockers;

main galley and crews galley and bars and pantries.

In the galleys, all equipment was thoroughly over-

hauled and much of it renewed. All food handling and

storage spaces were effectively rat proofed according to

U. S. Public Health Service regulations. New deck cover-

ing and new waterways were installed in the main galley

to conform with U. S. Public Health Service rules. Crews'

mess rooms and pantries were relocated and re-equipped.

Electrical

New electrical equipment and new wiring systems

were installed throughout the ship for such services as:

ship service and passenger service telephones; stewards'

call bell system and annunciators; emergency loud speak-

er system; general alarm bell system; public address sys-

tem; fire detecting system; fire door control system;

water-tight door control and signal system, and tele-

motor wiring.

The fire detecting and fire extinguishing systems origi-

nally furnished by Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., have

been altered to suit the re-arrangement of the vessels.

The Rich Smoke Detecting System has been altered to

provide fire detection for the cargo spaces.

The Lux (Kidde) System has been extended to cover

the domestic refrigerator boxes, so that now all the spaces

on the vessel occupied by cargo and machinery are pro-

tected with carbon dioxide fire extinguishing.

Refrigeration

All of the cargo and ships' stores refrigeration boxes

were torn out and entirely rebuilt providing a total refrig-

erated net cargo capacity of 61,200 cubic feet. Completely

new Carrier Freon refrigeration machinery was installed

to take care of the cargo and ship stores and also to

handle the large air conditioning load.

Fresh Water
A very interesting new installation on these vessels

is the large evaporating capacity for supplying fresh

water. Two new low pressure evaporators each with a

(Please turn to page 106)

LORIMER DIESEL GENERATING SET

75 kw direct current emergency diesel generating set

Lorimer F-4-S engine with a 4</i" bore, 91/2" strok

lis hp at 720 revolutions. The unit is capabi

overload for a 2 hour period.

nd developing

a 25 per cent
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HIITI-FOUiinG PIIIIITS

By HAROLD L ALDfllCH

During the past two years several feature articles

on hot or cold plastic paints have been published

in Pacific Marine Review. This article by Mr. Aid-

rich offers some further food for thought on the

subject.

The editor will welcome opinions from ship op-

erators who have had experience with these paints.

Such opinions will be published only after permis-

sion has been obtained.

Definition and History

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED to the

paint business during the War—a way of getting

solid paint (hot plastic) to stick to the hull of a ship.

This hot plastic has it all over any other anti-fouling

system for killing barnacles. However, it is expensive,

tricky to apply, and difficult to remove. There is nothing

revolutionary in solid paint itself, for one was tested back

the 19th Century as shown; the trick is in applying it so

it will stick.

Hot plastic paint is a solid at ordinary temperatures

in which pigment is mechanically dispersed. It is applied

in a molten condition without the aid of a solvent, and
dries to a solid by cooling—not requiring oxidation, or

polymerization. The best known application of hot plas-

tic paint is in the protection of Navy ship bottoms.

The history of hot plastic paint goes back to the nine-

teenth century when in 1899 an Italian hot plastic paint

for brushing, with trade name "Moravia," was tested at

the Norfolk Navy Yard and found to have unusual dura-

bility, so in 1901 it was brushed on the U. S. S. W-'agneta,

and the paint required only retouching at the next dry

docking six months later. The Chemical Warfare Service

of the Army at the Edgewater Arsenal developed a hot

plastic in 1924 which was manufactured and tested at

the Norfolk Navy Yard and found to be unsatisfactory

because of inadequate adhesion. In 1932, at the Mare
Island Navy Yard, Moravia hot plastic was applied by

brush on the U.S.S. Milwaukee, and some of this paint

was still in good condition thirty months later. In 19.38,

the Paint Laboratory at Mare Island Navy Yard an-

nounced the development of the first sprayable hot plas-

tic. Upon the advent of hostilities in the Pacific, it was
realized that some ships might be required to remain in

extreme fouling water for the duration without an op-

portunity for repainting, and it would, therefore, be

necessary for the bottom paints to protect the hull for

eighteen months or more Generally speaking, the water

impermeability of practical bottom paints is proportional

to the film thickness applied, and since no practical

method, other than hot plastic, of applying extremely

thick films was known, it was considered the best pos-

sibility. A few service tests indicated that hot plastic

bottom paint would last eighteen months, which was

considerably longer than the durability of orthodox sol-

vent paints, therefore, in 1943, it was decided to stand-

ardize on hot plastic for steel bottoms. Research, devel-

opment and production were carried on simultaneously,
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and by 1945 over a thousand formulations were under

test. For this paper, the classification "hot plastic coatings"

will be confined to those which do not require the use of

volatile solvents. The term "plastic" when used in con-

nection with hot plastic paint is a misnomer, but since

the term is in general use it will be continued in this

article.

Getting the Right Start

The application of hot plastic is considerably mort-

exacting than that of orthodox paints. Ships for repaint-

ing should be prepared by sand-blasting to bright steel,

and by spraying with a 2 to 5 per cent phosphoric acid

solution, and by priming with two or three coats of ann-

corrosive. The hot plastic should be sprayed to a thickness

of approximately 30 mils, using a double pass of the

gun, which amounts to over 10 times the film thickness

of orthodox bottom paints.

The solid paint is melted in large heating kettles, and

transferred to electrically heated pressure kettles, which
generally operate at 90 lbs. per square inch air pressure

and 300° F. With this equipment, the hot plastic can be

sprayed to any desired thickness by building up the film

as each coat cools. The entire bottom of a destroyer can

be coated with hot plastic by an experienced crew in less

than two hours.

The development work on equipment for application

has lagged far behind the development of paint formu-

lation, mainly because the market for equipment is limit-

ed and it does not warrant commercial interest. The
present procedure requires several operations in addition

to the application of the paint in the dry dock, and the

labor of make-ready and clean up is far more expensive

and time consuming than the actual application. Some of

the applications are listed below:

crane service for lowering drum of hot plastic, melting

kettle, pressure kettles, etc., into dry dock;

Figure 3

chopping open the steel drum;

breakmg up the solid hot plastic with axes;

loading melting kettle with hot plastic;

melting down and preheating to 300° F.;

transporting melted hot plastic in five-gallon pails to

the pressure kettles;

A large proportion of this expense could be eliminated

by maintaining a supply of melted hot plastic at the top of

the drydock which could be piped down to the pressure

kettles, or directly to the spray gun. The packing of hot

plastic in five or ten gallon wooden kegs would eliminate

the expensive and wasteful operation of chopping up the

hot plastic in the drydock.

The pressure kettle is a ten-gallon, single container,

electrically heated tank which forces the molten paint

through a heated hose to the spray gun. The operator is

inactivated during the refilling operation. A two-com-

partment pressure kettle which could be loaded without

interfering with the spray gun operator would not only

speed up the painting operation, but considerably reduce

the cost thereof.

Another application problem involves the hand gun,

which, when used on the flats, produces a fan, one end

of which generally travels two or three times as far as

the other to reach the hull, as shown in figure 1. The
paint traveling in the long end of the fan cools and hits

the hull in a partially solidified condition, which will

result in a porous film through which water can pass.

This difficulty is responsible for the rusty condition of

many flats painted with hot plastic. An extension gun
which facilitates the elimination of porous spots is under

development.

This discussion may seem trite, but when commercial

use of the product is attempted, each one of these factors
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Figure 5

becomes a cost, tending to keep the expense of applica-

tion so high that it is difficult to economically compete.

Genera] Requirements

Many testing methods new to the paint industry have

been uncovered during the development of hot plastic

in an attempt to correct deficiencies in the original prod-

uct. These are research tools which have elevated the

work from the "witches brew" stage to somewhat of a

scientific basis. Some of these are leaching rate of toxics

and matrices, plastic flow resistance, electrical measure-

ment of the initial time and area of corrosion, measure-

ment of osmotic and endosmotic water pressure in films,

and the use of randomized replicated methods of design-

ing tests.

The testing of many different types of hot plastic has

led to the following requirements: A viscosity of less

than 1.5 poises when heated to the temperature of appli-

cation—generally between 275° and 300° F. Figure 2

shows the concentration of paint in the edges of the fan

caused by a paint of 2.8 poise viscosity, which has been
found to be too high a viscosity to give satisfactory fan
at normal spraying pressures.

If copper is the anti-fouling ingredient, the leaching

rate of the matrix and that of the copper pigment should

be balanced to permit copper to leach from the film at a

rate of, at least, 10 mg. per 1,000 sq. cm. per day when
the film is immersed in salt water. Figure 3 compares
the fouling of a paint with a leaching rate of 6 on the

other side of the photo, and which has been exposed for

six months.

The paint should not sag when the surface upon which
it is applied is heated to 140° F. Figure 4 shows the

sagging which took place on a newly painted hull when
a paint of 125° F. sag point was exposed to solar radi-

ation.

There should be no plastic flow when a film is tested

on a 30" diameter spinning cylinder, moving at a periph-

eral speed of 30 knots in water at 85° F. In figure 5 the

paint gives the appearance of a sharp stipple job. It is

actually the result of plastic flow over an original smooth
bottom after the ship had made a run through tropical

waters at over 30 knots.

Early Day Troubles

During the early development, stories are told of the

hot plastic flying off into the water at the first full power
run after painting. Detailed docking reports on the

condition of all bottoms are now maintained in the

Bureau of Ships, and eighteen months is not unusual for

the durability of hot plastic, which was not true of ortho-

dox paints. In general, the anti-fouling properties outlive

the corrosion resistance of hot plastic, and when corrosion

begins, it takes the form of small hair cracks. The degree

of success obtained with hot plastic has been proportional

to the quality of the surface preparation, which was well

demonstrated by a test in which the one side of a ship

was sand blasted and the other, wire-brushed. The ship

was then primed with anti-corrosive and quartered, com-
paring hot plastic with the cold plastic type. After eight

months in salt water, the hot plastic, compared with cold

plastic, gave decidedly inferior corrosion resistance over

improperly prepared steel, and decidedly superior cor-

rosion resistance over the sand blasted surface. The thick

impervious layer of hot plastic which prevents moisture

from penetrating also inhibits the escape of moisture

trapped under the film during painting, and this is the

basic reason why it is not durable over a poorly prepared

surface. When trapped moisture or the products of cor-

rosion break through a thin orthodox film, nothing more
than a pin hole may result, but when this occurs to hot

plastic a large area may be torn from the hull.

The use of hot plastic over a bottom that has never

been sand-blasted and has a base of mill scale and rust,

as most ships do, would be an economic waste and a

discredit to the paint.

Hot plastic has demonstrated protection against cor-

rosion and fouling on specially prepared panels for peri-

ods of over four years; however, on ships in action good
protection has been attained in most cases for eighteen

months which difference indicates that if more suitable

ways of application were available, perhaps the service

on panels would be approached on ships.

It is difficult to compare the costs of hot plastic and
orthodox painting, because the two methods require

different types of application and lengths of time in dry

dock. However, making the assumptions enumerated
below, it is possible to make a cost comparison based on
an 18,000 ton passenger liner painted in the San Fran-

cisco Bay area and reported at a meeting of the Society of

Naval Architects of Northern California in 1946. The
charges, including docking, cleaning and painting were
as follows:

Cost of commercial bottom paint job $ 4,409-50

Cost of hot plastic system 17,778.15

The high cost of the hot plastic is mitigated by the

extra protection and fewer repaintings needed.

There are a number of expenses connected with the
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use of hot plastic not accounted for in the above com-

parison. After a few years, and after a few recoatings,

the hot plastic surface gets rough as a result of peeling

under drains, cracking around rust spots, and plastic flow

on the outside of compartments the inside of which have

been steamed out. When a scaling job becomes necessary,

the only practical procedure is sandblasting and this is an

expensive job. The "ship's time" has not been included

in the above estimate and considering the one day that

the ship will be tied up for the commercial bottom

painting, this cost should be increased by $4,000, whereas

considering the five days required for the hot plastic job

$20,000 should be added to this cost.

Future Changes Seen

The hot plastic system of the future should be consid-

erably different from that in use today, and the present

procedure will probably be considered in retrospect as a

stop-gap which filled a special wartime need. It was
estimated that an anti-fouling paint was needed which
would keep warships free of barnacles for a period of

eighteen months. Fouling resistance was naturally con-

sidered of paramount importance, as compared with cor-

rosion. The problem of long term fouling resistance has

been solved by the use of hot plastic and not only has

this been demonstrated on ships in service for eighteen

months, but by panels over a four year's exposure period;

but the system adopted creates a condition conducive to

pitting of the steel as the film ages.

The present procedure uses an anti-corrosive dried

film thickness of two to three mils, and an anti-fouling

film thickness of thirty mils; whereas, theoretically, only

one-sixth of this anti-fouling paint film would be neces-

sary to leach copper enough for eighteen months' fouling

protection, as outlined below. The purpose of using the

excessive film thickness of hot plastic is to build up a

thick water barrier—thereby supplementing the activity

of the anti-corrosive paint. Hot plastic which has been

exposed for a year or two has a thin green skin colored

by copper carbonate, but upon cutting through this skin

into the paint it is found that most of it is the original

red color of cuprous oxide, thereby indicating that only

the skin has been effective as an anti-fouling medium.
The film thickness needed for fouling protection can

be computed. Based on the theoretical assumption that

a leaching rate of 10 mg. of copper per 1,000 sq. cm. per

day is adequate, and that the paint has a copper content

of 4.5 # per gallon, then a film thickness of AVj mils

should supply adequate toxic for eighteen months. It is

not logical to use a paint containing copper for a water

barrier because it is conducive to galvanic corrosion, and

is an economic waste of copper. The galvanic action be-

comes apparent after the hot plastic has been in service

less than a year. Hair cracks are generally the first sign of

breakdown, and as the iron goes into solution at these

points in the exchange of ions between the copper and

iron, a dark film is deposited around the cracks as shown
in figure 6.

Cold Plastic

It is believed that "cold plastic Shipbottom antifouling

paint" is more practical for commercial use than hot

plastic. Cold plastic was developed with the intention of

approaching as far as possible the durability of hot plastic

by producing a compromise between the film thickness

of hot plastic and orthodox paint. It is similar to ortho-

dox solvent-containing paints, except that solids are

higher—generally above 80 to 90 per cent by weight

with a resultant viscosity of over 100 Krebs units. A
thixotropic body is required to eliminate sagging and

running when it is applied in a heavy coat of 6 mils.

There is a tendency and (as experience has shown) an

irrepressible urge for painters to thin cold plastic to a

viscosity of approximately 75 Krebs units, with the

result than a thin film is applied, the durability of which
(Please turn to page 100)

Figure i
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THE DOWNn

THERE IS A GROWING CONSCIOUSNESS of the

importance of the merchant marine on the part of

certain important segments of the American public. Im-

pressive among such groups is the American Legion

which devoted important time to this subject at its recent

convention, and has published a splendid booklet for

general distribution. It is called a "Handbook for the

American Legion on what We can do about America's

Life Line," and is actually 36 pages of inspirational mate-

rial for the shipping industry. It should have a far-

reaching effect on America's thinking. The Legion has

been advocating a strong merchant marine ever since its

1923 convention.

The Legion's interest is, of course, in national defense

and it has stated: "The American Legion has profited by

the experiences of two great wars, we want no more of

'rush construction' to meet urgent demands; we want the

American flag to fly at the masthead of the world's

largest and finest merchant ships; we demand a fleet of

merchant ships, ready to be used for commerce, and in

time of national emergency to be an auxiliary to our

Navy. . . . Nothing short of that is safe, nothing less is

sensible."

The National Federation of American Shipping and

the magazine "World Reports" have collaborated in the

preparation of the "Worldgraph " shown on the opposite

page to sort of dramatize the shift in shipbuilding, and

it is with the special permission of the publishers that it

and its accompanying text are printed here. The text:

"While other nations are building up their shipbuild-

ing industries, shipyards in the United States are lacking

in new construction. More than half of all the merchant

shipping now under construction is in British yards.

Europe, despite its war-weakened economy, accounts for

9 out of every 10 ships now being built throughout the

world.

"The shift in shipbuilding shown in the 'Worldgraph'

herewith reflects the longer-range prospect for American

shipping. Today there is excess tonnage in certain cate-

gories under the American flag, but it is becoming obso-

lete rapidly.

"United States shipyards provided one of the most
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Fraier A. Bailey, president. National Federa-

tion of American Shipping, whose organiiation

aided in the preparation of this feature.

dramatic chapters in the war effort. Peak production was

reached in 1943, when 121/: million tons of ships were

built. In that year, nearly one and a half million workers

produced 1661 vessels. Then the national need was for

ships at any price. Under peacetime conditions, other

nations can build ships far more cheaply than United

States builders, who must pay more for both materials

and labor.

"The chart shows construction in the six leading ship-

building countries in mid-1947, and a comparison with

the situation one year earlier. By mid- 1946, United

States ships under construction had dropped below 600,-

000 tons, while the British total was nearly three times

as great.

"By the middle of this year, as the chart shows, British

construction had topped two million tons, and British

yards were building 11 ships for every one built in the

United States. Four other European nations had passed

the United States.

"Most rapid strides were made by French shipbuilders.

Starting from nothing after the years of German occupa-

tion and fighting, the French have pushed their total

tonnage under construction up to a figure 25 per cent

higher than the United States.

"New ships on U. S. ways now provide jobs for only

40,000—less than 3 per cent of the wartime peak. Most

of the ships now building will be completed by the year's

end, and before the end of 1948 shipbuilding in the

United States may be down to almost nothing compared

with the rest of the world.

"

The best place to find a helping hand is at the end

of your arm.

There is not much collective security in a flock of

sheep on the way to the butcher.

—

Winston Churchill.

A fellow doesn't last long on what he has done. He's

got to keep delivering as he goes on.

—

Carl Hubbel.
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Hi SHIP REPAIR

By W. MILLER LAUGHTDN, District General Manager,

Bethlehem Steel Company's West Coast Yards

TODAY, AS SEEMS ALWAYS to be the case between

wars, the basic problem of shipbuilding is survival.

I believe it can safely be said that in peacetime the ship-

building industry has not been a profitable one. Perhaps

it might be well at this time to outline what I consider

the shipbuilding industry to be.

The shipbuilding industry consists first of physical

plant, ways, and shops, representing a very considerable

investment. But more important than facilities is the

investment the industry has in trained organization and

skilled management. It has been demonstrated during

the last war that emergency merchant vessels in large

numbers can be produced by engineering firms who
possess the energy and the engineering skills without a

shipbuilding background. But to produce those vessels

which the nation requires for its national security, name-

ly, intricate combatant and passenger vessels, requires

technological skills and engineering know-how that can-

not be developed within a short period.

Perhaps next we had better investigate the reason for

the question of survival of the shipbuilding industry.

This summer I heard ex-President Hoover say at an

informal gathering that to his knowledge some 162

committees, commissions, bureaus or other agencies had

been created by Executive action or act of Congress to

investigate the Merchant Marine, and to determine the

steps that should be taken to insure its continuance.

I believe that, without exception, the findings of all

these groups was to the effect tliat a strong and adequate

Merchant Marine was essential to our national security,

and as a necessary corollary, the means of producing that

strong and adequate Merchant Marine is also necessary

to our national security. Perhaps the feeling of all of

these groups is best set forth in the Preamble to the Ship

Sales Act of 1946 which says in Section II of the Act:

"It is necessary for the national security and devel-

opment and maintenance of the domestic and the

export and import foreign commerce of the United

States that the United States have an efficient and

adequate American-owned merchant marine

( 1 ) sufficient to carry its domestic water-borne com-

The above is taken from a talk delivered during a panel discussion on
the Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Industry at the Merchant Marine Con-
ference held at the 2l5t Annusl Convention of the Propeller Club of the
United States, October 16, in New York City.

W. Miller Laughton

merce and a substantial part of its water-borne ex-

port and import foreign commerce and to provide

shipping service on all routes essential for main-

taining the flow of such domestic and foreign

water-borne commerce at all times,

(2) capable of serving as a naval and military auxiliary

in times of war or national emergency;

(3) owned and operated under the United States flag

by citizens of the United States;

(4) composed of the best-equipped, safest, and most

suitable types of vessels constructed in the United

States and manned with a trained and efficient

citizen personnel; and

( 5 ) supplemented by efficient American-owned facili-

ties for shipbuilding and ship repair, marine insur-

ance, and other auxiliary services.

It is hereby declared to be the policy of this Act to

foster the development and encourage the main-

tenance of such a merchant marine."

From such language, no other conclusion can be drawn
than that it is the policy of the United States to foster

the shipbuilding industry. Why, then, do we find our-

selves now in the position where, within the space of a

year, unless positive action is taken by the Govepnment,

the industry will have no ships to build?

At the risk of being accused of over-simplification, let

me say that in my opinion the basic reason for our

dilemma is the wage paid to the American workman
as contrasted with the equivalent wage paid to the work-

man in the other maritime nations of the world. Only
last week I had as a visitor, the manager of a large

Swedish shipyard, and in comparing equivalent wages

paid our employees and his, I found that the basic hourly

rate here was tliree times that in Sweden.

This ratio, I think, is probably good for most of our

maritime competitive nations.

Recognizing that this greatly increased labor cost

makes it impossible for private capital to purchase and
operate vessels in competitive foreign trade, the Mer-
chant Marine Act of 1936 provides for subsidies.

A subsidy is only a means of spreading among all

taxpayers the cost difiPerential which spells the difference

between profit and loss to the ship operator.

(Please turn to page 100)
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Picture shows, top: British Navy M.T.B. 2009 make sful trial in the English Channe ird side of gas turbine.

"New York Times" Phoio

WORLD'!; FIRST GAS TURRINE SHIP

THE FIRST SEA-GOING VESSEL to be propelled by

a gas turbine engine has just been successfully tested

in Britain. It is a triple-screw motor torpedo boat, 110

feet long, and powered by a Gatric turbine of 2,500 hp
which drives the central shaft, taking the place of one

of the three Packard 1250 bhp gasoline engines which
formerly powered her.

This gas turbine has been developed for the British

Admiralty by the Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Com-
pany of Manchester, and has been installed in MT.B.
2009 in the Southampton yards of Camper Nicholson's.

The turbine comprises an axial flow compressor, which
supplies air under pressure to the combustion chamber.

NOVEMBER • 1947

There it combines with burning diesel fuel to produce
hot gases. These in turn are expanded through a 2-stage

turbine, which drives the compressor, and finally through
a 4-stage turbine which is coupled to the propeller shaft

through gears.

The world's leading engineering nations have been
interested for a number of years in the development and
marine application of the gas turbine, an engine using
oil fuel but in which the motion is entirely rotary.

Naval engineers responsible for the Royal Navy trials

with M.T.B. 2009 emphasize that, although 34 knots
compared with a previous 30 knots are obtained, no
attempt is being made to secure phenomenal speeds, since

(Please turn to page 100)
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Marshall T. J. Garling-

er, assistant superin-

tending engineer. Fort

Port [ngineer of the Month

San Francisco

Marshall Garlinger

It takes a big man to handle the job of Assistant

Superintending Engineer at the Army's San Francisco

Port of Embarkation and Marshall Thomas Joseph Gar-

linger is 5' 18%" tall—a fact that has proved useful

when ceiling lights need fixing at club meetings and such.

Even back in 1917, when Marshall took the Bachelor

of Science degree, and in 1920 the Mechanical Engineer-

ing degree, at Santa Clara Universit)', and his post-

graduate work in the Westinghouse steam turbine school,

he was thinking away ahead, for his thesis was on the

application of high speed turbines to marine propulsion.

He put in two years at the Bethlehem plant in San

--With The

Francisco in 1918 and 1919, and then nine years as

mechanical engineer in the Plant Department of Pacific

Tel. & Tel. Company. From there he went on to the

American Tel. & Tel. for four years where, among other

worthwhile things, he developed the cable-laying plow-

still used in the telephone cable work across the country

and estimates that this device has been used in construc-

tion work costing $110,000,000. Just within the last few

days the San Francisco Chronicle carried a feature story

on repairs to submarine telephone cable and showed a

picture of the barge Pacific, a veteran of many years of

cable repairing. The Pacific was designed and built by

Marshall Garlinger and his present Chief at Fort Mason,

Phil Thearle. The careers of Thearle and Garlinger have

run along together through most of their professional

lives.

After having more or less retired to private farming

activities in the '30s, Marshall took on the engineer job

at Fort Mason in January 1941, and is happy in his work.

He is one of the charter members of the San Francisco

Society of Port Engineers, and a member of its Board of

Governors. No amount of talk about clubs and work and

inventions, however, prevents a mention of Delorma and

Marian, son and daughter of the big man. For one who
almost but didn't quite get into Stanford, Marshall has

a successful and enviable record.

An added touch: When the Bikini test pictures were

shown in a San Francisco theater, an enlarged picture in

the foyer listed Marshall's cousin, Master Sergeant John

J. Garlinger, who was in charge of the ground crew.

Scene of the recent San Francisco Port Engineers' meeting. Among those present and seated around the table are: William E. Siiemore,

Jake Edwards Larry Rapp W. B. (Butch) Hill, J. F. Neel, General Petroleum; Jim Riemers. Hugh Morrison, Ray Sample. John McArthur,

M T J Garlinger (presiding)- W. D. Moore, K. C. Mann, both of vVorthinqton; Jack Butler, Jim R. Anderson, USAT: Winslow NoH,

Thos Short Co R D Norden and H. E. Sargent of Worthington, Edsel and McKee of Pacific Fruit Express; T. Douglas MacMullen, Editor.

Pacific Marine Review; Joe Gisler and Sam Hawkins.
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Port [ngineers -

At both the Los Angeles and San Francisco October

meetings of the Societ)- of Port Engineers, Refrigeration

was the topic under discussion. The San Francisco meet-

ing was addressed by W. D. Moore, of Worthington,

and his talk is reported at length, beginning page 54.

The Los Angeles meeting was addressed by Ralph E.

Manns, whose subject was "Air Conditioning and Refrig-

eration on Ships."

Los Angeles Port Engineers

Left to right: Ralph E. Manns, of Ralph E. Manns Co., Wilmington
and L. W. O'Bryan. manager of Pittsburg Sales Co. in Wilmington,

at the October Port Engineers' meeting.

dent and gene

ager of Marine

Port Engineer of the Month

Lds Angeles -Long Beach Harbor

Bert Hale of Marine Solvents

Born and raised in California, Bert Hale started to sea

at the tender age of 15, sailing with American-Hawaiian,
Luckenback Steamship Company, the Morgan Line, and

as third assistant on the SS. Aiomus. He was with Penn-

sylvania Shipping Company for several years as assistant

engineer; then with Standard Oil Company of California

for several years as assistant engineer; and later he was
with Pacific Tankers for three years as superintending

engineer.

Bert Hale helped to develop the T-2 tankers. He
started the Wilmington Engineering Service as manufac-

tures representative and acted as marine surveyor.

Recently he joined forces with Albert O. Pegg and

formed the Marine Solvents Service Corp., to offer to the

marine trade an engineered chemical cleaning service,

which includes land and floating equipment, designed for

quick marine turnarounds for which the equipment was
specially constructed at a cost of SI 00,000. He is now
vice president and general manager of Marine Solvents,

and is well moored ashore, after 19 years at sea, with a

wife and three children. His hobby—ships and machinery.

Puget Sound Port Engineers

Left to right: Tho. Tiai F. Barnctt, Loran Institute

Sperry: O. B. Whitaker, marl
ety of Port Engineers; and A.

roscope Company; H. S. Burti!

York for Sperry; Joe Sweetin
ler. Seattle Office of Sperry.
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CEKTRIFUGM REFRICERATION SYSTEMS
By W. D. MDDRE

IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS TALK to deal with the

application of centrifugal compressors to refrigerating

systems and to discuss the operating characteristics of

such systems when applied to air conditioning and refrig-

erating installations.

Centrifugal compressors are inherently high volume,

low head machines, and, therefore, are not applicable to

all refrigeration installations. They are best suited for

installations requiring large capacities at low compres-

sion ranges.

Centrifugal compressors employed in refrigerating

systems are manufactured in sizes ranging from approxi-

mately 2000 cubic feet per minute gas capacity to ap-

proximately 20,000 cubic feet per minute. In refrigera-

tion capacity for air conditioning applications they range

in size from 75 tons to 1200 tons refrigerating effect.

At the present time the refrigerant most commonly
employed for medium and high temperature application

is FREON-11, others of the hologenated hydrocarbon

group including FREON-113, FREON-114, and FRE-
ON-12 are also used in centrifugal compressors in re-

frigerating systems.

FREON- 1 1 has a high specific volume, requires a low

compression ratio for air conditioning installations, its

theoretical cycle efficiency is high, its boiling point is

high, and as it permits operation at relatively low pres-

sures, it is an ideal refrigerant for high and medium
temperature applications in systems employing centrifu-

gal compressors.

FREON-11 requires the evaporation of approximately

16 cubic feet of gas per ton as contrasted to FREON- 12

which requires approximately three cubic feet per ton

for average air conditioning conditions: operating pres-

sure for FREON-11 is approximately 18" Hg vacuum
and 10 pounds per square inch discharge as compared to

32 pounds per square inch gage suction and 125 pounds

per square inch gage discharge for FREON- 12 systems.

At the present time the conventional arrangement is

with the condenser mounted above the evaporator and the

compressor parallel to the cooler and as close to the floor

as practicable.

Comment on Installation

This arrangement of condenser above cooler has the ad-

vantage that it requires a minimum of floor space and
that the liquid follows a natural path downward from the

condenser through the float valves, the flash chamber, and
into the evaporator. Because of the larger gas volumes

handled by the compressor the inlet and discharge con-

nections are as large and as short as possible. The com-
pressor inlet bolts directly to the evaporator and the dis-

charge connection bolts to an expansion joint which, in

turn, is bolted to a flanged nozzle on the condenser.

There are two general types of centrifugal compres-

sors used for refrigeration service, namely the diffuser

type and the volute type: In either type a series of impel-

lers is employed, each consisting of a number of vanes

mounted between two discs, which perform the function

of compressing the gas. The gas leaves the tip of the

impeller at a high velocity and enters the housing where
the velocit)' is transformed into pressure.
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Mr. Moore is regional refrigeration manager of Worthington Pump
the .October meeting of the San Francisco Society of Port Engineers.

TEMPERATURE—"F.

nd Machinery Company, and this paper is adapted from a talk he gave before
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EVAPORATOR

P. I ^
entrifugal refrigeration syste

The volume consists of a channel around the impeller

having an increasing cross-section which, as it winds

around with a diminishing radius finds its way to the

inlet of the second impeller.

The pressure at the circumference of the wheel is

higher than the pressure at the inlet of the wheel, so in

order to prevent internal leakage, the two must be sepa-

rated from each other. This is done by employing laby-

rinth type seal rings between each impeller. These are

(Please turn to page 96)

DISCHARGE VOLUTE INTERSTAGE LABYRINTH SEALING RINGS

SHAFT SEAL

OPERATING MECHANIS/

LINE BEARING
THERMOMETER

FLEXIBLE

DRIVE COUPLING

SHAFT SEAL

FOR POSITIVE

CLOSING AROUN'
SHAFT DURING
SHUT OFF PERIODS

LINE BEARING
FULL FLOODED
UNDER 15 LBS GAUGE
OIL PRESSURE

DURING OPERATION

SHAFT OF LARGE DIAMETER

PREVENTS DEFLECTION AND
WHIPPING

THERMOMETER FOR
THRUST BEARING

THRUST BEARING

DIRECT DRIVEN
POSITIVE PRESSURE

MAIN OIL PUMP

COMPRESSOR SUCTION

FIRST STAGE IMPELLER

SECOND STAGE IMPELLER

HIRD STAGE IMPELLER

al elevation of Worthington three-stage volute centrifugal refrigeration comprassoi
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The food, merchandise

and oil contained in all

fhese railroad cars

could all be loaded in

the Hawaiian Builder,

Matson's newly recon-

verted freighter. Actu*

ally, the Hawaiian
Builder's cargo capaci-

ars and 101 tank cars.

MatsoH Lines

mmn iiv freighters

With a total cargo capacity equal to a freight train

2-8, 10th miles long comprising 216 box cars, 32 refrig-

erator cars and 101 tank cars, the vanguard of a freighter

fleet specifically designed for the Hawaiian trade went
into service October 17 when Matson's newly reconverted

freighter, the Hawaiian Builder, sailed for Hawaii.
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The Haivaiian Builder's 100-day shipyard reconversion

cost 5750,000. She will be followed by the Hawaiian
Rancher, now loading in New York for an October 25
island sailing. These two ships are the first of Matson's

15 C-3 type vessels to complete reconversion in the com-
pany's $27,000,000 postwar freighter fleet program.
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The Haiiaiian Builder was reconverted at the General

Shipbuilding and Dr^dock Corporation yard in Alameda.

Work on the Hauaiian Rancher was done in the Sun

Shipbuilding and Dr)dock Corporation yards at Chester,

Pennsylvania.

Huge refrigerator compartments, mola,sses tanks, bulk

raw sugar holds, and fast loading and unloading gear

were installed on each ship to Matson specifications de-

signed specifically to meet the needs of island shippers

and to speed delivery of cargo to and from Hawaii.

The Hauaiian Builder's 20 refrigerator compartments

holding 62,500 cubic feet of perishable cargo have the

capacity of about 10,000 ordinar)' household refrigerators.

The refrigerator compartments were purposely con-

structed on various sizes ranging from 1865 cubic feet

to 4890 cubic feet so that cargoes can be segregated

according to temperature and destination.

They were designed to maintain temperatures as low

as 10 degrees below zero. Tests conducted on the Hauaii-

an Builder showed that her refrigerating system was

capable of sustaining temperatures of 15 degrees below-

zero—five degrees lower than specifications. In addition,

the "rise test" showed that, with the cooling system

stopped, the refrigerators did not lose more than one

and a half degrees per hour over a six hour period.

On the Hauaiian Builder and other ships of her type

soon to be put into service by Matson, refrigerated cargo

such as meats, fish, poultr)', butter and quick frozen

vegetables and fruits shipped from Pacific ports can be

chilled sufficiently low on board to counteract exposure

on the dock during unloading in Hawaii's semi-tropical

temperatures.

On return voyages, frozen pineapple can be delivered

to the railroad's refrigerator cars with temperatures suf-

ficiently low as to allow the railroads to skip several icing

stops on the way east, thus speeding delivery to eastern

markets.

In addition to her "reefers," the ship has five huge

cargo holds with a capacity of 520,195 cubic feet, liquid

cargo tanks holding 65,620 cubic feet and four molasses

tanks with a capacity of 2700 short tons.

The ship's molasses tanks have coils which heat the

molasses up to 100 degrees above zero as special pumps
discharge it at a rate of 200 tons per hour.

The 7000 tons of bulk raw sugar hauled in the ship's

raw sugar holds can be unloaded quickly with new con-

veyor and scraper systems.

The Hauaiian Builder is equipped with ten sets of

fast cargo handling gear with individual topping lift

winches for each cargo boom to insure fast loading and

unloading.

Pacific Coast Foreign Trade -August 1047
Exports General Imports

Customs Districts August August

1947 1946 1947 1946

Total Pacific

Coast S79,900,000 S54,50O,O0O S2-.800,000 S25, 100.000

San Diego 2,800,000 2,200,000

Los Angeles-.. 19,400,000 11,300,000

San Francisco.. 30,700,000 21,000,000

Oregon 9,300,000 10,300,000

Washington .. 17,700,000 9,700,000

At top, left: Perishable cargo
betng loaded into one of the
20 refrigerator compartments
in the Hawaiian Builder. The
refrigerators on this newly
reconverted ship have a ca-
pacity equal to about 10,000
household refrigerators a"d
chill perishables as lo- i:

ten degrees below zero

right: View of one
dry cargo holds
---- Builder

pacholds have a total

of 520.I9S cubic feet. Th.

tal cargo carried by this ves

sel would fill l\t railroa::

box cars, 32 refrigerator ca-;

and 110 tank cars — a tra -

two and eight-tenths miles

long!

Bottom, left: View of one of

20 huge refrigerator compart-
ments for perishable cargo
on the newly reconverted ve--

sel. It cost Matson S750,000
to reconvert this vessel to
meet the requirements of the

Ha trade

At right: Head lettuce, cel-

ery and othc egeta-

thi:

loaded i.nto refrig-

rators such as this on board
he ship, outbound for Ha-
>aii. In addition to its 20

frigerator compartments
• newly reconverted Mat-

freighter has five huge
cargo holds, bulk raw

holds.

tanks.

and
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Carl W. Gabrielson (right) raises the American President Lines'

house flag atop the Maritime Building in Yokohama to commem-
orate the reopening of the company's offices in Japan, Assisting

Gabrielson is Captain John E. Fish of Lykes Bros. Steamship

company, for whom American President Lines is agent in Japan.

API Opens Japan Offices

American President Lines' application for the reopen-

ing of its offices in Japan has been granted. Two APL
ships—the General Gordon and President Madison were
the first to operate privately in Japan since before the

war. Approval of APL's application came from General

MacArthur's headquarters.

Since V-J Day American shipping personnel, including

APL's, in Japan has been on the staff of the U. S. Mari-

time Commission. Recently, the Commission took steps

to return ship operations there to private hands, and
APL made its application to MacArthur's headquarters

accordingly.

Under the return to private operations, effective

October 18, the General Gordon discharged and embark-

ed passengers at Yokohama. The liner also loaded a cargo

of porcelain, chopsticks, and dried seaweed for Honolulu
discharge.

The President Madison loaded porcelain, electric bulbs,

tea, canned crab, mink skins, Christmas decorations and
silk goods for San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Both vessels sailed from Yokohama October 18.

American President Lines already has personnel and
equipment "on the spot" and is prepared to carry out its

operations there without any delay.

TRflD€

Taylor Retires from Mackay Radio

and Joins MCUC

Stanley E. Hollis, president, American Foreign Credit

Underwriters Corporation, a recent visitor in the Bay

area, announces the appointment of David Mann Taylor

as representative of his organization in the San Francisco-

Oakland Bay area.

Taylor recently retired from the Mackay Radio and

Telegraph Company as its foreign representative in this

area and having been closely identified with the foreign

trade fraternity for the last twenty years, is well qualified

to assume his new duties.

Mr. Taylor begins his new activities at once as repre-

sentative in the Bay area of the American Foreign Credit

Underwriters Corporation.

With competition increasing, exporters are finding it

necessary to revise their sales ?nA credit policies. There is

a need for authoritative facts and guidance relative to the

financial and credit status, as well as the character and

background of customers, prospects, sales representatives

abroad. Helpful in meeting these and related problems

are the world trade and credit services available through

American Foreign Credit Underwriters. For some 30

years this organization has specialized in providing ex-

porters with practical aids and useful services.

Effective as a developer of new business, as well as for

checking credits, is AFCU's well-known Market Guide
for Latin America. This Market Guide lists all the worth
while importers, distributors, commission agents, etc., in

Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, the West Indies, and in all

the South and Central American countries. Assigned to

each listing is a double headed (Capital and Credit)

ratings. A trade classifier and many auxiliary services are

included.

AFCU also publishes Exporters Digest and Inter-

national Trade Review (monthly in English) and Ameri-

ca Industrial (bi-monthly in Spanish).

Thomas Mann Taylo
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Shipping

and Packing Risks
By A. L. SULLIVAN

Manager, North America Companies. Los Angeles

THE JUNIOR FOREIGN TRADE ASSOCIA-
TION of Southern California has regular meet-

ings which are addressed by speakers of authority.

Secretary Bob Ruth reports that Mr. Sullivan was

highly interesting and the film he showed inform-

ative and helpful in indicating packing and port

conditions in various cities.

The short talk I am going to make has to do with

World Port Conditions and the implications that these

conditions have on our export business in many of its

aspects.

This country with its vast productivity and wealth of

natural resources and the basic premise of free enterprise

is the only country in the world today possibly able to

live within itself.

If, however, we are to aspire to a continuation of our

way of life and of our world as we want it to be it

behooves us all to interest ourselves in the busmess of

international exchange of goods, namely the import and

export business, and it is with some facets of the export

business that 1 will deal briefly.

Much of what I have to say will be well known to all

of vou, but I still wish to stress some of the following

readily understandable facts:

The exporter is only one of a team consisting also of

the bank, the shipping company, the insurance company
and, of course, the foreign buyer or consignee.

Each of the members of this team must cooperate with

the others in order to insure the successful outcome of

the ventures in which that team engages.

The function of the exporter is, of course, to find a

foreign buyer who needs U. S. goods, and incidentally it

is also necessary that the foreign buyer should have

money to pay for the goods. In making this statement

I am not considering governments in the light of export-

ers as we all know that our unfavorable export trade

balance is largely due to shipments of goods through

government agencies for which goods the foreign coun-

tries are unable to pay. The bank then comes into the

picture and it is only through the operations of their

foreign branches or through correspondent banks in

foreign countries that the remittance of payments for

the exports can be made to the shipper.
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Ocean marine insurance has to be arranged to cover

the goods in order to protect the financial interests of the

parties in the goods being exported, and you are prob-

ably all aware that due to wartime and postwar con-

ditions the cost of such insurance has mounted consider-

ably.

One of the basic piecepts of all forms of insurance is

that the loss sustained by the unfortunate few shall be

spread among the many, and in prewar years marine

underwriters predicated their rates on the petiodic vessel

casualty, but the incidence of handling damages, such as

theft, pilferage and breakage was relatively light.

Subsequent to the war this has ceased to be the case

and the reason is not far to seek. Many ports in the

world have suffered physical damage from bombardment,

wharves have been destroyed, warehouses have been

burned and other dock facilities have been destroyed or

impaired. This has meant that catgo has had to be left

in the open subject to damage by the elements and also

to pilfetage and wholesale theft.

The deterioration of ports is not only a physical one.

In almost all parts of the world dock workers and all

other handlers of cargo, and people coming in contact

with the movement of ocean cargo have apparently made
it a practice to steal and pilfer ever)'thing that they could

lay their hands on.

This may sound as though I am crying about the woes

of the ocean marine underwriter. Such is not the case

TRflDf
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as we can, and have as I have previously stated, increased

rates to meet this deterioration and conditions.

The point I want to make is that in the interest of

foreign trade the exporter should and must take every

precaution to ship his goods with a view to minimizing

the incidence of the type of loss I have instanced. There

is nothing, of course, that the shipper can do to obviate

the marine casualty wherein a vessel is in collision or

strikes a submerged object, but there is a lot that he can

do by way of packing his goods toward making the

pilferage hazard less and in the case of breakable goods,

by proper packing breakage can be minimized.

By so proceeding insurance charges can be reduced

which will itself facilitate the export business. Another

most important point is that by proper packing the goods

will arrive at destination in sound condition and the

consignee is in a position to put those goods on the

shelves and make his business profit, rather than secure

a cash indemnity for lost or damaged goods, which will

serve to minimize the consignee's anticipated business

profit on the transaction.

It frequently comes to our attention that exports are

made in domestic type cartons, apparently due to the fact

that the exporter is unfamiliar with foreign business and

feels that the cartons which are adequate for domestic

rail shipments are good enough for foreign trade. It

recently came to our attention, for example, that a large

shipment of crockeryware shipped from the Eastern

United States destined for the Philippines was being

shipped in domestic cartons. Upon investigation we
found that the cartons being used were what is known
as "90 pounds test strength" and the weight of crockery

in each carton was between 85 and 87 pounds. To start

with the weight of the crockery should not have been

more than 60 pounds per carton, and due to the close

packing of the crockery very little straw or excelsior

could be used for separating the individual pieces of

crockery, and by the time these cartons had arrived at

the West Coast port for trans-shipment to the ocean

vessel very substantial damages had already arisen. Such
packing is obviously entirely inadequate for the ocean

shipment, with the number of additional handlings and
the normal, and to be expected, rough handling at an

Oriental port.

Many types of shipment are considered adequately

packed when in cardboard cartons, but such cardboard

cartons should be of the VUS solid fibre box type, which
today are readily available.

In order that the ocean marine underwriter may be
fully familar with the varying conditions in all ports of

the world, the Board of Underwriters of New York
regularly supply reports from their correspondents from
all such ports. This information is of constructive value

to the marine underwriter and the same information can

be of great assistance to the exporter.

IU01{ID
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Hawaiian Sugar Production

Lowest In Twenty-Five Years

The total Hawaiian sugar production for 1946 was

678,909 short tons of ninety-six degree polarized sugar,

141,719 short tons less than the 1945 production.

More than 180,000 tons of raw sugar were lost as a

result of the seventy-nine day sugar strike which began

September I, 1946, according to the Hawaiian Sugar

Planters Association. Under normal operations, H.S.P.A.

said, the industry would have surpassed the 1945 pro-

duction by at least 25,000 tons. _j

Because of lack of irrigation during the strike, con-

siderable acreage was lost. Grinding, however, is once

again under way and the industry's estimate for 1947

is 850,000 tons. Shipments to mainland refiners last

year showed a decrease of 108,617 tons. December's

shipment was ony 1,553 tons as compared with 39,918

tons a year ago.

BOOK REVIEWS
FOREIGN CREDITS AND COLLECTIONS by J.

Rodriguez Sanchez, export manager of William Iselin

& Co., Inc., published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. Size 6"x9",

Price 16.00, 410 pages.

This book gives exporters and foreign traders a com-

prehensive, specialized treatment of the credits and col-

lections problems of international commerce. Here are

the actual findings of many years of experience by an

export specialist—a careful observer who has also studied

international trade in all its phases.

Many actual cases present the practical side of a

highly complicated subject made easy by the author's

gift of clear, simple writing. Sanchez answers for you

the questions like these:

—how are foreign sales to be financed?

—is it safe to sell on. sight draft?

—what risks does the seller assume when selling on
sight draft?

—what documents are needed?

—under what conditions does a confirmed and irrevoc-

able letter of credit carry recourse?

—when should the exporter discount his foreign bills

at the bank?

A complete list of the pitfalls that sooner or later

annoy the foreign credit man is given in a detailed chap-

ter dealing with letters of credit.

CHARTERING AND CHARTER PARTIES by

Henry B. Cooley, B.E., C.E., LL.B., M.B.A., published

by Cornell Maritime Press, 154 pages. Price net $5.00.

This is a basic book on chartering, not case histories

—

for owners, charterers, or owners of cargo on chartered

vessels, their representatives, and the lawyer with little

experience in maritime law.

The author combines practical experience with legal

training. He points out that much inconvenience and

expense may be avoided by careful observation of the

principles so admirably set forth in this book. The follow-

ing chapter headings reveal the scope of the book.

Contracts; Agency: Form of Charter Parties; Con-

struction of Charter Parties; 'Vessel, Cargo and 'Voyage;

Compensation; Liability under Charter Parties.
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The firm of Pillsbury and Martignoni Inc. engages in

the business of marine surveyors, ship brokerage, naval

architecture, and marine salvage. This firm has a well

knit organization, including experienced designers, sur-

veyors, and salvage experts, with offices in San Francisco

and in Wilmington, California.

The senior partner, Captain Pillsbury, is a marine

expert of long and varied experience.

Born in 1864 into an old State of Maine shipowning

family, he went to sea at the age of 15 and quickly

worked up through the official grades to be master of

sailing vessels. Before he changed to steamers at the age

of 28, Pillsbury had skippered a number of coastwise

schooners including: Aiary Power; Thot/ias R. Pillsbury;

Herald; Addie E. Snow; and Jennie Greenhank. His last

command in sail was the bark, Saranac.

In 1892 the young shipmaster brought the steamer

Progreso through the Straits of Magellan with a cargo

consigned to merchants in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

He evidently liked what he saw inside 'the Golden Gate

because in 1893 he brought out the steamer Mineola,

not only laden with cargo but also with wife and daugh-

ter. The family setded in San Francisco and is still at

home in the city of St. Francis.

For the next 10 years Captain Pillsbury commanded
steamers for the Pacific Improvement Co. and for the

Pacific Mail Steamship Company. Among his commands
were; the City of Sydney, operating as an Army transport

to the Philippines, during the Spanish war; and the old

San Bias with would-be miners during the Alaska Gold
Rush in 1900.

An interesting interlude at this time was the sea trials

of the U. S. Battleship Wisconsin, built at the Union Iron

Works and delivered in 1900, and on which Pillsbury

was the trial captain.

In 1903 Captain Pillsbury came ashore to accept a

position as surveyor with the San Francisco Board of

Marine Underwriters. This kept him busily engaged

until 1912 when he decided to enter business independ-

ently as a marine surveyor.

In April of 1917 his experience and dependability

attracted the attention of General Goethals, then head of

the Emergency Fleet Corporation of the U. S. Shipping

Board, and he was called to Washington, and in May of

that year was appointed a district manager for the con-

struction division of the Emergency Fleet Corporation

with supervisory charge of all emergency shipbuilding

in California. Fie promptly gave up all his private busi-

ness and devoted his full time to organizing and placing

an inspection and auditing force for all the shipyards.

Six months after the Armistice, in June of 1919,

Captain Pillsbury resigned to resume private practice as

a surveyor. A month later he formed a partnership with

the well-known salvage expert. Captain Leb (Lebbeus)

Captain A. F. Pillsbury

Curtis, to carry on business as marine surveyors and ship

brokers. January, 1924 this business was merged into

Pillsbury and Curtis, Inc. with the following firm mem-
bers: Captain L. Curtis; Captain T. G. Curtis; T. L.

Tomlinson; W. L. Martignoni; and A. F. Pillsbury. Some
of the more important salvage jobs handled by this firm

were: Alameda, Manchuria, Aiiub/c and Pleiades.

In the '30s this firm became Pillsbury and Martignoni,

Incorporated and is now very busy handling a number
of large conversion and repair jobs.

In 1930 he was honored by being appointed to be one

of the representatives of the United States at the Inter-

national Load Line Convention held in London of that

year.

At the age of 83 Captain Pillsbury stiU comes to his

office every morning and transacts business. His long

career, wide experience, and expert knowledge of ships

and shipping entitle him to the position he holds in the

minds of shipping men, "Dean of the Marine Fraternity

of San Francisco."

, GIRLS!
A quarter of a million dollars worth of mink skins

arrived in San Francisco October 29 on the American

President Line's President Madison. Cargo on the Presi-

dent Madison represents one of the first shipments of

Japanese products to reach the U. S. consigned to private

importing firms.

The seventy-five cases of skins, valued at 5254,690.00,

are destined to Eastern markets. Among other Japanese

products on board which symbolize the resumption of

private trade between the two countries are substantial

shipments of canned crab, silk goods, Christmas decora-

tions, porcelainware. dried mushrooms and tea.
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The London Letter

By Our United Kingdom Correspondent

262,000,000 Pounds a Year is British

Foreign Premium Income

fO LESS AN AUTHORITY than sir Stafford

Cripps, president of the Board of Trade, has stated

recently that the total premium income of British insur-

ance companies amounts to £350,000,000 a year, of

which about one-half represents overseas business. This

is believed to be the first authoritative statement on the

foreign earnings of British insurance, for the Board of

Trade returns include insurance with commissions and

other earnings, and it has never been possible to arrive at

any precise figure, so far as foreign business has been con-

cerned.

In 1943 the late Mr. Neville Dixey, of Lloyd's, ad-

dressed a gathering in London on "Insurance as an In-

visible Export." He estimated the value of insurance, in

that respect, at £15,000,000, with a further £5,000,000

represented by the interest on the foreign investments of

British insurers, making £20,000,000 in all.

To return to Sir Stafford Cripps, he spoke of the pre-

mium income of British companies, and it must be as-

sumed that he took no account of the premium income
of Lloyd's underwriters, which is always unascertainable,

no information being divulged. If, however, we take the

figure of £175,000,000 as the foreign premium income
of the company market, and add one-half of that amount
as representing the foreign premium income of Lloyd's

underwriters, we arrive at a figure of about £262,000,000.
If the profit on this business is placed at 6 per cent, we
arrive at a figure of £15,720,000, which is near enough
to Mr. Dixey's estimate. As insurance requires no raw
material, no imports for re-export, and is conducted with

overhead charges which are very slight compared with
those of manufacturing or processing, the value of insur-

ance as an export becomes more and more obvious.

The Argentine Insurance Law

Another matter mentioned by Sir Stafford Cripps was
the new Argentine insurance law. Here I may mention
that there is a strong body of opinion in the United King-
dom that Argentina is adopting a short-sighted policy in

confining national insurance within the nation to as great

an extent as is possible. To carry out this policy, the

Mixed Reinsurance Instimte has been set up, in which
the bulk of the business transacted in Argentina must be
reinsured compulsorily. While it is true that the Mixed
Institute will be reinsured, itself, by Argentine com-
panies, and that some business will be reinsured abroad,

the main effect of the new law will be to concentrate the

national insurance business within the nation. Thus, the

Argentine Government will be carrying the catastrophe

risk to a very large extent. Any major loss will be cen-

tralized within the nation, instead of being spread over

the whole insurance world.

Insurance Conference at Cannes

The second postwar conference, at Cannes, of the

International Marine Insurance Union has duly been

held, and marine insurance people here are unanimous
that the gathering was both constructive and interesting.

Of the numerous subjects discussed, that of theft and

pilferage, being an international problem, is of more
than momentary interest. Harold H. Mummery, chair-

man of the Institute of London Underwriters, sfKjke of

the various committees in England concerned in the theft

and pilferage problem. It was, he said, not the attitude

of underwriters to sit back and take high premiums for

covering the risk. It was their duty to help reduce ship-

pers' costs.

Of the vital matters discussed at the Conference, and
too numerous even to mention in this necessarily re-

stricted summary of marine insurance events, the hull

situation is of general interest. A. B. Stewart, chairman

of the Joint Hull Committee, outlined the development

of the "Joint Hull Understanding", with special em-
phasis on the controlled reductions in rates of the post-

war period. This, he said, was an attempt to conduct

business on scientific lines, emphasizing that it is im-

portant for all parties to have a stable market rather

than one in which violent fluctuations occurred.

Admiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DDBBS of San Francisco Bar

State vs. Maritime Law

In order to determine whether or not a particular

cause of action falls within the limits of the maritime
law of the United States as distinguished from the state

law with reference to injury or death suffered by per-

sons in or about a ship it becomes necessary to ascer-

tain the place of injury together with other factors

which, according to accepted rules of law, determine

the maritime jurisdiction or the state jurisdiction. The
determination of which I speak becomes extremely im-

portant after an action has been filed by either the in-

jured person or his representatives. The court might be

confronted with the question of whether to apply the

law of the state in which the action is filed or, on the
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other hand, that of the United States as it is specially

and particularly devoted to maritime interests.

A very recent case decided in the Court of Appeals

of the State of New York in May of this year makes it

quite clear that state law must bow to federal maritime

law where it is first determined that the jurisdiction is

maritime in nature. The case to which I refer is that

entitled 'Emma Riley, Adf/iinistratrix Estate of William

Riley, deceased, v. Agivilines, Inc. The action is one for

wrongful death of the intestate, William Riley, who
while working as a stevedore on the SS Medina, owned,

operated and controlled by Agwilines, fell through an

uncovered hatch in an unlighted part of the deck imme-
diately below the top deck of the vessel. The lower court

entered a judgment in favor of Emma Riley as adminis-

tratrix and against Agwilines. The facts, as related

through testimony obtained at the trial, indicated that

Riley was working along with other longshoremen em-
ployed by the Jarka Corporation, an independent con-

tracting stevedoring group aboard the SS Medina who
were engaged in removing ballast and cargo from the

vessel. The longshore gang of which Riley was a mem-
ber carried on their work in a routine manner and as

evening approached obtained the use of lights which
were lowered through the holds and were moved from

time to time by the longshore gang when they required

light in various portions of the hold. Riley, in an apparent

attempt to leave the hold, fell through the hatch to his

death below. The hatch covers had been removed by

members of the gang working the No. 2 hatch pursuant

to directions of their foreman employed by Jarka. Riley

had been working in No. 3 hatch.

The question of law presented is whether under these

facts, which are indisputable, the owner of the ship

became liable for the wrongful death of Riley. The
court correctly concluded that it is beyond the power
of the state by legislation or judicial decision to mold
or modify the maritime law.

The principle just stated is well established by virtue

of the case of Knickerbocker Ice Co. v. Stewart decided

by the United States Supreme Court in the year 1920.

In the Riley case the court continued by stating that we
must look to the decisions of the federal courts to define

the liabilities of ship owners for maritime torts, leaving

out of consideration decisions of our own state courts,

or statutes of our state as well, which conflict with the

rules of liability established in the federal courts. There

are a number of cases that are still considered to be

good law that substantially agree with the statement

made.

A case was decided in the New York courts in which

the instant case was tried where an action was instituted

to recover damages for wrongful death under a New
York statute. The court in the earlier New York case

stated that because of the location of the accident, which

was aboard a vessel, the matter was not of local concern

and, therefore, the substantive rights and obligations of

the parties arose, not out of the local law of New York,

but rather under the maritime law of the United States.

The court correctly recognized that state courts as well

as federal courts may have concurrent jurisdiction to

entertain the suit; however, if the action is brought in

the state court the principles and rules of the substantive

maritime law are alone to be applied as ground, if any,

for recovery.

In the instant case the jury was instructed that the
ship owner (Agwilines) was under an absolute non-
delegable duty to see that light was furnished at No. 2
hatch and could not relieve itself of that duty by show-
ing that it had engaged Jarka, the stevedoring company,
to do the work. The ship owner appropriately excepted
to these instructions. The court found that it was the
stevedoring company, not the ship owner, who removed
the hatch covers and left the hatchway unguarded and
unlighted. The ship was properly equipped with facilities

for supplying adequate light which were made available

to the longshore gangs aboard ship. These facts were
indisputable. The maritime law does not impose liability

upon the vessel or its owner when a longshoreman
employed in loading or discharging the vessel is injured
because of the manner in which the longshoremen carry

on their work or because of their failure to use appliances
furnished for their use, including lights available for

lighting the 'tween decks or other parts of the ship
where the work is done. There are cases that hold that

the ship owner is not negligent for failing to keep all

of the cargo hatches closed while the vessel is in port.

The reason for the rule is obvious in that the vessel while
in port is primarily engaged in receiving and discharg-
ing cargo and the activities could not very well be car-

ried on or the holds ventilated without permitting the

hatches to remain open. The only requirement of the
ship owner is that his vessel be seaworthy. In other
words the equipment, tackle and machinery must be in

order, and if there be defects in such gear resulting in

injury the ship owner will be liable not only to the
members of the crew but to stevedores as well.

The administratrix apparently misconceived the basis

of the decision of Seas Shipping Company v. Sieracki,

decided by the United States Supreme Court last year.

In that case, as you will remember from one of my
previous articles, the ship owner was held to be under
an absolute non-delegable duty to provide a seaworthy
vessel. The longshoreman injured in that case was per-

mitted to recover from the ship owner, even though he
was employed by a stevedoring contractor, simply be-

cause he was able to prove that the vessel was unsea-
worthy due to defective equipment and machinery. There
were no such defects in the instant case. The omission
constituting negligence in this case was that of the

stevedoring contractor in failing to use the lights that

were at hand. The Appellate ourt reversed the judgment
so that it might be in favor of the ship owner and
ordered the complaint dismissed. I am happy to note that

the court carefully distinguished between the facts as

presented here and those of the Sieracki case because

without the distinction a ship owner would find himself

subjected to claim for any injury suffered by one not a

member of the crew regardless of how or under what
circumstances it may have occurred aboard the vessel.

Right te Sue Under Jones hi

It is pretty well established and understood that a

seaman's right to recovery for personal injury or damage
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of any kind arising out of his employment aboard a

vessel must be founded under the terms of the Jones

Act, 1946 U. S. Code 688. In an action entitled Miller

V. T. H. Browning Stea^nship Co., Inc., decided by the

United States District Court for the Western District

of New York, the plaintiff was given the record verdict

of $77,000.00 for damages resulting from a fall into

the hold of the merchant steam vessel Sultana. It was

rendered in an action filed under the Jones Act. At the

end of plaintiff's case and again at the conclusion of the

evidence, defendant moved for a directed verdict and,

in the alternative, for a new trial. In this proceeding the

court is confronted with a motion to set aside the verdict.

The motion particularly brings up for decision the ques-

tion of whether the plaintiff's injuries were sustained

in the course of his employment as a seaman so as to

entitle him to sue under the Jones Act. The court sum-

marized the facts as follows:

"The defendant had a contract with the Seafarer's

International Union which provided among other things

that in the hiring of all employees the defendant should

first call the union to furnish competent help and in

case the union was unable to do so, the defendant itself

might hire such help. One McLean was the Port Agent of

the union. It was his duty to ship unlicensed personnel

aboard the boats at Buffalo. The first assistant engineer

of the Sultana told McLean 'to ship an oiler.' McLean

sent Miller the plaintiff to the union office to obtain

clearance for the Sultana. He got a clearance slip which

read, 'The bearer M. Miller is hereby certified as compe-

tent to fill the position of oiler on the steamer Sultana.

Signed, A. McLean.' Miller went with his gear to the

ship. He ascended by means of a ladder from the dock

to the ship. As he was proceeding aft along the deck

to report for work, he fell into an open hatch."

One of the fundamentals in any Jones Act suit is the

existence and proof of the conventional relationship of

employer and employee. The statute was designed to

cover the relative rights and obligations of seamen and

their employers arising out of personal injuries sustained

by the former in the course of their employment. The Act

does not purport to change the definition of "seamen" so

as to do away with the necessity of a contractual reation-

ship of employment to serve on board a vessel. The

plaintiff, when he sustained his injuries, had not yet

reported to any of the ship's officers nor had he been

accepted as an employee nor had he signed ship's articles

or received orders from anyone aboard the ship to do

any work. He was free to leave the ship for any arbitrary

reason of his own and the defendant could not have

exercised any control over him as an employee. He was

simply a prospective employee. The court, in my opinion,

correctly concluded that Miller had not attained the

status of an employee at the time he sustained his in-

juries. The injuries, therefore, were not sustained in the

course of his employment so as to entitled him to sue

under the Jones Act. The court ordered judgment in

favor of the defendant on the motions previously made.

Forfeiture

Under 49 U. S. Code, Section 781 and Section 782.

the United States of America can declare a forfeiture

of a boat as it did in the case of United States of America

r. Yacht Harpoon 11 and Motor Tender No. 4K330,

decided by the United States District Court for the Dis-

trict of Massachusetts, where it finds contraband aboard.

The section referred to makes it unlawful for a vessel to

transport or to conceal or possess contraband. The owner

of the Harpoon II and Motor Tender claimed that the

contraband was placed aboard the boat by some unknown
person, and, secondly, that there had been a bona fide

transfer of the boat to a purchaser for value prior to the

declared forfeiture. The court found that the intention of

the framers of the code indicated that the mere finding

of contraband aboard a vessel would be sufficient to

permit a forfeiture regardless of the manner in which it

was placed there. The court also concluded that even a

transfer of the vessel to a bona fide purchaser for value

would be no defense. The court relies upon a number of

cases that hold that the forfeiture takes place upon the

commission of the forbidden act and the statute operates

to transfer the title at once to the government so as to

avoid all subsequent sales of property however innocent

the purchaser may be. The decree was prepared in ac-

cordance with the above.

Merchant Marine Reserve Program

Merchant Marine Officers holding unlimited licenses

are eligible to join the M.M.R. Rank is assigned on the

basis of position held, length of service, age, and size

of vessel serving in. Documents required are birth cer-

tificate, (or naturalization papers), record of previous

military service, letters from owners and Masters or

Chief Engineer of satisfactory service, and license. These

must be sighted by the procurement officer. A Physical

examination and intelligence test are given. The Office

of Naval Officer Procurement is located on the 3rd

Floor of the Ferry Biulding, San Francisco, California.

Officers cannot be called to active duty in time of

peace, without their consent but are allowed two weeks

training duty per year, either afloat, or at the Damage
Control Training Center located at Treasure Island, where

a fine course in fire fighting and damage control is given.

There are also a limited number of openings for junior

officers who have not had previous active duty, for train-

ing afloat, for periods of one year, and for 56 days.

The Navy also has many correspondence courses avail-

able. They consist of Navy Regulations and Customs,

Military Law, Seamanship, Communications, Ordnance

and Gunnery, Navigation (2 courses) International

Law, Naval Engineering and Electricity (2 courses)

Diesel Engineering, Elementary Nuclear Physics, and

Foundations of National Power.

Two merchant vessels have been warranted in the

Twelfth Naval District, as being acceptable as Naval

Auxiliaries in time of war. They are the cargo liner

Hawaiian Planter and the passenger liner Matwnia. The

requirements for a warrant are that the vessel be accep-

table as an auxiliary, and that the master, and 50 per cent

of the officers are members of the Naval Reserve. It is

expected that several more vessels in this district will be

warranted in the near future.

Captain F. 'Wauchope, DM, USNR, is the Merchant

Marine Reserve Representative for the Twelfth Naval

District, and is located in Room 23.3, Federal Office

Building, San Francisco, California. All Reserve officers,

and those seeking further information are cordially in-

vited to call.
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The Tug John R. Hayden. newest addition to the

Santa Fe marine fleet plying San Francisco Bay, is of

welded steel construction. 149 feet long, 581 tons gross

weight, and has a 1200 horsepower, 3-cylinder, Unaflow,

marine t)'pe, reciprocating steam engine manufactured

by the Skinner Engine Company.

The craft was built by the Tampa Marine Company,

Tampa, Florida, from an original design by W. C.

Nickum and Sons, naval architects and marine engineers,

Seattle. It was built under special survey of the American

Bureau of Shipping, with freeboard for ocean-going

operations.

[ FLEET
Deck machinery consists of a towing engine, made by

Almon A. Johnson, Inc., on the main deck aft and an

anchor windlass on the main deck forward. Both are

powered by steam.

The craft has 2708 square feet of boiler heating serv-

ice and boilers are marine type, straight tube with two

oil burners, built by Babcock and Wilcox.

Ample working facilities for a crew of seven and one

bargeman, together with a modern galley for their use,

are provided.

Like other units of the Santa Fe fleet, the John R.

Hayden is equipped with two-way radio to facilitate

m-

View of the John R.

Hayden, 149 foot, 581-

ton, 1200 hp, all steel

tuq of the Santa Fe

Railway marine fleet,

in operation in San

Francisco Bay.
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movement of car barges between Ferry Point and points

in San Francisco, Alameda and Marin counties. The
Hayden's radio is Bendix.

In addition to its main function, the vessel may also

be used as auxiliary equipment in fighting waterfront

fires, being equipped with Worthington pumps and fire-

monitor. Additional protection for the vessel and those

aboard is provided by hose outlets strategically located,

a Waiter Kidde carbon dioxide extinguishing system, and

a steam smothering system for oil storage tanks.

Tugs of this type played an important role in World
War II, being used by the Army Transportation Corps

in the Pacific and European waters as well as those of

the United States. In the September 1946 issue of Pacific

Marine Review reference was made to one of these in

connection with goedetic work in the South Seas for

the Philippine Government.

Silhc
nd the

tted bv Captainby I

pilot

windows is the Sa
Oakland Bay Bridge as
John R. Hayden starts its

across the bay.

Lett: J. F. McColga
gineer of the John

at the throttle.

chief en-

Hayden

right: Forward windlass and

e head tow lines of the John

Hayden, Santa Fe tugboat.

Left; Combustion control panel

showing the automatic oil con-

trol in the center box while the

two side boxes operate the

forced drafts; also the steam

gages, water glasses and Pyro-

meter.

At right: Chief Engines

McColgan adjusts the

mafic water feea in the boil

room.

uto-
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RnOUILEDGE IS THE STRHICHT

[OURSE TO ROURRIEniEnT

by "The Skipper"

Questions Welcomed. Just Address "The Skipper," Pacific

Marine Review, 500 Sonsome St., San Francisco, California

THE RULES OF THE HflUTICHL ROOD
Steering and Sailing Rules, Preliminary

IN LAST MONTH'S ARTICLE we discussed the various interpretations and court decisions relative to

the fog rules. This month we present a series of explanatory notes and comments on several of the

more commonly misinterpreted steering and sailing rules.

"Risk of collision can, when circumstances permit, be

ascertained by carefully watching the compass bearing of

an approaching vessel. If the bearing does not appreci-

ably change, such risk should be deemed to exist."

Note: Danger bearings, frequently taken, will quite often

give definite warning that risk of collision exists. Such

bearings should always be taken, by both burdened and

privileged vessels. It does not follow, however, that in

all cases where the bearing is changing no risk of col-

lision is involved. It may not be changing rapidly enough

to insure a wide clearance, and a vessel is not upheld if

she enters into a nicety of calculation which results in a

collision. Then, too, the other vessel may not see you and

suddenly change her course, she may slow down, speed

up, break down, or in any number of other ways sud-

denly precipitate a collision situation even though your

series of carefully taken bearings has led you to believe

that no risk of collision exists. In various decisions the

courts have held that both vessels are obliged to take

danger bearings, and that you are not justified in assum-

ing that there is no risk of collision just because there is

an appreciable change in the compass bearing.

Inland Article 18, Rule 5. (Paragraph 1.)

"Whenever a steam vessel is nearing a short bend or

curve in the channel, where, from the height of the

banks or other cause, a steam vessel approaching from
the opposite direction can not be seen for a distance of

half a mile, such steam vessel, when she shall have ar-

rived within half a mile of such curve or bend, shall give

a signal by one long blast of the steam whistle, which
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signal shall be answered by a similar blast given by any
approaching steam vessel that may be within hearing.

Should such signal be so answered by a steam vessel upon
the farther side of such bend, then the usual signals for

meeting and passing shall immediately be given and
answered; but, if the first alarm signal of such vessel be
not answered, she is to consider the channel clear and
govern herself accordingly."

Note; The "long blast mentioned in the article above
is understood to mean a blast considerably longer than the

4 to 6 second prolonged blast, a blast of about 8 to 10

seconds being acceptable. No confusion in this rule exists

if the long blast is not answered, no further signals being

necessary. It may be noted, however, that the words
"govern herself accordingly" which the vessel is directed

to do if she does not hear an answering long blast should

not be understood as permission to relax her vigilance,

but rather as a warning to keep a sharp lookout and
remain on the proper side of the channel until the pas-

sage is actually known to be free of other traffic.

If the vessel's long blast is answered, then we appar-

ently have two conflicting rules regarding when passing

signals are to be exchanged; for while Rule 5 of Article

18 states (as above) that the passing signals are to be
answered iriunediately after the long blast is answered.

Rule 9 of the same Article 18 states that whistle signals

used for passing are neicr to be used except when vessels

are in sight of each other. This reveals a conflict in the

rules that usually is not apparent to the casual reader.

The proper procedure is for the steamer to obey Rule 9
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of Article 18. The word "never" is much stronger than

the word "immediately," and the rules are interpreted to

mean that the steamers will exchange passing signals

immediately upon sighting each other, but not before.

Inland Article 18, Rule 5. (Paragraph 2.)

"When steam vessels are moved from their docks or

berths, and other boats are liable to pass from any direc-

tion toward them, they shall give the same signal as in

the case of vessels meeting at a bend, but immediately

after clearing the berths so as to be fully in sight they

shall be governed by the steering and sailing rules."

Note: A vessel leaving her berth bow first follows the

literal rule, gives the long blast, and after she is clear of

her berth and under command on her settled course is

then "governed by the steering and sailing rules," ex-

changing the proper passing signals with any vessel in

sight and passing by. The rule has been modified, how-
ever, as regards a vessel backing out. The long blast

must be followed by the usual three short blasts if an-

other vessel is in sight. Further, despite the rule which
says that when she is fully in sight she shall be governed
by the steering and sailing rules, it has been decided that

she is under Article 27, the rule of special circumstances,

until she is settled down upon her course. It is the cus-

tom among pilots to consider the stern as the bow when
the vessel is backing, and give passing signals accord-

ingly. While this custom enables them to arrive at a

proper passing signal to propose to another vessel, when-
ever one vessel is backing these signals are proposals

only, and not legally upheld as a matter of definite right

under the rules of the road. This is because a vessel,

when backing, is not under certain control. It is well to

remember, therefore, that when either vessel involved
in a situation is backing it is Article 27 that applies, and
both vessels are burdened, with the regular steering and
sailing rules not applying until the backing vessel is

settled down upon her course.

International & Inland Article 25.

"In narrow channels every steam vessel shall, when it

is safe, and practicable, keep to that side of the fairway
or midchannel which lies on the starboard side of such
vessel."

Note: This rule is an important one, and although
a certain leeway is given in the rule by the use of the
words "when it is safe and practicable," in the event of
a collision the burden of proof that it was not safe for the
vessel to have kept to her starboard side would lie heavily
upon the vessel. Circumstances that make it necessary
for a vessel to operate upon the left side of a channel
are extremely rare, although it has been held that a

vessel may operate in midchannel if there is sufficient

room on the port side for a vessel to safely pass. In
Inland waters, however, in certain cases Article 25 has
been superseded by local rules, such as the rule in New
York harbor that requires all vessels navigating the
East River to keep to the center of the channel. This of
course is to avoid the danger of collision between a

vessel hugging the starboard side of the channel ( which
is lined with piers) and a vessel leaving her pier. A
further note to the narrow channel rule is that if one of
two vessels meeting in a narrow channel must stop, it is

the vessel stemming the tide that must do so, rather

than the vessel running with the tide.

International & Inland Article 27.
"In obeying and construing these rules due regard shall

be had to all dangers of navigation and collision, and to

any special circumstances which may render a departure

from the above rules necessary in order to avoid imme-
diate danger."

Note: In a few words, this is the meaning of Article

27

—

All vessels must follow the rules of the road for as

long as possible, but they tnust depart from the rules if

necessary in order to avoid immediate danger. A com-
mon mistake among students of the rules is to assume
that whenever risk of collision exists the rules, except

Article 27, cease to apply. This is not true, as the rules

are so designed that they will hold up in any reasonably

close situation. The only exception, when the rules are

not to be followed, is when there is immediate danger.

This danger must be very close before the rules may be

disregarded. Another important fact to remember about

Article 27 is that when it is invoked neither vessel is

privileged, but both are burdened and required to navi-

gate with caution. Captain R. F. Farwell, in his critique

of the rules, has enumerated several examples of circum-

stances under which Article 27 does and does not apply:

The above rule may be properly invoked ...

1. Whenever the situation is not covered by the rules.

(For example, when one or both vessels are backing.)

2. Whenever a situation simultaneously involves more
than one vessel.

3. When physical conditions that should be apparent

to both vessels prevents compliance with the rules.

4. When action contrary to the rules is proposed by
one vessel and accepted by the other.

5. Whenever the approaching situation reaches the

condition "in extremis." (When action by the burdened
vessel alone will not avert collision.

)

The rule does not apply . . .

1. When it is a matter of convenience to disregard

the rules.

2. When following the rules would result in a delay

in the voyage.

3. When the alleged danger is too distant.

4. When it is suspected that the other vessel will not

do her duty.

5. When the wrong action is taken because there is

not time for overlong deliberation.

6. When the compass is defective.

International 8C Inland Article 29.
"Nothing in these rules shall exonerate any vessel, or

the owner or master or crew thereof, from the conse-

quences of any neglect to carry lights or signals, or of

any neglect to keep a proper lookout, or of the neglect

of any precaution which may be required by the ordinary

practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of

the case."

Note: The meaning of Article 29 might be inter-

preted as follows: All vessels must follow the rules of
the road, but if full obedience to these rules is not

enough, all vessels must take any additional precaution

which may be required under the custom of good sea-

manship. A few examples of precautions which are not

{Please turn to page SS)
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"The Chief's" department welcomes questions—Just wriie "The Chief," Pacific Marine Review.
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Blackboard Figures I to i mentioned in the text.

Staved Surfaces for Pressure Vessels and Boilers

WE HAVE PROMISED TO DEVELOP the formula

for stay bolts and stayed surfaces, but find the two

subjects too much for one article. This article will dis-

cuss the area to be stayed and the pitch of the stay bolts.

The bolt itself will be covered next time.

These problems are frequently found in the License

Examinations for several reasons, one of which is that

they involve squares and square root. In some future

article we will discuss these mathematical terms and

develop the system of getting a square root.

The stress in the steel of a stayed surface cannot be

calculated with the clean cut analysis of other forms of

stress. In the blackboard sketch, Fig. 1, the stay bolts are

shown located at a horizontal pitch of P and a vertical

pitch of p. But our analysis must be based on the equality

of P and p. When they are different, and the General

Rules allow us to make p smaller than P by as much as

one half, the analysis becomes very difficult, if not im-

possible, and an arbitrary of empirical adjustment of the

formula is made based on good judgment, experience,

and a generous safety factor. In the figure the deflection

of the steel plate is very greatly exaggerated. Uniform
loading due to the pressure is shown on top and the re-

action, or resistance to this loading is shown located at

the position of the stay bolts. The thickness of the plate

is shown as H in inches as we must reserve the usual

symbol T for thickness for a later part in this analysis.

See Fig. 3.

Figure 2, shows an enlargement of the section of the
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plate under uniform loading and deflected. It is to be

noted that only part of the plate is in tension, that part

shown as lines representing the lines of stress along

the section. Note the upper part of the section is in com-

pression, stress shown as a dotted area. There is a small

area in this section that has neither compression or ten-

sion, and therefore, is not useful metal except insofar as it

resists longitudinal shear. This will be discussed in some
future article. In any case, it is clear that we have the same

problem here as with a horizontal beam with a uniform

vertical load. And here, as with beams, the strength is

proportional to the square of the thickness of vertical

dimension. That is, doubling the thickness will give four

times the strength (2- is 4.)

As shown in Figure 2, the strength to resist uniform

loading is nine times the tensile strength of the steel,

times the thickness in inches, squared. This is somewhat
empirical. For one reason no statement of the amount
of deflection is given. Obviously we could carry more
load at more stress if we would allow more deflection.

The study of deflection of materials under load is a very

interesting part of mathematical analysis. No attempt

will be made in these articles to develop this unless our

readers indicate an interest by writing to "The Chief."

For the moment then, it is enough to say that the de-

flection here for a given loading, and steel of a given

elasticity, is proportional to P* (to double P gives 16

times the deflection. 2* is 16) and is inversely propor-

tional to H'. (To double thickness is to have Vsth as

much deflection). (2- is 8 and inverse ratio gives one
over eight or Vs )

.

Also the loading shown in Figure 2 as 2WP- is em-
pirical. WP- would appear to give us the pounds load

on the area between four stay bolts, thus the load on one
bolt on this area is supported by four bolts, % of each of

which is available for this area. But we are not consider-

ing the load on a bolt here. (See next article.) We are

considering the load on the plate as a beam suspended
between the bolts. While it is the load on top of the

plate it is not clear how it is the loading of the steel

in tension in the plate section. We will have to accept as

a truth that the loading of the fibers of the steel in ten-

sion is about 2WP- as this works out in practice.

As further shown in Fig. 2, developed from equating

the loa3 and the strength we solve for W by simple

transposition. And if the ratio of two diff^erent pitches P
and p is not more than two to one, we can further ad-

just the formula for W by substituting P- plus p' for the

original 2P-.

Figure 3 then shows this formula extended, using a

usual figure of 50,000 for S, the tensile strength of steel.

Then assuming a reasonable safety factor we have a

value for W in terms of plate thickness in inches.

For some reason which "The Chief" is unable to ex-

plain, and with which he does not agree, the Marine
Engineering Regulations as issued by the Coast Guard
measures the thickness of the plate in sixteenth
inches. This must be most confusing to the engineer who
is trying to learn these Regulations as there is no apparent
reason for it. We might as well state some of our formula

in inches, some in millimeters and some in feet. "The
Chief" invites discussion of this point. Anyway, the

Regulations have it in l/l6th so we must cut our formula

over to this odd unit. There are 16 of these odd units in

our standard inch by definition of the unit. Therefore,

our symbol T for thickness in l6ths will represent a

number 16 times as large as the number would be if we
used inches. In order that our formula will still be correct

and give working pressure in pounds per square inch, we
will divide our H in Figure .3 by 16. Then when we
square the H we square the 16 also, giving 256 and

dividing this into the rather large constant of 90,000
we have 312 as a constant, and designate it as C in the

formula. The value of C will change with the steel used

and the place in the boiler where the stayed surface is

and by the safety factor deemed desirable by the Regula-

tions.

Seventeen different values of C are listed in the Regu-

lations, page F-80 varying from 136 for stays screwed

into the plate located away' from the fire or smoke, to

340 for plates stayed with bolts having nut on both sides

of the plate and not exposed to the products of combus-
tion. All of these values for C are based on steel having

a tensile strength S of 55,000 psi (pounds per square

inch) or more.

Solving for P is a matter of transposition, as shown in

Figure 4. Note that if the bolt and plate are reinforced

by plates or washers called "doubling plates," then the

new thickness is the sum of that of the main plate and

the doubling plate, and this in sixteenths is called Tj.

Different values are given in the Regulations. Otherwise

the formulas remain unchanged.

Again, if we have the pressure and the plate thickness

given we have to solve for the allowable pitch. This is

simple if the pitch is uniform. When it is desirable to

have one pitch p less than the other P, we proceed as

in Figure 5. The Regulations give us formula (23) as

shown without explanation. But what this amounts to is

that we calculate pitch as though P equals p, then increase

this by a multiplier of 1.226, then calculate the other

pitch as shown in Figure 6. This multiplier is empirical,

based on experience and the formula is modified so that

we use simple numbers. See Figure 5. Here it is shown
that the multiplier 1.226 really amounts to putting a 2

in front of the square root sign in Figure 4, and changing
the 2" to 5" to give formula (23).

Figure 6 shows how formula (24) of the regulations

is derived from that in Figure 4.

The determination of the surface to be stayed involves

some study and is covered quite carefully in the regula-

tions. All of the requirements are empirical and not

subject to mathematical analysis.

Our next article will derive the formula for the size of

the stay bolt or stay rod, and will account for straight as

well as a diagonal stay.

I^ew Radar Classroom at Seaman's Institute

A school to teach the use of shipboard radar equip-

ment to masters, mates and pilots v/as opened on Mon-
day, October 13, in the Merchant Marine School of the

Seamen's Church Institute of New York, 25 South
Street. A classroom for this instruction has been re-

modeled, equipped, and will be staffed by the Sperry

Gyroscope Company.
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

Steel-Bilt Cruisers

Roy B. and Warren Thompson, brother-owners of the

Steel-bilt Cruisers Company in Oakland, have recently

inaugurated a new departure in the construction of

power pleasure cruisers on the Pacific Coast. Whereas

heretofore this type of craft has been made of wood,

Steel-bilt Cruisers, as the name implies, is fabricating

them from steel. Bethlehem Pacific's corrosion resistant,

high tensile strength Mayari R is being used entirely in

the bottom and side plates and in the cabin top and pilot

house sides and top. Ten gage is used on the bottom and

sides, and 12 and 14 gage on the cabin and pilot house.

Steel-bilt Cruisers are .t.t feet long, have a 10V2-foot

beam and a 3-foot draft. The single screw model is

powered with a 115 hp gasoline engine; the twin screw

model with two 115 hp gasoline engines. The craft's

extremely low center of gravity results in excellent

stability, and the Thompson brothers report the steel

hull is virtually vibrationless, damage-proof and requires

a minimum of maintenance. They are using Mayari R
because they say it does not buckle like mild steel when
welded, or wrinkle when formed for such difficult curves

as the reverse flare bow plates or the curved stem plates.

Because of its greater strength, its use necessitates fewer

internal frames and makes for greater safety in the bow.

It will not dent like mild steel. All told, 7500 lbs. of

Mayari R are used in the vessel's construction.

Cost of a single screw Steel-bilt Cruiser

runs around S8500, completely outfitted.

This is between S6000 and S7000 less

than a wooden vessel of the same size and

appointments.

Another feature is the short time re-

quired to build a steel pleasure cruiser.

The Thompsons say that soon they will be

able to turn one out completely outfitted

in 45 days This is in comparison with 3

to 4 months required to build a wooden
cruiser of the same size.

The twin screw Steel-bilt Cruiser has a

top speed of 25 knots, the single screw 15.

It will sleep six. is equipped with a galley

and boasts a shower.

The photo shows a workman putting

finishing touchas on the completed hull

of a new Steel-bilt Cruiser before it is

launched.

sey gets a sh r from a

ing a hos wh ch hoots the

essu e, to pre pare the hull

THE LADY TAKES A SHOWER
The 10.969 d.w. ton Seatrain New
worker at the Todd Hoboken yard <

cleansing spray out under 250 lb.

for a quick painting Job by washing away barnacles, sea "grass"

and other marine grovrths. The vessel is now back in her regular

run to Havana and New Orleans, after cleaning and straighteninig

her four-bladed propeller, which was somewhat damaged from a

previous scape with an under water obstruction.
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of Engineers' Survey Boat Robert Gray upon
lompletion of her observation tower.

Bethlehem Repairs the Robert Gray

By F. S. McGuigan, manager
Bethlehem Steel Company

Shipbuilding Division Alameda Yard

Soon to become a familiar sight in Northern California

coastal waters from Monterey to Crescent City is the

Corps of Engineers survey boat Robert Gray, which has

just been completely overhauled at Bethlehem's Alameda
Yard and fitted with an observation tower, first of its

type ever to be installed on a ship. It has the appearance

of a second stack giving a rakish profile to the craft.

The Robert Gray, which was built at Lake Washington
in Seattle in 1937 for operation as a Corps of Engineers

survey vessel in the Portland, Oregon, district, is 117

feet long, has a beam of 25 feet and a gross tonnage of

265. It is powered by two 6-cylinder, 4-cycle, 360 hp
diesel engines, both of which were completely disman-

tled, overhauled and reassembled at the yard.

From 1937 until 1942 the vessel made hydrographic

surveys along the Columbia River. In that year she was
taken over by the military and operated in Alaskan
waters between Seward and Adak by the Army Transport

Division as a tug boat (LT 666).
Early last year she was declared surplus by the Army

and transferred to the San Francisco district of the Corps
of Engineers who brought her down under her own
power. She replaces the 20-year-old H. L. Demeritt

whose activities have been largely confined to the Bay
Area and which is now being retired from service.

One of the high lights of the work performed on the

Robert Gray at the Alameda Yard was construction of

an observation tower which was installed on the deck

above the drafting room. This tower is complete with

sliding plexiglass windows, hinged door, enclosed ladder

and wood seating. Windows slide on cast bronze tracks.

The top track is fitted with a locking device for each

(Please turn to page 104)

Atop, left: The Robert Gray as she looked before installation of
window in observation tower. Right: The Robert Gray in her r

At bottom, left: Sandblasting the hull on the Robert Gray. Cente
to give better steering control. Right: Stern section !

ew observation tower. Center: Woritman installing plexiglass

at of paint with her new observation tower virtually complete.
mit welding new section of skeg for rudder, which was enlarged
3 new skeg extension and enlarged rudder in place.
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Edited by B. H. BDYiVTQlV

T^lfeTlM- i"€"' A? ^ At left: Ed Beck and
f ^\x%m^^^^\m^M^ Stan Perry.

llnvnHF^I Center: Violet and BillWf W^pW^^B Beck, the hosts of the

' iL^K ^ barbecue at Beck's

i

^' ^"^ Ranch; Bob Lewis and

Ralph Foster.

At right: Mr. and Mrs.

John Clerico.

iiii^ 1

MARITIME imm MOVES WORTH EOR RARBECUE

A goodly crew of San Francisco

Bay merchant mariners, largely the

shoreside variety, pointed their com-

passes on Sunday, September 28, up

highway 101, through the famous

vineyards of Napa Valley to a port-

of-caU a couple of points abaft Cal-

istoga, namely Becks Ranch.

Host to the friendly caravan were

Bill Beck, Dahl-Beck Electric Com-
pany, and his gracious first mate

Violet. An all-day barbecue and

field day lured prominent ship op-

erating officials, port engineers, ma-
rine superintendents and other mar-

iners and from second - breakfast

time until well into the twilight

hour these hearties, their wives and

families, enjoyed the many features

which had been planned for their

relaxation, good fellowship and

plain everyday FUN!
Captain Bill personally greeted

his scores of friends and so genuine

was the Beck welcome that every

man-Jack, and lady-Jill, immediately

signed on for the voyage and from

then on it was "full and bye!"

An ornate bar complete with

genu-wine cuspidors did a land of-

fice business. Here Ed Beck dis-

NOVEMBER • 1947

At top, left: h

Adrienne Ritch

nd Lee Curi At top, right: Bert Markovifs, M
jrnham, Mrs. Fred Ritchie, Mrs. B. Marl

left: Mrs. O. H. Smith, Dorothy Morgan, Haiel McCann, Bei

Below, right: Barbecue lineup served by Chefs Mel Sch

fits and E. LeF.

Hanley

dt and J

O. H. Smith.
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At top. left: Philip Thearle. H. Barbierri, J. Thearle. Across the table left to right: Mrs. H. Barbierri and Mrs. Philip Thearle
At right: Joe Granville, Dick Papps. James Frickie. Audrev Fitrgerald and Dick DeBerry. Below, left: Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Backman of American President Lines. Below, center: Mel Schmidt ranch foreman, and Eugene Sullivan. Below: right:

Harold Wrigley. Ed Perkins and Joe Granville.

pensed with a lavish hand any bev-

erage from a snappy sarsparilla to

a triple-decked horse's neck.

The honors for the epicurean

coup d'etat went to Chef Joe Gisler,

who barbecues a mean beef. Joe
labored early and late in this depart-

ment and the "critters" he served

up tasted like we were back on the

old ship again!

Ross Marble kept the big party

properly coordinated and acted as

master of the festivities and prize

disbursement. By the way, one of

the early prizes was won by Nancy,
the charming daughter of Captain

"Bull" Lion.

Distinguished guests included:

Damon and Matt Trout, Marine
Electric Co., Portland, who flew

down from Oregon for the event

and swooped up brother Captain
Vance Trout, somewhere in transit.

Among the prominent guests who
came aboard your reporter noted:

Fred Ritchie, Dick DeBerry, Mrs.
E. LeFevre, all of American Hawaii-
an Steamship Company; G.H.Hoxie
and Henry Price of American Presi-

dent Lines; W. C. Blake, Philip and
A. Hart of Army Transport Service;

M. C. 'Wright, Ed Perkins and Joe

Granville of Deconhil Shipping
Company; Ed Senter of Grace Lines;

Jack Bolts and Charles Bird of Luck-

enbach Steamship Company; Cap-
tain Dickover and Perry Roach of

Pacific Atlantic Steamship Com-
pany; S. W. Simon, Berk Hanley.

Captain R. E. Barrera, Captain Lion,

R. Scheuer. M. Tyhurst, 'W. Steward,

H. A. Steiner and O. H. Smith of

Pacific Far East Lines; B. Jordan
and H. E. Pennebaker of Pacific

Tankers; G. SoUey, Pacific Trans-

port Lines; Ed Harms, John Clerico

and E. Erickson of Pope & Talbot;

E. 'V. Sullivan. Isthmian Lines; Al
Safholm and Dewey Paine of Coast-

wise Lines; Louis Deppman of Sud-

den & Christenson; H. C. Ruff of

Tidewater Associated Oil Company;
Captain Bob Skinner of U. S. Lines;

Bill Gaugh of Parry Navigation

Co.; P. Patton of 'Waterman Steam-

ship Co.; Henry Barbierri of U. S.

Coast Guard; Gus Janson and Andy
Ells of U. S. Maritime Commission;
Art Rossette and Captain 'Vance

Trout of General Ship Service; Bob
Murphy of Bay Engineering Co.;

Damon and Matt Trout of Marine
Electric Co., of Portland, Oregon;
Al Engle of Triple-A Machine
Shop; Harry Sirgo, Jr., and George
Peterson of Todd Shipyards Corp.;

Harold Wrigley of International

Marine Paint Co., Dick Papps of

Bethlehem Steel Company; William
Schonig of American Bureau of

Shipping; L. T. Flagg and Joe (the

cook ) Gisler of Jos. Gisler Com-
pany; Mel LaRue and G. H. Wil-
liams of United Engineering Com-
pany; Jim Frickie, a marine survey-

or; Bob Strieff and J. L. Buckner,

chief engineers; R. A. Thain, Jack

FlindaU, and Tom Anderson of Gen-
eral Engineering & Drydock Com-
pany.

Isherwood to Make

Alaska Survey

Felix W, Isherwood, executive of

Williams Dimond & Co. of San
Francisco has been loaned to the

Maritime Commission on a con-

tract basis to make a complete in-

vestigation of port conditions in

Alaska. His inquiry, which will take

about six weeks, will cover condi-

tions affecting dockage, wharfage,

warehousing, lighterage, stevedor-

ing and other port services. The in-

vestigation is being undertaken by

the Maritime Commission at the

request of the House Merchant
Marine Committee.
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Left to right: Mansfield W G att-Callahan Compa
Mansfield W. Sarratt, Jr

FUEL OIL CONDITIONER EHOM lOUSE OE IGlf

A new, concentrated chemical

liquid for conditioning marine, in-

dustrial and diesel fuel oil has just

been introduced by Garratt-CaLlahan

Company of California, manufac-

turers of the famous "House of

Magic" products. This newest addi-

tion to a well-known line of indus-

trial chemicals is called "Liquid Flo-

rite" and represents another forward

step in the application of chemical

science to industrial operations.

An outstanding feature of the

new product is its dual action: first

by conditioning the fuel oil before

combustion and second by its clean-

ing action on heating surfaces after

combustion. 'Liquid Flo-rite" before

combustion acts to inhibit the oxi-

dation of heavy hydrocarbons, emul-

sify water with fuel oil and dissolve

sludge. These impurities are thus

consumed as the oil is burned, elim-

inating deposits of sludge and scale

which reduce efficiency and increase

maintenance costs. In addition, this

new chemical lowers the viscosity

of the fuel oil and reduces the re-

quired preheating temperature.

Thus, pumping and atomizing is

facilitated, burner tips are kept

clean, and a more uniform efficient

flame results. In the second stage of

this dual action "Liquid Flo-rite" by

its conditioning action of the fuel

oil assumes complete atomization,

eliminating carbon scale, soot and

slag from the heating surfaces, fire-

box walls, fiues and stack. This ac-

tion assures maximum heat transfer,

less frequent cleaning and long life

of equipment.

The introduction of this new
product marks the beginning of an

aggressive program by which the

company will continue and expand
the distribution of its products

throughout the Western States,

Western Canada, and the Orient. In

preparation for this program, Mans-
field W. Garratt, president, recently

commenced a reorganization of the

sales and service organizations, and

appointed Frederick P. Teall, direc-

tor of sales. Mr. Teall, a sales execu-

tive of wide experience, has already

organized a staff of qualified, ex-

perienced engineers to provide ex-

pert technical advice and service in

San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles,

and other key distribution points.

Edward Bus has been appointed

sales engineer in charge of marine
sales in the San Francisco area.

Further additions to the staff are in

progress by which the firm will re-

establish and improve the technical

service it has rendered to clients for

over 40 years.

Garratt-Callahan Company was
founded in 1904 by Edward C. Gar-

ratt and John Callahan to manu-

facture and distribute a boiler pre-

servative which was a pioneer in the

selective, scientific application of

chemistry to efficient boiler opera-

tion. It achieved rapid and wide ac-

ceptance despite the long-established

use of orthodox "boiler compounds ".

The speed and thoroughness of its

action in stationary, marine and
locomotive installations inspired the

use of the word "Magic", the trade

name by which it is so favorably

known in the United States and
many foreign countries.

The same scientific but practical

approach to other industrial opera-

tion and maintenance problems re-

sulted in the development and manu-
facture of five additional industrial

chemicals which, together with the

original boiler preservative, and the

newest product. "Liquid Flo-rite",

constitute the famous "House of

Magic" line. Recently, the third gen-

eration of the Garratt family, Mans-
field W. Garratt, Jr., son of the com-
pany's President, joined the firm

after serving as a Lieutenant in the

Air Transport Command, piloting

planes "over the hump" in the India-

China theatre of operations. His in-

terests and training in the practical

application of chemical science

should insure the continued progress

of the company in this specialized

field.
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SCENES DF

SEPTEMBER

PROPELLERS

in SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

At top, left: Lee Vermllle donating to the "Slop Chest;" Herb Pickering, Max Linde
on his right; seated is Akin Allyn. Center: Captain L. L. Lishman, sp

left to right: Ken Huntingto

,.. - s left; Ralph Chandler and Fred Hooper, new honorary
nember, are on his right; seated is Akin Allyn. Center: Captain L. L. Lishman, speaker of the day, with Allyn, who introduced the speaker. At right:

al Albert Ware Marshall, USN, retired; Captain L. L. Lishman, speaker; Arthur Eldridge, president of the Port of Los Angeles-Long Beach
Propeller Club; Alvin Allyn of Alvin Allyn Co.; and Commodore L. L. Bennett, USCG. Below, left: Joe Barry Tubbs Cordage Co.- Captain William
McGillivray, San Pedro Tow Boat Co.; Commodore Roberts, USCG; H. K. Winterer, General Electric Co.- and Al Hill. At right- Facing the camera from

n and Dick Park, both of Republic Supply Co.; Norman Dunnavant, Commercial News & Daily Shipping Guide; Lloyd Richards
and Stanley Lashbrook, both of Sudden & Christenson.

nORTHERn HRD SOUTHERR CflLIFORDIfl PROPEEEER CEUB FURCTIORS

At the September meeting the San Francisco Port heard the

highly interesting speaker, Captain Raymond F. Farwell, USNR,
(below) "world-renowned expert in the higher mathematics of

navigation." Captain Farwell is the "man who wrote THE book"
on Navigation, as he is the author of "Elements of Navigation,"
"Handbook for Alaska Pilots," "Rules of the Nautical Road,"
"Comparative Rules of the Road," and numerous articles on
marine collision law.

Below, left: Owen Niemann, assistant operating manager, Ed Harms, operat-
ing manager, and Gerald A. Dundon, vice president and general manager,
all of Pope & Talbot; Almon Roth; and Carl McDowell, assistant to the

executive vice president. Steamship Division of Pope & Talbot.

T Below: Joseph J. Geary, with Captain R. F. Farwell, USNR.
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George W. Codrington

Presented Certificate of Merit

George W. Codrington, vice

president of the General Motors

Corporation and general manager

of the firm's Cleveland Diesel En-

gine Division was presented the

Presidents Certificate of Merit for

his outstanding service in directing

the production of diesel engine

equipment used by Navy ships and

submarines during the war.

Secretary of the Navy John L.

Sullivan made the presentation at

a ceremony in the Na\7 Depart-

ment.

More than 90 per cent of the one

billion dollars worth of Government

contracts handled by the Cleveland

Diesel Engine Division of the Gen-

eral Motors Corporation during the

war years were for Navy production.

In addition to its more than 300

Navy engine contracts, the Division

entered into a subcontracting pro-

gram involving more than 450 sub-

contractors in order to meet the

Navy's shipbuilding time schedule,

and shipped more than 14,500 en-

gines from 1941 to 1945.

Codrington also established at his

plant one of the first service schools

for the armed forces to be associated

with private industry. The school,

which trained Navy personnel in the

use of diesel equipment graduated

more than 11,000 men.

Enterprise Elects

New President

According to a recent announce-

ment, William E. Butts, a director

At left is George W.

Codrington, vice presi-

dent of General Motors

Corporation and ger

eral manager of Cle-^

land Diesel Engine D

vision of General Mo
tors Corporation, being

honored by the Honor-

able John L. Sullivan

Secretary of the Navy.

William E. Butts president of Enterpri

Engine & Foundry Co.

for the past several years, has been

elected president of Enterprise En-

gine and Foundry Co., to succeed

Charles Hoehn, Sr., who retires from

30 years direction of the company's

activities in the Diesel Engine, Oil

Burner and Food Processing Ma-

chinery fields. In addition to his

responsibilities as head of Enter-

prise's extensive operations, Mr.

Hurts will retain his present capacity

as vice president of General Metals

Corporation, which position he has

held for over 10 years. "Widely

known throughout industrial cir-

cles, Mr. Butts has been recognized

for his many contributions to manu-

facturing industries. Mr. Hoehn, Sr.,

will remain on the board of directors

and serve in a special consulting

capacity.

New Appointment for

Pacific Tankers

Called home from port engineer

duties on the Gulf Coast, George

W. Miller has taken over the posi-

tion of superintending engineer for

Pacific Tankers, held until Septem-

ber 1, by Chester McKay. McKay
has gone to New York.

Miller has been with the com-

pany for the past three years as a

port engineer ( at San Pedro the

first year, and the Gulf and the East

Coast since). He came to Pacific

Tankers directly from the key war-

time post of Principal Machinery

Inspector for the U. S. Maritime

Commission at Swan Island and

Oregon Shipbuilding Corp. Prior

to that he sailed as chief engineer

for "most Pacific Coast lines, " with

long tours with States Steamship

Co., and American Mail Line.

George W. Mille
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Commodore Russell M. Ihrig

New Helmsman at California

Maritime kademy

At a meeting of the Board of

Governors in October, Commodore
Russell M. Ihrig, USN, retired, was

nominated to be superintendent of

the California Maritime Academy

commencing November 1, 1947, up-

on the retirement of Captain Claude

B. Mayo, USN, retired.

Commodore Ihrig, born in Utah,

was appointed to the U. S. Naval

Academy at Annapolis in 1915, hav-

ing won his appointment by com-

petitive examination. He graduated

from the Academy in 1918, the

course having been temporarily re-

duced to three years because of the

war. He saw service in European

waters in a transport and a destroy-

er. He served in destroyers in all ca-

pacies continuously until 1924 and

was commended by the Secretary

of the Navy as Executive and Fire

Control Officer of the USS Hull.

which won the Battle Efficiency pen-

nant, in 192.T.

In 1936 he became navigator of

the Asiatic Fleet flagship, USS Au-

gusta, a heavy cruiser, and later

made Fleet Operations Officer.

As the United States declared war

on Japan, he took command of the

Navy's newest high-speed fleet tank-

er, USS Cimarron, equipped with

a modern destroyer gun battery, the

only tanker so fitted out. The Cimar-

Page 78

ron joined the Task Force and fol-

lowing the raid on Wake Island in

October, 1943, he was ordered to

the staff of Admiral Nimitz at Pearl

Harbor, where he first organized

and established the office of Joint

Shipping Control, for which he was

officially commended and then be-

came head of the Petroleum Divi-

sion of the Logistics Staff.

His final cruise was in command

of the heavy cruiser Canberra, then

under overhaul for battle damage

but the Japs surrendered before the

ship was completed and could be

back into action.

Commodore Ihrig's shore duties

during his 29 years of active naval

service have been almost entirely

along lines which gave him special

background experience for his duty

as superintendent of California

Maritime Academy. His first shore

duty was in the Executive Depart-

ment of the Naval Academy, during

which time he was in charge of 550

midshipmen on their three months

summer cruise. He was a student at

the Line Officers' Postgraduate

School, Annapolis, and after com-

pleting the one year course was as-

signed to the instruction staff in

strategy and tactics, navigation and

cryptanalysis. In 1934-36 he was

Associate Professor of Naval Science

and Tactics at the University of

California in Berkeley, during which

period he was in charge of ROTC
unit on its two annual battleship

cruises of one-month each to

Hawaii.

The Commodore has written

numerous articles for the Naval

Institute Proceedings and gave num-

erous professional lectures before

civic bodies in the Bay Area while

at the University of California. Cali-

fornia has been his official home for

the last 27 years.

The Bibb's Part in

Sky Queen Rescue

Several weeks ago newspapers

headlined the greatest sea-air rescue

in our times, the crash-landing in

the North Atlantic of the American-

International Airways Bermuda Sky

Queen and the rescue of the 69 pas-

sengers and crew by the Coast

Guard cutter Bibb, skippered by

Captain Paul B. Cronk, USCG, skipper of

the Cutter Bibb, is well known to Pacific

Marine Review readers. During the war he

was Captain of the Port of San Francisco

1945.

Captain Paul B. Cronk, USCG, who,

with his heroic crew, effected a

clean sweep rescue, bringing all

aboard to safety.

When the Bermuda Sky Queen

took off from Foynes, Eire, for Bal-

timore, Md., she carried 62 passen-

gers and 7 crew members—over-

crowded at best. After she had been

airborne for 18 hours and 32 min-

utes on a flight scheduled for 17

hours, headwinds and gasoline short-

age had erased all chances of her

reaching her first stop at Argentia,

Newfoundland. The plane's captain,

Charles Martin, ex-U. S. Navy pilot,

decided while he still had gasoline

for almost three hours' flight, that

he would double back to the U. S.

Coast Guard cutter Bibb, which was

on station as a weather ship some

900 miles northeast of Newfound-

land. He found her, and safely land-

ed the Sky Queen against gale-driven

waves some 35 feet high and 100

feet from crest to crest.

Hovering near the Bibb, and ram-

ming her in the rough seas, rescue

work had to be delayed for seven

hours. Then, as the plane began to

leak, Cronk sent a message to the

Captain of the plane to ask for vol-

unteers. Three of the nine mer-

chant mariners aboard the plane

responded. They launched a rubber

raft from the plane and made the

original contact with the Bibb. Then

(Please turn to page 91
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Giles C. Stedman. now vice president

of United States Lines.

John A. Barthrop, general manager of

United States Lines' Pacific operations.

U.S. Lines West Coast

Executive Appointments

Rear Admiral Giles C. Stedman.

USNR, vice president of United

States Lines Operations, Inc., and

one of the nation's best known mer-

chant marine figures, has been ap-

pointed vice president of all U. S.

Lines' Pacific operations, with head-

quarters in San Francisco, it was

announced by John M. Franklin,

president of United States Lines.

At the same time. General Frank-

lin announced appointment of John

A. Barthrop as general manager of

the Company's Pacific operations in-

cluding the Pacific Coast of the

United States Lines.

In his new position. Admiral

Stedman will direct operations of U.

S. Lines' Atlantic Coast-Pacific sub-

sidiary, American Pioneer Line, and

the 'West Coast activities of its in-

tercoastal service, Panama Pacific

Line.

Former Commodore of the U. S.

Lines fleet, he has been in the

Orient since last April establishing

the company's offices in China and

the Philippines, with headquarters

in Manila.

Except for a tour of active duty

with the Na\7, Admiral Stedman

has been with U. S. Lines contin-

uously since 1922, and during the

25 years has become an outstanding

figure among American shipmasters.

During the war years he rendered

distinguished service in the Navy,

both at sea, as executive officer of

the U.S.S. "West Point, and during

four years at Kings Point, N. Y. In

the latter post he was in charge of

the planning, organization and ad-

ministration of the United States

Merchant Marine Academy, and as

commandant and superintendent

guided its development from a blue-

print to a nationally-recognized in-

stitution.

He is well-known on the Pacific

Coast, having commanded the

America on rwo voyages to San

Francisco and Los Angeles before

the war.

Mr. Barthrop, a native of Wash-
ington, was with the McCormick
Steamship Company at Seattle be-

fore the war and is well known in

shipping circles. During the war he

attained the rank of colonel and

served as superintendent of the

'Water Division of Seattle Port of

Embarkation and later as command-

ing officer of the Port of Manila. He
is a graduate of the University of

Washington.

He was appointed assistant Paci-

fic Coast general manager of U. S.

Lines last June, and prior to that he

was Pacific Coast freight traffic man-

ager.

Both men will make their head-

quarters in the new U. S. Lines of-

fices at 141 Battery Street, San Fran-

Cooper-Bessemer Elevates

Gehres and Boyer

Cooper Bessemer Corporation of

Mount 'Vernon. Ohio and Grove

City, Pa. announced the elevation of

H. A. Gehres and Ralph L. Boyer

recently.

Mr. Gehres has been named ex-

ecutive vice president by the Coop-

er-Bessemer Board of Directors and

Mr. Boyer's new title is vice presi-

dent and chief engineer.

Within the last three years, the

company's engineering division, un-

der the direction of these two men,

has come forward with a number of

major developments in the engine

and compressor-building field.

At top: A. Gehres. executive vice pres-

ident and director of engineering of

The Cooper-Bessemer Corporation.

Ralph L. Boyer. vice president and chief

engineer of The Cooper-Bessemer

Corporation.
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Left to right; C. F. McMahan, chemical supervisor, International Cementers, Inc.

Frank D. Smith, California Division manager. International Cementers, Inc.

International Cementers, Inc.,

Appointees

C. F. McMahan, now chemical

supervisor for International Cement-

ers, Inc., in southern California has

had intensive technical training and

vast experience necessary to handle

a large organiEation of specialists

familiar with all phases of chemical

cleaning. He was formerly with

Dowell Inc. For five years he was

a field engineer with I.C.I, before be-

coming Chemical Supervisor two

years ago.

Frank D. Smith, California divi-

sion manager for all I.C.I, chemical

services, has the difficult job of co-

ordinating the company's activities

in marine cleaning, industrial clean-

ing, oil well acidizing, plastic plug-

ging and oil well electric pilot serv-

ice, as well as the oil well cementing

work for which I.C.I, was created.

The firm offers a specially train-

ed staffs for marine chemical service

along with industrial chemical

cleaning. A fine line of equipment,

consisting of pump trucks and tank

trailers transport the specially com-

pounded solvents for each indi-

vidual cleaning operation for dock-

side service.

Charles E. Lowe Appointment

H. B. Hotchkiss has been appoint-

ed general manager of the Charles

E. Lowe Company, 1850 Steuart

Street, San Francisco, providing ma-
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rine and industrial equipment and

engineering service.

Hotchkiss has had a wide expe-

rience in the marine field. Before

joining the Lowe firm he was con-

nected with the Columbia Machine

Works at its Pier 20 operations.

Prior to chat, he was with the Kaiser

Shipyard organization for some six

years, as marine superintendent and

chief trial engineer at Yard 3. Pre-

vious to joining the Kaiser organi-

zation he was employed by the Mat-

son Navigation Company for some

ten years as marine engineer.

\ew Philadelphia Location

for Hyde Windlass Co.

Hyde Windlass Company, Bath,

Maine, ship machinery, propellers

and special machinery manufac-

turers, have announced new Phila-

delphia office location Room 607,

Bulletin Building, Juniper & Filbert

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. with William

H. Schultze in charge.

Dick Hughes Promotion

with Tubhs

The appointment of Dick Hughes

as San Francisco District Marine

Sales and Traffic representative for

the Tubbs Cordage Company was

announced recently by W. I. Ather-

ton, sales manager for this pioneer

Cordage manufacturing company.

In his new post Dick will be in

charge of sales of cordage products

to both the steamship and fishing

trade.

Dick has been Northern Califor-

nia representative for Tubbs since

1939 except for a three and one-

half year hitch in the Navy during

the war. Although still in his thir-

ties, Dick has been with the Tubbs

organization for over 20 years and

the experience which he has gained

through service in every department

of the company during these years

makes him exceptionally well quali-

fied for his new position.

In his new post Dick will make

his headquarters at the Tubbs home

office at 200 Bush Street, San Fran-

National Lead Appointment

W. C. Minsinger has been named

Industrial sales manager for the Pa-

cific Coast Branch of the National

Lead Company, according to an-

nouncement by J.
L. Caruth, Pacific

Coast manager for the company.

He succeeds K. C. Specht who has

been appointed Assistant Manager

of the company's Southern Califor-

nia division.

Since 1943, Minsinger has been

associated with the National Lead

Company in Portland where he is

well known in local shipping circles.

In this new position he will have

charge of the development and dis-

tribution of the company's line of

marine paints and protective coat-

ings for the entire Pacific Coast.

W. C. Minsinger
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CONVERTED BY 8S7WCE^S4t
The above statements appeared after the shipping news

editors of the newspapers noted inspected the Panama Line's S. S.

Ancon following her reconversion from a naval auxiliary by Beth-

lehem's Quincy Yard.

Accomplished with speed and economy, these results reflect

Bethlehem's unsurpassed combination of efficient management,

skilled craftsmanship, and complete and modern facilities for all

types of ship conversions, and ship repairs.

Customer satisfaction always is the keynote of the phrase

"Converted by Bethlehem."

SHIPBUILDING SHIP CONVERSIONS . . . SHIP REPAIRS

NAVAL ARCHITECTS and MARINE ENGINEERS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

NOVEMBER • 1947

SH/PBU/LO/NG YARDS
OUINCY YARD

Quincy. Mass.
STATEN ISLAND YARD

Staten Island. N. Y.
BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT

SHIPYARD, INC.
Sparrows Point. Md.

SAN FRANCISCO YARD
San Francisco. Calif.

BETHLEHEM-AUMEDA SHIPYARD, INC.
Alameda. Calif.

SAN PEDRO YARD
al Island. Calif.

SHIP KBPAIR YARDS
BOSTON HARBOR

Atlantic Yard
Simpson Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard
Hoboken Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard
Alameda Yard

SAN PEDRO HARBOR (PC
San Pedro Yard
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n E Ul S FLASHES

TANKER REPAIR PROGRAM
The withdrawal, under presidential direction, of 96 or more tankers from

lay-up fleets is already under way. Tankers in various stages of disrepair are

being delivered to shipyards for reconditioning, with the average cost estimated

at a quarter million dollars. Owned by the Maritime Commission, the tankers are
being allocated to various yards by the Navy, which is footing the bill.

Private companies will man and operate such of the vessels as are retained by
the United States.

*****
NAVY PATROL VESSELS OFFERED

A limited number of Navy Patrol Vessels of the Tuna Clipper design,
popularly known as the "YP", are available at a fixed price of $125,000 each.

The 700-ton Navy craft are 128 feet in length, with molded beam of 29 feet and
a 14-foot draft. There is capacity for 300 tons of refrigerated cargo, arrange-
ments for stowage following the tuna clipper pattern.

The vessels, with the exception of two which are located at the Naval
Base, Pearl Harbor, T. H. , are located at the Naval Repair Bases, San Diego
and San Pedro, California. The designation and location of available vessels
may be obtained from the Maritime Commission field offices or in Washington.
Application for permission to inspect should be made to the Commandant of the
Naval Bases where the vessels are located.

*****
HAVE WE NO CRUISE SHIPS?

A press release from Cunard White Star Line on October 26 announces the
Mauretania schedule for 5 cruises from New York through Caribbean ports through
the Canal Zone.

BETHLEHEM EXPANSION
Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation's new 50-ton electric steel-

making furnace - largest and most modern of its type on the West Coast - is

nearing completion at the company's Los Angeles Plant, according to an an-
nouncement by H. H. Fuller, President. It will virtually double the plant's
steel-producing capacity. Mr. Fuller also stated that modern heating facilities
for larger steel ingots which will be produced, have been installed, also a
new 32" blooming mill. In addition, he pointed out, "construction of a new wire
mill is now under way." The new wire mill is expected to be completed by the
end of the first half of 1948.

The total expansion program for Bethlehem Pacific to date shows over
$14,000,000 being spent in the Los Angeles area, approximately $1,000,000 in
the Bay Area and about $500,000 at the company's Seattle Plant.

*****
UNITED ENGINEERING BUYS TURNER MACHINERY COMPANY

Purchase of the Turner Machinery Company of San Francisco, manufacturers
of band sawing equipment, by United Engineering Company was announced jointly
by Commodore L. F. Small, president of United and W. B. Turner, president of

the Machinery company.

United will continue production and sales of Turner machines and dis-
tribution of other machinery lines represented by Turner.
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CLINTON CONSTRUCTION CO. IS LOW BIDDER ON
MISSION ROCK TERMINAL, SAN FRANCISCO

Clinton Construction Co. is the lowest bidder for substructure work on
Mission Rock terminal, offering to do the job for $2,367,500.

Engineers of the Board of State Harbor Commissioners have recommended that
the Harbor Commission accept the bid.

Harbor Commission engineers estimate that the total cost of the terminal
will be nearly $5,500,000.

MARTIN & TURNER COMPANY TAKES ON PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS

Martin & Turner Company of San Francisco has been appointed marine
finishes representative of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company in the San
Francisco and Wilmington areas, it was announced by W. J. Timberman, Jr.,

director of marine and aircraft sales for the Pittsburgh firm,

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION

Nine months' developments for 1947 summarize as follows:

Northern California Bay Region

264 expansions $ 61,600,000 212 expansions $ 58,221,500
385 new plants 51,486,025 507 new plants 37,453,900
649 projects $113,086,025 519 projects $ 95,675,400

San Francisco

69 expansions $ 10,391,200 2,305 new jobs
83 new plants 2,444.500 601 new jobs
152 projects $ 12,835,700 2,906 new jobs

Included in the above figures are the following, of special interest to

the Maritime industry:

Ed Heuck Company, S. E. corner of Beach and Jones Streets, San Francisco,

erecting new $360,000 - 65,000 square foot meat-processing plant (purveyers to

ships)

.

Paraff ine Companies, Inc.

,

Emeryville, complete construction of modern
research laboratories, as part of multi-million dollar expansion program.

*****
MORE SHIPYARDS TO BE HELD IN RESERVE STATUS

It is understood that the Navy's plans to hold in stand-by "reserve" 37

surplus wartime shipyards have been expanded so that the number of yards in

reserve is now 60. This will mean an increase of 200% over prewar capacity.

*****
THE PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT IS READY

The committee set up by President Truman to prepare a layman's report

on the Maritime industry has completed its work, and the report will be in his

hands by the time this is read. Whether the contents are disclosed to the

public in advance of submission to Congress is not known. It can be stated that

new ships are called for by the report. (The committee: A. T. Kellar, Marion

B. Folsom, Andrew W. Robertson, James B. Black, Vice Admiral Edward L.

Cochrane).

*****
NAVAL ARCHITECTS CONVENTION

The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers will hold its annual

convention in New York, November 12-15, with a big banquet on Friday evening,

the 14th.

*****
LUCKENBACH RESUMES INTER-COASTAL

The inter-coastal service of the Luckenbach Steamship Company, which was

suspended on account of labor difficulties, has been resumed.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
During the month of September, 17 new factories were established in Los

Angeles County with a total investment of |31,230,000, and creating 1,903 new

jobs for factory workers. Thirty-four exexisting plants were expanded'^ calling
for an additional investment of |1, 618, 500, and creating 438 new industrial
jobs.

Total investment in the 51 new and expanded units was $32,848,500 creat-
ing a total of 2,341 new jobs.

For the year to date, 169 new factories were established with a total
investment of $67,204,000, and creating 6,712 new jobs; 303 existing plants
were expanded, calling for an additional investment of $36,532,500, and creat-
ing 10,361 new industrial jobs.

Total investment for the year to date in the 472 new and expanded units
was $103,736,500, creating a total of 17,074 new jobs.

Included in the above figures are:

Columbia Steel Company has announced plants for constructing a cold re-
duction sheet steel mill in the Los Angeles area. It is anticipated that this
plant will cover 150 to 200 acres, cost $30,000,000 and employ about 1,500.

Pacific Can Company , headquarters in San Francisco, will construct a tin
can manufacturing plant at 4200 E. 26th St., in the Bandini district. Building
will contain about 52,500 sq. ft., and will cost in the neighborhood of

$500,000.

Savage Boat Works , 8616 S. San Pedro St., is constructing a building to

be used for offices and display. Company makes light-weight boats for fishing
and hunting.

U. S. Rubber Company has purchased 640 acres of land near Lancaster for
national tire testing headquarters.

WEST COAST SHIPYARDS BUSY

There is so much work available on the Pacific Coast, that certain ship-

yards are renting idle pier space for the "storage" of vessels until there is

room in their yards for the completion of the job.

ONE WEST COAST YARD'S CURRENT SCHEDULE

Vessel

SS MOBILUBE
USAT DAVID C. SHANKS
MV ALGORAB
USAT FRED C. AINSWORTH
SS W. H. BERG
MV SILVERGUAVA
SS MISSION SOLEDAD
SS NORWICH VICTORY
SS PECOS
SS STILLWATER
SS GEN. W. F. HASE
SS SPARROWS POINT
SS ESCAMBIA

Owners or Agents

Gen. Petroleum Corp.
U. S. Army Trans. Corps
Pillsbury & Martignoni
U. S. Army Trans. Corps
Standard Oil Co.

Kerr S. S. Co.

U. S. M. C.

American Hawaiian SS Co.

Pacific Tankers
Pacific Tankers
U. S. Army Trans. Corps
Richfield Oil Co.

U. S. M. C.

Remarks

Repair & Conversion
Conversion
Conversion & Engine Repair
Conversion
Drydock & Voyage Repair
Main Engine Repairs
Recommission
Rudder Damage
Tank Cleaning
Tank Cleaning
Feed Water Heater
Collision Damage Repairs
General Repairs

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND ALMOST READY

The American President Lines' President Cleveland will be completed in

December. Trials will be held first week of December with delivery scheduled

for about the 15th.

SUCCESS OF MARSHALL PLAN DEPENDS ON AMERICAN SHIPS

If the Marshall Plan goes into effect, all American Company-owned ships

will be required, and it is expected that an extension of the emergency powers

of the Maritime Commission for chartering to American citizens will have to be

extended.
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PORT OF
OAKLAND
ONE OF THE NATIONS GREAT SEA AND

AIR FACILITIES

FOR SUPERIOR AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE ROUTE YOUR WATER-BORNE SHIPMENTS VIA

OAKLAND MUNICIPAL TERMINALS
FOR YOUR AIR TRANSPORT NEEDS ALWAYS SPECIFY

OAKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
ADDRESS ALL INPUIRIES TO

BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES — GROVE STREET PIER — OAKLAND 7, CALIF.

President, CLAIRE V. GOODWIN; Vice Presidents, CLIFFORD D. ALLEN and STANLEY A. BURGRAFF;

Commissioners, DUDLEY W. FROST and JAMES F. GALLIANO; Port Manager, A. H. ABEL

tr^^^-"
f\^^3

Gt^s•

Lewis Carroll's famed pair,

"The Walrus and the Car-

penter," may not have mentioned FIBERGLAS. But you may

be sure that today, wherever ships are built . . . or repaired

... or reconditioned . . . FIBERGLAS is mentioned and

mentioned with mounting favor. For today FIBERGLAS
sails the Seven Seas in

Reefer Space Insulation

Cold Water Pipe Insulation

Sound Deadening Insulation

Electrical Insulation

Duct Insulation

Bulkhead Insulation

Electrical Panel Boards

Lagging Cloth and Topes

Reploceoble Air Filters

Fireproof Decorative Fabrics

for portieres and curtains

At your Regular Dealers . . . or call "^i?"^

WESTERN FIBERGLAS SUPPLY, LTD.
DlSTR/BUrORS

SAN FRANCISCO
739 Bryant Street

ENGINEIRS • CONTRACTORS
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WITH POPULATION AND INDUSTRY increasing

by leaps and bounds on the mainland side of San

Francisco Bay since the end of the war, the Port of

Oakland, one of the leading ports on the Pacific Coast,

is the maritime outlet for one of the fastest growing

industrial areas in the United States.

Preliminary figures compiled by Goverrmient sources

for the first postwar year of 1946 indicate that Oakland

harbor handled approximately one-fifth of all water-

bourne commerce in the San Francisco Bay area, an

increase of approximately 40 per cent over the average

amount of shipping handled from 1936 to 1941.

The Port of Oakland is ideally situated to serve this

expanded commerce and shipping. It is the terminus of

three transcontinental railroads, and the transcontinental

and coastal highway systems which radiate to all parts of

the Pacific Coast and the Western States. In its tributary

territories are the agricultural, industrial, and commercial

regions of north, central, and south central California,

including the great San Joaquin, Sacramento, and Santa

Clara Valleys. Through it also passes much of the trade

Oakland Board of Port Com-
missioners and members of

the administrative staff.

Seated, left to right: Com-
missioner James F. Galliano,

Commissioner Dudley W.
Frost, President Claire V.

Goodwin, and Vice Presidents

Clifford D. Allen and Stanley

A. Burgraff.

Standing, left to irght: Wal-
ter Breen, Chief Port Ac-
countant; Lloyd B. Hughes,
assistant port manager in

charge of operations; A. H.
Abel, port manager and chief

engineer; and W. Reginal
Jones, port attorney.

for Nevada, Utah, and the other States of America's great

western plateau country.

Operated and maintained by the City of Oakland,

acting through its Board of Port Commissioners, the Port

of Oakland also serves its sister cities of Berkeley, Ala-

meda, Emeryville, Piedmont, Albany, El Cerrito, Hay-

ward, San Leandro, and the communities of Southern

Alameda County, which have experienced a phenomenal
growth in population and industry since the war. The
present membership of the Board of Port Commissioners

comprises Claire V. Goodwin, president; Clifford D.

Allen and Stanley A. Burgraff, vice presidents, and Dud-
ley W. Frost and James F. Galliano, commissioners. A. H.

Abel is port manager and chief engineer.

Unlike many other ports, the Port of Oakland has

ample area in which to expand its present modern and
extensive facilities, and a Master Plan which will fill any
demands which may be placed upon it in the future.

Leading maritime authorities have pointed to it as the

eventual maritime center for the entire San Francisco

Bay area and all of Northern California.
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The Port area is roughly divided into the Outer, Mid-
dle, and Inner harbor sections.

The Outer Harbor, the section directly facing the

Golden Gate and lying berw-een the Oakland approach

to the great San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the

Southern Pacific pier, is the location of the big Oakland
Army Base, the operating center of the San Francisco

Port of Embarkation, and the Port of Oakland's Outer
Harbor Terminals, which were operated by the Army
during the war, but which are being gradually returned

to civilian trade and commerce. The Seventh Street and
Fourteenth Street units of these Outer Harbor Terminals

are modern steel and concrete terminal buildings, as well

as wharves and piers capable of handling all types of

ocean-going vessels in the coastal, intercoastal, and for-

eign trade. In this area also is an oil pier, the large plant

of the Albers Milling Company, and the establishments

of the General Petroleum Corporation, the Texas Com-
pany, Rosenberg Brothers. Libby, McNeill, and Libby.

American Brake Shoe Company, National Container Cor-

poration, Western Vegetable Oil Company, the Oakland
Bean Cleaning Company, and others.

The Middle Harbor, located between the Southern

Pacific Pier and the mouth of the Oakland estuary, is

now the location of the $100,000,000 Oakland Naval
Supply Center, one of the largest Naval supply facilities

of its kind in the world. The Navy selected the site

because of its ideal situation for any needs of peace and
war, and the land on which it stands was largely con-

tributed by the Board of Port Commissioners and the

City of Oakland to the Federal Government for this

purpose.

The Inner Harbor is an estuary nine miles in length

(approximately five miles of which is 800 to 1000 feet

wide), separating the cities of Oakland and Alameda,
and along which the Port of Oakland and private inter-

ests have many valuable harbor facilities, including on
the Oakland shoreline the shipyards of the Moore Dry
Dock Company, Howard Terminals, the Port of Oak-
land's Grove Street Terminal at the foot of Grove Street,

Ninth Avenue Terminal at the foot of Ninth Avenue,

and the Inland 'Waterways Terminal at the foot of 'Web-

ster street; the grain elevator and grain shipping facilities

of the Ralston-Purina Company, and many other harbor

installations.

The Port of Oakland's Grove Street Terminal com-
prises the Grove Street. Market Street, and Clay Street

Piers, and quay wall areas with a combined berthing

space of 3613 linear feet and transit shed area of 249,820

square feet. Oakland's wholesale and warehouse district,

a great many manufacturing, industrial, and commercial

concerns, and the downtown business district are within

a short distance.

The Port's Ninth Avenue Terminal, which is located

on Brooklyn Basin in the Estuary, is also in close prox-

imity to the business district, Lake Merritt, and the

central residential district. It is in the center of highly

industrialized area of manufacturing and allied concerns,

and like all the other terminals, has full rail and water

facilities. This terminal provides berthing space of 2278
linear feet, transit shed area of 91,000 square feet, and

open pier area of 320,220 square feet. It also includes

< Please turn to page 94)

Top: The Port o^ Oakland's Grove Street Pier on the inner harbor

along the Oakland Estuary.

Center: The Port of Oakland's Ninth Avenue Terminal with Lake

Merritt, and the Oakland business district in the background.

Bottom: The Port of Oakland's extremely valuable Outer Harbor

Area, on the mainland side of San Francisco Bay, facing the

Golden Gate. The approach to the San Francisco-Oakland Bay

Bridge is seen on the left, the Oakland Army Base, the Port of

Oakland's Outer Harbor Terminals, and in the right foreground

the Albers Milling plant and the approach to the Southern Pacific

pier.
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Water Transportation

is vital to industry. . .

.

POPE & TALBOT, INC.

Down through the years, water transportation has been the balancing fac-

tor in maintaining an equitable rate structure. Now, more than ever before,

traffic managers should plan a "fair proportion" of their shipments to go

via water thus assuring a well-balanced, over-all transportation system

that will expedite goods to their markets, at justifiable rates.

The fast, modern ships of Pope & Talbot Lines can serve you most ad-

vantageously over four trade routes. Write to have your name placed on

our mailing list to receive P&T sailing schedules.

POPE & TALBOT UNES fsi
PACIFIC COASTWISE SERVICE

PUERTO RICO SERVICE FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS
INTERCOASTAL SERVICE BETWEEN ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC PORTS

Offices and Termimtls
SEATTLE 4
TACOMA

PORTLAND 9

SAN FRANCISCO 4
OAKLAND 7

STOCKTON
LOS ANGELES 15

NEW YORK 6

PITTSBURGH 22
DETROIT 2

PHILADELPHIA 6

BALTIMORE 2

NORFOLK
SAN JUAN, P. R. 18

Foreign Agency-Offices
VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANAL ZONE
COLOMBIA
TRINIDAD
BRAZIL
URUGUAY
ARGENTINA

Rules of the Nautical Road

{Continued from page 68)

Stated in the other rules but which the mariner is re-

quired to observe under Article 29:

1. The keeping of a proper lookout.

2. Anchoring in a proper anchorage, not in a fairway.

3. Veering chain when at anchor, if necessary to avoid

collision.

4. Keeping a proper anchor watch.

5. Making certain that the vessel is properly manned
and steered.

6. Keeping a proper log.

7. Going at a slow speed when moving near piers

where damage may be done by her swell.

8. The using of a flare up light or detonating signal

to attract attention, if necessary.

9. Informing the Master immediately of any unusual

developments.

10. Carrying ballast in a light ship, so that she may
be handled well.

Pilot Rule 312.2

"Steam vessels are forbidden to use what has become
technically known among pilots as 'cross signals', that

is, answering one whistle with two, and answering two
whistles with one."

Note; This pilot rule was for many years held invalid

by the Courts. In 1940, however, the Supreme Court

reversed a long line of lower Court decisions, and the

rule was held valid. The proper procedure, in the event

of one vessel blowing an improper signal, is for the other

vessel to answer with the danger signal, stop, back if

necessary and exchange signals again, not proceeding

until signals have been agreed upon. It has become

quite common in some harbors for much smaller vessels

to either give way or agree to improper passing signals

when in a situation with a much larger vessel. Espe-

cially is this true in the case of harbor tugs meeting

ocean-going vessels. For example, a tug is approaching

an ocean liner on a crossing situation course, with the

mg being privileged. If the liner were to blow a 2 blast

signal, interpreted to mean, "I intend to hold course and

speed across your bow," there would be several answer-

ing signals the tug could blow:

( 1 ) A 1 blast signal, meaning "I refuse to grant

you permission to cross my bow and am holding on to

my rights by maintaining course and speed," is illegal

under the pilot rule above. The tug may be held at

fault if a collision results from her stubbornness in hold-

ing on.

(2) A 2 blast signal, agreeing to the maneuver pro-

posed by the liner, places the entire situation under the

rule of special circumstances, and therefore both vessels

are burdened. This means that the tug relinquishes her

rights as a privileged vessel.

(3) A 4 blast signal, followed by stopping her en-

gines, backing if necessary (blowing a 3 blast signal if

she does so), and not proceeding until the proper signals

have been exchanged. This is the correct procedure for

the tug to follow.

None of the above courses of action are likely to ap-

peal to the navigator who wishes to proceed on his way
without delay, maintaining his rights and yet following

the rules of the road. The obvious conclusion, there-

(Continued on next page)
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NEW FACILITY...

This new dual-control truck crane for heavy

duty work is another of the added advantages

of "America's Most Modern Port". The bulk-

loading conveyor, the modern transit sheds, new

acreage and piers are included in the expanding

facilities and streamlined operation. It means

you can count on Long Beach, California, as the

Port that will best help you meet your shipping

requirements.

fore, is that the smartest thing a privileged vessel can do

is get her 1 blast signal blown first.

Pilot Rule 312.3 (Paragraph l)

"The signals for passing, by the blowing of the whistle,

shall be given and answered by pilots, in compliance with

the rules in this part, not only when meeting "head and

head,' or nearly so, but at all times when the steam

vessels are in sight of each other, when passing or meet-

ing at a distance within half a mile of each other, and

whether passing to the starboard or port."

Note: The sound signals for Inland waters are called

"Passing Signals," because the one and two blast signals

must be exchanged and agreed upon before two steam

vessels can pass each other in any situation. Although

pilot rule 312.3 indicate the 1 and 2 blast signals as

being, under some conditions, course change signals,

numerous Court decisions, refuse to establish this mean-
ing. Therefore the meaning of the I-or-2-blast signal in

Inland waters has no positive connection with the actual

course of the vessel. Any connection between a one

blast signal and a change of course to starboard, or

between a two blast signal and a change of course to port

is merely a matter of coincidence. Passing signals are

changed between steam vessels under the following cir-

cumstances:

(

1

) The vessels must be within sight of each other.

This means that passing signals are not exchanged in

fog or other periods of low visibility unless the vessels

can actually see each other.

(2) Whenever passing within a distance of one half

a mile. This does not mean that vessels must wait until

they are one half a mile apart before exchanging signals;

it only means that vessels can never pass that close to

each other uithoiit exchanging signals.

( 3 ) In sufficient time to avoid collision.

These passing signals are exchanged between steam

vessels only. It is not necessary for a steam vessel to

use the one or two blast signals when maneuvering to

avoid a sailing vessel in Inland waters. The 3 blast signal

has been interpreted as having the same meaning as it

does under the International rules; that is, three short

blasts should also be sounded by any vessel having stern-

way upon her to indicate that fact to an approaching

vessel. It is of course blown only when vessels are in

sight of one another. The 4 blast signal, or "Danger
Signal ' as it is called, is an Inland waters signal only,

and has no legal meaning on the high seas. This signal,

unlike the other whistle signals, may be used in fog. A
common saying among seamen in "Whenever in doubt,

blow the danger signal."

BOOK REVIEIV

THE MODERN GAS TURBINE, SECOND ( 1947)
EDITION, including JET PROPULSION: by R. Tom
Sawyer, engineer, Diesel Equipment, American Locomo-
tive Company; published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. Price

S4.00; 224 pages; 6I4" x 9V4".

This valuable book, which brings together a tremen-
dous wealth of useful information on the modern gas
turbine and its varied uses as a supercharger and prime
mover, including revised and the latest data on jet pro-

pulsion, is probably the most important contribution to

the literature in the field in recent years.
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The Maintenance and Repair

of Army Vessels

[Continued from page 41)

spection & Survey, Planning, and Procurement Division.

5. It will be the responsibility of the assigned planner

to arrive at a price agreement with the contractor at the

earliest possible time, to avoid delay in closing out the

contract within a reasonable time after the vessel leaves

the contractor's yard. When the contract is completed by

the shipyard, the planner wiU assemble the field orders

into an addition to the basic specifications. The cost and

expenditure group will fill out Form 1801 giving the

Contracting Officer a breakdown price of each item. A
copy is forwarded to OCT, Attention; Water Transport

Service, Maintenance and Repair Branch.

6. The leading inspector and his team of inspectors,

together with such specialist inspectors as may be neces-

sary, will be responsible for seeing that all work accom-

plished by a contractor, is done in accordance with Army
specifications and is done in a practical and workmanlike

rnanner in accordance with the best marine engineering

practice.

7. As soon as a repair job is completed it will be the

duty of the leading inspector, in conjunction with other

members of his team, to prepare a written completion

report showing the status of all items in the basic specifi-

cation, and field orders.

All repair costs are analyzed for each vessel for each

voyage and are compared on a basis of cost per mile

steamed. Repair costs on vessels in different classes are

compared on a basis of 1000 horsepower per mile. This

provides a means for comparison between the different

vessels in each class and between the various classes of

vessels operated by the Army.
The following repair costs are based on the operation

of all vessels since they were acquired by the Army:
Total Total Engine Boilers Auxiliarys

Class Cost/Mi 1000 HP/Mi Mile Mile Mile

P2T.E. 68.6c 3.3c 11.6c 24.2c 32.7c

P2G.T. 52.4c 3.0c 6.7c l4.1c 31.6c

C4 62.9c 6.9c 5.1c 14.0c 43.7c

C-1 70.4c 17.6c 5.9c 17.4c 47.0c

Conversions

In addition to accomplishing the normal voyage repair

work, the vessel Engineering Branch prepares plans and
specifications for the conversion of Army vessels from
one class to another and for purposes of modernization

and compliance with Coast Guard safety-at-sea regula-

tions. The Inspection Section is responsible for the in-

spection of this conversion work to assure compliance

with specification of plans.

One member of the Planning Section carries the re-

sponsibility for repairs and maintenance on all small

craft, harbor tugs and ferry boats together with the issu-

ance of job orders to the Marine Repair Shops.

Certain qualified specialists under the direction of the

Superintending Marine Engineer are continually carry-

ing on experimental work to determine the application

and economy of many commercial products, such as fuel

oil treatment, refractory coatings for boilers, fuel and
lubricating oil analyses, and engineering materials in

general.

The Superintending Marine Engineer has four "assist-

ants to the Superintending Engineer " whose duties con-

sist of interviewing all applicants for positions in the

engine departments of Army vessels to determine their

experience and capabilities with a view to obtaining the

services of thoroughly experienced, sober and reliable

personnel. These assistants also personally visit all vessels

in port, interview the engineering staff and discuss their

operating problems. Where operating difficulties are ex-

perienced and solutions can be found, directives are pre-

pared and issued to all other vessels of the same class in

the fleet, advising the Chief Engineer of the trouble, and

the remedy, thus helping him to avoid similar troubles.

Economic Considerations of Pacific Coast

— lilortii Atlantic Cargo Trades

(Continued from page 34)

should be limited since the loss of cargo cubic due to

pallets may amount to 12 per cent. Another solution to

stowing packaged cargo in the wings would be to use

portable conveyors with ramps.

In order to decrease the loading time, a light metal,

portable dunnage should be designed. This should be of

a collapsible type that could be erected easily.

Cargo claims are excessive due to pilferage, paper box

crating, and glass breakage. The use of large containers,

of a collapsible metal construction, should be used for

higher value cargo. These containers will decrease cargo

claims, and minimize dock checking and the number of

shipping marks.

Panama Canal tolls per ton of cargo can be decreased

by "fitting the vessel" to the Panama Canal Rules. That

is to say, the Panama net tonnage could be less for a

modified C-3 vessel.

Any study of economical water transportation must
include an investigation into pier facilities. Many New
York piers were designed for horse-drawn vehicles, for

example. An investigation into pier improvements is

now being made. Modern developments in ships can

only be carried to a certain stage, whereupon the piers

must be refitted to work in conjunction with those ships.

Many solutions have been proposed and it is imperative

that the steamship companies meet the challenge of sur-

vival. They are today faced with a problem that can only

be solved by ardent planning of their ships and pier

facilities.

BOOK REVIEW

THE SHIPS MEDICINE CHEST AND FIRST AID
AT SEA.

This edition, which has been revised by the United
States Public Health Service and the War Shipping

Administration, is published for the information and
guidance of the master and other licensed and cer-

tificated crew members who may be directly or indi-

rectly responsible for the administration of emergency
treatment at sea on vessels which do not carry a physician.

In this volume are described in simple non-technical

language the diseases and medical emergencies most
commonly encountered at sea, the symptoms by which
they are determined, directions for first aid, and for

follow-up of prolonged emergency treatment.

This book has been adopted by the U. S. Coast Guard
and the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey as the official

standard for use on ships and at shore stations where no
medical officer is available. It has been included as a

textbook in the schools and academies of the U. S.

Merchant Marine Cadet Corps, the state Maritime Acade-

mies of California, Maine, Massachusetts, New York and

Pennsylvania, and at U. S. Maritime Service officer candi-

date schools.

It is sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-

ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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The Bibbs Part in

Sky Queen Rescue

(
Continued from page 78)

the cutter laid down oil slicks,

launched a 15-man raft, and maneu-

vered it up to the plane, loaded it

and got it out to open waters, where

a small boat pulled passengers

aboard. Three loads were success-

ful, but the fourth trip—with 16

aboard the raft—went badly. The
raft was swamped; a motor launch

which managed to get the people

aboard was hit by a wave which

killed its engine. Captain Cronk
took the Bibb over to the swamped
launch as the passengers were

washed out of it, and seamen leaped

into the water for them while others

reached out from life nets over the

cutter's side to haul them to safety.

During the tense night the Sky

Queen was blown 60 miles while

the Bibb made a lee, keeping her

searchlights on the plunging plane,

and waiting. There were 24 men
and one woman aboard. The flying

boat's hull stayed intact and in the

morning, with the wind abating, the

last of the passengers and crew were

safely taken off. The cutter riddled

the Sky Queen with gunfire, stood

by till she burned and sank, and then

turned home for Boston, arriving

four days later with a broom tied to

her mast, signifying a clean-sweep

rescue.

United Seaman's Service

Close Domestic Ports

United Seamen's Service will dis-

continue all domestic services by

the end of the year and will proceed

to operate only a small number of

overseas facilities in the busiest

ports of the world. Under this plan

all services of the USS will be dis-

continued by the middle of 1948

unless adequate funds are forthcom-

ing for its continuance.

As of the present time United

Seamen's Service is operating in

eight domestic ports and 20 over-

seas ports. Under the plan of grad-

ual restriction of services it is plan-

ned to operate possibly 1 1 overseas

facilities during the first half of

1948.

Lack of financial support to con-

tinue the entire existing program
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was given as a reason for this action.

United Seamen's Service was started

during the war and during the five

years it has been in existence has

expended a total of more than 25

million dollars. During the war its

contributions from the 'War Fund
were second only to the USO.

STATEMENT OF THE OXXTMERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED
BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND
JULY 2, 1946

Of PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW, published

monthly at San Francisco, California, for Sep-

tember 11, 1947, State of California, County
of San Francisco.

Before me. a Notary in and for the State

and county aforesaid, personally appeared B. N.
DcRochie, who, having been duly sworn ac-

cording to law, deposes and says that he is the

Business Manager of the Pacific Marine Review

and that the following is, to the best of his

linowledge and belief, a true statement of the

ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above

caption, required by the aa of August 24,

1912, as amended by the acts of March 3,

1933, and July 2, 1946 (section 53'', Postal

Laws and Regulations), printed on the reverse

of this form, to wit;

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, managing editor, and business

managers are:

Publisher, JAMES S. MINES PUBLISHING
CO.. 500 Sansome St.. San Francisco 11,

Calif.

Editor, T. DOUGLAS MacMULLEN, 500
Sansome St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

Business manager, B. N. DeROCHIE, 500
Sansome St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a cor-

poration, its name and address must be stated

and also immediately thereunder the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding

one percent or more of total amount of stock.

If not owned by a corporation, the names and
addresses of the individual owners must be

given. If owned by a firm, company, or other

unincorporated concern, its name and address,

as well as those of each individual member,
must be given.

)

JAMES S HINES, 500 Sansome St., Sao
Francisco i 1 . Calif.

MARY G HINES. 500 Sansome St.. San
Francisco 1 1 . Calif.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,

and other security holders owning or holding

I percent or more of total amount of bonds,

mortgages, or other securities are: (If there

are none, so state.

)

None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giv-

ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the

list of stockholders and security holders as they

appear upon the books of the company but

also, in cases where the stockholder or security

holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the

name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also that the

said two paragraphs contain statements embrac-
ing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not

appear upon the books of the company as

trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity

other than that of a bona fide owner; and this

affiant has no reason to believe that any other

person, association, or corporation has any in-

terest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,

or other securities than as so stated by him.
B. N. DeROCHIE,

Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1 1th

day of September, 1947

EDITH VIA.
(Seal) Notary Public in and for the City

and County of San Francisco, State

of California.

(My commission expires September 3, 1948.)
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INSTRUMENT

-KREPAIRING
-K CALIBRATING
-KREBUILDING
M ENGINEERING
-^SERVICING

T^

GAUGES
Pressure; Vacuum; Draft; Incline;

Tank; Absolute Pressure; Indicat-

ing; Recording; Manometers

THERMOMETERS
Industrial; Dial; Recording; Test

RECORDERS
Temperature; Pressure

CONTROLLERS
Temperature; Pressure; Liquid

Level; Automatic

VALVES
Temperature; Motor; Solenoid

METERS
Water; Oil; Gasoline; Flow

MANOMETERS

PYROMETERS

TACHOMETERS

ENGINE INDICATORS

REVOLUTION COUNTERS

Inquiries on instrument problems

invited.

All jobs given prompt attention.

All work guaranteed.

Reasonable Prices.

PACIFIC COAST
INSTRUMENT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED

246 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 5. CALIF.
TELEPHONE SUTTER 2131

KEEP POSTED

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

At top: Palme

Below: The fin

Shile Company heavy-duty
die truck.

's all metal four-way pallet.

\m Palmer-Shile Products

For Marine Field

A new heavy duty die truck has

just been announced by the Palmer-

Shile Company, Detroit, Michigan.

This new die truck is especially de-

signed for high production shops

and factories where heavy dies,

stampings, forgings, jigs or fixtures

are continually moved from one lo-

cation to another. Roller conveyors

can be put on the bed of the truck

to facilitate materials handling. The
truck in the illustration is rated at

eight tons.

The new four-way, single-face, aU

steel pallet is constructed of special

corrugated rolled steel, welded

throughout for rigidity and endur-

ance. Built with beveled edges on

two sides to permit trucks to ride

over easily. Special rolled channel

steel face—with center brace for

extra weight loads. Designed for

use with power lift and hand trucks.

Chemical Cleaners For

Marine Use
Sumco Products, Inc., Brooklyn,

N. Y., manufacturers of chemical

cleaners for industrial and marine

purposes, announces that arrange-

ments have been consummated re-

cently for adding new sales and serv-

ice agents well known in their re-

spective territories.

On the Pacific Coast, Messrs. H.

E. and David L. D. Shaw of Boiler

Engineering and Supply Co., 3630

N. W. Front Avenue, Portland, will

service Oregon. In Seattle and the

state of Washington, Messrs. Robert

and Frank McMahon of the Power

Engineering Supply Co., 308 Pre-

fontaine Building, Seattle, will han-

dle Sumco Products, A. F. Devote,

of Harbor Supply Company will

service the San Francisco bay area

and Northern California. Arthur

Pegg, directing the Sumco Service

Agency in San Pedro, will continue

to serve the area.

Ets-Hokin and Galvan

Radio-Telephone

The Canadian Gulf Lines decided

they wanted an EHG Radiotele-

phone on their Powell River, but

they did not want the installatipn

to cause any delay in their schedules.

Ets-Hokin & Galvan had the an-

swer: The power supply and cables

were installed by the EH&G Wil-

mington shop, and the final installa-

tion, tuning, and testing was finish-

ed by the San Francisco shop. The
Powell River thus got a fast instal-

lation without delay in her sailing

dates.

Pictured is Harry B. Allen, EH&G
sales representative, beside the pow-

erful 100-watt, 10 channel unit.

This radiotelephone is designed for

larger ships, and on the Powell

River, San Pedro and Seattle were

loud and clear during the tests from

dockside in San Francisco Bay.

EHG radiotelephones are also avail-

able in 10, 25 and 65 watts.

Harry B. Allen of Ets Hokin t Galvan
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DO YOU KNOW . . . that

there are approximately
250,000 "unknown cases" of

tuberculosis?

. . . that TB still kills more
Americans between 15 and 44

than any other disease?

. . . that the surest way to

discover TB and check its

spread is the chest X-ray?

. . . that your Christmas

Seal money buys X-ray units

and makes possible mass ex-

amination?
PLEASE, send in your con-

tribution today.

,in\as

FITLER
LUBRICORE

There is but one genuine

"LUBRICORE"
Self-Lubricating Rope made and

placed on the market by FITLER,

patented by FITLER and easily

identified as a FITLER product

by the Self - Lubricating

"Green Yarn Center"

Insist on "LUBRICORE"—Be-

ware of imitations— Don't

accept substitutes. Ask for

"LUBRICORE", the Self-Lubri-

cating Green Yarn Center Pure

Manila Rope made by FITLER.

The [dwin H. Filler Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY

ROPE SINCE 1804

General Quick Aid

Fire Guards

The General Pacific Corporation,

only Western manufacturer of Un-
derwriters' approved fire extin-

guishers and safety equipment, an-

nounce a name change for their

line of fire equipment. The new

name is General Quick Aid Fire

Guards.

Five types of extinguishers are

included in the Quick Aid Fire

Guard line; Vaporizing liquid, car-

bon dioxide, foam, soda-acid, and

non-freeze ( Hi-Test soda acid and

foam). Each is a rapid, efficient

fire-fighter.

Quick Aid Fire Guards are efifec-

tive for both home and industrial

use, for they will extinguish fires

caused by oil, gasoline, chemical,

textiles, paper, grease, wood, or elec-

trical equipment.

Directions for the use of each

type extinguisher are clearly en-

graved and simply stated on each

Quick Aid Fire Guard.

The General Pacific Corporation,

an affiliate of The General Detroit

Corporation, maintains offices in

principal cities throughout the

West.

General Quick Aid Fire Guards.

BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING

1

Brickseol becomes flint

hard as it cools —
protects walls from
dama9e.

APPLIED LIKE PAINT-Brickseal, a com-

bination of high fusion clays and

metal oxides, protects refractories . . .

preserves brickwork . . . prevents crack-

ing, spoiling and flame abrasion.

When heated, Brickseal deeply pene-

trates the pores and joints of the bricks

and forms a highly glazed ceramic coating

for refractory walls.

Brickseal is also used as a bonding

material; it produces a tight brick-to-brick

joint and welds the wall into one solid:

unit. Write for illustrated booklet; ask

for a demonstration,

Brickseal is semi-plas-
tic when hot allowinq
it to expand and con-
tract with the furnace

WHEN
HOT

Radar Reflector

The U. S. Coast Guard has an-

nounced the development of an ex-

perimental "radar reflector" which
can enable ships with radar to spot

buoys at up to twice the present

distance and in heavy fog. The de-

vice, designed to fit on ordinary

buoys, will give a much stronger

echo to radar beams and make a

buoy visible to radar-equipped ships

up to ten miles away.

BRICKSEAL
REFRACTORY COATING
S800 S. Hoover St., Los Angeles, Calif.

1029 Clinton St., Hobolien. N. J.
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Port of Oakland hpands

{Continued from page 87)

an adjacent area which is utilized for the handling of

lumber and other bulk commodities.

Among the other Port facilities along the Inner Harbor

the Inland Waterways Terminal at the foot of Webster

Street has berthing space of 929 linear feet for jobbers

supplying California interior and provides shippers with

a means of having their products trans-shipped on ocean-

going vessels. Fishermens' Pier at the foot of Franklin

Street maintains a colorful dining room, in addition to a

fish market, while Planters Dock at the foot of Broadway

is one of the leading dining places of the region with an

authentic South Sea atmosphere. Two smaller municipal

piers at Livingston and Dennison Streets and the Oak-

land Yacht Harbor at the foot of Nineteenth Avenue are

also Port facilities.

The upper, or eastern end of the Estuary is an artificial

tidal canal connecting the Estuary with a natural basin,

known as San Leandro Bay, which has a direct outlet to

San Francisco Bay by means of the channel of the Bay
Farm Island Bridge. Within this area the Board of Port

Commissioners plans eventually to provide another large

shipping terminal development supported by a large

industrial area which is to be reclaimed within the near

future.

Between the southern shore of San Leandro Bay and

the waters of San Francisco Bay proper is located the

Oakland Municipal Airport, also administered by the

Board of Port Commissioners, which will also eventually

be integrated into a sea-air-rail combination with the

projected San Leandro Bay harbor development.

The Port of Oakland also has a total area of 1540 acres

in the North Harbor area, north of and adjacent to the

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and fronting on San

Francisco Bay, on which it is eventually planned to de-

velop a terminal which will care for the augmented com-
merce and foreign trade of the future by ultimately

providing berthing space for 90 large vessels. The first

step in this development, which will be undertaken as

needs demand, will consist of dredging, construction of

a unit of piers, and related facilities.

All the offshore shipping facilities constructed by the

Board of Port Commissioners are of steel and concrete

construction, equipped with automatic sprinklers for fire

protection, which provide shippers with maximum safety

for their cargo and low insurance rates. The transit sheds

are provided with ample ramps so that there is free

circulation within the transit sheds for trucks, thereby

reducing congestion to a minimum. Railroad tracks are

provided on wide aprons at shipside as well as alongside

platforms in the rear of the transit sheds thereby facili-

tating the handling of cargo between ships and rail car-

riers with maximum speed and efficiency.

The Port of Oakland has available large areas of indus-

trial property, situated near the harbor installations, or

immediately adjacent to them, which are excellent for

concerns and large industrial plants which depend on
waterborne transportation for the movement of their

products or commodities.

^J^eadauartefA at the .^J^arbor 1

^
COFFIN PUMPS

THE GARLOCK
PACKING CO.

"On D«ek onrf Isfow"

I cci ic r>n ) Prutur* Regulating Valvti
LESLIE CO. ( "Tyfon" WhUtl«
ATLAS MARINE PAINTS

MARINE ELECTROLYSIS ELIMINATOR
CORP.

NEW YORK BELTING and PACKING
CO.—Air, Fir*, Water and Steam

Hose

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT CO.

TUBES CORDAGE COMPANY
J i L STEEL CORPORATION, Wire Rope

OXI CORPORATION
DIAMOND POWER CORP.

KOMUL Anti-Corrotive Coating

PAXTON MITCHELL Metallic Packing

ENSIGN Products

J. M. CosTELLO Supply Co.
MARINE SPECIALTIES
221 No. Avalon Blvd., Wilmington, Calif. Phone Terminal 47291

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service to Catalina

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS
TUGBOAT OFFICE: Bcrtli 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 636-56J

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Member — Xmerican Waterways Operafors

Copra Handling

To expedite the handling of copra

and other vegetable oil bearing prod-

ucts, the Port has ample Sutorbilt bulk

handling equipment capable of dis-

charging bulk cargo directly from ves-

sels into railroad cars, trucks, or bins

within the transit sheds. This equip-

ment is diesel-powered and mobile, and
can be moved as complete units from
one terminal facility to another so as to

accommodate the needs of all Port

facilities.

The Oakland Municipal Terminals

are served by leading foreign, inter-

coastal, and coastwise lines, and are

capable of caring for any and all types

of cargo. Their ideal relationship to all

forms of transportation makes them
centers of trade and commerce destined

to and from the Bay area and the Port's

tributary region.

The Oakland and East Bay area it-

self has become generally recognized as

the most favorable location for low

cost distribution. For years the main-

land side of San Francisco Bay has been

noted for its wide variety of nearby and
readily accessible sources of materials,

a fact that has been recognized by in-

dustry generally throughout the Nation

during and since the war. Nowhere
else has industrial growth been so rapid

or so stable and permanent as in the

Oakland and East Bay region since V-J
Day.
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FEDERAL
MARINE
PAINTS

Federal takes care of all your painting

needs. There are Federal paints for the

interiors of your ships . . . paints and

protective compositions for your decks

and hulls . . . there is a Federal product

for every use aboard ship . . . from keel

to truck.

We /nv/fe you fo consu/t w/fh fhe Federal ageni in

your diitrict when you ore planning

your next painting job.

ON THE PACIFIC COAST:

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
A. T. B. Shiels

108 West Lee Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

Pillsbury & Martignonl

Mills BIdg. EXbrook 3302

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON LONG BEACH, CALIF.

States Steamship Co. Standard Marine Paint Co.

1010 Washington St. IS45 West Anaheim Blvd.

A. J. Chalmers

Agents and Sfoclts in all the Principal Forts

Anti-Fouling

Anti-Corrosive

Boottopping

Cabin Paints

Deck Paints

Deck House Paints

Hold Paints

Red Lead (Mixed)

Smoke Stack Paints

Topside Paints

The Federal Paint
Company, Inc.
33 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.

No matter what today's industrial research

brings forth in increased speeds, no matter

what a product-hungry nation calls for in

increased needs, hoary traditions of the sea,

born in a harsher era, are still perpetuated.

Traditions of sound design, unerring craftsman-

ship, absolute dependability, will always be
paramount with us.

H. S. Getty & Co., Inc., has been creating

fine marine joiner hardware for a quarter of

a century; products proven in performance

year after year. Skill born of experience is

reflected in the quality and integrity engineered

into every item which bears the Getty name.

Only a few representative samples of the

complete Getty line of marine joiner hardware

can be shown here; but Getty quality continues

to be a basic ingredient of every Getty product.

Getty has consistently produced marine

hardware with the highest standards of quality

through wartime and peacetime. In peace, as

in war, danger soils ever with the men who
man the ships; their security must be dependent

upon nothing less than the best.

H. S.GETTY& CO.

3350 N. 10th St, Phila. 40, Pa.

Repreienfof/vei

Ralston R. Cunningham Co., Inc. . . 73 Columbia St., Seattle 4, V/osh.
George S. Ucy Co. .... 25 California St.. San Francisco II, Cal.

526 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, California
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For Your Precision Job

We have every facility to do the work better

. . . our own heat-treating equipment Immediately

adjoins our tool room . . . large furnace (left) is

adapted to the carborizing and heat treating of a

large variety of products. . . . This gas unit is

equipped with automatic temperature control . . .

after machining, wrist pins, gears, cams, reamers,

cutters and other tools are carburized or surface

hardened before grinding.

Complete 100-page book in color, showing facilities,

upon request.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
AND DRY DOCK CORP.

GArfield 1-6168

Executive Offices

1100 SANSOME STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

Centrifugal Refrigeration System

(Continued from page 55)

composed to closely-spaced blades which result in a

series of throttling processes which discourage the flow

of gas due to the tendency of the gas to expand in the

constricted space.

Impellers are usually solidly keyed to the shaft which
is designed so that the critical speed is well outside of

the operating speed range. Impellers and shaft assemblies

are statically and dynamically balanced to insure vibra-

tion free operation.

The number and diameter of the impellers required

depend on the total compression ratio, the density of the

gas, and the permissible peripheral speed of the wheel.

Rotative speeds of compressors for refrigeration service

vary from 3000 rpm to 8000 rpm and peripheral speeds

of the impellers from 400 to 600 feet per second. Com-
pressors are in use with 1, 2, 3 and 4 sets of impellers.

Compressors which are not designed for direct con-

nected motor drive must be provided with seals at the

point where the shaft emerges from the housing in otder

to prevent the outward leakage of refrigerant and the in-

ward leakage of air and water vapor. Design details vary

with the different manufacturers but the seal consists

essentially of an oil film maintained between two rotating

surfaces.

Centrifugal compressors for refrigeration setvice are

force feed lubricated, being provided with an oil pump
driven from the compressor shaft.

One of the advantages of centrifugal compressors is

that no internal lubiication is needed since there are no

rubbing parts. Therefore no oil is carried into the con-

denser and cooler and surface contamination of the heat

transfer surface is avoided. This results in the mainte-

nance of continued high operating efficiency. The only

place at which oil is introduced into the system is at

the compressor bearings so means must be provided

in the bearing design to prevent the lubricating oil from
flowing along the shaft and entering the gas stream.

This is usually accomplished by labyrinths and slingers

to throw the oil from the shaft where it is collected in

pockets in the bearinigs and returned to the oil reservoir.

The condenser is of the conventional shell and tube

design with water flowing through the tubes and the re-

frigerant contained in the shell. Because of the large gas

volume circulated as compared to the size of the shell,

care must be taken to distribute the gas to all parts of

the condenser. The condenser must also be equipped

with a non-turbulent area for the collection of air and

non-condensable gases so that these gases which are re-

moved by the purge and refrigerant recovery system

contain a minimum of refrigerant vapor.

The evaporator is also of the shell and tube design

with water or brine flowing through the tubes and refrig-

erant contained in the shell. Because of the large gas

volume liberated in the evaporator the boiling action of

the refrigerant is quite violent and the possibility for

liquid entrainment in the gas very good. Therefore, means
must be provided within the evaporator for the elimina-

tion of entrained liquid. It is also necessary to provide a

(Please turn to page 100)
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST

SHIP
DISMANTLERS

*v

^

LIBERTY SHIP EQUIPMENT

• MAIN ENGINES
• BOILERS
• CONDENSERS
• WINCHES
• TAILSHAFT
• PROPELLER
• STEERING ENGINE
• REFRIGERATION
• WINDLASS
• EVAPORATOR

C • PUMPS — MAIN CIRCULATING:
^1^

L FUEL OIL TRANSFER: BALLAST; FIRE AND ,

L BILGE: FUEL OIL SERVICE.
^

¥ MANY OTHER ITEMS OF LIBERTY SHIP EQUIPMENT. H

DIESEL GENERATORS
20 KW 120V DC 30 HP GM 2 cyl. 1200 RPM.

100 KW 3/60/'450AC 150 HP GM 3 cyl. 1200 RPM.

200 KW 3/60/450AC 450 HP GM 8 cyl. 1200 RPM.

1200 KW 525V DC 1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL ENGINES
225 HP GM 2100 RPM 6 cyl.

1800 HP Fairbanks-Morse 800 RPM 10 cyl. O.P.

1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL CARGO VESSELS
HOO Gross Tons, L.S.T.: 900 Gross Tons, L.S.M.; 400 Gross Tons, L.C.I.

REPRESENTATIVES FOR: BALDT ANCHOR & CHAIN CO.

CHESTER. PA.

NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS OF
MARINE EQUIPMENT

Attractively Priced Immediate Delivery

PHONE WIRE WRITE

NATIONAL

METAL&STEELCORP.
Dept. F, Terminal Island, Calif.

Los Angeles: NEvada 6-2571

Cable: NACOR

because

ATLAS knows

the marine painf field

ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
LOS ANGELES • 1922 East Gage Ave, Phone Kimball 62M
SAN FRANCISCO • 201 First St , Phone EXbrook 3092

SEATTLE • Maritime Pacific Supply Co, 1917 First Ave, Phone ELiot 1461

WILMINGTON • 225 No Avalon Blvd., Phone TErminal 4-3215

GALVESTON and HOUSTON, TEXAS • Galveston Ship Supply Co.

MOBILE, ALABAMA • Seaboard Supply Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA • GuK Engineering Co , Inc.
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San Diego Marine
Agency, taken Sep-
tember 2, 1947.

R, Raphael, division

inager, Siiell Oil Com-
pany, Los Angeles,

Shell Modernizes San Diego Marine Facilities

J' HE OPENING OF THE NEWLY-MODERNIZED
1 SHELL OIL COMPANY, Incorporated, marine dock

in San Diego Harbor was recently announced by E. R.

Raphael, Southern California Division manager.

This dock, located at the foot of Crosby Street, just

north of the U. S. Navy Destroyer Base and adjacent to

the major canneries and shipyards, is in the most ad-

vantageous location in the harbor from the standpoint

of convenience to the commercial fishing fleet, Mr.

Raphael said.

Former facilities consisted of a wharf 286 feet long

with a workable area of 102 feet in length by 24 feet in

width, having an approach of 184 by 16 feet, a 40 by 20

foot float, and a small office. Dispensing equipment con-

sisted of four diesel fuel and three gasoline meters.

Modernization of facilities included the widening of

the existing dock area by 16 feet and an additional 150

by 40 feet added to the present length, giving a working

area more than 5 times as large as formerly, this addition-

al length extends the dock facilities into deeper water

which allows Shell to give simultaneous service to four of

the largest tuna clippers now in service.

The existing float was modernized and moved 25 feet

outboard into deeper water. A combination office, pack-

age and broken-barrel storage was constructed. Rest-

rooms and a shower were installed for the exclusive use

of crew members.

To further facilitate the working arrangement, a bar-

rel storage area was provided by adding an 8-foot strip

along 100 feet of the dock approach. This accommodates

250 drums of marine lubricants.

In order to prevent the possibility of a fuel shortage

during the tuna season, a 5400-barrel diesel tank was

erected on tidelands property. This being a dredge-filled

area, it required a pile and concrete foundation. A fire

wall was added, with arrangements made for a later addi-

tion of three 5400-barrel tanks and miscellaneous storage.

New dispensing and pumping facilities having a capa-

city of 36,000 gallons of diesel fuel per hour have been

installed which will enable Shell to fuel the largest

tuna clippers in two to three hours where formerly it

took ten to twelve hours to lift the same amount of fuel.

Ten three-inch meters are provided for diesel fuel

in the working area of the dock. Each meter will handle

300 gallons per minute and the fuel flow, after passing

through the meter, is split into two 2-inch outlets to serv-

ice the vessel.

This gives a total of twenty fueling nozzles on diesel

fuel. Seven meters and outlets are provided for gasoline

service. Meters for gasoline, diesel fuel and water are

clustered and arranged in such order that all craft tying

to the dock are covered with from two to four meter

outlets.

Pipe lines are laid in a trench along one side of the

dock, with removable deck covers for protection while

enabling ease and accessibility for painting and main-

tenance.

N. E. McDermut, oper-
ation manager. Shell
Oil Company, Los An-
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Now available for

TOWING ANYWHERE

IN THE PACIFIC

TUGS ONO AND AHI
• 516 Tons Gross— All-Welded Steel Hulls—
143 Feet Long—33 Foot Beam— 15'/2 Foot Draft.

• Each vessel has two 1000 H.P. General Motors

Diesel engines and generators, driving a single

screw through two propulsion motors and reduc-

tion gear.

• Almon Johnson automatic towing engine with

two independently operated drums— one with

1800 feet of two-inch diameter, and one with 1550

feet of I'j-inch diameter steel wire towing hawser.

• Designed and built for ocean towing and sal-

vage work as Navy ATAs Nos. 223 and 224—
purchased upon completion and extensively re-

built for commercial service in tropical waters.

Both vessels are fitted ivith long range
radio telegraph transmitters and radio

telephones, and manned by officers and
crews with long experience in deep sea

toiling operations.

ISLEWAYS, LIMITED
Honolulu, Hawaii

Cable Addresn: towpine. Honolulu.

P. O. Address: P. O. Dratrfr .l.lSii. Honolulu 1. Haiiaii.

v_

NEW PAINT
JOB PERKS UP
ANY GIRL . .

.

And 25 years Experience Counts Too.' We
Are a Leader in fhe Ship Painting Field. We
Use the Best Paint Products Available. Our
Crews Work with Modern, Time-Saving Equip-

ment. We Do a BETTER JOB for Less Money.

OTHER

SERVICES:

TM

ANNIVERSARY
We operate our own MARINE TERMINAL and SPECIALIZE

in SHIP MAINTENANCE, GAS FREEING, CHEMICAL
CLEANING, TANK CONVERSION. VACUUM BOILER

CLEANING.

Our Barge "BALBOA" is always ready to remove sludge,

ballast water and debris. Auxiliary steam units available.

WESTERN SHIP

SERVICE COMPANY
178 Fremont Street, San Francisco SUtter 1-8632

MARINE TERMINAL: Ferro St. Whar^, Oakland
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Centrifugal Refrigeration System

(Continued from page 96)

large area for gas flow to the compressor in order to re-

duce pressure drop caused by friction. This usually results

in an evaporator design in which the tubes occupy a rela-

tively small portion of the cross-section area of the shell.

The pressure reducing element usually consists of two

float valves. The first float valve drains the liquid from

the condenser into a "flash chamber" where a portion of

the liquid is evaporated with resulting sub-cooling of

the remainder of the liquid. The gas generated in the

"flash chamber" is led off to one of the intermediate

stages of the compressor. The pressure in the flash cham-

ber corresponds to the intermediate pressure in the

compressor and consequently the sub-cooled liquid is

drained from the "flash chamber" by means of a second

float valve from which point it enters the evaporator.

This arrangement when compared to draining the

liquid directly to the evaporator from the condenser,

results in a reduction in power required of about 5 ¥2

per cent and at the same time increases the compressor

capacity by about 8 per cent, when the evaporating

temperature is 35 deg. F., and the condensing tempera-

ture 105 deg. F.

The purge and recovery system consists essentially of

a small reciprocating compressor, a condenser and a

means for separating condensed water and liquid re-

frigerant. The purge condenser can be cooled by air,

water or refrigerant from the main system. The lower

the temperature of the cooling medium available for the

purge condenser the lower will be the concentration of

refrigerant in the air discharge from the system.

Centrifugal refrigeration systems of large capacities

occupy a minimum of floor space. For example, a 1200

ton motor driven unit occupies 250 sq. ft. of floor space

and requires about 10 ft. of headroom. The system is

completely vibrationless.

While we do not attempt to pose as a prophet we
believe that the future will see an increasing use of

centrifugal compressors for refrigeration service and

that their development will follow a pattern similar to

that which we have seen with the centrifugal pump and

steam turbine.

New Plastic Anti-Fouling Paint

(Continued from page 47)

is no better than orthodox paints. Anti-Fouling protec-

tion of approximately 2 years has been demonstrated on

panels and berween 1 and 1 V2 years on ships. However,

in order to obtain such durability proper application is

required—the surface cleaned to bright steel and phos-

phoric acid treated, two or more coats of anti-corrosive

applied, and the anti-fouling applied to over 6 mils

thickness and dried for 6 to 24 hours, depending on the

weather, before undocking.

Progress in anticorrosive paints will influence the pros-

pects of the various types of antifouling coatings. If this

progress results in the development of a truly effective

barrier coat, then the need of thick films such as the 30

mils produced by hot plastic, would be obviated. There

are two anti-corrosives under development at the present

time which may fill the bill as both an anticorrosive and

a barrier coating.

The first is the hot solvent anticorrosive.

It is a compromise between hot plastic and orthodox

anticorrosive, and has the advantage of a thick film while

eliminating some of the disadvantages of hot plastic, such

as inadequate adhesion to steel when used for a primer.

It will be melted at time of application and applied with

the usual hot plastic equipment, and contain enough

solvent to permit the matrix to penetrate through dust

and orient itself at the steel surface. It has been possible

to apply a hot solvent anti-corrosive paint of this type to

a film thickness of 70 mils without sagging and with

good adhesion.

Vinyl Resin is the basis of another promising anti-

corrosive. Two of the outstanding advantages of this type

of matrix for use as a primer over bare steel are: one,

it is relatively impervious to moisture, and two, it is

compatible with phosphoric acid. It is possible to spray

an emulsion of the rust inhibitor (phosphoric acid solu-

tion) and vinyl—thereby combining two operations in

one.

The best solution will only be accepted after extensive

service tests on ships, and every company which makes

ships available for service testing is aiding progress. In-

numerable new ingredients have been made available for

trial in the industry, and many of these products have

proved their merit in the thousands of panel tests run

during the War by the Navy, and its cooperating labora-

tories. However, many of these have yet to survive the

gauntlet of ship service tests.

As a result of research, materially better protection

should be available for ship owners in the future.

World's First Gas Turbine Ship

(Continued from page 51)

the benefits of the gas turbine lie in other directions. It

runs more smoothly than a gasoline motor, giving instant

acceleration without requiring any preliminary warming
up. There are also fewer working parts needing main-

tenance, less space is occupied, and engine room control

is extremely simple. A further advantage is that it has

better power-for-weight ratio—i.e., less weight is requir-

ed for producing equivalent horsepower. This new en-

gine thus combines the advantages of the smooth-running

steam turbine with economy in weight and space.

It should not, of course, be assumed that M.T.B. 2009

is jet-propelled. The power from the jet is converted into

rotary motion so as to drive a shaft and propeller of the

conventional kind. Jet propulsion as such is not con-

sidered efficient for ships and craft with good sea-going

qualities and capable of carrying armament.

During the war years, a great deal of work bearing on
the subject of gas turbine power was carried out in

Britain to make possible jet propelled aircraft; some of

the components developed for this purpose have been

used in the installation in M.T.B. 2009.

Britain's Admiralty is now planning larger gas turbine

machinery to be installed in a vessel of the escort type.

This further project has been designed as a marine pro-

pulsion unit from the start, and it is predicted that its

durability and efficiency will be greater than those of the
.

engine which has just been tested.

Shipbuilding and Ship Repair

(Continued from page 50)

Recognizing, as the Congress has, that a healthy ship-

building industry and maritime industry is essential to

the peace and national security of the country, the reason

the shipbuilding industry has a problem of survival is

the failure of Congress to appropriate the necessary funds

to implement the Merchant Marine Act of 1936.

The only answer, it seems to me, to this problem, is a

wider education of our people whose will will be ex-

pressed by their representatives in the Congress to the

absolute necessity for appropriating funds in a sufficient

(Please turn to page 102)
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pPROVED by 50 years of user satisfaction!
I IMPROVED by constant Pabco research!

THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC., SAN FRANCISCO • NEW YORK
rine Pamt Co.

lorig Beach, Col.f.

Distributed by
Zo. Marden S HogUf

3, Colif. 1705 N.W Ulh Ave-. Portland, On
Roisinan Induilrial Supply Co.

2500 Weitern A»e., Seollle, Wash.

PABCO MARINE PAINT
DISTRIBUTORS

COMPLETE
STOCKS
ON HAND

Marine & Industrial

Specialties

Anti-Sweat Distributors

Protective Coatings

Stacks . . . Engines

Decks . . . Hulls

PABCO
MARINE PAINT
DISTRIBUTORS

We Deliver

ROSSMAN
INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLY CO.
2500 Western Ave.

SeaHle, Wash.

Phone: Seneca 0260

COMPLETE

SHIP CHANDLERY

SERVICE

Prompt Service Experienced personne

— the right equipment tor every need ii

Deck, Engine & Steward Supplies.

Distributors for

Pabco Marine Paint

MARDEN & HAGIST

Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th. PORTLAND 9, ORE.

Atwater 6666

COMPLETE LINE

OF

BRUSHES, MOPS.

CAULKING

COMPOUNDS,

AND OTHER

MARINE SUPPLIES

Distributor

Pobco Marine Painfi

Prompt delivery service

anywhere in Harbor area.

STANDARD

MARINE PAINT CO.

1 545 W. Anaheim Blvd.

Long Beach, California

Phone 6-4251

STANDARD

DISTRIBUTING

COMPANY

271 Ninth Street

Son Francisco, California

UNderhill 1-1014

Distribufon for

22 Years of

PABCO MARINE PAINTS

BRUSHES . . . SUNDRIES

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

INDUSTRIAL PAINTS



MARINE MARKETING COMPANY
S. L. (ROY) KUYKENDALL, General Manager and Partner

12th and Grand Avenues SAN PEDRO CALIFORNIA
WHOLESALE SHIP PROVISIONS

and SUPPLIES

24 Hour Service

CABLE ADDRESS: MARINMART
OFFICE PHONE: Terminal 2-7567

NIGHT PHONES: Terminal 2-8140

Terminal 3-1585

Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Industry

(Continued from page 100)

amount to give to each of those shipyards essential to our

national security enough work to preserve and educate

their trained technical staffs.

The Navy and the Maritime Commission have already

determined those shipyards which they consider essential

for national defense. It only remains then to see that

such shipyards have a minimum amount of work to

maintain their skills.

This country, now as before, is being penny wise and
pound foolish. To keep our shipbuilding industry alive

will require an annual expenditure of not in excess of

$300,000,000—approximately fifteen per cent of the two
billion dollars outlay for the atomic bomb which has no
peacetime value other than a threat!

The public as a whole gets a maximum for its tax bill

through a healthy shipbuilding industry and a Merchant
Marine which can be operated as a profit.

The Corsair In Service

(Continued from page 37)

Sofa Beds and Chiffochests

The keys to the solution and design of the staterooms

are the folding marine sofa bed and the chiffochest by

Arnot. Simmons mattresses are the final comfort touch.

The sofa bed used on the Corsair is a most efficient one,

being a true foam rubber upholstered sofa by day and a

true bed complete with innerspring mattress by night.

By simply releasing a latch the sofa back drops to a

horizontal position revealing a bed equipped complete

with blankets, sheets and pillow ready for sleeping. It is

this item of equipment that makes it possible to com-

pletely transform the staterooms from bedrooms at night

to living rooms by day.

To further conserve space, add to luxury and make
possible a living room-bedroom design, the designers

have created a special chiffo-desk. This piece of furniture

(Please turn to page 106)

WEeks-HnwE-EmGrson Co.

SHIP CHANDLERS

I

MACWHYTE WIRE ROPE
B & L BLOCKS
DEVOE MARINE PAINTS
FLAGS
WALL ROPE
STELLAR COMPASSES

255 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO 5

Between Main and Beale Streets

Phone: EXbrook 2-2681

EDCO
WELDING ROD

For Proven

Yellow Shielded Phosphor Bronze

ELECTRODES
Write

DAVIES & SON
1416 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles 24. Calif.

Phone: ARizona 3-39SS

DAHL-BECK ELECTRIC CO.
MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS

MOTOR AND GENERATOR RE-WINDING
Comp/efe Line E/ecfricof Supplies and Fitfings

118 Main Street, San Francisco, California Phone EXbrook 2-5214
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ELECTRONIC
NAVIGATOR
Now ready for West

Coast installation !

Read these facts on

the new GE Radar!

THESE SETS MAY BE PURCHASED OR RENTED

INITIAL COST
Typical units, including antenna, fittings, minimum spare parts, etc.,

cost about $4300. This very low cost is due to simple design, simple

installation, & E facilities.

INSTALLATION
Viewing indicator and console are in one unit. This, plus the antenna,

makes up the complete G E unit. Expensive connecting cable is thus

eliminated, and installation is a very simple process.

OPERATION
General operation is obvious without instruction, but about 15 minutes

of basic instruction on adjustment and picture interpretation is re-

quired. Thereafter, the operator's proficiency increases with actual

experience.

MAINTENANCE
Service is available in all major ports; EHSG have an optional fixed-fee

service plan which is lower than possible with other radars. Only 34

low-cost standard tubes are used, and power drain is no more than on

an ordinary electric kitchen toaster.

DESIGN
The ELECTRONIC NAVIGATOR was designed specifically for commer-
cial use and has no expensive components which are primarily military.

It is compact, convenient; has 2, 4, and 30 mile range scales and other

practical features.

POWER
Distance is largely limited by the height of the mast; power is entirely

adequate to give clear pictures at maximum range. We will be glad

to demonstrate an "Electronic Navigator" installation at your con.

venience.

MAIN OFFICE: 551 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

ELECTRICIANS ETS-HDKIIV & GALVAN
Wilmington (Los Angeles) • Stockton • Newport Bcoch • San Diego • Oakland • Monterey



Bethlehem Repairs Robert Gray

(Conlinued from page 72)

At the left: Boring hole for rudder skeg
grudgeon bushing in new skeg. Place where
this was thermit welded to old skeg is

clearly visible.

F. S. McGuigan, manager of Bethlehem's
Alameda Rapair Yard and author of this
article, graduated from the University ot
California in 1931 with a B.S. degree. He
took post-graduate work at Stanford Uni-
versity in 1939 and 1940, for which he re-

ceived a degree in Mechanical Engineer-
ing. In February, 1941, he joined Bethlehem
as a Sales Engineer at the San Francisco
Yard. Later that year he was transferred
to Bethlehem's Alameda Repair Yard where
he became assistant manager. He was ap-
pointed to his present position as manager

of the yard in August, 1945.

sash and the bottom track fitted with stainless steel rollers

and pins.

Another important item on this job was installation of

a new forged steel skeg at the lower portion of the stern

post. The old section was burned off at frame 1, and a

new section forged, machined and thermit welded in

place parallel to the base line. Size of the rudder was
increased lOVi" to suit the new skeg.

Cracks in the saddle of #4 main bearing on both sides

of the starboard main engine, also in the engine bed
plate, and in engine "A" frame in way of #4 main bear-

ing, were repaired by a special process. A new crankshaft

was installed in the starboard engine, replacing the one
which was damaged. All auxiliary engines and motors
were dismantled, overhauled and reassembled.

The after mast was removed and a heavier wood mast
installed in its place. This was fitted with a new boom
17 feet long complete with galvanized bands and fittings.

Two small hand winches of 500 lbs. capacity, each single

line pull equipped with brake and ratched panel, were
installed at the mast base for topping fit.

The upper deckhouse on the boat deck connecting to

pilot house was extended and provision made for a visit-

ing officers' stateroom and drafting room.
The pair of davits on the port side of the aft house

were removed and in their place a pair of boom type
davits were installed. A 22-foot survey boat of plywood
and oak framing was specially constructed.

While on duty in Alaska, the anchor windlass was
submerged and filled with salt water when the ship

collided with an ice pack, necessitating complete dis-

mantling, cleaning and overhauling of motors, controls

and machinery.

A depth recorder was installed while the ship was in

drydock.

The ship was completely painted outside and inside

with the new colors of the Corps of Engineers, replacing

the war time gray.

Fresh water tanks and fuel oil tanks were completely

cleaned.

The towing winch was removed from the aft end of

the deckhouse. In its place a cast steel towing winch was
installed.

Approximately 8500 linear feet of weather wood deck-

ing on main deck, boat deck and around the pilot house

were caulked.

Other items included drydocking, cleaning and paint-

ing. Before the outside hull was painted it was sand

blasted from keel to bulwark rails.

The Robert Gray passed her test run with flying colors

and has now begun her new job of making hydrographic

surveys along the Northern California coast.

Among the lilew Books

THE ROMANCE OF NICKEL published by The
International Nickel Company, Inc., 6"x9" in size, 60
pages, well illustrated with line drawings.

This informative book relates the history of nickel

down through the ages, how nickel is produced, and
what it is used for together with present research and

predictions for its future. The uses of Nickel are many
and varied in our everyday life, and the comparative

recent development of nickel, especially in the mining of

nickel in Canada, Celebes, Cuba, New Caledonia, Nor-
way and Russia, and in smaller amounts in several other

countries. Scientists estimate that there is about twice

as much nickel in the earth's crust as there is copper,

zinc and lead combined.

The important position of Canada in nickel produc-

tion has been maintained by the constant effort to uncover

and develop its ore bodies, to create better methods of

getting that ore out of the earth and to provide

economies in its smelting and refining.

The success of research in developing new and im-

proved nickel alloys has resulted in the extensive use

of nickel in the United States, in the production of

Inaterials for improved equipment requiring qualities of

strength, toughness and resistance to corrosion, wear and

heat, as well as other special and useful properties.

This book was printed originally in Canada in answer

to the requests in that country for the story of one of its

major enterprises. In view of the many applications of

nickel in the United States, it was felt that an edition in

this country of THE ROMANCE OF NICKEL would

also be of interest.
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AERIAL PRODUCTS, INC., merrick. l i, new york

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
— REPRESENTING—
AMERICAN HAMMERED PISTON RING
DIVISION - KOPPERS CO.

Piston rings for diesel, steam, and gas engines,

valves, connpressors, etc. Diameters from I to

120 inches — separately cast and made to

order.

NATIONAL TRANSIT PUMP AND
MACHINE CO.

Reciprocating and rotary pumps for marine,

industrial and refinery services.

THE MAXIM SILENCER CO.
All types of silencers and spark arrestors for

diesel and gas engines and compressors. Also,

Waste Heat Boilers for exhaust heat recovery.

RED HAND COMPOSITIONS CO.
Marine Bottom Paints.

SIMS PUMP VALVE CO.
Special patented Inclined Port Rotating Valves

for liquid ends of any reciprocating pumps.

"Simsite" Graphitic snap ring packing for

liquid ends.

EUGENE V. WINTER CO.
15 Drumm St., San Francisco, 11

Phone DOuglas 2-2714

/9
MOORE-McCORMACR

AI»IERICA:\ REPIBLK S LIXE ,

Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coa^^t of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL • LRIGIAY ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPUBLICS Ll.XE

Freight and Passenger Service between the ^ est

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

A3IERICAX SCAXTIC LIXE
Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSIA

^„ ' Prari Harbor to

I 'J Day, Moore-\fcCormack
Lines operated more

than ISO ships t lost I!

i^5seLt. trattsporteH

754^39 troops and
arried SiMOAll tons

- fxirgn. To discharge
such res/>onsihilities

Merchant Marine must be
kept strong in pea< e

of,

T For complete information apply

MOORE - McCORMACK
NO CALIFORNIA STREET
San Francisro 11, Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
l.oi Anselo 14. Calif.

DEXTER-HORTON BUILDING
Sealtle 4. Washington

BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
Portland 4. Oregon

744 HASTINGS ST. WEST
Vancou»»r. B. C.

Ogice, in Principal Cities of the World

TIME
SAVING

SHIP REPAIRS

CRAIi; SHIPBUILDING CO

Long Beacli,CaIii.^)^d^32-61
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The Corsair in Service

(Continued from page 102)

which looks like a simple chest of drawers becomes a

writing desk when the top drawer is pulled out and is

equipped with the necessary stationery compartments,

etc. A hinged flap lifts, revealing a dressing mirror and

additional cosmetics compartments, to create an efficient

dressing table.

To Visit Alaska and Mexico
During the summer months the Corsair will travel

from Vancouver, British Columbia on an 8-day trip cruise

to Alaska. These Alaska summer cruises will be through

the calm protected water of the Alaska inland waterways

and fjords, with stops at Ketchikan, Juneau, Skagway and
Sitka. The winter cruise will start at Long Beach, Cali-

fornia, and the Corsair will sail through the sparkling

tropical waters of the Californian and Mexican coast to

glamorous Acapulco, the Riviera of the Americas. Lujcury

will be the keynote of both the summer and winter cruise.

Pacific Cruise Lines have been unrestrained in their in-

tentions to oflFer not only the best in accommodations
and itinerary, bur also the very best in cuisine and service.

V-2000- \ New Ship Type
(Continued from page 39)

fed with steam of 600 psi gage and 840° F. total tem-
perature at the throttle. The design will be such that the

turbine will operate continuously when delivering 13,750
shp at about 95 rpm of the propeller shaft.

The main turbine will consist of one high pressure

turbine and one low pressure turbine, each connected
through a flexible coupling to a suitable pinion meshing
into the first gear of the double reduction gear. An astern

element capable of delivering 80 per cent of ahead tor-

que at 50 per cent of the full speed ahead propeller

revolutions.

Two steam boilers will be installed in the engine room.
These will be of the vertically fired, oil burning, two
drum, water tube rype and will be fired by steam atomiz-
ing wide range burners. An air preheater will be installed

in the uptake of each boiler. Each of these boilers will

have approximately 8100 square feet of water heating

surface and at normal rating will generate 53,500 lbs.

of steam per hour at 625 psi and 850° F. total tempera-
ture with feed water at 375° F. Each boiler will be
capable of sustained operation while generating 80,000
lbs. of steam at these same pressure and temperature
conditions. At its normal rating the standard efficiency of

each boiler will be at least 88 per cent.

Forced draft system of operation will be used with
pneumatic type automatic combustion control. Stack
velocities will be accelerated by additional air supply to

soot remover controls.

Three 600 kw rurbo-electric generators will be in-

stalled to take care of power requirements for electric

deck machinery, engine room auxiliaries, refrigeration

plants, ventilating fan motors, galley service, and ship's

lighting. The main low pressure turbine will be mounted
on an exhaust directly into the main condenser and the

auxiliary turbines will exhaust into one auxiliary con-

denser. Condensate from both condensers will be pumped
through the standard closed system of feed water heating,

picking up heat from the inter- and after-condensers of

the air ejector, the first stage heater, the gland drains, the

second stage heater, and the deaerating heater which acts

as an enclosed hot well providing a positive head on the

feed pump, and so to the boiler drum.
Make-up feed for the boilers and potable and sani-

tary fresh water make-up supply are assured by two
large distillers each of 30,000 gallons per day capacity.

It is anticipated that fuel consumption of this plant

will be not more than 0.575 lbs. per shp hour for all

purposes, based on oil of 18,500 btu per pound. This

power plant at normal output is figured to give the ship

an easy sea service speed of 19 knots. Her reserve power
will enable her to make 20 knots or more whenever
necessary.

Refrigeration
The total refrigeration connected power load is 260

kw for cargo, ship stores and air conditioning. This may
be compared to a total connected load of 870 kw when
underway at sea. All the auiliaries are electrically operat-

ed including: sanitary service pumps; fuel oil transfer

pumps; circulating pumps; condensate pumps; main
feed pumps; bilge pumps; fire pumps; cargo oil pumps;
refrigeration machinery; ranges, coffee urns, broilers and
bake ovens; laundry machinery; cargo winches; windlass

and capstans; steering gear; ventilating fans; forced

draft fans; and machine tools. The main switchboard in

the engine room will distribute power for all these

services to control boards covering certain blocks of

motors.

Summary
A complete intermediate class cargo and passenger

liner with a good turn of speed, this hull is proportioned

to produce a sea-kindly vessel well calculated to deliver

a comfortable and enjoyable sea voyage. Every care has

been exercised to assure a healthy variety in the cuisine

and to achieve artistic pleasing interior decorative efTects.

Lurline Will Soon he Ready

I Continued from page 43)

capacity for producing 40,000 gallons of water per day

keep the fresh water tanks pressed up tight. A complete

new chlorinating system including hypo-chlorinator units,

retention tank, pumps, and necessary piping keeps this

water supply in condition to fulfill all the requirements of

the U. S. Public Health Service. It is anticipated that

this feature will prove to be of advantage not only in

providing ample supplies of potable water but also in

maintaining a smoother riding ship in comparison with

the former large tanks gradually emptying as the voyage

progresses.

Propulsion Machinery
All of the machinery in the engine rooms was com-

pletely reconditioned. Main turbines were removed from
the ship, sent to maker's shops, and the rotors and cylin-

ders rebladed where necessary. Rotors were balanced,

valves adjusted, and the entire turbine made like new.

Condensers were retubed and repacked. All pumps were
overhauled, thoroughly cleaned and repacked. All steam

piping and valves inspected, gaskets renewed, piping and

valves re-insulated. Thousands of new blades were in-

stalled in the 18 turbine rotors of the three ships. In-

spection of the 12 boilers on the Lurline revealed a num-
ber of rubes needing renewal, particularly in the super-

heaters. Brickwork in the furnaces was completely re-

newed. New lube oil purifiers were instaUed in the engine

room. The electric generating sets were overhauled,

cleaned and parts renewed where necessary.

When the Lurline goes into service, she should per-

form like a new ship and she will be greatly improved
in the appearance of her profile by the elimination of

the well deck forward.
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SPECIAL CARGO

OIL TANKS

REFRIGERATION

CARGOCAIRE

AMERICAIV PRESIDENT LINES
SPEED

Boston • New York

Philadelphia • Balflmore

Offices and agents throughout the world.

*For 75 years America's link with the Orient

• FREQUENCY • DEPEIVDABILITY

HEAD OFFICE

311 California Street

San Francisco 4, Calif.

Washington, 0. C. • Chicago

Los Angeles • Oakland

*Th!s company and its predecessors.

HAVISIDEnCOMPANY
^nip L^nandlet

S^nip JKiaaerS

^ail irlaherA

40 SPEflR STREET

oLJerricn dSaraei

^alvaae Kyperati

snn FRRncisco, 5 EXBROOK 0064

TOIJMEY ELECTRIC And
EIXGINEERIXG CO.

PILOT MARINE CORPORATION. New York, N. Y.

Signaling. Corpmurrca+ing and Lighting Equipnr>ent

BENDIX MARINE PRODUCTS

PNEUMERCATOR CORPORATION (New York)

Gauges: Liquid Level, Ships Draft, Pressure. Boiler Water Level

PLANT MILLS DIRECTION INDICATOR
AND ENGINEER'S ALARM

A. WARD HENDRICKSON & CO., INC.
arine Lighting Fixtures and Special Equipment for Shipboard Use.

Synchro-Master

MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INSTAL-

LATIONS . . . MARINE ELECTRIC FIXTURES . .

.

SUPPLIES AND REPAIRS . . . ARMATURE WIND-

ING .. . POWERBOAT EQUIPMENT . . . SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONES . . . FIRE

ALARM SYSTIMS

GArfield 1-8102 SAN FRANCISCO 115-117 Steuart Street

^0

WH£N SOUND iS SO iMPORTAMT, . .

CHOOSE A WHISTLE THAT INDICATES YOUR SIZE

from Ihe No I A with 720 cydei and Vh mile range lo Ihe No. 6B wllh 105 crdes and 8 mile range

CUMNINGHA M AIR
FROM FACTORY OR THROUGH SHIP CHANDLERY HOUSES

WHISTLES
SEATTie *. WASHINGTON



h\i President for

C. J. Hendry Co.

/^^.

Leland D. Adams, Jr., new president of

C J. Hendry Company.

The Board of Directors of the C.

J.
Hendry Co. announce the elec-

tion of Leland D. Adams, Jr., as

president of that corporation. This

appointment fills the vacancy left by

the resignation of C. J.
Dilke. Mr.

Dilke will continue to serve on the

Board of Directors and in an advi-

sory capacity for the company.

L H. Moulton, D. T. Buist

Named Turco Sales Chiefs

Appointment of L. H. Moulton to

the post of national sales director

and D. T. Buist, assistant national

sales director, was announced recent-

ly by S. G. Thornbury, president

Turco Products, Inc. Their head-

quarters will be the firm's main of-

fice in Los Angeles.

These appointments mark another

step in the growth of this concern

which manufactures several hun-

dred specialized cleaning and proc-

essing compounds for the marine

and 21 other industries here and

abroad. During the past two dec-

ades Turco has established four

factories in Los Angeles, Houston,

and Chicago. Selling direct to the

industrial consumer Turco main-

tains sixty-five warehouses and sales

offices staffed with trained technical

service men.

Fifteen years' experience in the

selling of Turco's broad chemical

line gives Lou Moulton excellent

qualifications to direct the nation-

wide sales-service staff. A graduate

of Colorado College of Agriculture,

Mr. Moulton was well known in

the dairy and allied industries for

many years joining Turco in 1931.

For the past eight years he has di-

rected Turco's Eastern Division

from the Chicago plant office.

Dan Buist, assistant national sales

direcfor joined Turco in 1936 as a

specialist with 20 years' experience

in the automotive field. Transferred

to the Aviation Division in 1939,

he was promoted to district sales

manager in 1943, and Western Zone
sales manager in 1944.

Wickert of Swett Co.

H. J. "Hank" 'Wickert, service

engineer of the George E. Swett &
Co., Engineers, recently returned to

San Francisco from an extended trip

east where he visited various eastern

Left to right: Lou Moulton, national sales director and D. T. Buist, assistant national sale

director of Turco Products, Inc.

principals whose lines are handled

by the Swett company.

The Warren Steam Pump Co.,

Inc., Warren, Mass.; Davis Engi-

neering Corp., Elizabeth, N. J.;

Carrier-Brunswick International

Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. and the Ilg

Electric 'Ventilating Co., Chicago,

111., were among the plants that

Wickert reports are working on a

big backlog of orders, regardless of

the so-called slowing down of the

shipbuilding industry.

After spending a week in the of-

fice of the Swett company, Wickert

left by plane for Seattle, Wash., to

confer with the Markey -Cunning-
ham Co., another of Swett's promi-

nent manufacturers and who makes

steam and electric cargo winches,

along with deck machinery.

^irco Announces New Welding

Apparatus Carrying Case

new Airco Apparatus Carrying Case

with the lift-off tray exposed.

The Air Reduction Sales Com-
pany recently announced the avail-

ability of an improved carrying case

for transporting a welding or cut-

ting outfit right to the job in an

orderly and compact manner. Torch,

tips, regulators, hose, gloves, gog-

gles, wrenches and miscellaneous

equipment can all be compactly ar-

ranged in this new case. The carry-

ing case has a net weight of 10%
pounds. Its dimensions are 22 inches

long, 8 inches wide and 9 inches

deep. The case retails for only $5-90

each and may be secured by writing

Department 1558P, Air Reduction

Sales Company, 60 East 42 nd Street,

New York 17, N. Y., or the Airco

sales office nearest you.
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S. L. Hanson, Moster Me-

chanic in the Seattle mill and

an employee of Tubbs Cord-

age Company since 1905

checks a spinning jenny tor

accurate delivery of yorn

Another salute to our Northwest Mills in

Seattle — and to the "old timers" as wel

as the "new timers" who keep the name

Tubbs foremost in the field of fine rope.

It requires, of course, superior fiber and highly specialized machines to produce good

rope. But it also requires men with "know how" — men whose skill and pride in their

work are reflected in every coil of finished product.

In both the San Francisco and Seattle mills of the Tubbs Cordage Company, men of this

calibre—many descendants of the original rope makers of the Tubbs mills of nearly a cen-

tury ago — daily check and recheck each stage of production to assure a rope product

that is worthy of the Tubbs trademark. I

Specify this famous Extra Superior Manila trade-

mark for a rope that offers extra value and service.

TUBBS CORDAGE COMPANY
SAN FRANC
LOS ANGELES

SCO
CHICAGO PORTLAND

SEATTLE
NEW YORK
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^^i^ IT'S a long way from the PhJIJppJnes

to the top of a tall Douglas fir in
Washington.mm Starting in the land of the finest Manila in

the heart of the best fibre-producing provinces,
Columbian's resident buyers secure the pick of Jthe fibre crop.

Then it is shipped to Auburn, N. Y There it
IS processed by the most modern methods, in
the best equipped mill in the world. The result
IS COLUMBIAN TAPE-MARKED PUREMANILA ROPE, the best rope modern
science can produce.

Look for the red, white and blue surface
markers—your assurance of absolute
dependability.

There is no finer rope !

COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY
400-90 GENESEE ST., AUBURN, N. Y.
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ital coftsi3erjmons on the

BRIGHT m THE) SEA!

World Trade isS'me^ing as one of t^^^^^^ital coftsidera^ons on the world scene

and World Trade i/^erchant Shippinj^^f^^Bbst beytJnaxomprehe^siorrjJnat the gov-

ernment, the public, industry and labfi^^^^PBtrealized that this vital jpip^atance is personal

to everyone in the country For'sftipping is but aii^'^fension of prc^ction. It is part of pro-

duction. They l^d together Two-thirds of all shmBiUig emphnmtrnt is engaged in foreign trade.

Happily, the picture has suddenly ciurTH^pNot only is shipping rapidlj^^ing restored

—or is restoring itself—but public consciousness is accepting||the need for a prosperous ship-

ping industry. Cre|^ for thessidchanges goes to the industry's hard-working It^Hs, the press

and trade associatrons and a growing recognition of the need for national ddP^se. It is im-

portant that these efforts be continued in a dignified and constructive manner. Dignified,

because maudlin and sloppy talk can lessen public confidence; and conJffi|ftive, because it is

constructive effoA that builds ships, operates under difSculties, pioneera^Etes, develops world

trade, and fights strictive efforts at home and abroad.

There were,™ October 1st last, 138 American steamship companies oj^rating some 2170

vessels, and witnHrospects for profitable operation either in sight or in t^^ not-too-distant

future. Profits are vital to all concerned. Any employer who does not m|^a profit is not

a safe employ^ There are no jobs in non-operating lines. ^f

A phase^Bshinping which the layman overlooks in thinking of cargoes is imports. The

list of imporjBI raw materials that are almost wholly lacking in this country includes nickel,

tin, platinum, iiidustrial diamonds, flake graphite and quartz crystals. Once abundant, but

depleted, are cMlfeer, lead, zinc, antimony, tungsten, manganese, vanadium, chr6mium, mercury,

gold, silver, fluo^ai-, bauxite, and possibly petroleum. All of the above arc in the mineral

classification There iire many others, and the ships that will sail the world's seas under the

Marshall program will be homeward bound with vital cargoes.

Now comes the Presi4^nt*s Advisory Committee's report, and it is certain to get some

action in Congress. It calls for more ships,.^g|:J^ately built and privately operated. They will

be the types best suited to their respective ^jfhtes, and when put into *rvice will solve some

competitive proWernr Labor is learning some needed lesHcns in workmg the ships both ashore

and afloat, andj^tn defense factoreyBsuming fresh importance , wiU^lii watched closely. Ship-

yards are busy with conversi5hs>m{ repairs, and ma^Sonbe aHlire in new construction.

There are able leaders in this industry. They should assume increasing stature as the

industry clinches its vital place in the nation's life.
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^%eMde«t€^ ;4cC(d^^intf^ Committee

American Enport Lines' proposed new cargc-and-passenger vessel for the Mediterranean route. This

21,000-ton, 675 passenger vessel is the type listed in the tabular chart. Almost coincident with the

release of the Committee's report, American Export Lines announced plans for proceeding with

construction of two of these.

The anxiously awaited report of the President's

Advisory Committee on the Merchant Marine was

handed to the President during November, and is

being widely approved by the industry. Important

excerpts are quoted herewith.—EDITOR.
The Committee concluded that the best prospect for

a strong progressive merchant marine would be realized

in one that is privately owned and privately operated

on a remunerative basis in commercial services, receiving

assistance from the Government to the extent necessary

to put it on a fair competitive basis in its various foreign-

trade routes, and to protect it from discriminatoty prac-

tices in domestic trade. Such a policy must balance the

freedom of action, initiative, and incentive required by

private enterprise to develop its commercial services and

build up business in a highly competitive field, against

the regulation necessary to insure that public funds ex-

pended are used in the public intetest. The Committee
recognizes that chartet opetation of Govetnment-owned
ships is justified when conditions undet which patticular

services must be cattied on preclude private ownetship.

At the present time the United States possesses about

45 pet cent of the total world tonnage of oceangoing

ships. The greater part of this United States tonnage is

teptesented by ships of emergency t)'pes, built to fulfill

the most urgent wartime needs and not well suited for

highly competitive commercial operation. Fortunately,

even duting the war, the program for constructing high-

quality cargo ships and tankers was continued, so that

there are at present available standatd high-quality ships

in sufficient number to meet most of the requirements of

our offshore dry cargo and of our tanker trades. On the

other hand, few of the war-built vessels are well adapted

to our coastwise domestic trade and there is also a grave

shortage in our merchant fleet of passenget-carrying ves-

sels. Because of present pressing demands for overseas

ttansportation, war-built troopships, with almost primi-

tive passenger accommodations, are transporting Ameri-

cans and other nationals under conditions which can be

justified and permitted only because no more suitable

ships are available. These ships not only fail to meet the

standards of safety at sea prescribed by the United States

Coast Guard regulations, but in some cases fall short of

meeting the requirements established by the International

Convention of Safety of Life at Sea.

While some American-flag operations have been car-

ried on successfully without aid from the Government,

high standards, established by legislation and by public

policy, have put American ship operators at a substantial

disadvantage with foreign competitors—a disadvantage

that has not been offset by operating economies ot other

improvements.

In foreign trade the American merchant matine is in
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competition with a not inconsidetable amount of foreign-

flag shipping that benefits from varying degrees of Gov-
ernmental assistance. The provision in the 1936 act for

countervailing subsidies is designed to meet any spe-

cifically discriminatory practices by foreign governments
and appears adequate for this purpose if invoked when
necessary.

The Committee has found that, while foreign ship-

yards are heavily engaged in constructing modern and
efficient ships that will soon be competing with ours for

world trade, the American shipbuilding industry- is rap-

idly approaching almost complete inactivitj-. Except for

one large seagoing hopper dredge ordered by the United

States Army Engineers in July 1947, and four small

cargo ships for Argentina, existing contracts for the con-

struction of vessels in American shipyards will have been

completed by early 1948. Unless new contracts are

placed in the immediate future, the American shipbuild-

ing industry' will suffer such a loss in its technical and
engineering staffs and in its skilled labor personnel that

years will be required to restore it to a basis of substan-

tial and effective operation.

Historically since 1865 and up to the 1936 act, Amer-
ican commercial fleets have opierated under difficulties

which at times virtually removed the American flag from

the seas. Progress of Government assistance have been

initiated and tried at intervals, but ail of them have failed

to accomplish the objective of maintaining an adequate

merchant marine.

The recommendations of this report seek to provide

means of avoiding further repetitions of these periodic

break-downs. The fact that this Nation poured more
than two and one-half billions into building merchant

ships in World War I, and a total of 12 billions for the

same purpose in World War II, should be evidence

enough that the country- cannot abandon shipbuilding or

ship operation in time of peace. Shipbuilding skills and

the know-haw of ship operation are essential national

assets and must he preserved.

( 1 ) Reorganization of the Martime Commission.—
A prerequisite to the re-establishment and maintenance

of effective shipping and shipbuilding industries, which

require some degree of governmental regulation and a

measure of governmental aid, is vigorous administration

of the functions now entrusted to the Maritime Com-
mission.

This Committee is convinced that there is no assurance

of such administration under the existing statutory struc-

ture of the Commission. As long as the great variety and

volume of activities now carried by that Agency con-

tinue to demand attention and occupy the time of the

members of the Commission, it is unlikely that ship

operators can obtain the prompt decisive action required

by the industry.

It is strongly and primarily recommended, therefore,

that the Maritime Commission be reorganized into,

—

(a) A Maritime Administration under a single Ad-

ministrator, who, in time of peace, should report to the

Secretary of Commerce and who should be charged with

the executive and operative functions presently assigned

to the Maritime Commission; and

(b) A Maritime Board composed of the five Com-
missioners set up in the 1936 act, in whom would be

vested the quasi-legislative and the quasi-judicial func-

tions for which the Maritime Commission is now re-

sponsible.

The executive assigned to direct the Administration

should rank as an Under Secretary in the Department
and should have access to the President and Cabinet

through the Secretary of Commerce so as to keep mari-

time activities in working relationship with other Gov-
ernment departments whose interests are affected by or

bear upon shipping and shipbuilding programs.

The duties of the Maritime Administrator would re-

quire that his office be, in fact, the liaison of the shipping

industry with the various governmental agencies, almost

all of which have responsibilities or authority which bear

in some measure upon shipping.

Removal of the operating functions from the Com-
mission should permit that body as reconstituted to con-

centrate its energies and attention on the policy-making

responsibilities in the quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial

sphere normally assigned to a commission.

( 2 ) Construction Financing.—Uncertainty as to na-

tional maritime policy has been one of the important

factors deterring investments in maritime ventures. The
Committee believes that given prospect of fair and rea-

sonable remuneration and assurance of consistency of

I Please turn to page 98)

The Cleveland Trials

be Featured

Resplendent in her white and pearly gray paint, punc-

tuated by the gleaming red and blue of her stacks. Presi-

dent Cleveland, 23,507-ton trans-Pacific luxury liner

made an informal debut to the Bay Area when she went
on drydock at Bethlehem Steel Company, San Francisco

Yard early Monday morning, November 24, prior to her

sea trials and delivery to her operators, American Presi-

dent Lines.

The President Cleveland and her sister ship, the Presi-

dent Wilson, now being outfined at Bethlehem-Ala-

meda Shipyard, Inc., are the only two passenger vessels

of their size being built in the United States today, be-

sides being the largest liners ever built on the Pacific

Coast.

The Cleveland was towed from her outfitting dock at

Bethlehem-Alameda and docked on the San Francisco

Yard's largest floating drydock. Here her underwater

body was cleaned and given four coats of paint, her draft

figures repainted, her propellers cleaned and buffed, and
her sea valves inspected. Among other work performed,

stern gland packings were removed and the vessel's four

Peloruses set.

After coming off drydock on November 28, the Cleve-

land was inclined by means of an elaborate system of

tracks and weights in order that her center of gravity

might be accurately determined.

Sea trials for the vessel will be held the week of

December 8, followed by delivery the week of December
15. The Pacific Marine Review will be well represented

at the trials, and an important part of the January issue

will be devoted to the ship.
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COM-OIL COPERSION

(While this article is based on conversion operations in the Todd yards,

the points made and the statistics given are representative of the industry as a

whole.—Editor.

)

FORTY-SIX YEARS AGO the steamship Arab com-

pleted a history-making voyage across the Pacific. She

was the first vessel to burn oil, instead of coal, under her

boilers.

Within a short time oil-burning proved to have a num-

ber of advantages over coal: an appreciable saving of

dead weight and space, because of the smaller amount

of oil that had to be carried as against coal, which in-

creased cargo capacity; smoother operation, giving con-

tinuous speed at peak capacity; lower operating costs;

cleaner conditions in the boilerroom and easier main-

tenance, because of there being no corroded boiler pro-

can construction there is, is all oil-burner or Diesel, while

even foreign construction leaqs heavily towards oil-burn-

ing equipment.

By the time World War II came along, the ratio was
about 30 oil burners and 25 Diesels against 45 coal-

burners in the world's merchant fleet, predominantly

foreign. At this writing, the ratio has doubled in the oil-

burning division while the coal-burners have been cut

exactly in half. And at the rate of present conversions

from coal to oil, it seems probable that within a few
years, less than 1/lOth of the world's 77,000,000 tons of

ships will be powered by coal.

The ARAB (later the M.S. Dollar)

the first vessel to be converted

from coal to oil.

tection plates, floor plates, and angles, and less deteriora-

tion on the bunker surfaces, cleanliness and time-saving

in bunkering; lack of smoke, soot, or ashes on decks of

passengers ships; and, but by no means least, it has taken

away the hard, laborious existence which is, and always

has been, the heritage of the fire-room staff on a coal-

burning vessel.

Thus, fuel oil soon became the monarch of the seas,

pushing coal into a subordinate position after over a

century of supremacy. Gradually, a vast number of ves-

sels already powered by coal, were converted to oil-

burning. A large percentage of new ships were equipped
wirh oil burners from the start. Today, whatever Ameri-

Within the past year, all of Todd's shipyards have

experienced considerable activity in coal-oil conversions,

naturaly enough since they have been leaders in the manu-

facture of oil-burning equipment for over 35 years.

Within the past six months alone, the Brooklyn and

Hoboken Divisions converted two Dutch freighters, four

Canadian tankers of the Imperial Oil "Park" fleet, three

pre-war Greek cargo vessels, and a number of other ships

of foreign construction. In addition, Todd has shipped

out hundreds of units to shipyards and ship operators all

over the world for conversions elsewhere. Indications are

that the trend in coal-oil conversion, will continue for

some time. For, despite the fact that only about 22% of
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the world's merchant tonnage in use today still burns

coal, this represents hundreds of vesels and as the coal

crisis in Europe worsens, the demand to change over

increases.

Wartime ship construction added considerably to the

number of coal-burners. There were, for example, 60

Todd-built British Liberties of the "Ocean" type equip-

ped with Scotch type Howden forced draft coal-burning

boilers; 200 Canadian-built "Ocean" types, similarly out-

fitted; 43 Scandinavian smaller class cargo vessels, of

about 4700 tons each, and 9.3 U. S. built N3's, 2700-ton

coal-burning cargo carriers.

These vessels were built to be fired by coal for foreign

operators to conserve the world's oil supplies for the

needs of war, and because coal bunkering facilities were

more accessible overseas than oil-fueling stations.

Now, a large percentage of these vessels are to be re-

converted for fuel oil, because of the world shortage of

coal, but in such a manner as to be readily reconverted

back to coal should the situation demand it.

The coal situation in England and on the continent is

so grave that the British government has repeatedly re-

duced allocations of coal for stocks at bunkering depots

abroad, and at the same time reduced the amount of coal

which may be taken on by vessels in England.

There are troubles in the petroleum field, too—short-

age of tankers, need for more and larger pipe lines, strikes

in affiliated industries, and high costs, but they are more
than offset by the crisis in coal. So we can look forward

to continued activity in coal-oil conversion.

When converting a ship from coal to oil, a number of

factors have to be considered before a plan is drawn—the

number of her furnaces, type of equipment, horsepower

of engines, available space for oil tanks and normal run,

to allow for reserves. Today, about 80% of the conver-

sions are from three-boiler Scotch type Howden forced

draft systems, with three or four furnaces in each boiler.

Therefore, we'll dwell chiefly on the problems met in

such conversions.

Actually there are a number of different types of oil

burners, varying in size and according to the type of air

draft: natural, assisted, induced, and forced. Todd makes

special registers for all types of air draft, and also a

special furnace front, forced-draft type for the Howden
Scotch boiler conversions. This special type utilizes the

existing coal-firing apertures, and renders the system

readily convertible back to coal.

Once it has been decided what kind of oil-burning

equipment is to be installed, by Todd ctjmbustion experts

and ship operator's engineers, it is then necessary for

them to determine the status of existing tanks and bunker

spaces to see how much of it can be adapted to the new
system.

It is generally the practice to consider first tanks in the

double-bottom for oil storage, to relieve as much of the

former coal bunker space for cargo stowage. Where this

is found practical, it is often necessary to make a coffer-

dam separating the feed-water storage tank from the

ballast tank which will now contain the oil. This is to

prevent the oil from seeping into the feed water, and

vice-versa, water mixing with the oil. It may be decided

that the cofferdam is not required if the tank adjoining

the oil space carries ballast water, but it is necessary,

nevertheless, to see that all rivets are caulked and the

section oil tight, reinforcing by welding, if necessary.

When the engineering drawings are being made up
to show the location of the oil-firing system and its parts

—storage tanks, pump, oil heaters, and strainers—con-

sideration must be given to the service on which the

vessel will normally operate to provide enough storage

space for the maximum amount of reserve fuel. Ordi-

narily, a coal-burning ship which is going to maintain

the same service after being converted, will require about

65% of the space for oil reserves as for coal bunkers.

Since many conversions take place, however, after new
owners buy vessels and change their services, there have

been many variations in these percentages. For example,

a coastwise vessel burning coal might use up less space

for reserve fuel than the same ship intended for a run to

South Africa and return.

When a ship actually enters a shipyard for conversion,

these engineering details have all been carefully worked

out and plans drawn up, so it is usually a routine problem

to follow through from there. However, it has often been

found that where it is intended to utilize double bottom

tanks, and convert other sections of the area near the

boilers for fuel storage, the steel plates and beams may
be corroded or damaged, requiring strengthening or re-

placement.

All things being normal, however, the physical steps

in the conversion are, in a general way, as follows:

1. Remove all coal from the bunkers, and where the

conversion is to be permanently oil-burning, all coal

handling equipment, such as saddle-backs for sliding coal

into the bunkers, and in some cases, trolley systems used

for conveying the coal to the boiler-room area. Any open-

ings caused by such removals must be blanked up.

2. Scale the interiors of the coal storage spaces to re-

move any accumulation of dirt, rust, etc., using pneumatic

hammers for the process. The area that is not to be used

for oil storage should be coated with paint or other rust-

preventive material.

3. Remove all defective plating and beams, blank up

or renew according to needs.

4. Build oil tanks of the correct size, as determined by

the factors discussed previously, utilizing existing bulk-

heads or frames where possible or install new sections,

all in accordance with classification rules and require-

ments.

5. The storage tanks usually include one settling tank

near the boilerroom which carries about one day's sup-

ply of oil, two or three main storage tanks (deep tanks)

and two or more of the double bottom or ballast tanks,

the capacity of which depends upon the amount of oil

it is desired to carry, and the available space.

6. Pumps must also be considered. The usual set-up

is one transfer pump, for the transferring of oil from

the storage tanks to the settling tank, and two service

pumps, one in use and one stand-by, u.sed for pumping

oil under pressure from the settling tank to the oil burn-

ers. Two ( 2 ) oil heaters and two ( 2 ) duplex strainers

have to be installed; the former to heat the oil to the

required temperature to obtain a viscosity of 150 S.S.U.

in order to give good atomization of the oil as it leaves

the burners at the furnace entrance. One duplex strainer

is placed in the suction line to the service pumps and

the other in the discharge line to the burners. The strain-
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ers are for the purpose of removing any grit or foreign

particles from the oil which otherwise would plug up
the small exit orifice in the burner sprayer plates.

7. Sometimes it is necessary to install the service

pumps, heaters, and strainers as individual units in the

fire room, especially where space is cramped; but if suffi-

cient space is available, it is preferable to install the

various parts as a unit, such as is manufactured by Todd.

This unit consists of the various parts assembled on a

common base pan with all interconnecting pipes, valves,

fittings, and instruments complete, and is shop-erected

and tested to classification requirements before installa-

tion in the vessel.

8. The heart of the installation, of course, is the oil

burners.

With Scotch Boilers having Howden forced draft

with three or four furnaces to each boiler, the furnace

doors are removed; also the interior grate bars and
bearer plates and bridge walls. The stack dampers are

either removed or locked open. This equipment is usual-

ly stored somewhere in the ship to be available in case

it is found necessary to change back to coal burning

again. The Todd mechanical atomizing burners are at-

tached to a door which fits and covers the firing aperture

of the coal burning front. An expanding diaphram fits

into the front end of the furnace for the purpose of

directing the heater air into the atomized oil spray, thus

ensuring high efficiency and easy control of the air-oil

ratio. The installation is simple and a change from oil-

firing to coal-firing can be accomplished in a minimum
of time.

9. Only a number of minor operations are necessary to

complete conversion: Installation of a cold starting

apparatus which enables a ship with dead boilers to start

up quickly; steam connections to be installed to pumps,
heaters, etc.; torches and torch pots installed for lighting

off burners, and the usual fire fighting equipment as

called for by the Underwriters.

10. Very often when conversion to oil-burning is

made, it is desirable to operate the galley ranges with oil

burners. Todd makes a special galley range for oil burn-

ing and it is a simple matter to take a tap-off from the

oil discharge line on the main oil burning system to the

galley range.

The time required for the average conversion job, is

three to four weeks, depending of course, on the amount
of extra work involved and on the number of boilers.

If the pace of coal-oil conversion continues, there may
soon come a time when another ship will make maritime
history—the last one to make a voyage burning coal.

01 W-OIL
ROBERT DOLLAR HAD THIS TO SAY:

The following excerpt is taken from Captain Robert
Dollar's book, "One Hundred Thirty Years of Steam
Navigation." pages 89-90.

I'll never forget my first experience with oil fuel. It

was in 1902 that I pioneered by equipping the cargo

steamer Arab to burn oil, much to my sorrow. I went
on her on a voyage from San Francisco to China. We
had not proceeded very far before we discovered we
did not know how to use the oil properly. We kept

on changing and improving the defective equipment,
and in the meanwhile we were approaching the Aleutian

Islands, and it was in the dead of winter. Then our
pumps positively refused to furnish oil to the burners,

the oil being very heavy, far more so than any used at

a later date.

Naturally our fires went out, but we had some coal

so we managed to get steam on one boiler. Think of

our situation—no steam, and drifting on to the Aleu-

tians. In sheer desperation the Chief Engineer and I

decided to take a chance. We drilled a hole in the bulk-

head and aUowed the oil to run under the boilers so it

would get warmed up; then we used it.

What a terrible risk we took! If the oil had ignited,

we could not have saved the ship. So while we were at-

tempting this risky business I made my home in the

boiler room, and I did not sleep much, either. When
we got into the Sea of Japan I found we had coal

enough to take us to Shanghai, so we cleaned up all

the furnaces to burn coal. When this was finished I

said, feelingly, "No more oil for me."

PACIFIC MARIi REVIEW, Vol. I h. II SAID:

Excerpt from Pacific Marine Review, November, 1904.

"The Nebraskan left New York August 7, 1902,

touching at the ports of St. Lucia, British West Indies,

and Coronel, Chile, for coal. She reached San Diego in

fifty-seven days, five hours, and forty-three minutes. On
that voyage 2,267 tons of coal of poor quality were
used, and a fireroom crew of fifteen men found necessary.

The ship was kept at full speed during the entire voyage.

"On the voyage from San Diego to New York, with

a greater cargo in her hold, the voyage was completed
in fifty-two days, seven hours and twenty-six minutes.

There were consumed in the furnaces on this voyage

8,826 barrels, or 1,260 tons, of California fuel oil. Only
six men were required in the fireroom. Their wages
approximated $50 per month each.

"On the outward passage from New York to San
Diego the ship steamed 13,280 miles, while on the

homeward passage between San Diego and New York
the ship steamed 12,760 miles, the increased distance on
the outward passage being due to the fact that the ship

called at both St. Lucia and Coronel for coal.

"Four hundred and fifty-seven tons of measured space

for cargo was saved by reason of the oil fuel being of

less bulk. The resulting financial gain to the company
from all causes was at the rate of $500 per day. While
five days were saved on the eastward journey, it must

be remembered that the voyage was 520 miles shorter.

"The insurance risks, both on the vessel and on the

(Please turn to page SSI
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Right: A view of the boiler room of the Pulaski, showing

five Scotch-type boilers with three furnace doors each.

The two coal piles are typical of a coal-burning boiler

room. In this case, two of the furnaces are still being

coal-fired to maintain essential servio

Right: A boiler man crawls inside each furnace, dislodges

the grates, and hands them to the men outside. Note the

nose filter pad, worn to prevent the workers from breath-

dust.
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The Mobtlube, during the long tow.

[

m mm job

S
_AGAS OF THE SEA seem to gain more flavor in

ij the telling, and no exception is the tale of the SS
Aiobilube, a Socony-Vacuum Tanker which was hit by

a Jap torpedo back in January, 1943, while outside of

Sidney, Australia. With all undue credit to the Jap
submarine commander involved, he did hit the target

all submarine commanders aim for—a spot directly in

line with the stack at the water line. This particular

torpedo hit on the port side of the Aiobilube and ex-

ploded underneath the port boiler, completely flooding

not only the boiler but the engine room.

Built at Bethlehem's Sparrows Point yard in 1939
for Socony-Vacuum, the Aiobilube has an overall length

of 501' 7%", beam of 68' and a capacity of 133,833

bbls. when 100 per cent full. She was built with Bethle-

hem Freer System bulkheads.

The vessel was towed back to Sidney after the torpedo

had done its damage and temporary frames were in-

stalled in way of the hole caused by the explosion. A
"soft patch " was then put on over the hole. This "soft

patch" consisted of 21/2" x 5" Australian Gum wood
boards which were bolted to the temporary frames,

caulked and completely covered with a sheet metal
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sheathing. Approximately 250 tons of concrete were
poured into the double bottom to fill holes not covered

by the patch.

Her hull damage temporarily repaired, but her en-

gines useless, the Aiobilube was requisitioned by the

Navy, renamed Yard Oiler No. 164, and placed in active

service as a towed floating oil storage receptacle which
followed advance fleet units in the attack on Japan.

Conclusion of hostilities saw her in Manila Harbor.

In 1946 she was decommissioned by the Navy, towed
to Subic Bay in the Philippines and turned over to WSA
for disposal. Socony-Vacuum, her original owners, re-

purchased her and sent her original Captain, A. L.

Clark, and Chief Engineer, R. L. Burley, from the United

States to supervise the tow back.

The Aiobilube left Subic Bay May 26, 1947, towed

by another tanker, the Yorba Linda. The tow line con-

sisted of 65 fathoms of anchor chain and 1,115 feet of

manila rope, 12" in circumference and 4" in diameter.

When the ship reached San Francisco, 45 days and

3 hours out of Subic Bay, she had traveled 6,350 miles,

the longest tow of its type in marine history. Her aver-

age speed for the voyage was 6jD8 knots. All during the
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B Mobilube, her torpedo dar

ck prior to being drydocked fo

age repaired, is shown above at

installation of tail shaft and wheel.

period of the tow the two ships were in constant contact

with each other by portable radio which had a range

of five miles.

Upon arrival in the Bay Area, the Mobilube was dry-

docked for survey at Moore Drydock Company's yard.

Here her underwater body was sandblasted for external

examination, and it was found that the port boiler

would have to be completely renewed and rebuilt, and

extensive repairs made to the starboard, as well as the

obviously necessary repairs to the explosion-damaged

shell plating and internal structurals.

At conclusion of the survey, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany's San Francisco Yard was awarded the contract

for repairing the vessel. She was drydocked at this yard

a short time later and the job of removing the temporary

soft patch begun. This patch was approximately 55'x32'.

toiler from
k to the ship.

Arthur Tamberg. Beth,

lehem Machine Shop

Supervisor, points to

hole torn in Mobilube

reduction gear casing

by torepdo explosion^

The concrete also had to be removed before the steel

plating, frames, etc., could be renewed.

When this was accomplished, all shell frames were

renewed from the after peak bulkhead to the forward

bulkhead of the fire room, from the tank top to the under

side of the upper deck. All plating in way of the same

also was renewed—plus 60 feet of flat and vertical keel,

and the double bottom and tank top in way of the same.

All reduction gears and main machiner)' were re-

moved from the ship and inspected in the yard's ma-

chine shop. The actual job of reconditioning this ma-

chinery was handled by its original manufacturer. The
port boiler, which suffered the worst damage, was com-

pletely renewed by the Yard's Boilermaking Department

and extensive repairs were made to the starboard boiler.

It was this boiler that was kept in operation to run the

vessel's pumps and electrical generating equipment

while it was being towed as a floating oil storage

receptacle.

A whole new boiler flat was installed, as well as

foundations for boilers and all new auxiliary machinery.

Upon completion of the huU work, the stern frame

was rebored and the rudder skeg and gudgeons straight-

ened and rebored. The upper rudder stock was then

stress-relieved, straightened and rematched. All ma-

chinery was reinstalled and the complete hull was sand-

enter below: View o
3rd. Upper half of

vealing temporary fr.

spected in Bethlehem

Mobilube or

lorary plankir

Lower right;

ichine shop.

drydock at Bethlehem's San Francisco

g of "soft patch" has been removed
Mobilube's huge reduction gear being
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blasted from the waterline to the deck. Extensive stif-

fening was added throughout all cargo tanks, which
were then filled and tested.

The ship was dr)-docked later in the course of the job

and the tail shaft and wheel installed. All auxiliary- ma-
chinery has now been put in and work of installing

reduction gears, turbines and final alignment of the main
machinery' is now going on. The Mohilube will soon be

ready for her dock trial and deliver)' to her owners.

The Mobiiube Boiler Repairs

The repairs to the Foster Wheeler "D" r>-pe steam

generators on the Mobilube, while not difficult in the

light of wartime accomplishments, still were of a nature

to give a shipyard estimator a few gray hairs.

With the exception of the two drums and three of

the five headers, the port boiler was a total loss as a

result of a direct torpedo hit, and no particular care

had to be taken in burning it into sections for removal.

The starboard economizer had to be cut loose and lifted

out first before removing the boiler prof>er due to the

limited space in the fidley.

Inasmuch as these boilers had originally been erected

piece by piece on the ship, unlimited opportunity was

offered for conscientious boilermakers to supplement the

original designed bolted members with additional weld-

ing—and always in some inaccessible spot! This compli-

cated matters, and we were somewhat dubious of the

floating crane's rated capacit)' of 100 tons when it

failed to budge the remaining 35 tons of the starboard

boiler . . . until further investigation revealed that the

floor pan had also been welded to the foundation.

From the outside, the starboard boiler appeared to

be in fair shape. It was decided to renew all furnace

and superheater tubes plus all the refractor)' and insula-

tion. Upon removing these we found that extensive cor-

rosion had taken place. Evidently the former operators

had not lit off a dr)'ing-out fire for quite some time

after the fireroom was p'jmped out.

This would also account for the necessity of having

to renew all sheathing and insulation on the lined access

doors and various panels. In spite of the corrosion ver\-

little of the casings had to be renewed since the thick-

ness of Foster Wheeler marine boiler casings are more

than ample.

Considerable distortion of the internal members was

found and it was necessary to realign the steam drum
slighdy.

Some work had to be done on the salvaged pressure

parts of the port boiler. This entailed welding.

While it was known that the outlet on the supet-

heater header was badly twisted, it was not until the

Plcj-e turn to page 79y

IVestJngbouse Repairs Gears

and Gearcase on ^lobilube

The Westinghouse plant at Sunnyvale is the only one

on the West Coast capable of completely handling a

repair job of this magnitude. Actual limiting factor, of

course, was size of the hobbing machines available

—

and they have bobbers there capable of hobbing gears

up to 160 inches in diameter.

TTie job at Sunnpale comprised renewal of the bull-

gear shaft and flange, both of which were badly bent;

re-rimming and hobbing of the low pressure high speed

gear wheel (98^4 inches in diameter;; rehobbing of

buUgear ( 127' 2 inches in diameter), high pressure high

speed gear (98! 2 inches in diameter), high pressure

high speed pinions (8 inches in diameter;, low pressure

high speed pinions ( 1 1 inches in diameter ) and all

slow speed pinions ( 18 inches in diameter); repair of

the ver\' badly damaged gearcase ( see photo ) , and
Please turn to page ~9i

General Electric Mobilube Turbine Generators
The 300-kw turbine generators on the Mobilube were

laid up from 1945 to 1947 without precautions being

taken to preserve the units. The ship was considered a

dead loss and abandoned to the underwriters. Conse-

quently, the turbine rotors and all moving and stationary

parts were seriously corroded. The generator windings

suffered badly from constant exposure to moisture, and in

general the machines were borderline cases for complete

renewal. Duplicate machines could not be procured in

time to meet the completion schedule, so the General

Electric Company, San Francisco, was given the contract

to rebuild the machines regardless of cost.

Those who have seen the repaired rotors say there is

nothing to distinguish them from new, and it is under-

stood that they are ready to carry the fidl load.

During and after the repair of tlie 2 6.E. 300 liw. turbine genera-

tors on the Mobilube. The second unit is to the right in each

picture, taken in General Eiectric's service shop in San Francisco.
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U S -BUILT MOTOR SHIPS FOR FRANCE

M.S. AMIENOIS IS ONE OF a group of six ships

contracted for by the French Supply Council in

the United States with the Tampa Shipbuilding Com-
pany, as a step in the rehabilitation of the French mer-

chant marine. Construction of these vessels is in line

with the policy of making that country's new cargo

fleet almost entirely of fast modern motorships.

The design for these six sister ships was prepared

by M. le Reverend, Technical Manager for the Societe

Anonyme de Gerance et d'Armament, or more briefly,

S.A.G.A. Their design was worked out in such detail,

including towed and self-propelled model tests, that

preparations for their construction were begun as soon

as the war ended. Contract plans and specifications were

prepared by the Paris firm of naval Architects known
as F.E.R.M.I., under the direction of M. Kervarec. With
a considerable sum of unexpended French credits in the

United States, it was decided to build six ships here

to this design.

Of necessity, the contract plans were drawn up to

Bureau Veritas rules, in the metric system, and to

French standard of construction and equipment. On the

basis of building to Bureau Veritas rules for hull con-

struction, but substituting American standards and

equivalent American equipment, the contract for these

six ships was awarded to the Tampa Shipbuilding Com-
pany.

The ships are twin-screw shelter deckers, with raked

stems, modified cruiser sterns, midships houses, and

machinery aft and are fitted with 7,200 horsepower in

Diesel engines. They are of all-welded construction ex-

cept that frames and gunnel bars are riveted to the shell

plating and gunnel bars are also riveted to shelter deck

stringer plates

Principal characteristics of the ships are as follows:

Length overall 371' 10 9/16"

Breadth molded 59' 1 5/8"

Depth 29' 2 3/8"

Draft 19' 1 1/8"

Deadweight 3,770 tons

Cargo capacity, grain 251,000 cubic feet

Cruising radius 4,500 miles

Frames are spaced 27' 5/32", with a spacing of 24"

at the ends. An inspection of the lines and characteris-

tics of these ships gives the impression that high speed

was a primary consideration in their planning. This

impression is correct, although there is no speed stipu-

lation or guarantee in the contract, which merely re-

quires a guarantee of power. That the vessels will have

an unusual turn of speed is evidenced by their relatively

small tonnage, fine-lined hulls, and their 7,200 horse-

power.

( For purposes of comparison with American motor

ships, the CIA cargo type has the following characteris-

tics:

Length 412'3"

Beam 60'

Draft (loaded) 23'6"

Deadweight 74l6
Shaft H. P 4000
Crew ( approx. ) 40

Crew would be slightly larger if passengers were car-

ried.—Editor

)

The shapely hulls of these smart short-sea traders
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are divided transversly into fore peak, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and

4 holds, machinery space, and after peak. A continuous

double bottom is provided, with a duct keel on the

centerline in the way of No. 2, 3, and 4 holds. Main
and shelter decks extend the full length of the ships.

Above the shelter deck there is an extended forecastle,

a midship house, and a long poop.

On the shelter deck forward in the way of No. 1

hatch there are strong rooms, emergency generator room,

CO- cylinder room, paint and lamp lockers, and a

winch-resistor room. Four refrigerated cargo boxes with

a total capacity of 11,300 cubic feet are located on the

shelter deck under the midship house.

The ships will carry a total complement of thirty--

four crew members and twelve passengers. Unusually

commodious quarters are provided for all hands, with

separate single-bed rooms for each member of the

crew—an unusual innovation for ships of this type

and class. Berthing spaces for both passengers and crew

have natural ventilation, augmented by electric fans, and

hot-water heating. Interior sanitary spaces are equipped

with mechanical ventilation.

Quarters for deck officers and an owner's suite are

provided on three decks of the midship house. Above
these are the wheel house and lower and flying bridges.

On the poop are accommodations for engineers, offi-

cers' recreation rooms, and passenger spaces. The latter

deserve more than passing notice.

Most cargo ships do little more than provide sleeping

quarters for such passengers as they may carry. Pas-

sengers are berthed separately, of course, but they mess

with the ship's officers and have no deck space of their

own. In AiS. Amienois, however, they are provided

with a light, airy, weU-decorated dining saloon, and a

bar and cocktail lounge. The poop and boat decks,

which are planked, are also reserved for their exclusive

use. This is an innovation which will appeal to many
travelers who have spent their daylight hours promenad-

ing on the bare steel decks which are common to most
modern cargo ships.

On the shelter deck around the engine casing are

located quarters for unlicensed deck personnel, galley,

mess rooms, and hospital. The unlicensed portion of the

engine-room staff is berthed on the main deck aft.

One of the most interesting features of these unique

ships is the arrangement of their propelling machinery.

The two shafts are fitted with three engines each, driv-

ing through electric couplings and reduction gears. Two
engines of each propulsion unit are reversible, while

the third operates in the ahead direction only. The
engines are Nordberg six-cylinder, four-q'cle, super-

charged Diesels. They are of sixteen inches bore and
twenty-two inches stroke, developing 1200 brake horse-

power at 320 RPM, which would result in 1158 shaft

horsepower at 200 RPM of the propeller.

The non-reversible engine of each propelling set has

a dual function. It may be de-clutched from the re-

duction gear and connected to a 600 KW generator.

When it is desired to operate the ship at full power in

the ahead direction the generator is disconnected and

the engine becomes a propelling unit. This arrange-

ment permits either one of two main engines to be

employed as generator engines in port when working

cargo and eliminates the necessity of auxiliary generator

sets usually found in more conventional motorships.

The system of controls devised by Nordberg engi-

neers for handling this unique propelling installation is

worthy of more than passing attention. Amidships,

against the forward engine-room bulkhead are two con-

trol stands, one for each group of engines.

Each stand combines direct controls for two maneuver-

ing engines with switches and levers for three electric

couplings. The generator engines are operated by local

controls on the engines themselves.

When working as propelling units, these engines are

coupled to the propulsion system through the medium

•i»^

ot engine room ana (r'qn') control panel, ihowmg audi •quipn
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of their electric couplings, which are operated from the

central control stand forward.

The basic feature of the installation is that any one

engine or all six may be idled under no load and clutched

or declutched to or from the propeller shafts. To take

care of such widely varying load conditions all six en-

gines are fitted with Woodward idling and overspeed

governors especially developed in collaboration with

Nordberg engineers for such drives. When an engine is

started under no load, it is, therefore, idled under auto-

matic governor control at 150 RPM. After the load has

been picked up by the electric couplings, however, its

control and speed regulation is entirely mechanical.

The propelling machinery installed in Amienois and

her sister ships affords a wide variety of operating com-

binations. These are,

a. Both main maneuvering engines, of the port or

starboard groups, coupled to their respective shafts

and running in the ahead or astern direction.

b. One main maneuvering engine only coupled to

either propeller shaft, working ahead or astern.

c. Both engines of either the port or starboard groups

idling in opposite directions of rotation making
possible a quick reversal of propeller shaft rota-

tion.

d. Both main propelling groups running in the ahead

direction, with couplings energized and combined

generating and propelling engines also coupled to

the propeller shafts.

e. Emergency stop and reverse.

These operating combinations are made through the

control stands mentioned above. Each stand is fitted with

two latched levers, one for each of the two maneuvering

engines of its group. These levers can be worked in-

dividually, as may be required by conditions (b) and

(c) mentioned above, or they may be clutched together

for operating conditions (a) and (b). A knobbed lever

on the control stand actuates the clutch which connects

or disconnects the two control levers. Another knobbed
lever makes it impossible to move the engine control

Right: The Engine. There are six, of 1200 hp. each, to total

7200 hp.

elow: Inboard profile of M. S. Amienois, showing location of

lever directly from the stop position into the fuel range

on its quadrant without pausing in the start position.

Another knobbed lever operates the electric couplings

of the maneuvering engines, while a fourth one is pro-

vided for operating the coupling which connects the

combination engine to the propelling system.

Assuming that it is intended to operate two maneuver-

ing engines on one shaft in either direction, the control

levers are clutched together and the engines started,

with one lever working both units. The clutch ^between

the two engine control levers is connected to a clutch

control switch which is closed only when the clutch

is engaged. This insures that both couplings of two

maneuvering engines of one group can only be energized

simultaneously when those two engines are being oper-

ated as a single unit by means of one lever.

With the engine idling under governor control, the

coupling lever is moved in the same direction as the

engine control lever. When two engines of the same

group are idling in opposite directions, either may be

instantly connected to its propeller shaft by energizing

its coupling. Under such operating conditions, it is

mechanically impossible to energize both couplings.

It should also be noted that an engine control lever,

if moved to the stop position automatically de-energizes

the electric coupling of that engine.

Should one of the combination engines be required

for propulsion, it is started, with its governor set ten

(Pleace turn to page 94)

X'" JL:
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WORID'SIMCEST CRANE
By W. C. RAUBE

Machinery Manufacturers Section, Industrial Engineering Division.

General Electric Company

The celebration of Navy Day during the week of

October 20 to 27 brought to public attention in San
Francisco the world's largest overhead traveling crane

at Hunters Point.

THE NEED FOR INCREASED HIGH-SPEED re-

pair service on warships for our Pacific fleet has

resulted in the purchase by the Navy Department of

two enormous bridge cranes to be operated on one

runway. These cranes, which incorporate many novel

features, were built by the Alliance Machme Company
of Alliance, Ohio, for instaUation at the U. S. Naval

Drydocks, Hunters Point, San Francisco.

General Data and Capacities. The cranes, with 142

feet span and side girders 22 feet deep, are mounted
on a 730-foot runway which spans a pier 405 feet wide.

The runway's fixed cantilever arms therefore reach

162^ feet over the water on each side of the pier. The
runway, built by the American Bridge Company, is

supported on four towers, 35 feet by 50 feet at their

bases, placing the bridge runway rails 182 feet, and

the tops of the trolleys 207 feet, above mean high-water

level, or 201 feet above the deck of the pier. The centers

of the supporting towers are 320 feet apart crosswise

and 142 feet apart lengthwise of the pier.

The 18 motors will draw more electric energy than

is consumed by the entire cit)' of Sausalito, according to

General Electric Company engineers who designed and
built the electrical equipment, working in cooperation
with the Navy Department engineers from the Bureau
of Yards and Docks, 'Washington, D. C, and the engi-

neers of the Alliance Machinery Company.
Officers at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard described

the structural giant in terms of the area of the two
blocks on which the San Francisco City Hall stands. If

the center of the crane were located in the middle of

the City Hall so that the longest axis paralleled Van
Ness Avenue, the ends would project almost to the far

side of Grove Street on the south, and to the far side

of McAllister Street on the north.

The San Francisco Naval Shipyard officers responsible

for the construction of the crane are Commander L. J.

Stephenson ( CEC ) USNR, Navy Project Superintend-

ent, and Captain W. T. Eckburg (CEC) USN, who is

Public Works Officer in charge of all shipyard con-

struction.

The prime contractors are: for the foundation, the

Gerwick-Morrison & Twaits group which includes Ben
C. Gerwick Company, Morrison, Knudsen and Twaits
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SPEED-LOAD CHARACTfRISTICS
MAIN a AUXILIARY HOISTS
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Speed-load curves for master control points hoisting and lo

one main hoist. The upturn of the lowering curves with inci

loads is the paradox of the Maxspeed system.

Company; for the steelwork the American Bridge Com-
pany; materials supplied by the Construction Aggre-

gates Corporation and the Columbia Steel Company;
the cranes erected by the Alliance Machinery Company,
and the electrical work by the General Electric Company.

, Each crane is equipped with a single trolley carrying

a main hook and an auxiliary hook. The main hook has

a rated capacity of 225 long tons (approximately 250
short tons) at 10 feet per minute hoisting speed, while

the auxiliary hook has a rated capacity of 50 long tons

at 30 fpm. Both hoists are being tested under 125 per

cent load.

For handling loads in excess of 225 long tons, pro-

vision is made for tandem operation by coupling the

two cranes together with standard car couplers. As far

as bridge propulsion is concerned, the two cranes then

function as a single crane. An equalizer beam with a

giant, double-barbed swivel hook in its center is sus-

pended from the two main hooks, giving a combined
rated hoist capacity of 450 long tons (approximately

500 short tons) at 10 fpm.
The weight of each crane, complete with trolley and

rated pay load of 225 long tons, is approximately 1,-

734,000 pounds. During tandem operation, the weight

of the two cranes, complete with equalizer beam and

450 long-ton load, will be 3,568,000 lbs. (1784 short

tons ) . This close concentration of weight at either end

must be carried by the runway cantilevers with the cen-

terline of the total load 96 feet beyond the outer edge

of the runway supporting towers and 781/2 feet out

over the water. During single-crane operation, the center

of its 225-ton load can be carried out 130y2 feet over

the water or 148 feet beyond the outer edge of the

runway supporting towers.

The cable capacities of the hoist drums will be such

as to allow vertical operation of the main hook through

185 feet, from 25 feet below to 160 feet above water

level and the auxiliary hook from 35 feet below water

level to a point as high as the crane design will permit.

Power Supply. Power for operating the cranes will

be taken from a substation located in the upper section

of number one tower of the runway supports. Here in-

coming 11,500-volt, 60-cycle power is stepped down
to 480 volts in a 1000-kva, .3-phase air-cooled trans-

former. A 480-volt line leads down, across and up to a

25-kva, 480/120/208-volt substation, over number two
tower for lighting and small power uses. Crane power,

after passing through a triple-pole, l600-ampere circuit

breaker, is carried out along one of the runways where

it is tapped at eight points to a three-bar collector-rail

system. Power is brought up to each crane by means of

collector shoes of the lift-off type with provision for

retaining them in either the "on" or "off" position. To
give reasonable assurance against single-phasing, each

crane is equipped with two shoes for each phase.

The crane operator's cab is attached at one end of the

crane bridge structure, designed and located to give best

visibility of the crane hooks regardless of trolley posi-

tion. Three master switches for the control of the hoist,

bridge and trolley drives and an auxiliary hoist transfer

switch are provided in the operator's cab. The bridge and

trolley drives are more or less conventional and are

operated directly from the 480-volt power.

Because of the desire to obtain relatively high speed

under light and no-load conditions, the Maxspeed system

of modified Ward Leonard control is used for the hoist

drives. The motor-generator set required with this sys-

tem of hoist control will be mounted on the trolley

structure in order to eliminate the varying resistances

Page 48
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upper left: Looking down the run-

way at Hunters Point Crane.

Above: Another view of the world's

largest crane.

Left: The two bridges on the big-

gest crane in the world, looking

the runway. The three rails

at the left supply the electrical

power much like "third rails." The

single rail at the far left supports

d of the bridge carriage.

Right: A 50 hp G. E. induction

motor showing the drive shaft to

the bridge carriage.

Far right: One of the 8 G. E. 50

hp induction motors which provide

motive power to the bridges. Be-

low is an AK and the forward part

of a U. S. cruiser.
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of sliding collector shoe contacts in the main power

and field circuits, thereby increasing the reliability of

the hoist drive.

Since the main and auxiliary hoists are not required

to operate simultaneously, the motor-generator set pro-

vides sufficient generator and driving motor capacity

to supply the larger of these two hoists, i. e., the main
hoist drive. A transfer drum switch in the power circuit

is pilot motor operated. It is located on the trolley and

is controlled by a three-position switch located in the

operator's cab and which transfers the control of either

the main hoist or auxiliary hoist to the hoist master

switch in the operator's cab.

The capacity of the main hoist is approximately twice

that of the auxiliary hoist, and in order to use duplicate

equipment where possible, two MD totally-enclosed

watttproof motors are used on the main hoist and one
duplicate motor on the auxiliary hoist. They are rated

135 hp, 470 rpm, 230 volts for 30-minute duty, 75 C
rise. Two duplicate 125-kw, 1800-rpm generators are

provided on the motor-generator set for supplying the

hoist power requirements. When operating on the main
hoist, the two hoist motors and the two generators are

connected in a loop circuit with the generators and

motors alternated to limit the ceiling voltage between

any two points in the loop circuit to a voltage not in

excess of that of a single machine.

For auxiliary hoist operation, only one generator is

required. In the preceding paragraphs it was pointed out

that although there were only two hoists on each crane,

the power transfer switch provided three positions. One
position, obviously, is for establishing the connections

for the main hoist. The other two are for connecting the

auxiliary hoist motor to one generator or the other. The
transfer switch permits setting up an operating schedule

whereby the generators can be alternated at periodic

intervals for the following reason. The preponderance

of hoisting duty falls on the auxiliary hoist, during which

time both generators are running, but one generator

delivers no power. It is a well-known fact, although not

easily explained, that a generator develops commutator

grooving much faster when not delivering power than

when delivering power.

Bridge Drive. The bridge drive on each crane will

be powered with four Type MR totally-enclosed water-

proof, wound-rotor induction motors operating in paral-

lel, geared to give 100 fpm bridge travel. The motors

will be rated 50-hp, 600-rpm, 30-minute basis. There

will be two motors on each end of the bridge with shafts

connecting the two drives to hold the crane in line.

Each motor will be equipped with a full torque electric

brake.

The bridge motors are controlled from a quadruplex

magnetic control with reversing and plugging features

(Please turn to page 92)

Two more views of the world's largest

crane. The housing in the upper picture is

repeated in the lower one, and the wind-

ing drums in the foreground below are

shown in the housing structure of the for-

ward hoist in the background.
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DEVEIOPMEIT Of SHIP FORMS
By WILLIAM A. BAKER, Assistant to Naval Architect.

Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco Yard.

Part I

Historical

The earliest seaman, sitting astride a log and paddling

his way from one river bank to the other with his hands,

knew nothing of frictional resistance or propulsive co-

efficients. His simple problem was to move the log's

cargo—himself—across the river. As community' life

developed and some form of transportation became nec-

essary, it was natural for man to turn to transportation by
water as the easiest and cheapest—rivers at first and as

his vessels improved, coastwise and then deep sea voy-

ages. The inhabitants of river villages could fasten

together a few logs forming a raft on which to transport

themselves or goods down river by simply floating with

the current. The first problem in the resistance and
powering of ships came when they tried to go upstream

with their ungainly raft.

Other craft in use today in various parts of the world

which have existed since ancient times are rafts of in-

flated skins, wicker baskets daubed with pitch or clay,

and canoes made of bundles of reeds lashed together.

Samples of all may be found in early rock carvings of

the Assyrians and Egj'ptians.

The intended service and principal motive power of

the early vessels had much to do with their shape. The
paddled or rowed ships—natural descendants of the

dugout—remained for a considerable period relatively

narrow for their length. The early commercial operator,

already grousing at the high cost of motive power

—

even galley slaves had to be fed—turned to sail, using

oars only to help in maneuvering in and out of harbors

and in calms at sea. In order to carry as large a cargo as

possible the sailing vessel became quite chunky.

The Phoenicians, the world's first great seafaring

race, were responsible for many improvements in the

galley. Generally speaking their ships were similar to

the Egyptian ships of about 1200 B. C. but, being sea-

going vessels instead of river craft, they had more beam,

draft and freeboard thus carr}ing larger cargoes on the

same length. The greatest difference was that they sub-

stituted a ram for the overhanging bow, thus necessitat-

ing full buoyant lines to support its weight. The Phoe-

nicians invented the bireme and trireme—vessels with

two and three banks of oars— in order to obtain more
power without increasing length and with but moderate

increase in freeboard. Their vessels must have been of

considerable size for Herodotus reports that in the fifth

' This is in pan a talk before the Naval Architects and Marine Engi-
neers, San Francisco. Additional installments will follow.

century B. C. a fleet in the employ of the Egyptians

circumnavigated Africa taking about three years for the

voyage.

The Greeks received their knowledge of things nauti-

cal from their contacts with the Phoenicians both in

peace and war.

The Roman ships were divided into three classes: The
naves longae, long ships or ships of war; the naves

onerariae, or ships of burden; and the naves liburnae

which were ships built for great speed—claims of speeds

up to 10 knots have been made.

Fortunately for students of naval architecture, the

funeral customs of the early Scandinavian races, par-

ticularly the Norwegians, resulted in the preservation of

many ships of the 'Viking type. When a powerful chief

died, his ship was hauled on shore, his body and belong-

AMwi HnuHMr Sm*
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ings placed in a special enclosure built in the bow and

a huge mound of earth raised over the whole. While
many such burial mounds have been discovered, dating

between the second and tenth centuries A. D., perhaps

the best known is the Gogstad ship, a replica of which

was sailed across the Atlantic and exhibited at the Chi-

cago Exposition of 1893. She proved a wonderful sea-

boat. Her length over all is 79 feet 4 inches, her breadth

16 feet 6 inches and depth 6 feet amidships, 8 feet 6

inches at the end—slightly over 27 tons. The main
propulsion was by sail but in addition she was fitted for

sixteen oars on a side.

The Crusades brought large fleets of Northern seamen

into the Mediterranean for the first time and provided

a meeting of minds that produced ships combining the

best features of both regions. During the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries there was a gradual increase in the

size of ships, refinements in hull form and improvements

in rig. As far as is known at present, ships were built

by rule of thumb based on proportions that had proved

successful in service but one should not assume that all

were chunky and dull sailers. Because of limitations of

structural materials and a lack of engineering knowledge,

length was restricted so that considerable breadth and
draft were necessary to carry guns and stores on fighting

ships and to enable the merchant ships to carry cargo

economically. Builders have always known how to pro-

duce speedy vessels—witness the naves liburnae and the

Viking ship.

These developments resulted in the ships of the early

explorers—of Columbus, Magellan and countless others

—but in spite of research and the building of numerous
models and replicas none can tell for certain exactly what
they looked like. The "Santa Maria" of Columbus, a ship

of about 100 tons, is often regarded as a tub, yet she

made 200 miles in a day's run, an average of nearly 8V2
knots. The best available information at present gives her

a length of keel, 64 feet, length from stem to stern, 81

feet, breadth, 27 feet, and depth, 13 feet 6 inches. Thus

of the EIriabefh Jonas.

the length/breadth ratio is still the three of the old

Roman ships but the depth is reduced to one-half the

breadth although the ends are raised by the fore and
aftercastles.

In the above length/breadth ratio the length from
stem to stern was used as it more nearly represents the

present day length between perpendiculars than does the

length of the keel. For a considerable period the early

shipbuilders were limited to a length of keel equal to that

of the longest tree available; the first keel scarph was
made with great trepidation. To gain length the stem
and stern were raked. Because of the rudder the stern

rake was small but the fore rake was an arc of a circle

—

nearly tangent to the keel and vertical at the deck.

During the early recorded period of naval architecture

it was common practice to shape a ship's sections by
some system using only a pair of compasses and a straight

edge. Baker's notebook preserves an early English version

—Lynton's system. This method produced a midsection

not unlike the Spanish type previously mentioned. There
is the same flat floor for about one-third of the breadth,

a quick arc fairing into a long arc which ends in another

quick arc at the full breadth about one-third of the draft

above the load water line. The tumble-home of bul-

warks and erections is about 20°.

From the details from Baker's notebook a model of an

Elizabethan galleon has been constructed using as a guide

the dimensions of the ship "Elizabeth Jonas " as rebuilt

in 1597-98. Her length of keel was 100 feet, fore rake,

36 feet, stern rake 6 feet, thus length from stem to stern

equals 142 feet, breadth, 38 feet and depth of hold, 18

feet. The length/breadth ratio is 3.73 while the depth

is 0.474 of the breadth. Hc-i tonnage is given as 855.

The first body organized to deal with the construction

of ships was the Shipwright's Company, founded in 1605

and incorporated in May 1612 by a charter to the "Mas-

ter, Warden and Commonalty of the Art or Mystery of

Shipwrights." The Company had jurisdiction over all

shipbuilders and plans for all ships of the royal navy

required their approval.

Sir Anthony Deane is

the first known to have

applied mathematical sci-

ence to naval architecture.

To quote Pepys' Diary for

the 19 May 1666 "And
then he fell to explain to

me his manner of casting

the draught of water
which a ship will draw

beforehand, which is a

secret the king and all ad-

mire in him; and he is the

first that hath come to

any certainty beforehand

of foretelling the draft of

water of a ship before she

be launched." Deane also

had a system of drawing

the lines of a ship similar

to Lynton's mentioned
previously. His system
produced a rounder bilge

than the earlier method.
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Based on Dean's system, a naval ship

with a keel length of 100 feet would
have a breadth of 30 feet (33 feet for

a merchantman), fore rake 22 feet 6
inches, stern rake 4 feet 7 inches. Thus
the length from stem to stern is 127

feet 1 inch and the length/breadth ra-

tio is 4.24—much finer than any pre-

viously-noted sailing vessels. In spite of

being the practice of nearly a century

later than Baker, the proportions and
general shape are much the same and it

will be found that except for minor de-

tails there will be little change until

about 1750. One noticeable feature

during this period is the gradual lifting

of the full transom out of the water; it

it fully clear by about 1770.
"S^^

In light of modern knowledge of re-

sistance of ships, the various systems of

drawing ships' lines with a pair of

compasses in conjunction with the pro-

portions then in favor produced a

body plan worthy of note. The mid-
section is essentiaUy a rectangle with the bilge cut off

at a 45 degree angle and the remaining sections are

roughly parallel to each other as they progress towards

bow or stern. It may have just happened, or some un-

known designer was years ahead of his time. In 1921

a German naval architect, in trying to produce a form

of minimum resistance through a series of tank tests,

arrived at a rectangular section with the bilge cut off at

45 degrees and the other sections parallel to the sloping

portion. This is patented under the name "Maier-form."

In spite of all the scientists and practical shipbuilders

there was little real progress in improving the form of

ships. This failure can be attributed to many reasons.

The theorists knew little or nothing of the practical side

of shipbuilding or handling, the practical men were weak
on theory, while the experimenters lacked proper equip-

ment and could not or did not try to coordinate their

efforts.

At the end of the eighteenth century the length/

breadth ratio of ordinary merchant and naval vessels was

about 3.75 or less with the depth to main deck about 0.55

of the breadth. The following table shows how little the

size and proportions changed in about 150 years—the

data is for a 70 gun ship of the line:

—

1677 1706 I7I9 na
ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Length on Gun Deck 150 150 151 151
Length of Keel 122 12.? 2 122
Breadth, extreme .?9 8 4l 41 6 4? 5

Depth in hold 17 17 4 17 4 17 9

1741 1745 18.^0

fi. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Length on Gun Deck 154 160 180
Length of Keel 125 5 l.?l 4 146 8
Breadth, extreme 44 45 54
Depth in hold 18 11 19 4 22 4

A serious attempt to better the scientific knowledge

of naval architecture was the organizing in 1791 of a

"Society for the Improvement of Naval Architecture " in

England. The Society was founded largely through the

efforts of Colonel Mark Beaufoy and included the Duke

3L^ Cio^/, /KT/

of Clarence, who became William IV, and many noble-

men and others of influence. A series of experiments on
ship resistance were conducted by the Society between

1793 and 1798 but due to exhaustion of funds only a

preliminary report was published. Later, Mr. Henry
Beaufoy published a complete account at his own ex-

pense.

The resistance experiments were made with submerged

bodies of various shapes at speeds varying from 1 to 8

nautical miles per hour. Drawings showing the shape

of the bodies tested, the towing mechanism ( falling

weights ) and some of the results were attached by Robert

Fulton to his U. S. Patent Specifications in 1809. The
Society seems not to have understood wave-making re-

sistance as such. The normal diverging bow wave was
readily apparent but any small resistance wave at the

{Please turn to page 100
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Port Engineer of The Month

LDS ANGELES

Edward L Harris

of Pope & Talbot Lines

Upon discharge from the Navy in 1923, Edward

Harris joined the Merchant Marine as an oiler on the

Maricos H. Whittier for the Associated Oil Company.

He remained on the Whittier until he secured his original

Second Assistant's license early in 1924, when he was

transferred as Third Assistant on the Paul Shoup with

the same fleet. He then served at various rates on such

well-known tankers as the Herron, Buck and Drum.

After securing his Chief Engineer's license he returned

to service on the Paul Shoup in 1934 as Chief Engineer.

He remained as Chief Engineer with Associated Oil until

1941, when he joined the Alcoa Steamship Company as

First Assistant Engineer on the Alcoa Pilgrim, under

construction at Bethlehem, San Francisco, as part of the

original C-1 construction program of the Maritime Com-
mission. After delivery of the Pilgrim to New York, he

served as Chief Engineer of the vessel, remaining on her

until the first of May, 1942.

Ed served in the Caribbean run during the five months
immediately after Pearl Harbor, the time of our highest

losses in that area. He then transferred, as Chief Engi-

neer, to the Alcoa Pennant on the Pacific Coast, serving

in the Pacific area until late December 1942. At this time

he was ordered ashore by Alcoa to take charge and

delivery of six C-l's under construction at the Consoli-

dated Steel Corp. in Wilmington for delivery to Alcoa

Steamship Company as owners. In conjunction with Capt.

P. E. Odeen, after delivery of the vessels at Consolidated,

offices were opened in San Francisco, and for the next

two years he was in charge of all activity for the Alcoa

Steamship Company on the 'West Coast, which included

the maintenance and repair of a total of 36 vessels owned
and operated by them.

Ed joined Pope and Talbot Lines in February 1945 as

Assistant Port Engineer, and was transferred to the Los

Angeles area in July 1946. The happy grin indicates that

he likes his work.

--With The

WMTER HILL ADDRESSES

m mwm society

At its November meeting, the San Francisco Society

of Port Engineers heard a very fine talk on boiler con-

struction, given by Walter B. Hill on the construction of

Babcock & Wilcox boilers. After a learned discussion of

boiler operation and the solution of operating problems,

Walter showed a sound picture on the manufacturing of

boilers and their place in the merchant marine. After the

picture, he and Larry Rapp ably presided over an hour of

technical discussion from the floor. An article including

the descriptive processes from the sound picture is being

specially prepared for publication, and will appear in an

early issue. A brief review of the film will be found on

page 56.

Included are A. R. Isaacson:

Morrison; E. P. Larned. Thi

taken at the S. F. Port Engir

picture and the

ers Meeting.
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Port Engineers -

Something New In The Social

Life of San Francisco

The Society of Port Engineers, San Francisco

FIRST ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS DINNER DANCE

Gold Room Fairmont Hotel

Friday, December 12, 1947 — 8:30 P.M.

Reservations limited. Members get first choice at

tickets for themselve and their friends. Deadline

for member reservat Ions Friday. November 21st.

TARIFF $7.50 each Dress: Ladles, formal

Gents, optional

Frank William Smith

At the San Francisco Port Engineers meeting. Walter Hill ad-

dresses the meeting, and Frank Smith likes one of Butch's iokes.
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Port Engineer of the Month

SAN FRANCISCO

FRANK WILLIAM SMITH,

of American Mail Lines.

Not to be confused with Pacific Marine Review, which
was also born in Seattle, Frank William Smith is port

engineer for American Mail Line in San Francisco, and
president of the Society of Port Engineers.

Frank heard the call of the sea in 1 909, and from then

until 1917 he climbed the ladder of ratings to his chief

engineer's license. With the start of war in 1917, he
sailed from Seattle as first assistant engineer on a Stand-

ard Oil tanker, and was made chief on arrival in New
York. He remained with Standard of New Jersey until

1919, when he became guarantee engineer for the Hog
Island Shipyards, and sailed on a number of the Army
transports built there.

As No. 1 on the eligible list for the Electric Drive
School at General Electric, Schenectady, Frank attended

and was subsequently appointed guarantee engineer for

the Shipping Board, assigned to New York City.

But shore-side business needed a good man, and Frank
became vice president and sales manager of a printing

machinery concern where he remained for 20 years. The
war saw him back in the engine room as chief engineer

out of San Francisco until W. S. A. called him in and
there he stayed to war's end, when he joined American
Mail Lines as port engineer.

Some marine officers love to recall the ships on which
they sailed, and their lives are logged by ship names and
dates. In the case of Frank Smith, the outstanding con-

tribution to the industry is the formation of the Society

of Port Engineers, of which he is president. Along witli

Joe Gisler and some others, the port engineers organized

the first such society in the United States and their

efforts have been copied in other ports. The San Francisco

society sets a fast pace and is a credit to the industry and
to Frank Smith's efforts.
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PORT ENGINEERS \] SE^EE

HOLD SPECIAE MEETIi

EOR COHDORE 8HEPHEARD

. AT THE MEETING

Left to right: Commodore H. C. Shepeard, U.S.C.S.R., Chief

Officer of Merchant Marine Safety; Joe Sweetlin, President Society

of Port Engineers of Puget Sound; Frank Howard, V.P. Society of

Port Engineers of Puget Sound, American Mail Line; Lt. Col.

H. C. Dodenhoff, Transportation Corps, U. S. Army; E. S. Raney,

Supt. of Luckenoach steamship Co.; Robert G. Zener, General

Mgr. Todds Drydock at Seattle.

AT SEATTLE PROPELLER HONORING ADMIRAL FARLEY

(Top) Left to right: Mayor Wm. F. Devin, of Seattle; Adm. J. F.

Farley, Commandant U.S.C.G.; Capf. Alex Peabody, President

Black Ball Lines; Robert Albin, President Ames Terminals, new
President of Propeller Club; Com. H. C. Shepheard, U.S.C.G. R..

Chief Officer of Merchant Marine Safety.

(Bottom) Left to right: Rear Adr

retired, now asst. to Pres. of Alaska

Haugen, U.S.C.G., rep. i3th Dist. Co
Commodore J. E. Stike, command

I. F. A. Ceusler, U.S.C.G.,

Steamship Co.; Capt. Neils

ist Guard, Ketchikan, Alaska;

!r 13th Coast Guard Dist.;

Left to right: H. W. McCurdy, Pres.

Puget Sound Bridge & Dredge; Col.

Wm. H. Donaldson, Jr., Command-
ing Officer Seattle Port of Embarka-
tion; Al Litner, Pres. American Mail

Line; Rear Adm. Wm. H. Munter,

U.S.C.G. (Refd.); Lt. Com. C. R.

Bender, U.S.C.G., Aide to Adm.
J. F. Farley.

;. W. Skinner, President of Alaska Steamship Co., Skinn.

Eddy Corp.; Col. Leiand Hewitt, War Dept. Dist. Engine

MORE PROPELLER CLUB

Left to right: Harold J. Wrigley, In-

ternational Paint Co.; Capt. Carl

Ganong, U.S.C.G.; Robert LeBlanc,

General Mgr., Everett Pacific Ship-

building & Drydock Co.; Command-
er Hebert E. Peters, U.S.C.G.; S. K.

Smith, Mgr. Seattle Office, American

Bureau of Shipping.

BY WALTER B. HILL

The scenes take place at a large Eastern shipyard where
step-by -step assembly of the boiler is shown. As each

step occurs, the film cuts to a drawing which highlights

the particular parts beirig installed, thus making it simple

to follow the assembly.

After the assembled boiler has been lowered into a

destroyer, animated drawings are used to show the flow

of water, steam, air, oil, and combustion gases through

the unit.

The final scenes show various Naval and Merchant
vessels lined up for review.

The scene then shifts to rhe B&W Works at Barberton,

O'l'o nnd shows important operations in the fabrication

of boiler components. In addition to illustrating the steps

in the manufacture of a drum ( forming, machining,

welding, etc. ) the film shows the fabrication of headers,

studded tubes, sprayer plates and oil burners.
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HOW \ SHIP OPERATES

The many services a modern steamship provides are

explained and illustrated in a full color page advertise-

ment entitled How a Steamship Operates" in the No-

DECEMBER • 1947

\ ember 22 issue of The Saturday Evening Post.

The presentation was prepared by the Building Mate-

rials Division of the Armstrong Cork Company in co-
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operation with the National Federation of American

Shipping.

One of the features of the advertisement is the cut-

away view and accompanying diagram of a typical mod-

ern steamship. Readers are taken behind the scenes and

shown how the steamship is constructed to combine

luxurious passenger service with large-scale cargo trans-

port.

The copy reads in part:

"When you take that cruise you've dreamed about,

you may sail on a ship like this. From the swimming

pool to your air-conditioned stateroom, you'll enjoy the

same comforts you find at a resort hotel ashore. But,

below decks, this ship is a hard-working freighter, carry-

ing tons of cargo to many ports of call.

"To combine luxurious passenger service with large-

scale cargo transport, a steamship is like a city afloat.

Like a city, a ship has to have its utilities. Most of them

are based on heat and cold. Heat is generated to drive

the ship and for many other purposes. Cold is needed

for air-conditioned comfort and to guard perishable cargo

from spoilage. To avoid wasting valuable heat and cold,

a great deal of insulation is built into the structure of a

modern steamship."

As part of the presentation, enlargements of the cut-

away view are being offered free to readers. The 21" x
22" enlargements are in full color for framing.

TARIFF m TRADE AGRFFMFNTS COiLUDFD AT GEiVA

The Geneva Agreemen: is the most comprehensive

international instrument ever negotiated for the reduc-

tion of barriers to world trade, having regard both to

the scope of its provisions and to the volume of trade

which they affect. The provisions of the Agreement

extend to trade barriers and trade controls of all kinds,

including tariffs, preferences, quotas, internal controls,

customs, regulations, state trading and subsidies. The
twenty-three countries participating in the negotiations

were Australia, the Belgium-Netherlands-Luxemburg

Customs Union, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, Chile,

China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, France, India, the Customs

Union of Lebanon and Syria, New Zealand, Norway,

Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia, the Union of South Africa,

the United Kingdom, and the United States. These coun-

tries accounted, in 1938, for approximately three-quar-

ters of the international trade of the whole world.

All concessions made by the United States were formu-

lated within the limits and according to the procedures

specified by the Trade Agreements Act and Executive

Order No. 9832 of February 25, 1947. As required by

the Executive Order, the General Agreement provides

that if, through unforeseen developments, a particular

tariff reduction should increase imports so sharply as to

cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers,

the country granting the concession may withdraw or

modify it in whole or in part. If the concession is in

fact modified or withdrawn, other interested countries

may then withdraw or modify substantially equivalent

concessions. The Agreement and its Schedules of tariff

concessions will be put into effect provisionally on Janu-

ary 1, 1948 by Australia, the Belgium-Netherlands-

Luxemburg Customs Union, Canada, France, the United

Kingdom, and the United States, and by other participat-

lUOUlD
TRflD€

ing countries as soon as they can comply with procedures

required by their constitutions or laws. This must be

done by June 30, 1948. Provisional application by the

United States will be effected by Presidential proclama-

tion under the Trade Agreements Act, as amended. The
Agreement will enter definitely into force upon deposit

with the Secretary General of the United Nations of

formal acceptances on behalf of countries making up
85 per cent of the foreign trade of all negotiating coun-

tries as determined in an annex to the Agreement.

PRACTICES DETAILED
A publication which should be of unusual interest to

businessmen and others seeking information on accepted

methods and practices in buying or selling abroad has

been issued by the National Chamber's Foreign Com-
merce Department under the title. Doing Import and

Export Business.

The 140-page booklet provides those without ex-

perience in foreign trading a concise and systematic dis-

cussion of the principles, practices, techniques, and prob-

lems of importing and exporting.

The document is intended as a practical introductory

guide for use primarily by manufacturers, wholesalers,

and retailers, without previous experience in importing,

who wish to import foreign supplies, and by manufac-

turing companies or other producers who contemplate

starting export business.

It will serve likewise the interests of students of the

practical aspects of foreign trading and will be of

value for review by many persons employed in special

positions in import or export businesses.

Single copies are available from the Foreign Com-
merce Department at SI 00 each. Bulk lots of 25 or more

to the same address may be obtained at a discount of

20 per cent.
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lETHERUiS lilES EPRTS

Rubber
Exports of rubber from the Netherlands Indies have

been increasing "considerably" according to a govern-

ment report based on findings in recently recovered

areas, and made public by the Netherlands Information

Bureau's western division.

Rubber production in Java and Sumatra is expected

to reach eight to nine thousand tons monthly in the first

quarter of 1948, the report indicated. Production for the

first half of 1947 amounted to 600 tons monthly, with

increases starting in July. By next year's second quarter

rubber exports will be on the gradual increase.

The report listed other important commodities as

follows:

Palm Oil
Production of palm oil has not begun as yet. There

are some 118,600 acres of the palm oil region under

Dutch control; of this about half, or 61,775 acres, have

been brought under a management representing seven

estates. Of the 19 palm oil factories in this area before

the war, six are reported as more or less seriously

damaged. Nevertheless, according to the government re-

port, the production forecast for 1948 is estimated at

80,000 tons; for 1949, 150,000 tons, and for 1950,

250.000 tons.

Tea
Present tea production in Java and Sumatra amounts

to a few hundred tons monthly, with some twenty-five

to thirty per cent of the prewar acreage gone. Future

tea export is estimated, according to the report, at 500

tons for January, 1948, with gradual increases through-

out the year for a total export of 20,000 tons. Exports

for 1949 were estimated at 30,000 tons, and for 1950,

60,000 tons.

Sugar
The amount of sugar stocks recovered in Eastern

Java were set at 142,000 tons. New crops have been

started.

Tobacco
It will be late 1948 or early 1949 before the new

crop of high-grade Sumatra wrapper tobacco will reach

the market, according to the report. 'While the current

crop is estimated at 15,000 bales, the next crop it is be-

lieved will reach a total of 50,000 bales. Java wrapper and

filler tobacco crops for 1948 are estimated at 10,000

tons. This year's crop of native tobacco in Eastern Java

is expected to be very low, with present stocks amount-

ing to approximately 1,500 tons.

For years the production of estate tobacco in Eastern

Java has been neglected, the report said, although in-
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stallations and godowns ( warehouses ) are reported to

be in reasonably good condition for the most part.

Stocks of estate tobacco around Djember, important

tobacco growing area in Eastern Java, are believed to

be approximately 1,800 tons.

Sisal and Abaca Fibers
Exports from the Indies of sisal and abaca fibers will

be around 7,000 to 8,000 tons in 1948, it is believed.

They have been estimated at 20,000 tons for 1949 and
for 1950 at 35,000 to 45,000 tons.

Sisal manufacturing installations on the East coast of

Sumatra around Medan have suffered little damage, al-

though sisal plantings have been very severely damaged.

It is not expected that the region will produce crops to

any great degree before 1950.

Meanwhile, abaca plantations in the Medan area were
found in better condition, and it is believed that produc-

tion of the fiber can be resumed to some extent in the

near future.

Quinine
It is believed that quinine production will be back

to prewar levels within eighteen months, since both

plantations and installations producing cinchona are in

good condition.

Tin
Before the war some twenty-five per cent of the world's

tin was produced in the Netherlands East Indies. 'With

dredging equipment almost wholly destroyed by the

Japs, the rehabilitation of this industry will, neverthe-

less, be within eighty per cent of completion by the

end of 1947, with the year's production estimated at

200,000 tons. Production estimates for 1948 have been

set at 40,000 tons: 1949, 45,000 tons; 1950, 50,000 tons.

Kapok
Kapok exports for 1948 are estimated to range from

5,000 to 6,000 tons; for 1949, 6,000 to 10,000 tons;

1950, 10,000 to 12,000 tons. There are some 2,600

tons of the old crop recovered in East Java and Madura.

The new 1947 crop is figured at 4,000 tons.

TRfiDt
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mm mm tells of waterfrokt probllms

At a recent meeting of the San Francisco Junior Char

ber of Commerce World Trade Committee, Franl<

Foisie, president of the Waterfront Employers' Associ

tion, explained the relationship of waterfront probler

to world trade. Shown above at the head table: Frai

(bridegroom) Hooper, Bank of America; Wm. O'Do
nell. United Air Lines; Frank P. (for pipe) Foisie; Hei

Potter, Otis, McAllister & Co.; T. Douglas MacMulle

Pacific Marine Review.

AT THE JUNIOR WORLD TRADE MEETIi mm TRADE DEPARTMENTS

HAVE \m TARITF LISTS

A copy of the concessions, tariff reductions and analysis

of trade agreements agreed upon by 23 nations at the

Geneva conference, October 30, is available for reference

purposes at the World Trade Departments of the San
Francisco, Oakland and Los Angeles Chambers of Corn-

Left to right: John B. Harbell, Allan Eber, Professor M. R. Bene-

dict, President Herbert Porter. Professor Benedict addressed the

meeting on Agriculture and World Trade. His talk was summar-

ized in the October Pacific Marine Review.

DANAi BOAT USES

ATLAS PORTABLE COiEYOB
PMR's staff photographer caught the good ship Ama-

pala in dock down at Pier "A," Long Beach, and dis-

covered the Southern Terminals Company using a very

interesting method of unloading bananas from hold to

freight car. The Atlas Welding & Mfg. Co., of Long
Beach, manufacturers of conveyors, supplies a portable

conveyor belt to remove the bananas at the rate of 32

carloads in 1 1 hours.

The Aniapala is one of six banana boats owned by the

Fuente Banana Company of Brownsville, Texas, Valen-

tine Fuente, President. She is a converted Canadian

corvette, a full reefer equipped with Freon-type refrig-

eration and reciprocating engines, twin screw and knocks

off 17' 2 knots. She cruises at 14 knots enconomically.

The Fuente Banana Company operates out of Salina

Cruz, Mexico, and makes the run in 11 days. These

Mexican bananas are called the Chiapas Bananas, and are

mighty tasty. The Fuente Company has only recently

started this Pacific Coast run and their general agents are

the Southern Terminals Company located in Long Beach.

TRflD€ Amapala with the Southern Terminals officials, captain, chief en-

gineer, on the bridge on 8th run from Salina Cruz.
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ling into San Franc with the Bagley, Cr.

TUD TOWS THREE DESTROYERS

A tow of unusual size and distance cleared the Golden
Gate November 6 after a 21 day trip from Honolulu.

The Ono, one of two 516 ton tugs recently purchased

by the Hawaiian Pineapple Company for its subsidiary

Isleways, Ltd., brought in three crewless ex-Na\T de-

stroyers for scrapping at the Moore Drj'dock Company
in Oakland.

Preparatory for towing to San Francisco, the vessels

were placed in drydock at Honolulu for examination. At
this time the main injection and overboard discharge

valves for the main salt water circulating system were

examined, closed tight and wired in a closed position.

All other openings in the shell were closed by means
of wooden plugs driven tight from the outside and shaved

flush with shell plating or closed by means of bolted

steel plates. The rudder'^ were secured in a fixed position.

The six propellers were removed from the vessels and

secured on the main deck aft. The shell plating on the

vessels was examined and considered as being in satis-

factor)' condition for a tow. All openings in the shell

plating above the water line, including port lights, were

secured and made tight Openings and exposed areas of

main and forecastle decks were closed up and hose tested

as necessar}' and proven tight. All openings in the main
and forecastle decks located within the super structure

were closed and made tight, and external bulkhead open-

ings of superstructure were closed and made tight.

A considerable number of valves in various piping

systems throughout each vessel had been removed. Water-
tight compartmentation below the main and forecastle

decks was maintained by blocking all piping systems and

closing all excess openings in bulkheads and decks. Loose

gear and material throughout the vessels was secured or

stowed as considered necessary.

Side lights and stern lights were installed and each

light supplied with storage batteries of sufficient capacit)'

to supply lights for 24 days towing time with continuous

lighting.

The towing bridles for all three vessels are similar in

arrangement. The vessels' chain was doubled, secured to

the forward bitts and starboard, and extended to the

after bitts port and starboard on forecastle deck as a pre-

venter. This chain was secured to a IV2" towing heart

plate located approximately 10' forward of the anchor

windlass. The lead chain from the towing plate was
2' 2" cast steel stud link chain, approximately 60' in

length. The heart plate was further secured by means
of a single length of the vessels' anchor chain from the

heart plate to the vertical anchor windlass capstan.

The three vessels were unmanned and were arranged

and towed in tandem as follows:

The first vessel, Bagley—towed at 600' on a 2" 6 x 19
towing hawser secured to the lead chain with a 2%"
shackle. This vessel was towed through from one drum
of a dual drum towing engine.

The second vessel. Craven—towed at 1390' on a I%"
6 X 27 plow steel towing hawser. Secured to lead chain

with a 2?4" shackle. This vessel was towed from the

second drum of the rug's dual drum towing engine.

The third vessel

—

Helm—towed at 2200' on a IV2"
6 X 37 plow steel hawser with a 2^4" shackle to lead

chain. This vessel was towed through from the towing
bitts on the tug.

Towed with their rudders set, respectively, at amid-
ships, 5 degrees left and 20 degrees left, the destroyers

fanned out somewhat to the left and slowed the tow to

an average of four knots for the voyage. They main-
tained this relative position throughout, Captain Bob
Nakea reported, except in a heavy following sea, which
on occasions set all three destroyers on the right rear

(Please turn to page 88)
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Marine Insurance

The London Letter

By Dur United Kingdom CorrespondEnt

Hull Rates

WITH REGARD TO THE FUTURE of hull insur-

ance rates, it would be difficult—although nothing is

certain in this postwar world!—to put forward any argu-

ment in favor of any further all-round reduction in the

cost of hull insurance. The cost of repairs has continued

to rise, and this is contrary to the expectations with which

generous concessions were made by underwriters in the

immediate postwar revisions of the Joint Hull Under-
standing. Moreover, the monthly casualty lists now show
a numerical increase of casualties compared with the

same month in the previous 3 years. Unless all the signs

are wrong, the probability is that hull insurance during

1948 will be carried on with little, if any, variation from

the conditions of 1947.

Cargo Rates

The situation with regard to cargo rates is entirely

dependent on the Combined Marine Surcharges. This, as

is well known, is a much-debated issue, and none would
care—or dare—to prophesy regarding the future of the

Government Control

I have been asked for an indication of Government
control of insurance in England. The only reliable point-

er is that Sir StaflFord Cripps, when introducing into

Parliament the Assurance Companies Act of 1946, made
it clear that, apart from a few cases relating to the Gov-
ernment's social insurance programme, the Government
had no intention of interfering with private enterprise

in insurance, which was so valuable an invisible export

to the nation.

Healthy competition is one thing. Confused and con-

tradictory underwriting is another.

The foregoing lines sum up the general opinion in

United Kingdom marine insurance circles. There are a

number of signs to indicate that the marine underwriting

market, as a whole, is not pulling together—indeed, to

quote one leading underwriter, "is not exercising the

care and reasonable powers which lie within its grasp.

"

In the general confusion of this postwar world, ma-
rine insurance market difficulties increase and multiply.

There is the problem of the rating of American steamers,

Norwegian steamers, Dutch steamers; and long-drawn-

out discussion on the retention or otherwise of the

"C.M.S." (Combined Marine Surcharge); and the grant-

ing of attractive treaty terms to foreign nationalised in-

surance companies.

1 recall that, following the 1914-18 war, there was a

period of great activity, similar, in some respects, to those

of the past years. Gradually, many sound principles were
discarded, and in due course the market experienced

a series of years when marine underwriting results were

poor.

These and other matters may be viewed as pointing

to a similar set of circumstances if the wise-heads in the

industry do not find a way of getting together. Even in-

ternational conferences, although useful in themselves,

do not appear to be the solution to some of the many
problems, a number of which are of a purely domestic

character.

The situation now, as compared with the postwar

world after World War I, is not quite the same for the

reason that, whereas by 1920 the slump had begun to

show unmistakable signs, values of hulls and commodities

at the present time are still inclined to rise. Clearly, the

3 market agreements—Joint Hull, C.M.S. and War Rat-

ing—would seem to be necessary until the present gen-

eral conditions show definite signs of settling down.

German Companies

Marine insurance business in Germany has not run

unfavorably since the capitulation. Following the col-

lapse of Hitler, marine underwriters in Germany real-

ised that the level of costs for repairs would be of deci-

sive importance for hull insurance as a "premier risk"

insurance. As a precautionary measure, underwriters

agreed with shipping companies on a form of settlement

according to which underwriters were to bear the in-

crease of costs up to 25 per cent only, the basis of com-

parison being prices ruling at the beginning of April,

1945. While, owing to circumstances, this special clause

has not so far been brought into operation, it is available

whenever required. In spite of price fixing, prices in

Germany have shown marked increases, although they

are not risen so much as was feared in some quarters.

The agreement between underwriters and shipowners,

however, will when the time comes for repairs to be

executed to an extent greater than at present, be ready

to be put into operation for the benefit of German marine

insurance companies. News reaches me from an influen-

tial marine insurance source in Germany that, if German
marine insurance is to play its part in the reconstruction

of the postwar world, it is essential that all restrictions

at present in force in connection with reinsurance

should be dropped.

Italian Companies

Italy—to take another of the principal ex-enemy

countries, so far as marine insurance business is concern-

ed— is making rapid strides towards recovering her posi-

tion in the shipping and marine insurance businesses.

Marine insurance business in Italy was naturally dis-
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rupted by the war, and Italian underwriters had to start

again almost from the beginning. It is to their credit that

they wasted no time in setting about the grim business

of restoring their shattered fortunes. Some companies

have shown large increases in the amounts which they

received in total marine insurance premiums. This growth
in revenue is remarkable, even allowing for the changes

in currency compared with prewar.

It must not be imagined, however, that there is going

to be a boom in Italian marine insurance. There are

many difficulties to overcome, and no salutary expecta-

tions should be entertained regarding the immediate

outlook. But it is clear that the spirit of Italian marine

insurance people stands high.

P. & O. Insurance

Interest has been aroused in shipping and marine in-

surance circles by the registration in London, with a

capital of £500,000, of a new company called: "P. & O.

Fund ( Insurance ), Limited." The objects of the company
are to acquire the existing insurance business in all its

branches now carried on by the Peninsular & Oriental

Steam Navigation Company (more generally known as

the "P. & O. Company" ) , and to carry on the business

of marine, aviation and transit insurance business, etc.

Directors of the P. & O. Company are directors of the

new company, whose offices are also those of the famous
P. & O. Company—namely, 122 Leadenhall Street, Lon-

don, E.C.3.

Since the registration of the new- company, the ques-

tion has been asked whether the P. & O. Company was
about to revert to the practice, abandoned many years

ago, of insuring its fleet and the fleets of associated com-
panies in a special insurance fund, and only placing the

excess of a given amount on the higher valued vessels in

the open market on "total loss only" conditions. It is

learned, however, that this is not the Company's inten-

tion, but that the formation of the new company is only

a domestic development intended to facilitate the carry-

ing on of the insurance business of the P. & O. and asso-

ciated lines without any alteration of existing practice

—

also, that there is no intention of reverting to the self-

insurance scheme which, as indicated above, was aban-

doned some time ago.

Adelaide Star

The Maritime and Commercial Court in Copenhagen
have given reser\'ed judgment in the Adelaide Star case

—the action brought by the Blue Star Line, Ltd., London,

against the vessel's builders. Messrs Burmeister & Wain,
and against the Danish Government and the Danish

War Risks Insurance Office. The vessel, which was
launched on 30th December, 1939, and was fitted-out

when the Germans invaded Denmark, was subsequently

taken over by the Germans, and was later lost in an

Allied air attack. The Blue Star Line claimed from the

builders 15,300,000k., the amount which, at the time

of the issue of the writ, it would have cost to build a

vessel similar to the Adelaide Star. There were alterna-

tive claims against the two other defendants. Giving

judgment against the Blue Star Line, the Court ordered

them to pay costs: 55,000k. (about £2,750) to Messrs.

Burmeister & Wain; 30,000k. (=£1,500; to the Danish
Government; and 15,000k. (£750) to the War Risks
Office.

The Continued Toll of Mines
Between 18th February, 1947, and 30th September,

1947, 12 vessels, each of over 500 tons gross, were lost,

owing to mines or underwater explosions, and 19 were
damaged. An additional 30 vessels of under 500 tons

gross were lost or damaged, bringing the total number
of vessels up to 61. These figures have been compiled
by "Lloyd's List, " and, therefore, are official.

With regard to the vessels over 500 tons gross, Nor-
wegian-flag vessels are now the most numerous—7 ves-

sels, 2 of which were lost. British vessels numbered 6, 1

being lost. Sweden is represented by 4 vessels. American
ships were most numerous in an earlier list published

last February. Now America has only 3 vessels in the list.

With regard to the areas in which mine casualties

occurred, the majority—7 lost and 13 damaged—were
in the North Sea and Baltic, including 3 lost and 6
damaged off the Dutch coast, 1 lost and 4 damaged in

Danish waters, 2 lost and 1 damaged off the German
coast, and 1 lost off Szczecin.

Admiralty Decisions

By HAROLD S. DDBBS of San Francisco Bar

Disrating of Master

ONLY ON RARE OCCASIONS in the past have
admiralty courts been faced with problems incident

to disrating of a master of a vessel. There are to the
contrary an abundance of cases in which other mem-
bers of a ship's crew, from the chief mate on down,
have instituted actions for damages against vessels and
their owners upon the ground that they have been im-
properly rated below the rating w-hich they were origi-

nally hired to fill and for which they are qualified. The
situation is slightly different in the case of a master in

that he does not enjoy the right of maritime lien against
the vessel, which under normal conditions is considered
incidental to the claim of seamen other than masters.
A very interesting case was recently decided by the

United States District Court for the Eastern Districr of
South Carolina in a decision entitled S. Af. Veio v. The
Brazilian Steamship Aguia, etc., Dantas and Caialcante.
in which a former master who was the libelant in the
instant cause, instituted an action both in rem (action
against the ship) and in personam (action against an
individual ) for damages by prayer for wages, subsistence,

etc., based upon the allegation that his status was re-

duced from master to mate after accepting an agreement
to act as master. The facts themselves as well as the dis-

tinction between the various rights and liabilities of the
respondents, provide a most unusual picture. The Bra-
zilian steamship Aguia was the vessel involved and
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Mr. Dantas was the vessel's owner. Mr. Cavalcante was

the master named to succeed the libelant. The facts can

be adequately summarized as follows:

Dantas employed the libelant in Brazil for a service

that contemplated having libelant go to New York and

there ship as mate of a vessel named the Lacy. Dantas

and the libelant went to New York. After arriving in

New York, Dantas decided not to purchase the Lucy

which he had contemplated buying when he asked the

libelant to go to New York. Dantas intended to use an

American master to take the Lucy from New York to

Brazil if he purchased her when he arrived in New York.

In place of the Lucy, Dantas purchased the American

ship subsequently given the name Aguia. then lying at

Charleston, and it was thereupon agreed between Dantas

and libelant that libelant should go to Charleston and

assume command of the Aguia for the purpose of con-

templating conversion repairs and taking the vessel to

Brazil.

Some time after that, Dantas employed respondent

Cavalcante in the capacity of master of the Aguia. It

was firmly established that a contract existed between

Dantas and libelant in which libelant was entitled to

act as master of the Aguia and under which he was

entitled to receive a stipulated monthly remuneration.

Dantas told the libelant that he had changed his mind

and would not permit him to act as master, but that he

could remain aboard the vessel as mate. Libelant refused

and left the ship. As a matter of fact, Dantas did not

propose that the libelant's wages should be reduced

from that specified in the contract simply because he

would act as mate instead of master. Later, Captain

Cavalcante, the new master, offered to allow libelant to

return to Brazil on the Aguia in the capacity of a pas-

senger, which offer was declined by libelant.

Libelant presented himself and testified as a witness

at the trial and then announced that he had no other

witnesses and closed his case. The claimants of the ves-

sel thereupon challenged the jurisdiction of the court

with reference to the in rem proceeding, basing the

motion on libelant's testimony that he actually was in

command of the ship as master, on the theory that by

so acting, he failed to offer proof of the existence of a

maritime lieu to support the action. The law is well

settled in the United States that no maritime lien exists

in favor of a master for wages, and no law was brought

to the court's attention to substantiate any lien for other

claims of the master.

In the very famous case of Norton. Assignee, r.

Switzer, decided by the United States Supreme Court,

it was said:

"Seamen have a maritime lien for their wages where-

ever the services may be rendered; but that just

rule was never extended to the master, except in

cases where the lien is created by statute."

There are no federal statutes creating such a lien. In

view of the fact that no maritime lien exists, there is

no right to proceed in rem (action against the ship).

Therefore, the court recognized that it had no jurisdic-

tion to enforce the claims of the libelant against the

ship.

Following the aforementioned motion, the respondent

Calvalcante, who you will recall was employed as master

to succeed the libelant, moved to dismiss the libel as

to him on the ground that no contractual obligation on
his part to the libelant had been proved in the latter's

testimony. The motion was granted.

The only claim that remained to be considered by the

court was that made against Dantas, the owner of the

vessel in personam for wages, travel expenses and sub-

sistence. The court recognized that if the libelant was

employed to command the Aguia on the voyage to

Brazil, the action of Dantas, the owner, in putting a

new man in command was a breach of the provisions

of libelant's contract.

The court, however, went one step further and held

that under such circumstances, a duty arose on the part

of the libelant to minimize his damages by continuing

to serve on the ship as mate at the same salary, and to

claim only for such damage, if any, as might have re-

sulted to him from sailing as mate rather than as master.

He was not privileged to withdraw from the service of

the ship because of his injured dignit)' and to refuse to

render further service and at the same time to be paid

wages for services not rendered. The failure of libelant

to remain in the service of the ship in the capacity of

mate, required the employment of another person in

that capacity. The court held that the moment libelant

left the ship and refused to continue to serve as mate,

his employment terminated and he was entitled to no

further wages from that date.

Even if libelant had been wrongfully discharged from

the vessel, and even if the owner had refused to allow

him to continue on board in any capacity, there is no

theory of law that would permit the libelant to sit by in

idleness for an indefinite time and insist upon the pay-

ment of his wages. The law has been well established

to the effect that any servant following wrongful dis-

charge, must bestir himself to seek other employment or

otherwise minimize his damages. Therefore, if the libel-

ant had been driven off the ship and not merely reduced

in position of command, it would have been his duty

either to sign as a mariner in some capacit)' on some
other ship in Charleston, or to return to Brazil and seek

other employment. Libelant's testimony is devoid of any

evidence of his inability to obtain other employment or

his inability to obtain return passage to Brazil and there

seek to minimize his damages. Libelant's theory is one

of "do nothing, " upon which he claims wages should

continue. Libelant failed to produce any sound prin-

ciples of law to substantiate his claim based upon his

allegation that he need not minimize the damages. Judg-

ment was also rendered in favor of Dantas, the vessel's

Psycho-Neurosis Without Physical Injury

Many of us are well aware of one of the more com-

mon principles of tort law which provides that one

must prove that his injury proximately resulted or fol-

lowed from the negligent acts or omissions of some

other person or instrimientalit)' in the hands of such

person. Generally we assume, following such a showing,

(Please turn to page SOi
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The stern-wheel Steamboat Petaluma which recently

hit an underwater obstacle while on its 56-mile trip

from San Francisco to Petaluma will soon be back on
its daily run.

Smith-Rice Company recently delivered the Petaluma

to a local shipyard after raising her from the mud of

Petaluma Creek.

One of the conditions laid down by the owners and

underwriters in the contract covering the salvage of

the vessel was that no undue stress or strains were to

be created. This meant that the large Smith-Rice derrick

barges could not be used to lift her to the surface and

hold her while she was being pumped out. Under Smith-

Rice's superintendent. George Mitchel, the Petaluma'i

hull was carefully plotted and powerful pumps were

strategically located throughout the vessel's hull. After

the hole in her hull had been patched and other open-

ings in the hull and superstructure had been made
watertight with temporary bulkheads, pumping opera-

tions began when the tides were at their lowest point,

and the Petaluma soon was floating again.

The Petaluma is the last of the paddle wheel ships

on the Bay. She was built in Benicia in 1914: however,

her 63-year old engine was taken from the Steamer

Resolute, and still in use are wooden pitmans.

The house organ of the Southern Pacific Railway

which owns her, published a history of the Petaluma.

and we quote from the issue printed the week the

Petaluma sank:

"Black Point guards the creek or slough that pierces

the marshes and meadows ... In the next sixteen miles

there are more than eighty changes of course . . . yes.

The steamer Petaluma

on San Francisco Bay.
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it's an art to keep the steamboat for Petaluma Town
from coming to rest amid the cows and haystacks. " The

Petaluma came to rest in the river opposite the "hay-

stacks."

Captain John Urton, skipper of the Petaluma, grew

up on the "creek" where his father and mother had

previously spent their life with the Steamer Gold. At

present a son of Captain Urton is a member of the

Petaluma's crew.

When repairs are completed, the Urtons will carry

on with the "last of a heroic breed." Like the old lady

who celebrated her hundredth birthday by sliding down
the banister, the Steamer Petaluma still feels plenty

frisky. Soon it will be: "She's sailing tonight at six, as

usual."
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OCEAN TOW, INC. OF SEATTLE is the newest tug

and barge concern on Puget Sound and Alaskan sea

runs, and operates some of the most modern equipment

on the Pacific Coast, with its newly-converted steel barges

260 feet long, 48 feet beam and 15 feet deep.

At a cost of over $100,000, Ocean Tow has completed

the conversion of four surplus navy YF barges, acquired

as surplus from the Maritime Commission. Two more of

the craft will be converted at a later date.

Designed to conform to United States loadline require-

ments as specified by the American Bureau of Shipping,

the barge modifications were made according to first class

shipbuilding practice. The huge barges now are capable

of carrying 4,000 measurement tons each of dry cargo

with the same safety as a steamer. Sister ships, the barges

are ship-form, so that they will handle well and safely at

sea. They are of steel construction, all welded.

One of the major re-construction projects and one of

the most unusual in west coast shipyards in recent

months, the re-design especially protects general cargo.

Original design was insufficient for the deep draft needed

by Ocean Tow for the Gulf of Alaska routes. On a draft

of 10' 8", each barge has a cargo capacity of 2,600 long

tons in the more than 160,000 cubic feet of cargo space.

Conversion of the craft to Ocean Tow needs covered

five principal phases;

To strengthen the double-bottom framing for maxi-

mum draft, approximately 650 angle- iron stifleners were

set in between the longitudinals and in the turn of the

bilge.

To meet merchant vessel standards, the cargo hatch

beams were strengthened for protection against the sea

and to allow for carriage of heavy deck loads on top of

the hatch covers. Hatches were completely refitted.

Ventilators, exterior cargo doors and airpipes were

revamped to comply with loadline regulations. Over-

board discharges and suctions no longer of use were

closed.

Miscellaneous structural damage incidental to war
service was repaired, particularly in the fore-part of the

bottoms.

Scaling and painting completed the project.

Built in 1945 as YF barges for the U. S. Navy, two of

the barges were constructed by the Willamette Iron and

Steel Works of Portland, Oregon; one by the Cramp
Shipbuilding Company, Philadelphia, Penn.; and one by

the Nashville Bridge Company, Nashville, Tennessee.

Each barge has a steel deckhouse superstructure cover-

ing the greater part of the length. The top-gallant fore-

castle is 8 feet high and extends 26 feet abaft the stem

with the foercastie deck sloping down as a ramp for 24

additional feet to a point where it intersects the upper

deck. Barges are longitudinally framed with transverses

placed on 16-foot centers through the middle part of the

vessel, closer at bow and stern. Maximum spacing of

watertight bulkheads is 48 feet, which insures their

ability to sustain severe damage and still remain afloat.

The double hulls provide insulation against extreme

temperatures and can be used for movement of liquids

in bulk. Loading and discharge are by shoreside cranes.

Conversion design was prepared by Carl J. Nordstrom,

i Please turn to page 92)
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Construction of Binnacle and Compass

Most Deck Officers are required to answer numerous
questions pertaining to magnetism and compass com-

pensation while taking their license examinations. The
speed with which this knowledge departs from the

mind, once the license is obtained, is often amazing.

Test yourself and see. Ask yourself the following ques-

tions and check your answers in a reliable text book.

1. If. while compensating a compass, your vessel

heading East, it was determined that there was 10°

Easterly deviation, what force would be causing this

deviation?

2. How would you remove this error.''

h- How would you test your compass for moment and

sensibility.'

4. How would you check to see whether the compass

was centered in the Binnacle?

5. Where is the force of the vertical component of

the Earth's total force the greatest?

6. How would you determine if the magnets of your

compass were weak, or if the pivot point was worn or

blunt, or possibly the jewel cracked?

If you are able to answer these questions correctly,

you are among those fortunate individuals who are able

to retain knowledge which is seldom used, and a logical

question would be—if this information is so seldom

used, why bother retaining it? The answer is simple. A
competent deck officer thus proves his efficiency by being

able to perform those duties which may on occasion be

reasonably expected of him.

It is true tliat the use of gyro compasses aboard mer-

chant ships has to a great extent reduced the amount of

faith and dependence that we need to place on the

Magnetic Compass, and due to the advantages the gyro

compass offers, we are prone to neglect the magnetic

compass and navigate almost entirely by gyro. How-
ever, the magnetic compasses are still part of standard

equipment and are used daily in comparisons. They are

always there to rely on in case of some power or me-
chanical failure. There are no power failures in the.

Earth's magnetic lines of force.

Due to possibly any number of circumstances or con-

ditions, the magnetic compass receives very little care

or attention on perhaps the greater portion of the ves-

sels sailing today. One of these causes, I'm sure, is the

fact that many licensed officers are not too familiar with

the parts, construction, installation, and compensation

of the magnetic compass. As a result, they are rather

hesitant to attempt to do anything but leave it alone,

which is a very good idea in such cases.

This article, and possibly one or rwo succeeding it, is

intended to explain away in simple words and manner,

the mysteries of the magnetic compass and bring about

the realization that it is a very dependable instrument

which affords very little trouble to the officer who
knows and understands it.

In order to understand more thoroughly the workings

of the magnetic compass, perhaps we should first make
a study of its parts, construction and installation. Since

most of the installations of the magnetic compass on

vessels of today's merchant fleet are of the liquid type,

we will devote most of our time to that type after

briefly explaining the advantages and disadvantages of

the dry card type.

The dry card or Lord Kelvin type compass consists
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of a circular card of strong paper, usually parchment

stiffened at the outer edge by a thin aluminum ring.

The inner edge is perforated with 32 holes to which

are attached silk threads which are in turn attached to

a light aluminum boss. In the center of the boss, a

sapphire jewel is secured which forms the bearing sur-

face for the iridium-tipped pivot. The eight magnets

of small wire needles vary in length from 2 to 3%
inches and are aligned with the North-South axis of

the card. They are secured to the card by means of two
parallel silk threads attached to the aluminum ring on

the under side of the outer edge of the card.

The advantages of this type compass are:

1. It is a highly sensitive instrument.

2. It requires less powerful direction-seeking mag-
nets due to the fact that it has less friction to over-

come in seeking its direction.

3. It is easier to compensate because the less power-

ful magnets do not induce as much magnetism into

the soft iron correctors used in compensation.

The disadvantage of the dry card type compass, and
outweighing all of its advantages, is that it is unsteady

in a seaway or when subjected to shock such as gunfire,

etc., thus causing it to be less efficient for navigational

purposes.

The liquid or Navy type compass has the advantage

of being more steady, due to the retardation of the

swinging of the card by the liquid in the bowl. This

steadiness makes the liquid type more preferable for

navigational purposes even though it has the disadvan-

tage of requiring more powerful direction-seeking mag-
nets which induce a certain amount of magnetism into

the soft iron correctors, thus making compensation more
difficult. Therefore, we shall concentrate our study on
this type compass.

Parts of the Standard 7I/2 Inch Liquid Compass
1. The Gimbal Rivg is a ring of non-magnetic

jnaterial which encijrcles the compass, fitted with two
knife edges 180° apart which rest in wyes (V-shaped
bearings) on the inner side of the compass chamber of

the binnacle. The ring is also equipped with wyes 90°
from the knife edges of the ring in which the knife edges
of the compass bowl rest. Centered in the wyes are

adjusting screw studs with locking nuts on the outside

which are used to center the compass bowl in the bin-

nacle. The purpose of this Gimbal Ring is to allow the

compass a certain amount of freedom in a horizontal

plane around its fore and aft and athwartships axes.

2. The Compass Bowl is made of cast bronze and is

weighted at the bottom with a lead weight thiis lower-

ing the center of gravity and keeping the bowl more
steady in a horizontal plane. Attached to the bowl at

the base is an expansion chamber of elastic metal which
is connected directly to the bowl by two small holes

which allow circulation of the liquid between the bowl
and the expansion chamber as is necessitated by the

expansion and contraction of the liquid in the bowl due
to temperature changes.

On the illuminated card type compass a pivot is

mounted on a crossbar 90° from the lubbers line as

near the glass bottom as possible. This pivot extends

upward and is tipped with a moderately sharp iridium

tip. The pivot is fitted with adjusting screws for center-

ing. The non-illuminated card type has the pivot mount-
ed in the bottom of the bowl. The bowl is painted white

on the inner surface with a paint which is insoluble

in the liquid mixture. Two lubber lines of black on
white enameled plates are mounted 180° apart on the

upper inner side of the bowl by means of small brass

screws. A rubber packing, which is a ring of round
rubber, fits in a groove at the top of the bowl. The
glass cover fits inside the rubber packing. A brass pack-

ing ring fits on the top of the rubber packing thus

flattening and spreading the packing so that it seals

against the glass cover holding it secure and making the

chamber watertight. This brass packing is held in posi-

tion by brass screw studs. A brass screw filling plug or

stud fits in a threaded hole in the side of the bowl which
is used for filling the bowl with the liquid.

3. The Card Assembly consists of a card of tinned

brass 7^2 inches in diameter,' a spheroidal air vessel or

float chamber which is mounted in the center of the card

to buoy the weight of the card assembly, allowing a

pressure of only 60 to 90 grains on the pivot at 60° F.

temperature while the entire card assembly weighs 3060
grains, and a sapphire bearing secured in a pivot cap

which is mounted in a conical opening on the under

side of the air vessel. Four magnets, usually cylindrical

bundles of highly magnetized steel wires sealed in a

waterproof cylinder of tinned brass, are mounted on the

under side of the air vessel parallel to the North-South

axis of the card. Two of these magnets are 5 ¥4 inches

long, their ends on chords (30° apart) of circles pass-

ing through their extremities. The other two are 4^
inches in length with their ends on chords (about 90°

apart ) of a circle passing through their extremities. The
horizontal plane of these magnets is ^i inch below the

top of the pivot.

The Parts of the Navy Type Standard Binnacle

and Attachments

The Binnacle, is a device for supporting the compass

and its compensating equipment. The binnacle stand

is usually a single casting of non-magnetic material con-

sisting of four parts,—namely, the base, the pedestal.

the magnet chamber and the compass chamber. The base

is circular with 12 equally-spaced holes for securing to

the deck, two of which are in the exact fore and aft

line of the binnacle and are marked with accurate fore

and aft markings. The pedestal is tubular in design and

serves as a support for the magnet chamber. The lower

end of the heeling magnet tube extends down in the

center of this pedestal. The magnet chamber is conical

in shape and is equipped with a laterally sliding door

which provides access to the mechanism within. This

mechanism consists of the following:

1. A tube for the heeling magnet which is cen-

tered vertically and extends from the bottom of the

compass chamber to the bottom of the pedestal. The
tube is graduated in tenths of inch markings and

slotted so that the heeling magnet is visible for re-

cording the position of the heeling magnet.

2. A fairlead and reel for the chain which sup-

ports the heeling magnet.

3. Sets of trays, of six to eight horizontal tubes,

each mounted fore and aft and athwartship which act

(Please turn to page SS

)
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Stays for Flat Surfaces of Pressure Vessels

MANY JUNIOR ENGINEERS FAIL to understand

the fundamental reason for the use of stays in

boiler construction. Modern boilers aboard ship are of

the water tube class and have few. if any. stay bolts or

stay tiibes. Yet nearly every license examination con-

tains at least one question on stays.

A fundamental equation ( statement of a truth ) in

physics is that a body under stress of any kind tends to

yield in any and all directions that will ease off the

stress, or make the stress less difficult to bear. Fig. 1

shows an ellipse and a rectangle with pressure in the

inside, and indicates that the surfaces tend to change

shape approaching a cylinder or sphere. A proposition

in geometry states that a circle will contain more area

for a given length of enclosing line than any other

figure. The same is true for a sphere with respect to the

area of the surface. Therefore, with internal pressure,

all other shapes tend to become cylindrical or spherical.

The Scotch marine boiler at one time was very popu-

lar aboard ship. It is a fire tube type, with all fire side

surfaces surrounded with water, and needs very little

brick. But as indicated in Fig. 1. the flue involved large

surfaces which were either flat or contoured to other

than a cylindrical shape. The modern locomotive boiler

has many square feet of flat stayed surface. Therefore

all textbooks and classes of instruction on boilers cover

stays! They are also extensively covered in the Coast

Guard Marine Engineering Regulations, both in the

old section for ships built prior to 19.^6 (page F-196),

and in the new section for ships built since that date

(page F-81 ).

Many types of stays are covered in several combina-

tions, some of them shown in sketches on page F-8.S,

and shown in part herewith as Fig. C. The young engi-

neer would do well to familiarize himself with these
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stays and their corresponding names as he may be

called upon to sketch one of them sometime. While the

mathematics of the stay may be quite simple, it may

involve square root.

As we have done heretofore, we will approach the

calculation of the sta)' from the logical standpoint that

STRENGTH MUST EQUAL LOAD. The load on the

plate supported b)- the stay is the pressure W psi

(pounds per square inch). See Fig. 2 in the blackboard

sketches. The area on which this pressure weighs is

P X p, or the product of the pitch of the stays in each

direction. Call this area A. It is not quite clear that one

bolt supports this area until we consider the area made

up of center lines drawn between the bolts instead of

through them. Or we may prefer to think that each

corner of the area is supported by one-quarter of the

bolt at that corner. Four bolts, each contributing one-

quarter, makes one bolt per area.

W equals pressure psi.

A equals area supported by the bolt.

a equals the net area of the bolt square inches. (Note

Figures C-8 to C-IS, mentioned in the teit.

that the Regulations, page F-84, shows this as

inches in error.)

S equals tensile strength of steel. F equals factor of

safety.

C. equals SxF, or a constant tabulated in the regula-

tions for different steels and conditions.

Equating strength and load, we arrive at the formula
shown in the Regulations. Transposition gives us the

value of a or W. To obtain the diameter of the stay

bolt, we must proceed as shown in Fig. 3. This requires

that we extract the square root of a number. This

process, with the logic and procedure, will be discussed

in the January issue.

The reason wh)- the Regulations give us a constant C
in the stay bolt problem instead of a tensile strength S

and a safety factory F, as is the case in the boiler shell

and riveted joint problems, is that the S of boiler plate

is stamped on the plate at one corner of the boiler

where it can be read off and used. It is the value deter-

mined by actual test of a sample of that particular steel

plate at the factory, and observed by a representative of

the Coast Guard. This tested value of S for the steel of

the stay bolts is more difficult to obtain as the steel from
which it is made is not identified at the f,ictor)' making
the bolt. Nor could it be easily stamped on the bolts.

Thus the Coast Guard increases the safety factor some-

what and allows us a figure depending only on the

general classification of the steel and the location and

'type of bolt. To illustrate: C for a solid steel bolt is

10,000 and for a tensile strength of, say, 55,000 it

means a safety factor of 5.5.

The case of the diagonal stay, Fig. C-15. will be en-

countered by Marine Engineers because it is a test of

their reasoning power and logic, as well as an excellent

sample of the well-known problem in mechanics, that

the stress to support a given load increases when the

line along which the stress is acting is not the same
line along which the load would move if not supjx)rted

by the stress member. See Fig. 4. Here we allow ai (read

as "a sub one") to be the stress in the diagonal stay.

It is more than the load on the plate as calculated by

formula (27) Fig. 2. The ratio by which this stress

exceeds the load is the ratio of the length L divided by

1. So therefore we obtain ai by the product of a x L/1,

which is formula (28) in the Regulations. ( 1 is small 1.)

This efifect of an angle on our calculations occurs st)

frequently that engineers and mathematicians have cal-

culated the ratios of all angles and tabulated them for

ready use. These tables are called the Trigonometry

Tables from the name "tri," meaning three." for the

three sides or angles of the triangle. Their use here is

also shown in Fig. 4. Angle M is the angle between the

load action and stress action lines. Angle N equals this

angle M. The table of Cosines gives the ratio of 1/L,

( side adjacent to the angle divided by the hypotenuse

of the right triangle.) One divided by this ratio will

give the inverse and desired ratio. Thus, ai can be cal-

culated by looking up this ratio in the tables if the angle

is known instead of the length 1 and L. The Regula-

tions have very carefully avoided use of trigonometry,

and perhaps wisely so, as many do not use these tables

if direct measurements are available.

Our next article will discuss square root and its use.
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New Construction - Reconditioning - Repairs

eETHlEHEM'S

DRYDOCK'S BUSY

IN A SCENE REMINISCENT of war days, Bethlehem

Steel Company's San Francisco Yard recently had a

damaged ship on each of its four floating drydocks.

The Sparrou 5 Point, a tanker built at Bethlehem-

Sparrows Point Shipyard. Inc, in 1942, and recently

damaged in a collision with the Manx Fisher, a Canadian
Libert)' Ship, off Point Sur on the Monterey Coast, was
in for damage survey. This vessel was named after the

yard which built her as a tribute, on behalf of the Mari-

time Commission, to the patriotic efforts of the employees

of the yard in carrying out a highly successful scrap sal-

vage campaign and for an outstanding record in War
Bond purchases.

Also on drydock for survey was the George Bouluell.

a Liberty ship which recently suffered grounding damage
in the Orient and on which temporar)' bow repairs had

been made there; and the Escambia, a 10,000 HP tanker

built by Marinship and converted to a Navy Oiler prior

to completion. During the war she was operated by the

Navy, and is now being reactivated by the Maritime

Commission as part of the government s recent tanker

program. She is being drydocked for survey and under-

water repairs to existing bottom damage.

The Mission So-

ledad. included i n

the group of four

damaged ships, is a

10,000 HP tanker

operated by the

Maritime Commis-
sion during the
war. which is being

reactivated by the

Navy as part of the

ranker program.
She is on drydock

for routine repairs

.ind survey of ex-

tensive bottom
damage.

Right: Mission Soledad

The smoky haze in right

foreground is result of

sandblasting hull. Far

right: Close-up bow
'iew of the George 5.

Boutii'ell.

^bove: Close-up view of Sparrows Point's damaged starboard
bow Below: The Escambia on drydock.
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mo BIG m\m\m
Patuvent at Everett

A reconversion job recently got under way at the

Everett Pacific Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Yard in Everett, Washington, with the arrival of the

Patuxeiil from San Francisco. The work was awarded

to Everett Pacific by the Maritime Commission on a

low bid of $331,311. Other bids were: Moore Dry Dock

Co., San Francisco, 5363,179; Bethlehem Shipbuilding

Division, Alameda, 5398,920; Todd Shipyards Corp.,

Los Angeles, 5490.950. Bids were opened in San Fran-

-.*:. >^ t.

,

routine fleet fueling operations throughout the forward

Pacific areas, the Paluxent was active in the campaigns

involving the capture and defense of Guadalcanal, the

consolidation of the southern Solomons, the Marianas,

taking and holding of Saipan and Tinian, the first and

second battles of the Philippines. Iwo Jima and Okinawa
operations and finally in the attack on Japan proper and

as part of the occupation force in Tokyo harbor.

Among other hazards, the Patuxent survived the now
famous typhoon of December, 1944, said to be the

worst storm in naval history when wind velocities were

reported to reach 1 1 5 knots.

The Piituxent w;ls decommissioned by the Navy in

February, 1946, and returned to the Maritime Commis-
sion for disposition. Following completion of her recon-

version, the vessel will go into active service for the

first time since shortly after the close of the war and

into commercial service for the first time in her career.

HK^X^VM Left to rigfit; Patux-

oVj^Hkr.'m ent. sold by Mari-

time Commission to

Sabine Transporta-

tion Co.; Ticonder-

oga. of the Key-

stone Shipping
tal Rambler, of Alaska steamship Company:

hascd from Mar time Co mmission by Standard

ey (to be renarr- ed Esse Bethlehem); ahead of

reighter Skookum Chief, 3f Puget Sound Freight

Cisco and the vessel towed to Everett from that port by

Foss Launch and Tug Co.

The Patuxeiit has been purchased from the Maritime

Commission by the Sabine Transportation Co., Port

Arthur, Texas, and will be used with a fleet of seven

other tankers in transporting bulk oils from ports along

the Gulf of Mexico to the Atlantic Seaboard.

The extensive repair and reconversion, which will not

be completed until about the middle of December, in-

cludes all work necessary to restore the vessel to her

original class as a commercial tanker. A spectacular

item of work in the specifications is the complete re-

newal of the upper bow, including shell plating and

decks, from the top of the peak tank to the main deck.

This damage is the result of a casualty suffered during

the war which was only temporarily repaired. In addi-

tion, all Navy-installed defense features and cargo piping

are to be removed and commercial piping is to be in-

stalled; all Navy crew's quarters are to be removed and

commercial quarters installed; the spar deck (used for

deck cargo by the Navy ) is to be removed; every item

of machinery in the ship is to be overhauled; and the

vessel will receive a new coat of paint from the keel to

the top masts to replace her wartime gray.

Originally built by the Sun Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company in 1942 for Keystone Tankship Corp.

as the Evimkay. the vessel was requisitioned by the

Maritime Commission for use by the Navy, and was

commissioned as the Patuxeiit. AO-44, in October, 1942.

From then until late 1945 she was actively engaged with

either Admiral Halsey's third fleet or Admiral Spruence's

fifth fleet in the prosecution of the war. In addition to

Ainsworth at Bethlehem

The Fiei/ C. Ainsworth. 12,097-ton C-3 type U. S.

Army transport, is at Bethlehem Steel's San Francisco

Yard for the second Army modernization conversion job

of its type on the Coast since the war. Bethlehem is cur-

rently performing a similar job on another Army trans-

port, the Diiiid C. Shanks. Extent of the work required

U.S.A.!. Fred C.

is seen in the fact that the transport will be in Bethle-

hem's Yard until next summer.

Major basic items for the conversion include changes

and improvements in the fire control and ventilation sys-

tems, new furniture, fixtures and fittings throughout the

ship, a new aluminum stack which will be built by the

Yard, and the installation of eight new motor drive

topping lift winches. New hospital equipment and a

new operating room, dispensary, pharmacy, diet kitchen

are also included.

In addition to the large amount of work required for

the conversion on the Ainsworth. Bethlehem will per-

form voyage repairs which will include lifting turbines

for inspection, inspecting reduction gear teeth and over-

hauling auxiliary motors. The interior of the ship will

be painted throughout.
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COKELY.

Vice President

in charge of

Operations

of

American

President Lines
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TH[ mmn organization

ACHIEVES NATIONAL STATORE

The November meeting of the

Women's Organization for the

American Merchant Marine brought

announcement of new preferment

for San Francisco's members at the

New York convention to which
Mrs. Robert Eastman and Mrs.

Frazer Bailey were delegates.

Mrs. Eugene Hoffman was elected

national treasurer and Mrs. Harry
Parsons, regional vice president.

President Mrs. John Johnston and
vice president Mrs. Alfred Pittman

were elected to the national board.

Guest speaker at the San Fran-

cisco meeting was Lloyd Fleming,

Pacific Coast Director for the Mari-

time Commission, who delivered an

outstanding address on "Our Mer-
chant Marine as of Today. " The
address was outstanding because of

the amount of authoritative infor-

mation it contained, and also for the

speaker's facility in answering ques-

tions. Speakers are sometimes at a

loss when the question part of the

program arrives, but not Lloyd. He
asked the questions. Some of those

questions and the very important

answers follow;

Q. We had a big fleet on VJ-
Day. To a large extent it represents

the total of all vessels built. How-
big, in numbers, was the merchant

fleet?

A. All told, American shipyards

turned out some 5500 vessels during

the war. Those 5500 ships included

Liberty ships, Victory ships, tank-

ers, as well as merchant auxiliary

types for the Army and Navy. This

does not include LSTs or other land-

ing craft, or combat type vessels,

which were built by the Navy.

Q. How many long range cargo

vessels were completed during the

war period?

A. As previously mentioned, the

Maritime Commission embarked on
a long range construction program
in 19.^7—calling for the construc-

tion of 50 vessels a year for ten

years. By the war end, nearly 500
of these standard commercial, high
speed cargo ships were in opera-
tion—some were refrigerated ves-

Review; Mri.

rs. Johntton.

sels—Others were combmation pas-

senger and cargo rype vesseles. In

other words, compared with our
mass-produced Liberty and Victory

type ships, those commercial cargo

ships were tailor-made vessels. Most
of these vessels, for war purposes,

were converted to baby flat tops,

troopers, etc.

Q. How many of our ships have
we sold?

A. Congress enacted the Mer-
chant Ship Sales Act of 1946, a

little over a year ago. There were
originally in excess of 4000 ships

available for disposal under the

terms of this Act. There has been
sold to date, approximately 1500
ships. American companies have
bought about 500 of them—how-
ever, as preference purchasers under
the Act, American buyers have pur-

chased the best types of ships, leav-

ing the less desirable types for

foreigners.

Q. Can foreign flag operators

charter our surplus vessels?

I Please turn to page 87)

Mri Johntfon
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VICKERY GATE

At The

MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

On November 15, a large delegation of members of

the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers

attended the unveiling of a bronze plaque given in mem-
ory of the late Vice Admiral Howard L. Vickery, U. S. N.
The plaque is now mounted on the Vickery Gate at the

entrance to the school grounds of the United States

Merchant Marine Academy, Kings Point, Long Island,

N. Y. The Society presented this plaque to the Academy
as a means of honoring Admiral Vickery for his out-

standing success in directing the construction of merchant

vessels in World War II while a member of the Maritime

Commission.

The dedication was participated in by Vice Admiral

Emory S. Land, U. S. N. { Retd. ) ; Vice Admiral Edward
L. Cochrane, U. S. N. (Retd.;, President of the Society;

and Rear Admiral Richard R. McNulty, U. S. M. S.,

Superintendent of the Academy. Mrs. Vickery and her

FOLLOWING THE DEDICATION, this group of notables was

sales manager, Condenser Service Corp.; J. Salton, William S

Maritime Commission and formerly confidential asst. to Admi
James S. Mines; M. J. Ryan, Naval Architect, of San Francisco.

cently featured on these pages, and Mr. Ryan was Naval archite

Bronze plaque presented to the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings

Point, Long Island, the ISth of November by the Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers. The plaque is dedicated to Vlce-

Admiral Howard L. Vickery, USN.

immediate family were present.

After the presentation and dedication, a review and

parade by the regiment of Cadet-Midshipmen was held,

followed by a buffet luncheon for the members tendered

by the Superintendent. Members also made a tour of the

grounds and inspected the school facilities.

pped at the bu ffet lunch eor . Left to right: Car Fie she
,
general

well. Chairmar
, Bath 1 ron W jrks; Miss 1 renc Ro g. of U. S.

Vicker y; Ja mes S. Mines p ubii her. Pacific Mar ne Rev iew Mrs.

Newell's Jath Iron Wc rks bu It th< Morg an yacht Corsa r, re-

or the srsion to cruise serv ce.
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i^^BIH^IHh Wtm^ 1

ĉ
. M. Lauqhton (left),

/^est Coast rards. ard

of th.

District General Ma

Citations at Bethlehem

ON OCTOBER 24TH, W. M. Laughton, District

General Manager of Bethlehem Steel Company's

West Coast Yards was presented with facsimiles of the

Presidential Unit Citation awarded five destroyers built

in the company's San Francisco Yard. The presentation

was made by Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary, Comman-
dant of the Twelfth Naval District, in a brief ceremony

held at the yard.

In making the presentation, Rear Admiral Beary em-

phasized the role of industry, its importance in national

security, and the Navy's recognition of the outstanding

contribution made by Bethlehem s San Francisco Yard

during World War II.

The five Bethlehem-built ships that received the high-

est award the President can bestow, are the Heermaii.

Hoel. Laffey. Mdur) and the Englatid. The Lajjey was lost

in the critical battle of Guadalcanal when she went down
fiercely defending the cruiser San Fiainisco and the other

cruisers of Admiral Dan Calahan.

The Heermaii and Hoel were honored as a result of

participating in the battle of Samar as a part of Task
Unit 77.4. .1. In one of the most glorious actions ever

recorded in naval history, the unit charged Japanese bat-

tleships to the range of their destruction, protecting over-

powered carriers in what amounted to a sacrificial action.

The Maury operated continuously in the most ad-

vanced areas from the commencement of hostilities.

Against fierce Jap resistance, she attacked day and night,

frustrating many enemy attempts to reinforce his garri-

sons, and furnishing powerful support for landing opera-

tions.

The England received the Presidential Citation be-

cause of an outstanding successful record. In a sustained

series of attacks, she destroyed six enemy submarines
within a period of tw-elve days. By inflicting this heavy
loss on the Japanese, the England contributed substantial-

ly to the undetected and unmolested advances of our
fleet which resulted in the seizure of the Marianas Is-

lands.

The San Francisco Yard presentation was preceded,
the day before, by a similar presentation at Bethlehem's

San Pedro Yard, where facsimiles of Presidential Unit

Citations awarded to three destroyers built by that yard

were presented to W. A. Harrington. Assistant Manager,

by Admiral Wynkoop, Senior Officer in Charge of the

Terminal Island Shipyard.

The three destroyers cited were the Couell, which play-

ed an important part in the softening-up bombardments

at Iwo Jima in 1944; the Hugh \\". Hadley. which bag-

ged 23 Jap planes in a one and one-half hour battle off

Okinawa; and the Aaron W'ard which, in action off

Okinawa, survived six suicide plane hits.

Dicit Johnstone

Toumey Electri

Engineering C
pany.

Dick Johnstone to Represent

Tourney Electric & Engineering

EARLIER THIS YEAR, there was a reunion at the

Toumey Electric and Engineering Company's office,

according to Harry C. Toumey, it marked the return of

an old timer to the waterfront. An old timer who re-

membered well Broadway Wharf, headquarters of the

old Pacific Coast Steamship Company, the Pacific Mail,

the radio station on Telegraph Hill—a pioneer wireless

operator in the days of the original Lurliiie, Alameda and

Mariposa.

Before Pearl Harbor, Dick Johnstone was outside

man for Toumey, covering the waterfront, and was re-

called into active service with orders to report to Wash-
ington, D. C. Several months later he was assigned to

one of the largest Naval ammunition depots in the

United States at Hawthorne, Nevada, where he served

the entire four and one-half years, holding four offices

with the rank of Commander.
Commander Johnstone acted as Communication Offi-

cer, Housing Officer, Security Officer ( Military Chief of

Police ) and Airport Officer, under Captain F. A. L.

Vossler, former Superintendent of the Naval Academy,
and later skipper of the North Hampton. The 400 square

mile depot with its wartime population of some 12,000

persons presented a vast assortment of problems for each

of Johnstone's four departments.

Johnstone will now represent Toumey, calling on

steamship companies, fishing craft and pleasure craft,

and with the benefit of long waterfront affiliation and

experience will aim to serve well those who require the

varied services available at the Toumey Electric and En-

gineering Company.
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Stanton Richter. of Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Company.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass

i\ppointments

Appointment of W. Ray Gulp as

manager of Industrial Sales, Pacific

Coast, for the Paint Division of

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,

has been announced by Herschel E.

Post, General Sales Manager of In-

dustrial Finishes for the company.

Mr. Culp succeeds R. Stanton Rich-

ter, who will ser\e the West Coast

area as a sales representative special-

izing in Automobile Production
Finishes.

Mr Culp has been associated with

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company's

Paint Division since 1935, serving

in branches at Fresno, Sacramento

and Oakland. As Manager of Indus-

trial Sales, his headquarters will be

7412 Male Avenue, Los Angeles.

Mr. Richter has been associated

with Pittsburgh Plate Glass for 27

years, serving at Denver, New York
and San Francisco prior to his ap-

pointment as Manager of Industrial

Sales Pacific Coast during 1940.

Groves to Stock Corning

The Frank Groves Company, 444
Brannan Street, has been appointed

one of twelve national stock distrib-

utors for the entire line of Corning

and Pyrex gauge glasses by the

Corning Glass Company. Stocks

will be carried at Wilmington, Cali-

fornia, and San Francisco.

0. J. Bagnoli Confers With

Wilson Representatives

O. ). Bagnoli, Vice President and

General Manager of Thomas C.

Wilson, Inc., is now conferring with

Wilson representatives in important

western maritime and industrial

centers. The itinerary includes San

Francisco, Seattle and Vancouver.

Stops will also be made at Akron,

Cleveland, Chicago, Denver and

Salt Lake Cit)-.

foster Wheeler

Promotes John West

John M. West has been appoint-

ed Director of the Public Relations

Division of Foster Wheeler Corpo-

ration, New York, in charge of ad-

vertising, publicity, literature and

house organs. Mr. West has been

with Foster Wheeler since January,

1940. His previous duties included

sales engineering, as well as design

of equipment.

John M. West

Plant Bros., Inc.

Tom Plant (left) and George Pla

Their many friends in San Fran-

cisco Maritime circles will be in-

terested to learn that Thomas G.

Plant, Jr., and George B. Plant have

joined forces in a new venture to

be known as Plant Bros., Inc. The

new firm is licensed to do general

engineering, building and painting

contracting, and has established

headquarters at 1168 Battery Street,

San Francisco.

Both Tom and George are well

known on the San Francisco water-

front. Tom was with Bethlehem

Steel Company's Shipbuilding Divi-

sion for more than five years as

assistant to the general superintend-

ent. He resigned about a year ago

to enter the construction field in

Marin County.

George has been operating the

Sopac Ship Maintenance Company

for the past several years following

his discharge from the Army. He
also operates International Freight-

ways. Both brothers have had wide

experience in the engineering and

building contracting field, particu-

larly during the slack time in ship-

building activities during the period

previous to the war.

In addition to general engineer-

ing construction work. Plant Bros.,

Inc., will engage in commercial and

residential building, remodeling,

painting and decorating, .sandblast-

ing and steam cleaning, and tank

and pipe cleaning.
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H. 0. Hill [lected President of

The American Welding Society

The American Welding Society

recently announced the election of

Harold O. Hill as its President for

the year 19-47-48. Mr. Hill assumed
that office on October 24, at the con-

clusion of the 1947 annual meeting
in Chicago.

Mr. Hill began his engineering

career with the Riter-Conley Com-
pany in Pittsburgh, and was Chief

Engineer at the time this company
merged into McClintic- Marshall

Company, when he became Assist-

ant Chief Engineer of the enlarged

company. When the McClintic-Mar-
shall Company was merged with the

Bethlehem Steel Company in 1931,
he continued his same duties with
the Bethlehem Steel Company, and
is now Assistant Chief Engineer,

Fabricated Steel Construction, of the
Bethlehem Steel Company at Beth-
lehem, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Hill has held many offices in

the Society and has been on numer-
ous important committees during
the 1 6 years he has been a member.

G. P. Shandy learned

Superintendent of New

Radiomarine Division

The appointment of G. P. Shandy
as Superintendent of the newly-es-
tablished Central Division of the
Radiomarine Corporation of Amer-
ica, with headquarters at Cleveland,
was recently announced by George
F. Shecklen, Executive Vice Presi-
dent. G. I. Martin has been appoint-
ed Assistant Superintendent of the
new division, with offices in St.

Louis serving the area of the Mis-
sissippi River and its tributaries.

The new division replaces the
corporation's former Great Lakes
and Midwest Divisions, and covers
the same combined territory. Mr.
Joseph D. James will have charge of
a service station and branch office in

Chicago.

Iiicreased demand for Radioma-
rine's river-range 3.2-centimeter ra-

dar and radiotelephone for use on
towboats and other river craft

prompted the company to extend
its service facilities in the Missis-
sippi area.
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Harold O. Hill, President of the

American Welding Society.

John Seagren Appointed hy

Atlas Imperial Diesel Engine Co.

J. R. Meidel, President of Atlas

Imperial Diesel Engine Company
of Oakland, recently announced the

appointment of John Seagren as

Chief Engineer of the Diesel engine

concern. Before coming to Atlas

Diesel, Seagren was Chief Engineer
of the Diesel Engine Division of

the American Locomotive Company
at Schenectady. He was with Atlas

Diesel however, from 1931 to 1944
when he resigned to go East.

Seagren will be supported by an
able staff of engineers, designers

and draftsman, many of whom have

been with the Atlas organization

for years. The Atlas management
has in mind an extensive program
of development and modernization
of its Diesel engines, especially in

the marine industry where they

have long enjoyed an enviable repu-

tation.

Hotpoint Appoinments

The appointments of Howard
J.

Scaife as manager of market de-

velopment, and William F. Ogden
as manager of . product planning,

liave been announced by L. C
Truesdell, vice president of market-

ing of Hotpoint, Inc.

Ogden came to Hotpoint in 1936
from the Georgia Power Co., and

since that time has served as com-

mercial engineer, and more recently

as assistant chief engineer. He is a

graduate of Swarthmoi^e college.

Scaife, a graduate of Case Insti-

tute of Technology, was associated

with the General Electric Co. in

various capacities from 1932 until

1936, when he was transferred to

Hotpoint as assistant sales manager
of refrigeration. In 1944 he was

named western regional sales man-

ager.

George F. Shecklen (iett) and G. P. Shandy,

of Radiomarine Corporation of America.

John Seagren, Chief Engineer, Atlas

Imperial Diesel Engine Co., Oakland

Anchor Equipment Co.

Announcement has been made by

Ted S Jerstad and Alan H. Scurfield

of a change in their firm name to

Anchor Equipment Company. Head-

quarters of the firm, formerly the

Bay Equipment Company of San

Francisco, are at Pier 3, San Fran-

cisco.

Anchor Equipment also an-

nounced that it has been appointed

as representative in this area for the

Industrial Chemical Company of

Los Angeles, producers of Induce

fluid for Diesel engines.
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The Mobilube Boiler Repairs

Continued trom page 43'

header was stripped of tubes and handhole plugs that

we found that some of the holes were badly egg-shaped

due to the distortion. These holes were plug welded,

then drilled and reamed to their original size. Upon

completion of repairs to these parts, they were stress-

relieved. Magna-fluxed and X-rayed.

The partial stripping of this boiler enabled us to in-

corporate the latest Foster Wheeler specifications such

as seal welding against gas and soot leaks, the drum

seals and certain other sections that are not readily

accessible, however since Bethlehem Steel is doing an

excellent job erecting the new boilers and repairing the

starboard boiler, these boilers will outlast the ship, with

the possibility that the operators might eventually wish

to jack them up and put a new ship under these units.

Therefore we did not weld them to the foundation.

Close-up of after

after port corner of

gearcase. showing

some of damage
done by torpedo.

rcase after re

at Sunnyval*

rks, Westing
Lc Electric Corp

Westinghouse Repairs Gears

and Gearcase on Mobilube

i Continued from page -iii

checking and correcting of bearing bores when necessary.

In determining what had to be done, all rotating

elements were first "Magnafluxed" to enable exact loca-

tion and extent of cracks or other defects. The buUgear

wheels were rotated on the shaft, and it was learned

that force of the torpedo explosion had loosened one

of the two bullgear wheels from the shaft. It was found

more feasible to supply a new shaft than to endeavor

to re-establish the original fit. A new forging for this

big shaft ( 21 inches in diameter, 12 feet long and weigh-

ing about 11,100 pounds) was obtained from stock

at Sunnyvale, and was machined and installed there in

the gear wheel spiders.

All gears had been under salt water for some time,

hence had been badly pitted by chemical action of the

salt water on steel. Some of the teeth had also been de-

formed by force of the explosion. Numerous holes had

been blown into plates on the after end of the gearcase.

necessitating almost complete rebuilding of the case. It

was found necessary to install a new rim on the low-

pressure high speed gear wheel, and hob it, because

force of the blast had loosened the original wheel and it

had shifted axially on the spider.

After all repairs had been made, gears were com-

pletely assembled in the gearcase and the proper run-

ning alignment was obtained to insure proper backlash

and tooth contact. Alignment readings then were taken

of the complete assembly, and it was disassembled and

trucked to the ship.

The people at Sunnyvale are pretty proud of this job.

done in its entirety there by Sunnyvale plant people, on

Sunnyvale machines, and with all required replacement

parts and materials obtained from Sunnyvale stocks.

Section of bullgear

teeth before rehob-

bing, showing pit-

ting and tooth de-

Hobbinq the low

pressure high speed

gear wheel of the

Mobilube at the

Sunnyvale Works.
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m) DAY SWAPS

THE NEW CHIEF

been named by Pri

succeeding Admira

nanager of St. Francis Hofel, and President of

:il Navy League of fhe U. S.; Admiral Louis

• in Chief of Pacific Fleet. Since picture was

o's Navy Day celebration. Admiral Denfeld has

dent Truman to be Chief of Naval Operations

PROPELLER POURING

FAREWELL PARTY FOR L. W. BAKER AT SEAHLE

On Navy Day the Mare Island Navy Yard put on a show for visitors

from Northern California. Included was the demonstration pouring
of a propeller in the foundry. Shown above is a pattern propeller
and two castings. The actual pouring it taking place in the top
picture.

WRITERS AWARDS AT ^
PROPELLER CLUB CONVENTION

During the recent national convention fo the Propeller
Club of the United States, a luncheon was held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. New York City, honoring win-
ners of awards in nation-wide newspaper contest during
the year 1946. Darsie L. Darsie of the Los Angeles
Herald-Express won first prize for Editorial on the
American Merchant Marine. Edsel Newton of the Long
Beach Press-Telegram won first prize for News Articles.

Page 80

Top picture, left to right: G. W Skinne lident of the Alaska

S. S. Co.. and L. W. Bake retiring Vi< nd Ge
Manager. Bottom, left to right: Emil Hanson, Supt., Alaska Ter-

minal i Stevedoring Co.; Allan N. MacClellan, Freight Claim

Agent. Alaska S. S. Co.; U. W. Killingsworth, Manager, Alaska

Terminal & Stevedoring Co.; G. S. Duryea, Asst. Supt.; J. Fred

Zumdieck, Supt.; L. W. Baker, retiring Vice President and General

Manager; Capf. Richard A. Johnston, Port Captain; Joe McNulty.

Asst. Port Engineer, all of Alaska S. S. Co.

Left to right: Howard W. Woodruff, Sec.-Treas., Port of Los Angelei-

Long Beach; Darsie L. Darsie, Los Angeles Herald-Eipress, Winner of

first prize for Editorial on the American Merchant Marine, I94i;

Harold J. Harding. National Sec.-Treas., Propeller Club of the United

States; Arthur Eldridge, President, Propeller Club, Port of Los Angeles-

Long Beach, and General Manager. Los Angeles Harbor Department;

Edsel Newton, Long Beach Press-Telegram, Winner of first prize. News
Articles. I?4i; and Ralph M. Hylton, Delegate from Port of Lol

Angeles-Long Beach recently transferred to office of De La Rama
Steamship Co., New York.
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SHIP LlHlS44a«ir

BIGGER PROFITS
AMERICAN PRESIDENl ALCOA, PANAMA, PACIFIC CRUISE

LINES ADOPT A NEW CONCEPT IN FUNCTIONAL BEAUTY.

Distinctive Cocktail Bar and Lounge of the Alcoa Cavalie

Styled hy Lurelh Guild.

A^ULIII

Ivxvriovf Main Lounge of Pacific Cruise Lines SS Cor»

Designed by William Schorn Associates.

Slaleroam, American President Lines, SS President Cle

Naval Architeclf George S. Sharpe

Arnot engineers and designers have developed and pro-

duced sleeping accommodations and furniture that combine
passenger luxury with space-saving efficiency. Many
famous lines are now sailing with Arnot Distinctive Furni-

ture, including the Arnot guest-operated Sleepers that are

revolutionizing shipboard living, making every room a

suite! Comfort and luxury, lower maintenance and greater

passenger capacity are good reasons why Arnot Equip-

ment is aboard hundreds of ships. Let us tell you how!

DISTINCTIVE FURNITURE BY

ComtNncrfton Living ffoom and 4 pcnsenger Stateroom,
Panama Linet SS Ancon. Conceived by ftaymond Loewy
Atuxiatet.

ARNOT t COMPANY, INC . BALTIMORE, MARYLAND * ARNOT SLEEPER CORPORATION, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA B E R K E LE Y, C A LI F O R N I A W A S H I N GT O N , D C.
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ARMY CALLS FOR BIDS

The San Francisco Port of Embarkation is calling for bids on 9 more trans-

ports, to be opened December 10 and December 15.

The C-3s Funsten and O'Hara are to undergo complete conversion.

The C-4s Hodges, Hase, Morton, Patrick, Collins and Freeman are to get

"safety" conversions, as is also the C-1 Hospital ship Comfort. Bids on the

Morton are due December 10, and all others on December 15.

*****
MATSON CALLS FOR BIDS ON MONTEREY

Naval Architect George Sharp is drawing up detailed specifications for

completion of the Matson liner Monterey. Work on both the Monterey and its sis-

tership the Mariposa, at the United Engineering Co. yards, was halted in July.

The Mariposa is almost completed.

By comparing bids on work remaining on the Monterey with what is needed
for the Mariposa, total conversion costs for both can be estimated.

NAVY LEASING FLOATING DRYDOCKS

The United States Navy, represented by the Bureau of Yards and Docks, re-
ceived sealed bids on December 3 for the leasing of 15 floating drydocks, rang-
ing in nominal lifting capacity from 1,000 tons to 18,000 tons, now located at
various shipyards along the West Coast from San Diego, California, to Seattle,
Washington.

*****
HILCONE PURCHASES

The Navy carrier Sangamon, an 18,000-ton vessel, and the Navy tankers
Trinity and Salinas, both 12,600 tons dead weight, were awarded to the Hilcone
Steamship Company of San Francisco. Hilcone was high bidder for the Sangamon at
$356,666 and the Trinity and Salinas at approximately $200,000 each. The carrier
was formerly a tanker and will be reconverted.

Application for four Liberty type tankers was made also by Hilcone. If the
application is approved, Hilcone Steamship Company will again become the largest
independent oil carriers on the Pacific Coast, operating about 100,000 tons in
tankers.

*****
FOREIGN TRADE ZONE FOR SAN FRANCISCO

As we go to press the 10-year fight for a free zone for San Francisco was
approved in Washington.
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JOHNSON FIRM BUYS STOCKTON SHIPYARDS
Final approval of the sale to the Walter W. Johnson Company of San Fran-

cisco, of the facilities of the Pollock- Stockton Company at Stockton, wartime
shipyards, is announced by the War Assets Administration.

Sales price for the facilities, which are located on 60 acres of land

owned by th« city of Stockton, was $72,380.
The Johnson Company plans to use the yard to obtain scrap metal.

SPERRY PRODUCTS TO RELOCATE IN CONNECTICUT
Sperry Products, Inc., manufacturers of hydraulic remote controls, will

move its manufacturing plant and general offices from Hoboken, N. J., to Dan-

bury, Conn., during the summer of 1948. A 20-acre site has been acquired and
construction of a monitor-type manufacturing building and a three-story office

building will begin immediately.

:|c 4: :): 4: :|c

ALLIS-CHALMERS BACK IN HIGH GEAR
A drive to hire 1,540 men and build night shifts of Allis-Chalmers Manu-

facturing Co., West Allis Works, to a record peacetime high has been disclosed

by James M. White, vice president in charge of manufacturing.
"Because of an increasing number of orders, our need for additional per-

sonnel is urgent," said White. "The order backlog in the company's general ma-

chinery division alone is now more than $166,000,000."

OCTOBER EXPANSION IN THE WEST
Southern California:

During the month of October, 16 new factories were established in Los

Angeles County with a total investment of $464,000, and creating 352 new jobs

for factory workers. Forty-one (41) existing plants were expanded, calling for

an additional investment of $8,617,000, and creating 1,594 new industrial jobs.

Total investment in the 57 new and expanded units was $9,081,000, creating

a total of 1,946 new jobs.

For the year to date, 185 new factories were established with a total in-

vestment of $67,668,000, and creating 7,064 new jobs; 344 existing plants were

expanded, calling for an additional investment of $45,149,500, and creating

11,956 new industrial jobs.
Total investment for the year to date in the 529 new and expanded units

was $112,817,500, creating a total of 19,020 new jobs.

October industrial development in Northern California and the San Fran-

cisco ay Region totaling 46 projects to cost $9,386,850 brought the first 10

months tabulations of 1947 to 695 projects representing $122,472,875 in outlays.

Ten month's developments for 1947 summarize as follows:

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
286 expansions $ 66,684,850
408 new plants 55,788,025
695 projects $122,472,875

Bay Region
333 expansions $ 63,056,350
327 new plants 41,170,900
560 projects $104,227,250

San Francisco
77 expansions $ 11,837,200 2,491 jobs

88 new plants 2,494,500 636 jobs

165 projects $ 14,331,700 3,127 jobs
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PACIFIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY COMPANY, Pier 62, San Francisco, is a new

firm occupying 10,000 square feet and employing 10 in the production of box con-

veyors.

VESSELS IN ONE PACIFIC

Shi p

SS MOBILUBE

USAT DAVID C. SHANKS

MV ALGORAB

USAT FRED C. AINSWORTH

MV SILVERGUAVA

SS MISSION SOLERAR

SS VALLEY FORGE

SS JOPLIN VICTORY

SS MARINE LYNX

SS PRESIDENT CLEVELAND

SS SAGINAW

SS HAWAIIAN PLANTER

MV EGERO

MY HILO

SS SANTA PAULA

SS GENERAL MEIGGS

*****

COAST YARD, NOVEMBER 28

Owner

Gen. Petroleum Corp.

U. S. Army Trans. Corps

Pillsbury & Martignoni

U. S. Army Trans. Corps

Kerr S. S. Co.

U. S. M. C.

American Pacific SS Co.

Pacific Far East, Inc

Amer. Pres. Lines

Bethlehem, Alameda

States Marine

Matson Nav. Co.

Gen. S. S. Co.

Pillsbury & Martignoni

Union Oil Co.

Amer. Pres. Lines

Nature of Work

Repair & Conversion

Conversion

Conversion & Engine Repair

Conversion

Main Engine Repairs

Recommission

Survey, as per Spec.

Hull damage repairs

Routine Drydock & Inspect.

Routine Drydocking

Drydock & Survey

Repair & Alterations

Miscl. Voyage Repairs

Survey

Hull Alterations

Routine Drydocking

POUR MILLION SURPLUS OFFERED IN CANAL ZONE

Bids for surplus property located in the Panama Canal Zone which cost the

U. S. Government over $4,000,000 will be accepted in Balboa, Canal Zone, until
10:00 A. M. , December 15, 1947, Major General Donald H. Connolly, Foreign
Liquidation Commissioner, recently announced.

Bid forms for the sale, and additional information may be obtained from
the Foreign Liquidation Commission, Box 2003, Balboa, Canal Zone, or from the
General Disposals Division, Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, 4th
and Jefferson Drive, S.W. , Washington 25, D. C.

FEDERAL COURT APPROVES COLUMBIA STEEL PLAN

The program for purchase of Consolidated Steel by Columbia Steel, Pre-
viously approved by both companies, has now been cleared by the federal court.

The decision rendered by the United States District Court holds:

(1) That acquisition by Columbia Steel of the steel fabricating business
of Consolidated Steel will not unreasonably restrain trade in rolled
steel products or in fabricated steel products.

(2) This acquisition will not tend to create a monopoly.

(3) There is no evidence in the ca se of a monopoly.

(4) The defendants are entitled to a judgment dismissing the complaint
on the merits.

These Steel fabricating properties of Consolidated Steel Corporation are
principally located at Los Angeles and San Francisco, California, in areas where
United States Steel now has no fabricating facilities of similar character.
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MOST
AMERICA'

Wishes

aMERICAS MOST MODERN Pc/rT ^ ^ J^ l^W E O R 1^ I #%

^ew Mare Island Commander

Rear Admiral Frank J.
Lowry, U. S. Navy, relieved

Rear Admiral Mahlon S. Tisdale, U. S. Navy as Com-
mander Mare Island- Vrllejc Area, U. S. Naval Base, San

Francisco, in ceremonies held aboard the station October

30.

Rear Admiral Frank J, Lowry

DECEMBER • 1947

BOOK REVIEW

ELECTRIC MOTOR MAINTENANCE, by W. W.
McCullough of the Manufacturing & Repair Division,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation; published by John

Wiley & Sons, Inc. Size 5' 2" x S'/i", 126 pages. Price

S2.00.

This book is intended to help inspectors, mechanics,

electricians, and engineers take better care of the motors

for which they are responsible. Some fundamental prin-

ciples of electric motors are reviewed so that the reader

will appreciate the transformation of energy which takes

place.

Part One of the book deals with mechanical mainte-

nance, motor assembly, bearings, current collecting de-

vices, and air gaps. Part Two, on electrical maintenance,

treats of insulation (materials, cleaning and drying, test-

ing ) . Part Three covers characteristics of induction;

direct-current, synchronous and gear motors; motor gen-

erator sets, and electric couplings. A practical book for

supervisors, mechanics, plant engineers, electricians and

students.
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XZIT

ADDED TO FLAME

REMOVES SOOT
FROM BOILERS ,;>' i%"'

"

AND STACKS ;
•'

"i V

INCREASES
BOILER

EFFICIENCY
'VT'OU CAN CHECK the effi-

ciency of XZIT in your

boiler room. Stack temperatures

definitely prove that XZIT sub-

stantially increases operating

efficiency and improves heat

transfer by removing soot and

fire-scale from all surfaces of the

firebox and stack.

XZIT, fed into the flame, does

its work while the boiler is in

operation. It keeps the boiler

free of soot and fire-scale when

used at regular intervals. Try

XZIT today—stocks are available

in all localities.

XZIT
FIRE SCALE &
SOOT ERADICATOR

1031 CLINTON STREET, HOBOKEN, N. J.

S800 S. HOOVER, lOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Certificate of Merit

to Leigh R. Sanford

On November 6, Leigh R. San-

ford, Executive Vice President of

the Shipbuilders Council of Amer-

ica, received the certificate of merit

for wartime services as director of

ship construction for the Maritime

Commission. The presentation was

made by Secretary of Navy John L.

Sullivan.

During Sanford's wartime serv-

ice, the Commission supervised the

construction of more than 5600 ves-

sels of more than 39,000,000 gross

Leigh Russell Sanford

tons, the greatest shipbuilding pro-

gram in world history. A naval

architect, marine engineer and law-

yer, Sanford has been active in the

maritime field for 37 years, most of

which has been in the service of

government maritime agencies. At
the outbreak of World War I, he

entered government service and
served with the Emergency Fleet

Corporation until 1932. After re-

ceiving his law degree in 1934, he

returned to government service with

Complete
Ship Chandlery

Service

Prompt Service — Experienced person-

nel, offers choice of right equipment

for every need on all Deck, Engine &

Steward Supplies.

Distributors for

Pabco Marine Paint

MARDEN & HAGIST
Complete Ship Chandlery Service

1705 N.W. 14th, PORTLAND 9, ORE.

the Merchant Fleet Corporation,

and became chief of the Maritime

Commission's construction section

in 1940. In 1942 Sanford was trans-

ferred to New Orleans where he

served successively as regional di-

rector of construction for the Gulf

Coast, Gulf-Great Lakes and Eastern

regions. He was appointed director

of construction for the Commission

in 1945, and left the Maritime Com-
mission in July 1946 to join the

Shipbuilders Council of America.

More production and more trade

are the first two milestones on the

economic road to stable interna-

tional relations.—Editorial in Lon-

don Times.

Continuing prosperity in these

United States in the long run will

contribute more decidedly to world

health than all the steps we have

taken thus far.—Treasury Secretary

Snyder.

WILMINGTON
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

steamer Service to CataHna

GENERAL TOWAGE AND LIGHTERAGE SERVICE

LOS ANGELES - LONG BEACH HARBORS
TUGBOAT OFFICE: Berth 82, San Pedro, California

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: Terminal 2-4292; Terminal 2-4293; Long Beach 6i6-?63

WHISTLE CALL FOR TUGS: 1 long — 3 short

GENERAL OFFICE: Catalina Terminal, P. O. Box 847, Wilmington, Calif.

Phones: Terminal 4-5241; Nevada 615-45; Long Beach 7-3802

Member — American Waterways Operators
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The Women's Organization

Achieves National Stature

(Continued from page 74)

A. Under the Ship Sales Act of

1946, only American citizens can

charter our vessels. As of June 30th

last, 1510 vessels were under char-

ter. As of September 30th last, this

had been reduced to 1347 vessels.

Most of these chartered vessels are

utilized to meet the temporary need

for transporting relief cargoes.

Q. What is the size of the mer-

chant fleet operating under the

American flag today?

A. Roughly, there are about

2700 ships including tankers and

the 1347 vessels on temporary char-

ter. Our prewar marine strength

was about 1100 vessels.

Q. Is it intended to stabilize the

fleet at 2700 vessels?

A. No—it is deemed essential

that the fleet be composed of ap-

proximately 1200 fast, modern

ships, and about 1500 in the essen-

tial reserve fleet, made up of the

slower type for emergency purposes.

Q. What new shipbuilding is

now under way in American yards?

A. There are 36 vessels now
under construction in American

yards. Of these 36, 13 are for Brazil

and 4 for Argentina. But the yards

are not idle—there is a large volume

of reconversion and repair going on

throughout the country—however,

evenmally some long-range con-

struction will be necessary in order

that essential shipyards, involved

with national defense, can remain

in operating condition ready for

any emergency, with trained men
and modern machinery.

Q. Has the Maritime Commis-
sion a program for new construction

and ship replacement?

A. It certainly has—the Mer-

chant Marine, which is both an in-

dustry and an arm of our national

defense structure, must also have

replacements which will keep it

modern and strong. To this end, the

Maritime Committee has placed

strong recommendations before the

President's Advisory Committee on

the Merchant Marine, for a long-

range program of new construction

and betterments, endeavoring to

initiate anew a building schedule

for rehabilitation of the Merchant

Marine, such as that started in 1937.

The Maritime Commission has a

25-year replacement program. This

plan is split into two parts. A pro-

gram for the first ten years, and a

program for the succeeding 15

years. In the first ten years we hope

to see 25 ships a year built in
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American yards—or a total of 250
ships to replace present ones in

operation. In the subsequent 15

years we hope to increase that to

6A ships a year.

Q. What about foreign ship-

yards?

A. Foreign governments, steam-

ship lines, etc., have purchased from

us about 1000 vessels. To some ex-

tent this has taken care of their im-

mediate needs. However, despite

their war losses, they still have many
ships, and their shipyards have been

and are very busy. If you take the

shipyards of the world as a whole,

I think there were, as of the first of

this year, 959 ships under construc-

tion, as compared with 36 ships

building in American yards.

Q. What proportion of our total

exports are we carrying in American
ships today?

A. At the beginning of this

year, about 70%. Right now it is

difficult to say accurately. However,
one recent report indicates that we
are carrying about 53% of our ex-

ports. This indicates that foreign

governments are fully utilizing ves-

sels we have sold them, and also

have been able to place in operation

new vessels, as well as reconverted

vessels used during the war. An
example, of course, is the Queen
Mary. Another is the New Amster-

dam, which has just returned to

service. To compete with vessels of

this type we still have our lone

passenger liner—the America.

PLANT BROS., INC
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

BONDED AND INSURED

1 1 68 Battery St., San Francisco 1 1 , California

YUlion 6-3980

Offer a Shore Side Service to their

friends in the Maritime Industry . . .

• General Engineering Construction

• Commercial and Residential Building

• Remodeling

• Painting and Decorating

• Sand Blasting and Steam Cleaning

• Tank and Pipe Cleaning

i%i\ma\e% cheerfully furnished without obligation.

THOMAS G. PLANT, JR. GEORGE B. PLANT
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The Magnetic Compass Admiralty Decisions

iCuntniucd from fdge 68)

as carriers for the permanent magnets used in compen-

sating for semi-circular deviation.

4. A beveled gear and screw mechanism which

allows adjustment of these carrier trays in height from

7 to 21 inches below the plane of the compass needle.

The compass chamber is cylindrical in shape and has

accurate fore and aft and athwartships markings on the

upper edge of the chamber. At right angles to the fore

and aft lines on the inner side of the chamber are wyes

in which rest the knife edges of the gimbal ring. Cen-

tered in these wyes are adjusting studs with locking

nuts which screw in through threaded holes in the

chamber wall for centering the compass.

The supporting arms for the quadrantal spheres may
be cast as a part of the single casting of the binnacle

stand or they may be cast separately and secured to the

compass chamber. In either case they are slotted with

four inch slots to allow adjustment of the quadrantal

spheres from 9 to 15 inches from the center of the

compass. In some cases these slots are equipped with a

screw mechanism for adjusting the distance of the

spheres from the compass. This mechanism is operated

by the same type crank as the mechanism for adjusting

the sub permanent magnet.

The quadrantal spheres are hollow soft iron spheres

either 7 or 9 inches in diameter. The flinders bar holder

is a cylindrical brass case about 2y2 inches in diameter

and 24 inches in length. It is secured to the compass
chamber and pedestal in a vertical position with its

center 9 inches from the center of the binnacle by
means of brackets. An inner case of brass with a rubber

pad in the bottom is supplied in most cases to assist in

removing the flinders bars. The flinders bar holder

should be so located as to allow the top of the flinders

bar to be two inches above the plane of the compass
needle.

The flinders bar is 2 inches in diameter and made
of soft iron in 6 pieces of the following lengths: 1— 12

inches, 1—6 inches, 1—3 inches, 1—iVa inches and
2—% inches so as to equal 24 inches. A set of hard-
wood filler blocks of the same dimensions are supplied
with each set of flinders bars.

This completes the description of parts of the Mag-
netic Compass and Binnacle. With this as a background
a forthcoming treatise on magnetism and compass com-
pensation wiU be more easily understood.

Coal-Oil Conversion

(Continued from page 3S)

cargo, were not increased with the installation of liquid-
fuel appliances. The underwriters made careful exami-
nation of the arrangements for storing the oil fuel, as

well as the general character of the oil-burning installa-

tion, and after special investigation regarded the equip-
ment as one not constituting an element of danger suffi-

cient to demand higher insurance rates.

"In order to detect and collect any leakage of oil a
coflFerdam had been constructed both forward and aft

of the principal fuel-oil bunker. At the end of the
journey no leakage, of oil had been observed. The oil

used was from the California wells, a product which
had undergone a light distillation, thus making it less

explosive and less harmful to boiler and bunker plates."

{Continued from page 64)

that any damage that might follow would and should be

compensable. The New York Supreme Court in a case

entitled Edmond v. American Hawaiian Steamship Com-
pany, was confronted with a claim made by a former

cook and baker aboard a certain vessel that he was mis-

treated by the officers thereof and was threatened with

bodily harm, causing him great mental anguish, which
resulted in the mental condition claimed. The plaintif?

further alleged that the defendant steamship company,
through its employees, had knowledge of the mistreat-

ment of the plaintiff and failed to take steps necessary

to prevent its continuation. Plaintiff alleged he suffered

a severe psycho-neurosis, for which he claimed damage
in the sum of fifteen thousand dollars. The complaint,

however, failed to allege any physical injury or physical

contact with plaintiff. The injury sustained was simply

a mental condition. State courts in the United States have

differed with reference to permitting recovery for in-

juries consisting of mental conditions where no physical

contact or physical injury is alleged or proved. The
great weight of authority, however, has consistently held

that there can be no recovery for nervousness or mental

anguish where there is no accompanying physical contact

or injury. Even the courts who follow the great weight

of authority, recognize in their opinions that mental

suffering or disturbance, even without consequences of

physical injury, may in fact constitute actual damage;
nevertheless, they do not regard it as such damage as

gives rights to a cause of action though it is the direct

result of the careless act.

Defendant moved to dismiss the complaint upon the

ground that it did not state facts sufficient to constitute

a cause of action. The court granted the motion to dis-

miss with leave to plaintiff to amend if he so desired.

However, they pointed out to him that his allegation

of mistreatment by the mere use of the word "mis-

treated," is insufficient to impart physical contact. The
term is simply conclusory.

It might be said that this rule represents an exception

to the general tort rule. The rule came into existence

primarily because of the inability to provide sufficient

proof of the connection between the alleged accident

causing the injury and the mental illness or injury

itself. This appears to be a poor excuse for the exception

in view of the fact that it would still be incumbent upon
the plaintiff to prove the proximate cause of his injury.

However, the rule exists as set forth in many, many
jurisdictions and until some farseeing judge believes

differently and sees the light, we shall be required to

abide by it.

Tug Tows Three Destroyers

(Continued from page 61)

quarter of the Ono, in spite of the rudder angles.

The Ono was designed for Navy service as the

ATA-223. She was purchased just prior to completion

and reconverted by Isleways, Ltd. for its needs in the

Hawaiian Islands. In the oft season when pineapples are

not being harvested, the Ono and her sister ship, the

Ahi, are available for towing jobs. They are 143 feet

long, have a 33 foot beam, and a I5I2 foot draft. They
are powered by two 1000 horsepower General Motors
diesels. These tugs were completely described in the

September 1946 Pacific Marine Review.
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Sperry Loran

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COM-
PANY, INC. has just prepared a

new brochure, "Sperry Loran," for

the marine trade. The booklet de-

scribes in considerable detail all

phases of this electronic system for

determining the geographical posi-

tion of ships, including features of

the equipment, its specifications

and operation.

Copies of the publication (23-

202 ) are available on request from

the Sperry Gyroscope Company,

Inc., Great Neck, New York.

Worm Gearing Bulletin

DE LAVAL STEAM TURBINE
COMPANY has issued a new worm
gearing bulletin ( WG1220-5-46)
describing and illustrating the ad-

vantages of worm gearing, AGMA
service classification, bearing load

formulae, quality control and pre-

cision manufacturing, selection prac-

tice, horsepower ratings, worm
thread and gear tooth data for dif-

ferent ratios, dimensions and details

of standard worm mountings, worm
dimensions, gear dimensions and

dimension of standard flanged rims.

Whitlock Cordage to

Pedley-knowles

The Whitlock Cordage Company
announces the appointment of

Pedley-Knowles & Company, 134

Sacramento Street, San Francisco,

as exclusive distributors of Whit-
lock cordage in the San Francisco

Bay Area. Full stocks of Whitlock

rope including the well-known

Fibore are available in San Fran-

cisco.

Other Whitlock Pacific Coast dis-

tributors are Llewellyn Supply Com-
pany, Wilmington, California, and

Fisheries Supply Company in Seattle

and Portland.

Leslie Company Issues

Special Folder On

Controlled Heat
Leslie Co., 62 Delafield Ave.,

Lyndhurst, N. J., has just released a

new illustrated folder entitled "Con-
trolled Heat," describing its new
line of Class "T" self-contained,
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self-acting, temperature regulators.

The folder tells how accurate tem-

perature control can be obtained at

reasonable cost for many industrial

applications.

Important features of the new

regulator, as described in the folder,

include single-seated construction in

all sizes for steam pressures up to

125 psi; packless main valve; hard

faced seating surface and hardened

wearing parts; liquid filled thermo-

static element. Sizes available are

from Vi" to 4" inclusive for steam

pressures to 125 psi (175 psi liq-

uid ) and temperatures to 450^ F.

Data on selection, installation, op-

eration and maintenance are in-

cluded.

him i\nnounces hwi

Flux for Gas Welding

of Stainless Steels

Air Reduction Sales Company re-

cently announced the availability of

a new flux for the oxyacerylene

welding of stainless steels and high

chromium-bearing alloys. The flux

has been designated as Airco For-

mula #34.
The new flux was specificaUy

compounded to dissolve the chrom-

ium oxides encountered in welding

stainless st^el and other high chrom-

ium-bearing alloys. Application by

painting the immediate and sur-

rounding surfaces to be welded pro-

tects the molten metal from the

air, thus preventing oxidation.

BOOK REVIEW

SAN FRANCISCO, PORT OF
GOLD, by William Martin Camp;
published by Doubleday & Co., Inc.

Size 5?4" X 8V2", 518 pages. Price

S5.00.

Written by a man who knows
San Francisco as it was and as it is

today, this book is both a valuable

record and a book of fascinating his-

tory, telling the story of the Bay

from the days of the gold rush and

whaling ships to the explosive labor

troubles of today. It is different from

other books about San Francisco be-

cause it is written about San Fran-

cisco—the Port—rather than about

San Francisco—the City. The author

also describes other cities and towns

on the bay and tells how the port

came of age. The book is rich in ad-

venture and spiced with anecdote.
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T m\i OR T mw
By CHARLES W. CHATTIN

of Marine Electronic Engineers

1'hE present controversy between the rela-

tive merits of "S" band and "X" band radars has had

the effect of clouding the real benefits of this remarkable

equipment and tended to make ship operators "wait and

see" before deciding on a program. Actually, either band

will give exactly the same results for all normal opera-

tions and it is believed that other items, such as cost and

maintenance considerations, should be given as much or

more weight when selecting the type of equipment.

The band designates the nominal radio frequency of

the carrier. "S" band frequency is between 3000 and 3246

megacycles, which corresponds to a wave length between

10.0 and 9.2 centimeters. "X" band frequency is from

9320 to 9500 megacycles, giving a corresponding wave

length from 3.2 to 3.1 centimeters. Another frequency

band between 5.5 and 5.3 centimeters is authorized for

merchant marine radar but no equipment operating at

this frequency is at present on the market. Each band
has certain desirable characteristics with respect to the

other which more or less tend to balance. A discussion of

those characteristics follows:

Target Resolution. Electrical characteristics are such

that the higher the carrier frequency the shorter can be

the pulse length and the narrower the beam. These are

the factors that determine the resolution of targets as

seen on the radar scope. Hence, the "X" band radar will

give a clearer scope picture and is better able to discrimi-

nate between targets close together than is radar using
the "S" band. In other words, a single ship will appear
as a larger "blob" on the "S" band scope than it will with
the "X" band, two ships 200 yards apart may appear as

a single "blob" on the "S" band scope while they appear
as two "blobs" on the "X" band scope. But, in terms of
collision prevention and navigation, of how much value
is this high degree of resolution? Normally two ships
will not remain within close range of each other for any
length of time, and an alert operator is fully cognizant of
the situation. Also, the same preventive measures would
probably be taken to avoid any object, regardless of its

composition. In restricted waters, the sharper resolution
will be of more value. Objects will appear nearer their
true dimensions, and the inexperienced operator will be
able to maintain a more accurate position. However, it

has been proven that experienced operators, who are
familiar with the manner in which radar "shadows" dis-
tort the scope picture, have no difficulty determining
accurate positions with either equipment, even under the
most severe conditions.

Wave propagation. The higher the carrier frequency
the greater is the attenuation, or loss of energy, with
range and with change in transmitting medium. Also,
the higher the frequency, the more nearly the beam fol-
lows "line of sight" characteristics. This means that the
"S" band has better propagation characteristics than does
the "X" band. The result is that, in order to dependably
cover the required ranges, "X" band equipment must
have more power, and greater consideration must be giv-
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en to special circuits than is necessary with the "S" band.

Waves, rain squalls, and other weather conditions will

show up more on the "X" band and will have a tendency

to obscure targets. This condition is compensated for by

"sensitivity time control" and "fast time constant" cir-

cuits but also requires more careful operation of controls.

Occasionally, phenomenal ranges will be noted in trade

wind areas due to "duct" propagation or trapping of the

beam near the surface of the water by atmospheric con-

ditions. This condition is not generally considered reli-

able but it becomes more dependable with the higher

frequency, or "X" band.

Weight and size: Radio frequency components such

as the antenna and the wave guide will be smaller and

lighter with the "X" band. This is a prime factor in the

preference of "X" band for aircraft use but is generally

not important for ships.

Maintenance: Failures and difficulty of maintenance

generally run in direct proportion to the number of rubes

and other components in an equipment. As "X" band

equipment requires more power, and special circuits are

more necessary, that equipment will generally require

more maintenance if the engineering of the equipment

is equal.

Obsolescence: The present commercial radar is the

result of highly concentrated government financed de-

velopment. It is not likely that private industry will see

fit to change the present equipment greatly for a number
of years. As a radar is a complete unit within itself the

frequency of operation will not outmode an equipment
except for individual preference, and it is probable that

either frequency may fit the requirements for an individ-

ual better than the other. However, it is possible that

certain accessory aids may become available for one
frequency and not the other. The Coast Guard has recent-

ly been authorized to activate "X" band racons (radar

beacons) at several points along the Pacific Coast. As
the Coast Guard lacks personnel to man these stations

and the required accessory equipment for the ship radars

is not available at the present, it is probable that this will

not be a factor for at least another six months. It is

probable that "X" band racons are given a higher priority

as aircraft radar generally uses that frequency.

"X" band radar was recommended to the Lake Carriers

Association in a report by Jansky and Baily of Washing-
ton, D. C. However, the Coast Guard in its "Advisory
Minimum Specifications for Navigational Radars" rec-

ognized the fact that ten centimeter radar might be more
desirable for open sea navigation. The main criticism of
the Jansky and Baily report is that it failed to include

maintenance considerations which are of prime impor-
tance for ocean-going vessels. It is hoped that the above
considerations might act as a guide in the selection of
an equipment to meet specific needs. However, it is

believed that either frequency will meet the most exact-

ing requirements and that other factors should be the
determining influence.
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This photograph shows a 39-foot stronqback, designed and fabricated

at Bethlehem Steel Company's San Francisco yard, to carry a load of

(5 long tons, being tested with weights totaling Ii0,000 lbs. This

l«,000-lb. strongback was recently installed on the M. V. Ste. Helenc,

a 320-foot CI-M-AVI Coastal motorship type vessel recently pur-

chased from a U. S. lay-up fleet by the French Goverment to trans-

port railroad locomotive and cars. The San Francisco Yard recently

fabricated and installed on the vessel two 65-ton capacity booms
which were rigged in what constituted the largest job of this type to

be performed on a commercial vessel on the Pacific Coast since the

war.

The unusual rigging job on the Ste. Helen was featured in the October
Pacific Marine Review.
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NOTICE

INVITING BIDS
Sealed bids are invited by the General

Manager of the Harbor Department of the

City of Los Angeles, in accordance with

Specification No. 1071 for

SALE OF BARGE "COLUMBIA CON-

TRACT CO. NO. 40" AND

TUG "LAHD NO. 7"

This specification covers the sale of Barge

"Columbia Contract Co. No. 40," a 150'

wooden barge, and Tug "LAHD No. 7," a 66'

wooden tug.

Bids must be submitted on form provided

for that purpose, enclosed in a sealed enve-

lope plainly marked "Bid for SALE OF
BARGE "COLUMBIA CONTRACT CO.
NO. 40" AND TUG "LAHD NO. 7" and
must be filed with said General Manager at

or before 2:30 o'clock P. M., December 17,

1947, at Room 102 City Hall, Los Angeles
12, California, at which time the bids will be
publicly opened and read in Room 2 1 4.

Form of Proposal, Instructions to Bidders,

Affidavit of Non-Collusion, Specifications,

Contract, and Bond will be furnished upon
application to Harbor Engineer, Branch City
Hall, San Pedro, California, Phones NEvada
6172! and Terminal 2-7241, Station 276.

Each bid must be accompanied by a check
certified by a responsible bank in the City
of Los Angeles, or by a satisfactory bond,
payable to the order to the Board of Harbor
Commissioners, for an amount not less than
1 per cent of the aggregate sum of the bid,

as a guarantee that the bidder will enter into

the proposed contract if awarded to him,
and will satisfactorily complete the contract.

The right is reserved to reject any and all

bids.

ARTHUR ELDRIDGE

General Manager.

Dated November 19, 1947.

Specification No. 1071

Ocean Tow Converts

Four Navy YF Barges

(Continued from page 66)

Seattle naval architect. Well-known throughout the coun-

tr)' in naval engineering circles, Nordstrom has practiced

in Seattle since 1928, serving for a time with the leadline

assignment group at the request of the government. Dur-

ing the war, he served as a naval reserve officer with the

rank of captain.

Modification was accomplished by the Lake Union
Drydock Company, Seattle, with Frank Oliver, plant

superintendent, supervising.

Ocean Tow floating plant also includes BCL's, 204-foot

seagoing moulded barges with a 45-foot beam and a

dead weight cargo capacity of 1,800 tons each.

The firm's twin-screw seagoing tugs of 1,380 h.p.

carry some of the latest navigation equipment in use in

North Pacific waters. First commercial vessels of their

type to be equipped with radar, the tugs, 126 feet long,

have General Electric installations with 2-mile, 6-mile

and 30-mile range.

Officials of Ocean Tow include C. R. Shinn, president;

L. B. DeLong, vice president and general manager;
George F. Tait, assistant general manager; and Martin
E. Guchee, Port Captain in charge of marine operations.

Ocean Tow business and berthing headquarters are at

Pier 50, Seattle.

World's Largest Crane

I Continued from page 50

1

and providing for drift on the first points forward and
reverse. The panel will include a common line discon-

necting switch, under\'oltage and individual overload

protection.

Trolley Drive. One 50-hp 600-rpm wound-rotor

motor, duplicate of the bridge propelling motors, will

be used to propel the trolley and will be geared for 40
fpm. The trolley drive will be equipped with two electric

brakes to have a combined capacity of not less than 150
per cent of the rated full-load torque of the driving motor.

The control for the trolley motor is similar to the

bridge control except that it is for a single motor. The
first points forward and reverse are for drift as on the

bridge control.

Limit switches will be provided to limit the travel

in both directions. Since the trolley control panel will be

located in the control house on the crane bridge struc-

ture, the limit switches also will be located on the

bridge structure and will be tripped by dogs installed

on the trolley. This arrangement reduces the number of

collector bars between the bridge and trolley. Eight col-

lector bars are required, however, to accommodate the

three primary leads, the three secondary leads to the

motor and the two leads to the trolley brakes.

A by-pass push button, located in the operator's cab,

enables him to move the trolley with limited power
beyond the predetermined limits.
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for high temperatures and pressures

Sea-Ro "Graphitized" Pump Plunger Rings No. 528

are manufactured of a laminated phenolic composi-

tion specifically engineered to meet the need for a

long wearing, low friction, resilient,light weight ring

able to withstand high pressures and temperatures.

Being of the floating type, Sea-Ro No. 528 rings

reduce wear on the cylinder liner. They require no

follower pressure to maintain close contaa with the

cylinder wall. When correctly installed, they will

give satisfactory operating conditions equal to the

service obtained with snap rings on steam pistons.

Pump plungers
working against fuel

oil, lubricating oil,

gasoline, naphtha
and other distillates,

alkalies, caustics, re-

agents, hot and cold

water ( fresh or salt

)

or any liquid not containing sand or abrasives ar

normal temperatures and pressures.

Consult our engineering department about your

pump packing problems. Send for catalog of prod-

ucts and engineering data.

PUMP PLUNGER RINGS

NEK-SEAL PACKING

SEA-RO PACKING COMPANY • WOOD RIDGE, N. J.
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A COMPLETE LINE

OF MARINE PAINTS

ATiAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
LOS ANGELES • 1922 East Sage Ave., Phone Kimball 4214

SAN FRANCISCO • Harbor Supply Co.. 821 Folsom St., Phone EXbrook 2-4500

SEATTLE • Maritime Pacific Supply Co., 1917 First Ave., Phone ELiot I4&I

WILMINGTON • 225 No. Avalon Blvd., Phone TErminal 4-3251

GALVESTON and HOUSTON, TEXAS • Galveston Ship Supply Co.

MOBILE, ALABAMA • Seaboard Supply Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA • Gulf Engineering Co., Inc.

^r^
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1). S. Built Motor Ships For France

(Continued from page 46)

to fifteen RPM above the speed of the maneuvering

engines. Its handwheel is then set to the same fuel

position as control levers of the other engines. Its

coupling lever is then moved to the ahead position, con-

necting the engine to the propelling system. When
working one of these units as a generating engine the

overspeed latch knob of the governor is depressed and

turned and the overspeed knob is set at 320 RPM. With

these settings the governor will regulate the engine at

the desired speed.

At sea when all six engines are employed for propel-

ling the ship, electric current is furnished by a 250 KW
turbo-generator set, steam for which is supplied by an

automatic waste-heat-oil-fired boiler. This unit is of the

forced circulating type, supplying superheated steam at

171 pounds per square inch pressure and 617 degrees

Fahrenheit. Auxiliary steam for feed pumps, oil heaters,

feed-water heaters, and evaporators is supplied through

a desuperheater in the steam drum. The waste-heat ele-

ments of this boiler will normally supply steam require-

ments of the vessels when underway at full power. The
oil-fired element will cut in through the medium of an

automatic pilot should operating conditions require addi-

tional boiler power.

There are two motor-driven fuel-oil transfer pumps
and two fuel-oil centrifuges. There are lubricating oil

filters and strainers for each main engine, although

engine lube oil can be centrifuged by means of a cross

connection to the fuel-oil centrifuges.

Through the medium of bilge pump and bilge and

ballast pump, the usual drainage and ballasting opera-

tions can be conducted. There is also a fire pump and

a general service pump. At main deck level in the

machinery space there is a machine shop containing an

eighteen inch by seventy inch lathe, a drill press, and

a grinder.

While MS. Amienois and her sisters were designed

for a trade in which cargo is generally worked by shore-

side cranes, they have been fitted with complete cargo-

handling gear of their own. There are ten eight-ton

cargo booms, each with its own electric winch. Four

booms are rigged on stub kingposts in the way of the

foremast, with the two forward booms of this group
serving No. 1 hold and the two after booms serving

No. 2 hatch. There are two booms at the forward end
of the midships house, two at the after end of this

structure, and two booms at the forward end of the

poop house.

In addition to these booms and winches there are two
two-ton booms and winches stepped on the boat deck,

one on each side of the funnel. These units are rigged

for handling ship's refrigerated stores or engine parts

through the engine-room skylight.

The anchor windlass is of the electro-mechanical type

with horizontal shaft. There are two wildcats arranged

for independent operation and two warping heads on
the shaft ends.

Navigating equipment, in addition to being extremely

complete and above the general installations found in

vessels of this class, contains several electronic devices

of the latest postwar models. There is a radar set pre-

senting a high degree of resolution, with a wide choice

of range scales. It has a minimum range of one hundred
yards, making it possible to utilize this equipment under
the most adverse conditions of navigation. The cathode-

ray scope or plan-position indicator is equipped with a

gyro compass repeater by means of which the image

may be viewed in either true or relative bearing.

Another aid to navigation installed in these ships is

an underwater sound Fathometer with an electronic re-

cording device. In addition to these items there is a

gyro compass with four repeaters, one on each wing of

each bridge.

The steering gear is of the electro-hydraulic, Rapson-

slide, opposed piston type. It is fitted with two similar

power units capable of operation individually or in

parallel. Steering is controlled through a telemotor gear

from the bridge steering stations.

The emergency generating set installed in these ships

is somewhat larger than is ordinarily found in such ves-

sels. It is a Diesel-driven unit of sixty KW capacity,

which enables it to handle normal port loads when nor

working cargo.

These ships were designed for trade between the

French ports of Le Havre, Rouen, and Dunkirk, and

French North African ports. They will carry manufac-

tured goods out and fresh fruit and vegetables home.

MS. Amienois will be operated by the Campagnie des

Bateaux ce Vapeur du Nord between Dunkirk and

Casablanca. It is expected that she will make the run

between these ports in approximately three and one-

half days.

One of these ships, the M.S. Algerie, was commis-

sioned at Tampa on September 6, 1947, took on cargo

at Houston and Corpus Christie, Texas, and when
loaded underwent trials over the measured mile at

Guantanamo Bay September 23. With six engines de-

veloping 7149 HP, which is approximately the normal

full load with all engines in operation, and with each

engine operating at 318 RPM turning the propeller

shaft at 194 RPM, a ship speed of 17.4 knots was

obtained.

At first glance it might appear that the ships have an

unusually large electrical generating capacity. The two

600 KW units, however, have been installed for a very

good reason. It is contemplated that at some future

date the refrigerated cargo capacity of the vessels will

be increased, and it is desired that this can be done
without the installation of additional generating sets.

The ships were designed with machinery aft in order

to obtain the best distribution of cargo space. Since

they were to carry fresh fruits and vegetables, however,

it was also necessary that they have very high speed, and

of course a great deal of power. The somewhat unusual

arrangement of four-cycle supercharged propelling ma-

chinery was adopted therefore because it permitted the

greatest possible power to be fitted into the very fine

afterbody of these ships.

These ships reflect a great deal of credit on the Tampa
Shipbuilding Company, the Nordberg Manufacturing

Company, and other American equipment manufacturers

and it may be safely predicted that these ships, when
they go into service, will be watched with great interest

by shipping men everywhere.

The Best Thinking

The best thinking of the past has been done by slaves

who wished to be free, by hungry who wished to be fed,

by frustrated who wished to be recognized and by count-

less others in the legion of the unsatisfied. Contentment

is rocky soil for growing thoughts.—Publius Stincus.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST

SHIP
DISMANTLERS
LIBERTY SHIP EQUIPMENT |

• MAIN ENGINES $
• BOILERS 7
• CONDENSERS f
• WINCHES ; 1
• TAILSHAFT f
• PROPELLER ^i
• STEERING ENGINE ^
• REFRIGERATION ±
• WINDLASS 1
• EVAPORATOR '

{
• PUMPS — MAIN CIRCUUMINS; X

FUEL OIL TRANSFER; BALLAST; FIRE AND X
BILGE; FUEL OIL SERVICE. ^1 X

MANY OTHER ITEMS OF LIBERTY SHIP EQUIPMENT. «§*

DIESEL GENERATORS
20 KW 120V DC 30 HP GM 2 eyi. 1200 RPM.
100 KV/ 3/60/450AC ISO HP GM 3 eyI. 1200 RPM.
200 KW 3/60/450AC 450 HP GM 8 cyl. 1200 RPM.
1200 KV/ 525V DC 1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL ENGINES
225 HP GM 2100 RPM 6 cyl.

1800 HP Fairbanks-Morse 800 RPM 10 cyl. O.P.
1700 HP GM 16 cyl. 750 RPM.

DIESEL CARGO VESSELS
4100 Gross Tons, L.S.T.; 900 Gross Tons, L.S.M.; 400 Gross Tons, LCI.

LOCOMOTIVE
30-ton Plymouth 1940. Standard gauge, gas driven LeRoi RXI-S

6 cyl. 6%)(7 engine.

REPRESENTATIVES FOR: BALDT ANCHOR & CHAIN CO.
CHESTER. PA.

NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS OF
MARINE EQUIPMENT

Attractively Priced Immediate Delivery

PHONE WIRE WRITE

NATIONAL
METAL & STEEL CORP.

DEPT. Q TERMINAL ISLAND. CALIF.

LOS ANGELES: NEvada 6-2571

Cable: NACOR

NEW GARLOCK CATALOG
Helps you select the Right Packing

IF YOU BUY or use packings

or gaskets you need this

new Garlock catalog.

Its 224 pages describe and

illustrate packings for high

pressures and low pressures

—

for water, air, steam, acids, solvents, oils and
other liquids and gases. So whether you need a

packing made of rubber, synthetic rubber, as-

bestos, cotton, flax, rayon, leather, plastics or

metals, this catalog will help you select a

Garlock product suitable for your job—a prod-

uct manufactured in the Garlock factories and

measuring up to highest quality standards which

Garlock has rigidly maintained for sixty years.

Ask the Garlock representative for your
copy or mail the coupon below.

THE G.\RLOCK P.\CKI.\G CO.MP.\NY
P.\LMYU.\, N. Y.

San Francisco Los Angeles

Seaule Portland

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY
Polmyro, New York

Pleose send me a copy of the new Garlock catalog.

Nome

Company

Ci>/ Zone Sfafe .
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KEEP POSTED

New Equipment and

Literature for Yard,

Ship and Dock

New Devoe Folders

Available

Through Wm. J.
O'CaOaghan,

Manager, Marine Sales at Devoe

and Raynolds Company, Inc., New
York, we learn that their Devoe

Yacht Finishes are again available

for the first time since the begin-

ning of the war. Devoe finishes in-

clude such items as Devoe Yacht

White Gloss, a radical departure

from the usual yacht white. It dries

quickly, covers exceptionally well,

and is unequalled for a whiteness

that will not discolor. Devoe Anti-

fouling finishes are efficient in their

ability to maintain resistance

throughout the season, eliminating

mid-season scraping and painting.

And Hong Kong Spar—a varnish

that won't spot white or allow wood

to weather black throughout the en-

tire season.

Devoe has also issued a new fold-

er on their finishes for the heavy

marine line, including such finishes

as the following: Outside whites,

white enamels, aquaplast bottom

THE

S. S. MDBILUBE

Before repairs and reconversion, the confract for cleaning and gas

freeing of the S. S. Mobilube was awarded to

SOPAC SHIP MAINTENANCE COMPANY

who are presently engaged in similar work on their EIGHTH TANKER
in approximately a one month period.

SPECIALISTS in

• BOILER CLEANING

• TANK CLEANING & RECONVERSION

• SAND BLASTING

• INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTING

• SCALING AND ALL TYPES OF CHEMICAL CLEANING

soPHC SHIP mmmEi co.
1168 BATTERY SAN FRANCISCO 11 Phone SUtter 1-5890

paints, inside whites, marine var-

nishes, hull blacks, etc.

Either folder and color chart may
be obtained through Pacific Marine

Supply Co., Seattle; Oregon Marine

Supply Co., Portland; Weeks-Howe-
Emerson, San Francisco; and Atlas

Marine Supply Co., San Pedro, or

by writing to Marine Division, De-

voe & Raynolds Co., Inc., 44th St. at

First Avenue, New York City.

Hm Flexible Tubing for

1001 Uses Witbstands

960 PSI Pressure

RONAFLEX, a new, revolution-

ary type of flexible tubing that has

the high flexibility of rubber and

the sturdiness of steel, is now being

offered to industry. Ronaflex has

been thoroughly tested up to pres-

sures of 980 psi without any indi-

cation of bursting, leakage or dam-

age. It can be bent, kinked, twisted,

yet it provides safe, free-flowing

transmission of air, water, gases, oil

and volatiles.

This new tubing consists of a

tough rubber tubing protected by

strong steel wire braid cover to

withstand abrasion, severe wear and

pressure. Rubber tubing is made of

specially compounded synthetic rub-

ber to resist the effects of oil and

volatiles, while braiding is con-

structed of either galvanized or

stainless steel, aluminum or bronze

for specific conditions.

To make Ronaflex even more
useful to industry, it is available

with hi-speed, snap-on couplings

that can be connected and discon-

nected in one easy operation—in

one second. Ronaflex tubing as-

semblies are being produced by the

Ronaflex Tubing Company, Inc., of

Philadelphia, with distribution han-

dled by the Penflex Sales Company,
7200 Powers Lane, Philadelphia.
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DAHL-BECK ELECTRIC COMPANY
118 MAIN STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIFORNIA • EXBROOK 2-5214

Speed the Delivery of Viscous Materials

WITH

\ -

KINNEY
SD PUMP

Of the many ways to handle heavy, sticky materials, no

method compares with the Kinney SD Rotating Plunger Pump

for speed and dependability. The famous SD handles almost

any viscous material, including asphalt, glucose, black strap

molasses, fuel and lube oils. Construction is rugged and

design is extremely simple . . . the SD has no valves, springs,

buckets or gaskets and only one stuffing box. Two rotating

plungers set 180^ apart give continuous flow— all liquid with

entrained gas is swept out at each revolution and foaming is

Hminafed. The SD is available plain or steam jacketed, in

ron, bronze fitted or bronze construction, with capacities

to 3000 GPM. Let the Kinney SD handle your hard-to-pump

materials!

Wrife for Bulletin 18A.

KINNEY MANUFACTURING CO.
3554 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
We also manufacture Vacuum Pumps, Clutches and Bituminous Distributors
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Report of The President's Advisory Committee

on The Merchant Marine

(
Coiniiiiu'd from page 35)

Government policy, new private capital can be brought

into this field of enterprise.

Plans are immediately available for two classes of

moderately large passenger-carrying vessels which are

urgently needed and for which private operating com-

panies are prepared to enter into purchase contracts. The

only obstacle to concluding such contracts so far as the

Committee can learn is the question of net cost to the

operator; i. e. the difference between shipbuilders' con-

tract price and the sum of the construction-differential

subsidy and the cost of national defense features.

There are complications in the added cost of Ameri-

can standards for safety of life at sea and for crew's ac-

commodations. The pressing national security needs for

ships and shipbuilding, lead the Committee to recom-

mend, in view of these practical difficulties and factors,

that during the next three years, at least, shipbuilding

contracts be placed at the maximum construction differ-

ential subsidy of 50% permitted by the 1936 act and

which was used under congressional approval during the

recent war period.

(3) Building Program.—The Maritime Commission

has prepared and submitted to the Committee a study

of prospective requirements for passenger-carrying ves-

sels on the various foreign-trade routes and in certain

domestic services. In its meetings with the representa-

tives of the industry, the Committee has found general

substantiation of the need for the services proposed by

the Maritime Commission. It has on the other hand, in

many cases, found a more conservative opinion on the

part of the operating companies as to the characteristics

for vessels best suited to these services. In the furtherance

of the policy of private ownership and private operation

of the merchant marine, the Committee believes that,

consistent with national security considerations, prefer-

ence should be given to the opinions and desires of the

operating companies as to the designs to be provided.

The prospective owner's interests and requirements in

new vessels should likewise be guarded in the contract,

in development of the working plans, and in the inspec-

tion during actual construction and outfitting.

The schedule of ship construction is advocated not as

a rigid requirement, but rather as what the Committee
believes to be a realistic estimate of the first steps toward
putting the merchant marine and shipbuilding industry

on a sound continuing basis. It is necessary that these

steps lead in subsequent years to the development of an
annual replacement program of cargo, passenger-carrying

and tanker tonnage. This would give some assurance
that the Nations merchant fleet is maintained at a level

of effectiveness commensurate with security requirements
and at a degree of efficiency that should help to minimize
the economic handicaps imposed by our higher costs of
operation.

The passenger capacity represented by this program
in ships to be completed by 1953 is less than 40 per cent
of the total passenger traffic which the Department of
Commerce estimates will be traveling overseas by water
in 1950. Its total approximate cost, based on the Mari-
time Commissions estimates at present price levels,

would range between 5500,000,000 and $600,000,000,
or average about $150,000,000 a year. A considerable
part of this initial outlay should be recovered through
the sale of the ships to private operating companies.
The building of two express-t)'pe passenger-carrying
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Program for Construction of
Passenger-Carrying Vessels

Number Approximate Approximate
of Gross Tons Passengers

Ships Per Vessel Per Vessel
For fiscal 19-48: (because of limited

funds)
Route or Service:

New York to Mediterranean 3 21.000 675
•Round the world 5 15.500 180

Total. 1948 8
For fiscal 1949:
New York to Channel ports 1 50,000 2,000
New York to east coast South

America 2 18-20.000 600
Gulf Coast to east coast South

America 1 12.000 230
East coast United States to South

Africa 2 S.OOO 300
•Seattle to Alaska 2 6,000 300
•Pacific coastwise (Los Angeles to

San Francisco) 2 IS.OOO 350
Total. 1949 10

For fiscal 1950:
New York, Boston to London 4 10,000 160
New York to Baltic Ports 2 H,000 150
•West Coast to Pacific 2 18-20.000 600
New York to Puerto Rico 2 7,500 350
Atlantic coastwise 3 18,000 350

Total, 1950 13
For fiscal 1951:
New York to Channel Ports 1 50.000 2.000
New York to Hamburg, Bremen... 1 24,000 1.000
New York to east coast South

America 1 18-20,000 600
•West Coast to Orient 2 22.000 800
•Seatde to Alaska 2 6,000 300
•Pacific Islands 2 4,000 250
East coast to West Indies and Gulf.. 4 6.000 300
East coast to Caribbean 2 9,000 350

Total, 1951 15
Grand Toul, 1948-51 46

( • For Pacific operations.

)

ships for the New York to Channel-port service will help

to restore the heavy war losses in trans-Atlantic express

passenger tonnage and will provide a type of vessel par-

ticularly useful in time of emergency. The Committee
also considers it important that the re-establishment of

satisfactory service under the United States flag from the

Pacific coast to Australia be expedited.

In addition to the passenger ships enumerated in the

foregoing table, it appears to the committee that national

security considerations require that this program be sup-

plemented by the building of a number of prototype

high-speed dry cargo and tanker vessels, the construction

costs of which are not included in the approximate fig-

ures given above.

(7) Distribution of ship construction.—It is implicit

in a program that aims to encourage a vigorous ship-

building industry that the relatively small volume of ton-

nage to be built in the near future not be concentrated

in one or two yards. Not only prices bid but the current

work load, the availability of facilities, geographical loca-

tion, and other conditions will have to be taken into

account in determining suitable distribution.

In prosecution of such a program, it is important that

the competitive character of the industry, expressed in

efficiency of the operations and the close control of costs,

be preserved, and no guarantee of survival can be or

should be extended to any yard.

The building program contemplated will include

groups of ships of the same design. Provision for the

distribution of such a group to several yards is contained

in section 502 (f ) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936,

without penalty to the shipping company purchasing the

ships, since the excess cost of building ships separately is

paid by the Government as a national-defense measure.

(8) Progressive replaceinent of ivar-built tonnage.—
The fact that a very large percentage of the dry-cargo and
tanker tonnage in the American Merchant Marine today

consists of ships built during World War II and that

these ships are, therefore, of substantially the same age,

is a matter of concern in any long-range program for this

country. These ships will depreciate as a block due to
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NEW AND MODERN
TIME SAVING DERRICK BARGES

Now Operated By

SMITH-RICE
FULL CIRCLE REVOLVING DIESEL ELECTRIC CRANES

SMITH-RICE CO.

Pier 16

San Francisco

EXbrook 2-0416

MARirVE SALVAGE COIVTRACTORS

HEAVY LIFT SERVICE TO SHIPPIIVG

SMITH-RICE

Derick Barges, Inc.

Berth 31, Long Beach

Long Beach 750-65
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obsolescence and deterioration. A similar situation ob-

tained after World War I. In the late thirties, the Amer-

ican cargo fleet, built during and just after that war,

was rapidly being displaced in the trade routes by more

modern and more efficient foreign-built tonnage. Cor-

rective measures to avoid a repetition of this situation

must be planned now to assure that the merchant fleet

shall continue to include a proper proportion of modern

efficient vessels. This is important from the viewpoint

both of the economics of competitive commercial opera-

tions and of national security.

(10) Sea-air transportation.—This Committee is not

constituted nor equipped to make any findings with

respect to the above representations and has made no

independent study of the facts. On the basis of the testi-

mony it has heard, however, the Committee recommends

that a thorough study be made to determine ( 1 ) whether

air-mail contract payments are or are not being used

unfairly to depress rates below reasonably compensatory

levels for the air lines carrying passengers in competi-

tion with steamship companies; and (2) whether the

development of both air- and water-transportation serv-

ices so essential to national defense would be furthered

or retarded by permitting coordinated operations.

Development of Ship Forms

(Copiltnued from page 53)

Stern would be lost in the eddies caused by the full lines.

If a ship had gone fast enough to create the resistance

wave hollow abaft the bow the roughness of the sea

would doubtless have rendered it unnoticeable.

In passing it may be noted that Benjamin Franklin

is among the early towing tank experimenters, his field

being the effect of shallow water on the speed of vessels,

particularly canal boats. By towing a miniature canal

boat in a small trough fitted with a movable board to

vary the depth he found that between the deepest and
shallowest the time difference for the model to move the

length of the trough was "somewhat more than one-
fifth." His towmg mechanism was the simplest: "To
give motion to the boat I fixed one end of a long silk

thread to its bow, just even with the water's edge, the

other end passed over a well-made brass pulley, of about
an inch diameter, turning freely on a small axis; and a

shilling was the weight."

Up to about 1800 it is hard to distinguish between
merchant vessels and naval vessels except, of course, the
many-decked ships of the line. Many merchant ships such
as the British East Indiamen were as well-armed and were
run with the same discipline as ships of the Royal Navy;
others were taken into naval service in times of conflict.

Until the introduction of iron strapping and knees the
building of a long wooden .ship was virtually impossible—the structure was too elastic. This elasticit)' of structure
required that naval vessels have relatively full lines at the
ends so that there would be displacement to support the
armament carried there; with fine lines the ship would
hog. As the naval vessels set the pattern so the large
merchant vessels followed.

There were, however, many legal and extra-legal busi-
nesses that required small, fast-sailing vessels—pilot
service, smuggling, privateering and slaving, to mention
a few. Vessels for such services became an American
specialty after the American Revolution, when unsettled
world conditions required that American ships be speedy
or face arrest, although as a type they were known as
early as 1750. The majority of the early vessels were
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built in Maryland and Virginia and the type was referred

to as "Virginia-built" or the "Virginia model'; later it

was better known as the Baltimore Clipper and usually

rigged as a topsail schooner or a variation thereof.

The development of large sharp-model ships did not

follow that of the smaller craft. A few were built for

enterprising owners but as fine lines limited cargo

capacity they were few and far between. Certain brigs

and ship-rigged sloops were built for the U. S. Navy
before and during the War of 1812. The demand for

speed in large ships developed slowly—at first around

Baltimore where ship owners had contact with the clip-

per schooners. A second influence was the inauguration

about 1816 of a regular line of packets across the North
Atlantic.

The first of these packet vessels were sturdily built

after the fashion of the frigates of the time. That they

made some rather astounding passages in spite of their

relatively small size—about 121 feet long over all with

a breadth of 28 feet—can be attributed to the driving

ability of their captains, many of whom learned their

trade in privateers, rather than to any superior hull form.

To aid in speed subsequent ships had the ends fined

slightly.

The greatest influence on packet ship design was the

cotton trade out of New Orleans. In order to carry the

greatest cargo on a given length with the restricted draft

imposed by the bar at the mouth of the Mississippi a

special type of ship having a long flat floor was de-

veloped. Ship builders had always considered that a flat

floor was detrimental to speed, that for fast ships the

midsection should be V-shaped of as small an area as

possible. Under the command of capable seamen it was
soon apparent that some of the cotton carriers were

quite fast.

(To be continued)

Two Barges Raise One Barge

Smith-Rice Derrick Barges Nos. 3 and 4, ra

barge which recently sank in Islais Creek,

barge is owned by a local constructi

178 tens.

third derrick

k. The sunken derrick

company. The lift was

Emergency Hints:

Valve Stem Gland Leaking

If an objectionable amount of steam leaks past the

valve stem gland it may be due to a restricted lead-off

pipe, which should be of ample size and open to the

atmosphere. If the leakage is increasing it will be due to

wear of the stem or its bushing. Find out which is worn
and replace it. If a new bushing is installed always run a

standard reamer through it after pressing it in place.
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For Stevedoring Service...

Expert Handling and Stowing of All Cargo.

Modern Equipment. Cranes for Heav) Lifts.

For Ship Service...

Tank Cleaning. Wet and Dry Sandblasting.

Painting. Scaling. General Cleaning Work.

it Experienced Personnel in All Departments.

MITCHELL STEVEDORING COMPANY

Ship Ser\4ce Department

Pier 18 • San Fraoeisco

Telephone: GArfield 1-5216 • Office Telephone: GArfield 1-5213

For Your Precision Job

We have every facility to do the work better

... our own heat-treating equipnnent immediately

adjoins our tool room . . . large furnace (left) is

adapted to the carborizing and heat treating of a

large variety of products. . . . This gas unit is

equipped with automatic temperature control . . .

after machining, wrist pins, gears, cams, reamers,

cutters and other tools are carburized or surface

hardened before grinding.

Complete J 00-page book in co/or. showing focilities.

upon request.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
AND DRY DOCK CORP.

GArfield 1-6168

Execufive Offices

1100 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
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CoRDES Bros.
34 DAVIS STREET GARFIELD 1-8355

SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIF.

MARINE SPECIALTIES
ALLENITE SOOT ERADICATOR

ALLENCOTE REFRACTORY COATIN©
BUHERWORTH TANK CLEANING SYSTEM

COFFIN PUMPS
FLEXITALLIC GASKETS

FRANCE METALLIC PACKING
KOMUL ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING

LESLIE REGULATORS & TYFON WHISTLES
SANDUSKY CENTRIFUGAL CAST LINERS

SEA-RO PACKING

The Isherwood Systems

of Ship Construction

There is an Ishenvood System for every type

of mercantile vessel

Eminently suitable for Oil Tankers

Designers and Specialists in Hull Construe^

tion and Reconversions

SIR JOSEPH W. ISHERWOOD & GO.
LIMITED

4 Lloyds Ave., London E.C.3 17 BoHory Place, New York

Propeller Design
• Save Fuel

• Increase Speed

• Eliminate

Vibration

Send us your prob-

lems ... we special-

ize in propeller de-

sign.

WILLIAM LAMBIE, Naval Architect
216 East C Street Wilmington, California

LAMBIE PROPELLERS

BIRD-ARCHER CO.
OF CALIFORNIA

BOILER WATER TREATMENT ENGINEERS
Established 40 Years on Pacific Coast

MAIN OFFICE

19 FREMONT STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone SUtter 1-6310

SEAHLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
HONOLULU WILMINGTON

HOUCH & EGBERT CO.
311 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCODOuglas 2-1860

Representing

WALTER KIDDE & COMPANY. INC.

Rich Smoke Detecting System
Lux Fire Extinguishing System

Selex-zonit Fire Detection System

AMERICAN ENGINEERING COMPANY
Steering Gears • Deck Machinery
Vapor Car Heating Company Service

HOUGH Patent Boiler Feed Checks • LANE Life Boats

SCHAT Davits

1*1CONSULTING ENGINEERS •

SURVEYORS TO BUREAU VERITAS

Morrison & Bevilockway
ESTABLISHED IN ISTO

MARINE PLUMBING
STEAM FiniNG and SHEET METAL WORK

Sole Agents and Manufacturers of the New M & B

Automatic Lifeboat Drain Plug • Expert Lifeboat

Repairs and all kinds of Air Duct Work • Galley

Ranges Repaired • Monel and Stainless Steel

Dressers Manufactured

Day & Night Service 166 Fremont St.

Telephone DO 2-2708-09 San Francisco

A* Night Call Jerrfon 7-2252—vr/liigame 3->7l2

THE KELVIN-WHITE
SfiJie/Uocd

COMPASS
• THE "EXPRESS"
for power cruisers; with built-in compen-
sator, Polaroid light control, doubles as o
pelorus, price $115.

• THE *XORSAIR**
for any small soil or power boot; high
performance, low cost, built-in compensa-
tor and lighting, price $31.50.

V/r'tie for descriptive circulars.

KELVIN & WILFRID 0. WHITE CO.
4645 Focuify Ave., Long Beach 8, Calif.

90 State St., Boston 9, Mass. 38 Water St., New York City

MARINE ELECTRIC CO.
195 Fremont Street San Francisco

Established 1886

Marine and Industrial — Electrical

and Refrigeration Installations

Manufacturers of

MECO Watertight Fixtures and Fittings

Distribufors of

Servel, Inc. — Refrigeration Compressors 1/6 to 3 H.P.

Schnacke, Inc. — Refrigeration Compressors 5 to 50 H.P.

Edison G. E. Appliance Company (Hotpoint)

Automatic Electric Sales Corp. — Sound Power Telephones

Diehl Manufacturing Co. — Electric Fans
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COMBUSTION DEPOSIT STEALS FUEL . .

.

PREVENTS EFFICIENT HEAT TRANSFER

GET WO
OF THIS

ROBBtR

GAMLENITE
METAl REPLACEMENT

• Removes Combustion Deposif and Slag

• "QAMLENlZEf Boiler Metal Surfaces

that IS bl

shutting
proves boll

iquedty powder
furnace without

immediately im-
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ilion deposits and hard slag,
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'

aranteed unconditionally! Ask
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id lor Bulletin 454.
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in the

- ChartRoom

Walker's

"TRIDENT"
Electric Log

enables ttie Navigat-

ing Officer to take a

log reading over the

chart at any moment
— a great advantage
at night or in fog.

Of all Nautical

Instrument Dealers

THOS. WALKER S SON, LTD.

SS Oiford St.

Birmingham, Engiand

George Fryette and ''Rust-Oleum'

EDCO
WELDING ROD

For Proven

Yellow Shielded Phosphor Bronze

ELECTRODES
Write

DAVIES & SON
1416 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles 24. Calif.

Phone: ARizona 3-3955

REPUBLIC ELECTRIC CO.

WIRING

MOTOR REPAIRS

MARINE

ELECTRIC

SUPPLIES

33 DRUMM ST.

San Francisco

RADAR-RADIO
FIRE ALARMS

PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC
CONTROLS

EXbrook
2-6903

Parkin is Port Engineer

for Westinghouse

Richard N. Parkin has recently been named port engi-
neer at San Francisco for the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Prior to his new appointment, he had been
serving as planning supervisor at the company's Sunny-
vale, Calif., plant, where under previous ownership from
1925 to 1947 he had been manager of the service depart-
ment. As port engineer, Parkin succeeds W. N. Horn-
berger, who has been transferred to the engineering
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'r'ukMiiai
Here \\t' have popular George Fryette, well known in

Southern California marine circles, head of Barnes-

Delaney Marine Division, with headquarters at Long
Beach. George is telling the marine field all about the

advantages of using Rust-Oleum for rust preventative on
all exposed metal surfaces inboard and outboard.

George points out that Rust-Oleum is available in

aluminum and colors as well as in primer form. Mr.
Fryette has had wide experience in the Los Angeles Har-

bor area, with ship painting and repair work.

department of the Westinghouse plant at So. Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Parkin is a resident of Palo Alto. He brings to his new
assignment wide acquaintance and broad experience in

the marine industry.
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iHeHte4 Xea4ef^ki^
Quality material, superior workmanship «"d over 30 years

experience are the components of every Ch.ef Sandusky

Centrifugal Casting.

Ship owners and operators realise ^^ ^^ded value of

years of experience and specify "Sandusky on their new

construction and repair contracts.

Sandusky has a complete nonferrous centrifugal foundry

and machine shop for producing P^°P«"«^ ;^^** ='";"'

stern tube bushings, rudder stock sleeves and pump liners

from 3" to 46" in diameter and in lengths up to i4/ .

Specify Chief Sandusky Centrifugal Castings on

your next application.

jniTCKV rFUTJi/n/riAL CASr/f/OS^

SANDUSKY FOUNDRY
illJ'

GRACE LINE
(,<»

9?

VmlovSTEO&CO INC SEsniE « TYNES BROS, BIRMINCHftM, ALA

^rn"ng"R°nV UK FRANCISCO AND WILMINGTOK. CALIF

SANTA FLEET
RETURNS TO THE
PACIFIC COAST

S. S. SANTA RITA

S. S. SANTA ADELA

S. S. SANTA FLAVIA

S. S. SANTA JUANA

S. S. SANTA ELIANA

These C-2 fast freight vessels, three equipped with re-

frigerator space, and limited passenger accommodationB,

together with modern chartered tonnage, will supply

frequent service between

—

BRITISH COLUMBIA WASHINGTON
OREGON CALIFORNIA

and

Mexico Central America Panama Colombia

Ecuador Peru Bolivia Chile

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

White Building 2 Pine Street JP.y-^'iJ'^,
SEneca 4300 SUtter 1-3800 Michigan 7811

VANCOUVER PORTLAND
991 Hastings St., W. Board of Trade Bldg.

PAcific 7271 ATwater 8508

TOP ffflC/ENCY
IN THE BOIUR ROOM!

^Il*'
• You can count

on Todd Oil Burners

to increase cruising

range, minimize

operating costs and

insure trouble-free

operation

!

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT DIVISION

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
81-16 45th Avenue, Elmhurst, Queens, N. Y.

•.EWYORK . BROOKLYM • ROCHESTER • HOBOKEN -NEWARK

DECEMBER • I 947

SERVICE

on

Your

VIKING

ROTARY

PUMP

Call

Your

Nearest

VIKING

Repre-

sentative

The Viking Pump Company is represented by a nation-vt-ide sales
'

e organization in key cities from coast to coast , . from

) the Gulf, Is your pumping installation operating at

high efficiency? Do you have a pump maintenance problem?

call the Viking representative nearest your plant for

DETROIT 26
Kerr Mflchintry Co.

Kerr Building

EVANSVILLE, IND.

Shous* Mochintry Co.

222 Court Bldg.

HOUSTON 1

Soulhcrn Eng. & Pump Co.
900 St, Charles St.

Also Dallas, San Antonio

and Kilgorc

LOS ANGELES 11

E. E. Burton

4432 Long Beach Avenue

LOUISVILLE 2

Ncill LaVielU Supply Co.
505 W Main St.

MEMPHIS 2
J. E. Dilworfh Co.

Phone Daly 0807 347 South Front Street

NEW YORK 23 MINNEAPOLIS 14
Herbert Fuhrer i^^o„ c. Gadbois

1841 Broadway at 60th St. jjj^ Un.vcrs.ty Ave. S E.

Phone Circle 7-3324 ^^^ ORLEANS 12

BALTIMORE 1 Menqe Pump & Moehine Co.

Walloce Stebbins Co.
Charlfs and Lombard Sts.

BIRMINGHAM
Pump Shop, Inc.

BOISE
The Olson Mfq. Co.

P. O Box 1487

BOSTON 10

Hayes Pump & Moch. Co.

CHICAGO 6

C. W. Dennis
549 W. Washington Blvd.

Phone State 6819

CLEVELAND 13

J. A. Sinden
310 Marshall Bldg,

Phone Cherry 0687

INDIANAPOLIS 4
C. D. Sadler

207 Pennway Building

Phone Lincoln 4788

KANSAS CITY 6

F. J. Pinney

601 Pickwick Building

C. F. Mullens

2S Pure c St-

CHARLOTTE. N. C.

Southern Pump & Tonk Co.

1730 No Trvon St.

DENVER
Hendrte-Bolthoff Co.

.„! E Fra

RICHMOND
Richmond Engrq. Co.

Also Sc.ittU- anrl P^-rtland

ST. LOUIS \

Lane Mochinery Co.

7lh.md Market Sts.

TULSA •

Warner tewit Co.

817 North Uwis Place

Pump Company

Cedar Falls, lov/a
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Markey
Type G S D

4" I A" Si

STEERING
ENGINE

M seconds to swing the new "Portland"

80 degrees. That's why such a vessel

was built and why "Markey" was
chosen to supply the steering eguip-

ment. "Markey" experience, covering

nearly fifty years, together with modem
material and production methods, is an
organization that will continue to offer

the marine trade a wealth of back-

ground in the manufacture, recondition-

ing and repairing of deck and auxiliary

eguipment. When an unusual applica-

tion confronts you, why not avail your-

self of this engineering and maritime
experience. Put it up to "Markey," a
name familiar to Mariners anywhere on
the Seven Seas.

WINDLASSES . CAPSTANS . TOWING MACHINES
HOISTS . WINCHES . STEERING ENGINES

Represented by
Geo. E. Swett S Co., San Francisco

J. H. Menge Sales Co., New Orleans

"Let's learn from experience — Keep
our Merchant Marine and keep it up."

MARKEY
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

OVERHAULED, TESTED
AND SET FOR

ANY PRESSURE
ANY TEMPERATURE
ANY BLOW-DOWN

Thomas A. Short Company
245 Fremont Street

San Francisco SUHer 1-7622

^g?J5]]^llB]M'mjMC
TERCO PRODUCTS CO. — West Coast Represenfofivej

941 Howard Street, San Francisco 3. Colif.

JOINTS J

NEIS. GBEASE tnSACTOftS
j

>tO IKJECIOBS. FIITEK J



^'*'"fn 1*00 01
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lit lio"''"

Representatives for

TODD COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(TODD OIL BURNERS)

COlUmBIH

IDflCHIDE

UIORKIi
L K. SIversen, Owner

7th and

'"sow:" BERKELEY. CALIF, c^nt^st.

/2,
MOORE-McGORMACR

AJUERICAX REPUBLICS LINE

Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coast of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . LRIGVAY • ARGENTINA

PACIFIC REPIBLICS UXE
Freight and Passenger Service between the West

Coalt of United States and the countries of

BRAZIL . URUGUAY • ARGENTINA

A31ERICA> SCAXTIC LINE

Freight and Passenger Service between the East

Coa^t of United States and the countries of

NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN
POLAND FINLAND RUSSLA

For complete injoTmation apply

lack
QPrtm Pearl Harbor

y.J Day. Moore-McCon
Lines operated more

than 150 ships, lost 11

vessels, transported

751^^9 mops and
carried 3 1.4 10.1 11 Ions

ojuar cargo. To discharge

such responsibilities

in time oj crisis. America s

Merchant Marine must be

ke/it strong ia peace
—as in tear.

MOORE - McCORMACK
140 CALIFORNIA STREET
San Francisco 11, Calif.

530 WEST SIXTH STREET
Lo. Aneclea 14. Calil.

DEXTERHORTON BUILDING
SealUe 4. Waihington

BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
Portland 4. Oregon

744 HASTINGS ST. VEST
VancoUTer, B. C.

Ofices in Principal Cities of the World

ON THE PACIFIC
it's

EVERETT PACIFIC

Specializing in liull, elertrl-

«ol, ond ste«Bti ond diesef

repairs.

A modem machine shop com-

pletely 6«juipped for every

need.

Precision performonce on

every job.

.i^^A^^L.

DECEMBER • 1947

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

EVERETT, WASHINGTON

SHIP REPAIR ^ 10,500 TON

& CONVERSION ^ DRY DOCK
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GOLDEN STATE CONTINUES UPER AMERICAN EEAC

The former California Maritime

Academy Training Ship, Gold-

en State, coming off drydock

at Bethlehem Steel Company's

Alameda Repair Yard, where

she is being outfitted for tramp

service under the American

flag.

John E. Tsavaris, President of

the Panormetis SS Company,
who recently purchased the

vessel, expects to put her in

operation late this month. Mr.

Tsavaris, who has been iust re-

leased ande the

Navy, is a former Repair Su-

perintendent at the Boston Na-

val Shipyard.

EMMET McCORMACK VISITS WEST

K. C. Tripp. Pacific Coast Man-

ager; Emmet McCormack, Vice

President; H. K. Grady, West-

ern Freight Traffic Manager—
Moore-McCormack Lines.

In San Francisco on November 25, Emmet Mc-
Cormack announced that a fleet of five specially

designed C-h freighters will take over servicing the

Moore-McCormack Lines' Pacific Republics Line

route between the West Coast and the east coast

of South America between December and mid-

1948.

Commodore R. C. Lee and Mrs. Lee aboard the Gripsholm
prior to sailing for Scandinavia. Commodore Lee is Executive

Vice President of Moore-McCormack Lines.
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